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THE AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE

BRINGS ITS MEMBERS-
-* I. MOVIE MAKERS— .in interesting and helpful ^^~ H^

monthly magazine covering every phase of personal
j
^^^ ^^ i

movie making and containing news of amateur ! f A
activities and all new equipment. Beautifully illus-

trated, each number contains a full measure of W?2!*&FT!&
articles and editorial features. Technical articles, \tC^J^S)l
written by experts, are clear and practical.

•fc 2. Technical Consulting Service—an individual ser-

vice for which there is no extra charge. You may
write in for information about movie making tech-

nique and vou will receive an accurate and prompt jBT -, • ^>^ :

reply.

•fc 3. Continuity and Film Planning Service—a similar

consulting service which offers aid in planning pic-

tures of all types, writing titles and editing. Mem-
bers may apply for film treatments and suggestions

for the pictures that they want to make. Films and Filters

•fa 4. Film Review Service—through which you may Latest addition to League boo\let list

send your films requesting criticism and suggestions

by the League's consultants who are competent tech- + 7 . Equipmen+ Service—by which the League offers
nicians - expert technical advice on the selection of equipment

-^ 5. Club Service—in forming amateur movie clubs for special cine needs, although it cannot make pur-

and in planning programs for them. A Club Film chases for members nor secure special discounts for

Library, made up of outstanding films produced by them.

movie 'clubs and individuals, is circulated among + 8 . Member R |m Exchange—among members is di-
clubs wrthout charge.^ rected by the League Thg League fadlitates the

•fa 6. Booklets and Service Sheets—are supplied on temporary exchange of films by members in all parts

request without charge. Printed booklets on impor- of the United States. A special Medical Film Ex-
tant phases of movie making technique are published change is available to medical men.

periodically and are mailed automatically as issued, ^ 9. Specia | Services—in two important fields are
to all members who ask to receive them. New mem- available. Through the Film Review Chart a mem-
bers may receive all current booklets on request. ber can get particu]arly efficient criticism on h]s

Among those now in print are: reels. By means of the Film Treatment Chart, a

• Color Filming. . . 27 pages illustrated member may secure individually prepared film

• Titling Technique . . . . 32 pages Plans and continuity outlines.

• Featuring the Family 34 pages * 10. Public Relations—The League has been able to
• Lighting Personal Movies. .37 pages illustrated open national parks and other closed filming areas
• Films and Filters

.

.31 pages illustrated to amateur cine cameras, it has secured favorable
Numerous service sheets (mimeographed and re- status concerning duty on amateur films and it

printed material ) are issued from time to time. constantly is alert to secure proper treatment for

They are announced in Movie Makers and are amateur movie makers whenever any legislation that

available to any member on special request. would affect them is under consideration.

-£ II. Making Better Movies—A 241 page book on amateur movie making is sent to

every member. Written in clear, non technical language, this book gives directions for

every process, every piece of equipment and every trick in movie making that you will

be likely to use. It is illustrated.

Making Better Movies has served as hand book and cine guide to over 17,000 amateur movie makers!

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

420 Lexington Ave. Date

New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

I wish to become a member of AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE. Inc. My remittance for $

made payable to AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc., is enclosed in payment of dues. Of this amount,

I direct that $2 be applied to a year's subscription to MOVIE MAKERS. I To nonmembers, subscrip-

tion to MOVIE MAKERS is $3 in the United States and possessions; S3. 25 in Canada, $3.50 in other

countries. I

MEMBERSHIP $5 a year

City

GET THESE INDISPENSABLE

FILMING AIDS AT ONCE FOR
Five dollars a year

Amateur Cinema League, inc.

420 Lexington Ave. New York, New York, U. S. A.
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"WANKS TO FILMO,

OUR ADOLESCENTS'

BABY FILMS

ARE STILL IN FINE

CONDITION!"

...SHOW THEM WITH A

New Filmo-Master 16 mm. Projector

You can buy no finer moderately priced
16 mm. silent projector than this new
Filmo - Master. It includes de luxe

features heretofore found only in

higher-priced Filmos. It is completely
gear-drh'en and has a speedy power
rewind. Brilliant pictures in home or
small auditorium are assured by its

7 50-watt lamp, fast two-inch F 1.6 lens,

and Magnilite condenser. With case,

$139. Mail coupon.

ew-i

Filmo-Master 8 mm. Projector
The Filmo 8 mm. Projector now appears

in the new, improved model pictured
above. Retained is the basic design which
made Filmo the finest of 8 mm. projectors.

Added are an improved film moving mech-
anism, lens focus lock, new two-way tilt,

radio interference eliminator, and a

threaded socket so that your tripod may
be used as a projector stand. Line current

and lamp switches are side by side on the

cabinet base. The new Filmo-Master 8 is

fully gear-driven— no chains or belts in-

side or out. Uses 400- or 500-watt lamp.
Has fast F 1.6 lens. No increase in price

—

still $118, case included.

USE A/*
P̂ALm-

'49
PALM-SIZE FILMO 8

- 50
On/y

Filmo 8 is scarcely larger than the
palm of your hand and weighs
only 24 ounces. It makes movies at

snapshot cost; makes color movies,
too, indoors and out, even in slow
motion. Has single frame device,
viewfinder masks for use with tele-

photo lenses, and can be equipped
with film rewinding device for
making lap dissolves and double
exposures!

With F 3.5 lens, speeds 8, 16,
24, 32, only $49.50.
With F 2.5 lens, speeds 16 to

64, only $75.

PRECISION-MADE BY

JUST one passage through an inadequate projector
could ruin your most treasured films. No saving in

projector price can justify your taking that chance
with films that can't be replaced. At the lowest prices

in their history. Bell & Howell Filmo Projectors now
offer more advantages than ever before, including
this complete film protection:

"FLOATING FILM"— at no point does the picture

area of your film touch any stationary part. Filmo
can't scratch!

NO "SAWING" ACTION— shuttle tooth moves in a

rectangular path— straight in, down, and straight out
—thus minimizing wear on perforations.

NO JERKING— thanks to positive gear drive and
correctly accelerated shuttle.

STRAIGHT LINE FILM TRAVEL-film is not twisted
at any point!

Besides film protection, a Filmo Projector also gives
uniformly brilliant, flickerless, rock-steady screen
pictures. Filmo's scientific design and precise con-
struction assure lasting, dependable service. Write
today. Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; New York;
Hollywood; London. Established 1907.

NEW16 MM. FILMO 141 Eliminates Threading

of Film— Permits Mid-reel Changes from Color to Black-and-white Film

Ideal for both beginner and advanced worker.

Loads with pre-threaded film magazine. Easy to

use, yet designed to keep pace with your cine-

matic progress. Has four operating speeds includ-

ing s-l-o-w motion if desired, single-frame ex-

posure control for making animated titles and
cartoons, and starting button lock. "Positive"

finder eliminates off-center pictures. Lens is in-

stantly interchangeable with telephoto, wide-angle,

and speed lenses. With 1-inch F 2.7 lens. ..$115.

FREE FILM OFFER! "How Motion Pictures Move and Talk," a new film pro-
duced by Bell & Howell, traces the making of a modern Hollywood sound
movie from the raw film to the finished picture. You can borrow a print, either

sound or silent, for a group showing. No charge. Mail coupon.

See Your Filmo Movie Dealer

for demonstration and in-

formation about easy time
payments. Or mail cou-
pon for full details.

BELL & HOWELL

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY mm 1-40

1843 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, Illinois
Please send details on ( ) new Filmo 8 mm. Projector; ( ) 16
mm. Projector; ( ) palm-size Filmo 8 Camera; ( ) new 141.

( ) I'd like to show a ^ sSeat l6 mm
"
print of the fiIm

"How Motion Pictures Move and Talk."

before

alternate date,

City.



yivi Your New Christmas Projector

7HA7S
COOPERATION

The Da-Lite Challenger—the most popular of portable

screens—combines brighter pictures with utmost conveni-

ence. It can be set up anywhere in 15 seconds, is the only

screen with square tubing to hold the case in perfect align-

ment and the entire picture in perfect focus. 12 sizes from
30" x 40" to 70" x 94" inclusive from $12.50* up.

DA-wTt!^^^ -^
. J"—-^. ^^ '

The Da-Lite Junior Screen provides the

finest in screen surfaces at lowest cost.

It has the same efficient glass-beaded

fabric as the highest priced Da-Lite

Screen. It can be hung against a wall or

set up on a table. Ideal for owners of

low wattage projectors. 4 sizes from
82.00* up.

Show Your Pictures on a

CLASS-BEADED

SCREEN
Pat. Off.) ^^r ^^m ^^ ^^» ^^K ^

For full enjoyment of projected still pictures or home movies, you need an efficient

screen as well as a good projector. Experienced amateurs will tell you that for bril-

liant images and sharp details the Da-Lite Glass-Beaded surface is "tops." Its mil-

lions of tiny glass heads are super-imposed on the carefully selected white fabric by

a special process—the result of 30 years of leadership in screen manufacture. The
result is a screen which reflects maximum light and does not sparkle or glare. The
beads are guaranteed not to shatter off. The fabric stays white longer than any other

while surface. Da-Lite makes screens with Silver and White surfaces, but recom-

mends the Glass-Beaded surface as the most efficient for average home requirements.

Ask your dealer for a demonstration. See how much brighter pictures are on the

Da-Lite Glass-Beaded screen. Styles for all requirements in a broad range of sizes

from $2.00* up. Write for illustrated literature on Da-Lite Screens and Accessories!

^Prices slightly higher on Pacific coast.

DA-LITE SCREEN CO., INC.
DEPT. 1MM. 2723 N. CRAWFORD AVE.. CHICAGO, ILL.

WAjeMT/oHiyuy,
REC. U.S. PAT. OFF.
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not forward copies unless extra postage is provided by you.
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A Question of Exposure

THE gentleman on the floor made
the obvious mistake of leaving his

chin exposed too long. His only recol-

lection of the fight will be a whoozy
blur.

On the other hand, the man who took

this picture will have an uncommonly
vivid document of the entire proceed-

ings.

For indoor movies, for slow-motion pic-

tures under poor light conditions, you
can use no more satisfactory film than

Agfa 16 mm. Triple S Superpan Re-

versible Film. It is extremely fast, fine-

grained, and fully sensitive to all

D'fn 9.1

colors. Your projected pictures are ex-

ceptionally deep and clear, showing the

minutest details.

Ask your dealer for Agfa 1 1> mm. Triple

S Superpan Reversible Film today. It

comes in 100-foot rolls (at $6.00) and

50-foot rolls (at $3.25). These prices

include processing and return postage.

Made in U.S.A. by Agfa Ansco, Bingliam-

ton, New York.

Agfa
16 mm. TRIPLE S

SUPERPAN FILM

VA

• -,"..- 3«l06



MOVIE MAKERS

Own it and Cheer!

A WORLD OLYMPIC

THRILLING SPORTS ACTION!

W„ SPORT PARADE

OF THE YEAR!
In 8mm and 16mm Home Movies

Johnstown Thrills Racing

Fans

Indianapolis Speedway
Smash-up

Britain and U.S. War
on Polo Field

CASTLE GIVES YOU THE FILM OF

THE CHAMPIONS...THE BIG-TIME

SPORTS MOVIE PACKED WITH

HEADLINE EVENTS OF THE YEAR!

%cno

World's Biggest Out-

board Race

XOU'LL see records topple—new marks set-
right on your own home movie screen! You'll

have a "front-seat" view of the fatal Indianapolis

Auto Race smash-up— your pulse will race while
Johnstown wins the Kentucky Derby—John
Cobb tears over the Utah fiats at 353 m.p.h.! You
will be right there while Britain's Sydney Wood-
erson clashes with Rideout in the Race of the

Century. You'll see the World Series— Ski Win-
ners— Polo Champs—Harvard beating Yale on
the Thames—Golf Kings—Speed Kings— Sport
Kings—and The Sport Parade's All-American
football team in the gridiron season's most spec-
tacular runs ... all these and more in ACTION
CLOSE-UPS! Expertly photographed— edited by
professionals— it's a CASTLE CLASSIC!

EXCITING PROGRAM OF EVENTS!
RECORD REGATTA— Daring skippers stage
world's biggest outboard race at Long
Beach, Cal.

HARVARD SWEEPS YALE OARSMEN— Sturdy
Crimson crew outpulls Eli by lengih-and-
half on Thames.

SPORT PARADE'S ALL-AMERICAN— Spectacu-
lar gridiron heroes and plays of 1939.

N. Y. YANKEES AGAIN CHAMPIONS — Con-
quer Cincinnati, 4 straight, in World Series.

WOMEN SKI CHAMPIONS — Canada stages
thrilling winter meet at Quebec.

U.S. RETAINS POLO CUP— Americans defeat
British, 2 straight, in International series.

THE KENTUCKY DERBY— l

'Johnstown;'thriIIs
thousands as he outruns "El Chico" at
Churchill Downs.

RACE OF CENTURY!— Princeton Mile won
by fleet-footed Chuck Fenske against top-
notch field.

GOLF CROWN WINNER—The putt that won
the championship.

353 MILES AN HOUR !— British sportsman,
John Cobb, attempts record run on Utah's
salt flats.

AUTO SPEED CLASSIC—Sensational smash-
ups in 500-mile Indianapolis marathon
of dare-devil drivers.

ORDER Sport Parade Of The Year from your photo supply dealer TODAY!
8mm: 50'—$1.75 180'— $5.50 • 16mm: 100— $3.50 360'— $8.75

Sound -on -Film: 350'— $17.50

CASTLE FILMS
30 Rockefeller Plaza •New York City

ANOTHER
HOME MOVIE HI

"SKI REVELS"
Fastest growing winter sport in

the world! Beginners and cham-
pions in the smart lands of
snow and ski! St. Moritz, Banff,
Lake Placid. Amazing shots
that completely cover this

exhilarating sport! A film

sports lovers will trea-

sure for years.

Send me free copy of Castle Films
I 1940 illustrated catalogue covering
' News, Sports, Entertainment, and

Novelty Subjects.

Name

Address .".
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Spotlight News !

For the Wide-Awake Amateur
Photographer Who desires clear

pictures with "professional"
highlighting.

A REAL SPOTLIGHT

WILLO NO. 88
Loir Prievd ! Efficient!

It's sensational! Equips the amateur
to do a really professional lighting job.

Spotlight unit completely enclosed.
Condensing Lens eliminates all light
"spill" . . . giving high intensity to
desired spot. Ideal with Dufaycolor
and Kodachrome and black and
whites.

Has all steel body construction to
withstand extreme high heat of No. 1

Photoflood Bulb or No. 212 General
Electric photo enlarging bulb, in an
enclosure and is finished in heat proof
black crackle with a chromium plated
pull chain socket. Com-
plete with rubber cord, ^

,

rubber plug and heavy tl 7 k
duty clamp J? I.JJ

Chromascope
Metal Viewer

For Kodachrome Si ill*

Closeups—What filmers are doing

The CHROMASCOPE viewer lias a
magnification that enlarges your pic-
ture so you can enjoy every detail. It
is light and compact, and handsomely
finished.

Supplied complete with a magnifying
or enlarging glass, lamp, automatic-
switch and six feet of rubberized cord
with bakelite socket. It is 6" wide,
5" high and will prove an
ornament for either your
desk or library table. $3.00

MAIL ORDERS FILLER
Write Dept. M.M.

110 West 32nd St., New York

World's Largest Exclusive

Camera Supply House

A bulletin in the offices of the New
York Herald Tribune, "Two Shows For

The Price of None," announced, recent-

ly, a double presentation by two League

members who were also members of the

Herald Tribune staff. Lewis B. Sebring.

jr., ACL. night city editor, and George

Tasso, ACL, a member of the composing

room staff, held a special showing of

their New York World's Fair films for

employees of the paper in the newspa-

per's auditorium. One afternoon and one

evening show were held, for the benefit

of day and night workers. The show was

an elaboration of a custom started last

year, when the two gave a continuous

performance from 6:00 p.m. to (of all

things) 4:00 a.m.!

Mr. Sebring's picture, Streets of

Peace, won honorable mention in the se-

lection of the Ten Best films of 1939.

The other day, this department had the

pleasure of seeing something long miss-

ing from the contemporary screen—an

old fashioned mystery melodrama. Those

mad scientists who, the day before yes-

terday, brought events to a checkmate

in the seventh reel, by threatening to

blow up the house, have not been so

fashionable of late. But Moloch of

Erebus, a horror story in one reel of

16mm. Kodachrome, made by Robert

Gowen. ACL, for Adams T. Rice, who
plays the mad scientist in his own pic-

ture, has everything a petrified audience

could ask for.

Produced to augment his lectures on

magic and stage illusions. Mr. Rice's

film was screened recently at the Beech-

wood Theatre in Scarborough, N. Y.. as

a presentation of the Mount Kisco Cine-

mats. When its scenes had passed before

the audience—the lonely traveler, the

strange, dark house along the way. the

mad scientist and the extraction of the

traveler's soul. Mr. Rice took up where

the picture ended, presenting, as a final

demonstration on his program. "How to

Produce a Cataclysm in Six Easy Les-

sons." Nothing further has been heard,

as yet, from Mount Kisco.

Please rush film plan for
new born child still in hos-
PITAL STOP IT'S A BOY—Thus
read the wire which greeted us one

morning a few weeks ago, as we strolled

casually into the office. With exem-

plary swiftness, the League's staff sprang

into action. Since no member of the

Continuity Department seemed to be

an expert on the finer sequences of in-

fant care, we dispatched an investigator

at once to interview a member of the

staff of New York Hospital's vast ma-

ternity ward, Dr. Gordon Douglas. In

just over an hour he was back, brimming

with data on oil baths and glucose feed-

ing. In another hour, our detailed filming

suggestions were on the way, airmail to

the proud and impatient papa. His

name? Oh. yes. it was E. H. Coates. ACL,
of Chicago.

r IRST aid in patching up incomplete film

footage has been requested recently by

three members of the League, all work-

ing on 8mm. stock. R. P. Connally, ACL.
of Box 231, Tampa. Fla.. is looking for

color footage on the route between Estes

Park and Boulder. Colo., as well as some

takes of Wind River Canyon, near Ther-

mopolis. Wyo. Ralph F. Spiker. at 759

Ray Avenue, N.W., New Philadelphia.

Ohio, needs replacements of scenes along

his journey from Charlottesville, Va..

to Washington, D. C. type -of film un-

specified. Howard Redlich. ACL, from

3921 North 14th Street, Milwaukee.

Wise, is more ambitious and seeks color

footage from any and all of the follow-

ing communities: Minneapolis, Minn..

Fargo and Bismarck. N. D., Miles City

and Billings. Mont.. Salt Lake City,

Utah, Denver and Colorado Springs.

Colo., Amarillo, Texas, Oklahoma City.

When- Major Edward Bowes notified

the Jamestown (N. Y.) Chamber of

Commerce that he would salute that city

during his Amateur Hour of a few

weeks ago, John H. Wright, ACL,
tackled the problem of taking the James-

town talent to New York City without

undergoing the expense of transporta-

tion. He solved this difficulty by filming

the amateurs in color motion pictures,

selecting the best of their scenes to take

on a trip by plane to New York, where

lie and Major Bowes closeted themselves

in a projection room of the Capitol Thea-

tre and made the final choice. Not only

were they able to see the youngsters, but

they could hear them, too; the produc-

tion was in sound on film.

Recently, Russell C. Holslag, ACL, of

Movie Makers staff, presented an ama-

teur movie program to Macy's Photo-

graphic Forum, an active group spon-

sored by the camera department of

R. H. Macy & Company, New York City.

Mr. Holslag spoke to an audience of 410

persons (they were counted!) on

Problems of a Motion Picture Amateur.

The address was concluded with the

screening of a specially made sound film

in which Mr. Holslag continued to talk

from the point at which he left off in

person. A question and answer period

followed, after which Shadow's Bones.

Little Sherlock and Mt. Zao, from the

League's Club Film Library, were

screened.



AmpSixi O^ebd. an Eight for the First Time...

With All the Features 8mm. Users Have Wanted . .

.

Yes, every feature that good 8 mm. films deserve—brilliance

of illumination, reverse pictures, ease of operation, gentle

treatment of precious film, in short a smooth satisfying perform-

ance—is now available through the new Ampro 8 mm. projector.

For years 8 mm. fans have said "give us a projector that does

not penalize us for the economy of 8 mm. film." In this new

model—Ampro now makes it possible to show 8 mm. film under

ideal conditions.

FULL 16MM. QUALITY

IN AN 8MM. PROJECTOR

Still Picture Lever . . . Automatic Safety Shutter . . . Reverse

Picture Operation . . . Fast Automatic Rewind . . . Full 400 foot

reel Capacity if Desired . . . 500 Watt Illumination . . . Flicker-

less Pictures at Slow Speed . . . Efficient Cooling for Forward

or Reverse Projection . . . Cool Air Intake Across Aperture In-

sures Longest Film Life . . . Automatic Reel-Locking Device

. . . Micrometric Tilting Knob . . . Automatic Pilot Light . . .

Centralized Controls . . . Complete Range of Film Speeds . . .

Easy Threading . . . Quiet Operation . . . Has 1" F 1.6 Objective

Lens . . . Optical System Corrected for Color Films . . . Operates

on both AC or DC 100-125 Volts

Priced at, complete $98
SEND FOR CATALOG

of Ampro Precision

8mm. and 16mm.

Silent and Sound

Projectors

The latest Ampro
Catalog will give

you full details on
this remarkable
new 8 mm. projec-

tor and the full

story on the com-
plete line of Ampro
"precision" 16 mm.
silent and sound
projectors.

Ampro Corporation, 2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago, III. MM-

Piease send me full details on the new 8 mm. Ampro Projector.
Also the complete Ampro 1940 Catalog of 8 and 16 mm. Projectors.

.\ame

Address : . . .

City Slate
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No. No
1. SAFE CABINET—Holds 50 reels, each in sep- 6 -

arate double wall compartment with door, han-
dle, index card.

2. MM-16—For 800. 1200 and 1600 ft. reels, in-
7l

dexed, humidified; stack like sectional book- <,

cases. s -

3. MM-102—Holds 100-400 ft. reels, humidified,
key lock, large space in base for movie equip- 9
ment.

4. MM-55—For fifty 800, 1200 or 1600 ft. reels;
humidor drawer, double doors, key lock. 10.

5. DC-415—Facilities for 92-400 ft. and 18 large
reels; indexed; key locks.

Only a representative group of ,the
;

Write for catalogue No. 16 met

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF ABOVE ITEMS

"ST"—Individual double wall compartments for
one or two reels. Available in 5, 6, S, 10 or
12 compartment units for all size reels.

PD-1—Motor driven rewind assembly operates
at any speed easily controlled by foot pedal.
PRECISION MEASURING MACHINES—Com-
plete line of single and multiple hub models for
every need—frame or footage.
NEUYATOR—Automatic film renovator; cleans,
conditions, polishes and rewinds in one motor
driven operation.
INNOVATION—Tiley stack like sectional book-
cases; each unit complete cabinet for 20-400 ft.

reels; add as your library grows.

Pieumade products are shown here.
ng items of particular interest.

427 WEST 42nd ST.
iiF-riijj.wihu.m NEW YORK CITY

SPECIAL—Typical example of special design
cabinets for specific needs. Model shown holds
180 reels and over 700 filmstrips.

FILM RACKS—Assembled on order for any de-
sired facilities for any size reels. Films held
erect in place at all times, index card for each.

T-134—Projector tilt table, adjustable up to
10" rise; 2 sturdy shelves.

REWINDER BOARD — For 1600 ft. reels; 2
geared arms. Griswold Splicer, cement appli-
cator, weighted porcelain panel—also JUNIOR
MODEL for 400 ft. reels.

DC-200 — Combination storage and work unit;
holds 120 reels, filled drop door shelf makes
ideal work surface; 2 utility drawers.

COMBINATION—Example of specially devel-
oped units for specific needs. As shown, holds
100-8mm and 100-16mm reels with three shelf

surfaces. Can be increased to 150 8mm and 160-

16mm.
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® @ ® Faults to watch
The AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

whose voice is Movie Makers, is the international or-

ganization of movie amateurs, founded in 1926 and now

serving filmers over the world. The League's consulting

services advise amateurs on plan and execution of their

films, both as to photographic technique and continuity.

It serves the amateur clubs of the world in organization,

conduct and program and maintains for them a film

exchange. It issues booklets. It maintains various special

services for members. The League completely owns and

operates Movie Makers. The directors listed below are

a sufficient warrant of the high type of our association.

Your membership is invited. Five dollars a year.

Hiram Percy Maxim, Founder

DIRECTORS OF THE LEAGUE

STEPHEN F. VOORHEES, President

JOHN V. HANSEN, Vice President

A. A. HEBERT, Treasurer .

C R. DOOLEY

MRS. L. S. GALVIN

W. E. KIDDER

HAROLD E. B. SPEIGHT

FLOYD L. VANDERPOEL

T. A. WILLARD

ROY W. WINTON, Managing Director

. New York City

Washington, D. C.

. Hartford, Conn.

. New York City

• Lima, Ohio

Kalamazoo, Mich.

• Swarthmore, Pa.

Litchfield, Conn.

Beverly Hills, Calif.

. New York City

Address all inquiries to

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, INC.
420 LEXINGTON AVE.. NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

THE selection of Movie Makers annual Ten Best non

theatrical films, announced, for the year 1939, in the last

number of this magazine, always emphasizes the fact that

commonly recurring faults prevent many pictures from plac-

ing in this oldest of personal movie honors. These infelicities

fall into a well recognized pattern.

First on the list is the unsteady camera, unsteady both by

accident and by design. At the time the film is exposed, many
movie makers have more hope than certainty that the resultant

screen image will not wobble. Others try to cover too much
territory with too little film, so they deliberately swoop the

instrument up and down and from side to side. Careless color

exposure comes next. Polychromatic film is a fine medium that

repays exactness with rich returns, but it is not to be treated

in a slap dash manner. There are also the unintelligent editors,

who do not analyze what they want to accomplish before they

set out on it, and have a shaky plan for their effort; who have

not given the matter of connecting one scene with another

enough attention and whose shifts from one action to the next

are so abrupt as to be confusing; and who cannot bring them-

selves to cut out footage that is not up to standard in technical

ability or in screen interest.

Many Ten Best contenders bog down in the matter of titles.

They have not studied the simple technique of writing titles

that will advance and not slow down the film narrative, and

they bring to this problem of elementary rhetoric only those

rules that might be applicable to written exposition but that

are not suited to film captions. Others manage to get fine title

wordings but make these unreadable on the screen, because

they are satisfied with experiments in title making that did

not quite come off. In this whole field of cine endeavor, sim-

plicity is the watchword, and the best titles are the least obvious,

as they are in unobtrusive but happy harmony with the film

itself.

The presence of badly focused footage in an otherwise excel-

lent picture is less common, but it still exists. Many things may
excuse this to the filmer, but nothing will do so for the filmer's

audience, which sees a fuzzy scene and cannot ignore it. Those

fondly cherished film lengths of out of focus shots belong in

the private film cans of the cine worker and not on the reels

which he projects for others.

Imagination is not given to all of us, but nearly everybody

can find a friend who can be persuaded to brutal frankness and

who will, if pressed, say what in our films is dull, to his way of

thinking. We can then analyze why it is dull and determine

whether we have taken an interesting subject and have, by

uninteresting camera viewpoints, removed its life, or whether

we have pitched on subject matter that is, in itself, of little

audience appeal. Eventually, each of us can catch the trick of

looking critically at his own product. From then on, we have

the clear path to improvement.

Here are the common faults that the judges in Movie
Makers Ten Best see all too often. Here are the faults for the

ambitious filmer to watch.
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TITLE RHETORIC
Sensible rules that will bring

clarity to your film captions

PAUL D. HUGON

TITLES may occupy from thirty to forty percent of the total

footage of silent movies. In travelogs and industrials, this

percentage may rise to fifty. Writing good titles, therefore, is

no mere incidental matter. Good titling may mean the success

or failure of a silent film. Yet very few persons realize that the

proportion is anything like that. Why? Because a good title,

like good photography, does not attract attention to itself. It is

accepted unconsciously.

Titles are of two kinds—narrative or spoken. "Narrative,"

or factual, includes anything not definitely in quotation marks.

The narrative title may serve to inform the spectator of facts

about the film itself (the usual credit title being a form of nar-

rative), or to state necessary facts about the characters in a

more complete manner than the visual part does; e.g., Joe
Doakes, proprietor of The Golden Horseshoe, had a tough-

problem on his hands this morning, which tells us who he is

(assuming this would take too much footage to show in any
other way), but does not tip off what is going to happen. Or,

again, the narrative title may indicate a date or time, usually

after a lapse of time which is not self evident in the film, as

March 1932 had come in like a lion or Five years later found
her almost ready to forget. The past tense is constantly used

in these circumstances.

In an educational film, the narrative titles will carry the

incidental facts which a personal guide would give the visitor

or student by word of mouth, additionally to what he can see

for himself, such as the reasons for a certain practice, or the

historical background of a present fact.

Thus, between a long shot and a closeup of wool carding,

the title will read, No manufactured substitute has been found

for nature's thistle barbs, calling attention to the use of

vegetable fibers where the casual onlooker would expect to

find metal teeth and, at the same time, defending the manu-
facturer against the unspoken objection that his methods are

obsolete. It can be said truthfully that the use made of by-

product ideas in educational films is more important than the

pictures themselves.

Obviously, every detail cannot be visualized without going

into endless footage; therefore, a suggestive summary of the

conclusions is presented in the form of a title. Here we touch

upon the subtle method used in all propaganda, where the

side you represent is invariably described as "high minded,"
while its opponents are characterized as "selfish."

It is possible, but usually most undesirable, to have very

long narrative titles. A title card can be made several feet

long and may be photographed traveling upward at a suitable

rate of speed (of which more anon). Obviously, this process

should be reserved for the case in which the audience is known
to be hostile. (In rhetoric, the rule is that the topic sentence,

i.e., the summary of the thought, should be placed at the end

of the paragraph if the reader is unfavorably inclined, at the

beginning if he is sure to agree.) Any controversial subject

would be a good example. In lesser measure, any subject pre-

viously considered boring calls for an "alibi title" of some
length:

In these days of Clipper planes arid streamlined trains, of

glamour girls and athletic men, it is difficult for most of us to

realize that great human experiences are still encountered

among such primitive folk as the "poor whites" of Southern

mountains. Yet, in the hearts of these men and women, as in

those of their more fortunate brethren, burn the fires of passion,

which occasionally rise to a consuming flame worthy of a page
in the annals of mankind. . . .

Such a traveling title may be necessary at the head of a

ten reel feature from which spectacular values are absent. It

will be much too long as the opener of a single reel. In general,

therefore, a title should be self contained on one frame of

film, in type large enugh to be read easily at usual screen

distance. To be specific, a narrative title should not contain

more than thirty words, of five letters average length, and
had better be a good third less than that. Two titles in suc-

cession are a form of cheating.

Nor should the narrative title contain as many ideas or facts

as the number of words makes possible. It should, on the con-

trary, be confined to a single major idea. A bad example:

California was discovered by the Spaniards sailing around the

Horn. After being a Mexican colony, it became an independ-

ent republic before becoming part of the United States. Its

principal cities are Los Angeles and San Francisco. An ex-

position was held there last year.

The same in acceptable form: California's Spanish back-

ground colored San Francisco's World's Fair last year.

The public—even your friends—don't want to be bothered

with too much thinking. The screen title must move. It must

be read by the quickest witted in the audience and by the dull-

est, as well. Its footage, therefore, has an upper and a lower

limit—not less than one half second an average word, not more
than three quarters of a second. The best average of the the-

atrical silent screen (35mm.) was two thirds of a foot for a

word. That is to say, a title of twenty one average words would
stay on the screen fourteen seconds. If some word, or name,

presents unusual difficulty, count it as two. If all the words are

very short and simple, halve the count. You get it quick can be

read in one second ; It is comprehended instantaneously takes

three seconds.

The narrative title should never tip off the forthcoming

action. That rule is absolute. Between sequences, it acts as a

link, starting with a reference to what has just gone by: His

absence had seemed hard at first . . . (note the past tense, as

almost always), ending with a [Continued on page 34]
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STUDYING any technique, it is advisable to learn

something of the subject itself before acquiring a knowl-

edge of the actual procedures that it involves. An understand-

ing of the goal makes learning the route that much easier.

Yet, the common approach to the subject of lighting movie

scenes is to read concrete directions about the placement of

lamps rather than a discussion of why lamps are needed. One
automatically learns how to do it first and gradually, through

experience, acquires some idea of why it is done that way.

Suppose that we approach the subject from the opposite

point of view and propound the rather foolish sounding ques-

tion. "Why light an indoor movie scene?"

To obtain sufficient illumination to make an exposure is

the immediate answer.

The amount of light required, we know, is determined by

the speed of the film and the widest aperture of the lens. The
movie maker readily may ascertain how much light is required

for this purpose. Some have sufficient experience to guide them
so that they can use their judgment: others consult prepared

tables and calculators, while a large group uses a photo-

electric exposure meter. But. whatever the system, it is not

difficult for any movie maker to determine how much illumina-

tion is required for the scene to produce an acceptable image
on movie film.

If this answer sufficed, there would be very little involved

in lighting any movie scene. Just pile on the light until your

meter gives the required reading and then press the button.

But that is not what produces a really attractive picture. \ou
may get an exposure that is correct, but the resultant scene

may be as ugly as the photographic process could produce.

It is the shadows caused by the lighting that create a beauti-

ful picture, and. wrhen we are discussing attractive movie

lighting, we are really talking about producing attractive

attracVwe

FREDERICK G. BEACH, ACL

shadows. We use special lights and place other lights in par-

ticular spots in relation to the subject only to create shadows.

Although a picture without a shadow is uninteresting, few

movie makers realize the fact when working indoors. They

are so concerned with piling light on the subject to produce

bright areas that they do not stop to study the scene long

enough to discover that, instead, their aim should be to cause

dark areas by casting shadows from various parts of the

subject.

Part of the difficulty of the movie maker in arranging interior

lighting is due to the marvelous ability of the human eye to

compensate the differences between a brightly lighted area

and a shadow area. When w7e see a brightly lighted subject,

we often do not distinguish the shadows as they will appear

on photographic film. Our eyes compensate for the shadows

and also for the brightly lighted areas, so that they seem to

be more nearly alike. But the film fails to compensate in this

manner.

One of the most practical methods of distinguishing these

differences is to look at the subject through a viewing filter

of deeply tinted glass. This darkens both bright and shadow
areas in the same proportion and brings the illumination of

the whole scene down to a level of brightness at which the eye

can easily distinguish the differences in highlights and shad-

ows. This is a valuable aid in studying lighting.

Consider, for example, the problem of filming a white statue

placed before a white wall. If we light this with a source which

is placed close to the point from which we viewr the scene, we
shall find that it appears to be a dead white and that it blends

in with the background. There is no suggestion that the statue

is more than a mere outline painted on the background, for

no roundness nor depth is apparent.

If we take a picture of the subject with this flat lighting, we
find that the result is even less attractive than the scene we
viewed, since, before we looked at the subject, we knew that it

was a statue, and this knowledge influenced our mental pic-

ture. But the camera has no such advance information, and,

when we look at the resultant picture on paper, with no be-

forehand knowledge, we ourselves might be in doubt as to

what is represented.

Our statue, placed in perfectly flat light, needs shadows if

it is to stand out in relief. First of all. we need to illuminate

the statue more brilliantly than the wall, to make it appear

to stand away from its background. Next, we must throw

light from the side and from the top to cast shadows

which will cause the features of the statue to be outlined

more plainly. As we do this, we study the subject and

move our lights until we get shadows that not only make
the subject appear to have relief, but also shadows that

are artistically attractive.

To produce a shadow, we must have one light source

stronger than another. In addition to the amount of

light we have determined is needed to make an im-

pression on the film, we need a light coming from

one side strongly enough to cast shadows on the

other side, even though that side is illuminated to

record on film. Suppose [Continued on page 36]

They are the artistic half

of every lighting scheme
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LIST FOR

FILM SCORES

Suggestions tkat may form,

basis rot? youu own cnoice

DUAL turntables have made musical accompaniments for

amateur movies more practical and more popular. Today,
many movie makers enliven their home presentations with

carefully planned musical arrangements obtained by playing

phonograph records while the film is projected.

The music must fit the film, and on how well the mood of

the music matches the spirit of the cine sequences, that it ac-

companies, depends the success of the combination. In com-
piling a list of records to fit a given movie, it is very convenient

to start with some sort of musical classification. Such a classifi-

cation helps one's memory of the musical selections that might

be used and simplifies the process of making up a cue sheet.

Musical reactions are highly individual, and so it is best

that each movie maker classify for himself the records that

are available to him. But a general guide might be valuable

as a starter, and hence the classified list of recorded composi-

tions that follows has been prepared.

Records for movie accompaniments

I. Peaceful—pastoral

Afternoon of a Faun Debussy

At Rest Nevin

Enchanted Lake Liadow
Herd Girl's Sunday Bull

In Springtime—Overture Goldmark
Japanese Sunset Deppen
Kamennoi-Ostrow Rubenstein

Liebestraum Liszt

Kashmiri Song Hope-Woodforde-Finden

Temple Bells Hope-Woodforde-Finden

Khoivantchina—Introduction Moussorgsky

Moonlight Sonata—1st movement Beethoven

Narcissus Nevin

Spring Song Mendelssohn

O Vermeland Thou Lovely Norwegian air

Peer Gynt Suite No. 1 (Morning) Grieg

Siegfried-Idyll Wagner
Siegfried-Forest Murmurs Wagner
Song of the Basket Weaver - Russell

Clouds Debussy

This system aids

using your records

in scoring films

Andante Cantabile Tschaikowsky

Nocturne—Midsummer Night's Dream - - Mendelssohn

2. Gay—light

Etude in G Flat Major Chopin

Canadian Capers

Dance of the Hours Ponchielli

Gossips Dubensky

Hark, Hark the Lark Schubert

Badinage Herbert

Parade of the Wooden Soldiers Jessel

Peer Gynt Suit No. 1 (Anitra's Dance) Grieg

Humoresque Tschaikowsky

Turkish March Beethoven

Danse des Mirlitons (Nutcracker Suite) - - Tschaikowsky

Anacreon—Overture Cherubini

Midsummer Night's Dream—Scherzo - - - Mendelssohn

3. Fast—exciting

Aufschwung Schumann
Bartered Bride—Dance of the Comedians - - - Smetana
Devil's Trill Tartini

Divertissement (Part 4) - - Ibert

Festivals Debussy

Flight of the Bumble Bee Rimsky-Korsakow
Hungarian Dances Nos. 5 and 6 Brahms
Bartered Bride—Furiant Smetana
Perpetuum Mobile Strauss

Pique Dame—Overture Suppe
Light Cavalry—Overture Suppe
Snow Maiden—Dance of the Tumblers - Rimsky-Korsakow
Thunder and Lightning—Polka Strauss

Jewels of the Madonna—Intermezzo Act. 3 - Wolf-Ferrari

Scherzo ... - Mendelssohn [Continued on page 34]
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IF
YOU cant sell yourself on the idea that editing is fun

(which it actually is), you can force yourself to the job

by the thought that, in editing, you can bury your mistakes.

you can make orderly sequences grow where confusion reigned

before and you can insert titles.

Editing requires a pair of geared rewinds, mounted about

three feet apart on a board or table; a splicer with scraper

and cement; some means by which separate lengths of film

may be stored temporarily and by which they may be easily

identified. The teaching movie, Film Editing, recently pro-

duced by the Harmon Foundation in New York City, suggests

a basket, to the edge of which lengths of film may be clipped.

Other devices are trays divided into small sections, in which

coils of films may be placed or which consist of small, num-

bered boxes.

A projector and a small screen, placed within convenient

reach, are necessary, and a film viewing device is very helpful,

for, with it, you can look at an -enlarged image of the picture,

frame by frame, if you desire. Some viewers show the film

image in motion. A film viewer is invaluable should you do

fine work, such as matching action in two successive shots.

Pencil and paper, a supply of ruled cards or a note book,

as your preference indicates, complete the film editor's ap-

paratus.

Editing procedure is to screen the film, roll by roll, and to

make a note of each scene that you want to cut out, shorten

or shift to another spot. In the order in which you encounter

them, you note every defect that you want to eliminate. Then

you have a simple chart to guide you when you start to work

on the picture.

More complete procedure, necessary if you are following

a plan and the shots were taken out of the desired order, is to

make a note of every scene thus:

1. Long shot of Broadway.

2. Times Square.

3. Close shot of chestnut vendor.

4. Radio City from Fifth Avenue.

Then, after each scene is listed, one proceeds to cut up the

film, shot by shot, and to attach to each length of film a number
that corresponds to the number of the written description.

After this is done, you screen the picture a couple of times

and, after cogitating a while, you list the scenes in the new
order that seems advisable. This might run 4, 2, 3, 1, etc., but

it would be easy to find each scene when you want it. for its

proper number is attached to it. The number may be held in

place by a clip, as suggested in the movie, Film Editing, or,

if the film is coiled in boxes, the number might be written on
the box or on a piece of paper held on the film coil by a

rubber band.

In any case, the scenes are picked up, one by one. in the

new order and are spliced in that sequence.

Making good splices soon becomes a habit. But. if you are

KENNETH F. SPACE, ACL
a beginner, be sure to start right, and you won't have any bad

habits or misconceptions to overcome. The two ends of film

to be spliced together are laid in their respective sides of the

splicer, emulsion side up, and the splicer is operated to trim

off each end of the film neatly. When the film is correctly

placed over the pins in the bed of the splicer, the cuts are made
properly so that the top film overlaps the bottom one by a

fraction of an inch.

The top side of the bottom film strip is covered with emul-

sion, which must be removed to make the splice. With one

variety of splicer, this is done by a corrugated scraper that

scrubs the emulsion off. Another variety of splicer involves

dampening the projecting area of film, then scraping the

emulsion off. Both "dry" and "wet" splicers produce good

results.

The emulsion is removed on the area of film to be overlapped

by the splice, because the film cement acts by dissolving the

film base slightly, and the splice is really a weld. The cement

does not act through the emulsion, for it is not a glue or paste.

It is easy to see why all the emulsion must be removed
cleanly from the area of the splice. Wherever little pieces of

emulsion remain, the cement does not act, and the splice is

that much weaker.

After scraping off the emulsion, cement is applied evenly

and quickly by a single stroke of the brush, and the end of

the top film is clamped down on the end of the bottom film.

One allows a few seconds for the cement to act and to dry;

then he removes the clamps and tests the splice by holding the

film in his hands and giving the splice a short and fairly sharp

tug.

If the splice parts, these things might be wrong:

1. You haven't scraped off all the emulsion.

2. You have scraped off all the emulsion and have continued

industriously scraping until you have shaved down or weak-

ened the film strip so that it will break. (Stop scraping after

the area of the splice is clean.)

3. You haven't applied enough cement.

4. You haven't allowed the splice to "set" long enough
before removing the clamps.

5. You have applied so much cement that you have dis-

solved the film base so deeply that [Continued on page 47]

• A movie maker's movie is Film Editing, lately produced

by the Harmon Foundation, in T^ew Tor\ City, Fourth of

the series. You Can Make Good Movies, it was filmed for

the Foundation by its staff cameraman, Kenneth F. Space,

ACL. It was given Honorable Mention in the 1939 selection

of the Ten Best by Movie Makers.
The series of frame enlargements below and on the op-

posite page presents the highlights of the picture.

16mm. scenes by Kenneth F. Space, ACL

I . A geared rewind is an in-

dispensable editing aid, and it

is helpful otherwise.

2. The splicer may be either

the "dry" or the "wet" type.

This One is the "wet" variety.

3. The scraper always comes

with the splicer, and its oper-

ation is simplicity itself.

4. Film cement is necessary.

Cork the bottle after each ap-

plication to keep it fresh.
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16mm. scenes by Kenneth F. Space, ACL
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5. A film viewer is a great

convenience and time saver,

especially for fine work or big

jobs.

6. A basket lined with lintless

cloth provides a temporary

and convenient storage place

for film lengths.

7. Metal clips with clamp

jaws will hold lengths of film

to the rim of the basket so you
can pick them out easily.

8. Place your projector near

you so that you can screen se-

quences when you wish during

editina.

9. A screen of white card-

board mounted in a homemade
support is convenient editing

aid.

10. Pencils and paper are im-

portant tools. You may prefer

numbered cards which may be

shuffled.

I I. White cotton gloves pro-

tect film, and they are es-

pecially advantageous in edit-

ing Kodachrome.

1 2. Splicer guides indicate

where to scrape the emulsion.

Brush off emulsion crumbs

after scraping.

1 3. Emulsion has been cleaned

off the splice area, leaving the

film base bare, and we are

ready to apply cement.

14. Hold cement brush by its

cork top and apply fluid in a

single, steady stroke to cover

the splice area neatly.

1 5. After cement is applied,

the splice must '"set" for a few

seconds. Then remove the

splicer clamps.

1 6. The splice is tested by

holding film in the hands and

giving it a tug. Then inspect

the splice carefully.

1 7. When you cut out a scene

to eliminate or shift it, use a

pair of scissors, cutting in the

middle of a frame.

1 8. If you break up a film into

component scenes, number a

supply of tags, from 1 to 75 or

so, as needed.

19. Clip a tag to each scene.

The number refers to the scene

description in your notes on

sheets of paper or card file.

20. When you assemble the

film, you select scenes you
want by a glance at the num-
bers.

21. Three to four feet are suf-

ficient length for shots of gen-

eral interest like this. Color

may be given longer footage.

22. Often, it is desirable to

complete the action in a shot.

In this case, the nail is driven

home before the scene ends.

23. This scene should be long

enough so that an average per-

son could tell the time here in-

dicated.

24. Closeups can be cut to

less than three feet if dramatic

action is not involved or if the

scene needs no studv.
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LONG, blue shadows, white snow flying, skiers and skaters

with gay jackets and mitts, dark green fir trees laden with

sparkling snow, standing against a sky that seems bluer than

ever in contrast with the winter world—what a scintillating

challenge for the filmer! It is a challenge that must be met
with a certain amount of ingenuity and personal hardihood,

but, once met. it will yield a reward in beauty and pleasure.

To enhance the attractiveness of our film, we must instil

into it the crystal clear atmosphere, the speed and gaiety, the

laughter and warm bonhomie of the season's sports. To do this,

we must use plenty of closeups, be sure of sharp, clear focus-

ing, keep our shots short and shoot always in bright sunlight.

One suggestion for a continuity theme is to "follow the

tracks"; that is, to introduce each new sport by a shot of the

typical impression, or track, that it leaves on snow or ice. How
this idea may be used as a continuity link will appear in the

discussion that follows.

Let us begin our winter reel with shots of the children

bundled up in readiness to go outdoors to build a snow man.
Include close shots of the baby being dandled into his pull-

overs and of the scarfs, the helmets and all the paraphernalia

of snow babies. End the sequence with a closeup of a pair of

mitts pulled on by a youngster. Then, cut to a scene of the

same mittened hands, now out of doors, fashioning

a snowball.

The medium shot that follows shows the same

child making the snowball and starting to roll

it. to produce the big fat snowball which will

serve as the trunk of the snow man. Making

the smaller snowball for the head, making

the features with sticks or pieces of coal

and crowning the finished snow man would

follow in close and medium shots. While

picturing the action, show the merry

faces of the children. One shot that will

delight your audience is a scene of a

child rolling a snowball much bigger

than himself through the snow.

Perhaps the next winter activity

on the agenda is Circle Tag. Here is

where the "track" motif comes in.

I Let a snowball roll through the

^A frame. When it has passed out of

view, you will have the camera

focused on the path which it

has left. Tilt, or "pan." along

this track to a point a few

feet away, where you have

already arranged for the

circle, or wheel, to be

traced out in the snow.

The shots devoted to this

sequence should include

views of the whole

game and closeups of

the stumbling feet,

the mittened hands

stretching out to

tag and the excited

faces of the chil-

dren. Shoot one

Ideas and methods for use

in outdoor wintry scenes

F. R. CRAWLEY, ACL

scene looking down from a roof or an upstairs window, includ-

ing all the players in the frame. The shots must be short, as

the game is a speedy one.

When you are ready to film the next sport, you could take

a medium shot of one of the children running away, out of the

circle, leaving behind him a well defined single track. (For

these transition shots, of course, you will need fresh snow so

that each track which you follow will be clearly visible.) You
let the child run out of the picture, then move your camera
slowly, following his footprints to where they cross, for ex-

ample, a snowshoe track. (These tilts, or "pans," need not

be long, as you can arrange to have the tracks cross a few feet

outside the camera field at the beginning of the scene.)

When the snowshoe tracks are reached, tilt slowly up to

reveal a snowshoer plodding through the deep snow. A more
distant shot would follow, to include his companions.

Here is a chance for color. The snowshoer's costume is one

of the most colorful to be found on this continent. Film the

group of snowshoe runners as they come over the brow of a

hill, the tassels of their gaily hued toques and sashes flying

in the breeze against a background of bright blue sky. Film

them as they go down through the valley, beside a cluster of

dark green evergreens, and turn the corner to go through a

gate and over the fields.

Devote a few shots to their feet and let your audience mar-

vel at how deftly they manage the huge webs. Follow them

until they come to a creek or pond; then stop your camera

after their feet have passed out of the frame at the edge of the

ice.

Hold your camera there, focused on the ice and snowshoe

tracks. Suddenly a skate flashes into the frame. Tilt upward,

and there is the skater. Perhaps he is linked arm in arm with

a young lady, and they glide rhythmically along the rink in

the company of other swerving couples. Perhaps it is a young-

sters' hockey game.

In either case, you show closeups of feet and skates. Try to

avoid jerky action in the foreground of these closeups. The

swooping, circular bite of the blades, approaching the camera

from the right, to sweep gracefully into the foreground and

curve away to the left, is an excellent closeup. In this case,

the skater should gain speed before entering the frame and

should not take a stride during the scene. This would be effec-

tive in slow motion.

A dramatic hockey shot is a closeup of the poised sticks of

the rival center players and the hand of the referee as he drops

the puck for the face off. A slow motion follow shot of a player

as he nurses the puck through the maze of sticks, toward the

opposing goal, makes a fine scene. Remember to keep the puck

carrier in the center of the frame.

You may find that your camera will not operate at slow

motion speed in sub zero temperatures. The more expensive

makes of cameras may give more trouble in cold weather than

cheaper equipment, because their precision working parts are

more susceptible to the effect of congealing lubricants. You
may find it necessary to keep the camera warm by using hot

water bottles or the ordinary chemical heating pads sold by

your druggist. [Continued on page 42]



When winter comes, ta^e out your
cine camera and prepare to get your best

family shots of the year. Romping in the

snow, s\iing or skating, the children and
the rest of the family are too busy to be

camera conscious. Catch the baby at wor\
on his first snow man, Junior learning to

s\i and Sister learning to s\ate.



Movie Division, ACL, of Ohio Valley Camera

Club, filming shot in "Maid in the Darkroom"
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AMATEUR CLUBS
What organized cine groups are doing everywhere

New in Norfolk Organized just a year ago this month,

the Norfolk (Va.) Amateur Movie

Club begins 1940 with an active membership of thirty two, a

new meeting place and a new board of officers, as follows:

J. P. Snyder, ACL, president; William Robinson, vicepresi-

dent; Claude D. McMillan, jr., secretary treasurer; C. E.

McConnehey, publicity chairman. Meetings are now on the

third Tuesdays of each month, and they are held in the quar-

ters of the new Norfolk Museum of Arts and Sciences. Recent

features of club programs have included screenings of Entitled

to Success, from the Besbee Products Corporation ; Highlights

and Shadoivs, from the Eastman Kodak Company; March of

the Movies, from the Bell & Howell Company; Little Sherlock,

from the League's Club Library. The Norfolk club has just

added an attractive news bulletin, The Editor, to its expanding

activities and invites other cine groups having publications to

write for an exchange arrangement. Address the secretary,

at 720 Carolina Avenue, Norfolk, Va.

Binghamton dines More than two hundred and fifty

members and guests of the Cinema
Club of the Triple Cities gathered recently in the Hotel Bing-

ham, at Binghamton, N. Y., for that group's second annual

dinner and contest screening. First award in the 8mm. division

went to Howard Thomas, for Clouds, with S. Walsoe in second

place for Sequence. In the 16mm. division, the Reverend H. A.

Holdredge won the novice class with A Trip to Washington.

while Albert C. Schmidt. ACL, took top honors in the advanced

class for Visiting The World's Fair. Edwin Moody was in

charge of the meeting.

Utah clinic -^ feature of a recent meeting held by the

Utah Amateur Movie Club, in Salt Lake City,

was a film clinic in which two members' films were presented

on the club screen, along with detailed reviews and criticism

from the Continuity and Club Department of the Amateur
Cinema League. The cinematic guinea pigs submitted in this

highly successful experiment were Utah's Colorful Parks, 200

feet of 16mm. Kodachrome, by J. A. Boulton, and November
Days in California, 200 feet of 8mm. monochrome, by Forest

L. Huntington. Other program items have been a "Get
Acquainted" social event, a discussion of movie tricks by
Clyde Anderson and a screening of The Rummie Club, by

JAMES W. MOORE, ACL

Mildred Greene, ACL, recently appointed publicity chairman.

Cleveland elects New officers have been announced by

the Cleveland Amateur Cinematogra-

phers, ACL, as follows: Richard W. Batchelder, president;

Charles Ciasca and Gordon A. Smith, vicepresidents; Dorothy

Boetticher, secretary; Harry Guenther, ACL, treasurer. On
the same program with 'the election, Roy Collins led a round

table discussion among the membership, on football and

Thanksgiving filming.

Sound in Gotham Movie making with sound was the

subject of concern at a recent meet-

ing of the Metropolitan Motion Picture Club, in New York

City. Frederick G. Beach, ACL, League technical consultant,

screened his film, From Roundhouse to Roadbed, a study of

railroading, which is presented with sound effects and music

via the dual turntable, and explained to the club his personally

designed turntable equipment. Charles Coles, ACL, photog-

rapher for the American Museum of Natural History, presented

Men of Science, a post recorded sound on film study of the

museum's work, which was made under his supervision.

Hamilton's Second Entering their second year of ac-

tivity, members of the Hamilton

Movie Makers, in Canada, have elected new officers as follows

:

Thomas M. Thomson, president; Norman Fyffe. vicepresident:

Jack Wood, secretary treasurer; Abel Kay. membership and

publicity; Charles F. Kidner, promotion; Herbert C. Smith,

programs; E. W. Hibbins, house; Carman Treen, editor of

the club bulletin. The Viewfinder. Recent programs have fea-

tured a discussion of the movie camera, by the club president.

Mr. Thomson, and a clinical screening of members' films by

Lester Turnbull and Jack Carey.

Staten Island Studies Schools and school work were

the theme of a recent program of

the Staten Island Cinema Club, of New York City, which met

in the home theatre of Herman Andresen. ACL. Private schools

were represented by The Seventh Year of the Ascension Day
School, a picture by Helen Loeffier, while public schooling

was pictured in The School Museum, and two topical records

of student activity by Frank E. [Continued on page 39]
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Building and views ^
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FILM IN THE

NATION'S ATTIC

WILLIAM M. NELSON

WHAT happens to America's historically essential

movie film, the few thousand feet with long range

interest of the thousands of miles of celluloid that,

every week, are sprocketed past the nation's lenses?

The question is an engrossing one, far more absorbing even

than the ancient and baffling query which relates to the even-

tual disposition of old razor blades.

A few years ago, there might have been many answers. A
Mr. Jones in Oshkosh had gathered about him a wealth of

rare cinematic material. This or that museum was establishing

a film collection. And so on. But today there is one film col-

lector who for a few years quietly and efficiently has been

gathering film documents about him until his collection now
overshadows any other in the United States. So vast is his

collection that he is at the present time considering the build-

ing of large storage vaults to house 80.000 additional reels

which he hopes soon to acquire!

Who is this collector?

None other than Uncle Sam himself.

At the beginning of the present decade, Congress passed

an act creating the National Archives, an official "attic" for

the United States Government, where might be collected,

stored and preserved, by the best methods modern science is

able to devise, the documents which have recorded, and con-

tributed to, the growth of this great nation. When it came to

designing and planning this Gargantuan storage place, there

was nothing backward about Uncle Sam, for he intended to

include in it not only documents on paper, but documents

visual and audible, on film and record, as well.

Today, in the National Archives Building on Constitution

Here is how the 16mm. film maker does it

—

latest equipment for non theatrical film storage

Neumade Products Corporation

Photographs by
The National Archives

How United States

Archives Building

preserves records

Avenue, in Washington.

D. C, the film section is

a vast department in it-

self, the existence of

which is a concrete insur-

ance policy for the film

history of the United

States. It is amazing t<'

witness the results that have been accomplished in the five

years of its existence.

Before these film archives were established, comparatively

little was known about the scientific preservation of film for

centuries to come. The few government agencies which had

made extensive use of movies kept their films as best they

could, but this was often not very well. And about preserving

film for posterity, they knew little or nothing. But, in the past

few years, the Division of Motion Pictures and Sound Record-

ing in the Archives, working in cooperation with the Bureau of

Standards, has engaged in research, the results of which are of

great importance.

For example, it is a well known fact that nitrate film, the

inflammable film used by Hollywood but never in 16mm. or

8mm. widths, decomposes on long standing. If it stands too

long under improper conditions, it may deteriorate rapidly

and create a fire. Today, in the Archives, there are four large

vaults which together hold some 2,000 reels of nitrate film.

Each reel is kept in an insulated steel compartment.

To guard against the danger which the pent up gases of

decomposition of nitrate film may present, there is a trap door

at the back of each compartment, which can be forced open by

slight gas pressure from within; hence this provides for easy

and safe escape of the gases.

As further precaution, the vault is kept at a constant tem-

perature of fifty degrees, and the air in it is maintained at a

relative humidity of fifty percent. The very lights which

illuminate the vault are enclosed in vapor proof globes. Under

conditions such as these, the Archives feels it can call its

storage of nitrate film "safe."

Such precautions are not necessary in the case of 16mm.

films, which are made, without exception, on acetate of cellu-

lose stock. This material, as investigations of the United

States Bureau of Standards have shown, is remarkably stable

and does not decompose. Therefore, the storage of such films

for future generations is chiefly [Continued on page 32]



"The Scout Trail

to Citizenship,"

16mm. sound film
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PRACTICAL FILMS
LAURENCE S. CRITCHELL, jr., ACL

The non theatrical

movie as used for

various purposes

Boy Scouts Make Sound Film

The practical field of the mo-

tion picture is used, most often, to

sponsor, to sell or to teach. Only
seldom is a film aimed at the

broader and less immediately

commercial purpose of widening
human appreciation: and those

instances are usually the work of

public spirited individuals. However, in The Scout Trail to Citizenship, con-

ceived by the Boy Scouts of America, an organization has produced a film

intended to convey, both to the public and to Scoutmasters, a long view of the

Scout movement, of its aims, its achievements and its place in our American
republic.

The scenario was written by Arthur L. Gale, ACL. editor of Movie
Makers; the narration was written by Dr. E. DeAlton Partridge; the pro-

duction was filmed by Willard Pictures, with special sequences made by the

Harmon Foundation. The narration, recorded by Berndt-Maurer equipment,

was delivered by Bob Trout.

Utilizing an interwoven pattern of themes, rather than the simpler pro-

gression from resolution to conclusion, the film achieves uncommon solidity;

it has breadth and design. Stating its argument in the swift opening sequences,

it then reiterates that argument at greater length, and the Cub in relation to

the man he becomes, the Scout in relation to the community and Scouting in

relation to American life are recounted, both in their own proportions and in

their comparative values.

The Scout Trail to Citizenship is only 900 feet of 16mm. Kodachrome. But

it is evidence that the 16mm. field, with its numerous advantages—economy,

portability and social approval—can produce a movie distinguished by sin-

cerity of purpose. Within its short length, the hope of a democratic future is

stated.

'"Somewhere in this land," says the commentator at the end, "every adult

male citizen of tomorrow is today wearing knee breeches. The responsible

positions in the decades to come will be filled by the tousled headed youngsters

now in our schools, homes, churches and Scout Troops. Youthful hands will

eventually take over the controls—America will be theirs, and our system of

government will live or die according to the legacy we pass on to them. If our

democracy is to survive, then youth must believe in it as a way of life—and

youth cannot believe, unless there is hope and security and understanding."

Aims of Newark Orphan Home Filmed
Practical films of children would seem to be in order this month. Recently

completed by Leo Meister, Our Children, sl 1600 foot documentary film in

black and white and Kodachrome, records the purpose and future aims of

the Newark Orphan Home. The film was previewed recently before an audi-

ence of several hundred persons at the Mosque Theatre in Newark and is now
being shown to various organizations throughout the country as, at once, an

instructional document and an appeal for charity.

Children's Association Uses Movies
Produced by the Robert F. Gowen Laboratories, ACL, to mark the twenty

fifth anniversary of the Westchester County Children's Association, Pledge of

Our Day recounts, on 1200 feet of Kodachrome, the first meeting of the organ-

ization twenty five years ago, under the leadership of the late V. Everit Macy,

and continues to picture the events leading up to that occasion and the growth

of the organization in the years that followed. The service of the Association to

Westchester children for the past quarter century, its contributions to the

schools of the county in the form of remedial reading projects and enlarged

curricula, the establishment of a Children's Court, the appointment of case

workers to conduct sympathetic investigations into child delinquency cases

—

all are among the many undertakings that are dramatized by the film.

Allan Coggeshall, a director of the W.C.C.A., acted the part of the late

Mr. Macy. Also prominent in the film are Ruth Taylor, commissioner of public

welfare, Children's Court Judge George W. Smyth, Mrs. Edith J. Mitchell

and Mrs. Chester G. Marsh, the latter two of [Continued on page 42]
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The incinerated Robinsons refuse to be extinguished

I'VE always doted on fires. Back in the

days when I was a mere slip of a thing

(which speaks well for my memory), I

would cut classes any day to go tearing off

after a fire engine. I missed the conflagra-

tion originally sponsored by Mrs. O'Leary's

hay burner, and more recently immortalized

by the ubiquitous team of Power and

Ameche, but, since that day, very few flare

ups within commuting distance have es-

caped my attention.

Making all due allowances for the pity

of the thing, the wanton waste, the blasted

lives and all the rest of it, if fires there must

be, I'm going to enjoy them.

But they aren't what they used to be.

Some pretty slick apparatus is being

turned out these days, but give me the

shrieking, smoke belching, three horse en-

gines of yesteryear. When they busted

through the firehouse doors and set sail

down the street, you knew there was a four-

teen carat emergency underfoot. No hint of

suspicion that the chief had merely sent the

boys out for a cup of coffee ever entered

your mind. They kept the whistles where
they belonged—on the pumpers.

Nowadays, when a siren chases you over

to the curb, nine times out of ten all you get

for your money is a fleeting glimpse of a

beefy individual, in the rear seat of a red

sedan, studying the latest racing forms.

Several years ago, the Robinson clan

moved out into the country near a charming
suburban community with many lovely

homes, two stores, three service stations, a

solitary, twin feature, third run cinema pal-

ace, a combination grade and high school

and two English stucco and timber fire-

houses which are a joy to behold and a pro-

nounced pain in the budget to pay for. In

them nestled the flower of the fire buggy
crop and a mere handful of professional

smoke eaters.

Our heroine surveys the wreckage after the fire

FOUR ESCAPE AS THREE TOWNS BATTLE BLAZE

WELL SHE SAVED SOMETHING FROM BLAZE THAT CAUSED SS.000 DAMAGJ

FRANCES ROBINSON

When you feel a fire coming on, the pro-

cedure is simple and democratic. You
merely pick up the telephone and say, "Jig-

gers, Myrt—the shack's ablaze." Myrt

—

the day operator—promptly swallows her

gum and plugs in on the firehouse.

"Jim? Oh—Bert. Say, Bert, is Jim there?

Oh. he is. Who's dummy? You are? What's

his bid? H'm'm. How many honor counts

you got? And Jim's got only two and a half

!

Are you nuts? Well look, here's a chance

for you two to wangle out of it—the Robin-

sons are having a fire. Honest—she just

called up all of a lather. Smoke? Nope

—

can't see any from here. S'pose we ought to

wait a while? What! He's down two al-

ready? Holy smokes—sound the siren!"

And when Bert leans on the siren, horses

kick the planks out of their stalls within a

five mile radius. The butcher buries his

cleaver in the meat block, the postmaster

slams down his window, the "barrister, in-

surance man and choice building sites"

agent hangs the Gone Fishing sign on his

doorknob, and every able bodied male in

town consults his siren chart and gallops

off to keep his rendezvous with ruin.

The first time I heard it, I was reading

the European headlines of an evening, and,

before my husband had a chance to explain

the source of the racket. I had slapped a

damp cloth across his face and started for

our bomb proof fruit cellar. Even with this

delayed take off, we reached the site of the

fire well ahead of the paid members of the

department.

It was a dandy—a whopper of a barn,

already burning briskly. The farmer and

his hands had gotten the stock out and
were busy tossing buckets of water on the

hen house. The engine rolled up, knifed

neatly through the farmer's kitchen garden

and eased up alongside the well. In a min-

ute or two, they had dropped a feeder into

it and had run a line over to the

house, the barn obviously being a

"goner."

All this happened while I, of

course, was busy scurrying about

with my camera, getting something

in between me and the flames on

every shot. A fence post, the cor-

ner of the silo, the pumper, a

[Continued on page 30]
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TRICKING TITLES OUT
Workable methods for providing variety

TITLE making is one of the most satisfying branches of the

entire movie hobby, because it involves all the problems of

movie making in miniature. Since it enables the cameraman to

produce all his effects upon a miniature stage, as it were, all

the ambitious projects of his imagination—difficult and well

nigh impossible to execute in life size—are quite feasible when
transferred to the small dimensions of title making. This in-

cludes all sorts of trick transformations, reverse and stop

motion effects and action shots.

Yes, indeed, even action shots may be included in title mak-

ing, for the action title, in its proper context, is exceedingly

appropriate to contribute its own life and movement to an

action film. However, we shall not discuss here the esthetic sig-

nificance of matching particular kinds of subject matter to

particular types of titles. What we propose to do is to describe

the actual methods used in making a few representative title

effects. We shall leave it to you to turn these effects to your

own purposes and to improve them for such use.

First, let us consider reverse motion as applied to titles. It

is the simplest effect to produce and, with a little planning, can

be made to yield the most startling of mysteries on the screen.

Everybody knows that ordinary reverse motion shots of action

subjects can be taken by holding the camera upside down.

Then, when the film is returned, one simply cuts out the strip,

turns it end for end and splices it back in again. On the screen,

all the action in that shot is reversed.

On our miniature title stage, this is easier to do, as usual. For

you do not need to turn the camera upside down at all; simply

keep the machine on its base, attached to your titler, and turn

the title card upside down. Shoot and splice end for end. as

customary.

Do I hear a chorus of protest? Yes, it is there unmistakably.

• Assembly for title tric\ described here; combined bac\ground is

illuminated from rear, as ivell as lettering which is 'double exposed.

RUSSELL C. HOLSLAG, ACL
and not very faint,

at that. "BUT—

I

use 8mm. film!

And you know you
cannot shoot 8mm.
titles with the card

upside down!
When you turn
them end for end,

the perforations
won't match! If

you match them,

lettering will be

reversed on the

screen!"

Quite right. So
here is a method
for producing re-

verse motion titles

with the lettering

the right way
around, on 8mm.
reversal film. It

was worked out for

16mm. sound film

which is also single

perforated. But the

principle is exactly

the same.

Of course, if the

problem were only

a simple matter of

reversing the word-

ing, this could
easily have been

done by using a

translucent title,

with the wording

in black on a light ground, or vice versa, and by shooting the

title from the rear. But I was more ambitious. I wanted an

action title and decided upon the following effect. The scene

would open with two sets of title letters scooting madly past

each other on the curved surface of a drum. This dizzy race

would gradually slow down until the letters stopped at pre-

cisely the right place to make up a nicely arranged, well cen-

tered title.

Obviously, this is a job for reverse motion: shoot the title at

rest on the drum, arranged in exactly the right position, but

upside down. Film a foot or so (long enough to read the title)

with the drum stationary, then start to turn it, slowly at first,

then faster and faster, until the letters become a blur in the

whirl. Fade -out on this. Such a title, when reversed, becomes

most effective. I proceeded to complicate it, however, by mak-

ing my title in two halves, an upper and a lower.

The first half of the title was so placed on the drum as to

contain all the wording below the center line of the title area.

This was shot and whirled, as described. Then the film was re-

wound in the camera, back to the beginning of the title, to make
a double exposure. The drum was then set up again, but with

the second half of the title above the center line of the title

area. The drum was again whirled, but in the opposite direc-

tion. The "aboves" and "belows," as given, refer to the fact

that the title had to be filmed upside down—and also back-

ward, since the film was to be reversed from left to right in the

showing. [Continued on page 31]

• Letters outlined on white paper are cut

out and pasted wrong side to and upside

down. This is because reverse motion effect

on 8mm. film 'is wanted with camera right

side up.
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Technical comment and timely topics for the amateur

FREDERICK G. BEACH, ACL

8 mm. enlargements Tne Kodak 16mm. Enlarger, made
for use with 16mm. films, as its

name implies, will also yield very satisfactory enlargements

of 8mm. frames if one follows this procedure:

Simply place two strips of 8mm. film in the gate, side by

side, so that they cover the aperture completely. Make the ex-

posure as you would for a 16mm. frame, and the result will be

an enlarged negative, including each of the two 8mm. strips,

side by side. Although the negative of each 8mm. frame is only

one quarter of the size of the negatives made from 16mm. film

with the same equipment, it may be printed by contact or

enlarged to a reasonable degree.

Tripod A sturdy tripod is not difficult to make, provided one

is able to handle simple tools. A few pieces of hard-

wood, stove bolts, wood screws and thumbscrews may be

fashioned into a serviceable tripod to which one may attach

one of the several good "panning" heads available at most

dealers.

Starting with the block or base on which the camera is to be

mounted, select a solid piece of wood and cut a disc about four

inches in diameter and one half inch thick. Next, cut three

pieces of wood about three inches long, three quarters of an

inch in width and one half inch in depth. These are fastened

to the under side of the round top section in order to provide a

means for holding the legs to the top. They will extend beyond
the disc in each case. These three pieces should be screwed

to the top with an angle of sixty degrees between their axes,

as shown in Fig. A.

Three pieces of wood, cut to four feet, three inches long,

one and a half inches wide and one and a half inches thick,

supply the legs of the tripod. Saw each leg down the center to

within about six inches from the end. Drill through the uncut

part at a spot about three inches from the end and there place

a one eighth inch stove bolt with washers and a nut in order

to keep this end from
splitting. The spacers,

which are placed about

eighteen inches from the

uncut end of the legs, are

made from blocks one

Complete plans for

building drum for

developing titles
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Construction of a

homemade tripod;

below, finished job

and a half inch by

three quarters of an

inch by one half inch

in size. These, too, are

bolted in place with

half inch stove bolts.

(See Fig. C.)

The top or slit ends

of the tripod legs will

be fastened to the

three pieces protrud-

ing from the camera

base. Drill these leg

ends for a stove bolt and, at the same time, drill the pieces

protruding from the disc. Thus the legs can be fastened on

the top piece with the bolts and wing nuts. (See Fig. B.) Be

sure to use washers both under the heads of the bolts and under

the wing nuts.

With the assembly completed, there is little left to do ex-

cept any finishing one may desire. You will have a neater job

if you sandpaper the lower ends of the legs to a round shape,

then varnish the entire tripod. Bubber feet may be attached

to the ends of the legs with a screw or nail to prevent slipping,

but some movie makers may prefer a sharp, pointed tip instead

of the rubber covering. In that case, simply drive a nail into

the end, cut off the head and sharpen it with a file.

—

George

T. Smith.

Title drum Ijeon Benditzky. ACL. designed a drum for

developing positive titles, which was pictured

and described in a brief item in this department in the January.

1938, number of Movie Makers. [Continued on page 43]

George T. Smith
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• KODASCOPE EIGHT, MODEL 70,

offers a carefully designed f/1 .6 projection lens, assur-

ance of clean-cut, undistorted screen pictures.. .choice

of 300-,400-,or 500-watt projection lamp., .a new kind

of film gate, opening wide to permit truly easy thread-

ing. ..conveniently centralized controls, including the

speed adjustor... an oversize motor, which operates

with equal ease on either D. C. or A. C. . . .positive

lamp alignment. ..a tilting knob of unapproached con-

venience . . . high efficiency cooling . . . simple, rapid

motor-driven rewind... balanced carrying handle...

a

totally new design and exceptionally handsome finish.

Price, without lamp or case, $59.50; with 500-watt

lamp and carrying case, $73.50.

ik
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XlERE'S a brilliant new projector for 8 mm. movies—Koda-

scope Eight, Model 70,

In appearance, it's handsome; in its optical system, it's

scientifically right ; in its construction and operation, it plainly

reveals the results of precision engineering.

But the way it projects 8 mm. movies is the really impor-

tant, the significant thing.

Model 70 projection realizes every expectation of 8 mm.

movie makers. The action is velvet smooth and quiet, the

screened image is clean cut, fully illuminated. And even the

larger screens, the five footers, can be filled, without any

sense of strain. Kodachrome movies, projected by a "70,"

achieve their full brilliance and beauty.

In short, Model 70 gives you the maximum of screen

realism and vitality. Eight mm. movies projected the "70"

way become "the real thing."

And the price, any way you consider it, is really low.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y,
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MULTIPLE PRINTS

AT HOME

GRANT EVANS

ANY real movie maker knows that screening the

finished product is a small part of the enjoy-

ment of his hobby. Greater pleasure comes from
creating the film. He may "'cuss" and fume as he
struggles with camera, tripod, meter and filters; but
he enjoys the process nevertheless.

That is the reason I am willing to pile more trouble

on the heads of amateur movie makers. I suggest that,

if they use negative and positive film, they do their

own developing and printing.

I worked my way into 16mm. cinematics via the

still picture route; and, as no self respecting still

photographer would permit a perfect stranger to

have the sport of developing and printing his nega-

tives, I determined that the shift to movie making
would not cause me
to desert the dark
room.

Theoretically, the

process of developing

and printing motion

Photographs by Grant Evans

The homemade printer;

below, view with door

removed and rear view

Enclosed film drying

drum; below, blower

made from hair dryer

pictures is the same as that for "stills," but actually the formidable length of

a roll of cine film makes the problem more complex. My first negatives were

developed experimentally in short strips by the familiar "seesaw" method

used in processing snapshot roll film.

The camera was drafted for emergency service as a printing machine. The
finished negative and a piece of positive of equal length were loaded into the

camera with their emulsions together, negative nearest the lens mount. With
its lens removed, the camera was aimed at a sixty watt bulb and was set

going, the distance between camera and bulb determining the density of the

finished positive. These experiments, although crude, were successful and

led to plans for buying or building equipment for a complete home movie

processing laboratory.

The first acquisition was a beautifully compact film rack which fits eleven

by fourteen inch trays and which develops a hundred feet of negative or posi-

tive in a gallon and a half of solution. This accessory was comparatively

inexpensive; its purchase made no irreparable dent in the movie making
budget.

The very necessary printing machine offered a much more serious prob-

lem. There are several excellent commercially made machines, but I could

afford none of them. Obviously, I had to build. Of the two types, continuous

and step. I decided upon the continuous printer as being the simpler. In such

a printer, the raw positive film, in contact with a negative, is exposed as the

films pass an illuminated slot. Its essential parts must be a sprocket wheel,

with the gears that drive it; a slotted aperture plate with an accompanying
pressure plate; two simple film reel spindles; two takeup spindles, equipped

with pulleys and spring belts; an electric motor; a lamp, with some means of

controlling its brilliance.

All these parts, except for the motor and lamp, I obtained by dismantling

cheap toy projectors. Two projectors were needed to supply the extra set of

spindles and the extra spring belt pulley. On such projectors, the parts usually

are attached to one piece of sheet steel. With a hack saw, I cut around each

part that I required, leaving enough of the sheet metal to provide a base

which could be drilled to permit its being bolted fast in the printer.

I cut out, in one piece, the metal supporting the sprocket wheel, the sprocket

wheel guide rollers and the fly wheel that is geared with the sprocket shaft.

Thus, I was sure of a correct alignment of these parts when they were mounted
later in the printer. The other parts were removed separately. The intermit-

tent mechanisms were, of course, simply removed and discarded. The sprocket

shaft already held one takeup drive pulley, but a second pulley had to be

pressed on this same shaft.

To provide a housing for the parts, I made an upright plywood box, fifteen

inches tall, nine inches wide and three inches deep. The exact size was not

important, but it had to be made with

some care so as to be light tight. One
side of this box is a removable door;

the other side supports the working

parts. In one edge, a three quarter

inch hole was drilled. Directly be-

hind this hole were bolted the aper-

ture and pressure plates, assembled

just as [Continued on page 37]

One amateur has

madehisown gear

to accomplish this
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NEWS OF

THE INDUSTRY

Hi-Lite Spot A new> compact, effi-

cient spotlight, for use

in movie and still photography, has been

developed by Lafayette Camera Division

of Radio Wire Television, Inc., 100

Sixth Avenue, New York City. This new
light concentrator, the Micro-Focusing

Hi-Lite, is characterized by its light

weight, ease of adjustment and attrac-

tive finish. The lamp housing is of die

cast aluminum and incorporates the

Fresnel lens, the focusing adjustment,

the chrome plated aluminum reflector

and adjustable yoke for directing the

beam. Focusing is accomplished by a

Top, Hi-Lite spot has new design;

below, Rhamstine Super Electrophot
Robert Studios

dial adjustment at the rear and permits

adjustment of the beam from a concen-

trated spot to a diffused flood light. A
special, prefocus type bulb is employed,

which is said to provide illumination

equivalent to that given by the standard

type 500 watt spot. A substantial tele-

scope stand is available, which may be

raised to a height of eight feet, or any

suitable lighting stand may be used. The
Hi-Lite spot without stand weighs only

five and a half pounds. Further informa-

tion is available from the address given.

Ampro Eight A new 8mm - projec-

tor, the product of a

manufacturer who has heretofore spe-

cialized in 16mm. silent and sound

machines only, is an item of outstanding

interest this month. The new projector,

made by the Ampro Corporation, 2839-

51 North Western Avenue, Chicago, 111.,

is characterized by many new and in-

teresting features. The principal ones of

these are the ability to show still pic-

tures at will, reverse operation, 400 foot

reel capacity if wanted, reel locking de-

vice, pilot light, 500 watt illumination,

quiet operation, fast projection lens,

centralized controls and efficient cooling

system, both at the lamp and at the pic-

ture aperture. Many other features are

incorporated, similar to those for which

the 16mm. product of this well known
firm is noted. The machine is of compact

design and is finely finished. Full details

may be had from the manufacturer.

PrOJeCtO Case Movie projectionists

who are users of the

popular 16mm. Kodascopes, Model EE
and G, may now set up their machines

independently of tables, stands or ex-

traneous supports by using the new
Projecto Case, supplied by the Eastman

Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y. These

new cases are provided with folding

tripod legs, which permit them to be

Answers the query "What's

new 7 " for filmer and dealer

RUSSELL C. HOLSLAG, ACL

converted quickly into useful projector

stands. The folding metal tripod is con-

tained in a separate compartment in the

side of the case when not in use; when
set up, the tripod cover may be extended

to form a convenient shelf.

Ready rest A new sheath case of

special design is now of-

fered by the Bell & Howell Company,
1843 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago, 111.,

to contain its popular 16mm. "shell load-

ing" camera, Filmo 141. In use, the

camera is screwed to a tongue which is

permanently attached to the case. The

body of the case may then be placed

against the chest to form a camera sup-

port for increased steadiness in movie

making. All camera controls are readily

operable when used with the new "ready

rest" case, and loading the magazine

is also accomplished without removal

from the case.

Britelite 535 The new line of Brite-

lite Spotlights for

amateur and professional has been ex-

tended by the development of the 535

Spotlight. This unit has all the desirable

features that characterize these spot-

lights and, in addition, offers new, ad-

vanced features, ,such as radiant con-

vector cooling to reduce surface temper-

ature; helix arrangement for rapid, ac-

curate focusing; universally adjustable

reflector for maximum efficiency; asbes-

tos protected interior wiring; light

weight. The beam of this unit may be

[Continued on page 44]

kI
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FRANCHISE RIGHTS
on two of the most

UNUSUAL
and TIMELY
FEATURES
(ALL TALKING PICTURES)

EVER OFFERED IN 16MM!
Edwin Carewe's Production

The

Cavalcade of Civilization
or

ARE WE CIVILIZED?
With William Farnum, Anita Louise, Frank

McGlynn, Stewart Holmes and Thousands

ot Soldiers and Peasants.

(RUNNING TIME, I HOUR)

A powerful story ot modern times; a plea

for peace and a criticism of war. A drama

of today's problems. Endorsed by leading

public figures.

—Also—

Explorers of the World
Breath-talcing, amazing adventures in

strange lands, from the Arctic to South

Africa. Really six stories in one. A feature

that will leave your audience breathless!

Both these features endorsed by press, pulpit

and outstanding national organizations.

(RUNNING TIME, I HOUR 27 MINUTES)

STATE FRANCHISES
Man or woman can enter into a profitable and
dignified business contacting churches, schools,
colleges, universities, clubs and fraternal or-
ganizations. Choice territories still open. In-

vestment requirements according to territorial

rights granted. Write or wire.

RASPIN
PRODUCTIONS, INC.

580 Fifth Avenue New York

MOVIE MAKERS offers
An attractive, black fabrikoid, gold lettered binder for

your copies of this magazine. A wire device enables
you to insert and remove copies easily.

Price $1.50
Send your order accompanied by remittance to

MOVIE MAKERS
420 Lexington Ave.. New York. N. Y.

SOUND ON FILM
Rent-Exchange-Sale

Modern High Grade Features & Shorts

CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY
1041 Jefferson Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y.

IXegolbe: —To start the
New Year right. To give your films
their rightful heritage in TITLES
that will make them outstanding. To
have your films EDITED so that
their message will be clear. To con-
sult

STAHL
Editing & Titling Service, Inc.

33 West 42 St. New York
FOR PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICE IN ALL
EDITING & TITLING — 8MM — 16MM —

B&W-COLOR

Am I burned up!

[Continued from page 23]

cluster of volunteers—anything to give

me a silhouette for depth and contrast.

I had color film in the camera—day-

light film. And, although it was ten

thirty at night, I blazed merrily away.

For that's another advantage of a fire.

You can film 'em at night with any kind

of film. The faster the film, the more you

get on it. But color film, "daylight" or

"artificial," is equally effective. Flames

merely look more crimson with the for-

mer.

Then the silo caught. What a torch it

made ! The men began to shoo back the

open mouthed spectators—and I potted

a group of them rather successfully, with

no other illumination than the flames.

A small flame licked up on the house-

top, and the engine's searchlight was

turned on one of the firemen, who scam-

pered up a ladder with a chemical ex-

tinguisher. It looked a bit dim, but I

tried it. Not so good. But my search-

lighted shot of the boys on the hose near

the tool shed fared far better. Then

somebody yelled, and I turned just in

time to film the silo toppling over in a

geyser of flame.

All in all, it was quite an evening. But

it wasn't "one two three" with the show

we ran into coming back from the city

one night about four months later.

A few miles out, we spotted a glow in

the sky ahead and a bit to the right. A
battered "flivver" coupe reeled out of a

farm yard in front of us, snorted inde-

cisively for a moment or two, then cut

off down a side road in the general direc-

tion of the fire. We chased it right into

the county seat.

Several hundred yards away from the

station, there was a really sizable coal

and lumber yard, the coal hoppers be-

ing cradled in a large frame building.

We left the car three blocks away,

grabbed our cameras and hurried along

with the crowd. Fully a half block dis-

tant, policemen were pressing back the

spectators. Dangling our cameras under

their noses, we muttered that magic
word, "Pictures," and kept on going. It

works nine times out of ten.

And did we get pictures—up close,

back by the crowds, down from a lum-

ber pile. The fire chief finally cornered

us, so we took his picture flailing his

arms at his smoke eaters, and that was
that.

And so it went, from month to month,

with fires large and small being added
to our library. Most were measly little

grass fires and kindred false alarms,

which contributed nothing in the shape
of flames. But they did provide some
badly needed closeups of engines, hose

couplings and other "business" of fire

fighting. Soon our reels were truly

worthy of an hour's rapt attention.

Came the night of April 22.

As a result of a busy weekend out-

doors, helping at readying our place for

spring, I was enjoying the sleep of the

just. Then, with a customary lack of

excuse, I began to experience one of

those nightmares which bound from

crisis to crisis and generally conclude

by leaving their victim alone in a pilot-

less airplane, marooned on a rocky ledge

with an affectionate lioness or slowly

submerging in an endless bed of quick-

sand.

But, the alarm clock tumbled off the

night table, and I awoke to see our milk-

man, his nose flattened against the glass,

hammering the everlasting daylights out

of our window and bellowing the news

that our house was on fire.

The man Robinson bounded from his

bed, banked around the walls a few times

to get up momentum and breezed

through the bedroom door, hitting on all

twelve. Before I had a chance to dab on

a touch of powder, he was back looking

absolutely livid.

"Up all hammocks," he howled, going

nautical in his panic, "we're going down
by the bow."

The next time he came down from the

ceiling and swished through the door, I

went along in his wake—through the

living room and out on the back porch.

Sure enough. There were great clouds

of black smoke eddying out of the garage

door. And. the garage being attached to

the house hard by the kitchen, there were

more than a few lungfuls of it circulating

within the house itself.

"Get the car out," I cried. "I'll turn in

the alarm."

I said "Hello" into the phone's mouth-

piece more often than the King and

Queen did on their American visit, but

nary a peep could I raise out of Marg

—

Myrt's night time counterpart.

Finally, somebody "helloed" back at

me. It was our nearest neighbor on the

party line. "You take care of the chil-

dren," he yelled, "I'll wake Marg up if

I have to blast."

No sooner said than done. A hollow

boom came from the direction of the

garage, closely followed by the head of

the household, coat tails asmoke.

"Wow," he yodeled, heading for the

shower. "The gas tank let go. Where's

that insurance policy?"

Faint signs of life were now apparent

over in the bedroom wing of the house,

fully a half hour's distance from the

flames.

"Mither of Moses," shrieked our de-

vout chief cook and bottle washer. "Judg-

mint dye has came."

"Judgment day my eye," advised my
now efficient husband. "Get the children

dressed—you've got plenty of time. And
take them and yourself over to the Car-

ters. We'll get your stuff out."

"What shall I do?" I wailed, starting

on the nail of my index finger.

"Put some clothes on," commanded
my spouse, now attired in a pair of ten-
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nis slacks and a windbreaker. ''Some-

thing tells me we're going to have visi-

tors. Then help me lug things out of the

kitchen and dining room."

Just then the siren came to life down
in the village, echoed by a brace of solid

banshee bellows from our Gaelic house-

keeper. A car skidded to a stop in our

driveway, and in sprinted our milkman.

"Sound asleep." he gritted. '"The

night button for the siren right over her

head by the switchboard—and sound

asleep. Guess Carter woke her up. They'll

be along soon now," he concluded, busily

ripping down the curtains which had

just come back from the cleaners. "'These

are the things that spread it."

What did I carry out first? S'help me
—our movie library. I did

!

Starting the youngsters off down the

road, I tore back to the bookcase and

ferried our supply of film cans out to

the sundial in the rose garden. Then I

salvaged my camera and projector and

an alleged oil painting by my sister. I

was purposefully wrestling with an out-

moded radio, that hadn't worked for a

year, when the first villagers began to

arrive.

After one approving glance at the

progress of our fire, they waded right in.

A few of them eternally jeopardized their

amateur standing by carefully carrying

objects to safety. But the more experi-

enced kicked out the window sashes to

give the fire a fitting draught and began

to heave things out into the ecstatic faces

of new arrivals.

Then came our engine. Then came en-

gines from three nearby towns, for ours

had been further delayed by the neces-

sity of laying hose all the way from the

village limits. As a matter of strict fact,

it was exactly one hour and a half from

the time I first awoke before the first

drops of water came through that hose!

During that period, all the Robinsons'

meagre belongings had been carried,

tossed, heaved and drop kicked from first

and second story windows and had long

since been appropriated by spectators as

welcome vantage points for viewing our

little partv". Fifteen minutes after the

water came through, the fire was cut in

half, the rear of the house abandoned to

its fate, and the front half treated to a

thoroughgoing charcoal shampoo.

My term as a stevedore ending shortly

after the gallant fire laddies arrived, I

promptly hunted down my camera, res-

cued it from the clutches of an inquisi-

tive oaf who was patiently working on its

cover with a penknife and busied myself

recording the catastrophe.

Although the calibre of my camera
work was not as contemplative as usual.

I did feel that I had missed but little of

the poignancy of the occasion. And.

when the two rolls reached us at the

hotel a few days later. I dialed a select

group of our more civilized acquain-

tances who had missed the shindig and

invited them over for a preview.

They arrived, every pore oozing regret

at our misfortune. We did our best to

cheer them up. It was nothing at all we
stated. Just nothing. Really a lark—and

the insurance (we hoped) would take

care of everything.

As it developed, we overplayed our

hand. For follouing the early shots on

the reel, of my good husband and myself

raking away at the lawn, pruning shrubs

and heaping the resultant rubbish into a

pile in the rear of an unused cement

block milk house, many feet distant from

the main house and garage, and preced-

ing the first ruddy burst of screen filling

flames that depicted our blazing domi-

cile, was a desultory shot or two of the

man Robinson putting a match to the

rubbish heap!

I swear on a stack of humidor cans

that there was no connection whatever

between the tiny heap of licking flames

by the milk house and the robust inferno

in our home. It's at a time like this when

you learn who are your real friends.

Some were amused. Yet I think I liked

even less those who looked embarrassed

for us.

The moral is plain.

Edit your reels first

—

then show them.

Here I've got the highest powered col-

lection of fire movies in seven counties,

and I know that I shall never, never dare

project them again.

Tricking titles out

[Continued from page 24]

Making a title with its lettering back-

ward is not so difficult as might at first

seem. I chose to use script lettering, and

I laid out the entire title in this style on

heavy weight white paper. Then I drew

the letters in outline.

The script letters of each line, being

all connected, were next cut out with a

pair of scissors along the guide lines I

had drawn, which gave me cut out letters

in white, as shown in the illustrations on

page 24. Then it was very easy to affix

each line of white letters backicard on

the black surface of the drum (or other

opaque background) by means of a thin

coating of rubber cement. (The excess

cement will rub cleanly off the back-

ground when you are through.)

A title like this is not difficult to make,

although the final effect has one slight

disadvantage, in that the emulsion occurs

on the opposite side of the film to that

on which it runs normally. So, in running

such a title, you may have to refocus.

However, this is not such an arduous job

in the case of a lead title, for which the

stunt is most appropriate.

Color titles are always fascinating to

make, but, in shooting them with front

light in the usual way, you must be very

careful about arranging lights to avoid

surface reflections that might dilute the

color. In one case, I wanted a pure, deep

blue color, evenly illuminated all over, so

you // Like This

KODAK BANTAM(f74,5)

for Your Stills

KODAK BANTAM'S small
size recommends it as a

handy-to-carry second cam-
era for "stills" on your
movie-making jaunts.

Despite its tiny dimen-
sions, however

—

through
modern photo finishing
methods—Kodak Bantam
leads to black-and-white pic-
tures 2fX x 4 inches.

This novel camera is pre-
cisely constructed . . . has a
fine quality Kodak Anastig-
mat Special //4.5 lens, accu-
rate 1/200 shutter with four
speeds, and body shutter re-
lease. Pictures may be made
under a variety of conditions
and may, if desired, be en-
larged far beyond the stand-
ard 2 3 4 x 4-inch size.

Kodak Bantam //4.5 also

takes Kodachrome Film for
full-color transparencies.
S22.50 ... at your dealer's.

Only Eastman \Iakes the Kodak

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester, N. Y.
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AN AMAZING NEW
super ELECTROPHOT

EXPOSURE METER
See it atYour Healer's!

it Highly sensitive; easy to read

it Universal use: Movies, Stills

* All Film: Black and White. Colored

it All Shutter Speeds; Indoors, Outdoors

it All Film Speeds in popular ratings

it All-American materials and manufacture

NATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS:
Hornstein Photo Sales Raygram Corporation
29 E. Madison, Chicago 425—4th Ave., New York

SEEMANN'S, INC.
6628 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

J. THOS. RHAMSTINE*
301 Beaubien Detroit, Mich.

REDUCTIONS
ENLARGEMENTS •
DUPLICATES •

GEO.WCOLBURN
LABORATORY

II97 MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO

FADES. WIPES Can Be Added
to Your Reels

WITH FOTOFADE on black and white or color films.

Price 51.00. Waterproof WipeofT Tape. 60c per roll.

Complete Fotofade Kit $1.60
CINETINTS for coloring your 16mm. or Smm. film.

Set of six colors S3. Big Dealer Discounts
DYE RESEARCH LABORATORIES

319 Jackson Street Los Angeles, Calif.

ktt^t-tt W estern Features from
l\2iW GRAND NATIONAL Pictures

KEN MAYNARD
And his famous horse TARZAN in

"WHIRLWIND HORSEMAN" and
"SIX SHOOTIN" SHERIFF"

Each Subject: 6 Reels on 16mm Sound Film

Send for Complete Catalogue of Other
Features and Short Subjects

POST PICTURES CORPORATION
723 Seventh Ave. 4-2-52 New York City

I considered the possibility of shooting

the title with rear illumination. I pur-

chased a sheet of blue gelatin, such as is

used for theatrical color wheels or stage

work. A large sheet can be had from any

theatrical supply store for about fifteen

cents. I cut a rectangle of this blue gela-

tin of a size just right for my title easel.

The blue was to represent sky, with a

large, white moon in evidence; for the

moon. I cut out a circular opening in the

gelatin sheet, as shown in the drawing on

page 24.

On the opal glass translucent back-

ground, I sketched in, humorously and
not in much detail, the features of the

moon's "face," in such a way that they

would match up with the circle cut in the

gelatin when the two were placed to-

gether. Opaque marks on glass may be

made easily with a black china marking
pencil. If you have not an opal glass

handy for such a diffusing background,

you can use a plain transparent sheet,

backing it up with a sheet of tracing

paper or cloth for diffusion.

A palm tree silhouette was cut from

the black paper which comes wrapped
around photographic printing paper. The
various components of this title were

held together by placing a sheet of clear

glass in front, and the entire assembly

was attached to the titling easel by
means of rubber bands.

For illumination, a single flood type

bulb, in a reflector, was placed about one
foot behind the title, which was nine by
twelve inches in size. This gave a uni-

formly illuminated background of a

deep, luminous blue, produced by the

diffused lighting shining through the

gelatin. The color was bright and undi-

luted, and the effect was just what was
wanted. A stop of //2.8 was used, with

normal camera speed.

The text of the title was double ex-

posed over the background described

and seemed to "write itself" across. This

is a very striking effect and not difficult

to do. It is another example of what may
be accomplished by the rear illumina-

tion method. What is needed for double

exposure is a perfectly opaque back-

ground, with cut out letters which will

stand out sharply. After some experi-

mentation with various materials, I

found that one of the easiest to work was
an ordinary sheet of unused typewriter

carbon paper. The letters are cut out of

the paper with a razor blade or sharp

knife, and the whole is "tacked" to a

sheet of diffusing glass (opal or ground
glass) with a few touches of rubber

cement. The effect really is that of a

stencil, except that, where the centers

of such letters as "O." "B," "P" have

no connection to hold them in place, they

are simply pasted to the glass in their

proper places with rubber cement.

This cut out "stencil title" is set up
in place, backed with a white diffusing

medium and illuminated from the rear,

as already described. To give the effect

of the letters appearing to "write them-

selves," one by one, simply cut two strips

of cardboard to fit the lines of the title,

as shown in the diagram on page 24.

Hold these between the light and the

back of the title, so that the letters are

obscured. Then, with the camera run-

ning, gradually draw the cardboard

away, moving from left to right. The
title will appear sharply defined and
sufficiently exposed (thanks to direct,

rear illumination) to dominate any

double exposed background. There is

no reason why the letters could not be

colored as well, if the maker desires.

Simply back up the stencil title with

transparent gelatin of the color you wish.

These are but a few of the title dodges

one may employ. Truly, the miniature

title stage will admit of many imagina-

tive productions which, while they are

conveniently small in the original, yet

loom large and impressive on the movie

Film in the

nation's attic

[Continued from page 21]

a job of classifying and cataloging the

reels properly and safeguarding them
from accidents and damage from dust.

The temperature and humidity of the

Archives vaults are ideal for acetate as

well as for nitrate films.

The individual movie maker con-

cerned about the preservation of his

reels in his own home need not worry

about maintaining this exact tempera-

ture and humidity. The healthy temper-

ature and humidity of the average home
are entirely satisfactory. Films should

be stored away from radiators and on a

lower shelf in a closet, for the hotter,

drier air rises toward the ceiling. You
need not humidify your films unless

storage near a radiator or steam riser has

made them brittle.

The principal source of the films now
in the Archives collection has been the

government. Most government agencies

make use of 35mm. movies to some de-

gree, and negatives or master prints of

their various productions are stored

here. There have, however, been many
private contributions to the Archives col-

lection, and these are increasing rapidly.

The law provides that the government
may accept films as gifts from private

individuals, provided these films are

"illustrative of, or pertaining to, the his-

tory of the United States."

Lest the reader think at this point that

the cinema records in the National Ar-

chives are dry, historical documents, of

no interest whatever to the lay cine

maker, it should be mentioned here that

"history of the United States," in the

Archives broad interpretation of it, is

not as dull as it may sound. For it in-

cludes a record of personalities, science,
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invention, war, social and economic

change, or, in short, many of the ele-

ments which have gone into making

some of the greatest movies of all time.

Current films and films of fiction are

also included in the collection. It was,

for example, recently decided that such

films as The Singing Fool (which, in

1928, ushered in the era of sound movies)

was worthy of inclusion because of its

importance to the United States film in-

dustry. Cinemas of the "historical ro-

mance" variety are included because, in

spite of dramatic license which tends to

make them inaccurate in spots, they are

better illustrative of a period than any-

thing now existing on film. It is often a

difficult job for Archives officials to de-

termine, under their broad interpreta-

tion of the word, what is "historical" and

what is not.

There are numerous 16mm. films in

the Archives collection, many of which

have been received as contributions from

individual filmers.

On the technical side of managing the

film collection, there are care and preci-

sion which would gladden the heart of

the most painstaking movie maker.

When a film is first received for con-

sideration, it is carefully dusted. In a

vacuum bin, the dust is removed by a

compressed air gun which blows

cleansed air through the film at a pres-

sure of 100 pounds to the square inch.

After dusting, the film is further cleaned

in a chemical bath, the main ingredient

of which is carbon tetrachloride. The
bath removes dirt and oil and. because it

evaporates rapidly, does this without

damage to the film. Following this, re-

pairs are made. Breaks are spliced,

scratches are doctored up, perforations

caused by wayward sprockets are ironed

out, and the film is prepared for projec-

tion. It is then projected before a com-

mittee which decides whether or not the

film is worthy of inclusion in the Ar-

chives collection.

Once passed, no film is ever "buried"

in the vaults. One of the desirable fea-

tures of the collection is the ready ac-

cessibility of any part of it. Any citizen

with legitimate excuse may view the

Archives films. The theatre and projec-

tion room provided for this purpose are

as up to date as the most recent Broad-

way show place, probably more so. The
theatre is an acoustical triumph. Both

16 and 35mm. films, silent or sound, can

be projected. There is as yet no pro-

vision for 8mm. film.

As might be expected, many film prob-

lems have presented themselves at the

Archives for solution, and its research

staff has ample work. For example, one

of the most serious problems encoun-

tered with more antique 35mm. film is

that of emulsion stains. Like the yel-

lowed prints in the family album, many
of the early films which come into the

Archives have been improperly fixed, or

have stains which are the result of im-

PROFESSION A L OR AMATEUR

EDITING
"MAKES" THE

rig? PICTURE

CRftlG-
]V^ MANUFACTURERS OF FINE EDITING EQUIPMENT SINCE 1929

A L WA Y S

SPECIFY
FOR YOUR
EDITING NEEDS

CRAIG 16MM SENIOR SPLICER

Operates in the professional manner...
only four easy operations needed to make
periect. straight splices—quickly, accu-
rately, and without wetting the film. A

For Sound or Silent film . . . $10.00 /
New Junior Splicer— adaptable to 1^
8 or 16mm film $2.50

CRAIG PROJECTO-EDITOR
.'Vi Action-edit your movies the Holly-

I wood Studio way— transform ran-

dom "shots" into interesting con-

,. tinuities that everyone will enjoy
i seeing. The Projecto-Editor pro-

vides a unique viewing method— allows
careful inspection, slow motion if desired,

of actual movement on its brilliant minia-
ture screen. Complete with Splicer. Re-
winds, and film cement. 8mm model . $27.50

16mm model . $49.50

CRAIG SPLICER AND
REWIND COMBINATION
A complete editing and repair outfit.

Essential equipment for all cinema-
tographers.

|

8mm model with Junior Splicer and
Rewinds $7.25

16mm model with Senior Splicer and
Rewinds for sound or silent films

$19.50

With extension bases for 1600-foot

reels $22.00

I I 1 I 1 I i § | i .± t *
BUY WITH CONFIDENCE— USE WITH SATISFACTION

AT ALL DEALERS

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
1053 S. OLIVE STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

149 NEW MONTGOMERY ST.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
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GOERZ
REFLEX FOCUSER

—Patented

—

A BOON to 16mm Movie Camera users-
eliminates PARALLAX between finder and
lens—provides full-size qroundglass image
magnified 10 times.

Goen Hypar lenses 3" and up allow full

range of distance scale. Other lenses of
longer focus reguire special fitting. Also
useful as extension (ube for shorter focus
lenses for close-ups.

Extensively used in shooting surgical oper-
ations, small animal fife, etc.

PARALLAX—FREE
GOERZ DIRECT FOCUSER

and FIELD FINDER
for the same purpose, for Filmo 121

and Simplex-Pockette, magnifies 4

and 8x.

gj For detailed information address

Dept. MM-1

CP.GOERZAMERICAN OPTICALCp
317 EAST 34™ ST. NEWyDRKOTY

YOUR YULETIDE
|

PICTURES
will furnish your I

Audience withChristmas
real

jBtetn gear
if they contain

TITLES BY PARK CINE

Catalog free on request

PARK CINE LABORATORY
120 W. 41st St.. N. Y. C.

for rent on 16 mm sound

"MajorBowesAmateurHour"
2 reel musicals with the prize winners

Send for complete list of 16 mm sound
rental films

LEWIS FILM SERVICE
105 East First St. Wichita, Kansas

WE ADD SOUND fo Your
16mm NEGATIVE Pictures $60 per
400 ft. including positive combined
print

16mm REVERSAL Pictures $70 per
400 ft. including reversal combined
print

16mm KODACHROME Pictures $95
per 400 ft. including Kodachrome
combined print

Script, narrator, music extra

BERNDT-MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM

SPOT FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
339 E. 48 St. New York

proper storage. Because of the age of

many of the films (gelatin becomes

more soluble with age), it is not always

possible to bleach these stains out chemi-

cally. To overcome this, the Archives

devised a process by which these discol-

ored films could be reprinted, using

filtered light. By printing through light

which has previously passed through a

filter of the same color as, or of a color

complementary to, that of the stain (de-

pending upon whether the image or

gelatin itself is stained), the discolora-

tion can be eliminated in the print thus

made.

The film section of the National

Archives is a cinematic achievement. It

represents the first attempt in this coun-

try to bring the nation's audible and
visible records together under one roof

and to preserve them for posterity. While
it is still only five years old, its present

capacity is rapidly becoming filled, and
plans have been discussed for an exten-

sion of present storage facilities. Films

covering subjects from building the

Panama Canal to the habits of the Mis-

sissippi boll weevil are to be found in its

vaults. The separate filing of a negative,

a master print (from which duplicate

negatives can be made) and a projection

print insure any one film against loss.

Talking about "permanency" in the

Archives film laboratory gives one a new
insight into the meaning of the word.

With the growth and improvement of

movie technique, all films, from an ama-
teur's record of the East Podunk flood to

a newsreel sequence of a president's in-

augural, are history in the making—not

dull, lifeless history, but a vivid, moving
record which can be called to life at the

touch of a button.

Preserving this history for "all time"

is not a task to be taken lightly. From
the movie maker's standpoint, it is a

thing worthy of achievement and the

ultimate recognition of his craft.

Title rhetoric

[Continued from page 13]

reference to what is coming . . . but in

five long years she had changed her

mode of life and thought.

That is a kind of mental lap dissolve.

Positively never should a narrative title

fail to end on a note of suspense. Do not

write: You will now see the employees

come out at noon, since you are going

to see it anyhow; but simply, When the

noon ivhistle blows. . . .

By the very nature of the subject, nar-

rative or informative titles are frequent

in educational, industrial, advertising

and propaganda films, but very few and

far between in photoplays, where they

serve principally to cover time lapses.

On the other hand, the spoken or emo-

tional title, which is vital to the dramatic

story, is quite rare in educationals.

The purpose of the spoken title is not

to convey information, but to create

JANUARY 1940

feeling, to build up emotional intensity.

Factually, it would be possible to insert

a narrative title saying, He told her he

ivould wait for her at midnight, but,

dramatically, a spoken title is far more
intense, "I'll be waiting for you, at mid-

night." The spoken title has to be cut in

at the exact point where the words would
be spoken, preferably in a closeup and
while the lips are moving. A spoken title

may no more be "out of sync" than a line

of dialog in a talkie.

Because the spoken title is emotional,

intense, it must be kept very brief. No
involved explanation is permitted. It

will never do to put in the mouth of a

person an argument of any kind, such as

/ was not able to come in lime, first be-

cause . . . secondly because . .
.," although

in talkie comedy (of the Gracie Allen

or Billie Burke scatterbrain type) this

may constitute amusing chatter, solely

because of the tone of the voice and
provided that the statements are trivial

and in no way affect the story. Whatever
may be the multiple motives, they must
be condensed into a simple statement for

the purposes of a spoken title, ten words
being about the limit.

The practice of title writing sums itself

up as follows: (1) introductory and
credit titles; (2) a linking title at the

head of each sequence when that se-

quence jumps away unexplainedly from
the previous one; (3) a specific title to

state elapsed time, when this is essential

to the understanding of the story; (4)

"planted" explanations covering impor-

tant facts that are not shown on the

screen; (5) spoken titles when a future

engagement is made, or when an emo-
tional revelation or characterization is

necessary.

It is, of course, possible to produce a

silent film without titles, just as it is

possible to write a whole book without

using the letter "s" or any other—

a

silly, futile performance. The wise pro-

ducer will make use of all available re-

sources, with the sole end in view of

telling his story to the best advantage.

Acrobatic self torture is no part of the

problem of expression.

A record list

for film scores

[Continued from page 15]

Jesters—Overture Ganne
William Tell—Overture Rossini

4. Religious

Adeste Fidelis

Deep River Burleigh

Funeral March Chopin
Stabat Mater Rossini

Parsifal—Prelude and Good
Friday Spell Wagner

Rosary Nevin
Messiah-Hallelujah Chorus Handel
Masses Palestrina
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Cavalleria Rusticana—Intermezzo

Mascagni

Festival Te Deum Buck

5. Majestic—grand marches

Aida—Grand March Verdi

Pomp and Circumstance Ao. 1 Elgar

All Glory Laud and Honour Bach

Siegfried's Funeral March Wagner
Marche Slave Tschaikowsky

Polonaise Militaire in A Major Chopin

6. Wild—Tempestuous

Overture 1812 Tschaikowsky

Ivan the Terrible—Storm Music
Rimsky-Korsakow

William Tell—Overture Rossini

Die Walkuere—Ride of the Valkyries

Wagner
Anacreon—Overture (Part 2) Cherubini

Pique Dame—Overture (Part 2) Suppe
Sorcerer's Apprentice Dukas
Rienzi—Overture Wagner
Flying Dutchman—Overture Wagner
Ritual Fire Dance De Falla

7. Weird—mysterious

Isle of the Dead Rachmaninoff

Sorcerer's Apprentice Dukas
Nutcracker Suite—Danse Chinoise

Tschaikowsky

Nutcracker Suite—Dance Arabe
Tschaikowsky

Die W'alkuere—Fire Music Wagner
Peer Gynt Suite No. 1 (In the

Hall of the Mountain King) Grieg

Night on Bare Mountain Moussorgsky

Funeral March of a Marionette Gounod
Flying Dutchman—Overture Wagner
Danse Macabre Saint-Saens

Cathedral Engloutie Debussy
Ritual Dance of Fire De Falla

Swan of Tuonela Sibelius

8. Sad

Andante Cantabile Tschaikowsky

Kol Nidre

La Golondrina Serradell

Humoresque Dvorak

Martha—Last Rose of Summer Flotow

Last Spring Grieg

Peer Gynt Suit No. 1 (Ase's Death

)

Grieg

Valse Triste Sibelius

1812 Overture (Part 1 ) Tschaikowsky

Khoivantchina Moussorgsky

9. Miscellaneous background

Blue Danube Waltz Strauss

COSTS LESS THAN YOU'D THINK!

SOUND-ON-FILM
RECORDING

Sound on your films is not the expensive luxury it

may seem. Like people who are now using this new
B-M service, you may be surprised to learn how
little it costs to enjoy sound films. You may be

spending as much now for a first class job of pro-

fessional titling. You may even be spending more

for a sound-on-disc recording if you take into ac--

count all the costs incurred. The advantages of

recording sound-on-film are obvious enough : assur-

ance of perfect synchronization, easier projecting,

no deterioration of sound quality resulting from

continual use, more pleasure and satisfaction for

you and your audiences.

Here are four sound laboratories qualified to do

this work for you. Equipped with B-M Sound Re-

cording Apparatus, they are able to produce the fin-

est professional results. They are prepared to render

the most simple or elaborate treatment of your films

according to your wishes and specifications. Get in

touch with one of them for advice regarding the

preparation of material and estimates of cost.

New York, N. Y.

Sound Masters, Inc.

1560 Broadway

Kansas City, Missouri

The Calvin Company
26th and Jefferson

New York, N. Y.

Spot Films, Inc.

339 East 48th Street

Pasadena, Calif.

Roger Sumner Productions

327 East Green Street

The only other requirement is that you film your

scenes at synchronous speed. For this purpose, you'll

need the B-M Synchronous Motor Drive if you are

using a Cine Kodak Special. For other 16 mm
cameras good synchronous motors are also available.

Write today for additional information regarding the

B-M Synchronous Motor Drive, and prepare to en-

joy the convenience and satisfaction of sound on all

your future films.

B-M Synchronous Motor Drive

the BERNDT-MAURER corp.

119 EAST 24th STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

West Coast Sales Office: E. M. BERNDT CORP., 5515 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
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PRIZE

WINNERS

L'lLE D'ORLEANS
Winner of Movie Makers" Hiram Maxim
Memorial Award for 1939.

AN APPLE A DAY
Honorable Mention

We are proud to offer these distinguished
16 MM sound color films by Judith and
F. Radford Crawley.

hid

itlohn Library po
g color films of <

ng the popular c

listed below.
lor

other "in-
scription.

THE MERRY KITTENS

PARROTVILLE FIRE DEPARTMENT
SUNSHINE MAKERS

PASTRYTOWN WEDDING

FINLAND
SWEDEN
1500 subjec

to home

NORWAY
DENMARK

ailable Jor rental or «ol«
-5. Send for catalog.

WALTER 0. GUTLOHN, Inc.

35 W. 45th St., Dept. M-1, New York

Let us TITLE nnd EDIT ynur films NOW
to start the New Year right!

Beautiful genuine KODACHROME TITLES
S I .25 up

BLACK and WHITE and TINTED TITLES
25c up

Worlds Fair KODACHROME MAIN TITLE S I .00
World's Fair KODACHROME "THE END"

TITLE. 75c
Send us your next title order!
HORNE MOVIE SERVICE

342 Madison Ave. New York. N. Y.

EQUIPPED to Serve You.. .

wi,h a
comprehensive line of

CnMERAS & ACCESSORIES

KLEIN *. GOODMAN
,. <; 10th Street, Ph',ladelph.r

^BARGAINS IN 16MM. S.O.F-j
FEATURES AND SHORTS

Used prints, but in excellent condition; some
equal to new. From the shelves of one of
the largest sound film libraries in the country.

S6.00 to S8.50 per Reel.
Guaranteed Used Victor Animatophone

Sound Projectors Complete $145.00

HARRIS Home Movie Library, 322 W. 42 St.. N. Y.

8MM FILM SLITTER
Slits 16mm width film to exact 8mm width.
A precision instrument with hardened, ground
steel cutting wheels.

At Your Dealer's

Price $2.50

J. C. Haile & Sons
215 Walnut St. Cincinnati, O.

PerfectTitles with Metal Letters
Ask
for

samples

of

the

most

beautiful

Capital

and
Lower
Case

Letters

Made

Complete sets In wood ease (U. S. Price) 222 pes. $7.16;

126 caps only $4.28.

ADD CHARM AND INTEREST TO YOUR FILMS
Specify white or black Jetters

H. W. KNIGHT & SON, INC., Seneca Falls, N.Y.

Caliph of Bagdad—Overture Boieldieu

Danse Slave Chabrier

Fledermaus—Overture Strauss

Glow Worm Lincke

In a Chinese Temple Garden Ketelby

In a Persian Market Ketelby

In a Monastery Garden Ketelby

Caucasian Sketches Ippolitow-Iwanow

Lady of the Lake Folk dance

Lyric Suite Grieg

Minuet Buccberini

Neapolitan Nights Zamecnik
Nutcracker Suite (Valse des Fleurs)

Tscbaikowsky

Day in Venice—Suite Nevin

Citronen—Waltz Strauss

Emperor—Waltz Strauss

Roses from the South—Waltz Strauss

Sleeping Beauty—Waltz Tschaikowsky

Loin du Bal Gillett

10. Military marches

Entry of the Gladiators

Blaze Away
Hiawatha
Thunderer

Stars and Stripes Forever

Under the Double Eagle

Lights Out
Madelon
Anchors Aweigh
American Patrol

El Capitan

King Cotton

On the Mall

Sabre and Spurs

Sambre et Meuse
U. S. Field Artillery

Semper Fidelis

Washington Post

Second Connecticut

No attempt has been made to include

sound effect records, as several excel-

lent catalogs are available from vari-

ous manufacturers. Highly specialized

classifications, such as typical music of

various nations, have been omitted, as

they are fairly well covered by current

record catalogs. In many cases, the se-

lections given can be found in more than

one maker's listing; all can be found in

at least one.

Often, records may be secured of a

selection, played by an orchestra, by

piano alone, by organ or by other musi-

cal groups. In general, orchestral and

organ compositions are most suitable

for picture accompaniment. Many of the

records listed will be found suitable for

more than one movie theme, according

to the part of the selection to be used.

Why we need shadows
[Continued from page 14]

that we took our statue out of doors at

dawn and that we stood facing it with

the rising sun behind us. We should find

that the straight illumination from the

sun falling on the statue would produce

an effect like the flat front light falling

on the statue indoors. No relief, no shad-

ows would be visible. As the day contin-

ues, the sun moves higher in the sky and

more to the side. More and more, shad-

ows make their appearance, and the

statue will appear more natural.

As the day advances, there comes a

time, however, when the lighting be-

comes less pleasing. At noon, when the

sun is directly at one side and high in

the sky, the light would all come from

one side and the top. The result is that

one side of the statue is in shadow and

the other is fully lighted. While, for

certain special purposes, this might be

satisfactory, the chances are that it

would not give a pleasing rendition of

the subject on film.

When the sun reaches a point so that

it shines from behind the statue, a con-

dition known as back lighting would pre-

vail. While it would be most attractive

with certain types of subjects, it would

not be well suited to the statue. Back
lighting, in this case, would simply give

a silhouette, and there would be little

idea of relief or depth within the area

of the figure. However, it would cause

the statue to stand out from the back-

ground under most circumstances. Light

coming from the rear of a subject is

most advantageous when the subject has

an indefinite outline. A classic example

of this nature is the blonde girl whose

hair will take on the appearance of a

halo when lighted from the rear.

Examination of any portrait painting

or photograph will show that the posi-

tion of the main light source is clearly

shown by the direction and length of

the shadows. Painters must study the

effect of lighting just as much as the

photographer.

In most texts on lighting portraits,

reference is made to the "forty five de-

gree" front lighting. This simply means

arranging the lamps so that the main

light sources are placed in a position

forty five degrees to the right and left

of the subject. In other words, lines

drawn between sitter and camera and

those between sitter and lights would

form forty five degree angles. One of

the lights would be stronger than the

other or, if they are of equal strength,

one would be placed nearer to the sub-

ject than the other. This prevents flat-

ness in lighting and produces the de-

sired shadows on the less strongly illu-

minated side. Of course, the skilled cine

worker would add other lights to make
the picture more attractive. A touch of

back light, perhaps, to point up the hair,

some side lighting to give a highlight

on the cheek and so on, with many varia-

tions, depending on the subject and the

scene.

Too often, the approach to photo-

graphic lighting is on the basis of the

minimum amount of light needed to get

a reasonably satisfactory exposure. The
aim seems to be to have no relatively

dark areas in the scene, and little atten-

tion is paid to pleasing or attractive re-

sults. While this may have, in the past.
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been dictated somewhat by the lack of

high speed films and inexpensive light-

ing units, there is no need for these lim-

itations today. Simple, inexpensive light-

ing units, low priced, efficient flood bulbs

designed especially for amateur work

and an excellent range of fast films

make interior movie making a relative-

ly simple matter.

There are plenty of lighting diagrams

available to the movie maker, which

show how lamps may be placed for al-

most any sort of shot. However, blindly

following these charts and pictures will

do little to teach one how to proceed

without them. In order to build knowl-

edge and experience to enable one to go

forward without explicit instructions,

one must learn the fundamental prin-

ciples briefly outlined herein. Then it is

easy to proceed with the mechanical in-

structions, and soon one may form his

own idea of procedure for cases which

are not explained in the texts.

Multiple prints

at home
[Continued from page 28]

they had been in the projector, except
that the aperture had been narrowed,
with two soldered on strips of metal, to

an eighth inch slot. The sprocket wheel
was mounted below these plates; above
them were placed the spindles that hold
the reels for negative and unexposed
positive.

Behind the plates are the two takeup
spindles. The shafts of the sprocket and
takeup spindles project through holes in

the box, so that gear wheels, pulleys and
takeup belts, together with the electric

motor, are all installed outside where
they are accessible for inspection and
lubrication.

The motor was taken from an electric

fan costing a dollar and a quarter. Be-

ing of the A.C. induction type, it runs
with the unvarying speed that is so im-

portant in printing if "light bumps," due
to uneven exposure, are to be avoided.

The hub of the fan (with the blades re-

moved) was grooved with a file to form
a small pulley. The fly wheel of the

sprocket gearing was also grooved. A
belt, consisting of a loop of fishing line,

connects the fly wheel to the motor. The
machine is driven at a speed of about
eight frames a second.

The inside of the now completed print-

er was painted black to absorb light that

might otherwise cause fogging.

An outside light source (an ordinary
forty watt bulb) is placed so that its rays
enter the hole in the printer box and fall

on the slot of the aperture plate. To al-

low for variations in negative density,

the power of the light can be adjusted

by altering the distance between lamp
and film. To determine proper light in-

tensities, short test printings, of a few
frames each, are made with the lamp at

ASK ANY QUALIFIED PHOTOGRAPHIC DEALER OR WRITE

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH CORP.
DEPT. A-1 DAVENPORT, IOWA

M
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shortens the life of your film . . . VAP O RATE

lubricates your film externally to ease Projec-

tion and reduce wear.

EYE STRAINING PUNISHMENT from

SCRATCHES, SPOTS and STAINS.

Looking at your pictures should be a

pleasure for yourself and your friends.

VAP.O.RATE
FOR BETTER PROJECTION AND

LONGER FILM LIFE

VAPORATE CO., INC. I
BELL & HOWELL CO.

1801 Larchmont
130 W. 46th St. Chicago
New York 716 No. La Brea

Hollywood

You Might

r^^CALL THIS MAGIC

A Marks Polarization Plate will bring out

detail and true color tones that are lost

because of light that is reflected from the

surface of the object being photographed.
Marks plates will help you make better

black and white or color movies. Try one
on our guarantee. Write for orices and
booklet M-I2.

KIN-O-LUX, Inc.
1 05 West 40th Street New York

AGENT FOR ALL STANDARD MAKES

1.'!
1—I!!".

1—

S

1 1 1 1 SCENARIOS | 1 1

1

"shooting" scripts for Home Movie Camera Owners.
Each script an exciting, original story, technically accu-
rate, scene footage indicated. NOT SYNOPSES. Group
of five widely varied scripts, each designed for less than
100 feet of film, mailed promptly upon receipt of only
S I .00.
SPECLA1!! "Call the Doctor" MO feet S3.00

"Hold Onto Your Hat!" 400 feet S5.00
HOME MOVIE SCREEN PLAYS

944 Little Bldg. Boston. Mass.

The Romantic Redivood Lumbering
Industry of California

"REDWOOD SAGA?'

400 feet, 16mm. S24.O0; 800 feet, S48.00
"The End" tKodachrome), 3 varieties for $1.00
Individual scenes, in Kodachrome, of the desert,
cactus blossoms, sand verbena: Old California
Missions, San Francisco bridges. Yosemite and
Big Trees, etc., at 18c per foot (originals).

GUY D. HASELTON
7936 Santa Monica B lvd. Hollywood, Calif.

CDCC TITUNG OUTFITlr fltCi DEMONSTRATION m

The Chance You've Waited For!
Try it yourself — without cost!
Make your titles at our expense!
• LEARN about this unique wav of making

homo movie titles.

• ENJOY this easy, interesting method to
professionalize your movie titles.

• WIN the admiration of Tour friends with
black and white or color movie titles from
the "A to Z" Titling Outfit.

• FREE yours for the asking
DON'T DELAY—SEND TODAY

"A to Z" Titling Outfit on Sale at all

Leading Dealers, ONLY S2 complete.

JACOB STEIN (Mfr.)
175 Fifth Ave. Dept. M9 New York, N. Y.

various measured distances. With prac-

tice, one learns to judge negative densi-

ties without the formality of testing. To
aid myself in these judgments. I keep

a collection of short, carefully labeled

negative strips, ranging from very thin

to very dense. Comparing new negatives

with these samples guides me well in

setting the lamp.

The exact dimensions of my particu-

lar printer are not important, for any-

body building such a machine would, of

course, be required to alter the details to

suit whatever materials were available

to him. However, certain points apply

to any homemade continuous printer.

To assure sharp prints, it is important

that the negative and positive films be

pressed in firm contact at the point of

exposure. It may be necessary to pad

the pressure and aperture plates by ce-

menting in pieces of chamois, felt or well

polished metal. LePages household ce-

ment is strong enough for this purpose.

Too much padding should be avoided,

for excessive pressure may cause film

scratches.

It is best to place the sprocket wheel

as close as possible to the aperture.

Otherwise, out of frame prints may re-

sult because of the slightly unequal

length of the two films (negatives shrink

somewhat in developing).

Beware of an imperfect sprocket, es-

pecially one with a bent tooth, as it is

likely to cause a "wobbly" print.

I have recently completed a second

and more elaborate printer. It differs

from the first mainly in that the lamp,

rather than the mechanism, is enclosed.

The lamp is mounted in a light tight

compartment at a fixed distance from

the aperture, and intensity is controlled

by a rheostat. This printer has. as its

distinguishing feature, an auxiliary gate

through which the positive alone passes,

while a second lamp and rheostat per-

mit a progressively intense fogging of

the film, as a means of producing fade

effects.

However, a printing machine need

not be complicated to turn out good

In latest printer made by author,

enclosed lamp is rheostat controlled

Grant Evans

Detail of drying drum—slat has a

spring to allow for film shrinkage

prints. Even such seemingly necessary

parts as the takeup spindles can be

eliminated, for it is by no means unsat-

isfactory to allow the films to fall di-

rectly from the printer into two good

sized boxes lined with soft cloth.

In my earlier attempts at movie proc-

essing, I was far too intent upon per-

fecting my developing and printing tech-

nique to worry about how my films were

dried. I generally draped wet films in

loops from a row of coat hangers. Such

a crude system is awkward for long

films, and, worse yet, I soon found that

this was an efficient method of collect-

ing dust particles. My next job, then,

was to find some means of drying films

quickly and in a dust free atmosphere.

My drying machine consists primar-

ily of a drum big enough to hold com-

fortably 100 feet of film. The drum has

two, twenty inch circular ends of half

inch plywood. These ends are notched

to support eight, twenty inch lengthwise

slats. Two of the slats, opposite each

other, are held in place by springs, which

allow them to slide inward under the

pressure of shrinking film (see the draw-

ing on this page). Without such allow-

ance for shrinkage, films, in drying,

might break or become badly distorted.

The drum revolves on a shaft cut from

a length of three eights inch solid cur-

tain rod. Bearings for the shaft are ex-

tremely simple—holes bored in two up-

right pieces of hard wood. Also mounted
on the shaft is an eight inch wooden
pulley, belted with fish line to a small

motor, also taken from an electric fan.

The drum spins at about 200 r.p.m., fast

enough to throw off drops of water that

may gather on the surface of the film.

This whole is enclosed in a large,

wood reenforced, wallboard box. The
front side swings up to permit winding
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on or removing the film. Through a small

opening at the back, an electric hair

dryer forces a blast of warm air. A wood-
en frame, covered with a silk cloth, sur-

rounds the hair dryer, so that air is

filtered before it comes in contact with

film.

The negative positive technique opens

up for the amateur a new field of "spe-

cial effects." Superimposed titles, lap

dissolves and elaborate wipe transi-

tions are a few of the tricks of the print-

ing machine's repertory. Such stunts are

a bit too intricate for brief explanation,

but numerous readily available books on
professional methods give detailed in-

formation on these matters.

It is quite possible to produce black

and white copies of Kodachrome films

in the home laboratory. Negatives of ex-

cellent quality may be turned out by
running a color reel, in contact with pan-

chromatic stock, through the printer. A
piece of yellow cellophane wrapped
around the printing lamp will contribute

a striking color filter effect.

Incidentally, enlarging "stills" from
16mm. negatives is a "cinch." Any pro-

jector having a stop motion feature can

be threaded with negative and may be
used as an enlarger. I simply focus a

small image on the dark room wall, tack

a sheet of printing paper on the spot

and fire away.

Amateur clubs

[Continued from page 20]

Gunnell, ACL. In interesting contrast

were the presentation of Architecture

and Fine Arts and John Doe, Citizen,

collegiate and civic studies by Frances

Christeson, ACL, and Harry Merrick,

ACL, from the League's Club Library.

Start that new Camera

on its career of Perfect

Movie Making with

PANCHRO
SUPER REVERSAL

FILM
16mm. 9.5mm. double 8mm.

Plenty of speed for interior shots (Weston 16) as well as out-
door shots (Weston 24) on dull days with heavy overcast sky.
Panchro's high color sensitivity, fine graininess and wide lati-

tude contribute to the production of brilliant pictures of theatre
quality. And for processing - Gevaert laboratories located
throughout the world are organized to give you the fastest and
at the same time the most efficient service — at no additional
cost -purchase price includes this service -films are returned
postage prepaid. For convenience to the user — when 400 ft.

Gevaert Reversal Films are received for processing, Gevaert
laboratories will return your films spliced on a 400 ft. spool
ready for projection. You owe it to yourself and that new
camera to provide this film for perfect movies.

Ask your dealer for Pancbro Super Reversal or write to:

TMe. GEVAERT COMPANY af> AMERICA Ihc
423 West 55th Street, New York

Philadelphia • Boston • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
In Canada: GEVAERT (CANADA) LIMITED . Toronto • Montreal • Winnipeg

in a person it's the heart!
In movie projection IT'S THE SCREEN

Des Moines listens Editing and
titling were

subjects of discussion and demonstration

by George W. Cushman, at a late meet-

ing of the Y.M.C.A. Movie and Camera
Club of Des Moines, ACL, in Iowa. The
club is contemplating the provision of a

salon of outstanding motion pictures, to

be presented under its sponsorship at the

Iowa State Fair for 1940.

For Passsic A contest for unedited

footage of the New
York World's Fair and screenings of

members' films for critical analysis have

been features of recent programs staged

by the Passaic Y.M.C.A. Cinema Club,

in New Jersey. In the contest, Carl Bru-

baker won a roll of Kodachrome, offered

as a prize by Arthur G. Poor and award-

ed by the judges, Amos Prescott, R. H.

Trub and William Hunter. Werner Von
Bergen and K. Rohledor took second and

third places, respectively. Among the

members' films screened were Jungle

Jim, by Louis McMahon and John

Maluda; Razing the Sixth Avenue "L",

PROVE IT TO YOURSELF

Write for y°ur FREE 5"x7" sample
of this amazing lest fabric arid test

chart. Test it in your own home,as
a projection engineer would. We
challenge any other screen to give

you the projection qualities of the

BBITELITE-THUVISION Wide Angle
Crystal Beaded Screen Fabric*

The unique surface of the WIDE
ANGLE FABRIC spreads and re-

flects light in a perfect fan-shaped
area, eliminating the great differ-

ence in brightness when the screen
is viewed at different angles. It

provides a better all-over definition

... no glare, no halation, no distor-

tion . . . no matter where spectators

sit. Your best bet, then, for black-

and-white or color movies i3 a
BriteHte-Truvision WIDE ANGLE
CRYSTAL BEADED SCREEN

BrHelUe-Truvision

WIDE ANGLE CRYSTAL BEADED SCREENS

Whether you prefer a Tripod, DeLince or

Nu-Matic Box Type, get a Britelite-Truvision

Wide Angle Crystal Beaded Screen at no
greater cost.

See the complete Sntelite-Truvision Line of

Screens, Reflectors, Spotlights, Paper Sates, Pro-

jector Cases, etc. at your dealer, or wrife lor

complete catalogue, FREE Sample and Test

Chart Made in U.S.A.

MOTION PICTURE SCREEN S ACCESSORIES CO., INC.

351 WEST 52nd STREET NEW YORK CITY

mA
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I2UV.'«»5
16mm. and

8mm

„„,;.« Picture Carney

Enjoy the finest advantages of "pro-
fessional" cameras—fades, superimpo-
sition, lap dissolves, animation, slow
motion, etc. Get terms to suit you, as
little as $21.41 a month. BOLEX cam-
eras are complete, there are no costly
"extras" to buy. F/1.5 lens and carry-
ing case. With Leitz Hektor Rapid F/1.4
lens, $20.00 additional. Write for de-
tails to Dept. MM1.

Trade In Your Old Camera
Liberal Allowance

FORDHAM ELECTRIC CO.. INC.
2563 Webster Ave. New York City

(One-Half Block No. of Fordhani Road)

CAMERAS** (REDIT
HAVE THE CAMERA YOU WANT. NO DOWN

PAYMENT. INTEREST OR CARRYING CHARGES.

FIRST PAYMENT IN 30 DAYS. ONE YEAR TO

PAY. ALL MAKES MOVIE AND STILL. SEND

NOW FOR COMPLETE DETAILS.

(INE(RAFT (0. IOBfA(MST.BOJTON. MAW.

Kodachrome
MAPS-^/iWjl-FINE TITLES

Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory
Special Motion Picture Printing

1197 Merchandise Mart, Chicago

SCOOP SCOOP
OLD BLACK JOE

(Jubilee Singers)
A charming 2 reel subject of how Stephen Foster

came to write this great melody . . .

—featuring

—

My Old Kentucky Home Old Folks At Home
Old Black Joe Swing Low, Sweet Chariot

—many others

—

VARIETY FILM DISTRIBUTORS
33 West 42 St. New York

SHOOT THE WHOLE FAMILY!

HOME M0VIE$-On/yl<K a Day
Nationally Advertised! XO-Day Trial!
Entertain with real movies of children, sporting
events, trips. etc. Latest model MovieCameras and
Projectors. -MM an*; I'iMM sizes. For homes.busi-
ness, churches, school sand clubs. All accessories.
Pati-n,.,! I'^tomor.- thm-.iut the U. ..rM. MONEY BACK
10-DAY TRIAL -i ;.!! Cnm.-ni:- .'i.i.i Vv .jpl-I. -im. SMALL
l">\\ N ! \ i MF.N1 .

llVar..,- AS 1 < >V> AS I Oc A DAY.
FKKK-i.:'tr.r> ivrite- DON ELDER' S HOME MOVIES,
739 BOYLSTON ST., Dept. r • BOSTON, MASS.

IL»Our
staff of noted experts^ teach you Commercial, News,

Portrait, Advertising, Na-
tural Color or Motion Picture
photography. For pleasure or ca-
reer. Persona] Attendance and

j

Home Study rouraes. Free bookie 1

.

-— NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHYW 10 West 33 Street (Dept. 105) New York City

WORLDS LARGEST TITLE SERVICE
.

How you can have the same deluxe 16
'

a titles and trailers that Filmach sap- I

plies to thousands oi theatres. Smart
.

professional work either silent or
sound. Filmack's nation-wide

> Includes titling, editing, (*T\

developing & scoring. Send ^*

.

your trial order today and be /]_>¥ '\

convinced. Write lor catalog

FILMACK LABORATORIES
844 5. Wabash Chicago

16 MM TITLES - TRAILERS - DEVELOPING - ETC.

from
Experts

by Francis Griffith; and untitled short

subjects by Walter Sargent and Mr.

Prescott.

Philadelphia studies The Phila "

delphia Cin-

ema Club continued with clinical screen-

ings of members' films at a late meeting

held in the Hotel Adelphia. W. W. Cham-

bers led off the program with the pres-

entation of his two reel, 16mm. mono-

chrome study, The Delaware Canal and

Vicinity, and of New Hope, Pa., a single

reel of 16mm. color. W. E. Chambers

followed with a screening of four reels

of 8mm. color, on the New York World's

Fair, and concluded the program with

an informal discussion of the legal as-

pects of photography.

Bristol's fourth Entering its fourth

year of activity

with twenty two members in good stand-

ing, the Bristol Cinema Club, ACL, in

Connecticut, already is laying plans for

its annual filming contest and for a mem-
bership drive. Award winners in the

club's last contest include Gordon Page,

with Bird House Blues, and Haddon An-

derson, with Christmas 1938. Officers for

the current club year are Earle Sparks,

ACL. president, and Allen W. Case,

ACL, secretary treasurer. Members of

the Bristol group were recent guests of

the neighboring Torrington Cinema
Club, at its gala screening of films by

Ralph E. Gray, ACL.

Chicago Chooses New officers for

the current club

season have been announced by the Chi-

cago Cinema Club, ACL, as follows: E. J.

Hammae, president: John F. Mollan,

ACL. vicepresident; Sherman Arpp,

ACL, treasurer; Lilly C. Thye, secre-

tary. Serving with them on the board of

directors are H. W. Clark, Edward

Bezazian, Joseph Stout and A. G. Dider-

ickson. Members' films screened at late

meetings include South American Adven-

ture, by Miss Thye; Our Discovery of

South America, by Mrs. Willa Doubson,

ACL; Pacific Northwest, New York

World's Fair and American Legion Pa-

rade, by Art Josephson.

Seen in Halifax Royal Visit-
Halifax 1939, a

1939 Ten Best award winning film by

T. J. Courtney. ACL. was one of the

highlights of a recent program of mem-
bers' films screened by the Halifax Cin-

ema Club, ACL, in Nova Scotia. Seen in

Siveden, a compilation of views taken in

that country, was presented by K. V.

Hicks, American Consul General now
stationed in Halifax. Other members of

the club presenting new work were Ma-
jor Reynolds, Carl Edwards, ACL, Cecil

Landry, ACL, George T. Elliott and E. S.

Freeman, ACL. Edward A. Bollinger,

producer of the lovely Peggy's Cove (an

earlier Ten Best winner) and long an

admirer of Nova Scotia, has established

himself in the photographic business in

Halifax and is a recent new member of

the club.

Contest in Bridgeport Members
of the

Monogram Movie Club, ACL, a service

group in the Bridgeport, Conn., plant of

the General Electric Company, met re-

cently in competition. The first award
went to Richard F. Shea, for New York
World's Fair, and other place winners,

in order, were Pictures in 1939, by D. W.
Gustaveson; Manhattania, by William

K. Skolfield; Top of New England, by
Mr. Shea; The Circus Comes to Town,
by Arlow D. Lamb. Frederick G. Beach,

ACL, Laurence S. Critchell, jr., ACL,
and James W. Moore, ACL, of the

League's consulting staff, were the

judges.

St. Paul Studies Fresh from their

triumphs with
Barbara Steps Out, their school police

safety film now being widely booked,

members of the St. Paul Amateur Movie
Makers' Club have listened recently to

William Yale, staff photographer for the

Great Northern Railway. Mr. Yale

demonstrated for the club the operation

of his complete 16mm. laboratory and
discussed with them many fundamental

problems of good filming. The meeting

was held in the American Legion club

rooms, in the Great Northern Building.

Study Color Members of the Ama-
teur Motion Picture

Club of St. Louis, ACL, heard recently

from Charles Trefts, local commercial

photographer, in a thoroughgoing dis-

cussion and demonstration of interior

color photography. Besides arranging

several fundamental lighting setups,

Mr. Trefts discussed the use of photo-

cell meters, the effect of variations in the

lighting circuit and other fine points.

The St. Louis group has initiated plans

for an ambitious club produced film for

winter shooting.

Lights for Los Angeles Mem-
bers of

the Los Angeles Cinema Club, meeting

in the Academy Review Theatre, heard

recently from Jack Powell, internation-

ally known photographer and author, on

the problems of interior portrait light-

ing. Mr. Powell demonstrated his points,

on the spot, with differing setups for

blondes and brunettes, high and low key

lighting. Donald Gledhill, secretary of

the Southern California Film Society,

outlined to the cinema club the program

of documentary films which is being pre-
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sented during the winter by the Film So-

ciety and screened one of them at the

meeting on 16mm. stock. Members of

the Los Angeles Cinema Club had been

officially notified by their directors that

California's proposed "Ham & Egg"
warrants would not be accepted in pay-

ment of club dues.

Boston sees Color At a late meet

ing of the Bos-

ton Cinamateur Club, in Massachusetts,

secretary Fannie Tinkham presented her

8mm. Kodachrome studies of autumn
foliage along the Maine coast to Bar
Harbor and views from Mt. Cadillac on

Mt. Desert Island. Mrs. Grace Desrosiers

rounded out the program with a screen-

ing of child studies in color.

Take television Members of the

Cinemen Club of

North Essex, N. J., experimented re-

cently with the photography of television

directly from the televisor screen, on a

program sponsored by Marshall Wilder,

television engineer of Short Hills, N. J.

But lately returned from work in this

field in Hollywood, Mr. Wilder outlined

for the club the technical problems of

audio pictorial broadcasting. The experi-

mental pictures were filmed by Walter
Boerner, on 8mm. monochrome stock.

Minneapolis mops up A varied

program,

ranging from a gadget exhibition,

through members' films to a sound re-

cording and demonstration, marked a

late meeting of the Minneapolis Cine

Club, held in the Covered Wagon res-

taurant under the leadership of Jerry

Peterson. Featured among the members'
footage were films by Russ Duncan, Dr.

Leonard J. Martin, ACL, and Howard
Field, with Rome A. Riebeth presenting

test reels exposed on the latest supersen-

sitive emulsions released by Agfa and
the Kodak Company.

For Toronto An unusual number of

outstanding films by
members have been offered for screen-

ing lately at meetings of the Toronto

Amateur Movie Club. Among them have

been To England and the Continent, by
Mary Lloyd; Romance, by Gerard

Godin, ACL, and Mrs. Godin; Tropical

Oil Company, Colombia, by A. E. Burns

;

Vacationing in Florida, by W. E. Black-

hall, ACL; How Animated Movies are

Made and Salesmen's Serenade, by J. R.

Beale, jr., ACL; The Island of Nan-
tucket, by Dr. D. Jordan; Nova Scotia,

by G. S. Pettit; Niagara, by Lloyd Ache-

son; World of Tomorrow, by J. E. Mo-
reau; Amateur Stuff, by F. Hasslett.

ADD THRILLING found TO YOUR MOVIES!

FIDELITONE DUAL TURNTABLE
A VjAfected, VoJitaMe, OtesxMe, found
Unit, ?Aic£d fa*, the, /btrvatewi 9ieid

Join the hundreds of enthusiastic movie makers who are complementing their
productions with sound accompaniment. The FIDELITONE puts recorded music,
sound effects, and speech into your movies. It's a complete "sound studio" in an
easily portable carrying case—dual turntables, pickups, amplifier, speaker,
microphone, and control panel.

NO NEED FOR AN EXTERNAL AMPLIFIER, RADIO, OR SPEAKER.

WRITE FOR DETAILS .

GEORGE K.

. ALSO, FREE ADVICE ON

CULBERTSON
"SOUND" QUESTIONS

COMPANY
46 LUVERNE AVENUE SOUTH MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

Weston

EXPOSURE METER

"*7(4e Made* U a diriinct

advance, in piurio- teclutlc^ue''

says JOSEPH
^ RITTENBERG,A.S.C.

'All scenes match perfectly

when this dual-range

meter is used"

"The Master has helped me simplify one of

the worst problems of modern studio camera-

work," says Mr. Rittenberg. "Often while I

am photographing the dramatic parts of a

picture, other cinematographers are filming

other important sequences. They may have

methods of lighting and exposure different

from mine — yet all of our scenes must match
perfectly in exposure and printing density to

make a photographically successful produc-

tion. Thanks to the Master, they all blend to-

gether perfectly. You are to be congratulated

on building such a fine instrument." » » » See

the Master at your dealers, or, write for liter-

ature. Weston Electrical Instrument Corp.,

626 Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark. N. J.
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WHAT ARE YOUR
PHOTO -OPTICAL
REQUIREMENTS?

• May we help you to plan or construct any
Intricate, specialized or particular apparatus?

• May we build, to your definite specifica-

tions, instruments whose utility depends on

precision engineering in the field of photo-

optics?

• Our personnel and facilities as well as that

less tangible asset—reputation for hypercriti-

cal achievement—enable us to render the most

exacting type of service to the most exacting

workers in this field.

Your Inquiries Are Invited

HUGO MEYER & CO.
39 West 60th Street New York

TEAMMATES
DcJUR Model 5A

PHOTO ELECTRIC

EXPOSURE METER
With Sling S I I .50
Pigskin Zipper Case

SI.00

SHELTON

DeJUR Superimposed

Image Range Finder $5.50

With sling and Genuine
Leather Case.

Made in America tor

all the world by

CONNECTICUT

CHECK LIST I OIK 1940
_ 50 Foreign Feature Films,

. f Foremost Documentaries,
^/ Distinctive Short Subjects.

Write For Free Copy Now.

GARRISON FILMS S fTffi

PROFESSIONAL
16MM. PRINTERS
Developing Machines Lite Testers

Laboratories Write for Details

FRIED CAMERA CO.
6154 Santa Monica Blvd.. Hollywood, Calif.

fourOwn
Film Titles

;£&*£ Photo titles, stationery, greeting
cards, bookplates, advertising.
Easv rules furnished. Junior
Outfits S8.25 up. Senior §17 up.
Print lor Others, Big Profits. Sold

from factory only. Write for

free catalog and all details. Kelsey
Presses. W-48. Meriden. Conn.

SHIPPING & STORAGE
CASES for FILMS

In 200. 400, 800, 1200, 1600
ft. sizes ... in stock for
immediate delivery. // your
Dealer or Jobber cannot
supply you. write us direct.

FIBERBILT

Snowy film ways
[Continued from page 18]

If the opportunity offers, you should

include significant near shots and close-

ups of the young skaters lacing or un-

lacing their skates at the edge of the

pond. A closeup of a skater breathing

on numb fingers or vigorously rubbing

his tingling ears will create atmosphere.

When you have shot enough hockey

footage, don't end your sequence by

showing the time worn deciding goal or

the end of the game. Instead, by a little

preliminary arrangement, have the puck
shot into the air over the bank of the

rink. Follow quickly with a closeup of

fresh snow and, from outside the scene,

drop the puck into the scene while the

camera is running. Without changing

the camera position, have a pair of feet

trudge into the scene and a hand dig out

the lost puck. Follow with a medium
shot of a youngster, with his toboggan

and several companions, as he throws

the puck back on the pond.

The camera now follows the sliders as

they toil through the snow. A shot from

the ground level, as the prow of the to-

boggan bunts through a snowdrift, and

another shot from behind, of the glisten-

ing ridges of the toboggan trail, should

come next. Follow this with a long shot

of the slope of a hill, where climbing and

sliding youngsters are having the time

of their lives. When you have exposed

a foot or so of this scene, your little party

which passed the rink should plod into

the foreground from behind the camera

and continue toward the hill.

Show the loaded toboggan at the brink

of the hill, the puslt off and the slide

downward. Then move to the foot of the

hill and film a spill as the toboggan

bursts through a big drift. Now for close-

ups of snow covered faces and strug-

gling, half buried bodies.

Next, show a boy plodding homeward
through the fresh snow, with his sled

and dog. A shot from behind shows him
trudging out of the frame, leaving a well

defined trail. When he has disappeared,

a pair of flashing skis crosses his trail at

right angles, followed by another, then

another. A medium shot shows the skiers

coming down the trail toward the cam-

era. Next, from behind, we see them dis-

appear around a curve in the trail. Now
comes a shot looking down a steep slope.

Our three skiers enter from behind the

camera and start the slide. An angle

shot from snow level, looking up the hill

against the sky, shows them "whooshing"'

past.

A skiing sequence is easy to edit, as

scenes taken in widely separated loca-

tions may be brought together, especial-

ly if the same actors appear in all shots,

while the progress down the trail fur-

nishes a natural continuity.

Try to show a variety of techniques:

snow plowing. Christianas, telemarks.

gelandesprungs and jump turns should

all have their places. The combination

of slow motion and low camera angles

will show the rhythm of the expert skier

in sharp relief.

Recently, I saw a theatrical film of

skiing, which ended very effectively at

the height of the action. The various

types of technique had been covered,

and the final action shot was made at a

low angle and in slow motion, as the

skier approached a rail fence, dug his

poles into the snow and swung his skis

up in a perfect gelandesprung to clear

the obstacle. The shot that followed was

a closeup of fresh snow on a steep slope.

There was strong side lighting, and the

snow texture showed clearly. Then, at

the top of the frame, the pair of skis

landed, presumably at the conclusion of

the leap over the fence, and passed out

of the picture. The disturbed snow at the

top of the frame formed six or seven lit-

tle snowballs, which rolled downward as

the fade out brought "The End" title.

Practical films

[Continued from page 22]

whom are shown making plans for the

Recreation Commission's camp at Croton

Point and the foster home method of

child care. Mrs. Mitchell, executive di-

rector of the Association, reports that

bookings for the film have been sched-

uled as far in advance as April.

Learning By Doing

Following the success of Hand and
Mind, which was exhibited all summer
at the Science and Education Building

of the New York World's Fair, the Cin-

ema Work Project of the Fieldston

School, under the direction of Charles

Cook, ACL, is preparing another film

on aspects of progressive education.

Where Hand and Mind depicted "learn-

ing by doing" on the elementary level,

this second film, featuring the Midtown
Ethical Culture School, will show how
the school makes use of its geographic

position and facilities to extend the

child's experience and develop his

powers.

Railroad Reels

Filming in cooperation with the Chi-

cago, Milwaukee. St. Paul and Pacific

Railroad. Paul Thompson. ACL. of

Yakima, Wash., has made a 300 foot,

16mm. Kodachrome picture showing the

excursion of 1200 youngsters to the rail-

road sports area on the summit of Cas-

cade Mountains. The various activities

provided by the railroad—hiking, danc-

ing, mountain climbing—are depicted,

and the film ends as the train enters a

tunnel on the way home. It is being used.

Mr. Thompson reports, by the railroad

company and the Parent Teachers Asso-

ciation in and about Seattle. Mr. Thomp-

son has also been responsible, recently.
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SUPERB

From 16MM Kodachrome
Quality Guaranteed $C(j()

4" x 5" %J
Send a frame of your favorite color film to us
tog-ether with check or money order. Print mailed
any place in U. S. or Canada within 10 days.

GOLORITEiinc:.
lO WEST 47TH STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

The New League Leader!

Now Available

This brand new leader, dif-

ferent from any of the

League's previous leaders.

One is sent to every League
member upon renewal of his

League membership, and extra

leaders are available to League
members at cost prices.

The new ACL leader will serve as a
modern introduction to any film.
Tou will be proud to display this
cinematic badge of membership. It
is a product of expert multiple ex-
posure and optical printing work
and it is made by the foremost
movie effect technicians.

15 feet (7!/2 feet, 8mm.) of hand-

some theatrical cine effects to intro-

duce one of your films!

The text of the leader is superim-
posed over a changing background
of the League initials, "ACL." Mov-
ing shadows and patterns of forms
in motion make a striking effect im-
possible to describe.

The new League leader is a dignified
announcement of League member-
ship that could be spliced to any
type of film.

Renew your membership in

advance and get one of the

new leaders FREE immediately.

(A League leader is sent automatically

to everybody when he renews his ACL
membership.)

Leaders are available to League
members at the following prices:

8mm. 50c

16mm. 60c

35mm. $1.50

AMATEUR CINEMA
LEAGUE, INC.

420 Lexington Avenue

New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

for the photography in the first attempt

of the Pacific Logging Congress to re-

cord their meetings in sound on disc and
film.

Truck Firm Publicity

Industry Rides the Highways is the

title of a 400 foot. 16mm. monochrome
sound film made for the Arrow Carrier

Corporation by Willard Pictures, of New
York City. This record points out the

advantages of highway transportation of

freight and goes behind the scenes to

show the care and detail of the trucking

business. The film was photographed by
Russell Bushnell and narrated by John
Martin.

The clinic

[Continued from page 25]

Since that time, interest in the home de-

velopment of titles has increased, and
Mr. Benditzky has kindly supplied di-

mensions and construction details for

the drum, which holds fifteen feet of

16mm. film.

Half round moldings are used for the

strips connecting the two circular ends

of the drum, and the other parts are

made of ordinary whitewood. A highly

important feature of the construction is

the final application of three coats of

acid proof paint, which serves to prevent

chemicals from penetrating the wood. An
ordinary eight by ten inch photographic

developing tray serves for developer,

rinse, fixer and wash, successively. The
diagrams on page 25 make the method
of construction clear.

Lecture aid Movie makers pre-

senting their films

with a lecture personally delivered may
meet an awkward problem because the

normal position for a lecturer is on a

rostrum facing the audience, which

means that the screen will be at one side

and behind him. Under these circum-

stances, it is rather difficult to follow the

lecture notes and to turn occasionally to

follow the course of the picture. Mrs.

B. Palmer Lewis, ACL, solved the prob-

lem neatly by placing a small mirror on
the table in front of her, at an angle so

that it would reflect the picture on the

screen. With this aid, she can glance

from her notes to the mirror and syn-

chronize the talk with the picture per-

fectly.

Frost Crystals In Dressing up old

ones, in the October,

1939, Movie Makers, Arthur Wolff,

ACL, told how to make artificial frost

crystals on a window pane for title

effects. Epsom salts and beer are the in-

gredients of the solution, which dries

rapidly on the glass, to produce a frost

coating. The proportions given in the

article will provide a thin layer of

crystals, but, to obtain the large crystal

SeeHistoryBeingMade !

OWN THE
MIGHTIEST MOVIE
OF THEM ALL!

aNEWS
PARADE

OF THE

YEAR //

Produced by Castle Films in 16

and 8 mm for home projection!

CONTENTS

:

U. S. SUBMARINE SINKS
MONTREAL'S LOVE PARADE

PARIS' GREATEST BASTILE DAY
TENSION AT TIENTSIN

U. S. CRUISERS 'ROUND CAPE HORN
FRANCO'S VICTORY

WINGS OVER ATLANTIC
HURRICANE OVER EUROPE

LONDON'S BIG DAY
GRAIN ELEVATOR DISASTER

CHINA'S FLOODS
EARTHQUAKE IN CHILE

CHINA. . .Tientsin
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LONDON'S GREAT
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return of Britain's
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ASTER!.. .26 perish in
tragic sinking of U. S.

S. Squalus.

WINGS OVER THE
ATLANTIC! . . .Amer-
ica-Europe air service

becomes reality.

ORDER NEWS PARADE of the Year
From Your Photo Dealer Today
8 mm 50 ft., $1.75—180 ft., $5.50

16 mm 100 ft., $3.50—360 ft., $8.75

Sound-on-fllm 350 ft., $17.50

CASTLE FILMS
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lustrated catalog. Send for

your FREE copy today.
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.
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flake formations, it is necessary to satu-

rate the beer with Epsom salts. In a

quantity of beer sufficient to cover the

area desired, simply add Epsom salts

until no more can be dissolved. Then
spread the solution on the glass, and. in

a few seconds, the window pane will be

covered with a beautiful crystal forma-

tion—better than nature is likely to pro-

duce in the course of many winters. Won-
dering if the beer was a rather fancy

substitute for plain water, we tried the

idea, using water in place of the beer. It

won't work. Apparently some mysterious

quality of that beverage is indispensable

!

News of the industry
[Continued from page 29]

altered from a twelve inch spot to a ten

foot circle at a distance of ten feet.

Manufacturers are Motion Picture

Screen & Accessories Company. 351 Wesl
52nd Street. New York.

Sport Parade Sport enthusiasts can

relive the principal

events of 1939 by projecting the exciting

film. Sport Parade of the Year, a new
subject just released by Castle Films,

Inc., 30 Rockefeller Plaza. New York.

Available in 8mm.. 16mm. silent or

sound, this record of sport history is dis-

tributed at the regular Castle prices.

Some of its outstanding features are the

Harvard Yale varsity classic, N. Y.

Yankees in the pennant winning game.

U. S. versus British polo teams in the

International Series, exciting races at

the Kentucky Derby, Henry Picard win-

ning the golf championship, John Cobb
of Britain driving 353 miles an hour. All

American football team and other out-

standing highlights.

Trial titles gratis During the next

few months, it

is announced that special, trial title mak-
ing outfits will be sent, free, to Movie
Makers readers to provide an oppor-

tunity for first hand demonstration of

tin- Stein "A to Z" Titling Outfit. It is

stated that this trial outfit contains

enough material to make a number of

home movie titles. Write to Jacob Stein,

175 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Dejur Range Finder A Ilew
> accu-

rate and well

made instrument, with attractive chrome
satin finish, now joins the ranks of range
finders, those handy accessories which
permit accurate focusing to the subject.

This item, made by the Dejur-Amsco
Corporation. Shelton. Conn., has many
commendable features. It operates on
the split field principle, has a large,

easily read index and is particularly ac-

curate for closeup work, both for '"stills"

and movies.

Midget flash Claimed as the most
powerful flash bulb

for its size yet developed, the new, wire

filled. Mazda Photoflash lamp No. 5 gives

nearly a million lumens at the peak of

its flash. In spite of this amazing per-

formance, the new bulb is unusually

small, so that a couple of dozen of them

can be carried in the pocket of an ordi-

nary coat. The base of the new lamp is

of the bayonet type, so that it may be

removed from the socket or replaced very

quickly. The bulb is protected inside

and outside with a lacquer safety jacket.

The outer jacket is tinted lightly with a

yellow dye, which serves to identify the

bulb and assures the presence of this

protection. The tremendous actinic

power of the new flash bulb, together

with its conveniently small size, will do

much to make flashlight photography
even more popular than before. Full in-

formation may be obtained from photo-

graphic dealers or from the General

Electric Company. Nela Park. Cleveland.

Ohio.

Institute catalog A iai"ge
>

illus -

trated and well

printed book of thirty six pages, recently

issued by the New York Institute of Pho-

tography, 10 West 33rd Street, New
\ork, describes in detail the various

courses offered by this well known insti-

tution. It covers personal attendance and
home study training curricula.

Hoffberg offers T wo
sound

16mm.
subjects

which are eminently seasonal but which

are just as appropriate, in their subject

matter and interest, for year round show-

ing, are currently offered by J. H. Hoff-

berg Company, Inc.. 729 Seventh Ave-

Two depth of field tables for your

technical note book or card file

DEPTH OF FIELD TABLE FOR USE WITH THE f.4.5 iy2 INCH LENS
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nue, New York. The first of these is

Starlight Night, a moving story of the

origin of the noted hymn, Silent Night,

Holy Night. The scene is laid in Swit-

zerland and is well acted and photo-

graphed. One spectacular sequence

shows an Alpine avalanche. The second

subject is En Saga, a story of Lapland,

with beautiful photography accom-

panied by the music of Sibelius.

Book for blowups A new and sim-

plified treatise

on enlarging still negatives has been

prepared by Burke & James, Inc., 223

West Madison Street, Chicago, 111. In

addition to instruction on enlarging

technique, the book illustrates and de-

scribes the Solar line of enlargers and

accessories, made by this firm. The new-

booklet is available, without charge, on

application.

Garrison musical The new film
>

A Musical Mes-
sage From Hollywood, has recently been
released in 16mm. sound by Garrison

Films, Inc., 1600 Broadway, New York.

Photo Almanac The new edition of

the 1940 Universal

Photo Almanac & Market Guide has been
recently issued by the Falk Publishing

Company, Inc., 10 West 33rd Street.

New York. This interesting photo-

graphic compendium contains many in-

formative articles, formulas and hints

for marketing.

Joint convention Tlle Combined
Photographic In-

dustry Conventions and Trade Show for

1940 will be held at the Hotel Stevens in

Chicago during the week commencing
Monday, August 19, 1940. This conven-

tion will be sponsored both by the Na-

Geo. K. Culbertson Co.

Fidelitone Dual Turntable, single

case unit for adding music to films

Charles Bass (left), prexy National

Photographic Dealers Association,

and Joseph Dombrotf, past president

tional Photographic Dealers Association

and the Photographers Association of

America. In addition, the National Pho-

tographic Exhibitors' Convention Bu-

reau is extending its official support. Be-

cause of the united efforts of these organ-

izations, which will result in an unusu-

ally complete display of photographic

equipment and services, it is predicted

that the show will have unprecedented

attendance.

Novel subject New Films f° r 0ld >

an informative film

with a humorous angle, traces the prog-

ress of an old Keystone comedy from

the nickelodeon to the 16mm. home
screen. Produced by Contemporary

Films of New York, this interesting sub-

ject, one reel, 16mm. sound on film, may
be rented from Park Cine Laboratory,

120 West 41st Street, New York, N. Y.

Nikor washers Something distinctly

novel in the line of

print washers is now featured by Bur-

leigh Brooks, Inc., 127 West 42nd Street,

New York. This is the Nikor. which oper-

ates on a new and more efficient principle

and is said to require but a fraction of the

amount of water necessary to wash prints

by the ordinary method. It is of stainless

steel construction, folds flat when not in

use and is available in two sizes. Further

particulars may be had from Burleigh

Brooks. Inc.. 127 West 42nd Street, New
York.

New 8mm. tele A new, low priced,

moderate power

telephoto lens for 8mm. cameras, in pre-

cision focusing mount, has been devel-

oped recently for use with Univex cine

cameras. The new lens has a speed of

//1.9 and a focal length of one inch,

providing a magnification of two times

that given by the regular half inch lens

normally used in 8mm. work.

TotaluX A new light measuring de-

vice specifically designed for

those photographic requirements which

need an accurate control of exposure

over a period of time, has been perfected

by the General Electric Company. Schen-

ectady, N. Y. This is the Totalux, which

is capable of integrating a fluctuating

aJJminute
SHOW

withKEYSTONE

500 WATT
MODEL

R-8

400 ft-
at This

Popular Price

BRILLIANT LIGHT
QUIET OPERATION
This sturdily constructed 8mm. Projec-

tor is a grand buy—Achromatic f/ 1 .85

Wollensak lens—built in carrying han-

dle—pilot light—speed control—per-

fect for color or black and white

—

Universal Motor A.C. or D.C.—elec-

tric rewind mechanism — compare it

with any Projector in the 8mm. field.

i55£2.A fine value at

a low price j ^^ ^^
Write for Literature

KEYSTONE
8 and 16mm Camera Projectors

Keystone Mfg. Co., 288 A St., Boston, Mass.
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An international list of the dealers and agents who carry this magazine—VISIT THEM!
UNITED STATES

ALABAMA
Guntersville: Lewis M. Stone Visual Service,

P. O. Box 114.

Montgomery: Klein & Son.

ARIZONA
Phoenix: Sam's Cigar Store, 127 N. 1st Are.
Tucson: T. Ed. Litt, Cor. Congress & Stone.

Martin Drug: Co., Congress & Church Sts.

ARKANSAS
Little Rock: Jungkind Photo Supply Co., 114

W. Fourth St.

CALIFORNIA
Alhambra: Alhambra Camera Shop, 127 W. Main

St.

Bakersfield: Edward's Camera Exchange, 1609
19th St.

Berkeley: Berkeley Commercial Photo Co., 2515
Bancroft Way.

Beverly Hills: Beverly Hills Camera Shop, 417
N. Beverly Drive.

Bishop: Phillips Camera House, 336 N. Main St.

Burbank: Glenn's Camera Shop, 3910 S. Olive St.

Burlingame: Camera Photo Service, 341 Primrose
Rd.

El Monte: Anderson Photo Service, 304 \V. Val-
ley Blvd.

Fresno: Laval Co., Inc., 314 N. Van Ness Ave.
Potter Drug Co., 1102 Fulton St.

Stillman Drug Co., 2001 Van Ness Blvd.
Glendale: Glenar Studio, 209 E. Broadway.

A. L. Kirkhuff Camera & Movie Supply Co., 125
S. Brand Blvd.

Precision Photo Service, 710 N. Glendale Ave.
Grass Valley: Maurice Photographic & Camera

Shop, 107 Mill St.

Hollywood: Hollywood Camera Exchange, Ltd.,
1600 N. Cahuenga Blvd.

Thelan's Camera Center, 6731 Hollywood Bird
Universal News Agency, 1655 N. Las Palmas.
World News Service, 1660 Cahuenga Ave.

Inglewood: Advance Camera Shop, 707 So.
LaBrea St.

Lane's Photographic Supplies, 167 N. La Brea
Ave.

Long Beach: Camera Supply Co., 126 E. Third St.

May's Camera Shop, 123 E. Fourth St.

Ward-Wier Photo Shop, 126 Pine Ave.
Winstead Bros., Inc., 244 Pine Ave.

Los Angeles: George F. Adair Co., 306 W. Wash-
ington Blvd.

Choyei-Do, 122 S. San Pedro St.

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY CO., INC., 1053
South Olive St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 643 S. Hill St.

John R. Gordon, 1129 S. Mariposa Ave.
Home Movie Library & Equipment Co., Inc.,

713 S. Hill St.

Los Angeles Camera Exchange, 1037 S. Olive
St.

Martindale's Book Store, 5310^ Wilshire Bird.
Matus Camera Supply Co., 5208 Wilshire Blvd.
Monarch Photo Co., Inc., 1800 W. Pico St.

Peterson's Camera Exchange, 356 S. Broadway.
Winter, Inc., 529 W. Sixth St.

Modesto: Shoob's Camera Shop, 1024 Tenth St.

Monterey: McKay Photo Service, 470 Alvarado
St.

Napa: Levinsons Pharmacy, 948 Main St.

Oakland: Camera Corner, 431-14th St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1918 Broadway.
Oakland Camera Exchange, 376 - 14th St.

Vert Camera Store, 5351 Foothill Blvd.
Pasadena: Flag Studio, 59 E. Colorado St.

Sumner's, 327 E. Green St.

Petaluma: Rex Hardware Co., Photographic
Dept., S. Main St.

Pomona: Frashers, Inc., 151 E. Second St.

Riverside: F. W. Twogood, 3700 Main St.

Sacramento: Grey Pharmacy, 401 K St.

McCurry Photo Service, 731 Eye St.

Frank McDougal, 1017 - 10th St.

Douglas Osborn, 1207 K St.

Salinas: Anderson's Electric Shop, 342 Main St.

San Bernardino: Arrowhead Camera Shop, 610
Third St.

San Diego: Bunnell Photo Shop, 1033 Sixth Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 419 Broadway.
Frank and Ben News Stand, 1031 - Sixth Ave.
Harold E. Lutes, 958 Fifth St.

Milow Pharmacy, El Cajon Blvd. at 40th St.

San Francisco: Camera Shop, 137 Kearny St.

Cardinal Pictures, 408 Market St.

Colortone Productions Co., 681 Market St.

Duhem Motion Picture Mfg. Co., 135 Hayes St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 216 Post St.

Hirsch & Kaye, 239 Grant Ave.
Jenkel-Davidson Optical Co.. 366 Post St.

Kaufmann's Camera Mart, 356 Sutter St.

Loeber's, 70 Post St.

San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third St.

Schwabacher Frey Co., 735 Market St.

Sherman, Clay & Co., Kearny and Sutter Sts.

T. H. Wilton Co., 11 First St.

•San Jose: Camera Shop, 240 S. First St.

Webb's Photo Supply Store, 66 S. First St.

San Pedro: Sunset Photo and Gift Shop, 825
Pacific Ave.

San Rafael: Camera Center, 737 Fourth St.

Santa Ana: J & A Camera Supply, 411 N. Main
St.

Murane's, 323 N. Broadway .

Stein's Stationery Store, 307 W. Fourth St.

Santa Barbara: Fred. G. Anderson Photo Service,
1131 State St.

Santa Monica: W. W. Martindale, 206 Santa
Monica Blvd.

South Gate: Hollywoodland Studios, 9320 Cali-
fornia Ave.

Stockton: Logan Studios, 20 N. San Joaquin St.

Nathan Reiman. 528 E. Main St.

Vallejo: Corbin Photo Supply, 717 Marin St.
COLORADO

Colorado Springs: Photo-Craft Shop, 218^ E.
Pikes Peak Ave.

Shewmaker's Camera Shop, 30 N. Tejon St.

Denver: Akin S: Bagshaw, Inc., 1425 Williams
St.

Denver Dry Goods Co., 16th and California Sts.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 626 - 16th St.

Haanstad's Camera Shop, 404 - 16th St.

Home Movie Sales Agency, 259 S. Corona St.

The May Co., 16th & Champa Sts.

Mile High Photo Co., 320 -17th St.

Rocky Mountain Booking Co., Syraes BIdg.
Yale Camera Exchange, 1528 Stout St.

Gunnison: Little Art Studio, 247 N. Main St.

Montrose: Anderson Drug Co., 418 Main St.

Pueblo: Camera-Craft Shop, 503 Court St.

Sterling: Fortner Camera Supply Co., 118 N.
Third St.

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport: Franks Photo Service, 943 E. Main

St.

Fritz S: Hawley, Inc., 1030 Main St.
Harvey & Lewis Co.. 1148 Main St.

Reid & Todd, Inc., 1054 Main St.
Miller Ross, 909 Main St.

Bristol: Lee E. Paulmann, 252 Main St.

Danbury: Heim's Music Store. Inc., 221 Main St.

Sturdevant's Photo Shop, 278 Main St.

Greenwich : Leon Deran Studio, 161 Greenwich
Ave.

Hartford: Alderman Drug Co., 759 Main St.

Harvey & Lewis Co., 852 Main St.

Hebert Studios, Inc., 55 Allyn St.

D. G. Stoughton Co., 255 S. Whitney St.

Watkins Bros., Inc., 241 Asylum St.

Meriden: Broderick & Curtin, 42 E. Main St.

Middletown : F. B. Fountain Co., Inc., 483
Main St.

New Haven: Fritz & Hawley. Inc.. 816 Chapel St.

Kaye's Kamera Shop, 160 Temple St.

Modern Theatre Equipment Corp., 133 Meadow
St.

Mongillo's, 193 Church St.

Yale Cooperative Corp., 300 York St.

Norwich: Cranston Co., 25-29 Broadway.
Stamford: Leon Deran Studio, 32 Park Row.
Torrington: Flieg & Newbury, 45 Water St.

Waterbury: Curtis Art Co., 65 W. Main St.

Wilhelm, Inc., 139 W. Main St.

DELAWARE
Wilmington: Frost Store, 915 Shipley St.

Milton H. Hill, Inc., 922 Shipley St.

Wilmington Camera Shop, Inc., 405 Delaware
Ave.

Wilmington Elec. Spec. Co., Inc., 405 Delaware
Ave.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington: Paul L. Brand, 816 Connecticut

Ave., N.
Brenner Photo Co., 943 Penn. Ave., N. W.
Byron's, Inc., Keith Theatre Bldg., 625-15th

St., N. W.
Capital Camera Exchange, 1003 Pennsylvania

Ave., N. W.
Columbia Photo Supply Co., Inc., 1424 New York

Ave., N. W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 607 - 14th St.,

N. W.
Fuller & d'AIbert, Inc., 815 - 10th St., N. W.
Harris Photo Supplies, 919-15th St., N. W.
Ritz Camera Centers, 1112 G St., N. W.
Robbin's, National Press Bldg., 529 - 14th St.,

N. W., opposite Willard Hotel.
Charles Schwartz & Son, 708 Seventh St., N. W.
Sommer's Camera Exchange, 1410 New York

Ave., N. W.
Sun Camera Exchange, 938 F St., N. W.

FLORIDA
Fort Lauderdale: Hyde Photo Supply Co., 616

E. Las Olas Blvd.
Fort Myers: Heitman-Evans Co., P. O. Box 69.

Jacksonville: C. H. Brown Co., 118 W. Bay St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 129 W. Adams St.

Lakh Wales: Morse's Photo Service, Rhodesbilt
Arcade.

Miami: Tropical Camera Stores, 123 Second St.,

N. E.
Miami Beach: Studio Shop, 1448 Alton Rd.
Panama City: Cogbuxn Jewelry Co.
Pbnsacola: Rox Stationery Co., 10 S. Palafox St.

St. Petersburg: Robison's Camera Shop, 410
Central Ave.

Strand Camera Shop, 9 Second St., N.
Tampa: Burgert Bros., Inc., 608 Madison St.

The Camera Center, 310 Twiggs St.

Tampa Art Supply Co., 516 Tampa St.

H. S. Wurtele Photo Service, 104 E. Cass St.

GEORGIA
Atlanta: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 183 Peach-

tree St.

Radio Wire Television, Inc., 265 Peach tree

St.

Macon: J. B. Coke Co., 161 Cotton Ave.

IDAHO
Boise: Ballou-Latimer Co., Idaho at 9th St.

Williams' Photo Service, 1007 Main St.

Naupa: Vic Stolle Drug Co.
Pocatello: Cook Drug Co.. 333 W. Center St.

ILLINOIS
Berwyn: Colonial Camera Shop, 6906-8 Windsor

Ave.
Imperial Camera Shop, 6208 Cermak Rd.

Bloomington: Hawkins Studio, 214 W. Washing-
ton St.

Chicago: BASS CAMERA CO., INC., 179 W.
Madison St.

Central Camera Co., 230 S. Wabash Ave.
Aimer Coe & Co., 78 E. Jackson Blvd.

18 S. La Salle St.

105 N. Wabash Ave.
Conway Camera Co., 34 N. Clark St.
DeHaan Camera Co., 6520 S. Halsted St.
I. Dobkin Photo Supplies, 339 S. Crawford.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 133 N. Wabash

Ave.
The Fair, Dept. 93, State, Adams & Dearborn

Sts.

Marshall Field & Co., Section 59, State & Wash-
ington.

Ideal Pictures Corp., 28 E. Eighth St.
La Salle Camera Co., 133 W. Jackson Blvd.
Movie Supply Co., 1318 S. Wabash Ave.
Norman-Willets Co., 318 W. Washington St.

Radio Wire Television, Inc., 901 W. Jackson
Blvd.

Seamans Camera House, 1940 E. 71st St.
Union News Co., 37 W. Monroe St.
Wolk Camera Co., 335 S. Dearborn St.

Decatur: Haines & Essick Co., 122 E. William St.
Pfile's Camera Shop, 100 E. Prairie St.

De Kalb: Lundberg's News Stand, 324 E. Lin-
coln Highway.

Evanston: Aimer Coe & Co., 1645 Orrington Ave.
Jacobs & Jensen, Inc., 1724 Sherman Ave.

Freeport: Emmert Drug Co., 15 W. Stephenson
St.

Galesburg: Illinois Camera Shop, 84 S. Prairie
St.

Jerseyville: T. W. Kirby & Son, 104 S. State St.

Joliet: Douglass-Edwards Camera Shop, 2U5-207
Western Ave.

Kankakee: Bert Miller Music Co., 118 N. Schuy-
ler Ave.

Moline: Seaholms, 423-15th St.

Oak Park: Jacobs & Jensen, Inc., 1009 Lake St.

Ottawa: Corbus Drug Co., 709 La Salle St.

Peoria: Rex Studio, 329 S. Adams St.

C. L. Venard Studio, 702 S. Adams St.

Quincy: Quincy Photo, 614 Hampshire St.
Rock Island: Rocklan Movie Sales, 38-40 Statt

Bank Bldg.
Rockford: Camera Craft Shoppe, 114 W. State

St.

Johnson Photo Shop, 316 E. State St.

Arthur G. Lundgren, 419 Seventh St.

Springfield: Camera Shop, 320 S. 5th St.

Streator: Barnum's Drug Store, 102 N. Bloom-
ington St.

INDIANA
Evansville: Smith & Butterfield, 310 Main St.

Fort Wayne: Howard Co., Inc., 112 W. Waynt
St.

Sunny Schick, 407 W. Washington Blvd.
Frankfort: A. G. Chittick, 206 E. Walnut St.

Gary: Gary Office Equipment Co., 25 W. Sixth
Ave.

Hammond: The Colonial, 437 State St.

Indianapolis: R. B. Annis Co., 1505-7 E. Michi-
gan St.

L. S. Ayres & Co., Dept. 290, 1 W. Washington
St.

Wm. H. Block Co., N. Illinois St.

Indiana Theatre Magazine & News Shop, 134
W. Washington St.

H. Lieber Co., 24 W. Washington St.

La Fayette: Foster Shop, 109 N. Fourth St.

Hinea's, 634 Main St.
La Porte: La Porte Photo Finishing Co., 612

Monroe St.

Marion: Movie Shop, 309^3 S. Adams St.

New Albany: Petery-Hedden Printing Co., 133
Spring St.

South Bend: Ault Camera Shops, Inc., 122 S
Main St.

309 S. Michigan St.

Schilling's, Inc., 329 S. Lafayette Blvd.
Terre Haute: Overfelt Camera Shop, 604 Wabash

Ave.

IOWA_
Burlington: Sutter Drug Co., Third and Jeffer-

son Sts.

Clinton: Beil Studio & Supply House, 200 S. Sec-

ond St.

Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 318
Brady St.

Carl Holmes Co., 1101 W. Fourth St.

Des Moines: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 808
Locust St.

Dubuque: Eldon Imhoff, 456 N. Booth St.

Estherville: J. A. Cummings Co.
Iowa City: Rexall & Kodak Store, 124 E. Col

lege St.

Mason City: Kayenay Camera Store, 14 First St.,

S. E.
Sioux City: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 608

Pierce St.

Waterloo: Mack's Photo Shop, 615 Commercial
St.

Walden Photos, 223 W. Fourth St.

KANSAS
Hays: Jeffs Camera Shop.
Hutchinson: Anderson Studio, 318 N. Main St.

Lawrence: Hixon Photo Service, 721 Massachu-
setts St.

Salina: Raplee's Jewelry Store, 149 N. Santa Fe.

Phil Rose, Jeweler, 114 W. Iron Ave.
Topeka: Hall Stationery Co., 623 Kansas Ave.

Karl's, 3105 Huntoon St.

(Continued on fags 48)

Dealers Listed in Black Face Italics Are Display Advertisers in Movie Makers
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light over a period of time, so as to give

a correct total exposure. This is done

automatically by directing the light sen-

sitive element toward the source of

illumination. The device will time ex-

posures, varying from one to twenty min-

utes, and is especially useful for photo

engraving. It should also have a useful

application in single frame motion pic-

ture work of certain types.

Nil-Art has Lloyd The acquisition

of several Har-

old Lloyd productions on 16mm. sound

on film has been announced by Nu-Art

Films, Inc., 145 West 45th Street, New
York. The first of these to be released is

Movie Crazy, in twelve reels, described

as a wholesome comedy, with plenty of

laughs.

Super EleCtrophot The latest de-

velopment from

the firm of J. Thos. Rhamstine, 301

Beaubien Street, Detroit, Mich., is the

Super Electrophot, a compact photocell

exposure meter. The outstanding char-

acteristic of the new instrument is in-

creased sensitivity, which makes possi-

ble more accurate readings under diffi-

cult lighting conditions, it is said. The
new meter is universally applicable to

still and movie settings and for all film

speeds in color and black and white.

Quick readings under varying conditions

are possible by finger tip conversion. The
dial has plainly marked figures, and the

dial needle is red tipped for accurate

indications. The instrument is housed in

a black bakelite case with carrying cord

attached. It is said to incorporate ma-

terials of all American make. Full infor-

mation may be had from the manufac-

turer.

Reconditioning Repair and special

construction on all

moving picture mechanisms are featured

by the Mercury Movie Equipment Re-

pair Company, 1133 Broadway, New
York. The firm specializes in work on

cameras and projectors, both in silent

and sound.

Film-Weld Camera House, Inc.,

728 Lexington Avenue,

New York, has been appointed as East-

ern distributor of Film-Weld, the new
film cement, which is said to possess un-

usual fluidity and high keeping quality.

Camera House, Inc., announces immedi-

ate availability to the trade of this and
other new cine items

16mm. trailers A new idea, which

16mm. users may
employ to dress up their films, is offered

in a line of novel trailers, prepared by
the Filmack Trailer Company, 843 South

Wabash Avenue, Chicago. These short

films are said to be equal in quality and
attractiveness to those which are used

Continuous recording on disc is

possible with new Presto Model M

in theatrical presentations for announce-

ments, special messages to the audience,

titles, previews and the like. The Film-

ack 16mm. catalog, showing many dif-

ferent subjects, is available on request.

Special subjects, sound or silent, will be

made to order.

Mitchell-Precision The appoint

m e n t of R

.

Fawn Mitchell to the technical staff of

Precision Film Laboratories, 21 West

46th Street, New York, was recently an-

nounced. Mr. Mitchell has had wide ex-

perience in the motion picture field and

was previously manager of Andre Deb-

rie, Inc., of New York.

Stein advances color T «e sim-

ple yet ef-

fective tracing method by which individ-

ual movie titles may be made, using the

well known "A to Z" home movie titling

outfit, has been found to be well adapted

to the production of titles in color. Made
by Jacob Stein, 175 Fifth Avenue, New
York, the outfit includes a large assort-

ment of letter styles and ornaments,

which may easily be reproduced in color

as well as in black and white.

Easy film tailoring

[Continued from page 16]

the splice is weak and breaks easily.

Difficulties Nos. 1 and 2 can be

checked by observation. Difficulty No. 3

is rare, for most amateurs apply too

much cement. However, you may not

have spread the cement evenly enough.

A single "swipe" of the brush does it,

but you want to put the cement on the

film and not on the splicer parts.

Difficulty No. 4 is fairly common. Try

it longer next time. Difficulty No. 5 is

common, but it usually yields a messy

splice rather than producing a weak one.

When you buy a new splicer, rehearse

your splicing technique with scraps of

old film, recommends Film Editing. It

doesn't make any difference how many
splices you spoil, and you can get your

splicing down to an almost automatic

action.

FINER

INDOOR

movies.. USE THIS LENS

DON

*

ON'T let poor Iight-

g hamper your

movie taking. Equip with

an ultra -fast Wollensak

Cine Velostigmat* —
ideal for indoor and

color work. Fine optical

corrections give rich,

brilliant details. Econo-

mical, too! In 1" and 2"

WRITE focus A 5 ior i6 mm;

and Vz" focus /1.9 for

8 mm. -Re 6 . U. S. Pat. Office.

CINE
VELOSTIGMAT

FOR
FREE BOOK

WOLLENSAK OPTICAL CO.
511 Hudson Ave. Rochester, N. Y.

WOLLENSAK
BEFORE YOU BUY

SEE HOW YOU CAN SAVE!
Real wholesale prices on our cases and screens.
Save big money on cameras and other photographic
accessories. Specify make and type of camera for
cases and all details for other merchandise. Send
for our FREE Bargain List—today. Our prices will
convince you that

—

It Pays to Save by Buying Direct
WHOLESALE CAMERA SUPPLY CO.

29 West 34 St. Box S-l New York. N. Y.

HARBOR ACTIVITIES
Each film 400 ft. 16mm silent—$24.00

Subjects: Navigating a Ship into Harbor. Harbor Safety
Measures, Port Commerce, Drydocking Ocean-going Ships,
Procedure of United States Customs. Safeguarding Health
at the Nation's Gateways. Pacific Coast Fishermen at Sea,
etc.

Send for Catalogue

FRITH FILMS, Box 565, Hollywood, Calif.

IMMEDIATE REPAI R SERVICE on all

Models of Movie Cameras and Projec-
tors—Silent and Sound.

MERCURY
MOVIE EQUIPMENT REPAIR CO.

1133 Broadway CHelsea 2-5962 N. Y.

Bass**?-
If your horizon includes
STILL Cameras you will
want to be on our mailing
list so drop everything and
indite us an epistle starting

"Send immediately your

BASS STILL BAR-
GAINGRAM No. 242"

72 luscious pages that will make your mouth water
. . . listing thousands of new and used items.

XtjTCC CAMERA COS. dept.
%*JVV&<& IT4W.AAADIS0N ST C

CHICAGO.ILU
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Wichita: Lawrence Photo Supply Co., 149 N.
Broadway.

Stevensons News Stand, 125 N. Market St.

KENTUCKY
Covington: Home Movie Camera Exchange, 15 W.

Sixth St.

Lexington: W. \V. Still, 129 W. Short St.
Louisville: W. D. Gatchel & Sons, 431 W. Wal-

nut St.

Kentucky Camera & Supply Co., 301 W. Wal-
nut St.

Spalding-Bourne & Bond, Inc., 449 S. Fourth
Ave.

Sutcliffe Co., 225-227 S. Fourth Are.

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge: J. G. Ewing St Sons, 262 Loers

Lane.
New Orleans: Bennett's Photo Service, Inc., 320

Baronne St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 213 Baronne St.
Katz & Besthoff, Ltd., Camera Center, 1011
Canal St.

Rolay Newsstand, 107 Royal St.
Shreveport: Dee's Photo Supply Co., Inc., 420

Market.
MAINE

Bangor: Fowler Drug; Co., 104 Main St.
Ellsworth: Clark, the Printer, 360 Water St.
Portland: Bicknell Photo Service, Inc., 15 Preble

St.

Watervillb: Brown Camera Shop, 172 Main St.

MARYLAND
Baltimore: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 309 N

Charles St.

Folkemer Photo Service, 2814 Rayner Ave
Lewy Movie Service, 853 N. Eutaw St , at

Biddle.
Ritz Camera Centers, 26 W. Lexington St
Stark-Films, 529 N. Howard St.
Zepp Photo Supply Co., 3044 Greenmount Ave.

Cumberland: Lichtenstein Pharmacy, 65 Balti-
more St.

Frederick: Brish Bros., 206 W. Patrick St.
Hagerstown: K. M. Hays and Bros., inc., 28-30

W. Washington St.
Raup Camera Center, Hotel Alexander Bldg.

MASSACHUSETTS
Adams: Smith Studio, 32 Park St
Boston: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 3S Brom-

rield St.

Hotel Statler.
Ralph Harris Co., 47 Bromfield St
Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 155 Washing-

Frank Lane & Co., 5 Little Bldg.
Andrew J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St
Montgomery-Frost Co., 40 Bromfield St
Pathescope Co. of the N. E., Inc., 438 Stuart

St., cor. Trinity PI.
Pinkham & Smith Co.. 15 Bromfield St

292-294 Boylston St.
Stephan Bros. Presentations, 64 Harvard St.,

at Hudson St.
Visual Education Service, 131 Clarendon St.
Wholesome Film Service, Inc., 48 Melrose St

Sraintree: Alves Photo Finishing Service, 14
Storrs Ave.

Brockton: Iris Pharmacy, 238 Main St
Cambridge: E M F Camera Exchange. 42S Massa-

chusetts Ave.
Claus Gelotte, Inc., 1290 Massachusetts Are.,

Harvard Sq.
Chelsea: Camera Centre, 443 Broadway.
Holyoke: Guenther's, 359 Main St.

Orlen Radio & Electric, Inc., 363 High St
Lowell: Bon Marche Dry Goods Co., Camera Dept
Needham: Kinne's Pharmacy, Inc., 970 Gt Plain

Ave.

flic Supply Co.,
New Bedford: Converse Pliot.

10-12 N. Sixth St.
Newton Centre: Atwood's Camera Shops, 46

Langley Rd.
Newtonville: Atwood's Camera Shops, 279 Wal-

Pittsfield: E. C. Kilian, 411 North St
Salem: Cameracraft Shop, 28 Central St
North Shore Movie Service, 418 Lafayette StSomerville: John H. Derby, Inc., 3 Studio Bldg.;

Davis Sq.
Southbridge: Hartwell Pharmacy, Cor. Main S

Central Sts.
Springfield: J. E. Cheney & Staff, Inc., 301

Bridge St.

T. F. Cushing, 349 Worthington St.
Harvey & Lewis Co., 1503 Main St.

Westfield: North Side Pharmacy. 34 N. Elm St.
Worcester: Buffington's, Inc., 300 Main St

J. C. Freeman & Co., 376 Main St.
Harvey & Lewis Co., 513 Main St.
Livingston Photographic Laboratories, 80 Frank-

lin St.

L. B. Wheaton, Inc., 368 Main St.
Worcester Photo Shop, 17 Main St.

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor: Calkins-Fletcher Drug Co., 324 S.

State St.

Battle Creek: Camera Craft Shop, 29 Capital
Ave., N. E.

Stevenson Camera Shop, 26 W. Michigan Ave.
Bay City: Bay City Hardware Co., 1009-15 Sagi-

naw St.

Detroit: Camera Crafters, 8218 Woodward Are.
Camera Shop of the Metropolitan Motion Pic-

ture Co., 121 Fisher Bldg.
Concourse Camera Shop, Inc., The Concourse,

General Motors Bldg.
Crowley, Milner & Co., Dept. 124.

Detroit Camera Shop, 325 State St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1563 Woodward
Ave.

Eric Fromm, Inc., 13975 Woodward Ave.

J. L. Hudson Co., Dept. 290.

Ernst Kern Co., Woodward at Gratiot.

Kluge's Camera Shop, 16491 Woodward Ave.
(Highland Park).

Silhouette Camera Shop. 11862 Grand River Art.
Fenton: Tamlyn, the Camera Man, 103 N. Leroy

St.

Flint: Flint Camera Shop, 127 E. Second St.

Gardner's Photo Service, 1425 Detroit St.

Grand Rapids: Photo Service Shop, 1 Division
Ave., N.

Jackson: Royal Film Service, 125 Michigan
Ave., W.

Lansing: Hunter-Griffith Camera Shop, 429 E.
Michigan Ave.

Linn Camera Shop, Inc., 109 S. Washington Ave.
Monroe: McMillan Printing Co., 13 W. Front St.

Muskegon: Radium Photo Service, Inc., 367 W.
Western Are.

Niles: Wm. Hansen Co., 227 Main St.

Saginaw: Heavenrich's. 301 Genesee.
MINNESOTA

Duluth: Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 3 W. Su-
perior St.

Hibbing: Lenz Drug Store, 307 Howard St.

Minneapolis: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 112
S. Fifth St.

Hennepin News Co., 600 Hennepin Ave.
Leigh, Inc., 113 S. Sixth St.

National Camera Exchange, 5 S. Fifth St.

Northern Photo Supply Co., 521 Second Ave.,
So.

St. Paul: Courtesy News Co., 389^ Wabasha St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., Kodak Bldg., 91
E. Sixth St.

H. W. Fisher Photographic Supply Co., 381 Min-
nesota St.

E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 358 St. Peter St.

St. Marie Cigar St News Co., Inc., 96 E. 5th St.

MISSISSIPPI
Greenwood: Braxton B. Provine, Jr., Bank of

Greenwood Bldg.
Jackson: Camera Supplies, Inc., 414 E. Capitol

St.

MISSOURI
Kansas City: Barnard's. 310 W. 47th St.

Calvin Co., 26th & Jefferson.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1010 Walnut St.

St. Joseph: Cook's Camera Shop, 110 N. Eighth
St.

Leonard's Camera Store, 122 S. Eighth St.

St. Louis: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1009
Olive St.

Erker Bros., 608 Olive St.

Famous-Barr Co., Camera Dept., Main Floor,
6th & Olive Sts.

Geo. D. Fisher Optical Co., 915 Locust St.
Foster Book Co., 410 Washington Ave.
Kay's Photo & Optical Co., 212 N. Seventh St.

W. Schiller St Co., 6 S. Broadway.
Scruggs-Vandervoort-Barney, Inc., Dept. No.

551, Ninth to Tenth, Olive and Locust.
MONTANA

Bozeman: Alexander Art Co.
Butte: Al's Photo Shop, 42 N. Main St.

Dillon: Eliel Bros., Inc., 104-108 N. Montana St.

Great Falls: Model Pharmacy, 312 Central Ave.
Helena: Jorud Photo Shop, 320 N. Main St.

NEBRASKA
Beatrice: Roszell's, Roszell Bldg., 110 N. 5th St.

Grand Island: Leschinsky Studio, 109 E. Third St.

Hastings: Carl R. Matthiesen St Co., 725 W. Sec-
ond St.

Lincoln: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1217 O
St.

J. G. Kretschmer St Co., 116 S. 13th Si.

Lawlor Sporting Goods Co., 1118 O St.

Omaha: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1618 Harney
St.

J. G. Kretschmer St Co., 315 S. 17th St.

NEVADA
Reno: Skeels Drug Store, 2nd St Virginia Sts.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Claremont: Banister Studio, 10 Tremont St.

Nashua: Nashua Optical Co., 202 Main St.

Newport: K. E. Waldron, 1 A Main St.

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,

1735-37 Boardwalk.
Bayonne: Aberbach's, 478 Broadway.
Milton Mendelwager, 875 Boulevard.

Camden: Keystone Stationery Co., 527 Market St.

Clifton: Clifton Camera Shop, 721 Main Ave.
East Orange: Anspach Bros., 533 Main St.

Photographic Center, 609 Central Ave.
Hackensack: Hobby House. Inc., 323 Main St.

Riger's Camera Si Sport Shop, 291 Main St.

Jersey City: Hudson County Motion Picture

Exchange, 210 Armstrong Ave.
Levy's Sport Shop, 149 Monticello Ave.

Morristown: Ajemian Camera Shop, 18 Park Pl-

New Brunswick: College Pharmacy, Inc., 47
Easton Ave.

Newark: Anspach Bros., 838 Broad St.

L. Bamberger Si Co., Market & Halsey St.

Davega-City Radio, Inc., 60 Park PI.

Firemen's Pharmacy Co., 765 Broad St.

L. Kaltman Si Sons, Inc., 303-05 Washington St

New Jersey Photo Supply Co., 1238 Raymond
Blvd.

Radio Wire Television, Inc., 219 Central Ave.

J. C. Reiss. 10 Hill St.

Schaeffer Co., Inc., 89 Halsey St.

Passaic: Rutblatt Sport Shop, Inc., 38 Lexington
Ave.

Paterson: Harry Hathaway, 18 W. Broadway.
M. S. M. Developing Si Printing Co., 156 Market

St.

Princeton: Princeton University Store, On the

Campus.
Ridgewood: Aliian Studio, 15 W. Ridgewood Ave
Summit: Siegel's Stationery Shop, 394 Springfield

Ave.
Trenton: Crosby Jewelers, 7 N. Broad St.

Dwyer Bros., 127 N. Broad St.

Photo Art Co., Inc., 129 N. Warren St.

West New York: Levy's, 693 Bergenline Ave.

NEW MEXICO
Albuquerque: Camera Shop of New Mexico, 414

E. Central Ave.
Santa Fe: Capital Pharmacy, Inc., "At the End

of the Santa Fe Trail."
NEW YORK

Albany: Albany Camera Shop, Inc., 204 Wasn-
mgton Ave.

Albany Hardware & Iron Co., Broadway at
Arch St.

F. E. Colwell Co., Arcade Bldg., 13 James St.
Lawyer's Camera Exchange, 39 Maiden Lane.

Astoria: A. C. Camera Exchange, 34-01 Broad-
way.

Auburn: P. M. Herron Hardware Co., 34-36
Genesee St.

Babylon: Pickup & Brown, Inc., 63 Deer Park
Ave.

Batavia: Carlton M. Sleght. 67 Main St.
Binghamton: L. F. Hamlin, Inc., Photo Supply

Dept., 34 Court St.
Stickiey's Photo Service, cor. Hawley and Car-

roll Sts.

Weeks St Dickinson, Inc., 39-41 Chenango St.

Brooklyn: Abraham & Straus, Inc., Dept. 290,
Fulton St Hoyt Sts.

Brody's Music Shop, 5660 Myrtle Ave.
Camera Center, 596 Grand St.
Camera Corner, Inc., 80 Willoughby St.
CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY, 1041 Jefferson

Ave.
Geo. J. McFadden, Inc., 202 Flatbush Ave.
E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 255 Livingston St.
Visual Instruction Supply Corp., 1757 Broad-

way.
Buffalo: J. N. Adam St Co., 377-393 Main St.

J. F. Adams, Inc., 459 Washington St.
Hauser Bob, Inc., 11 W. Tupper St.
Buffalo Photo Material Co., i7 Niagara St.
Camera-Craft, Inc., 91 Allen St.
Chippewa News & Novelty Shop, 19 W. Chip-
pewa St.

Wm. Hengerer Co., 405 Main St.
Lafayette Photo Supply Co., 12 Broadway.
United Projector St Film Corp., 228 Franklin

Weed St Co.
Dunkirk: Knowlton's, 152 E. Fourth St.
Ellenville: Ellenville Film Service, 118 Center

St.

Elmira: Loomis Si Hall Camera Supplies, 364 N.
Main St.

Endicott: Stickley Photo Service, 3 Washington
Ave.

Flushing: Queens Camera Hospital, 41-06 Main St.
Hempstead: Agnew-Geisler, Inc., 245 Fulton Ave
Howard Beach: Heller's Pharmacy, 100-20 159th

Ave.
Ithaca: Cornell Co-op Society, Barnes Hall.
Treman, King & Co., Inc., c/o Geo. E. Houghton.

Jamaica: Jamaica Camera Store, 8931-161st St.
Queens Camera Exchange, 169-15 Hillside Ave
Radio Wire Television, Inc., 90-08 166th St.

Jamestown: Lockwood's Store, Third St Cherry
Sts.

Mount Vernon: Photocraft, 4 Gramatan Ave
New Rochelle: Camera Craft, 673 Main St.
New York City: Aladdin Camera Exchange, 4 E

32nd St.

American News Co. and its Subsidiaries, 131
Varick St.

Bloomingdale's, Dept. 290, Lexington Ave. al
59th St.

Bronx Camera Exchange Si Supply Co., 393 E
149th St.

Camera House, Inc., 728 Lexington Ave.
CAMERA MART, INC., 70 W. 45th St.
Camera Place, 812 Seventh Ave.
Center Photo Stores, 114 W. 49th St.
Cine Film Mart, 110 W. 34th St.
Abe Cohen's Camera Exchange, 142 Fulton St
Wm. C. Cullen, Inc., 12 Maiden Lane.
Davega. Inc., Ill E. 42nd St.

152 W. 42nd St.

Empire State Bldg.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 356 Madison Ave

235 W. 23rd St.

745 Fifth Ave.
Mortimer H. Fogel, 118 Liberty St.
H. & D. Folsom Arms Co., 314 Broadway.
FORDHAM ELECTRIC CO., 2563 Webster

Ave.
Foto-Art, Inc., 49 Vanderbilt Ave.
Fotoshop, Inc., 136 W. 32nd St.

18 E. 42nd St.

Garden Camera Exchange, 317 W. 50th St.
Gillette Camera Stores, Inc., 117 Park Ave
Goldsmith Bros., 77 Nassau St.

Grand Street Camera Exchange, 400 Grand St
Haber St Fink, Inc., 16 Warren St.

Heins St Bolet Camera Exchange, 68 Cortlandt
St.

Henry Herbert, 483 Fifth Ave.
Charles H. Huesgen St Sons, 22 E. 42nd St.
Korn Photo Supply Corp., 801 Second Ave.
Lugene. Inc., 600 Madison Ave.
Luma Camera Service, Inc., 340 W. 42nd St.
Madison Mart. Inc., 403 Madison Ave.
Medo Photo Supply Corp., 15 West 47th St.
Meta Photo Supply Co., 126 Liberty St.

E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 520 Fifth Ave.
150 Broadway.

Henry Mielke, Inc., 242 E. 86th St.

Mogull Bros., 68 W. 48th St.
Motion Picture Camera Supply, Inc., 723 Seventh

Ave.
National Cinema Service., 71 Dey St.
New York Band Instrument Co., Inc., Ill F..

14th St.

New York Camera Exchange, 116 Fulton St.

Newman's Camera Exchange, 1192 Sixth Ave.
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PARK CINE LABORATORY, 120-122 W.
41st St.

Parker & Battersby, 46 W. 50th St.

Peerless Camera Stores, Inc., 128 E. 44th St.

Penn Camera Exchange, Inc.. 126 W. 32nd St.

RAB SONS, 111 W. 52nd St.

Radio Wire Television, Inc., 100 Sixth Ave.
Snapshot Stores, Inc., 108 W. 40th St.

75 Exchange PI.

Frank Tanham & Co., Inc., 3 Church St.

Terminal Camera Exchange, 50 Church St.

Times Bldg. News-Stand, Inc., Times Bldg.
United Camera Exchange, Inc., 76 Chambers St.

Universal Camera Exchange, 97 W. Broadway.
John Wanamaker, Inc., Section 156, Broadway

at 9th St.

WILLOUGHBYS. 110 W. 32nd St.

W orld Film Enterprises, Film Center Bldg.,
630 Ninth Ave.

Nbwburgh: Baxter's West End Pharmacy, 486
Broadway.

Niagara Falls: Century Photo Co., 910 Main St.

Stines Drug Store, 2108 Main St.

Oneonta: City Drug Store, 149 Main St.

Peekskill: Peekskill Sport Center. Inc., 830
South St.

Pslham: Kolb & Crawford, 129 Wolf's Lane.
Port Washington: Beacon Photo Supply, 133

Main St.

Richmond Hill: Charles Art Photo Studio,
125-02 Liberty Ave.

Rochester: Bourbon Film Library, 387 Magee
Ave.

Marks & Fuller, Inc., 44 East Ave.
Paine Drug Co., 28 E. Main St.

Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co., Kodak Dept.
Smith-Surrey, Inc., 129 Clinton Ave., S.

Rome: D & D Photo Supply, 229 W. Dominick St.

Schenectady: J. T. and D. B. Lyon, 236 State St.

Syracuse: Francis Hendricks Co., Inc., 339 S.
Warren St.

Lindemer's, 443 S. Salina St.

Troy: Knowlsons, Inc., 350 Broadway.
L'tica: Frey's, 247 Genesee St.

Edwin A. Hahn, 223-25 Columbia S\.

Wateriown: Robert L. Meade, 168 Sterling St.

Severance Studio, Y. W. C. A., Bldg.
White Plains: Camera-Craft, 147 E. Post Rd.
Yonkbrs: W. J. Dolega, 242 Nepperhan Are.

NORTH CAROLINA
Ashevillb: F and F Fotocraft, 47 Battery Park

Ave.
Charlotte: W. I. Van Ness & Co.. 213 N. Tryon

St.

OHIO
Akron: Buckeye Cycle Co., 65 E. Mill St.

Metzger Photo Supply Co., 1091 S. Main St.

Metzger's Photo-Art Store, 39 E. Mill St.

News Exchange, 51 So. Main St.

Ohio Hobby Shop, 1055 E. Market St.

M. O'Neil Co., Dept. 19, S. Main St.

Pockrandt Photo Supply Co., 16 N. Howard St.

Canton: Camera Shop, Inc., 531 Market Ave., N.
Young's News Exchange, 310 W. Tusc.

Cincinnati: Ace Loan Co., 904 Vine St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 27 W. Fourth St.

H. & S. Pogue Co., Dept. 81.

Huber Art Co., 124 Seventh St., W.
L. M. Prince Co., 108 W. Fourth St.

Cleveland: Dodd Co., 1020 Huron Rd.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 806 Huron Rd.

1862 E. Sixth St.

915 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service, Inc., 7315 Car-

negie Ave.
Halle Bros. Co., Camera Dept., 1228 Euclid Ave.
Higbee Co., Dept. 90, Public Square.
Home Movies Studio, Inc., 2019 Euclid Are.
Z. W. Koby Photo Supply Co., 3240 Superior

Ave. at E. 33rd St.

Lester Camera Co., 1758 E. 12th St.

Marshall Drug Co., W. Ninth & Lakeside Ave.
Movie Makers Mart, 1771 E. 12th St.

Riedel Film Service, 2221 W. 67th St.

State Motion Picture Service, 1720 Euclid Ave.
Columbus: Capitol Camera Co., 7 E. Gay St.

Columbus Photo Supply, 62 E. Gay St.

Foeller's Photo Supply, 567 N. High St.

F. & R. Lazarus & Co., High & Town Sts.

Don McAIister Camera Co., 73 E. State St.

Dayton: Dayton Camera Shop, Inc., 1 Third St.

Arcade.
Malone Camera Shop, 830 N. Main St.

Rike-Kumler Co., Camera Shop.
Fremont: Geo. H. Grob—Camet \ Shop, 218 Jus>

tice St.

Kenton: Kenton Kamera Korner, 935 N. Detroi
St.

Lima: Acme Cine Service, 309 N. Elizabeth St
Mack Camera Store, 124 W. Market St.

Mansfield: Buell-Kraft Studios, 52 W. Third St
Newark: Huth's Home Movies, 70 Fairfield Ave
Portsmouth: V. E. Fowler, 824 Gallia St.

Salem: Photo Sales Service, 595 E. State St.

Steubenvillb: Beall & Steele Drug Co., 424 Mar
ket St.

Toledo: Franklin Printing & Engraving Co., 226-

236 Huron St.

Gross Photo Supply Co., 524 Madison Ave.
Sand Beach Consolidated Corp., Edison Bldg.
Snap Shot, 1031 Sylvania Ave.
Roy C. Start Drug Co., 1009 Sylvania Are.
Toledo Camera Shop, 517 Madison Ave.

Warren: Garee Studio and Camera Shop, 274 N.
Park Ave.

Wooster: Snyder Studio Camera Shop, 251 E.
Liberty St.

Youngstown: Best Jewelrv Co., 123 W. Federal
St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 7 Wick Ave.
Home & School Movies, 177 Benita Ave.
Stambaugh-Thompson Co.

Zanesville: Zulandt's Drug Store, Widney, cor.
Seventh & Main.

OKLAHOMA
Enid: Sanford-Frazier-Stunkle Drug Co., cor.

Monroe & Market Sts.

Oklahoma City1
: Camera Shoppe, 1404 N. W. 9th

St.

H. O. Davis, 522 N Broadway.
Oklahoma Photo Supply Co., 308 N. Broadway.
Reeves Camera Store, Perrine Bldg. Lobby.
Veazey Drug Co., 135-7 W. Main St.

Tulsa: Camera Shoppe, Inc., 1213 S. Boulder Ave.
Alvin C. Krupnick Co., 1120 S. Boston Ave.
Rochester Supply Co., cor. 4th & Boston.

OREGON
Corvallis: Christian's Photo Service, 1561 Monroe
Eugbnb: Dotson's Photo Shop, 111 E. 11th St.

Klamath Falls: Van's Camera Shop, 727 Main St.

Lakeview: Getty's Photo Studio, 536 G St., S.
Pendleton : Snelson's Camera Shop, 129 E. Alta St.

Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 709 S. W.
Washington St.

Meier & Frank Co., Kodak Dept., Fifth, Sixth,
Morrison & Alder Sts.

Sandy's Camera Shop, Inc., 618 S. W. Broadway.
714 S. W. Washington St.

The Dalles: Bolton's Studio, Pioneer Bldg.

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown : Allentown Photo Shop, 339 N. 7th St.

Tames A. Peters, 456 Turner St.

M. S. Young & Co., 736-40 Hamilton St.

Bethlehem: Dennis Photo Service Co., 49 W.
Broad St.

East Pittsburgh: Walter J. Yenney, 104 Electric
Ave.

Easton: Easton Sporting Goods Co., Second and
Northampton Sts.

Erie: Kelly Studios, 14 E. 10th St.

Lynch Camera Shop, Ltd., 27 W. 11th St.

Frank Schauble Studio, 113 W. 10th St.

Hanover: E. J. J. Gobrecht, 120 E. Chestnut St.

Harrisburg: James Lett Co., 225 N. Second St.

Johnstown: Johnstown News Co., 343 Main St.

Johnstown Photo Supply, 242 Franklin St.

Lebanon: Harpel's, 757-9 Cumberland St.

Millersburg : Wingard Studio & Gift Shop,
Market Square.

New Castle: Charles T. Metzlcr Co., 22 N. Mill
St.

Norristown: Hunsicker's News Agency, 731 No-
ble St.

Wilson Photo Service, 722 W. Marshall St.

Oil City: Harvey Fritz, 34 Seneca St.

Jordan Productions, 4 State St.

Philadelphia: Camera Shop, 113 S. 52nd St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1020 Chestnut St.

117 S. 16th St.

Gimbel Bros., Dept. 057, 9th & Market Sts.

H & R Fotomart, 522 Market St.

Keystone Roll Film Service, 7171 Ogontz Ave.
Kirstein's Photo Service, 6637 Woodland Ave.
KLEIN cV GOODMAN, 18 S. 10th St.

Kunz Motion Picture Service, Inc., 1319 Vine St.

MacCallum Stores, 110 S. 16th St.

Radio Electric Service Co., N.W. Cor. Seventh
& Arch Sts

Seaboard Camera Stores, Inc., 222 S. 15th St.

Street, Linder & Propert, Physicians' Bldg.,
N. E. Cor. 20th & Chestnut Sts.

John Wanamaker, Inc., Dept. 546.

Williams, Brown & Earle, Inc.. 918 Chestnut St.

Pittsburgh: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 606
Wood St.

Joseph Home Co., Magazine Dept., 501 Penn
Ave.

Kaufmann Dept. Stores, Inc., Dept. 62, Fifth
Ave.

Liberty Photo Supply, 706 Smithfield St.

Penn Camera & Photo Supply, 927 Liberty Ave.
Wolk's Kamera Exchange, 306 Diamond St.

Reading: Alton E. Bowers. 416 N. 5th St.

W. F. Drehs, 541 Court St.

Kagen's, 641 Penn St.

Nuebling's, Inc., 847-849 Penn St.

Scranton: Ernest Kiesel - Photo Shop, 621 Spruce
St.

Wilkes-Barre : Boston Store (Fowler, Dick &
Walker), Camera Shop.

Ace Hoffman Studios, 32 W. Market St.
Wilkinsburg: Wonday Film Service, Inc., 609

South Ave.
Williamsport: C. Frank Hoyer, 312 Market St.

Pennsylvania Photo Supply, 627 Fourth Ave.
York: Sweigart's Photo Service Shop. 278 W.

Market St.

RHODE ISLAND
Pawtucket: J. E. Brennan & Co., 5 N. Union St.

Providence: E. P. Anthony, Inc., 178 Angell St.

Metropolitan Photo Supply Co., 33 Aborn St.

Samson's, 35 Portland St.

Starkweather & Williams, Inc., 160 Westminster
St.

Westcott, Slade & Balcom Co., 95 Empire St.

Westerly: Vars Bros., 8-10 High St.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston: M & M News Co., 363 King St.

Cheraw: Electric Service Co., 129 Market St.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Sioux Falls: Harold's Photography, 308 S. Phil-

lips Ave.
TENNESSEE

Knoxville: Frank L. Rouser Co., Inc., 317 W.
Church Ave.

The Snap Shop, Inc., 615 S. Gay St.

Memphis: Memphis Photo Supply Co., 6 N. Main
St.

Nashville: Burk & Co., Photo Dept.

G. C. Dury & Co., 420 Union St.

TEXAS
Amarili.o: Wilson Camera Store, 818 Polk St.

Austin: Ellison Photo Co., 615 Congress Ave.
Corpus Christi: Taylor Bros., Mesquire S: Starr

Sts.

Dallas: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1504 Young
St.

E. G. Marlow Co., 1610 Main St.

Thurman Randle & Co., 208 N. Akard St.

Sanger Bros., Inc., Dept. 36.
El Paso: Don Thompson, Inc., Bassett Tower.
Fort Worth : Camera Shop, Inc., 709 Throckmor-

ton St.

W. C. Stripling Co., Camera Corner.

Houston: Atlas News & Book Store, 922 Main St.

Southwestern Camera Co., 1416 Main St.

Star Elec. & Eng. Co., Inc., 613 Fannin St.

Texas Photo Supply Co., 1818 Main St.

Lubbock: Mark Halsey Drug Store, 1217 Broad-
way.

San Antonio: Calpini, Inc., 211 E. Houston St.

Fox Co., 215 Alamo Plaza.
Studer Photo Co., 402 San Pedro Ave.

Waco: W. A. Holt Co., Inc., 113-115 N. Fifth St.

UTAH
Logan: Schramm-Johnson Drugs, Main & Center

Sts.

Ogden: C. E. Armstrong and Co., 302 - 25th St.

Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Co., 44 E. So.

Temple.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 155 S. Main St.

Magazine Shop, 10^ W. 2nd South.

VIRGINIA
Bristol: Kelly & Green.
Lynchburg: Lynchburg Camera Shop, 816 Church

St.

Norfolk: Acme Camera Shop, 4 Monticello Ar-
cade.

G. L. Hall Optical Co., 257 Granby St.

Richmond: S. Galeski Optical Co., 737 E. Main
St.

G. L. Hall Optical Co., 418 E. Grace St.

Richmond Camera Shop, Inc., 216 E. Grace St.

Ritz Camera Centers, 207 N. Sixth St.

Thalhimer Bros., Inc., Dept. 60.

Roanoke: Roanoke Photo Finishing Co., Second
St. and Luck Ave.

WASHINGTON
Bellingham: Smalley Drug Co., Commercial St.

at Magnolia.

Bremerton : Camera Shop, 329 Pacific Ave.

Longview: De Vilbiss Pharmacy, 1203 Commerce
Ave.

Pullman: R. R. Hutchison, Hutchison Bldg.
Seattle: Bartell Drug Co., Inc., 1906 Boren Ave.

Clyed's Camera Exchange, 1102 First Ave.
409 Union St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1319 Fourth Avt
Frederick & Nelson, Dept. 290.

Lowman & Hanford Co., 1515 Second Ave.
Motion Picture Service, 1514 University Way.
J. Warshal & Sons, First at Madison.

Spokane: John W. Graham & Co., Dept. C, 707-11

Sprague Ave.
Joyner Drug Co., 527 Riverside Ave.

Tacoma: Camera Shop, 1021 Pacific Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 910 Broadway.

Walla Walla: Book Nook, First at Main St.
Wenatchee: Public Drug Co., 37 S. Wenatche*

Ave.
Yakima: Barstow Co., Inc., 3 N. First St.

Sheppard's, 3 S. Third St.

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston: Camera Shop and Photo Supply,

110-A McFarland St.

S. Spencer Moore Co., 118 Capitol St.

Huntington: Honaker Book & News Co., 418
Ninth St.

Wheeling: C. H. Griest Co., Inc., 1125 Market
St.

Rawlings Opticians, Inc., Camera Dept., 62-12th
St.

WISCONSIN
Appleton: Johnston's Book Store, 310 E. Colleg*

Ave.
Beloit: Spicer Photo, 1315 Merrill Ave.
Fond du Lac: Huber Bros., 36 S. Main St.

Green Bay: Stiller Co., Stiller Bldg.
La Crosse: Moen Photo Service, 313 Main St.

Madison: Meuer Photoart House, 413 State St.

University Photo Shop, 810 University Ave.

Milwaukee: Acacia Photo Supply House, 2628
W. Galena St.

Boston Store, Kodak Dept., Wisconsin Ave. &
Fourth St.

W. E. Brown Photo Supplies, 327 W. National
Ave.

Casper's Photo Shop, 1331 N. 12th St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 745 N. Milwau-
kee St.

232 W. Wisconsin Are.

Gimbel Bros., Kodak Dept., Wisconsin Ave. at

N. Plankinton Ave.
Marshall Camera Shop, 1745 S. Muskego Ave.
Photoart House, 844 N. Plankinton Ave.
Ed. Schuster & Co., Inc., Camera Dept., Third

and Garfield.
12th and Vliet.
11th and Mitchell.

Racine: Red Cross Drug Co., 320 Sixth St.

Superior: Berg's Photo Supply Co., 1509 Tower
Ave.

UNITED STATES TERRITORIES
ALASKA

Juneau: Ordway's Photo Shop, P. O. Box 2511.

HAWAII
Honolulu: Eastman Kodak Stores, 1059 Fort St.

Hawaii Chemical and Supply Co., 148 S. Bere-
tania St.

Wadsworth's Photo Materials. 1158 Fort St.

Wall, Nichols Co., Ltd., 67-71 S. King St.

Waikiki: Eastman Kodak Stores, 2312 Kalakaui
Ave.
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UNITED STATES POSSESSION
PUERTO RICO

San Juan: Carbia Bros., 15 Plaza Principal.
Matias Photo Shop, 25 Allen St.

OTHER COUNTRIES
ARGENTINA

Buenos Aires: Casa America Ltda., S. A., Art-
nida de Mayo 959.

Casa Rodriguez, Maipu 277.
Rosario de Santa Fe: Enrique Schellhas E Hijos,

San Martin 764.

AUSTRALIA
New South Wales

Sydney: Camera Specialist, 147A Elizabeth St.

Cinecraft Pty., Ltd., 4th Floor, State Shopping
Block, Market St.

Harringtons Pty., Ltd., 386 George St.

Kinelab Film Service, Adams' Bldg., 484
George St.. opp. Queen Victoria Market.

Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 379 George St.

N. S. W. Bookstall Co., Pty., Ltd., Castlereagh
& Market Sts.

Swain & Co., Ltd., 119 Pitt St.

Queensland
Brisbane: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 250

Queen St.

Rockhampton: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd.,
East St.

Toowoomba: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd.,
Ruthven St.

Townsville: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd.,
Flinders St.

South Australia
Adelaide: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 37

Rundle St.

Tasmania
Hobart: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 45

Elizabeth St.

Victoria
Melbourne: Charles W. Donne, A. C. A. Bldg.,

118-126 Queen St.

Harringtons Pty., Ltd., 266 Collins St.

Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 252 Collins St.

Western Australia

Perth : Kodak (Ausralasia) Pty., Ltd., 662 Hay St.

BELGIUM
Antwerp: Cine-Photo Ch. t'Felt, 61 rue de

l'Eveque.
Foto Ferdinand Buyle, Meir 129.

Brussels: "Cinama", Harry Fishman et Cie, Ave-
nue Louise 46a.

Maison J. Geerts, 18 Rue du Lombard.
BRAZIL

Rio DB Janeiro: Lutz, Ferrando & Cia., Ltd., 88
Ouvidor.

Sao Paulo: Fotoptica, Rua Sao Bento 383.

Rua Bareo Itapetininga 81.

CANADA
Alberta

Calgary: Harry's News and Tobacco Shop, 109
Eighth Ave., W.

Edmonton: Provincial News Co., Ltd., 9931-101A
Avenue.

Lethbridge: Clarke Photo Service, McFarland
Bldg.

British Columbia
Vancouverc Dunne & Rundle, Ltd., 531 Gran-

ville St.

Eastman Photographic Materials, Ltd., 610
Granville St.

Victoria: Scott Camera Craft, Ltd., 1015 Douglas
St.

Joseph Sommer & Sons, Ltd., 1012 Government St.

Manitoba
Winnipeg: Eastman Photographic Materials, Ltd.,

287 Portage Ave.
Hudson's Bay Co., Retail Store, Dept. 406.

Nova Scotia
Bedford: Bedford Studios, Halifax Co.

Ontario
London: Langford Radio Co., 286 Dundas St.

Ottawa: Camera House, Ltd., 207 Sparks St.

Photographic Stores, Ltd., 65 Sparks St.

John Powis Co., Ltd., 87 Sparks St.

Peterborough: Roy Studio.
Sarnia: Ingersoll's Drug Store, 159 N. Front St.

Toronto: Associated Screen News, Ltd., Tivoli
Theatre Bldg., 21 Richmond St., E.

Frank P. Boyce, 192 Sunnyside Ave.
Eastman Photographic Stores, Ltd., 114 Yonge

St.

T. Eaton Co., Ltd., College St., Dept. D 15.

190 Yonge St., Dept. D 30.

General Films, Ltd., 156 King St., W.
Lockhart's Camera Exchange, Ltd., 384 Bay St.

Roher's Bookshop, 9 Bloor St., W.
Ryerson Visual Instruction Service, 299 Queen

St., W.
Robert Simpson Co., Ltd., Camera Dept.

J. C. Williams, 5-7 Richmond St., E.
Quebec

Montreal: Associated Screen News, Ltd., 5271
Western Ave. at Decarie Blvd.

H. de Lanauze, 1027 Bleury St.

Eastman Photographic Materials, Ltd., 286
Craig St., W.

Metropolitan News Agency, 1248 Peel St.

Mitchell Photo Supply Regd., 1019 Dominion Sq.
Park Photo Supply, 1001 Bernard, W.
United Photographic Stores Reg'd., 722 St.

Peter St.

Sherbrooke: Sherbrooke News Co., Inc., 74 Well-
ington St., N.

Saskatchewan
Moose Jaw: Leonard Fysh, Ltd., 24 High St., W.
Moose Jaw Drug and Stationery Co., Ltd.

Regina: General Films, Ltd., 1924 Rose St.

CEYLON
Colombo: Plate, Ltd., P. O. Box 127.

CHINA
Hong Kong: Filmo Depot, Marina House, Queen's

Rd., Central.

Shanghai: Eastman Kodak Co., 185 Yuen Ming
Yuen Rd.

Standard Photo Supply Co., 445 Nanking Rd.

COSTA RICA
San Josb: Foto Sport, Jose Staufer & Co., Apar-

tado 1294.

CUBA
Havana: Diamond News Co., Palacio Asturiano,

Por San Jose.
CZECHOSLOVAKIA

Prague: Emil-Wachtl, Senovazna S and Narodni
tr. 26.

DENMARK
Copbnhagbn: Bach & Kirk, Vimmelskaftet 38.
Kodak Aktieselskab, Ostergade 1.

Vodroffsvej 26 (wholesale).
Kongsbak and Cohn, Vimmelskaftet 43.

S. Skotner, Amalievej 14.

DUTCH EAST INDIES
Java

Batavia Centrum: Kodak, Ltd., Sluisbrugplein.
N. V. Boekhandel G. Kolff & Co., Noord-

wijk 13.

Sobrabaia: Kodak, Ltd., Paradestraat 9.

Sumatra
Mbdan: Cine Art Studio, 38 Huttenbachstraat.
Y. Ebata & Co., 88-90 Kesawan.

DUTCH GUIANA
Paramaribo: H. van der Voet, Kerkplein 1-5.

EGYPT
Cairo: Kodak (Egypt) S. A., 20 Sharia Maghraby.

EIRE
Dublin C. 1 : T. H. Mason, 5-6 Dame St.

Pollock & Co., Ltd., 50 Grafton St.

FINLAND
Helsinki 10: Aurora Filmi, Kalevankatu 6A.

FRANCE
Bordbaux: Kodak Pathe S. A. F., 2 Place de

Tourny.
Cannes: Kodak Pathe S. A. F., 1 rue Marechal

Foch.
Lyon: Cinastam, 25 Quai Tilsitt.

Kodak Pathe S. A. F., 26 rue de la Republiquc.
Marseille: Kodak Pathe S. A. F., 37 rue St.

Ferreol.
Nicb: Kodak Pathe S. A. F., 13 Avenue de la

Victoire.

Paris: American Photo Service, 59 rue de Chateau-
dun.

M. Assemat, 95 rue des Petits-Champs.
Bell & Howell Agency, 8 rue de la Paix.
Brentano's. 37 Avenue de l'Opera.
Cine Grim, 182 Blvd. Berthier.
Film Qui Parle, 84 rue des Petits-Champs.
Kodak Pathe S. A. F., 63 Avenue des Champs

Elysees.
9 Blvd. des Italiens.

39 Avenue Montaigne.
5 Avenue de l'Opera.
41 Blvd. Raspail.
28 Place Vendome.

Photo-Plait, 35-39 rue Lafayette.
Royal Photo, 42 rue Vignon.

FRENCH MOROCCO
Casablanca: Photo-Hall Marocain, Ets. Ratel, 71

Bould. Gare et Bould. Paris, face Theatre.

GREAT BRITAIN
England

Barnsley: Denton & Co., Ltd., 34-8 Sheffield Road
(Yorks.).

Birmingham: Cine-Equipments, Ltd., 35 Colmore
Rd.

Harrisons—Opticians, Ltd., Harrisons Corner,
Snow Hill.

Photographic Services (Birmingham) Ltd., 4
Bull St.

Bristol: H. Salanson & Co., Ltd., 20 High St.
Bromley: Amateur Cine Service, 46 Widmore Rd.

(Kent).
Chester: Will R. Rose, 23 Bridge St. Row.
Grimsby: Gordon Lock, Chantry Lane.
Harrogate: A. R. Baines, 39 James St.

Leeds 1: Pearson & Denham (Photo), Ltd., 6
Bond St.

Leek: John Martin, 66 Derby St. (Staffs.).

Liverpool: Dolland & Aitchison, Ltd., 73 Lord St.

Kodak, Ltd.. 70 Lord St.

J. Lizars, 71 Bold St.

London: E. C. : City Sale & Exchange (1929) Ltd.,
84 Aldersgate St.

E. C. 2: City Sale & Exchange (1929) Ltd.,
The Arcade, Liverpool St.

59 Cheapside.
E. C. 3: City Sale & Exchange (1929) Ltd.,

54 Lime St.

Home's Camera Mart, 32 Gracechurch St.

E. C. 4: City Sale & Exchange (1929) Ltd.,
91-94 Fleet St.

S. W. 1: Camera Co., 320 Vauxhall Bridge Rd.
W. C. 1: Amateur Cine Service, Ltd., 6 Grays

Inn Road, Holburn.
W. C. 2: Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway.
W. 1: Bell S: Howell Co., Ltd., 13 8: 14 Great

Castle St., Oxford Circus.

J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., 31 Mortimer St., Ox-
ford St.

Wallace Heaton. Ltd., 127 New Bond St.,

47 Berkelev St., Piccadilly.
Selfridge S: Co., Ltd., Dept. 109, 400 Oxford

St.

W. 8: Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 43 High St.,

Kensington.
Manchester: J. T. Chapman. Ltd., Albert Square.
Newcastle-on-Tyne: Kodak. Ltd., 110 Grainger

St.

Sheffield: Sheffield Photo Co., Ltd., 6 Norfolk
Row (Fargate).

Scotland
Edinburgh: J. Lizars, 6 Shandwick PI.

Glasgow: Kodak. Ltd., 46 Buchanan St.

C. 1: J. Lizars.- 101 Buchanan St.

C. 2: J. Lizars, 381 Sauchiehall St.

HOLLAND
Amsterdam: Capi, 115 Kalverstraat.
Kodak N.V., Kalverstraat 126.

Arnhem: De Booys Fotohandel, Jansstraat, Hk.
Jansplaats.

Hague: Fotohandel Kupferschmidt, Zoutmanstr.
57.

N. V. Fotohandel ter Meer Derval, Fred.
Hendriklaan 196.

Kodak-N. V., Anna Paulownastraat 76.
Hans Nieuwenhuis, 51 van Hoytemastraat.

Rotterdam: Fotohandel "Foka", Admiraliteitsstr.
4-8.

G. H. Rinck, N. V., Nieuwe Binnenweg 251-253.

HUNGARY
Budapest VIII: Hafa, Hatschek es Farkas, Rakoczi

ut 80.

INDIA
Bombay: Continental Photo Stores, 243 Hornby Rd.
Calcutta: Army & Navy Stores, Ltd., 41 Chow-

ringhee St.

ITALY
Milan: Kodak Societa Anonima, Via Vittor Pi-

sani N. 6 (129).

JAPAN
Kyoto: J. Osawa & Co., Ltd., Sanjo Kobashi.

MEXICO
Mazatlan: American Photo Supply Co., S. A..

Ave. Angel Flores 408.
Mexico City: American Photo Supply Co., S. A..

Avenida Madero No. 43.
Casa Calpini, S. A., Av. Madero 34.

Foto Mantel Sucr. R. Rudiger, Apartado 1459.
Capuchinas 11.

Branch No. 1: Juarez Ave. No. 66.
Branch No. 2: 16 Septiembre No. 2.

Foto Regis, Cia-Importadora Fotografica, S. A.,
Av. Juarez 80.

Monterrey: American Photo Supply Co., S. A.,
Avenida Morelos 535.

Pubbla: American Photo Supply Co., S. A., Avt.
Reforma 109.

NEW ZEALAND
Auckland: Kodak New Zealand, Ltd., 162 QueeD

St.

Christchurch : Kodak New Zealand, Ltd., 681
Colombo St.

Dunedin: Kodak New Zealand, Ltd., 162 Princes

St.

Hamilton: Watson's Camera House, Victoria St-

Wellington: Kodak New Zealand, Ltd., 16 Vic-

toria St.

294 Lambton Quay.
Quillars, Ltd., 42 Mercer St.

NORWAY
Oslo: A/S Narvesens Kioskkompani, Stortings-

gaten 2.

J. L. Nerlien, A/S, Nedre Slotsgate 13.

PANAMA
Colon: Kodak Panama, Ltd., Front St.

Panama City: Kodak Panama, Ltd., 98 Central
Ave.

Lewis Service, Inc., 124 Central Ave.

PERU
Lima: Casa Radio Philco, Plaza San Martin 159
Importaciones Americanas, S. A., Villalta 220-

24.

PHILIPPINES COMMONWEALTH
Manila: Camera Supply Co., 138 Escolta.

H. E. Heacock Co., 126 Escolta.

SIAM
Bangkok: Y. Ebata & Co., Cor. Chartered Bank

Lane.

SOUTH AFRICA
Cape Province

Cape Town: Kodak (South Africa), Ltd., "Ko-
dak House," Shortmarket and Loop Sts.

Lennon. Ltd., Adderley St.

Natal
Durban: Kodak (South Africa), Ltd., "Kodak

House," 339 West St.

Southern Rhodesia
Bulawayo: Bulawayo General Suppliers, Ltd., Fif«

St., 8th Ave.
Lennon, Ltd., P. O. Box 1102.

Transvaal
Johannesburg: City Photo House, 52 Kerk St.

Kodak (South Africa), Ltd., "Kodak House,"
Rissik St.

Lennon, Ltd., 57 A Pritchard St.

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Singapore: Kodak, Ltd., 130 Robinson Rd.

Singapore Photo Co., 39 High St.

SWEDEN
Gothenburg: Hasselblads Fotografiska Aktiebo-

lag, Ostra Hamngatan 41-43.

Malmo: Stolten 8: Son A.-B.
Stockholm: Edv. Nerlien, Aktiebolag, Kungsga-

tan 19.

A. B. Nordiska Kompaniet, Photographic Dept.,

Hamngatan 18-20.

SWITZERLAND
Basel: B. Wolf, Freiestrasse 4.

Geneva: Kodak Societe Anonyme, 11 rue de la

Confederation.
Louis Stalder (Photo Hall), 5 rue de la Con-

federation.

Lausanne: Kodak Societe Anonyme, 13 Avenue
Jean-Jacques Mercier.

Lucerne: Alice Friedlinger, Weggisgasse 21.

Zurich: Ganz & Co., Bahnhofstrasse 40.

Gimmi 8: Co. Cine-Service, Stadelhoferplati
(Gottfried Kellerstr. 5).

Hausamann & Co., A. G., Bahnhofstrasse 91.

VENEZUELA
Caracas: Lucca & Couret, Apartado de Correoa

No. 102, Sociedad a San Francisco No. 7-1.
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Cash required with order. The closing date for

the receipt of copy is the tenth of the month pre-

ceding issue. Remittance to cover goods offered

for sale in this department should be made to the

advertiser and not to Movie Makers. New classi-

fied advertisers are requested to furnish references.

Movie Makers does not always examine the
equipment or films offered for sale in CLASSI-
FIED ADVERTISING and cannot state whether
these are new or used. Prospective purchasers
should ascertain this fact from advertisers before

buying.

10 Cents a Word Minimum Charge, $2

Words in capitals, except first word and name,
5 cents extra.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

USED BARGAINS: Keystone A camera, f/i.S

lens, $13.50; Stewart-Warner camera, //3.5 lens,

$17.50; Stewart-Warner camera, //1.5 Velostig-

mat, $40.00; Filmo 121 with f/i.S Cooke lens,

$42.50; Filmo 75 with f/i.S Cooke lens, $34.50;

Filmo 70A with //3.5 Cooke lens, $35.00; Filmo
70A with //l.S Cooke lens, $70.00; Filmo 70D
with f/i.S Cooke lens. $82.50; Filmo 70 DA with

//2.7 Cooke lens, $145.00; Victor 3 camera, f/1.9
Berthiot lens, $75.00; Agfa Movex camera, f/i.S,

$17.50; Cine-Kodak B, //6.5 lens, $10.00; Cine-

Kodak B, //3.5 lens, $22.50; Cine-Kodak BB,

f/1.9 lens, $35.00; Victor 3 camera, //3.5 lens,

$35.00; Bolex camera with 15mm. //2.S Trioplan,
1" Leitz Hektor //1.4 & 3" //2.S Trioplan, equal

to new, $325.00; Stewart-Warner 8mm. //3.5,
$15.00; Cine-Kodak S-20, //3.5 lens, $19.50; Cine-
Kodak 8-25, //2.7 lens, $28.50; Keystone K8,
//3.S lens, $17.50; Kodascope B projector, 250
watt, 50 volt. $39.50; Filmo 57 A, 250 watt, 50
volt, $45.00; Filmo 57 C, 250 watt, 50 volt, $52.50;
Filmo S projector. 500 watt, $89.50; Filmo ST
projector, 750 watt, $98.50; Filmo ST projector,
750 watt, $85.00; Filmo L projector, 500 watt,

$87.50; Standard S Deluxe projector. 750 watt,

$37.50; Ampro JS projector, 500 watt, $72.50;
Ampro A projector, 200 watt, $37.50; Ampro JD
projector, 500 watt, $75.00; Kodascope EE. 750
watt, $45.00; Willoscope Jr., 300 watt, $19.50;
Keystone B, //6.3, 300 watt. $22.50; Stewart-
Warner, 500 watt, $35.00; Kodascope 8-20 pro-
jector, $13.50; Kodascope S-40 projector, 200
watt, $16.50; Kodascope 8-50 projector, 300
watt. $25.00; Keystone MS projector, 300 watt,
$23.50; Keystone LS projector, 500 watt, $38.50;
1— 15mm. f/2.7 fixed focus K.A. for Cine Special,
$22.50; 1—1" //1.9 Kodak Anastigmat, Cine B.
$17.50; 3" //4.5 Kodak telephoto lens. Cine BB,
$25.00; 2" //3.5 Berthiot lens, standard mt.,

$22.50; 3" f/i.S Berthiot lens, standard mt.,
$37.50; 15mm. //2.7 Wollensak wide angle, stand-
ard mt., $18.50; 1" //l.S Wirgin anastigmat.
standard mt., $25.00; &" f/l.S Plasmat lens,

standard mt.. $25.00: 1" f/2 Schneider Xenon
lens, standard mt., $17.50; 334" f/i.S Wollensak
lens, standard mt.. $38.50; 1" f/l.S Cooke lens,

standard int.. S40.00; 1" f/l.S Cooke lens, stand-
ard mt.. $47.50; 1" f/l.S Plasmat lens, standard
mt.. $40.00. E. K. Smm. Movie Viewer, $14.50; 50
ft. 16nim. Bettv Boon cartoons, $.49; Craig 16mm.
Sr. splicer, $6.25; Craig 8 & 16mm. Jr. splicer,

$1.50; Kodascope Rewind & LTniversal splicer,
$10.00; Cine-Kodak Titler, $3.95; B. & H. Filmo
16mm. Enlarger, $5.00; Craig Sr. splicer S: rewind.
$12.95: E. K. Universal splicer. $8.50; Keystone
Smm. titler. $3.75: 36x4S crystal bead box screen,
$5.75: 1600 ft. 16mm. empt'v reel, $1.25; Titler
for B. ft H. 121 camera. $2.25; Weston Cine
Meter 819. $8.00; Mini Photoscop. $7.50: Mini
meter, $7.50; Weston 627 Exn. Meter. $5.00;
Thalhammer B tripod, $17.50; Cine Bilora tripod,
$20.00; special camera handles. $.35 each; swing
head table tripod. $3.00; Monotone viewing filter,

$1.00; Willo tripod with pan head, $10.50.
WILLOUGHBYS, 110 W. 32nd St., N. Y. C.

FULL LIST PRICE allowed for your East-
man Model 20 toward a new Bell & Howell
Sportster. List price allowed for vour Kodascope
Model E or EE toward Bell & Howell Filmo-

1 Master. List price allowed for your Sportster or
Companion toward the new Turret S Camera or
Bolex Smm. camera. List price for your Keystone
R-S. or your Kodascope 50, or your Revere or
your Model 70 Kodascope toward a new Bell &
Howell Smm. projector or a new Ampro 8mm.
projector. Victor Model 5 with i/l. 5 lens and
//2.7 lens, new condition, $135.00; DeVry 16mm.
sound-on-film projector, sprocket intermittent,
excellent condition. $135.00. Used: V," f/1.9 lens
for Bell & Howell Smm., $35.00; IK" telephoto
lens for Keystone Smm., $23.50: 30"x40" beaded
screen with tripod. $S.95; 36"x4S" beaded screen
with tripod. $11.50; 39"x52" beaded screen with
tripod, $13.50. Hundreds of other bargains. Write
NATIONAL CAMERA EXCHANGE, estab-
lished 1914, 11 So. 5th St.. Minneapolis, Minn.

16MM. Cine Magazine, f/1.9, everready case,
focusing finder lens adapter, titler base, yellow
and red filters; like new, used 6 months; cost
$158.00; take $110.00. WM. W. WILSON,
Princeton. 111.

Printed by WNU, N. Y., in the U. S. A.

SIMPLEX FADING GLASS produces the
popular fade-in and fade-out effects. Complete
with carrying- case, $2.00. Simplex Film Cleaner,
$3.50. ERNEST M. REYNOLDS, 165 E. 191st
St., Cleveland, Ohio.

GUARANTEED, COMPLETE, OVER-
HAULED BARGAINS. 8, 16, 35mm. cameras,
projectors, sound, silent. Sound projectors, 16mm.
Bell S: Howell, 130 C, 1200 watt lamp, like new,
$400.00; R.C.A., 750 watt lamp, $125.00; DeVry
"Challenger." $275.00; Victor 12 A. $125.00;
35mm. Universal, $325.00; Royal Zenith, $375.00;
DeVry ESF. complete, $175.00. PARTS, RENT-
ALS. TRADES. REPAIRS. Write for FREE
bargain list. WORLD FILM ENTERPRISES,
630 Ninth Ave., New York City.

How can I make ultra closeups?

What accessory equipment is

available for this purpose and
what will best fit my camera?

These questions are answered
by a complete survey of the

means of filming ultra close

shots, which will appear in Feb-

ruary MOVIE MAKERS. Sixteen

illustrations show all the equip-

ment and accessories that may
be used for this purpose. It is

a picture article that you will

want to save.

What makes a good shot?

Frames from ten amateur
movies are analyzed, and their

exceptional qualities are dis-

cussed in February MOVIE
MAKERS.

How does one go about prepar-

ing a film, for post recording?

How do you time the narration

?

A practical discussion gives

all the answers to the questions

that would occur to anybody
who is having a silent film post
synchronized for the first time.

It's a lot easier and less expen-
sive than you think.

How can I make a traveling

camera shot at home?

It's easy with the track and
camera support described in

February MOVIE MAKERS.
The simple construction details

are given clearly.

Read

February MOVIE MAKERS
On sale at your photographic
dealers the first of the month.

Subscription $3.00 a year

MOVIE MAKERS
420 Lexington Avenue

New York, N. Y.

BASS SAYS: Happv New Year and good film-
ing for 1940! USED MONEY-BACK GUARAN-
TEED CAMERAS: Univex 8, //5.6 lens, $4.75;
Risdon 16mm., 50 ft., //3.5 lens, $10.50; Stewart-
Warner Buddy 8, //3.5 lens, $15.75; Cine-Kodak
Smm. Model 20, //3.5 lens, $19.75; Simplex Maga-
zine Pockette, //3.5 lens, $27.50; Agfa 16mm.
Magazine. 40 ft. capacity, f/1.9 lens, focusing
mount. $37.50; Filmo 70-A, 100 ft., 16mm., Cooke
//3.5 lens, $39.50; Filmo 121 Magazine, Cooke
f/2.7 lens, $54.50; Filmo 70-A, 100 ft. 16mm.,
1" Wollensak //1.5 lens and case, $64.50; Filmo
141, 50 ft. magazine, Wollensak f/l.S lens,
$115.50; Victor 5, 1" //3.5, 2" telephoto, 1" //1.5,
$147.50; Bolex H-16, Hektor f/l.S lens, $225.00.
USED PROJECTORS: Kodascope B, automatic
threading. 250 watt, with case, $32.50; Standard
16mm., 750 watt bulb, $37.50; Bell & Howell
Model 57, 250 watt, 50 volt motor drive, rebuilt,

$47.50; Kodascope Smm. Model SO with case,
$47.50; Ampro A, 400 watt, with case, $52.50;
Kodascope G, 750 watt, with case, $92.50. LISED
LENS BARGAINS: 15mm. fixed focus Kodak
Anastigmat //2.7 for Cine K, $27.50; 1" Wollen-
sak //1.5, focusing "A" mount, $24.50; 1" Bausch
& Lomb f/1.9, focusing "C" mount, $24.50; 1"

Cooke //l.S, focusing "C" mount, $37.50; 2" Hugo
Meyer Plasmat f/1.5, focusing "C" mount, $75.00;
3" Koda^: Anastigmat //3.5 for Cine K. $29.50;
3" Berthiot telephoto f/i.S, focusing "A" mount,
$32.50; 7Smm. Kodak Anastigmat //4.5 for Cine
B, $27.50; 334" Cooke f/i.l, focusing "<C" mount,
$52.50; 4" Dallmeyer telephoto //4.5, focusing "A"
mount, $40.00

;
UP-TO-THE-MINUTE CINE

TEXT BOOKS: American Cinematographer
Handbook and Reference Guide, invaluable, special
at 97c postpaid; Trick Effects with the Cine
Camera. $1.00 postpaid; Home Processing, includes
all necessary information, by Harris, $2.00 post-
paid. Be sure to get your copy of our great 66-page
Cine Catalog No. 240. It is free. Also 72-page
Still Camera Catalog No. 242. BASS CAMERA
COMPANY, Dept. CC, 179 W. Madison St.,

Chicago, III.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
CASH for Smm. Bell & Howell cameras or

projectors; must be bargain. G. ADAMS, 1332
Logan Ave., N.W., Canton, Ohio.

FILMS FOR RENTAL OR SALE

"THE World's Greatest Passion Play," 16mm.
and 35mm. S reels. Sound with dialogue or silent,

rent or purchase. Superior to Oberammergau stage
play. 37B CHURCH St., Boston, Mass.

WHILE they last, 16mm. complete version
Castle films, slightly used, but guaranteed, with
reel and can, $5.25 ea. Write for list and vour
requirements. JAMES A. PETERS, 456 Turner
St., Allentown, Penna.

LARGE Smm.-16mm. 1940 Rental Catalog;
films bought, sold, exchanged; specify 8 or 16.

ABBE FILMS, 1265 Broadway, New York City.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

EXCHANGE: High class silent pictures, $1.00
per 400' reel. The HIGHEST GRADE sound on
film programs to rent at reasonable rates. CINE
CLASSIC LIBRARY, 1041 Jefferson Ave., Brook-
lyn, N. Y.

CASTLE Films headquarters. Sales-Exchanges.
Buy and exchange with us. No substitutions. Free
catalogue. RIEDEL FILMS. 2221 W. 67th St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

DEALERS: If you have any features—16mm.
silent—for exchange or sale, please write me.
ABBE FILMS, 1265 Broadway, N. Y. C.

FILMS WANTED
WANTED: Films suitable for educational

subjects; outright purchase; send description,
PAGANELLI SERVICE, Editing, Titling, Ani-
mating, Recording, Photographing. 21 W. 46th
St., N. Y. C.

9 WANTED: 16mm. Kodachrome, original or
duplicate, temple Wat Arun. Bangkok; temples
Angkor Thorn. Angkor Wat, Cambodia. Send
scene listings only. BOX 230, MOVIE MAKERS.

TRADING OFFERS

SHOTGUNS, target pistols and binoculars ac-
cepted in trade on everything photographic, in-
cluding Leicas, Contaxes. Eastman and Bell &
Howell motion picture equipment and Da-Lite
Screens. Write for catalog. NATIONAL CAM-
ERA EXCHANGE, Established in 1914, 11 So.
5th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

MISCELLANEOUS

PUT recorded sound effects, narrative, music,
to your silent 8 or 16mm. movies. PICTURES,
Inc., Box 1655, Charleston, W. Va.
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H Cash required with order. The closing date for

the receipt of copy is the tenth of the month pre-
ceding issue. Remittance to cover goods offered
for sale in this department should be made to the
advertiser and not to Movie Makers. New classi-
fy,! advertisers are requested to furnish references.

Movie Makers does not always examine the
equipment or films offered for sale in CLASSI-
FIED ADVERTISING and cannot state whether
these are new or used. Prospective purchasers
should ascertain this fact from advertisers before
buying.

10 Cents a Word Minimum Charge, $2

I Words in capitals, except first word and name,
5 cents extra.

EQUIPMENT FDR SAI.F.

| BASS SAYS: These good values should make
our old cash reg-ister ring. USED MONEY-BACK
GUARANTEED CAMERAS: Risdon 16mm.. 50
ft., f/3.5 lens, $8.50; Keystone B. f/3.5 lens,

$16.50; DeVry Model 57, f/3.5 lens, $18.50; Cine-
Kodak 8mm, Model 20, f/3.5 lens, $19.75; Bolex,
50 ft. camera, 16mm., f/3.5 lens. S22.50; Simplex
Magazine, f/3.5 lens, $27.50; Bell S Howell 70-A,
Cooke f/3.5 and case, S37.50; Cine-Kodak Model
B, f/1.9 and case $44.50; Filmo 121 Magazine,
Cooke f/2.7 lens, S50.00; Bell & Howell 70-A.
Wollensak f/1.5 and case. S64.50; Bell it Howell
Model 141 Magazine, //2.7 lens, S92.50; Victor 5.

15mm. Wollensak f/2.7, 1" Wollensak /,'l.S, 3"

Wollensak f/3.5, S135.00; Bolex H-16, Hektor
//1. 4 and case, 5235.00; Movikon 16, f/1.4 lens,

S295.00. USED PROJECTORS: Ampro Model A,
400 watt, case, S47.50; Keystone A-81, 750 wait,
$47.50; Ampro Model GS. 400 watt, case, S52.50;
Ampro Model K, 750 watt and case, $75.00; Bell
6 Howell 8mm. Model 122-A and case, S82.50;
Ampro 16mm. continuous projector, portable, and
case, SS7.50. USED SOUND ON FILM PROJEC-
TORS: Ampro L. 750 watt, 5295.00; Victor Model
138, 750 watt, $245.00. New Eool-Fader, 64
combinations, automatic, complete with couplings
for most lenses. $17.50. UP-TO-THE-MINUTE
CINE TEXT ROOKS: American Cinematographer
Handbook and Reference Guide, invaluable; spe-
cial at 97c postpaid; Trick Effects with the Cine
Camera. $1.00 postpaid; Home Processing, includes
all necessary information, by Harris, $2.00 post-
paid. Be sure to get your copy of our great 66-
page Cine Catalog No. 240. It is free. Also 72-
page Still Camera Catalog No. 242, BASS CAM-
ERA COMPANY, Dept. CC, 179 W. Madison St.,

Chicago, III.

SIMPLEX FILM CLEANING kit. complete
$3.50; sound subjects for sale: 16mm. sound re-
cording; professional cameram-n for assignments
in this area, 16 or 35mm. ERNEST M. REY-
NOLDS. 165 E. 191st St.. Cleveland, Ohio.

FULL LIST PRICE allowed for your East-
man Model 20 toward a new Bell S: Howell Sports-
ter. List price allowed for your Kodascope Model
E or EE toward Bell 8: Howell Filmo-Master.
List price allowed for your Sportster or Com-
panion toward the new Turret S Camera or Bolex
8mm. camera. List price for your Keystone R-8,
or your Kodascope 50, or your Revere or your
Model 70 Kodascope toward a new Bell S: Howell
Smm. projector or a new Ampro Smm. projector.
Victor Model 5 with f/1.5 lens and f/2.7 lens,
new condition, S135.00. UTsed : '/." f/1.9 lens for
Bell & Howell 8mm.. $35.00: IK" telephoto lens
for Keystone Smm.. S23.50; 30"x40" beaded screen
with tripod. $8.95; 36"x48" beaded screen with
tripod, SI 1.50; 39"x52" beaded screen with tripod,
$13.50. CONVENIENT TIME PAYMENTS
MAY BE ARRANGED ON ANY NEW OR
USED ARTICLE. Hundreds of other bargains.
Write NATIONAL CAMERA EXCHANGE, es-

tablished 1914, 11 S. 5th St.. Minneapolis, Minn.

LIKE new Bell & Howell 16mm. Filmo 70-DA,
f/2.7, 15mm. & 4" telephoto lens, Mavfair case,
2 filters, editing & splicing outfit. $300 00. DR.
J. C. BUNTEN. Cheyenne, Wyo.

GOOD USED EQUIPMENT. Cameras: B. &
H. Til", f/3.5. complete, S40.00. Projectors: East-
man "B", complete, $35.00: B. 8: H. "57", com-
plete, $35.00: B. & H "57" S.T.. 750 w., com-
plete. $75.00: B. S: H. Sound. 13S-C. list price
S362.00. completely rebuilt, excellent buy, $235.00:
Amprosound Model N, demonstrator, original
price $415.00, $235.00. METROPOLITAN MO-
TION PICTURE CO., Fisher Bldg., Detroit.
Mich.

30-70% SAVINGS on new. used, quality cam-
eras, projectors, binoculars. Trade-ins. Special
list MM1 free. BRENNER, 943 Pennsylvania
Ave., Washington, D. C.

FILMO Eight Sportster and sheath case,
$57 00: Bell ,v Howell Titler, $20.00; both new
condition. G. E. CARLSON. Ashland, Wise.

| LrSED: RCA 16mm. sound camera, special am-
plifier, cost $960.00; price $600.00. RALPH
HAILE. 21S Walnut, Cincinnati, Ohio.

1 L'SED BARGAINS. 16mm. cameras: Simplex
-Magazine f/3.5 lens, S20.00; Simplex Magazine
CC, //1.9 lens. $62.50; Kodak Magazine, //1.9
lens, SS5.00: Filmo 121 Magazine, f/3.5 lens,

$42.50; Filmo 141 Magazine, f/2.7 lens. S74.50;
Filmo 141 C Magazine, f/1.9 lens, $97.50; Agfa
Movex Magazine, f/3.5 lens, S17.50; Keystone
A 3, f/3.5 lens, $21.50; Kevstone A 3, f/i.7 lens,
$24.50; Keystone A 7. f/2.7 lens, $36.00; Key-
stone A 3. f/l.S Wirgin lens, $40.00; Stew-
art Warner, f/1.5 Wollensak lens. S40.0C; Key-
stone B, //3.5 Wollensak lens, $12.50; Filmo 75,
//3.5 Cooke lens. $32.50; Filmo 70 A. //3.5
Cooke lens, $35.00; Filmo 70 A, //1.5 Wollen-
sak lens, $70.00; Filmo 70 A. f/l.S Cooke lens,

$80.00; Filmo 70 D, .f/3.5 Cooke lens, $85.00;
Filmo 70 D, 1" f/3.5 Cooke, 1" f/l.S Cooke, 2"

//3.5 Cooke and case, $160.00; Kodak B, //1.9
Kodak lens, $45.00; Victor 3, //l.S Wirgin lens,

$60.00; Ensign Auto Kineca.n, f/2.6 Cinar lens,

$35.00; DeVrv 57 G. Campro f/3.5 lens, $15.00;
Kodak BB, f/1.9 Kodak lens. $32.50; Kodak BB,
f/1.9 Kodak lens. $40.00. 16mm. projectors: Filmo
projector, 57A, 200 watt, $32.50; Filmo projector,
57 A, 200 watt, var. rheostat, $40.00; Filmo pro-
jector, 57 C, 250 watt, var. rheostat, $47.50;
Filmo projector, 57 GG, 375 watt, var. rheostat,
$60.00; Filmo projector, 57 R, 500 watt, var rheo-
stat, $72.50; Filmo projector. Model S, 500 watt,
$89.50; Filmo projector LL, 500 wait, $87.50;
Filmo projector LL. 500 watt. $105.00; Filmo pro-
jector JS. 750 watt. S137.50; F'ilmo projector
129 C, 750 watt. $225.00; Stewart Warner pro-
jector. 500 wati. $27.50; Kodascope L projector,
750 watt, $90.00; Kodascope E projector, 500 watt,
$40.00; Kodascope EE projector, 500 wall, $45.00;
Kodascope G projector. 750 wait, $80.00; Ampro
A projector. 200 watt, $37.50; Ampro B projector,
250 watt, $35.00; Ampro JS projector, 500 watt,
S72.50; Ampro J projector, 500 watt, 562.50;
Ampro KS projector, 750 watt, $85.50; Kodascope
B projector, 250 watt, S39.50; Willoscope Jr. pro-
jector, 200 watt, $19.50; Keystone A 74 projector,
"300 watt. $27.50; Keystone A 75 projector, 500
watt. $35.00; Keystone A 81 projector, 750 watt,
$48.50; Standard S De Luxe. 750 wait. $37.50.
S mm. projectors & cameras: Keystone K 8, //3.5
Wollensak, $17.50; Keystone K 8. //2.7 Wollen-
sak, $22.50; Filmo Straight S. f/3.5 Cooke, S19.50;
Filmo 134 Companion, f/3.5 Cooke, $34.50; Filmo
134 Sportster, f/2.5 Cooke, $51.50: Filmo 134
Aristocrat, f/2.5 Cooke, S105.00; Cine-Kodak 8,

f/3.5 Kodak lens. $19.50; Cine-Kodak 8, //2.7
Kodak lens, S28.50; Cine-Kodak 8, //1.9 Kodak
lens, S50.00; Stewart Warner Smm. projector, 200
watt, SI 7.50; Kevstone G 8 projector, 200 watt,
$22.50; Keystone J 8 projector, 300 watt, $23.50;
Keystone R 8 projector, 500 watt, S38.50; Key-
stone M 8 projector, 300 watt, $24.50; Kodascope
8-60 projector, 200 watt, $35.00; Keystone L 8
projector. 500 watt. $35.00; Filmo 122 A pro-
jector. 400 watt. SS8.50; Filmo 122 B projector,
400 watt. $97.50. Rex photo electric meter, 57.50;
Weston 650 univ. meter, 511.50; Stanrite tripod &
lilt top, S10.50; B & H metal tripod, $20 0(1; Willo
8mm. metal tripod with pan-tilt, $4.95; Mini
meter, photo cell. $7.50; Instocine meter, $1.00;
Willo 400 ft. 16mm. reel and ran. $.69; Willo 200
ft. Smm. reel and can, $.49; E. K. universal
splicer, $8.50: Besbee titler with lights, S14.50;
B & H 72 L splicer, $2.00; Keystone Security
splicer, 16mm.. $1.95; Filmo enlarger, $4.50; 6
reel 16mm, metal humidor case. SI. 75; Craig Jr.
splicer, 8 or 16mm.. $1.50: 30"x40" crystal bead
box screen, $3.50; 22"x30" crystal bead table model
screen. $1.95; assorted 400 ft. 16mm. Pathegram
subjects. $5.95; Wrico Jr. lettering outfit. $1.00;
50 ft. 16mm. Betty Boop cartoons. $.49; Craig Sr.
rewind and splicer, $12.50; Keystone movie viewer,
$3.20; Keystone editing outfit, $4.95; Keystone
16mm. titler. 53 75: B & H splicer, rewinder.
viewer, complete. $14.50; Miller's make-up kit.

$2.00; Baia Cine-transito fader, $4.75; Seemann's
Model B universal titler, S9.50. WILLOUGHBYS,
110 W. 32nd St.. N. Y. C.

PROFESSIONAL type tripods for all movie
cameras, 2 models, $22.50 and $60,00; exclusive
models. Used: R.C.A. sound camera. 400 ft. maga-
zine, motor drive, Veeder counter, microphone, ear-
phones, amplifier, cases, tripod, cost $1200.00,
$675.00; Weber 2 case sound projectors. 750 w.,

perfect, 15 w., cost $600.00, S16000: Victor 750
w., 1600 ft. extensions, special S107.50; Standard
De Luxe, 500 w., projector, //2.5, $42.50; 1"

Cooke f/l.S, $40.00; 1" Cooke //3.5 focusing
mount, filters. SIS. 50; 2" Dallmever f/2.9. S32.50;
2J4" //3.5 Cine Special mt„ $25.00; 5" f/4.5 Cine
Special ml., S42.50; Bolex camera, //1.5, case,
like new. $210.00: Filmo 70D. //3.5, case. $162.50;
Victor 5, 1" f/1.5, 4" //4, case, $165.00. All
S-16-35mm. cameras, projectors, tripods, lenses,

rewinds, bought, sold, traded for 35mm. motion
picture equipment. Easv payments. CAMERA
MART, 70 WEST 45TH ST.. NEW YORK.

CLOSEOUTS: Filmo 121 with case, like new,
$59.50; Model E Cine-Kodak, like new, $29.50;
Kodascope A, used, $20.00. CINECRAFT, 10
Beach St., Boston, Mass.

| For sale: 16mm. Model K. Cine-Kodak with
//1.9 lens and CK3 color filter; almost new, only
used for 450 ft. film, $60.00. NORMAN HY-
LAND, Center Moriches, New York.

ZEISS Super Ikonta B, //2.S, used only once;
new model, complete with case; takes 2J4"x2j4"
pictures; special price. BOX 231, MOVIE
MAKERS.

BURKE S: JAMES, Inc., for over 42 years,
have been leading the value parade with specials
ire* reconditioned, used demonstrators, trade-ins,
etc.; current offerings follow: Universal 35mm.
camera of 200 ft. capacity, with 2 inch, //3.5
Tessar, S44.50; same with 400 ft. capacity, //3.5
Wollensak. only $69.50; Eyemo 35mm. camera,
8-16-24 speed, Model 71 AB with 47mm. //2.5
Cooke lens, $144.50; Ditmar 16mm. camera with
1 inch, f/l.S Berthiot lens, with case, only $59.50;
write for complete camera list; Wollensak 1 inch

f/1.5 cine lens, focusing mount for Filmo, Bolex,
Keystone, etc., $32.50; Laack 1 inch f/1.3, only
$65.00; same l/2 inch focus, only $60.00; in special
mount for Smm. Filmo, S75.00. Hundreds of other
bargains. Send for list MM-140, BURKE &
JAMES, Inc., 223 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

FILMO 70D. Mavfair case, $100.00. Lenses in

Filmo focusing mounts: 1" f/1.5 Cooke, $45.00;
1" //1.8 Cooke, S40.00; 1" //1.9 Dallmeyer, A
mount, $20.00; 3" //3 Goerz Hypar, $40.00; 6"

//4.5 Dallmeyer, 54S.00. All equal to new.
GEORGE PACE, 3134 Elliott Ave., Dayton, Ohio.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
ZEISS S-10 Kinamo with bayonet mounted Bio-

tar //1.4 lens, in equal-to-new condition. Quote
lowest cash price first letter. GATY, 4313 East
Kellogg, Wichita, Kans.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

EXCHANGE: Best silent pictures, $1.00 reel.

FINEST sound film programs, rent reasonable.
CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY, 1041 Jefferson Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

B FILM sale-Exchange service. Extra! "Graf
Spee Scuttled." Catalogue free. Keystone sales

—

service—parts. RIEDEL FILMS, 2221 W. 67th
St., Cleveland, Ohio.

FILMS FOR RENTAL OR SALE

"THE World's Greatest Passion Play," 16mm.
and 35mm. 8 reels. Sound with dialogue or silent,

rent or purchase. Superior to Oberammergau stage
play. 37B CHURCH St., Boston, Mass.

20 REELS 16mm. sound; musical & mystery
feature; shorts; excellent condition; priced low;
exchange considered; private owner; list on re-

quest. BARD, 1480 Meridian PL, N. W., Wash-
ington, D. C.

SILENT FILMS EXCHANGED, bought,
rented, sold; plenty bargains. Send for free lists

now. FRANK LANE, 5 Little Bldg., Boston,

Mass.

YEARLY BARGAIN SALE OF FILMS.
Equipment and accessories; 16mm., 8mm.; sound,
silent; new and used. State your requirements.

INSTITUTIONAL CINEMA SERVICE, Inc.,

1560 Broadway. N. Y. C.

USED library films and equipment for sale.

Large list. HUDSON COUNTY PICTURES, 210
Armstrong Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

fj 8-16MM. RENTAL catalogue, also large lists

of Smm. and 16mm. films and cine equipment for

sale. Please specify 8 or 16mm. ABBE FILMS,
1265 Broadway, N. Y. C.

"GRAF SPEE SCUTTLED!"—"Sport Parade
(1939)." Complete, Smm., S5.50; 16mm., $8.75.
Free bargain film lists; Smm. rentals. NIAGARA
HOME MOVIE SUPPLY, 360 Auburn. Buffalo,

N. Y. Lfncoln 1605.

TRADING OFFERS

PUMP SHOTGUNS, target pistols and binocu-
lars accepted in trade on everything photographic,
including Leicas, Contaxes, Eastman and Bell &
Howell motion picture equipment and Da-Lite
Screens. Write for catalog. NATIONAL CAM-
ERA EXCHANGE. Established in 1914, 11 So.
5th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

MISCELLANEOUS

COMPLETE printing outfit for movie titles:

presses, tvpe, ink, paper and supplies. Write for
details. KELSEY PRESSES, D-50, Meriden, Conn.

9 PUT recorded sound effects, narrative, music,
to vour silent 8 or 16mm. movies. PICTURES,
Inc.. Box 1655. Charleston. W. Va.

Printed by WNU. N. Y., in the U. S. A.



Why This Sound Projector

Is

Check these AMPRO features!

NEW sound loop synchronizer—Permits perfect synchroniza-

tion of picture and sound by the exact forming of sound loop.

Guesswork is eliminated. Re-setting of sound loop accom-

plished without stopping projector when loop is lost through

faulty film and without damage to the film.

| EXTREME quietness of operation—Runs so silently that no

blimp" or covering case is required.

| EASE of operation—All operating controls centralized on one

illuminated panel.

) MAXIMUM film protection—A triple claw is used for moving
film, engaging three sprocket holes simultaneously. Film with

two adjacent torn holes can be successfully used. Ampro pat-

ented "kick-back" movement lifts the claws from the sprocket

holes before withdrawing, eliminating film wear. Take-up
compensator prevents starting strain.

|
IMPROVED sound optical system—The light from the exciter

lamp is projected directly and optically onto the photo cell

obviating losses or distortions which might otherwise occur.

| IMPROVED light optical system—In perfect alignment at all

times, pre-set by the factory. Projection lamp base adjustable

so that filament can be moved manually into perfect alignment
with optical system. The Reflector and Condenser lenses are
mounted on front cover for quick cleaning without the neces-
sity of using tools.

. 1000 WATT Illumination provided — AMPROSOUND Models
"X" and "Y" are approved by the Underwriter's Laboratories
for 1000 Watt lamps. A 750 Watt Lamp is normally furnished as
standard equipment but can be interchanged with 1000 Watt
lamps.

I PERMANENTLY attached reel arms—for Quick-
Set-Up—Reel arms are permanently attached;
merely swivel into position for instant use. Ac-
companying belts, always attached, swing directly

into position.

I SMOOTH sound—Entirely free from waver and
distortion due to its finely balanced flywheel,
mounted on airplane type grease sealed ball

bearings, and Ampro's patented film guides,

j
Curved film guides placed before and after the
sound drum and sound sprocket prevent the film
from flapping.

I IMPROVED sound drum and filter—mounted on precision
ball bearings, the rotating type of sound drum avoids sliding
action between the drum and film—prolongs film life and
maintains high quality sound. Curved film guides before and
after sound drum eliminate weaving and "Belt action."

• SIMPLIFIED threading—Same as threading silent projector,
with exception that film also loops around sound drum,
eliminating hooking film over a third sprocket. Film guides
assure correct, easy threading.

i FAST Automatic rewind—400 ft. reel rewinds in 35 seconds

—

1600 ft. reel in 75 seconds without damage to the film.

.

Wo transferring of reels or belts.

I USES Standard lamps—Standard prefocused lamps, up to 1000
Watts. "Special" high priced lamps not required.

Schools and colleges all over the country

are ordering and re-ordering the new
AMPROSOUNDS in ever increasing num-
bers. Behind this amazing success of the

new Ampro Sound Models "X" and "Y"
lies a story of numerous superior features

that have set new standards of performance

for 16 mm. sound-on-film projection.

Full 16mm. Quality in an

8mm. Projector

Still Picture Lever . . . Automatic Safety

Shutter . . . Reverse Picture Operation . . .

Fast Automatic Rewind . . . Full 400 foot reel

Capacity if Desired . . . 500 Watt Illumination

.... Micrometric Tilting Knob . . . Automatic

Pilot Light . . . Centralized Controls . . . Com-
plete Range of Film Speeds... Easy Threading
. . . Quiet Operation . . . Has 1" F 1.6 Objective

Lens . . . Optical System Corrected for Color

Films . . . Operates'on both AC or DC 100-125

Volts. Priced at S98 complete. The latest Am-
pro Catalog will give you full details on this

remarkable new 8 mm. projector and the full

story on the complete line of Ampro "pre-

cision" 16 mm. silent and sound projectors.

A M P R
PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT

2839 N. WESTERN AVENUE
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Please send me the new 1940 Ampro Catalog. I am
particularly interested in :

New Amprosound 3Iodels "X" and "Y."
New Ampro Public Address System
Ampro 16 mm. Silent and Convertible to Sound

Projectors

Name

Address

City Slate MM240
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HOME

MOVIES

as BRILLIANT
AS HIS C^CI \XVTX-

md CORONET

U. S. Pat. Off.

The Da-Lite Electrol Screen is

available with Da-Lite Glass-Bead-
ed or Mat White surface in 14
standard sizes up to 20 ft. x 20 ft.

inclusive. It is ideal for use in
auditoriums as well as in homes
and is used in the James Simpson
Memorial Theater, Field Museum,
Chicago, the Mellon Institute.
Pittsburgh, and the recreational
theaters of the Johnson Wax Co.,
Racine, Wis., and the Studebaker
Corporation, South Bend, Indiana.

The Da-Lite Challenger, consisting
of screen, metal case, and tripod
all in one unit, can be set up in-
stantly anywhere, yet folds com-
pactly for easy carrying;. The only
screen with square tubing to hold
the case in perfect alignment. 12
sizes from 30" x 40" to 70" x 94"
from S12.50* up.

ELECTROL SCREEN
At the touch of a hutton, Mr. David A. Smart can lower his

Da-Lite Electrol Screen for showing home movies. Pic-

tures of theater hrilliance are assured by the efficient Da-
Lite Glass-Beaded surface which reflects maximum light

without sparkle or glare. A motor and gear drive un-
rolls the screen from its case and just as easily re-rolls it.

The screen stops automatically when fully lowered or re-

wound. Because the speed is always constant there is never
any strain on the fabric.

Wherever a permanent installation is desired, the
Da-Lite Electrol Screen offers maximum convenience.
Da-Lite also makes spring operated hanging screens in

two styles and a broad range of sizes. For portable equip-
ment the Da-Lite Challenger is '"tops." It requires no table

or stand but has its own tripod and can be set up any-

where. Other portable models include the handsome box
type Model D and the economical
Junior Model, ranging in price from
S2.00* up. All have the same quality

craftsmanship that has distinguished
Da-Lite Screens for more than 30
years. See these screens at your
dealer's. Write for illustrated litera-

ture.

The Da-Lite Screen Co./ Inc.

°«P*i 2723 No. Crawford, Chicago, III.

*Prices Slightly Higher On Pacific Coast

Da-Lite Model D houses

the Glass-Beaded Screen in

a streamlined leatherette

covered box. 10 sizes from
22" x 30" to 72" x 96"

from ?14.00* up.

a-Lite Screens AND MOVIE
ACCESSOR!!
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Own Actual Movies of Nava

/0m

BATTLESHIP GRAF
CASTLE FILMS EXCLUSIVE! THE ONLY

16mm AND 8mm MOVIES OF SEA EPIC

THAT ASTOUNDED ENTIRE WORLD!



History Filmed as it Happened I

SPEE SCUTTLED

!

ON YOUR OWN SCREEN SEE:
Actual motion pictures of the most exciting sea episode

of the war... all in one startling home movie reel! Dra-

matic sea-raiding career of German pocket-battleship

and world-arresting events leading up to sensational

end of $19,000,000 warcraft in Montevideo Harbor.

Only tremendous volume enables us to

maintain Castle Films regular low prices!

8 mm: 50' — $1.75 180' — $5.50

16 mm: 100' — $3.50 360' — $8.75

Sound-on-film: 350' — $17.50

Delivery cannot be guar-

anteed unless you place

your order with your

photographic dealer today!

CASTLE FILMS
NEW YORK, RCA Building • CHICAGO, Wrigley Building • SAN FRANCISCO, Russ Building





Own Actual Movies of NavaW/story Filmed as it Happened!

BATTLESHIP GRASPEE SCUTTLED
CASTLE FILMS EXCLUSIVE! THE ONLY

16mm AND 8mm MOVIES OF SEA EPIC

THAT ASTOUNDED ENTIRE WORLD!

ON YOUR OWN SCREEN SEE:
Actual motion pictures ofthe most exciting sea episode

of the war. . . all in one startling home movie reel! Dra-

matic sea-raiding career of German pocket-battleship

and world-arresting events leading up to sensational

end of $19,000,000 warcraft in Montevideo Harbor.
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aJJminute
SHOW

CloseupS—What filmers are doing

8MM model R-8

500 WATT

400 ft* at This
Popular Price

BRILLIANT LIGHT
QUIET OPERATION
This sturdily constructed 8mm. Projec-

tor is a grand buy—Achromatic f/ 1 .85

Wollensalc lens—built in carrying han-

dle—pilot light—speed control—per-

fect for color or black and white

—

Universal Motor A.C. or D.C.—elec-

tric rewind mechanism — compare it

with any Projector in the 8mm. field.

*55^A fine value at

a low price

Write for Literature

KEYSTONE
8 and 16mm Cameras and Projectors

Keystone Mfg. Co., 288 A St., Boston, Mass.

Mail is heavy these post Christmas

days at the League, and the number of

odd addresses is increasing. The other

day, an uncommonly stylish invitation,

to become a subscriber to one of the new-

er periodicals in the photographic field,

arrived in the League offices addressed

to the Amateur Ginema League. Fre-

quent enough, too. are the Amateur Cin-

namon Leagues, but we decided we had

touched the limit of postal misrepre-

sentation when a letter came to us from

somebody in New Orleans, addressed to

the Armature Cinement League. We
can't bear to think of what the League

is called in the addresses of those let-

ters that never get to us at all.

That this is a jolly world and frequent-

ly mine oyster was brought home to us

about a month ago, when J. Forbes

Amory. ACL, blew into the office. Blew

is the word, or perhaps burst; but. at

any rate, everybody, from the member-
ship department to the projection room,

knew that he had arrived. Mr. Amory
revealed that he was sailing for South

America in an hour and a half ("— be

gone three months, by George!") and

he had just a half hour to spare, and

couldn't we please teach him how to

take movies? He unloaded a prepossess-

ing case of equipment, removed from it

a guide book to Peru ("— I don't know
how it got there, really —") and. while

we sorted this out dazedly, telephoned

the steamship company from our desk

'phone. We did the best we could, when
he hung up. to explain the major mys-

teries of amateur movies in thirty min-

utes, but twenty five of them had passed

before we got to the technique of load-

ing the camera. It was too late. We were

at a loss. But Mr. Amory was not: hur-

riedly, he telephoned the steamship com-

pany—this time to find out if the Santa

Lucia had a ship's photographer. "It's

all right, then," he roared at us. "I'll

just get that chap to explain the rest.

Thanks awfully!"

We piled the equipment into his arms,

hooked the rest of the luggage on him
somehow and then, carrying a few bags

ourselves, hustled him out to the eleva-

tor to catch his ship. Little by little, after

that, affairs in the League returned to

normal and, by now, everything is calm

again—but we cannot help worrying

about Mr. Amory, somewhere in Peru,

with a guide book in one hand and a cam-

era—that may still be unloaded—in the

other.

William Goeben, ACL, the president

of the Hartford Cinema Club, came into

the League offices the other day with two

of his most recent motion pictures. One
of them was a 16mm. record, in color,

of the Dartmouth Winter Carnival, con-

taining many handsome snow shots, and

the other was a record, also in color, of a

county fair in Connecticut. The latter

contained a remarkable study of rural

American life under carnival circum-

stances. For several years, the United

States Government has been making

documentary films of the United States,

but. meanwhile, amateurs like Mr.

Goeben have been capturing—often with

great success, as in this case—the nor-

mal aspects of contemporary life that

have been missed in the product of the

professional. In Mr. Goeben's film, we
particularly liked the candid shots of

county fair visitors and the "running

gag" of the hog call, which was cleverly

"faked."

Visits seemed to be in order last month.

If you had come into the League offices

a few weeks ago. you would have found

bandboxes and odd luggage of a bulkier

sort in many of the corners. These con-

tained the films and equipment of Ju-

dith and F. Radford Crawley, ACL,
Maxim Award winners for 1939. who
had come down from Canada to spend

their vacation interviewing motion pic-

ture distributors in New York. Much to

the pleasure of us all. they visited the

League several times, and Mrs. Crawley

even accepted our offer of an office and
its accompanying paraphernalia of jour-

nalism in order to type her husband's
manuscript of Three days of sequences,

which appears in this number of Movie
Makers. In point of fact, she is a very

competent person, and, when Canadian
Power, the newest Crawley production,

was screened in the projection room, it

was she, and not our technical consult-

ant, who took over the controls of the

double turntable.

And. while we are on the subject of

Maxim Award winners, something ought

to be said about the Hiram Percy Maxim
Memorial, which stands in the reception

room of the League offices. In these days

of chromium, it is interesting to note

that 287 ounces of pure silver—close to

eighteen pounds—were used to spin the

ball, and that the pedestal on which it

stands was made of solid East Indian

rosewood. Back in 1937, when Perry

Coke Smith created the design for the

memorial, there was not a little concern

about the total number of names of the

award winners that could be engraved

on the limited surface of the ball. Per-

haps some of our members have been

worried by this same contingency—that,

in 1955, for example, all the space on the

memorial will have been taken up. We
can put their fears (and our own) to

rest. Tiffany, to whom the engraving

problem was given, reported that the

last name would be engraved on the sil-

ver surface 148 years from now—in 2088

A.D. to be exact.
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The AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

whose voice is Movie Makers, is the international or-

ganization of movie amateurs, founded in 1926 and now

serving filmers over the world. The League's consulting

services advise amateurs on plan and execution of their

films, both as to photographic technique and continuity.

It serves the amateur clubs of the -world in organization,

conduct and program and maintains for them a film

exchange. It issues booklets. It maintains various special

services for members. The League completely owns and

operates Movie Makers. The directors listed below are

a sufficient warrant of the high type of our association.

Your membership is invited. Five dollars a year.

Hiram Percy Maxim, Founder

DIRECTORS OF THE LEAGUE

STEPHEN F. VOORHEES, President . . New York City

JOHN V. HANSEN, Vice President . Washington, D. C.

A. A. HEBERT, Treasurer .... Hartford, Conn.

C. R. DOOLEY ..... New York City

MRS. L. S. GALVIN .... Lima, Ohio

W. E. KIDDER .... Kalamazoo, Mich.

HAROLD E. B. SPEIGHT . . , Swarthmore, Pa.

FLOYD L. VANDERPOEL . . Litchfield, Conn.

T. A. WILLARD .... Beverly Hills, Calif.

ROY W. WINTON, Managing Director . . New York City

Address all inquiries to

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, INC.
420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK CITY. U.S.A.

Trust the trustworthy

THE rough sledding some consumer organizations en-

countered in Congressional committee activities earlier

this winter has drawn the attention of the buying public

to the question of possible political motives in the whole con-

sumer movement. At the time this is written, not enough

light has been thrown on the subject to permit accurate

analysis of the amount of political activity in the work of

some organizations that have offered themselves to the public

as protectors of the buyer's dollar.

In the last decade, the tools of amateur movies have been

questioned by some consumer groups. Since consumer groups

have, themselves, been openly questioned by the investigator

of a Congressional committee, who has alleged political bias,

we movie makers may well give their reports on the equip-

ment we use more careful scrutiny. We may ask ourselves just

what is the safest guarantee to purchasers.

Cinematographic supplies are specialized and technical, and

those who would question their value, durability and useful-

ness over an extended period of time ought to have specialized

and technical knowledge of cinematographic matters. This

knowledge, as all of us amateurs know, is divided into two

broad parts, that pertaining to the theatrical, or Hollywood,

kind of movie equipment and that having to do with the tools

of personal movie making. In this latter field, the information

gathered by the Amateur Cinema League, and reflected in the

advertising that is admitted to the pages of this magazine, is,

we believe, second to none. The League has enjoyed for nearly

fifteen years the cooperative confidence of the important com-

panies and the smaller concerns that purvey amateur movie

goods. In its examination of new items offered for advertising

in Movie Makers, it has been careful, but it has always real-

ized that it is dealing with an industry whose record is clean

and that is as interested as the League, in being certain that it

offers only the best for home movies. This trust has not been

misplaced, because amateur filmers have, by and large, been

exceptionally well dealt with by the industry that serves them.

This industry is, itself, scientific and it has the honorable

ethics of science. The laboratories of its great companies are

devoted to the truth, first and foremost. They have years of

conspicuous performance behind them in the field of photo-

graphic and cinematographic research. These scientists need

no compulsion from consumer organizations, with or without

ulterior political motives, to keep them in the paths of honor.

The interests of consumers in personal movies are safe-

guarded by the character of the firms with which the Amateur

Cinema League, through this magazine, cooperates. There is

no possible political shadow in the background, because these

firms are interested in reasonable profits, honestly acquired,

and the League is interested in service. To the industry and to

the League, quality of product is a prime essential, and political

propaganda is non existent.

This combination of commercial decency and organization

vigilance is the traditional American way of protecting cus-

tomers. It is based on the belief that the average person and the

average firm are honest. It has worked in the past history of

the world, and it will work in the future. It is practical, not

political.
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Simple plan and devoted work

make Maxim Award winner

IT WAS that dauntless sailor, Jacques Cartier, who first

mentioned the Island of Orleans. In September, 1535, he

sailed up the St. Lawrence River and sighted the island now
called LTle d'Orleans.

In our room high above Quebec's boardwalk, we were

reading his relation of the voyage and other stories of the early

history of the island when the French first settled there. We
looked across the water of the St. Lawrence, as the haze of

that October evening dimmed the fields and steeples of LTle

d'Orleans. Once more, we fell to reading of "quantities of eels

and other fish," of "fromage raffine" and of the wood carvings

of the "consecrated church at Sainte Famille."

It was our honeymoon. We had intended filming the fisher-

folk of Gaspe, but, on our way, we had fallen under the spell

of this secluded backwater of the Old World. We had seen

houses with pointed roofs, solid barns of another age and

churches that rank among the oldest in the land. We had

glimpsed the simple dignity of the French Canadian habitant

as he trudged behind his ploughing oxen. We could go no

further. This must be filmed.

At the Librairie Garneau, in Quebec City, we purchased a

copy of P. G. Roy's L'lle d'Orleans. This complete history of

the island, with its wealth of detailed information and re-

strained artistry of illustration, steeped us in the historical

and religious background of the island's interesting popula-

tion, supplied us with valuable facts of location and gave us

a thread of continuity to join the five sequences of the film.

Our reading complete, we spent one full day driving around

the island. It is about forty miles in circumference, with almost

all the interesting locations on the coast. In the parish of

St. Pierre, we inquired about the manufacture of fromage

raffine. Ten families, only, possess the hereditary recipe for

this little cheese, and the first person we chanced to question

was Madame Aubin, who, with characteristic warmth, invited

us to stay with her and to film the process. We were delighted

to have such an opportunity and drove the five miles back to

Quebec for our bags in high spirits.

We spent the evening deciding what sequences should com-

prise the film. The introductory sequence puzzled us until, at

last, we decided to use the recently constructed bridge from the

mainland as a symbolic gateway to the world which we were

about to enter. We planned to fade in as we drove slowly over

the arch of the bridge and to dissolve this moving camera shot

into a series of general scenes designed to give the mood of

the island. This plan was carried out.

There were three main sections which we felt should make

up the body of the film; 1. the distinctive Norman architec-

ture of the old stone houses; 2. the church buildings of the six

parishes on the island and a study of the peaceful Sunday

scene at the most beautiful location, Ste. Famille; 3. the daily

tasks of the habitant family.

But few specific scenes were planned in advance, since, in

this type of filming, you must recognize and seize your oppor-

tunities as you meet them. Yet the rough outline of the pic-

ture was always in our minds, and filming on location was

done with the idea of producing complete sequences which

could easily be fitted together later.

Space does not permit me to tell of Judy's perilous ride on

the back of an eel fisherman through the rising tide, to trans-

late my broken French directions to his companions; of our

polite, but forced, enjoyment of fromage raffine in all stages

of manufacture; or of the host of other amusing experiences

attendant on the production of L'lle d'Orleans. We wish to

stress, however, that actually living with the Aubin family,

F. RADFORD CRAWLEY, ACL
rather than at the hotel in Quebec, helped us to feel more
keenly the mood of LTle d'Orleans and greatly simplified

filming the manufacture of fromage raffine.

In attempting to capture the spirit of peaceful existence,

we allowed our scenes to run slightly longer than usual. We
were cautious not to include any evidences of modern speed

and ugliness. In several cases, our camera had to be set up
with extreme care, to eliminate telephone poles which are a

recent addition to the picturesque roadways of the island.

Shooting the opening sequence presented no particular

problem, except for the necessity of making the moving cam-

era scene smoothly. Our first attempt ended in failure. I sat

on the front bumper of the car, braced the camera as firmly

as possible in my hands and shot at thirty two frames a second.

Judy drove the car at about thirty miles an hour. Our theory

was that my body would absorb part of the vibration, that, the

double film speed would smooth out any wobbles and that the

actual speed of thirty miles an hour would give fifteen miles

an hour on the screen when the scene was projected later at

sixteen frames a second.

The resultant scene was too long, because we wished to fade

it in and dissolve it out, and the thirty two frame speed ate up

film too fast. It was very wobbly, because the greater car

speed resulted in a pronounced lurch as we crossed each sepa-

rate section of the floor of the bridge and also because the

hand holding accentuated, rather than minimized, camera

movement. This scene was the only retake we had. We re-

peated it last summer, driving at five miles an hour, with the

camera on the tripod securely fastened to the car. The result

was much better.

The first main section of the film shows some of the typical

habitant homes. We wished to connect the individual scenes

by lap dissolves, and, since our equipment was limited to a

single film chamber, it was necessary to complete this filming

before proceeding with another sequence. In making this

architectural study, we wished to show, also, the scenic beauty

of the setting, and we used two inch or three inch lenses

wherever possible. These longer focus objectives improved

perspective and emphasized the towering purple hills on the

distant Beauport shore. Telephoto lenses are very helpful in

accentuating a desirable background.

The section of the movie dealing with the ecclesiastical

architecture, in each of the six parishes, was introduced by a

closeup of a wayside cross against a background of blue sky.

After the fade in and the exposure of a few feet, a downward

tilt revealed the rich fields, with the blue of the river beyond.

A slow dissolve introduced the church of St. Francois de Sales.

As in the case of the previous sequence, we wished to connect

the scenes by dissolves, but, also, we planned to superimpose,

at the foot of the frame, the name of the parish and the date

of the construction of the building shown, as St. Pierre—1717.

Since the refined title work could not be done until our

return to Ottawa, it was necessary to keep a careful record

of the footage exposed on each church in this series, as for

instance:

"St. Laurent, dissolves in 73 to 71, exposed to 68, dissolves

out 68 to 66."

"Ste. Petronille, dissolves in 68 to 66, exposed to 83, dis-

solves out 63 to 61."

When the hundred foot roll was completed, we put it aside

and, after arriving home, we rewound it in the dark room,

rethreaded it into the camera and, with the shutter closed, ran

it down to 72; at this point, we faded in, at the foot of the

frame, the title, St. Laurent—1860, [Continued on page 77]
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WE WENT to Africa to film for four months, but we

stayed fifteen!

Our work was sponsored by the Harmon Foundation, the

American Mission to Lepers and eight American church

boards. We made ten documentary and dramatic films of

African life.

But the fifteen months were not required to shoot the 25.000

feet of 16mm. film that we exposed. We spent three months

traveling around the Belgian Congo and French Cameroun.

five actually shooting and the remaining seven waiting for the

sun to shine.

Everywhere we went, either it was the wrong season or the

weather was "very unusual." In the dry season, the sky was

full of smoke and haze, which obscured the sun a great deal

of the time. In the rainy season, either it was raining or the

sky was a mass of big black clouds. ''Very unusual," everybody

said, but that didn't help. We found it really impossible to

photograph black people under a black sky.

One of our worst weather experiences was in making The

Story of Bamba, when we lived two and a half months in a

native village in order to do ten days' shooting. When the sun

did appear, it was heavy on the head but light on the film. Our
exposure readings were usually so low that we thought our

meters were out of order, and we were constantly checking

them.

We used heavy filters, a red "A" and a yellow CK3, only

for special effects. Most of our shooting was done with a green

filter that has a factor of only 2x. This corrected the ever

abundant greens without cutting down on our light too much.

Incidentally, we did not have enough extra filters for such a

Filming adventures in the

homeland of the Negroes

AFRICAN

EXPEDIENTS
VIRGINIA AND RAY GARNER

lengthy trip, and, after we broke all those that were fitted to

the movie lens, it was necessary to use our still camera filters

and to hold them, by hand, over the movie camera lens for

every shot.

Before we left New York, we made two reflectors of heavy
white cloth with grommets set at intervals around the edges.

When taking a picture, we lashed these on frames of light

poles and used them to illuminate the shadowed side of faces.

This prevented the faces of our actors from being coal black

on one side, but it was useful only in closeups.

We really needed better reflectors, so, when we reached
Leopoldville, Congo, we scouted around and found some gold

metallic paper. We mounted this on pieces of wallboard,

twenty six by twenty inches and twenty six by forty inches, the

larger one being hinged in the middle. With these, we found
that we could light up larger areas from greater distances.

Although they were more difficult to carry than our light cloth

reflectors, they were so useful that we suffered in silence. We
were able to light up the shaded front of a hut, throw sunlight

into interiors and to spotlight characters in the dense jungle
swamplands where the sunlight breaks through the trees only

in thin shafts. We should never make another picture any-

where without these reflectors.

Half minute and minute magnesium flares were used to light

all night scenes. We learned that it was necessary to carry

extra flares, since, even after lengthy explanations, they caused

a panic among the natives. We learned that it was best to burn
one flare to show them what it was all about before using a

second one in an attempt to film a scene.

Although flares are supposed to be used only out of doors,

with them we got some good pictures in open sided buildings.

The smoke rose, as the roofs were high, and we generally were

able to get two shots before the fumes drove everybody outside.

But, most important of all are the cameras that we used. We
were provided with a Cine-Kodak Special and, for use with it,

the following lenses: one inch //1.9, two inch //3.5, four and

a half inch //4.5 and a wide angle lens. We also carried a Bell

& Howell Filmo turret head camera, a Cine-Kodak fifty foot

magazine loading camera, for emergency shooting on the trail,

and a 35mm. Bell & Howell Eyemo [Continued on page 80]
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TITLING IN

KODACHROME

Titles lettered by

hand on a portion

of an illustration

CLARK WALTER M I LLS

COLOR films, in my opinion, should have color titles. The effect of the

sudden appearance on the screen of a black and white title in a color

film is, to me, similar to being roughly awakened from a pleasant dream. I

think that it is bad economy to select monochrome stock for titles for a color

film. If the scenes are worth filming in color, so are the titles for the scenes.

In this respect, I find competent 8mm. movie makers more consistent than

similarly able 16mm. filmers. Possibly, because 8mm. color film is less

expensive, the movie maker using this width is more likely to title his color

movies in color. Whatever the reason. 8mm. filmers often display consid-

erable ingenuity in color titling.

The smooth and natural effect of harmonious titles, which blend with

the tones of the film's predominant colors, is gratifying to any movie

maker and is certainly appreciated by his audiences. Subtitles, even though

made in color, should not be noticeably unusual, so that they separate one

sequence from another instead of linking them. They should not be so

spectacular that your audiences compliment you on your titles rather than

on the picture.

Either 8mm. or 16mm. movie makers can

produce beautiful, harmonious color titles that

add to the beauty of a Kodachrome picture

without in any way detracting from its color

scheme or its dramatic effect. The basic re-

quirements are only some

Kodachrome film and a titler.

But one must plan the effect

of the titles—they cannot be

created with any haphazard

color scheme that happens to

strike your fancy. They must

fit the picture. A sound rule,

that simplifies the preparation

of the title cards, is to

use a color scheme that

matches the predominant

color of the film.

In a sailing picture,

for instance, blue would
predominate, while, in a

country setting, green

would stand out. A series

of shots taken in the city

would probably show a

predominance of grays

and browns. Even in a

film taken in widely dif-

ferent locations, a color

motif may usually be dis-

covered, if one gives the

matter some thought. At
least, one can avoid selecting a

color composition for subtitles,

"
ŷ&t**&*t.

that will clash with the predominant colors of the most im-

portant sequences in the picture.

When you determine the dominant hue of your film, follow

this in choosing the color for the background of your titles,

but use either a lighter or a darker shade.

If you select a tone too near that of the picture, the result

is likely to look like a poor job of matching. At the same time,

a precise duplication of your picture's principal color is likely

not to supply a satisfactory background for lettering. A lighter

shade probably would enable you to use black letters, or per-

haps a darker shade would be advisable so that white lettering

would stand out legibly. Such simple combinations are smart
and attractive and are safe for the beginner.

For a novice at color theory, it is better to follow the exam
pies of others who have talent and training in this field than to

make up his own combinations. The easiest and best sources

for color ideas are magazine illustrations. Colored advertise-

ments, especially, offer a wealth of suggestions. You may feel

confident that the artists who have designed and painted them
have given them serious thought and that it is not by luck that

the results are pleasing to your eye.

For example, if you find an interesting advertisement ii\

which the dominant color is olive green, while the design is

completed in yellow and dark brown, you can be fairly certain

that titles painted in the same colors, used in the same pro-

portion, will be effective when projected on the screen.

Colored advertisements and [Continued on page 80]

How to get best results

using colored captions
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ON THE screen, a rosebud almost fills the scene with its

loveliness of translucent color; insects, gigantic as

antediluvian monsters, prowl for their dinners; the tiny model

assumes lifelike proportions. These are just a few c-f the fasci-

nating movie possibilities to be found in the broad field of the

ultra closeup.

Little things may be tremendously enlarged on the movie

screen by the extreme closeup, and, here, between the pho-

tography of microscopic objects on the one hand and our usual

movie making subjects on the other hand, lies a world of the

small that offers both novelty and beauty. If you are jaded

with ordinary movie subjects, look to the little, and you will

find extraordinary variety.

Filming ultra closeups offers no technical difficulty, for

there is a wide variety of special equipment on the market,

designed to meet this need in one way or another. Some of this

equipment permits filming only the relatively larger objects

and at specific distances from camera to subject. Other equip-

ment is adaptable and makes it possible to film objects as

small as ants and other insects. Some equipment fits almost

any camera, and other devices are restricted for use with but

one or two models.

For the purpose of discussion, the technique of filming

extreme closeups may be divided into three fundamental con-

siderations. First is the necessity of obtaining sharp focus at

a distance, from camera to subject, that is less than that

permitted by the focusing scale of the normal lens.

Second is the matter of determining the exact camera field

in these very close shots. This is a necessary consideration,

because the average finder system does not enable one to

center objects satisfactorily when they are placed closer to

the camera than the shortest distance marked on the lens

focusing scale.

Third is the matter of checking the lens focus, so that one

can make sure that the important part of the subject matter

will be satisfactorily sharp. This may be done most easily by

some visual means that enables the movie maker to check the

sharpness of the image while he adjusts the lens.

Some equipment takes care of all three of these fundamen-
tal needs, and other equipment solves but one or two of the

problems, requiring that the others be met by other accessories

or methods.

The following discussion is an effort to marshal the essen-

tial facts concerning the possibilities of the devices to permit

ultra closeup filming that are available to amateur movie
makers. This listing is by no means exhaustive, but it may
be said to cover nearly all important items in this field. The
numbers refer to the photographs of equipment on this and
the opposite page.

1

.

Simplest of all devices for securing focus on small objects

close to the camera is the portrait attachment or supplemen-

tary lens. This is an auxiliary lens, mounted in a metal cell

that slips over the regular lenses of various cameras. The
auxiliary alters the focus so that objects at a given distance

will be sharply defined on the film. It provides, in itself, no
means of centering the subject and requires the aid of some
other device for this purpose. The focus is accurate only at

the distance for which it is designed. (Generally available;

this one is made by Eastman Kodak Company.)

2. This portrait attachment is supplied with a holder which

clamps to the base of the titler or other firm support, such as

a tripod top. With this holder, several different auxiliary lenses

are supplied, which enable one to film subjects at a wide

range of predetermined short distances, the range depending

upon the lens equipment of the camera. (Made by Besbee

Products Corporation.)

3. 4 and 5. Small metal titlers can be used for ultra closeups

of objects, as well as for title making, and they meet all three

of our basic needs. The subject may be centered in the camera
field by means of the metal frame designed to support the title

card and designate the title area. This device insures correct

focus, because camera, lens and subject are held in fixed

relationship. The only limitation of this means of making
ultra closeups is lack of flexibility; the subject can be placed

no closer to, or no further away from, the camera than the

metal title easel. However, an amazing number of small sub-

jects can be filmed with this device, and it is exceedingly easy

to use. (1 is made by Victor Animatograph Corporation; 2,

by Eastman Kodak Company; 3, by Keystone Manufacturing

Company.)

6 and 7. With this device, one may determine the exact

camera field and center subjects in extreme closeups. It is

fitted between the normal lens and the camera, and it is pro-

duced with a ground glass and mirror, which allow one to

sight through the lens along the optical axis. Thus, one can

determine if the subject is in correct alignment, although it

does not help one to get correct focus. This aid does not, alone,

make possible ultra closeups, but must be used, for that pur-

pose, in conjunction with an extension tube or a supplemen-

tary lens. After the subject is centered, the viewer is removed
before the picture is made. (Made by Arthur Wolff, ACL.)

8. Another means of centering ultra closeups accurately

is the alignment gauge made only for Filmo cameras. This aid

is most useful with those Filmo [Continued on page 78] 66





WHEN YOU WANT POST RECORDING
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MORE and more amateurs and professional producers of

16mm. movies are becoming interested in some method

of adding sound to their films. It is done in various ways, the

most common method of amateur movie makers being the use

of a double turntable. However, post recorded sound, added to

the film itself, has certain advantages not found in other

systems.

When the sound is on the film, one knows that it is always

going to be in perfect synchronization. The same story is told

every time the film is run; the music or sound effects always

occur in exactly the right place and are always at the desired

sound level. The film can be run on any standard 16mm.

sound projector; therefore, it can be shipped anywhere with-

out the need of sending an operator along. Furthermore, as

many prints as desired can be had, and the films are easy to

ship. Another advantage of sound on film is that there is always

the chance that you may sometime want to cut out some scene

in the picture. It can be cut out of a film with little trouble

and without the cut being noticeable. Some European coun-

tries use film for broadcasting, because of censorship, for cen-

sored phrases can be cut out of a film readily.

To build a good sound picture, you must first produce a good

silent movie. Sound will help a poor picture, but it will do

just as much in proportion for a good one. To make a good

sound picture, you follow the same rules that you have already

learned in movie making.

Write a scenario before beginning the picture. The chances

are that you will not be able to follow it to the letter, but that

is all right. Nearly any scenario, no matter how good it is, will

have to be changed as the shooting progresses, because you

will find that you have not anticipated every detail of the sub-

ject matter. You will encounter unexpected limitations and

unexpected opportunities. But a scenario will unify the pic-
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How to film and how to

prepare for adding sound
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ture, and it makes it much easier to do the editing.

Since the film is to be post synchronized, take all shots at a

camera speed of twenty four frames a second. However, films

which have been made previously at sixteen frames can usually

be post synchronized unless the action is too fast. If you are

in doubt about this, put the film on a sound projector and run

it at twenty four frames and decide for yourself.

Shoot the picture on regular, double perforated film (per-

forated on both sides—not 8mm.). There is no advantage in

using sound film for the original picture when sound is to be

added by post synchronization. In fact, it may cause trouble.

Keep the camera gate perfectly clean at all times. Other-

wise, you will have dirty frame lines and scratched pictures.

For the original movie, one may use whatever standard make
of black and white film he ordinarily works with. If you wish,

the original may be filmed in Kodachrome, and then one can

have either color or black and white prints made after the

sound has been recorded.

Final prints carrying the sound can be made either by the

reversal method or from duplicate negatives. We use both

methods, depending on the number of prints wanted. In large

quantities, the positive prints made from duplicate negatives

are cheaper. If only one or a few prints are wanted, reversal

prints are cheaper. The quality of either is very good, and

the grain size is about the same. This is provided, of course,

that the duplicate negative is made on the proper stock and

made properly.

An attractive lead title assembly is important, and it should

be made perfectly. If you are not highly skilled, it is best to

have this job done by a title making concern. In any case,

remember that people expect a more professional appearance

from a sound film than they do from a silent reel. Subtitles

usually are not necessary, since the narration fills the need.

However, some subjects may require subtitles for punctuation

or for special purposes.

If you wish to have fade outs and fade ins in certain parts of

the picture, but failed to make them when the movie was being

filmed, they can be introduced when the sound prints are being

produced. If fades at the beginning or end of a reel are de-

sired, notify the laboratory accordingly. If a fade out and fade

in combination is wanted within the reel, a short piece of

undeveloped positive film, about three inches in length, is

spliced between the scenes which are to fade out and fade in.

Not all laboratories offer this service, so it is advisable to ask

your laboratory if it can handle the job before planning to add

the fades.

When you are ready to write the narration, and to time it

in relation to the picture, you must have a projector which

operates at twenty four frames a second. We have found that

the best solution is to have a projector fitted to a synchronous

motor, like the one illustrated on this page. If you do not own
such a machine, or do not want to go to the expense of pur-

chasing one, the next best bet is a sound projector.

If a sound projector is used, it should be checked to be sure

that the governor is set correctly. This can be done by project-

ing a piece of film exactly one hundred feet long and noting

the time it takes to run it. One [Continued on page 77]
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Technical suggestions and

cine topics for movie makers

FREDERICK G. BEACH, ACL

Simple dolly Many of those who read 8mm. sees Santa, by J. H. Watts, ACL,
in December, 1939, Movie Makers, were interested in how

Mr. Watts made the dolly or trucking shots that he mentioned. Mr. Watts has kindly

sent some excellent photographs (shown above) of his setup for making trucking

shots and furnishes the details of its construction.

The track for the camera support consists of two standard strips of one inch by

two inch white pine, nine feet long. The strips are held parallel to each other,

fourteen and a half inches apart, by strips of one by four inch pine nailed at eight

inch intervals along their length. The top edge of each track is slightly rounded, to

permit smooth sliding action for the camera support.

The upright support, which holds the camera, is made from plywood and is

mounted on a wooden base made from one half inch plywood cut sixteen inches

square. Small wooden blocks on each corner act as slides, and strips fastened to the

bottom of the base on each side serve as flanges to keep the base from sliding off

the track.

The top of the support, or head, is made from two pieces of one half inch wood,

and it is pivoted so that the camera may be turned to either side. Wooden blocks

fastened with thumb screws hold the camera firmly on the base. The setup is made
so that the lens is about thirty inches from the floor when the camera is clamped in

position. Of course, this distance is arbitrary and may be altered to fit one's spe-

cial needs.

In addition to its usefulness as a camera dolly, this device serves as an efficient

titler by adding, at one end of the track, a support or easel for the title card, as

shown in the drawings. "Zoom" titles and "zoom" shots, combined with rolling or

flip up titles, are easy to make with the proper additions. For straight work, Mr.

Watts uses the board shown in the top drawing.

Study of the diagram will show you

how to get dark skies with a polarizer

CLEAR BLUE SKYLIGHT ARRIVING

AT RIGHT ANGLES TO THE SUNS
RAYS IS POLARIZED

Polarizing angles The func-

tion of a

polarizer in deepening the blue of

the sky in color shots is sometimes

not clearly understood. The effect

is most pronounced when the sun's

rays are at right angles to the axis

of the lens. The diagram at the

bottom of this page shows the

camera in this position in relation

to the sun. It will be seen that the

darkening of the sky is most pro-

nounced when the sun is directly

to the right or to the left of the

camera. In this position, one may
shoot at any vertical angle from

horizon to horizon and still obtain

a dark sky. Turning the camera to

the right or left will lessen, pro-

A^,
Above, home dolly and track

designed by J. H. Watts, ACL;

below, its use in title filming

gressively, the amount which the sky

is darkened, although a reasonable

effect will be obtained up to the point

where the camera is shooting almost

toward the sun, or almost directly

away from it. One can see clearly

why it is impossible to darken the

sky by a polarizer with either back

lighting or flat, front lighting on the

subject. Observation through the fil-

ter, as it is rotated before the eyes,

will show exactly what effect may be

expected.

Telephoto angles A telephoto

lens is very

useful as an aid in securing closeups

when it is inconvenient to move the

camera itself nearer to the subject.

Close shots that have added to the

vividness of many a film, amateur or

theatrical, have been obtained in this

[Continued on page 83]
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Learn how to avoid the unlucky thirteen

and make attractive shots like these

Victor De Palma from F.P.G.

THIS time of year is a crucial one on the movie maker's cal-

endar. Those who received cameras as Christmas presents

have, by now, exposed enough film to be pleased with much
of it, yet disappointed at certain things without knowing just

what caused the trouble.

Older movie makers are brushing up on filming technique

in anticipation of their summer vacations.

While we should all like to make perfect shots every time,

we know that it is quite unlikely that we shall be so fortunate.

For the beginner, there is the cheering thought that the more
mistakes he makes at the start, and corrects, the sooner he will

have that confidence born of the knowledge that he will not

repeat the same mistakes.

If we know the causes of our poor work, we can go about

remedying them. Some of us may not have learned to identify

these common errors, so we shall try, in the following para-

graphs, to outline the most prevalent causes for filming fail-

ures and to tell how they may be corrected.

All errors that are possible cannot be included, but those

listed outnumber all the rest in likelihood of occurrence and,

by coincidence, they total thirteen, truly the '"unlucky 13" for

movie makers.

1. Underexposure. Symptoms: Entire scene is dark; there

is no detail in the shadows; only the very lightest parts of the

picture are visible.

Cause: Too small a diaphragm opening was used. If the

full opening of the lens was used, there was not enough light

on the scene to get a picture—probably it was too early or

late in the day. or the scene was filmed in too dark a place.

Correction: Do not guess at exposure. Consult the exposure

table or scale on the camera or in the instruction book and
adhere to its advice. Or, get a good photocell exposure meter.

You will save its cost by not wasting film. Believe the meter

The IMac/u/

KENNETH F. SPACE, ACL
when it says no unless you are willing to risk film loss.

2. Overexposure. Symptoms: These are just the opposite

of underexposure; almost all the scene is too light, bleached

and washed out looking; the shot is glaring and foggy.

Cause: Too wide a diaphragm opening was used, which

admitted too much light to the film. Possibly the sunlight was

too bright (on a beach, for example) for even the smallest

opening with a fast film.

Correction: Check exposure carefully before shooting a

scene. Use a meter if possible. If the sun is too bright for the

smallest opening of the lens, use a filter, which will cut down
the amount of light reaching the lens.

3. Out of Focus. Symptoms: Part of or all the scene is

blurred and indistinct; moving objects are not clearly defined;

features of subjects are not clear and sharp in closeup.

Cause: If the lens is a focusing one, the distance from the

camera to the subject was not estimated correctly. If the lens

is a fixed focus type, the subject was too close to the camera

when it was photographed. If neither of these points applies,

look for dirt on the lens.

Correction: A focusing lens must he adjusted carefully,

especially when it is used with large diaphragm openings or

on near objects. When a distant shot is followed by a

closeup. the movie maker sometimes forgets to change the

focus. Make a habit of pacing off distances, or, better still,

measure them until you are experienced. A helpful aid is a

range finder, a little instrument by which one may determine

distances accurately without measuring. If the lens is fixed

focus, do not attempt to film objects closer than five or six

feet without a portrait attachment.

4. Part of Scene Blocked Off. Symptoms: Part of the

scene seems to be hidden by some dark obstruction coming in

from the side of the frame; the [Continued on page 85]
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FRAMES FROM BETTER MOVIES

Island in the Sun, by

W. W. Holcombe, ACL,
contains handsome high

key shots of swimming in

a pool on the island of

Jamaica. 16mm. color, 650

feet.

Patzcuaro, Its Commemo-
ration of the Dead, by

Xavier Frias, ACL, pre-

sents impressive closeups

of natives during their re-

ligious ceremonies. 16mm.

color, 400 feet.

Through the Windotu
Pane, by Mrs. Warner

Seely, ACL, is an unusual-

ly complete life story of a

robin family that nested

on a window ledge. 16mm.

color, 400 feet.

Death Valley, by Guy
Nelli, ACL, includes hand-

some and beautifully com-

posed shots of the rolling

sand dunes of the desert,

a good cine subject.

16mm. color, 400 feet.

Ticonium Technic, by

Harry Coleman, is a den-

tal film featuring accu-

rately focused and well

lighted closeups like this

one. 16mm. black and

white, 1600 feet.

Examples of superior work

from ten personal filmers

78° North, by Robert
Nutter, ACL, pictures
Commander Donald Mac-
Millan's annual Odyssey

to Greenland on the

schooner Boivdoiu. 16mm.
color, 850 feet.

Jamestown Rediscovered,

by Waldo E. Austin, ACL,
is distinguished by un-

usually fine direction and

costuming in sequences of

historical events. 16mm.
color, 800 feet.

Press Time, by the Rock-

ville Cinema Club, is an

ambitious drama of theat-

rical proportions, which

offers examples of expert

lighting. 16mm. black and
white, 1100 feet.

My Alaska Cruise, by

Theo M. Green, ACL,
presents a well planned

sequence of salmon can-

ning, neatly inserted in

this story of a journey.

16mm. color, 800 feet.

Our Children, by Leo

Meister, makes telling use

of full frame closeups, a

continuity device that

could be used more fre-

quently. 16mm. black and

white and color, 1600 feet.



• Above, Alexander Leitch (left), outgoing

president of Los Angeles 8mm. Club, congratu-

lates C. William Wade frightA the club's

prexy for 1940. Belotv, members and guests at

Los Angeles 8mm. Club's fifth annual banquet.
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AMATEUR

CLUBS
What organized groups

are doing everywhere
Ridge

Award winner at Hartford At one of the largest

and most successful
meetings in its history, the Hartford Cinema Club was host,

in late December, to Judith and F. Radford Crawley, ACL,
Maxim Award winners for 1939. Following a dinner given by
Mrs. John G. Lee, ACL, and Hiram Hamilton Maxim, ACL,
daughter and son of the late President of the League, W. C.

Goeben, ACL, opened the program with a screening of Streets

of Peace, by Lewis B. Sebring, jr., ACL, an Honorable Men-
tion film in the 1939 Ten Best selection. Then Mr. and Mrs.
Crawley, after a short introductory talk, presented their new
picture, Canadian Power, a 1200 foot sound on disc Koda-
chrome pictorialization of the history and development of

Canadian electric power and. finally, as the climax of the

evening, showed L'lle d'Orleans, the Hiram Percy Maxim
Award winner for 1939. According to a report from Mr.
Goeben, the films were received enthusiastically by the club

members and their guests, who adjourned at the end of the

program to a buffet supper.

Los Angeles Eights The Elks Club, overlooking West-

lake Park in Los Angeles, was the

December meeting place of the Los Angeles 8mm. Club, when
the members celebrated their annual banquet and the an-

nouncement of officers elected for 1940. After comments bv
the retiring officers, Alexander Leitch, the president for the

preceding year, introduced C. William Wade, the new presi-

dent; A. J. Zeman, vicepresident ; Leo Caloia, secretary;

William Millar, treasurer. Claude Cadarette, founder of the

club, then presented Mr. Leitch with a pin from the members,
in appreciation of his services, after which, as the high spot

of the evening, the winners of the Annual Film Contest for

1939 were announced. First prize went to Mr. Wade for his

production. It May Happen To You, which also was awarded
the Horton Vacation Trophy. Second and third places were

won, respectively, by Paul Cramer, with Conscience, and Leon
Sprague, with San Francisco Exposition.

Banquet in Walla Walla Gathering at the Grand

Hotel, in Walla Walla.
Wash., fifty four members and friends of the Walla Walla

Cinema Club recently attended an annual meeting and ban-

quet. Edgar M. Thornton, ACL, was elected president for

1940, with Dr. George Scofield, vicepresident; C. L. Wilson,

secretary; Milo J. Marcy, treasurer. Following the election,

winners of the annual film contest were announced. In the

8mm. division, Cecil Ripley, ACL, took first award, with

Frank Maddux, ACL, and Dr. E. M. Tapp in second and third

JAMES W. MOORE, ACL
places. In the 16mm. division, Kenneth Owsley, ACL, won
first place, with Dr. Scofield and M. J. Thomas the runners

up. Dr. Scofield's picture, a travelog of South America, was
shown with the prize winning 16mm. film as part of the eve-

ning program.

Houston Organizes Organized by the methods suggested

in the outline of the Amateur Cin-

ema League, for forming amateur motion picture clubs, the

Houston (Texas) Cine Club recently held its first meeting.

Twelve movie makers became charter members, and the of-

ficers expect twice that number on the roster soon. E. L.

Howell was made the first president, assisted by Dr. L. W.
Moore and W. H. Becker, jr., first and second vicepresidents;

J. T. Bobbin, treasurer; Dr. H. L. Kincaid, ACL, secretary.

Meetings will be held on first and third Tuesdays of each

month. Dr. Kincaid asks that local amateurs interested in club

membership get in touch with him.

Pittsburgh projects A social program and a composite

motion picture record of the activ-

ities of the club are among the new projects to be sponsored
in 1940 by the Pittsburgh Amateur Cinema Club, ACL, ac^

cording to a late report of Alice Johnston, corresponding sec-

retary. At the last meeting, I. R. Sipherd was elected president,

with H. McClain the vicepresident. Rose Goldman the re-

cording secretary and George Asche, treasurer. Results of

the annual contest of the club will be announced soon.

Contest in Wichita Contests for vacation films are

gaining favor among amateur movie

clubs. At the latest meeting of the Wichita Amateur Movie

Club, Eleanor Hodge won first prize with her vacation film in

16mm. color. A Trip to the South, while second prize was

awarded to Russell Terrill, ACL, for his 8mm. color film,

Treasure Island. By restricting entries to one reel, judging

could be done at the meeting.

Philadelphia children In the conviction that amateur

movies got their start with family

films, the Philadelphia Cinema Club dedicated its recent

Christmas meeting to the children of its members. The pro-

gram included motion picture cartoons, actual cartooning by

Mike Angelo, a club member, and the distribution of presents

by Santa Claus, this being the climax of the evening. Santa

Claus was filmed by those members who had brought cam-

eras—and who thus preserved a unique record both of their

children and of their club. [Continued on page 87]
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Shot in "Battleship Graf Spee Scuttled," first

Castle Films 'News Parade" release for 1940

NEWS OF

THE INDUSTRY

Answers the query "What's

new?" for filmer and dealer

FillTIO Master 8 A newly designed 8mm. projector,

which will take 300, 400 or 500 watt

lamps and which possesses de luxe features, is announced by

the Bell & Howell Company, 1801 Larchmont Avenue, Chi-

cago, 111. Essentially the same as the former Model 122 Filmo

8, the new machine is said to contain many new refinements.

In addition to all the regular precision features and sturdiness

of build which characterize projection apparatus made under

the Filmo name, the new machine has additional features ; for

example, rack and pinion tilt, by which the picture may be

adjusted on the screen by turning a knob; centralized switch

panel, with separate controls for lamp and motor; tripod

socket, so placed in the base as to allow the machine to be

used on any standard tripod head; radio interference elimin-

ator; a lens lock. All gear drive, electric rewind, still picture

clutch, framing device and other standard Filmo features are

incorporated. The price is not increased over that of the prior

model.

Spee SCUttled The trenchant title of Castle Films first

News Parade release for 1940 is Battleship

Graf Spee Scuttled. In this timely subject of world wide in-

terest, we see, in a skilfully edited introductory sequence,

actual scenes of raider warfare on the high seas, together with
intimate shots of activity aboard the German pocket battleship.

From this introduction, the action progresses logically to the

results of the engagement off Montevideo, where the crippled

Spee is shown in detail, with the marks of battle plainly visible.

Spectators jam the waterfront during those momentous hours
while a decision is in the making, and, finally, with her worst
wounds patched, the warship, manned by a crew of unmarried

New from Bell & Howell: (from left to right) Filmo

Master 8 projector; Ready Rest Carrying Case;

RUSSELL C. HOLSLAG, ACL
men, steams out again to her rendezvous with the unknown.

Air and "zoom" shots heighten the tension. Finally, in the

gathering dusk, there is a terrific explosion, and clouds of

black smoke roll skyward from the doomed ship. Hungry
flames pierce the murk, and the Graf Spee is no more.

Castle Films has done another excellent job of making cur-

rent history available to all 16mm. and 8mm. projectionists.

The regular versions will be released, at standard prices, in

silent and sound. Further details may be had from Castle

Films, Inc., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York.

Kodak exhibit A comprehensive showing of all important

factors involved in serious amateur pho-

tography is incorporated in a traveling exhibition currently

sponsored by the Eastman Kodak Company. Unusually broad

in its scope, the exhibition features apparatus, methods, ma-
terials and finished photographic accomplishment. Selected

Kodachrome projections from the famous Cavalcade of Color

at the New York World's Fair 1939 will be made, to the ac-

companiment of original music and narrative. Kodachrome
movies of the Fair will also be screened. There will be local

print salons, lectures and demonstrations. The list of exhibit

locations includes practically all large cities in the United

States, with dates at present extending to April.

Cevaert gives reels Users of Gevaert reversal film, who
send in a total of 400 feet of 16mm.

film for processing at one time, will receive their footage back,

spliced on a 400 foot projection spool, ready to show. This

applies to films processed in the U. S. A. and Canada.
[Continued on page 88]

rotating Positive Viewfinder Turret on Filmo 70-DA;

snap on Positive Viewfinder on Filmo Companion 8
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ProjectO Case Expressly de-

signed for use with Kodascope Models

G and EE, Series II, is this new carry-

ing case which forms, of itself, a con-

venient and compact projection stand.

It eliminates the need for setting up a

table. Unlimber the folding tripod

legs, encased in a panel on the side of

the carrying case—the unfolded tripod

compartment forms a convenient shelf

for extra reels and film. The sturdy Pro-

jecto Case occupies less floor space

than a bridge table. Price, $25. (I

KODASCOPE EE, SERIES II

A fine projector at a truly remarkable price. Eastman-made to

meet a demand for a really capable 10' mm. projector at low cost,

Model EE offers many exceptional qualities and features, in-

cluding . . . permanently lubricated bearings, motor-driven

rapid rewind . . . variable speed control . . . effective cooling . . .

carrying handle . . . positive framing device . . . quiet, efficient

operation.

Unless otherwise specified, Kodascope EE, Series II, is regu-

larly equipped with the 2-inch //2.S lens and 400-watt lamp.
Price, $6.5.45. Other lens-lamp combinations available at a
slightly increased cost.

KODASCOPE G, SERIES !!
An aristocrat in every detail, yet its cost is far less than experi-

enced movie makers have hitherto expected to pay for a com-
parable projector.

Consider some of its features. There's a threading pilot light,

affording ample light for threading and pre-projection adjust-

ments. As projection is begun, the threading light goes off.

Threading is further facilitated by a hinged film gate which opens
wide; film slips into place easily and accurately. Operating con-
trols are concentrated; a single switch controls four major oper-

ating functions. Any single frame of movies may be projected as

a "still," with automatic protection of the film. Variable speed
control, of course. At no point does the image area of the film

come in contact with metal—a factor in film life and freedom
from abrasion marks.
As regularly equipped with the 2-inch f/1. 6 lens and 500-watt

lamp, Kodascope G, Series II, is priced at $123. Other lens-

lamp combinations vary the cost slightly.
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RELY ON KODASCOPE PROJECTION

KlNOW the pleasure of showing your movies so that they do you full

justice as a competent movie maker.

Eastman-made, Kodascopes are highly specialized projectors, the

sole function of which is to project home movies with all of their inherent

clarity and beauty intact. It is not only a matter of brilliant projection

lamps, although you may use a 750 -watt lamp if you need to; nor is it en-

tirely a matter of the exceptionally efficient optical system used in both

Kodascopes G and EE. It's a combination of a number of factors. And the

combination works out to give you full mastery of your home movie

shows, easily and without fuss.

Kodascopes Model G and EE, Series II, both offer "tailor-made pro-

jection"—projection suited exactly to meet your specific needs. Five

lenses (1-inch f/2. 5, 2-inch f/2. 5, 2-inch//l. 6, 3-inch//2, and 4-inch f/2. 5)

and three lamps (400-, 500-, and 750-watt) are

available, from which the combination suited to

your requirements may be selected.

Both Models G and EE, Series II, may be

operated on either A. C. or D. G. . . . both offer

the advantage of use with the Projecto Case . . .

both permit exact line-up of the lamp with the

optical system by means of a convenient setscrew.

Both merit the inspection and consideration

of every movie maker who wants to know the full

pleasure of showing his movies at their best.

Among 1939's "Ten Best"...

Of 1 939's "Ten Best Non-Theatri-

cal Films," as selected by the staff

of "Movie Makers," eight were

made on Cine-Kodak Kodachrome

Film. (Six were 16 mm.; two,

8 mm.)

Eight of the "Ten Best," in-

cluding the winner of the Hiram

Percy Maxim Memorial Award,

were filmed with Cine-Kodaks.

The makers of better movies

rely on Cine-Kodak equipment.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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clarity and beauty intact. It is not only a matter of brilliant projection

lamps, although you may use a 750-watt lamp if you need to; nor is il en-

tirely a matter of the exceptionally efficient optical system used in both

Kodascopes G and EE. It's a combination of a number of factors. rYnd l he

combination works out to give you full master> of your home movie

shows, easily and without fuss.

Kodascopes Model G and EE, Series II, both offer "tailor-made pro-

jection"—projection suited exactly to meet your specific needs. Five

lenses (1-inch //2.5, 2-inch //2.5, 2-inch//1.6, 3-inch//2, and 4-inch//2.5)

and three lamps (400-, 500-, and 750-watt) are

available, from which the combination suited to

your requirements may be selected.

Both Models G and EE, Series II, may be

operated on either A. G. or D. C. . . . both offer

the advantage of use with the Projecto Case . . .

both permit exact line-up of the lamp with the

optical system by means of a convenient setscrew.

Both merit the inspection and consideration

of every movie maker who wants to know the lull

pleasure of showing his movies at their best.
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Ol 1 939's "Ten Best Non-Theatri-

cal Films," as selected by the staff

of "Movie Makers," eight were

made on Cine-Kodak Kodachrome

Film. (Six were 16 mm.; two,

8 mm.)

Eight of the "Ten Best," in-

cluding the winner of the Hiram

Percy Maxim Memorial Award,

were filmed with Cine-Kodaks.

The makers of better movies

rely on Cine-Kodak equipment.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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PRACTICAL FILMS
The non theatrical movie as

used for various purposes

LAURENCE S. CRITCHELL, jr., ACL

Camp Film in Color

Filmed on 1700 feet of 16mm. Koda-

chrome, Camp Ha-iva-ya was made last

summer for a boys' camp of that name

in the Maine mountains of New England.

Its producer was Paul Pearse, of Mont-

clair, N. J., the owner of Ha-wa-ya, and

its actors were the seventy or eighty boys

who were spending the summer at camp.

The film follows, by and large, the

continuity of dawn to dusk. Opening with

a shot of a bugler in pajamas, it ends

with a scene of the bugler at retreat, pre-

senting pictorially, between those two

events, the life in camp. The difficulty

of embodying widely separated events

of the camp season within the time limit

of a day was overcome by alternating

from the specific to the general, from

sailing and baseball (by way of exam-

ple) to moral growth and awards for

progress.

The film is being used by Camp
Ha-wa-ya to recruit new campers during

the winter months. It was filmed by the

editor of this department, who (it might

he mentioned in passing) acquired con-

siderable respect, before he finished, for

the problems of the practical filmer.

Films for Red Cross

Elmer F. Way, ACL, of Grand Rapids,

Mich., has joined the ranks of those

movie makers who have contributed their

time, their equipment and their experi-

ence to make a film of a local chapter of

the National Red Cross. Mr. Way's film,

Life Lines, portrays, in 400 feet of

16mm., the regional work of the chap-

ter, placing its emphasis not so much
upon national emergency relief as upon

the day to day services of the Red Cross.

Movies Aid Drama Study

A unique and profitable use of the

motion picture in classroom study was

developed recently by W. Bown Adams.

ACL, of the Saturday Professional Chil-

dren's School, in New York City. This

school for the drama, which is a division

of the Theodora Irvine Studios, has put

into practice a plan of Mr. Adams's, by

which the pupils are photographed on

8mm. film during their study work—that

is to say, their student theatrical per-

formances—and the films are projected

later before the entire class. This scheme.

At left, frame enlargements from

"Camp Ha-wa-ya," boys' camp film

a kind of cinematic mirror, not only en-

ables the students to see themselves as

the audience sees them, but also to ob-

serve their own mistakes and the effec-

tiveness (or ineffectiveness) of their

dramatic expression. The value of this

to students of the drama, as Mr. Adams
pointed out, is almost inestimable ; more-

over, the film, like a phonograph record

of a singer's voice, remains as a perma-

nent yardstick against which to measure

improvement.

Tractor Use Studied

Produced for a tractor school of Walla

Walla. Wash.. Caterpillars Don't Crawl,

by C. R. Ripley, ACL, tells, in 400 feet

of 8mm. film, the story of mechanized

farming around Walla Walla. Distin-

guished by a warmth of tonal values, the

film is particularly striking in its land-

scapes. Mr. Ripley plans to use it before

audiences of factory equipment men at

the Walla Walla school and, later, in

the branch offices of Caterpillar and

International Tractors throughout the

country.

U. S. Dept. of Agriculture

Movies

Improper handling of livestock in

transit to market has been costing stock

men and packers about 112,000,000 a

year, according to a report from the

United States Department of Agricul-

ture. Thousands of sheep, hogs and cattle

die or are injured annually in shipment,

largely from preventable causes. To
show how this loss may be reduced, the

department has released a two reel sound

motion picture, Do Unto Animals, which

portrays proper methods of shipping

livestock, both by rail and by motor

truck.

The film, sponsored cooperatively by

specialists of the Bureau of Animal In-

dustry and the National Livestock Pre-

vention Board, was produced by the Mo-
tion Picture Section of the Department's

Extension Service. It is another addition

to that formidable library of practical

films which the United States Govern-

ment has been building for the past sev-

eral years.

Willard Moves
Willard Pictures, that venerable old

timer in the relatively new 16mm. busi-

ness film production industry, moved
[Continued on page 83]



MOVIE MAKERS

Three days of

sequences
[Continued from page 63]

exposed it briefly and faded it out.

This treatment gave the desired infor-

mation in white letters, which fade in

and out. without interrupting the visual

continuity.

When we reached the consecrated

church of Ste. Famille, with its three

beautiful spires and its magnificent wood

carving, we made our study more de-

tailed. We made telephoto closeups of

the carved figures ; we showed the horse

and buggy at the hitching post and, after

the mass, a colorful French Canadian

farmer chatting and joking with his

neighbors as his family climbed up to

tax the capacity of his creaky vehicle.

A scene of the peopled courtyard and a

tilt up the facade of the church, to the

cross on the steeple, are followed by a

fade out to end the sequence.

The section of LTle d"Orleans dealing

with the work of the people runs about

250 feet. The subjects were filmed at

their usual tasks and, as a general rule,

were apparently quite unconscious of

the camera. No particularly interesting

technical difficulties were encountered,

and we observed, to the best of our abil-

ity, the rules of long shot, medium shot

and closeup, careful composition and

attention to exposure, which are peren-

nially discussed in Movie Makers. We
closed each separate sequence with a

fade out and used explanatory titles as

introductions only when absolutely

necessary.

The effect of the closing sequence is

made clearer by an explanation of the

way in which the film was titled. We
have mentioned the illustrated volume,

L'lle d'Orleans, which we used for our

preliminary study. The main title of the

picture was superimposed over a close-

up of this colorful book lying, closed, on

a background of homespun. A hand lifts

the book cover to reveal the first subtitle,

Five miles from historic Quebec City lies

the gateway to a land where the peaceful

living of the French peasants of three

centuries has wrought a spell of Old
World enchantment. This then fades

out, and the previously described truck-

ing shot of the bridge fades in.

Judy lettered the titles in Old English

script, with India ink on dark ivory art

paper. These were pasted into the book

and. wherever possible, the illustrations

in the volume were used to create the

desired mood. For instance, the church

sequence was preceded by a fade in,

showing Maillot's Ste. Famille (a water

color of the beautiful church building),

which was then turned over to reveal the

explanatory subtitle. The title then faded

out to reveal the scenes already de-

scribed.

The closing sequence of the film shows

a peaceful evening scene of cattle in a

pasture, a dissolve introduces a shot of

a picture in the book, the straining oxen

of Horatio Walkers The Last Gleam,

and the page is turned to reveal the sub-

title. It is with regret that we leave this

old. quiet land to return to the workaday
world. This subtitle dissolves to a scene

in the foreground of which is a straining

ox team and in the background of which

is the modern bridge arching to the

mainland. This dissolves to a moving
camera shot made as we returned over

the bridge to Quebec. This, in turn, dis-

solves to the open book, a page is turned

to reveal Finis, and the book is closed.

It might seem that to produce such a

film as Vile d'Orleans would require a

great deal of time. Actually, we spent

only three days in shooting the picture, in

addition to the day spent in a study of

the island. It is true that we worked from

sunrise to sundown, but this only served

to enhance our enjoyment of the gener-

ous meals and the warm homespun
blankets of Madame Aubin.

When you want

post recording
[Continued from page 68]

hundred feet should run through in ex-

actly two minutes and forty seven sec-

onds. The speed of a silent projector

without a special motor can be increased

to twenty four frames a second, but it is

difficult to keep the speed constant.

It is possible to write a narration close-

ly timed to the picture without the aid

of a projector running at exactly twenty

four frames a second. This is done by

measuring each scene and preparing a

list of scenes with notations of the time

required for each shot. By referring to

the table on page 78, you can determine

the duration of each scene, if you know
the footage.

The list of scenes, with the screen time

for each shot, can be used as a guide in

writing the accompanying narration.

One checks the timing by reading the

narration while holding a stop watch.

This method suffices up to the point

where the narrative is to receive the final

polishing; then it is almost imperative

that the whole script be rehearsed in

conjunction with the picture as it is be-

ing screened at exactly twenty four

frames a second. This is especially true

if the script is "tight' and if phrases and

words must synchronize exactly with the

appearance of certain scenes or the ap-

pearance of certain subject matter with-

in the scene.

If the script is being written with the

aid of a projector running at twenty

four frames a second, tackle the job in

brief stages; run a few scenes through

the projector, write the narration accom-

panying this section of the film and re-

hearse to obtain proper timing before

proceeding to the next section of the

Get G-E Photofloods

and take it!

• Even everyday indoor incidents, like this,

make priceless movies . . . the kind you want
to show again and again when you shoot

them with G-E MAZDA Photoflood lamps.

Remember, for crisp, clear, sparkling pic-

tures, there is no substitute for plenty of

light . . . and it is so easy to have, with G-E
Photofloods. These are the same high-
efficiency type lamps that Hollywood uses

. . . made to fit your needs by the folks

who make lamps for the big movie
studios. Get G-E Photofloods and enjoy

the pictures you take more!

TWO SIZES fit most needs.

No. 1 . . . . 20c list

No. 2 40C list

Available in Daylight
bulbs for use with reg-

ular Kodachrome. And
for extra lights, try G-E
Photoflood R-2, bulb
and reflector in one unit.

NEW FOR COLOR FLASH

G-E MAZDA Fhoto-
ftasb Lamp, No. 21-B.
Has color-corrected
£lter coating, espe-
cially developed in con-
junction with Eastman
Kodak for use with
daylight color film—
such as Kodachrome.

25c list
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Mr. Fred Tomlin
formerly with Julien Bryan is now

associated with our

NEW MOVIE SERVICE
offering these distinctive services

• PROFESSIONAL EDITING and

TITLING

• COMMERCIAL, INDUSTRIAL, SO-
CIAL and EDUCATIONAL MOTION
PICTURE PRODUCTION

• ADDING SOUND TO FILM

• COUNSEL AND TECHNICAL AD-
VICE ON SPECIAL PROBLEMS

• 16mm PROJECTION SERVICE

WRITE FOR FULL DETAILS
Stating Phase in Which Interested

CAMERA SHOP
111 West 52nd Street (Near Radio City)

New York Circle 7-0070

£5nffite«L£a££

FINGERMARKS
?^JBffiPj-| smudged pictures are unpleasant

seals out permanent stains from acci-

dental fingermarking.

IfA I T% eye straining punishment from

nUII I SCRATCHES, 5POTS and
HI UIU STAINS. Looking at your pic-

tures should be a pleasure for you and your

friends.

Fraction-of- Nationwide
a-cent-per- • facilities through

foot-cost. your dealer.

Better Photo Finishers offe

VapOrate protection for stil

VAPORATE CO., INC.

130 W. 46th St.

New York

BELL & HOWELL CO,
1801 Larchmont

Chicago
716 No. La Brea

Hollywood

Feet of film

projected Minutes Seconds

1 1.7

2 3.3

3 5.0

4 6.7

5 8.3

6 10.0

7 11.7

8 13.3

9 15.0

10 16.7

12 20.0

14 23.0

16 27.0

18 30.0

20 33.0

22 37.0

24 40.0

26 43.0

28 47.0

30 50.0

32 53.0

36 0.0

40 7.0

44 13.6

48 20.0

52 27.0

56 33.0

60 40.0

64 47.0

68 53.0

72 2 0.0

76 2 7.0

80 2 13.0

84 2 20.0

88 2 27.0

92 2 33.0

96 2 40.0

100 2 47.0

Duration of various lengths of 16mm. film

projected at standard sound speed of thirty

six feet a minute.

movie. Continue in this way until the job

is finished; then check the whole narra-

tion carefully by reading it a couple of

times while the film is being projected.

The most common fault of beginners

at the job of writing narration for sound

films is to prepare too much copy, mak-

ing it necessary for the announcer to

talk as fast as he can throughout the

length of the picture. Obviously, con-

tinuous talking without pause is tire-

some, and, further, it makes it very diffi-

cult to synchronize the narration exactly

with the picture, for there are no pauses

in which to adjust the tempo of the nar-

ration.

A narration that allows frequent, if

brief, periods of silence is far better. The

audience welcomes moments of silence,

and these add to the effectiveness of the

narration itself. Generally speaking, the

narration should not require the an-

nouncer to deliver more than a hundred

to a hundred twenty five words a minute.

If music is to be used, the pauses in

the flow of narration must be even long-

er. Music for 16mm. sound films is usual-

ly recorded from phonograph records,

but compositions must be selected that

are in the public domain, and transcrip-

tions must be used which are not restrict-

sd for rerecording, unless one is prepared

to pay the usual fees. There are some
foreign made records that are very help-

ful in this respect. (Fees for rerecording

music are not prohibitively high, but one

must get in touch with the manufacturer

of the records and put the problem to

him.

—

Editor.)

You can add music and sound effects

at the time the narration is recorded, or

these may be recorded on a separate

track at a later time and rerecorded on
the master sound track. The whole pro-

cedure is amazingly flexible.

Most studios and laboratories han-

dling 16mm. sound on film recording

have facilities for making shots with lip

synchronization, as well as for doing

post recording, so, if you desire, you can

plan a synchronized speech to be insert-

ed at the beginning of the picture or at

any spot you wish. This is filmed at the

studio and is usually limited to scenes

of some person giving an address, but, if

you want to go to the expense necessary,

you can order any type of synchronous

shot that you may want.

After the narration is finished and

checked, it is ready to go to the labora-

tory with the film for recording and

printing. If possible, visit the studio and

"sit in" during the recording. Then you

can check results as the work pro-

gresses and you can make certain that

the announcer is reading your script as

you meant it to be read. If the script does

not fit properly at any spot, you can make
the necessary corrections during the pre-

liminary rehearsal.

Even though you are, yourself, avail-

able and would rather like to read your

own narration, it is always best to use a

professional announcer, or at least some-

body trained in public speaking.

Filming ultra closeups
[Continued from page 66]

cameras that have the critical focusing

feature. It allows the camera to slide

sidewise through a predetermined dis-

tance so that its critical focus device

and viewfinder may be brought succes-

sively into the position' normally occu-

pied by the taking lens. In the case of

the Filmo Eight, this allows full field

visual focusing. For ultra closeups, this

aid is used in conjunction with an exten-

sion tube or supplementary lens. (Made

by Bell & Howell Company.)

9. This reflex focuser is fitted between

the lens and camera and allows one

both to focus and to center the subject

on a ground glass. The device remains in

position during filming. The prism slides

out of the way of the path of light during

actual shooting, but it is always ready
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for instant use when the camera is

stopped. This accessory may be used for

ordinary work with lenses having a focal

length of four inches or more and will

serve as an extension tube for filming

minute subjects with shorter focal length

lenses. (Made by C. P. Goerz American

Optical Company.)

10. Certain telephoto lenses, such as

the one illustrated here, may be racked

out by a special adjustment for filming

extreme closeups. Such lenses must be

used with some sort of visual centering

and focusing device, since the focusing

scale engraved on the lens barrel does

not function at close range and since

the camera's ordinary finder system is

not suitable for centering at such short

distances. (Made by Eastman Kodak
Company.)

II and 12. Special focusing units

are designed for magazine cameras,

and these may be slipped into the space

for the ordinary film magazine. The full

camera field then may be seen on a

ground glass just as it will appear on

the film. A film magazine is substituted

for this unit just before actual shooting.

This provides visual focusing and cen-

tering at short camera distance, but, to

get extreme closeups, an extension tube

or supplementary lens must be used in

addition. (11, made by Bell & Howell

Company; 12, by Eastman Kodak Com-
pany; one also made by C. P. Goerz

American Optical Co.)

I 3. A critical focuser provides means
for examining part of the image on a

ground glass. It may be used for focus-

ing, but not for centering to the edges

of the frame, as the entire area of the

image cannot be seen through it. For
ultra closeups, this device also requires

some special lens equipment, such as a

telephoto or supplementary lens. (Made
by Bell & Howell Company.)

14. The critical focuser for Filmo

Eight cameras does show the full field

and is therefore suitable for both focus-

ing and centering when used in con-

junction with an alignment gauge. For

ultra closeups, supplementary lenses or

telephotos with extension tubes are used

in addition. (Made by Bell & Howell

Company.)

15. Extension tubes, like supplemen-

tary lenses, are primarily devices by

which small objects filmed at short dis-

tances from the camera may be brought

into focus. Extension tubes require some
means of full field visual focusing. The
set illustrated is for use with Eastman
lenses only. (Made by Eastman Kodak
Company.)

1 6. This camera has full field visual

focusing, and one may observe, on a

ground glass, exactly what will appear

on the film. Thus, one may check the

PROFESSIONAL OR AMATEUR

A L WA Y S

SPECIFY

EDITING
"MAKES" THE
PICTURE

CRftIG- FOR YOUR
EDITING NEEDS

MANUFACTURERS OF FINE EDITING EQUIPMENT SINCE 19 29

CRAIG 16MM SENIOR SPLICER

Operates in the professional manner...
only four easy operations needed to make
perfect, straight splices—quickly, accu-
rately, and without wetting the film. >

For Sound or Silent film ... $1 0.00 /
New Junior Splicer— adaptable to L_
8 or 16mm film . . $2.50

CRAIG PROJECTO-EDITOR

•-'I
Action-edit your movies the Holly-

• I wood Studio way— transform ran-

dom "shots" into interesting con-
tinuities that everyone will enjoy

I seeing. The Projecto-Editor pro-
vides a unique viewing method— allows
careful inspection, slow motion if desired,

of actual movement on its brilliant minia-
ture screen. Complete with Splicer, Re-
winds, and film cement. 8mm model . $27.50

16mm model . $49.50

CRAIG SPLICER AND
REWIND COMBINATION
A complete editing and repair outfit.

Essential equipment for all cinema-
tographers.

8mm model with Junior Splicer and
Rewinds $7.25

16mm model with Senior Splicer and
Rewinds for sound or silent films

$19.50

With extension bases for 1600-foot

reels $22.00

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE— USE WITH SATISFACTION
AT ALL DEALERS

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY CO
1053 S. OLIVE STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

149 NEW MONTGOMERY ST.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
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THAT COME TO VIVID LIFE ON A

RAVEN SCREEN
Every step in movie-making, every appliance

that is used in the development of your picture

leads inevitably to the projection on a screen

. . . Raven Screens afford a luminous, brilliant

and needle-sharp image of your subject. Inter-

nationally famous among professional and
amateur users for their unsurpassed screen

performance, Raven Screens are available in

a variety of types, sizes and materials—for

every condition and requirement of use.

Investigate the superiority of

Raven Screens at your local

dealer s or send for folder 38.

Raven Screen Corporation, 314 East 35th Street, New York

t^AVEN^ySCREENSj

16MM ALL TALKING SERIAL

The Clutching Hand
Write for list of sound & silent films

LEWIS FILM SERVICE
105 E. First Wichita, Kansas

EQUIPPED to Serve You..,,

with a comprehensive line of ,

CAMERAS i ACCESSES

KIEIN * GOODMAN
in s 10th Street. Philadelphia, Pa

PROFESSIONAL
16MM. PRINTERS
Developing Machines Lite Testers

Laboratories Write for Details

FRIED CAMERA CO.
6154 Santa Monica Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

&e#olbe: -To start the
New Year right. To give your films
their rightful heritage in TITLES
that will make them outstanding. To
have your films EDITED so that
their message will be clear. To secure
the best in these services from

STAHL
Editing & Titling Service, Inc.

33 West 42 St. New York
PROMPT. EFFICIENT SERVICE IN ALL
EDITING & TITLING — 8MM — 16MM —

B&W-COLOR

focus of and may center subjects in

extreme closeup. To obtain extreme

closeups, this feature may be used in

connection with a telephoto lens or a

lens of any focal length plus an exten-

sion tube, giving as complete a range

of ultra closeup possibilities as prac-

ticable. (Made by Eastman Kodak Com-
pany.)

Titling in Kodachrome
[Continued from page 65]

illustrations themselves afford attractive

backgrounds for color titles, and, by

using them, you can avoid the necessity

of buying specially colored paper or

coloring the titles by hand. Compositions

and designs can be excerpted from the

advertisement, and the fact that the field

of the small titler is small, in comparison

to page advertisements, is a considerable

advantage. You can select a portion of

the advertising or illustration that meets

your needs exactly.

For this purpose, a mask made by cut-

ting a rectangular hole in a piece of card-

board is very helpful. The outside size of

the cardboard should be such that it

just fits in your titler, and the inner hole

should be just a trifle larger than the

actual title area. By placing this mask
over portions of magazine illustrations,

one can discover pleasant compositions

and handsome color schemes that exactly

fit the needs of your title making setup.

In search of a background for a two

word lead title for an 8mm. color film, I

discovered a reproduction of a water

color sketch of a girl in a full skirted

evening dress. The folds of the skirt cov-

ered the area filmed by my titler and ap-

peared to offer a pleasant, softly colored

title background. I clipped from the page

a square which contained the section I

wanted and turned it around so that the

folds of the skirt ran in horizontal lines.

In the center of the title area. I lettered,

with black ink. the legend. Two Hearts,

the film's lead title. On the screen, the

title background fits so well that it ap-

pears to be especially made for the pur-

pose.

A handsome Elizabeth Arden adver-

tisement for perfumes furnished charm-

ing backgrounds for the lead and Finis

title of an Easter reel, although only por-

tions of the whole design were used.

Here, for the title wording, I was able

to use some of the lettering of the ad-

vertisement itself. Outside of the area

that I had chosen for the title back-

ground was the legend, "Gifts for

Easter." I cut out the word. "Easter,"

and pasted it on the portion of the design

chosen for the title. The date, I lettered

by hand beneath the word, "Easter."

The word. "Finis," for the end title was

painted by hand in the same style of

lettering as that of the word, "Easter,"

clipped from the advertisement.

By careful perusal of several maga-

zines, you are likely to come across the
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exact words that you want to use for a

lead title, and these can be cut out in

strips and pasted on the background that

you have chosen.

Instead of magazine illustrations, you

may make use of greeting cards. One
movie maker has collected a large selec-

tion of those that are especially suited

for title purposes. The choice of colors

and designs is almost unlimited, em-

bracing everything from Christmas,

Easter, bon voyage cards and comic

valentines. Amusing cartoons are avail-

able for personal and family reels.

Your color titles can be exposed either

by flood light, with Kodachrome "A"
stock, or in the sunlight with regular

Kodachrome. If you take your title board

outdoors, be sure that you set it up with

the sun's rays falling directly on the

titler. If the titler is placed in the shade,

you will not obtain a true color render-

ing, but a gray blue effect. A stop of //8

is about right for photographing the

average color title in sunlight. When
making titles with artificial light, how-
ever, you will have to experiment a bit

to obtain the perfect exposure. A meter

will be a help in any case.

I find it helpful to make a practice of

leaving five or six feet of 8mm. color film

unexposed at the end of each roll that I

shoot. This I use for titles—not for the

picture that I am currently filming, but

for its predecessor, the titles for which
have been planned and written.

African expedients
[Continued from page 64]

for shooting unusual subject matter that

might have theatrical value.

Our cameras functioned perfectly at

all times, seemingly unaffected by in-

tense heat, excessive dampness and
severe jolting. All of them were set to

operate at a speed of twenty frames a

second, as a compromise between silent

and sound speeds, so that the films could

be used for either purpose.

In every shot made with the Cine-

Kodak Special, the reflex finder was

used for sharp focus and to facilitate get-

ting carefully planned compositions.

A heavy tripod for 35mm. cameras

proved ideal in spite of its weight. On
vibrating river boats, in tipsy native

canoes, on slippery grass roofs and in

steaming jungle swamps, it served its

purpose steadily. The facility of "pan-

ning" and tilting by crank was a great

help in discovering good compositions

quickly and in following action smoothly.

Not knowing we should be in Africa

so long, we took most of our film with

us when we left New York. The bulk of

our work was done on panchromatic

film, supersensitive being used only for

interiors. All film was tropically sealed,

so that we had no worries until it was

exposed. Then we took every precaution

to keep it from spoiling.

As each hundred foot roll was taken
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out of the camera, it was sealed in a

large tin, in the bottom of which an open

jar of calcium chloride was fastened.

After forty eight hours, this absorbed

every bit of moisture in the tin, and, at

that time, we resealed the films in their

original cans. We did not always send

these out of the country immediately,

since they had to be checked at customs
offices, a formality that was not possible

when we were living off in a native vil-

lage, as we did a great deal of the time.

So it was necessary to hold the exposed
film until we could reach a customs

office, but not a single foot of film was
spoiled by the weather! Our shoes were
covered with mildew, our leather cases

rotted and fell apart, unpainted metal

camera parts rusted, but our precious

calcium dried film came through un-

harmed.

In all the miles that we traveled, we
found few places that offered a perfect

setting for movie shots. The half primi-

tive, half civilized African has a con-

glomeration of the old and the new that

is not always picturesque. Except far in

the interior, men live but to possess some
of the adored white man's clothing. No
matter how old and ragged, no matter

what it may be, an article of white man's

apparel definitely gives the African

caste. We found the natives wearing long

woolen overcoats, shredded shirts with

the tails flapping and tuxedo coats with-

out trousers. None of this costuming

fitted the productions that we were trying

to make.

The Story of Bamba was made in the

lower Congo, where almost every native

has been under the influence of civiliza-

tion long enough to be outwardly marked
by it. If you see this picture, you will

wonder how we ever got Bamba's village

to look as if no white man had ever been

there. You would wonder more if you

saw the actual village. It wasn't easy to

find any village where the people were

willing to help us. Aiyi, if they had

dreamed that our work would stretch

out over two and a half months, none of

them would have agreed to be in the

picture.

Africans are very much like children

and, after the first few days, when the

novelty of cameras, reflectors, etc., has

worn off, they are not interested in being

movie stars, and all want to go home.

We moved into our chosen village, bag

and baggage, in order to secure the in-

terest of the people, and then we set to

work to make it look like an African

village untouched by civilization. We
tore out European doors and sills and

hired old persons to make the kind that

were used when they were young.

We hung vines and placed trans-

planted trees where we wanted them.

For our interior scenes, we took the roof

off an old hut and tore out two of the

walls. Then we set up a bed and arranged

fetishes, gourds, baskets and all the para-

phernalia of a witch doctor. We even

built a burial ground and decorated it,
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FIDELITONE DUAL TURNTABLE
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Join the hundreds of enthusiastic movie makers who are complementing their

films with dual turntable sound effects, background music and speech. To save
you money, FIDELITONES are sold only direct from manufacturer to user.

Ten day trial offer. Amplifiers licensed under E. R.P.I, patents.

WRITE FOR DETAILS . . . ALSO, FREE ADVICE ON "SOUND" QUESTIONS

GEORGE K. CULBERTSON COMPANY
46 LUVERNE AVENUE SOUTH MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA

PROTECT YOUR
16 mm FILMS

Keep your films fresh and clean, free from
dust and grime—ready for instant use on a
moment's notice, today, tomorrow or next
year. File, protect and preserve them in an
eflicient Neumade heavy gauge steel cabinet
designed specially for the proper safe-keeping

of film,—the result of over 24 years' experi-
ence supplying the motion picture industry.

Instant
Selection

Permanent
Protection

Humidified
Indexed
Fireproof
Dustproof
All-Stecl
Tamperproof

Every type and kind of

film cabinet or rack for
every purpose. Whether
you have 5 reels or 5000.
NEUMADE can provide
the cabinet.

SAFE MODEL
A new model. Holds 50 reels each
in separate double wall compart-
ment; safety air chamber completely
surrounds each film; individual

doors, handles, index cards. Large
heavy gauge steel outer cabinet, re-
inforced door, 3-point locking de-
vice and key lock. Standard finish

olive-green enamel, baked-on; pol-
ished chrop'.e handles, hinges, etc.

If desired, one or more tiers of
compartments may be SEND FOR CATALOGUE NO. 16
left out providing con- .

venient shelf surfaces
|

for film equipment.

Complete line of
equipment for

—

FILING EDITING
SHIPPING HANDLING
CLEANING STORING

CLEAN YOUR FILM
Sparkling projection—perfect
pictures and sound can only
result with clean film. In one
motor driven operation the
NEUVATOR automatically
CLEANS. POLISHES,
CONDITIONS, and RE-
WINDS.

Jyaufnaan
PRODUCTS CORP.

7 WEST 42-STRIET . NEW YORK.N.Y.
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GOERZ
REFLEX FOCUSER

—Patented

—

A BOON to 16mm Movie Camera users

—

eliminates PARALLAX between finder and
lens—provides full-size groundglass image
magnified 10 times.

Goerz Hypar lenses 3" and up allow full

range of distance scale. Other lenses of
longer focus require special fitting. Also
useful as extension tube for shorter focus
lenses for close-ups.

Extensively used in shooting surgical oper-
ations, small animal life, etc.

PARALLAX—FREE
GOERZ DIRECT FOCUSER

and FIELD FINDER
for the same purpose, for Filmo 121

and Simplex-Pockette, magnifies 4

and 8x.

For detailed information address

Dept. MM-2

C.P.GOERZAMERICAN OPTICALCp
317 EAST 34™ ST. NEWWRK CITY

Kodachrome
MAPS«£/&tt&'FINE TITLES

Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory
Special Motion Picture Printing

I 197 Merchandise Mart, Chicago

HARBOR ACTIVITIES
Each film 400 ft. 16mm silent—S24.00

Subjects: Navigating a Ship into Harbor, Harbor Safety

Measures, Port Commerce. Drydocking Ocean-going Ships,

Procedure of United States Customs. Safeguarding Health

at the Nation's Gateways. Pacific Coast Fishermen at Sea,

etc.

Send for Catalogue

FRITH FILMS, Box 565, Hollywood, Calif.
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?MVa

EXPOSURE METER
Newest optical type meter . . . Appears, is

held and operated exactly like expensive
photo-electric meters . . . Operation quick
and simple . . . Meter is entirely pre-set-
table. Complete with neck cord, instruc-
tions, in attractive box. Comes in 2 models
for motion picture cameras,
and for still, each at

At all leadii deale Send$185

ISK«llirtMiWK»
! 425 FOURTH AVE. NEW YORK CITY

as we did not want to get in trouble with

the local spirits by using the village's

actual graveyard.

The real difficulties began when we
tried to get our actors out of their

adopted clothes and back into their own
loin cloths. Accomplishing this once did

not suffice for the whole picture. We had
the same struggle every day that we shot,

with the added difficulty of getting the

actors into exactly the same type of loin

cloths that they wore in the previous

scenes. Our interpreter wore himself out

on the subject before we even started to

make pictures.

It is impossible to make movies of

Africans without the assistance of a

man who not only is a good interpreter,

but also who knows personally, and has

the respect of, the natives. Even so, they

frequently get out of hand.

Some of our actors got haircuts in the

middle of filming Bamba. Then, with

scissors and collodion, we had to trim

and stick it on them until they looked

somewhat like they did in the previous

sequence. Nganga, our witch doctor, re-

fused to let us stick old hair on him. We
lost a sunny day arguing and pleading

with him and felt that we could never

finish Bamba with a shorn witch doctor.

But. by the time the sun came out again,

a couple of weeks later, Nganga's hair

had grown in!

Every morning at dawn, we rushed

out of the hut where we lived, to see if

the sun was coming up. It usually was
not. but sometimes it looked as if it

might, as we scurried madly around get-

ting everything ready for the day's shoot-

ing. We had a sketch of the village, with

all the baskets, pots, gourds and fetishes

we needed marked on it, and we had to

turn huts inside out looking for our wan-
dering properties. The people made only

the things that they needed, so there were
no extras we could set aside for use in

the picture.

After much calling and shouting, the

people gathered in the village street.

and we started the endless process of

getting the old clothes off and the loin

cloths on. With everything finally ready,

at least seventy percent of the time, the

sun went in. Then we sat and hoped

—

feeling glad for once that we could not

understand very much of the language.

If the sun actually stayed out, we
found the Africans, for the most part,

very good actors. The difficulty was in

getting them to do their acting within

the confines of the camera. Our camera

viewpoints were not only limited by the

angle of the lens, but by the tin roofs

on three sides of our tailored village. In

extreme closeups, we had to rehearse the

actors a great number of times in order

to keep them within our field.

The natives not only lived their parts

for the picture, but carried them right

over into their daily living. Once we
heard a terrible commotion and ran

down the village street to find everybody
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screaming and yelling at everybody else.

A typical African palaver, all because
they thought the story we were making
was true, and they had better straighten

it out before we went on photographing
it.

When, in the story, Bamba grew up
and returned to his village to give injec-

tions during an epidemic, the villagers

didn't want the scene "faked." They be-

lieve injections will cure anything, so

we had the mission doctor, who was also

our interpreter, bring some special hypo-

dermic medicine for the scene.

Sometimes, it was necessary to teach

the people to use our gestures, so that

the pantomime would be understood here

in America. For instance, the Africans

always point with their lips, but, if they

did this in the middle of a dramatic

scene, an American audience would cer-

tainly think that they were making faces.

In directing scenes, however, we had to

point with our lips in order to make the

natives understand us. Now we find it

so much simpler, particularly if one's

hands are busy, that we can't get out of

the habit.

Most of the time that we spent in

Bamba's village, we were not making the

picture, but were trying to keep the

people interested so that they would stay

with us. We jumped rope and did stunts

until we were weary. Then we made pin-

wheels, dolls, airplanes, until we had
used up all the material that we had on

hand. A bowling alley, with old spools

for pins and hard, green fruit for balls,

kept everybody busy for a long time.

This last earned us the name of Mpan-
gala, which means "somebody who is

always making things and playing with

the children."

"Pick up Sticks" contests for men,
women and children became quite the

rage. We had to drop out of these be-

cause we were so easily beaten. Africans

have no nerves at all!

But sometimes the sun did come out,

and then we really went to work. Until

the last light of the day was fading, we
kept at it, always hoping to catch up on

some of the lost days.

When, at last, The Story of Bamba was
finished, we had a big feed for the ninety

odd members of the cast. Sometimes the

people neglected to appear when we
were making pictures, but everybody

turned out for the "eats"—and a few

extra. We paid them all a few francs,

hardly enough for all they did for us, and

gave the stars portraits of themselves.

When we left, the villagers all turned

out to say goodbye. As we drove away,

they were singing joyously and clapping

their hands as they chanted ".
. . Mpan-

gala goes on a journey, now our troubles

are dead. . .
."
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Practical films

[Continued from page 76]

recently into new quarters at 130 West
46th Street in New York City. To cele-

brate the occasion, the associates of the

company showed, before an audience of

several hundred guests, three new sound

films. With These Weapons, produced

for the American Social Hygiene Asso-

ciation; the new Firestone picture,

Sleeping on Air; and a four reel Koda-
chrome production, Middle America,

sponsored by the Middle American Re-

search Institute of Tulane University.

Ski Travel In Color

The commercial travelog produced
for steamship lines and travel agencies

is a growing field for the 16mm. practical

film. Last summer, the Grace Line sent

John C. Jay, jr., ACL, 5000 miles south

to Chile, where he produced for them
a 400 foot motion picture in Kodachrome,
showing the seasonal skiing in Farel-

lones, a ski resort about an hour and a

half outside of Santiago, and in the lake

region further to the south where, as the

film reveals, one may ski on the slopes of

volcanic cones 18,000 feet in height.

Marked by a pervasive quietude, the

film resembles, in some of its color se-

quences, the style of Maxfield Parrish.

That this was achieved by filming in the

late yellow afternoon light affords a sug-

gestion to movie makers who also have
occasion to photograph in those regions

of brilliant whites and dark blues above
the timber line, where a variety of tonal

values is sometimes difficult to secure.

Being shown by the dace Line to va-

rious ski clubs and similar organizations

throughout the country, Mr. Jay's film

reaches a specific group of sportsmen.

Nowadays, it would seem to be no longer

sufficient to produce straightforward

travelogs for commercial use, but to dis-

cover, as Mr. Jay has done, a novel and
reasonable approach to an interested

group of the public.

The clinic

[Continued from page 69]

way. But. when one has made a medium
shot with a normal lens and has shifted

to a telephoto for a closeup, he should

remember the desirability of changing

the camera angle. Ordinarily speaking,

the viewpoint of two successive movie

scenes should never be identical, even if

one is a medium shot and the other a

closeup. You can best present your sub-

ject matter by a variety of camera view-

points, as well as by a variety of camera
distances!

Carded tunes A methodical mind-

ed movie maker re-

cently exhibited a card file of musical

selections compiled for the purpose of

THE MOVIE THE FILM

/safety film

paoroJOTreversal
I I 100FEET(J0.48M.)I

y 16% i

V Daylight Loading V

PANCHRO SUPER REVERSAL
has these qualities — 1 : Brilliance — be-

cause the contrast developed renders

each tone distinctly. 2: Naturalness— be-

cause of its high color sensitivity which

renders colored objects in their proper

monochromatic tones. 3: Large Projection

—due to the fme-graininess of the film.

Detail is sharp and pleasing. 4: Sim-

plicity in use—for its speed is proper for

shooting either under artificial light or

outdoors on dull winter days.

Panchro Super Reversal Film is the log-

ical film for your camera. Its superior

performance will demonstrate to you

why leading movie makers all over the

world prefer to use Gevaert movie films.

SIZES AND LIST PRICES
Daylight loading rolls, 16 mm. 50 ft.,

$3.25; 100 ft., $6.00. Double 8 mm. these

films are 25 ft. long, 16 mm. wide and
prescored, enabling the user to separate

into two 8 mm. lengths. 25 ft., $2.25,

9.5 mm. Laboratory packed in contain-

ers each holding 3 thirty-foot lengths.

$3.30 per container tin.

Gevaert processing laboratories are lo-

cated all over the world. This service is

speedy and efficient. Rolls of 400 ft. re-

ceived for processing are returned spliced

on a 400 ft. roll ready for projection.

Price of film includes processing service—

and films are returned postage prepaid.

If your dealer does not supply you write to:

Prices in Canada slightly higher

TU GEVAERT COMPANY of AMERICA 1m
.423 West 55th Street, New York

Philadelphia Boston Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco

Jn Canada: GEVAERT (CANADA) LIMITED • Toronlo • Montreal Winnipeg

tr/emberAfiif
in the

Amateur Cinema League

will brin$ Vou-
* MOVIE MAKERS . . . Membership
includes a subscription to Movie
Makers monthly, which covers
every phase of amateur and prac-
tical filming. Each month there are
articles for the beginner as well as
for the experienced movie maker.

w Technical consulting service . . .

Any league member can put his
movie making problems up to the
technical consultant, and he will
receive prompt, detailed service.

* Continuity and film planning service

. . . The continuity consultant will
aid you in planning specific films
by offering you continuity and
treatment suggestions, ideas on
editing and title wordings.

* Club Service . . . Those who wish
to organize a club—either for the
production of films or for the in-
terchange of ideas between cam-
eramen—will obtain full aid.

+ Film review service . - . You may
send films to the League for criti-

cism and review.

* MAKING BETTER MOVIES... This
is a 241 page illustrated handbook

on the basic principles of movie
making. Written in clear, non
technical language, it gives direc-
tions for every step in filming.

*k Booklets and service sheets . . .

These are available to all mem-
bers. Booklets are sent automati-
cally, as published, to members
who request them. Booklets now
current are:

Color filming—27 pages, illus-

trated

Titling technique — 32 pages
Featuring the family—34 pages

Lighting personal movies—37
pages, illustrated

Films and filters— 31 pages,
illustrated

k Equipment service . . . The League
aids members in locating new
equipment.

* Film Exchange ... A member may
list his films for temporary loan
among other members and will
receive in return a list of films
offered by other members.

* Special services ... in two impor-
tant fields are available. Through
the Film Review Chart a member
can get particularly efficient criti-

cism on his reels. By means of the
Film Treatment Chart, a member
may secure individually prepared
film plans and continuity outlines.
These charts are supplied on re-
quest to members only.

$5 a Year
Amateur Cinema League, Inc.

420 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.
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PKOVe IT TO YOURSELF!

Write lor your free 5" x 7" Sample
of the BRITELITE-TRUVISION WIDE
ANGLE SCREEN FABRIC and
Reflection Test Chart.

Whether you like a Box or Tripod
Model, we challenge you to find any
other SCREEN which will give equal
projection quality at all angles . . .

sharper definition. No glare,
halation or distortion. Best for

black-and-
white or

i \ i fl '- color. NO
GREATER

r COST!

c*&& ft:"

Vfh See the Britelite

*$ Line 61 Screens, Rellectois.

Spotlights. Utility Cases, Etc.

at your dealer, or write for

Catalog and Test Package.

Dept. IUM-2. Made in l.S.,1.

MOTION PICTURE SCREEN
& ACCESSORIES CO., INC.

351 West 52nd Street, New York City

NEW NAME—
The Same Good Service!

As of February 1st, Home Movie

Service becomes Home Motion

Picture Service — at new, larger

quarters—9 East 40th Street.

Editing, genuine Kodachrome titles,

tinted and positive stock titles.

HORNE MOTION PICTURE SERVICE
9 East 40th Street New York City

FADES. WIPES Can Be Added
to Your Reels

WITH FOTOFADE on black and white or color films.

Price $1.00. Waterproof Wipeoff Tape. 60c per roll.

Complete Fotofade Kit SI.60
CLNETINTS for coloring your 16mm. or Smm. film.

Set of six colors S3. Big Dealer Discounts
DYE RESEARCH LABORATORIES

319 Jackson Street Los Angeles, Calif.

SHOOT THE WHOLE FAMILY!
HOME MOVIES-OnlylO* a Day

Nationally Advertised! 10-Day Trial!
Entertain with teal movies of children, sporting

•IMo eCa:
ProjeetorB.gMMandlS&IMsiaes. For homes.busi-
ness, eh un-hes, schools and clubs. All accessories.
Satisfied Cu-V-m^r-. ttinioui the World. MONEY BACK
10-DAY TRIAL -n :.il f:m].-r:i- rind I 'ri.j.-.-t.,rs PMALL
1>|>WN I'W .Ml-N I I: il;w,. . AS I

< >W AS 10c A DAY.
till l . -, DON ELDER'S HOME MOVIES,
739 BOYLSTON ST.. Dept. R 2 BOSTON, MASS.

BING
CROSBY

and other
Top-Flight Stars

IN THE FINEST
PROFESSIONAL
ONE-REEL

MUSICAL COMEDIES
only $17.50 each.'

also Cartoons, Travelogs and Novelties
in this Series.

Dealers discounts and Illustrated Catalogs on

aiding in scoring films for dual turn-

table accompaniment. A card for each

selection was filed under appropriate

headings, such as Gay, Light, Majestic,

etc. Running time, length of introduc-

tion and other details are given on each

card. This system facilitates musical

editing, just as a card system aids in film

editing.

Larger Eight Two movie makers,

Kendall T. Green-

wood, ACL, and Morton H. Read, were

faced with the need for 8mm. projectors

having a greater film capacity than that

offered by machines on the market (at

that time) . Both solved the problem ably

and differently. Photographs of their

outfits, shown on this page, are almost

self explanatory.

Mr. Greenwood's solution is the more
complicated, for he made a special base

in which were incorporated switches for

controlling the projector motor and

lamp, as well as for controlling the

added motor which drives the takeup.

(This motor is one used as standard

equipment on one of the large 16mm.

Arms for special large reels, made by

Morton H. Read for 8mm. projector

Kendall T. Greenwood, ACL

An extension unit for 8mm. projector,

made by Kendall T. Greenwood, ACL

projectors.) Special arms were con-

structed to support the large 8mm. reels,

which were made from 16mm. reels cut

down to 8mm. gauge.

For the other outfit, built by Mr. Read,

the projector was given a simple cast

iron base, planed to the proper size.

Two reel arms, made of strap iron, were

bolted to this base. His takeup arrange-

ment is simply a belt drive powered by

the regular takeup spindle which has

been extended with a small machined
pulley rod made to slip over the spindle

with a ''push" fit. The ends of the strap

iron extension arms are fitted with arms
and spindles from another make of 8mm.
machine. They were purchased from the

manufacturer as parts. The reels used

in both adaptations will hold 800 feet of

8mm. film, thus providing one hour of

uninterrupted screening.

Ultra closeup When working with

his titler and tele-

photo lens, Michael Tortariello made
a discovery which will prove of interest

to other 8mm. movie makers. He found

that, by using a one and one half inch

telephoto lens plus the supplementary

lens which is part of his 8mm. titler. he

was able to get extreme closeups. The
telephoto lens was set for twenty five

feet, and the titler lens was placed im-

mediately in front of it. The distance

from the subject to the titler lens was
seven inches—the same distance as if
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8mm. scene by Michael Tortariello

Extreme closeups made on 8mm. with

1

1/2 ' ncn telephoto and titler lens

the titler had been used in the normal

way with the regular camera lens. The
size of the resultant camera field, how-

ever, was approximately five eighths by
seven eighths inches. Of course, the cen-

tering presents a nice problem, but the

frame enlargement shown here gives an

idea of the great magnification possible.

Broken action We aU nave blind

spots, so it is not

surprising that a minor, but omnipres-

ent, technical flaw may appear consist-

ently in the work of a competent movie

maker. One of these bugaboos that we
have detected is the break in the flow of

action on the screen, caused by stopping

the camera in the course of the scene

and starting it again. This may occur for

two reasons: an oncoming passerby was
about to obstruct the view, so the movie
maker stopped the camera until he had
gone on; or, the process shown in the

scene was more or less continuous, so

the cameraman stopped the camera dur-

ing the less interesting action and re-

sumed shooting from the same view-

point, when something more important

began to happen.

But, no matter what the cause, the net

result on the screen is very bad; it ap-

pears as if something were missing, or

as if the film had been broken and was
spliced together again awkwardly. One
of the laws of the cinema is: Whenever
you stop your camera, change your cam-
era viewpoint be/ore beginning to film

again.

The unlucky 13

[Continued from page 70]

obstruction generally has a blurred or

soft edge and may move during the

course of the scene.

Cause: In holding the camera, the

movie maker has allowed one of his fin-

gers to get in front of the lens and. since

it is below the level of the viewfinder,

he has not noticed it.

Correction: Check the holding posi-

tion and secure a grip in which no part

of the hand can obstruct the view. Use
this grip consciously until the habit

becomes automatic. When shooting

through a fence, make sure that the lens

is unobstructed.

5. Beginning of Roll Fogged. Symp-
toms: First few feet of film on a roll are

fogged or light struck; this appears as

a wavering, bleached out area, often al-

most transparent; sometimes, the edges

of the picture are fogged, sometimes all

of it, but, usually, the fog lessens as the

film progresses.

Cause: If only the edges are fogged,

the camera probably was loaded in a

place where the sunlight was too strong,

and light leaked in between the film and
the spool. If the entire scene is fogged,

either too much leader was unwound for

loading purposes, or the camera was run

too long after loading before the cover

was replaced.

Correction: Never load a camera in

bright or direct sunlight. The film is

extremely sensitive to light and should

be handled only in the shade, or indoors

if possible. Remove only enough leader

to place it over the sprockets and on the

takeup spool (two feet are ample) . Run
the camera just for an instant to check
working order after loading film. Then
replace the cover immediately.

6. End of Roll Fogged. Symptoms:
These are similar to those of fogged film

at the beginning of a roll, except that

the fog is at the end.

Cause: Probably the camera was

opened when the film scale read "zero"

and the end leader was run off with the

camera still open. The exposed roll

might also have been removed in light

that was too brilliant.

Correction: Unload the sensitive film

in a shaded place and work carefully.

Never open the camera when the footage

meter indicates "zero," since the scene

that was filmed last has not yet been

wound entirely on the takeup spool, nor

have the several feet of protective leader,

designed to shield the roll, been wound
over it yet. Always run the camera to

"empty" before opening it. If there is

no "empty" mark, run the camera about

fifteen seconds after the dial indicates

"zero." then open it and unload.

7. Lens Flare. Symptoms: Light, cir-

cular rings, either singly or in multiple,

appear over the scene; also, a partial

dimming or fogging of the entire scene

may be noted; sometimes, lens flare ap-

pears as streaks, but generally it con-

sists of ghostly, transparent rings.

Cause: Direct sunlight, or brilliant re-

flections of direct sunlight, has been al-

lowed to strike the surface of the lens

of the camera, producing reflections

within the elements of the lens.

Correction : Direct sunlight must never

be allowed to fall upon the camera lens.

If one is filming toward the sun, he

should use a sunshade or lens hood. If

a regular sunshade is not available, the

lens can be protected by a shadow cast

by the filmer's hand, hat or possibly a

LAW
PHOTO PRINT

DRYER

An efficient apparatus for those who
demand flat and dry prints in a hurry.
The materials used in the assembly
of the Law Photo Print Dryer are not
harmed with heat of 350° or less.
Therefore the Dryer will withstand
forced drying if desired.

Compact—yet has a capacity of

6 prints 11 x 14. 4S prints 4x5.
12 prints S x 10. 60 prints 3 Vi x 4%.
24 prints 5x7. 96 prints 2^4 x 3%.

$2-25

NOW
AT A REDUCED PRICE!

3 TYPES OF

VIEWING
FILTERS

No. 1—MONOTONE VIEWING FIL-
TER shows the graduation of shad-
ows that will register on panchromatic
film—determines proper degree of
lighting. Particularly important in-
doors.

No. 2—ORTHO VIEWING FILTER
completely absorbs all red color. Per-
mits best arrangement of shadows
and lighting with orthochromatic film.
Indispensable in determining proper
lens filter.

No. 3—COBALT BLUE VIEWING
FILTER gives correct middle tones
and luminous shadows for all purposes
and all types of film. Most important
aid to proper outdoor photography.

Increased Production
Results in New,
Lower Price

World's Largest Camera Store

110 West 32d St., New Yori
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Get "Big Studio"
Results in your
Home Movies
...with this professional

FADE-IN & FADE-OUT
and these 6 popular
MASKING EFFECTS.

FADE
combined with

TTE

fadE-0-Mask
cially priced tf

! with holder *^7.75
now specu

complete 1

and 3 double masks

WESCO FADETTE—the only vignefter producing a
rectangular fade at ANY desired speed. Gradual
Fading— In or Out— Fast or Slow at the will of the

operator. NO SUDDEN SHUT OFF. Light weight . . .

rugged construction. Fits most all cameras. $C95
Comes with cable release and filter holder. J

Special adapter for Eastman lenses 75c. When
ordering specify make and model of camera.

WESCO FADE-O-MASK— holder of durable tenite,

takes the place of filter holder. Attached quickly and
easily to the Fadette. The Wesco Fade-O-Masks of

thin flexible pyralin are quickly and easily inter-

changeable, and give the movie maker an %r
unlimited range of novel effects

Ask your dealerfor a demonstration

WESTERN MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
254 SUTTER STREET SAN FRANCISCO

?250

Sendto Bassfor this

FILMO 141
Shelloading 16mm
Magazine loading
4 speeds incl.

motion ... si

frame for titles,

Positive finder . .

interchangeable lens

. . . With 1" F:2
lens.

$115
Ai/7CC CAMERA CO.MMWW IT* W.MADJJON ST

CHTCAGO.ILL.

DEPT.

C.

REDUCTIONS
ENLARGEMENTS •
DUPLICATES •

GEO.WCOLBURN
LABORATORY

1197 MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO

BLUE LIST for 7940
Selected Educational Films
for General Science, Music,
Nature Study. Chemistry, etc.

16mm Sound Rent and Sale.
List Free Upon Request.

1600 Bi

New York City

FREE
The Chane

TITLING OUTFIT!
Demonstration /

Wi
Try it yourself without cost!
Titles at our expense, ready to shoot

1

• CREATE your own big theatre effects.

• PRODUCE Hollywood titles in black and white
or color, with all the fun of doing it yourself.

• NOTHING MECHANICAL. Lasts forever. New
effects for a lifetime.

• FREE— Don't Delay—Send Today.

THE "A TO Z" MOVIE TITLING OUTFIT
Designed by Professionals for Amateurs

• ONLY $2 COMPLETE •
at All Leading Dealers or send Direct

Stein Studios
175 Fifth Ave., Dept. MIO, New York, N. Y.

piece of cardboard held so that it cuts

off the direct rays. Care must be taken

that these emergency lens shades do not

come in front of the lens and thus ob-

struct part of the view.

8. Scratches on the Film. Symp-
toms: Lines or streaks run lengthwise

along the film; they either may be con-

tinuous or may run only a few feet;

clearly visible on the screen, they are

annoying as well as permanently dis-

figuring, especially if the streaks come
across light areas, such as skies or faces

in closeup.

Cause: Sometimes, these are caused

by the projector, but more often by the

camera. The film surface is quite tender

and can be scratched very easily. While
the camera is in operation, a small piece

of jagged or rough film may chip off and
lodge in the mechanism, generally at the

pressure plate or aperture plate, near

and behind the lens (check instruction

book for exact location), and this may
scratch the film as it travels past.

Correction: Clean the aperture plate

and pressure plate with a soft camel's

hair brush or cloth before loading a roll

of film in the camera. This brush should

be a part of every filmer's equipment,

since it can also be used to dust the lens

and other delicate parts of the camera.

Never use a metal instrument, as it will

damage the polished parts and cause

serious scratching.

9. Dirt in Aperture. Symptoms: Ir-

regular, small, dark areas and some-

times even twig like obstructions are

noticeable, generally along the bottom

of the picture frame.

Cause: Particles of dirt, dust, lint and

sometimes a small piece of thread may
become lodged along the lower side of

the camera's aperture plate.

Correction: Clean the aperture from

inside the camera by using a soft brush.

Sometimes this dirt may be on the pro-

jector aperture. This can be detected by

throwing the picture that is being pro-

jected out of frame (not out of focus)

.

If the dirt still shows at the bottom of

the projected area, then dirt is in the

projector. If the dirt shows along the

bottom frame line (which is now higher

up in the projected area), the camera
should be examined.

10. Ends of Scenes Wobbly. Symp-
toms: Just at the end of a scene, the en-

tire picture seems to whirl about, the

horizon wobbles and, finally, the ground
swings up into view.

Cause: The camera motor was not

shut off at the end of the scene, and ex-

posure of film continued as the movie
maker swung the camera down from
shooting position.

Correction: After enough footage has

been exposed to record the scene, the

finger should be lifted from the release

lever and then, but not until then, the

camera should be lowered. If a tripod is

used, this error will not occur. This mis-

take is not so bad in itself, since this

startling finish of a scene can be cut off

in editing. Too often, however, it is left

in, to the discomfort of all who see it.

11. Scenes Too Short or Too Long.

Symptoms: Scenes flash on and off the

screen before we are able to comprehend

their content or remain so long that they

become tiresome.

Cause: This may be lack of knowledge

as to the formula for scene length.

Correction: After the release is

pressed down and the camera starts,

count, at regular, even speed, 1, 2, 3, 4,

5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, allowing about one sec-

ond to each count. Then turn off the

camera motor. A second can be esti-

mated by the length of time it takes to

say "one thousand and one." Some film-

ers prefer to count "one thousand and

one, one thousand and two" on to "one

thousand and ten." This will be equiva-

lent to approximately four feet of film

at normal speed, and it is the average

length for scenes containing no special

action. Of course, if we wish to show

a youngster walking across a room, for

example, we shall allow the camera to

run until the entire action is recorded.

Otherwise, adhere to the "count of ten"

for best results.

12. Fast Panoramas. Symptoms:
Scenes move across the screen too rap-

idly to be absorbed visually; landscapes

whirl dizzily past; they may even seem

to be out of focus.

Cause: The camera was "panned" or

swung from one side to another to cover

a broad area of scene. This was done too

rapidly. Sometimes, the same effect oc-

curs when one films from a moving train

or car, at right angles to the direction of

travel.

Correction: The best advice is do not

make panoramas! If you feel that you

must, do so very slowly and evenly. This

procedure uses up a great deal of film,

so, when tempted to film a panorama,

first see if the proposed view might not

better be divided into a few straight

shots, each one made from a different

viewpoint, with the camera held station-

ary in each case.

13. Loss of Loop. Symptoms: On the

screen, the film seems to be running past

the aperture of the projector continu-

ously, giving only wavering, light and
dark, blurred areas instead of pictures.

Sometimes, the film appears to be jerk-

ing through the projector so that the

screen results are pictures of objects

jiggling up and down so fast that

they seem to have "ghost" or duplicate

images.

Cause: Because of either careless or

improper loading, the film has not been

allowed enough "free play" in loops

above and below the pull down claw

mechanism, which can be seen near the

pressure plate. The result is that the film

is dragged past the picture taking area

continuously, instead of being allowed to

remain motionless for the fraction of a
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GOING LIKE

HOT CAKES
Geared Pan-head
for only I 2.50

KIN-O-PAN
Both still and movie photographers are
wildly enthusiastic about this new, finely

constructed Panoraming device that fits

any standard tripod. It affords 360° hori-

zontal swing and approximately 180° verti-

cal range.

Write today for booklet
'0-225 giving complete description

KIN-O-LUX, INC.
105 West 40th Street New York

PertectTitles with Metal Letters
Ask
for

samples

of

the

most

beautiful

Capital

and
Lower
Case

Letters

Made

S/ilc, yauj- /b£m& mltfi

\ METAL Letters

tfflpjfc, EASY

Complete sets in wood case (U. S. Price) 222 pes. $7.16;
126 caps only $4.28.

ADD CHARM AND INTEREST TO YOUR FILMS
Specify white or black Jetters

H.W.KNIGHT&SON,INC.,SenecaFalls,N.Y.

Want a Career
in Photography?
If you are ambitious to become a suc-

cessful photographer, either for pleasure
or career, the N. Y. Institute offers you
a thorough, practical training under the
personal direction of foremost experts.
Commercial, News, Portrait, Advertising,
Motion Picture, and Color photography.
Personal Attendance and Home Study
courses.

Send for free booklet

NEW YORK INSTITUTE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY

10 West 33 Street (Dept. 105) New York City

PASADENA ROSE PARADE
A Beautiful Subject in Full Color. 200 ft.,

16mm. Kodachrome S30
also

"REDWOOD SAGA"
Romantic Redwood Lumbering Industry
(B & W) 400 ft. 16mm., $24; 800 ft., $48

GUY D. HASELTON
7936 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.

WE ADD SOUND fo Your
16mm NEGATIVE Pictures $60 per
400 ft. including positive combined
print

16mm REVERSAL Pictures $70 per
400 ft. including reversal combined
print

16mm KODACHROME Pictures $95
per 400 ft. including Kodachrome
combined print

Script, narrator, music extra

BERNDT-MAURER RECORDING SYSTEM

second necessary for the proper ex-

posure of each frame.

Correction: Care must be exercised to

allow the recommended size of loops of

film near the taking mechanism. In most

cameras, the size of these loops is indi-

cated by white guide lines on the inside

of the camera. At the same time, the

film perforations should be placed care-

fully over the teeth on all sprocket

wheels in the operating mechanism, so

that the film cannot work itself free and

thus lose its loop. After loading the cam-

era, run the mechanism and observe its

action for a moment before replacing the

cover. This generally will provide a posi-

tive check as to proper adjustment of the

film loop.

If a new movie maker takes care, he

easily can learn to avoid each of these

errors. Avoiding them will be a habit,

and he can count on producing movies

that always will ibe acceptable.

Amateur c ubs

SPOT FILM PRODUCTIONS, INC.
339 E. 48 St. New York

[Continued from page 72]

San Francisco meets From the

West Coast

comes an announcement of the annual
meeting of the Cinema Club of San
Francisco. H. T. Kelley, ACL, was
elected president; John Smurr. ACL,
vicepresident; L. M. Perrin, ACL, sec-

retary ; R. E. Pettingill, treasurer.

Dallas begins The Dallas Cine Club,

encouraged by re-

ceiving Honorable Mention in Movie
Makers 1939 selection of the Ten Best,

with their club picture, Out To Win, is

now hard at work on a film, entitled

Espionage, which is to be its greatest

production. Present club officers are

Stan Everman. president; Lehman Rodg-
ers, first vicepresident ; Russell Pilking-

ton, second vicepresident; Mary Lou
Hughes, secretary treasurer. At the last

reported meeting of the club, a repre-

sentative of the Besbee Products Cor-

poration talked about the Besbee Uni-

versal Titler, in conjunction with its

film, Entitled to Success, produced by

Charles J. Carbonaro, ACL.

Minneapolis questions Tlle Min-

neapolis
Octo-Cine Guild, at its latest meeting,

held a quiz contest, in which some eighty

questions, compiled by C. G. Crosby,

secretary, were asked of the club mem-
bers. A representative of Eastman Kodak
Stores was the judge, and the prize—

a

roll of Super X film—was awarded to

E. M. Bacon.

Toronto gift
- Shortly after the King

and Queen of England

visited Toronto last summer, the Toronto

Amateur Movie Club called upon its

members to submit their pictures of the

Royal visit to the officers of the club.

Tete +fte

TWO WAYS
TO PRODUCE SOUND FILMS

OF PROFESSIONAL QUALITY

Sound movies, known io be 100%
more powerful than silent pictures,

are produced on 16 mm. film in

either of two ways:

THE SINGLE SYSTEM

METHOD

Using lhe B-M Sound-Pro camera and

associated electrical equipment, you

make the sound track on the same nega-

tive with lhe picture. You get proies-

sional results in both picture and sound

when you use the Sound-Pro.

THE D0UB1E SYSTEM METHOD

Because of its professional nature you

use the Sound-Pro as a silent camera for

shooting your picture. You record your

sound either at the same lime or subse-

quently, using the B-M Model D com-

plete recording system, which makes

the sound negative on a separate film.

For most professional work double sys-

tem is used because of its great flexi-

bility and highest fidelity sound results.

117 East 24th Street • lleui Vorh City
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Enjoy the finest advantages of "pro-
fessional" cameras—fades, superimpo-
sition, lap dissolves, animation, slow
motion, etc. Get terms to suit you, as
little as $21.41 a month. BOLEX cam-
eras are complete, there are no costly
"extras" to buy. F/1.5 lens and carry-
ing case. With Leitz Hektor Rapid F/1.4
lens, $20.00 additional. Write for de-
tails to Dept. MM2.

Trade In Your Old Camera
Liberal Allou

FORDHAM ELECTRIC CO., INC.
2563 Webster Ave. New York City

(One-Half Block iVo. oj Fordham Road)

Why use anything else when

TITLES BY PARK CINE
cost no more than ordinary titles

CATALOG FREE ON REQUEST

PARK CINE LABORATORY
120 West 41st Street New York. N. Y.

Special Constructions
RECONDITIONING & REPAIR
AH Movie Cameras & Projectors

SILENT and SOI M>

Mercury J™J

MOVIE EQUIPMENT REPAIR CO.
Broadway. N. Y. Chel 2-5962

EVergreen 7-4479

MODERNIZE
WITH SOUND ON FILM
The addition of SOUND will give your
silent films a new vitality and character.
You will be surprised at the remarkably
effective results we can produce by add-
ing sound—commentary, music or special
effects—to your existing silent films. And
the cost is very reasonable, whether
black and white or color. We have the
latest equipment and will be glad to con-
sult with you. Write for particulars.

HARTLEY
PRODUCTIONS

230 WEST 79th ST. NEW YORK

TITLE AND EDIT YOUR LAST YEAR'S MOVIES
The improvement will be worth

many times its cost.

CHROMART
TITLES, TITLE BLANKS, EDITING
8-MM—KODACHROME ONLY—16-MM
Send for handy-chart with samples

PLEASANT STREET PAWTUCKET,

DeJUR 5A
PHOTO-ELECTRIC

EXPOSURE METER
$11.50 with sling
(Pigskin Carrying Case.

Sl.00)

Precision made . . ultra sensitive . . zero
adjuster . . for black-and-white or color
. . still or movie . . indoor or outdoor . .

day or night.
At your dealer, or write for complete information.

Made in America for all the world.

SHELTON CONNECTICUT

This was done, the scenes were edited

into a master reel, and now, after many
adventures, a duplicate of the film, en-

titled Toronto's Royal Day, will be pre-

sented to Their Majesties as a gift from

the Toronto club, officially approved by

the Canadian Government. Encased in

white morocco with a special film can,

the gift will be sent, through the Under
Secretary of State, directly to Their

Majesties at Buckingham Palace, sealed

in the dispatch case of Lord Tweedsmuir,

Governor General of Canada.

Bay Empire meets Th« Bay En>

p i r e 8 mm.
Movie Club, ACL, in Oakland, Calif.,

held a dinner dance recently, at the Lake

Merritt Hotel, in honor of Murray Beliz,

of Sacramento, a former member who

had won high acclaim for his prize win-

ning picture, Within the Golden Gates.

Several other pictures by club members

also were screened, and F. F. Luth, the

corresponding secretary, reports a most

successful meeting.

Civic Fort Wayne A civic motion

picture, field

trips and demonstrations of indoor movie

making, including sound on records syn-

chronized with film, comprise most of the

winter season program of the Fort

Wayne (Ind.) Amateur Cinema Club.

The most important of these projects,

in which all the members may partici-

pate, is the civic motion picture of Fort

Wayne, which will be printed on 8mm..

16mm. and 35mm. stock, both colored

and black and white. Ralph Schwartz,

ACL. Leon Brandyberry and Maurice

Nusbaum have been named to the sce-

nario committee.

Washington anonymity Mem-
bers

whose 8mm. films were screened by the

Washington Society of Amateur Cine-

matographers recently were given a

number, so that their identity would re-

main anonymous when the judges criti-

cized their work before the club. Reed

Haythorne, president of the group,

talked on Making Holiday Movies, and

an election of new officers was held, as

yet unreported.

News of the industry

[Continued from page 73]

RabSonS-Tomlin The new photo-

graphic, music
and sporting goods headquarters of

RabSons, Inc.. Ill West 52nd Street,

New York, will now have a particular-

ized motion picture service, under the

direction of Frederick A. Tomlin, whose

experience in production and educa-

tional work in the movie field will be

brought to the aid of patrons of RabSons
motion picture department. Special at-

tention will be given to the personal

FEBRUARY 1940

problems of each inquirer, with em-

phasis on the matters of practical edit-

ing, titling and arranging, as well as

other questions of technique. Movie ama-

teurs are invited to visit RabSons and to

meet Mr. Tomlin personally.

FoCUSer-Finder Owners of Filmo

121 or Simplex
Pockette cameras may secure the aid of

direct, visual focusing through the tak-

ing lens by using the Goerz Focuser-

Finder, made by the C. P. Goerz Ameri-

can Optical Company, 317 East 34th

Street, New York. This device slips into

either camera, taking the place of the

regular magazine, and provides a full

field magnification of 4x, or an increased

magnification of 8x, on the center section

of the field. The image is viewed right

side up on a ground glass screen, in the

exact position occupied by the film plane.

A positive finder for Filmos
A new type of viewfinder has been

made available for Filmo cameras, both

in 8mm. and 16mm. models. The optical

system of these finders provides a full

sized finder image of uniform dimensions

for whichever lens occupies the taking

position on the camera. Any slight move-
ment of the eye, as it is applied to the

finder eyepiece, does not shift the posi-

tion of the finder image, which is always

fixed. The new positive type viewfinder

provides a small, auxiliary lens which
bestows this effect. Finder objectives

matching all focal lengths of taking

lenses are available. For three lens turret

cameras, there is a miniature turret

which clips to the front of the regular

finder and which may be adjusted to pro-

vide the correct finder image for each

taking lens in use on the main turret.

Single lens cameras may be provided

with clip on. positive finders.

Correction I 1 was stated previously

in these columns that the

Dejur Range Finder made by the Dejur
Amsco Corporation, Shelton, Conn.,

operates on the split field principle. In-

stead, the instrument operates on the

superimposed image system.

Color leSS A new price range has

been set up for Koda-
chrome, made by the Eastman Kodak
Company, Rochester, N. Y. Heading the

list is 16mm. Kodachrome, now priced at

$8.00 for 100 feet, both regular and Type
A, daylight loading spools, with fifty foot

rolls at $4.30. Fifty foot magazines load-

ed with Kodachrome are $4.65. Koda-

chrome 8mm. is now $3.40 for the twenty

five foot roll.

Colburn price list Dated Janu-

ary 1. 1940,

the new price list issued by the Geo. W.
Colburn Laboratory. 1197 Merchandise

Mart, Chicago, contains an unusually

complete arrangement of all laboratory
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Super ELECTROPHOT
> EXPOSURE METER
Highly sensitive ; easy to read ; Universal use

:

Movies, Stills; All Film: Black and White, Colored;
All Shutter Speeds; Indoors, Outdoors; All Film
Speeds in popular ratings; All-American materials
and manufacture. Amazing new low price! See it

at your dealer's. Writs for free folder! $ I 4.50

J. THOS. RHAMSTINE* 303 Beaubien St., Detroit, Michigan

SAVE WHOLESALE'S
AMAZING PRICES

Keystone 16 MM Projector 300 Watt 2"

lens USED S22.00
Keystone 16 MM Camera Bl F3:o GOOD
CONDITION S25 .00

Keystone 8 MM Camera F3:5 USED.
Case S20.00

30 s 40 Crystal Beaded Screen on Boiler. $ 2.95
30 x 40 DeLuxe Beaded Screen DeLuxe

Case Automatic $ 8.50
DeLuxe Elk Leather Carryall Case S 6.00
Canvas Carryall Case holds all Type
Cameras and Accessories S 3.50

Complete line of Cameras, Camera Cases, Projectors
and Photographic Goods of all types and styles at

attractive prices. Send for FREE bargain list

WHOLESALE CAMERA SUPPLY CO.
29 West 34th St. Dent. S. 8 New York, N. Y.

KODACHROME MAIN TITLES
16MM. KODACHROME I .00
8MM. KODACHROME .50

Samples—Information—Price List
Upon Request

FRANCIS S. NELSON
737 Micheltorena St. Los Angeles, Cal.

TRUE 35mm STILLS
COLOR From youpWW^VI* 16mm. Kodachrome

Movie Frames
Write for details and prices

J. C. WELLER
PARADE STUDIOS, INC., 1375 Euclid Avenue

Cleveland, O.

MOVIE MAKERS offers
An attractive, black fabrikoid, gold lettered binder for
your copies of this magazine. A wire device enables
you to insert and remove copies easily.

Price $1.50
Send your order accompanied by remittance to

MOVIE MAKERS
420 Lexington Ave.. New York. N. Y.

In 200. 400. 800, 1200. 1600
ft. sizes ... in stock for
immediate delivery. If your
Dealer or Jobber cannot
supply you, write us direct.

FIBERBILT

services in the substandard and slide

film fields. These include transfer of the

picture from one size of film to another,

sound printing, making animated maps
and duplicating. This list, of interest to

all amateurs, as it is a valuable index to

what may be done, will be sent on appli-

cation to Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory.

Plaston A new, clean cut font of

movable title letters in mod-

ern design is offered by the Besbee

Products Corporation, Trenton, N. J.

This is called the Plaston Letter Set and

is offered in a special, grooved panel

case which not only provides a compact

method of storage, but also may be set

up to act as a nine by twelve inch title

background. The letters are made of a

special, unbreakable composition and

are available in white, black or red.

Film cases by B & H Newly an-

noun ce d

by the Bell & Howell Company, 1801

Larchmont Avenue, Chicago, is a line

of all steel storage cases, with welded

seams and durable finish, made for stor-

ing and carrying 400 foot, 16mm. or 200

foot, 8mm. film reels in cans. Features

of the new product are: drop front panel

for ready access, removable humidor

pad, section fins for holding each in-

dividual reel in place and index card

holder. The cases are available in six

and twelve reel capacity.

Carbons for 16mm. arc A new
type of

carbon, which is cored to produce, as

light source, an arc especially suited to

16mm. Kodachrome projection, is an-

nounced by the Bell & Howell Company.

1801 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago, 111.

The illumination provided by this arc,

it is said, has the correct color tempera-

ture to give warmth and proper tonal

values to the color picture on the screen,

while remaining effective, also, for black

and white projection.

Agfa merges According to an an-

nouncement recently

received, Agfa Ansco Corporation, of

Binghamton, N. Y., was merged, on De-

cember 29. 1939. with General Aniline

& Film Corporation and is now a divi-

sion of the larger firm, but will continue

to operate under the same management

and policies in the photographic and

motion picture fields.

Official Films list ^ addition to

its well known
features and short subjects covering out-

standing events and scenes of the New
York World's Fair, 1939, in black and

white and color, silent and sound, Offi-

cial Films, Inc., 1441 Broadway, New
York City, announces two new subjects

on seasonal sports. These are Champion-

ship Basketball, an analysis of the pop-

ular game, by Nat Holman; Monarchs

GOOD NEWS!
Professionalize Your

Movies! Save 15%!

Here's the news you've been waiting for.

Sensational price reductions on three im-
portant Besbee accessories. Now you can
give your home movies the same titles

and trick effects you have seen on the
professional screen. Enjoy better and
more attractive movies, and save money
on the following Besbee products:

Besbee Universal Title Maker, with 12

accessories Now Only §12.50

Besbee Improved Title Illuminator; ad-

justable arms Now Only §5.50

Besbee Pro-Trik Title Frame, with 14

accessories and 150 title letters

Now Only $14.50

il^V?-^i^TE)*|i»rtffp5i"gfy|

PLASTIC TITLE LETTER SET

Clean-cut, all white plastic letters in a

grooved panelled case. Sharp outlines

produce striking shadow effects. Letters

easily cleaned; may be used indefinitely.

The most beautiful letters ever fi>C Cft
produced

TITLE-

SCOPE
Handy device
for every
movie ama-
teur. Gives
heights,
widths, dis-
tances, expos-
ures, etc. . . .

for close-up
work and

title making. Complete with leather case.
Only $1.50

Ask your dealer to show you the complete
Besbee equipment which gives you tops

in movie thrills. Write for NEW TITLE-
MAKING TIPS, a fascinating folder which
will be sent to you at NO CHARGE. Give
make of camera and name of dealer.

Besbee products are made in U. S. A.

BESBEE PRODUCTS CORP.
TRENTON NEW JERSEY
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An international list of the dealers and agents who carry this magazine—VISIT THEM!

UNITED STATES
ALABAMA

Guntersville: Lewis M. Stone Visual Service,

P. O. Box 114.

Montgomery: Klein & Son.

ARIZONA
Phoenix: Sam's Cigar Store, 127 N. 1st Aye.
Tucson: T. Ed. Litt, Cor. Congress & Stone.

Martin Drug Co., Congress & Church Sts.

ARKANSAS
Little Rock: Jungkind Photo Supply Co., 114

\V. Fourth St.

CALIFORNIA
Alhambra: Alhambra Camera Shop, 127 W. Main

St.

Bakersfield: Edward's Camera Exchange, 1609
19th St.

Berkeley: Berkeley Commercial Photo Co., 2515
Bancroft Way.

Beverly Hills: Beverly Hills Camera Shop, 417
N. Beverly Drive.

Bishop: Phillips Camera House, 336 N. Main St.

Burbank: Glenn's Camera Shop, 3910 S. Olive St.

Burlingamb: Camera Photo Service, 341 Primrose
Rd.

El Monte: Anderson Photo Service, 304 W. Val-
ley Blvd.

Frhsno: Laval Co., Inc., 314 N. Van Ness Ave.
Potter Drug Co., 1102 Fulton St.

Stillman Drug Co., 2001 Van Ness Blvd.
Glendale: Glenar Studio, 209 E. Broadway.

A. L. Kirkhuff Camera & Movie Supply Co., 125
S. Brand Blvd.

Precision Photo Service, 710 N. Glendale Ave.
Grass Valley: Maurice Photographic & Camera

Shop, 107 Mill St.

Hollywood: Hollywood Camera Exchange, Ltd.,
1600 N. Cahuenga Blvd.

Thelan's Camera Center, 6731 Hollywood Blvd.
Universal News Agency, 1655 N. Las Palmas.
World News Service, 1660 Cahuenga Ave.

Inglevvood: Advance Camera Shop, 707 So.
LaBrea St.

Long Beach: Camera Supply Co., 126 E. Third St.

May's Camera Shop. 123 E. Fourth St.

Ward-Wier Photo Shop, 126 Pine Ave.
Winstead Bros., Inc., 244 Pine Ave.

Los Angeles: George F. Adair Co., 306 W. Wash-
ington Blvd.

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY CO., INC., 1053
South Olive St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 643 S. Hill St.

John R. Gordon, 1129 S. Mariposa Ave.
Home Movie Library & Equipment Co., Inc.,

713 S. Hill St.

T. Iwata Art Store, 256 E. First St.

Earl V. Lewis Co., 226 W. Fourth St.

Los Angeles Camera Exchange, 1037 S. Olive
St.

Martindale's Book Store, 5310H Wilshire Bird.
Matus Camera Supply Co., 5208 Wilshire Blvd.
Monarch Photo Co., Inc., 1800 W. Pico St.

Peterson's Camera Exchange, 356 S. Broadway.
Winter, Inc., 529 W. Sixth St.

Modesto: Shoob's Camera Shop, 1024 Tenth St.

Monterey: McKay Photo Service, 470 Alvarado
St.

Napa: Levinsons Pharmacy, 948 Main St.

Oakland: Camera Corner, 431-14th St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1918 Broadway.
Oakland Camera Exchange, 376 - 14th St.

Vert Camera Store, 5351 Foothill Blvd.
Pasadena: Flag Studio, 59 E. Colorado St.

Sumner's, 327 E. Green St.

Petaluma: Rex Hardware Co., Photographic
Dept., S. Main St.

Pomona: Frashers, Inc., 151 E. Second St.
Riverside: F. W. Twogood, 3700 Main St.

Sacramento: Grey Pharmacy, 401 K St.

McCurry Photo Service, 731 Eye St.
Frank McDougal, 1017 - 10th St.

Douglas Osborn. 1207 K St.

Salinas: Anderson's Electric Shop, 342 Main St.

San Bernardino: Arrowhead Camera Shop, 610
Third St.

San Diego: Bunnell Photo Shop, 1033 Sixth Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 419 Broadway.
Frank and Ben News Stand, 1031 - Sixth Are.
Harold E. Lutes, 958 Fifth St.

Milow Pharmacy, EI Cajon Blvd. at 40th St.

San Francisco: Camera Shop, 137 Kearny St.

Cardinal Pictures, 408 Market St.

Colortone Productions Co., 681 Market St.

Duhem Motion Picture Mfg. Co., 135 Hayes St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 216 Post St.

Hirscli & Kaye, 239 Grant Ave.
Jenke'l-Davidson Optical Co., 366 Post St.

Kaufmann's Camera Mart, 356 Sutter St.
Loeber's, 70 Post St.

San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third St.

Srhwabaclier Frey Co., 735 Market St.
Sherman. Clay & Co., Kearnv and Sutter Sts.
T. H. Wilton Co.. 11 First St.

San Jose: Camera Shop, 240 S. First St.

Webb's Photo Supply Store, 66 S. First St.

San Pbdro: Sunset Photo and Gift Shop, 825
Pacific Ave.

San Rafael: Camera Center, 737 Fourth St.

Santa Ana: J & A Camera Supply, 411 N. Main
St.

Murane's, 323 N. Broadway .

Santa Barbara: Fred. G. Anderson Photo Service,
1131 State St.

Santa Monica: W. W. Martindale, 206 Santa
Monica Blvd.

South Gate: Hollywoodland Studios, 9320 Cali-
fornia Ave.

Stockton: Logan Studios. 20 N. San Joaquin St.

Nathan Reiman. 528 E. Main St.

Vallejo: Corbin Photo Supply, 717 Marin St.

COLORADO
Colorado Springs: Photo-Craft Shop, 218J4 E.

Pikes Peak Ave.
Shewmaker's Camera Shop, 30 N. Tejon St.

Denver: Akin & Bagshaw, Inc., 1425 Williams
St.

Denver Dry Goods Co., 16th and California Sts.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 626 - 16th St.

Haanstad's Camera Shop, 404 - 16th St.

Home Movie Sales Agency, 259 S. Corona St.

The May Co., 16th & Champa Sts.

Mile High Photo Co., 320 - 17th St.

Rocky Mountain Booking Co.
t
Symes Bldg.

Yale Camera Exchange, 1528 Stout St.

Gunnison: Little Art Studio, 247 N. Main St.

Montrose: Anderson Drug Co., 418 Main St.

Pueblo: Camera-Craft Shop, 503 Court St.

Sterling: Fortner Camera Supply Co., 118 N.
Third St.

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport: Franks Photo Service, 943 E. Main

St.

Fritz & Hawley, Inc., 1030 Main St.
Harvey & Lewis Co., 1148 Main St.

Reid & Todd, Inc., 1054 Main St.
Miller Ross, 909 Main St.

Bristol: Lee E. Paulmann, 252 Main St.

Danbury: Heim's Music Store, Inc., 221 Main St.

Sturdevant's Photo Shop, 278 Main St.

Greenwich: Leon Deran Studio, 161 Greenwich
Ave.

Hartford: Alderman Drug Co., 759 Main St.

Harvey & Lewis Co., 852 Main St.
Hebert Studios, Inc., 55 Allyn St.

D. G. Stoughton Co., 255 S. Whitney St.

Watkins Bros., Inc., 241 Asylum St.
Meriden: Eroderick & Curtin, 42 E. Main St.
Middletown: F. B. Fountain Co., Inc., 483

Main St.
New Haven: Fritz & Hawley, Inc., 816 Chapel St.

Kaye's Kamera Shop, 160 Temple St.

Modern Theatre Equipment Corp., 133 Meadow
St.

Mongillo's, 193 Church St.

Norwich: Cranston Co., 25-29 Broadway.
Stamford: Leon Deran Studio, 32 Park Row.
Torrington: Flieg & Newbury, 45 Water St.

Waterbury: Curtis Art Co., 65 W. Main St.

Wilhelm, Inc., 139 W. Main St.

DELAWARE
Wilmington: Frost Store, 915 Shipley St.

Milton H. Hill, Inc., 922 Shipley St.

Wilmington Camera Shop, Inc., 405 Delaware
Ave.

Wilmington Elec. Spec. Co., Inc., 405 Delaware
Ave.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington: Paul L. Brand, 816 Connecticut

Ave., N.
Brenner Photo Co., 943 Penn. Ave., N. W.
Byron's, Inc., Keith Theatre Bldg., 625-15th

St., N. W.
Capital Camera Exchange, 1003 Pennsylvania

Ave., N. W.
Columbia Photo Supply Co., Inc., 1424 New York

Ave., N. W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 607 - 14th St.,

N. W.
Fuller 8: d'Albert, Inc., 815 - 10th St., N. W.
Harris Photo Supplies, 919-15th St., N. W.
Ritz Camera Centers, 1112 G St., N. W.
Robbin's, National Press Bldg., 529 - 14th St.,

N. W., opposite Willard Hotel.
Charles Schwartz & Son, 708 Seventh St., N. W.
Sommer's Camera Exchange, 1410 New York

Ave., N. W.
Sun Camera Exchange, 938 F St., N. W.

FLORIDA
Fort Lauderdale: Hyde Photo Supply Co., 616

E. Las Olas Blvd.
Fort Myers: Heitman-Evans Co., P. O. Box 69.

Jacksonville: C. H. Brown Co., 118 W. Bay St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 129 W. Adams St.

Miami: Tropical Camera Stores, 123 Second St.,

N. E.
Miami Beach: Studio Shop, 1448 Alton Rd.
Panama City-

: Cogburn Jewelry Co.
Pbnsacola: Rox Stationery Co., 10 S. Palafox St.

St. Petersburg: Robison's Camera Shop, 410
Central Ave.

Strand Camera Shop, 9 Second St., N.
Tampa: Burgert Bros., Inc., 608 Madison St.

The Camera Center, 310 Twiggs St.

Tampa Art Supply Co., 516 Tampa St.

H. S. Wurtele Photo Service, 104 E. Cass St.

GEORGIA
Atlanta: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 183 Peach-

tree St.

Macon: J. B. Coke Co., 161 Cotton Ave.

IDAHO
Boise: Ballou-Latimer Co., Idaho at 9th St.

Williams' Photo Service, 1007 Main St.

Nampa: Vic Stolle Drug Co.
Pocatello: Cook Drug Co.. 333 W. Center St.

ILLINOIS
Berwyn: Colonial Camera Shop, 6906-8 Windsor

Ave.
Imperial Camera Shop, 6208 Cermak Rd.

Bloomington: Hawkins Studio, 214 W. Washing-
ton St.

Chicago: BASS CAMERA CO., INC., 179 W.
Madison St.

Central Camera Co., 230 S. Wabash Ave.
Aimer Coe & Co., 78 E. Jackson Blvd.

18 S. La Salle St.

105 N. Wabash Ave.
Conway Camera Co., 34 N. Clark St.

DeHaan Camera Co., 6520 S. Halsted St.

I. Dobkin Photo Supplies, 339 S. Crawford.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 133 N. Wabash

Ave.
The Fair, Dept. 93, State, Adams & Dearborn

Sts.

Marshall Field & Co., Section 59, State & Wash-
ington.

Ideal Pictures Corp., 28 E. Eighth St.

La Salle Camera Co., 133 W. Jackson Blvd.
Movie Supply Co., 1318 S. Wabash Ave.
Norman-Willets Co., 318 W. Washington St.

Radio Wire Television, Inc., 901 W. Jackson
Blvd.

Seamans Camera House. 1940 E. 71st St.

Union News Co., 37 W. Monroe St.

Wolk Camera Co., 335 S. Dearborn St.

Cicero: Joray Camera Stores, 6019 Cermak Rd., W.
Decatur: Haines & Essick Co., 122 E. William St.

Pfile's Camera Shop, 100 E. Prairie St.

Evanston: Aimer Coe & Co., 1645 Orrington Ave.
Jacobs & Jensen. Inc., 1724 Sherman Ave.

Freeport: Emmert Drug Co., 15 W. Stephenson
St.

Galesburg: Illinois Camera Shop, 84 S. Prairie

St.

Jerseyville: T. W. Kirby & Son, 104 S. State St.

Joliet: Douglass-Edwards Camera Shop, 205-207

Western Ave.
Kankakee: Bert Miller Music Co., 118 N. Schuy-

ler Ave.
Moline: Seaholms, 423-15th St.

Oak Park: Jacobs & Jensen, Inc., 1009 Lake St.

Ottawa: Corbus Drug Co., 709 La Salle St.

Peoria: Rex Studio, 329 S. Adams St.

C. L. Venard Studio, 702 S. Adams St.

Quincy: Quincy Photo, 614 Hampshire St.

Rock Island: Rocklan Movie Sales, 38-40 Stau
Bank Bldg.

Rockford: Camera Craft Shoppe, 114 W. State

St.

Johnson Photo Shop, 316 E. State St.

Arthur G. Lundgren, 419 Seventh St.

Springfield: Camera Shop, 320 S. 5th St.

Streator: Barnum's Drug Store, 102 N. Bloom-
ington St.

INDIANA
Evansville: Smith & Butterfield, 310 Main St.

Fort Wayne: Howard Co., Inc., 112 W. Wayn«
St.

Sunny Schick, 407 W. Washington Blvd.
Frankfort: A. G. Chittick, 206 E. Walnut St.

Gary: Gary Office Equipment Co., 25 W. Sixth

Ave.
Hammond: The Colonial. 437 State St.

Indianapolis: R. B. Annis Co., 1505-7 E. Michi-

gan St.

L. S. Ayres & Co., Dept. 290, 1 W. Washington
St.

Wm. H. Block Co., N. Illinois St.

Indiana Theatre Magazine & News Shop, 134

W. Washington St.

H. Lieber Co., 24 W. Washington St.

La Fayette: Foster Shop, 109 N. Fourth St.

Hinea's, 634 Main St.

Marion: Movie Shop, 309^ S. Adams St.

New Albany: Petery-Hedden Printing Co., 133

Spring St.

South Bend: Ault Camera Shops, Inc., 122 S.

Main St.

309 S. Michigan St.

Schilling's, Inc., 329 S. Lafayette Blvd.

Terre Haute: Overfelt Camera Shop, 604 Wabash
Ave.

IOWA
Ames: Reynolds S: Iversen, 23S Main St.

Burlington: Sutter Drug Co., Third and Jeffer-

son Sts.

Clinton: Beil Studio & Supply House, 200 S. Sec-

ond St.

Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 318
Brady St.

Carl Holmes Co., 1101 W. Fourth St.

Des Moines: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 808

Locust St.

Dubuque: Eldon Imhoff, 456 N. Booth St.

Iowa City: Rexall 8l Kodak Store, 124 E. Col-

lege St.

Mason City: Kayenay Camera Store, 14 First St.,

S. E.
Sioux City: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 608

Pierce St.

Waterloo: Mack's Photo Shop, 615 Commercial

St.

Walden Photos, 223 W. Fourth St.

KANSAS
Hutchinson: Anderson Studio, 318 N. Main St.

Lawrence: Hixon Photo Service, 721 Massachu-
setts St.

Salina: Raplee's Jewelry Store, 149 N. Santa Fe.

Phil Rose, Jeweler. 114 W. Iron Ave.
Topeka: Hall Stationery Co., 623 Kansas Ave.

Karl's, 3105 Huntoon St.

(Continued on -page 92)
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of the Ring, a collection of the greatest

modern exponents of boxing in some of

their famous fights. These are available

in feature length and short versions.

16mm. silent and sound and 8mm. silent.

Deluxe presentation A n e w
book, beau-

tifully bound and superbly illustrated,

setting forth the features of the new
Super Kodak Six-20, has been prepared

by the Eastman Kodak Company, Ro-

chester, N. Y. The outstanding features

of this new camera, with its incorporated

photocell exposure meter, Which auto-

matically controls the lens diaphragm

opening, its unique range finder system,

shutter mechanism and other details, are

clearly illustrated and discussed in the

new book. There are also a number of

finely reproduced examples of pictures

taken with the Six-20.

Stein folder A new brochure, de-

scribing methods of

making special movie title effects, such

as fades, zooms, etc., and including use-

ful tables and charts for title making,

is now given free with every home movie

title lettering outfit produced by Jacob

Stein, 175 Fifth Avenue, New York. The
product is known as the "A to Z" movie

titling outfit.

Willoughby catalog A new and

complete list

of photographic equipment and acces-

sories (with the exception of movie

cameras and projectors) is contained in

the recently issued catalog No. 839,

which will be sent on application to

Willoughbys, 110 West 32nd Street,

New York.

Post Offers Guest Thirteen pic-
torial adapta-

tions from the well known poems of

Edgar Guest are now announced by Post

Pictures Corporation. 723 Seventh Ave-

nue, New York. Each subject combines

artistic photography, musical back-

ground and narration by Norman
Brokenshire.

New reels A newly designed and

moderately priced line of

reels and humidor cans has been intro-

duced by Lafayette Camera Division of

Radio Wire Television, Inc.. 100 Sixth

Avenue, New York. The reels and cans

are substantially made of heavy alumi-

num and are available in 200 foot, 8mm.
and 400 foot, 16mm. sizes.

Raspin offers A timely offering in

an outstanding
16mm. sound on film feature is The

Cavalcade of Civilization, released by

Raspin Productions, Inc.. 580 Fifth Ave-

nue, New York, a film said to be a dra-

matic plea for peace. Also featured is

the unusual story of man's penetration

to the remote corners of the earth in

Explorers of the W orld, depicting ad-

ventures from the tropics to the arctic.

Both these films are offered with terri-

torial franchise rights.

Britelite-Emmet Frank A. Emmet
Company, 1264

South Fedora Street. Los Angeles, Calif.,

has been appointed recently as a western

distributor for the products of Motion

Picture Screen & Accessories Company,

of New York.

Elder catalog A new catalog of

home movie cam-

eras, projectors and accessories, offered

by mail at attractive prices, has been

issued by Don Elder, 739 Boylston

Street, Boston, Mass. A copy will be sent

on request to that address.

Home moves Neil P. Home, head

of Home Motion

Picture Service, announces that this firm

will occupy new and larger quarters at

9 East 40th Street, New York, beginning

February 1, 1940. Increased facilities for

service in film production, editing and

making color titles will be featured.

S.V.E.-Raygram The Society for

Visual Educa-
tion, of Chicago, makers of the well

known S.V.E. line of still projectors, has

appointed Raygram Corporation, 425

Fourth Avenue, New York, as Eastern

distributor.

Willo-Black and Willo-White
A water and solution proof coating, that

is strong and elastic and dries in two

hours, is marketed by Willoughbys, 110

West 32nd Street, New York, as a coat-

ing material for sinks, trays, tanks, etc.,

under the names, Willo-Black and

Willo-White. designating the two colors

available.

Foot switch An unusually com-

pact electrical contact

making device, operated by simple

pressure of the foot upon a three inch

disc, is now marketed by I. I. Aaron &

Associates, Milwaukee, Wise. It is known
as the Lee Foot Switch and has a power

rating of 1000 watts.

Illegal "duper" caught The c°py
right Pro-

tection Bureau, an active organization,

formed primarily for investigating un-

authorized copying of professional mo-

tion picture prints, has done excellent

work also in uncovering the production

of "bootleg" prints in 16mm. Working

with the Federal Bureau of Investiga-

tion, the Bureau was able to produce

evidence which resulted in the appre-

hension of an operator of a Chicago

laboratory which copied, reprinted and

vended a subject in violation of the

copyright law. It is said that the organi-

zation is on the trail of others.

FINER HLJn^M^
INDOOR

movies... USE THIS LENS

DON'T let poor light-

ing hamper your

movie taking. Equip with

an ultra -fast Wollensak

Cine Velostigmat* —
ideal for indoor and

color work. Fine optical

corrections give rich,

brilliant details. Econo-

mical, too! In 1" and 2"

focus /1.5 for 16 mm;

and "A" focus /1.9 for

8 mm. -Reg. U. S. Pal. Office.

CINE
VELOSTIGMAT

#WRITE
FOR

FREE BOOK

WOLLENSAK OPTICAL CO.
520 Hudson Ave. Rochester, N. Y.

WO LIE N > AK
SOUND ON FILM
Rent-Exchange-Sale

Modern High Grade Features & Shorts

CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY
1041 Jefferson Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y.

8MM FILM SLITTER
Slits 16mm width film to exact 8mm width.
A precision instrument with hardened, ground
steel cutting wheels.

At Your Dealer's

Price S2.SO

J. C. Haile & Sons
215 Walnut St. Cincinnati, O.

SUPERB

From 16MM Kodachrome
Quality Guaranteed $C0()

4" x 5" J
Send a frame of your favorite color film to us
tog-ether with check or money order. Print mailed
any place in U. S. or Canada within 10 days.

GOLORITE,iTic.
10 WEST 47™ STRIIT, NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Wichita: Lawrence Pholo Supply Co., 14y N
Broadway.

Stevensons News Stand. 125 N. Market St.

KENTUCKY
Covington: Home Movie Camera Exchange, 15 W.

Sixth St.

Lexington: W. W. Still, 129 W. Short St.

Louisville: VV. D. Gatchel & Sons, 431 W. Wal-
nut St.

Kentucky Camera & Supply Co., 301 W. Wal-
nut St.

Spalding-Bourne & Bond, Inc., 449 S. Fourth
Ave.

Sutcliffe Co., 225-227 S. Fourth Are.

LOUISIANA
Baton Rouge: J. G. Ewing & Sons, 262 Loers

Lane.
New Orleans: Bennett's Photo Service, Inc., 320

Baronne St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 213 Baronne St.

Katz & Besthoff, Ltd., Camera Center, 1011
Canal St.

Rolay Newsstand, 107 Royal St.

Shreveport: Dee's Photo Supply Co., Inc., 420
Market.

MAINE
Bangor: Fowler Drug Co., 104 Main St.

Ellsworth: Clark, tlie Printer, 360 Water St.

Portlanp: Bicknell Photo Service, Inc., 15 Preble

St.

MARYLAND
Baltimore: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 309 N.

Charles St.

Folkemer Photo Service, 2814 Rayner Ave.
Lewy Movie Service, 853 N. Eutaw St., at

Biddle.
Ritz Camera Centers, 26 W. Lexington St.

Stark-Films, 529 N. Howard St.

Zepp Photo Supply Co.. 3044 Greenmount Ave.
Frederick: Brish Bros., 206 W. Patrick St.

Hagerstown: R. M. Hays and Bros., inc., 28-30

W. Washington St.

Raup Camera Center, Hotel Alexander Bldg.

MASSACHUSETTS
Adams: Smith Studio, 32 Park St.

Boston: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 3S Brom-
field St.

Hotel Statler.

Ralph Harris Co., 47 Bromfield St.

Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 155 Washing-
ton St.

Frank Lane & Co., 5 Little Bldg.
Andrew J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St.

Montgomery-Frost Co., 40 Bromfield St.

Pathescope Co. of the N. E., Inc., 438 Stuart
St., cor. Trinity PI.

Pinkham & Smith Co.. 15 Bromfield St.

292-294 Boylston St.

Visual Education Service, 131 Clarendon St.

Wholesome Film Service, Inc., 48 Melrose St.

Sraintree: Alves Photo Finishing Service, 14
Storrs Ave.

Brockton: Iris Pharmacy, 238 Main St.

Cambridge: E M F Camera Exchange, 42S Massa-
chusetts Ave.

Claus Gelotte, Inc., 1290 Massachusetts Ate.,

Harvard Sq.
Chelsea: Camera Centre, 443 Broadway.
Holvoke: Guenther's, 359 Main St.

Orlen Radio & Electric. Inc., 363 High St.

Lowell: Bon Marche Dry Goods Co., Camera Dept.

Needham: Kinne's Pharmacy, Inc., 970 Gt. Plain
Ave.

New Bedford: Converse Photographic Supply Co.,
10-12 N. Sixth St.

Newton Centre: Atwood's Camera Shops, 46
Langley Rd.

Newtonville: Atwood's Camera Shops, 279 Wal-
nut St.

Pittsfield: E. C Kilian, 411 North St.

Salem: Cameracraft Shop, 28 Central St.

North Shore Movie Service, 418 Lafayette St
Somervii.le: John H. Derby, Inc., 3 Studio Bldg.,

Davis Sq.
Southbridge: Hartwell Pharmacy, Cor. Main &

Central Sts.

Springfield: J. E. Cheney & Staff, Inc., 301

Bridge St.

T. F. Cushing, 349 Worthington St.

Harvey & Lewis Co.. 1503 Main St.

Westfield: North Side Pharmacy, 34 N. Elm St.

Worcester: Bufnngton's, Inc., 300 Main St.

J. C. Freeman & Co., 376 Main St.

Harvey & Lewis Co., 513 Main St.

Livingston Photographic Laboratories. 80 Frank-
lin St.

L. B. Wheaton, Inc., 368 Main St.

Worcester Photo Shop, 17 Main St.

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor: Calkins-Fletcher Drug Co., 324 S.

State St.

Battle Creek: Camera Craft Shop, 29 Capital

Ave., N. E.
Stevenson Camera Shop, 26 W. Michigan Ave.

Bav City: Bay City Hardware Co., 1009-15 Sagi-

naw St.

Detroit: Camera Crafters, 8218 Woodward Ave
Camera Shop of the Metropolitan Motion Pic-

ture Co., 121 Fisher Bldg.
Concourse Camera Shop, Inc., The Concourse,

General Motors Bldg.
Crowley, Milner St Co., Dept. 124.

Detroit Camera Shop, 325 State St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.. 1563 Woodward
Ave

Eric Fromm, Inc., 13975 Woodward Ave.

J. L. Hudson Co., Dept. 290.

Ernst Kern Co., Woodward at Gratiot.

Kluge's Camera Shop, 16491 Woodward Are.
(Highland Park).

Silhouette Camera Shop. 11862 Grand River Are.

Fenton: Tamlyn, the Camera Man, 103 N. Leroy
St.

Flint: Flint Camera Shop, 127 E. Second St.

Gardner's Photo Service, 1425 Detroit St.

Grand Rapids: Photo Service Shop, 1 Division

Ave., N.
Jackson: Royal Film Service, 125 Michigan

Ave.. W.
Lansing: Hunter-Griffith Camera Shop, 429 E.

Michigan Ave.
Linn Camera Shop, Inc., 109 S. Washington Ave.

Monroe: McMillan Printing Co., 13 W. Front St.

Muskegon: Radium Photo Service, Inc., 367 W.
Western Ave.

Niles: Wm. Hansen Co., 227 Main St.

Saginaw: Heavennch's. 301 Genesee.
MINNESOTA

Duluth: Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 3 W. Su-
perior St.

Hibbing: Lenz Drug Store, 307 Howard St.

Minneapolis: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 112

S. Fifth St.

Hennepin News Co., 600 Hennepin Ave.
Leigh, Inc., 113 S. Sixth St.

National Camera Exchange, 5 S. Fifth St.

Northern Photo Supply Co., 521 Second Ave.,

So.

St. Paul: Courtesy News Co., 389^ Wabasha St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., Kodak Bldg., 91

E. Sixth St.

H. W. Fisher Photographic Supply Co., 381 Min-
nesota St.

E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 358 St. Peter St.

St. Marie Cigar & News Co.. Inc., 96 E. 5th St.

MISSISSIPPI
Greenwood: Braxton B. Provine, Jr., Bank of

Greenwood Bldg.
Jackson: Camera Supplies, Inc., 414 E. Capitol

St.

MISSOURI
Kansas City: Barnard's, 310 W. 47th St.

Calvin Co., 26th & Jefferson.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1010 Walnut St

St. Joseph: Cook's Camera Shop, 110 N. Eighth
St.

Leonard's Camera Store, 122 S. Eighth St.

St. Louis: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1009
Olive St.

Erker Bros., 608 Olive St.

Famous-Barr Co., Camera Dept., Main Floor,
6th & Olive Sts.

Geo. D. Fisher Optical Co., 915 Locust St.

Foster Book Co., 410 Washington Ave.

Kay's Photo S: Optical Co., 212 N. Seventh St.

W. Schiller & Co., 1109 Locust St.

Scruggs-Vandervoort-Barney, Inc., Dept. No.
551, Ninth to Tenth, Olive and locust.

Sedalia: Camera Corner, 312 S. Ohio.
MONTANA

Bozeman: Alexander Art Co.
Butte: Al's Photo Shop, 42 N. Main St.

Dillon: Eliel Bros., Inc., 104-108 N. Montana St.

Great Falls: Model Pharmacy, 312 Central Ave.
Helena: Jorud Photo Shop, 320 N. Main St.

NEBRASKA
Grand Island: Leschinsky Studio, 109 E. Third St.

Hastings: Carl R. Matthiesen 8: Co., 725 W. Sec-

ond St.

Lincoln: J. G. Kretschmer & Co., 116 S. 13th St.

Lawlor Sporting Goods Co., 1118 O St.

Omaha: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1618 Harney
St.

J. G. Kretschmer & Co.. 315 S. 17th St.

NEVADA
Reno: Skeels Drug Store, 2nd & Virginia Sts.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Ci.akemont: Banister Studio, 10 Tremont St.

Nashua: Nashua Optical Co., 202 Main St.

Newport: K. E. Waldron, 1 A Main St.

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,

1735-37 Boardwalk.
Bayonne: Aberbach's, 478 Broadway.
Milton Mendelwager, 875 Boulevard.

Camden: Keystone Stationery Co.. 527 Market St.

Clifton: Clifton Camera Shop, 721 Main Ave.
East Orange: Anspach Bros.. 533 Main St.

Photographic Center, 609 Central Ave.
Hackensack: Hobby House. Inc.. 323 Main St.

Riger's Camera & Sport Shop, 291 Main St.

Jersey City: Hudson County Motion Picture

Exchange, 210 Armstrong Ave.
Levy's Sport Shop, 149 Monticello Ave.

Morristown: Ajemian Camera Shop, 18 Park PI

New Brunswick: College Pharmacy, Inc., 47
Easton Ave.

Newark: Anspach Bros., 838 Broad St.

I.. Bamberger & Co., Market & Halsey St.

Davega-City Radio. Inc., 60 Park PI.

1.. Kaltman & Sons, Inc., 303-05 Washington St

New Jersey Photo Supply Co., 1238 Raymond
Blvd.

Radio Wire Television. Inc.. 219 Central Ave.
T. C. Reiss. 10 Hill St.

Schaeffer Co., Inc., 89 Halsey St.

Passaic: Rutblatt Sport Shop, Inc., 38 Lexington
Ave.

Paterson: M. S. M. Developing S: Printing Co.,
156 Market St.

Princeton: Princeton University Store, On the
Campus.

RincEwooD: Aliian Studio. 15 W, Ridgewnnd Ave
Trenton: Crosby Jewelers, 7 N. Broad St.

Dwyer Bros., 127 N. Broad St.

Photo Art Co., Inc., 129 N. Warren St.

West New York: Levy's, 693 Bergenline Ave.

NEW MEXICO
Alp.uqubrque: Camera Shop of New Mexico, 414

E. Central Are.
Santa Fe: Capital Pharmacy, Inc., "At the End

of the Santa Fe Trail."
NEW YORK

Albany: Albany Hardware & Iron Co., Broadway
at Arch St.

F. E. Colwell Co., Arcade Bldg., 13 James St.

Astoria: A. C. Camera Exchange, 34-01 Broad-
way.

Auburn: P. M. Herron Hardware Co., 34-36

Genesee St.

Babylon: Pickup & Brown, Inc., 63 Deer Park
Ave.

Batavia: Carlton M. Sleght, 67 Main St.

Binghamton: L. F. Hamlin, Inc., Photo Supply
Dept., 34 Court St.

Stickley's Photo Service, cor. Hawley and Car-
roll Sts.

Weeks & Dickinson, Inc., 39-41 Chenango St.

Brooklyn: Abraham & Straus, Inc., Dept. 290,
Fulton & Hoyt Sts.

Brndy's Music Shop, 5660 Myrtle Ave.
Camera Center, 596 Grand St.
Camera Corner, Inc., 80 Willoughby St.

CINE CLASSIC LlliltARY, 1041 Jefferson
Ave.

Geo. J. McFadden, Inc., 202 Flatbush Ave.
E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 255 Livingston St.

Visual Instruction Supply Corp., 1757 Broad-
way.

Buffalo: J. N. Adam & Co., 377-393 Main St.

J. F. Adams, Inc., 459 Washington St.

Hauser Bob, Inc., 11 W. Tupper St.

Buffalo Photo Material Co., 37 Niagara St.

Camera-Craft, Inc., 91 Allen St.

Chippewa News & Novelty Shop, 19 W. Chip-
pewa St.

Wm. Hengerer Co., 405 Main St.

Lafayette Photo Supply Co., 12 Broadway.
United Projector & Film Corp., 228 Franklin

St.

Weed & Co.
Dunkirk: Knowlton's, 152 E. Fourth St.

Elmira: Loomis & Hall Camera Supplies, 364 N.
Main St.

Endicott: Stickley Photo Service, 3 Washington
Ave.

Flushing: Queens Camera Hospital, 41-06 Main St.

Hempstead: Agnew-Geisler, Inc., 245 Fulton Ave.
Ithaca: Treman, King & Co., Inc., c/o Geo. E.

Houghton.
Jamaica: Jamaica Camera Store, 8931-161st St.

Queens Camera Exchange, 169-15 Hillside Ave.
Radio Wire Television, Inc., 90-08 166th St.

Jamestown: Lockwood's Store, Third & Cherry
Sts.

Mount Vernon: Photocraft, 4 Gramatan Ave.
New Rochelle: Camera Craft, 673 Main St.

New York City: Aladdin Camera Exchange, 4 E.
32nd St.

American News Co. and its Subsidiaries, 131
Varick St.

Bloomingdale's, Dept. 290, Lexington Ave. at

59th St.

Bronx Camera Exchange & Supply Co., 393 E.
149th St.

Camera House, Inc., 728 Lexington Ave.
Camera Mart, Inc., 70 W. 45th St.

Camera Place, 812 Seventh Ave.
Center Photo Stores. 114 W. 49th St.

Cine Film Mart, 110 W. 34th St.

Abe Cohen's Camera Exchange, 142 Fulton St.

Wm. C. Cullen, Inc., 12 Maiden Lane.
Davega. Inc., Ill E. 42nd St.

152 W. 42nd St.

Empire State Bldg.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 356 Madison Are.
235 W. 23rd St.

745 Fifth Ave.
Mortimer H. Fogel, 118 Liberty St.

H. Sr D. Folsom Arms Co., 314 Broadway.
FORDHAM ELECTRIC CO., 2563 Webster

Ave.
Foto-Art, Inc., 49 Vanderbilt Ave.
Fotoshop, Inc., 136 W. 32nd St.

Garden Camera Exchange, 317 W. 50th St.

Gillette Camera Stores, Inc., 117 Park Ave.
Goldsmith Bros., 77 Nassau St.

Grand Street Camera Exchange, 400 Grand St.

Haber S: Fink, Inc., 16 Warren St.

Heins & Bolet Camera Exchange, 68 Cortlandt
St.

Henry Herbert, 483 Fifth Ave.
Charles H. Huesgen & Sons, 22 E. 42nd St.

Korn Photo Supply Corp., 801 Second Ave.
Lugene. Inc., 600 Madison Ave.
Luma Camera Service, Inc., 340 W. 42nd St.

Madison Mart, Inc., 403 Madison Ave.
Medo Photo Supply Corp., 15 West 47th St.

Meta Photo Supply Co.. 126 Liberty St.

E. B. Meyrowitz. Inc., 150 Broadway.
Henry Mielke, Inc.. 242 E. 86th St.

Mngull Bros.. 68 W. 48th St.

Motion Picture Camera Supply, Inc., 723 Seventh
Ave.

National Cinema Service., 71 Dey St.

New York Band Instrument Co., Inc., Ill F.

14th St.

New York Camera Exchange, 116 Fulton St

Newman's Camera Exchange. 1192 Sixth Ave
PARK CINE LABORATORY, 120-122 W.

41st St.

Parker 8: Battersby, 46 W. 50th St.

Peerless Camera Stores. Inc., 128 E. 44th St.

Penn Camera Exchange, Inc., 126 W. 32nd St.

RAH SONS. Ill W. 52nd St.

Radio Wire Television, Inc., 100 Sixth Ave.
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Snapshot Stores, Inc., 108 W. 40th St.

75 Exchange PI.

Frank Tanham & Co., Inc., 3 Church St.

Terminal Camera Exchange, 50 Church St.

Times Bldg. News-Stand, Inc., Times Bldg.

United Camera Exchange, Inc., 76 Chambers St.

Universal Camera Exchange, 97 \V. Broadway.
John Wanamaker, Inc., Section 156, Broadway

at 9th St.

WILLOVGHBYS. 110 W. 32nd St.

World Film Enterprises, Film Center Bldg.,

630 Ninth Ave.
Newburgh : Baxter's West End Pharmacy, 486

Broadway.
Niagara Falls: Century Photo Co., 910 Main St.

Stines Drug Store, 2108 Main St.

Onkonta: City Drug Store, 149 Main St.

Peekskii.l: Peekskill Sport Center, Inc., 830
South St.

Pelham: Kolb & Crawford, 129 Wolf's Lane.
Port Washington: Beacon Photo Supply, 133

Main St.

Richmond Hill: Charles Art Photo Studio,
125-02 Liberty Ave.

Rochester: Bourbon Film Library, 387 Magee
Ave.

Marks & Fuller, Inc., 44 East Ave.
Paine Drug Co., 28 E. Main St.

Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co., Kodak Dept.
Smith-Surrey, Inc., 129 Clinton Ave., S.

Rome: DSD Photo Supply, 229 W. Doniinick St.

Schenectadv: J. T. and D. B. Lyon, 236 State St.

Syracuse: Francis Hendricks Co., Inc., 339 S.

Warren St.

Lindemer's, 443 S. Salina St.

Troy: Knowlsons, Inc., 350 Broadway.
Troy Camera Siiop, 403 Broadway.

Utica: Frey's, 247 Genesee St.

Edwin A. Hahn, 223-25 Columbia S\
Watertown: Robert L. Meade, 168 Sterling St.

Severance Studio, Y. W. C. A., Bldg.
White Plains: Camera-Craft, 147 E. Post Rd.
Vonkers: W. J. Dolega, 242 Nepperhan Aye.

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte: W. I. Van Ness St Co., 213 N. Tryon

St.
OHIO

Akron: Buckeye Cycle Co., 65 E. Mill St.

Metzger Photo Supply Co., 1091 S. Main St.

Metzger's Photo-Art Store, 39 E. Mill St.

News Exchange, 51 So. Main St.

Ohio Hobby Shop, 1055 E. Market St.

M. O'Neil Co., Dept. 19, S. Main St.

Pockrandt Photo Supply Co., 16 N. Howard St

Canton: Camera Shop, Inc., 531 Market Ave., N.

Young's News Exchange, 310 W. Tusc.
Cincinnati: Ace Loan Co., 904 Vine St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 27 W. Fourth St.

H. & S. Pogue Co., Dept. 81.

Huber Art Co., 124 Seventh St., W.
Pathe's Camera Shop, 542 Main St.

L. M. Prince Co., 4 W. Fourth St.

Cleveland: Dodd Co., 1020 Huron Rd.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 806 Huron Rd.

1862 E. Sixth St.

915 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service, Inc., 7315 Car-

negie Ave.
Halle Bros. Co., Camera Dept., 1228 Euclid Are.

Higbee Co., Dept. 90, Public Square.

Home Movies Studio, Inc., 2019 Euclid Ave.

Z. W. Koby Photo Supply Co., 3240 Superior

Ave. at E. 33rd St.

Lester Camera Co., 1758 E. 12th St.

Marshall Drug Co., W. Ninth & Lakeside Ave.

Movie Makers Mart, 1771 E. 12th St.

Riedel Film Service, 2221 W. 67th St.

State Motion Picture Service, 1720 Euclid Ave.

Columbus: Capitol Camera Co., 7 E. Gay St.

Columbus Photo Supply, 62 E. Gay St.

Foeller's Photo Supply, 567 N. High St.

F. & R. Lazarus & Co., High & Town Sts.

Don McAlister Camera Co., 73 E. State St.

Dayton: Dayton Camera Shop, Inc., 1 Third St.

Arcade.
Malone Camera Shop, 830 N. Main St.

Rike-Kumler Co., Camera Shop.
Fremont: Geo. H. Grob—Caraet.i Shop, 218 Jus-

tice St.

Kenton: Kenton Kamera Korner, 935 N. Detroit

St.

Lakewood: Lakewood Camera Shop, 15108 Detroit
Ave.

Lima: Acme Cine Service, 309 N. Elizabeth St.

Mack Camera Store, 124 W. Market St.

Mansfield: Buell-Kraft Studios, 52 W. Third St.

Newark: Huth's Home Movies, 70 Fairfield Ave.
Portsmouth: V. E. Fowler, 824 Gallia St.

Salem: Photo Sales Service, 595 E. State St.

Steubenville: Beall & Steele Drug Co., 424 Mar-
ket St.

Toledo: Franklin Printing & Engraving Co., 226-

236 Huron St.

Gross Photo Supply Co., 524 Madison Ave.
Sand Beach Consolidated Corp., Edison Bldg.
Snap Shot, 1031 Sylvania Ave.
Roy C. Start Drug Co., 1009 Sylvania Ave.
Toledo Camera Shop, 517 Madison Ave.

Warren: Garee Studio and Camera Shop, 274 N.
Park Ave.

Wooster: Snyder Studio Camera Shop, 251 E.

Liberty St.

Youngstown: Best Jewelry Co., 123 W. Federal
St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 7 Wick Ave.
Home & School Movies, 177 Benita Ave.
Stambaugh-Thompson Co.

Zanesville: Zulandt's Drug Store, Widney, cor.

Seventh & Main.

OKLAHOMA
Enid: Sanford-Frazier-Stunkle Drug Co., cor.

Monroe & Market Sts.

Oklahoma City: Camera Shoppe, 1404 N. W. 9th
St.

H. O. Davis, 522 N. Broadway.
Reeves Camera Store, Perrine Bldg. Lobby.
Veazey Drug Co., 135-7 W. Main St.

Tulsa: Camera Shoppe, Inc., 1213 S. Boulder Ave.
Alvin C. Krupnick Co., 1120 S. Boston Ave.
Rochester Supply Co., cor. 4th & Boston.

OREGON
Eugene: Dotson's Photo Shop, 111 E. 11th St.

Klamath Falls: Van's Camera Shop, 727 Main St.

Lakeview: Getty's Photo Studio, 536 G St., S.

Pendleton : Snelson's Camera Shop, 129 E. Alta St.

Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 709 S. W.
Washington St.

Meier & Frank Co., Kodak Dept., Fifth, Sixth,
Morrison & Alder Sts.

Sandy's Camera Shop, Inc., 618 S. W. Broadway.
714 S. W. Washington St.

The Dalles: Bolton's Studio, Pioneer Bldg.
PENNSYLVANIA

Allentown: Allentown Photo Shop, 339 N. 7th St.

James A. Peters, 456 Turner St.

M. S. Young & Co., 736-40 Hamilton St.

Bethlehem: Dennis Photo Service Co., 49 W.
Broad St.

East Pittsburgh: Walter J. Yenney, 104 Electric

Ave.
Easton: Easton Sporting Goods Co., Second and

Northampton Sts.

Erie: Kelly Studios, 14 E. 10th St.

Lynch Camera Shop, Ltd., 27 W. 11th St.

Frank Schauble Studio, 113 W. 10th St.

Hanover: E. J. J. Gobrecht, 120 E. Chestnut St.

Harrisburg: James Lett Co., 225 N. Second St.

Johnstown: Johnstown News Co., 343 Main St.

Johnstown Photo Supply, 242 Franklin St.

Lebanon: Harpel's, 757-9 Cumberland St.

Millersburg: Wingard Studio & Gift Shop,
Market Square.

New Castle: Charles T. Metzler Co., 22 N. Mill
St.

Norristown: Hunsicker's News Agency, 731 No-
ble St.

Wilson Photo Service, 722 W. Marshall St.

Oil City: Harvey Fritz, 34 Seneca St.

Jordan Productions, 4 State St.

Philadelphia: Camera Shop, 113 S. 52nd St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1020 Chestnut St.

117 S. 16th St.

Gimbel Bros., Dept. 057, 9th & Market Sts.

H & R Fotomart, 522 Market St.

Keystone Roll Film Service, 7171 Ogontz Ave.
Kirstein's Photo Service, 6637 Woodland Ave.
KLEIN &• GOODMAN, 18 S. 10th St.

Kunz Motion Picture Service, Inc., 1319 Vine St.

MacCallum Stores, 110 S. 16th St.

Seaboard Camera Stores, Inc., 222 S. 15th St.

Street, Linder & Propert, Physicians' Bldg.,

N. E. Cor. 20th & Chestnut Sts.

John Wanamaker, Inc., Dept. 546.

Williams, Brown & Earle, Inc.. 918 Chestnut St.

Pittsburgh: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 606
Wood St.

Joseph Home Co., Magazine Dept., 501 Penn
Ave.

Kaufmann Dept. Stores, Inc., Dept. 62, Fifth

Ave.
Liberty Photo Supply, 706 Smithfield St.

Penn Camera S: Photo Supply, 927 Liberty Ave.
Wolk's Kamera Exchange, 306 Diamond St.

Reading: Alton E. Bowers. 416 N. 5th St.

W. F. Drehs, 541 Court St.

Kagen's, 641 Penn St.

Nuebling's, Inc., 847-849 Penn St.

Scranton: Ernest Kiesel - Photo Shop, 621 Spruce

St.

Wilkes-Barre : Boston Store (Fowler, Dick &
Walker), Camera Shop.

Ad Hoffman Studios, 32 W. Market St.

Wilkinsburg: Wonday Film Service, Inc., 609
South Ave.

Williamsfort: Pennsylvania Photo Supply, 627
Fourth Ave.

York: Sweigart's Photo Service Shop, 278 W.
Market St.

RHODE ISLAND
Pawtucket: J. E. Brennan & Co., 5 N. Union St.

Providence: E. P. Anthony, Inc., 178 Angell St.

Metropolitan Photo Supply Co., 33 Aborn St.

Samson's, 35 Portland St.

Starkweather & Williams, Inc., 160 Westminster

St.

Westcott. Slade Si Balcom Co.. 95 Empire St.

Westerly: Vars Bros., 8-10 High St.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston: M & M News Co., 363 King St.

Cheraw: Electric Service Co., 129 Market St.

- SOUTH DAKOTA
Sioux Falls: Harold's Photography, 308 S. Phil-

lips Ave.
TENNESSEE

Knoxville: Frank L. Rouser Co., Inc., 317 W.
Church Ave.

The Snap Shop, Inc., 615 S. Gay St.

Memphis: Memphis Photo Supply Co., 6 N. Main
St.

Nashville: Burk & Co., Photo Dept.

G. C. Dury & Co., 420 Union St.

TEXAS
Amarillo: Wilson Camera Store, 818 Polk St.

Austin: Ellison Photo Co., 615 Congress Ave.

Corpus Christi: Taylor Bros., Mesquire & Starr

Sts.

Dallas: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1504 Young
St.

E. G. Marlow Co., 1610 Main St.
Thurman Randle & Co., 208 N. Akard St.
Sanger Bros., Inc., Dept. 36.

El Paso: Don Thompson, Inc., Bassett Tower.
Fort Worth: Camera Shop, Inc., 709 Throckmor-

ton St.

W. C. Stripling Co., Camera Corner.
Houston: Atlas News & Book Store. 922 Main St

Southwestern Camera Co., 1416 Main St.
Star Elec. & Eng. Co., Inc., 613 Fannin St.
Texas Photo Supply Co., 1818 Main St.

Lubbock: Mark Halsey Drug Store, 1217 Broad-
way.

San Antonio: Calpini, Inc., 211 E. Houston St.

Fox Co., 215 Alamo Plaza.
Studer Photo Co., 402 San Pedro Ave.

Waco: W. A. Holt Co., Inc., 113-115 N. Fifth St.

UTAH
Ogden: C. E. Armstrong and Co., 302 - 25th St.
Salt Lake City: Deseret Book Co., 44 E. So.

Temple.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 155 S. Main St.
Magazine Shop, 10J4 W. 2nd South.

VERMONT
Brattleboro: Van der Veer Radio and Music

Store, 16 High St.

VIRGINIA
Bristol: Kelly & Green.
Lynchburg: Lynchburg Camera Shop, 816 Church

St.

Norfolk: Acme Camera Shop, 4 Monticello Ar-
cade.

G. L. Hall Optical Co., 257 Granby St.
Richmond: G. L. Hall Optical Co., 418 E. Grace

St.

Richmond Camera Shop, Inc., 216 E. Grace St
Ritz Camera Centers, 207 N. Sixth St.

Thalhimer Bros., Inc., Dept. 60.

Roanoke: Roanoke Photo Finishing Co., Second
St. and Luck Ave.

WASHINGTON
Bellingham: Smalley Drug Co., Commercial St

at Magnolia.
Bremerton: Camera Shop, 329 Pacific Ave.
Longview: De Vilbiss Pharmacy, 1203 Commerce

Ave.
Pullman: R. R. Hutchison, Hutchison HIdg.
Seattle: Bartell Drug Co., Inc., 1906 Boren Ave.

Clyed's Camera Exchange, 1102 First Ave.
409 Union St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1319 Fourth Av«.
Frederick & Nelson, Dept. 290.
Lowman & Hanford Co., 1515 Second Ave.
Motion Picture Service, 1514 University Way.
J. Warshal & Sons, First at Madison.

Spokane: John W. Graham & Co., Dept. C, 707-11
Sprague Ave.

Joyner Drug Co., 527 Riverside Ave.
Leo's Studio, University PI.

Tacoma: Camera Shop, 1021 Pacific Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 910 Broadway.

Walla Walla: Book Nook, First at Main St.
Wenatchee: Public Drug Co., 37 S. Wenatchet

Ave.
Yakima: Barstow Co., Inc., 3 N. First St.

Sheppard's, 3 S. Third St.

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston: Camera Shop and Photo Supply,

110-A McFarland St.

S. Spencer Moore Co., 118 Capitol St.

Huntington: Honaker Book & News Co., 418
Ninth St.

Wheeling: C. H. Griest Co., Inc., 1125 Market
St.

Rawlings Opticians, Inc., Camera Dept., 62-12th
St.

WISCONSIN
Appleton: Johnston's Book Store, 310 E. Collegt

Ave.
Beloit: Spicer Photo, 1315 Merrill Ave.
Fond du Lac: Huber Bros., 36 S. Main St.

Green Bay: Stiller Co., Stiller Bldg.
La Crosse: Moen Photo Service, 313 Main St.

Madison: Meuer Photoart House, 413 State St.

University Photo Shop, 810 University Ave.
Milwaukee: Acacia Photo Supply House, 2628

W. Galena St.

Boston Store, Kodak Dept., Wisconsin Ave. &
Fourth St.

Casper's Photo Shop, 1331 N. 12th St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 745 N. Milwau-
kee St.

232 W. Wisconsin Ave.
Gimbel Bros., Kodak Dept., Wisconsin Ave. at

N. Plankinton Ave.
Marshall Camera Shop, 1745 S. Muskego Ave.
Photoart House, 844 N. Plankinton Ave.
Ed. Schuster & Co., Inc., Camera Dept., Third

and Garfield.

12th and Vliet.

11th and Mitchell.

Racine: Red Cross Drug Co., 320 Sixtli St.

Superior: Berg's Photo Supply Co., 1509 Tower
Ave.

UNITED STATES TERRITORIES
ALASKA

Juneau: Ordway's Photo Shop, P. O. Box 2511.

HAWAII
Honolulu: Eastman Kodak Stores, 1059 Fort St.

Hawaii Chemical and Supply Co., 148 S. Bere-

tania St.

Wadsworth's Photo Materials. 1158 Fort St.

Wall, Nichols Co., Ltd., 67-71 S. King St.

Waikiki: Eastman Kodak Stores, 2312 Kalakaua
Ave.
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UNITED STATES POSSESSION
PUERTO RICO

San Juan: Carbia Bros., 15 Plaza Principal.
Matias Photo Shop, 25 Allen St.

OTHER COUNTRIES
ARGENTINA

Buenos Aires: Casa America Ltda., S. A., Are-
nida de Mayo 959.

Casa Rodriguez, Maipu 277.
Rosario de Santa Fe: Enrique Schellhas E Hijos,

San Martin 764.

AUSTRALIA
New South Wales

Sydney: Camera Specialist, 147A Elizabeth St.

Cinecraft Pty., Ltd., 4th Floor, State Shopping
Block, Market St.

Harringtons Pty., Ltd., 386 George St.

Kinelab Pty., Ltd., Adams' Bldg\, 484 George
St., opp. Queen Victoria Market.

Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 379 George St.

N. S. W. Bookstall Co., Pty., Ltd., Castlereagh

& Market Sts.

Swain S Co., Ltd., 119 Pitt St.

Queensland
Brisbane: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 250

Queen St.

Rockhami'Ton: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd.,

East St.

Toowoomba: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd.,
Ruthyen St.

Townsvillb: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd.,

Flinders St.

South Australia
Adelaide: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 37

Rundle St.

Tasmania
Hohart: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 45

Elizabeth St.

Victoria
Melbourne: Charles W. Donne, A. C. A. Bldg.,

118-126 Queen St.

Harringtons Pty., Ltd., 266 Collins St.

Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 252 Collins St.

Western Australia
Perth : Kodak (Ausralasia) Pty., Ltd., 662 Hay St.

BELGIUM
Antwerp: Cine-Plioto Ch. t'Felt, 61 rue de

l'Eveque.
Foto Ferdinand Buyle, Meir 129.

Brussels: "Cinama", Harry Fishman et Cie, Ave-
nue Louise 46a.

Maison J. Geerts, 18 Rue du Lombard.
BRAZIL

Rio de Janeiro: Lutz, Ferrando & Cia., Ltd., 88
Ouvidor.

Sao Paulo: Fotoptica, Rua Sao Bento 383.
Rua Bareo Itapetininga 81.

CANADA
Alberta

Calgary: Harry's News and Tobacco Shop, 109
Eighth Are., W.

Edmonton: Provincial News Co., Ltd., 9931-101A
Avenue.

Lethbridgb: Clarke Photo Service, McFarland
Bldg.

British Columbia
Vancouver!: Dunne & Rundle, Ltd., 531 Gran-

ville St.

Eastman Photographic Materials, Ltd., 610
Granville St.

Victoria: Scott Camera Craft, Ltd., 1015 Douglas
St.

Joseph Sommer & Sons, Ltd., 1012 Government St.

Manitoba
Winnipeg: Eastman Photographic Materials, Ltd.,

287 Portage Ave.
Hudson's Bay Co., Retail Store, Dept. 406.

Nova Scotia
Bedford: Bedford Studios, Halifax Co.

Ontario
London: Langford Radio Co., 286 Dundas St.

Ottawa: Camera House, Ltd., 207 Sparks St.

Photographic Stores, Ltd., 65 Sparks St.

John Powis Co., Ltd., 87 Sparks St.

Peterborough: Roy Studio.
Sarnia: Ingersoll's Drug Store, 159 N. Front St.

Toronto: Associated Screen News, Ltd., Tivoli
Theatre Bldg., 21 Richmond St., E.

Frank P. Boyce, 192 Sunnyside Ave.
Eastman Photographic Stores, Ltd., 114 Yonge

St.

T. Eaton Co., Ltd., College St., Dept. D 15.

190 Yonge St., Dept. D 30.

General Films, Ltd., 156 King St., W.
Lockhart's Camera Exchange, Ltd., 384 Bay St.

Roller's Bookshop, 9 Bloor St., W.
Ryerson Visual Instruction Service, 299 Queen

St., W.
Robert Simpson Co., Ltd., Camera Dept.

J. C. Williams, 5-7 Richmond St., E.
Quebec

Montreal: Associated Screen News, Ltd., 5271
Western Ave. at Decarie Blvd.

H. de Lanauze, 1027 Bleury St.

Eastman Photographic Materials, Ltd., 286
Craig St., W.

Metropolitan News Agency, 1248 Peel St.
Mitchell Photo Supply Regd., 1019 Dominion Sq
Park Photo Supply, 1001 Bernard, W.
United Photographic Stores Reg'd., 722 St.

Peter St.

Sherbrooke: Sherbrooke News Co., Inc., 74 Well-
ington St., N.

Saskatchewan
Moose Jaw: Leonard Fysh, Ltd., 24 High St., W.
Moose Jaw Drug and Stationery Co., Ltd.

Regina: General Films. Ltd., 1924 Rose St.

CEYLON
Colombo: Plate, Ltd., P. O. Box 127.

CHINA
Hong Kong: Filmo Depot, Marina House. Queen's

Rd., Central.
Shanghai: Eastman Kodak Co., 185 Yuen Ming

Yuen Rd.
Standard Photo Supply Co., 445 Nanking Rd.

COSTA RICA
San Jose: Foto Sport, Jose Staufer & Co., Apar-

tado 1294.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Prague: Emil-Wachtl, Senovazna S and Narodni

tr. 26.

DENMARK
Copenhagen: Bach & Kirk, Vimmelskaftet 38.
Kodak Aktieselskab, Ostergade 1.

Vodroffsvej 26 (wholesale).
Kongsbak and Cohn, Vimmelskaftet 43.
S. Skotner, Amalievej 14.

DUTCH EAST INDIES
Java

Batavia Centrum: Kodak, Ltd., Sluisbrugplein.
N. V. Boekhandel G. Kolff & Co., Noord-

wijk 13.

Sobrabaia: Kodak, Ltd., Paradestraat 9.

Sumatra
Mbdan: Cine Art Studio. 38 Huttenbachstraat.

Y. Ebata & Co., 88-90 Kesawan.
EGYPT

Cairo: Kodak (Egypt) S. A., 20 Sharia Maghraby
EIRE

Dublin C 1 : T. H. Mason, 5-6 Dame St.
Pollock & Co., Ltd., 50 Grafton St.

FINLAND
Helsinki 10: Aurora Filmi, Kalevankatu 6A

FRANCE
Bordeaux: Kodak Pathe S. A. F., 2 Place de

Tourny.
Cannes: Kodak Pathe S. A. F., 1 rue Marechal

Foch.
Lyon: Cinastam, 25 Quai Tilsitt.

Kodak Pathe S. A. F., 26 rue de la Republique.
Marseille: Kodak Pathe S. A. F., 37 rue St.

Ferreol.

Nice: Kodak Pathe S. A. F., 13 Avenue de la
Victoire.

Paris: American Photo Service, 59 rue de Chateau-
dun.

M. Assemat, 95 rue des Petits-Champs.
Bell & Howell Agency, 8 rue de la Paix.
Brentano's, 37 Avenue de l'Opera.
Cine Grim, 182 Blvd. Berthier.
Film Qui Parle, 84 rue des Petits-Champs.
Kodak Pathe S. A. F., 63 Avenue des Champs

Elysees.

9 Blvd. des Italiens.

39 Avenue Montaigne.
5 Avenue de l'Opera.
41 Blvd. Raspail.
28 Place Vendome.

Photo-Plait. 35-39 rue Lafayette
FRENCH MOROCCO

Casablanca: Photo-Hall Marocain, Ets. Ratel, 71
Bould. Gare et Bould. Paris, face Theatre.

GREAT BRITAIN
England

Barnslby: Denton & Co., Ltd., 34-8 Sheffield Road
(Yorks.).

Birmingham: Cine-Equipments, Ltd., 35 Colmore
Rd.

Harrisons—Opticians, Ltd., Harrisons Corner,
Snow Hill.

Bristol: H. Salanson & Co., Ltd., 20 High St.

Bromley: Amateur Cine Service, 46 Widmore Rd
(Kent).

Chester: Will R. Rose, 23 Bridge St. Row.
Grimsby: Gordon Lock, Chantry Lane.
Harrogate: A. R. Baines, 39 James St.

Lbeds 1: Pearson & Denham (Photo), Ltd., 6

Bond St.

Leek: John Martin, 66 Derby St. (Staffs.).

Liverpool: Dolland & Aitchison, Ltd., 73 Lord St.

Kodak, Ltd., 70 Lord St.

J. Lizars, 71 Bold St.

London: E. C. : City Sale & Exchange (1929) Ltd.,

84 Aldersgate St.

E. C. 2: City Sale & Exchange (1929) Ltd.,

The Arcade, Liverpool St.

59 Cheapside.
E. C. 3: City Sale & Exchange (1929) Ltd.,

54 Lime St.

Home's Camera Mart, 32 Gracechurch St.

E. C. 4: City Sale & Exchange (1929) Ltd.,
91-94 Fleet St.

S. W. 1: Camera Co., 320 Vauxhall Bridge Rd.
W. C. 1: Amateur Cine Service, Ltd., 6 Grays

Inn Road, Holburn.
W. C. 2: Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway.
W. 1: Bell & Howell Co., Ltd., 13 & 14 Great

Castle St., Oxford Circus.

J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd., 31 Mortimer St., Ox-
ford St.

Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 127 New Bond St..

47 Berkeley St., Piccadilly.
Selfridge & Co., Ltd., Dent. 109, 400 Oxford

St.

W. 8: Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 43 High St.,

Kensington.
Manchester: J. T. Chapman, Ltd., Albert Square.
Newcastle-on-Tyne: Kodak. Ltd., 110 Grainger

St.

Sheffield: Sheffield Photo Co., Ltd., 6 Norfolk
Row (Fargate).

Scotland
Edinburgh: J. Lizars, 6 Shandwick PI.

Glasgow: Kodak. Ltd.. 46 Buchanan St.

C. 1: J. Lizars, 101 Buchanan St.

C. 2: J. Lizars, 381 Sauchiehall St.

HOLLAND
Amsterdam: Capi, 115 Kalverstraat.
Kodak N.V., Kalverstraat 126.

Arnhem: De Booys Fotohandel, Jansstraat, Hk.
Jansplaats.

Hague: Fotohandel Kupferschmidt, Zoutmanstr.
57.

N. V. Fotohandel ter Meer Derral, Fred.
Hendriklaan 196.

Kodak-N. V., Anna Paulownastraat 76.

Hans Nieuwenhuis, 51 van Hoytemastraat.
Rotterdam: Fotohandel "Foka", Admiraliteitsstr.

4-8.

G. H. Rinck, N. V., Nieuwe Binnenweg 251-253.

HUNGARY
Budapest VIII: Hafa, Hatschek es Farkas, Rakoczi

ut 80.

INDIA
Bombay: Continental Photo Stores, 243 Hornby Rd
Calcutta: Army & Navy Stores, Ltd., 41 Chow-

ringhee St.

ITALY
Milan: Kodak Societa Anonima, Via Vittor Pi-

sani N. 6 (129).

JAPAN
Kyoto: J. Osawa & Co., Ltd., Sanjo Kobashi.

MEXICO
Mazatlan: American Photo Supply Co., S. A.,

Ave. Angel Flores 408.
Mexico City: American Photo Supply Co., S. A..

Avenida Madero No. 43.
Casa Calpini, S. A., At. Madero 34.
Foto Mantel Sucr. R. Rudiger, Apartado 1459.

Capucliinas 11.

Branch No. 1: Juarez Ave. No. 66.
Branch No. 2: 16 Septiembre No. 2.

Foto Regis, Cia-Importadora Fotografica, S. A.,
Av. Juarez 80.

Monterrey: American Photo Supply Co., S. A..
Avenida Morelos 535.

Puebla: American Photo Supply Co., S. A., Ave
Reforma 109.

NEW ZEALAND
Auckland: Kodak New Zealand, Ltd., 162 Queen

St.

Christchurch : Kodak New Zealand, Ltd., 681
Colombo St.

Dunedin: Kodak New Zealand, Ltd., 162 Princes

St.

Hamilton: Watson's Camera House, Victoria St

Wellington: Kodak New Zealand, Ltd., 16 Vic-

toria St.

294 Lambton Quay.
Quillars, Ltd., 42 Mercer St.

NORWAY
Oslo: A/S Narresens Kioskkorapani, Stortings

gaten 2.

J. L. Nerlien, A/S, Nedre Slotsgate 13.

PANAMA
Colon: Kodak Panama, Ltd., Front St.

Panama City: Kodak Panama, Ltd., 98 Central
Ave.

Lewis Service, Inc., 124 Central Ave.

PERU
Lima: Casa Radio Philco, Plaza San Martin 159
Importaciones Americanas, S. A., Villalta 220

24.

PHILIPPINES COMMONWEALTH
Manila: Camera Supply Co., 138 Escolta.
H. E. Heacock Co.. 126 Esrolta.

PORTUGAL
Lisbon: Kodak, Ltd., Rua Garrett 33.

SIAM
Bangkok: Y. Ebata & Co., Cor. Chartered Bank

Lane.

SOUTH AFRICA
Cape Province

Cape Town: Kodak (South Africa), Ltd., "Kn
dak House," Shortmarket and Loop Sts.

Lennon, Ltd., Adderley St.

Natal
Durban: Kodak (South Africa), Ltd., "Kodak

House," 339 West St.

Southern Rhodesia
Bulawayo: Bulawayo General Suppliers, Ltd., Fift

St., 8th Ave.
Lennon, Ltd., P. O. Box 1102.

Transvaal
Johannesburg: City Photo House, 52 Kerk St.

Kodak (South Africa), Ltd., "Kodak House."
Rissik St.

Lennon, Ltd., 57 A Pritchard St.

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Singapore: Kodak, Ltd., 130 Robinson Rd.

Singapore Photo Co., 39 High St.

SWEDEN
Gothenburg: Hasselblads Fotografiska Aktiebo-

lag, Ostra Hamngatan 41-43.

Malmo: Stolten & Son A.-B.
Stockholm: Edv. Nerlien, Aktiebolag, Kungsga-

tan 19.

A. B. Nordiska Kompaniet, Photographic Dept.,

Hamngatan 18-20.

SWITZERLAND
Basel: B. Wolf, Freiestrasse 4.

Geneva: Kodak Societe Anonyme, 11 rue de la

Confederation.
Louis Stalder (Photo Hall), 5 rue de la Con-

federation.
Lucerne: Alice Friedlinger, Weggisgasse 21.

Zurich: Ganz & Co.. Bahnhofstrasse 40.

Gimmi S: Co. Cine-Service, Stadelhoferplati
(Gottfried Kellerstr. 5).

Hausamann S: Co., A. G., Bahnhofstrasse 91.

VENEZUELA
Caracas: Lucca & Couret, Apartado de Correos

No. 102, Sociedad a San Francisco No. 7-1.



CINE-KODAK FILM

You select the scenes you shoot with care; you make the exposures expertly. You
have the right to expect results that will do justice to your subjects and to

yourself as a cinematographer.

Naturally, you use Cine-Kodak Film. It is uniformly reliable, completely respon-

sive to your skill. There are five 16 mm. emulsions, four in the 8 mm. size. Whatever

the work you have to do, there's a Cine-Kodak Film to do it—and do it beautifully.

16 MM. KODACHROME— For color, of course,

Kodachrome's the film. In two types, one for

daylight use and Type A for use with Photo-

flood light; both are the same price. 200-ft.

rolls (from Rochester only), $16; 100-ft. rolls,

$8; 50-ft. rolls, $4.30; 50-ft. magazines or

packettes. $4.65.

16 MM. SUPER-XX—Top speed, plus photo-

graphic quality. 200-ft. rolls (from Rochester

only), $13.50; 100-ft. rolls, $6.75; 50-ft. rolls,

$3.75. 50-ft. magazines, $4.

16 MM. SUPER-X—A real achievement in film

making. It combines adequate speed for most

shots, with remarkable brilliance, clarity, and

fine grain. 200-ft. rolls (from Rochester only),

$12; 100-ft. rolls, $6; 50-ft. rolls, $3.25; 50-ft.

magazines, $3.50.

16 MM. SAFETY "PAN"—A low-cost film of re-

markable quality, generally reserved for use

when the special characteristics of the other

emulsions are not required. Cine-Kodak Safety

"Pan" is supplied in 100-ft. rolls only, at $4.50.

8 MM. KODACHROME—Kodachrome has

taken command in the 8 mm. field, too. The
practically grainless Kodachrome image pro-

jects beautifully on even the larger screens. Both

the regular (daylight) and Type A emulsions

are available at $3.40 per 25-ft. roll.

8 MM. SUPER-X—This is the black-and-white

speed film for all 8 mm. work by artificial light

or in poor outdoor light. Remarkably fine in

grain, too. An immensely useful and popular

film. In 25-ft. rolls, $2.25.

8 MM. "PAN"—This is the famous film which

made 8 mm. movie making first possible, then

popular. It is a film of tremendous latitude; its

speed is adequate for most movie-making op-

portunities. In 25-ft. rolls, $2.

ASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y



- PROJECTOR
MAKES A DIFFERENCE! *$&&
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THE SAME MOVIES

I SAW LAST YEAR!

SAME ONES, RUTH, BUT

OUR NEW FILMO MAKES
SUCH A DIFFERENCE! /

0> *#'

w.rANT TO SEE your movies at their best

brilliant? rock -steady? free from
flicker? in needle-sharp focus? Want to be

sure prized films are safe from damage? Then
get a Filmo Projector . . . for a small differ-

ence in cost, but a big difference in movie

+> NEW FILMO-MASTER 8 mm.
This new Filmo—the finest of all 8 mm. pro-

jectors—bar none—now offers these fea-

tures which make a difference: 400- or 500-

watt lamp; gear drive throughout; fast F 1.6

lens; improved camera-matched film-mov-

ing mechanism; lens focus lock; two-way

tilt; radio interference eliminator; and tri-

pod socket. With case, only Si 18.

NEW FILMO-MASTER 16 mm.
Filmo- Master l (S mm. includes de luxe fea-

tures heretofore found only in higher-priced

Filmos. It is completely gear-driven and has

a speedy power rewind. Brilliant pictures in

home or small auditorium are assured by its

7 50-watt lamp, fast two-inch F 1.6 lens, and

Magnilite condenser. With case, only $ 1 39.

A
enjoyment. For Filmos are precision-

made by the makers of Hollywood's pro-

fessional equipment. Your Filmo dealer

invites you to inspect the new, improved
Filmos described below. Or if you pre-

fer, mail coupon for full details.

FILMO MOVIE CAMERAS
* PALM-SIZE FILMO 8 Only $49.50
Palm-size Filmo 8 offers an amazing variety of movies!
Makes color movies or black-and-white, indoors and
out, even in slow motion. Has four speeds, single ex-

posure for animating cartoons, masks for use with tele-

photo lenses, and can be equipped with rewind for
making dissolves and double exposures. With F 3.5

lens, speeds 8, 16, 24, 32, only $49.50. With F 2.5 lens,

speeds to 64, $75.

FILMO TURRET 8

Only $140 *
Filmo Turret 8 provides all fea-

tures of single-lens-seat Filmo,
at left, plus instant readiness
provided by turret mount of
three lenses and matching find-

ers. When a lens is in position,
its matching finder unit is too.
Has new eye-parallax-correct-
ing viewfinder; critical focuser;
four speeds, including slow
motion; single frame exposure.
With 1 2>/z mm. F 2. 5 lens, $ 1 43.

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL & HOWELL

New 16 mm. Filmo 141 Only $115
^"SHELLOADING" Filmo 141 gives

movie makers a new freedom from gad-

gets. It loads with pre-threaded 16 mm.
film magazines. Permits mid-reel changes

from color to black-and-white. No
threading! Has four speeds and single

frame exposure. New "positive" finder

eliminates off-center pictures. Uses all

special lenses. With one-inch F 2.7 lens,

$115.

WHY NOT GET DETAILS RIGHT NOW?
Mail coupon. Bell & Howell Company, Chicago;

New York; Hollywood; London. Established 190~.

•w*
BELL & HOWELL COMPANY MM2-40

1843 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III.

Okay. Send free, illustrated literature telling all about:

( ) New Filmo 8 mm. Projector; ( ) Filmo 16 mm.
Projector; ( ) new 16 mm. Filmo "Shelloading" Cam-
era; ( ) Filmo Turret 8; ( ) palm-size Filmo 8.

Name

Address

City State.
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THE AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE

BRINGS ITS MEMBERS-
1. MOVIE MAKERS— m j^^" ^BBT
monthly magazine covering every phase ol pi rsonal ^^r ym i

movie making and containing news of amateur ' Mk
activities and all new equipment. Beautifully illus-

trated, each number contains a full measure of ^M&^^k
articles and editorial features. Technical articles, i A %iOvjkSIE
written by experts, are clear and practical. a 'if' ,/^^pf^

2. Technical Consulting Service—an individual ser- m,
vice for which there is no extra charge. You may
write in for information about movie making tech-

nique and you will receive an accurate and prompt
reply.

3. Continuity and Film Planning Service—a similar

consulting service which offers aid in planning pic-

tures of all types, writing titles and editing. Mem-
bers may apply for film treatments and suggestions

for the pictures that they want to make. Films and Filters

4. Film Review Service—through which you may Latest addition to League boo\let list

send your films requesting criticism and suggestions

by the League's consultants who are competent tech- + 7. Equipment Service—by which the League offers
mcians. expert technical advice on the selection of equipment

5. Club Service—in forming amateur movie clubs for special cine needs, although it cannot make pur-

and in planning programs for them. A Club Film chases for members nor secure special discounts for

Library, made up of outstanding films produced by them.

movie clubs and individuals, is circulated among + 8. Member Film Exchange—among members is di-
clubs without charge. rected by the League. The League facilitates the

6. Booklets and Service Sheets—are supplied on temporary exchange of films by members in all parts

request without charge. Printed booklets on impor- °f the United States. A special Medical Film Ex-

tant phases of movie making technique are published change is available to medical men.

periodically and are mailed automatically, as issued, ^ 9. Special Services—in two important fields are
to all members who ask to receive them. New mem- available. Through the Film Review Chart a mem-
bers may receive all current booklets on request. ber can get particularly efficient criticism on his

Among those now in print are: reels. By means of the Film Treatment Chart, a

• Color Filming 27 pages illustrated
member may secure individually prepared film

• Titling Technique . 32 pages Plans and continuity outlines.

• Featuring the Family 34 pages + 10. Public Relations—The League has been able to

• Lighting Personal Movies .37 pages illustrated open national parks and other closed filming areas

• Films and Fillers .31 pages illustrated to amateur cine cameras, it has secured favorable

Numerous service sheets (mimeographed and re- status concerning duty on amateur films and it

printed material) are issued from time to time. constantly is alert to secure proper treatment for

They are announced in Movie Makers and are amateur movie makers whenever any legislation that

available to any member on special request. would affect them is under consideration.

•ft II. Making Better Movies—A 241 page book on amateur movie making is sent to

every member. Written in clear, non technical language, this book gives directions for

every process, every piece of equipment and every trick in movie making that you will

be likely to use. It is illustrated.

Making Better Movies has served as hand book and cine guide to over 17,000 amateur movie makers!

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

420 Lexington Ave. Date
New York, N. Y., U. S. A:

I wish to become a member of AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc. My remittance for $
made payable to AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc., is enclosed in payment of dues. Of this amount,
I direct that $2 be applied to a year's subscription to MOVIE MAKERS. (To nonmembers, subscrip-
tion to MOVIE MAKERS is $3 in the United States and possessions; $3.25 in Canada, 53.50 in other
countries.)

MBMBERSHIP $5 a year

Name ...

GET THESE INDISPENSABLE
p d ||arS a year

FILMING AIDS AT ONCE FOR
' 7

Amateur Cinema League, inJ

420 Lexington Ave. New York, New York, U. S. A.
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Your movies can be no better than the camera with which you make them.

It's time you owned a really fine camera . . . one so precise that it would

always assure professional results with amateur ease . . . one so versatile it

would permit you to cope with every movie opportunity. Get that kind of a

movie camera now—a FILMO, precision-made by the makers of Holly-

wood's professional movie equipment. Easy terms available.

Be Ready for Every Shot
. . . with the new Filmo Turret 8. This midget

miracle combines the economy of 8 mm. film

with the instant readiness of a newsreel man's

camera! Mounts three lenses and matching

viewfinders on a revolving turret. Just turn

the turret, and the correct lens and finder are

in position ready to shoot—one quick oper-

ation! Also has new eye-parallax-correcting

viewfinder; critical focuser; four speeds, in-

cluding slow motion; and single frame ex-

posure. With 12'/2 mm. F 2.5 lens $140

NEW FILMO PROJECTORS
Both Fully Gear Driven!

To see your 8 mm. movies at their best,

use this new Filmo-Master 8. With many
improved features, it offers theater-quality

projection and absolute film safety. Has
400- or 500-watt lamp; gear drive through-

out; fast F 1.6 lens; 200-foot film capacity;

lens focus lock; two-way tilt; radio inter-

ference eliminator; tripod socket; separate

lamp switch; and many other features.

With case §118

The new 16 mm. Filmo-Master Silent

Projector provides extra power and
extra convenience. Is fully gear driven.

Has speedy power rewind. Has power-
ful 750-watt lamp and Magnilite con-
denser for 32% greater picture bril-

liance. Has two-way tilt; reverse switch;

still-picture clutch; "floating film" pro-
tection; metered lubrication; other fea-

tures. With 400-foot capacity, two-inch
F 1.6 lens, and carrying case.'.'.. .$139

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL & HOWELL

Shelloading!" No Threading of Film!

EASY Does It

• • • with the new Shelloading Filmo. This trim,

pocket-fitting 16 ram. camera gives you unusual

versatility and almost automatic ease of operation.

It "shelloads" with pre-threaded 16 mm. film maga-

zines. Permits mid-reel changes from color to black-

and-white. Has built-in, damage-proof, "positive"

viewfinder which eliminates off-center pictures even

if your eye wanders! Has four speeds and single frame

exposure. Uses all special lenses. With one-inch F 2.7

lens $115

FREE! New Filmo Accessory Catalog
Every movie maker anxious to improve his

films should have a copy of the new 36-page
Filmo Accessory Catalog. It's a guide book
to the innumerable fascinating things you
can do with a personal movie outfit, and it

presents units that will extend your camera's
abilities into delightful new fields of movie
making. Mail coupon today for your free

copy. NEW F | LMS AVAILABLE
Expect a Baby ? Dr. David Bennett Hill has prepared three new
single-reel films, 16 mm. sound or silent, on prenatal, infant,

and child care. Order by name: Before the Baby Comes; The
First Year; The Child Grows Up.

Like Astronomy? A new, condensed edition of Ruroy Sibley's

popular astronomy demonstration is now available in two reels,

16 mm. sound or silent. Title: Seeing the Universe.

Charming Fairy Story — told in superlative puppet technique.
(Two reels, 1 6 mm. sound or silent. ) Title : King and Scullery Maid.

Mail Coupon for FREE FILM LIST, Bell & Howell Company, Chicago;
New York; Hollywood; London. Established 1907.

MAIL TODAY

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1843 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Send ( ) free Filmo Accessory Catalog; ( ) free list of

( ) sound ( ) silent 16 mm. films for home showings.

Include details on ( ) new 16 mm. Shelloading Filmo Cam-
era; ( ) Filmo Turret 8; ( ) Filmo-Master 8 mm. Projector;

( ) Filmo-Master 16 mm. Projector.

Name

Address

City State mm 3-40



for FULL DIVIDENDS
From Your Investment in Camera and Projector

The Da-Lite Challenger Screen com-
bines superb picture qualities with
unmatched convenience. It is the only
screen with square tubing in tripod

and extension support — the only
screen that can be adjusted in height

merely by releasing a spring latch

and raising the extension rod. 12

sizes including square sizes from 30"

x 40" to 70" x 94" inclusive from
$12.50* up.

You Need the Brighter Light Reflective Quality

of a DA-LITE SCREEN
In your camera and projector, you may have "the makings" of perfect

pictures. But unless you have also an efficient screen you are not getting

all of the pleasure that movies can bring.

For full dividends from your investment show your pictures on a Da-

Lite Glass-Beaded Screen. Its brighter surface, covered with millions of

tiny glass beads, not only makes every scene more brilliant and life-like

but reproduces all of the shades of colors and the gradations of black

and white film with camera eye fidelity. It is ideal for color because it is

absolutely neutral in character and provides the extra brilliance that the

more dense colored film needs for perfect projection. The beads are

guaranteed not to shatter off. The fabric specially selected for its light

reflective quality remains pliable and stays white longer than any other

white surface. Ask your dealer for a demonstration. See for yourself how
much brighter the Da-Lite Glass-Beaded Screen makes your pictures.

You too. like thousands of others, will insist on this screen for full divi-

dends from your investment in movie making. Literature on request.

Write today.

DA-LITE SCREEN CO., INC.

The Da-Lite Junior can be hung from a wall or
placed on a table. It has as tine a glass-beaded
surface as the highest priced screen in the Da-
Lite line. From $2.00* up.

f

DEPT. 3MM. 2723 NO. CRAWFORD AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

The Model B is the most popular hang-ing- screen
in the Da-Lite line. 12 sizes from 22" x 30" to
63" x 84" from $7.50* up.

*Slightly higher on Pacific Coast.

ffi/Leti7j/cm&uy,
REC. U.S. PAT. OFF.
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THE IMPERIAL

""Master"

PRINT DRYER

a Quality DUVER
AT A

Moderate van i:

•

DOIJIH.E FACED

2 intM\(. si ici \« i>

THE IMPERIAL MASTER
PRINT DRYER is a precision

electrical instrument, ruggedly

designed to give long and satis-

factory use. Heat intensity is

thermostatically controlled to

prevent overheating and damag-
ing of prints. It is a douhle-

faced unit villi a maximum of

drying area accommodating two

full 11x14" prints at a time or

larger quantities of smaller sizes.

It has heen insulated through-

out according to rigid standards

and consumes a minimum of

current, only 200 watts. Mini-

mum convexity of the drying

surfaces insures even heating

and uniform drying of prints

within the shortest drying time.

Closeups—What filmers are doing

s
12.95

Mai] Orders Filled. Postage Prepaid.

Write Dept. M. M. I.

World's Largest Camera Store

Built on Square Dealing

110 West 32nd St., N. Y.

Near 6th Avenue

Edgar M. Thornton, of Walla Walla,

Wash., sent us recently a home movie

containing as pretty a scene as you
would w7ant to see. The film was Santa s

Mistake, running 150 feet of 8mm.
color, and it was, of course, a family

Christmas record. Toward the begin-

ning, Mother and the youngsters are

seen, in the living room, decorating the

tree on Christmas Eve. Suddenly, the

scene shifts outdoors. The camera looks

through a lightly curtained window to

the bright warmth and gaiety of the

group around the tree within. We don't

know yet what prompted Mr. Thornton

to think of this viewpoint—but the effect

is sheer magic.

Shots of Yellowstone Park, in 16mm.

Kodachrome, are the current need of

Dr. Leon F. Richardson, ACL, of Col-

lins, Iowa, whose own filming in that

area fell afoul of ill luck. Readers in-

terested in swapping or offering copies

of their footage are invited to write di-

rectly to Dr. Richardson.

Alex McDonell. ACL, of 721 N. W.
29th Street, Oklahoma City, Okla., is

looking for 8mm. Kodachrome scenes of

the Grand Canyon. And the Associated

Factory Mutual Fire Insurance Compa-
nies, 184 High Street, Boston, Mass., are

looking for any movie maker who took

pictures of a fire that occurred recently

in Boston.

I N a final checkup on Denmark in Color,

that hardy and heart warming peren-

nial by John V. Hansen, ACL, the

League's vicepresident, we find that it

was screened during 1939 before more
than 15,000 persons, in the United

States and Canada. Most of them, of

course, were Danes, touched at seeing,

in a new land, the familiar beauty of

their old country. In one far western

city, for example, K. V. Hansen—who
has been presenting this film under the

auspices of the Berlingske Tidende, of

Copenhagen—was approached, following

the screening, by a blond young giant.

He had, he stammered, come to Amer-
ica to make his fortune, to dig gold in

Alaska, to become rich in the New
World—and then to send back to Den-

mark for his family. But he had failed.

In all of Alaska, he had found but one

nugget of gold, and this he had kept as

a talisman. Now—pressing a rough,

warm lump into Mr. Hansen's hand—he

would give him this single nugget as a

tribute to his love for Denmark.

Audience reactions at other screenings

were more familiar, although no less ap-

preciative. Denmark in Color was

screened scores of times at both great

Fairs, in cooperation with the Tourist

Association of Denmark. In a tour of

Canada, sponsored by the Danish Im-

migration Service, the film was seen in

Toronto, Winnipeg, Calgary, Standard,

Edmonton and Vancouver. Canadian
colleges regarded the picture as educa-

tional in value and requested return en-

gagements following its tour. Swinging
down the West Coast, K. V. Hansen car-

ried on through Seattle, Portland, San
Francisco, Los Angeles, Santa Barbara.

Long Beach and back across the country

via Denver, Kansas City, Chicago and
Columbus.

Later, in Detroit, the film was pre-

sented at a gala performance spon-

sored by one of the country's leading

Danish Americans, William S. Knudsen.

president of General Motors Corpora-

tion.

Mystery unsolved comes to the

League's attention in the experience of

Annette Decker, ACL, of New York

City. Faring forth last October with

what she supposed was a new fifty

foot Simplex charger of 16mm. Koda-

chrome, Miss Decker shot one scene of

fall foliage—and noted in dismay that

her footage meter indicated "Empty."

Puzzled but intrigued, she sent the roll

in for processing, only to receive, in

return, forty five feet of cruise scenes,

obviously exposed at Willemstad, in

Curacao, N.W.I., and five feet of fall

color! She has, sensibly, excerpted her

own single scene and now offers the

rest to its rightful owner, by this notice.

Send all claims directly to Movie

Makers and name your cruise ship for

identification.

Members of the metropolitan section

of the American Society of Mechanical

Engineers, meeting in the Engineering

Societies Building, in New Y'ork City,

heard recently from Kenneth F. Space,

ACL, and Frederick G. Beach, ACL, in

a program of motion pictures arranged

by the photographic division chairman,

W. L. Betts. Mr. Space, cameraman of

the Harmon Foundation, spoke of Com-

mon Mistakes in Movie Making, while

Mr. Beach, of the League's staff, pre-

sented his railroad record film, From
Roundhouse to Roadbed.

Just to get it over with, this story be-

gins, instead of ending, with the time-

worn comment about the "small world,

after all!" Some weeks ago, Richard

Stockton, ACL, of Bryn Mawr, Pa., sent

the League a request to change his ad-

dress to c/o American Consul, Papeete,

Tahiti. He was, it seems, going out to

this South Sea haven for a three year

stay. About ten days later, William T.

MacDonald, ACL, of La Jolla. Calif., air

mailed us a request for filming sugges-

tions on a visit to Tahiti and inquired,

in passing, if the ACL had any con-

[Continued on page 104]
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AMAZING 16MM
VICTOR
CAMERA
GETS ALL SHOTS

Indoor shots, outdoor shots, slow motion,

telephoto shots — all have a professional

brilliance when taken with a Victor

camera. Precision-built Victor Model
4 camera offers: Full Vision Focus-

ing for Sharp Images — 3 Lens Re-

volving Turret — 5 speeds including Slow

Motion to 72 Frames — Geared Film Foot-

age Meter — Hand Crank for Continuous
Filming. Learn about this remarkable camera
before the big outdoor season starts.

Model 4 (shown above) . . . Model 5 per-

mits reverse action for trick photography
. . . Model 3 is a single lens camera.

WJ55K
SIC***-

*su t/*
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THE NEW

VICTOR
"SILENT 16"

Heralds a New Day in

16mm Silent Projection

Again, in the new "Silent 16," Victor in-

genuity firmly establishes Victor as the

leader in 16mm film projection. More
silent operation. Fewer Moving Parts —
Disappearing Reel Arms — Automatic

"Rewind-As-You-Show" —
Victor's Famous and Abso-
lute Film Protection— Lamp
Switch — Reverse Switch

— Pilot Light and many
others. Convenient carrying

case provides extra space

for tools, reels, lamp and
accessories.

MANY VICTOR FEATURES
CANNOT BE FOUND IN ANY
OTHER EOUIPMENT REGARD-

LESS OF PRICE

ASK ANY QUALIFIED PHOTO-
GRAPHIC DEALER - OR WRITE

ANIMATOGRAPH
CORPORATION
Dept. A-l Davenport, Iowa

MARCH 1940

Closeups
[Continued from page 102]

tacts there whom he might look up. We
checked the records and told him of

Mr. Stockton. By the next plane, there

came a letter from Mr. MacDonald
about his amusement and amazement.

In checking final arrangements at Los
Angeles for his voyage to Papeete, he

had asked the steamship agent casually

if he knew as yet who was to be his

cabin mate. "Yes, sir," the agent re-

plied, ''I have his name right here . . .

Let's see, now. Oh, yes ... a Mr. Rich-

ard Stockton, boarding the ship at San
Francisco."

Out in the State of Washington, where
the Grand Coulee Dam is being built,

the Mason City Hospital serves the men
engaged on this vast project. On the

staff are young doctors, many of whom
were classmates in medical school, and
a group of nurses, most of whom have

served with these same physicians be-

fore. Just a nice happy family—until

the bogie of obesity reared its otiose

head. Seems that some of the nurses

—

and doctors, too—took to worrying over

their weight, and now barbed comments
are the order of the day. Dr. R. E. Gil-

lett, ACL. of the staff, feels that this is

a fine subject for a pleasant little film

and is busy therewith. Heaven help

him!

I am negotiating for the purchase of

a forty foot sailboat with auxiliary

engine,"' writes H. F. McFarland, of

West Rand. Transvaal. Union of South

Africa. "My wife and I and a young

Norwegian sailor plan to return to the

States in this boat. We shall sail from

Capetown with sufficient supplies to

last six months. Our route lies up the

coast, stopping at Walvis Bay, St.

Helena, the east coast of South Amer-

ica, the West Indies and Panama, end-

ing the voyage in Florida." Mr. McFar-

land also reports that he plans to make
a comprehensive movie record of the

voyage, with the intention of conducting

a lecture tour in the United States.

By now, if everything has gone well,

he should be somewhere in mid At-

lantic.

H arold E. B. Speight, ACL, one of

the League's directors and for years

Dean of Swarthmore College, leaves

that institution the first of this month to

undertake further educational work

with the Association of Colleges and

Universities of the State of New York.

Dr. Speight will serve this group as ex-

ecutive secretary of a new committee,

formed under the chairmanship of Ed-

mund E. Day. President of Cornell Uni-

versity, to improve methods of teacher

preparation and "in service" training.

For the present, committee headquar-

ters will be maintained at Ithaca, N. Y.



Five Agfa Films you should know. .

.

For 16 mm. Cameras

FOR EXTREME SPEED:

TRIPLE S SUPERPAN REVER-

SIBLE. Designed by Agfa

Ansco especially for indoor

movies and for slow-motion

work under light conditions

requiring great film speed. It

has wide latitude and efficient

anti-halo protection. A balanced emulsion provides a pleasing

contrast outdoors, prevents harsh effects under artificial light.

Available in 100 ft. rolls at $6.00; in 50 ft. rolls at $3.25.

FOR OUTDOOR WORK:

HYPAN REVERSIBLE. Par-

ticularly suited for daylight

use where brilliant contrast

and clear, sharp results are

necessary. Hypan combines

high speed with a full pan-

chromatic sensitivity while

excellent projection quality is assured by its fine-grain emul-

sion and the highly effective Agfa anti-halation coating.

Available in 100 ft. rolls at $6.00; in 50 ft. rolls at $3.25.

FOR GREATER ECONOMY: LOW-COST OUTDOOR FILM:

PANCHROMATIC REVER-

SIBLE. You will find this

film an ideal selection for a

wide variety of subject ma-

terial. It's fast and sensitive

to all colors. In addition, it

possesses a carefully balanced

gradation that produces a highly satisfying screen brilliance

on projection. The low price makes it an exceptional value.

Available in 100 ft. rolls at $4.50; in 50 ft. rolls at $2.75.

FINE-GRAIN PLENACHROME
REVERSIBLE. This film has

ample speed, pleasingly bril-

liant contrast and ortho-

chromatic color sensitivity

—

providing you with an ex-

ceptionally fine outdoor me-

dium at a moderate price. It's extremely fine-grained and pos-

sesses wide latitude to minimize exposure errors. Plenachrome

is available in 100 ft. rolls at $4.50; in 50 ft. rolls at $2.75.

For Double-8 mm. Cameras

FOR EVERY PURPOSE:

"TWIN EIGHT" HYPAN REVERSIBLE. This new,

double-width 8 mm. film gives you finer results with double-

8 cameras—having exceptional speed that makes it ideal

for indoor as well as outdoor scenes. Its panchromatic

emulsion is unusually fine-grained and supplies the high

resolving power necessary for the best screen results.

"Twin-Eight" Hypan is available in 25 ft. rolls at $2.25.

AGFA ANSCO, BINGHAMTON, N. Y. MADE IN U. S. A.

VA



16 MM SOUND-ON-FILM
MODEL "XA'

750-1000 Watt Illumination M:
Phono. Mixing with Sound.
Sound Speed Only. .

LM

Mic. or I

275/

16 M M SOUND-ON-FILM
MODEL "YSA"

Silent-Sound Speeds — Mix- £QO/"\
ing, Reverse, Still Pictures O^jvJ
Model "VA". without Reverse-Stills S295

16 M M SOUND-ON-FILM
MODEL "UA

7S0 Watt Illumination. Mic.
Phono. Mixing with Sound.
Still Pictures and Reverse

—ALM

c. and I

345J

16 M M SOUND-ON-FILM
MODEL "UAB

Same as Model "UA" but enclose
in Sound-Proofed Blimp C

—A
ILM

nclosed I

£365j

16 MM AMPRO-ARC
SOUND-ON-FILM MODEL "AA

E1210 1
TRI-PURPOSE PUBLICADDRESS SYSTEM,MODEL PA

Provides Vol. for Audience:
up to 10,000. Amplifier only .

1/

r-1
-PA-l I

I45J

DUAL OPERATION OF "YSA
With TRI-PURPOSE AMPLIFIER

Mounted on Ampro Projector
Stands \

A POPULAR COMBINATION
Low Priced Classroom Model

Tri-Purpose Amplifer and
Projector Stand

-AON

J

2
AM-3AO

reason projector for every purpose
New models and important basic improvements feature the new Ampro line of precision projectors. In Model A-8 Ampro
brings for the first time full 16 mm. quality into the popular priced 8 mm. field. Two convertible models now enable the far-
sighted purchaser to obtain silent projectors with full provision for later conversion into modern sound projectors. Additional
mixing facilities with microphone or phonograph are now available on
the increasingly popular Models XA and YSA. In Models UA and UAB
there is offered complete flexibility— mixing of sound from film, micro-
phone and phonograph—with adequate range of volume for either class-
rooms or auditoriums. The new Ampro Tri-Purpose Public Address Sys-
tem alone or in conjunction with Ampro projectors meets a great variety
of needs. In addition to the many outstanding Ampro features—Ampro
units incorporate a splendid precision quality that has won for them rec-
ognition the world over as outstanding values in the field of motion pic-
ture projection. Send the coupon for complete catalog giving detailed
description of the entire Ampro line.

AMPRO CORPORATION
2839 North Western Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

Gentlemen: Please send me the new 1940 Ampro
Catalog— showing illustrations, prices and detailed
specifications on the complete line 0/Ampro 8 mm. and
1 6 mm. silent and sound projectors.

Name

Address

City State

AMPRO CORPORATION, 2839 North Western Avenue, Chicago, Illinois
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® ® ® Begin early
The AMATEUR CINEMAJ_EAGUE, Inc

.

whose voice is Movie Makers, is the international or-

ganization of movie amateurs, founded in 1926 and now

serving filmers over the world. The League's consulting

services advise amateurs on plan and execution of their

films, both as to photographic technique and continuity.

It serves the amateur clubs of the world in organization,

conduct and program and maintains for them a film

exchange. It issues booklets. It maintains various special

services for members. The League completely owns and

operates Movie Makers. The directors listed below are

a sufficient warrant of the high type of our association.

Your membership is invited. Five dollars a year.

Hiram Percy Maxim, Founder

DIRECTORS OF THE LEAGUE

STEPHEN F. VOORHEES, President

JOHN V. HANSEN, Vice President

A. A. HEBERT, Treasurer .

C. R. DOOLEY

MRS. L. S. GALVIN

W. E. KIDDER

HAROLD E. B. SPEIGHT

FLOYD L. VANDERPOEL

T. A. WILLARD . ,

ROY W. WINTON, Managing Director

. New York City

Washington, D. C.

• Hartford, Conn.

. New York City

• Lima, Ohio

Kalamazoo, Mich.

• Swarthmore, Pa.

Litchfield, Conn.

Beverly Hills, Calif.

. New York City

Address all inquiries to

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, INC.
420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

EACH year in October, Movie Makers gets last minute

requests to give special leeway for late films to be sub-

mitted for Ten Best rating. Each year, we have regret-

fully to reply that films must reach this office by the "dead

line" or else they cannot be considered. There is, therefore, a

sound reason to urge those who will be sending films for Ten
Best rivalry to get at work on them well in advance. Spring

is none too early to plan the entry that hopefully will out-

distance all others, because it is that very planning that gives

real promise of success.

The Ten Best selection and the determination of the Hiram
Percy Maxim Memorial Award are based upon no special clas-

sifications, except that there are two categories, one of a gen-

eral nature, the other for films whose makers have received

compensation from a client, prior to the close of the entry

period. Movies submitted may be eight millimeter or sixteen,

black and white or color, sound or silent. All compete with

each other, except in the matter of films made on order.

The question is sometimes raised as to how the judges can

compare a short, black and white, eight millimeter entry with

a sixteen hundred foot, sixteen millimeter opus, complete

with color and sound. The answer is that what they try to

determine is the success with which the filmers created excep-

tional pictures in their fields. These judges see, by and large, a

great many films. They are not overwhelmed by the size of

an entry, nor by the fact that its color may be brilliantly

executed or its sound particularly suave. Accustomed to view-

ing films with these good points—if size may be considered

as always a good point—they are not sidetracked by their

presence, but evaluate them in terms of whether the color or

sound is exceptional and whether the size is justified.

What the judges always seek to estimate is the relative ex-

cellence of an entry as an all round movie. They want to be

sure that it is basically a movie and not a series of beautiful

still photographs or a film of weak cinematic coherence, con-

cealed by sparkling color or stirring sound. They try to relate

its length to its subject matter and are not lured into approval

by the very bulk of the footage. Above all, they hunt for

evidence of imagination, that capacity of a filmer to see a

subject or a situation in a new way and to make that new
way clear in his picture.

This quality of imagination, of freshness, of seeing in back

of the subject matter can best be devolped by early planning

and by a careful advanced consideration of what are the far

reaches of the thing you want to film. This thinking through

is never a waste of time, because it makes the actual work of

shooting the footage a relatively minor affair, to be done com-

petently, of course, but fairly quickly, once one has a clear

concept of what is wanted.

So spring is not too early for the beginning of a Ten Best

winner, and so all movie makers are urged to turn their

thoughts to the first steps in the fine film that will emerge

later in the year.
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ANGLES
Don't be afraid to shift the camera's view-

point from the eye level, horizontal position.

Angles are interesting and decorative if they

have meaning. The upward angle (above)

emphasized the majestic height of the great

trees; the downward angle (below) ad-

vantageously included the full sweep of the

action. The tilted camera (center) produced

a well composed scene that could effectively

serve as one shot in a montage of travel

methods.
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NOTHING NEW?
This is not true, at least

not in titling adventures

WHO said, "There's nothing new under the sun"?

It's false. There are always new title ideas and

always will be, as long as movie makers can invent them.

Recently, I saw a clever movie. Several of us went to visit

Bob, who can handle a camera pretty well. When he pro-

posed to show us his latest hundred foot opus of his three

year old daughter, we didn't exchange the harried glances

that sometimes pass between guests threatened with a similar

prospect.

The film appeared to begin without a lead title; Betty,

pictured in a color closeup, sat on the floor playing with

her alphabet blocks. She began to pile them up, helter skelter,

with a letter here and there. Suddenly, the blocks began to

spell out words. Pretty good for a three year old! The blocks,

all piled up now, read "My
Third Birthday."

Well, of course, a few wise

ones knew how it was done.

"Just reverse motion!" said

our official Belittler, on the

way home, "just an old gag

he pulled. Still, the exposure

on that was pretty good!"

Just an old "gag," yes. But

what Bob did was really new. He used a principle known
to all movie makers, but he made a new title, one that fitted

his own film. He planned that title, and the way he worked

it out for himself had never been done before. Nothing new

under the sun?

We all know the basic ideas. What we have to do is to

apply them, singly or in combination, in the right way to

our individual films. That's new.

As a starter, let us review the fundamental cine illusions

that are the basis of most title tricks.

First, we have the cut. The magic change from one scene

to the next, in the flick of an eyelash, is so familiar to us

that we don't even notice it. But we can bring this to account

by not changing the entire view during the flick. Let the

scene remain the same; simply remove or replace some

prominent object—with a title,

just a letter or a phrase. For

instance, show a title, When
he's out with the boys, Hubby
alivays gets home early—

.

Give the audience time to

read this; then suddenly ap-

pears the tag, preferably on a

second line,-

—

in the morning!

Simply stop the camera and,

without disturbing the rest of

RUSSELL C. HOLSLAS, ACL
the title, insert the new line. It is effective—only you must
plan your title. That's what makes it new.

Half speed at the camera is another basic aid in filming

trick titles. Here, the camera automatically produces a longer

interval between scenes, by running more slowly. Hence,

any action normally carried out will seem faster on the screen

if the film is projected at nor-

mal speed. Half speed often

can be combined with upside

down camera shots, as in Bob's

film of his tiny daughter.

Betty was coached from out-

side camera range and was
persuaded to take away one

block at a time from a pile,

while Bob held the camera up-

side down. Half speed added
more "go" to the action.

A speedy cousin of the eight frames a second camera
speed is animation. Don't shy from this word; it, is not

necessarily wedded to Mickey Mouse or Donald Duck. It

can be done simply. Instead of changing the location of

something in the scene once, you do it often—between every

frame, if you wish.

If your camera has a single frame release, smooth anima-
tion is easy to produce; if the camera is without this feature,

simply tap the button or flick the lever to expose but one or
two frames at a time.

Even such a simple idea as the appearance of the title

letters one by one in the scene can

be made to amuse or to create sus-

pense. For example, in the title,

Johnny could not find his necktie,

the wording could start as Johnny
could not find his tecniek, after a

brief interval of which, the letters

in tecniek would scramble around
and rearrange themselves into prop-

er form. This would be followed

by a shot of Johnny upsetting

everything in his room to find the

tie.

Even a simple form of animation, in which block letters

march into the scene from each side, parade around and
form a title, is interesting. A new slant for this idea is to

use it for a title for a film of a parade or review. For exam-
ple, in The Legion Marches in Bayville, the title letters

might anticipate the spirit of the picture by marching into

the scene in military formation and then arranging them-
selves to spell the words. [Continued on page 130]
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Business films must have common denominator

MIX pleasure with business ! After the baby is "shot" and

the summer travel reels shelved, level your lens at the

serious side of your life and make a film about it. There are no

new tricks, except those of your trade, which you know better

than anybody else, and the finished reels will have practical

value.

Take a business. Take any business, from stenography to

steel, and you will find action and human interest. Banking

or life insurance might be considered static subjects at first

glance, but. from a cinematic viewpoint, they can be vital.

A League member in Indiana saw motion picture possibil-

ities in the work of the Federal Savings and Loan Association,

with which he was connected. He first pictured how easily

money can slip through lax fingers and how it is sometimes

foolishly cached in socks or cookie jars. Then, logically, he

followed this with a sequence showing how ordinary persons

can build up bank balances for the future—the father who

BENJAMIN F. FARBER, jr.

plans for a house, the newsboy who looks toward college. These

people could be recognized anywhere, and they give the film

a touch of reality.

Further sequences illustrate houses in the making, thus

concluding on a happy and significant note. The film has been

very successful in its practical use and has received recogni-

tion at the annual Building and Loan League convention.

In general outline, this business film follows that of many
other similar successful projects. An analysis would point out

that it concentrates upon a dynamic introduction—an opening

sequence which is designed to catch immediate interest and to

carry it along into the important main sections of the film.

Here, the viewpoint is what counts. Before a foot of film is used

or a scene is written, decide upon what phase of your business

is best known to the ordinary audience. What is the closest

relationship between your product and the public? This rela-

tionship, when dramatized, will make up the subject matter

for your introduction.

A bakery decided that their closest contact with clients was
through the kitchen. Consequently, their first location was in

the home, showing a woman surrounded by pots and pans,

raisins and recipes, in the process of baking a fruit cake. The
cake turns out badly, she looks to the bakery for help and is so

pleased with their cakes that she asks to be shown how they

do it. Thus a natural and interesting situation is made the

basis for a trip behind the scenes in a bakery.

A fire insurance film made use of its dramatic subject mat-

ter by opening with brief scenes taken at a fire, not neglecting

to include closeups of the homeless couple. The story of a

cranberry farm commenced with scenes taken around Thanks-

giving time in an ordinary home, since most of us naturally

think of that period whenever cranberries are mentioned.

Thus, whatever is the common denominator between the

nature of the subject and the experience of the audience

should constitute the material for your introduction.

Now you are ready for the main sequences of your business

film. These usually tell the "inside story" about your product.

They take the audience through a factory or office or a routine

of business. Here, again, you must hold on to the viewpoint

of the audience that does not know your work as you do.

Remember the questions asked by inquiring friends and try

to answer them in pictures. The final footage must be, above

all else, logical and easy to understand. Here, it is detail that

counts.

While filming the various processes through which Palm
Beach cloth is taken in the textile plant, a League member
carefully followed his long and medium shots with closeups

of important details. Human interest was added by including

brief glimpses of the workers, intent upon their actions. Se-

quences logically followed the progress of the cloth, from the

raw material, through the combing, weaving and wash-

ing, to its release as fabric ready for the tailor.

Machinery in motion can be pictured from various

angles to obtain interesting cinematic patterns. When
there is a broad, moving belt, film it from an oblique

angle so that it will enter the frame from the lower

left corner and pass out of the upper right. If there

„ is sufficient lighting, it is often helpful to employ
faster camera speeds to slow up the motion and to

| ,

,

allow more time for study of the work.

Models are sometimes [Continued on page 134]
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The cine devices

that carry movie

SCENE SHIFTERS
JAMES W. MOORE, ACL
HUNDREDS of movie makers today are using cinematic

effects without knowing it. Each time you switch your

camera's viewpoint, each time you trim and splice or each
time you plan a title, you are using one or the other of the

motion picture's most important effects. These are the cut

and the caption.

The top and bottom, we call them, since, in the scale of

film tempo, they are directly opposite in their effect. Based
on time, this scale determines the relative speed with which
a film story advances or pauses. The common cut carries the

film at top speed, for its flashing change from one scene to

another advances the film story without interruption.

On the other hand, the caption brings the flow of the film

temporarily to a full stop. It serves as a period or a pause;

or it introduces a new train of thought. Although they may
seem commonplace, the cut and the caption are, in reality,

the movie's most potent accents in the scale of cinematic

effects.

Between these two, regarded as top and bottom, are a

number of devices generally considered to be more tricky

—

the wipeoff, the dissolve and the fade. Although less often

used than the inevitable cut and caption, these devices are

no less exact in their meanings. They, too, affect film tempo.

Working downward from the instantaneous effect of the cut,

one finds these devices scaled as follows:

The Wipeoff. Fast moving because of its continuous re-

placement of one scene by another, the wipeoff is the swift-

est of motion picture devices save the cut. Because of this,

it is used largely in presenting a series of relatively short

and clearly related scenes. War is declared, and the broad

reactions are shown in a rapidly paced wipeoff series com-

posed of whirling presses, radio announcers, whipping flags,

marching feet and braying bands. Or. arriving at a summer
camp, our hero is engulfed in an irresistible wave of summer
sports, pictured swiftly in a wipeoff series of swimming,
riding, tennis and golf.

The wipeoff may be used to produce an effect that is

essentially a mechanical version of a montage of flashes of

action, and, as such, it should be used where the effect of

speed and vigor is helpful. In that case, as soon as one scene

reaches full size on the screen, a new scene starts to wipe
on; wipes follow one another pell mell. For this purpose, an

average guide for the length of the wipe would be from
thirty to forty frames or from nine to twelve inches of 16mm.
film running at sixteen frames a second.

Wipes also may be used as transitions to indicate the in-

J/ect

troduction of a different but related subject. For example,

the last scene in a sequence of skiing might wipe off the first

scene in a sequence of skating.

The Dissolve. More suave but less swift than the wipeoff,

the lap dissolve is a transitional device about midway in its

effect on screen tempo between the cut and the title. It is

composed, of course, of a fade out on one scene and a simul-

taneous fade in on another, both occurring on the same strip

of film footage. Thus, as one image loses brilliance and
authority, the other gains in power, until it has smoothly

replaced the first. But this transition requires time, so that

the basic effect of the dissolve is to slow down slightly the

progress of a film.

The dissolve is used to indicate a transition in space from

one series of actions to another, both of which are represented

as transpiring concurrently or in close succession. For exam-

ple, you could dissolve from a sequence of Mr. Jones, fishing,

to one of Mrs. Jones, arranging the picnic lunch nearby. Then
you could dissolve back to another sequence of Jones, fishing.

An important use of the dissolve is to bridge shifts in time

and space where a full pictorial account is not desired or

needed. For example, in a travel reel, we could dissolve

from a scene of the car, leaving the home town, to a scene

of it arriving at the spot of the first overnight stop. The dis-

solve tells the audience that time has elapsed and that dis-

tance has been covered. The dissolve may be used to indicate

the passage of time alone; dissolve from a scene of Mother,

rolling pie crust to one of her, taking the pie out of the oven.

The dissolve is useful, as well, in shifting from one related

title to another, as from main title to credit title in a lead

title assembly. For this purpose, standard titling services

recommend a lap dissolve extending over forty to forty eight

frames (twelve to fifteen inches) of 16mm. film at sixteen

frames a second, the exact length [Continued on page 136]
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KENNETH F. SPACE, ACL
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Three objectives were attained by

this single source of illumination.

The light appears to be coming from

a normal source within the room;

both curtains were illuminated, pro-

ducing a pyramidal composition;

the window sash is lighted sufficient-

ly so that it is obvious that the sub-

ject is standing inside a window.

The front lights in this case were

placed so that they would create a

normal and pleasant rendition with-

out strong shadows or striking ef-

fects. To give the scene depth and

to make the subject stand out from

the background, a single light, hid-

den behind the subject, was directed

toward the wall.

This outdoor shot was made to show
the actor, at night, gazing through a

window into an illuminated room.

The light from the window shines on
his face. A single, direct light source,

placed just inside the window, illumi-

nates his face and casts highlights

on his raincoat. It also outlines the

window frame.

Here, an overhead lamp lightens

the background and. at the same
time, highlights the girl's shoulders

to give an effect of roundness. The
two lamps, placed below eye level

at one side, furnish general illumina-

tion and also accent the girl's eyes.

A lamp was placed on the other side

to eliminate strong shadows.

The menacing countenance of this

character is revealed as he advances

toward the camera. A strong light

was placed in a table lamp, but no

other illumination was used. As the

actor nears the table, he comes
within the light, and his face, illumi-

nated from below, gradually appears

from the darkness.

In this shot, to show the villain in

silhouette, a single lamp, hidden

from view of the camera, was direct-

ed entirely on the background. No
other light was needed to produce

the effect shown in the frame en-

largement. A broad type of flood re-

flector unit is best for creating a sil-

houette in this way.

One No. I flood bulb

below eye level

ifeii

T"
"' 'One No. 1

flood bulb

One
floo

No
d bL

. 2 -

lb/ -i^'
"\ One No. 4

\ flood bulb

^
1 both 7 ft. high

One No. I flood bulb

A, at eye level

c^

. a One No. I flood bulb

/ in overhead reflector

V-
.-- \ One No. I

" ^ flood bulb

Two No. 2 £
flood bulbs below eye level

One No. I flood bulb

in table lamp

One No. I flood bulb
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Liquid boiling in a flask on a Bun-
sen burner is cleverly illuminated

here by a single spotlight directed

on a silver reflector. The angle of

the reflector was such that the light

was thrown on the liquid from the

rear, giving back lighting. The circle

caused by the spotlight made a

pleasant composition.

This scene, an effect shot in a mys-

tery picture, was made with a strong

spotlight placed overhead. The gro-

tesque shadows are the result of

direct overhead lighting. Heavy dif-

fusion was used to soften the light-

ing, which otherwise would have

been very "'hard," and to further the

weird atmosphere.

I he overhead light effectively out-

lines the girl's face in this shot, by

creating a highlight on her forehead

and hair. The second light source

was directed so that its brightest

rays fell on the girl, while the outer

fringe of this light beam illuminates

the man sufficiently so that he may
be recognized.

Filming a back lighted plume of

smoke is not so simple as it looks.

Here, a single light source, placed

on the floor behind a table, served

to give the translucent effect to the

smoke, yet the camera is well shield-

ed from direct rays. The outer

fringes of the beam illuminate the

Venetian blind in the background.

A dramatic situation was empha-

sized in this scene by lighting only

part of the frame area. Cross light-

ing serves both for the invalid and
for the two other characters. The
bedside table lamp helped to em-

phasize the invalid, and general

illumination was provided by all

three light sources.

A single back light and a white re-

flector were used here to bring out

the facial wrinkles in the subject

and to give her a halo effect. The

reflector threw enough light toward

the shadow side of the invalid to

prevent the scene from being a sil-

houette. In the movie, the light ap-

pears to come from a bedside lamp.

500 watt spotlight

500 watt spotlight

One No. I flood bulb

in visible lampshade

One No. I

flood bulb
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Shots in "Shadow's

Bones," film of a

pup made by author

WE HAD just arrived home from a two month trip, and

we had some two thousand feet of vacation film to edit.

We had enough on our hands, but, within a week, we were

searching kennels for a cocker spaniel puppy that would

make a good pet and that also would photograph well.

This was not a bad idea in itself, for we had frequently

found that dog sequences could be inserted in our travelogs

advantageously. But the idea that came, when we finally

settled down at home with the new puppy, certainly upset

our world for a few weeks.

We had looked at red cockers, blonde cockers and even

black cockers (although we knew this last would be a pho-

tographer's headache) and had finally selected an almost

white puppy about ten wreeks old. He gave promise of becom-

ing a beautiful, particolored cocker, one of those dogs with

big sections of reddish brown hair and lots of smaller

"freckles'" on a white ground. An affectionate rascal, he soon

was dubbed '"Shadow"—because he stuck around so closely.

Then came the big idea
—

"Let's make a complete picture

starring the pup!"

We knew he wouldn't be a puppy very long, so we rushed

to work, planned a scenario and then spent a hectic three

weeks trying to film it before the pup grew too much or

before his rapidly developing spots became noticeably dark-

er. After all, our picture was planned to represent only one

day in the life of Shadow!
The two thousand feet of travel film? We had to forget

all about that for quite some time.

We learned a lot about filming pets in those three weeks,

and we are offering some hints that may be useful if you
want to try your hand at featuring the family dog or cat.

In the first place, the scenario must be made to fit the

particular characteristics and abilities of the pet that you
are going to film. We spent a few days studying the puppy's

actions and reactions before writing the scenario; then we
found it necessary to change the script several times in the

process of shooting it. The scenario we planned at that time

How Shadow was recorded

in his rampant puppyhood

FRANK E. GUNNEL L, ACL
would be of little value today, now that Shadow has grown
into manhood—or should it be "doghood"?

For instance, the young Shadow spent most of his time
doing four things—sleeping, eating, chewing and playing.

Today, his grown counterpart still eats and plays, but he
has left off much of his sleeping and chewing. In fact, it

would be almost impossible to get a shot of the grown Shadow
sleeping, whereas we made a number of sleeping shots of

the young Shadow in our film.

Chew'ing was Shadow's specialty as a pup. Within a few

days of his arrival, he tried slippers, shoes, sticks, stones,

rags and two hats belonging to our guests, until, in despera-

tion, we took to giving him a daily marrow or knuckle bone

to gnaw on. He enjoyed them heartily—and promptly left

them all over the house.

From all this, we drew up the plans for Shadow's Bones—
which sounds like a ghost story but is concerned with nothing

more ominous than a pup who sleeps, eats, plays and chews

his way through the day, especially cheivs. As the title im-

plies, the film plan centers around his amazing ability to

secrete bones from bedroom to back porch. The climax comes

when Mother, in her bare feet, [Continued on page 137]



N LITTLE AMERICA

IN EARLY days of exploration, it was enough to chart coast

lines, indicate the approximate position of mountain peaks

and say "Here's a river and there's a valley." But modern
expeditions go equipped to make detailed studies in a dozen

branches of science.

The Byrd Antarctic Expedition, which returned from Little

America in 1935, had a scientific staff representing special-

ized studies in the fields of meteorology, geology, geophysics,

astronomy, physics and biology. Besides doing their own
work, these men assisted in geographic exploration by ship,

airplane, tractor and dog sledge.

When we cleared from Boston in October, 1933, nearly

everything we should need was on board our two ships. The
remaining stores were picked up at ports along the way.

As was the case with other men, I had made the decision

to go only a few days before the departure and had packed

my personal and scientific gear in a hurry. Friends presented

me with a still camera and film when we touched at New
York; their efforts also provided me with the most advanced

16mm. motion picture camera, which was delivered when we
put in at Norfolk. Without this, both my personal and scien-

tific records would have been incomplete.

The downward passage was a time of preparation for all

hands. Equipment was tested, and preliminary experiments

were completed. My interest in movie making, both as a

source of pleasure for its own sake and as a means of record-

ing scientific findings, led me into a study of photographic

equipment and methods. The cameramen on the expedition

had many long sessions as we furrowed the long Pacific

swells. Lenses, filters, emulsions, light meters and all the

gadgets that delight the camera enthusiast were examined

and discussed.

After preliminary try outs aboard ship, in taking shots of

deck scenes, stormy seas and the passage through the Canal,

the first opportunity for unusual photographic subjects came
when we reached mysterious Easter Island.

We sighted land late in the afternoon, and it was dark

when we hove to under the headlands. Signal fires burned

all night as we steamed at a safe distance off shore. In the

morning, cautiously entering Cook Bay, we could see the

natives in a state of great excitement on the beach. We were

the first ship to put in there in eleven months. A boat load of

natives came out to greet us, bringing small wooden and stone

images to trade for food and clothing. After getting some
pictures of the islanders aboard ship, I made ready to go

ashore in the small boat.

The surf was running high over the rocks near the beach.

Fearing that we might capsize, with consequent loss of cam-

eras, I packed everything in a water tight container secured

by a long line to a float. I took no chance of losing valuable

equipment. Skilful handling of the boat brought us through

without accident, and we landed on the beach, where the

entire population. 200 miserable remnants of a once flourish-

ing Polynesian colony, was out to greet us.

They did not seem to mind the cameras; they

even posed for us and sang their songs into our

microphone. The barren, volcanic is-

land, with its mysterious stone images

carved by a forgotten race, offered rare

material for our movie cameras. The
next day, we headed west again, for the

long crossing to New Zealand.

After a week of overhauling ship in

Wellington, we headed southward, and the

Ruppert stuck her nose into heavy seas.

Splendid movie shots, these—made on a

Zoologist and cameraman

tells of Byrd Expedition

EARLE BRYANT PERKINS

10,000 ton freighter wallowing in forty foot waves at the edge

of the Antarctic.

Then came icebergs—thousands of them—huge, flat topped

masses of the great Ross Ice Barrier, that break off and float

majestically northward to their inevitable doom.

Pack ice damped the swell, and, for days, we cruised in

quiet waters reflecting the delicate colorings of the midnight

sun. The bergs, the ship's bow splitting the ice, rare sea

birds, penguins and seals in the floes and the ice pilot in the

crow's nest brought forth the cine cameras time and again.

In the Bay of Whales, with the ships berthed alongside the

ice at their destination, all hands turned to for the tremen-

dous task of unloading 800 tons of supplies. There was very

little time for picture taking then. It was a frantic struggle to

transport everything through

almost impassable pressure ice

ridges to Little America be-

fore the approaching freeze up

would compel our ships to go

northward to their winter

quarters in New Zealand.

Low temperatures began to

create a serious problem in the

operation of cameras. When
the mercury is below zero, oil

congeals and shutters drag.

Men with inexpensive cameras

having loosely fitting parts had

no trouble, but we who
[Continued on page 132]

Filming adventures

on the second Byrd

Antarctic Expedition
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THE young lady was undeniably beautiful. Everything about

her, from the good taste of her clothing to her gracious

manner with the servants, gave evidence of culture and good

breeding. It was extremely unfortunate that she should have

been afflicted with such a pronounced lisp.

As the evening progressed, one felt more and more strongly

that the writers of the script had been inconsiderate in giving

her so many speeches that contained words beginning with

"s." The climax came when she turned to her chauffeur and
said to him emphatically, "I'm tho thorry, Thimpthon." The
audience burst into laughter.

This was in 1929. The place was the Roxy Theatre, in New
York City. The young lady was the star in one of the early "all

talking" pictures. And the experience was a typical one. Most
of the players in these early sound movies appeared to lisp.

It took several months' work on the part of the sound engineers

to overcome this defect.

The reason the young lady lisped was that the high fre-

quencies of her voice had not been recorded satisfactorily on

the film. As many persons have learned, since radio and its

kindred arts assumed their present important place in our

lives, sound is made up of air vibrations occurring at many
different rates of speed or, as engineers call them, frequencies.

The frequencies that are audible to the human ear range all

Fig. 1. A
area trac\.

16mm. sound film with variable Fig. 2. A 16m*
density trac\.

sound film with variable

Recording on this medium

will now give fine results

JOHN MAURER
the way from twenty vibrations a second to twenty thousand a

second. Those that are important in the reproduction of speech

and music range from about forty a second to eight thousand

a second. Of these, it is the high frequencies that give clear-

ness and naturalness to sound and enable us to distinguish

between sounds that are more or less similar.

Take the frequencies above three thousand a second away

from the sound of "s," as in "sing," and it is changed into the

sound of "th" in "thing." Remove the higher frequencies in

the tones of a violin, clarinet and saxophone, and it becomes

difficult to tell which instrument is playing.

When sound is recorded on motion picture film, as is now
done in all theatrical talking picture productions, each pulse in

the sound vibration is represented either by a line or by a

wave like shape on the sound track. In the former case, the

system of recording is known as "variable density"; in the

latter, it is known as "variable area." In

either system, the images corresponding to

low frequencies are spread wide apart,

while those corresponding to high frequen-

cies are packed closely together. If the high

frequency images are not in sharp focus

on the film, these frequencies will be sub-

dued or perhaps lost altogether when the

sound is reproduced, and the reproduction

will be correspondingly unsatisfactory.

Even when the sound is on 35mm. film,

the images of the high frequency vibrations

that are important for good reproduction

are packed so closely together that it is

necessary to use a microscope to see the in-

dividual peaks and valleys of the record.

Obviously, then, the optical system that is

used in making the record must be of great

accuracy in order to insure that all these

fine details are registered sharply on the

film. In the early days of sound pictures, it

was the lack of knowledge of how to pro-

duce sharp and accurately focused record-

ing light beams that made the films so de-

ficient in high frequencies that the players

seemed to lisp.

At a time when it was difficult to obtain

sharp enough records on 35mm. film, it was
only natural that good sound records on the

two and a half times smaller 16mm. film

seemed impossible. Nevertheless, the desir-

ability of sound on 16mm. was so obvious

that, even during the year when talking pic-

tures were introduced to the public, several

different development laboratories were
working on 16mm. sound recorders and
projectors.

The results, for several years, were not

encouraging. It almost seemed that the

engineers who said it couldn't be done were
right. Even though the experimenters made
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Fig. 3. A low Fig. 4. Moder-

frequency— 100 ately high fre-

vibrations a sec- quency — 2000

ond. vibrations a sec-

ond.

records with the most sharp-

ly focused light beams they

knew how to produce, so

many of the high frequen-

cies were lost that the repro-

duction of music was un-

natural, while the best that

could be said for the re-

production of speech was

that it was understandable.

Many workers came to the

erroneous conclusion that

the 16mm. film itself was not

capable of retaining, or re-

solving, enough detail to

give good sound. In some

quarters, this opinion has

persisted to the present day,

especially among 35mm.
technicians who have not

had experience with 16mm.
sound film, and it has done

much to delay progress in

the development of sound in

this medium.

When the first 16mm.
sound equipment was being

developed, it was taken for

granted that all 16mm.
sound films would be copies

of films produced originally

in 35mm. Therefore, the

Fig. 5. A very high frequency—7000 vibrations a second, enlarge

The precise focus required to produce such an image may be reali

that the priest details ordinarily found

in a sharply focused 1 6mm. picture

would cover two or three of these pea\s.

Fig. 6. (Below) Frequency characteris-
u
_

tics of 35mm. and 16mm. sound on film: £

Top line is the standard theatre fre- Z

quency characteristic of the Academy c

of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences; z

middle line is the characteristic of a

16mm. print from a 16mm. constant
j£

amplitude frequency negative made by L-

modern improved methods; bottom

line is the characteristic of 16mm. opti-

cal reducti07t prints noty in general use.

(Measurements ta\en on Society of

Motion Picture Engineers' 16mm. test

reelj

procedure that was followed was to reproduce a 35mm. sound

track on a film phonograph, which is a machine essentially

the same as the sound reproducing part of a projector, and to

rerecord the sound on a 16mm. recorder.

About 1932, it occurred to several engineers that the 35mm.

sound track could be printed through an optical system that

would reduce it to the proper size for 16mm. film, thus doing

away with the rerecording process. Somewhat to their sur-

prise, they found that the results were better than they had

been able to obtain by rerecording. The improvement, in fact,

was so great that it made the 16mm. sound film satisfactory

for many practical uses. As a result, 16mm. sound projection

equipment was placed on the market, and an industry was

born that now produces thousands of projectors and films

every year.

Once the optical reduction printing process reached a satis-

factory state, most engineers lost all interest in recording or

rerecording on 16mm. film. There were a few, however, who

perceived that the success of the optical reduction method

had proved what had been generally doubted; that is, that a

16mm. sound track is not too small to carry all the detail

necessary for a good sound record. Therefore, these engineers

reasoned, all that was necessary was to improve the tools for

doing the recording, and it would become practical to pro-

duce records directly in 16mm. that would be as good as, or

better than, those obtained by optical reduction.

They believed that this was worth doing because the smaller

size, greater portability and freedom from fire hazard of

16mm. sound equipment would make it practical to produce

sound films for many purposes for which 35mm. equipment

was not suitable, just as the 16mm. camera had created a great

new field of service for the silent motion picture.

The first step in improving the process

of direct 16mm. recording was to solve

the problem of producing a finer record-

ing light beam than had ever been used

before. In all systems of recording sound

on film, the beam of light that exposes

the sound track is focused on the film in

the form of a narrow line. Iii the early

days of sound on film, this line was usu-

ally about a thousandth of an inch in

width. At the time when the first 16mm.
sound was being recorded, a width of

half a thousandth was considered unusu-

ally small. Therefore, it may be seen

that the production of an image only a

little more than a tenth of a thousandth

of an inch wide was a somewhat note-

worthy achievement. (Images almost as

small as this [Continued on page 135]
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In an Industrial,

try f ra ming shots

through machinery

PRACTICAL

FILMS
E. Fred Miller from F.KG. LAURENCE S. CRITCHELL, jr., ACL

Films of Africa Released

The Harmon Foundation, of New York City, reports that,

of the 16mm. films made hy Ray and Virginia Garner, who
went to Africa last year for the Foreign Missions Conference
of North America, five subjects are ready for distribution

and five are yet to be edited. The Garners, whose article

appeared in last month's Movie Makers, spent fifteen

months photographing in Africa. A large part of that time,

however, passed in waiting for the weather of the Dark
Continent to brighten up.

In the latest 16mm. film to be completed, Children of
Africa, the editorial approach, particularly with reference

to the titles, was supervised by two editors of children's

publications, Pearl Rosser, of the American Baptist Publish-

ing Society, and Nina Millen, of the Missionary Education
Movement. The film was planned for children from six to

twelve years of age and, like the other films in the series, it

treats its subject with comprehensiveness and sobriety.

Health Film Completed
Filmed on 200 feet of 8mm. Kodachrome by four different

cameramen and four different cameras, Building For Health
has recently been completed by the movie division of the

Sanford Camera Club, in Maine. The film, a club project,

according to the report of Kendall T. Greenwood, ACL, vice-

president of the club, was made for the Sanford Health
Association.

Motion Study of Typing

How four typists can do the work of thirty five, by elimi-

nating 35,000 motions a day, is demonstrated in a recent

film made by the TVA, Motion Study Applied To Letter

Indexing. To those of us who had no idea that a typist

made 35,000 motions a day, much less waste motions, the

film will come as something of a surprise. It has been set

to sound, with narration by Milton Cross, and is available

for loan at the cost of express charges, directly from the

Tennessee Valley Authority, Washington, D. C.

Safety Film in Production

An elaborate scenario by J. Eric Dibb, entitled You Bet
lour Life, is now in production by the British Columbia

Institute of Cinematog-
raphy at the University

of British Columbia, in

Vancouver. Ernest Lee
heads this recently
formed institute, and
Ludlow Beamish and H.

Xorthrop are its vice-

presidents. Its first film,

The non theatrical

movie as used for

various purposes

a 16mm. dramatized study of the dangers of motor traffic to

the careless pedestrian, will—to judge by the scenario—be

distinguished by advanced continuity technique and a thor-

oughness of preparation characteristic only of the more
serious 16mm. workers.

School Program Filmed

Owen V. Davis, ACL, of Stewart Manor, N. Y., has recently

completed a 1700 foot, 16mm. survey in black and white

and Kodachrome film, entitled Your Child In Your School,

as a demonstration of school programs to serve as the annual

report to the Board of Education and as a promotional me-

dium for public education. It indicates the reasons for, and

results from, expenditure of public tax money.

Your Child in Your School surveys the entire field of its

subject, even accompanying the children, in the climactic

sequences, on their annual visit to the Metropolitan Opera

House, in New York City, to see Lohengrin. In the part of

the film devoted to the Industrial Arts Department, Mr. Davis

filmed the group constructing, as a class project, the lighting

equipment with which he made many of the scenes.

Movie Combats Counterfeiting

Produced at the order of Frank J. Wilson, chief of the

United States Secret Service, a 16mm. sound motion picture,

entitled Know Your Money, which was written and directed

by A. Hazelton Rice, a Secret Service agent of Boston, will

be shown soon to nearly 400,000 New York City high school

students as part of a new educational program instituted by

the Treasury Department in an extensive drive against coun-

terfeiting. Lowell Thomas, who is the narrator, relates the

events leading up to the case in which a grocer was able to

cause the arrest of a man passing a bogus ten dollar bill,

by following the instructions issued by Treasury Department
officials. All characters in the picture are portrayed by Secret

Service agents, although the picture rarely touches upon the

activities of the department.

By efforts of this kind, the $1,200,000 high amount of

counterfeit money, passed in the United States in 1936, had

decreased to only $200,000 in 1939. The film will be available

to interested groups after the Secret Service department has

completed the program of showings now planned for it.

To Lecture on India

C. Brooke Elliott. K.C., who arrived in this country re-

cently from forty two years spent in Ceylon and Madras,

India, brought with him more than 14,000 feet of 16mm.
Kodachrome film to be used with his lecture engagements

before American audiences. Formerly Advocate of the High
Court of Madras. Mr. Elliott began taking motion pictures

as a hobby when, in 1938, he [Continued on page 137J



HE WROTE

TO THE A CL

DEAR SIRS:

A great deal of film has run through my camera gate

since I dropped in to see you fellows up there in Headquar-

ters last summer.

It was nice to meet everybody I have been pestering with

questions since I bought my first movie camera, and I appre-

ciate the suggestions Mr. Moore gave me at that time. Now
I am back home and am going to start right in again by

bothering you with a 400 foot roll of color film which I shot

in New York.

Something went wrong. I've done a lot of editing, but the

scenes just don't seem to look or feel as they did when I shot

the stuff.

I am also sending in this letter (if I don't forget it) a

Film Review Chart, with my own ideas for the titles. They're

not so hot, I'll admit.

The photography is o.k., I think, and I've got plenty of

material, but something—well, take a look at it and see what

you can do for me.

While it's there on your projector, I wonder if Mr. Beach

would take a look at it? What puzzles me are the shots along

Fifth Avenue, where everything seems blurred. I should say

that I had double exposed some of the scenes if I didn't know

darn well that I don't have the patience to wind back the film.

It's not the camera or the projector either, because it hasn't

happened since, on any films I shot after that.

You might take a good look at the closeup of the lettering

at the base of Washington's statue down there in the Wall

Street district—it will probably take you two looks, and even

then you won't be able to make it out. What I want to know

is, why not? I took a lot of trouble to get this shot just right,

and I didn't have a hangover either.

I am also clipping to this letter a few frames of my efforts

at title making. You can see that they're not so hot. Now,

before I go ahead and spend more money for film. I'd like

to know how to get better results. You may remember that

my camera is a and the lens an //3.5. It gives

me good results, at least as far as I'm concerned, because I

figure I am still only a rank amateur.

I am also sitting here thinking about dubbing in sound with

a double turntable phonograph. How about sending along

one of those service sheets telling me how to go about mak-

ing it?

I hope this letter will not start you saying—oh, that Hoxton

fellow again—but I have to know these things, and you fel-

lows always seem to know the answers. I wouldn't give up
my membership for anything—not even the landlord.

Well, so long.

Hogarth Hoxton, Jr.

To show how the Amateur

Cinema League serves its

members, these typica

letters are presented

Dear Mr. Hoxton:

I have just finished

screening your color reel

of New York, and it is now
on its way back to you. It

might interest you to know
that I found it necessary to

screen the film twice in or-

der to criticize the work.

The fact that, the first time,

I found myself so interested

in the subject matter that I did not make notes of faults is

a tribute to your choice of material.

I had no trouble in finding that mysterious double image

section in the film and can assure you that, in all probability,

it was not caused by a defect in the camera or projector. In

nearly all such cases, the trouble is caused by improper

loading and threading. The difficulty is called "loss of loop."

When you threaded that roll in the camera, you evidently

were a bit hasty and closed the camera before running off

a few inches of film to make sure that everything was working

smoothly. The film perforations were not properly engaged

with the claw, and one loop was pulled tight when the camera
started operating. Hence, the film was pulled past the aper-

ture in a steady flow instead of intermittently. There is no

way in the world to correct the trouble on this particular

film, but more care in threading will prevent the accident

from happening again. In view of the fact that your camera
has not given this trouble since, it is quite evident that the

difficulty lay only in the threading.

I can well understand your

consternation at the way in

which the lettering on the

statue turned out. It is one

of those cases where nothing

would have helped but moving
either the statue or the sun, two

equally impossible tasks. You
had no direct sunlight, and the

illumination was even and dif-

fused, so there were no shad-

ows, and the indented letters

blended into the rest of the

stone. That and a slight over-

exposure erased the inscription

as neatly as you please.

When you want to film let-

tering that is cut into a sur-

[Continued on page 127] 119
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AMATEUR

CLUBS

What organized groups

are doing everywhere

Denver Eights exhibit More than seventy five mem-
bers and guests of the Denver

Cine 8 Club, ACL. attended the group's first Family Night.

according to Rudy G. Allaf, program chairman. Featured

on the club's screen were 1600 feet of selected 8mm. films,

presented by the members. These included Big Game Hunt-

ing in the Colorado Rockies and Fishing for Rainbow Trout,

by Tom Lloyd; South American Safari, by Orson Udall;

Chipmunks, by Preston Hopkins: New Mexico, Land of

Enchantment, by Mr. Allaf; winter scenes in Yellowstone

National Park, filmed by one of the Park rangers. Less than

a year old, the club already has thirty five active members.

Sound in Winnipeg Marking a new and advanced

service to club members, the

Winnipeg Cine Club, in Canada, recently has acquired dual

turntable sound equipment for use at its meetings and for

rental to members, on application. Although the rental

charge is small, in course of time the club hopes to amor-

tize the cost of the equipment through these charges. New
officers for 1940 have been announced as follows: Dr. C. H.

Goulden. ACL. president; Fay S. Cook, vicepresident; Wal-

ter R. Lawson. ACL. secretary treasurer. Anxious to exchange

its attractive news bulletin with other cine groups having

such organs, the Winnipeg Cine Club invites applications

addressed to the secretary, at 290 Winterton Avenue, Winni-

peg, Manitoba.

Manchester meets New in Connecticut is the Man-
chester Cinema Club, recently or-

ganized with more than a score of members. First officers

are Evan W. Nyquist, president; Earl Rogers, vicepresident;

Mrs. Thomas Hooey, secretary treasurer. Serving with them

on the board of directors are John Moore and Frank H.

Demeo, ACL, for two year terms, and Leon Fallot and Ralph
Leander, for one year terms. Constitution and bylaws have

been adopted, based on the model issued by the League's

Club Department. At the organization meeting, the club's

charter members saw Florida and The New York World's

Fair, by Mr. Rogers, and Little Sherlock, from the League's

Club Library.

Cleveland dines The annual banquet and installation

of new officers of the Cleveland Ama-
teur Cinematographers. ACL. was held recently in the Tavern

JAMES W. MOORE, ACL
Room of Stouffer's restaurant, in that city. J. J. Worz presided

as toastmaster and gave a historical resume of the life of

the club. Following the formal installation of new officers,

whose election was announced earlier in this department,

club members and guests saw The Amateur Advance, a

history of personal filming in pictures, prepared by the

Amateur Cinema League, and Chromatic Rhapsody, 1939

Honorable Mention Award film by Robert P. Kehoe, ACL.
Roy Collins. ACL. accompanied both films with music pre-

sented by dual turntables designed and constructed by Jack

L. Krapp, ACL.

Calumet's third With two club productions already

behind them, the Calumet Movie Mak-
ers, at Hammond, Ind., are now busy on a third film, Hours

of Doom. Planned to run 400 feet of 8mm. monochrome, the

picture is a melodramatic thriller in which eight members of

the club will serve alternately as actors and technicians.

Christmas films were screened at a late meeting, which

marked the election and installation of new officers, as fol-

lows: Donald Backe, president; Chester Kiciak, vicepresi-

dent and treasurer; Gladys Patrick, secretary.

Club for Canada Fifteen

enthu-

siastic filmers signed the char-

ter roll of the Moose Jaw
Movie Makers Club. ACL. re-

[Continued on page 138]

Minneapolis Octo-

Cine Guild members

examine equipment
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Scandinavia, by Dr. Jo-

seph Turner, ACL, is a

travel film featuring hu-

man interest, as in this

shot of a fish market.

16mm. color, 3200 feet.

Thin\, by the Cinema

Club of Lowell Junior
High School, ACL, with

the aid of Helen Rees Clif-

ford, teaches safety. 16mm.

monochrome, 600 feet.

Fishing, by James I. Maul-

er, ACL, which presents a

story of Great Lakes fish-

ing, is decorated by well

framed sunset studies.

16mm. color, 1600 feet.

The Harbor, by Frances

Christeson, ACL, and

Harry V. Merrick, ACL,
contains beautiful compo-

sitions, 16mm. black and

white, 1200 feet.

WHAT AMATEURS

ARE FILMING

Welcome to Their Majes^

ties, by George S. B. Ful-

ler, includes these shots,

the best candid cine stud-

ies of the King and Queen

that we have seen. Mr.

Fuller captured these

and other scenes while

Their Majesties were
greeting disabled veterans

during their visit to Sher-

brooke, Quebec. 16mm.

color, 50 feet.

1
J^assau, by George E.

Tomlinson, ACL, has a

full quota of human in-

terest within a study of a

flight to the Bahamas.
16mm. color, 400 feet.

It Can't Happen Here, by

Lester F. Shaal, ACL,

shows the destruction

caused by a hurricane

that swept Rhode Island.

16mm. color, 200 feet.

Tulip Time, by Theodore

D. Shaw, contains good

closeups and fine color ti-

tles of the annual tulip

festival at Holland, Mich.

16mm. color, 400 feet.

County Fair, by William

Goeben, ACL, a vivacious

record of country fairs of

New England, contains a

"running gag" based on a

hog calling contest. Here

is the denouement of the

"gag." After stirring up

the live' stock, the cham-

pion hog caller finally

awakens a drowsy resident

of a nearby town. 16mm.

color, 400 feet.
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Magazine Cine-Kodak, the aristocrat of home movie cameras, is as capable as it is

handsome. And in ease of use it stands alone. Open the hinged side of the camera,
insert a magazine of Cine-Kodak Film, close the camera—and you're all ready for

movie making with Magazine Cine-Kodak. You may load with magazines of Super-X,

the fine-grain general outdoor film, Super-XX, the extremely high-speed film for

indoor work, or either of the two types of Kodachrome, the full-color film.
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BETTER MOVIES
witk MAGAZINE CINE-KODAK n.-j
MAGAZINE CINE-KODAK is, of course, compact—about the size of a novel. It loads easily,

without film handling, in a matter of a few seconds. You may change from one type of film

^ to another, simply by changing film magazines—and without loss of any film. It is hand-

some, built with great care, and makes excellent movies.

But its owners prize, above all such obvious qualities and features, the fact that Magazine Cine-

Kodak, with its accessories, keeps pace with movie-making ambitions.

Accessory lenses, for example, are available in great variety, lenses which extend the camera's

vision either to reveal distant subjects or to magnify semi-microscopic details. With another acces-

sory, the Focusing Finder, you are enabled accurately to check the focus for any shot.

SLOW MOTION AT THE FLICK OF A LEVER
True slow motion (64 frames per second) is yours at the flick of a lever, as well as an intermediate

speed of 32 frames per second, well suited to sport analysis movies.

The lens with which Magazine Cine-Kodak is regularly equipped is the Kodak Anastigmat 1-inch

f/1.9—a lens as famous for its clean-cut brilliance and accuracy as for its effective speed.

On the side of the camera a small "pulse" beats reassuringly against the hand of the operator

when the 'camera is running—a feature of real usefulness when shots are being made in noisy

places. It is also a film footage indicator, each pulse beat signifying the exposure of 6 inches of film.

Magazine Cine-Kodak gives the amateur movie maker the means of achieving results far beyond

the ordinary. Couple this quality with compactness and extreme ease of operation, and it's easy

to understand why Magazine Cine-Kodak is the camera most movie makers want and more movie

makers are buying.

And the price is $117.50; with standard combination carrying case, $130. See it, get the "feel"

of it. Your dealer will be glad to put Magazine Cine-Kodak through its paces for you.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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alone. Open the hinged side of the camera,

close the camera—and you're all ready (or
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Special seeks south ll is be -

coming a

habit for one particular Cine-Kodak

Special to travel south to the Antarctic.

On the previous Byrd Expedition to

Little America, this particular camera

gave a good account of itself in the

hands of Dr. Earle B. Perkins. When
the expedition was concluded, it was
returned to the owners, Eastman Kodak
Company, and was there given steady

use until the new expedition, this year,

again claimed its services. Now the

same Special is to travel back to Ant-

arctica, this time in the hands of Dr.

F. Alton Wade, who is confident that

it will give just as good an account of

itself as on the previous trip.

Wricoprint A new and efficient

lettering guide, com-
pact and easy to work and especially

suitable for making neat home movie

New Bell & Howell 8mm. filler uses

requ'ar house bulbs with fast film

124

The Kodak Vigilant

with f/4.5 lens and

Supermatic shutter

NEWS OF

THE INDUSTRY

Answers the query "What's

new?" for filmer and dealer

RUSSELL C. HOLSLAG, ACL

titles, has been released by the Wood-

Regan Instrument Company, Nutley,

N. J. This new outfit, called the Wrico-

print. is sold complete with guides, ink.

penholder, pen, pen cleaner and all

accessories at the price of $3.90. The

whole, contained in a handy box, ready

for use, offers an effective and facile

method of title lettering. Further de-

tails may be had on application to the

address given.

Hi-Spot An unusually compact and

well designed spotlight is

offered by Fink-Roselieve Company,

Inc.. 109 West 64th Street, New York.

It is called the F-R Hi-Spot and, priced

at S9.95, it is especially attractive to

movie makers because of its convenient,

small size and efficient performance.

The light source, a 150 watt lamp of

special design, is centered accurately,

with respect to the reflector and lens,

by means of a pre focus, bayonet base.

The lens is of the Fresnel type, mounted

in a spiral focusing unit which facili-

tates controlling the size of the spot

at any distance. The casing is of die

cast aluminum, sturdily designed and

of attractive finish. Ample ventilation

is furnished, and the fin design pro-

vides an efficient radiating surface. The

"spot" is mounted on a bracket with

swivel base and can be turned in any

direction by means of a threaded socket.

An interesting booklet. Third Dimen-

sional Portraiture, illustrating the use

of the Hi-Spot, may be had free of

charge on application to Fink-Roselieve.

Quick acting The Triax, long noted

as a still camera tri-

pod, with the unique feature of self

extending legs, now makes its appear-

ance in the movie field, in a heavier

construction. The legs of the Triax Cine

Tripod are made of rigid, light weight

duralumin in "U" section, reinforced

with bronze and steel. The construction

F-R Hi-Spot is an attractive spot-

light offered by Fink-Roselieve Co.

permits one to fold the tripod into small

compass, and the legs are extended for

instant use by releasing spring locks.

When extended, the legs remain firm-

ly in place and do not spread. The

height is adjustable from twenty one

to sixty inches. The tripod is topped

by the Triax "pan and tilt" head, which

provides a tilting handle that can be

locked in any position. The entire as-

sembly is priced at $17.50, while the

heavy duty "tilt and pan" head is sold

separately for $8.50. Further informa-

tion may be had from the importer,

Burleigh Brooks, Inc., 127 West 42nd
Street, New York.

Mitten's in N. Y. A new type of

letter for movie

titling purposes is the product of Mit-

ten's Display Letters, Redlands, Calif.

These letters, characters and designs

are made of a white, cast substance

and have a very substantial depth and
solidity. This makes them useful for all

kinds of relief effects with regular and
special lighting and also for erecting

titles in miniature sets. They may be

[Continued on page 141]
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Technical suggestions and cine topics for movie makers

FREDERICK G. BEACH, ACL

Humorous titles A series of cliP"

pings of newspa-

per headlines will provide a set of

titles for a short film about your family

or friends. For example, "Admiral's

daughter launches Navy's latest battle-

ship" might be followed by a scene of

little Jane pushing brother Tommy's

model ship from the edge of the pond.

Such headings could be clipped from

time to time and saved for an opportune

shot. They will also help you to use up

some of the many odd scenes which are

resting on the shelf. Make up a reel of

odd shots and title them with especially

appropriate clippings.

Fading aid An a^e movie maker,

Charles J. Carbonaro,

ACL, has devised a clever stunt to aid

him in making fades in animation work.

His camera has a variable shutter, and

he has placed a little scale alongside the

shutter handle, so that he can move

the shutter, bit by bit, as each frame is

exposed. The scale is divided into six-

teen parts, so that he can make a one

second fade, by moving the lever one

division for each frame, or a two second

fade, by moving it one division for each

two frames. The scale is made of paper,

ruled with fine India ink lines, and is

cemented to the plate which surrounds

the shutter lever opening.

Finder gadget Owners of cameras

having the open

type of viewfinders usually find them

highly satisfactory, especially for shoot-

ing action subjects. Occasionally, how-

ever, somebody finds that he prefers the

enclosed, or spy glass, type of finder. To

meet this need, one League member

Photograph by Harold M. Lambert from Black Star

Homemade enclosure for cine finder

from South America, Thomas Farkas.

ACL. suggests a clever gadget made

from a sheet of cardboard. Built like a

tube, it is slipped over the finder sights,

A title background for an Easter reel

as shown in the photograph, and is held

in place by rubber bands. The material

is dull black.

A more permanent installation might

be made of metal, which could be

fastened in place by screws.

Three hints From Marian Swan-

son come these three

useful cine ideas.

1. If you make it a practice to give

movie shows outside your home, you

will want to carry a spare projector

lamp. The delicate filament of the lamp

can be protected by a case made from a

length of automobile radiator hose. The
hose should be long enough to cover the

lamp and to allow a plug or cork to be

inserted at each end.

2. Small line switches with two out-

lets, made so that, when the current is

switched off at one outlet, it is automati-

cally switched on at the other, are con-

venient for use with a combination of

movie projector and slide projector. In-

stall the switch in the movie projector

cord, and plug the slide machine in the

outlet. Thus, when the motion picture

projector is turned off, the slide projec-

tor will be turned on.

3. When you carry a movie projector

from out of doors into a warm room dur-

ing the winter, moisture may condense

on the projector lens. To dry the lens

completely, you may hold it for a few

seconds above the lamp house while the

projector is running. Take care to pre-

vent overheating that might damage the

lens.

Vantage point Perhaps some of

the credit due to

F. Radford Crawley, ACL, for the Max-
im Award picture for 1939 should go to

his car, which is shown here ably sup-

porting the movie maker and his equip-

ment. Most of us would like an elevated

and spacious camera platform similar to

this when making a scenic film, and your

car is often available. It would be quite

[Continued on next page]

Car may be used as camera platform
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possible to make excellent moving cam-

era or trucking shots from this position

if the car were driven slowly, and the

results would be surprisingly steady.

Mirror shots If y°u are shooting

the reflection of a

subject in a mirror, you must set your

focus for the sum of the distance from

the camera to mirror and the distance

from mirror to subject. If you use a

range finder, the reading will auto-

matically represent the total of the two

distances, while a reflex focuser also

will indicate the proper focus for mir-

ror shots.

Spacing One 01 tne most important

phases of title making is

the proper grouping and spacing of let-

ters, for legibility depends upon this as

well as upon the clarity of the type face

and proper exposure and focus. In the

first of the two examples presented on

this page, the grouping is poorly planned

and the words are unevenly and too

loosely spaced. This makes it difficult to

read, because our eyes must scan a

greater distance to maintain the se-

quence of characters. At the same time,

the reader will be more conscious of the

bad arrangement than he will be of the

meaning of the title, for not only are

the words poorly spaced, but the lines

FOUR DAYS LATER
WE CAME TO A LAKE

Fl LL E D WITH F I SH

FOUR DAYS LATER WE
CAME TO A LAKE

FILLED WITH FISH

Avoid poorly spaced hand lettering

as above; bottom example is better

are not laid out well for the number of

words in the title. The second example

shows a neat, compact title that is easy

to read and attractive in its presenta-

tion. If a movie maker letters by hand,

he may learn a great deal from books on

lettering which may be purchased at any

art supply store. If one observes print-

ing closely and compares it with typing,

he will see that, in printing, letters are

spaced with respect to their shape, while,

on the typewriter, all letters are spaced

evenly. The variation in spacing is more
pronounced in the lines of all capital let-

ters than it is in lower case characters.

Slow ^ an irresistible urge to make
a panorama on a scenic view

overcomes you, remember that, if you

run the camera at a speed higher than

normal, it will help a great deal. Since

the greatest difficulty in "panning"

comes because of too rapid motion, it is

a good plan to shoot at thirty two frames

a second and to move the camera as

slowly as you can. The result will be a

properly slow "pan," which, of course,

will use much footage, but that is one of

the disadvantages of panoramas!

Speed disc In The Clinic in April,

1939, Movie Makers,

on page 190, there was published a spe-

cial stroboscopic disc for checking the

exact speeds of projectors running at

sixteen frames a second. Readers have

since asked for a disc that could be used

in checking the speed of a projector

running at twenty four frames a second.

It is reproduced here.

To use it, cut it out and paste it on a

sprocket of any projector whose sprock-

ets make one revolution for each eight

frames projected. The speed check is ob-

tained through observing the disc by the

light of a neon lamp burning on a sixty

cycle alternating current and by adjust-

ing the speed control of the projector

until the sectors of the disc appear to

stand still.

Two depth of field tables that may
be filed in your technical note book

DEPTH OF FIELD TABLE FOR USE WITH THE f.3.5 2 INCH LENS

f.3.5 /.5.6 /.s An /.16 /.22

Distance
Focused From To From To From To From To From To From To

ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

IXF. 95 Inf. 60 Inf. 42 Inf. 30 Inf. 21 Inf. 15 Inf.

100 ft, 49 Inf. 37 Inf. 30 Inf. 23 Inf. 17 Inf. 13 inf.

50
" 33 106 27 Inf. 23 Inf. 19 Inf. 15 Inf. 12 Inf.

25 " 20 34 IS 43 16 62 14 150 11 Inf. 9 Inf.

15
" 13 IS 12 20 11 23 10 30 9 54 8 Inf.

12 " 10 8 13 9 10 15 9 4 16 10 8 7 20 7 7 28 5 6 s 57
10 " 9 1 11 2 8 7 12 s 1 13 l 7 6 15 6 9 19 3 6 29 2

8 " 7 5 8 9 7 1 9 3 6 8 9 n 6 4 10 11 5 9 13 5 3 16 11

6 " 5 S 6 5 5 5 6 S 5 3 7 5 7 6 4 8 8 5 4 4 9 11

5 " 4 9 5 3 4 7 5 5 4 6 5 8 4 3 6 4 6 7 3 9 7 5

4 " 3 10 4 2 3 9 4 3 3 S 4 5 3 6 4 7 3 4 4 11 3 2 5 5

DEPTH OF FIELD TABLE FOR USE WITH THE f.4.5 3 INCH LENS

Dis-
JA.o /.5.G /.s /.ii /.16 /.22

tance
Focused
Upon

From To From To From To From To From To From To

ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

INF.
100 ft,

50 "

25 "

15 "

12 "

10 "

8 "

6 "

158

61
38
22
13
11

9
7
5

s
2

5

8
10

Inf.

272
73
30
16
13
10
8
6

6

8
5
3

134
57
36
21
13
11

9

7
5

6

4
7
9

Inf.

394
80
31
16
13
10
8
6

n
-

10

6
3

94
48
33
20
12
10
9
7
5

n
8

5

S

Inf.

Inf.

107
34
17
13
11

S
6

ii

9
2
9
5

68
41
29
18
12
10
8
7
5

4
2
8
2

6

Inf.

Inf.

1S9
40
19
14
11

9

6

3
7

S

7

47
32
24
16
11

9
8
6
5

4
7
3
10
4

Inf.

Inf.

Inf.

54
22
16
12
9
6

i

8
7
10

34
25
20
14
10
8
7
6

5

5
11

9
6
2

Inf.

Inf.

Inf.

94
26
18
14

10
7

10

6
2
4
3
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This disc is especially helpful to one

who is editing pictures taken at twenty

four frames a second, for post syn-

chronization, and who is doing the pre-

liminary work on a silent projector.

Titlers E - p - Burch, ACL. recently

sent us the photograph of

the titler that he designed and built.

Neat titler built by E. P. Burch, ACL

Made from a few pieces of wood, two

sockets, two tin cans and a switch, it is

an easily constructed, but sturdy and

dependable, device.

Uu a KODAK BANTAM SPECIAL

FOR "STILL" SHOOTING

IV^ODAK Bantam Special has
AV every qualification needed to

make it the movie maker's ideal

fine "still" camera. It is com-

pactly . . . sturdily . . . precisely

made. Its lines are smartly beauti-

ful. And its exceptionally fast

Kodak Ektar//2.0 lens and accu-

rate 1/500 Compur-Rapid shutter

allow it to handle fast action and

difficult light conditions with ease.

Through modern photofinishing

methods, Kodak Bantam Special

leads to 2^4 x 4-inch black-and-

white pictures. Also loads with

Kodachrome for lovely full-color

transparencies. Has built-in range

finder and other important fea-

tures. With tan leather field case,

$87.50. At your Kodak dealer's.

Only Eastman Makes the Kodak

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Wipe it Haziness or an appearance

of slight fog in a picture on

the screen may be caused by dust on the

projection lens or the condensers. Lens

tissue should be used to clean the glass

parts of the projector before each show-

He wrote to the ACL
[Continued from page 119]

face, it is necessary that a strong

light strike it either from the top or

from one side. This will cast shadows

and give the letters the effect of relief,

making them clear and legible. There

was not much you could have done, con-

sidering the weather and the location of

the statue in this particular instance.

Of course, if you were here in New
York, you could simply wait until the

sun beamed obligingly downward on

the statue: then you could have made
a really excellent shot. That is one of

the problems of making a film on the

run.

The title sample you sent shows sev-

eral faults which are relatively easy to

correct. The focus is out because you

were too close for the range of your

fixed focus lens, just as you were for

some of the closeups in your film. I sus-

pect that you are using a nine by twelve

inch background with movable metal

letters. The correct distance for a back-

ground of that size, when you arc using

COME

you'll need a MASTER!

YOU'RE probably planning
to own a Master in time
for your serious photogra-
phy this spring and sum-

mer. That's a splendid resolution

. . . for there's no easier way to in-

sure better pictures with your
camera. But, why wait 'till spring

. . . why wait at all? Even tho' you
now use your camera infrequently,

you still want every picture cor-

rectly exposed. And your indoor

shots, even under artificial light,

are equally important! If you buy
the highly sensitive Master today,

the benefits will start immedi-
ately. You'll have perfect pictures

from now 'till spring, and every

season ahead. See the Master,

and other Weston models, at

your dealer's. Weston Electrical

Instrument Corp., 626 Freling-

huysen Ave., Newark, N. J.

Weston
EXPOSURE METER

The Master gives depend-
able camera settings in
extremely low indoor
light as well as in brilliant
sunlight. Can be usedwith
all cameras, all film in-
cluding color.
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TRIAX
Cine TRIPOD—tRA convenient, thorough- «
ly practical tripod for iKh
heavy duty and table

top use and unusual an-

gle work. Weighs only

3'/2 lbs. yet made of ofit

rigid "U" section dur-

alumin, reinforced with

bronze and steel at It . I i I

wearing points. Instantly

extends by pressing thumb locks. Adjustment

range 21 to 60 inches. Non-slipping legs. Pan-

orama and tilt top locks securely in any posi-

tion . . 180° vertical, 360" horizontal motion

. . scaled every 15° horizontally $17.50
TRIAX heavy duty tilting and panoraming tri-

pod head, similar to one on Triax Cine Tripod

described above $8.50
Same, but a lightweight model, slightly

smaller _ $4.50
Regular TRIAX, 4-section model $6.50
Regular TRIAX, 5-section model _ $7.50
Revolving and locking Tuemmler head

for Standard TRIAX and other tri-

pods .__. $2.00
At leading dealers everywhere

8URLEIGH
•PHOTO

BROOKSmc.GOOOS

Want a Career
in Photography?
If you are ambitious to "become a suc-

cessful photographer, either for pleasure
or career, the N. Y. Institute offers you
a thorough, practical training under the
personal direction of foremost experts.
Commercial. Xews, Portrait, Advertising.
Motion Picture, and Color photography.
Personal Attendance and Home Study
courses.

Send for free booklet

NEW YORK INSTITUTE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY

10 West 33 Street (Dept. 105) New York City

For owners o; small titlers . .

.

BESBEE POCKET TITLE

LETTER SET
Enjoy the pleasure of mak-
ing professional screen titles

with your miniature title-

making outfit. The Besbee
Pocket Title Letter Set is the
answer . . . small, clear-cut

metal letters . . . white for

regular film, and red for
Kodachrome.
Fits every miniature titler. Com-
plete set with grooved back- *a -n
ground Ou.OU
BESBEE PRODUCTS Cora. Trenlm, N. J.

a one inch lens on your 16mm. camera,

i? approximately thirty inches. Inas-

much as a portrait attachment, which

I shall discuss further in this letter.

will work as close as two and a half

feet, it will serve you in this case. It

is advisable to work at diaphragm open-

ings smaller than //5.6 because you
want lo be sure of securing enough

depth to produce sharp results.

I would have liked the titles better

if you had used more care in lining up

Hit- letters, for they looked a bit ragged.

However, the general spacing of the

words and lines was well done, and the

mass of type was well balanced. The

slight side lighting which throws a

shadow is particularly attractive when

you are using raised letters.

It is my personal feeling that sub-

titles should not liaxr a definite photo-

graphic background. While a back-

ground picture tits a main title, it always

detracts a little from the message given

in the subtitle. Backgrounds of a plain

or slightly figured style are best suited

In subtitles. There are many kinds of

fancy paper with unobtrusive patterns

that are suitable for titles. \ i-il \

local paint store and ask for a discarded

wallpaper sample book. It will supply

you with more backgrounds than you

can use. Under separate cover. I am
sending you our booklet on titling.

which will give some detailed instruc-

tions on the subject.

Our service >beet on musical accom-

paniment is enclosed, and you will find

that it contains not only information on

how to use music with your pictures,

but also details of building a dual turn-

table outfit, lists of manufacturers and

lisls of sources of sound effect records.

If you encounter any stumbling blocks

in your plans, be sure lo let me know.

I recall that, when you visited the office,

you were undecided as to whether you

would get an outfit which could be used

with your radio or one which is com-

pletely self contained, so that you could

take it with you to church gatherings,

club meetings, etc. At present, you can

get outfits which will work both way-.

If you wish to start modestly, you can

get the turntable outfit only and hook

it to your radio, waiting to add the am-

plifier and speaker later. On the other

hand, if you want to get a complete

outfit, you can buy one that is com-

pactly arranged in a single carrying

case.

Now. for the various points which I

noted in my second screening. Focus

was one of the causes of your difficulty.

\ou have a fixed focus lens, and the

closeups are a bit fuzzy because you did

not use a portrait attachment. This

formidable sounding, but simple, device

is a valuable aid to fixed focus lens

users. It is a small lens that looks like

a color filter, and it slips over your

normal lens. With it, you can make
closeups at distances from the camera of

about two and a half feet to approxi-

mately four feet, and the scenes will be

clear and sharp. Your camera manu-

facturer makes a portrait attachment

which will fit your lens. (If you use

one, don't forget to remove it when
you arc through making closeups.)

I noticed the noise made by your

splices during projection, and, upon

examination. I found them lo show an

excess of cement. Try using just enough

to wet the scraped area of the splice.

\ou should not be able to see any

cement around the edges of a well

made splice, whereas there is quite a

bit in Evidence in the splices of your

film. A ?liff. "lumpy" splice is bound to

make a noise going through any projec-

tor gate.

\our camera holding was remarkably

steady except for the sequences made
on the bus. As Mr. Moore will point

out, it is not a good plan to take shots

from any sort of moving vehicle when
you hold the camera in your hand. If

you have a tripod, unipod or are able

to rest the camera firmly on some part

of the bus, you can get steady pictures.

By the way. this applies to automobiles,

airplanes and railroad trains as well.

It is always hard to believe, but. if you

try it, you will sec that I am right. I

spent a Saturday afternoon recently

just proving that point with my own
camera.

Let me say again that I enjoyed see-

ing your film and that I shall look for-

ward to hearing from you concerning

future problems. We are always eager

to help you get the besl possible returns

from your investment in movie making
equipment.

Cordially.

Frederick G. Beach

Technical Consultant

Dear Mr. Hoxton:

We have projected your reel of 16mm.

color film of New York City, which you

sent for review, and I am gelling it off

to you today by insured parcel post.

Thank you for this opportunity of see-

ing the results of your visit here, which

we all enjoyed.

I am happy lo say that, for the most

part, it seems to me you have put our

suggestions into practice with unusually

good effect. Your photography and com-

positions are. in the main, excellent; I

liked, particularly, the way in which

you framed the downtown skyline shot

through the gear of the Staten Island

ferry and your neat use of street signs

in identifying the Wall Street district

and the Bowery.

I was glad to note tiiat you managed
to keep away from the excess camera
movement which has marred some of

your earlier work. \our tilts on the

Empire State and RCA buildings were

about as slow- and smooth as possible

without a tripod. That is about the only

way one can get these big fellows.
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On the other hand, I'm afraid I must

quarrel with you on your decision to

"pan" across the width of Times Square

at night. Here, I feel sure that a care-

fully selected series of individual shots

would have given you a better effect.

I was particularly pleased to find

that you remembered our urging to get

as much human interest as possible.

Your sequence of the family getting on

the Fifth Avenue bus at Washington

Square is full of life and helps to lead

off all that footage admirably, while the

closeup shots of curious tourists at

Rockefeller Center are excellent. I shall

have an added comment on the use of

these in my later detailed suggestions.

After studying the film and your sug-

gested title wordings carefully, I think

I have found what it is that gives you
the feeling it lacks "punch." As you
say, the pictures are good, but they

seem to leave you cold. In the first

place, I believe that you have not ar-

ranged your individual sequences in

the best possible order. Except for your
night sequence of Broadway— which

you rightfully placed last in the film

—

your footage of Rockefeller Center is

by far the most effective. Perhaps you

had some perception of this which

prompted you to place it first in the

reel, as it now stands. If so, you were

right in one way, but wrong in another.

It is always a good plan to open with

striking and effective shots, so as to

gain the interest of your audience, but

it is a still better plan to build up to a

climax at the end. Thus, instead of run-

ning your sequences as they now stand

—Rockefeller Center, Fifth Avenue,

Skyscrapers, the East Side, Wall Street

and then Broadway—I am going to try

to suggest to you an arrangement which

I feel will more successfully give you

that desired "build up."

At the same time, I am going to out-

line for your consideration some new
title wordings, for I am quite convinced

it is in this field that you are killing the

effect of your good pictures. Frankly.

I found your suggested wordings far

too matter of fact and downright for

the best treatment of the film. Since

this is not simply a record film of a

few personal experiences in New York,

but is, instead, an effort to present, in

pictures, some of the feeling of the city,

you are justified in trying to interpret

your footage through your titles in that

way. I am enclosing our service sheet.

The Why and How of Titles, which will

give you a full discussion of what I

have in mind, but here are my specific

suggestions for your footage.

For a lead title, I suggest:

Manhattan, the Magnificent
This might be lettered on some sim-

ple background shot of New York, or

it might be on a plain card, as you
wish. If you use a credit title, which is

quite proper, you should dissolve, or

fade out and in, from the above to:

IT'S A

SUPER COLOSSAL
PRODUCTION

when EDITED with (|

CRAIG FINE EDITING EQUIPMENT

T~T"T

CRAIG 16MM SENIOR SPLICER

Operates in the professional manner...
only four easy operations needed to make
perfect, straight splices—quickly, accu-

rately, and without wetting the film. y

For Sound or Silent film ... $1 0.00 /
New Junior Splicer— adaptable to l_
8 or 16mm film ......... $2.50

If " T

!

I

CRAIG PROJECTO-EDITOR
r~i'| Action-edit your movies the Holly-

• 1 wood Studio way— transform ran-

dom "shots" into interesting con-

^ tinuities that everyone will enjoy

^ seeing. The Projecto-Editor pro-

vides a unique viewing method— allows
- careful inspection, slow motion if desired,

s. of actual movement on its brilliant minia-

J^^ture screen. Complete with Splicer, Re-
's^ winds, and film cement. 8mm model . $27.50

16mm model . $49.50

CRAIG SPLICER AND
REWIND COMBINATION
A complete editing and repair outfit.

Essential equipment for all cinema-
tographers.

Rewinds $7.25

16mm model with Senior Splicer and
Rewinds for sound, or silent films

$19.50

With extension bases for 1600-foot

reels $22.00

BUY WITH CONFIDENCE— USE WITH SATISFACTION
AT ALL DEALERS

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
1053 S. OLIVE STREET
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

149 NEW MONTGOMERY ST.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
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SPRING BARGAINS
Used Equipment, in Perfect Condition

Model B. Cine-Kodak, f 3.5 S22.50
Model 8-20 8mm. Cine-Kodak, f 3.5.

Case 17.50
Filmo 75, f/3.5 33.70
Simplex Pockette, f, 2.8 Hugo Meyer

lens 47. 50
B. & H. Character Title Writer for 70
and 70-D Complete in case (list

$36.00) 19.75
B. & H. Film Editor, with direct view-
er and splicer, for 1600 ft. reels

(list $46.50) .._ 29.50

35mm. Wirgin, f/4.5 lens, new 15.75
lea Ideal 2l/

4
-3i/4 , f/4.5 Tessar; case__ 37.50

Voigtlander, 2i/
4 -3'/4l f/4.5 Heliar,

with Kalart Flash & case 39.50
R. B. Tele Graflex, f/4.5 B. & L. Tes-

sar 62.50
Night Exakta, V.P., f/1.9, Hugo
Meyer lens, new condition; carry-
ing case I 59.50

Many more like the above on our Special List

of Certified Used Equipment. Write for it!

Fine-grain photo finishing. Laboratory
on premises.

MADISON MART, Inc.
403 Madison Ave. New York, N. Y.

Bet. -47th 4 48th Sts.

SHIPPING Sc STORAGE
CASES for FILMS

In 200. 400. 800, 1200. 1600
ft. sizes ... In stock for
immediate delivery. // your
Dealer or Jobber cannot
supply you. write us direct.

FIBERBILT
SAMPLE CASE CO.

40 W. 17th St. New York

Kodachrome
MAPS-£/iWl-FINE TITLES

Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory
Special Motion Picturm Printing

I 197 Merchandise Mart, Chicago

rBARGAINS IN 16MM. S.O.F."
FEATURES AND SHORTS

Used prints, but in excellent condition: some
equal to new. From the shelves of one of
the largest sound film libraries in the country.

S6.00 to S8.50 per Reel.
Guaranteed Used Victor Animatophone

Sound Projectors Complete $145.00

HARRIS Home Movie Library, 322 W. 42 St, N. Y.

^YouMightCallThis^
MAGIC/

There does seem to be magic in the way you
can eliminate unwanted glare and reflection by
a simple adjustment of a

MARKS POLARIZATION PLATE
These plates improve pictures, but unlike color
filters, they do not change color values. In color
photography they make possible sharper detail
and greater fidelity in tone.

Write for booklet M-32
giving prices and details

KIN-O-LUX, Inc.
V 105 West 40th Street New York

Produced by

Hogarth Hoxton, Jr.

1940
Fade out on this, and we come now to

the beginning of the film proper. Here,

a brief introduction will be of help—to

ease us into the subject matter, as well

as to win interest, as discussed earlier.

But, instead of jumping right in with

your fine Rockefeller Center sequence,

I should suggest making up a quick

cutting montage of about half a dozen

representative shots of the city. No one

of these need be more than one foot

long at the outside, and I feel sure that

you can find, through your various se-

quences, footage here and there which

could be spared for this purpose. As a

start for the series. I suggest, specifi-

cally, your nicely framed shot of the

skyline from the ferry boat and. as an

end. the long shot of the city taken

from the Empire State Building. In be-

tween, try to suggest, with a scene

apiece, each of your major divisions of

subject matter. Preceding this introduc-

tory sequence, we shall, of course, need

a first subtitle, for which I suggest:

Mammoth and brilliant, New York is

the world's greatest show.

Then insert the montage, as sug-

gested, and we are ready to jump into

the body of the film. Since, hopefully,

the interest of the audience is now
assured. I suggest proceeding with your

footage of the financial district. For a

subtitle:

Center of world finance, New York

crowds her commerce into the dim can-

yons of Wall Street.

Here, by purposely including the

word "dim," we forestall audience sur-

prise at the one or two rather dark and

underexposed shots you have. Were
it not for this possibility. I should sug-

gest trimming these scenes out, since

they are not up to your other stuff. This

sequence, of course, will start with your

closeup of the street sign at Broad and
Wall Streets, thus giving us a good lead

to contrast with the next sequence,

which starts with the title:

Here, wealth beyond compare . . .

There, poverty without parallel.

Lead off now with your companion

closeups of the street sign at Bowery
and Second Avenue. Your footage of

the East Side and the pushcart district

would follow. I know that it is difficult

to get shots in this region, but a little

more accent on human interest in this

footage would have been of value, such

as close shots of persons bargaining and
haggling over their purchases.

Following this, I suggest bringing in

the Washington Square footage and
your Fifth Avenue "takes," which will

lead us naturally uptown. For a sub-

title:

From a peaceful Washington Square,

Fifth Avenue stretches uptoivn to the

toivering centers of business and
fashion.

Start off with your good sequence of

the bus scenes, but here I strongly urge

eliminating the two or three shots taken

from the bus while it was in motion.

When the bus is stopped in traffic, the

bus top is a fine camera platform, but.

as you found out, scenes made when
the bus is in motion are too jumpy for

comfort.

From your Fifth Avenue footage,

there is a natural transition to your

various shots of skyscrapers. Bringing

all these together and your fine shots

of excavations and subway building

following. I should suggest that you pre-

cede them with the title:

New Ytork is the site of the world's

greatest buildings, yet New York's

building is never finished.

In the same mood, we come now to

your excellent sequence at Rockefeller

Center. To connect the title somewhat
with your good shots of the crowds, I

suggest:

Mecca for the millions, Rockefeller

Center is a vast city ivithin a city.

Here comes the point about your use

of the human interest shots of people,

which I mentioned earlier. Instead of

running them all together, one after

the other as you took them. I urge you

strongly to try intercutting them with

your scenic shots around the area. Show
one person looking up and follow this

scene with one of your upward angle

shots of a building or decorative de-

tail. Pick another person looking down
and cut in, at once, your stuff on the

sunken garden cafe. In this way. you
are using your human interest material

as true reaction shots, and you will find

that this gives the entire sequence more
life and reality.

Then, in final climax, will come your
sequence of Times Square at night, pre-

ceded by a subtitle, such as:

But the brilliance of Broadway still

is Manhattan's most potent memory.
I think that about covers the prob-

lem. With these eight titles and some
final trimming and tightening up of

scenes here and there, I think you will

find that your four hundred feet of pic-

tures take on new interest and "punch."
Dont hesitate to call on me as soon

as I can aid you further in your con-

tinuity problems.

Cordially yours.

James W. Moore
Continuity Consultant

Nothing new?
[Continued from page 109]

Fades and dissolves can be used to

produce new title devices, in addition to

their standard application, as in the

dissolve from one title to another in a

lead title assembly. Individual words or

letters may be dissolved into or out of

the title. For example, in the title,

Johnny didn't know ivhether to go, after
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a short interval, the words to go may
dissolve into or stay.

There is a whole world of interesting

title effects that can be produced by

outside manipulation. I should call

these "title stage tricks," because, in

them, the title area really becomes a

miniature set, in which it is relatively

easy to perform all sorts of illusions

and to arrange various trick lightings

that would be difficult or impossible in

a full sized set.

In this category come all moving title

cards, which may flop up, flop down,

turn around or over, or accomplish any

other gyrations which the manipulator

may think suitable, always endeavoring

to suit the title to the ensuing action.

In "stage set" titles, naturally, you

may combine with the action most of

the camera manipulations I have al-

ready described.

Hold the camera upside down and

point it toward an illuminated area of

carpet. Set it at a speed of sixty four

frames a second and drop a number of

block letters so that they fall past the

lens and fall on the floor within the

camera field. Then stop the camera and,

in the same position, arrange these let-

ters to spell the desired title. Photo-

graph this, with the camera held up-

right and operating at normal speed,

to get sufficient footage to allow the

title to be read. (And don't forget the

diaphragm correction after you change

the speed from sixty four frames a sec-

ond ! ) Turn the slow motion scene

end for end after processing and splice

it after the regular title. Result—at the

end of the title, the letters will seem

to jumble up, then slowly fly toward

the camera.

Make a title in white letters on black

paper; then fasten the paper against a

coarse mesh wire screen. Punch holes

in several places in the letters and blow

cigarette smoke through from behind

while filming.

After filming the required footage of

this title, stop the camera, turn the title

upside down, touch a match to it and
let it burn, running the camera at half

speed. Reverse this latter shot end for

end and splice it at the end of the pre-

vious section of the title, and the whole

will produce a very diabolical effect

indeed.

Let wooden block letters float in a

tub of water, forming the title upside

down with respect to the camera. Film

in slow motion, then drop some bulky,

heavy object in the water in the middle

of the title. Better wear a raincoat and
have an assistant hold a sheet of plate

glass in front of the camera when you
do this. Reversed, the film will show a

title forming out of a water explosion.

"Follow focus" is another method that

can be used to produce individual titles.

To illustrate a representative use of this

effect, let us assume that we have a

title made by painting white letters on

THE MOVIE THE FILM

panchroJWreversal

II wz I

V Daylight Loading V

PANCHRO SUPER REVERSAL
has these qualities—!: Brilliance— be-

cause the contrast developed renders

each tone distinctly. 2: Naturalness— be-

cause of its high color sensitivity which

renders colored objects in their proper

monochromatic tones. 3: Large Projection

—due to the ftne-graininess of the film.

Detail is sharp and pleasing. 4: S/'m-

plicity in use—for Its speed is proper for

shooting either under artificial light or

outdoors on dull winter days.

Panchro Super Reversal Film is the log-

ical film for your camera. Its superior

performance will demonstrate to you
why leading movie makers all over the

world prefer to use Gevaert movie films.

SIZES AND LIST PRICES
Daylight loading rolls, 16 mm. 50 ft.,

$3.25; 100 ft., $6.00. Double 8 mm. these

films are 25 ft. long, 16 mm. wide and
prescored, enabling the user to separate

into two 8 mm. lengths. 25 ft., $2.25,

9.5 mm. Laboratory packed in contain-

ers each holding 3 thirty-foot lengths.

$3.30 per container tin.

Gevaert processing laboratories are lo-

cated all over the world. This service is

speedy and efficient. Rolls of 400 ft. re-

ceived for processing are returned spliced

on a 400 ft. roll ready for projection.

Price of film includes processing service—

and films are returned postage prepaid.

If your dealer does not supply you write to:

Prices in Canada slightly higher

TM GEVAERT COMPANY of AMERICA 1m
423 West 55th Street, New York

Philadelphia • Boston • Chicago • Los Angeles - San Francisco

7n Canada: GEVAERT (CANADA) LIMITED - Toronlo Montreal • Winnipeg

ADD THRILLING Mriwd TO YOUR MOVIES!

FIDELITONE DUAL TURNTABLE
A ?&ifacted, 9x^taMe, OJUkMl fxHwd
Unit, ?Aiced $0*1 the, JhrvaieWi 9ie£d

Join the hundreds of enthusiastic movie makers who are complementing their
productions with sound accompaniment. The FIDELITONE puts recorded music,
sound effects, and speech into your movies. It's a complete "sound studio" in an
easily portable carrying case — dual turntables, pickups, amplifier, speaker,
microphone, and control panel.

NO NEED FOR AN EXTERNAL AMPLIFIER, RADIO. OR SPEAKER.
WRITE FOR DETAILS ALSO, FREE ADVICE ON "SOUND" QUESTIONS

GEORGE K. CULBERTSON COMPANY
46 LUVERNE AVENUE SOUTH MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
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PJiOVS IT TO YOURSELF!

Write for your free 5" x 7" Sample
oi the BRITELITE-TRUVISION WIDE
ANGLE SCREEN FABRIC and
Reflection Test Chart.

Whether you like a Box or Tripod
Model, we challenge you to find any
other SCREEN which will give equal
projection quality at all angles . . .

sharper definition. No glare,
halation or distortion. Best for

black-and-

; > i \*\f

\<

*.»

white or
color. NO
GREATER
COST!

VTj.
^^-4-i J

See the Britelile

*S Line of Screens, Hetlectors,

Spotlights, Utility Cases. Etc.

at your dealer, or write (or

Catalog and Test Package.

Depl. 1/1/-3. Mailr in ( .VI.

MOTION PICTURE SCREEN
& ACCESSORIES CO., INC.

351 West 52nd Street, New York City

Bass says:
I've got to restrain myself In

talking about the

MOVIKON 16
I eo Into high describing this
IB mm jewel by ZEISS with
Its built in optical range
tinder. Its Sonnar F:1.4 lens
and its -'! de luxe refinements.
If you doubt me. write for

free literature. BIG Trade-in-
Allowance.

Complete with fin S385
o want? Then send for my free CINE BARGAIN-

GRAM No. 240 .. . lists everything

/3/7CC CAMERA CO. DEPT.
ft/MQJ no W.MADISOS JT r

CHICAGO.ILL.

SAVE $ $ $ ON CASES
Now. prices on Cases for all makes of Cameras and
Projectors have been sensationally slashed. Also, all

our Screens. Cameras ... in fact all our Photo-
graphic accessories are now being sold at amazing
prices. If it's a case, specify make and type of your

camera. Send TODAY for Free Bargain list.

WHOLESALE CAMERA SUPPLY CO.
29 W. 34 St. Dept. SI3 New York

Easy rales furnirbtd. Juni<
Outfits $ 25 un. Senior $17 up.

S.Big Profits. Sold

i faetcry ccly. Write for

ramcRPd all details. Kelsey
M<rt Presses. W-4S, Meriden, Conn.

Sound-on-Fi!m for Amateurs

YOUR WINTER SPORTS
Recorded for your I6mm. pictures

from $60 per 400 ft. reel, including a

combined print.

PROFESSIONAL PRODUC-
TIONS and RECORDING

for Industrial and educational purposes.

Berndt-Maurer Recording System

Spot Film Productions, Inc.

339 East 48th St., N. Y. C. PI 5-0808

Arrangement for a glass title trick

clear glass. For convenience, the title

should be of a size that would fill the

picture field when defined sharply with

a focusing lens set at its closest dis-

tance. The form of the letters should

not be too thick; in fact, you will find

it easy to paint them on the glass with

poster white pigment.

Illumination can be produced by a

flood lamp in a reflector, placed at one
side or above the title. Beyond the title,

but directly in line with it. is the scene

or character which is to be identified

by the wording.

Vi hen the lens is focused sharply on

the illuminated white letters, they will

stand out strongly. But, when the focus

is altered to a distance of ten feet or

to infinity, so that the subject beyond
the title is sharply defined, the letters

will blur and appear only as indistinct

dots, while tin- subject comes into sharp-

ness. If the light that illuminates the

title is snapped off after the focus has

been changed, the letters will almost

disappear. Be careful to arrange the

title light so that no direct reflection

can be seen in the glass from the cam-

era's viewpoint.

The stunt, of course, is most conven-

iently performed indoors, and the ne-

cessity for a wide open diaphragm at

the lens improves its working.

In Little America
[Continued from page 115]

had precision instruments were con-

stantly nursing them along to get any

results at all. At ten below, the focal

plane shutter on my still camera balked

completely.

The movie camera had to be forced

by hand cranking at twenty below zero,

with consequent jumpy action. Care had

to be taken that moisture from the

breath did not get on the lenses while

they were being adjusted, as it would
freeze immediately, and a fogged pic-

ture would result. By warming the cam-

era inside one's clothing, it was possible

to get a few pictures at a time, but, fre-

quently, shots of real value were lost

because cameras would not operate at

such low temperatures. In spite of these

handicaps and the awkwardness of

working with heavy mittens or frozen

fingers, unusual scenes during the con-

struction of camp were recorded.

Our exposure meters failed us com-

pletely—not because of the cold, as has

been reported, but because of the in-

tense light reflected from the countless

numbers of snow crystals that acted

like so many mirrors of the sun, giving

an erroneous reading. At first, we in-

variably underexposed, for the meter

would frequently indicate as much as

four diaphragm openings smaller than

should have been used. Exposure tests

on short strips of film finally solved the

problem.

Late in March, just before the sun

finally set for the long winter night, I

began a photographic record of the

huge Weddell and crab eater seals that

appear in herds near Little America.

By carrying the small still camera in

an inner pocket to keep it warm, and

hand cranking the movie camera while

operating the spring drive also, I found

it possible to record the activities of

these sluggish animals against their na-

tive background of snow and ice, as

they lay sleeping among the pressure

ridges or entered their holes to hunt

for fish.

When seals became scarce as the

days grew even colder, and we needed

many more for dog food, I went aloft

in the autogiro to locate herds that

might be within sledge distance from

camp. Here seemed a fine chance to

get motion pictures, but I did not

reckon with the inconveniences of the

diminutive cockpit of our '"flying egg

beater" and the unresponsiveness of a

frozen camera and frozen fingers.

I was determined, however, to make
movies. It was impossible to get the

proper camera angle by shooting
through the window, so I hung out of

the cockpit, bracing myself with knees

and elbows, in the face of a hundred

mile wind at forty below zero, and held

the camera with one hand and forced

the mechanism by hand cranking with

the other. At the end of the ordeal, my
fingers were frozen yellow white, and

my nose and cheeks as well. But those

discomforts passed, and I have the

movies to help me recall the first Ant-

arctic seal hunt by air.

After the sun set in April, there was

a period of a few weeks when twilight

occurred at midday; then darkness de-

scended upon us. With less outdoor

work to be done, there was time now
to do the many things that had been

delayed. Among them was the removal

of oil from camera parts so that they

would function at the extremely low

temperatures to be encountered during

the Antarctic winter night. This re-

quired taking the cameras apart, a job

that I should never have approached

were it not for dire necessity. Cer-

tainly, no layman should do it. unless

he is prepared to throw the camera in

the junk heap in the event of failure.

I set to work first with the movie

camera. Never having taken one apart

before, let alone putting one together
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again, I proceeded with great caution,

knowing full well that losing a part or

breaking something would effectively

stop all further picture taking. Yet it

was impossible to operate the camera
at forty below or colder, and our tem-

peratures were then running below the

minus fifties.

Surrounded by an array of necessary

tools, numbered boxes for screws and
parts and a note book, I began this fate-

ful job. In the midst of it, I removed
two screws in the plate covering the

driving mechanism, and something col-

lapsed and began to rattle around in-

side. This was disconcerting, because

the wandering part could not be tagged

and identified as to its proper position.

Parts fell on the floor, springs popped
up unexpectedly, and soon I was over-

whelmed by the multitude and variety

of oddly shaped pieces of metal that

littered the table. Undaunted, I washed
them in ether and began to reassemble

them.

One of the greatest difficulties was in

maintaining possession of my knocked
down camera. The science laboratory

unfortunately was located near the mess
hall, and the men used it for a lounging

place after meals. Chairs being scarce,

a man would saunter over to my work
table while I was away, brush every-

thing aside and hop up to swing his

heels, toy with the carefully placed

camera parts and set them down again

anywhere that was convenient. Result:

hours spent in searching for a particu-

lar piece to fit in this jigsaw puzzle.

Then, in a cold sweat, I continued

my efforts to return the camera to its

normal appearance. Others were only

too willing to help, knowing less about

it than I did. Much kidding came my
way after I had been at it for a solid

week.

"Hey, Perk, do you think you'll ever

make it?" greeted me when I came in.

Willing hands supplemented mine in

fumbling over shutter leaves. In des-

peration, I finally took to working while

the others slept, and. at five thirty one

morning, the "Pride of Rochester"

purred contentedly once more.

A small amount of meteorological

watch oil, tested for fluidity at —100°C,
was placed on important bearing sur-

faces, and I set forth with magnesium
flares for outdoor pictures of a skiing

party in the pressure ridges. Although
the time was early afternoon, it was
as dark as midnight. The temperature

was sixty degrees below zero. By breath-

ing gently into the wind, one could hear

one's breath freeze with a faint swishing

sound as it drifted by.

The flares were set off, and the cam-
era was started. Before the three min-

ute flare had expired, the camera was
about to. Hand cranking revived it.

Then even this failed to produce the

necessary speed of sixteen frames every

second.

I placed chemical heat pads around

the camera shell and wrapped it in

cloths. Even these froze up—as had my
fingers some time before.

It was almost hopeless, yet I did suc-

ceed in getting some good shots!

Indoor scenes were easy, of course.

With our electric generators and banks

of flood lights, it was only a question

of determining exposure. We took pic-

tures of everything and everybody in

camp. It was one of the chief diversions

of the winter night. For me, however,

the cine camera was especially valuable

as a tool in the scientific work.

I had collected innumerable quanti-

ties of microscopic life from the waters

under the bay ice during the winter

night, and, later, low forms of life were

brought to me from the thaw pools in

the mountains 500 miles away. By
means of a stand and adapter for my
microscope, made with the aid of the

carpenter and the machinist, I was able

to make the first motion picture of the

most southern forms of life—minute

crustaceans, rotifers and other micro-

scopic organisms.

Without the usual equipment for

making movies through a microscope,

filming was accomplished only after

much "trial and error" preliminary ex-

periment. The final setup, which worked

well, was a vertical stand placed over

the binocular microscope. The camera

was counterweighted and was fitted to

one eyepiece by means of a light tight

collar. The other eyepiece was used for

focusing and viewing while the picture

was being taken. The light source was
a platinum ribbon filament lamp
mounted behind a condenser lens, water

cell and color filter. Test strips were

developed immediately, so that correc-

tions could be made while the animals

were still alive. The micro movies so

obtained have an important place in

the record of Antarctic life.

Soon after the return of the sun, the

seals appeared in the Bay of Whales
area, after swimming under the ice and
coming up to the surface through

cracks or newly formed holes. Here,

they produced their young at tempera-

tures as low as forty five degrees below
zero. I made camp near their maternity

ward and photographed the mothers

and their young from the time of birth

until they were finally coaxed into the

water for their first swim. Sometimes,

the camera would be set up for hours

while I waited for suitable lighting or

just the right action from a seal hole.

The telephoto lens was indispensable

here.

In the brilliant Antarctic sunshine,

with no color to relieve the monotony
of the dazzling snow, fast panchromatic

films were neither necessary nor desir-

able. An orthochromatic or a contrasty

panchromatic film worked best, and, in

conjunction with a Wratten G or 25A
filter, they produced detail that could
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not be seen with the eyes because of

the blinding glare. I have been sur-

prised recently in finding, in prints of

some of the still shots, things that were

not noticed when the pictures were

taken.

Only test strips were developed in

the Antarctic laboratory. All motion

picture stock was brought back under

refrigeration and was developed imme-
diately upon our return.

That brings up another interesting

thing. At Little America, we used films,

plates and paper left by the first Byrd
Expedition five years before. The great

cold had apparently retarded any

chemical action in the emulsions. Since

my return, I have continued to use nega-

tive stock which has been kept in the

refrigerator since leaving Little Amer-
ica. This film was manufactured in the

summer of 1933 and. as far as I can

tell, is as good as new.

To the cinematographer planning

work at low temperatures, I offer the

following suggestions:

All the oil and grease should be re-

moved from the camera and lenses. Low
temperature tested precision instrument

oil should be applied sparingly at

points of excessive wear, and all mov-

ing parts should be loosened as much
as possible, consistent with accurate

operation. Care should always be taken

when a camera is brought indoors, to

be sure that all moisture which con-

denses on the surface is wiped off im-

mediately.

Film in the camera is apparently not

affected, probably because moisture

forms only on the outer surfaces. It is

preferable to leave cameras outdoors,

or sheltered at outdoor temperatures,

provided there is no moisture present

to cause frost on the lens.

Lenses should always be examined
for frost immediately before use, but

be careful not to breathe on them. Make
exposure tests to check the light meter.

Excessive cold slows down emulsions

so that it is necessary to open up one

or two stops. When filming snow sur-

faces, wait for sunshine and shadows;
pictures taken on a cloudy day will be
flat and lifeless. Shoot into the sun

occasionally, using a lens hood, to get

the dramatic effect that long shadows
give.

Use a contrasty film and a fairly

heavy filter. Then follow the advice

given all amateurs everywhere—always

use a tripod, for a movie scene can

jiggle even when it is so cold that the

camera will scarcely run!

Make them human
[Continued from page 110]

helpful, as are animated diagrams.

When making use of these, however, do

not let them overbalance the more vital

footage of the subjects they represent.

Splice them in sparingly, to precede or

follow the footage they explain. More
often than not, care in getting closeups

of the actual operations will render mod-

els or diagrams unnecessary. The sales-

men of a waterproofing company carried

a model house around with them until a

film was made of the actual procedure of

installing the waterproofing material. So

much detail was brought out in the film

that it easily surpassed the models in

interest and selling value.

Concluding sequences are your last

words. They must be convincing. Tech-

nically, whether they are executed in

color or in black and white, the work

should be perfect. For the sub-

ject matter, avoid an unimaginative

review of the product in favor of scenes

showing how it actually may be used to

advantage. A good film, advertising

paint, did not close on a series of newly

painted houses nor on a row of polished

chairs. It showed children painting a

doll's house and the furniture in their

playroom. Thus it incorporated human
interest and implied that the paint was

easy to use, while showing how much
better the finished parts looked than the

unfinished. A clothing manufacturer's

film did not end on a closet full of suits,

but on an Easter parade. The story of a

canning factory did not conclude with

a static shot of the product on the

shelves of a grocery store, but faded out

on the happy expression of two children

just finishing their afternoon lunch and

looking in an empty can to see if a drop

was left.

No absolute decision can be made in a

discussion of the advantages of sound

over silent films. Too many variable fac-

tors are involved, such as the cost, the

type of subject matter and the probable

projection facilities of the film users. In

many cases, all the explanation neces-

sary can be taken care of by titles. Fur-

thermore, commentary demands a divi-

sion of attention between the scene and

the spoken word. That is why the March

of Time and the better theatrical short

subjects use titles when it is important

to gain the undivided attention of the

audience for some particular point.

Titles also serve to punctuate the film

and to keep attention from wandering.

Generally, they are indispensable to

both silent and sound films.

Sound tracks can be dubbed into any

16mm. film which has been taken at the

speed of twenty four frames a second.

For the most part, sound tracks of indus-

trial films consist of music and com-

mentary, with a few sound effects, taken

from records and introduced where pos-
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sible. The most dangerous tendency of

industrial sound films is to overload the

commentary with explanatory material,

so that the presentation becomes an il-

lustrated lecture rather than a motion

picture.

Tell your story with the camera, not

with the microphone. To avoid this flaw,

make sure that your script includes all

the necessary scenes, then stay by the

scenario directions implicitly.

The commentary is intended to ampli-

fy the film material and to describe it, so

do not count upon it to take the place of

scenes not obtained. Statistics and fig-

ures have little place in commentaries,

since they are inherently dull and can-

not be absorbed by the divided attention

of a film audience. Rather, they serve

only to annoy those who are trying to

concentrate upon the screen. After you

have aroused interest with your film, you

will have spontaneous inquiries about

figures, offering a timely opportunity for

their presentation.

Serious filming is not the first step in

making movies, but, sooner or later, you

will encounter the urge to record the way

you make a living. Why not push this

cinematic evolution forward a bit? Why
not introduce your hobby to your busi-

ness?

Why not film your

sound on sixteen?

[Continued from page 117]

have subsequently been employed in

35mm. recording, with considerable

benefit.)

The result of using this extremely nar-

row line of light was an immediate im-

provement in the high frequency re-

sponse of the 16mm. records. It was as

if a draftsman, endeavoring to draw fine

details on paper, had suddenly been

given a newly sharpened pencil in ex-

change for a blunt one.

But this was only the first step. If

sound films were to be duplicated, it was

necessary to make prints from the origi-

nal sound track. It was found that a

noticeable amount of the improvement

in quality, that had been gained by

sharpening the recording light beam,

was being lost in the process of printing.

And, again, it was found that the ma-

chinery, rather than the film, was at

fault. Several years of experiment pro-

duced a number of steadily better and

better printing machines, until, finally,

a design was evolved that gave no per-

ceptible loss in quality by printing.

Meanwhile, several new types of film

had emerged from the manufacturers'

laboratories. Some of these possessed

higher resolving power than the films

that had previously been available for

16mm. recording and printing. Tests

showed that the recording and printing
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machines that had been developed were

accurate enough to take advantage of

this greater ability of the film to record

fine detail.

Needless to say, this same period

brought many improvements in 35mm.
recording. The days when actors on the

screen seemed to lisp are now almost for-

gotten. It must not be supposed, how-

ever, that improvement has taken the

form of a continuous extension of the

range of high frequencies that is repro-

duced. Beyond a certain point, which is

generally considered to be about eight

thousand vibrations a second, the cost of

providing loud speakers and other repro-

ducing equipment good enough to handle

the full range of frequencies is out of

proportion to the improvement in qual-

ity. Therefore, by many practical tests,

a standard of quality has been agreed

upon, to which all high grade theatre

equipment today conforms.

Fortunately for the future of 16mm.

sound films, it is possible to obtain, on

16mm. film, the frequency range of this

standard theatre characteristic. When
records are made on the improved types

of film referred to previously, using mod-

ern 16mm. recorders and printing ma-

chines, all frequencies up to eight thou-

sand a second are clearly and sharply

registered in the sound track.

A similar standard of quality is pos-

sible in 16mm. sound films made by the

optical reduction process. The range of

high frequencies obtained is not quite so

great as is available in direct 16mm. re-

cordings, except in cases where the

35mm. record has been specially equal-

ized in recording to make up for the loss

of high frequencies in the optical reduc-

tion process, but, even when this has not

been done, results are near enough to

the theatrical standard to be accepted

as equally good by most listeners.

In order to reproduce 16mm. sound

films as accurately as possible, for the

purpose of rerecording the sound, the

Berndt-Maurer Corporation has devel-

oped a special Film Phonograph. This

machine is used, for example, when it is

desired to add other sounds, such as a

musical background, to a record that

has already been made. For rerecording,

it is obviously necessary to have the best

possible reproduction of the original

record.

In order to be sure of reproducing

everything that is recorded on the film,

this Film Phonograph, to "scan" the

sound track, uses a light beam that is

less than half the size of those generally

employed in 16mm. sound projectors.

All parts of the mechanism are made to

a correspondingly high standard of ac-

curacy. Used with a high quality loud

speaker and an amplifier capable of de-

livering sufficient power without distor-

tion, this machine reproduces, from up

to date 16mm. films, a quality of sound

that bears direct comparison with cur-

rent theatrical results.

Engineers are in the habit of repre-

senting the degree of faithfulness with

which a sound recording or reproducing

system responds to different frequencies

by means of a curve, or graph, known as

a frequency characteristic. Three of

these characteristics are grouped to-

gether in Figure 6. In this figure, the

height of a curve at any given frequency

shows the completeness of the response

at that frequency, in the sound engi-

neer's units of decibels. It will help the

reader in interpreting these curves to

know that one decibel is approximately

the least change in loudness that can be

detected by a listener under favorable

conditions; a change of two decibels is

the smallest that can ordinarily be no-

ticed, while, on the other hand, a reduc-

tion in response of twenty decibels at a

given frequency is almost equivalent to

eliminating that frequency entirely. The
figure shows the present standard fre-

quency characteristic of 35mm. theatre

reproducing equipment, together with

the characteristics of directly recorded

and optically reduced 16mm. sound films

as reproduced by the Berndt-Maurer
Film Phonograph. From these three

curves, one can see for himself that

16mm. sound films are capable of closely

approaching the quality of 35mm. films

in the theatre.

Thus, once more, an example has
proved how unsafe it is to predict that

any technical feat ''cannot be done."

>cene s hifters

[Continued from page 111]

depending on the relative speed you
wish. Dissolves in the body of the film

would run approximately the same for

slow effects, but they can be shortened

to twenty or thirty frames where greater

speed is desired.

The Fade. The fade out, fade in or

a combination (a fade out on one scene

and a fade in on the next) brings the

flow of a film to a pause only less effec-

tively than the full stop achieved by a

subtitle. In a fade out, the image grad-

ually loses intensity until the screen is

left dark. The action image comes to a

stop, and. for a second or two, no other

image replaces it. Thus, for example,

as the ship sails for Europe, the scene

of the distant vessel fades out. The next

scene, a shot at home of the rest of the

family not making the trip, then fades

in. The scene of a child going to bed

on Christmas Eve fades out; then a

shot of the same child, taken on Christ-

mas Day, fades in. If used as a transi-

tion, the fade is slower and more de-

cisive than the slowest lap dissolve. If

used to mark the end of one phase of

a movie and the introduction of another,

the fade is definitive in its deceleration,

although it does not bring the flow of

the movie to a complete stop as does a

caption.
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Used with pictures, a slow fade might

extend for as long as ten to twenty

frames of 16mm. film, while a fast fade

might be cut as short as eight to fifteen

frames. Applied to titles, the fade out

and fade in seem to extend over longer

periods, according to the standards of

professional title makers. Here, the

slower versions run from forty to sixty

frames of film, from full image intensity

to dark film, and the faster run from
thirty to forty frames.

A long, slow fade out also may be

used at the end of a picture to give

a sense of finality.

Whether, in your films, you will use a

fast or slow dissolve, a long or short

fade, depends directly on the feeling to

be achieved. Tempo should be your
guide. If the theme calls for a slight

deceleration and a smooth transition,

the dissolve is indicated. When you
need a fuller stop and less effect of

connection, call on the fade out for

service.

(Note: The lengths for fades and dis-

solves in titles, suggested in this article,

are based on standards of Park Cine

Laboratory and Stahl Editing & Titling

Service, both of New York City. Sug-

gested fade and dissolve lengths for

movie scenes have been based on meas-

urements of outstanding films on file in

the League's office.)

Practical films

[Continued from page 118]

photographed the Buddhist Perahera at

Kandy, Ceylon, an annual procession of

elephants held in honor of the sacred

tooth of Buddha. Later, he produced a

romantic story enacted by village chil-

dren of Ceylon, entitled Mula Pantan-

gamma, telling the ancient story of the

creation of the world according to

Oriental legends.

Church Makes Religious Record

The Parable of the Soil, based directly

upon the story recorded in the Bible, is

given a modern presentation in a three

reel, 8mm. monochrome production by

the Sunday Evening Club of the First

Presbyterian Church of Wichita Falls,

Texas. It was directed by David Mc-

Pherson.

Movie of Milk

With the cooperation of Crowley's

Milk Company, William R. Hutchinson,

ACL, of Newburgh, N. Y., has recently

completed a film, entitled Behind the

Bottle, which traces the course of milk

from the farm to the city door step.

Opening with scenes of the early morn-

ing delivery, Mr. Hutchinson's film goes

on to show the background of the dairy

farm, the source of feed and bedding for

the herd and the intricate mechanics of

milking and Pasteurization. These com-

pleted, the milk bottle is sent on its

way, and the film closes with a sequence

which brings it, for the second time, to

the town door step.

Crowley's Milk Company has secured

a copy of this film with the intention of

showing it extensively throughout the

Newburgh and Binghamton regions.

Chinese Military Films

Chinese military films listed among
the 16mm. silent productions of the Uni-

versity of Nanking's Department of Ed-

ucational Cinematography, ACL, include

two reels on air defense, three reels on

gas defense and one reel on People's

Military Training, according to a recent

release. The library which this depart-

ment has built up is reported to be cir-

culating films throughout China, despite

international complications. Other class-

ifications listed are geography and travel,

industries, natural science, agriculture,

civics and news and entertainment.

Filming a dog's life

[Continued from page 114]

steps on a nice, sharp bone in the bath-

room.

In filming pets, we found that it was
necessary to exercise common sense in

selecting the times to do the filming and

in deciding when to stop. The best time

to get pictures of a hungry dog is when
he is hungry, the best time to get pic-

tures of a sleepy dog is when he is

sleepy and the best time to stop shoot-

ing is before the animal has lost inter-

est in whatever it is he is doing that

is the subject of your scene. This may
sound somewhat obvious, but it is ap-

parently often overlooked. At least, we
had to learn these points by experience.

For instance, our scenario called for

some scenes of the puppy waiting anx-

iously for his breakfast. We got excep-

tionally effective action on this by shoot-

ing it in the early morning while the

dog's breakfast actually was being pre-

pared and when he was actually waiting

at his mistress's feet—with heart warm-

ing anxiety. The various bone chewing

scenes were easily made by taking them

over a course of several days and by

using plenty of fresh bones. Our butcher

began to think that hard times had

caught up with us and that we were

right down to a diet of bone soup.

Some of the more amusing sequences

in the film were achieved simply by

For only $8.50
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EDITING & TITLING SERVICE
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filming the actual attempts to educate

the dog for life in a civilized world. We
made closeups of his expressions when
he was about to be brushed and combed.
He knew that something was going to

happen, as his expression reveals. We
took closeups of him when efforts were
made to convince him that he and his

bones were nuisances. We definitely

staged the situations that gave opportu-

nity for the latter shots. We hate to ad-

mit it, but placing temptation in his

way helped a lot!

Perhaps the most difficult scenes that

we took were those of a very sleepy

puppy being made to study the alphabet

so that he might read the orders about

his bones! We made three attempts be-

fore we were successful.

The first time, we waited until early

evening and tried to get the shots

shortly after the pup had gone to sleep.

We took out our equipment, consisting

of a camera with an f/1.9 lens, a tripod,

exposure meter, two double light stands

using four No. 2 flood bulbs and two
single clamp reflectors using No. 1 flood

bulbs. (With this equipment and ex-

tremely fast panchromatic film, we had
ample light for any indoor home scene;

in fact, we had enough basic illumina-

tion to permit the use of back lighting

and other effects and. on many scenes,

to stop the diaphragm down to //5.6 or

even //8.) After everything was all set

for the shots of the sleepy dog, we very

gently picked him up to move him on
the '"set"—only to have him wake up
with a start and proceed to run all

around the place as if it were midday.

Sleepy? Not he!

The second attempt was made a few
evenings later. We had set up all the

equipment early in the evening and
then had gone to the movies (!) to

while away enough time for the puppy
to get sound asleep. Returning about

eleven o'clock, we tiptoed up the steps,

gently unlocked the door and found a

wide awake pup on the other side.

The third and successful attempt

illustrates the principle of taking your

pictures while the taking is good. The
pup had had a busy day and seemed
tired when we left to spend an evening

with friends. However, he had seemed
tired before, only to awake with a start,

so we were unimpressed. Returning
home well after midnight, somewhat ex-

hausted after a dozen strenuous sets of

table tennis, we found the pup sound
asleep. When gentle pokings failed to

arouse him. we knew he was ready to

play his part!

The funny part of all this is that

some of our friends refuse to believe

that those scenes of a genuinely sleepy

Shadow were made without some arti-

ficial means of making him sleepy.

An essential device in pet filming,

which also applies to filming children,

consists of shooting many scenes with

the camera placed at a level with the

viewpoint of the subject. As Shadow
was our featured player, he was the

only subject to appear entirely in the

film. The human characters were in-

cluded only in part; hands might ap-

pear in one scene and feet in another.

But Shadow always was the star, so

nearly every shot of him was taken with

the camera on or near the floor. In this

connection, a special low camera sup-

port, which was made at home, proved

most useful.

We had a hectic three weeks, but the

pictures of Shadow's puppyhood are

worth it. Now, of course, we can see

how we might have done a better job, as

who can't! But Shadow is full grown
now, and this particular picture can

never be filmed again. We hope that it

will be many years before we make a

film of the puppy that may someday
replace Shadow. As for dog pictures

—

that's d i f f e r e n t—and Shadow was
trained for the camera in his youth!

Amateur clubs

[Continued from page 120]

cently formed in that central Canadian

city. Headquarters have been estab-

lished at the Canadian Legion Home.
An early activity planned by the group

will be the production of a record film

of the Children's Shelter, in Moose Jaw,

under the direction of L. Puckering and

Len Taylor, club secretary.

For Walla Walla Entering their

second year of

activity, members of the Walla Walla
Cinema Club, in Washington, saw at a

recent meeting the award winning films

in the club's contest for 1939. These in-

cluded pictures by Cecil Ripley, Frank

Maddux, ACL, and Dr. E. M. Tapp, in

the 8mm. division, and a film by Mi-

chael Thomas, in the 16mm. division.

First and second award winners in this

latter class, produced by Kenneth Ows-

ley, ACL, and Dr. George Scofield, had

been screened earlier at the group's

annual banquet. Recently elected presi-

dent, Edgar M. Thornton, ACL, has an-

nounced his appointment, as committee

heads, of Mr. Thomas, for programs;

Mr. Maddux, for publicity; Mr. Rip-

ley, for the 1940 contest. A photographic

picnic, to be held jointly with the local

still camera club at Palouse Falls, is

planned for the spring. Clarence Lud-

wig, Louise Felts and Harold Otto,

ACL, are in charge for the cinema

group.

Films for Toronto Members'
films have

been featured on recent programs of

the Toronto Amateur Movie Club,

strong Canadian group now in its sixth

year of activity. Among those screened

have been European Revieiv, by Rex
Frost ; A Day at the Fair and New Eng-
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land Scenics, by Roy Campbell; Mexico

and Europe, by C. Neilson; Going to

the Fair, by Parke McQuigg, which was

accompanied by sound on disc; The

Bay Illusionist, by E. Emerson. Roy
Tash, cameraman from Associated

Screen News, has addressed the club

on aspects of newsreel filming.

Logan elects New officers have

been elected by the

Logan Amateur Cinema Club, ACL, in

Utah, as follows : W. G. Kirkman, presi-

dent; E. H. Petersen, vicepresident;

Mrs. E. L. Hansen, secretary and treas-

urer; Merrel Prows, program chair-

man; Mrs. W. G. Kirkman, publicity

chairman; Dr. N. H. Battles, contest

chairman; E. M. Dieffenbach, member-

ship chairman. Color films by Dr. Ezra

W. Cragun were screened at the elec-

tion meeting.

Triumph for Rockville At the
South

Side High School auditorium, in Rock-

ville Centre, L. I., recently, the Rockville

Cinema Club presented their newest film,

Press Time, to a capacity audience of

800 persons. Running an hour and pro-

jected with sound accompaniment, the

film was widely acclaimed, not only by

the Nassau Daily Revieiv-Star, whose

offices were the scene of the photoplay,

but also by the New York Herald

Tribune. With Mary Allen and Tom
Brennan in the leading roles, the film

tells how a narcotic ring was smashed

through the combined efforts of the dis-

trict attorney's staff and a Review-Star

reporter. At an earlier meeting of the

Rockville club, its previous film, Going

My Way, was screened, and the members

were able to judge for themselves how

much technical progress had been made

in five years.

Photoplay by St. Paul At a re

cent meet-

ing of the Metropolitan Cine Club, in

St. Paul, Minn., the club members acted

in and filmed an entire photoplay within

the space of a single meeting. Called

Active Spirits, the picture was directed

by Leo Zengerle, ACL, with Dr. Mar-

tineau and Edward Barber as tourists

and Roger Byrne as a cafe waiter.

Members of New York 8mm. Motion

Picture Club at a recent meeting

William Erandegee

Frederick Hohenwald and Clarence

Olson were the cameramen, and those

who served on the picture committee

were Mr. Zengerle, chairman, John

Bordenave, Harold Piggott and Lyman
Gallagher.

Binghamton is host Celebrating

the second
year of its existence with a recent meet-

ing at the Hotel Bingham, in Bingham-

ton, N. Y., the Cinema Club of the Triple

Cities was host to Charles J. Carbonaro,

ACL, who screened his two award win-

ners in previous selections of the Ten
Best films

—

Little Sherlock and Pinch

Hitter. A dinner preceded the meeting.

Pride Of Utah Along with their

yearly film contest,

members of the Utah Amateur Movie
Club, in Salt Lake City, staged, at their

last monthly meeting, a contest limited

to 100 feet of 16mm. or fifty feet of 8mm.
The pictures were judged by the audi-

ence, and the first prize, a cash award,

went to Mrs. Al W. Morton for her film,

Little Co-ed. The high spot of the eve-

ning, however, came with the screening

of A Greene Christmas, 1939 Ten Best

film by Mildred Greene, ACL, a member
of the Utah group. The club reports en-

thusiastic response to the screening.

At Oklahoma City interior
lighting

was a recent subject for study by mem-
bers of the Oklahoma City Cinamateur

Club, in a discussion and demonstration

led by Rolland Swain, of the Oklahoma
Photo Supply Company. Films seen on
the club's screen include African

Studies, by George Campbell; Entitled

To Success, from the Besbee Product*

Corporation; Another Day, from the

League's Club Library.

Brooklyn Contest Winners of the

second annual
contest of the Brooklyn Amateur Cine

Club, ACL, were announced at a late

meeting, based on the judgments of

Frederick G. Beach, ACL, Laurence S.

Critchell, jr., ACL, and James W. Moore.

ACL, of the League staff. In Class A,

Fred Ursini, ACL, received first place

with World's Fair—1939, a record film

in 700 feet of Kodachrome. America, The

Beautiful, by Irving Pollack, ACL, and
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Vermont, by Charles Benjamin, ACL,
won second and third places, with The
World of Tomorrow, by Herbert Erles,

ACL, taking Honorable Mention. In

Class B, the beginners' class, Arthur

Gross won first place with New York
World's Fair, 1939. Harriet Fenichel

took second place with A Day at the

Shore, and third place was won by Fred-

erick A. Koch, jr., ACL, with his World

of Tomorrow.

In San Francisco Meeting in the

auditorium of

Merchandise Mart, members of the

Cinema Club of San Francisco have

seen recently a varied program of film

fare. Included were San Francisco Sa-

lutes You, by the Colortone Production

Company, accompanied with discs;

Golden Gate International Exposition,

by Robert MacCollister, ACL; Wine
Making in California, by John Smurr,

ACL, and a number of early reels pro-

duced by the club as a whole.

E. L. Sargeant, ACL, is present sec-

retary, not L. M. Perrin. ACL. as er-

roneously reported in this department

in the February number of Movie
Makers.

Metro Life Studies Members of

the Motion

Picture Group, of the Metropolitan

Life Camera Club, ACL, in New \ ork

City, studied filming fundamentals at

a late meeting held in the club rooms
of the Metropolitan Life Insurance

Company. Featured on the program was
Exposure and Exposure Meters, a pho-

tographic teaching film produced by the

Harmon Foundation, of New York City.

Members' films, by Ransome House and

Mr. Gillen, and Shadow's Bones, from

the League's Club Library, completed

the program.

Milwaukee ballots New officers

for 1940 have

been announced by the Amateur Movie

Society of Milwaukee, as follows: Eu-

gene H. Millmann. president: Lauren
Meyers, first vicepresident; Howard M.
Steller. second vicepresident: Carl Lie-

bert, treasurer: Parmelia M. Mills, sec-

retary. Members' films have been

screened recently for clinical analysis.

At Newburgh Walter Strohm.

guest speaker

from the Newburgh Camera Club, ad-

dressed a recent meeting of the New-
burgh (N. Y.) Amateur Cinema Club.

William R. Hutchinson. ACL. has been

reelected president, to be assisted by

Robert Kelly as secretary and Sterling

Mitchell as treasurer.

Subjects for St. Paul interior
Lighting,

discussed and demonstrated by a repre-

sentative of the General Electric Com-
pany, and Home Title Making, illus-

trated with the club owned Besbee Uni-
versal Titler, were topics featured at a
late meeting of the St. Paul Amateur
Movie Makers' Club. Members' films

screened recently include Norivay Trav-
elog, by Arnold Elvrum; Postal Clerks
Convention in Houston, by Howard
Hanson. ACL ; World's Fair, by William
Park: Four Hours to Fill and Farewell
To Pants Buttons, by Kenneth Hezzel-

wood, ACL.

Los Angeles looks Award win-
ning films

from an annual contest and other reels

by members were featured at late meet-

ings of the Los Angeles Cinema Club,

in California. These were Mexico, by
Mildred Zimmerman; Weather Moods,
by Guy Nelli, ACL; Our Dog Lucky, by
Frank Skeele; Treasure Island, by
Earle Memory; Let 'Er Buck and Saga
of the Timber, by Roy Gerstenkorn;

Yellowstone, by William Hight ; Glacier

National Park, by William S. Yale;

Noted Personalities, by J. C. Milligan;

Homes of Celebrities in Miami, by
Harry Parker.

Fourth in Minneapolis Marking
their

fourth year of activity, members of the

Minneapolis Cine Club met recently at

the Covered Wagon restaurant for a

birthday dinner party. Carroll David-

son, ACL. club historian, gave a resume
of the group's progress and contributed

to the evening's screen program, to-

gether with Falconer Thomas and Paul

Frantzich. The club's executive com-
mittee has voted to set up an annual

award, to be given to the best filmer

of each year on the occasion of the

club's regular spring show.

Contest for Buffalo Members of

the Niagara

Cinema League, ACL, will compete in

that group's first annual contest for

8mm. and 16mm. films in a competition

to be concluded at their March meet-

ing. First and second awards will be

made in each group. Late program fea-

tures have included a travel film of

Africa, by Miss F. G. Addison, and a

talk on fluorescent lighting, by J. Lar-

kin. This Buffalo group has moved re-

cently to new quarters in the Roosevelt

Room of the Buffalo Museum of Natu-

ral Science, where meetings are held

monthly on third Thursdays.

AllentOWn's first Concluding its

first year of ac-

tivity with fifty five members, the Allen-

town Y.M.C.A. Cinema Club will gather

at the Elks Club early in March for the

group's first annual banquet. A return

screening of Canadian Rockies Holiday,

by Hamilton H. Jones. ACL. now in the

service of Canadian National Railways,

will be the highlight of the dinner pro-

gram. Officers for 1940 are Arthur
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Heydt, ACL, president; Nelson Meitz-

ler, vicepresident; A. Zettlemoyer,

ACL, treasurer; Aral M. Hollenbach,

secretary.

Ottawa elects From Illinois

comes an a n -

nouncement by the Ottawa Cinema

Club, ACL, of new officers for 1940, as

follows: V. W. Dougherty, president;

Harry Funk, vicepresident; Charles F.

Grover, ACL, secretary and treasurer.

A historical film of the region, accom-

panied by a narrative recorded on disc,

was completed by the club during its

first year of activity.

CitV filming Members of the
7 &

Rochester (N. Y.)

Amateur Movie Club, ACL, will be busy

in 1940 on the production of A Day in

Rochester, planned as a publicity docu-

ment. New officers include Harry

Folker. president; Clair Morey, vice-

president; Raymond Jacobs, secretary;

Donald Paxson, ACL, treasurer; Mi-

chael Vastola, custodian. The club is

affiliated with the Rochester Hobby

Council and meets twice monthly at the

city's Museum of Arts and Science.

Contest in Philly Faced with

the largest

number of entries in the history of its

annual club contests, the Philadelphia

Cinema Club was forced to make six

awards in the judging of its latest com-

petition. These were given, in order of

excellence, to the following: A. L. O.

Rasch, for Tally Ho ; Neil L. MacMor-

ris, for Bermuda; Leon M. Bardfeld.

ACL, for Still of the Night; Harold C.

Moock, for Valley Forge; V. E. Wood-

cock, ACL, for Westward; Robert R.

Henderson, ACL, for Charleston Gar-

dens. All place winners were made on

16mm. film and all were in color.

News of the industry
[Continued from page 124]

had with pin backs or with the ''sanded

back" for use with rubber cement. A
number of styles and sizes are avail-

able. Prices range from $5.50 to $6.50

a set. Panel backgrounds of different

colors may be purchased from $1.00 to

$2.00. Individual letters range from four

to fifteen cents each. The New York
representatives, Bransby and Hewitt,

1600 Broadway, have these new sets on

display and will gladly send illustrated

literature on application.

Castle aquatics The latest Castle

subject, Swim-
ming and Diving Aces, released in

16mm., sound and silent, and 8mm..

silent, is a new sports release of uni-

versal appeal. This subject not only

depicts graceful examples of the best

form in swimming and diving, but also

analyzes many outstanding features of

141

the art by means of slow motion shots.

The new film is sold at regular Castle

prices: fifty foot, 8mm., $1.75; 180 foot,

8mm., $5.50; 100 foot, 16mm., $3.50;

360 foot, 16mm., $8.75; 350 foot, 16mm.

sound on film, $17.50.

New title board Complete with a

font of movable

metal letters, the new small title back-

ground offered by the Besbee Products

Corporation, Trenton, N. J., will appeal

particularly to users of small title mak-

ing frames. The letters are cast, with

sharp outlines, and are one quarter inch

in height. The non reflecting black back-

ground has attachment hooks which en-

able it to be used on the easel of any

small titler. Further information may
be had from the manufacturer. An-

nouncement is also made of a price re-

duction on the following important Bes-

bee products: Universal Title Maker,

Title Illuminator, Pro-Trik Title Frame

and Effectograph. now selling for

$12.50, $5.50. $14.50 and $10.50 respec-

tively. This is coincidental with an en-

largement of manufacturing facilities.

Coated lenses The special, ex-

tremely thin film

coating to increase the light transmis-

sion of lenses, recently developed, has

been given commercial application by

Bausch & Lomb Company, Rochester,

N. Y. The process has been applied to

projection lens surfaces for theatrical

use and is said to increase the screen

illumination by fifteen to forty percent,

depending on the type of lens used.

Duraline ^ new §rouP °f c°l° r ni_

ters, with mounts to fit

most movie and still cameras, is offered

by Harrison & Harrison. Optical Engi-

neers, 8351 Santa Monica Boulevard.

Hollywood, Calif. The new filter set

contains four usable filters for panchro-

matic films: No. 1 Orange, No. 4 Green,

No. 6 Yellow and No. 4G Light Yellow.

The filter mounts and their holder are

of polished aluminum. A snap on sun-

shade is also available in this finish.

Filters so mounted are called Duraline

and are offered, complete with accesso-

ries, in a leather pocket case. Complete

sets range in price from $6.00 to $11.00.

B & H news An interesting addi-

tion to the Filmo-

sound service of the Bell & Howell Com-

pany, 1801 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago,

is the institution of a new advance test

and inspection of all tubes used in

amplifiers. Such tubes will be identified

by a specially marked B & H shield.

The new 1940 edition of the Filmo-

sound Library Catalog, recently issued,

has ninety two pages, which list a great

variety of substandard sound film sub-

jects, both of entertainment and educa-

tional value. All subjects are fully de-

scribed so that the prospective user may

LIKE A FAITHFUL MIRROR
THAT DOES NOT DISTORT

t^aven -~)ccreend
reflect every detail of your film with truly

remarkable fidelity. Scientifically designed
and painstakingly constructed of carefully
tested materials. Raven Screens give a maxi-
mum brilliance and detail and are preferred
by a constantly growing number of critical

movie makers—amateurs and professionals
alike. Raven Screens, available in a variety
of styles, sizes and materials, are adapted for
every requirement of space, usage and the
particular demands of modern color photog-
raphy.

Investigate the superiority of
Raven Screens at your local
dealer's or send for folder Jf .'

f .

Raven Screen Corporation, 314 East 35th Street, New York

^AVEN^ySCREENJT]

PASADENA ROSE PARADE
A Beautiful Subject in Full Color. 200 ft.,

16mm. Kodachrome S 30
also

"REDWOOD SAGA"
Romantic Redwood Lumbering Industry
(B & W) 400 ft. 16mm., $24; 800 ft., $48

GUY D. HASELTON
7936 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.

Why use anything else when

TITLES BY PARK CINE
cost no more than ordinary titles

CATALOG FREE ON REQUEST

PARK CINE LABORATORY
120 West 41st Street New York, N. Y.

on your film makes
your pictures flicker

on the screen.OIL
>tfttff

vap.Qlrate
prevents oil absorption and

permanent oil stains

IfA I ^ eye straining punishment from

fit VII I
SCRATCHES. SPOTS and

fit U I tJ STAINS. Looking at your pic-

tures should be a pleasure for you and your

friends.

Fraction-of- Nationwide
a-cent-per- • facilities through
foot-cost. your dealer.

Better Photo Fin
VapOrate protecti

negative

shers
on fo

offer
r still

VAPORATE CO.. INC.

130 W. 46th St.

New York 716 No. La Brea
Hollywood
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An international list of the dealers and agents who carry this magazine—VISIT THEM1

UNITED STATES
ALABAMA

Montgomery: Klein & Son.

ARIZONA
Phoenix: Sam's Cigrar Store, 127 N. 1st Aye.
Tucson: T. Ed. Litt, Cor. Congress & Stone.
Martin Drug Co., Congress & Church Sts.

ARKANSAS
Little Rock: Jungkind Photo Supply Co., 114

W. Fourth St.

CALIFORNIA
Alhambra: Alhambra Camera Shop, 127 W. Main

St.

Bakersfield: Edward's Camera Exchange, 1609
19th St.

Berkeley: Berkeley Commercial Photo Co., 2515
Bancroft Way.

Bbvbrly Hills: Beverly Hills Camera Shop, 417
N. Beverly Drive.

Bishop: Phillips Camera House, 336 N. Main St.

Burbank: Glenn's Camera Shop, 3910 S. Olive St.

Burlingamb: Camera Photo Service, 341 Primrose
Rd.

El Monte: Anderson Photo Service, 304 W. Val-
ley Blvd.

Fresno: Laval Co., Inc., 314 N. Van Ness Ave.
Potter Drug Co., 1102 Fulton St.

Stillman Drug Co., 2001 Van Ness Blvd.
Glbndalb: Glenar Studio, 209 E. Broadway.

A. L. Kirkhuff Camera & Movie Supply Co., 125
S. Brand Blvd.

Precision Photo Service, 710 N. Glendale Ave.
Grass Vallby: Maurice Photographic & Camera

Shop, 107 Mill St.

Hollywood: Hollywood Camera Exchange, Ltd.,
1600 N. Cahuenga Blvd.

Thelan's Camera Center, 6731 Hollywood Blvd.
Universal News Agency, 1655 N. Las Palmas.
World News Service, 1660 Cahuenga Ave.

Inglewood: Advance Camera Shop, 707 So.
Lalirea St.

Long Beach: Camera Supply Co., 126 E. Third St.

May's Camera Shop, 123 E. Fourth St.

Ward-Wier Photo Shop, 126 Pine Ave.
Winstead Bros., Inc., 244 Pine Ave.

Los Angeles: George F. Adair Co., 306 \V. Wash-
ington Blvd.

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY CO.. INC., 1053
South Olive St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 643 S. Hill St.

John R. Gordon, 1129 S. Mariposa Ave.
Home Movie Library & Equipment Co., Inc.,

713 S. Hill St.

T. Iwata Art Store, 256 E. First St.

Earl V. Lewis Co., 226 W. Fourth St.

Los Angeles Camera Exchange, 1037 S. Olive
St.

Martindale's Book Store, 531054 Wilshire Blvd.
Matus Camera Supply Co., 5208 Wilshire Blvd.
Monarch Photo Co., Inc., 1800 W. Pico St.

Peterson's Camera Exchange, 356 S. Broadway.
Victor Animatogrraph Corp., 829 S. Flower St.

Winter, Inc., 529 W. Sixtli St.

Modesto: Shoob's Camera Shop, 1024 Tenth St.

Monterey: McKay Photo Service, 470 Alvarado
St.

Napa: Levinsons Pharmacy, 948 Main St.

Oakland: Camera Corner, 431-14th St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1918 Broadway.
Oakland Camera Exchange. 376 - 14th St.

Vert Camera Store, 5351 Foothill Blvd.
Pasadena: Flag Studio, 59 E. Colorado St.

Sumner's, 327 E. Green St.

Petaluma: Rex Hardware Co., Photographic
Dept., S. Main St.

Pomona: Frashers, Inc., 151 E. Second St.
Riverside: F. W. Twogood, 3700 Main St.

Sacramento: Grey Pharmacv. 401 K St.

McCurry Photo Service, 731 Eye St.
Frank McDougal, 1017 - 10th St.

Douglas Osborn, 1207 K St.

Salinas: Anderson's Electric Shop, 342 Main St.

San Bernardino: Arrowhead Camera Shop, 610
Third St.

San Diego: Bunnell Photo Shop, 1033 Sixth Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 419 Broadway.
Frank and Ben News Stand, 1031 - Sixth Ave.
Harold E. Lutes, 958 Fifth St.

Milow Pharmacy, El Cajon Blvd. at 40th St.

San Francisco: Camera Shop, 137 Kearny St.

Colortone Productions Co., 681 Market St.

Duhem Motion Picture Mfg. Co., 135 Hayes St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 216 Post St.

Hirsch & Kaye, 239 Grant Ave.
Jenkel-Davidson Optical Co.. 366 Post St.

Kaufmann's Camera Mart, 356 Sutter St.
Loeber's, 70 Post St.

San Francisco Camera Exchange, 88 Third St.

Schwabacher Frey Co., 735 Market St.

Sherman, Clay & Co., Kearny and Sutter Sts.

T. H. Wilton Co., 11 First St.

San Jose: Camera Shop, 240 S. First St.

Webb's Photo Supply Store, 66 S. First St.

San Pedro: Sunset Photo and Gift Shop, 825
Pacific Ave.

San Rafael: Camera Center, 737 Fourth St.

Santa Ana: J S A Camera Supply, 411 N. Main
St.

Murane's, 323 N. Broadway .

Santa Barbara: Fred. G. Anderson Photo Service,
1131 State St.

Santa Monica: W. W. Martindale, 206 Santa
Monica Blvd.

South Gate: Hollywoodland Studios, 9320 Cali-
fornia Ave.

Stockton: Logan Studios. 20 N. San Joaquin St.

Nathan Reiman. 528 E. Main St.

Vallejo: Corbin Photo Supply, 717 Marin St.

COLORADO
Colorado Springs: Shewmaker's Camera Shop, 30

N. Tejon St.

Denver: Akin & Bagshaw, Inc., 1425 Williams
St.

Denver Dry Goods Co., 16th and California Sts.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 626 - 16th St.
Haanstad's Camera Shop, 404 - 16th St.

Home Movie Sales Agency, 259 S. Corona St.

The May Co., 16th St Champa Sts.

Mile High Photo Co., 320 - 17th St.
Rocky Mountain Booking Co.

t
Symes Bldg.

Yale Camera Exchange, 1528 Stout St.

Gunnison: Little Art Studio, 247 N. Main St.

Montrose: Anderson Drug Co., 418 Main St.

Pueblo: Camera-Craft Shop, 503 Court St.

Sterling: Fortner Camera Supply Co., 118 N.
Third St. ill

CONNECTICUT
Bridgeport: Franks Photo Service, 943 E. Main

St.

Fritz & Hawley, Inc., 1030 Main St.
Harvey & Lewis Co., 1148 Main St.
Reid & Todd, Inc., 1054 Main St.
Miller Ross, 909 Main St.

Bristol: Lee E. Paulmann, 252 Main St.

Danbury: Heim's Music Store, Inc., 221 Main St.

Sturdevant's Photo Shop, 278 Main St.
Greenwich: Leon Deran Studio, 161 Greenwich

Ave.
Hartford: Alderman Drug Co., 759 Main St.

Harvey & Lewis Co., S52 Main St.
Hebert Studios, Inc., 55 Allyn St.

D. G. Stoughton Co., 255 S. Whitney St.

Watkins Bros., Inc., 241 Asylum St.

Meridbn: Broderick & Curtin, 42 E. Main St.

Middletown: F. B. Fountain Co., Inc., 483
Main St.

New Haven: Fritz S: Hawley, Inc., 816 Chapel St.

Kaye's Kamera Shop, 160 Temple St.

Modern Theatre Equipment Corp., 133 Meadow
St.

Mongillo's, 193 Church St.

Norwich: Cranston Co., 25-29 Broadway.
Stamford: Leon Deran Studio, 32 Park Row.
Torrington: Flieg & Newbury, 45 Water St.

Waterbury: Curtis Art Co., 65 W. Main St.

Wilhelm, Inc., 139 W. Main St.

DELAWARE
Wilmington: Frost Store, 915 Shipley St.

Milton H. Hill, Inc., 922 Shipley St.

Wilmington Camera Shop, Inc., 405 Delaware
Ave.

Wilmington Elec. Spec. Co., Inc., 405 Delaware
Ave.

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Washington: Paul L. Brand, 816 Connecticut

Ave., N.
Brenner Photo Co., 943 Penn. Ave., N. W.
Byron's, Inc., Keith Theatre Bldg., 62S-15th

St., N. W.
Capital Camera Exchange, 1003 Pennsylvania

Ave., N. W.
Columbia Photo Supply Co., Inc., 1424 New York

Ave., N. W.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 607 - 14th St.,

N. W.
Fuller & d'Albert, Inc., 815 - 10th St., N. W.
Harris Photo Supplies, 919-15th St., N. W.
Ritz Camera Centers, 1112 G St., N. W.
Robbin's, National Press Bldg., 529 - 14th St.,

N. W., opposite Willard Hotel.
Charles Schwartz & Son, 708 Seventh St., N. W.
Sommer's Camera Exchange, 1410 New York

Ave., N. W.
Sun Camera Exchange, 938 F St., N. W.

FLORIDA
Fort Lauderdale: Hyde Photo Supply Co., 616

E. Las Olas Blvd.
Fort Myers: Heitman-Evans Co., P. O. Box 69.

Jacksonville: C. H. Brown Co., 118 W. Bay St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 129 W. Adams St.

Miami: Tropical Camera Stores, 123 Second St.,

N. E.
Miami Beach: Studio Shop, 1448 Alton Rd.
Panama City: Cog-burn Jewelry Co.
Pensacola: Rox Stationery Co., 10 S. Palafox St.

St. Petersburg: Robison's Camera Shop, 410
Central Ave.

Strand Camera Shop, 9 Second St., N.
Tampa: Burgert Bros., Inc., 608 Madison St.

The Camera Center, 310 Twiggs St.

Tampa Art Supply Co., 516 Tampa St.

H. S. Wurtele Photo Service, 104 E. Cass St.

GEORGIA
Atlanta: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 183 Peach-

tree St.

Macon: J. B. Coke Co., 161 Cotton Ave.

IDAHO
Boise: Ballou-Latimer Co., Idaho at 9th St.

Williams' Photo Service, 1007 Main St.

Nampa: Vic Stolle Drug Co.
Pocatello: Cook Drug Co.. 333 W. Center St.

ILLINOIS
Berwyn: Colonial Camera Shop, 6906-8 Windsor

Ave.
Imperial Camera Shop, 6208 Cermak Rd.

Bloomington: Hawkins Studio, 214 W. Washing-
ton St.

Chicago: BASS CAMERA CO.. INC., 179 W.
Madison St.

Central Camera Co., 230 S. Wabash Ave.
Chicago Camera Co., 2324 S. Michigan Ave.
Aimer Coe & Co., 78 E. Jackson Blvd.

18 S. La Salle St.

105 N. Wabash Ave.
Conway Camera Co., 34 N. Clark St.

DeHaan Camera Co., 6520 S. Halsted St.

I. Dobkin Photo Supplies, 339 S. Crawford.
Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 133 N. Wabash

Ave.
The Fair, Dept. 93, State, Adams & Dearborn

Sts.

Marshall Field Si Co., Section 59, State & Wash-
ington.

Ideal Pictures Corp., 28 E. Eighth St.

La Salle Camera Co.. 133 W. Jackson Blvd
Lafayette Camera Division of Radio Wire Tele-

vision, Inc., 901 W. Jackson Blvd.
Movie Supply Co., 1318 S. Wabash Ave.
Norman-Willets Co., 318 W. Washington St.

Seamans Camera House, 1940 E. 71st St.

Union News Co., 37 W. Monroe St.

Wolk Camera Co., 335 S. Dearborn St.

Cicero: Joray Camera Stores, 6019 Cermak Rd., W.
Decatur: Haines & Essick Co., 122 E. William St.

Pfile's Camera Shop, 100 E. Prairie St.

Evanston: Aimer Coe & Co., 1645 Onington Ave.

Jacobs & Jensen, Inc., 1724 Sherman Ave.
Freeport: Emmert Drug Co., 15 W. Stephenson

St.

Galesburg: Illinois Camera Shop, 84 S. Prairie

St.

Jerseyville: T. W. Kirby & Son, 104 S. State St.

Joliet: Douglass-Edwards Camera Shop, 205-207

Western Ave.
Kankakee: Bert Miller Music Co., 118 N. Schuy-

ler Ave.
Moline: Seaholms, 423-15th St.

Oak Park: Jacobs & Jensen, Inc., 1009 Lake St.

Ottawa: Corbus Drug Co.. 709 La Salle St.

Peoria: Rex Studio, 329 S. Adams St.

C. L. Venard Studio, 702 S. Adams St.

Quincy: Quincy Photo, 614 Hampshire St.

Rock Island: Rocklan Movie Sales, 38-40 Stat«

Bank Bldg.
Rockford: Camera Craft Shoppe, 114 W. State

St.

Johnson Photo Shop, 316 E. State St.

Arthur G. Lundgren, 419 Seventh St.

Springfield: Camera Shop, 320 S. 5th St.

Streator: Barnum's Drug Store, 102 N. Bloom-
ington St.

INDIANA
Evansville: Smith & Butterfield, 310 Main St.

Fort Wayne: Howard Co., Inc., 112 W. Wayin
St.

Sunny Schick, 407 W. Washington Blvd.
Frankfort: A. G. Chittick, 206 E. Walnut St.

Gary: Gary Office Equipment Co., 25 W. Sixth
Ave.

Hammond: The Colonial, 437 State St.

Indianapolis: R. B. Annis Co., 1505-7 E. Michi-
gan St.

L. S. Ayres & Co., Dept. 290, 1 W. Washington
St.

Wm. H. Block Co., N. Illinois St.

Indiana Theatre Magazine & News Shop, 134

W. Washington St.

H. Lieber Co., 24 W. Washington St.

La Fayette: Foster Shop, 109 N. Fourth St.

Hinea's, 634 Main St.

Marion: Movie Shop, 309 J^ S. Adams St.

New Albany: Petery-Hedden Printing Co., 133

Spring St.

South Bend: Ault Camera Shops, Inc., 122 S.

Main St.

309 S. Michigan St.

Schilling's, Inc., 329 S. Lafayette Blvd.

Tbrre Haute: Overfelt Camera Shop, 604 Wabash
Ave.

IOWA
Ames: Reynolds & Iversen, 238 Main St.

Burlington: Sutter Drug Co., Third and Jeffer-

son Sts.

Clinton: Beil Studio & Supply House, 200 S. Sec-

ond St.

Davenport: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 318
Brady St.

Carl Holmes Co., 1101 W. Fourth St.

Des Moines: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 808
Locust St.

Dubuque: Eldon Imhoff, 456 N. Booth St.

Iowa City: Rexall & Kodak Store, 124 E. Col-

lege St.

Mason City: Decker Bros., 209 N. Federal Ave.

Kayenay Camera Store, 14 First St., S. E.

Sioux City: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 608

Pierce St.

Waterloo: Mack's Photo Shop, 615 Commercial
St.

Walden Photos, 223 W. Fourth St.

KANSAS
Hutchinson: Anderson Studio, 318 N. Main St.

Lawrence: Hixon Photo Service, 721 Massachu-
setts St.

Salina: Raplee's Jewelry Store, 149 N. Santa Fe.

Phil Rose, Jeweler, 114 W. Iron Ave.
Topeka: Hall Stationery Co., 623 Kansas Ave.

Karl's, 310= Huntnon St.

(Continued on -page 144)

Dealers Listed in Black Face Italics Are Display Advertisers in Movie Makers
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know the details in advance. All films

are completely indexed and classified.

Owners of 16mm. sound equipment may
receive the new catalog without charge

by writing to the Bell & Howell Com-

pany and specifying details of the appa-

ratus they own.

A new time and motion study aid, for

attachment to any Filmo 70 camera,

has been developed. It is a specially

calibrated speed dial which enables the

user to operate the camera at speeds of

500 to 4000 frames a minute. For visual

analysis of films made under these con-

ditions, Bell & Howell provides a spe-

cial frame counter and hand crank,

which may be quickly attached to any

8 or 16mm. Filmo projector. This en-

ables the operator to view successive

frames for motion analysis.

Filmoleen, the new B & H liquid film

cleaner, is recommended for Koda-

chrome as well as for black and white

film.

A clever display, which features the

B & H 8mm. projector in continuous

action, has recently been offered to

dealers. The display incorporates a pro-

jector which is actually running and
which shows a continuous movie on a

nine inch screen. This effect is pro-

duced by the use of an endless film

loop, cleverly concealed by the design

of the cutout.

A new B & H camera instruction

book includes the remark, "After all,

we made the camera, so first try our

way of using it," which would seem to

be a wise precaution for any camera be-

ginner.

New educational Films, Inc., 330

West 42nd
Street, New York, offers Conquest of

the Air, a new film with voice narration

and musical accompaniment, which de-

picts the science and history of aviation.

This is said to be the first example of

a new type of educational, documentary
16mm. sound motion picture. The sub-

ject is available on rental only, at

$10.00 a day.

Garrison releases A two ree1
'
Ac-

tual film, deal-

ing with conditions in the lead and zinc

mining area, has been released in

16mm. sound film by Garrison Films,

Inc., 1600 Broadway, New York City.

It is called Men and Dust.

New meter ^ new, compact and
efficient visual exposure

meter, specially adapted to movie work,

is offered by Mimosa American Cor-

poration, 485 Fifth Avenue, New York.

Called the Leudi Cinemeter, it is priced

at $2.15.

Hoffberg enlarged

sound features and short subjects. In

addition, a Chicago branch office soon

will be opened under the name, Mid
West Film Exchange, Inc., at 1325

South Wabash Avenue.

Timely film guide of sreat in

terest to movie

amateurs, as well as to all who follow

the advance of the cinema, is the new
1940 publication of Theatre Patrons,

of New Haven, Conn.. The Movies—and

the People Who Make Them. This con-

tinuing survey of current motion pic-

ture releases will include a monthly

listing of educational, industrial and

entertainment films, as well as a cumu-

lative index of sources, which will be

issued semi annually.

A regular monthly feature is made up

of special articles on visual education.

In addition, this loose leaf publication

offers weekly surveys, commentaries on

theatrical motion pictures and related

material. Subscribers will receive a

permanent binder of durable design, in

which the loose leaf material may be

inserted for constant reference. The
price for this service is $5.00 a year.

Stolen 0n December 23, 1939, there

was reported stolen from a

parked automobile, in New York City,

the following cine and associated ma-
terial: one 800 foot, 16mm. Kodachrome
film of tropical scenes, etc., one box
containing forty colored slides of tropi-

cal subjects and butterflies, fifteen

small slides of butterflies, also manu-
scripts, papers and books on butterflies.

This material is the property of Andrey
Avinoff, Shenley Apartments, Forbes

Street, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Color ScOUt Thomas H. Curtis Lab-

oratories, of Hunting-

ton Park, Calif., announce a new color

camera of compact design which will

make three color separation negatives

of two and one quarter by three and one

quarter inches. The three negatives are

made by the use of two mirrors only, and
the compact size and precision qualities

of the instrument will attract wide inter-

est. Goerz lenses are used.

Reflectionless A microscopically

thin film for coat-

ing glass, which eliminates surface re-

flection, recently has been developed by
two independent research organizations.

If this process is found effective in elim-

inating or even reducing interior re-

flections from the surfaces of lens ele-

ments, another definite advance in pho-

tography will result.

Hoffberg Pro-

ductions. Inc.,

1600 Broadway, New York, recently has

enlarged its facilities for handling

GOERZ
REFLEX FOCUSER

—Patented

—

A BOON to 16mm Movie Camera users-
eliminates PARALLAX between finder and
lens—provides full-size groundglass image
magnified 10 times.

Goerc Hypar lenses 3" and up allow full

range of distance scale. Other lenses of

longer focus require special fitting. Also

useful as extension tube for shorter focus
lenses for close-ups.

Extensively used In shooting surgical oper-
ations, small animal life, etc.

PARALLAX—FREE
GOERZ DIRECT FOCUSER

and FIELD FINDER
for the same purpose, for Filmo 121

and Simplex-Pockette, magnifies 4

and 8x.

For detailed information address

Dept. MM-3

C.P.GOERZAMERICAN OPTICALCq
317 EAST 34™ ST. NEW>ORKCITy

Perfect Titles with Metal Letters

of

the

most

beautiful

Capital

and
Lower
Case

Letters

Made

t'' METAL Letters

L EASY

Complete sets in wood case (U. S. Price) 222 pes. $7.16;

126 caps only $4.28.

ADD CHARM AND INTEREST TO YOUR FILMS
Specify white or black letters

H.W.KNIGHT&SON,INC.,SenecaFalls,N.Y.

The
Personal
Attention

Store

Genuine bargains
Send for Complete List—The fol-

lowing are typical,

Used Filmo 70DA Latest List

Model F 3.5 Focusing Price
Mount Lens with Carry-
ing Case $224.50

Used Filmo 121 Magazine
Type F 3.5 67.50

Used Simplex Magazine
Type F 1.9 109.50

Used Magazine Cine-Kodak
F 1.9 117.50

Used Weston Meter Model
617 Type 2 with Case

RABSONS CAMERA
III West 52nd Street (near Radi

New York Telephone C Ire 1

1

SALE
PRICE
$1 IO.OO

35.OO

49.50

82.50

6.75

SHOP
o City)

i 7-0070
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Wichita: Lawrence Phoio Supply Co., 149 N.
Broadway,

Stevensons News Stand. 125 N. Market St.

KENTUCKY
Covington: Home Movie Camera Exchange, 15 VV.

Sixth St.

Lexington: W. W. Still, 129 W. Short St.

Louisville: W. D. Gatchel St Sons, 431 W. Wal-
nut St.

Kentucky Camera & Supply Co., 301 W. Wal-
nut St.

Spalding-Bourne & Bond, Inc., 449 S. Fourth
Ave.

Sutcliffe Co., 225-227 S. Fourth Are.
LOUISIANA

Baton Rouge: J. G. Ewing St Sons, 262 Loers
Lane.

New Orleans: Bennett's Photo Service, Inc., 320
Baronne St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 213 Baronne St.

Katz & Besthoff, Ltd., Camera Center, 1011
Canal St.

Rolay Newsstand, 107 Royal St.

Shreveport: Dee's Photo Supply Co., Inc., 420
Market.

MAINE
Bangor: Fowler Drug Co., 104 Main St.

Ellsworth: Clark, t lie Primer, 360 Water St.

Portland: Bicknell Photo Service, Inc., 15 Preble
St.

MARYLAND
Baltimore: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 309 N.

Charles St.

Folkemer Photo Service. 2814 Rayner Ave.
Lewy Movie Service, 853 N. Eutaw St., at

Hiddle.
Ritz Camera Centers, 26 W. Lexington St.

Stark-Films, 529 N. Howard St.

Zepp Photo Supply Co.. 3044 Greenmount Ave.
Frederick: Brish Bros., 206 W. Patrick St.

Hagerstown: R. M. Hays and Bros., inc., 28-30
W. Washington St.

Raup Camera Center, Hotel Alexander Bldg.

MASSACHUSETTS
Adams: Smith Studio, 32 Park St.

Boston: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 38 Brom-
field St.

Hotel Statler.

Ralph Harris Co., 47 Bromfield St.
Iver Johnson Sporting Goods Co., 155 Washing-

ton St.

Frank Lane & Co., 5 Little Bldg.
Andrew J. Lloyd Co., 300 Washington St.
Montgomery-Frost Co., 40 Bromfield St.
Pathescope Co. of the N. E., Inc., 438 Stuart

St., cor. Trinity PL
Pinkham & Smith Co., 15 Bromfield St.

292-294 Boylston St.

Stephan Eros. Presentations, 64 Harvard St.
\ istial Education Service, 131 Clarendon St.
Wholesome Film Service, Inc., 48 Melrose St.

Bkaintree: Alves Photo Finishing Service, 14
Slorrs Ave.

Brockton: Iris Pharmacy, 238 Main St.
Cambridge: E M F Camera Exchange, 428 Massa-

chusetts Ave.
Claus Gelotte, Inc., 1290 Massachusetts Ave.,
Harvard Sq.

Chelsba: Camera Centre, 443 Broadway.
Holvoke: Guenlher's, 359 Main St.

Orlen Radio & Electric. Inc., 363 High St.

Lowbll: Bnn Marche Dry Goods Co., Camera Dept.
Nbedham: Kinne's Pharmacy, Inc., 970 Gt. Plain

Ave.
New Bedford: Converse Photographic Supply Co ,

10-12 N. Sixth St.
Newton Centre: Atwood's Camera Shops, 46

Langley Rd.
Nbwtonville: Atwood's Camera Shops, 279 Wal-

nut St.

Pittsfield: E. C. Kilian, 411 North St.
Salem: Cameracraft Shop, 28 Central St.
North Shore Movie Service, 418 Lafayette St.

Somerville: John H. Derby, Inc., 3 Studio Bldg.,
Davis Sq.

Southbridgb: Hartwell Pharmacy, Cor. Main &
Central Sts.

Springfihld: J. E. Cheney St Staff, Inc., 301
Bridge St.

T. F. dishing, 349 Worthington St.

Harvey & Lewis Co., 1503 Main St.

Westfield: North Side Pharmacy, 34 N. Elm St.

Worcester: Buffington's, Inc., 300 Main St.

J. C. Freeman & Co., 376 Main St.

Harvey & Lewis Co., 513 Main St.

Livingston Photographic Laboratories, 80 Frank-
lin St.

L. B. Wlieaton, Inc., 368 Main St.

Worcester Photo Shop, 17 Main St.

MICHIGAN
Ann Arbor: Calkins-Fletcher Drug Co., 324 S.

State St.

Battle Creek: Camera Craft Shop, 29 Capital
Ave., N. E.

Stevenson Camera Shop. 26 W. Michigan Ave.
Bay City: Bay City Hardware Co., 1009-15 Sagi-

naw St.

Detroit: Camera Crafters, 6 Penobscot Bldg.
Camera Shop of the Metropolitan Motion Pic-

ture Co., 121 Fisher Bldg.
Concourse Camera Shop, Inc., The Concourse,

General Motors Bldg.
Crowley, Milner & Co., Dept. 124.
Detroit Camera Shop, 325 State St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1563 Woodward
Ave.

Eric Fromm, Inc., 13975 Woodward Ave.
J. L. Hudson Co., Dept. 290.

Ernst Kern Co., Woodward at Gratiot.

Kluge's Camera Shop, 16491 Woodward Ave.
(Highland Park).

Silhouette Camera Shop. 11862 Grand River Ave.
Fenton: Tamlyn, the Camera Man, 103 N. Leroy

St.

Flint: Flint Camera Shop, 127 E. Second St.

Gardner's Photo Service, 1425 Detroit St.

Middleton's, 360 Jefferson Ave.
Grand Rapids: Photo Service Shop, 1 Division

Ave., N
Jackson: Royal Film Service, 125 Michigan

Ave.. W.
Lansing: Hunter-Griffith Camera Shop, 429 E.

Michigan Ave.
Linn Camera Shop. Inc., 109 S. Washington Ave.

Monroe: McMillan Printing Co., 13 W. Front St.

Muskegon: Radium Photo Service, Inc., 367 W.
Western Ave.

Niles: Wm. Hansen Co., 227 Main St.

Saginaw: Heavenrich's, 301 Genesee.

MINNESOTA
Duluth: Eastman Kodak Stores Co., 3 W. Su-

perior St.

Hibbing: Lenz 'Drug Store, 307 Howard St.

Minneapolis: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 112
S. Fifth St.

Hennepin News Co., 600 Hennepin Ave.
Leigh, Inc., 113 S. Sixth St.

National Camera Exchange, 5 S. Fifth St.

Northern Photo Supply Co., 521 Second Ave.,
So.

St. Paul: Courtesy News Co., 389J4 Wabasha St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., Kodak Bldg., 91
E. Sixth St.

H. W. Fisher Photographic Supply Co., 381 Min-
nesota St.

E. B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 358 St. Peter St.

St. Marie Cigar & News Co.. Inc., 96 E. 5th St.

MISSISSIPPI
Greenwood: Braxton B. Provine, Jr., Bank of

Greenwood Bldg.
Jackson: Camera Supplies, Inc., 414 E. Capitol

St.

MISSOURI
Kansas Citv: Barnard's, 310 W. 47th St.

Calvin Co., 26th & Jefferson.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1010 Walnut St.

St. Joseph: Cook's Camera Shop, 110 N. Eighth
St.

Leonard's Camera Store, 122 S. Eighth St.

St. Louis: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1009
Olive St.

Erker Bros., 608 Olive St.

Famous-Barr Co., Camera Dept., Main Floor,
6th St Olive Sts.

Geo. D. Fisher Optical Co., 915 Locust St.

Foster Book Co., 410 Washington Ave.
Kay's Photo & Optical Co., 212 N. Seventh St.

W. Schiller & Co., 1109 Locust St.

Scruggs-Vandervoort-Barney, Inc., Dept. No.
551, Ninth to Tenth, Olive and Locust.

Sedalia: Camera Corner, 312 S. Ohio.
MONTANA

Bozeman: Alexander Art Co.
Butte: Al's Photo Shop, 42 N. Main St.

Dillon: Eliel Bros., Inc., 104-108 N. Montana St.

Great Falls: Model Pharmacy. 312 Central Ave.
Helena: Jorud Photo Shop. 320 N. Main St.

NEBRASKA
Grand Island: Leschinsky Studio. 109 E. Third St.

Hastings: Carl R. Matthiesen & Co., 725 W. Sec-
ond St.

Lincoln: J. G. Kretschmer Si Co., 116 S. 13th St.

Lawlor Sporting Goods Co., 1118 O St.

Omaha: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1618 Harney
St.

J. G. Kretschmer & Co.. 315 S. 17th St.

NEVADA
Reno: Skeels Drug Store, 2nd & Virginia Sts.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Claremont: Banister Studio, 10 Tremont St.

Nashua: Nashua Optical Co., 202 Main St.

Newport: K. E. Waldron, 1 A Main St.

NEW JERSEY
Atlantic City: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc.,

1735-37 Boardwalk.
Bayonne: Aberbach's, 478 Broadway.
Milton Mendelwager, 875 Boulevard.

Camden: Keystone Stationery Co.. 527 Market St.

Clifton: Clifton Camera Shop, 721 Main Ave.
East Orange: Anspach Bros., 533 Main St.

Photographic Center, 609 Central Ave.
Hackensack: Hobby House. Inc., 323 Main St.

Riger's Camera St Sport Shop, 291 Main St.

Jersey City: Hudson County Motion Picture
Exchange, 210 Armstrong Ave.

Levy's Sport Shop, 149 Monticello Ave.
Morristown : Ajemian Camera Shop, 18 Park PI.

New Brunswick: College Pharmacy, Inc., 47
Easton Ave.

Newark: Anspach Bros., 838 Broad St.

L. Bamberger & Co., Market St Halsey St.

Davega-City Radio, Inc., 60 Park PI.

L. Kaltman St Sons. Inc., 303-05 Washington St.

Lafayette Camera Division of Radio Wire Tele-
vision, Inc., 219 Central Ave.

New Jersey Photo Supply Co., 1238 Raymond
Blvd.

J. C. Reiss, 10 Hill St.

Schaetfer Co., Inc., 89 Halsey St.

Passaic: Rutblatt Sport Shop, Inc., 38 Lexington
Ave.

Paterson: M. S. M. Developing St Printing Co.,
156 Market St.

Princeton: Princeton University Store, On the
Campus.

Ridgewood: Aliian Studio, 15 W. Ridgewood Ave.
Trenton: Crosby Jewelers, 7 N. Broad St.

Dwyer Bros., 127 N. Broad St.

Photo Art Co.. Inc., 129 N. Warren St.

West Nbw York: Levy's, 693 Bergenline Ave.
NEW MEXICO

Santa Fe: Capital Pharmacy, Inc., "At the End
of the Santa Fe Trail."

NEW YORK
Albany: Albany Hardware St Iron Co., Broadway

at Arch St.

F. E. Colwell Co., Arcade Bldg., 13 James St.

Astoria: A. C. Camera Exchange, 34-01 Broad-

way.
Auburn: P. M. Herron Hardware Co., 34-36

Genesee St.

Babylon: Pickup St Brown, Inc., 63 Deer Park
Ave.

Batavia: Carlton M. Sleght, 67 Main St.

Binghamton: L. F. Hamlin, Inc., Photo Supply
Dept., 34 Court St.

Stickley's Photo Service, cor. Hawley and Car-

roll Sts.

Weeks St Dickinson, Inc., 39-41 Chenango St.

Brooklyn: Abraham St Straus, Inc., Dept. 290,
Fulton St Hoyt Sts.

Brody's Music Shop, 5660 Myrtle Ave.
Brooklyn Camera Exchange, 1469 Flatbush Ave.
Camera Center, 596 Grand St.

Camera Corner, Inc., 80 Willoughby St.

CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY, 1041 Jefferson

Ave.
Gerflex, Inc., 931 Flatbush Ave.
oeo. J. Mctadden, Inc., 202 Flatbush Ave.
F.. B. Meyrowitz. Inc., 255 Livingston St.

Roubian Camera Store, 115 Court St.

Visual Instruction Supply Corp., 1757 Broad-
way.

Buffalo: J. N. Adam & Co., 377-393 Main St.

J. F. Adams, Inc., 459 Washington St.

Hauser Bob, Inc., 11 W. Tupper St.

Buffalo Photo Material Co., 37 Niagara St.

Camera-Craft, Inc., 91 Allen St.

Chippewa News & Novelty Shop, 19 W. Chip-

pewa St.

Win. Hengerer Co., 405 Main St.

Lafayette Photo Supply Co., 12 Broadway.
United Projector St Film Corp., 228 Franklin

St.

Weed St Co.
Dunkirk: Knowlton's, 152 E. Fourth St.

Elmira: Loomis St Hall Camera Supplies, 364 N.
Main St.

Endicott: Stickley Photo Service, 3 Washington
Ave.

Flushing: Queens Camera Hospital, 41-06 Main St.

Hempstead: Agnew-Geisler, Inc.. 245 Fulton Ave.
Ithaca: Pen St Camera Shop, 202 N. Tioga St.

Jamaica: Jamaica Camera Store, 893 1 -1 61st St.

Queens Camera Exchange, 169-15 Hillside Ave.
Lafayette Camera Division of Radio Wire Tele-

vision, Inc., 90-08 166th St.

Jamestown: Lockwood's Store, Third St Cherry
Sts.

Mount Vernon: Photocraft, 4 Gramatan Ave.
New Rochelle: Camera Craft, 673 Main St.

New York City: Aladdin Camera Exchange, 4 E.
32nd St.

American News Co. and its Subsidiaries, 131

Varick St.

Bloomingdale's, Dept. 290, Lexington Ave. at

59th St.

Bronx Camera Exchange St Supply Co., 393 E.

149th St.

Camera House, Inc.. 728 Lexington Ave.
Camera Mart, Inc., 70 W. 45th St.

Camera Place, 812 Seventh Ave.
Center Photo Stores, 114 W. 49th St.

Cine Film Mart, 110 W. 34th St.

Abe Cohen's Camera Exchange, 142 Fulton St.

Wm. C. Cullen, Inc., 12 Maiden Lane.
Davega. Inc.. Ill E. 42nd St.

152 W. 42nd St.

Empire State Bldg.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 356 Madison Ave.

235 W. 23rd St.

745 Fifth Ave.
Mortimer H. Fogel, 118 Liberty St.

H. & D. Folsom Arms Co., 314 Broadway.

FORDHAM ELECTRIC CO., 2563 Webster
Ave.

Foto-Art, Inc., 49 Vanderbilt Ave.
Fntnshnp. Inc.. 136 W. 32nd St.

18 E. 42nd St.

Garden Camera Exchange, 317 W. 50th St.

Gillette Camera Stores, Inc., 117 Park Ave.
Goldsmith Bros., 77 Nassau St.

Grand Street Camera Exchange. 400 Grand St.

HARRIS HOME MOVIE LIBRARY, 322 W.
42nd St.

Haber & Fink, Inc., 16 Warren St.

Heins St Bolet Camera Exchange, 68 Cortlandt

St.

Henry Herbert, 483 Fifth Ave.
Charles H. Huesgen St Sons, 22 E. 42nd St.

Korn Photo Supply Corp., 801 Second Ave.

Lafayette Camera Division of Radio Wire Tele-

vision, Inc., 100 Sixth Ave.
Lugene. Inc., 600 Madison Ave.
Luma Camera Service. Inc., 340 W. 42nd St.

R. H. Macy St Co., Camera Dept., 34th St. &
Broadway.

MADISON MART, INC., 403 Madison Ave.

Medo Photo Supply Corp., 15 West 47th St.

Meta Photo Supply Co.. 126 Liberty St.

E B. Meyrowitz, Inc., 150 Broadway.
Henry Mielke, Inc., 242 E. 86th St.

Mogull Bros., 68 W. 48th St.

Motion Picture Camera Supply, Inc., 723 Seventh

Ave.
National Cinema Service., 71 Dey St.

New York Band Instrument Co., Inc., Ill E.

14th St.

New York Camera Exchange, 116 Fulton St.

Newman's Camera Exchange, 1192 Sixth Ave.
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PARK CINE LABORATORY, 120-122 W.
41st St.

Parker & Battersby, 46 W. 50th St.

Peerless Camera Stores, Inc., 128 E. 44th St.

Perm Camera Exchange, Inc., 126 \V. 32nd St.

RAB SONS, 111 W. 52nd St.

Snapshot Stores, Inc., 1U8 VV. 40th St.

75 Exchange PI.

Frank Tanham & Co., Inc., 3 Church St.

Terminal Camera Exchange, 50 Church St.

Times Bldg. News-Stand, Inc., Times Bldg.

United Camera Exchange, Inc., 76 Chambers St.

Universal Camera Exchange, 97 W. Broadway.
John Wanamaker, Inc., Section 156, Broadway

at 9th St.

IVILLOUGHBYS, 110 W. 32nd St.

World Film Enterprises, Film Center Bldg.,
630 Ninth Ave.

Nbwburgh : Baxter's West End Pharmacy, 486
Broadway.

Niagara Falls: Century Photo Co., 910 Main St.

Stines Drug Store, 2108 Main St.

Onhonta: City Drug Store, 149 Main St.

Peekskii.l: Peekskill Sport Center, Inc., 830
South St.

Pelhaii: Kolb & Crawford, 129 Wolf's Lane.
Port Washington: Beacon Photo Supply, 133

Main St.
Richmond Hill: Charles Art Photo Studio,

125-02 Liberty Ave.
Rochhster: Bourbon Film Library, 387 Magee

Ave.
Marks & Fuller, Inc., 44 East Ave.
Paine Drug Co., 28 E. Main St.

Sibley, Lindsay & Curr Co., Kodak Dept.
Smith-Surrey, Inc., 129 Clinton Ave., S.

Rome: DiU Photo Supply, 229 W. Dominick St.

Schenectady: J. T. and D. B. Lyon, 236 State St.

Sidney: Teed Studio, 10 Division St.

Syracuse: Francis Hendricks Co., Inc., 339 S.

Warren St.

Lindemer's, 443 S. Salina St.

Troy: Knowlsons, Inc., 350 Broadway.
Troy Camera Shop, 403 Broadway.

Utica : Frey's, 247 Genesee St.

Edwiu A. Hahn, 223-25 Columbia S\
Watertown: Robert L. Meade, 168 Sterling St.

Severance Studio, Y. W. C. A., Bldg.
White Plains: Camera-Craft, 147 E. Post Rd.
Yonkers: W. J. Dolega, 242 Nepperhan Ave.

NORTH CAROLINA
Charlotte: W. I. Van Ness & Co., 213 N. Tryon

St.
OHIO

Akron: Buckeye Cycle Co., 65 E. Mill St.

Metzger Photo Supply Co., 1091 S. Main St.

Metzger's Photo-Art Store, 39 E. Mill St.

News Exchange, 51 So. Main St.

Ohio Hobby Shop, 1055 E. Market St.

M. O'Neil Co., Dept. 19, S. Main St.

Pockrandt Photo Supply Co., 16 N. Howard St.

Canton: Camera Shop, Inc., 531 Market Ave., N.
Young's News Exchange, 310 W. Tusc.

Cincinnati: Ace Loan Co., 904 Vine St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 27 W. Fourth St.

H. & S. l'ogue Co., Dept. 81.

Huber Art Co., 124 Seventh St.. W.
Pathe's Camera Shop. 542 Main St.

L. M. Prince Co., 4 W. Fourth St.

Cleveland: Dodd Co., 1020 Huron Rd.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 806 Huron Rd.

1862 E. Sixth St.

915 Euclid Ave.
Escar Motion Picture Service, Inc., 7315 Car-

negie Ave.
Halle Bros. Co., Camera Dept., 1228 Euclid Are.
Higbee Co., Dept. 90, Public Square.

Home Movies Studio, Inc., 2019 Euclid Are.

Z. W. Koby Photo Supply Co., 3240 Superior

Ave. at E. 33rd St.

Lester Camera Co., 1758 E. 12th St.

Marshall Drug Co., W. Ninth S Lakeside Are.

Movie Makers Mart, 1771 E. 12th St.

Riede! Film Service, 2221 W. 67th St.

State Motion Picture Service, 1720 Euclid Ave.

Columiius: Capitol Camera Co., 7 E. Gay St.

Columbus Photo Supply, 62 E. Gay St.

Foeller's Photo Supply, 567 N. High St.

F. & R. Lazarus & Co., High & Town Sts.

Don McAlister Camera Co., 73 E. State St.

Dayton: Dayton Camera Shop, Inc., 1 Third St.

Arcade.
Malone Camera Shop, 830 N. Main St.

Rike-Kumler Co., Camera Shop.
Fremont: Geo. H. Grob—Camei \ Shop, 218 Jus-

tice St.

Kenton: Kenton Kamera Korner, 935 N. Detroit

St.

Lakewood: Lakewood Camera Shop, 15108 Detroit

Ave.
Lima: Acme Cine Service, 309 N. Elizabeth St.

Mack Camera Store, 124 W. Market St.-

Mansfield: lluell-Kraft Studios. 52 W. Third St.

Newark: Huth's Home Movies, 70 Fairfield Ave.
Portsmouth: V. E. Fowler, 824 Gallia St.

Salem: Photo Sales Service, 595 E. State St.

310 E. State St.
Steubbnville: Beall & Steele Drug Co., 424 Mar-

ket St.

Toledo: Franklin Printing & Engraving Co., 226-

236 Huron St.

Gross Photo Supply Co., 524 Madison Ave.
Sand Beach Consolidated Corp., Edison Bldg.
Snap Shot, 1031 Sylvania Ave.
Roy C. Start Drug Co., 1009 Sylvania Ave.
Toledo Camera Shop, 517 Madison Ave.

Warren: Garee Studio and Camera Shop, 274 N.
Park Ave.

Wooster: Snyder Studio Camera Shop, 251 E.

Liberty St.

Youngstown: Best Jewelry Co., 123 W. Federal
St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 7 Wick Ave.
Home & School Movies, 177 Benita Ave.
Stambaugh-Thompson Co.

Zanesville: Zulandt's Drug Store, Widney, cor.

Seventh & Main.

OKLAHOMA
Enid: Sanford-Frazier-Stunkle Drug Co., cor.

Monroe & Market Sts.

Oklahoma City': Camera Shoppe, 1404 N. W. 9th
St.

H. O. Davis, 522 N. Broadway.
Reeves Camera Store, Perrine Bldg. Lobby.
Veazey Drug Co., 135-7 W. Main St.

Tulsa: Camera Shoppe. Inc., 1213 S. Boulder Ave.
Alvin C. Krupnick Co., 1120 S. Boston Ave.
Rochester Supply Co., cor. 4th & Boston.

OREGON
Eugene: Dotson's Photo Shop, 111 E. 11th St.

Klamath Falls: Van's Camera Shop, 727 Main St.

Lakeview: Getty's Photo Studio, 536 G St., S.

Pendleton: Snelson's Camera Shop, 129 E. Alta St.

Portland: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 709 S. W.
Washington St.

Meier & Frank Co., Kodak Dept., Fifth, Sixth,

Morrison & Alder Sts.

Sandy's Camera Shop, Inc., 618 S. W. Broadway.
714 S. W. Washington St.

The Dalles: Bolton's Studio, Pioneer Bldg.

PENNSYLVANIA
Allentown: Allentown Photo Shop, 339 N. 7th St.

James A. Peters, 456 Turner St.

M. S. Young & Co., 736-40 Hamilton St.

Bethlehem: Dennis Photo Service Co., 49 W.
Broad St.

East Pittsburgh: Walter J. Yenney, 104 Electric

Ave.
Easton: Easton Sporting Goods Co., Second and

Northampton Sts.

Erie: Kelly Studios, 14 E. 10th St.

Lynch Camera Shop, Ltd., 27 W. 11th St.

Frank Schauble Studio, 113 W. 10th St.

Hanover: E. J. J. Gobrecht, 120 E. Chestnut St.

Harrisburg: James Lett Co., 225 N. Second St.

Johnstown: Johnstown News Co., 343 Main St.

Johnstown Photo Supply, 242 Franklin St.

Lebanon: Harpel's, 757-9 Cumberland St.

Milxersburg: Wingard Studio & Gift Shop,
Market Square.

New Castle: Charles T. Metzler Co., 22 N. Mill
St.

Norristown: Hunsicker's News Agency, 731 No-
ble St.

Wilson Photo Service, 722 W. Marshall St.

Oil City: Harvey Fritz, 34 Seneca St.

Jordan Productions, 4 State St.

Philadelphia: Camera Shop, 113 S. 52nd St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1020 Chestnut St.

117 S. 16th St.

Gimbel Bros., Dept. 057, 9th & Market Sts.

HSR Fotomart, 522 Market St.

Keystone Roll Film Service, 7171 Ogontz Ave.
KLEIN & GOODMAN, 18 S. 10th St.

Kunz Motion Picture Service, Inc., 1319 Vine St.

MacCallum Stores, 110 S. 16th St.

Seaboard Camera Stores, Inc., 222 S. 15th St.

Street, Linder & Propert, Physicians' Bldg..

N. E. Cor. 20th & Chestnut Sts.

John Wanamaker, Inc., Dept. 546.

Williams, Brown & Earle. Inc.. 918 Chestnut St.

Pittsburgh: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 606
Wood St.

Joseph Home Co., Magazine Dept., 501 Penn
Ave.

Kaufmann Dept. Stores, Inc., Dept. 62, Fifth

Ave.
Liberty Photo Supply, 706 Smithfield St.

Penn Camera & Photo Supply, 927 Liberty Ave.
Wolk's Kamera Exchange, 306 Diamond St.

Reading: Alton E. Bowers, 416 N. 5th St.

W. F. Drehs, 541 Court St.

Kagen's, 641 Penn St.

Nuebling's, Inc., 847-849 Penn St.

Scranton: Ernest Kiesel - Photo Shop, 621 Spruce
St.

Wilkes-Barre: Boston Store (Fowler, Dick &
Walker), Camera Shop.

Ace Hoffman Studios, 32 W. Market St.

Wilkinsburg: Wonday Film Service, Inc., 609
South Ave.

Williamsport: Pennsylvania Photo Supply. 627
Fourth Ave.

York: Sweigart's Photo Service Shop. 278 W.
Market St.

RHODE ISLAND
Pawtucket: J. E. Brennan S: Co., 5 N. Union St.

Providence: E. P. Anthony, Inc., 178 Angell St.

Metropolitan Photo Supply Co., 33 Aborn St.

Samson's, 3S Portland St.

Starkweather & Williams, Inc., 160 Westminster
St.

Westcott, Slade & Balcom Co.. 95 Empire St.

Westerly: Vars Bros., 8-10 High St.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Charleston: M & M News Co., 363 King St.

Cheraw: Electric Service Co., 129 Market St.

SOUTH DAKOTA
Sioux Falls: Harold's Photography, 308 S. Phil-

lips Ave.

TENNESSEE
Knoxville: Frank L. Rouser Co., Inc., 317 W.

Church Ave.
The Snap Shop, Inc., 615 S. Gay St.

Memphis: Memphis Photo Supply Co., 6 N. Main
St.

Nashville: Burk & Co., Photo Dept.

G. C. Dury & Co., 420 Union St.

TEXAS
Amarillo: Wilson Camera Store, 818 Polk St.

Austin: Ellison Photo Co., 615 Congress Ave.
Corpus Christi: Taylor Bros., Mesquire & Starr

Sts.

Dallas: Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1504 Young
St.

E. G. Marlow Co., 1610 Main St.

Thurman Randle & Co., 208 N. Akard St.
Sanger Bros., Inc., Dept. 36.

El Paso: Don Thompson. Inc., Bassett Tower.
Fort Worth: Camera Shop, Inc., 709 Throckmor-

ton St.

W. C. Stripling Co.. Camera Corner.
Houston: Atlas News ft Book Store, 922 Main St.

J. S. Oshman Co., 601 Fannin St.
southwestern Camera Co., I41b Main St.

Star Elec. & Eng. Co.. Inc., 613 Fannin St.
Texas Photo Supply Co., 1818 Main St.

Lubbock: Mark Halsey Drug Store, 1217 Broad-
way.

San Antonio: Calpini, Inc., 211 E. Houston St.

Fox Co.. 215 Alamo Plaza.
Studer Photo Co.. 402 San Pedro Ave.

Waco: W. A. Holt Co., Inc., 113-115 N. Fifth St.

UTAH
Ogden: C. E. Armstrong and Co., 302 - 25th St.

Salt Lake City*: Deseret Book Co., 44 E. So.
Temple.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 155 S. Main St.

Magazine Shop, 1054 W. 2nd South.

VERMONT
Brattleboro: Van der Veer Radio and Music

Store, 16 High St.

VIRGINIA
Bristol: Kelly & Green.
Lynchburg: Lynchburg Camera Shop, 816 Church

St.

Norfolk: Acme Camera Shop, 4 Mouticello Ar-
cade.

G. L. Hall Optical Co.. 257 Granby St.
Richmond: G. L. Hall Optical Co., 418 E. Grace

St.

Richmond Camera Shop. Inc., 216 E. Grace St.

Ritz Camera Centers, 207 N. Sixth St.

Thalhimer Bros., Inc., Dept. 60.

Roanoke: Roanoke Photo Finishing Co., Second
St. and Luck Ave.

WASHINGTON
Bellingham: Smalley Drug Co., Commercial St.

at Magnolia.
Bremerton: Camera Shop, 329 Pacific Ave.
Longview: De Vilbiss Pharmacy, 1203 Conimerci

Ave.
Pullman: R. R. Hutchison, Hutchison Bldg.
Seattle: Bartell Drug Co., Inc., 1906 Boren Ave.

Clyed's Camera Exchange, 1102 First Ave.
409 Union St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 1319 Fourth A»i.
Frederick & Nelson, Dept. 290.
Lowman & Hanford Co., 1515 Second Ave.
Motion Picture Service, 1514 University Way
J. Warshal & Sons. First at Madison.

Spokane: John W. Graham & Co., Dept. C, 707-11

Sprague Ave.
Joyner Drug Co., 527 Riverside Ave.
Leo's Studio, University PI.

Tacoma: Camera Shop, 1021 Pacific Ave.
Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 910 Broadway.

Walla Walla : Book Nook, First at Main St.
Wenatcheb: Public Drug Co., 37 S. Wenatcliei

Ave.
Yakima: Barstow Co.. Inc., 3 N. First St.

Sheppard's, 3 S. Third St.

WEST VIRGINIA
Charleston: Camera Shop and Photo Supply,

110-A McFarland St.

S. Spencer Moore Co., 118 Capitol St.

Huntington: Honaker Book & News Co., 418
Ninth St.

Wheeling: C. H. Griest Co., Inc., 1125 Market
St.

Rawlings Opticians, Inc., Camera Dept., 62-12th
St.

WISCONSIN
Appleton: Johnston's Book Store, 310 E. Colleg*

Ave.
Beloit: Spicer Photo, 1315 Merrill Are.
Fond du Lac: Huber Bros., 36 S. Main St.

Green Bay: Stiller Co., Stiller Bldg.
La Crosse: Moen Photo Service, 313 Main St.

Madison: Meuer Photoart House, 413 State St.

University Photo Shop, 810 University Ave.
Milwaukee: Acacia Photo Supply House, 2628

W. Galena St.

Boston Store, Kodak Dept., Wisconsin Are. &
Fourth St.

Casper's Photo Shop, 1331 N. l2th St.

Eastman Kodak Stores, Inc., 745 N. Milwau-
kee St.

Gimbel Bros., Kodak Dept., Wisconsin Ave. al

N. Plankinton Ave.
Marshall Camera Shop, 1745 S. Muskego Ave.
Photoart House, 844 N. Plankinton Ave.
Ed. Schuster & Co., Inc., Camera Dept., Third

and Garfield.

12th and Vliet.

11th and Mitchell.

Racine: Red Cross Drug Co., 320 Sixth St.

Superior: Berg's Photo Supply Co., 1509 Tower
Ave.

UNITED STATES TERRITORIES
ALASKA

Juneau: Ordway's Photo Shop, P. O. Box 2511.

HAWAII
Honolulu: Eastman Kodak Stores, 1059 Fort St.

Hawaii Chemical and Supply Co., 148 S. Bere-

tania St.

Wadsworth's Photo Materials, 1158 Fort St.
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Wall, Nichols Co., Ltd., 67-71 S. King St.

Waikiki: Eastman Kodak Stores, 2312 Kalakaua
Ave.

UNITED STATES POSSESSION
PUERTO RICO

San Juan: Carbia Bros., 15 Plaza Principal.

Matias Photo Shop, 25 Allen St.

OTHER COUNTRIES
ARGENTINA

Buenos Aires: Casa America Ltda.. S. A., Ave-
nida de Mayo 959.

Casa Rodriguez, Maipu 277.

Rosario de Santa Fb : Enrique Schellhas E Hijos,

San Martin 764.

AUSTRALIA
New South Wales

Sydney: Camera Specialist, 147A Elizabeth St.

Cinecraft Ply., Ltd., 4th Floor, State Shopping
Block, Market St.

Harringtons Pty., Ltd., 386 George St.

Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 379 George St.

N. S. W. Bookstall Co., Pty., Ltd., Castlereagh

& Market Sts.

Swain & Co., Ltd., 119 Pitt St.

Queensland
Busbane: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 250

Queen St.

Rockhampton: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd.,

East St.

Toowoomba: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd.,

Ruthven St.

Townsvillb: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd.,

Flinders St.

South Australia

Adelaide: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 37
Rundle St.

Tasmania
Hobart: Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 45

Elizabeth St.

Victoria

Mblbournb: Charles W. Donne, A. C. A. Bldg.,

118-126 Queen St.

Harringtons Pty., Ltd., 266 Collins St.

Kodak (Australasia) Pty., Ltd., 252 Collins St.

Western Australia

Perth: Kodak (Ausralasia) Pty., Ltd., 662 Hay St.

BELGIUM
Antwerp: Cine-Photo Ch. t'Felt, 61 rue de

rF.veque.
Foto Ferdinand Buyle, Meir 129.

Brussels: "Cinama", Harry Fishman et Cie, Ave-

nue Louise 46a.

Maisnn J. Gcerts, 18 Rue (lu Lombard.

BRAZIL
Rio de Janeiro: Lutz, Ferrando & Cia., Ltd., 88

Ouvidor.
Sao Paulo: Fotoptica, Rua Sao Bento 383.

Rua Bareo Itapetininga 81.

CANADA
Alberta

Calgary: Harry's News and Tobacco Shop, 109
Eighth Ait., W.

Edmonton: Provincial News Co., Ltd., 9931-101

A

Avenue.
Lbthbbidgb: Clarke Photo Service, McFarland

Bldg.
British Columbia

Vancouver!: Dunne & Rundle, Ltd., 531 Gran-
ville St.

Eastman Photographic Materials, Ltd., 610
Granville St.

Victoria: Scott Camera Craft, Ltd., 1015 Douglas
St.

Joseph Sommer & Sons, Ltd., 1012 Government St.

Manitoba
Winnipeg: Eastman Photographic Materials, Ltd.,

287 Portage Ave.
Nova Scotia

Bedford: Bedford Studios, Halifax Co.
Ontario

London : Langford Radio Co., 286 Dundas St.

Ottawa: Camera House, Ltd., 207 Sparks St.

Photographic Stores, Ltd., 65 Sparks St.

John Powis Co., Ltd., 87 Sparks St.

Peterborough: Roy Studio.
Sarnia: lngersoll's Drug Store, 159 N. Front St.

Toronto: Associated Screen News, Ltd., Tivoli
Theatre Bldg., 21 Richmond St., E.

Frank P. Boyce, 192 Sunnyside Ave.
Eastman Photographic Stores, Ltd., 114 Yonge

St.

T. Eaton Co., Ltd., College St., Dept. D 15.

190 Yonge St., Dept. D 30.

General Films, Ltd., 156 King St., W.
Lockhart's Camera Exchange, Ltd., 384 Bay St.

Roller's Bookshop, 9 Bloor St., W.
Ryerson Visual Instruction Service, 299 QueeD

St., W.
Robert Simpson Co., Ltd., Camera Dept.
J. C. Williams, 5-7 Richmond St., E.

Quebec
Montreal: Associated Screen News, Ltd., 5271

Western Ave. at Decarie Blvd.
H. de Lanauze, 1027 Bleury St.

Eastman Photographic Materials, Ltd., 286
Craig St., W.

Metropolitan News Agency, 1248 Peel St.
Mitchell Photo Supply Regd., 1019 Dominion Sq.
Park Photo Supply, 1001 Bernard, W.
United Photographic Stores Reg'd., 722 St.

Peter St.

Sherbrooke: Sherbrooke News Co., Inc., 74 Well-
ington St., N.

Saskatchewan
Moose Jaw: Leonard Fysh, Ltd., 24 High St., W.
Moose Jaw Drug and Stationery Co., Ltd.

Rbgina: General Films, Ltd., 1924 Rose s:.

CEYLON
Colombo: Plate, Ltd.. P. O. Box 127.

CHINA
Hong Kong: Filmo Depot, Marina House. Queen's

Rd., Central.
Shanghai: Eastman Kodak Co., 185 Yuen Ming

Yuen Rd.
Filmo Depot, 17 Canton Rd.
Standard Photo Supply Co.. 445 Nanking Rd.

COSTA RICA
San Jose: Foto Sport, Jose Staufer & Co., Apar-

tado 1294.

CZECHOSLOVAKIA
Prague: Emil-Wachtl, Senovazna 8 and Narodni

tr. 26.

DENMARK
Copenhagen: Bach & Kirk, Vimmelskaftet 38.
Kodak Aktieselskab, Ostergade 1.

Vodroffsvej 26 (wholesale).
Kongsbak and Cohn, Vimmelskaftet 43.

S. Skotner, Amalievej 14.

DUTCH EAST INDIES
Java

Batavia Cbntrum: Kodak, Ltd., Sluisbrugplein.
N. V. Boekhandel G. Kolff & Co., Noord-

wijk 13.

Soerabal\: Kodak, Ltd., Paradestraat 9.

Sumatra
Mbdan: Cine Art Studio, 38 Huttenbachstraat.

Y. Ebata & Co., 88-90 Kesawan.
EGYPT

Cairo: Kodak (Egypt) S. A., 20 Sharia Maghraby.
EIRE

Dublin C. 1 : T. H. Mason, 5-6 Dame St.

Pollock & Co., Ltd., 50 Grafton St.

FINLAND
Helsinki 10: Aurora Filmi, Kalevankatu 6A.

FRANCE
Bordeaux: Kodak Pathe S. A. F., 2 Place de

Toumy.
Cannes: Kodak Pathe S. A. F., 1 rue Marechal

Foch.
Lyon: Cinastam, 25 Quai Tilsitt.

Kodak Pathe S. A. F., 26 rue de la Republique.
Marseille: Kodak Pathe S. A. F., 37 rue St.

Ferreol.

Nice: Kodak Pathe S. A. F., 13 Avenue de la
Victoire.

Paris: Amateur Cine Photo Selection, 20-22 rue
Bobillot.

American Photo Service, 59 rue de Chateaudun.
M. Assemat, 95 rue des Petits-Champs.
Bell & Howell Agency, 8 rue de la Paix.
Brentano's, 37 Avenue de l'Opera.
Cine Grim, 182 Blvd. Berthier.
Film Qui Parle, 84 rue des Petits-Champs.
Kodak Pathe S. A. F., 63 Avenue des Champs

Elysees.
9 Blvd. des Italiens.

39 Avenue Montaigne.
5 Avenue de l'Opera.
41 Blvd. Raspail.
28 Place Vendome.

FRENCH MOROCCO
Casablanca: Photo-Hall Marocain, Ets. Ratel, 71

Bould. Gare et Bould. Paris, face Theatre.

GREAT BRITAIN
England

Barnsley: Denton & Co., Ltd., 34-8 Sheffield Road
(Yorks.).

Birmingham: Cine-Equipments, Ltd., 35 Colmore
Rd.

Harrisons—Opticians, Ltd., Harrisons Corner,
Snow Hill.

Bristol: H. Salanson & Co., Ltd., 20 High St.
Bromley: Amateur Cine Service, 46 Widmore Rd.

(Kent).
Chester: Will R. Rose, 23 Bridge St. Row.
Grimsby: Gordon Lock, Chantry Lane.
Harrogate: A. R. Haines. 39 James St.

Leeds 1: Pearson & Denham (Photo), Ltd., 6
Bond St.

Leek: John Martin, 66 Derby St. (Staffs.).

Liverpool: Dolland & Aitchison, Ltd., 73 Lord St.
Kodak, Ltd., 70 Lord St.

J. Lizars, 71 Bold St.

London: E. C. : City Sale & Exchange (1929) Ltd.,
84 Aldersgate St.

E. C. 2: City Sale & Exchange (1929) Ltd.,
The Arcade, Liverpool St.

59 Cheapside.
E. C. 3: City Sale & Exchange (1929) Ltd.,

54 Lime St.

Home's Camera Mart, 32 Gracechurch St.

E. C. 4: City Sale & Exchange (1929) Ltd.,
91-94 Fleet St.

S. W. 1: Camera Co., 320 Vauxhall Bridge Rd.
W. C. 1: Amateur Cine Service, Ltd., 6 Grays

Inn Road, Holburn.
W. C. 2: Kodak, Ltd., Kingsway.
W. 1: Bell & Howell Co., Ltd., 13 & 14 Great

Castle St., Oxford Circus.

J. H. Dallmeyer, Ltd.. 31 Mortimer St., Ox-
ford St.

Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 127 New Bond St.,

47 Berkeley St., Piccadilly.
Selfridge & Co., Ltd., Dept. 109, 400 Oxford

St.

W. 8: Wallace Heaton, Ltd., 43 High St.,

Kensington.
Manchester: J. T. Chapman, Ltd., Albert Square.
Newcastle-on-Tyne: Kodak. Ltd., 110 Grainger

St.

Sheffield: Sheffield Photo Co.. Ltd.. 6 Norfolk
Row (Fargate).

Scotland
Edinburgh: J. Lizars, 6 Shandwick PI.

Glasgow: Kodak. Ltd.. 46 Buchanan St.

C. 1: J. Lizars. 101 Buchanan St.

C. 2: J. Lizars, 381 Sauchiehall St.

HOLLAND
Amsterdam: Capi, 115 Kalverstraat.
Kodak N.V.. Kalverstraat 126.

Arnhem: De Booys Fotohandel, Jansstraat, Hk.
Jansplaats.

Hague: Fotohandel Kupferschmidt, Zoutmanstr.
57.

N. V. Fotohandel ter Meer Derval, Fred.
Hendriklaan 196.

Kodak-N. V.. Anna Paulownastraat 76.

Hans Nieuwenhuis, 51 van Hoytemastraat.
Rotterdam: Fotohandel "Foka", Admiraliteitsstr.

4-8.

G. H. Rinck, N. V., Nieuwe Binnenweg 251-253.

HUNGARY
Budapest VIII: Hafa, Hatschek es Farkas, Rakoczi

ut 80.

INDIA
Bombay: Continental Photo Stores, 243 Hornby Rd.
Calcutta: Army & Navy Stores, Ltd., 41 Chow-

ringhee St.

ITALY
Milan: Kodak Societa Anonima, Via Vittor Pi-

sani N. 6 (129).

JAPAN
Kyoto: J. Osawa & Co., Ltd., Sanjo Kobashi.

MEXICO
Mazatlan: American Photo Supply Co., S. A.,

Ave. Angel Flores 408.
Mexico City: American Photo Supply Co., S. A.,

Avenida Madero No. 43.
Casa Calpini, S. A., Av. Madero 34.
Foto Mantel Sucr. R. Rudiger, Apartado 1459.

Capuchinas 11.

Branch No. 1: Juarez Ave. No. 66.

Branch No. 2: 16 Septiembre No. 2.

Foto Regis, Cia-Importadora Fotografica, S. A.,
Av. Juarez 80.

Monterrey: American Photo Supply Co., S. A.,
Avenida Morelos 535.

Pubbla: American Photo Supply Co., S. A., Avs.
Reforma 109.

NEW ZEALAND
Auckland: Kodak New Zealand, Ltd., 162 Queen

St.

Christchurch: Kodak New Zealand, Ltd., 681
Colombo St.

Dunedin: Kodak New Zealand, Ltd., 162 Princes

St.

Hamilton: Watson's Camera House, Victoria St.

Wellington: Kodak New Zealand, Ltd., 16 Vic-

toria St.

294 Lambton Quay.
Quillars. Ltd., 42 Mercer St.

NORWAY
Oslo: A/S Narvesens Kioskkompani, Stortings-

gaten 2.

J. L. Nerlien, A/S, Nedre Slotsgate 13.

PANAMA
Colon: Kodak Panama, Ltd., Front St.

Panama City: Kodak Panama, Ltd., 98 Central

Ave.
Lewis Service, Inc., 124 Central Ave.

PERU
Lima: Casa Radio Philco, Plaza San Martin 159
Importaciones Americanas, S. A., Villalta 220

24.

PHILIPPINES COMMONWEALTH
Manila: Camera Supply Co., 138 Escolta.
H. E. Heacock Co.. 126 Escolta.

PORTUGAL
Lisbon: Kodak, Ltd., Rua Garrett 33.

SIAM
Bangkok: Y. Ebata & Co., Cor. Chartered Bank

Lane.

SOUTH AFRICA
Cape Province

Cape Town: Kodak (South Africa), Ltd., "Ko-
dak House," Shortmarket and Loop Sts.

Lennon, Ltd., Adderley St.

Natal
Durban: Kodak (South Africa), Ltd., "Kodak

House," 339 West St.

Southern Rhodesia
Bulawayo: Bulawayo General Suppliers, Ltd., Fif«

St., 8th Ave.
Transvaal

Johannesburg: City Photo House, 52 Kerk St.

Kodak (South Africa), Ltd., "Kodak House,"
Rissik St.

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS
Singapore: Kodak, Ltd., 130 Robinson Rd.

Singapore Photo Co., 39 High St.

SWEDEN
Gothenburg: Hasselblads Fotografiska Aktiebo-

lag, Ostra Hamngatan 41-43.
Malmo: Stolten & Son A.-B.
Stockholm: Edv. Nerlien, Aktiebolag, Kungsga-

tan 19.

A. B. Nordiska Kompaniet, Photographic Dept.,

Hamngatan 18-20.

SWITZERLAND
Basel: B. Wolf, Freiestrasse 4.

Geneva: Kodak Societe Anonyme, 11 rue de la

Confederation.
Louis Stalder (Photo Hall), 5 rue de la Con-

federation.
Lucerne: Alice Friedlinger, Weggisgasse 21.

Zurich: Ganz & Co.. Bahnhofstrasse 40.

Gimmi & Co. Cine-Service, Stadelhoferplati
(Gottfried Kellerstr. 5).

Hausamann & Co.. A. G.. Bahnhofstrasse 91.

VENEZUELA
Caracas: Lucca & Couret, Apartado de Correos

No. 102, Sociedad a San Francisco No. 7-1.



B Cash required with order. The closing date for

the receipt of copy is the tenth of the month pre-

ceding issue. Remittance to cover goods offered

for sale in this department should be made to the
advertiser and not to Movie Makers. New classi-

fied advertisers are requested to furnish references.

3 Movie Makers does not always examine the
equipment or films offered for sale in CLASSI-
FIED ADVERTISING and cannot state whether
these are new or used. Prospective purchasers
should ascertain this fact from advertisers before
buying.

10 Cents a Word Minimum Charge, $2

B Words in capitals, except first word and name,
5 cents extra.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

EASS SAYS: Beware the Ides of March, but

not a Bass bargain. Money back guarantee. USED
CAMERAS: Keystone 8, f/3.5 lens, $16.75; 8mm.
Cine-Kodak Model 20, //3.5 lens, $19.75; Smm.
Univex, f/1.9 lens, telescopic finder, S24.50;
16mm. Cine-Kodak Model B, f/3.5 lens, $24.50;
Simplex Pockette Magazine, f/3.5 lens, S25.00;
16mm. Cine-Kodak Model E, f/3.5 lens, S27.50;
Filmo 70-A, f/3.5 Cooke and case, $37.50; 16mm.
Filmo 75, Cooke f/l.S lens, focusing mount.

S52.50; Filmo 141-A Magazine, Cooke f/2.7,
$87.50; Filmo 70-D, with 1" Wollensak //1.5, 2"

Carl Zeiss Tessar //2.7, 1" Cooke f/3.5 and case,

S175.00; Cine-Kodak Special, latest model, Ko-
dak f/1.9 lens, $307.50. USED PROJECTORS:
16mm. Kodascope B, 750 watt bulb, $42.50; Am-
pro Model A, 400 watt, case, S47.50; Keystone
A-81, 750 watt, $47.50. USED SOUND ON
FILM PROJECTORS: Victor Model 25, S.O.F.,
500 watt bulb. $125.00; Victor Model 38, S.O.F.,
750 watt bulb, $245.00. New BOOL four-way
FADER, spring driven, complete, fits all cam-
eras, S17.50. UP-TO-THE-MINUTE TEXT
BOOKS: American Cinematographer Handbook
and Reference Guide, invaluable, special at 97c
postpaid; Trick Effects with the Cine Camera,
SI.00 postpaid; Home Processing, includes all

necessary information, by Harris, $2.00 postpaid.
Be sure to get your copy of our great 66-page
Cine Catalog No. 240. It is free. Also 72-page
Still Camera Catalog No. 242. BASS CAMERA
COMPANY, Dept. CC, 179 \V. Madison St., Chi-
cago, III.

SIMPLEX FILM CLEANING kit, complete
$3.50; sound subjects for sale; 16mm. sound re-
cording; professional cameramen for assignments
in this area, 16 or 35mm. ERNEST M. REY-
NOLDS, 165 E. 191st St., Cleveland. Ohio.

FULL LIST PRICE allowed for your East-
man Model 20 toward new Bell & Howell Sport-
ster. List price allowed for your Kodascope Model
E or EE toward Bell it Howell Filmo-Master.
List price allowed for Sportster or Companion
toward new Turret 8 camera or Bolex Smm. cam-
era. List price allowed for your Keystone R-S.
Kodascope 50, Revere or Model 70 Kodascope
toward new Bell & Howell Smm. projector or new
Ampro 8mm. projector. Used: Bell & Howell
Sportster, with Wind-Bak for fades and dissolves.

S75.00; Bell & Howell Companion with Wind-Bak
for fades and dissolves, $49.50; Bell & Howell
Turret 8 with Wind-Bak for fades and dissolves,

S140.00; 500 watt, 16mm. Ampro projector, ex-
cellent condition, S39.50; 1\A" telephoto lens for
Keystone 8mm., $23.50; 30" x 40" beaded screen
with tripod, $8.95; 36" x 48" beaded screen with
tripod, S11.50; 39" x 52" beaded screen with tri-

pod, $13.50. Hundreds of other bargains. CON-
VENIENT TIME PAYMENTS MAY BE AR-
RANGED ON ANY NEW OR USED ARTICLE.
Your used equipment is worth more in trade at
NATIONAL CAMERA EXCHANGE, estab-
lished 1914, 11 S. 5th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

Q EXCELLENT buy—R.C.A. 16mm. sound cam-
era, newsreel model, with case, good condition,
complete, $175.00. METROPOLITAN MOTION
PICTURE CO., Fisher BIdg., Detroit, Mich.

EASTMAN SOUND KODASCOPE SPE-
CIAL: Demonstrator like new; cost $800.00; sell

$500.00 cash. McLARTY BUSINESS FILMS,
Buffalo, N. Y.

SAMPLE Bargains: Wollensak telephoto lens,

//4.S, 3" for Keystone, like new, $19.75. DeVry
projector, 16mm. Type "G," completely over-
hauled by factory, $42.00. Ask for other specific

movie bargains. BRENNER, 943 Penna. Ave.,
N.W., Washington, D. C.

AMPROSOUND Sr. Model "N," used twice,
sell or exchange for good silent outfit; must be
of excellent quality. Write details fully. Private
owner. J. WERNER, 1717 Avenue N, Brooklyn,
N. Y.

B LIKE new: Recording machines, R.C.A. or
Federal, complete with microphone, from SI 10.00
to $160.00; recording blanks and cutting needles,
first quality. H. UNFRIED, 24 Camp, Buffalo,
N. Y.

B 16MM. Professional Title setup, Eastman
Model A, motor & hand driven, lights, switches,
supplies, $50.00. FAIR RADIO, 2159 Davidson
Ave., N. Y. C.

ELECTRIC MOTOR DRIVE for CINE-KO-
DAK SPECIAL, universal AC-DC, one frame
per second to 64; list $185.00; like new, $100.00.
NAT. CAMPUS, 1444 Park PL, Brooklyn, N. Y.

USED BARGAINS: Cine-Kodak BB, //1.9
iens and case, $32.50; Cine-Kodak M, //3.5 lens,

$24.50; Cine-Kodak B, f/3.5 lens, $19.50; Stew-
art Warner, f/3.5 lens and case, $20.00; Agfa
Movex, //3.5 lens, $15.00; Ensign Autokinecam,
//2.6 lens and case, $35.00; Ensign Autokinecam
Turret, //2.6 lens and case, $50.00; Victor 3

camera, f/1.9 Wirgin lens and case, $57.00; Vic-
tor 3 camera, //1.5 Wollensak lens and case,
$62.00; Filmo 75 camera, //3.5 B. Si H. lens and
case, $32.50; Filmo 70A camera, //3.5 Cooke
lens and case, $25.00; Filmo 70A camera, //3.5
Cooke lens and case, $35.00; Filmo 70A camera,
f/1.5 Wollensak lens and case, $59.50; Filmo 70D
camera, //3.5 Cooke lens and case, $80.00; Filmo
70D camera, //2.7 Cooke lens and case, $135.00;
Simplex CC camera, //1.9 K.A. lens, $52.50;
Simplex camera, //3.5 Ilex lens, $17.50; Filmo
141 camera, //2.7 Cooke lens, S74.50; Filmo 121
camera, //3.5 Cooke lens, $40.00; Keystone B,
//3.5 Wollensak lens, $12.50; Keystone A3, f/3.5
Wollensak lens, $22.50; Keystone A7, f/2.7 Wol-
lensak lens, $28.50; Willoscope Jr. projector, 200
watt, S19.50; Willoscope Sr. projector, 300 watt,
$22.50; Keystone A72 projector. 300 watt, S23.50;
Keystone A74 projector, 300 watt, $27.50; Key-
stone A75 projector, 500 watt, $38.50; Keystone
A81 projector, 750 watt, $48.50; Standard S pro-
jector, 500 watt, $24.50; Standard S Deluxe pro-
jector, 750 watt, $37.50; Kodascope E projector,
750 watt, $40.00; Kodascope EE projector, 750
watt, $45.00; Kodascope G projector, 750 watt,
S85.00; Kodascope B projector, 250 watt, $34.50;
Ampro A projector, 200 watt, $32.50; Ampro JS
projector, 750 watt. $72.50; Filmo 57A projector,
200 watt, $27.50; Filmo 57A projector, 250 watt,
$35.00; Filmo 57 projector, 400 watt, $45.00;
Filmo 57GG projector, 375 watt, $55.00; Filmo
LL projector, 500 watt, $82.50; Filmo 129C pro-
jector, 750 watt, $125.00; Filmo JS projector, 750
watt, $137.50; Filmo Filmomaster projector, 750
watt, $100.00; 15mm. //2.7 Wollensak, stand,
mount, $18.50; 15mm. f/2.9 Dallmeyer, stand,
mount, $22.50; 1" f/3.5 Cooke, stand, mount, $7.50;
20mm. //3.5 K.A. lens, stand, mount, $10.00;
1" //1.5 Plasmat, stand, mount, $40.00; 1" f/1.9
Wirgin lens, stand, mount, $25,00; 1" f/1.5 Wol-
lensak, stand, mount. $34.50; 1" f/2.7 C.Z. Tessar,
stand, mount. S25.00; 1" //1.4 C.Z. Biotar, stand,
mount, $55.00; 2" //3.5 Wollensak telephoto,
stand, mount. S22.00; 2" //3.5 Wollensak Verito
telephoto, stand, mount, $12.00; 2" f/3.5 Goerz
Hypar telephoto, stand, mount, $27.50; 3" //4
Tele Megor telephoto, stand, mount, S37.50; 3"

//4.5 Kodak telephoto, Cine-Kodak K, $32.50;
3" //4 Trioplan for Simplex CC, $20.00; 4" //4.5
Cooke telephoto, standard mount, $40.00; Smm
Stewart Warner, //3.5 lens, S15.00; Smm. Key-
stone, //1.9 lens, $35.00; Cine-Kodak 8-20, //3.5
lens, $19.50; Cine-Kodak 8-25, //2.7 lens, $28.50;
Filmo Sportster, //2.5 lens. $51.50; Keystone GS
projector, 200 watt, $18.00; Keystone M8 projec-
tor, 300 watt, $23.50; Keystone R8 projector, 500
watt, $38,50; Kodascope 8-25 projector, 100 watt.
S16.00; Kodascope 8-40 projector, 200 watt,
$16.50; Kodascope 8-50 projector, 300 watt,
SIS. 50; Filmo 122 B, 500 watt, $97.50; Eastman
Universal splicer, $8.50; Bell & Howell Rewinder
& splicer, $7.00; Seemann Editor for S or 16,
$7.95; Keystone 835 editor, 16mm,, $7.25; Craig
Sr. rewind & splicer, $12.75; Bell & Howell con-
tinuous attachment, $20.00; Besbee Universal
Titler, $7.95; Besbee Pro Trik Titler Frame,
S10.00; Wrico lettering set, $5.95; Filmo charac-
ter titler, $22.50; 30x40 box type beaded screen,
$9.85; 36x40 box type beaded screen, S12.00;
30x40 tripod model beaded screen, $9.00; Thai-
hammer Jr. tripod with pan & tilt head, $14.50;
Thalhammer Sr. tripod with pan & tilt head,
S19.00; Testrite tripod with pan St tilt head,
$10.50. WILLOUGHBYS, 110 W. 32nd St.,

N. Y. C.

Movie Makers offers

An attractive, black fabrikoid,
gold lettered binder for your
copies of this magazine. A wire
device enables you to insert and
remove copies easily.

Price $1.50
Send your order accompanied by
remittance to

MOVIE MAKERS

COMPLETE DeBrie Model L, all metal pro-

lessional camera with 50mm. Tessar f/2.7, Scm.
Tessar f/2.7, 4" f/2A telephoto, motor drive,

effects, masks, high and low tripod, accessories

and cases, used, worth $2,000.00. Price $495.00.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY, 179 W. Madison
St., Chicago, 111.

B NEW condition: Kodascope 8-70, 500 w. lamp,
case, list $72.25, sacrifice at $47.50; Craig Pro-
jecto-Editor 8mm., complete with Cinea Splicer,

$17.50; Raven 30" x 40" beaded screen in case,

S10.00. J. R. AUSTIN, 155 E. 47th St., New
York, N. Y.

B S AND 16mm. Camera Bargains, like new:
Smm. Siemens Magazine camera, f/2.5, case, tele

lens & filter, $200.00; Ditmar 8, with backwind-
ing & frame counter, //1.8, case, only $110.00;
Eumig 8 electric driven, //2.5, case, 3 filters, only
$45.00; Revere 8 with //3.5, net $17.00; 16mm.
Siemens Magazine camera, f/1.5, case, list

$250.00, now SI 10.00; Eastman 16mm. Model B,
//3.5, only $25.00. HANS UNFRIED, 24 Camp,
Buffalo, N. Y.

B BEST buys for March! Camart professional
type tripods, 2 models, $22.50 and S59.50; new
Duplex sound projector, 25 w. output, 750 w. mike
extension, list S410.00, our price $284.50. Used:
Weber sound projector, 750 w., 25w. output, 12"

speaker, list $600.00, our price $160.00; Victor,
Model 22, projector, 750 w., 1600 ft. arms, special
$107.50; Standard Deluxe, 500 w., $42.50; Filmo
70A, //3.5 with case, $37.50; Filmo 70D, //3.5,
rebuilt, like new, case, $138.50; Filmo 70DA,
f/3.5, case, perfect condition, $129.50; Bolex
16mm., f/1.5, case, like new, $209.50. We buy,
sell, trade 8-16-35mm. cameras and equipment.
Payment arranged. Write for free bargain bul-

letin of movie-still cameras and supplies. CAM-
ERA MART, DEPT A2, 70 WEST 45th
STREET, NEW YORK.

EQUIPMENT WANTED

RCA Newsreel camera wanted, with or without
equipment; state details. H. BERESFORD
SMITH, Coscob, Conn.

WANTED: Goerz Reflex Focuser in good con-
dition for Filmo 16mm. camera. State lowest price.

C. H. COLES, 15 W. 77th St., New York, N. Y.

FILMS FOR RENTAL OR SALE

SILENT FILMS EXCHANGED, bought,
rented, sold; plenty bargains. Send for free lists

now. FRANK LANE, 5 Little BIdg., Boston,
Mass.

16MM. and SMM. movie enthusiasts, dealers,
roadshowmen, schools and institutions will find it

advantageous to be on our active mailing list for
regular announcements. Write today stating your
requirements. Specify sound or silent, rental or
sale. INSTITUTIONAL CINEMA SERVICE,
Inc., 1560 Broadway, N. Y. C.

Bi USED 16mm. silent library films for sale; large
list. HUDSON COUNTY PICTURES, 210 Arm-
strong Ave., Jersey City, N. J.

SOUND film 16mm., 30 late releases; rental;

"Movie Crazy," "Fit for a King," "Tundra,"
etc. Numerous shorts; excellent condition; reason-
able rates for day, week, month, etc. EASTERN
SCHOOL FILMS, 5243 Montour St., Philadel-
phia, Pa.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

BEXCHANGE: Silent pictures, $1.00 reel. Finest
sound film programs, rent reasonable; also sell.

CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY, 1041 Jefferson Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

B CASTLE Films Library. Sales—Exchanges.
Offering the finest Exchange Services. Keystone
Sales—Service—Parts. R1EDEL FILMS, 2221 VV.

67th St., Cleveland, Ohio.

TRADING OFFERS

B PUMP SHOTGUNS, target pistols, binoculars
and medical microscopes accepted in trade on
everything photographic, such as Leicas, Contaxes,
Eastman and Bell & Howell motion picture equip-
ment, Da-Lite Screens and Webster sound equip-

ment including public address systems, amplifiers,

etc. Write for catalog. NATIONAL CAMERA
EXCHANGE, established in 1914, 11 S. 5th St.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

MISCELLANEOUS

B PUT recorded sound effects, narrative, music,
to your silent 8 or 16mm. movies. PICTURES,
Inc., Box 1655, Charleston, W. Va.

B WANTED: Unusual story-telling still pictures

lor publication purposes. Especially desire photos
from all foreign countries. Write immediately
sending contact prints for our examination. What
have you? THE FOUR FLAGS PICTORIAL
PRESS, P. O. Box 332, Niles, Mich.

Printed by WNU, N. Y., in the U. S. A.



CINE-KODAK SPECIAL
ITS a superb 16 mm. motion picture camera, of course.

-*- But the quality that sets Cine-Kodak Special apart is the

fact that it is truly special, in every sense of the word.

Designed by men with specialized experience in cinema-

tography and built in a special shop devoted exclusively to

work of the highest precision, Cine-Kodak Special is the

logical camera not only for advanced 16 mm. cinematog-

raphers, but also for specialists in such fields as medicine,

biology, physics, engineering, athletics, and drama.

A copy of the book, "The Story of the World's Finest

16 mm. Movie Camera," may be obtained, free, from

your dealer or direct from Rochester.

Some of the features of Cine-Kodak Special, basic model

:

adjustable shutter opening . . . variable camera speeds,

8 to 64 frames per second . . . reflex finder, functioning with

all lenses . . . interchangeable film chambers (200-ft. cham-

bers available as extras) . . . capacity for fades, dissolves,

mask shots, animations, and many other "professional"

effects . . . may be fitted with eight instantly interchange-

able accessory lenses, ranging from a 15 mm. f/1.7 wide

angle to a 6-inch //4.5 telephoto lens, each with its own

front view finder element . . . regularly equipped with the

Kodak Anastigmat 25 mm. f/1.9 lens . . . film footage

meters on both mechanism and film chamber . . . frame

counter . . . masks for double and multiple exposures.

ACCESSORIES EXTEND USEFULNESS
Among the many accessories available are several types

of electric motor drive . . . optical finder . . . reflex finder

image magnifier . . . lens extension tubes for semi-micro-

scopic work . . . electric time lapse outfit for studies involv-

ing single frame exposures at fixed intervals, from }<£ sec-

ond to 24 hours. The price of the basic model is $417.50.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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S Cash required with order. The closing date for

the receipt of copy is the tenth of the month pre-

ceding issue. Remittance to cover goods offered

for sale in this department should be made to the

advertiser and not to MOVIE MAKERS. New classi-

fied advertisers are requested to furnish references.

| MOVIE Makers does not always examine the
equipment or films offered for sale in CLASSI-
FIED ADVERTISING and cannot state whether
these are new or used. Prospective purchasers
should ascertain this fact from advertisers before
buying.

10 Cents a Word Minimum Charge, $2

Words in capitals, except first word and name.
5 cents extra.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

BASS SAYS: An April Shower of bargains
with money back guarantee. USED CAMERAS:
Simplex Pockette Magazine, //3.5 lens. $25.00;
Cine-Kodak Model M. f/3.5 'lens, S25.00; Agfa
Magazine, f/1.9 lens, three films. S34.50; Filmo
70-A, Cooke f/3.5 lens and case. S35.00; Kev-
stone Model A-7, Wollensak //1.5 lens. S49.50;
Cine-Kodak Model K, f/1.9 lens, with case.

S59.50; Filmo 75. Cooke f/l.S lens and case.

S67.50; Filmo 70-D, 1" Zeiss f/2.7 focusing
mount, 1" Wollensak f/1.5, 2" Zeiss f/3.5. case,

S174.50; Filmo 70-D, 1" Cooke 1/3.5', 1" Cooke
//l.S, 3" Cooke f/3.3. case. S192.50; 16mm.
Movikon 16. Sonnar t'/1.4, metric marked, range-
finder, S245.00. USED PROJECTORS: Ampro
Model T. 500 watt, with case. S67.50; Bell &
Howell 8mm. projector, 122-P,. 110-220 volt, com-
plete with case, $92.50; Bell & Howell Diplo-
mat, 750 watt, variable resistance and case,

S95.00: Ampro Model NC. 750 watt, with case.

S115.00. USED SOUND ON FILM PROJEC-
TORS: Victor Model 25. S.O.F.. 500 watt bulb.

S125.00; Victor Model 38. S.O.F., 750 watt bulb.

S245.00; Ampro Model L. 750 watt bulb. S295.0O.
New BOOL four-way FAPER. spring driven,

complete, fits all cameras, S17.50. UP-TO-THE-
MINUTE-TEXT-BOOKS: American Cinematog-
rapher Handbook and Reference Guide, invaluable,

special at 97c postpaid: Trick Effects with the

Cine Camera, SI. 00 postpaid; Home Processing,
includes all necessary information, by Harris.

S2.00, postpaid. Re sure to get your copy of our
great 66-page Cine Catalog Xo. 240. It is free.

Also a 72-page Still Camera Catalog No 242
BASS CAMERA COMPANY, Dept. CC, 179 W.
Madison St.. Chicago, 111

SIMPLEX FILM CLEANING kit, complete
83.50; sound subjects for sale; 16mm. sound re-

cording; professional cameraman for assignments
in this area. 16 or 35mm. ERNEST M. REV-
XOI.DS, 165 E. 191st St.. Cleveland. Ohio.

FULL LIST PRICE allowed for your East-
man Model 20 toward new Bell & Howell Sport-
ster. List price allowed for vour Kodascope Model
E or EE toward Bell & Howell Filmo-Master.
List price allowed for Sportster or Companion
toward new Turret S camera or Bolex 8mm. cam-
era. List price allowed for your Keystone R-8.
Kodascope 50, Revere or Model 70 Kodascope
toward new Bell & Howell Smm. protector or new
Amoro Smm. projector. Used: Bell St Howell
Sportster, with Wind-Bak for fades and dissolves,

S75.00; Bell St Howell Companion with Wind-Bali
for fades and dissolves. S49.50; Bell Sr Howell
Turret S with Wind-Bak for fades and dissolves.

5140.00; 500 watt. 16mm. Ampro projector, ex-
cellent condition, S39.50; l lA" telephoto lens for
Keystone Smm.. S23.50; 30" x 40" beaded screen
with tripod. SS.95: 36" x 4S" beaded screen with
tripod. S11.50: 39" x 52" beaded screen with tri-

pod, S13.50. Hundreds of other bargains. COX-
VEXIEXT TIME PAVMEXTS MAY BE AR-
RANGED ON ANY NEW OR USED ARTICLE.
Your used equipment is worth more in trade at

NATIONAL CAMERA EXCHAXGE. estab-
lished 1914. 11 S. 5th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

FOR THE ADVANCED MOVIE MAKER:
Unique Bell St Howell movie camera, 70 D.A..
with 110" shutter, back cranking, reverse take-
up, frame counter device, FOUR lens turret,

gadget for remote control, etc. fall specially
built bv Berndt). Lenses: 15mm. Meyer Plasmat
f/1.5, 1" Cooke //3.5, 2" Cooke //3.5. 4" Cooke
f/4.5. Fade-out slide, Photolux batteryless photo
meter, table stand, waist viewfinder, etc. Price
S300.00 (less than half). BOX 232, MOVIE
MAKERS.

EXCEPTIONAL USED BARGAINS, EQUAL
TO NEW: SIMPLEX POCKETTE, THC //3.5,
case, S25.00; Cine-Kodak M, f/3.5. case, S35.00;
Filmo 75, THC, //3.5, case. S37.50: Filmo 70A.
THC f/3.5 ITF, 8/16 speeds, case, S29.50; Cine-
Kodak 8, Model 60, f/1.9, case, S52.50; V/2 "
tele lens for above, S24.00; Kevstone 8 proj.. 300
watt, case, S22.00; Cine-Kodak 8: Model 20, //3.5,
case, S19.00; Badgley Automatic Dissolve for
lenses up to l->s", S10.00; Dallmeyer 6" tele

lens, //4.5, C mount, S35.00; Filmo S proj., 500
watt, case, S85.00; Filmo 57A proj., 400 w.,

case, $39.50. COLUMBUS PHOTO SUPPLY,
146 Columbus Ave,, N. Y. City.

BOLEX latest (GS-16) model projector com-
plete with case, extra bulb, lenses, condensers,
etc.. like new, S1S5.00. CHAMBERS, Forest Rd.,
Merion, Pa.

16MM. synchronous motor driven camera,
S125.00; Eastman Model K projector with con-
tinuous attachment, new condition, S75.00. ER-
NEST M. REYNOLDS, 165 E. 191st St., Cleve-
land, Ohio.

GUARANTEED, COMPLETE, OVER-
HAULED BARGAINS. 8, 16. 35mm. cameras,
projectors, sound and silent. Sound projectors:
16mm. Bell St Howell Model 120, 750 watt lamp,
S225.00; DeVry Challenger, 15 watt amplifier,
S225.00; RCA model, S145.00. 35mm. projectors:
Double Universal. 2000 ft., S375.00; Simplex
Acme, SS50.00; DeVrv Q.R.S., 2000 ft., double,
complete. S225.00. PARTS. RENTALS, FILMS,
TRADES. REPAIRS. Write for FREE bargain
list. WORLD FILM ENTERPRISES, 630 Ninth
Ave.. X. V. C.

D CINE-KODAK SPECIAL, used, for sale, with
//1.9 lens, audible shutter and single frame coun-
ter, good condition, S290.00. HARRY L. COLE-
MAX. 1776 E. 13th St., Brooklyn, X. Y.

USED BARGAINS: Cine-Kodak K, //1.9 and
case, S62.50; Cine-Kodak EE, f/1.9 and case,

S37.50; Simplex CC, f/1.9, S57.50; Filmo 70A,
//3.5, S29.50; Filmo '70E, f/2.7, S85.00; Filmo
75, //3.5, S32.50; Cine-Kodak 8-20. //3.5, S19.50:
Keystone 8. //3.5, S1S.50; Ensign, //2.6 lens.

S35.00; B. St H. Filmo 57 C, 400 watt, S55.00:
E. St H. Filmo 57 A, 250 watt, S37.50; EK
Kodascope EE, 750 watt, S40.00; Keystone A 81,
750 watt. S48.50; Keystone A 75, 500 watt, S35.00;
Filmo 129C. 750 watt, like new, S122.50; Koda-
scope 8-20. S12.00; Kodascope 8-50, 300 watt,
S2250; Keystone L 8, 500 watt. S35.00; Keystone
M 8, 300 watt, S23.50; 12^mm, f/1.9 lens with
Hypar Cinor attachment for Filmo Sportster,
S37.50; 15mm. 1/2.7 Wollensak for Filmo 70,
S18.50; 1" f/l.S Wirgin lens for Filmo 70, S25.00;
1" f/1.9 Berthiot Cinor for 70A, S25.00; 2" //3.5
Wollensak for 70A. S15.00; 2" //3.5 Cinor lens
for 70A, S22.50; 3" f/3.5 Cinor lens for 70A,
S37.50; 6" f/4.5 Dallmeyer for 70A, S30.00.
SEND FOR NEW BARGAIN CATALOG. WIL-
LOUGHBYS, 110 W. 32nd St., N. Y. C

Keep pace with your

hobby by

subscribing to

MOVIE MAKERS
The authoritative monthly publica-

tion oi the Amateur Cinema League,

the world wide organization of ama-
teur movie makers.

MOVIE MAKERS contains practical,

helpful articles on every phase of

filming of interest to amateurs.

Its editorial contents, its news and

its advertising are dependable.

MOVIE MAKERS
subscriptions are

$3.00 a year
($3.25 in Canada; $3.50 in other countries)

at your dealer's or write direct to

MOVIE MAKERS
420 Lexington Ave. New York, N. Y.

LIKE new: Filmo 70D, Cooke //3.5 focusing,
latest brown model, Mayfair case, S125.00; Victor
5, Cooke 20mm. //2.5, Wollensak 1" //1.5, Dall-
meyer 4" //4, case, S165.00. Write for free bar-
gain bulletin. CAMERA MART, DEPT. A, 70
WEST 45th STREET, NEW YORK.

FILMS WANTED
WANTED: Finnish film, 25 to 50 ft. 16mm.

Kodachrome preferred of Helsinki, including
Parliament Bldg., station and other points of
interest — original or dupe. HERBERT ULL-
MANN, 530 Jackson Ave., River Forest, 111.

WANTED to rent, 16mm. travel films, Eu-
rope, Asia, North Africa, color or monochrome.
Write description; send no films. Residents New
York City only. HANSEN ASSOCIATES, 420
Lexington Ave., N. Y. C.

FILMS FOR RENTAL OR SALE

SILENT FILMS EXCHANGED, bought,
rented, sold; plenty bargains. Send for free lists

now. FRANK LANE, 5 Little Bldg., Boston,
Mass.

FIVE child health, training and character
building films. Prenatal, Child's First Year, One
to Six. Grade School. High School. 16 and Smm.
silent and sound, sale or rent. Write DAVID B.
HILL. Salem, Oregon, or Bell St Howell Com-
pany, Chicago, Illinois, or local dealers every-
where.

| FREE catalogue: Rent 16mm. silent programs,
7 reels. S2.00. New exchange list ready. ASHA
FILMS, 785 St. Johns, Brooklyn, N. Y.

YEARLY Spring Sale of Films. Write today
stating whether vou want sound or silent, Smm.
or 16mm. INSTITUTIONAL CINEMA SER-
VICE. Inc., 1560 Broadway, N. Y. C.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

EXCHANGE: Silent pictures, SI. 00 reel. Finest
sound film programs, rent reasonable; also sell.

CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY, 1041 Jefferson Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

| CASTLE Films library. Sales, exchanges, of-
fering the finest exchange services, Kevstone sales,
service, parts. RIEDEL FILMS, 6120 Lorain Ave.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

WILL EXCHANGE FREE 16MM. sound fea-
tures and shorts. Send your list. SAMSON'S
FILM SERVICE, 35 Portland St., Providence,
R. 1.

| SOL"XTD film, 16mm. used prints in excellent
condition; short subjects, one and two reels each;
sale or exchange. FRANK CASSEDY, 545 Shade-
land Ave., Drexel Hill. Penna.

"FINLAND Fights" and all latest Castle
Film releases for sale. Also, complete exchange
service; free catalog. OYERBROOK FILMS, Box
722. Philadelphia, Pa.

TRADING OFFERS

PUMP SHOTGUNS, target pistols, binoculars
and medical microscopes accepted in trade on
everything photographic, such as Leicas, Contaxes,
Eastman and Bell St Howell motion picture equip-
ment, Da-Lite Screens and Webster sound equip-
ment including public address systems, amplifiers,
etc. Write for catalog. NATIONAL CAMERA
EXCHANGE, established in 1914, 11 S. 5th St.,

Minneapolis. Minn.

MISCELLANEOUS

COMPLETE printing outfit for movie titles:

presses, type, ink. paper and supplies. Write for
details. KELSEY PRESSES, D-50, Meriden, Conn.

PUT recorded sound effects, narrative, music,
to vour silent 8 or 16mm. movies. PICTURES.
Inc.. Box 1655. Charleston, W. Va.

REPAIR SERVICE: Cameras, projectors;
still, movie: sound, silent. Specialists in Bell St

Howell equipment. HEBERT STUDIOS, Inc.,

55 Allyn St.. Hartford, Conn.

| TITLES: printed, eight words or less, 8mm.,
15c; 16mm.. 20c. Minimum order, SI. 00. Samples
and complete hand lettered "The End," 10c.
MIDWEST SERVICE, 1024 Quincy, Topeka,
Kans.

| WANTED: Unusual story-telling still pictures
for publication purposes. Especially desire photos
from all foreign countries. Write immediately
sending contact prints for examination. What
have you? Include return postage. THE FOUR
FLAGS PICTORIAL PRESS, P. O. Box 332,
Niles, Mich.

KODACHROME titles, 16mm. Professional
color effects; 12 words SI. 00. Send for sample.
W. C. KANE, 100 Gibbs St., Rochester, N. Y.

Printed by WNU, N. Y., in the U. S. A.
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The Da-Lite Unipod weighs
only one pound. Available in

two styles. No. 2.

The most convenient of all portable screens
is the Da-Lite Challenger shown here. The
Glass-Beaded surface is spring-roller-mount-
ed in a metal case to which a tripod is

pivotally and permanently attached. It can
be set up anywhere in 15 seconds, yet folds
compactly for easy carrying. The only screen
with square tubing in the tripod and exten-
sion rod. 12 sizes from 30" x 40" to 70" x 94"
inclusive. From $12.50 up. Slightly higher
on Pacific coast.

The Da-Lite Projector Stand can be ad-
justed in height to suit any requirements.
It permits projecting pictures above the
heads of the audience. With a tilting plat-
form for silent projectors or a non-tilting
platform for sound projectors.

DA-LITE UNIPOD CAMERA SUPPORT
To Keep Movies Free from Wobble

DA-LITE PROJECTOR STAND
To Simplify Projection

3. DA-LITE GLASS BEADED SCREEN
for Brighter, Clearer Pictures

Our tests show that Da-Lite Glass-Beaded Screens

reflect much more of the projected light within 45
°

viewing angles than any white screen. Greater view-

ing angles are exceptional and are not advisable,

due to excessive distortion which cannot be elimi-

nated with any screen. That is why Da-Lite, though
making White, Silver and Glass-Beaded Screens,

recommends the Beaded surface as the most
efficient and practical for all average projection re-

quirements. Send for literature. See Da-Lite Screens

at your dealer's! Ask for a demonstration!

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC.
DEPT. 4MM. 2723 N. CRAWFORD AVE., CHICAGO, ILL.

gffi^*^*/%;
REG. U.S. PAT. OFF.
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(wricoprint)

LETTERING SETS
The quickest, easiest, most economical

way to letter your movie titles perfectly

is available now at a price everyone

can afford.

When you letter your own titles with

the new inexpensive WRICOPRINT,

they will equal the work of profes-

sional artists. They will be your titles

and you'll enjoy making them.

See WRICOPRINT at your dealer's or

write for illustrated bulletin M-A.

WOOD-REGAN INSTRUMENT CO., INC.

NUTLEY, N. J.
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WVIS RECORD OF RUSSO-FINNISH WAR!

First 16 MM • 8 MM Movies of Red Invasion

in the Arctic ... filmed at 40 below zero!

NOW own a permanent record and review

the whole fantastic spectacle as bravely filmed

by twelve ace cameramen under land and sky

fire in 40-below zero weather.

See the ruthless bombing of Helsinki and the

flight of its terrorized citizens. See the Reds

dropping troops from the sky by parachutes.

See the famous Finnish ski troops in thrilling

action. See the heroic Finns destroy their own

homes to impede the enemy advance. See dra-

matic actual fighting on the famed Mannerheim

Line. Thrill to scene after scene of Finland's

great heroes defending their homeland against

overwhelming odds.

Castle Films brings this saga of bravery

right into your own home in a startling film

that features some of the most amazing scenes

ever pictured.

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES FOR THIS SPECTACULAR CASTLE FILM

Order from your Photo Dealer Today:

8 mm. 50 ft. $1.75-180 ft. $5.50 16 mm. 100 ft. $3.50—360 ft. $8.75

Sound-on-film 350 ft.— $17.50

:astle FILMS
ROCKEFELLER PLAZA WRIGLEY BUILDING RUSS BUILDING

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

PERSONAL ORDER BLANK
Mail This to Your Photo Dealer Today

!

Reserve for earliest delivery

"FINLAND FIGHTS"
mm. size foot length

Name

Address

City and State.
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First IB MM • 8 MM Movies of Red Invasion

in the Arctic... filmed at 40 below zero!
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NOW own a permanent record and review

the whole fantastic spectacle as bravely filmed

by twelve ace cameramen under land and sky

fire in 40-below zero weather.

See the ruthless bombing of Helsinki and the

flight of its terrorized citizens. See the Reds

dropping troops from the sky by parachutes.

See the famous Finnish ski troops in thrilling

action. See the heroic Finns destroy their own

homes to impede the enemy advance. See dra-

matic actual fighting on the famed Mannerheim

Line. Thrill to scene after scene of Finland's

great heroes defending their homeland against

overwhelming odds.

Castle Films brings this saga of bravery

right into your own home in a startling film

that features some of the most amazing scenes

ever pictured.

NO ADVANCE IN PRICES FOR THIS SPECTACULAR CASTLE FILM

Order from your Photo Dealer Today:

8 mm. 50 ft. $1.75-180 ft. $5.50 16 mm. 100 ft. $3.50-360 ft. $8.75

Sound-on-film 350 ft. -$17.50

V*X
fc» CASTLE FILMS

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA WRIGLEY BUILDING RUSS BUILDING
NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

PERSONAL ORDER BLANK
Mail This to Your Pholo Dealer Today

!

Reserve for earliest delivery

"FINLAND FIGHTS"
mm. size foot length

Address

City and State.
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SALE!
TO MAKE ROOM
FOR NEW MODELS

WE OFFER
THE COMPACT

Candid Midget

FORMERLY

S20.00

Here is an opportunity to get

one of these popular minia-

ture cameras at more than

50% off. The Candid Midget

is chromium finished, com-

pact, lightweight, with an all-

metal leather covered body,

and is equipped with an F4.5

Anastigmat lens in Vario

Shutter with speeds up to

l/100th part of a second. It

measures 4%x2Y2x2 inches in

size, takes all standard 35mm
film and makes pictures

lxl^ inches.

Eveready Leather Case $2.85

MAIL ORDERS FILLED

POSTAGE PREPAID

TRADE IN YOUR OLD CAMERA

110 West 32nd St., N.Y.
Near 6th Avenue

World's Largest Camera Store

Built on Square Dealing

Closeups—What filmers are doing

The Eleventh Annual International

Show of Amateur Motion Pictures,

offered by Duncan MacD. Little, ACL,
and Mrs. Little, of New York City,

will have its premier presentation on

the third of this month, at Manhattan's

Barbizon-Plaza Theatre. This is a

change from the date of April fifth, an-

nounced originally by Mr. Little. Fur-

ther screenings of the same program

will be held during the month at the

Newark Art Club, in Newark, N. J., at

Dartmouth College, in Hanover, N. H.,

and at the New England Museum of

Natural History, in Boston, Mass.

Members of the jury of selection for

this Eleventh Annual Show are Dan An-

derson, of The New York Sun; Wlady-

slaw T. Benda, artist; Eleanor D. Child,

of the Greenwich (Conn.) High School;

locelyn Crane, of the New York Zoolog-

ical Society; Eileen Creelman, of The

New York Sun; Bosley Crowther. of

The New York Times; Arthur L. Gale,

editor of Movie Makers; Mack C. Gor-

ham, film producer; Dr. Russell Pot-

ter, of Columbia University; Dr. Fred-

eric M. Thrasher, of New York Uni-

versity; Jesse Zunser, of the magazine,

Cue.

A jinx in amateur movies is something

new, but we're quite willing to rec-

ognize it if it comes along. George F.

Delaney, ACL, of Peoria, 111., is not!

He has been producing a film of the

Woodruff High School band, in his

home town, and of course planned to

set it to music on his double turntables.

Among the records selected for use was
one of the Overture of Rienzi, by Wag-
ner. Before the film was finished, one

friend dropped disc Number one, anoth-

er sat on disc Number two—and Mr.
Delaney carried bravely and furiously on.

With disc Number three, and nineteen

other records, he took the finished film to

the high school for presentation. As he

left, following this screening, his foot

slipped on an icy step, and down went
Mr. Delaney and his twenty records.

When the sparks cleared away, Mr. De-

laney had one sprained wrist, one bro-

ken finger and one broken record—the

Rienzi Overture! Our advice . . . but

never mind.

Mrs. B. Palmer Lewis, ACL, of New
York City, started almost more than

she had bargained for when, a few

months ago, she presented a program of

her 16mm. color travel studies before a

large group of friends. Since then, un-

der the name of Lorena Lewis, she has

blossomed into a full fledged travel lec-

turer and cinematographer. Among her

recent programs have been screenings

at the McMillin Theatre, of Columbia

University; for the Tuesday Lecture

Luncheon group, of the Hotel Well-

ington; for the Alumnae Association,

at the Vassar Club of New York;

for the American Women's Club, in

New York City; for the Dobbs Ferry

Women's Club, at Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.

Her current film features are Oriental

Odyssey, a saga of freighter voyaging in

[Continued on page 158]

"The home office would be furious if they knew Swansons
lamp showed movies!"
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Amp/ia 0Ue/id> an Eight for the First Time

With All the Features 8mm. Users Have Wanted

Yes, every feature that good 8 mm. films deserve—brilliance

of illumination, reverse pictures, ease of operation, gentle

treatment of precious film, in short a smooth satisfying perform-

ance—is now available through the new Ampro 8 mm. projector.

For years 8 mm. fans have said "give us a projector that does

not penalize us for the economy of 8 mm. film." In this new

model—Ampro now makes it possible to show 8 mm. film under

ideal conditions.

CHECK THESE MANY

SUPERIOR FEATURES

Still Picture Lever . . . Automatic Safety Shutter . . . Reverse

Picture Operation . . . Fast Automatic Rewind . . . Full 400 foot

reel Capacity if Desired . . . 500 Watt Illumination . . . Flicker-

less Pictures at Slow Speed . . . Efficient Cooling for Forward

or Reverse Projection . . . Cool Air Intake Across Aperture In-

sures Longest Film Life . . . Automatic Reel-Locking Device

. . . Micrometric Tilting Knob . . . Automatic Pilot Light . . .

Centralized Controls . . . Complete Range of Film Speeds . . .

Easy Threading . . . Quiet Operation . . . Has 1" F 1.6 Objective

Lens . . . Optical System Corrected for Color Films . . . Operates

on both AC or DC 100-125 Volts

Priced at, complete $98
SEND FOR CATALOG

of Ampro Precision

8mm. and 16mm.

Silent and Sound

Projectors

The latest Ampro
Catalog will give

you full details on

this remarkable
new 8 mm. projec-

tor and the full

story on the com-
plete line of Ampro
"precision" 16 mm.
silent and sound
projectors.

Ampro Corporation, 2839 >.'. Western Ave., Chicago, III. MM-440

Please send me full details on the new 8 mm. Ampro Projector.
Also the complete Ampro 1940 Catalog of 8 and 16 mm. Projectors.

A'ame

.

Address .

City.
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IMPORTANT

ANNOUNCEMENT

KEYSTONE
8mm Model R-8 500 Watt

At a New Low Price

$49.50

Brilliant Light Quiet Operation

With 400 ft. spool

Full Automatic Rewind

This sturdily constructed 8mm Projector is

a grand buy—Achromatic f/ 1 .85 Wollensak
lens—built in carrying handle—pilot light

—

speed control—perfect for color or black

and white—Universal Motor A.C. or D.C.
—electric rewind mechanism—compare it

with any Projector in the 8mm. field.

Write for Literature

KEYSTONE
8 AND I6MM CAMERAS AND PROJECTORS

Keystone Mfg. Co., 288 A St., Boston, Mass.

CIoseups
[Continued from page 156]

the Far East, and Colonial Williams-

burg, a study of the famous Virginia

reconstruction. The first subject was

known originally as Deep Sea Odyssey,

but this had to be changed, as prospec-

tive audiences thought it referred to

deep sea fishing! Mrs. Lewis has ac-

cepted her career with enthusiasm. In

fact, as you read this, she will again be

on the high seas, outward bound to

French Indo-China.

Frank H. Demeo, ACL, a newcomer
to Manchester, Conn., credits to his

movies all the friends and acquaintances

he has made there, so far. It seems that

one day, soon after he moved to Man-
chester, he received a letter inviting

him to join in the formation of a new
club, to be devoted to amateur films.

The letter was signed by Evan W. Ny-

quist and two other local residents.

Pleased but puzzled, Mr. Demeo began
making a few discreet inquiries and
soon found as follows: Mr. Nyquist, a

movie maker himself, was also Mr.

Demeo's postman, and a smart one. He
had simply copied down Mr. Demeo's
name and address from the returning

film boxes he delivered to him—and

there Mr. Demeo was, a recognized citi-

zen.

Movie Makers announces with pleas-

ure the birth, some six weeks ago. of

Nicholas Holslag to Russell C. Holslag.

ACL, and Mrs. Holslag, of New York
City. Recently. Claude J. Holslag. ACL,
brother of this publication's advertising

manager, was presented by the National

Association of Manufacturers with a

scroll of honor in recognition of his pio-

neering work in the field of electric arc

welding.

If your friends or family spring a sur-

prise on you, as you start off on an im-

portant cruise, we hope that it will not

be quite so surprising as the experi-

ence of Noah Van Cleef, ACL, of Chi-

cago. His first contact with amateur

movies came just before his sailing on a

world cruise, in a gift from his brothers

of a shiny new 16mm. camera—without

an instruction book! A reasonable man,

Mr. Van Cleef studied the camera care-

fully, consulted a bit with the cruise

director (who was a still photographer),

threaded up a film, pushed the button

and the darn thing worked. Since that

tense but triumphant moment, he has

shot more than 50,000 feet of 16mm.
film, all color.
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@ @ S What does it mean?
The AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc

.

whose voice is Movie Makers, is the international or-

ganization of movie amateurs, founded in 1926 and now

serving filmers over the world. The League's consulting

services advise amateurs on plan and execution of their

films, both as to cinematographic technique and con-

tinuity. It serves the amateur clubs of the world in

organization, conduct and program and provides for

them a film exchange. It issues booklets. It maintains

various special services for members. The League

completely owns and operates Movie Makers. The

directors listed below are a sufficient warrant of the

high type of our association. Your membership is

invited. Five dollars a year.

Hiram Percy Maxim, Founder

DIRECTORS OF THE LEAGUE

STEPHEN F. VOORHEES, President

JOHN V. HANSEN, Vice President

A. A. HEBERT, Treasurer .

C. R. DOOLEY

MRS. L. S. GALVIN

W. E. KIDDER . .

HAROLD E. B. SPEIGHT

FLOYD L. VANDERPOEL

T. A. WILLARD . .

ROY W. WINTON, Managing Director

. New York City

Washington, D. C.

• Hartford, Conn.

. New York City

• Lima, Ohio

Kalamazoo, Mich.

. Geneva, N. Y.

Litchfield, Conn.

Beverly Hills, CaHf.

. New York Citv

Address all inquiries to

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, INC.

420 LEXINGTON AVE.. NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

FOLLOWERS of hobbies seem to be obsessed by a desire to

create jargon.

It may be that every new interest is so different from

previous experience that new terms are needed for its discus-

sion. Perhaps there is a tendency toward esoteric phraseology,

which drives those who pursue hobbies to invent words that

the rest of the world will not understand—passwords between

the initiated.

Movie makers have not escaped the temptation to invent

new words or to use old ones in new ways. In committing this

linguistic sin, they have managed to create some particularly

horrible examples that are both pretentious and bombastic

and that are, at the same time, devoid of precise meaning.

Most jargon suffers from this fault.

We are often told that something is "filmic." This harsh

word is presumably used to convey the thought that a scene

or a person is particularly worth filming. Cinematography

has, already, a crime on its shoulders, in the matter of the

noun, "film"; it has turned this into a verb, largely from
necessity, in order to avoid the imprecise "to make a motion

picture." If an adjective is now to be laid upon the bent back

of this short substantive, this will really be "tew mutch."

If somebody does not happen to be "filmic," he is almost

certain to be "photogenic." This formidable Atticism is a

scientific term that refers to anything that is produced by the

action of light. To shrink it down to mean—as we find it in

some instances today—that a "glamour girl" or a pretty boy

of the movies looks attractive on the screen or that a land-

scape can be recorded artistically is to give it an absurd con-

tent.

What a "camera angle" may be, nobody really knows.

The closest approach to an exact definition of this widely

used phrase would call it a position in which a camera is

placed, so that its lens points upward or downward. Yet, if

we believe what we read, everybody achieves camera angles,

whether he knows what they are or whether he does not.

These geometrical illogicalities are generally indulged in by

"camerists." Here we have one of those "nice Nelly" words

that will have nothing to do with that sturdy term, "camera-

man." If there are "dentists," why should there not be "cam-

erists"?

If footage that is "filmic" has been made of subjects that

are "photogenic," and if the "camerist" has leaped hither and

yon to secure "camera angles," it is dollars to doughnuts that

the result will be a "documentary." This ponderous verbal

"sockdolager" represents the quintessence of everything that

is grand, gloomy and peculiar among the gentry who call

themselves avant garde filmers. As nearly as anybody can

separate the meat from the sour sauce of this term, it would

presumably mean a human record. It is best left to its own
obscurity.

With "movies" and "to film" already in the count against

us, we may well make an effort to see if we cannot manage to

get along without more jargon. If we can contrive to do this,

there is real hope that the rest of the world may eventually

come to understand us.
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FILTERS AND FACTORS
Easy way to use filters and to

compensate for their factors

'[ ISE a 2x yellow filter!"

How often that admonition has appeared in articles

on movie making, and how cryptic it must seem to a new
movie maker! To many of us this familiar command has

become wearisome through repetition, although the advice

it offers is always correct. But. to the beginner, it must sound

like jargon.

Most of us understand that a filter is a device that serves

as a strainer. A porous material that will separate impurities

from water, that is passed through it. is a filter. Likewise, a

filter may be a piece of colored glass that will permit only

certain rays to pass through it.

But we need light in order to make movies. In fact, often,

in the course of filming, we should like to have more light

than is readily available. Therefore, why should we use any

device that would prevent certain rays of light from reaching

the film?

The answer is found in a certain type of black and white

landscape shots that all of us have seen at one time or an-

other. The picture, which might otherwise have been very

handsome, is marred by an expanse of almost white and en-

tirely featureless sky. In the case of a still picture, the

sky may be almost as white as the paper on which the photo-

graph is printed. In the case of a movie scene, the sky may
be even brighter than the unilluminated white screen, be-

cause, within its area, so much of the projector's light is re-

flected back to our eyes.

Such shots may be a trifle overexposed in all parts. But.

even if the exposure were correct for the rest of the scene,

the sky may be far too white. This effect exists because the

light from the sky produced too great an exposure and this,

in turn, is a fact because the light from the sky is rich in

blue, the color that has the most pronounced effect on black

and white film.

The logical solution is to diminish the amount of blue light

that is admitted to the lens, and this may be done by using

a yellow filter.

The filter serves as a strainer of light, and a yellow filter

simply strains out a portion of the blue light that reaches it.

Thus, it makes the sky darker without affecting materially

the other parts of the subject. Since clouds are white, they

are not affected and, accordingly, in the scene, they stand

out against the sky that is darkened by the filter. Thus, we
can see that, although we speak of filters as "making the

clouds stand out," they affect the image of the sky behind the

clouds.

But a filter does reduce the amount of light upon which

we are depending to produce the correct exposure. To com-

pensate for this decrease of light, we must open the lens

diaphragm wider than we should have done had a filter not

FREDERICK G. BEACH, ACL
been used. The extent to which the aperture must be opened,

in addition to the normally correct exposure, is indicated by

the filter's factor. In other words, the factor that appears

in connection with a filter indicates the degree to which the

exposure is affected.

For example, the factor 2x (two times) indicates that the

filter it accompanies will cut the exposure in half, producing

an effect equivalent to that of one stop less than correct

exposure. The remedy is to open the lens one stop wider than

the opening which normally would be required.

A factor of 4x indicates that the lens should be opened

two extra stops beyond normal exposure, to compensate for

the presence of the filter. A factor of 8x indicates that an

exposure increase of three stops is required. The intermediate

factors, such as 3x, 5x, 6x and 7x, are best handled by one

half stop variations. For example, for a 3x factor, open the

lens an additional stop and a half; for a 5x, 6x or 7x fac-

tor, open the lens two and one half additional stops.

This method of handling intermediate factors is not mathe-

matically correct, but it is the most practical system, and it

produces perfect results. Exposure variations of less than

one half stop produce a negligible effect on black and white

reversal movie film, and it is impractical to set the lens for

such small variations as one fourth of a stop.

The factor of a filter varies with the type of film with

which it is used. A certain filter may have one factor with

orthochromatic film and another with supersensitive panchro-

matic. Therefore, in using filters, one must know their factors

for the film with which he is working. The dealer, from whom
the filter is purchased, should be able to give you its factor

for each type of black and white film that he sells.

One will find that it is convenient to have some method
of allowing for filter factors, that is fairly automatic. If you
use an exposure meter which employs the Weston film speed

system, you can follow this procedure. Divide the number
which is assigned by Weston, to represent~the speed of your

film, by the number representing the filter's factor, then use

the resultant figure as the film speed in setting your meter.

When this is done, you follow the meter reading in setting

the diaphragm without making further compensation for the

filter. You must remember, however, to change the film speed

indicator on the meter to the proper point for the normal

speed of the film, should the filter be removed from the lens.

If your meter is based on the Scheiner system, translate

the filter factor into terms of additional stops, and, from the

Scheiner speed rating of the film that you are using, subtract

three degrees for each stop. This gives you a new Scheiner

speed rating to use as a guide in setting the meter. For ex-

ample, if the filter has a 2x factor with the film to be used,

the lens would be opened one stop [Continued on page 183]
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FOLLOWING

GRANDMA

Grandma
may VrvA b^ sV,e

a\so^

HAVE you a grandma?
If you have, you have a picture.

Maybe your grandma is a little old lady who sits and rocks

and mends all the family socks. She washes little Willie

behind the ears before he goes in to supper and dries little

Betty's tears when her favorite doll breaks.

Maybe your grandma makes the sort of quilts that take

first prize at the county fair. Her strawberry jam tastes what

heaven will be like. And, to top it all, she's having a romance

with that old codger down the street.

What's your grandma like, anyway?
Does she live with you, keeping her little room as spic and

span as a ship's galley? Does she spend her day in a million

small chores that nobody ever says thank you for—until their

having been done is missed, along with Grandma herself?

Does she help your sister primp for that most important

""prom" and does she stay awake to sneak you in at 4:00 A.M.?
Make this picture a tribute to your grandmother, who, as

you know, is twice over your mother.

For once in your life, wake up just as early as Grandmother
does. Five o'clock, is it? And the birds are up, too, and sing-

ing? Of course, you feel a bit sleepy, but it will do you good
to say hello to the milkman as Grandmother does.

"It's awfully early," she apologizes, "but old folk like me
don't need to sleep. Maybe its because we'll have a long sleep

pretty soon now."

No. the cook is not down as yet, so Grandma puts the coffee

on, and you and she make ready to have a cup of brew in the

peaceful kitchen. Why not start your movie of Grandma here?
Then, you can follow her all through the day with your camera.
You take her in long shots and closeups, at her many and

endless chores. You take her in the garden, gathering a nose-

gay, the sunlight dancing on her white hair. You take her at

her afternoon siesta. You take her over her knitting. You take

her, glasses down at the bottom of her nose, Bible on her knee.
You take her with the baby on her knee.

Has your grandmother a cat, a parrot or an aquarium of

tropical fish? Put them into the picture, too.

She will lead you a merry

and interesting cine chase

BETH BROWN, ACL
At six o'clock, you can order a costume change. How about

a picture of Grandma in her Sunday finery? If you are in the

country, take a picture of her on her way to church. If you are

in the city, and your grandma happens to be a streamlined

variety, show her as she is—behind the wheel of her car or

behind the wheel of her business.

Do her girl friends come to an old fashioned tea party, or do

they come to a modern bridge party? Little old girls of sixty

make perfectly swell camera fodder, and you will be surprised

how ready they will be to pose. As a rule, old ladies have no

stage fright to speak of—and they just love the excitement of

being filmed.

Every grandma has a hobby. Maybe it's pin money pickles

or a famous recipe for biscuits. You can show her baking the

biscuits and make the tongues of your audience hang down to

the floor. Crotchety old ladies usually crochet very well, and
you can film a comforter from the first row of stitches to the

final handsome spread that it makes on the family couch.

Perhaps your grandma's hobby is an unusual one. I know
one old lady who took up painting at the young old age of sixty

four. She happened to find some paint on a palette that her

granddaughter had left behind and decided, for economy's

sake, to use it up. She found a pretty good view right from
the kitchen window and proceeded to paint it. The results

surprised everybody to such an extent that she finally held a

one man exhibition the following winter.

Maybe your grandma is boss of a farm. I know of several

aged widows, so called, who go on working, planting and
plowing and sowing and reaping, shoulder to shoulder with

men, at the age of fifty five and sixty.

Maybe your grandmother is a career woman.
There's many a grandmother in Hollywood, supporting the

rest of the family. And how about the grand old ladies of the

legitimate stage? Their lives are full of color and excitement

and make for splendid filming.

The newspapers often carry incredible stories about grand-

mothers who are doing credible things. I read of one who
claims to be a rain maker. She follows the crops around with

the seasons and responds to the call of farmers who send out

the cry of drought. Another old lady has set herself up an an

oil diviner—and her findings have surprised the most skeptical

geologists. Still another ran her husband's train to its des-

tination. And. on the circus lot, you will meet many an acrobat

who just will not tell her age. You can bet your best lens that

she's a grandma in years even if [Continued on page 184]
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SOME day. some pioneer in the field of etiquette will in-

clude in a book on that subject a few paragraphs about

what kind of personal movies may politely be called enter-

tainment for other people.

Of course, there is no law against taking pictures on im-

pulse, but there is a certain amount of evil in taking roll

after roll of the snapshot type of pictures, splicing the rolls

together and calling the result an evening's entertainment.

The remedy for this all too prevalent social evil is, of

course, continuity.

The very simplest kind of planning frequently will make
all the difference between a film that will provide genuine

amusement for your audience and one that will make them
think that its creator is a menace to society.

Continuity begins at home. The very best places to begin

making planned films are the living room and the back yard.

If you work with subjects that you enjoy filming, it is much
easier to plan a movie with a good continuity than if you
attempt to work out an elaborate plan for a film about a sub-

ject that is largely unknown to you.

A good way to introduce yourself to film planning is to

think of a subject that you might film and. instead of con-

tenting yourself with one shot of it. to consider it as the basis

for a movie. You may need a beginning and you may need
an end.

For example, Bobby is about to wash his dog. It is a bright

day, a good day for movie making. You plan to take the

camera out in the yard, when the time comes, and film the

action. Stop for one moment and try to think of what events

might lead up to the dog's bath. The simplest continuity

might be as follows:

1. Closeup of the dog scratching himself, indicating fleas

and the necessity for a bath.

2. Near shot of Bobby watching the dog as he scratches.

3. Medium shot of Bobby carrving a basin into

the yard, with soap and brush.

4. Closeup of Bobby scrubbing the dog.

5. Medium shot of the dog jumping out of the

basin and running away.

6. Closeup of Bobby, soaking wet.

To develop the plot further and to make a

longer movie, we might amplify the list of

scenes as follows:

1. Medium shot of the dog scratching him-

self.

2. Closeup of a paw in motion, as the dog
scratches.

3. Near shot of Bobby watching the dog.

He scratches his head reflectively, hatching

an idea.

4. Medium shot of Bobby stopping

short and running into the house.

5. Medium shot of Bobby carrying a

basin into the yard, with soap and
brush.

6. Long shot of the dog running

away.

7. Medium shot of Bobby going after

the dog and bringing him back to the

basin.

9. Medium shot of Bobby scrubbing

the dog.

10. Medium shot of the dog jumping
out of the basin.

11. Closeup of Bobby, soaking wet.

12. Medium shot of the dos rolling

Commonplace events may

be filmed in logical steps

WILLIAM M.NELSON
in the dust. (Or, simply show the dog covered with dust.)

In making this continuity, or one like it. you will find that

planning the events, to create a background for your idea,

and working out a climax are more fun than limiting your-

self to the one obvious shot. And, when you project the movie,

you will find that your audience is agreeably surprised and

genuinely interested in it.

In planning such a continuity, it is well to jot down
briefly the scenes in the order that you plan to film them.

Doing this will not only bolster your memory, but will help

you to discover any gaps which may exist in your plan. Such

a gap—a scene that you forgot to include—may be explained

later, but it is like the "big one that got away," for the ex-

planation is never very satisfactory.

There are other types of continuity treatment which may
be conducted on this same plan. Some of them involve a lit-

tle trouble, but generally the result will be worth it. Take,

for example, a frequent subject for cine snapshots, that of

Baby being fed. With this as the final shot, a humorous con-

tinuity treatment might lead up to it as follows:

1. A long shot of a garden, with persons at work picking

spinach (it need not be spinach—any green stuff will do).

Title. In the United States, millions of bushels of spinach

are packed annually for consumption by children.

2. Medium shot of a truck being loaded with cases from a

warehouse platform. [Continued on page 186]
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Above, "stills" from Jungle

Jim and, below, frame en-

largements from The Black

Rider, now in production.
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HEROES
RIDE

AGAIN
ADVENTURE PICTURES, in Passaic. N. J., is a group

. of young fellows, none yet twenty, centering around

Louis McMahon, ACL, who produced and directed Jungle

Jim, our latest completed movie.

Since he was a youngster, Lou has been going to the movies

to see Westerns and serials. He has studied them thoroughly

and, with this background, has gathered his friends together

to produce his own photoplays.

Lou says that he first got the idea when he saw the results

of a home movie that a friend's father made of the young

boys in their cowboy outfits. He immediately started saving

his pennies to get his first camera but, after having saved

enough, had the misfortune of being '"stuck" with a beautiful

second hand "bargain.'" not purchased at a photographic

shop.

The shutter of the thing didn't work! Most of the film Lou
exposed was light struck, with only a good frame now and

then. Temporarily disillusioned, it was not until a few months

later that he bought his Model B-l Keystone, which we still

use.

In the spring of 1936, Lou. with his brother. Reg, and Dick

Kuhn. planned his first Adventure Picture. The Texan. That

summer, they began production. But, who was going to buy

the film? Lou broke his bank to get the camera, and Reg,

who was just twelve at the time, couldn't stand the expense;

so, for the honor of playing the hero, Dick had the honor of

financing the film.

It is now almost a rule with Adventure Pictures that who-

ever can supply the funds for a picture can play the hero.

The plot of The Texan is very simple. It deals with cattle

"rustlers'" and an outlaw who reforms. The hero, of course,

eliminates the outlaws single handed. Most of the atmosphere

is produced by Lou's excellent intercutting of stock shots,

showing cowboys branding and rounding up cattle, with

closely matched scenes that we acted. For the climax, Lou
has intercut a stock shot, showing a character being trampled

by a stampeding herd, with scenes of our villain, so that the

final effect is that our badman is trampled to death. It's all in

the editing!

One of the first sequences called for horses, although we
knew as little about riding as we did about movie making. We
rented the noble steeds (although "nags" might be more
appropriate) from a local riding academy, at what was to

JOHN MALUDA
us the outrageous price of one dollar an hour. Reg, our

twelve year old cameraman, was the youngest member of

the group. As the large horses came stamping and snorting

out of the stable, he turned green about the gills and started

to leave, saying politely, "I'm quitting."

We persuaded him to stay and went to our location, where

we rehearsed a scene in which Dick, the hero, was to mount

his horse and chase Lou, the villain. All went well, but,

during the "take." Dick accidentally kicked the horse in the

rump while mounting. Away galloped the horse, with The

Texan bouncing high and hard behind the saddle, stirrups

flying madly in the wind. Lou was around the bend in the

narrow trail and did not know what had happened until he

heard a few wild "whoa's." He turned to see Dick coming

directly at him.

Thoughts of paying a horse doctor's bill flashed through

his mind. but. just before the crash, the runaway horse

slowed down and stopped. After our teeth stopped chattering,

we yelled for our cameraman.

"I'm up here. I'm not going to take any scenes down there

until you guys learn how to ride!"

We looked up. Reggie had scampered

up a tree, and there he was safely perched

out on a limb. Nothing
[Continued on page 184]
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LEON A. KREGER
BEFORE the New York State Health Department began

its program of producing movies for health education,

we first examined all of the films that we could discover,

which concerned health. We analyzed their good and bad

points: we tried to determine what factors were most impor-

tant in making these pictures attractive, le decided that, if

an educational film of health was to have "box office appeal.'

it must have good photography, it must cover the subject ade-

quately, it must present a central, unified theme and it must

have dramatic interest.

After our research, we produced Serum to Windham, a

thrilling, true story of how serum was delivered in time to

save a patient, and On Guard, a historical film of the con-

quest of diphtheria. These movies, made on 35mm. black and

white film, have been screened in practically every city, vil-

lage and hamlet in New York.

Our problem was to produce movies to discuss health that

would be so interesting that managers of movie theatres

would be willing to present them on the same program with

recognized box office favorites. It might seem that our meth-

ods of planning and production would have little in common
with those of 16mm. movie makers.

Yet, as a matter of fact, the problems that we met are al-

most identical with those that confront the average serious

movie maker, whatever may !be the size of the film.

We built no sets, paid no salaries to actors and could not

afford such luxuries as "process backgrounds." Less impor-

tant actors were drafted as we needed them, and the sets

were actual locations and rooms that fitted our needs. But

that did not prevent us from making movies that have been

seen by millions of theatre goers.

In another respect, our production methods were the same

as those that are available to any 16mm. movie maker. Al-

though our films are talkies, they were made as silent movies,

and narration and music were added later. We prepared the

scenario and the narration concurrently and we timed care-

fully the length of the scenes to match the commentary. Of
course, the exact synchronism of narration, music and film

was obtained in the final editing.

Serum to W indham is a true story about a country doctor

who found that his snowbound patient was the victitm of a

rare type of pneumonia. Through the cooperation of police,

highway workers and the railroad, the doctor obtained a spe-

cial serum in time to save the patient's life.

For this film, we needed a shot of two policemen in a ra-

dio patrol car, which was presumably being driven on the

city streets at night. This scene actually was made in the

New York City police garage. A flood bulb unit was placed

on the floor of the car. and its reflector was turned upward

so that the light would shine on the officers' faces, as if it

were the illumination from the dashboard light. The scene

was filmed through the windshield, and we moved the car's

body in a way that would approximate the normal swaying

of an automobile being driven through city streets.

In editing, the scenes of the car's interior were alternated

with shots of a police car crossing Times Square, and the

final effect was completely realistic.

New York State makes use

of movies in its program

Shots in two movies

of New York State

Health Department

The New York Cen-

tral stopped its Commo-
dore Vanderbilt express

at Hudson, N. Y.. for an-

other night sequence,

which was taken in win-

ter. This through train,

which ordinarily never

stops at Hudson, arrived

at the station with its

bell clanging, its crew nervous and

its amazed passengers pressing their

noses against window panes to see

what was taking place.

Two State troupers, who were

'"acting" in the film, were on hand
with a half frozen camera crew. The
wind howled around us. and the tem-

perature was ten degrees below zero,

but we had succeeded in setting up
several No. 4 flood bulbs, which, with

the aid of a flare, gave us sufficient

illumination for a scene of the trans-

fer of the serum.

Later, in May, we discovered that

we needed another winter scene. So

two State troupers donned sheepskins, fur

caps and mittens, to perspire on a warm
spring night while they were being photo-

graphed in a "snow storm" of confetti,

which was cast upon them from a point

above, outside the camera range.

A capacious country farmhouse, lighted

by flood bulbs, was used for most of the

interior scenes of this picture, while the

other indoor shots were made in offices and laboratories in

New York City and in Albany.

In making On Guard, it was necessary to find a place that

would look like a room in a German hospital of 1890. We
discovered a room in an Albany hospital which contained an

old fashioned iron bed and a wall telephone of the 1890 era.

The actors wore costumes of the period, to complete the

illusion.

The action was supposed to take place at Christmas, and.

to convey the idea of the holiday season, we took one scene

to emphasize the atmosphere of that season especially. It

was made at night, from inside a room, with the camera

looking out through a window. On either side of the window,

candles were placed, and the pane was almost filled with a

huge Christmas wreath. Apparently snow had piled up at

the bottom of the outside window sill, while flakes of snow-

were still falling outside. The "snow" on the window sill

was cotton and the "snow flakes" were confetti which was
illuminated from one side.

Similar ingenuity was exercised in making other scenes

for both Serum to Windham and On Guard, but this de-

pended upon the dramatic requirements of the stories.



BETTER

PROJECTION

Precautions that will give

assurance of good show

LAWRENCE O. GRANTLEY

HOW satisfying is the performance of a smooth, well oiled

machine of precision! When the machine is a modern,

well cared for projector, and the results are clear, sparkling

pictures, the performance is a thing that any movie maker
can greatly admire.

Let us consider ways and means by which the smoothest

results may be obtained from the machinery of projection.

We shall find that this involves something more than squirt-

ing a few drops of oil into the mechanism.

Nor need we think that careful preparations for projec-

tion are necessary only for a screening which involves the ser-

vices of furniture movers and caterers. They are as needful

for a casual show, given when a few friends come in, as

for a more formal presentation of movies.

In either case, the result desired is that there shall be no

interruption in the presentation and that no defect in projec-

tion technique shall mar the beauty of the scenes.

The movie produces an illusion of actuality that is nearly

perfect, but. if the image on the screen is suddenly blurred, if
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the projector is stopped and if the room lights are switched

on to reveal to the blinking audience a snarl of film on the

floor, the illusion of actuality will be destroyed, and the

appreciation of your film will be lessened.

It is easy to guard against this. "Haste makes waste" when

one threads the projector, for, nine times out of ten, it is care-

lessness in performing this operation that produces the un-

toward result that has been described. Your fingers are likely

to tremble when you thread the first film that comes back

from the processing station. But wait! You don't want the

film to ride off the sprockets and to acquire a new set of

perforations, nor yet to fall in coils to the floor and collect

dust and scratches.

So. be sure that the feed reel is squarely in place on its

spindle. Take care that the film perforations are firmly en-

gaged in the sprocket teeth before you close the idler rollers

or plates. See that the film is correctly seated in the gate.

Be sure that the end of the film is securely attached to the

hub of the takeup reel. Turn the takeup reel a couple of

times to make certain that the film winds on it properly.

Your leader should be long enough to allow this to be done.

Finally, inspect and test the result of all these operations by

turning the threading knob of the projector to actuate the

mechanism of the projector.

Once the film has been correctly threaded, you may de-

pend upon it that the projector will run off the whole reel

satisfactorily

—

unless there is some defect in the film itself.

If the movie contains splices that have been made care-

lessly, with unmatched perforations or loose edges, it is

likely to run askew in the projector, with unfortunate results.

The same thing may happen if there is a tear in the film,

caused by careless handling. The remedy is plain. Learn

how to splice your film accurately and securely; it is an excel-

lent assurance of uninterrupted projection.

Now that we have taken steps to see that the mechanical

progress of the film through the projector will occur smooth-

ly, let us consider next what we may do to provide the clear-

est and most satisfactory picture on the screen.

Naturally, the path which the light must follow in the

projector, beginning with the lamp, continuing through the

condenser lenses and aperture, and ending with the projec-

tion lens, forms a system which should be unobstructed. The
condenser lenses and the mirror behind the lamp may not

need cleaning frequently. But the aperture often acquires

what are disrespectfully known as "whiskers," that is, a

fringe of dust around its edge which, magnified on the

screen, produces a hirsute effect.

By all means, remove this dust with a soft lintless cloth.

If any dried fragments of emulsion have stuck in the gate

channel, scrape them off with a hardwood toothpick. Don't

use metal to scrape the polished surface of the gate.

Of course, the projection lens should be clean. There is

no reason why its front glass surface ever should be touched,

yet one sometimes sees fingerprints there. Use lens cleaning

tissue to keep this area clean and bright.

Now we should consider what might be called the tech-

nique of exhibiting pictures. And here we encounter the ele-

ment of showmanship, a factor in perfecting your projection

that is just as important as any of the mechanical adjust-

ments that have gone before.

How can we best apply showmanship? By forgetting our

own point of view and by adopting that of the audience. Re-

member that you have seen the films before; in fact, you
were present when they were made. But the only in-

terpretation of the subject

• Tou can use a card

to fade in the begin-

ning of a movie and

to fade out the end.

that your audience can get

comes from a single presenta-

tion of the film. Thus, it is up
to you to make this presenta-

[Continued on page 190]



167 The composition and

lighting give this

simple shot beauty

PRACTICAL FILMS
TtPh ° t0 Fea tures

Unit Films a Harbor
The Unit Film Company of Los Angeles, Calif., recently

completed The Harbor, a 1200 foot, black and white, 16mm.
film intended for the lower grade school levels. It shows the

function of a harbor in relation to regional commerce.

The film begins with a simple and effective title, On the

hills, in the valleys, on the plains, men are gathering the

products which ivill one day come to the harbor, and then

presents these products as they are being prepared for trans-

portation.

At the harbor, the confluence of overseas shipping is sur-

veyed, and some striking sequences of products from far

lands are included. Finally, the film takes its audience on

board some of the outgoing vessels.

The picture is distinguished by its technical quality and

is also remarkable for its clear treatment of a subject so

manifold in Scope and for its precise continuity. Its makers

were Frances Christeson, ACL, and Harry V. Merrick, ACL,
whose work in the past has figured several times among the

Ten Best Awards of Movie Makers.

School Cafeteria in Movies

Food, and how to get it, is a fearsome question for young-

sters on their first day at school. H. F. Hamilton, of the

Glenwood Junior High School, ACL, in Findlay, Ohio, pre-

sents the solution of the problem—which was discussed at a

Parent Teachers Association conference—in a 100 foot film

in 16mm. black and white. The film, now under production,

will teach the youngsters how to find their way from the

classroom to the school cafeteria and, once there, how to

deal with that complexity of chromium, steam and impatient

waitresses, a combination which makes more than a few of

us, long out of school, decide upon broccoli when we really

want hashed brown potatoes.

Finnish Life in Brooklyn

With Finland in the news these days, a movie recently

completed by George E. Westerlund, ACL, for the Cooper-

ative Trading Association, Inc., of Brooklyn, N. Y., takes on

The non theatrical movie as

used for various purposes

LAURENCE S. CRITCHELL, jr., ACL
an added interest. The picture, Out Our Way, depicts, on
600 feet of 16mm. film, life in a Finnish Cooperative Apart-

ment House, including sequences of typical Finnish people

of the second generation living in Brooklyn. It also shows the

necessary steps in the process of making Finnish Rye Crisp,

or hardtack. Included in the large cast are Hilja and Carl

Lang, Saimi and John Milton, Otto Arlund, Millie Lahti and
George Westerlund, jr. "It is our hope," reports Mr. Wester-

lund, "that, in view of the great interest shown toward the

Finnish people and their country, this amateur picture under-

taking will prove of value both to our own race and to our

many American friends."

Dry Cleaning
In San Diego, Calif., Ruth Henry, ACL, has made a film

of a laundry called—of all things—a Pantorium. In 300 feet

of 8mm. black and white film, she has surveyed the entire

process of dry cleaning, from the receipt of the soiled clothes,

through the numerous mechanical processes, to the packing

and final delivery. Unsatisfied with her results, Miss Henry
plans a more extended treatment in the near future. The
film is being used as part of a limited advertising campaign
by the Pantorium company.

Public Health

The indefatigable Dr. James E. Bliss, ACL, of Western
Reserve University, Cleveland, Ohio, stepped aside to let his

wife, Ann Bliss, take charge of the photography and editing

of Guardians of Health, produced for the University Public

Health Nursing District of Western Reserve University, in

cooperation with the Cleveland Community Fund.

The film, running 400 feet of [Continued on page 191]



TELLING TAMPA'S TALE
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How Tampa Amateur

Movie Makers did

their civic duty

Ao»te»i »°

Shots in composite

PI civic film made by

Tampa club members

H. S. WURTELE, ACL
I EGEND tells us that, many years ago, when Tampa, Florida, was but a tiny^ fishing village, her citizens lived in constant fear of one Jose Gaspar, pirate

chief, who, with his band of cutthroats, frequently raided the town. Today, these
raids are reenacted. as Tampa's civic leaders don pirate garb and stage the
annual Gasparilla Carnival, central feature of the city's winter resort activities.

As such, the carnival became, also, the outstanding sequence of our club
film of Tampa, when, last year, the Tampa Amateur Movie Makers undertook to

picture its community for publicity purposes. Escorted gaily, though incon-

gruously, by Coast Guard vessels and a fleet of pleasure craft, "Ye Mystic Crewe
of Gasparilla'' now sail up the river in a large and lumbering schooner and
'"capture" the City of Tampa.

Once ashore, they parade the downtown streets, stage a pageant at the Fair

Grounds, where, at last, King Gasparilla accepts the keys of the city from
Tampa's mayor. Genuinely gay and colorful, the carnival brings thousands of

guests to Tampa each winter—and we filmed it all.

But this was sometime later. Less than a year before, the Tampa Amateur
Movie Makers had been organized. We elected officers and printed their names
on attractive letterheads, of which we ordered far too large a supply. We looked

at each other's films—first the edited ones, but all too soon the unedited—and
murmured "H'mm, very nice!" without conviction.

We invited such outside speakers as we could think of, listened to them
courteously, then went out to make, all over again, the mistakes against which
they had cautioned. The club was dying on its feet from self satisfied inactivity.

I knew. I was first president.

What our group needed, like so many another, was something to do—and the

more of it the better. In desperation, I called a directors' meeting and stated the

problem. For a few dark moments, each of us hemmed and hawed, but nothing-

happened.

Suddenly, however, one of my fellow officers began to see the woods in spite

of the trees, a simple and reasonable feat which none of us had tried until then.

"'Why not," he drawled, "film the interesting things around our own city?"

Why not, indeed! Our little gathering came to life with a bang; specific

suggestions for subject matter treatment flowed fast and furiously, until, little

by little, we all began to realize that, to do Tampa and ourselves justice, we were
going to need a whale of a lot of film. Film costs money, and this commodity
our modest and but recently established club did not have.

But the momentum of our enthusiasm carried us through. Since, reasoned

another officer, such a picture as we proposed should be of value in increasing

our tourist trade from the North, why could we not look for assistance from the

Convention and Tourist Bureau of Tampa's Chamber of Commerce? This seemed
sensible, and we went ahead on that basis.

About a half hour of screen time seemed the right length, but, as our club

was pretty evenly divided between 8 and 16mm. users, we must plan on two pro-

ductions to keep peace in the family. Eight hundred feet of 16mm., four hundred
feet of 8mm., and one hundred dollars to cover the total film cost was the esti-

mate with which we approached the Convention and Tourist Bureau. After a

reasonable study of our plan, this worthy and up to date body voted the exact

appropriation we had requested—and we were set to go.

Our first step was to appoint a scenario committee, comprised of a chairman,

two 16mm. members and two 8mm. members. From their deliberations came
our first filming plan, which presented a typical family arriving in Tampa for

the winter, going to the Tourist Information Bureau and getting from it com-

plete data on living accommodations, pictured with shots of hotels, apartment

houses, private dwellings and tourist and trailer camps. At the same time, the

bureau was to advise with our visitors on schools and churches, illustrated, of

course, by suitable scenes of these institutions. Since Tampa has a wealth of all

these places, the scenario committee stipulated sensibly that the 16mm. and 8mm.
versions should show different examples of them whenever possible.

With our mythical family well settled as to residence, religion and the

three R's, we planned then to show them visiting various points of interest

and entertainment in and around Tampa, which would cover, in turn, our

popular sports of tennis, golf, sailing, fishing, dog racing and bathing at both

beach and pool. [Continued on page 182]
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INTERPRETING BIBLE STORIES
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Report of a successful fiim that accomplished this end

HOW long did it take?"

"Was filming it a burden?"

"What was your greatest difficulty?"

These are the questions most commonly asked of me after

Ruth has been screened. They are not the questions that

might ordinarily be asked of an amateur movie maker, but

Ruth, because of its subject, is an unusual sort of movie.

It is a motion picture interpretation of The Book of Ruth,

produced, in color, jointly by the Christian Endeavor

Society of the Community Church of Little Neck, N. Y., and

myself.

It did not take us long to film Ruth. From the time that

the story was selected, to the time of final editing, four

months elapsed. Most of that period was devoted to planning,

research and costuming, for the greater part of the movie

making was done in the last two weeks of June, when our

cast of youthful high school and college students had finished

their examinations.

It was not a burden to produce Ruth. We enjoyed our

experiences so much that we are now deep in preparations

for a second film.

In retrospect, it seems that our greatest difficulty was in

finding a donkey. Our homes are in Queens, one of New York

City's vast boroughs, and there donkeys are scarcer than

gold pieces. Yet, after searching far and wide, we finally did

locate the right sort of donkey. But we could not transport

the animal, and twice it was necessary for the entire cast to

travel some twenty miles to the donkey's home grounds.

But that didn't bother us. We had determined to make a

good picture and to reproduce each scene of the story as

faithfully and accurately as possible, and we had expected

that this would require effort.

When the Christian Endeavor Society had decided to pro-

duce a movie, the first task was the selection of a story. Some
members favored a contemporary tale, but, after considerable

discussion, we came to the conclusion that, since we were a

church group, a Biblical story would meet with a more sym-

pathetic reception than anything else.

Then we selected The Book of Ruth, and the older people

in the group set about the job of preparing the scenario.

When it was ready, the membership of the society was di-

vided into committees, charged with responsibilities of re-

search, costumes, properties, locations, etc. Since I alone

had previous experience with movie making, the general

supervision of filming was left in my hands.

We early determined to take precautions to avoid delays

that might be encountered because some member of the cast

lost interest in the undertaking and failed to keep appoint-

ments. We wanted each actor to realize that his continued

interest was vital to the success of the movie.

Therefore, we prepared a contract form which each actor

and one of his parents was required to sign. The contract

provided that the actor would be on hand, whenever needed.

and that he would aid the production in any way that he
might.

One actress, who violated her promise early in the pro-

duction, was dropped promptly from the cast, and we had no
further difficulty.

After our scenario was completed, we made a shooting

script, in which all scenes that were to occur at one place

were grouped together. We found that we had a hundred and
ten scenes which were to be filmed at thirteen different loca-

tions. It was a great deal more efficient to make, at one time.

C. MANLEY DeBEVOISE, ACL
all the scenes that occurred at one place, regardless of the

final order of the shots in the finished picture.

After our research committee commenced reporting its

findings, our difficulties increased. We discovered that we
should require millstones of the type used in Palestine, some-

thing that would represent the wall and gate of Bethlehem,

a cave in which Elimelech would be buried, an Oriental

cradle, clay vessels, a number of sheep and a desert.

The problem of the desert was happily solved. We found

an area on Long Island where the top soil had been removed

for use at the New York World's Fair, and the barren ex-

panse that remained made a very acceptable desert.

Then we made the fortunate discovery that, near the

Littleton Memorial Library, on Long Island, there had been
built a house exactly like those in ancient Palestine. It was
surrounded by a wall, and within the enclosure were many
properties that we needed for the film.

Further out, on Long Island, we found the flock of sheep
for our movie. They were

no ordinary sheep either, . At bottom. Virginia Lawrence reading nar-
for they were being bred ration and Charles P. DeBevoise handling
scientifically. The owner projector and turntable for a presentation of
of the animals was hap- Ruth. Above, a title in Ruth,

py to help us. but, when
our Orientally costumed

shepherds appeared, the

flock began to scatter.

The owner of the sheep

came to our aid. for he

threw a blanket over his

shoulders and posed as a

shepherd. He remained
in the middle distance of

the scene so that ana-

chronisms in his cos-

tume could not be de-

tected. But, by staying

there, he was able to

[Continued on page 190]
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Lead and subtitles made by

method of rear illumination
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THE theatrical movie offers

a variety of examples of

styles for lead titles and credit

captions, but. in these days of

the talking motion picture, it

provides few precedents for

subtitle usage.

Movie makers, using both

8mm. and 16mm. film, have
developed their own styles of

subtitles, and it can be said,

on the whole, that they have

created a wider range of types

of subtitles than ever was used

by the theatrical movie in its

silent heyday.

This is particularly true in

the case of subtitles for color

films. There are few theatrical

precedents that might be followed, and the movie maker has

set his own standards.

Of the various methods currently used to produce subtitles

for color films, the best, in my opinion, calls for lettering the

caption in white characters on a dark background and for

filming it in Kodachrome. The use of positive film, which

produces white letters on a black background, is an obvious

economy, but black and white titles constitute a discordant

note in a color film. The use of tinted positive stock only

partially overcomes this objection.

Some movie makers agree that it is best to use color film

for titling a color reel, but prefer titles with colored letters

as well as with colored backgrounds. While I have seen some

excellent work of this type. I also have seen some discordant

color combinations. Hence, as a basic method. I think that

white lettering on a colored background is best.

The variety of possible backgrounds gives sufficient scope

for artistic invention. Backgrounds may be plain colored

cards, colored designs on paper or fabric or natural color

scenes that are moving or static. As a general rule, however.

the same background should be employed for all subtitles in

one picture.

For the background of one set of titles. I have used a scene

of graceful poplars bending in the wind and. in another case,

rough homespun cloth supplied the background.

There are several methods of obtaining Kodachrome titles in

which white letters are superimposed on a black background,

but the most flexible that I have found is the following.

The title is lettered in black ink on a white card. (The

wording may be printed on the card or lettered on it by

hand.) The title card is then photographed with a still

camera, loaded with an emulsion, such as process film, that

will give results with a high degree of contrast. For this

purpose. I use an old five by seven portrait camera that was
purchased second hand at a cost of but a few dollars.

The negative is developed in a high contrast developer that

is recommended by the manufacturer of the film. If the ex-

posure and development time has been correct, the negative

is ready for use as soon as it is dry. Occasionally, however,

I find that the negative is not quite dense enough for our pur-

pose, and. in that case, I carefully outline the characters with

How to employ color and

how to obtain legibility

F. R. CRAWLEY, ACL
photographer's opaque material, which is applied with a

brush. The ideal result is a negative with absolutely clear

white letters on an opaque ground. I have found, however,

that negatives that fall short of this ideal will produce satis-

factory results.

If you are not equipped with a still camera, you may have

the negatives made by any professional photographer.

The next step is to film the background scene with a cine

camera, loaded with Kodachrome. Then the film is wound
backward in the camera until the starting point of the back-

ground scene is reached, and you are ready to expose the

footage again, this time on the title. If your camera is not

equipped with a device for winding film backward, you may
follow this procedure.

Take the camera into a room from which all light has

been excluded and remove the cover. At the top edge of

the film, at a point as near the camera gate as possible, cut

a small nick with a pair of scissors. Then replace the cover.

Before and after you film the scene that is to serve as a

background, note the reading of the footage meter. Then
return to the dark room, open the camera and unthread the

film. Rewind the film by hand until you reach the point where

you encounter the nick placed in its edge. Then thread the

camera again and replace the cover. You now are ready to

expose the film on the title. Since you know the footage of

the background scene, you will know when you have reached

its end as you are making the second exposure.

This process is less difficult than it sounds, and I can assure

you that the results will justify any trouble that it may cause

you. If you are making a numberof titles with onebackground.

you can simplify the procedure by loading the camera with

a fifty foot roll of Kodachrome, should you be working on

16mm. Expose the whole roll on the background scene, and
then you will have no trouble at all when you rewind the film

in a dark room. You will simply rewind the roll to its begin-

ning and start over again. A full sized roll of either 8mm. or

16mm. film may be handled simi- [Continued on page 179]

Arrangement of

titler and of

title card for

rear placement

of light source
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Technical comment and timely topics for the amateur

Filter adapter Those of us who use still as well as movie

cameras would find it very convenient if

our filters were mounted so that they might be employed with

either type of camera. Yet few of the filter mounts built for

still cameras may be fitted on movie lenses.

So that I could use the same filters on both still and movie
cameras, I designed a simple, little adapter ring, which is

illustrated below. The device that I constructed was built to

enable me to apply to a Cine-Kodak Model 60 a 29mm. filter

that was intended for my still camera. The dimensions given

in the drawing on this page fitted my needs, but these can be

changed easily to suit your own purpose.

The shade, which is turned on a lathe, may be made of

aluminum or brass. The end which is to be placed over the

movie camera lens should fit snugly on it. If you want this

end to have a spring tension, so that it will grip the lens, you
can make it slightly smaller than would be required other-

wise and then cut a slit in it, using a fine saw. The other

end, which takes the filters intended for still camera use,

should provide a snug fit when the filter cell is slipped in

place within it.

Paint the inside of the holder with a flat black paint or

finish it with a process that will blacken the metal. The inside

should contain no shiny spots which might reflect light into

the lens and cause flare in the pictures. This device serves as

a sunshade as well as a filter adapter.

—

Harrison F. Tummel.

• Plans for building combination filter adapter and sunshade

and, below, (I) adapter and cameras with which filters are to be

used; (2) adapter and filter being placed on cine camera; (3)

adapter on cine camera.
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COMBINATION 5UN-5HADE1 AND FILTER ADAPTER

te*s wO

FREDERICK G. BEACH, ACL

Not SerioUS ^ y°u 'lear a thump from the mechanism
of your camera when it is running, you

need not be alarmed. This occurrence is not a sign that the

camera is about to explode, nor will the scene that is being

filmed exhibit the effect of camera movement. The noise is

caused by the sudden release of a coil of the camera spring

that had become stuck in the course of unwinding.

Magnet power Movable title letters that have been re-

cently developed are magnetized strong-

ly enough so that they will cling to a metal sheet even though

a piece of paper is placed between them and the sheet. There-

fore, it is possible to use a colored or patterned paper back-

ground behind the title letters. These letters will not fall off

the title when it is held upright.

Neutral ^ y°u want to make use of the end of a roll of

ultra fast film, by shooting scenes with it out of

doors in bright sunlight, you may find that the exposure re-

quired is less than that provided by the smallest diaphragm
opening of your lens. A neutral density filter, which cuts down
the amount of light admitted to the lens, but which does not

change the color balance of the scene, is generally recom-

mended as the solution of this difficulty. A device that can

very satisfactorily take the place of the neutral density filter

is a polarizing screen. All polarizers diminish the amount of

light admitted to the lens and, therefore, have a factor that

is usually sufficient to bring the correct exposure within the

range of the lens.

Ink for titles I' >" u nave difficulty in producing neat

black title letters because the ink that you

are using puckers the paper slightly where it touches the sur-

face, try a homemade ink. composed of a mixture of spirits

of turpentine and lampblack. This fluid flows smoothly, and

it will not cause the paper to wrinkle. This ink has the addi-

tional advantage of producing a dead black letter that will be

transposed to pure white if the title is made on positive film.

Subdued backgrounds I make my titles on tracing cloth

and letter the wording with

black India ink. After the title has been lettered, I apply

a small amount of oil to the back of the tracing cloth, which

makes it almost transparent. Then I place the cloth over the

photographic background selected [Continued on page 197]
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KODASCOPE UNIVERSAL SPLICER A good,

precise, swift-acting splicer is a joy to use. With the

Universal Splicer the operations of cutting, scraping,

cementing, and welding are reduced to a minimum. It

may be used for work with either 8 mm. or 16 mm. film.

The Universal Splicer may be fitted to all horizontal

rewind outfits. Its price is $12.50, including containers

for water and Kodascope Film Cement.

TWTOVIES, served up in unre-

*"* lated sequences on short

reels, satisfy a few people for a little

while. But movies, edited and ar-

ranged to provide continuity, and

sustain interest— there you have

the real thing, movies that grow in

fascination and that you are proud

to present as your own.

And a very few Cine-Kodak

accessories are needed to enable

you to extract from your personal

KODASCOPE MASTER REWIND As every experienced movie
maker knows, a good rewind is a very sound investment. The Kodascope
Master Rewind, shown here, is built to deliver excellent results under
hard usage. The base is long enough to accommodate a complete array
of editing accessories. As shown, a Universal Splicer and an Editing

Bracket are in place. The Master Rewind accommodates all size reels of

16 mm. film, including the 1,600-ft. reels. Brakes on each spindle afford

easy, instant control. The Master Rewind, alone, is priced at $30.
• » Other Kodascope Rewinds (the "Rapid" at $22.50, with a Universal
Splicer, and the "Junior" at $7) handle both 8 and 16 mm. film.

KODAK 16 MM. ENLARGER Frequently you find that one of your
movie scenes is of unusual interest. "Wish I had a snapshot like that," you I

say. The Kodak 16 mm. Enlarger permits all 16 mm. film users to have
exactly that. The Enlarger gives you 8 enlarged negatives, 2 3

a
" by 3 ! 4

",

on a single roll of Six-16 Kodak Film. From such negatives, prints or en-

largements may be made as desired. Price, $15.

TM A KODAK COM!
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CINE-KODAK TITLER Appropriate, well
spotted titles add immeasurably to the enjoyment
of home movies. With the Cine-Kodak Titler, titles

are made with complete ease and assurance of

success. Your titles, typed, printed, or drawn (a

supply of cards comes with the Titler), are merely
slipped into the easel and shot, according to

specific lighting directions. The Titler serves both
8 mm. and 16 mm. Cine-Kodaks. Price, $6.50.
For Magazine Cine-Kodak, a simple adapter
(Tripod and Titler Base) is needed. Price $1.50.

lovies their full value—value and

uality that you and everyone who
ees your movies can appreciate

nd enjoy, time after time.

A splicer and a rewind are the

rst essentials. After that, your in-

enuity will expand, and you will

nd other useful accessories. A few

f these aids to better movie mak-

ig are shown and described here,

aspect them at first hand at the

hop of your Cine-Kodak dealer. KODASCOPE MOVIE VIEWER This is the

accessory that shows you your movies in action,

so that your cuts and splices can be made with
complete accuracy. When the small but brilliant

image shows you the right place for the insertion

of a title or a change of sequence, a touch on a

spring punch built into the Viewer notches the

him so that you'll know exactly where the work
should be done. Kodascope Movie Viewers may
be had for either 8 mm. or 16 mm. film. Both are

the same price, $20. Close-up, below, shows
magnified image as seen in viewing hood.

\ NY, ROCHESTER, N. Y
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KODASCOPE UNIVERSAL SPLICER A good,

precise, swift-acting splicer is a joy to use. With the

Universal Splicer the operations oi cutting, scraping,

cementing, and welding are reduced to a minimum. It

may be used for work with either 8 mm. or 16 mm. him.

The Universal Splicer may be fitted to all horizontal

rewind outfits. Its price is $12.50, including containers

for water and Kodascope Film Cement.

lyjOVIES, served up in Uni(,

AT* lated sequences on short

reels, satisfy a few people for a littl.

while. But movies, edited and ar-

ranged to provide continuity, and

sustain interest— there you havi

the real thing, movies that grow ii

fascination and that you are proud

to present as your own.

And a very few Cine-Kodak

accessories are needed to enable

you to extract from your personal
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CINE-KODAK TITLER Appropriate, well
spotted titles add immeasurably to the enjoyment
of home movies. With the Cine-Kodak Titler, titles

are made with complete ease and assurance of
success. Your titles, typed, printed, or drawn (a
supply of cards comes with the Titler), are merely
slipped into the easel and shot, according to
specific lighting directions. The Titler serves both
8 mm. and 16 mm. Cine-Kodaks. Price, $6.50.
For Magazine Cine-Kodak, a simple adapter
(Tripod and Titler Base) is needed. Price $1.50.

[novies their full value—value and

quality that you and everyone who

sees your movies can appreciate

tnd enjoy, time after time.

A splicer and a rewind are the

first essentials. After that, your in-

genuity will expand, and you will

find other useful accessories. A few

}f these aids to better movie mak-

ing are shown and described here.

Inspect them at first hand at the

shop of your Cine-Kodak dealer. KODASCOPE MOVIE VIEWER This is the

accessory that shows you your movies in action,

so that your cuts and splices can be made with

complete accuracy. When the small but brilliant

image shows you the right place for the insertion

of a title or a change of sequence, a touch on a

spring punch built into the Viewer notches the

film so that you'll know exactly where the work
should be done. Kodascope Movie Viewers may
be had for either 8 mm. or 16 mm. film. Both are

the same price, $20. Close-up, below, shows

magnified image as seen in viewing hood.

KODASCOPE MASTER REWIND As every experienced movie
maker knows, a good rewind is a very sound investment. The Kodascope
Master Rewind, shown here, is built to deliver excellent results under
hard usage. The base is long enough to accommodate a complete array
of editing accessories. As shown, a Universal Splicer and an Editing
Bracket are in place. The Master Rewind accommodates all size reels of
16 mm. film, including the 1,600-ft. reels. Brakes on each spindle afford
easy, instant control. The Master Rewind, alone, is priced at $30.
- Other Kodascope Rewinds (the "Rapid" at $22.50, with a Universal
Splicer, and the "Junior" at $7) handle both 8 and 16 mm. him.

KODAK 16 MM. ENLARGER Frequently you find that one
(

movie scenes is of unusual interest. "Wish I had a snapshot like that, yoa

say. The Kodak 16 mm. Enlarger permits all 16 mm. him users to Mr

exactly that. The Enlarger gives you 8 enlarged negatives, 2 J
s by J i

on a single roll of Six-16 Kodak Film. From such negatives, prints or e»

largements may be made as desired. Price, $15.
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GIVE ME MY TITLES STRAIGHT!

TITLES! Trick titles! Humorous titles! Fancy titles! Clever

titles! How I itched to get going on titles when I bought my
first movie camera ten years ago!

In my mind's ear. I could hear the plaudits of the throng,

the "AhsP' and "Ohs!" of friends and rivals alike, as their

faces broke into broad smiles of wonder and appreciation

under the spell of my unusual titles.

I even conceived and executed a marvelous animated title.

We Shoot Our First Hundred Feet, in which, behind the white

lettering, dozens and dozens of human pedal extremities passed

to and fro. Believe me. I thought that title was a "wow." and

my poor, patient family still remembers their crushed toes,

caused by the trampling their feet received, as, crowded to-

gether like steers in a pen, they milled around the limited area

of my camera field.

But, now, the years have matured my ideas. No longer do I

avidly read the articles and instructions on how to make titles

with flour, electric fans, a tube of toothpaste, grandma's bustle

and a dash of bitters.

No longer do I strive to make my audiences forget to read the

title wording while they ask if the pictorial background is

Loch Lomond or Crazy Horse Canyon. Nope! From now on,

give me my titles straight.

And so. having come, by the process of over indulgence, to

that point where unusual titles cloy,

I have built myself a plain, practical

titler for use with my 16mm. camera,

which has a one inch //1.9 lens.

— /2

I am now ready to give this un-

patented invention to the world.

First, however, let me say that,

while I have never worked with

8mm. or 35mm. film, I see no

reason why the ideas set forth

here should not apply to all.

My experience has indicated

that the best title card size for

a homemade titler is nine by

twelve inches, and I designed

my titler for a card of this dimension. This size permits plenty

of room for lettering and is easy to handle. Besides, every sta-

tionery store carries ten cent sheets of white, black and col-

ored cardboard which can be cut into five or six cards, nine by

twelve inches in size, and the operator is thus afforded an easy

means of getting good backgrounds for positive, reversal or

color films. A card of this size calls for a camera distance of ap-

proximately thirty inches. I use twenty eight inches to be on

the safe side, for this allows an ample margin of background

area outside the camera field.

Having determined the size of our card and the distance at

which it must be placed from the lens, we are now confronted

by two problems. The first is that of focusing, which must be

accurate because of the short distance. Most one inch focusing

lenses can be set at two, three or four feet, but our question is.

"Where shall we set it for twenty eight inches?"

A little experimental work will help, for, after all, twenty

eight inches is a little more than two feet. But. in my own case.

I have found that, with an Eastman one inch //1.9 lens, the

best focus is obtained by lining up the back of the letter "F"

How an amateur films them

with homemade equipment

J. O. M. VAN TASSEL, ACL

in the word "FEET," which appears on the focusing ring, with

the focusing mark on the top edge of the lens barrel. No doubt,

this company or any other manufacturer will give the proper

setting for other cameras upon inquiry.

Our second problem is to get our card placed so that, in

filming it, the title will be horizontally and vertically centered

when it flashes on the screen, and this is where my simple titling

device comes in. This titler. illustrated on this page, cost me
just eighty cents to make, and it worked like a charm in spite

of the fact that I'm no carpenter, so there is no reason why
anybody should not duplicate it with a minimum of trouble.

Place your camera on the dining room table, or on some
other flat surface, and measure as accurately as you possibly

can the perpendicular distance between the table and the cen-

ter of your camera's lens. Let us assume that this is two and

three eighths inches. We know that our title card is nine inches

high and that, when the long side is placed on the table, the

center of the card is therefore

four and a half inches above

the surface. We want our lens

to be exactly opposite the mid-

dle of the card, so, if the center

of our lens is only two and
three eighths inches above the

surface, we must raise the

camera two and one eighth

inches (or the difference be-

tween four and a half and two

and three eighths) in order to

bring the lens opposite the

card's center. This is an ele-

mentary problem in mathe-

matics, no matter what camera;

you use.

We next betake ourselves to

a local woodworking mill and
procure the following:

1. A block of good machined
pine, six inches wide, by ten

inches long, by two and one eighth inches thick, this last meas-

urement being the important one, since it should be abso-

lutely accurate.

2. A piece of good machined pine, six inches or more wide,

about thirty eight inches long and one inch thick.

3. A two foot strip of small molding, about three eighths of

an inch by one half inch.

4. One ten by twelve inch board of one quarter inch ply-

wood, to serve as a title easel.

Place the camera on block No. 1 so that the front of the

camera (not the lens barrel, but the camera, itself) is one
inch from one end of the block. The sides of the camera should

be equidistant from the sides of the block. Cut the molding to

proper lengths and build a snugly fitting fence around the

back and two sides of the camera, as shown at "A" in the dia-

gram, so that, when it is placed in position on the block, the

camera will always be held in place by the molding without

any side play. If the camera has the release button on the side,,

it may be necessary to shorten one of the side strips as shown
in the illustration. This will allow you to reach the release

button. Next, nail or screw the block of wood to the thirty eight

inch piece so that the front, or lens side, of the block is twenty

seven inches from one end of the larger board. This tw-enty

seven inches, plus the one inch from camera to block edge,

gives the required twenty eight inch distance from camera to

title. [Continued on page 1 92J

board reduced,

to simplest design;

anybody can make it
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A PORTABLE PROJECTION BOOTH
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IF
YOU have a basement or attic theatre, you will want a

projection booth. You may build a partition at one end

of the room, but that will permanently decrease its size.

The best solution, in my opinion, is to build a portable

home movie projection booth, which can be set up quickly

when you want it and which can be stored in a corner, in a

closet, or even under a couch, when it is not in use. A port-

able projection booth can be used for movie entertainments

in the living room, and it is particularly convenient if you

periodically give movie shows in club or lodge halls.

If you have a portable projection booth, you need not

search for a table to support the projector; the projector

will not cast shadows on ceilings or walls, and its sound and

the details of its operation will.be less evident.

Here are the plans that I followed in building a portable

movie projection booth. The plan and the following direc-

tions apply to the booth, as it is viewed from the rear.

The walls of the entire booth are made of quarter inch wall-

board and wood, neither of which is expensive. The long,

continuous hinges which permit the sides of the booth to be

folded are called piano hinges, and they can be purchased

How to construct this aid

to better movie showings

WILLIAM FETZ, ACL
at any hardware store. They are five feet long. One hinge,

twenty four inches in length, is required for the little pro-

jection door at the right of the booth.

If the roof is built by following the alternative plan, sug-

gested in the upper right hand corner of the diagram, you

can use an eighteen inch piano hinge or two smaller hinges.

One inch by two inch boards are used for the legs and

braces, except for the left front leg. This leg must be one

inch by three inches in size, to allow the left panel to fold

over the others. (Remember that, when you order a one by

two inch or a one by three inch board, to be finished, it will

become one quarter of an inch smaller in both thickness and

breadth.) One half inch thick [Continued on page 186]



"Members and guests of Wichita Amateur

Movie Club, in Kansas, at first annual dinner

Members of Utah Amateur Movie

Club, Salt La\e City, at a club party

AMATEUR CLUBS
What organized cine groups are doing everywhere

Fourth for Philly More than three hundred members

and guests of the Philadelphia Cin-

ema Club attended that group's Fourth Annual Banquet,

held recently in the Rose Room of McCallister's restaurant,

in the Quaker City. Featured on an elaborate program were

addresses by E. P. Coffey, chief of the Technical Laboratory

of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, in Washington, D. C.

and by Harry Goldberg, director of theatre advertising and

publicity for Warner Brothers, in New York City. His topic

was Audiences—Not Producers—Make Pictures, while Mr.

Coffey spoke on Scientific Crime Detection Photographically

Applied. On the club's screen, the guests saw Tally Ho, by

A. L. 0. Rasch, and Bermuda, by Neil L. MacMorris, first

and second award winners in the club's late annual contest.

Both films were accompanied by music and sound effects

on a dual turntable. At an earlier, regular meeting, Fran-

cis M. Hirst, ACL. and Mrs. Hirst, presented their four reel,

8mm. color study, In the Heart of the Rockies.

Fair films in N. Y. Members' films of the New York

World's Fair, in 1939, were fea-

tured at a late meeting of the Metropolitan Motion Picture

Club, in New York City. Among the reels screened were

World's Fair Nights, by Dr. Aaron Church, ACL; Visiting

the World's Fair, by Ralph R. Eno. ACL; Why Go To The

Fair? by Leo J. Heffernan. ACL; Meadows into Millions, by

Dr. Nelson Lockwood, ACL; Moods and Modes of the New
York World's Fair, by Russell Pansie, ACL. On the same

program. Kenneth F. Space. ACL. of the Harmon Founda-

tion, addressed the club on editing, using in illustration the

one reel instructional subject. Film Editing.

At an earlier gathering, members of the club saw the

award winning films in their annual contest. These were

Flaming Canyons, by Charles Coles. ACL, and Robert M.

Coles, ACL; Ancient City, by Mr. Pansie; Playing With

Fire, by Murray Tucker, ACL. The board of judges was com-

posed of Mary Beattie Brady, ACL, director of the Harmon
Foundation; Lewis B. Sebring. jr., ACL, producer of Streets

of Peace, Honorable Mention award winner in 1939; Arthur

L. Gale, ACL. editor of Movie Makers.

Schenectady studies

Society.

Members of the Cine Group of

the Schenectady Photographic

ACL, have had opportunities recently to study the

JAMES W. MOORE, ACL
problems of good filming from both negative and positive

points of view. J. G. T. Gilmiour, director of experimental

telecasting for the General Electric Company, led the dis-

cussion on How to Make Good Mjovies, which featured the

instructional reel, How To Use Your Camera, produced by
Kenneth F. Space, ACL, for the Harmon Foundation. Also
on the positive side of the ledger was a screening of Little

Sherlock, from the League's Club Library. How Not to Make
Good Movies, a film prepared by Harley Bixler, ACL, espe-

cially for club presentation, featured the mistakes of new
movie makers, as interpreted by Ben Kowobus and Marvin
Morack.

Another screen program, presented by William Gluesing,

ACL. included Skiing The Cloud Trail, his own production;

Ski Legs, by Charles Coles, ACL, and Robert Coles, ACL, in

collaboration with Mr. Gluesing; and Mount Zao, from the

League's Club Library. A series of six biweekly evening

classes in movie making is being sponsored by the Cine

Group in cooperation with the local Y.M.C.A.

Blizzard in Binghamton Snowdrifts over four feet in

depth greeted members of

the Cinema Club of the Triple Cities, in Binghamton, N. Y.,

when they turned out to hear Kenneth F. Space, ACL, guest

speaker from New York City, a former Binghamtonian. The
meeting date was St. Valentine's Day, when the entire East-

ern seaboard was swept by a blizzard. Mr. Space spoke on
simple interior lighting, illustrating his points with lighting

setups arranged with a minimum of equipment and for movie
making with a fixed focus //3.5 lens. New officers for the

current club year have been announced by this northern

New York group as follows: Edwin H. Moody, president;

Dr. John D. Bowen. ACL, vicepresident ; Guy K. Crandall.

treasurer; Albert Schmidt, ACL, secretary.

New in Wenatchee Seventy five prospective mem-
bers and guests attended the or-

ganization meeting of the Wenatchee (Wash.) Cine Club,

new unit on the West Coast. First officers are Robert W. Belt.

ACL, president; Brown Metcalfe, vicepresident; Elwood
Johnson, secretary treasurer. Films from neighboring cine

clubs in Seattle, Yakima and Walla Walla were screened at

the inaugural meeting. They were followed by Still Waters
and Telemark. [Continued on page 187] 178
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Kodachrome subtitles

[Continued from page 172]

larly, if you are making enough titles

to require the use of the film. You might

make titles for two movies at once.

With the background scene in the

camera and ready for a second ex-

posure, I next prepare to film the titles.

In my titler, I mount a piece of flashed

opal glass that is as large as the film

negative, or larger. To hold the glass,

I have prepared a frame that fits the

title easel. (See Fig. 2 on page 172.)

Then the negative, which carries the

title lettering, is placed against the opal

glass on the side that is toward the cam-

era. I then center the title in the camera

field and affix the negative to the proper

spot on the glass by means of pieces of

photographic Scotch tape.

To provide a means of preventing the

negative from curling and of excluding

light that might leak around the edge

of the negative when it is illuminated

from the rear, I prepared a mask from

black cardboard. The cardboard is large

enough so that it may be tacked to the

frame within the title easel, and, in its

center, a square hole is cut. The hole

in the mask is slightly smaller than

the negative, so that, when the mask is

tacked in place over the negative, it

neatly frames the latter. (See Fig. 1 on

page 172. The outer gray area represents

the frame placed in the titler; the inner

gray area represents the black mask,

and the center area represents the nega-

tive of the title lettering.)

A No. 1 flood bulb is placed in a re-

flector at a point five inches behind the

title easel, as shown in Fig. 2, so that

the title lettering may be filmed by

transmitted light. Then, before the cam-

era is started, the room lights are turned

off and the flood bulb is turned on.

I operate the camera at a speed of

eight frames a second in filming ti-

tles in this manner, because this per-

mits the use of a smaller aperture,

which allows greater depth of field.

With this speed, I have found that an

opening of //3.5 produces satisfactory

results with Type A Kodachrome and
that an opening between //3.5 and
//2.8 is required for regular Koda-
chrome. The exact exposure depends,

however, to some extent on the type of

lettering used.

This procedure produces white letter-

ing that may be double exposed on any

colored background, selected. The letters

are whiter and stand out in greater con-

trast with the background than would
be the case if they were filmed by re-

flected light. This method also permits

the use of background scenes that are

slightly lighter in tone than those that

could be used, were the titles illuminated

in the ordinary way. However, the best

effect is obtained with backgrounds fair-

ly dark in color.

THEY ARE ALL YOURS WITH A GRAPHIC
VERSATILITY— of course. You

expect it. But add top quality,

and you've specified a Speed Graphic.
Consider the 2J4 x 3J4 model. Com-

pact, yet it offers the advantages of

both focal-plane and between-the-lens
shutters, ground-glass focusing, inter-

changeable lenses, parallax-correcting

Graphic and Graflex Cameras are

tubular view finder, internal coupling
for range finder, and built-in focal

plane shutter flash synchronization.
Adaptable for film packs, plates, or
sheet film, including Kodachrome, the
full-color film.

With Kodak Anastigmat //4.5 lens,

in Compur (1/400 sec.) shutter, $111.

made by Folmer Graflex Corporation.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

CRAIG PROJECTO-EDITOR
It takes proper Editing to make modern fast-moving,

interest-sustaining movies. ACTION-EDIT your
films the Hollywood Studio way — transform random
shots into smooth-running sequences that everyone will

enjoy seeing.

The Projecto-Editor provides a unique viewing method
—allows careful inspection, slow motion if desired, of

every movement on its brilliant miniature screen. Films

may be readily removed from the polished guides for

quick cutting and splicing.

At all dealers— Ask tor demonstration.
8mm. model, complete . . $27.50
16mm. model, complete $49.50

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY COMPANY
1053 S. OLIVE ST. • LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

"Mok&i ZddiHXj, a PbaAAdte^



180 A new I 6mm sound

on film projector

announced by RCA

NEWS OF

THE INDUSTRY

Answers the query
u
Whaf's

new?" for filmer and dealer

RUSSELL C. HOLSLAG, ACL

RCA 16mm. SOUnd -^ new industrial and educational

type of 16mm. sound film projector

has been announced by RCA Manufacturing Company. Cam-
den. N. J. This new machine, the PG-170, is completely port-

able. Projector and speaker are separately contained in

durable black fabrikoid cases, weighing thirty nine and
twenty pounds respectively. The new projector is said to

embody the same design features which RCA Photophone
engineers have brought to theatre and studio projection equip-

ment.

Among features emphasized is the fact that the sound drum
is mounted on shielded ball bearings. There is a shockproof

stabilizer between sound drum and takeup reel, a rigidly

mounted, accessible sound optical system and electro dynamic

speaker. '"Push pull" amplification produces a ten watt

output, sufficient for home, classroom or average auditorium

needs. Simplified threading is provided, and the film path

is marked on the projector casing. The framing device does

not move the aperture image with relation to the screen.

The light source is a 750 watt lamp, which is efficiently

cooled by special lamp house ventilation. The lamp is easily

accessible, and 1600 foot reel arms are standard equipment.

A special feature is the separate motor for film takeup and

rewind. No exterior belts are used, and adjustment of proper

rewind tension for reels from 400 to 1600 foot capacity is

possible. A governor controlled motor permits sound or silent

film projection speeds.

A convenient input jack permits the use of a microphone

Shot 'Finland Fights" released by Castle Films, Inc.

for adding screen commentary, while connection is provided

for record players using either crystal or magnetic pickups.

The price of the new projector is $300. and complete informa-

tion may be had from the manufacturer.

Dclur Critic A new photoelectric exposure meter, claimed

by the manufacturer to have the extended

range of sensitivity of one tenth foot candle to 4000 foot can-

dles, is offered by the Dejur-Amsco Corporation, of Shelton.

Conn. It is called the Dejur Critic Model 40 and it is de-

signed by Gorham. the famous maker of silverware. The case,

handsomely streamlined, is ruggedly constructed of plastic

and is molded in one piece. It is sealed for protection against

humidity and other adverse conditions. The cell is protected

by a louver arrangement which gives a desirable directional

effect in taking readings.

The film speed ratings range from .3 to 800. while shutter

speeds range from sixty seconds to 1/2000. Readings are pro-

vided for both motion picture and still work.

The rotor operates in jeweled bearings in conjunction with

a solid cobalt steel magnet, and a convenient zero adjustment

for the indicator needle provides for permanent accuracy in

the readings. The list price of the instrument is $18.75, and

full information may be had from the manufacturer.

Another new item, offered by Dejur, is the Master Foot

Switch, a rugged, compact apparatus by which one may con-

trol an electrical circuit by the pressure of his foot. It has

three separate outlets and will handle a load up to 1200 watts.

"Finland Fights" One °f tne most striking films to be

released to the substandard motion

picture field on the subject of contemporary history has been

made available by Castle Films, Inc., 30 Rockefeller Plaza.

New York, N. Y. Comprising some of the best and most effec-

tive shots made by newsreel cameramen and others, on the

spot, during the recent struggle, the film sliows the sturdy

Norse spirit of resistance offered by the Finnish David before

he succumbed to the Red Goliath.

Said to have been filmed in weather at forty degrees below

zero, the subject illustrates most of the outstanding features

of the war. so far, and, as one sees the actual incidents un-

folding before him in film, he gains a new and more imme-

diate idea of events which may have seemed remote in news-

paper headlines. Entitled Finland Fights, this vivid film

document shows such outstanding occurrences as the civilian

flight from Helsinki, Russian air attacks. Helsinki being

bombed, Finns burning their homes to hamper the enemy,

ski troops in action, troops scat- [Continued on page 193]
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angway
DEAN H. ASHTON

ALL the brass in the world isn't

found in the metal foundries.

Newspaper reporters have a fair

share of it. and photographers have the

rest. Though the movie maker need not

compete with the occasionally encoun-

tered shutter clicking miniature maniac,

who worms his way under a table at a

night club, he needs a little "brass"

himself, if he is to take full advantage of

his opportunities.

That doesn't mean that civilized cam-
eramen should set out with a firm re-

solve to defy all conventions, to burst

in upon sacred places or to go berserk

in contravention of all established au-

thority. If you do this, you may see the

inside of a jail, and the lighting there

is very, very bad. and the authorities

may have confiscated your camera any-

way. You will dishonor the whole

brotherhood of cinematographers and
will make the going twice as difficult

for the next fellow.

But a certain amount of self assurance

is as necessary to everyday filming as a

good lens or a tripod. The movie maker
who shrinks from getting up front, or

thinks he must ask permission to go into

action when a parade comes along, will

still be standing on the curb without

having exposed a foot of film long after

the last band has gone by.

Watch the newsreel men or the boys

with the flash bulbs. If the Governor is

to speak, they dash up to the platform

and puncture the solemnity with their

contest for advantage in position until

somebody cries "Desist." and the Gov-

ernor finally is permitted to have his

say.

How the newsreel men do get there!

They invade an apartment house, knock

on a door maybe, inform a tenant that

they are headed for the fire escape, and
the abject housewife has pointed the way
before she realizes that she should have

barred them at the door.

But. most of the time, they waste no

words. In fact, that is half of the game
—sheer bluff. By appearing suddenly in

the midst of a gathering, a news camera-

man can set up his equipment without

a "by your leave" and. with the exercise

of the proper technique, he can obtain

his picture and depart before anybody

gets around to thinking about imperti-

nence.

Do not mistake this advice as a carte

blanche for sheer effrontery, downright

annoyance or an open defiance of the

books of good manners. Polite behavior

will be rewarded in polite society, and

good breeding, coupled with an easy go-

ing manner, is an asset in any situation.

But the movie maker should know that

he and his kind are expected at public

affairs, filming as they go. whether it be

^ft.

jj0&

THE NEW
MODEL 88

Licensed under East-
man Double 8 Spool
and Spindle Patents.

New Sprocket
Control forms
loop automatical-
ly — an exclusive
Revere feature.

CAMERA

FOR BRIGHTER COLOR
or BLACK and WHITE MOVIES

The new Revere Model 88
Double 8 Camera sets a new
standard for ease of opera-

tion, steadiness, brilliance

of pictures and beauty of

appearance. It takes any
Double 8mm. film—color

or black and white. Impor-

tant improvements, com-

bined only in this camera, include automatic loop-

forming feature that prevents film jamming;
sprocket control to eliminate strain on film gate

and insure rock-steady pictures; Eastman type

spindles to insure correct placing of spools for

both sides of Double 8 film; an exceptionally fine

optical view finder, parallax-corrected. (You take

what you see.) 5 speeds, 8, 12, 16, 24, 32 frames

per second for ultra fast or slow motion and trick

Hollywood effects. See this precision camera at

your dealer's today! COMPLETE WITH WOLLEN-
SAK F 3.5 LENS $29.50. Interchangeable lenses

available, F 2.7, F1.9, U/2" Telephoto. Write for

literature. Use coupon.

Snap Up Your Movies with the
Revere Standard 8 Projector.

The Model 80 Series B with its

500 watt optical system, F 1.6 lens,

high ratio duplex shuttle film
movement, double blower cooling
system, AC-DC motor, and other
advanced features challenges the
entire field for perfect projection
and maximum film protection.
Complete with 500 watt lamp and
F 1.6 lens. S59.50

Severe UaMz &*Camera
AND OTHER STANDARD CINE' EQUIPMENT

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY • CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA . KANSAS CITY . MINNEAPOLIS . LOS ANGELES • DALLAS

Revere Camera Company
Dept. 4MM, 326 E. 21st St.,

Chicago, III.

Please send latest literature
the new Revere Double 8 Cam
and Revere Standard 8 Projee

Name

- \

Address

L
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Double your fun

when you show

Use G-E Photofloods

when you take them!
Movies of birthday parties and every kind

of indoor scene are twice as much fun

for you and your friends to look at when

they're crisp and clear . . . the kind of shots

that G-E MAZDA Photoflood lamps make
so easy to take. For these are the same

high-efficiency type lamps that the big

movie studios use . . . made to fit your

needs by the folks who make the lamps

for Hollywood. Try G-E Photofloods. The
results will speak for themselves in color

or black and white.

TWO SIZES fit most needs.

No. 1 20C list

No. 2 40c list

Available in Daylight

bulbs for use with reg-

ular Kodachrome. And
for extra lights, try G-E
Photoflood R-2, bulb
and reflector in one unit.

NEWG-EMAZDAMighty
Midget Photo flash
(Synchro- Press No. 5)
Plenty of light for most
pictures. Highly effec-

tive in regular equip-
ment— sensational in
concentrating reflectors

. . . carry as many as 30
midgets in one pocket!

20c list.

GENERALfpELECTRIC
MAZDA PHOTO LAMPS

country fair, circus, parade, patriotic

ceremony or what not. Similarly, most

people, whether they are strangers or

intimate friends have no violent dislike

of being photographed, and some will

even go as far as to invite themselves to

see the completed films.

When you are filming people, it's good
manners to ask permission. It is usually

forthcoming. Where movie makers need

encouragement is in the matter of sum-

moning up the bravado to ask permis-

sion. But one should not hesitate, for it

is amazing how genial and willing are

most of the people of this world.

Don't mind if people are attracted by

the sound of your camera and stare at

you when you film a New York street

scene. They gawk at anything and prob-

ably envy you. Don't collect a crowd,

however.

And, if people congregate, it is best

to leave off filming for a while. Move
away a few paces and carry your cam-

era at your side. When they think that

the show is over, the people will walk

away. The same persons who stared in-

tently at you when the camera was run-

ning will not even recognize you when
they pass you a few seconds later.

The great objection to tripods is that

their use gathers crowds—they symbol-

ize either theatrical movies or the press,

and both are lodestones for the street

idler. That's the reason why it is tabu to

use a tripod in many parks and public

places.

With the exercise of a little common
sense and a fair degree of self assurance,

the cinema photographer will obtain

untold advantages. In fact, most people

realize that he is far from being the

menace that are some candid camera ad-

dicts, who take a photo when a political

candidate is gluttonously tearing the

dark meat from a chicken bone, or just

before a sleepy guest has stifled a yawn.

But a movie camera fan will be out

on the fringe of the crowd unless he

resolves at the outset that "if it only

takes a little self assurance—clear the

way, for here I come!"

Telling Tampa's tale

[Continued from page 168]

With this general plan in hand, the

scenario committee then made a specific

scene by scene itemization, which indi-

cated, also, the proposed footage in both

film widths. Thus guided, they took the

Tourist Bureau's hundred dollars by the

hand, led it into a photographic store

and walked out with fourteen rolls of

16mm. film, seven rolls of 8mm. Double

8, and sixteen rolls of 8mm. Single 8,

all in black and white.

At the next regular meeting of the

club, filming assignments and film were

given to all members who felt that they

had time and effort for our project. As

we had hoped, this was the majority of

the membership. Everybody concerned

started off with enthusiasm, and our

nearly dormant club took on new life.

And our elaborate and carefully plot-

ted filming plans also began to "take it

on the chin." In fairly short order, we
found out a number of important things

which had not been contemplated in our

original scheme. Chief of them was the

fact that our fundamental plan of fol-

lowing our family through all of Tampa's
attractions just would not work. Al-

though it had looked simple (to us) on

paper, we found, in actual practice, that

a device of this kind is really quite

wooden, unnatural and a waste of time

and money. For one thing, the darned

"family" had always to be on hand for

any important filming—for weren't they

supposed to be seeing the sights shown
through our multitude of viewfinders?

On just the afternoon when A wanted

them at the golf links, B needed them

at the beach and C at the dog track

—

the '"family" was definitely out.

Secondly, having thrown out our

mythical family, we decided to treat the

film as if it were a travelog, or short

subject, presenting only the highlights

of interest to possible winter visitors. In

this way, we could, with more freedom

and elasticity, take advantage of such

"lucky breaks" as when a club member
went tarpon fishing at Boca Grande and

returned with a top notch hundred feet

of the sport. Since others in the club

traveled widely about Gulf Florida in

the course of business, we decided also

to include such neighboring points of in-

terest as Silver Springs, the Bok Sing-

ing Tower and the Ringling Art Mu-
seum, at Sarasota.

Our third discovery was that a num-
ber of important aspects or activities of

Tampa already had been filmed by this

or that member—and, in most cases,

under far more advantageous circum-

stances (and thus with better results)

than we could command during the

film's production.

We decided, therefore—and with good

sense—to call in this available footage,

use it, as needed, in our master copy and

then return it with thanks to the original

owners. All our members cooperated

generously in this new phase of the

project, and the picture progressed well.

Now, as more and more footage

poured in from our busy cameramen,

the club's regular monthly meetings

were supplemented by special weekly

gatherings of the editing committees.

Eight and 16mm. members parted com-

pany entirely at this point, as each

group proceeded with its editing and

titling in accord with its own best judg-

ment. In both camps, however, a new

discovery soon became apparent. Since

the chief source of audiences seemed

quite likely to be such luncheon clubs as

the Lions. Rotary or Kiwanis, the two

reel, one half hour long production

would obviously be too long. Sixteens
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and Eights both took a firmer grip on

the editing shears—and headed regret-

fully toward a one reel opus.

When, at last, the 16mm. film had

been roughly edited (without titles)

down to 490 feet, it was screened at a

joint luncheon meeting of the Tourist

Bureau and Board of Public Relations,

of the Chamber of Commerce. Its gen-

eral outline was approved with enthusi-

asm, but the need for still further short-

ening was all too obvious. A joint com-

mittee of club and bureau members was

appointed to govern this final polishing

—and the work went on. Cut at last to

450 feet, with titles, the completed ver-

sion was approved by all concerned and

shipped off to New York for printing.

As an extra safeguard for our long la-

bors, we ordered the original to be

scratchproofed as well.

As the 8mm. film moved toward com-

pletion, we found it to be a quite differ-

ent version of our message than that

presented in the other width. And we
knew, as well, that the problems of its

distribution and screening would of

necessity differ from those of 16mm.
Thus, it was decided to allow our 8mm.
film to run closer to the originally in-

tended length, a full two reels. One copy

was ordered as a start, with more to

come if needed.

The principal methods of distribution

of these films will be as follows:

1. Copies will be supplied to members
of the Chamber of Commerce who are

taking trips to different parts of the

country, to be shown whenever possible

at luncheon clubs and other places.

2. Copies will be sent to other Cham-
bers of Commerce, in exchange for films

of their own localities to be shown in

Tampa.
3. Local and State distribution will be

carried on by members of the Tampa
Amateur Movie Makers Club.

From our own point of view, it was a

swell idea. Club participation was al-

most one hundred percent, and mem-
bers' interest in the group was forcibly

revived. We shot a lot of film, gained

plenty of experience and had a deal of

good fun. The city got two good movies

falthough they could be better!) for the

cost of the film.

Why don't you try it out in your club,

too?

Filters and factors

[Continued from page 161]

to compensate for it. Therefore, in set-

ting the meter, we should subtract three

from the Scheiner figure representing

the film speed and then should set the

meter by using the new Scheiner figure

as a guide. Then, all meter readings will

compensate automatically for the pres-

ence of the filter.

Some meters have arrangements for

special settings for use with filters. If

FADES

CAMERA DISSOLVE

with POLAROID* Lenses.
»T. M. Reg.- U. S. Pof. OH.

DISSOLVES

GIVE YOUR PICTURES^ffFMMMFffM/
FADE-O-SCOPE is the accessory sensation of 1940! Entirely NEW, different,

patented—it provides the amateur with a highly scientific, yet extremely

easy, simple and effective means to make true PROFESSIONAL fades and
lap dissolves* without expensive laboratory technique or the use of cumber-
some apparatus.

OPERATES SIMPLY by moving small lever up or down without removing
eye from viewfinder.

FADES or DISSOLVES with the identical smooth,
continuous action of professional moving pictures. ACTUAL blZc

GENUINE POLAROID LENSES (high-transmis-

sion, neutral-density discs of light-control glass) per-

mit uniform intensity control without slightest loss of

detail.

FITS ANY CAMERA . . . firmly, securely, yet slips

on or off in a minute. Performs perfectly on ___
16 mm. or 8 mm. (HJSsSsl

SMALL, COMPACT. No added apparatus

to carry. Fits into vest pocket as easily as a watch.

ONE OF THE GREATEST AIDS for the amateur

. . . The accessory long needed to lift pictures into

the professional class.

*For dissolves, camera must have back ivind.

FADE-O-SCOPE is furnished i

case, complete with instructio
a genuine cowhide ca

s. Each $ I

Ask Your Dealer to See Demonstration Film
Illustrated Descriptive Folder Sent on Request

FADE-O-SCOPE, Inc.

I HANSON PLACE, BROOKLYN, N. Y.
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Travelling AMERICA this Summer?

After thrilling to the beauty of our moun-
tains, lakes or waterfalls, don't suffer from
disappointment when you return home and
have your film developed. Take a Weston
Exposure Meter along. It instantly measures
the light, and gives you the correct camera
settings for any scene... assures a perfect ex-

posure every time you use your still or movie
camera. Be prepared for perfect pictures

with a Weston. See all models at dealer's,

or write for literature. Weston Electrical

Instrument Corporation, 626 Frelinghuysen
Avenue, Newark, New Jersey.

^mvtf

6%P°
£ffcP

INSURES PERFECT PICTURES WITH YOUR CAMERA

POCKET EYE -VIEWER

f a NEW AID for
8 -16mm FILM INSPECTION

- " jiiuiMur* Price $ l-95

V
Made

k A clear, enlarged view
1 of each separate frame
f
from edge to edge of

f the film. Double Con-
vex lens, adjustable to
individual eyesight.
Use in daylight or arti-
ficial light.

Your Dealer or Direct

in U. S. A. by

F 1 S H E
MFG. CO., 17 Main St., E.K ROC H ESTER, N. Y.

For owners of small titlers . . .

BESBEE POCKET TITLE

LETTER SET
Enjoy the pleasure of mak-
ing professional screen titles

with your miniature title-

making outfit. The Besbee
Pocket Title Letter Set is the
answer . . . small, clear-cut

metal letters . . . white for

regular film, and red for

Kodachrome.
Fits every miniature titler. Com-
plete set with grooved back- aa r m
ground OO.DU
BESBEE PRODUCTS Com. Trenton. N. ].

your meter is of this type, study its in-

struction book, which will give direc-

tions for applying this feature.

If you do not want to change the film

speed that is used as a guide in setting

the meter, or if the meter does not pro-

vide a means of adjusting the reading

to compensate automatically for the fil-

ter factor, you may make the correction

by taking the reading in reference to a

different shutter speed from that which

you use normally.

For example, the reading for a movie

camera is generally based upon a shut-

ter speed of one thirtieth of a second.

So. if you are using a filter with a 2x

factor, you can compensate for the filter

factor automatically by taking the read-

ing as for a shutter speed of one six-

tieth of a second, instead of for a shut-

ter speed of one thirtieth. If the filter

factor is 4x. use a setting for a shutter

speed of 1/120 of a second in taking the

meter reading.

Since a 2x yellow filter improves most

outdoor black and white scenes, some
cameramen make a practice of keeping

it in front of the lens as long as they

are using monochrome film out of doors.

Skies and clouds are all the better for

it. Distant shots are improved because

the filter helps to eliminate the effect of

haze.

On the other hand, the 2x yellow fil-

ter will not harm any portion of a

black and white scene made out of

doors. If the exposure for the scene is

estimated correctly, this filter will not

impair the rendition of the tones of the

face of a person filmed in closeup. in

spite of the fact that one is often

warned that it may. As a matter of fact,

if exposure is estimated correctly, a 2x

yellow filter will have a negligible effect

on the image of a face in a closeup that

is filmed out of doors.

You may have seen shots in which

the faces of persons were washed out

and white, but the defect was caused by

overexposure, not by the use of a yellow

filter.

The methods of adjusting exposure to

compensate for a filter apply to green

and red filters as well as to yellow ones.

Originally, the green filter was devel-

oped to provide a means of subduing

the effect of red rays upon a film that is

high in red sensitivity. However, ama-
teur movie makers are seldom troubled

by discovering that, on the screen, a red

subject has been rendered in too light

a shade of gray.

Today, a more common use of the

green filter is for the purpose of causing

green subjects to appear on the screen

in a lighter shade of gray than they

would have done otherwise. The green

filter is not infrequently used as an aid

in making an attractive landscape shot.

Red filters, used in conjunction with

panchromatic film, will produce pic-

tures in which the sky is very dark.

They create an unrealistic but attrac-

tive effect. These filters, as well as the

green ones, should not be used with any

film that does not have a panchromatic

emulsion.

All the filters that have been dis-

cussed are intended for use with black

and white film only. When they are em-

ployed with color film, they simply tint

the scene with the color of the filter,

giving a result in which the beautiful,

natural hues are lost. Hence, be sure to

remove the color filter from your lens

when you load your camera with Koda-
chrome !

Following Grandma
[Continued from page 162]

her years do not show on the high

trapeze!

Where I live is a fine woman phy-

sician, who, at the age of sixty five, still

has an active practice. She dispenses

both drugs and advice with a steady

touch and expects to die—so she says

—

at the age of a hundred and ten.

Usually when you think in terms of

making a film of Grandma, you see her

in terms of still life, her hands folded

in her lap. That was the way I started to

make a picture of a grandma who is very

dear to me—until I discovered that she

still works for a living. Knit, my eye!

She's a deep sea diver!

But. no matter. Even if she does noth-

ing as dramatic as that, your grand-

mother is your grandmother and deserves

to live forever in your motion picture

album.

Heroes ride again
[Continued from page 164]

could budge him. so that, during the

remainder of the hour, we had to ride

past his tree so that he could film the

chase sequence from that safe vantage

point.

A week later, Lou nervously threaded

the processed film on the projector,

started the motor and—we cast murder-

ous glances at our cameraman. All we

could see was the branch of the tree

and an occasional flash of something

between the leaves. This, we deduced,

must be the chase! As Adventure Pic-

tures could not afford retakes, the thrill-

ing chase sequence was taken out of

the script.

We left the riding scenes and passed

the rest of the summer taking our other

sequences to build up the plot. We
spent the winter months titling The

Texan and discussing plans for our

next production, which was to be started

in the spring and filmed along with the

completion of The Texan.

Jungle Jim, the well known news-

paper "comic," is one of our favorite

adventure tales. Studying the comic

strips one day, Lou noticed that Alex

Raymond's drawing of Africa resembled

the woods around a small brook nearby.
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He promptly wrote a screen play, cast-

ing himself as Jungle Jim. for it was

his turn to be producer and hero. Dick

was cast as the villain, and Reg as

Mike. Jim's "buddy." For natives, we
recruited the aid of Reggie's friends.

I assisted with the photography and
makeup.

The screen play was WTitten in the

best Hollywood tradition, for, when we
had finished, little of the original story

remained. This can be understood, be-

cause there were many properties and

sets that couldn't be reproduced by

Lou's meager budget.

The opening sequence of our movie

based on Jungle Jim is very important.

There is a closeup of an Englishman

who suddenly stares wide eyed, fol-

lowed by a closeup of the villain and

a quick "pan" down to the gun in his

hand. He fires. In the next shot, the

Englishman slumps forward, and a

diary falls from his pocket to the

ground. In the close shot that follows,

his hand falls over the diary, tense in

the throes of death. Suddenly it re-

laxes and is completely still, and the

scene fades out.

The next shot shows the same hand
covered by grass and leaves, to indicate

a passage of time. Another hand enters

the scene, taking the diary. We then

see a framed full shot of the hero stand-

ing over the body. In a later scene, as

the hero reads the diary, a native sneaks

from behind and hits him with the butt

of his rifle.

To convey to audiences the "feel" of

this scene—that is. the impact of a

crushing blow—the boy playing the role

of the native faced the camera, held

his rifle full against the lens and
pulled it away sharply. This action was
filmed with the camera held upside

down, and the scene was turned end

for end in the editing. Not a new
trick, but it can't be beaten for an effect

such as this.

In another sequence in the movie,

the hero and his companion are repre-

sented as walking through the jungle,

heading for the villain's domain. To
create suspense, shots of lions from a

library film were intercut with scenes

of the two. It is surprising how these

stock shots can be trimmed and in-

serted to fit the action so well.

Since the "natives" in ' the pictures

are only young fellows, and since

lengthy shots of them might not be

very convincing, it was necessary to cut

short the scenes in which they appeared.

Near the climax of the story, when the

natives close in on the hero, a roaring

lion (inserted stock shot) suddenly ap-

pears and frightens them away—fur-

nishing a dramatic reason for the dis-

persal of the natives, although the real

reason was that we did not want the

action to bring them too close to the

camera.

At the climax of the film, the villain

tbem all with
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GOERZ
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chromatic correction . . .
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meets the hero, and both draw their

guns. The hero fires first, and the scene

shifts to a closeup of the villain as his

head snaps back; his eyes grow wide

and glassy, and he sinks from the

scene. For this closeup, we used a low,

slightly upward angle.

The next shot, including the dead

villain and the hero, was filmed from

a low camera position, so that, when
the hero walks to the foreground, his

legs block the camera's view, produc-

ing a substitute for a fade out. The
final scene opens with a similar effect;

at the beginning of the scene, the hero's

legs block the camera's view, then he

walks away into the distance. Waving
grass furnishes the foreground for the

shot.

Recently, we have been busy with re-

editing and retitling this picture and

with planning the musical accompani-

ment, which is presented by our own
dual turntable system, made up of two

record players placed near the projec-

tor. The most recent public screenings

of the picture were very successful. A
projection at the local Y.M.C.A. Cinema
Club brought Lou and me honorary

memberships; a screening for the boy's

group brought roaring cheers for the

hero and hisses for the villain.

In our next opus, now in production,

we expect to show an improvement in

every department. It is a Western, based

on an original story by Lou, and it is

to be called The Black Rider. An aban-

doned rock quarry, where old shacks

are surrounded by high, jutting cliffs,

will provide the background for much
of the action.

In this film, we are trying to develop

the technique of the Western a little

further than it has been carried by the

Hollywood formula. We feel that this

time honored type of movie story offers

opportunity for more characterization,

more intrigue, and more cinematic de-

velopment than has been realized.

A portable

projection booth
[Continued from page 177]

plywood is used for the projector shelf

and for the roof. A detail of the con-

struction of the roof at point "B" in

the diagram is shown in the circular

drawing.

Note that, at point "C" in the dia-

gram, you may nail to the side pieces

a small block in which a hole has been

bored. A corresponding hole is bored

in the shelf so that a large nail may be

inserted through both of them, thus

fastening the booth together.

The method shown in the small cir-

cular drawing is preferable, as it re-

quires only a small wire hook, the

hooked end of which fits into a hole in

the shelf.

The sliding panel in the front of the

booth may be regulated according to

the height of the projector lens, and it

also allows for tilted projection. Fol-

low the construction methods shown in

the small detailed drawings, using one

eighth inch tin for the two slides, to

one of which a small set screw must be

fastened, as is shown.

The sliding panel is made of one

quarter inch wallboard cut to the cor-

rect size. Of course, the opening may
be made smaller or larger if desired.

Stain the booth to match your furni-

ture or paint it a solid black.

Continuity

begins at home
[Continued from page 163]

3. Long shot of trucks on a busy high-

way.

4. Long shot of a freight train.

5. Medium shot of men unloading

canned goods in front of a grocery store.

6. Closeup of cans of spinach on a

shelf at home.

7. Closeup of a hand taking down a

can of spinach from the kitchen supply

cabinet.

8. Closeup of a can being opened and
contents being put into a saucepan.

9. Closeup of a hand lighting a

burner on a stove and pan being put

on it.

10. Closeup of spinach being put into

a dish.

11. Semi closeup of the dish being

put on the tray of Baby's high chair.

Title. All this trouble—just for Ced-

ric!

12. Closeup of Baby's face turning

away in disgust.

Title. And Cedric doesn't like it!

13. Baby pushes the dish of spinach

away.

Many of the scenes listed will not

need to be made specially. Probably,

in your old scrap film, you have several

shots that can be edited into the simple

continuity. Only the closeups showing

that the product is definitely spinach

will need to be made particularly for

this film.

A novel treatment of any familiar

subject always will make a good movie.

The commonplace is more interesting

than the unusual, if we approach it

from a new point of view. Give any

movie of a family situation an unex-

pected twist, and you will have an en-

tertaining picture. Establish an idea, de-

velop it through a series of scenes and
surprise the audience at the end. That

is a formula that always works in short

movies.
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Amateur clubs

[Continued from page 178]

L. A. Eights announce A t h i s

first meet-

ing following the club's annual banquet,

William Wade, newly installed presi-

dent of the Los Angeles 8mm. Club, an-

nounced his committee appointments

for 1940. Listed as chairmen were Ray

Wilhelm, social; Paul Cramer, techni-

cal; Vincent Hague, shut in programs;

Mrs. C. H. Taber, ladies' activities;

John Walters and Milton Armstrong,

projection; Henry Huddleston. James

B. Ridge and P. M. Niersbach, still

photographers; Jack Cornell and Will

Stull. sound; T. H. McMurray. editor

of Thru The Filter, club news bulletin.

Club aids "Y" Members of the

Cinematography
Group of the Ohio Valley Camera Club.

ACL, in Wheeling. W. Va.. are coop-

erating with the local Y.M.C.A. in the

production of a film showing the activ-

ities of that organization. It will be

used in future membership and finan-

cial drives. In dramatic form, the pic-

ture will tell the story of a country boy

who moved, with his family, to the

town, and it will show how he found

fellowship and happiness in the "Y"
circle. Ralph A. Neff, ACL. is the

group's new president, assisted by

Henry C. Mull, as secretary treasurer.

Denver 8's active Members of

the Denver
Cine 8 Club, ACL, will be busy during

the spring and summer in the production

of a publicity film of the city's living

and recreational facilities, planned to

run four reels of 8mm. Kodachrome.

The picture will be supervised by E. H.

Herrington, director of visual education

for the Denver school system, and re-

cently elected an honorary member of

the club following his address to them

on film planning. Although this active

8mm. group is rapidly nearing its au-

thorized membership total of forty,

Hugh Bishop, president of the club, an-

nounces that a few places are still open

for new applicants.

Trojan's triumph A net profit

of more than

one hundred and fifty dollars has been

made to date by the Trojan Production

Company, ACL, a film making group of

Moundsville, W. Va. This production

unit, composed of young people of high

school age, was financed entirely

through the sale of stock, to Mounds-
ville citizens, at two and one half cents

a share. Working without adult spon-

sors or advisers, the company has been

managed by a board of youthful officers

and directors composed as follows:

Robert Miller, president; Robert G.

Bonar, vicepresident; Jacquelyn Rusen,
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secretary; and Robert E. Bonar, Betty-

anne Rusen. Mary Ruth Evans. Virginia

Todd. Nathan Robinson, Truth Ralston

and Wayne Potts, directors.

First and only production to date of

the Trojan Company is The Abduction,

an 800 foot. 16mm. melodrama, written

by Mr. Miller and directed by Frank
Madden, with the assistance of Mr.
Potts. Others on the production staff

were Messrs. Robinson and Bonar.

James Earnshaw. Robert Criswell and

Miss Ralston. Featured in a cast which

numbered more than a hundred high

school boys and girls were Robert Max-
well, as the banker; Sebasteen Fair, as

the banker's daughter; Donald Adams.
as the head gangster; Robert Shipman.

as the district attorney.

Pittsburgh pushes on Having
added fif-

teen new members within a single

month, the Pittsburgh Amateur Cinema
Club. ACL. now numbers more than

sixty members and guests at each of its

monthly meetings, held in the city's

Fort Pitt Hotel. Late activities have in-

cluded two winter sports excursions.

one a sleigh ride through South Park,

the other a Sunday afternoon of skat-

ing, skiing and coasting, held at North

Park. A number of film records were
made by individual members, on each

occasion and these have been screened

at later meetings, along with studies of

Pittsburgh's indoor Ice Follies of 1940.

A complete demonstration of title mak-
ing from filming to development, has

been given by the vicepresident. Mr.

McClain. and the club has experiment-

ed with the addition of sound on disc to

Father's Quiet Evening, a simple group

production of a year ago.

New York Eights Production of a

special study of

New \ork City will be initiated soon by

members of the New York 8mm. Motion

Picture Club, according to the report of

the production chairman. Robert Fur-

man. Features of a late meeting of this

able group have been The Chesapeake

and Ohio Canal, an exchange film from

M. Hejnal. ACL. of the Washington

8mm. Movie Club; Skiing Lesson, by

Robert Hall: Mr. Hitler Never Loses, a

table top animation, by Joseph Holly-

wood, ACL; Making a Linoleum Block-

Print, a teaching film, by J. Cascio.

Eights enlarge Coincident with a

new year of activ-

ity, the Vancouver Cine 8 Club, in Brit-

ish Columbia, has enlarged the format

of The Filter, club bulletin, and has re-

duced its publication to a monthly ap-

pearance instead of semi monthly. Don
Munday carries on as editor. Recent

meeting features have been a talk on

sound recording, by Art Morrow, ACL;
a screening of Yukon travel reels, by
Richard Corless; a visit to the home
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theatre of Ted McDonald ; a discussion

of common filming problems, by Victor

M. Payment, home on leave from the

Eastman Kodak Company, at Rochester.

N. Y.

Travel in Torrington Members
and guests

of the Torrington Cinema Club, ACL,
in Connecticut, have seen of late many
of the outstanding 16mm. publicity

films, currently offered by railroads of

this country and Canada. In order of

their presentation, these have been a

feature length study of Alaska, pro-

duced for Canadian National Railways

by Hamilton H. Jones. ACL; a sound

on color film study of Mexico, spon-

sored by the Missouri Pacific Railroad;

a series of Kodachrome reels on Sun
Valley. Yellowstone. Bryce and Zion

National Parks, produced for the Union
Pacific Railroad by Vincent Hunter; a

series of films on skiing, sponsored by

the Canadian Pacific Railway Company.
Clifford Hotchkiss, ACL, a member of

the club, just returned from Peru, will

round out this fine sequence of pro-

grams with a presentation of his own
work at the April meeting.

Eights in D. C. Members of the

Washington 8mm.
Movie Club heard recently from Walter

M. Edwards, of the staff of the National

Geographic Society, who discussed Ko-
dachrome filming technique under three

headings—exposure, lighting and com-

position. O. S. Granducci, ACL, past

president of the club, followed Mr. Ed-

wards with an explanation of practical

methods for obtaining correct exposure

on both color and black and white film.

A screening of films, made by M. Haj-

nal. ACL, and the Messrs. Pike. Dodge.

and Bresnahan, completed the program.

For Cleveland Vincent Burns, au-

thor of / Am A Fu-

gitive From A Chain Gang, successful

film story, was the featured speaker at a

late meeting of the Cleveland Amateur
Cinematographers, ACL, held in the

Hotel Carter. Mr. Burns discussed the

problem of injecting dramatic and story

interest in film scripts.

Wichita dines More tlian thirty

members and
guests attended the first annual dinner

meeting of the Wichita Amateur Movie

Club, in Kansas, which was marked by

an election of new officers. These are

Russell Terrill, ACL. president; Clar-

ence Swallow, vicepresident; Mrs. Mar-

tin Lentz, secretary and treasurer.

San Francisco studies An out-

standing

feature of current activities, sponsored

by the Cinema Club of San Francisco,

has been the unusual success of their

informal study group meetings. Con-
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ceived as a forum for technical discus-

sion that is too advanced for regular

gatherings, these meetings are held once
monthly in members' homes, and the

host is in charge of discussion. Topics
covered have included The Movie Cam-
era, The Film, Filters and Their Uses
and Film Development and Processing.

Enough additional subjects for discus-

sion have been suggested to carry the

group through 1940 and possibly into

next year.

OctO Cine Guild Meeting now in

the Francis
Drake Hotel, members of the Minne-

apolis Octo Cine Guild heard recently

from Elmer Lynfors. local representa-

tive of the Bell & Howell Company, at

a gathering sponsored by that manufac-

turer and the National Camera Ex-

change, of Minneapolis. 8mm. cameras

and projectors were on display, and
Mr. Lynfors presented his company's

film, Hoiv The Movies Move And Talk.

Films for L. A. The China Clip-

per, a two reel,

16mm. color film made by Carleton E.

Morse—who held ticket Number One
on the inaugural Pan American passen-

ger flight from San Francisco to Hong
Kong, and return—was the highlight of

a recent screen program, arranged by

the Los Angeles Cinema Club. Also pre-

sented were Today We Die, by John

Wentworth. with sound on disc, and

Eastern Interlude, by C. Earle Memory.

Chicago Edison Films from three

sources have

been seen recently by members of the

Edison Camera Club. ACL. an employee

group in Chicago, 111. These were Two
Perfect Weeks, 1939 Ten Best award

winner, by Walter F. Hinkle. ACL;
Western Wonderlands of Color, from

the Union Pacific Railroad; The Battle

of the Bangboards, Chicago, Vacation

Center of the Nation, Chicagoland and

Tulip Time, all made by Theodore D.

Shaw.

Oakland 8's elect The Bay Em-
pire 8mm.

Movie Club, ACL, at Oakland, Calif.,

has held its annual election, and the

following were returned to office for

1940: D. Johnson, president; 0. Round-
tree, vice president; R. J. Shattock, sec-

retary treasurer. Plans are being com-
pleted for the club's new production,

Hoivs The Patient? which should soon

go before the cameras.

Jacksonville elects Having
changed the

club's name to Jacksonville Movie

Makers, members of this Florida group

announce new officers, as follows: Gene
Brandon, ACL, president; Frank M.
Linville, vice president; Dr. Thomas H.

Lipscomb, secretary treasurer. Projects

for this year include the establishment
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Philadelphia • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco * Seattle

Gevaert (Canada) Limited — Toronto • Montreal • Winnipeg
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YOUR SCREEN IS THE STAGE
OF YOUR HOME THEATRE

. . . whereon your achievements are

displayed. To a spectator, the various

phases that enter into the making of

a picture are of secondary importance.

He is concerned with its appearance
on the screen. A Raven Screen, in one

of the many types, sizes and materials

that are available, will provide you
truly professional performance and
will reflect your ability as a "producer"
in a manner that is most creditable.

Investigate the Superiority of

Raven Screens at your local

dealer's or send for folder 51.

Raven Screen Corporation, 314 East 35th Street, New York

^AVEN^Si

SUPERB

From 16MM Kodachrome
Quality Guaranteed $CO0

4" x 5" %J
Send a frame of your favorite color film to us
together with check or money order. Print mailed
any place in U. S. or Canada within 10 days.

GOLORITEiimc.
10 WIST 47TH STRICT, NIW YO*K, N. Y.

>'

BEAUTIFUL
•

EXPERT 1

TITLES --EDITING
Genuine Kodachrome Titles, Tinted and

Positive Stock Titles

HORNE MOTION PICTURE SERVICE
9 East 40th Street New York City

||

Sound-on-Film for Amateurs

YOUR WINTER SPORTS
Recorded for your 16mm. pictures

from $60 per 400 ft. reel, including a

combined print.

PROFESSIONAL PRODUC-
TIONS and RECORDING

for industrial and educational purposes.

Berndt-Maurer Recording System

Spot Film Productions, Inc.

339 East 48th St., N. Y. C. PI 5-0808

of a film exchange among members:

a monthly shooting trip for limited

groups; the production of a club film.

Dr. F. Gordon King. ACL. retiring

president, has screened, for the club,

an indoor color film of model railroad-

Interpreting

Bible stories

[Continued from page 171]

keep the sheep in camera range and.

consequently, these scenes are among
our best.

To supply the titles for the film. I

decided to use phrases and sentences

printed in a copy of the Bible. I wanted

the verse, that we were using as a title,

to stand out on the Bible page and. to

obtain this effect, which is illustrated on

page 171. I first made an eight by ten

inch negative of the section of a Bible

page that included the desired verse.

Then, before the positive print was

made. I obtained a sheet of architect's

tracing cloth. From it. I cut a piece that

would cover exactly the area on the

negative which included the words that

we wished to ,-tand out as a subtitle.

This piece of tracing cloth was placed

on top of the glass in the printing

frame, so that it would lie directly

over the words to be emphasized. A
piece of clear glass was placed on top

of the tracing cloth to hold it in place.

In the finished print, the area con-

taining the words that serve as a title

is much lighter in tone than the sur-

rounding portion of the Bible page, as

is shown in the reproduction of one of

the title photographs on page 171.

The black and white title photographs

were filmed with regular outdoor Koda-

chrome. but by the illumination of flood

bulbs. The resultant titles were slightly

brownish in color, because of the flood

bulb illumination, and this harmonized

well with the warm colors of the scenes.

Our use of daylight Kodachrome for

the titles made it feasible to dissolve

from a title to the scene that followed

it. (Almost all shots were exteriors.)

This we wanted" to do because the

Biblical quotations constituted an in-

tegral part of the film.

^ hen the picture was completed, we

discovered that we had accumulated a

great deal of information about life in

Palestine in the days of Ruth. We de-

termined to make use of these data in

preparing a full, explanatory commen-
tary, to be presented with the picture.

We did this in spite of the fact that

our movie is essentially a photoplay and

that it is not customary to use a narra-

tion with a dramatic picture. We decid-

ed to sacrifice the usual standards of

movie technique, in this respect, for the

teaching values that the narrative ac-

companiment offered.

We also planned a musical accom-

paniment to fit picture and narrative,

and the film is always presented as a

"talkie."

We had a full house at the premiere

of Ruth. The president of the Borough
of Queens, the president of the Queens
Federation of Churches and the presi-

dent of the County Christian Endeavor

Society were present. Our efforts re-

ceived reviews in the local press, and
Ruth began a series of appearances in

metropolitan New York that has not yet

come to an end.

Better projection
IContinued from page 166]

tion as lifelike and realistic as possible.

Here is an example! You may have

one or two precious scenes which, be-

cause of their content and excellence,

you fervently wish were a bit longer.

Unfortunately, though, you stopped the

camera too soon, and these shots have

proved to be rather brief on the screen

when the projector runs at normal

speed. So you lie in wait for these shots

to occur and, when they appear, you

swoop to the controls and slow the ma-

chine as far as possible without

actually stopping it. Immediately, the

action lags, and the flicker becomes pro-

nounced. The illusion of actuality is

lost. And, when all is done, you really

do not make that strip of film longer.

You can't show any more action than

is really recorded on it.

So don't yield to this temptation, but

resolve, instead, to make your camera

shots long enough in the future. Be-

sides, too much of this super slow mo-

tion on the part of the projector may
shorten the life of the lamp.

Another thing that constitutes poor

showmanship (because it lessens the

illusion) is the familiar carelessness

in allowing white light to show on

the screen at the beginning or end of a

reel. Consider what the audience thinks

of the results when you turn on the pro-

jector with frosted leader still in the

gate. Upon the screen appears a bril-

liant, glaring rectangle, containing a

rapidly changing assortment of blobs,

huge fingerprints and scratches. Such

an introduction or closing damages the

effect of the finest picture.

One neat way to obviate this difficulty

in a manner that is practically auto-

matic is to splice in a foot or two of

black, opaque leader at the beginning

and end of every film. The black leader

at the beginning allows the projector to

gain operating speed before the actual

picture or title starts, and the one at

the end gives you time to switch off the

lamp and motor before the last of the

film has passed the gate.

A pleasant means of introducing a

picture, which agrees with the best

principles of showmanship, is to cause

the image to fade in on the screen. This

effect can be accomplished quite sim-
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Complete Titles on
appropriate back-
grounds to profes-
sionalize your home
movies. Compose
your own TITLES...
we hand-set them
on backgrounds you
select from our cat-
alogue, sent you
FREE on request.

Yet these artistically photographed Titles
cost no more than typewritten Titles.

Priced at 25c for genuine hand-set printed
Titles and only 35c for Art Background
Titles.

j
PARK CINE LABORATORY

J

I
120 West 41st St.

I

COLD
him snaps
and breaks
re a d i ly

—

kSlits

VAP RATE
displaces water-content to resist

brittleness resulting from cold.

A IfA in eye straining punishment from

ttVII I
SNATCHES, SPOTS andniUlU STAINS. Looking at your pic-

tures should be a pleasure for you and your
friends.

Fraction-of- Nationwide
a-cent-per- • facilities through
foot-cost. your dealer.

Belter Photo Fini
VapOrale prolectii

negative

offer
r still

VAPORATE CO., INC. BELL & HOWELL CO.
1801 Larchmont

Chicago
716 No. La Brea

Hollywood

ply by holding a card close to the lens.

to obscure the path of light, and by

gradually withdrawing it. At the end of

the film, you can move the card slowly

in front of the lens until the path of

light is blocked, thus producing a fade

out.

For special purposes, you may, occa-

sionally, change the overall tone of the

entire scene by holding a small piece of

appropriately colored cellophane, or

other transparent filter, before the pro-

jection lens. This should be reserved for

special scenes or titles, although bril-

liant black and white film of outdoor

scenes may be improved by the use of

a light yellow filter, in front of the

projector lens.

The selection and placing of the

screen is a part of proper showmanship.

The screen's reflecting surface should be

clear and unmarred, and the audience

should be placed so that each person

will have an unimpeded view of it.

There will always be a few bashful ones

who will want to retreat to the farthest

corner of the room, away from the

screen, but use your best diplomacy in

rounding these up.

Remember always that the ideal view

of the screen is had from a position that

is as nearly in line with its center as

may be. If possible, place the projector

back of the guests, rather than in the

middle of the audience. Place a lamp
near the projector so you can turn it

on conveniently, when you change reels.

It is more gracious to arrange to con-

trol the room lights yourself than to

ask your guests to stumble in the dark

to locate an unfamiliar switch.

Practical films
[Continued from page 167]

16mm. Kodachrome, tells the story of

post graduate nursing study at the uni-

versity and the influence of nursing

work upon the community. Working
with Mrs. Bliss were Marion A. Fluent.

R.N., and Esther M. Leihgeber, R.N.,

who created the scenario. Dr. Bliss re-

ports, in what we hope was not a con-

fidential remark, that he wrote the titles.

Dude Ranch in Movie
Ride 'em, Cowboy, produced by Bar

Lazy J, a "dude ranch"'. 100 miles north-

west of Denver, in the heart of the Colo-

rado Rockies, was made last summer by

Charles H. Watts, of Cambridge. Mass.

Intended as a publicity film for restrict-

ed private groups, the picture tells, in

1600 feet of Kodachrome, the story of

an Easterner's experiences during a

summer at the ranch. It opens with a

dynamic sequence of the train journey

from Denver, across the Continental Di-

vide, into the valley of the Colorado

River, where the ranch is situated. The

movie then depicts the initial misad-

ventures of the dude and his gradual ac-

climatization, and ends with a long se-

NEW OPPORTUNITIES FOR

CINEMATOGRAPHERS

A prophetic hint of the widespread

future use of sound films by industry

is contained in this free booklet —
"Some Industrial Applications of

Current 16 mm Sound Motion Pic-

ture Equipment."

Its stimulating contents provoked

considerable interest and discussion

when presented recently before the

Society of Motion Picture Engineers.

Now available for general distri-

bution, it briefly presents provocative

ideas not only for cinematographers

but also for all those men in industry

who are responsible for personnel

training, safety education and the

many problems of employee rela-

tions to which modern industrial

management is continually devoting

more and more attention.

A copy is yours for the asking.

Write for it today.

The BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
117 EAST 24th STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y.

West Coast Sales Office: E. M. Berndt Corp.

5515 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
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You can get a pro-

fessional Fade-In &
Fade-Out and 6 mask- f

ing effects by using a

FAdette
combined with

fadE-O-Mask
Now spec

complete w
and 3 dou

ially priced <t ^^f ^^f ^M
with holder M M ^%
Dble masks m • m ^0

WESCO FADETTE—the only vignetler producing a

rectangular fade at ANY desired speed. Gradual

Fading— In or Out— Fast or Slow at the will of the

operator. NO SUDDEN SHUT OFF. Light weight . . .

rugged construction. Fits most all cameras. SC95
Comes with cable release and filter holder. «*

Special adapter for Eastman lenses75c.When

ordering specify make and model of camera.

WESCO FADE-O-MASK—holder of durable tenite,

takes the place of filter holder. Attached quickly and

easily to the Fadette. The Wesco Fade-O-Masks of

thin flexible pyralin are quickly and easily inter-

changeable, and give themovie maker an $050
unlimited 1 ge of novel effects.

Asi voi/r dealer/or a demonstration

WESTERN MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
254 SUTTER STREET SAN FRANCISCO

lUM
TITLES

Let FILMACK
MAKE YOUR
16 mm TITLES
And Announcemnnls

v'\

We'll make your titles snappy,
artistic, colorful . . . and put punch
and showmanship in every foot.

PROFESSIONAL WORK
The same fine service FILMACK
supplies to thousands of theatres.

S..J TriJ O.J„ „, W..» U, Fhn C.i.lo,

FILMACK LABORATORIES
844 So. Wabash Ave. Chicago

AGENT FOR ALL STANDARD MAKES

KESBS
"THE BLOOMING DESERT"

—A BEAUTIFUL FILM, RE-EDITED:

200 feet, 16mm Kodachrome $30.00
Do you need certain California scenes to complete your
picture? I may have them. Original Kodachrome at 18c
per foot (orange and snow-capped peak scenes @ 25c per
foot).

GUY D. HASELTON
7936 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood. Calif.

BRITELITE-TRUVISION

REFLECTORS
. . . dependable for bright,

right indoor light!

age. Distribute

"*d perfectly.

...d 500-W T-20.

S3.50

pUft MOTION PICTUKE
rTntiftffi] SCRKN & ACCESSORIES CO., INC.

quence of life in the West, as it is today.

Distinguished by sincerity and humor,

the picture ranks among the finest in

its field.

Unfortunately, some of the most spec-

tacular shots—as well as Mr. Watts's

camera—were lost toward the end of

the summer. He had planned to film a

staged stampede of cattle, which were

to swerve from the camera only because

of a heavy log fence, not included in

the viewfinder. The cameraman would

have appeared to be in the midst of a

stampede. Alas, the ranch hands fired

too many pistols, the cattle actually

stampeded, the fence went down like

matchwood, and Mr. Watts considers

himself fortunate to have escaped un-

hurt. The camera had to be unearthed.

Social Welfare Film

To stimulate support of their annual

Fall Community Chest Drive, Jefferson

County, Ala., produced a 700 foot, 16mm.
monochrome sound film, entitled Your
Neighbor's Call. This presents in dra-

matic fashion the story of one family's

misfortune and the aid given to it by
many of the thirty four social aid agen-

cies financed by Community Chest funds.

George E. Broyles, jr., ACL, of Birming-

ham, Ala., photographed this document,

which will be given public screenings

throughout this year.

Southern Hospitality

Miami B.ach is Calling You is a 1200

foot, 16mm. color representation of that

resort's attractions and activities. Pro-

duced by the Miami Beach Chamber of

Commerce and photographed by Donald

Manashaw, the film will be distributed

throughout the country on a free loan

basis.

Seamen's Home in Film

The problems of sailors on shore,

where they shall eat, sleep and enjoy

social activities are presented in the one

reel, 16mm. color film, Home From the

Seven Seas, produced for the Seamen's

Church Institute of New York, by

Willard Pictures. Narrated by Lowell

Thomas, the picture explains the func-

tions of the institute, while the scenes

portray living quarters, social rooms,

the loan department and the employ-

ment bureau. Under the direction of

Marjorie Dent Candee, ACL, of the

institute, the film was photographed by
Russell Bushnell.

Movie of Mexico for Schools

A recent release to the educational

field is the three reel 1939 Ten Best

film, entitled Mexican Silhouette, by

Clement K. Chase, ACL, of Tucson, Ariz.

Several versions are offered for school use

by Donavin Miller Productions, Inc., in-

cluding both silent and sound black and

white prints and silent color prints. The
subject matter is divided into three sec-

tions—Mexico, D. F., Mexican Agricul-

ture and Mexican Cities. The scenic and
architectural beauty of this country

forms a handsome background for the

scenes of native life in various parts of

Mexico.

Reels of Child Health
Continuing the series initiated by The

Road to Health and Happiness and The

Life of a Healthy Child, which were an-

nounced in these columns a few months

ago, Dr. David Bennett Hill, ACL, of

Salem, Oregon, has announced three

new titles. They are Prenatal Care, 450

feet, 16mm. silent; Mother and Child

from Birth to One Year of Age, 450

feet, 16mm. silent ; and Child From One
to Six, 750 feet, 16mm. silent. All three

films are available with written lectures

and guides.

Dog Food
A film of Wilson & Company's Ideal

Dog Food is being planned by Alex Mc-
Donell, ACL, of Oklahoma City, Okla.

Intended to include as many varieties

of dogs as possible, and to present them
in an amusing way, the film will be used

later as publicity for Ideal Dog Food.

Man's Best Food for Man's Best Friend

is the working title of the film plan.

Give me my
titles straight!

[Continued from page 176]

Now comes the task of determining

how the title easel shall be placed, so

that it will be directly in front of the

lens. The simplest method is to use a

triangle or square to drop a perpendicu-

lar line from the lens to the baseboard.

Make a mark on this spot and measure

the distance from this mark to the right

side of the baseboard. On the easel,

or title board, position on the base,

make another mark which is the same
distance from the right side as is the

mark that was made underneath the

lens. This will give the exact center of

the area included by the camera's lens,

and it will be used as a guide in placing

the title board.

Next, make a mark that is exactly

in the middle of the long side of the

plywood easel, which will be six inches

from either end. When the title easel

is placed against the end of the sup-

porting board, so that the mark on one

coincides with that on the other, the

title will be centered. The title board
is then fastened to the end of the base-

board with its bottom edge flush with the

bottom of the baseboard; it will be

seen that the area extending above the

base will be nine by twelve inches in size.

In taking my titles, I place the card

on the nine by twelve inch easel and

fasten it in place with four thumbtacks.

I letter my titles by hand with a Speed-
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. S?l—
Ha provi nce de<

TOURIST BUREAU • QUEBEC • CANADA

TwCHITTER
and his horse "White Flash" ..-->

in the Netc

MUSICAL
WESTERN
FEATURES

"ROLLIN' PLAINS" & "UTAH TRAIL"
6-Reels each, on I6mm. Sound Film

Controlled Exclusively by

POST PICTURES CORP.
723 7th. Avenue New York

Catalogue Sent on Request

SHOOT THE WHOLE FAMILY!

HOME MOVIES-Onfy 1CK a Day
Nationally Advertised! 10-Day Trial!
Entertain with real movies of children, sporting
events. trips,etc.L:itfStmo«lelMovieC:imeras and
Projectors -MM an,: loMM sizes. For homes,busi-
ness, churches, schools an. ieHibs. All;nri-^-rn-s.
Sm-is.-.l Cu-t .hut- tliru.-i.it llu- W.-rl.l. MONEY BACK
10-DAY TRIAL :i ;>'

I
i '.mi- r , -.r; i I t ,- ! r SMALL

DOWN i'AYULNT Mahi... A- l-.W AH 1 Oc A DAY.
1!;! K !. ii :- , writ.* DON ELDER'S HOME MOVIES,
739 BOYLSTON ST.. Dept. r_4 BOSTON, MASS.

DEVELOP & PRINT
YOUR OWN 16mm. IPl

1^? FILM
with the

PH I L
LAB

Send for descriptive circular
G53 Hillcr

Westfield, N.J.

DEVELOPING RACK
100 ft. Racks in 11 x 1 4 Trays

also 25 ft. Rack for Titles

Continuous Silent oi Sound Printers

up to 400 ft.

^•;HS
16mm and W«

Motion
PktureCameras

Enjoy the finest advantages of "pro-
fessional" cameras—fades, superimpo-
sition, lap dissolves, animation, slow
motion, etc. Get terms to suit you, as
little as $21.41 a month. BOLEX cam-
eras are complete, there are no costly
"extras" to buy. F/1.5 lens and carry-
ing case. With Leitz Hektor Rapid F/1.4
lens, $20.00 additional. Write for de-
tails to Dept. MM4.

Trade In Your Old Camera
Liberal Allowance

F0RDHAM ELECTRIC CO.. INC.
2563 Webster Ave. New York City
(One-Half Block No. of Fordham Road)

ball pen or a brush. This takes time, but,

with practice, I have acquired a fair de-

gree of skill. One may use almost any

lettering method he chooses with this

title board.

More ingenious workers will, no

doubt, think of a dozen improvements

on this gadget, but, for small cost, little

work and absolute accuracy in center-

ing, I have found nothing to beat it.

No more is the tramp of my first hun-

dred feet heard round the world. No
more do I rob the kitchen, the attic and

the baby's toy box to obtain oddities.

My titles have grown up to the point

where they are simple, informative and

perfectly centered, and therefore I feel

that I have reached Nirvana.

News of the industry

[Continued from page 180]

tering in the forest under air attacks and

the capture of prisoners and supplies.

This timely film is available at regular

Castle prices: 360 feet, 16mm. silent.

$8.75; 100 feet. 16mm. silent. $3.50; 350

feet, 16mm. sound. $17.50 ; 50 feet, 8mm.,

$1.75 ; 180 feet, 8mm., $5.50.

Porta-Flood A new fl°od lighting

unit, of unique design,

is offered by the Livingston Sales Com-
pany, Poquonock, Conn. The unit con-

sists of a double sided case, sturdily

built, covered with black leatherette and

nickel trimmed. For carrying and stor-

age purposes, both sides of the case lock

together but, when they are taken apart,

each half becomes a rectangular shaped

reflector, and there are sockets for three

flood type bulbs in each section. The
inside of the case is lined with double

chrome plated reflector metal, so that

each unit becomes a powerful light

source for movie or still lighting. Units

may be used also for flash bulbs, if

this is desired.

A six foot extension cord is provided

for each reflector, and a "dim high"

control switch is included for use in pro-

longing the life of the flood bulbs. Two
models are available: the Standard,

which accommodates No. 1 flood bulbs,

and the '"No. 2," which uses the larger

sized, No. 2 lamps. There is also the

"Special" model which has a more
rugged construction, to withstand con-

stant use. Prices are $11.95, $18.50

and $13.95, respectively. An illustrated

folder, describing the new lighting ap-

paratus and other photographic accesso-

ries, may be had by direct application

to the manufacturer.

New home Filmosound A s P e -

c i a 1

model of the well known 16mm. Filmo-

sound projector, made by the Bell &
Howell Company. 1801 Larchmont Ave-

nue. Chicago, is the new De Luxe Home
Model Filmosound. The outstanding

feature of this new machine is the fact

LIGHT YOUR MOVIES

THE HOLLYWOOD WAY

• Properly lit, each detailed move-
ment of your subject comes alive

with the utmost in dramatic effect.

For, with the F-R HI-SPOT, you
"pick-up" features ordinary lights

could never discover. Good movie
photographers study Hollywood
lighting, acknowledged the world's
finest. Use the same type of light-

ing cinematographers and studios do.

F- R HI-SPOT
Hollywood Type Spotlight

Complete with special
150 watt F-R HI-SPOT
PROJECTION LAMP.

Equipped with the famous Fresnel
heat dissipating construction, ample ventila-

tion and many other distinctive features.
Compact and Iight-in-weight (less than 6%"
overall) it is easily handled. Tripod-mounted
or adapted to any standard light stand, it

affords complete directional control from any
angle. Finger-tip focusing. Never before has
a comparable light sold for so little. Buy it

at your dealer today I

flNK-RO/tLlfVt CO.A
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MUCH GREATER
BRILLIANCE

the projection of
your home moving pic-

FISHER

Film Cleaner
$g.50

Mounts on your rewind board

and cleans your film as you

rewind. Lasts a lifetime and

iengthens the life of your

films. Order today ... we pay

postage!

with 12 extra

cleaning pads

AT YOUR DEALER OR DIRECT FROM

Marks & Fuller, Inc.
DEPT. MM 4 • ROCHESTER, N. Y.

In the Heart of the Photographic Industry

THRILL
TO YOUR FIRST SOUND PICTURE!

Remember the breathless suspense with

which you ran off your first silent film?

An even greater thrill is in store for you
when you let us change your silent pic-

tures Into sound. Our experience and
up-to-date equipment are at your dis-

posal; the cost surprisingly low! 16mm.
only—color or black & white. Theatrical

quality. Free consultation.

PRODUCTIONS
230 W. 79 St., N.Y.HARTLEY

REDUCTIONS
ENLARGEMENTS •
DUPLICATES •

GEO.WCOLBURN
LABORATORY

1197 MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO

The life of Christ told in pictures of the present
day Holy Land

Bruce Barton's

The Man Nobody Knows
6 reels 16mm silent rental film.

Write for sound or silent rental catalogues.

LEWIS FILM SERVICE
105 East First St. Wichita, Kansas

Perfect Titleswith Metal Letters

of

the

most

beautiful

Capital

and

Lower
Case

Letters

Made

utt/<i yous> ft/me aUtA

f METAL Letters

*fflt. EASV

Complete sets in wood case (U. S. Price) 222 pes. $7.16;
126 caps only $4.28.

ADD CHARM AND INTEREST TO YOUR FILMS
Specify white or black letters

H.W.KNIGHT & SON, INCSenecaFails.N.Y.

that both the projector and the associ-

ated loud speaker are contained in pol-

ished walnut cases, finished to match

fine home furnishings. The mechanism
itself is of the same high standard that

is set for all Bell & Howell sound and

silent projectors. The regular Filmo-

sound design, in this as in other models,

produces excellent sound and brilliant,

steady pictures. Illumination is supplied

by a 750 watt lamp, while 1600 foot

reel arms are standard equipment. The
De Luxe Model projector costs $343.

Associated with the introduction of

this new outfit is a special film selec-

tion service, through which the pur-

chaser may obtain, from the Filmosound
Library, twelve complete sound pro-

grams at an additional price of S57.

Complete information may be had from
the Bell & Howell Company.

This firm also announces a new pro-

jection lens, which is available for the

Filmo-Master 8mm. projector. The new
objective is said to be particularly use-

ful when one is projecting large pic-

tures or is screening films during day-

light hours. It is said to be a well cor-

rected anastigmat with a speed of f/1.6.

It will produce excellent detail over

the entire picture area.

Reversal "lab" packed The Ge-

v a e r t

Company of America. Inc., 423 West
55th Street, New York, now offers its

reversal films unspooled. packed in cans

and without the right to processing ser-

vice, as well as on daylight loading

spools which are sold with the privilege

of processing. Unspooled 200 foot rolls

of Gevaert Panchro Super Reversal list

at §6.60 each; 200 foot rolls of Pan-

chro Microgran Reversal are $6.00

each, while an equal length of Ortho

Reversal is $6.00. "Prescored" double

8mm. film is also available in 100 foot

unspooled rolls, as are Panchro Super

Reversal. Panchro Microgran Reversal

and Ortho Reversal, which sell at

$3.60. $3.30 and $3.30 respectively.

The Gevaert Company also announces
the opening of a new branch office and
warehouse in the Textile Tower. Seattle.

Wash.

Revere Double 8 A new addi-

tion to the
8mm. apparatus offered by the Revere

Camera Company, Chicago, 111., is the

Revere Model 88, double 8mm. camera.

This model takes all double 8mm. film,

either color or black and white. It is

compactly and attractively built and is

supplied with an //3.5 Wollensak uni-

versal focus lens. A unique feature is

the automatic formation of the film loop

in threading; if the operator forgets to

provide a loop at all, it will automati-

cally form itself when the camera is

started.

A single sprocket is provided to in-

sure proper film feed and takeup, and

The Revere Model 88 8mm. camera

takes both color and black and white

the spring motor drive has a uniform
run of five feet. Five speeds, from eight

to thirty two frames a second, are avail-

able. A built in optical viewfinder is

also a feature. The lens is interchange-

able with others, and //2.7 and //1.7

lenses are available, as well as an //3.5,

one and a half inch telephoto. The new
camera sells at $29.50. Descriptive lit-

erature may be secured from the manu-
facturer.

Two inch / 1.6 A new
- fast ' two

inch lens is the

Kodak //1.6 Anastigmat Telephoto. The
distance scale on this lens permits one
to focus sharply on objects as close to

it as two feet. At this distance, a field of

three by four inches is included. An en-

graved line on the barrel provides a

definite point from which to measure

distances for closeup objects, and a sep-

arate scale shows the depth of field at

various stops. Regular Kodak filter at-

tachments, the Pola-Screen and other

specific adapters will fit this new lens.

The retail price of the objective is $80;

the adapter for fitting it to Magazine

Cine-Kodak. Cine-Kodak K and Cine-

Kodak Special sells for $6.50.

Cine-Kodak guide All new 8mm.
and 16mm.

Cine-Kodaks are now being equipped

with a novel and effective exposure

guide, which is attached to the side of

the camera. It is called the Cine-Kodak

Universal Guide, and it consists of a

rectangular chromium finished plate, at

the center of which a metal dial is

placed. The right hand index of the dial

shows the various lens aperture num-

bers, while the left hand index points

to a small card, on which all normal

light conditions are represented. A sep-

arate card is available for each type of

Cine-Kodak film now in use, so that,

when any given film is in the camera,

its corresponding card may be slipped

into the retainer on the Guide; accurate

exposure settings will then be given for

this particular kind of film.

For emulsions that are likely to be

used with artificial light, the Guide
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KODACHROME MAIN TITLES
16MM. KODACHROME I .00
8MM. KODACHROME .50

Samples^Information—Price List
Upon Request

FRANCIS S. NELSON
737 Micheltorena St. Los Angeles, Cal.

J. SPECIAL SALE

H
BACK NUMBERS

H
I MOVIE MAKERS:

15c CdcL

% Beginning April 1st and
§ ending May 31, these

§ back numbers of MOVIE
§ MAKERS are offered for

§ sale at 15c a copy.

I
1926: December

y 1927: January to November, in-

§ elusive

§ 1928: April to December, in-

X elusive

§
1929: all months

§

§

§

§

§

§

§

§

§

|

§

§

§

§

§

§

§

§

§

§

. 1930: all months
9 1931: all months

§ 1932: all months

§ 1933: all months
X 1934: all months

|
1935: September to December, §

2 inclusive &
9 1936: July, August, October, £

§ November, December ?

§ 1937: May, July to December,
|

K inclusive y

|
1938: February to December. §

J inclusive &

|
SEND YOUR ORDER EARLY. When §

y the limited supply, set aside for this £
& special sale, is exhausted, these num- J

? bers of MOVIE MAKERS again will §
y be available only at their full prices £
& of 35c and 50c each. J

§ Include Cash With Order *

|
MOVIE MAKERS I

* 420 Lexington Avenue §

£ New York, New York §

card carries light classifications on two

sides, one for daylight and one for in-

terior illumination by flood type lamps.

Either one may be used. There are also

exposure indices for various camera

speeds and for objects, lighter or darker

than normal. Present camera owners

may have the Guide attached to their

cameras, or may purchase it separately,

in an envelope container, with a com-

plete set of cards. Its price is $1.

Raygram screens Raygram Corpo-

ration, 425
Fourth Avenue, New York, has recently

introduced the Raygram Box Type
Beaded Screens. For handy storage,

these screens may be rolled in a com-

pact case; in use, they may be ex-

tended readily and they will stand by

themselves on any flat surface. A slight

pull on a release cord lowers the screen

from its position, for projection. The
screen surface is smoothly beaded in a

blue white finish, and the backing is

Dupont screen cloth. Four sizes are

available, ranging in price from $10 to

$20. Requests for literature will be

filled by the Raygram Corporation.

Post subjects Two new Tex R'tter

musical Western fea-

tures in 16mm. sound film, entitled

Rollin' Plains and Utah Trail, are of-

fered this month by Post Pictures Cor-

poration, 723 Seventh Avenue, New
York.

Stein FigliretteS As an additional

and novel means
of ornamenting one's title backgrounds.

Jacob Stein, 175 Fifth Avenue, New
York, offers the new "A to Z" Figurette

assortment, consisting of silhouette fig-

ures of thirty general types. There are

animals, children, birds, bathing girls,

etc. Each Figurette is approximately

three inches high and is made of a linen

substance that does not easily tear. The

. . . unless, of course, you're the sort of person

who likes to pay more. Three Dollars for a 100

ft. roll of Kin-O-Lux No. I Film includes most

essential requirements for good outdoor film-

ing. It offers— brilliancy—snap—gradation

—

latitude — fidelity — anti-halation backing —
free Scratch-proofing ... to insure long life

and the makers unequivocal guarantee. Within

limitations that preclude indoor filming and

filter use, its performance resembles that

of more expensive films. Why pay more?

Daylight Emulsion Speeds
SCHEINER 16° WESTON 6

100 ft. roll $3.00 50 ft $2.00

KIN-O-LUX NO. 2— Fine-grain, semi-chromatic.

Greater speed and wider latitude than No. I. Day-

light Emulsion Speeds: Scheiner, 18°; Weston, 12.

100 ft. S3. SO 50 ft. $2.50

KIN-O-LUX NO. 3—Supersensitive over the entire

range of the visible spectrum, Kin-O-Lux No. 3 has

established a new standard of film performance.
Achieves an ultimate, present-day perfection. 'Is pre-

ferred by movie makers who discriminate in favor

of the best. Daylight Emulsion Speeds: Scheiner, 26',

Weston, 50. Tungsten Speeds: Scheiner, 24, Weston, 40.

100 ft. S6.00 50 ft. S3.50
All Film Prices include Proc

and Return Postage.

At Leading Deale

Booklet M-4 c

Learn about Glare-Free, Reflectionless

Photography. Send for Instruction Folder
on Marks Polarization

Plates.

:ing, Scratch-Proofing

Everytvhe

DeJur Critic, new exposure meter,

has readings for movies and "stills"
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FILTER PROBLEM SOLVED
SLOT IN
TURRET
BEHIND
LENS

NO MORE FUSSING with separate sets of
filters for each lens. Our patented adaptation
makes it possible to insert an inexpensive
gelatin filter BEHIND the turret of your
FILMO, EYEMO, or BOLEX. One filter will
serve ALL lenses. Filters or masks are easy
to insert. Adaptation does not affect oper-
ation of camera. Write today for details.

NATIONAL CINE LABS
20 WEST 22nd STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

Bass says:

MOVIKON 16
It takes the resources of ZEISS
to build this superlative 16mm
camera with built-in optical

ranee finder coupled to the fine

Sonnar F:1.4 lens. There are

2G distinct refinements. BIG
Trade in allowance. Free liter-

ature. Complete with fine oa?e

S385
Lots of other good things listed in my Cine
Bargaingram No. 240. . . . Free . . . write for it.

Boss CAMERA CO. DEPT.
IT4 W.MADISON SX C
CHICAGO. ILL.

SAVE $ $ $ ON CASES
Now, prices on Cases for all makes of Cameras and
Projectors have been sensationally slashed. Also, all

our Screens. Cameras ... in fact all our Photo-
graphic accessories are now being sold at amazing
prices. If it's a case, specify make and type of your
camera. Send TODAY for Free Bargain list.

WHOLESALE CAMERA SUPPLY CO.
29 W. 34 St. Dept. SI6 New York

SOUND ON FILM
Rent-Exchange-Sale

Modern High Grade Features & Shorts

CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY
1041 Jefferson Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y.

V<&&%
Create Bis Theatre Effects

The "TRY IT YOURSELF KIT" Includes

36 Initials • 1 Alphabet • Numerals
Decorations • Tracing Paper

Background Board
Complete Sample Title

THE"A lo Z" MOVIE TITLING 0UTFIT[

ONLY S2.00 COMPLETE
at Your Dealer or Send Direct to

STEIN STUDIOS
175 Fifth Avenue Dept. M12

,6mim
S TODAY

New York, N. Y.

figures are in assorted colors of red,

blue, green and black, and they will

stick on tracing paper or any smooth

surface. They can be cleaned with a

damp cloth and used repeatedly. Movie
Makers readers may procure, free of

charge, one sample Figurette and com-

plete descriptive literature by applying

to the manufacturer. The complete

Figurette assortment, as described, is

$1.00.

New KodaguideS Convenient
charts, termed

Kodaguides, which present, in graphic,

tabulated form, essential information

which the user needs in the practical

employment of many photographic aids,

are offered by the Eastman Kodak Com-

pany. Rochester, N. Y. One of these,

the Film Kodaguide, furnishes essential

data on all Eastman sheet, roll and pack

films in general use. Such information

as color sensitivity, Kodak speeds, Wes-
ton and General Electric meter settings

for daylight and tungsten light is in-

cluded. A chart shows the monochrome
rendition of colors of each film type un-

der artificial, day and tungsten illumi-

nation with eight commonly used filters,

while spectrograms and other important

data are included. All data are printed

on a Kodapak laminated pocket size

card, three by four and a half inches

in size.

Another new guide is called the Effec-

tive Lens Aperture Kodaguide; this is

of special value to photographers who
use ultra closeup technique in copying

and similar operations. Covering all

lenses from 25mm. to thirty inches in

focal length, this new guide will be ex-

ceptionally helpful in movie work where

extension tubes are employed for ultra

closeups.

With it. a single dial setting will give

all requisite data for the adjustment of

exposure under these conditions. These

Kodaguides are offered at ten cents

each, and eleven other Kodaguides. on

various photographic and cinemato-

graphic subjects, are available.

New Cutlohn Catalog The newest

and largest

edition of a well planned catalog, which

lists the latest and best of 16mm. sound

and silent film subjects and illustrates

scenes from them, is offered by Walter

O. Gutlohn. Inc.. 35 West 45th Street,

New York. This 112 page catalog, 9th

edition, will be sent gratis by the firm,

on application.

Filmack booklet A new eighteen

page brochure,

illustrating and describing many new
title backgrounds, is offered to appli-

cants by Filmack Laboratories, 831

South Wabash Avenue, Chicago. This

firm specializes in titles of the theatrical

type and offers also to movie makers a

complete list of titles, trailers, animated

announcements and the like, of the same

kind which it has supplied for many
years in the theatrical field. This new
catalog, together with an intriguing

little scenario, Johnny Jones presents

"My Dog" will be sent in response to a

request addressed to the firm.

Eve viewer A handy frame magni-

fier, which may be car-

ried in the pocket, has been introduced

by the Fisher Manufacturing Company,

17 Main Street East, Rochester, N. Y.

A rigid frame holds the film in align-

ment in a short channel, and the double

convex magnifier, mounted in a chro-

mium tube, enables the user to set the

instrument in focus for his own eye-

sight and to observe a single frame from

edge to edge of the film. Film may be

inserted and removed at any point in

the reel without cutting it. The price is

$1.95. Further information will be sup-

plied by the manufacturer.

"Marseillaise" Jean Renoir, famous

French director, has

produced a new feature, Marseillaise,

which is now available in a 16mm.

sound version. Covering the period of

the French Revolution, the film is a stir-

ring, historical picturization. It is re-

leased by World Pictures Corporation,

729 Seventh Avenue, New York.

Photo Convention According to

an announce-
ment recently made by H. O. Bodine,

ACL, executive secretary of the Nation-

al Photographic Dealers Association,

the plans for the coming 1940 Combined

Photographic Industry Convention and

Trade Show, to be held at the Hotel

Stevens, Chicago, will make this affair

the finest of its sort ever arranged. The

convention will last for five days, Aug-

ust 19 to 23, inclusive. Details of all

special features and the exhibitor roster

may be obtained from the executive

secretary of the N. P. D. A„ 30 Rocke-

feller Plaza, New York.

B & H film viewer lamp Itissaid

that a

more even distribution of light over the

picture area in a film viewing apparatus

is provided by the brilliant new lamp

marketed by the Bell & Howell Com-

pany, 1801 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago.

A more uniform arrangement of fila-

ment distribution in the new lamp more

efficiently concentrates the light on the

movie frame in a viewing machine and

provides increased brilliancy for a given

wattage, it is stated. Further informa-

tion may be had from the manufacturer.

Kodak on infra red A new title

in the series

of photographic data books, issued by

the Eastman Kodak Company, Roches-

ter. N. Y., is Infra-red Photography

icith Kodak Materials, a valuable, pa-

per bound manual which sells for twen-
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ty five cents. This booklet is well illus-

trated and contains a wealth of useful

technical information on the practical

applications of infra red photography.

Hartley produces An eight reel,

16mm. subject in

sound and color, directly recorded, has

recently been completed by Hartley

Productions, Inc., 230 West 79th Street,

New York, for the Waterman Steamship

Line. Donald Manashaw was the cam-

N. Y. AmprO moves According to

information

released by Harry S. Millar, New York
City sales manager of the Ampro Cor-

poration, its New York offices will, on

April 1, 1940, be located at 545 Fifth

Avenue, Suite 605 to 608. Craig Pro-

jecto-Editor, splicers, rewinds and other

products are also distributed to Eastern

territory from this office.

Film cleaner A compact device for

cleaning and polish-

ing substandard movie film is now of-

fered by Marks & Fuller, Inc., 44 East

Avenue, Rochester, N. Y. The device.

made of cast metal and possessing a

neat crackle finish, provides a semi-

circular channel through which the film

may be passed in line with the spindles

of the regular rewind. This channel is

lined with the special cleaning pads
which come in contact with both sides of

the film. Twelve extra pads are fur-

nished with the outfit. No fluid is used

in the process, and the pressure exerted

by the pads is adjustable. Price, com-
plete, is $6.50. Further details may be

had from the manufacturer.

Novel fade A new
> compact and

neatly made fading de-

vice, called the Fade-O-Scope, recently

had been introduced by Fade-O-Scope.
Inc., 1 Hanson Place, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The instrument is equipped with a pair

of discs of Polaroid glass for light con-

trol, which give a neutral density effect

in the "open" position. Placed before

the lens, these discs have no effect on
definition or color rendition, although

they require a slight increase in ex-

posure. A convenient handle enables the

operator to rotate one of the discs slow-

ly until the planes of polarization of the

two are opposed, which action produces
a very even, gradual fade, occurring

uniformly over the entire surface of the

picture. The device itself weighs only

four ounces, and it may be attached

quickly to any lens barrel, one half inch

to one and three thirty seconds inches

in diameter. The Fade-O-Scope will

operate in any position on the lens, and
it takes up so little room that there is

no danger that it will interfere with the

finder. A fast or slow fade in or fade out

may be produced, and, by using the de-

vice in conjunction with a second ex-

posure, very smooth lap dissolves may
be accomplished. This accessory comes
in an attractive leather case with snap

fastener and lists at §18.75.

For Lett Proudly claiming its due

as America's oldest photo-

graphic supply house, the James Lett

Company, Harrisburg, Pa., celebrates,

on April 1, its eightieth anniversary by

a gala banquet. This event will be fol-

lowed by an entire week of celebration

at James Lett Company, 225 North Sec-

ond Street, Harrisburg.

The clinic

[Continued from page 173]

for the purpose. The tracing cloth soft-

ens and diffuses the photograph behind

it, which makes it possible to use a wide

variety of pictures that otherwise would

not be considered suitable for title back-

grounds.

—

R. J. Burke.

Toning Certain toning preparations,

for use on still photographic

prints, may be employed with black and

white cine film. Likewise, the dye

preparations made for the same pur-

pose are well suited for tinting movie

film. Directions are included with the

products, but often it is necessary to

determine the amount of time needed

for the operations by a test made on a

piece of scrap film. Interesting com-

binations of tinting and toning will pro-

duce excellent effects on positive film

titles that are to be spliced in color

No SDOtS Before hanging positive

film titles up to dry, after

you wash them, remove surplus drops

of water by pulling the film through a

fine chamois or sponge. If drops of wa-

ter dry on the film, they may produce

water spots on the base. If spots do

appear, they may be removed by rub-

bing the base with a damp cloth. One
must take great care to make sure that

no moisture reaches the emulsion of the

film.

Title exposure Notwithstanding the

fact that the inten-

sity of light varies inversely in propor-

tion to the square of the distance from
the subject at which lamps are placed,

one may find that it is possible to move
the lamps in his titler a considerable

distance without affecting the exposure.

This is true, if the lamps in the titlers

have reflectors, since the law of the in-

verse variation of the amount of illumi-

nation does not apply to lights whose
rays are concentrated.

Of course, if one moved the titler

lamps as much as three feet, he might

well expect a variation in exposure, in

spite of the fact that the lamps were
backed by reflectors. The exact effect

For only $8.50
. . . you get all the facilities to
make professional screen titles

with the . . .

BESBEE TRICK

EFFECT EASEL

skP-t

This new device will
make the following ef-

fects with no other
equipment other than
your movie camera:

Scroll Titles

Flop-Up and Flop-Down
Titles

Turn-Over Titles

Revolving Turn-Around
Titles

Curtain Titles

And Many, Many Others

There are no difficult

instructions to follow
... no complicated
mechanism to work.
The Besbee Trick Ef-
fect Easel is simple and
easy ... yet exactingly
professional. Complete
with various accesso-
ries $8.50. At your
dealer or write for de-
tails.

B E S B E E
PRODUCTS

CORP.
TRENTON

Kodachrome
MAPS-t^Wi-FINE TITLES

Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory
Special Motion Picture Printing

I 1 97 Merchandise Mart, Chicago

EQUIPPED to Serve You...

With a comprehensive line of

CAMERAS & ACCESSORIES

KLEIN & GOODMAN
to S 10th Street, Philadelphia^

Want a Career
in Photography?
If you are ambitious to become a suc-

cessful photographer, either for pleasure
or career, the N. T. Institute offers you
a thorough, practical training under the
personal direction of foremost experts.
Commercial, News, Portrait, Advertising,
Motion Picture, and Color photography.
Personal Attendance and Home Study
courses.

Send for free booklet

NEW YORK INSTITUTE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY

10 West 33 Street (Dept. 105) New York City
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would depend upon the nature of the

reflector and the original distance from

the lamps to the title.

Narrow Splice Splicers designed

for use in editing

16mm. negative film produce a splice

in which the overlap is one sixteenth

of an inch. Such splicers can be used

with 8mm. as well as with 16mm. film:

they afford to meticulous 8mm. workers

a means of making very neat splices.

These special splicers may be obtained

through most cine dealers, but, to secure

one. a special order may be required,

since they are not widely stocked.

Editing brake While he did an ex-

tensive editing job

recently, a movie maker found that

some sort of brake on the rewind would

save time. He planned one which con-

sists of a short piece of leather strap

and a length of stout cord. The leather

strap is about one half inch wide and

four inches long; a hole was made
in either end. One end of the cord was
tied to one hole, and the other end to

the other hole. The cord is just long

enough so that, when the strap is placed

on the spindle of the rewind on the

editing table, the loop of the cord al-

most reaches the floor. This allows the

operator to put one foot in the loop,

and slight pressure of the foot causes

the strap to bear on the spindle and
retard its movement. The strap may be

Design for a simple brake for rewind

placed in the narrow space between

the shoulder of the rewind and the reel,

on the spindle. A little grease rubbed

on the leather will prevent excessive

wear without reducing the braking effi-

ciency to a noticeable degree.

Focusingaid Long projector
throws, especially

those achieved with long focus projec-

tion lenses, mean that the projector oper-

ator is some distance from the screen,

and it may be difficult for him to tell

when the picture is in sharp focus. A
small monocular field glass or a pair of

ordinary opera glasses will aid greatly

in ascertaining whether the image is as

sharp as possible. Good projection de-

mands sharp focus at all times. It is not

enough merely to focus on the main title

;

one must keep his eye peeled constantly

during the show.

Blow them The title trick in which

a cloud of letters ap-

pears to blow into the scene, and to

arrange itself into the title wording, is

an old one, but it is still one of the best

of the trick effects, especially if it is

neatly managed.

Shooting such a title is a simple mat-

ter with any 16mm. camera. The title

wording, made up of paper letters or

other characters of light weight, is set

up in the normal manner, and the re-

quired amount of film is run off, with

the camera held upside down. After a

sufficient length of film has been ex-

posed to enable the audience to read the

title, the letters are blown off the title

card. (Paper letters are easiest to han-

dle, but letters of heavier material may
be blown off the title card with an elec-

tric fan.) When the letters have disap-

peared, the camera is stopped. After the

film is processed, this length of film is

cut out of the reel, it is turned end for

end and is spliced back in the standard

manner of all reverse motion shots.

Two depth of field tables that may
be filed in your technical note book

DEPTH OF FIELD TABLE FOR USE WITH THE f.4.5 4y2 INCH LENS

/.4.5 f.5.6 /.s All A16 A22
Dis-
tance

Focused From To From To From To From To From To From To
tpon

ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in. ft. in.

IXF. 187 Inf. 172 Inf. 13S Inf. Ill Inf. 83 Inf. 47 Inf.

200 ft. 128 458 120 595 103 Inf. 87 Inf. 69 Inf. 55 Inf.

100 " 78 140 75 149 68 190 60 51 Inf. 44 Inf.

50 " 44 58 43 60 40 65 38 74 34 95 30 142
25 " 23 27 23 27 22 28 21 30 20 33 19 37
15 " 14 5 15 s 14 4 15 10 14 1 16 1 13 8 16 8 13 i 17 6 12 7 18 7
12 "

11 7 12 5 11 6 12 6 11 4 12 8 11 2 13 10 9 13 7 10 5 14 3
10 " 9 9 10 4 9 8 10 4 9 7 10 6 9 5 10 8 9 1 11 s 10 11 6
S " 7 10 8 2 7 10 8 3 7 8 8 4 7 7 8 5 7 5 8 8 7 3 8 11

NEAR LIMITS OF SHARPNESS FOR THE f.2.7 Vz INCH FIXED FOCUS LENS

Diaphragm
Opening

J2..7 A3.5 A5.6 A8 AH A16

Minimum
Filming
Distance

6 ft. 5 ft. 4Mft. 3^ft. 3 ft. 2 ft.

NEAR LIMITS OF SHARPNESS FOR THE f.2.7 (15mm.) FIXED FOCUS LENS

Diaphragm
Opening f.2.7 A3.

5

A5.6 A8 AH A16

Minimum
Filming
Distance

5 ft. 43-2 ft. 3H ft, 3 ft. 2 ft, 13^ ft.



SOLVES WMe PROBLEMS

New Universal Guide for Cine-Kodaks Gives Immediate,

Explicit Answers to Movie-making Exposure Problems

ON the side of all new Cine-Kodaks is a simple little

device that takes all the worry, higher mathe-

matics, and black magic out of the exposure problem.

It's called the Cine-Kodak Universal Guide. For

every type of Cine-Kodak Film there's a little exposure

card designed to slip neatly into place in the Guide; by

rotating the disk of the Guide so that its indicator arrow

points to a specific light condition, given on the expo-

sure card, you may take immediate exposure readings.

One side of the exposure card defines outdoor light con-

ditions; the other covers indoor, artificial light in terms

of the number and type of Photofloods used and their

distance from the subject. Allowances are shown for the

various standard camera speeds and for subjects of

average, light, or dark color.

An individual exposure card is now being packed with

each roll of Cine-Kodak Film (obviously, it will be

some time before film so packed is generally available).

Meantime, Pocket Model Universal Guides, complete

with exposure cards for all Cine-Kodak Films, are avail-

able (price, $1) at Cine-Kodak dealers'. New shipments

of Cine-Kodaks, of course, include the Guide and a set

of cards. Present owners of Cine-Kodaks may have

Guides affixed to their cameras. A charge of $1 covers

the Guide, a set of cards, installing Guide on camera,

and removing the old front exposure plate. Your dealer

can arrange this service.

Simple, Explicit, Inexpensive

The Guide for each model Cine-Kodak, 8 or 16 mm.,

varies according to that camera's characteristics.

Simple, explicit is this new Guide. With it the precise

exposures required for finest results with Kodachrome

Film are as easily and accurately determined as are

exposures for black-and-white filming.

It's beautifully simple, completely successful.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Slip the exposure card, for the

kind of film you're using, into

the Guide, and the answers to

your exposure problems are im-

mediately determinable. Inciden-

tally, when you become a Guide

user, you eliminate the possi-

bility of forgetting the type of

film loaded in your camera.



Only eight turns of the key (right) and the camera
is fully wound, ready to film three average scenes

without rewinding.

Operator can get in the pictures, be-

cause there's a starting button lock

to keep the camera in operation.

New "positive" viewfinder, sealed dust-tight,

rubber-tipped for comfort and to protect eye-

glasses.

Can be operated with one hand. Requires no oiling.

Ke&p. Pace, uuik y<uisi Pnxxyie4.4.

Makes animated movies . . . cartoons, trick titles, maps,
diagrams ... by pressing this button up, instead of down, _
for single-frame exposures.

d

Permits using extra lenses—telephotos to

bring distant subjects close, wide-angle
lenses for close quarters.

A truly accurate viewfinder—permits good picture

composition. Eliminates the cause of "amputated"
pictures because this positive viewfinder is accurate

even though you fail to look through the center of the eyepiece

What you see, you get!

CtccUtAiue Additional fyeGZuA&L
A new finish, Filmoid, that's waterproof, resists

mold, can't peel, can't chip, is practically scratch-

proof.

Lifetime tripod socket ... a steel insert in the

strong die-cast aluminum-alloy housing.

Filmo 8 mm. Cameras
for the finest low-cost pictures

The economy of 8 mm. film appeals to those

who wish to enjoy movie making at the low-

est possible cost. The quality of the movies
that can be taken with a trulyfine 8 mm. cam-
era, at no more expense per movie scene than

for a still snapshot,

invariably surprises

the uninitiated.

Filmo 8 mm. Cam-
eras are built to the

Filmo Turret 8, most versatile of

8 mm. cameras. Priced from $ 1 40

same B&H standards of perfection as 16 mm. Filmos
. . . built to give you the finest 8 mm. movies. Lenses are

color-corrected, governors assure constant speed
throughout the run, and shutters give uniform exposure
over the entire picture area . . . three requisites to suc-

cessful color movie making. There are three Filmo 8's

from which to choose.

*Filmo "Companion" 8, palm-size, easy to use. Only S49.50

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL & HOWELL

New Films for Immediate Release

EVOLUTION OF THE MOTION PICTURE. 2 reels, 16 mm.
sound or silent. Centuries of work, by many
men in many lands, produce the modern mir-

acle of the movie.

FILMS MOVE FORWARD. 2 reels, 16 mm. sound or

silent. Companion to the reel above. Traces

progress of motion picture production and
showmanship from vaudeville "chaser" origins

through early nickelodeon days to the advent

of sound.

Mail coupon for complete free list of rental library films.

Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; New York; Hollywood;
London. Established 1907.

r*
BELL & HOWELL COMPANY MM 4-40

1843 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Send details on new 16 mm. Shelloading Filmo Cam-
era; Filmo "Companion" 8; Filmo Turret 8. In-

clude free list of ZJ sound silent 1 6 mm. films for home
showings.

Name

Address

.

City
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THE AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE

BRINGS ITS MEMBERS-
if I. MOVIE MAKERS—an interesting and helpful

monthly magazine covering every phase of personal

movie making and containing news of amateur

activities and all new equipment. Beautifully illus-

trated, each number contains a full measure of

articles and editorial features. Technical articles,

written by experts, are clear and practical.

if 2. Technical Consulting Service—an individual ser-

vice for which there is no extra charge. You may
write in for information about movie making tech-

nique and you will receive an accurate and prompt
reply.

•^ 3. Continuity and Film Planning Service—a similar

consulting service which offers aid in planning pic-

tures of all types, writing titles and editing. Mem-
bers may apply for film treatments and suggestions

for the pictures that they want to make.

if 4. Film Review Service—through which you may
send your films requesting criticism and suggestions

by the League's consultants who are competent tech-

nicians.

if 5. Club Service—in forming amateur movie clubs

and in planning programs for them. A Club Film
Library, made up of outstanding films produced by
movie clubs and individuals, is circulated among
clubs without charge.

if 6. Booklets and Service Sheets—are supplied on

request without charge. Printed booklets on impor-

tant phases of movie making technique are published

periodically and are mailed automatically, as issued,

to all members who ask to receive them. New mem-
bers may receive all current booklets on request.

Among those now in print are

:

• Color Filming 27 pages illustrated

• Titling Technique 32 pages

• Featuring the Family 34 pages
• Lighting Personal Movies . . 37 pages illustrated

• Films and Filters 31 pages illustrated

Numerous service sheets (mimeographed and re-

printed material) are issued from time to time.

They are announced in Movie Makers and are

available to any member on special request.

These booklets are free to League members

7. Equipment Service—by which the League offers

expert technical advice on the selection of equipment
for special cine needs, although it cannot make pur-

chases for members nor secure special discounts for

them.

8. Member Film Exchange—among members is di-

rected by the League. The League facilitates the

temporary exchange of films by members in all parts

of the United States. A special Medical Film Ex-
change is available to medical men.

9. Special Services—in two important fields are

available. Through the Film Review Chart a mem-
ber can get particularly efficient criticism on his

reels. By means of the Film Treatment Chart, a

member may secure individually prepared film

plans and continuity outlines.

10. Public Relations—The League has been able to

open national parks and other closed filming areas

to amateur cine cameras; it has secured favorable

status concerning duty on amateur films and it

constantly is alert to secure proper treatment for

amateur movie makers whenever any legislation that

would affect them is under consideration.

if II. Making Better Movies—A 241 page book on amateur movie making is sent to

every member. Written in clear, non technical language, this book gives directions for

every process, every piece of equipment and every trick in movie making that you will

be likely to use. It is illustrated.

Malting Better Movies has served as hand book and cine guide to over 17,000 amateur movie makers!

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

420 Lexington Ave. Date
New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

I wish to become a member of AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc. My remittance for $
made payable to AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc., is enclosed in payment of dues. Of this amount,

I direct that $2 be applied to a year's subscription to MOVIE MAKERS. (To nonmembers, subscrip-

tion to MOVIE MAKERS is S3 in the United States and possessions; $3.25 in Canada, $3.50 in other

countries.)

MEMBERSHIP So a year

Na

Street

City State

GET THESE INDISPENSABLE
FILMING AIDS AT ONCE FOR

Five dollars a year

Amateur Cinema League, inc|

420 Lexington Ave. New York, New York, U. S. AJ
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For quicker, easier production

of professional-quality titles...

NEW BELL & HOWELL

CHARACTER
TITLER

Accommodates

SIMPLE... EASY*..SURE: Focusing the new B&H Titler is done with the lens focusing

scale; distance is one foot. (If camera does not focus down to one foot, focus corrector

is used. ) Spacer rods hold camera mount and title card base in correct alignment and
spacing. Reflectors are clamped to each rod where they may be moved about for various
lighting effects. These reflectors use standard No. 1 Photoflood bulbs.

If you have a Filmo 141, or 70, or 121, here is the Character Titler

that assures professional results. It provides means for attaching

any one of the above Filmo Cameras at one end—while at the other

end is the title card holder which is easily adjusted to align a test

card before the camera viewfinder. When test card has been aligned

and card holder locked in place, all title cards placed in the holder

before that same camera will be correctly positioned with respect

to the photographic lens.

16 mm. yl£tfl&' 141,70, and 121 Cameras

WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH THIS TITLER:
Filming possibilities with this new titler are practically unlimited. Whatever
you can imagine—you can do. For example:

Animated titles ii

Title cards of any

style — printed or

hand lettered.

Hand-written cards

with fingers and
pen shown in the

act of writing.

which movable let-

ters are used.

Small scientific subjects

such as flowers, insects*

etc.

Still pictures and an
endless variety of other

possibilities.

.••and for professional-quality

movies at snapshot cost

BELL & HOWELL
^.^ 8
•y&fr*;

Iflltl.

CAMERAS
MAKING movies with a Filmo 8 mm. Camera always surprises those who

have never tried this most fascinating of hobbies with a Filmo. Precision-

built by the makers of Hollywood's professional equipment, Filmo 8 mm.
Cameras give you the last word in 8 mm. quality at no more costper movie scene

than for a snapshot/ And so easy! Just press the button

—

what you see, you get.

Lenses are color corrected. Governors assure constant speed through entire

run. Shutters give uniform exposure over entire picture area. Filmo 8's provide

extra speeds including slow motion. They get perfect pictures indoors or out

. . . and they are all basic cameras with provision for special lenses and acces-

sories to keep pace with your product. There are three Filmo 8 mm. models
from which to choose—and each provides what thousands of seasoned movie
makers believe is the absolute ultimate in 8 mm. camera value.

# ¥
-%

o
-/ II j ft \

JJ: 1

NEW

This moderately priced new tripod
provides a host of desirable features.

Weighs only four pounds. Folds to
only 27>£ inches long, yet extends
to 64 inches—no stooping. Tele-
scoping legs lock, positively at eleven
different lengths, with ingenious new

sliding-collar lock control. Removable pam-and-tilt head has
independent lock on each movement and permits full 90° tilt.

Tripod and head are entirely of metal, chromium plated over
all. Complete, $ 12.50. Without pam-and-tilt head, $8.75.

New "Universal" Features for Immediate
Release from Filmosound Library

(RENTAL OR SALE)

16 mm. sound films specially selected for family use.

"THAT CERTAIN AGE"—Deanna Durbin, Melvin Douglas
"FRESHMAN YEAR" "THE LADY FIGHTS BACK"

"IDOL OF THE CROWDS"
25 NEW "UNIVERSAL" SHORTS including "Going Places,"

Cartoons, and Thrill Specials
• •

FILMOSOUND LIBRARY CATALOG SUPPLEMENT 1940-

A

Lists 150 new "independent" acquisitions. Send for it.

Filmo "Companion" 8 Filmo "Sportster" 8
Palm-size, with F3.5 universal WithfastTaylor-HobsonF2.5
focus lens, only S49.50. universal focus lens, §75.

Filmo Turret 8
Most versatile of Filmo 8 mm.
Cameras, with F 2.5 lens and match-
ing viewfinder objective on three-
lens turret, S140.

Pictured here with rewind attach-
ment for making lap dissolves and
double exposures, $37 extra.

PRECISION-MADE BY

BELL & HOWELL

MAIL THIS COUPON for complete information. Bell & Howell
Company, Chicago; New York; Hollywood; London. Est. 1907.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1843 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III.

Send details and prices on ( ) new 16 mm. B&H Character

Tider; ( ) Filmo "Companion" 8; ( ) Filmo "Sportster" 8;

( ) Filmo Turret 8; ( ) new Hi-Set Tripod. Include free list of

( ) sound, ( ) silent 16 mm. 61ms for home showings.

Name

Address

City State mm 5-40



Outstanding

8 mm. Value! 1
AmpAa OMeSid, an Eight for the First Time

With All the Features 8mm. Users Have Wanted

Yes, every feature that good 8 mm. films deserve—brilliance

of illumination, reverse pictures, ease of operation, gentle

treatment of precious film, in short a smooth satisfying perform-

ance—is now available through the new Ampro 8 mm. projector.

For years 8 mm. fans have said "give us a projector that does

not penalize us for the economy of 8 mm. film." In this new-

model—Ampro now makes it possible to show 8 mm. film under

ideal conditions.

CHECK THESE MANY

SUPERIOR FEATURES

Still Picture Lever . . . Automatic Safety Shutter . . . Reverse

Picture Operation . . . Fast Automatic Rewind . . . Full 400 foot

reel Capacity if Desired . . . 500 Watt Illumination . . . Flicker-

less Pictures at Slow Speed . . . Efficient Cooling for Forward

or Reverse Projection . . . Cool Air Intake Across Aperture In-

sures Longest Film Life . . . Automatic Reel-Locking Device

. . . Micrometric Tilting Knob . . . Automatic Pilot Light . . .

Centralized Controls . . . Complete Range of Film Speeds . . .

Easy Threading . . . Quiet Operation . . . Has 1" F 1.6 Objective

Lens . . . Optical System Corrected for Color Films . . . Operates

on both AC or DC 100-125 Volts

Priced at. complete $98
SEND FOR CATALOG

of Ampro Precision

8mm. and 16mm.

Silent and Sound

Projectors

The latest Ampro
Catalog will give

full details on
emarkable

jST^ new 8 mm. projec-

y\) ^ i's tor and tne ful1

story on the com-

plete line of Ampro
"precision" 16 mm.
silent and sound
projectors.

T&SS& n'ew 8

I

\

I

PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT
Ampro Corp., 2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago, III.

Ampro Corporation, 2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago, III.
MM

Please send me full details on the new 8 mm. Ampro Projector
Also the complete Ampro 1940 Catalog of 8 and 16 mm. Projectors

I\ame

Address

City State
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Hard to catch

THOSE hard-to-catch outdoor se-

quences won't get away from you

— if you put the job up to Agfa 16 mm.
Hypan Reversible Film!

Hypan will capture them for you with

all the sharpness and contrast you

could desire, and with a perfect render-

ing of all color values. Its fine-grain

emulsion and anti-halation coating

assure you of clear, brilliant projection.

FOR DOUBLE 8 MM. CAMERAS

"Twin Eight" Hypan Reversible is a

great achievement for double 8 cam-
eras. Its extra speed produces excellent

results both indoors and out; it has full

color sensitivity, and an extremely

fine-grained emulsion. "Twin Eight"

Hypan is notable also for brilliance and

wide latitude.

Either of these great films will add to

your skill—try them today. Agfa 16

mm. Hypan Reversible is available in

100 ft. rolls at $6.00: and in 50 ft. rolls

at $3.25. Agfa "Twin Eight" Hypan
Reversible is available in 25 ft. (double

width) rolls at $2.25. These prices in-

clude processing and return postage.

Agfa Ansco, Binghamton, New
York. Made in U.S.A.

Agfa
HYPAN

MOVIE FILM

fiA



PARTIAL LIST OF
PROMINENT USERS
OF DA-LITE SCREENS
ADDRESSOG RAP H-MULTI GRAPH

CORP.

ALLIS CHALMERS MFG. CO.

BROBUCK, INC.

CALIFORNIA FRUIT GROWERS'
EXCHANGE

CHICAGO FILM LABORATORY, INC.

CHICAGO & NORTHWESTERN
RAILROAD

CHRYSLER CORP.

COMMONWEALTH EDISON CO.

COOPERS, INC.

DEERE & CO.

E. I. DU PONT de NEMOURS & CO.

REUBEN H. DONNELLEY CORP.
THE FIRESTONE TIRE

& RUBBER CO.

FISK TIRES, Division of U. S.
Tire Dealers Corp. Scene from the Tuttle Tugger, motion picture

film of Deere <Sr> Co., as shown on a Da-Lite
Challenger Screen.

WHEN THEIR PICTURES MEAN BUSINESS
GENERAL MOTORS CORP.

THE GREYHOUND MANAGEMENT
COMPANY

THE JAM HANDY ORGANIZATION
HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX CO.

HOUSEHOLD FINANCE CORP.

INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS
MACHINES

INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER CO.

INVESTORS SYNDICATE
JEWELL TEA CO., INC.

JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.

S. C. JOHNSON & SONS, INC.

LEE HAT CO.

LIBBY, McNEIL & LIBBY

LUMBERMEN'S MUTUAL
CASUALTY CO.

MODERN TALKING PICTURE
SERVICE, INC.

MODINE MFG. CO.

JOHN MORRELL & CO.

PACKARD MOTOR CAR CO.

THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD
COMPANY

PROCTER & GAMBLE CO.

THE PURE OIL CO.

SAFETY GLASS ASSOCIATION

SCHULZE BAKING CO.

STEWART-WARNER CORP.
THE STUDEBAKER CORP.
TALKING SALES PICTURES

THE TEXAS CO.

WEYERHAUSER SALES CO.

WILDING PICTURE PRODUCTIONS
WILLARD STORAGE CO.

or Their Business Is Pictures

THEY
USE SCREENS

(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

Companies which invest thousands of dollars in motion pictures or slide-

films for sales work or personnel training use Da-Lite Screens to insure

perfect projection.

Professionals who make industrial films and want to he sure that their

productions are shown at their hest use and recommend Da-Lite Screens.

Theatres, museums, schools and universities which use motion pictures

or slides for entertainment or instruction choose Da-Lite Screens to be

sure of thoroughly satisfactory showings.

When you choose screens for your home movies

or projected color slides take a tip from these

careful buyers. Specify DA-LITE and look for

the familiar Da-Lite trade-mark when you buy.

Da-Lite Screens are available in many styles in-

cluding the famous Challenger (tripod model)

which can be set up instantly anywhere. Ask

your dealer for a demonstration! Write for lit-

The Da-Lite Junior Screen can
be set up on a table or hung
against the wall. It has as tine

a glass-beaded surface as the
highest priced screen in the
Da-Lite line. From £2.00 up.
Slightly higher on Pacific
Coast.

erature!

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC.
Dept. 5MM. 2723 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, HI.

Da-Lite Screens and MOVIE
ACCESSORIES
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HERE'S THE CAMERA

YOU'LL FINALLY BUY

for 16 mm silent or sound

If you are an advanced cinematographer
whose productions require the finest avail-

able equipment, the B-M Sound-Pro Camera
offers you many special and exclusive refine-

ments of design that contribute to accuracy,

that simplify operation and add to the pleas-

ure of your movie making. Examine the spe-

cial features listed below and consider what
they would contribute to your present films.

And remember . . . the Sound-Pro
is a two purpose camera. You may
purchase it now for use as a silent

camera. At a later date a sound re-

cording unit may be added to equip
you for "single system" sound work.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
1 . Unique focusing system shows scene in a

projector-size aperture on the ground
glass.

2. Erect image finder adjustable to show
three image sizes corresponding to the

fields covered by the most frequently

used lenses.

3 . Finder accurately adjustable for parallax.

4. Four lens turret.

5. Registration pin located precisely at the

picture aperture to avoid frame line

shifts and assure steady picture's.

6. All essential controls conveniently lo-

cated at the rear of the camera in full

view and within easy reach.

7. Automatic fades and dissolves.

8. Motor drive; interchangeable motors.

Examine your ultimate camera now. These
and other features which distinguish the

B-M Sound-Pro Camera from all other

16 mm equipment are

described in a new cata-

log. Write for your copy
today.

Ivzite for catalog

The BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
117 EAST 24th STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y.

West Coast Sales Office: E. M. Berndt Corp.

5515 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

Closeups—What fil

Following its premiere at the Barbi-

zon-Plaza Theatre, in New York City,

the program of films for the Eleventh

Annual Show of Amateur Motion Pic-

tures, sponsored by Duncan MacD. Lit-

tle, ACL, and Mrs. Little, has been
presented on four other occasions dur-

ing the past month. These have been at

the Newark Art Club, in Newark, N. J.

;

Dartmouth College, Hanover, N. H.; the

Lens and Shutter Club, at the Univer-

sity of New Hampshire, in Durham; the

New England Museum of Natural His-

tory, in Boston, Mass.

Films included on the program were
The First Christmas Gift, by Rudolph
Rowland; Gold, Gold, Gold! by Lillian

McNulty; When The Cat's Away, by
the Lowell Jr. High School Movie Club,

ACL, of Long Beach, Calif.; Mexican
Silhouette, by Clement K. Chase, ACL;
A Christmas Time, bv Esther Martin:

New York World's Fair, by Ralph W.
Smiley; Flaming Canyons, by Robert

M. Coles, ACL, and Charles H. Coles.

ACL; Marshland Mysteries, by Robert

H. Unseld, ACL; Skis Over Sfcoki, by

John C. Jay, jr., ACL; Below Zero, by
Mr. Little.

If Margaret Graham, ACL, of Torring-

ton, Conn., could ever tear herself away
from her thriving travel agency in that

city, there is one particular trip she

would like to take herself. It's to Nas-

sau, in the Bahamas, where she has been

before and. therefore, has friends await-

ing her. Perhaps chief of them is a cer-

tain black skipper of a glass bottomed

boat, to whom she has sent so much
trade among cruise passengers that he

has paid her a signal honor. He has. he

reports, named his latest daughter for

her—Margaret. Miss Graham, who is

delighted with this recognition of her

services, can hardly wait for the oppor-

tunity to film her little namesake.

With the motto. "See More of the Fair

than You Saw at the Fair,"' Lewis B.

Sebring, jr., ACL, and George Tasso.

ACL, both staff members of the New
York Herald Tribune, recently put on

their second marathon screening of

World's Fair pictures in the auditorium

mers are

MAY 1940

loing

Plaque used as leader for movies

shown by Duncan MacD. Little, ACL

of the Tribune Building. Beginning with

a 6 P. M. show for more than 150 fellow

employees, these doughty (but slightly

dazed) entrepreneurs carried on through
the night until the building cleaners

threw them out into the chill dawn at

5:45 A.M. Our picture shows them, rela-

tively wide awake, during an intermis-

sion at about the halfway point.

Apparently, not all amateur filming

of combatant subjects has been barred

in England, since Jack Knapman, ACL,
of Bristol, reports that he is busy with

the production of a picture for his city's

Air Raid Precautions unit about incen-

diary bombing. Although the film will be

a teaching subject, its treatment has been

dramatized, in the hope, says Mr. Knap-
man, of making its message slightly

more palatable. In spare moments from
this job, Mr. Knapman has sandwiched

in screenings of American Journey, his

16mm. color record of an extended visit

last spring to Canada and the United

States, which ends climactically at the

New York World's Fair.

Found!—a 200 foot reel of 8mm. Koda-

chrome, identified only on the leader

strip as New Mexico Scenes Fall 1938.

News of this foundling, as yet unclaimed

by its producer, comes to this column

in a report from L. L. Fuller, ACL, of

Silver City, N. M., who sent us a letter

from 0. K. Leonard, of Hurley, N. M.,
[Continued on page 210]

Marathon: left to right, Lewis B.

Sebring, jr., ACL, George Tasso, ACL
Georgre Tasso, ACL



NOW CASTLE FILMS BRINGS TO YOUR SCREEN

THE NATION'S 5* WORLD'S FUN FROLIC!

16 MM • 8 MM MOVIES

CONEY ISLAND

FUN FOR YOUR HOME MOVIE!
Thousands of home movie fans demanded it. Now Castle

Films brings you a merry cavalcade of action and fun! A rol-

licking screen-fest of fast and furious gaiety for your movie!

All of this famed resort's upside-down, topsy-turvy merri-

ment— all of its lusty flavor of laughter and thrills— all of

its unbelievable bigness brought right to your own screen.

Did you ever see a million people at one time? They're

all in this joy reel having the time of their lives at Coney

Island—and they'll give you a rousing time of it, too,

right in your home.

Now you can treat yourself and your friends to a dy-

namic movie preview of what's in store when you come

to New York. Add "CONEY ISLAND", the granddaddy

of big fun spectacles, to your home movie collection.

PRICES
Order from your Phoio Dealer Today: 8 mm. 50 ft. $1.75— 180 ft. $5.50
16 mm. 100 ft. $3.50-360 ft. $8.75 • Sound-on-film 350 ft.-$17.50

CASTLE FILMS
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YORK
WRIGLEY BUILDING

CHICAGO
RUSS BUILDING
SAN FRANCISCO

PERSONAL ORDER BLANK
Mail This to Your Photo Dealer

Today ! Reserve for earliest delivery

"CONEY ISLAND"

mm. size foot length

Name

Address

City and State.
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The

under

at a
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8mm Projector

Sli *h AOO foot arms

new low P"ce

500 WATT
BtMatU £iqU! tool Vektiiatie*!

SUM Oftetaitot!

Perfect for Color Pictures • Fully Achromatic f 1.85

Projection Lens, 1" focus • Cast Frame with heavy

base • 400 Foot Reels furnished • Strong draft directly

on lamp • Pilot Light • Electric Rewind • Framer •

Fixed Roller Guides • Polished Reflector • Speed

Control • Universal Motor.

MAY 1940

Closeups
[Continued from page 208]

published recently in the El Paso

(Texas) Times. In this letter, Mr. Leon-

ard—who is himself an 8mm. movie

maker—reports finding the reel (a Bell

& Howell type, housed in a humidor

can) on the highway east of Silver City.

Among the film's scenes are shots of

cowboys and their chuck wagon start-

ing for a roundup, a sequence of the

roundup and branding, evening scenes

around the campfire and a number of

fine sunsets. Movie Makers will be

glad to cooperate with any reader who
believes this to be his film.

Plenty of amateur movies are made on

Easter Sunday, and plenty of them on

the birthdays of a filmer's children

—

both of these being excellent occasions

for good shooting. For Edward F. Kil-

lian, ACL. of Mount Rainier, Md., the

occasion was. in 1940, doubly auspi-

cious. Not only was March 24 the first

birthday of his infant daughter, but it

was Easter as well—a coincidence of

holidays which would not occur again

until the year 2391. Mr. Killian de-

cided not to wait, and went right to

work, this year, with the production of a

neat 200 foot record of this milestone.

Dk. Lee J. W. Levert, ACL. is another

New York movie maker who has shared

recently the pleasures of his hobby with

fellow workers in his company. As a

member of the System Operation De-

partment, of the Consolidated Edison

Company of New York, Dr. Levert pre-

sented last month, in the company's

auditorium, some six reels of color film

of the Far West. Among the regions

covered were the Rocky Mountains, the

Painted Desert, the Grand Canyon,

Bryce, Zion, Yellowstone and Yosemite

National Parks, San Francisco and the

Treasure Island Fair.

If you are planning, this year, on a

serious shot at the Ten Best and Hiram
Percy Maxim Award, you'll be well ad-

vised to follow the forethought of Jack

L. Krapp. ACL, of Cleveland, Ohio. We
learned about it indirectly, through the

motion picture column conducted by W.
Ward Marsh, in the Cleveland Plain

Dealer. Last December, you will recall,

Mr. Krapp achieved Honorable Mention

with his first serious effort at film mak-

ing, The Staff of Life. Apparently un-

satisfied with this award, he began plan-

ning in January for his entry in 1940.

After two months of research and sce-

narization, the production slowly began

to take shape on film and, according to

Columnist Marsh, looks like Krapp's

best. It is a study of the work carried

on by the Cleveland Society for the

Blind: it is known tentatively as Hands
That Work In Darkness.

tm
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Make the most of it

The AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

whose voice is Movie Makers, is the international or-

ganization of movie amateurs, founded in 1926 and now

serving filmers over the world. The League's consulting

services advise amateurs on plan and execution of their

films, both as to cinematographic technique and con-

tinuity. It serves the amateur clubs of the world in

organization, conduct and program and provides for

them a film exchange. It issues booklets. It maintains

various special services for members. The League

completely owns and operates Movie Makers. The

directors listed below are a sufficient warrant of the

high type of our association. Your membership is

invited. Five dollars a year.

Hiram Percy Maxim, Founder

DIRECTORS OF THE LEAGUE

STEPHEN F. VOORHEES, President

JOHN V. HANSEN, Vice President

A. A. HEBERT, Treasurer .

C. R. DOOLEY

MRS. L. S. GALV1N

W. E. KIDDER

HAROLD E. B. SPEIGHT

FLOYD L. VANDERPOEL

T. A. WILLARD . ,

ROY W. WINTON, Managing Director

. New York City

Washington, D. C.

. Hartford, Conn.

. New York City

, Lima, Ohio

Kalamazoo, Mich.

> Geneva, N. Y.

Litchfield, Conn.

Beverly Hills, Calif.

• New York City

Address all inquiries to

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, INC.
420 LEXINGTON AVE.. NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

WHETHER the action of the sun spots, the war or

the apparent setting in of a new ice age—both in

meteorology and in international relations—is re-

sponsible, spring seems lately to have become only a brief in-

terlude between stern winter and broiling summer.

The leisurely season of other days, in which a young man's

fancy turned lightly to quite a number of things besides love,

has taken on a very Twentieth Century haste, and whatever

we want to do in spring must be done quickly, or we shall

find it undone and the time for doing it gone with the tulips

and the crocuses. We must seize this delectable time without

delay, if it is not to escape us.

The movie maker finds a great many things to do in the

fulness of spring. First, he has the joy of getting out of doors

with some reasonable assurance that he will not be driven

back to shelter by a snow storm. He can plan a filming expe-

dition with a hazard, no greater than that of a vagrant

shower which will only make everything fresher and greener

for his recording of it.

The cameraman who uses black and white film will find a

bewildering variety of cloud forms, before and after the

quick downpours, that invite his lenses and filters. To be sure,

these clouds will be there at other times of the year, but those

of spring seem to be more dramatic. Spring waters crowd

brooks and streams. They may bring catastrophe to lowland

dwellers, but they are full of patterns for movie makers.

Those who film with Kodachrome know that spring has a

particularly lovely green, which can be found everywhere.

This green makes a brilliant harmony with the delicate colors

of spring flowers. The combination is unmistakable; it be-

longs to spring, alone; later, the leaves will be darker and the

flowers will be brighter.

What people do in spring is characteristic of this happy

season. They are adventurous and resurgent. Children and

their animal pets find a release after winter's confinement.

Young men and maidens are content, for the moment, with-

out "swing" and other man made excitements, to explore the

renewed miracle of the awakening year. The sluggish blood

of age stirs, and grandfathers and grandmothers can easily

be persuaded to recapture the moods of forgotten days, so

that we may record them, not chair bound, but foot loose.

But there can be no lagging. Truly, the filmer must be-

come the lyre of the spring winds, and he will have to re-

spond quickly to the all too brief magic of this princess of the

year's times. If he leaves the camera at home on week end

jaunts, there will soon be only full summer and a haunting

memory of something that cannot be recaptured.

It is good to forget, for a time, all that is wrong. It is good

to live intensely and joyously in a season in which so much
in nature is right. If one can somehow catch the rhythm of

life in the spring, ever so briefly, he will have got hold of

something that is primitive and strong. He will lay up cour-

age for evil days.

As it seems to get shorter, spring becomes more precious.

Will the sun spots drive it away forever? Will there come a

time when it is only a poet's memory? All the more reason,

then, for us to make sure that we miss none of its beauty, so

that we may recall it, in the years to come.



You can film the natural

and architectural beauties of

Mexico, but be sure not to

miss the scenes of human

interest that are available

everywhere.
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Um Me/uca, tkli time I

A film plan made after a

visit to a southern Republic

WE WENT to Mexico just a year ago. without a motion

picture camera. We saw, and did. nearly everything.

We motored along those sunny miles of desert land below

the border and saw the blue hills creep up behind Mon-
terrey and then saw the Cordillera creep up behind the

hills.

We explored the pyramids of Teotihuacan and drank

pulque (though not very much) in an absurd little cave near

the Pyramid of the Moon.
At the Floating Gardens, we went punting; at Puebla.

we bought sombreros; at Taxco, we went to church. And I

remember a town called Acapulco, on the Pacific Coast,

where we lay on the beach and threw coconuts at the

monkeys.

It was a good trip. But we had left the motion picture

camera behind, as I say; and that was a mistake; nowadays,

you cannot, like the Ancient Mariner, get people into a

corner with nothing but a story. Pictures have spoiled them;

they want to be shown.

So, one excuse being as good as another, we are going

down to Mexico again; and. this time, those khaki clad

officials at the entrance to the Pan American Highway will

find themselves, not only the customs authorities for their

country, but also, Scene 1. Medium shot. Examination of

From the border, the Pan American Highway runs south

for a hundred miles through a land of small dips and curves

and kilometer posts.

Our plan is to make a number of scenes of the car. as

it passes through this baked region; for example, one scene

from the roadside, another from the desert, another

from the surface of the highway, as the motor passes

directly over the camera.

At Vallecillo, near Sabinas Hidalgo, there is a shrine

on a hilltop, and we plan to stop there long enough
to climb the hill and to make, from that vantage point.

a long shot of the car as it runs along the thread

of highway far beneath.

"A hundred miles below the border," remarks our

notebook, "is Monterrey, an urban and sunny little

town, with an air of being out to lunch . .
." We

have written a tentative title below this entry:

In Monterrey, the Pan American Highway be-

comes a symbol.

We plan to follow that title with, first, a eloseup

of the marking, C.N.I, on one of the street corners,

and to follow that shot with

a few scenes, revealing the

salient aspects of the town

—

the soldiers, drowsing in the Mexican customs

shade like the guards in a office is a good

scene from opera, the shadowy opening shot.

LAURENCE S. CRITCHELL, jr., ACL
plaza and the mountains that rise behind the town, like the

Moquattam Hills behind Cairo. The sequence would end

with a eloseup of a policeman, waving the traffic ahead.

South of Monterrey, our scenario lists:

(a) Long shot, made from the camera on a tripod, within

the car, and filmed while the machine is moving along the

road.

(b) Closeup of one of the aged men who ride on donkey-

back along the road. (We shall get him to follow the passing

car with his eyes when we film him.)

(c) Another shot, made from the moving car.

(d) A scene filmed at one of the family "gas" stations.

(At these places, innumerable little Mexican children polish

the windshield and the bumpers and the license plates

—

"a deplorable example," as my notebook remarks cheerfully,

"of too many cooks . . .")

The script for Victoria, where we intend to spend the

night, lists a shot at twilight, as our automobile headlights

are changed to parking lights, followed by a few scenes

of the silhouetted roof tops of the town, and then, to achieve

the transition, a title:

Next day, we run south steadily.

South of Victoria, the land grows more fertile. The mes-

quite becomes trees and the trees, jungle. We plan to take

our time along this part of the [Continued on page 236]
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You can film the natural

and architectural beauties of

Mexico, but be sure not to

miss the scenes of human
interest that are available

everywhere.

WE WENT to Mexico just a year ago, without a motion

picture camera. We saw, and did. nearly everything.

We motored along those sunny miles of desert land below

llie border and saw the blue hills creep up behind Mon-

terrey and then saw the Cordillera creep up behind the

hills.

We explored the pyramids of Teotihuacan and drank

pulque (though not very much) in an absurd little cave near

the Pyramid of the Moon.

At the Floating Gardens, we went punting: at Puebla.

we bought sombreros; at Taxco, we went to church. And I

remember a town called Acapulco, on the Pacific Coast,

where we lay on the beach and threw coconuts at the

monkeys.

It was a good trip. But we had left the motion picture

camera behind, as I say; and that was a mistake; nowadays,

you cannot, like the Ancient Mariner, get people into a

corner with nothing but a story. Pictures have spoiled them;

they want to be shown.

So, one excuse being as good as another, we are going

down to Mexico again; and, this time, those khaki clad

officials at the entrance to the Pan American Highway will

find themselves, not only the customs authorities for their

country, but also, Scene 1. Medium shot. Examination of

luggage.

From the border, the Pan American Highway runs south

for a hundred miles through a land of small dips and curves

and kilometer posts.

Our plan is to make a number of scenes of the car, as

it passes through this baked region; for example, one s

from the roadside, another from the desert, another

from the surface of the highway, as the motor passes

directly over the camera.
At Vallecillo, near Sabinas Hidalgo, there is a shrine

on a hilltop, and we plan to stop there long enough
to climb the hill and to make, from that vantage point,

a long shot of the car as it runs along the thread
of highway far beneath.

"A hundred miles below the border,'' remarks our

noiebook. "is Monterrey, an urban and sunny little

town, with an air of being out to lunch . .
." We

have written a tentative title below this entry:
In Monterrey, the Pan American Highway be-

comes a symbol.

We plan to follow that title with, first, a closeup
°i the marking, C.N.I, on one of the street corners,

and to follow that shot with
a few scenes, revealing the
salient aspects of the town

—

the soldiers, drowsing in the Mexican customs
shade like the guards in a office is a good
scene from opera, the shadowy opening shot.

A film plan made after a

visit to a southern Republic

ACLLAURENCE S. CRITCH ELL,

plaza and the mountains that rise behind the town, like the

Moquattam Hills behind Cairo. The sequence would end
with a closeup of a policeman, waving tin- traffic ahead.

South of Monterrey, our scenario lists:

(a) Long shot, made from the camera on a tripod, within

the car, and filmed while the machine is moving along the

road.

(b) Closeup of one of the aged men who ride on donkey*

back along the road. (We shall get him to follow the pas^iu^

car with his eyes when we film him.)

fc) Another shot, made from the moving car.

(d) A scene filmed at one of the family '"g;i<" stations.

(At these places, innumerable little Mexican children polish

the windshield and the bumpers and the license plates

"a deplorable example," as my notebook remarks cheerfully,

"of too many cooks . . .")

The script for Victoria, where we intend to spend the

night, lists a shot at twilight, as our automobile headlights

are changed to parking lights, followed by a few scenes

of the silhouetted roof tops of the town, and then, to achieve

the transition, a title:

Next day, we run south steadily.

South of Victoria, the land grows more fertile. The mm -

quite becomes trees and the trees, jungle. We plan to take

our time along this part of the [Continued on page 236
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KODACHROME ADVENTURES
How to leave the beaten

track in color filming

RUSSELL C. HOLSLAG, ACL

WHEN you film in color, use flat lighting. The source

of illumination should be behind the camera, and the

light should fall on the front of the subject.

This is the advice given to all users of Kodachrome, and,

generally speaking, it is very sound advice. If the illumina-

tion on the scene is even and flat and if the exposure is cor-

rect, all the colors in the subject will be reproduced most

faithfully on the screen.

If you should ask an experienced movie maker the question,

"Wouldn't side or back light help to make the subject stand

out from the background?" you probably would receive the

pat reply that the contrast in color between the background
and the subject will furnish the effect of depth in full

measure.

That is true. The formula is pretty safe. But what would
happen if we were to venture beyond the jurisdiction of these

principles? Would this be cinematic treason?

When a scene is illuminated by flat, front light, the shad-

ows that create modeling are largely eliminated. The light

reflected from the entire surface of the subject is as uniform

• Examples of side, bac\ and silhouette lighting in Kodachrome.

Top, left: side lighting with shadow pattern on subject; large

reflector used. Top, right: silhouette shot; golden afternoon sun

reflected from water. Below, left: full side lighting with large re-

flector. Below, center: s\y background and full side lighting; no

reflector; polarizing screen used. Below, extreme right: full bac\

lighting with reflector in front of subject.

I6n»m

as possible. Admittedly, this is a desirable condition when

the scene is to be filmed in color, because, as we are con-

stantly advised, color does not possess too great a latitude.

In filming color, if we set the lens diaphragm, to give correct

exposure for high lights, we may not get good detail in the

shadows. The color of the shadow area may not be so clear

and so brilliant as we could wish.

Yet, the amateur who gets good effects with side and back

lighting in his black and white films, may persist in saying

to himself, "Perhaps it is true that color differentiation be-

tween subject and background will give me the effect of

separation between the two. But, if I could only add to this

the strong, plastic effect which can be gained from shadows,

and which well defined back or rim lighting can give, shall

I not, then, have another aid at my command?"
To say that color film does not have sufficient latitude

to make these effects feasible is to deprive it of some of its

rightful qualities. True, it is not wise to attempt to record

a subject, part of which is brightly lit and yet which has

important parts of its surface in deep shadow. As a matter

of fact, it is not wise to attempt this with black and white

film, either, even though the monochrome film has more

latitude, to record such variations, than has color film.

However, instead of turning completely to the sweeping

rule that calls for flat, front lighting in color, with elimina-

tion of the modeling shadows, why not attempt to retain

the pleasant effect of such modeling, by lightening these

shadows until they are sufficiently illuminated to show detail,

even when the lens is set at the correct stop for the brilliantly

lighted portions of the subject?

Shadows that model the features of a subject are desired

most often in the case of semi closeups, closeups and portrait

shots, and, in such cases, employment of the method to be

outlined is not at all difficult.

It is perfectly possible to arrange the subject, so that the

principal source of light strikes at the familiar forty five

degree angle, partly from the side and partly from the front.

The shadow cast on the opposite side may be "brightened

up" by means of a white or silvered reflector of large sur-

face, which may be handled easily outdoors. For indoor

work, a secondary source of light is used; it is

simply placed slightly farther away from the subject

than is the principal light source.

The modeling effect of the shadow, which out-

lines the contours of the subject, may be obtained,

although the "shadow side" is only slightly less

well illuminated than is the "bright side." This
illuminated shadow may appear so bright to the

eye as to seem little different from the bright

area, but, on color film, it will be recorded as a
very definite portion of [Continued on page 238]



215 Load your camera

and film Grandpa

in action he likes

HOW YOUNG

IS GRANDPA ?

«

He can be as young as your camera asks him to be

Harold M. Lambert from Black Star

AFEW months ago, we made a picture of Grandma, and

Grandpa rose up in arms.

"How about a picture of me?" he demanded.
"0. K." we said to that, priming our camera. We had

the "prop" boy set out Grandpa's easy chair and bring out

his pipe and slippers. The old boy himself descended on the

scene. But, when he saw the pipe and slippers, he '"saw red."

We rescued the tripod in time, but the "prop" boy caught a

box on the ear.

"None of that old boy stuff for me," ranted the centenarian.

"I want you to know that I'm still a young feller!"

"There! There!" we comforted, and mustered up a quick

barrage of adages. 'You're just as young as you feel! Life

begins at eighty! A rolling stone gathers no moss. The early

bird catches the worm ..."
That last one didn't fit somehow, and we knew it all too

late. It met with a gleam of fire from his iron gray eyes.

"I want you," said Grandpa, "to show me in action."

It was no use arguing with the old boy, so we decided to

agree with him. "You're right," we declared. And, the minute

the words popped out, we suddenly felt that we had hit on

something. The idea grew and took firm hold of us. You bet

Grandpa was right. Here was a new way to treat the subject.

Why not show the world just how young an old boy could

be?

How young is Grandpa?—that gave us the theme, a theme

that is packed with a wallop.

A few of the skeptics will say that it can't be done. After

all, the world has always pictured Grandpa hobbling along

on a cane.

Grandpa—in action. Humpf!
That's what I said to myself—at first. But a little research

on the subject soon proved that I was wrong. Years don't

make for age—not in these modern times, anyway. And so I

loaded my camera and took Grandpa in action.

The old boy put on his oilskins, and, together, we went to

the scene he wanted to show—the place where he could be

himself. Grandpa—old— ? Don't you believe it. The way he

took the nose of that boat and steered it straight into a

choppy sea had me holding on for dear life.

If anything, it was I who turned green in the face when
the waves were high—and it wasn't Gramp's old hand that

was unsteady on the line—it was mine. It wasn't my bait that

brought the fish to the hook. Gramp in action—I had 600

feet of him before the day was over, for we joined up with

some cronies of his, and they added their bit to the record.

BETH BROWN, ACL
Before I was through with Grandpa as my hero, I found

myself up at Provincetown, famous for its artists. Even more
picturesque were the old fishermen that lined the streets,

narrow and winding, that hugged the water. Some were so

old that they had forgotten the dates of their birth, but they

hadn't forgotten, and never would, the skillful handling of

nets and wind and sail.

One chap had bow legs—another, a performing monkey

—

each of them had something to offer my camera. Although

no artist, I brought away a dozen prize portraits and, since

Gramp had sold me on the idea. I paid off by taking a final

closeup of him. wearing a crown of sea spray, like a laurel

wreath, on his bushy white hair. He had not only vindicated

himself, but he had won the brief for grandpas the world

over. Yes, there were grandpas in action everywhere.

I began hunting them down. Ever hear of a young captain

at the wheel of a big transatlantic liner? No, I didn't think

so. Before I knew it, I began collecting captains. I had three

from the big ships, which led me down the line to the others.

I caught the bug, I confess, of taking old men and their

boats. I went out on scows and barges, schooners and sloops.

It was something of a surprise to me to find so many old

men at sea. I ended up in Staten Island—at Sailors' Snug
Harbor—where old men go to sea in their day dreams only.

Little did I think, when I started to make fifty feet of

Grandpa, all dressed up in oilskins, that I should finally

wind up with a miniature Down to the Sea in Ships.

Of course, those of you who live inland are justified in

complaining that you have a grandpa, but no ocean.

Ever hear of a place called Hollywood?

Well, from all reports—and these happen to be true—
there are dozens of oldsters working in pictures. F. Aubrey
Smith, for example, has just celebrated his seventy seventh

birthday. What's more, because he is so young in spirit, he

draws a stack of daily fan mail from the "flappers." Con-

fidentially, if you look up the records of some of the stars,

you will find that many of them belong in the grandpappy

class.

No matter where you live—whether it's in a big town or

in a very little one—you'll find old men with young ideas,

holding down a stripling's job. You may think of a fireman

in the light of a dashing and fearless role. Yet many a grand-

father rides the trucks and charges the flames.

There are grandpas on the police force—thousands of

them—their aim as good as ever. No, Grandpa hasn't given

up the ghost as yet—not by any [Continued on page 231]
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DURING the European crisis in August, 1938, I sat by my
radio, in common with millions of other North Ameri-

cans, and listened to the news from Europe. Outside, on the

streets, everybody was discussing the probable outcome of

the uproar. Enormous headlines flashed from every news-

paper. Magazines sprouted articles by the dozen, written by

anybody who thought that he knew anything of the issue.

Like everybody else, I asked myself the question, What is

the world coming to? I wondered if such things might hap-

pen in North America. I considered the hundred years of

peace between Canada and the United States and I thought

not.

I wanted to express myself on the subject. I wanted to

make a movie about it. Why not film the symbols of peace

between Canada and the United States, the disused obsolete

forts of the past, the unguarded border, the peaceful, happy

lives of the neighboring citizens of the two countries?

But why not go further, I asked myself. Why not produce

a film of the high lights of contemporary history—the reac-

tion of people to the great

events that were happening?

Thus was born the picture

that eventually was called

Then Came the King. The

sequences course of public events with

A revolving

served as c

between

globe

ie link

aO-

V*1
\

\

How new amateur epic was

filmed with many surprises

EARL L. CLARK, ACL
which we are all so familiar shaped the movie. The King
and Queen visited Canada and the United States. The peace-

ful, friendly festivities occasioned by their visit formed a

large section of the film. The loyalty of the Canadians and
their affection for the King and Queen were shown.

Then, the shadow of the swastika fell on the world, and

there came war. The effect on Canada of die coming of war
was pictured, and, thus, Then Came the King gradually took

form as an effort to portray contemporary history.

When I first thought of the idea, I realized that it was im-

mense—too immense for an amateur. But I was greatly

tempted to see if I could express in pictures the effect of the

great current events upon the lives of the people about me.

So. I went at it. using a camera of standard make and with-

out any special features whatsoever. I confess that I didn't

even use a tripod.

Since the film was based on current events, I decided

to photograph everything relating to the general idea.

I should later decide what was necessary for good con-

tinuity.

As one roll of film took an idea from my head, an-

other idea came surging up to demand another roll of

film. By July, 1939, I was horrified to discover that

I had shot 1200 feet of film, with only a general plan

in mind. In a panic, I drafted a complete scenario

for the film.

Planning is supposedly the open sesame to good

pictures, but, in making a film of contemporary

events, fate and the question of cooperation from

officials and friends play a large part.

To insure getting good pictures of the King in

Toronto, I held a place in the front line for seven

hours. The last two hours were spent on top of a

milk case. But the gods were perverse. The sky

became black, the box broke, and, just as Their

Majesties appeared, a hundred piece band
marched directly in front of the camera.

Two weeks later, while trying to dodge the

Royal procession, I met it head on and was able

to walk unmolested to within six feet of Their

Majesties and to get beautiful closeups.

The cooperation that I received in my ef-

forts was of variable quality. I began to rec-

ognize early that persuasive ability was al-

most as important in making a film of con-

temporary history as technical knowledge. I

needed numerous scenes of military events,

but, since a large part of the movie was filmed

during the critical days preceding the out-

break of war, officials were extremely re-

luctant to allow an inquisitive amateur movie

maker to poke about their premises. Con-

siderable tact and talk were required, to

gain consent for even commonplace shots.

I heard that the Navy was staging a

sham battle for Fox Movietone. I also
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wanted those pictures. I finally got permission. But,

when I triumphantly arrived at the place for the

sham battle. I found that no other cameramen had

appeared. It seemed that they were wise, for the

exhibition appeared to be nothing but a series of

routine drills.

Suddenly, all Hades broke loose. An airplane

roared. A siren shrieked. And six hundred soldiers

began wild activity. I grabbed for my camera. The

little sacks of flour, symbolizing shells, began to

fall. Antiaircraft barked. Lewis guns rattled.

Ground batteries twisted and squirmed.

If an infantryman was hit by a sack of flour,

he was considered dead. The Ambulance Corps

rushed in and took him out. Fervently, I hoped

for a sack of flour to fall near at hand.

Back and forth across the field I raced, trying

to arrive everywhere before the action occurred

there. A soldier was hit beside me. I jumped a

few feet away, to get a shot of the "dead" man
as he was being carried out. I started filming. Lo
and behold! The "dead" man arose, to see how
the battle was progressing.

I heartily wished now for a sack of flour

to fall into my hand. I could have used it with

telling effect.

After fifteen minutes of uproar, the show
petered out. So did I. I sat down in a glorious

sweat. My uppermost thought? No other cam-

eramen were there!

A similar performance, a few weeks earlier,

had given me the greatest thrill that I ever

wish to receive. The commander of the Gov-

ernor General's Horse Guards had consented

to stage two cavalry charges for me. Being am-
bitious. I wanted one for a side view and the

other for a head on shot, Hollywood fashion.

For movie purposes, it was arranged that

the second charge would be made in three

waves of two platoons apiece. I was to stand

in the center of a large field, with a flag

bearer to denote my location. The platoons

would split in the center, to leave a space for

me as they swept by. For those who understood my rashness,

I can only excuse my temerity by saying that I had never

before seen the business end of a cavalry charge.

At the given time, I was in the center of the field, awaiting

the action. As I caught my first sight of the cavalry, I began

to have misgivings. There, trotting toward me, were three

hundred high strung chargers. They were uneasy at the un-

familiar sight of two men directly in their path. But no more

uneasy than I wyas! Only now did I appreciate the situation

enough to realize my foolhardiness. The trot changed to a

gallop. It was an awe inspiring sight.

At a few hundred yards, the commander cried. "Charge!"

At that moment, I wondered if I had not taken movie making
entirely too seriously. With wild cries and thundering hoofs,

the chargers tore down upon us. In a flash, they were by.

"That's the first one!" wdiispered an extremely nervous

flag bearer.

I had forgotten that there were two more waves. But there

came the second wave, roaring toward us, with all the fury

of a hundred straining men and horses. It was frightful.

Suddenly, I felt quite ill. I could see no opening lor us be-

tween the platoons. The flanks had pressed too closely to-

gether. Our opening was obliterated. The flag bearer waved

frantically. I shouted. The rest happened too fast to be recol-

lected properly. The horses shied from the waving flag. One
fell. Two others tripped over it. The riders were thrown.

Chaos reigned.

16m
Ear

' L. CUrk. ACL

Reaction shots and

many other scenes

of people were used

In my consternation, I could

see the third wave coming up.The

flag bearer ran to pull in the

injured riders. I picked up his

flag and ran, waving it, toward

the oncoming chargers. They
pulled up in a cloud of dust. The officer was quite indignant.

He had wanted his picture taken.

The casualties were one broken collar bone, two lame
shoulders and one bad case of nerves. The last belonged
to me.

"That will be enough for one day, I hope you got your pic-

tures," said the commander grimly. I nodded. I couldn't

speak. My heart was probably still in my mouth.
When the film returned from processing, I found that the

last few feet amounted to photographic "hash." I had a piece

of horse, a piece of sky and a piece of ground—all stirred

up by some of the wildest swinging that ever a camera had
received. Scrap though it is, that strip of film occupies an
honored place among my souvenirs.

I have heard since, upon good authority, that a charging
horse will never strike a stationary man. That may be a fact.

I might know it, and the rider might know it—but does the
horse know it?

Most persons who consent to help an amateur movie maker
are anxious to appear at their [Continued on page 233]
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THE chief obstacle to filming wild creatures is the sound
of the camera that frightens them. The moment that a

bird hears the camera, it flies away so quickly that your
movie of him becomes only a flash on the screen.

For this reason, the accessory, essential to a movie maker
who would film birds, is a sound proof box that will house
the camera mechanism. The box can be put in place in front

of the nest, and the camera may be operated by remote con-
trol by the movie maker, hidden behind a blind. Thus one
can film birds without frightening them away.

After building several types of boxes, I finally succeeded
in constructing one that completely muffles the sound of the

camera. It is made of plywood and is lined with Celotex. A
plate glass port, in front, provides a view for the camera.
To give one access to the camera, the box is constructed in

two parts. The top section, which fits snugly within the bot-
tom section, may be removed when one desires to adjust the
lens. The camera is mounted inside the bottom section, and,
in the top section, the glass port is so placed that, when the
box is closed, the window is brought in front of the camera
lens.

If the camera is mounted directly on the bottom of the

box, the sound vi-

brations will travel

through the wood. I

discovered this fact,

in my first attempt

to muffle the sound

of the camera. I built

^ '
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E. KENNETH KARCHER, jr.

a box around a camera, mounted on a tripod, and I discov-

ered that the sound of the camera mechanism was carried

to the tripod legs.

In building my latest box, I evolved the following pro-

cedure of mounting the camera. I secured a small piece of

plywood and, in this, I bored a hole a little larger than that

required for a one quarter inch, "twenty" bolt, which fits

the camera's tripod socket. The hole was lined with a piece

of rubber pressure tubing and the bolt was inserted through

it. Over the bolt, on top of the board, pieces of rubber were

placed to serve as washers, and the camera was screwed into

place. It was held there by a wing nut, screwed to the bolt at

the bottom of the board.

A sponge rubber pad was then placed in the bottom of

the box, and, on top of it, I put the board on which the

camera was mounted. To hold the board in place, on either

side of it, I drove a nail into the bottom of the box. The
nails were covered with felt and were bent so that, turned

toward the board, they would hold it in place.

In using the camera box, the top section must be removed
to set the diaphragm for exposure and to focus the lens. But
I wanted to be able to start and stop the camera from my

position when I was concealed in the

blind, and, for this purpose, I bored a

hole in the bottom of the box and
through it passed a length

of ordinary fish line. One
end of this was attached to

the control of the camera
mechanism, so that I could

start or stop the camera by

pulling the other end from

my position of concealment,

nearby.

This method of control-

ling the camera is satisfactory

if the operator is stationed

near it. If one is working from
a greater distance, it is better

to use an electrical relay, con-

sisting of a solenoid and
plunger.

None of the birds that

I have filmed has been

disturbed by the sound
[Continued on page 248]

• Top left, bottom sec-

tion of sound proof box

designed for movie cam'

eras. Below left, the

author, using earlier mod-
els of his sound proof

box, is filming a phoebe

nest shown in the frame

enlargement at the right.

Top right, a scene of a

least bittern.



219 Grounds of garden

club members offer

scenes like this

WHEN WE

RECORDED

GARDENS

IF
YOU like taking pictures of flowers, but dislike footing

the bills, try selling your services to a garden club.

The members of our local garden group came to us with

a proposal that we make a film for them, and we were

delighted at the opportunity. We accepted and. as a begin-

ning, we outlined our ideas for the project in a letter, copies

of which were sent to each member of the club. Our letter

follows.

Dear Members of Garden Club:

We have agreed to make a color motion picture of your

gardens.

Certain problems are inherent in the arrangement, for it is

a more difficult task to weave into a coherent whole, movie

scenes of the properties of twenty five members than

views of one person's garden. The blooming period of

flowers is not controllable, and long term weather affects

plants, while immediate conditions govern photography.

We plan to make one 400 foot reel of 16mm. film. Of

those 400 feet, seventy five will be needed for titles, if one

title is allowed for each of twenty five gardens. That leaves

325 feet for the gardens. If there are twenty five gardens,

about thirteen feet may be used for each garden, which

would provide three average shots (views) or, possibly,

four short ones. These may be one long shot, or general

view, of the garden and two or three closer views of in-

dividual plants or single flowers.

We shall not always be able to come exactly when each

of you wishes, but we shall do our best. Personal obliga-

tions, other gardeners' reservations and the weather may
make us a day or more early or late.

Color movies require more care with light conditions

than do black and white films. They must be taken on
sunny days for the best results. While it is possible to get

a picture in dull weather, it will lack brilliance and
sparkle.

To obtain the best color rendition, color movies must be

taken with the sun directly behind the camera; that is,

with no shadows visible on the objects being photographed.

Late and early in the day, the light is overly rich in red

rays, and all objects photographed at those times appear
with a reddish cast. All color pictures, therefore, should

be taken between a time, three hours after sunrise, and a

time, three hours before sunset.

We prefer to visit each garden only once. We are mak-
ing no profit on the film and cannot afford to do extra

traveling. In addition, the effect will be better if all shots

Filming for members of a

garden club has interest

HOLGER AND DOROTHY VAN ALLER
at one location are taken at the same time.

A sequence showing a bed of peonies and iris, followed
by a closer view of the iris and a closer view of peonies.

and possibly a closeup of the heart of a peony, would be
more satisfying than (1) a pink peony; (2) a yellow and
blue pansy; (3) a red zinnia; (4) a golden chrysanthemum.
The latter sequence might be good from the viewpoint of

the gardener, but it would not be appreciated by a general
audience. Composition and color are much better shown
on the screen than is mere size.

Will you try to plan schedules that will enable us to

make a film that will run smoothly through the seasons

—

starting with the crocuses of early spring and ending with
hardy bronze chrysanthemums? In a film necessarily lack-

ing a plot, some connecting thread of continuity is neces-

sary for smoothness. The progress of the seasons would
serve as such a unifying theme.

A blank is enclosed for your convenience in making an
appointment with us. We realize that drought and insects

may affect the varieties of blooms that you wish to have
pictured and that dates can be made only approximately at

this time. Will you telephone us one week ahead, if the
schedule must be changed? We, in turn, shall telephone
you immediately before we come.

If there are questions or suggestions, feel free to call us.

Sincerely yours,

Because only three of the sixty members of the garden
club returned the blanks, it finally became necessary for the
secretary to call thirty five of the most active members by
telephone. She was then able to make up a chart which
showed the dates when each member thought her garden
would be at its best. Twenty nine individuals set dates; many
of the others professed a strong interest in flowers, but had
no gardens.

By the time rains and drought and vacations had taken
their toll, there were only twenty [Continued on page 239]
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HOW TO FILM DOUBLE EXPOSURES

These interesting effects

can be made with patience

scenes by Frederick G. Beach, ACL

MOVIE ghosts are made on film.

The unearthly form in a photoplay, that scares the

week end guests at the haunted house into a dither, is not a

cellophane figure. The actor that played the spook is as solid

as anybody; but you can see through him by means of a

fairly simple cine trick.

Anybody can do it

This trick is easier than you might believe, after seeing its

name. It is called double

exposure, which sounds

rather technical, but it

means just what it says.

Two pictures have been
made on the same length

of film.

Double exposure is

more than a source for

movie ghosts, because it

does a number of other

things that make films

more lively. A title like

the one that is shown on
this page might have

been made by some-

body's careful work in

filming a double ex-

posure.

Dissolves, in which
one scene melts into an-

other on the screen, are

made by exposing the

same length of film twice.

The lonely farm boy
wants to be a "G-man,"
a •"name band" leader

or, maybe, a radio come-

• The frames, left, show
stages of a dissolve which

is created by double ex-

posure. The title, below,

was made by double ex-

posure, following a meth-

od discussed in this article.

WmMmtiM

FREDERICK G. BEACH, ACL
dian. Above his head, as he dreams, we see a vision of what

he hopes to be. The dreamer makes his wish come to life, in

the movies, on the same strip of film that shows him in the

cow pasture. The whole thing is done by double exposure.

It's not an accident

To get double exposure with a snapshot camera is easy.

There is no trick in it, because we need only forget to wind

the film on which we took the last picture. With movies, we
cannot forget to wind the film, because the camera does the

winding. Nobody gets double exposure in movie making, un-

less he wants it. What must be done with a cine camera is to

get the exposed film back to a place where it can be given

another picture. The film must be rewound.

Some cameras are so built that film can be wound back-

ward when they are closed. If you have one of these, your

double exposures will give you no trouble. If you have a sim-

pler machine, some careful and patient work lies ahead, but

it is work that will be well repaid by its results.

Working in the dark

To rewind the film in the average camera, you must have

a really dark room, fingers that can find their way without

the help of your eyes, and unlimited patience. The room must

be pitch dark; if you can even sense the dim outline of any-

thing in it, it will be too light.

Your first visit to this darkroom will be short. Carry the

loaded camera into it and open the cover; if it is not n part

of the camera, remember where you laid it, so that you can

find it again, in the dark. On the take up reel side of the gate,

make a notch in the upper edge of the film—a small one, so

that the film will go through the gate and the sprockets, in

spite of it. This notch will mark the beginning of the first

picture that will make up your double exposure. A pin prick

will serve as well as a notch, but, after the film is processed,

you will have to cut out the frame that has been pricked. When
you have made the notch, cover the camera. You are now
ready to shoot the first picture.

When the first exposure has been made, take the camera

back to the darkroom and remove its cover. Unthread the

film from the gate and the sprockets. Letting the film slip

through one hand, so that you can feel the notch at its edge,

turn the feed spool with your other hand and rewind the film

until you meet the notch. Then thread the film again, so that

the notch is on the feed reel side of the gate, and close the

camera. It is ready for the second exposure.

How much exposure?

Although rewinding cannot be done by

main strength and awkwardness, it does

not call for any careful judgment. But a

problem that we meet in making some
double exposures does need real thought.

Behind this thought lies a fact that we
must remember. Although we give two ex-

posures to the length of film on which our

ghost trick, for example, will be performed,

the net effect, so far as the fim is con-

cerned, will be [Continued on page 242]
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Architectural studies and human in-

terest are combined in Mexico, a

travel record in color, by Dr. Orville

R. Withers, ACL, of Kansas City, Mo.
A judicious choice of side lighting

brings out the modeling of the famed

serpent heads of Quetzalcoatl. at San
Juan Teotihuacan. while the peasant

farmer was turned toward the sun,

to prevent the shadow from his broad

hat from falling on the front of his

face.

Movie scenes of signs and guide

posts will sometimes serve as titles.

Jess Leverich, ACL, of Olympia,

Wash., made the scenes shown above

for his color film, Masonic Home, a

story of life at the Washington Ma-
sonic Home. Both scenes are distin-

guished by their tonal values, par-

ticularly marked in the "Office"

closeup.

Scenes of crowds, in costumes of

many lands, stress the international

aspect of Moral Re-Armament, shown

in color in America Aivakes. Albert

H. Ely, jr.. ACL. of Washington.

D. C, was in charge of production.

This color scene, combining atmos-

phere and composition, was made by

George Tasso, ACL, of Brooklyn,

N. Y. ; it is included in Camp In

Paradise, by Lewis B. Sebring. jr..

ACL, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

Lively, natural acting, shown in this

frame, and pleasing compositions, in

movement, are found in W hite Caps,

by Mildred Greene, ACL, of Long
Beach. Calif. This black and white

film pictures youth at play.

In this black and white scene from

Vocational Guidance, by George T.

Luhrs, ACL, of Brooklyn, N. Y..

dramatic lighting has been used as

an aid in composition and to empha-

size the face of the subject.

C. Brooke Elliott, K.C., of Ceylon,

India, made, in color, this interesting

study of a switch tower on the Cey-

lon Railway, where Ceylonese natives

use their feet, as well as their hands,

in changing switches.

Sunlight from a window high lighted

the blond hair of this youngster, for

an interior color shot in Chaff, filmed

by Benjamin F. Farber, jr., for the

Board of Home Missions of the

Methodist Church, ACL.
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IF
YOU want to film action, ceremony and human interest,

visit a race track. Any track where horses race will do. If you

want to get some really natural shots of the members of your

family, take them along with you, for, when the track fever

gets them, they will pay no attention to you or your camera.

When you arrive at the racing park, don't make a beeline

for the side of the track. The preliminaries are not only in-

teresting and colorful film material, but they add some useful

continuity. The arrival of the crowds and the activities in the

paddock, such as saddling and parading the horses, will help

to make your film complete.

A simple, but effective, introduction begins with a distant

scene of the racing park, followed by scenes of the crowd

arriving.

Here, you have a good opportunity to include a shot or

two of your family, as they enter the park.

Continue, by shooting scenes of the spectators milling

around the saddling stables and the paddock. At the paddock

will be your best opportunity to get close views of the jockeys

and horses, as they prepare for the races.

Shots of the saddling operations and views of the jockeys

receiving their final instructions make interesting film ma-

terial. If it is necessary to use your telephoto lens, in getting

these shots, be sure to put your camera on a tripod. If it is

impossible to use a tripod because of the crowds, hold the

camera against a post or a railing. As a last resort, you might

use a friend's shoulder as a camera support, but make sure

that he isn't betting on the horses.

Include some scenes of the spectators feverishly consulting

their racing forms and "dope" sheets. But take care! Those
feverish spectators have a way of walking backward and wav-

ing their arms at times, so provide yourself with a friend,

Including a scenario that

you can film at a race track

HARRY V. MERRICK, ACL
to stand guard and to ward them off, while you are shooting.

During the parade, try some shots of the thoroughbreds,

made from low, upward viewpoints, and some closeups of the

jockeys and their colorful trappings.

Before the big rush starts for the track side, find a position

on the rail, at a spot that is a short distance beyond the finish

line. When the fans line up along the rail, and the horses

come out on the track, you will discover, if you have not done

so already, that horse racing is exciting. By carefully observ-

ing the crowd, you can pick out the various elements which

produce the excitement.

You will find that the secret of getting it on film lies in

shooting details—close scenes of spectators in various stages

of excitement, straining horses and pounding hoofs. All these

scenes will help represent the spirit of the crowd, and, if

you arrange them carefully, they will create an exciting

tempo.

This job may seem to be quite an assignment for an after-

noon, and it certainly will be more than an afternoon's film-

ing, if you shoot haphazardly. But, if you follow a simple

routine, you can get all these shots, and more, in the time

that is available.

Here is a system that has [Continued on page 240]

You can get shots li\e these easily, if you follow suggestions given here

16mm. scenes by
Harry V. Merrick, ACL
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Natural and man

made beauty are

found in Virginia
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BOUND FOR THE

OLD DOMINION
Plans for a vacation that will soon be here

I

WAS in Old Virginia twice, lately, but my movie camera

had to be left at home. This summer, I am going again to

that historic State, and my camera will have the place of

honor among the things that will be put into the motor car.

I have even planned the footage that I intend to get during

this visit. If determination and care can produce results—and I

believe they can—I shall come back with a real Virginia movie.

The opening sequence will show the Nation's capital,

because Washington may well be called the northern gateway

to the Old Dominion. This sequence will be introduced by

the title, Washington, a city of distances. There will be several

scenes taken from the top of the Washington Monument, to

show the city spread out below; eastward is the Mall, the

broad and beautiful opening that connects the Lincoln

Memorial and the Capitol; southwest lies the Potomac River,

Arlington Cemetery and the Virginia shore; northeast are

clustered the buildings of the United States Government, in

the famous "Triangle." There will be no panorama here, but

there will be well chosen viewpoints with some foreground

for the shots, to give depth to the scenes.

Down to earth again, from the Monument, after a few

scenes have been taken of the shaft itself, going northward

across the park that surrounds it, the camera will record the

Treasury Building, on Fifteenth Street, and will secure a

long shot up Pennsylvania Avenue to the Capitol. This will

emphasize the initial title. To the Capitol we go next, and

then out on the Mall, at its eastern limit, to get another long

shot, westward to the Lincoln Memorial. This will be filmed

in the morning, when lighting is at its best for color, because

I shall use Kodachrome. There will be a journey down the

Mall to the Lincoln Memorial, where the morning sunlight

will strike the great statue of Abraham Lincoln. I shall get

some extra footage here that will be used later. The massive

columns of the Memorial invite efforts at composition from

interesting angles.

J. STUART WHITE
Another title, Washington, city of splendor, will introduce

sequences of some of the imposing public structures. There

will be shots of the Federal Reserve Building, the Folger

Shakespeare Memorial Library, the Library of Congress and

the beautifully classical Supreme Court Building; last will

come the White House, as a climax for this sequence.

A third title, Washington, city of history, will begin the final

capital sequence. Here will be used the shots of the Lincoln

Memorial and of the Washington Monument that will have

been taken earlier. Without interruption, now, my film (and

my vacation) will move across the Potomac River to Arling-

ton Cemetery, where so many of the makers of American
history are buried. I shall get a scene of the tomb of the

Unknown Soldier.

Going on to Alexandria, the camera will find itself sur-

rounded by historical associations. Christ Church with its

tombs, where Washington's pew and his family Bible may
be seen, and some of the old houses will be filmed. In Alex-

andria, too, is the tomb of an unknown soldier in the Pres-

byterian Meeting House churchyard. This hero died in the

Revolutionary War, but the Alexandria Post of the American
Legion has done honor to him with a tablet that reads:

Here lies a soldier of the Revolution whose identity is

known but to God. His was an idealism that recognized

a Supreme Being, that planted religious liberty on our

shores, that overthrew despotism, that established a peo-

ple's government, that wrote a Constitution setting metes

and bounds of delegated authority, that fixed a standard

of value upon men above gold and lifted high the torch of

civil liberty along the pathway of mankind. In ourselves

his soul exists as part of ours, his Memory's Mansion.

My film will record this sturdy American sentiment.

We shall leave Alexandria by Route One and go on to

Pohick Church, built in 1768 under the supervision of George

Washington and George William [Continued on page 244]
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Lecture Movies

Recently returned from a thousand mile trek through the

jungles of British Guiana to the Amazon. William G. Hassler,

ACL, official photographer for the Terry Holden British

Guiana Expedition and leader of three earlier expeditions to

Haiti and Santo Domingo, is presenting to school systems and

junior audiences a series of lectures illustrated with movies.

He also offers other 16mm. black and white and color films,

depicting natural life in field and stream.

His film. Through British Guiana to the Amazon, which

was first shown in New York to the Explorers' Club, was
purchased, not long ago, by the National Broadcasting Com-
pany, for use in television. His nature films were screened

last month in Chicago, where Mr. Hassler presented seven

subjects to as many schools in less than two days—rather (he

reports) a busy program. Mr. Hassler's work is an example

of practical filming in an unusual and rewarding field and

one, in particular, which has not yet been fully exploited.

Publicity Campaign Filmed

Produced for Fels-Naptha Soap Company, by B. A. Gold-

baum, ACL, of Philadelphia.

Pa., A Typical Day in a Cradle

Picture the soft Car Nurse's Life tells the story

of a unique publicity cam-

paign, originated by the makers

you visit Bermuda of Fels-Naptha soap, a cam-

stone quarries if

**« " '"

LAURENCE S. CRITCHELL, jr., ACL
paign in which the nurses daily distribute baskets of produce

to those mothers in Philadelphia who have just had babies.

The film opens in some of the homes of those new mothers,

then shows the arrival of the nurse, the distribution of the

presents and a few of the more amusing incidents which,

from time to time, are also part of the experiences of a

Cradle Car nurse. The film is on 200 feet of 16mm. Koda-
chrome, and it will be shown at conventions and advertising

meetings in Philadelphia.

Census Reels

Four new motion picture films have been produced by the

Department of Agriculture in Washington, D. C, to serve

as part of a visual education program for census takers. The
first reel, entitled The 1940 Census, sketches the history and

importance of the United States Census and shows the value

and use of the data that Census records provide.

This reel was planned to give the enumerator a compre-

hensive picture of the job he is doing; it sets forth general

enumeration principles; it stresses the confidential nature of

Census returns; it shows that the first Census was ordered

by the framers of the Constitution; and it pictures what

happens to. the facts and figures turned in, from the field,

to Washington, where amazing machinery brings seeming

inchoate masses of figures into orderly, accurate and special-

ized statistical data.

The more specific training material has been put into the

remaining three reels, entitled The 1940 Census of Popula-

tion, The 1940 Census of Agriculture and The 1940 Census

of Housing.

Migrant Workers Studied

The social and economic problems posed by Florida's

migrant agricultural workers are ably studied in Chaff—A
Story of Migrants, recently produced by the Board of Home
Missions and Church Extension, ACL, of the Methodist

Church, in Philadelphia. Benjamin F. Farber, jr., was in

charge of the production. The picture is 700 feet of 16mm.
Kodachrome, and its action is centered in the vast celery

farms of Belle Glade, Florida, where the Community Center

Nursery, a mission project, takes care of the many workers'

children while the parents are busy in field and factory.

Copies of the film will be available, for rental or sale,

through the Board of Home Missions.

MRA Movie
The Second World Assembly for Moral Re-Armament, held

during the summer of 1939 in Southern California, is pictured

in America Awakes, a two reel, 16mm. color film, produced

by Positive Pictures for MRA, outgrowth of the Oxford

Movement. Here are seen the more than 2000 delegates from

some thirty countries, and the throng of 30,000 that packed

into Hollywood's Bowl for the chief gathering of the As-

sembly. Here are the massed and flowing banners of the

delegates during MRA Day at the Golden Gate International

Exposition, an occasion hailed by Leland Cutler, director

of the fair, as ''the most significant day of the exposition."

Albert H. Ely, jr., ACL, of Washington, D. C, was in charge

of production of the film,

which is available for

rental, to individuals and

interested groups,
through Moral Re-Arm-
ament, 61 Gramercy
Park, New York City.

[Continued on page 244]

The non theatrical

movie as used for

various purposes
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Models 7

MODEL 70-A HAS ALL

OF MODEL 70S QUALI

PLUS CAPACITY FOR F

HALF-HOUR SHOWS

MODEL 70 This is the 8 mm.
projector that demonstrated the natu-

ral affinity of mechanical excel-

lence and handsome appearance.

Its precise optical system and its

high-efficiency operation combine

to produce screened movies of ex-

ceptional brilliance and smoothness.

iHi.

t %i

MODEL 70-A Exactly like Model

70 in mechanical and optical equip-

ment, Model 70-A has the added

capacity to handle 400-ft. reels of

8 mm. movies. At standard projec-

tion speed, a full 400-ft. reel will

provide a show slightly over half

an hour in length. The increase in

pedestal and arm lengths has been

achieved without ungainliness.

Ci-*



ind 70-A Kodascopes Eight

NOW there are two versions of the

new and very successful Koda-

scope Eight, Model 70.

Model 70, introduced only a few

months ago, has won general recog-

nition as the projector which gives

8 mm. movies their most completely

satisfying screen presentation.

Model 70-A, exactly like Model 70
in mechanical and optical detail, has

longer extension arms and a taller

pedestal base so that 400-ft. reels of

8 mm. film can be used. A 400-ft. reel

of 8 mm. film means an uninterrupted

screen show of about 33 minutes—
and shows of that length are of impor-

tance to the many movie makers who

achieve real artistry in the making
and editing of travel, educational, and
dramatic films.

Let either one of the 70's, with its

brilliant 1-inch, f/1.6 lens and high-

efficiencyoptical system, present your

edited movies at their absolute best.

Use a big screen if you wish; the mov-
ies will still be clean-cut, full-bodied.

With either the 70 or the 70-A, you
may have your choice of 300-, 400-,

or 500-watt lamps. Price, without

lamp, Model 70, $59.50. Price, with-

out lamp, Model 70-A, $70. Lamps:

300-watt, $3.85; 400-watt, $4.95;

500-watt, $5. Carrying Case for Model

70, $9; for Model 70-A, $10.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

4 The 1-inch //1.6 projection lens is your assurance of clean-cut,

~ brilliant, undistorted projection. Film threading is greatly facili-

tated by the wide-opening film gate.

^% Major operating functions are controlled from a single, compact
^" panel on the back of the projector. The speed adjustment is just

above the three-way operating switch.

3 Model 70 or 70-A operates with equal excellence on either D.C.

or A.C. 25- to 60-cycle, 100- to 125-volt lines; its quiet, power-

ful motor assures smooth, effortless projection.

A A centering screw at the base of the projection lamp permits posi-

^" tive, accurate alignment of lamp filaments so that full advantage

may be taken of the Kodascope's efficient optical system.
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THE CLINIC

Technical suggestions and

cine topics for movie makers

• Left, gimbal tripod head which

quic\ly and automatic ally levels

the camera; below, complete

plans for building it.
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GROOVE FOR
SET SCREW
TO ALLOW FREE
ROTATION.

SET SCREW/

AT LEAST l/lft

CLEARANCE BETWEE
RINGS

////
"'

.'..• ALLOW
—*i ; r—'• tilting
'•

"i . '/*»—f? SET \ CLEARAN

TO FIT LEGS
OF TRPOD TO BE

USED

SCREW TOP
CAN OF SUITABLE

SIZE

FREDERICK G. BEACH, ACL

Ideas that pay If y° u want a binder

that will hold twelve

numbers of Movie Makers, send to The

Clinic your good new ideas: if you want

four dollars, in addition, send good pic-

tures or drawings, to illustrate your

ideas. For those that Movie Makers
accepts, the binder or the money, or

both of them, will be sent, after publica-

tion.

Gimbal tripod To film special
events, such as ro-

deos and track meets, a cameraman has

to move fast from one place to another;

he must also set his camera and tripod

in position very quickly, so that he does

not lose important shots. In this kind

of filming, he cannot find time to level

a tripod; yet, if the tripod is not leveled,

the scene may show a tilted horizon.

I turned to the framework of a ma-

rine compass for an idea that would
serve in filming scenes where quick ac-

tion is needed. I wanted a device that

would let my camera swing in any di-

rection, but which would level it quick-

ly and automatically. The gimbal head

that I worked out is shown in the draw-

ings. I used a lathe, although hand tools

would have served, in a pinch.

The two main rings were made of

heavy brass pipe and the center parts

were turned from aluminum; if no lathe

had been used, two sleeves or collars

would have served. The brackets that

are attached to the legs of the tripod

will vary with the kind of legs. My

brackets let me use my tripod's normal
legs, without preventing their service

with the regular tripod head.

The length of the pendulum and the

weight of the counterbalance must be

worked out by trial and error, because

they will differ with different cameras.

They must be so large and so heavy that

they will hold the camera firmly in an

upright position when it is not tilted in-

tentionally. The extension on the top of

the gimbal. which holds the screw that

fastens the camera to the swinging head,

must vary, to fit particular instruments.

A "panning" and tilting handle per-

mits smooth follow shots. There is no

provision for clamping the camera, be-

cause my tripod head was designed for

special filming, in which clamping is

not needed.

I have used this device in many sit-

uations where it has spared much effort

and has prevented tilted horizons.

—

B.

G. Seielstad, ACL.

Treasure Chest To store his movie

equipment, Rich-

ard C. Lent built a chest which would
contain not only his projector, but also

cameras, extra film and accessories.

While exact dimensions of such a chest

would vary with the size and amount of

equipment, Mr. Lent reports that the

chest he finally built was twenty four

inches long, fifteen inches wide and

twelve inches high. It was made of seven

eighths inch redwood, and the top con-

sisted of a drawing board, which pre-

sented an attractive surface, after finish-

ing. Ornamental hinges and a lock were

secured from a hardware store, while

hammered copper strips were placed on

the corners and edges, to simulate

wrought iron bindings. The inside of the

chest was lined with plush, and suitable

partitions and trays provided a neat

storage space for equipment.

Moistener If y°u make "wet splices,"

the small felt pellet that is

a part of the equipment of one well known
splicer will serve you very well, because

it will, even when it is entirely soaked

with water, moisten film, without leav-

ing drops on it.

Save your hands Changing projector

lamps is not easy,

if one of them is hot. You will avoid

burns, if you keep a pair of heavy cot-

ton working gloves in your projector

case.

Free shoWS Movie makers who be-

long to luncheon clubs,

patriotic societies and clubs of all kinds

may furnish excellent entertainment for

meetings, at almost no cost to them-

selves or to the club. Hundreds of free

industrial and educational films are

available on a loan basis, and ordinarily

they may be had for the cost of postage

alone. Most of these films are highly

interesting and are not objectionable

from the standpoint of high pressure ad-

vertising. Business firms now realize
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more than ever that entertaining films

of general interest will create good will

and at the same time sell their products.

There are several comprehensive lists

of these films, and the names of the pub-

lishers of them may be obtained from
the League's service departments.

Home theatres A considerable

number of movie
makers have built themselves attractive

basement theatres, where they can show
their films in an authentic atmosphere of

showmanship. The photograph shows
the screen end of a home theatre built

1. Cloc\

2. Screen and loud spea\er cabinet

3. Radio

4. Davenport and chairs

5. Amplifier rac\

6. Dual turntables

7. Control board

8. Projector table

9. Editing table and film storage shelves

by Albert J. Ohlson. The color scheme is

black and silver, and the lights are

amber.

In the diagram is shown the layout of

a little theatre built by E. P. Ellis, ACL,
who found that little work was required

to convert waste space in the basement

into an attractive projection room. The

diagram, with a list of key numbers,

gives the arrangement of the equipment.

Both Mr. Ohlson and Mr. Ellis can

give silent or sound shows, with the

sound obtained either by sound on film

projection or by the use of a double turn-

table outfit. No doubt, each prospective

builder of a home theatre would require

a different plan, to make best use of his

own space, but these layouts suggest

what might be done.

Substitutes If y°u want an ex -

posure meter reading

for a tiny object, such as a small bird

or a minute flower, you cannot always

take it. But you can find some larger

object that has almost the same color,

which is similarly lighted, and you can

take a reading for this, that you can

use for the minute subject. A dress, a

handkerchief or some other piece of

cloth will serve.

Jjergly? ^ the letters of double ex-

posed titles jiggle against

their backgrounds, the camera that

made them needs attention. A very slight

movement is unavoidable, but it should

not be very great. If letters dance, your

camera's "pull down" mechanism has

probably worn, so that it is loose. Send
the camera to its manufacturer and re-

port "unsteady frame line."

Case theatre Projector cases whose
sides may be opened

will make very good miniature theatres,

if small screens are fitted to their in-

sides. They will serve in editing, when
the lights in a room are burning. If you
want to see a roll of film at once, when
the postman delivers it, you can use the

projector case.

A projector case will serve as a

miniature theatre or as an editing aid

Tom Griberg, ACL

To build this small theatre, we need

only some silvered cardboard—such as

is used in making show cards—or some

heavy white paper and some rubber

cement. The size of the card that is

used will depend upon the size of the

picture that is wanted; a four and a

half inch by six inch screen is adequate.

The silvered cardboard or the white pa-

per is attached to the interior of the

case with the cement. It may be set in

permanently, because it will not inter-

fere with the normal use of the case

—

Tom Griberg, ACL.

Clean gelatin Gelatin filters that are

used behind the lens

of a camera will not noticeably affect

the sharpness of a picture, if they are

clean. Gelatin must never be touched

by bare fingers, because fingerprints

made on it cannot be taken off. Gelatin

sheets can be cut and handled between
two sheets of thin paper.

Pointers The round volume control

knobs of dual turntables

may be replaced by knobs that have
pointers. Pointers are very convenient,

because you will often want to discover

the position of the volume control knob,

without looking at it. A pointer will

tell you, by touch, whether the knob is

in a high or a low position.

Backgrounds ln filming in a fac-

tory, school room or

workshop, did you ever wish that you
could exclude a "busy" background so

that audience attention would be con-

centrated exclusively on the important

process being pictured? Two sheets of

light wallboard, small enough to be

portable and hinged together so that

they will stand alone, solve the problem
for close shots. Paint them a medium
gray, for this neutral tone is unobtrusive

[Continued on page 244]
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AMATEUR

CLUBS

• William Wade, of Los

Angeles 8mm. Club, re-

ceiving First Award and

Horton Vacation Trophy

after the club's annual

contest.

What organized cine groups are doing everywhere

JAMES W. MOORE, ACL

New York is host Several hundred members and

guests of the Metropolitan Motion

Picture Club gathered last month in New York's Hotel Penn-

sylvania for the group's annual Gala Night. Sidney Moritz,

ACL, president of the club, presented the awards for the

club's recent contest to the winners, Robert M. Coles, ACL,
Charles H. Coles, ACL, and Russell Pansie, ACL. The pro-

gram that followed comprised the projection of The Eights

Step Out, described as a compilation of 8mm. "super shorts"

from the work of Charles A. Ferrie, jr., Joseph F. Hollywood,

ACL, Archibald MacGregor and Albert R. Schafenberg;

Streets of Peace, by Lewis B. Sebring, jr., ACL; Wanted, A
Janitor, a 16mm. sound on film photoplay, produced by Co-

filmers; Royal Visit—Halifax 1939, by T. J. Courtney, ACL;
Flaming Canyons, first award winner in the club contest,

made by the Messrs. Coles. Included in the evening's enter-

tainment was a demonstration of film story making, under the

direction of Charles J. Carbonaro, ACL. Mr. Moritz presented

to the gathering, as the club's guest of honor, Jacques

Boolsky, founder and first president of the Swiss Federation

of Amateur Movie Clubs, ACL, of Geneva. Switzerland. Mr.

Boolsky is now in the United States on an extended visit.

New in Rockford More than fifty enthusiastic filmers

signed the charter roll of the newly

formed Rockford (111.) Amateur Movie Club, at its recent

organization meeting. Prominent in the preliminary work of

the club were Frank Boehman. Frank E. Colehour. Adolph
R. Gustafson, Gordon E. Howard, Robert L. Jacobs, Wilbur

E. Johnson, John H. Lee, Arnold Lundgren. ACL. Edward
P. McCanna, Roger T. Welsh, ACL, Max A. Weston and

John White. The program for an early meeting included

members' films and Royal Visit—Halifax 1939, Another

Day and In The Beginning, all from the League's Club

Library.

Dine in Salt Lake City The Fourth Annual Banquet

of the Utah Amateur Movie

Club was held recently in the Newhouse Hotel at Salt Lake

City, marked by a presentation of new officers and a screen-

ing of the club's contest award winning films. The officers

elect are R. LeRoy Fletcher, ACL, president; C. Francis

Solomon, vicepresident; Mildred Greene, ACL, secretary;

Joseph G. Jeppson, treasurer. In the contest, Miss Greene,

a Movie Makers Ten Best award winner for 1939, shared

first place with Al. Morton, ACL, in a tie between her 16mm.
White Caps and his 8mm. The Thirty-Niners. Second and

third awards went to Little Co-Ed, by an unnamed producer,

and Pirates in Slumberland, by Celia and Wendell Thatcher.

Programs for the dinner were handsomely prepared in a

flat paper facsimile of a popular motion picture camera.

Awards in Ottawa Thirty three members and guests of

the Movie Makers Club of Ottawa,

in Canada's capital, gathered recently in the home of Lieut.

Colonel W. A. Steel, ACL, club president, for the group's an-

nual dinner and contest meeting. F. Radford Crawley, ACL,
and Mrs. Crawley, of Ottawa, were the guests of honor, in

recognition of their achievement in winning the Maxim Award
in 1939, with Vile d'Orleans. Mr. Crawley acted as sole judge

of the club's contest and made awards to Colonel Steel, for

Cloud Idyll; Norman W. Camp- [Continued on page 246]

• Members and gues annual banquet of the Philadelphia Cinema Club
Quaker Photo Service Co.

*



MOVIE MAKERS

How young

is Grandpa?
[Continued from page 215]

means, if he's any sort of an officer.

Everywhere—all over the country

—

you'll find him prospecting for gold and

grub. You'll find him running the farm,

rising with the dawn and bedding down
with the dark, and putting in, at eighty,

as good a day's work as he did at

eighteen.

Maybe your grandpa runs a news-

paper. That's action for you— and

plenty of it. Maybe he's a workman,
honest as the day is long. Ever hear of

a plumber or a mason or a painter or

a paper hanger with any sort of pride

in his work, who thinks in terms of

retiring? Not so long ago, we called in

a house painter, who, at sixty, couldn't

find a scaffold high enough to make him

dizzy.

Perhaps your grandpa is an old coun-

try doctor, who is called from his bed

at unearthly hours. In the old days of

the horse and buggy, he had to ford

streams and fight storms and ride on a

dark night with no company, except a

loyal horse, and no baggage, but for

that little black magic bag of his. Nowa-

days, the old doctor may boast an auto-

mobile, but he is an actor worthy of

your film just the same—whether he

happens to roam the wild hills or hug

the crowded slums.

Maybe your grandpa is a preacher.

He might be a chef. He may even be a

college professor or a keeper of bees or

a first violin in a famous orchestra.

At every turn of the road, you bump
into old men—hobos and soldiers of

everyday fortune and dreamers with

tiny workshops in their barns, giving

their lives to inventions.

As a matter of fact, in search of ma-

terial for one of my books, I stumbled

across a whole album of old men. It

was an old actors' home—and there

was a picture for you! I did it in words

at the time. But, someday, I promise

myself, I am going back to do it as

it should be done—with the eloquence

of my camera, for their waking and

their sleeping day is full of choice

material.

Perhaps you have no old actors' home
near by. But, you surely have (for the

pity of it is that they are everywhere)

an old folks' home. So if you have no

grandpa of your own, go and adopt one.

He will not only make a picture for you.

He will make you over.
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PRICED AS LOW AS $14.50

KODAK 35's produce sharp
little negatives which

through modern photofinishing
methods lead to pictures 2H x 4
inches. You can make Koda-
chrome (full-color) transparen-
cies with them, too.

Kodak 35//5.6, at right above,
has Kodak Anastigmat f/5.6
lens ... three-speed Kodex
shutter . . . fingertip focusing
. . . folding optical finder . . . ex-
posure counter. Price, $14.50.

Kodak 35//4.5, center above,
has faster Kodak Anastigmat
//4.5 lens, and Diomatic shutter
with four speeds and delayed
action. Winding film sets shut-
ter, avoiding double exposures.
It costs but $24.50.

Kodak 35//3.5, at left above,
offers fast Kodak Anastigmat
Special//3.5 lens and five-speed
1/200 Kodamatic shutter. It's

the most versatile of Kodak 35
models. $33.50, at your dealer's.

Only Eastman Makes the Kodak

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

iAutlt tke
CRAIG PROJECTO-EDITOR

It takes proper Editing to make modern fast-moving,

interest-sustaining movies. ACTION-EDIT your
films the Hollywood Studio way — transform random
shots into smooth-running sequences that everyone will

enjoy seeing.

The Projecto-Editor provides a unique viewing method
—allows careful inspection, slow motion if desired, of

every movement on its brilliant miniature screen. Films

may be readily removed from the polished guides for

quick cutting and splicing.

At all dealers — Ask lor demonstration.
8mm. model, complete . . $27.50
16mm. model, complete . . $49.50

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY COMPANY
1053 S. OLIVE ST. • LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

"McJz&i ZJUtincj, a PleabuAe^



Eastman Kodak exhibit

at the New York World's

Fair has been remodeled

Kodak Continues at Fair The central theme of the

Kodak 1939 New York

World's Fair show was the Great Hall of Color, an astound-

ing effect of combined projection of Kodachrome slides, upon

a screen one hundred eighty seven feet long and twenty two

feet high. This feature will be continued during the period

of the 1940 World's Fair, with an even greater display of

color photography than that of 1939.

In addition, the exhibit will be enlarged, and alterations in

the Kodak building will provide increased facilities. A spe-

cial innovation, of particular interest to movie makers, is the

addition of two model living rooms, in one of which home
movies will be projected in color, and in the other of which

color ''stills" will be shown. New and attractive sets for pic-

ture backgrounds will be provided for the photographic gar-

dens. A special salon will be the setting for fashion shows,

in which models will display garments fashioned from East-

man acetate materials, and where startling tricks of photog-

raphy will be demonstrated.

New Victor amplifier The Victor Animatograph Cor-

poration, of Davenport, Iowa,

has announced an amplifier for 16mm. sound pictures, which
has an extended range. It is said that the new amplifier re-

produces the low and high tones of speech or music with ex-

ceptional clarity and fidelity. A special control system makes
possible the choice of any tone. The new amplifier gives

equally good results when it is employed with a disc record

playback or a microphone. Specified as Units "0" and "R,"

NEWS OF

THE INDUSTRY

Answers the query,
u
Whaf's

new?" for filmer and dealer

RUSSELL C. HOLSLAG, ACL
these new pieces of electrical equipment have been designed

also to present an attractive appearance. Further specifica-

tions may be had from the manufacturer.

All In Won A novel and effective design characterizes a

new tripod head for movie and still cameras,

now offered by Western Movie Supply Company, San Fran-

cisco. The outstanding features of this new construction are

its lightness and its universal application. Attachable to the

camera platform of any existing tripod, the new head, called

All-in-Won, is controlled by a single tilt arm. Its flexibility

of design permits the camera to be swung through a spherical

arc of 180 degrees.

The assembly may be locked firmly in place with the cam-
era trained at any angle, including those in which the lens

points vertically upward or vertically downward. A special

tension control is said to assure even speed in making con-

tinuous tilts or panoramas, in using movie cameras. Con-
struction is of aluminum alloy, and adequate rigidity and
cross section provide firm support, both for light and heavy
cameras. Complete specifications may be had from Western
Movie Supply Company, 254 Sutter Street, San Francisco,

Calif.

B & L slide projector A neatly designed and well

constructed instrument for the
efficient projection of two by two inch mounted slides, either

in black and white or color, is offered by the Bausch & Lomb
Optical Company, Rochester. N. Y. The new projector is

finished in attractive gray crackle.

The instrument incorporates a 150 watt lamp, which is

backed by an efficient reflector. A triple lens condenser, one
lens of which is made of special, [Continued on page 249]

• Left, new Bell & Howell

reel cases for 8mm. and

16mm. films; middle, Bell

& Howell deluxe model

home Filmosound in wal-

nut case; right, 750 watt

Bell & Howell black-top

projection lamp.
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Then came the King

[Continued from page 217]

best. They pose and look pleasant. The
naturalness of the picture is lost; To
overcome this difficulty, I usually ask

the subject to go about his task until I

am ready to film the scene. Then I wait

until he is relaxed, off his guard or too

tired to maintain an artificial pose.

On the other hand, sometimes the

luckless actor, who succumbs to your

blandishments, suffers for his indiscre-

tion. On a sweltering July afternoon, a

friend of mine offered to help me '"fake"'

some war closeups. In a hot. prickly

uniform, the martyr suffered the added

indignity of being forced to work un-

der a "'facial" of tomato juice.

After two dusty hours, the final shot

was to be taken of our soldier, as he

stumbled, fell and dug his dying fingers

into the good earth.

All went well, until the soldier was
lying upon the ground. I walked around

him several times, looking for the proper

viewpoint from which to film the scene.

I wanted to make this scene grimly

realistic. Presently, a plaintive voice

arose from the long suffering victim at

my feet.

"'Look, my friend! I don't mind dying

for a good picture. Nor do I object to

having my face smeared with tomato

juice during the process. But I d

well object to getting ants in my pants

while you decide whether to have me
expire horizontally or vertically!"

Our unhappy location was the home
of a colony of unappreciative red ants.

Peculiar results develop from some
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A frame from the first wave of the

cavalry charge staged for the author

requests. After the King and Queen had

left Canada, I discovered that I needed

a shot of a theatre marquee, containing

the words of welcome that were dis-

played for Their Majesties. Although

it was a two hour job to change the

sign, a local theatre manager consented

to help. So, one afternoon, months after

the King and Queen had arrived safely

back in England, the local citizens were

considerably startled to see upon the

marquee, '"God save our King and

Queen. Long may they reign."

One case proved rather difficult. Dur-

ing my holiday in Quebec, I saw an ex-

tremely odd piece of equipment in a

field. It was a reaper, over a hundred
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At the WORLD'S FAIR
. . . The Eastman Kodak Company used

exclusively to portray the gripping beauty
of "The Cavalcade of Color." This was no
haphazard choice but a definite selection

prompted by the exacting requirements of the

subject. In all branches of movie making

—

professional, industrial, educational and ama-
teur, wherever the advan-
tages of precise screen-

rendition are understood

—

a Raven Screen is in-

variably the logical choice.

Investigate the Superiority

of Raven Screens at your
dealer's or write for folder

57 which describes the five

tested fabrics, nine differ-

ent mounts and thirty vari-

ous sizes in which these

screens are available.

RAVEN SCREEN
CORPORATION

314 E. 35TH STREET
NEW YORK

© NTWF

Want a Career
in Photography?
If you are ambitious to become a suc-

cessful photographer, either for pleasure
or career, the N. T. Institute offers you
a thorough, practical training under the
personal direction of foremost experts.
Commercial, News, Portrait, Advertising,
Motion Picture, and Color photography.
Personal Attendance and Home Study
courses.

Send for free booklet

NEW YORK INSTITUTE
OF PHOTOGRAPHY

10 West 33 Street (Dept. 105) New York City

Kansas City Movie Headquarters
Right on Highway 50 if you're driving through

Representatives for
Eastman. Bell & Howell. Keystone

BARNARD'S
310-12 W. 47TH COUNTRY CLUB PLAZA

KANSAS CITY, MO.

V*8&k
l6

w:iyst
• CREATE BIG THEATRE EFFECTS •
"TRY IT YOURSELF KIT" in-

cludes 36 Initials • I Alphabet

• Numerals . Decorations • Trac-

ing Paper . Background Board •

. COMPLETE SAMPLE TITL E •

"A TO Z" TITLING OUTFITf
• ONLY S2.00 COMPLETE* I

at Your Dealer or Send Direct to

STEIN STUDIOS
175 FIFTH AVENUE, Dept. MI3. NEW YORK, N. Y.

years old. I couldn't afford to miss a

rare shot like that. But I wanted it in

action. A French Canadian was in

charge. I couldn't understand his poor

English, and he was stumped by my
worse French. For the moment, I was

stuck.

Suddenly, I realized that we had in-

terpreters. There were horses attached

to the reaper. If I could succeed in mak-

ing them go. the Frenchman would have

to drive, and I could take my pictures.

I slapped one horse on the rump, the

team started, the indignant French Ca-

nadian drove them, and I filmed the

scene.

When Then Came the King was be-

ing planned, it became obvious to me
that it would be a long picture. But, if

it was to be nothing else, I wanted it to

be interesting. We all have varying

tastes, but there is one thing that inter-

ests all people. It is other people. So my
rule was, "Every scene must contain

people or be closely related to what peo-

ple are doing."

It was also obvious that I should have

difficulty in creating good continuity

and in linking the subject matter of one

sequence to that of the next. The ma-

terial in the film was to be so varied

that it might become an unrelated

hodgepodge.

Hence. I worked out a number of con-

tinuity expedients. The most important

of those was the development of a sin-

gle idea that would bear repetition,

throughout the picture. This, I decided,

would be represented by a revolving

world. A twenty five cent colored globe

did the trick.

The interior of a large box was cov-

ered with black cardboard. The globe

was suspended inside the box, directly

in front of the open side, by means of

a black thread. The globe was lighted

from the top and from one side, but the

interior of the box was left in deep shad-

ow. By twisting the thread, I could set

the globe revolving independently when
I desired.

When the revolving globe was filmed,

the camera was not held vertically, but

was tilted to one side, at an angle of

about forty five degrees. Thus the pic-

ture that resulted showed a colored

earth rotating on its diagonal axis in

black space.

A shot of this globe, followed by a

map of Canada, introduced the first se-

quences of tlie film. Later, in the movie,

the same globe was used to indicate the

rising threat of Nazism. A cardboard

cutout of a swastika was made, and this

was glued to a broom straw. The swas-

tika was held, by means of the broom
straw, just outside of the camera range,

but in front of the light source. Thus,

the shadow of the swastika falls on the

revolving globe. The thin shadow cast

by the broom straw is not noticed, and
the swastika's shadow seems to be pro-

jected from space.

In the section of the picture depict-

ing the coming of war and its frightful

consequences, the globe served the pur-

poses of continuity again. This time, a

small pile of oil soaked straw was

placed immediately in front of the globe

and was ignited. The flames did not

touch the globe, for, in fact, the little

fire was two feet or so away from it,

but, on tlie screen, the earth appears to

be consumed in flame. The black back-

ground eliminated an impression of

depth in the picture, and thus the flames

seemed to surround the globe.

The globe did heavy duty in linking

sections of the movie together, and

closeups of newspaper headlines, shots

of billboards and shots of various perti-

nent objects, helped to connect se-

quences and to indicate the passage of

time.

In one case, I wished to skip from

summer to fall scenes. The following

treatment accomplished the feat for me.

1. Medium shot of green leaves.

2. Closeup of green leaves.

3. Closeup of fall colored leaves.

4. Medium shot of colored leaves.

The scene that followed appeared to

have been filmed in the fall.

I had pictures of the King and Queen,

that were taken in four different locali-

ties, which, in actuality, were quite near

each other. I wished to make it appear

that these scenes were taken in Nova
Scotia, Ontario, Saskatchewan and Brit-

ish Columbia. I wanted to symbolize the

trip of Their Majesties from one coast

of Canada to the other and to show the

reactions of people in the different sec-

tions of the country.

I accomplished my purpose by film-

ing men doing work that would sym-

bolize the four provinces that I have

mentioned. I filmed fishermen for Nova
Scotia, fruit pickers for Ontario, farm-

ers for Saskatchewan and lumbermen
for British Columbia. The men in these

scenes were shown at their tasks in

suitable backgrounds.

One of these sequences of workers

was introduced before each set of scenes

of the Royal couple. Here is an exam-

ple of how it was done.

1. Medium shot of a fisherman, scrap-

ing the scales off fish.

2. Closeup of his hands at work.

3. Close shot of his hand and arm
against the sky, waving a greeting.

4. Medium shot of the fisherman wav-

ing to something not seen. This shot

was taken with the camera pointing up-

ward, so that the fisherman was framed
against the sky.

5. Medium shot of the King and
Queen, passing by in one of the Royal
parades.

The shot of the fisherman was actual-

ly made a considerable time after the
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Royal visit, and, in reality, the fisherman

was waving at nothing at all. But, when

these scenes were spliced together in

this order, it appeared that the fisher-

man had stopped his work, to greet the

passing couple.

The same treatment was used for the

scenes of fruit pickers, farmers and

lumbermen, in connection with other

sets of scenes of the Royal parade. Thus,

I made it appear that the camera was

following Their Majesties on their tri-

umphal tour through Canada.

To get sufficient footage of Their

Majesties, it was necessary to film them

in both Hamilton and St. Catharines.

Although the cities were forty miles

apart, the Royal itinerary called for

only a forty five minute interval, from

the time the Royal party left one city

until it reached the other.

I foresaw difficulties. The railroad

right of way was not to be crossed.

City streets were not navigable for hours

before and after the visit. To travel by

car was out of the question.

I found a back road route between

the cities, and borrowed a motorcycle.

But a miscalculation brought me up to

the railroad just as the Royal train

came roaring out of Hamilton. As it

swept by, I obtained a beautiful shot of

the train, but I had less than forty

minutes left to cover the thirty eight

miles across country to St. Catharines.

Never will I forget that wild ride.

When I arrived, I was one half mile

ahead of the train. For the first time in

my life, I was pleased about something

which made me sore for weeks.

The scenario also called for a shot of

Hamilton, through gaily colored fall

leaves. But, when I made the trip to

Hamilton, to get the required scene, I

found that the leaves at my location

were disgustingly green. It was now the

end of September, and the dead line of

October 16 for Movie Makers Ten Best

contest loomed uncomfortably near. I

couldn't wait for nature to lend me a

hand. I took a lesson from Mahomet and

his mountain.

Since I couldn't go where there were

leaves, the leaves would have to come
to me. Thirty miles behind, I had passed

a beautifully colored tree. So back I

went, pulled off a limb and transported

it to my location. With a helper holding

the limb aloft, the scene of Hamilton

through colored leaves was shot as

planned.

Incidentally, the trick of thrusting

"fake" foliage into the picture was of-

ten used. Flowers and bright colored

weeds, such as goldenrod, were the

usual properties. This "stunt" had sev-

eral purposes. It falsely suggested a low

camera viewpoint, and, where good pho-

tographic foregrounds were scarce, it

sometimes supplied an excellent means
of suggesting depth in a picture. Often,

it supplied that elusive spot of red that

is so necessary to good color pictures.
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Easy with a WESTON
Possibly you're satisfied just to get an occa-

sional picture as good as this . . . forgetting all

the disappointments, all the wasted film, in

between. Actually, however, you can do it every

time . . . have each and every frame you take

correctly exposed. AU you need is a WESTON
Exposure Meter! Then, no matter where or

what you are shooting . . . you have complete

control of your negative results. Why not get

complete information on WESTON Exposure

Meters now, find out how easy it is to have all

your movies correctly exposed. Ask your dealer

for a demonstration, or write for illustrated lit-

erature. Weston Electrical Instrument Corpora-

tion, 626 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N. J.

EXPOSURE
fAETEB

INSURES PERFECT PICTURES WITH YOUR CAMERA

THRILL
TO YOUR FIRST SOUND PICTURE!

Remember the breathless suspense with

which you ran off your first silent film?

An even greater thrill is in store for you
when you let us change your silent pic-

tures into sound. Our experience and
up-to-date equipment are at your dis-

posal; the cost surprisingly low! 16mm.
only—color or black & white. Theatrical

quality. Free consultation.

PRODUCTIONS
230 W. 79 St., N.Y.HARTLEY

^m- • -mm- -*mm- >-©• <^^ -^i» -^^ -

16mm. MOVIE CAMERAS I

Used, but inspected and guaranteed, i

Subject to 10 days free trial.

SIEMENS Magazine Camera with c
Schneider Xenon, 1" //1.5 lens, ex- t

cellent condition $59.50 I

FILMO TOE, with Cooke //3.5 lens, =

excellent condition $72.50 I

MAGAZINE CINE-KODAK, with
\

f/1.9 lens, good condition $77-50
jj

CINE-KODAK B, with //3.5 lens.
'

good condition $22.50 i

KEYSTONE A7, with //2.7 lens, ex- J
cellent condition $29.75 '

SIMPLEX Pockette (magazine cam- I

era) with //3.5 lens, good condi-
"

tion $20.00 5

Trades accepted Time payments arranged I

RABSONS CAMERA SHOP I

1 1 1 West 52 St.—near Radio City New York I

My most embarrassing moment came
long after the film was completed. Be-

cause of a breakdown in my projector,

the entire story had been filmed and
edited without the benefit of a screen-

ing! I rushed it to completion on Octo-

ber 13 and sent it to Movie Makers.
It came back later, with high compli-

ments. I sat down to my first screening

rather anxiously. Excitedly, I watched

a view in the historical section of sol-

diers, running around in 1812 uniforms.

Then I gasped. What did I see?

There, in the background of a sup-

posedly 1812 setting, rolled a most di-

lapidated 1932 Ford. The heat of the

projection lamp couldn't be blamed for

all the red which suffused my face.

Quick. Watson, man the shears!

We'll film Mexico,

this time
[Continued from page 213]

road and to show, on film, the car run-

ning through the aisles of vegetation,

passing thatched huts, rivers with melo-

dramatic names (Blood. Death. Night 1

and the forests of Spanish bayonet

plants, which look like cactus gone very

wrong indeed.

All along the Pan American High-

way, from Laredo to the capital, are

traffic signs in Spanish. A person could

title his entire film of the road with

those peremptory little markings. In

scenes of the desert land, a shot of the

sign. Velocidad Maxima. 80 Km. por H.,

might precede a closeup of the speed-

ometer steadying at fifty miles an hour.

In the pictures of the entrance to

Monterrey, or to any other town, the

sign, Poblado Proximo — Modere su

Velocidad, would be an appropriate

semi closeup from which to tilt the

camera upward, to reveal the houses

in the background.

And. as a matter of fact, an amusing
sequence could even be made illustrat-

ing each of those signs. Se Prohibe

Estacionarse en Esta Calle would be

followed by a staged shot of a police-

man wragging his finger and shaking his

head, as somebody attempted to park his

car against the curb; Puente Angosta

would precede a view of a narrow

bridge in the countryside: and Vado
might be repeated several times, for

the numerous dips. At the end, a whole
barrage of short scenes of different

signs

—

Despacio, Tome su Derecha,

Camino Sinuoso, Bajada—Frene con el

Motor—would introduce the mountains.

The Mexican Cordillera is not the

most awe inspiring mountain range in

the Americas. "There is," states my
notebook, "a certain woolliness about

it, even at the highest points, that

distracts one's admiration." As a con-

sequence, we plan to save our film until

late afternoon, when the valleys become
purple and the ridges gold. And our

final scene along the Pan American
Highway will show the car speeding

southward around a mountain curve

—

at which point, the camera will tilt

down, to show a discarded map on the

roadside, and the scene will fade out.

The most notable aspect of Mexico

City—its people—can be filmed from

the window of a parked car. A vantage

point across the street from the restau-

rant called Sanborn's is probably the

best place.

There, old men with chin whiskers

sell gardenias: ragamuffins shout,

"Novedades!" and dash between other

people's legs; and a doorman in gold

braid does his best (not enough) to

make order out of chaos. My script

notes, on the margin, to use a telephoto

;

and a footnote suggests the title:

Like the Florentines, the Mexicans

live in the streets.

Our continuity for Mexico City is

really not a continuity at all. That is

to say. one subject will merely lead into

another, by titles. This is undoubtedly

the simplest plan for travel films, and

one. ideally suited to produce sequences

adaptable to manipulation on the edit-

ing table.

Thus, for example, a title will change

the subject from the Mexican people to

motor cars:

But pedestrians are not the only

traffic.

From motor cars, it is but a step to

the Paseo de la Reforma, the main

boulevard of Mexico City, and thence

but another step to the residential

quarter, by a title:

To the influential Mexicans, the Paseo

de la Reforma is the ivay home.

By following this plan, we always

shall be at liberty to change the

scenario on the spot.

But one rule is written in red ink

across the top of each page and should

be engraved on the camera of every

movie maker who leaves home, Film
Nothing of Which You Cannot
Make a Sequence.

Our sequence for the Zocalo, the cen-

tral square of the capital, runs some-

what as follows:

Title. Heart of Mexico City is neither

a palace nor a park.

1. Long shot of the square of the

Zocalo, taken from the balcony of an

adjoining house.

2. Medium shot of people boarding

a bus.

3. Semi closeup of people boarding

a bus.

4. Long shot of bus starting off, with

flower vendors in foreground.

5. Semi closeup of flower vendors at

edge of fountain.

6. Closeup of flowers.

7. Medium shot of vendors, at the end

of which the camera tilts up to frame

the cathedral in the background.

8. Scenes of cathedral's architectural

compositions.
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9. Medium shot of people entering

cathedral.

10. Same shot from within, with fig-

ures silhouetted against the background

of the square.

Mexico City is, of course, a city of

contrasts. On Chapultapec Heights, for

example, the residents dwell in nu-

merous little modernistic houses, made
of cement and glass, which are set

down anomalously, like ice cubes,

among the trees.

Our intention is to photograph these

houses from within the slowly moving

car and then to use a title:

Chapultapec Park is more old fash-

ioned.

Next will come another shot from the

car, made as we drive along the road

running under the great trees toward

the president's palace.

"Chapultapec Park," says my note-

book, "is like the Bois de Boulogne

—

a place of small children and hoops

and governesses who flourish knittina

needles with an indomitable air . .
."

And all these scenes can be stolen by

telephoto, used on a camera within a

parked car.

Twenty eight miles from Mexico City

are the pyramids of Teotihuacan. We
plan to link these ruins with the pre-

ceding scenes of the capital by a title:

The Pyramid of the Sun, outside the

town, is invisible until one is upon it.

Here will follow a scene of a little boy

on donkeyback, plodding along a coun-

try road. When he reaches the middle

distance, he will halt and gaze at some-

thing out of sight. Then the camera will

be moved forward, to frame the child in

the foreground. Beyond him. a few

hundred yards away, is the main pyra-

mid of San Juan Teotihuacan.

The difficulty in filming the ruins is

to bring them to life. To this end, our

script outlines a minor dramatization

of somebody climbing the Pyramid of

the Sun.

The sequence begins with a semi

closeup of the climber, as he buys some

terra cotta heads of the Toltecs—little

earthen carvings—from the children at

the base.

Pocketing the heads, he starts up. A
series of short scenes, made at different

angles, portrays the climb. Then, near

the summit, he slips, the Toltec heads

go bouncing down the steps. A close

shot of one of the heads follows, and

this scene will dissolve into a shot of

the carved serpent heads in the adjacent

courtyard.

My notebook suggests, at this point,

a few scenes of the farmers plowing in

the maguey fields below the pyramids

and then a title:

On the other side of the valley, the

harvest is more decorative.

This will introduce the flower vendors

of the Floating Gardens of Xochimilco.

The Floating Gardens are—for want

of any better way of describing them

—

a marine park. They are a place of
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canals and punts and willow trees, a

place where most of the people of

Mexico City spend their Sundays.

After a view of the flower vendors,

we plan to take some scenes of the

crowds, converging upon the punts. Half

a dozen short shots should follow, show-

ing the various native families embark-

ing. (These shots can be stolen from

the neighboring bridge.) Then we in-

tend to show ourselves embarking. From
that point on. the continuity should take

care of itself.

Most motion pictures of the Floating

Gardens are too fast in tempo—so fast

that the canoes and other punts seem

to rush past. We plan, therefore, to

film the region at twenty four frames

a second.

Ue have listed in the scenario some

of the scenes to be made—the bare feet

of the boatman, shifting back and forth;

the face of that same fellow, seen from

the level of the punt; the rise and fall

of the ripple at the bow of the craft;

the basketwork of roots underneath the

islands; and, finally, the little children

who ride ponies in the great park near

by, where elderly gentlemen extend

their siestas (evidently forever) on the

sward.

The people are the point. They are

Mexico. If the country haunts you long

after you have left it—as it haunts us

now—it is for that very reason—that

Mexico is one of the few lands on earth

—perhaps the only land—where every

individual, from the charming little

ragamuffins of the capital, to the farm-

ers on the great sunny plains beneath

the Cordillera—every last one of them
—seems to be important in his own
right.

Kodachrome adventures
[Continued from page 214]

the subject that has been given less

illumination.

This is the technique by which side

lighting may be procured in color film-

ing. The only requirement is that the

shadow side of the subject be evenly

illuminated. If it should be desirable

to determine the relative values of il-

lumination in the two areas, simply take

an exposure meter reading of the two

parts separately. This may be done by

bringing the meter close to one part

of the subject, and then close to the

other. The shadow area should be suffi-

ciently well illuminated to provide a

meter reading not more than one stop

greater than that required for the

brighter area of the subject.

The shadow side of a subject may
be illuminated by the use of a reflector,

which may be only a piece of silver sur-

faced cardboard, about two by three feet

in dimensions. Such a reflector is very

effective, and. under the name of "silver-

board."' it can be purchased in station-

ery and art stores. White cardboard of

the same size would serve almost as

well, although it possesses greater dif-

fusive properties.

All this does not seek to imply that

excellent results cannot be had in color

with flat, front lighting on the subject.

It simply advances a method by which

a certain degree of variety in lighting

subjects may be introduced into one's

films from time to time.

When we have successfully produced
side lighting effects in our color close-

ups and medium shots, we may become
more venturesome and may begin to

consider the possibilities of making
color shots with rim lighting, or with

full back lighting.

When we employ a strong back light

in such a way that it illuminates nothing

but the edge of the subject, we find a

circumstance under which our color

film will tolerate a surprising amount
of overexposure

—

but overexposure only

in those areas where the rim lighting

occurs.

The exposure is calculated, naturally,

for that area of the subject which is

not rim lighted and which actually is

in shadow. However, since the source

of strong illumination which produces

the rim light falls upon the subject

from the side or from the back, such

light does not provide direct illumina-

tion for any important area. It merely

outlines the subject; so we adjust our

exposure for that portion of the subject

which receives illumination from the

secondary source which, in most cases,

is a good reflector.

When rim lighting is used, the ex-

posure meter reading is carefully made
on the "shadow side" of the subject.

We take care not to let the reading

become affected by the direct source of

illumination which produces the rim
light.

Then, we set the diaphragm at this

value, ignoring the much brighter light

which outlines the edges of the subject.

Because of the fact that the two values

differ greatly, the rim lit portions of the

subject will probably be overexposed.

But, what if these small portions of the

picture are "burned up"?
If the scene is rightly arranged, such

bright outlines, although they contain

little detail in themselves, will sepa-

rate the subject brilliantly from its

background.

An example of this effect is shown
in the frame enlargement, on page 214,

depicting the girl seated on the ground.

The brilliant sunlight strikes this sub-

ject almost directly on her back, pro-

ducing a bright outline around the

edges of her figure and on her hands,

which are extended toward the camera.

A large reflector was propped up,

just below the camera, which caught

this brilliant light and cast it back,

providing a uniform illumination from
the front. The lens diaphragm was set
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for this illumination, and not for the

direct illumination of the back light.

(Naturally, the lens itself was carefully

shielded, so that this light would not

fall on the front element.) The result,

even in a black and white reproduction,

shows a pleasing effect of depth, and the

subject is separated from the back-

ground. On the screen in full color, the

result is particularly happy.

The same shot could have been taken

with the subject facing the direct sun-

light, but the back lighting made it

interesting and different.

In color filming, deviate from estab-

lished rules once in a while. Rules are

not made to be broken, but they are

made to be understood. And this under-

standing permits latitude in their use.

When we
recorded gardens
[Continued from page 219]

two flower gardens to be filmed.

If you make a movie for the garden

club of your home town and if your

budget is small (we cleared little, but

had plenty of enjoyment from our gar-

den film), you must practice small

economies. Find out, before your esti-

mate is made, how far members live

from the center of town. We were

startled to learn that at least two gar-

dens were nine miles away.

Use the telephone frequently, to find

out the best hour for your visit and

to make or alter appointments. Try to

limit your excursions to one trip for

each garden. Sometimes, you will meet

extremely poor light conditions, and a

second trip will be necessary. We made
thirty four visits to twenty two gardens.

Keep an accurate record of all shots

that you make, for this will aid your

memory when you edit. You may find

it advisable to shoot one or two frames

of a name card or a key number before

each sequence, as an identification.

The difference in personality of the

garden club members is an important

factor. You may meet one who wants

to look through the finder at every view

and is satisfied with none, who requests

you to come back twice again at times

when certain flowers will be in bloom,

and who would even like a private show-

ing of her bit of the picture. In strong

contrast are the many who, after your

work is done, invite you in for a glass

of ginger ale or a dish of strawberry

shortcake and send you home with a

great armful of choice blooms. It is a

pleasure to work with most people inter-

ested in gardens.

Our equipment was simple. We sup-

plemented the fixed focus lens on our

16mm. camera with (1) a metal titler

(having a field of two and a half by

three and a half inches at a distance of

seven inches) which was used for ex-

treme closeups of pansies and the hearts
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of roses; (2) a spectacle lens of one

diopter focal length, which was used

for covering a field of fifteen by twenty

inches at a distance of forty inches;

(3) a lens of one and a half diopters,

which was used for covering a field of

nine and a half by twelve and a half

inches at a distance of twenty five

inches. All measurements for focusing

were made with a flexible steel, six foot

rule. We exposed each shot in accord

with the readings of a photoelectric

meter and used eighty five percent of

the footage.

It would have been profitable to have

a camera for taking color still photo-

graphs, since several of the women ex-

pressed an interest in color slides. In

the one instance in which we were able

to take them, we sold thirty color prints

for Christmas cards.

Our lead title assembly consists of

three captions: the main title. Along

Garden Paths, in relief on a floral back-

ground ; If ith members of the

Garden Club; Photographed by
—

. Only the first was in Koda-

chrome; the others were photographed

on green positive stock.

A fortunate coincidence provided us

with an effective introduction. Our first

sequence was to be taken on Palm Sun-

day, when two of the members would

have their commercial greenhouse ar-

ranged for the annual spring show. The
previous night, a scant two inches of

snow fell, followed by warm sunshine.

W e set the mood with a view of a white

woodland road. After filming this shot,

we went to the greenhouse. There, we
started with a view showing nothing but

snow, then tilted slowly upward, to

show pink and blue hydrangeas safe

behind glass walls. We had not made
arrangements for the film, in time to

picture any of the early bulbs, and
tulips and bleeding hearts were featured

in our first outdoor sequence.

Rural settings gave us the most spec-

tacular long shots; in the city, it was
necessary to choose distant views with

care, to obviate undesirable back-

grounds. Wherever possible, we took ad-

vantage of unusual features. For ex-

ample, we filmed a closeup of a garden

ball, which provided a reflected image

of a small bed of roses (a loose rose

petal effectively covered the reflection

of the sun). We filmed bees pushing in

and out of the closed blossoms of pink

turtlehead and we shot back lighted

fountains. (In photographing falling

water, with Kodachrome, it pays to dis-

obey the rule requiring flat illumina-

tion.)

Our last two sequences featured the

close of the blooming season. We pic-

tured colorful leaves falling and we
showed them being raked into burning

piles. We filmed red berries, bright on

otherwise bare branches. And, finally,

we showed a snow blanketed country

garden, where drooping evergreens and

graceful birches were still beautiful.

Each garden was allotted a single

title—on green positive stock— which

preceded the sequence. As a rule, we
tried to convey the impression we had
received from our visit

—

The green of

Mrs. '5 garden is a constant

invitation to relax; The warmth of au-

tumn paints the colors of Miss —'5

country garden; Miss has em-

phasized formal vistas with formal urns.

Our charge for the production cov-

ered the following items:

Kodachrome exposed, including first

and last titles: 341 feet. (Twelve feet of

this comprised duplicate footage; thirty

five feet were unusable.)

Titles: twenty four separate titles, or

seventy five feet of positive stock.

Reel and can.

Transportation: thirty four trips, or

152 miles.

Time: photography, twenty eight

hours; editing, ten hours; telephoning,

one hour; projection, once for the com-

mittee, once for the club.

Wear and tear on equipment.

The charge was reasonable, the re-

sults were good and the job was a

pleasant one. Better try it sometime.

Film them — they're off!

[Continued from page 222]

proved satisfactory in actual practice.

During the first race, shoot only long

shots of the start and the finish. In tak-

ing these scenes, point the camera so

that you film the horses running diag-

onally toward it. If you use this view-

point, you will not have to "pan" very

far to keep the horses in the frame as

long as possible. After the first race is

over, get a few general views of the

crowds.

Before the next race, place a tele-

photo lens on the camera. Then you will

be able to film medium shots and close

scenes of individual horses, rearing and
straining in the gate before the start.

After the start, use the same lens, to

make close scenes of individual horses

running.

Keep the telephoto lens on the camera
and, during the third race, turn your

attention to the crowd. Take candid

human interest scenes of people and in-

clude your own family, who will have

forgotten the camera by this time.

The following script illustrates the

way in which this type of footage can

be arranged in its final form.

1. Long shot, including the gate as

the horses enter.

2. Medium shot of an individual

horse, as it rears and strains to be off.

3. Closeup of an alert spectator,

watching the horses.

4. Continuation of Scene 1, as the

horses break from the gate. (Include a
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panorama down the track, to follow the

horses.)

5. Medium shot of the excited crowds.

6. Closeup of an individual spectator,

watching the race.

7. Same as Scene 6, but showing an-

other person, watching the race even

more enthusiastically.

8. Medium shot of two or three lead-

ing horses, coming toward the camera.

9. Close shot of a jockey, urging his

horse forward.

10. Closeup of another "fan," yelling.

11. Closeup of another spectator,

waving his arms.

12. Closeup of a horse's pounding
hoofs.

13. Medium long shot of horses, near-

ing the finish line, spectators' heads
showing in the foreground.
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14. Medium shot of

horses, straining.

the leading

15. Closeup of an enthusiastic spec-

tator.

16. Closeup of another excited "fan."

17. Medium shot of the leading

horses, made with a panorama, to show
them crossing the finish line.

18. Closeup of a winning

wild with excitement.

spectator,

19. Closeup of another, less fortunate

"'fan," tearing up his tickets or explain-

ing to a friend what a bad start his

horse had.

20. Long shot of crowds leaving the

racing park. (If you like, include, also,

a shot of the ground, littered with torn

racing forms and "dope" sheets.)

Naturally, this sequence is only a sug-

gested one. It would be practically im-

possible to duplicate each scene, but. if

you follow this outline in shooting,

you will find that it will not be difficult

to obtain scenes like these and to ar-

range them in a similar pattern.

Such footage should make a really

vivid sequence, if it is edited properly.

In editing, remember that tempo has to

do with the arrangement of scenes, as
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well as the action within each scene.

In other words, the alternation of shots

of spectators with shots of the race

builds a feeling of excitement that no

single long shot could create.

When you are editing your racing se-

quence, don't be afraid to cut the scenes

short. If you don't, the race will seem

to be unnaturally long, and the tempo

will be slow.

Although color film is ideal for race

track movies, in using it, one may
find it difficult to maintain good color

quality when he is shooting the horses

in direct sunlight and the spectators in

the shadow of the stables or the grand-

stand.

If you feel the urge to film a lively

subject, gather up your equipment and
hie yourself off to the races.

How to film

double exposures

[Continued from page 220]

that which it would get, if we gave it

only one exposure, whose strength

would equal the two that are used to

make the double picture. So, the two

exposures must not be so strong that

they will, added together, make every-

thing too light in the trick picture.

In filming a movie ghost, we can con-

trol its ghostliness, to suit our needs,

and it can be either a very pale or a

rather substantial spirit. We have to

bear in mind that the scene in which the

ghost appears will be filmed twice and
that it must not be overexposed.

\^ e can get an average effect, by giv-

ing one half of the normal exposure to

each shot. If this is done, the scene will

be well exposed and the ghost will be

moderately transparent. If you want a

thinner spook, you must reduce the ex-

posure that is given to it, but you must
increase the exposure for the scene that

is filmed first, minus the ghost, by the

same amount. The addition of the two
exposures must give you the correct

diaphragm setting for the scene, no mat-

ter what you do to the specter. To make
the ghost more solid, reverse the process.

Twice for titles

Titles can be made by double expo-

sure. The first picture is filmed in the

ordinary way. Then we add the title,

which will appear in white letters on the

screen. These letters are themselves

white, and they are placed on a black

background. The second exposure re-

cords them over the first scene.

There are several things to remember,

in making titles by double exposure.

The second picture must be taken with

the diaphragm open far enough to make
sure that the letters will "burn through"

the scene. When the film comes back,

after it has been processed, you will

know whether you got enough exposure,

by examining the strip on which the

title was made. If you succeeded, the

letters will be transparent; if they are

transparent, they will be pure white, on

the screen.

The background scene need not be

underexposed, to make the white letters

stand out. You should use a scene that

is naturally dark, so that the contrast

will be there and the background will

also be natural. If you use a dead black

card as a background for the white let-

ters, it will not change the exposure that

has already been given to the first scene,

unless the second diaphragm setting is

too large. If you opened the diaphragm
too far, the whole picture—background
and letters—will be covered with a

slight haze, and the letters will be

"fuzzy," because the light will have
'"spilled over" them, to give an effect

like that which we sometimes see around
the moon.

The best way to get enough, and not

too much, exposure on the letters, so

that they will "burn through" and, still,

escape the haziness, is to take an expo-

sure meter reading on a white card and
to open the diaphragm one stop beyond
this reading, when you shoot the black
card.

We can't use black letters

If you think that black letters over

a light background would make a good
title, you need not try to get it by dou-

ble exposure. We found the problem
of diaphragm openings for the two ex-

posures, in filming our ghost; using

black letters offers the same difficulty.

A light background will cause enough
exposure on the film's first trip through
the camera, so that, on the second trip,

the black letters will not have any ef-

fect, at all. Then, too, they would have

to be filmed against a light card or

some other light background, for con-

trast; this would add more exposure to

the first scene. All this overexposure

would "wash out" everything in the

film.

Dissolves call for fades

A dissolve is a double exposure plus

a fade out and a fade in. Making fades

well calls for some kind of device that

will let us bring a scene down to black-

ness or up from blackness, on the

screen. It is easy to find such a device,

as several can be bought. To make a

dissolve, we fade out the first scene, re-

wind the film to the beginning of the

fade out and then fade in the second

scene on the same film length. Very poor

fades can be made, in a pinch, by using

the diaphragm of your lens, a card or

your hand.

There is no exposure problem with

dissolves of the kind that we found in

the ghost trick, because the first scene

is faded out from one correct exposure

and the second is faded in to another.
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The two fades balance the exposure,

which conies out what we want it to be.

Masks make visions

The "farm boy's dream" type of dou-

ble exposure calls for another device, if

it is done neatly, although we can make
it without the device, if we take great

care.

A mask box or a camera that has a

mask slot, together with the mask itself,

will give us the best results. With them

we can cover a part of the lens field on

the first exposure, so that a fixed area

of the film will not be affected at all. In

the second shot, we expose only that

part of the film that was masked, in the

first shot, whose already exposed area

is, in turn, masked, in the second trip

of the film through the camera.

Although mask boxes and masks can

be bought readily, this dream vision can

be filmed without them. To do this, we
must make sure that, in the first pic-

ture, there is a sizable area—usually in

the upper corner of the scene, as we
look through the viewfinder—which is

so dark that it is practically black. This

area can best be made black, by keep-

ing light away from it; we can use a

spotlight, so that nothing is visible, ex-

cept the dreamer. In the second shot,

the vision is filmed in the unexposed

part of the first scene; the rest of the

area is darkened by subdued lighting.

Of course, the vision cannot be much
more than a single face or some single

object, because any action is likely to

wander out of the scene.

No special exposure problem will

bother us in these dream pictures, be-

cause each of the two exposures should

be normal, since no area of the film is

twice exposed.

No guess work
If double exposures are successful,

they must be made on the same film

length, with no errors. If you have a

device in your camera that will let you
wind film backward, you will probably

also have a geared footage meter, which
will give you an exact measure of the

exposed film. If you wind the film back-

ward in a darkroom, the notch will

keep your two exposures in place.

Plan the footage, frame by frame, be-

fore you begin to film, and be sure to

account for every inch of the two ex-

posures, in your work.

Make tricks mean something

Double exposures can make a film

lively, but they can also spoil it, if you
use them without a reason. Before you

decide to add them to your movie, be

sure that they will make it better. If a

double exposure only shows your abil-

ity as a cameraman, put your vanity in

your pocket and wait for a real chance
to use one, so that it will have a real

meaning. Then, the compliments that

you get will have double value.

naSBHl

LIST PR

Price includes processing

CES AND SIZES
Panchro Super Panchro Micro-

Reversal gran Reversal

Ortho

Reversal

16 mm. 100 ft.

DAYLIGHT SPOOLS $6.00 $4.50 $4.50

/6 mm. 50 //.

DAYLIGHT SPOOLS 3.25 2.50 2.50

Double 8 mm. 25 ft.

DAYLIGHT SPOOLS 2.25 2.00 2.00

Sold without processing
16 mm. 200 ft.

LABORATORY PACKED 6.60 6.00 6.00

Double 8 mm. 100 ft.

LABORATORY PACKED 3.60 3.30 3.30

THERE'S A REAL
SATISFACTION IN PRO-
JECTING MOVIES THAT
LOOK PROFESSIONAL,

THAT HAVE
THEATRE QUALITY!

This satisfaction is the regular ex-

perience of Gevaert Reversal Film

movie makers. They know that

whatever scene they shoot,

Gevaert film will reproduce it

faithfully — beautifully— will aid

their carefully worked out movie

technique. Listed below are the

three popular brands of Reversal

Film used by amateurs all over

the world. They are supplied both

in daylight loading and labora-

tory packing.

Gevaert Processing Lab-
oratories are located at

convenient centers all
over the world. Prompt
reversal service

_ is thus
assured the movie maker
everywhere.

Boston

THE GEVAERT COMPANY OF AMERICA, INC.
423 WEST 55th STREET, NEW YORK

Philadelphia * Chicago * Los Angeles San Francisco

Gevaert (Canada) Limited — Toronto Montreal - Winnipeg
Seattle

_-Xr Special ^>ate of

BACK NUMBERS
of Wouie WaLerd

15c each
Ending May 31, these back numbers of MOVIE
MAKERS are offered for sale at 15c a copy.

1926: December
1927: January to November, in-

clusive

1928: April to December, in-

clusive

1929: all months
1930: all months
1931: all months
1932: all months

1933: all months
1934: all months
1935: September to December,

inclusive

1936: November, December
1937: May, July to December,

inclusive

1938: February to December,
inclusive

SEND YOUR ORDER EARLY. When the limited supply, set aside for this special

sale, is exhausted, these numbers of MOVIE MAKERS again will be available
only at their full prices of 35c and 50c each.

Include Cash With Order

MOVIE
420 Lexington Avenue

MAKERS
New York, New York
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PROPER LIGHTING... THE FIRST

ESSENTIAL FOR MOVIE MAKERS
Properly lighted each detailed movement of your
subject comes alive with the utmost in dramatic ef-

fect. Use the same type of lighting cinematographers
and studios do.

F-R HI-SPOT HOLLYWOOD TYPE
SPOTLIGHT

Complete with special high C|
efficiency F-R HI-SPOT PRO- *'

JECTION LAMP.

Equipped with the famous Fresnel lens, heat dis-

sipating construction, ample ventilation and many
other distinctive features. Tripod-mounted or adapted
to any standard light itand, it affords complete
directional control from any angle. Compact and
light-in-weight (les3 than 6%* overall) it is easily

handled. Write to Dept. 30 for free copy of John
Hutchlns" new booklet "THIRD DIMENSIONAL
PORTRAITURE—How To Get It".

flNK-RO/CLItV-E- CO.^,

Used 16mm Films for Sale

Sound and Silent
Send stamp for free list

LEWIS FILM SERVICE
105 East First St. Wichita, Kansas

"THE BLOOMING DESERT"
a beautiful color film

200 feet, 16mm Kodachrome $30.00
100 feet. 16mm Kodachrome SI 5.00
"HUMMINGBIRD HOME LIFE"

400 feet, 16mm, SOUND S30.00
400 feet, 16mm. Silent..- S24.0O
200 feet, 16mm. Silent S I 2.00

Send for free Travelette booklet

GUY D. HASELTON
7936 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood. Calif.

SUPERB

From 16MM Kodachrome
Quality Guaranteed SCOO

4" x 5" %J
Send a frame of your favorite color film to us
togrether with check or money order. Print mailed
any place in U. S. or Canada within 10 days.

COLORITEiinc.
10 WIST 47™ STRICT, NIW YORK, N. Y.

The clinic

[Continued from page 229]

in the case of black and white movies,

and, for Kodachrome films, the boards

may be flooded with soft, colored light.

Place the board behind the subject, and,

in a close shot, it will appear to be the

wall of the room.

Fades After a scene has been start-

ed with a fade in, produced

by means of a fading glass, do not re-

move the glass from in front of the cam-

era's lens until the scene is ended. At
the end of the operation of fading in,

the glass in front of the lens will be

perfectly clear, but, if it is lifted away
from the camera while the scene is still

being filmed, on the screen one will be

able to detect the image of the edge of

the glass as it passes through the pic-

ture.

Some fading glasses are mounted on

a device by which they may be attached

to the lens of the camera. Other fading

glasses are unmounted, and the movie

maker ordinarily uses one of these, by

holding it in front of the lens by hand.

One can make his own camera attach-

ment for this type of glass. Through a

small block of wood, bore a hole of a

size that will permit the block to fit

snugly over the lens barrel, as shown in

the illustration herewith. On one of the

Device to support a fading glass

sides of the block through which the

hole passes, fit two slots to hold the

fading glass, as shown in the drawing.

Balsa is an ideal wood for this con-

struction, since it is light and soft

enough to be worked easily. The strips

forming the grooves may be cemented

or nailed in place.

Special titles From Arthur Wolff,

ACL, comes a pic-

ture of a title background which he pre-

pared from modeling clay. The subject

of the film called for a sturdy, rocky

background for the main title, so he

worked a clever rough effect from the

clay. The idea has great possibilities and

suggests many variations. Bas relief

maps, letters engraved in a smooth clay

surface and countless other schemes

could be worked out in both color and

monochrome.

Practical films

[Continued from page 224]

Farming Film

The assistant vicepresident, W. D.

Meacham, ACL, of the First National

Bank of Clarksville, Tenn., has pro-

duced, on 1600 feet of 16mm. sound

Kodachrome, an important film, Four
Pillars of Income, for showing at

schools, churches and conventions

throughout the country. It is a story of

diversified farming, based on a program
which the First National Bank devel-

oped for its immediate trade area, and
it presents those seasonal farm prod-

ucts which provide quarterly income

with which to bridge the period between

the sale of one crop and the time that

the next is ready for market. The four

main sources of profit thus shown are

tobacco for winter, lambs and wool for

spring, wheat and other small grain

for summer and cattle for fall. In ad-

dition, the picture touches other pos-

sible income sources, such as dairying,

hogs and poultry.

The film also presents the home pro-

gram relating to the production of ade-

quate foodstuffs for animals and the

table. This includes gardening, canning

and storing products for winter con-

sumption. At the end, the picture reveals

the results of better farm practices,

evidenced by wasteland reclaimed, new
fences taking the place of ragged, use-

less rows, new barns for house crops

and animals and new and better homes.

With appropriate musical background

and commentary, the picture has been

shown to more than 4500 persons, and
bookings now carry over into the fall.

Bound for the

Old Dominion
[Continued from page 223]

Fairfax. Washington was a vestryman

here, and his family held two pews. We
shall go still farther south to Fredericks-

burg, which has been called the most

historic city in the United States. Wash-
ington spent some of his boyhood here.

A gem of Colonial architecture is "Ken-

more," where lived Colonel Fielding

Lewis and his wife, who was Washing-

ton's sister. The walls are two feet thick

and there are slits in the shutters, from

which muskets were fired. James Mon-
roe's law office is in Fredericksburg; in

it he worked hard and finally became a

town councilor, which activity began his

political career. Behind his office is a
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"The

Adventures

of

CHICO
The Story of a

Boy and His

Animal Friends

PRESS COMMENTS:

"Beautiful photography, excellent score, Chico

represents the whole world of boyhood in his

fantastic adventures with his four-footed play-

mates."—N. T. HERALD TRIBUNE.

"Belongs with Robert Flaherty's 'Nahook of

the North' and among pictures that are looked

at year after year till they get to be called

classics."—NATIONAL BOARD OP REVIEW.

"Tender charming, gently humorous. The rac-

coons, armadillos, deer and birds are as cute as

any of Disney's animals. If it is not the best

animal picture ever made, we hope some one will

tell us where to look for its equal. Should receive

a special award."—NEW YORK TIMES.

Running time: 58 min. — 16mm. Sound

Is Now Being Distributed Exclusively

by

PICTORIAL FILMS, INC.

1650 Broadway New York City

Kodachrome
MAPS-£/tWi-FINE TITLES

Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory
Special Motion Picture Printing

1 1 97 Merchandise Mart, Chicago

FINE MACHINE WORK
We do precision work on cameras, projectors and
photographic apparatus. We install backwinds, turrets

and focusers. Make lens adaptations. We make Titlers,

Footage and Frame Counters, Perforating Machines,
Recorders, Printers, 8mm Enlargers and other amateur
equipment. Courtesy to dealers.

MacVAN MANUFACTURING CO.
3829 El Cajon Blvd. San Diego, Calif.

. S7\
>LA PROVINCE DE<

TOURIST BUREAU . QUEBEC • CANADA

delightful garden that will be recorded

in Kodachrome. The high spot of Fred-

ericksburg is the home of Mary Wash-

ington, the mother of the general, for

whom her famous son built it.

But the Old Dominion is not all his-

tory, and my camera will record some

of the natural beauty for which Virginia

is so well known. From the Skyline

Drive, through Shenandoah National

Park, in the Blue Ridge Mountains, I

shall get a variety of shots, both close

and distant, that will tell my friends of

Virginian charm. From Frederickburg,

I shall get to this territory by Route

Seventeen and Front Royal, which is

the northern end of the Skyline Drive.

Once there, I shall stop a hundred times,

to record scenes from the wide spots in

the Drive, where cars may be parked

and where the views may be seen at

leisure. I shall leave the Drive for ex-

cursions into the interior of the Park;

rare flowers and trees, riders on moun-
tain trails and other woodland inciden-

tals will be added to the footage.

I shall pass several days in Shenan-

doah National Park, stopping, very

likely, at Skyland, the mountain inn

near the Skyline Drive. Scenes of the

Park cannot well be planned exactly

in advance, but there will be many of

them, because they will make up the

section of my movie that deals largely

with natural beauty.

From Shenandoah National Park, say-

ing goodbye to the Skyline Drive at its

end, near Waynesboro, and going along

Route 250, I shall reach Charlottesville

and the University of Virginia. There

will be scenes on the campus of this

very beautiful school, particularly of its

rotunda. After filming them, I shall go
on to Monticello, the home of Thomas
Jefferson, to record it, with its restored

gardens and the grave of the statesman.

There will be a visit to "Ashlawn,"
James Monroe's home, to get footage

of its remarkable boxwood.

Route 250 will take me on to Rich-

mond, the capital of the Old South.

Thomas Jefferson, whose architectural

ability is reflected in the University of

Virginia and in Monticello, designed
the Virginia Capitol, taking as a model
the Maison Carrie, at Nimes, in France.

The famous bust of Washington, by
Houdon, and other statues of presidents

of the United States, who were Vir-

ginians, are to be found in the rotunda
of the Capitol. Many objects of art are

displayed in this historic building.

In St. John's Church, in the eastern

section of Richmond, resounded Patrick
Henry's "Give me liberty or give me
death

!

" The "White House" of the Con-
federacy, where Jefferson Davis lived,

is now a museum of Confederate relics.

The Confederate Memorial Institute,

which is known as "Battle Abbey," has
murals and paintings. The Virginia Mu-
seum of Fine Arts is not far away. All

these will be added to my movie. But

Rental Rates Reduced

on Cine Equipment

16mm. PROJECTORS
Rental Price

Article Day : Week Deposit
Keystone

300 watt $ 1.50
Keystone

500 watt
Bell & Howell

750 watt
BeU & Howell

1600 foot reel
750 watt

Bell & HoweU
1600 loot reel
1200 watt

Bell & Howell
Filmo Sound

750 watt 12.00

2.00

3.00

5.00

7.50

$ 5.00 $ 25.00

7.00 30.00

20.00 120.00

25.00 250.00

40.00 250.00

8mm. PROJECTORS
Kodak

300 watt $ 1.50 $ 5.00 $ 25.00
BeU & Howell

400 watt 2.50 10.00 75.00

T 6mm. CAMERAS
Keystone

3.5 lens S 1.50
Kodak

3.5 lens 2.50
Keystone

1.5 lens 3.50
Bell & Howell
70A

1.5 lens 4.00 12.00
Kodak

1.9 lens 4.00 12.00
Magazine Kodak

1.9 lens 4.00 12.00

8mm. CAMERAS
Keystone

3.5 lens ? 1.50
Kodak

3.5 lens 1.50
Kodak

1.9 lens 2.50
Bell & Howell

2.5 lens 2.50

$ 5.00 $ 20.00

7.00 25.00

10.00 50.00

60.00

70.00

85.00

$ 5.00 S 17.00

5.00 20.00

7.50 50.00

7.50 50.00

SLIDEand35mm. STILL PROJECTORS
Opaque Balop-
tican $4.00

Kodasllde No. 1 1.50
Argus Slide,
Model B 2.50

31/4x4 slide
projector 3.00

$12.00
5.00

$ 75.00
15.00

8.00 25.00

10.00 40.00

SCREENS
30x40 or 36x48 $1.00 $ 3.00 $ 10.00
39x52 or 45x60 1.50
54x72 2.50
6x8 or 8x10 ft. 4.00

4.00 20.00
7.50 40.00

12.00 40.00

PROJECTIONISTS and CAMERAMEN
Operator for Silent Projector $5.00
Operator for Sound Projector 7.50

RATES ON REQUEST FOR
OUT-OF-TOWN SHOWINGS

*

16mm. Cameraman, per day $25.00
Includes Complete Equipment
Film and Transportation Extra

RATES FOR SPECIAL WORK ON
FOOTAGE BASIS BY REQUEST

*

COMPLETE
SILENT OR SOUND SHOWS STAGED

PRICES ON REQUEST
*

NO DELIVERY OR PICK-UP
OF RENTAL EQUIPMENT

110 West 32nd St., N.Y.

World's Largest Camera Store

Ruilt on Square Dealing
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F-R

PRECISION
RANGE
FINDER

DON'T GUESS—BE SURE!

GET FINER RESULTS

For as little as $6.00 the combined
price of the F-R Precision Range
Finder and the F-R Exposure Meter
—you can provide yourself with the

essential tools for eliminating the

element of guess work from focusing

and exposure problems. The F-R name
— symbol of photography's truest

value—unequivocally guarantees the

dependability of these instruments.

F-R

EXPOSURE
METER

flNK-RO/tLI£Vt CO.A

MOVIE MAKERS offers
An attractive, black fabrikoid, gold
lettered binder for your copies of
this magazine. A wire device en-
ables you to insert and remove the
magazines easily.

Price $1.50
Send your order accompanied by

remittance to

MOVIE MAKERS
420 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.

s6A.50
DOW*

Enjoy the finest advantages of "pro-
fessional" cameras—fades, superimpo-
sition, lap dissolves, animation, slow
motion, etc. Get terms to suit you, as
little as $21.41 a month. BOLEX cam-
eras are complete, there are no costly
"extras" to buy. F/1.5 lens and carry-
ing case. With Leitz Hektor Rapid F'1.4
lens, S20.00 additional. Write for de-
tails to Dept. MM5.

Trade In Your Old Camera—
Liberal Allowance

FORDHAM ELECTRIC CO., INC.
2563 Webster Ave.
(One-Half Block JVo

New York City

of Fordham Road)

there will be extra feet devoted to May-

mont, above the James River, which is

a most unusual place. Once a private

estate, it is now a public garden; it is

filled with rare plants and shrubs, many
of which were brought into this country

by the first owner. Here is an ideal place

for the color filmer.

Although I shall have shown only a

part of what one can see in Virginia,

my film will end, this time, in Rich-

mond. There will be other visits to

Jamestown, to the Tidewater Country,

with Williamsburg and Yorktown, and

possibly to Virginia Beach ; I also in-

tend, some day, to make an entire film

in the Shenandoah National Park.

Why I have chosen Virginia for my
vacation will be explained completely,

I hope, by the movie that I shall make.

If I measure up to the opportunities. I

shall not be surprised if my friends who
see the film take the trail to the Old
Dominion, singing ''Carry me Back,"

with vigorous enthusiasm.

Amateur clubs
[Continued from page 230]

bell, jr., ACL, for Crauchon Holidays;

Roland Garlick, ACL, and M. J. Sucee,

ACL, for Summer Idyll and A Quiet

Weekend, respectively.

Club for Queens Movie makers

in the Queens
community of Long Island now will be

served by the Queens Cine Club, recent-

ly formed group in New York City's

residential borough. First officers are

David S. Hull. ACL, president; Harold

L. Groves, ACL, vicepresident, and Jack

Jacoby, secretary treasurer. At a late

gathering, held in Childs Art Studio,

MAY 1940

the club presented members' films and

the first two of the teaching reels from

You Can Make Good Movies, a series

being produced by the Harmon Founda-

tion, of New York City. Movie makers

in the area who are interested in the

club may receive details of coming meet-

ings from the secretary, at 103-17

—

125th Street, Richmond Hill, N. Y.

New in New Bedford In tne
historic

whaling center of New Bedford, twenty

four movie makers have taken char-

ter membership in the Greater New
Bedford Movie Club, strong new group

in southeastern Massachusetts. A con-

stitution and bylaws, based on the

model issued by the League's Club De-

partment, have been adopted, and offi-

cers have been anounced as follows:

John Knight, president; Edmund
Archambault, vicepresident; Louis A.

Boulet, ACL, treasurer; Percy Lord,

secretary. Serving with them on the

board of directors are Dr. James E.

Ryan, Walter Greenwood, Charles R.

Brant and G. Maynard. Another Day
and Birds of a Feather, from the

League's Club Library, were screened

at an early meeting.

To picture Pittsburgh A 1600 foot

16mm. film

of the city of Pittsburgh will shortly go

into production by a selected group of

cameramen from the membership of the

Pittsburgh Amateur Cinema Club, ACL.
Mrs. George Asche will prepare the con-

tinuity, with the project under the su-

Art title ready to photograph with

a small titler. Lettering is by

Stahl Editing & Titling Service
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19 4 0-

WORLD'S FAIR FILMS NEED

TITLES
Our experience in titling and editing
last year's World's Fair films is at your
service again this year. The approval of
many patrons, for whom we have al-
ready performed this work, convinces
us that we can offer an outstanding
service to Fair filmers this year. Visi-
tors are invited to our office for helpful
consulation. TITLES IN ATTRACTIVE
STYLES. COLOR—BLACK & WHITE—
Smm. and 16mm.

STAHL
EDITING & TITLING SERVICE

33 West 42 Street, New York

SHIPPING & STORAGE
CASES for FILMS

In 200, 400. 800, 1200, 1600
ft. sizes ... in stock for
immediate delivery. // your
Dealer or Jobber cannot
supply you, write us direct.

FIBERBILT

K
GENUINE

odachromF
TITLES

™
H0RNE MOTION PICTURE SERVICE
Producers of Indu

9 East 40th Street

nal Films
N. Y. City

8MM FILM SLITTER
Slits 16mm width film to exact 8mm width.
A precision instrument with hardened, ground
steel cutting wheels.

At Your Dealer's

Price S2.50

J. C. Haile & Sons
215 Walnut St. Cincinnati, O.

pervision of the club president, Irwin

Sipherd. The club plans to finance the

first costs of the film, with the hope of

recouping through the sale of prints to

interested civic bodies. Late program

activities have included a demonstration

of sound on disc recording, by Mr.

Sipherd, and a screening of Kodachrome
flower studies, by Alver W. Ginn, ACL.
The club's activities get good local cov-

erage in a column on amateur movies,

conducted by Bill White, in the Pitts-

burgh Press.

Newsreels in Norfolk M°re than

six hun-
dred members and guests of the Nor-

folk Amateur Movie Club crowded the

city's Colley Theatre on a recent Sunday
morning, for an invitation screening of

theatrical newsreels of the Sino-Japa-

nese conflict. The two hours of film pre-

sented on the program were drawn from

more than 125,000 feet of 35mm. foot-

age, exposed in the Orient by A. T.

Hull, jr., a native Virginian who has

served Pathe News as Asiatic editor for

over two years. At a later gathering,

officers of the Norfolk club interviewed

Mr. Hull over station WTAR, as part

of a hobby program, sponsored bv the

local Y.M.C.A.

Kalamazoo Eights Regular meet-

i n gs of the
Kalamazoo 8mm. Cinematographers, en-

thusiastic new group in Michigan, are

now being held on first and third Thurs-

days in the local Y.M.C.A., according

to Grant Kinch, ACL, first president.

Other offiers are W. H. Buswell, first

vicepresident; L. R. Klose, jr., second

vicepresident; Mrs. Charles Lamkin.

secretary; Thomas E. Taylor, treasurer.

The charter roll has been closed at fifty

five, but a few places are still left for

new members.

Birthday for Buffalo The Fifth

Annual
Banquet of the Amateur Cinema Club

of Buffalo, ACL, was held recently in

the Roosevelt Room of Lawrence's Din-

ing Rooms, in that northern New York
city. Members of the club, which is the

oldest cine group in Buffalo, presented

a complete set of lighting equipment to

their founder president, George F.

Thomas, ACL. Featured on the club's

screen was an elaborate 8mm. color

travel study, produced by Victor E. Fur-

man on a West Coast vacation. The
present president, Albert E. Watts, pre-

sided at the dinner.

Annual party Committee members
of the Minneapolis

Cine Club, headed by the chairman,

Edward Johnson, are swinging into full

stride with their preparations for that

group's Third Annual Movie Party,

scheduled for the tenth of this month
at the Women's Club auditorium. The

A -
NEW SOURCE=^= FOR
SELECTED

16MM SOUND
SUBJECTS

40 OUTSTANDING FEATURES

FOR SALE OR LEASE
Including

*»

ft'

l*£>S

f THOMAS DIXON

f THE BIRTH OFANATION

.Mm
The stirring story of an empire of hooded

horsemen which threatened the indepen-

dence of the nation. Vivid, breath-taking

action as courage and patriotism rise to

defeat the menace of dictatorship. 8 reels

25— 2-REEL COMEDIES

Starring Edgar Kennedy. Andy Clyde,

Franklin Pangborn and a host of other

comedy stars.

30 — I -Reel Novelties, Musicals,

Travelogues & Sport Subjects.

Write for New
FREE CATALOGUE

Listing

TOP QUALITY RELEASES

N0N THEATRICAL
PICTURES CORP.

H. Threlkeld- Edwards, President

165 W. 46 ST. NEW YORK

Phone BRyant 9-2248
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Natural Color

Materials

A Specialty

Send for free copy

of our monthly
magazine, "Snap

Shots"

GEORGE MURPHY, INC.
57 East 9th St., New York City

Established 187S

I-^Jb^ Phototitles, stationery. greeting
' cards, bookplates, advertising.
Easy rales furnished. Junior
Outfits $8.26 up. Senior $17 up.
Print tor Others, Big Profits. Sold
direct from factory only. Write for

free cataloK and all detail;.. Kelsey
Presses. W-48. Meriden. Conn.

EQUIPPED ro Serve You....

with a comprehensive line of

CAMERAS & ACCESSORIES

KLEIN 4 GOODMAN

SIMPLEX FILM CLEANING KIT
for 76 mm. or 8 mm.

Complete outfit, S3.50 postpaid
16 mm. sound recording; sound subjects for

sale, new and used.

Ernest M. Reynolds
165 E. 191st Street Cleveland, O.

Bass says:
irdon my redundancy but

I still insist that the

MOVIKON 16
is the answer to a movieman's
prayer. Yes . . . it's the fa-
mous 16mm camera with the
built-in optical range finder
(COXTAX type) and it is

made by ZEISS. Fitted with
Sonnar F: 1.4 lens ... as
well as other lenses if desired.
26 refinements ... a precision
instrument . . . with fine case.
complete S385

Cine fans will enjoy reading my Bargain-
gram No. 240. ..FREE if you write plainly.

/liXCC CAMERA CO. DEPT.

CHICAGO. ILL.

IDm
JITLE5

Let F1LMACK
MAKE YOUR
16 mm TITLES
And Announcemimts

We'll make your titles snappy,
artistic, colorful . . . and put punch
and showmanship in every foot.

PROFESSIONAL WORK
The same fine service FILMACK
supplies to thousands of theatres.

S./.J T,i,l 0,iv o, W„'i. Jo, F„. C.t.lo,

FILMACK LABORATORIES
848 So. Wabash Ave. Chicago

last two yearly screenings of outstand-

ing 16mm. films, produced by club mem-

bers and presented with a sound and

musical accompaniment, brought out

capacity audiences of more than six

hundred. No charge is made for the

showing, but admission is by ticket

only.

In San Francisco Meeting in the

Green Room of

Merchandise Mart, the Cinema Club of

San Francisco devoted a recent program

to a screening of members' films. Among
those seen were California in Spring-

time, by Milton Deal; Banff and Lake

Louise, by Rudy Arfston; Christmas

1939, by J. Allyn Thatcher, ACL. Mr.

Thatcher rounded out the program with

a discussion on Special Effects, illus-

trated by a demonstration of gadgets

of his own design.

Wenatchee Shows More than
6000 persons

saw the three day exhibit of the

Wenatchee (Wash.) Cine Club in that

city's recent Rotary Club Hobby Show,

according to officials of the exposition.

Amateur movie equipment was shown,

and club members' films were screened.

Telemark and Still Waters, from the

League's Club Library, were also pre-

sented.

In Schenectady Editing and Ti-

tling was the sub-

ject of discussion and a demonstration

at a late meeting of the Cine Group of

the Schenectady Photographic Society,

ACL, under the leadership of Arthur

Merrill. To supplement the program on

the club's screen, Film Editing, lesson

four in the Harmon Foundation teach-

ing film series, was presented. Entitled

To Success, produced by Charles J.

Carbonaro, ACL, for Besbee Products

Corporation; Fishers of Grande Anse,

from the League's Club Library, and a

reel about the use of the Fade-O-Scope,

were also screened. The series of six

lectures on movie making, sponsored by

the Cine Group in collaboration with

the local Y.M.C.A., has been brought

to a close, with discussions on ad-

vanced filming, by J. G. T. Gilmour,

and on double turntable scoring, by

Harley Bixler, ACL.

Don't scare the birds!

[Continued from page 218]

of the camera when it was muffled by

this box. Once, when I was filming a

nesting crested flycatcher, I removed
the hood or top section of the box, to

see what would happen. Neither of the

adult birds would remain on the nest

after the camera had been started.

Although the box is indispensable, it

is always a problem to discover how
best to place it near the nest that is to

be photographed. In the case of nests

built at a moderate height above the

ground, I have found that a stepladder

is most useful as a support for the box.

If the nest was built high in a tree, I

prepare a platform for the box, by nail-

ing a board to the tree or its branches.

The most interesting problem that I

have had to overcome was in filming

the nest of a kingbird, which was high

above the ground at the end of a branch

of a tree. I used two fifteen foot ladders,

which were tied in place, and, between

them, I suspended the soundproof box,

so that the camera lens would be point-

ed downward toward the nest.

In this case, the entire camera outfit

was independent of the tree that sup-

ported the nest. This is often necessary,

because farmers may be unwilling to

give permission to film birds on their

land unless you promise not to damage
their trees.

The blind from which I operate, when
I film birds, is made of green denim
and is six feet high, three feet wide and
three and a half feet deep. This I in-

stall close to the nest, in advance of pic-

ture making. I have found it desirable

to place the blind as near to the theatre

of action as practicable, because it is

necessary for one to be able to watch
the nest closely. Some birds feed their

young immediately after they reach the

nest, and their arrival must be antici-

pated, so that the camera may be started

promptly. Then, too, one must be able

to observe the lighting on the scene,

especially if one is using color. When
the sun shifts its position, a shadow may
be cast on the nest, which would require

a change in exposure.

After the blind and the camera box
are in place, near the nest, one can
adjust the focus and diaphragm setting

of the camera lens; he must wait until

the birds become accustomed to the

new objects. When their life returns to

normal, one can start the camera from
the blind. The birds will be disturbed

very little by the actual movie making
process.

But such is the fate of the naturalist

movie maker that, even with all these

advance preparations, things sometimes

go wrong.

Once I spent a full week preparing

to film the nest of a yellow breasted

chat. One day, when the birds had be-

come accustomed to the camera box
and when the weather was ideal for

movie making, I commenced operations.

I took scene after scene of life in the

nest. The birds fed their young, cleaned

the nest and posed beautifully on the

edge of it. Their yellow orange breasts,

black heads and white eye rings made
an attractive subject.

After the scenes were made, feeling

much satisfied with the day's work, I

went to the camera box, to discover that

the window for the camera had been

covered with moisture that had con-

densed inside the box. It turned out

that only two scenes, of the many I had
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WATER
softened gelatin

is easily dam-
aged ... it may
melt ... it may
mildew . . .

.t£ifi

VAP RATE
makes gelatin insoluble; it can't melt

and it can't mildew.

A IfA I W% eye straining punishment from

flV II I
SCRATCHES, SPOTS andnlUlU STAINS. Looking at your pic-

tures should be a pleasure for you and your

friends.

Fraction-of- Nationwide
a-cent-per- • facilities through
foot-cost. your dealer.

Belter
VapOr

Photo Fin

ate protect
negativ

ishers O0er
ion for still

VAPORATE CO.. INC.

130 W. 46th St.

New York

BELL & HOWELL CO.
1801 Larchmont

Chicago
716 No. La Brea

Hollywood

IN June MOVIE MAKERS
* If you mix magic with
movies, you will get something
that will mystify any audience.

In The Clinic, Movie Makers
presents a brand new title

trick, never before described.

It's an effect, done in color,

that opens a whole new system
of Kodachrome title tricks.

Anybody can follow the
method, and it can be done
with any movie camera, on
8mm. or 16min. film.

This handsome effect was
evolved by Sherman Price,

who applied to movie making
an old principle, well known
to magicians.

* In Dramatized fishing, Wal-
ter F. Hinkle, ACL, tells how
he built a Ten Best film from
a few shots made on a fishing

trip. He clearly shows how he
got those important scenes

that give a movie "punch" and
entertainment value. He also

tells of an effective method of
keeping subjects in an ama-
teur movie from being self

conscious.

* Would you like to know
how to make animated movies
with jointed figures? Carl An-
derson tells how it can be
done with any type of ama-
teur movie camera, 8mm. or
16mm. By means of diagrams
and numerous illustrations, he
shows how to do it easily.

There will be many other articles

and features in

June Movie Makers

MOVIE MAKERS
420 Lexington Ave., N. Y., N. Y.

exposed, were of any value.

I discovered that my box, although

soundproof, was not heatproof and that

changes in temperature might con-

dense moisture within it. From that time

on, I kept a small open container of

calcium chloride within the box. It ab-

sorbs moisture from the air and keeps

the interior of the box dry.

In the course of filming, I have also

learned that it is best to make color

shots of birds only when they are il-

luminated by bright sunlight. Because

of the protective coloration of birds,

they are likely to be indistinguishable

from the background unless the light

is fairly brilliant. Then, too, bright light

is needed to bring out the subtle colors

of the markings of birds.

Leaves near the nest should be re-

moved, for, otherwise, it is possible that,

on the screen, the nest could not be dis-

tinguished from them. However, one

must remember that the nest may re-

quire natural shade; so it is best to tie

the leaves, to hold them outside the

camera field, rather than to cut them
away.

From the point of view of the natural-

ist, one of my most interesting scenes

is that of a Florida gallinule. In this

shot, the bird settles down in the midst

of reeds and proceeds to turn its eggs,

so that they will be warmed equally on
all sides.

It cannot be denied that filming birds

demands real work, but the records that

one can obtain are priceless, and color

scenes of birds with brilliant plumage
are superbly beautiful.

News of the industry
[Continued from page 232]

heat absorbing glass and a five inch

//3.8 B & L Cinephor projection objec-

tive complete the optical system. Be-

cause of the superior qualities of this

system, the new B & L Miniature Slide

Projector is said to provide brilliant,

sharply defined screen images. Con-

venience in operation is enhanced by
the general design, and an adjustable

tilt offers an easy method of centering

the image. A sturdy carrying case, cov-

ered with pebble grain imitation leather

and provided with metal snap latch and
carrying handle, is also available. Cost

of the projector is $33.50; of the carry-

ing case, $5.00.

Abe Cohen's Uptown In com-
memoration

of the 31st Anniversary of the founding

of Abe Cohen's Exchange, this well

known New York photographic dealer

has opened a new uptown branch store

at 336 Madison Avenue, near 43rd

Street. Because of its centralized loca-

tion, this new store attracts many visi-

tors, who find its carefully selected per-

sonnel and complete stock of photo-

CAMERA DISSOLVE

with POLAROID* Lenses.
*T. M. Reg.- U. S. Pot. Off.

NOW You Can Make the Finest

PROFESSIONAL Fades and Lap
Dissolves, Quickly, EASILY!

No more abrupt starts or stops! No more
jerky, unrelated scenes, wasted film

—

dis-

tractions! But delightfully smooth, con-

tinuous action and the gradual scene
transitions of big-time movies! For FADE-
O-SCOPE, the new scientific instrument,

now enables the amateur to execute true

PROFESSIONAL fades and dissolves* . . .

by simply moving a small lever up or
down! No special training or laboratory

technique needed. A pair of high-trans-

mission, neutral-density discs of genuine
POLAROID light-control glass permits
uniform intensity control. Fits any camera;
performs perfectly on 16mm. or 8 mm.
Attached or removed in a minute. Carried

like a watch! For astonishingly better re-

sults investigate FADE-O-SCOPE!

Ask Your

Dealer

for Full

Details . .

See the

Demonstration

Film . . .

or WRITE
today for

Descriptive

Folder.

* Camera must tie equipped with back wind.

FADE-O-SCOPE, Inc.

I HANSON PLACE, BROOKLYN. N. Y.
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graphic and motion picture materials

well suited to their needs. The firm,

however, requests that out of town cus-

tomers continue to direct their inquiries

to Abe Cohen's Exchange headquarters,

at 142 Fulton Street, New York.

Coney filmed Turning from the

grimmer aspects of

Europe's turmoil, this month, to the

happier mobilization of an army of fun

seekers, in New York's great concentra-

tion area of amusement. Castle Films.

Inc., presents a new subject, Coney

Island. The movie is a jolly, fast moving

impression of this famed resort, with its

crowded beaches, thrilling rides, board-

walk attractions and all its general,

hilarious doings.

The subject is available in 8mm. si-

lent and 16mm. silent and sound ver-

sions, at regular Castle prices. A com-
plete catalog of all the latest releases,

including this subject, may be had from
the producer, at 30 Rockefeller Plaza.

New York.

New titler A new, compact title

making frame, which
may be used with Filmo cameras 141,

70 and 121, without employing separate

adapters, is offered by the Bell & Howell
Company, 1801 Larchmont Avenue,
Chicago.

The 16mm. Filmo Titler consists of

a rigid assembly of camera support and
title card easel, linked together by rods.

The normal distance between camera
and title card, in this titler. is one foot,

as the included field at this distance is

of a size suitable for hand lettering or

for typewritten characters.

Many Filmo camera lenses focus

sharply at this distance but, for fixed

focus or other lenses, there is available

a supplementary element in an adjust-

able mount. Two swivel arm reflectors,

each of a size to hold a No. 1 flood type

lamp, are attached to the titler. and
lamps, camera support and easel are

all adjustable as to relative position.

A special arrangement is provided,

which permits accurate centering with
each type of camera. The title card easel

may be folded forward, out of the way,
for filming small objects in the title

plane. The entire device may be used
in a horizontal or vertical position.

Non Theatrical Herbert T. Ed-

wards. ACL, a

pioneer figure in 16mm. film pro-

duction and distribution, has recently

organized a new firm, which will offer

selected, outstanding 16mm. library

subjects for distribution. The new com-
pany is Non Theatrical Pictures Cor-

poration: it has its headquarters at

165 West 46th Street. New York. Mr.
Edwards became engaged in non the-

atrical work in 1925, at which time he
made a series of pictures for Sir Wilfred
Grenfell. Later, he produced his own

Amprosound projector Model UAB
provides output for big audiences

subjects and organized outlets for their

distribution. He was recently associated

with Commonwealth Pictures Corpora-

tion, of New York.

A new catalog, listing a number of

interesting features and "shorts," has

been prepared for the new firm; it

may be had, by writing to Mr. Edwards

at Non Theatrical Pictures Corporation,

at the address given.

Unusual Subject Released recent-

ly, Adventures of

Chico is now available, for the first time,

in 16mm. sound on film. This film, of-

fered by Pictorial Films, Inc., 1650

Broadway, New York, is a fresh, spon-

taneous story of a little Mexican boy

and his animal playmates, which has

been acclaimed by the press in all its

theatrical showings. Details of rental

and purchase terms may be had from

the distributor.

400 foot Kodascope 8 The de

luxe
Kodascope Eight, Model 70, is now sup-

plemented by a new machine. Model
70-A, which is provided with 400 foot

reel arms. The 70-A incorporates all the

desirable features of the Model 70, but

differs, in having a slightly higher base

and longer reel arms. The latter feature

enables the projectionist to provide un-

interrupted 8mm. shows of twice normal
length. Model 70-A is offered at §70;

carrying case, §10.

Incre-Lite A new
'

Iast
>

l°ns focus

projection lens, for the

production of brilliant screen pictures

at an increased projector distance, is

announced by the Bell & Howell Com-
pany, 1801 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago.

The new objective is called the Incre-

Lite: it has a focal length of three

inches and a speed of //2. Excellent

definition and sharpness are claimed for

the new lens, which, at a distance of

forty eight feet from the screen, will

produce a picture of the same size as

that given by the regular, two inch pro-

jection lens at thirty two feet. Further

information may be had from the manu-

facturer.

Still color "dupes" less New
low

prices have been established for Koda-

chrome duplicates of Kodachrome trans-

parencies. The 24mm. by 36mm. dupli-

cate is twenty five cents for the first,

and twenty cents for each succeeding

"dupe," up to eighty. Beyond this num-

ber, special prices apply. Direct dupli-

cates may be made from K 135 pictures,

and reductions may be made from K
128 pictures and all listed sizes of Koda-

chrome Professional Film transparen-

cies. Further service is provided in

mounting, copying on film strips and

other operations, details of which may
be obtained from Eastman Kodak Com-
pany. Rochester, N. Y., or any Kodak
dealer.

Folding sunshade A collapsible

sunshade, which

comes in four sizes, for attachment to

lens barrels in a wide range of diam-

eters, is offered by Burleigh Brooks,

Inc., 126 West 42nd Street, New York.

When folded, this new Bee Bee Sun-

shade is practically flat, yet it will

spring open instantly, to form a rec-

tangular lens hood, which will function

on movie, as well as on still, cameras.

The device also serves as a filter holder.

The price is $2.50; complete details

may be had from the manufacturer.

Ampro catalog A nnelY Panted

and profusely il-

lustrated brochure, describing all stand-

ard items of the well known Ampro
line of silent and sound motion picture

projectors, in 8mm. and 16mm., has

been prepared by the Ampro Corpora-

tion, 2839-51 North Western Avenue,

Chicago. 111. This latest, complete cata-

log will be a valuable aid to present

and prospective users of projection

equipment; it will be sent, gratis, on
application to the Chicago office of this

firm.

Kodaslide news A new Kodaslide

Projector, Model
2, for use on six volt current, is now
available on special order, through

Kodak dealers. The price of this model,

including special cord, battery clips,

fifty watt, six volt lamp and plug, is

$35, with five inch, //3.5 lens; with

seven and one half inch, //4.5 lens,

$53.50. This model can also be used on

115 volt house current, by changing

the bulb to a standard projection lamp.

A slide carrier, similar to that for

Kodaslide Projector, Model 2, is now
available for the Model 1. It is priced

at $1.75.



Cash required with order. The closing date for

the receipt of copy is the tenth of the month pre-

ceding issue. Remittance to cover goods offered

for sale in this department should be made to the
advertiser and not to Movie Makers. New classi-

fied advertisers are requested to furnish references.

| Movie Makers does not always examine the
equipment or films offered for sale in CLASSI-
FIED ADVERTISING and cannot state whether
these are new or used. Prospective purchasers
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buying.

10 Cents a Word Minimum Charge, $2

Words in capitals, except first word and name,
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EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

BASS SAYS: Get ready for Summer shooting:
with May bargains. USED CAMERAS: Keystone
Model B 16mm., //3.5 lens, $17.50; Keystone
Model A-3 16mm., //3.5 lens, $19.50; Agfa Ansco
Cine 16mm., slow motion, //3.5 lens, £24.50;
Cine-Kodak Model B, //3.5 lens, $24.50; Simplex
Pockette Magazine, //3.5 lens, $25.00; Filmo 75,
//3.5 lens, $34.50; Cine-Kodak Model B, Kodak
//1.9 lens, $44.50; Simplex Pockette with Kodak
Anastigmat f/1.9, focusing mount, $60.00; Super
Speed Filmo 70, Wollensak //1.5 lens, case,

SS5.00; Filmo 70-D, 1" Cooke //3.5, 1" Wollensak
//1.5, 2" Tessar //2.7, carrying case, $174.50.
USED PROJECTORS: Kodascope Model A, 200
watt, $22.50; Keystone A-81, 750 watt, $45.00;
Ampro Model KD, 750 watt, case, $82.50; Bell &
Howell Model SU, 750 watt, variable resistance,
with case, $87.50. USED SOUND ON FILM
PROJECTOR: RCA Victor, 500 watt, $135.00.
New Polaroid Fade-O-Scope, fits most cameras,
highly efficient, $18.75. New Bool four-way Fader,
spring driven, complete, fits most cameras, $17.50.
UP-TO-THE-MINUTE-TEXT - BOOKS: Ameri-
can Cinematographer Handbook and Reference
Guide, invaluable, special at 97c postpaid. Trick
Effects with the Cine Camera, $1.00 postpaid.
Home Processing, includes all necessary informa-
tion, by Harris, $2.00 postpaid. Be sure to get
your copy of our great 66-page Cine Catalog No.
240. It is free. Also a 72-page Still Camera
Catalog No. 242. BASS CAMERA COMPANY,
Dept. CC, 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

FULL LIST PRICE allowed for your East-
man Model 20 toward new Bell & Howell Sport-
ster. List price allowed for your Kodascope Model
E or EE toward Bell & Howell Filmo-Master.
List price allowed for Sportster or Companion
toward new Turret 8 camera or Bolex 8mm. cam-
era. List price allowed for your Keystone R-8,
Kodascope 50, Revere or Model 70 Kodascope
toward new Bell & Howell 8mm. projector or new
Ampro 8mm. projector. Used: Bell & Howell
Sportster, with Wind-Bak for fades and dissolves,
$75.00; Bell & Howell Companion with Wind-Bak
for fades and dissolves, $49.50; Bell & Howell
Turret 8 with Wind-Bak for fades and dissolves,
$140.00; 500 watt. 16mm. Ampro projector, ex-
cellent condition, $39.50; l J/2 " telephoto lens for
Keystone 8mm., $23.50; 30" x 40" beaded screen
with tripod, $8.95; 36" x 48" beaded screen with
tripod. $11.50; 39" x 52" beaded screen with tri-

pod. $13.50. Hundreds of other bargains. CON-
VENIENT TIME PAYMENTS MAY BE AR-
RANGED ON ANY NEW OR USED ARTICLE.
Your used equipment is worth more in trade at
NATIONAL CAMERA EXCHANGE, estab-
lished 1914, 11 S. 5th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

CINE-KODAK SPECIAL, late model, with
1" //1.9, 15mm., 2 inch, 3 inch lenses, standard
case, used only four months, A-l condition,
$400.00. ARTHUR HEBERT, 55 Allyn St., Hart-
ford, Conn.

USED: Cine-Kodak B, //6.3 lens, S16.00;
Victor 3 camera, //3.5 lens, $35.00; Filmo 70A,
//3.5 lens, $30.00; Bolex camera. 1" Leitz Hektor
//1.4 lens, equal to new, $250.00; Victor Ani-
matophone, Model 36, sound, $210.00; Victor
Animatophone, Model 24C. sound, $225.00; Victor
Animatophone, Model 25AC, sound, $230.00;
Victor 11, silent, equal to new, $100.00; Victor
10, silent, $60.00; Standard Projector De Luxe,
16mm,, case. $45.00. VISUAL INSTRUCTION,
1757 Broadway, Brooklyn, N. Y.

SLIGHTLY used: Bolex 16mm., Leitz //1.4,
with case and filter, $195.00; Goerz Hypar 3"

//2.7 with Goerz filter, S50.00; complete outfit

$240.00. THE ALHAMBRA CAMERA SHOP,
127 W. Main, Alhambra, Calif.

GUARANTEED. COMPLETE, OVER-
HAULED BARGAINS. 8, 16, 35mm. cameras,
projectors, sound and silent. Sound projectors:
16mm. Victor Model 25, 750 watt bulb, $135.00;
Bell S: Howell Model 120, 750 watt lamp, $225.00;
DeVry Challenger, 15 watt amplifier, $185.00;
RCA Model. S145.00. 35mm. projectors: Double
Universal, 2000 ft., $375.00: DeVrv ORS. 2000
ft., double, complete. $225.00. PARTS. RENT-
ALS, FILMS. TRADES. REPAIRS. Write for
FREE bargain list. WORLD FILM ENTER-
PRISES, 630 Ninth Ave., N. Y. C.

NEW Duplex Sound Projector, 750 w., f/1.6
lens, 1600 ft. capacity, automatic rewind, reverse
action, microphone connection, 12" speaker, 2

cases, regular price $410.00; special at $274.50.
Used: Weber sound projector, 750 w., //1.6 lens,

1600 ft. capacity, 25 w. output, list $600.00, our
price $160.00; Filmo 70A, case, $29.50; Filmo
projector, 200 w., case, $27.50; screens from
$13.50; tripods from $10.00; lenses, all sizes, at

bargain prices. Write for FREE BARGAIN
BULLETIN No. 103A. CAMERA MART, 70
WEST 45th STREET, N. Y. C.

The New League Leader!

Now Available

This new leader, different

from any of the League's

previous leaders.

One is sent to every League
member upon renewal of his

League membership, and extra

leaders are available to League
members at cost prices.

The new ACL leader will serve as a
modern introduction to any film.
You will be proud to display this
cinematic badge of membership. It
is a product of expert multiple ex-
posure and optical printing work
and it is made by the foremost
movie effect technicians.

15 feet [7</2 feet, 8mm.) of hand-

some theatrical cine effects to intro-

duce one of your films!

The text of the leader is superim-
posed over a changing background
of the League initials, "ACL,." Mov-
ing shadows and patterns of forms
in motion make a striking effect im-
possible to describe.

The new League leader is a dignified
announcement of League member-
ship that could be spliced to any
type of film.

Renew your membership in

advance and get one of the

new leaders FREE immediately.

(A League leader is sent automatically

to everybody when he renews his ACL
membership.)

Leaders are available to League
members at the following prices

:

8mm. 50c

16mm. 60c

35mm. $1 .50

AMATEUR CINEMA
LEAGUE, INC.

420 Lexington Avenue

New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

CINE-KODAK Special, with f/1.9 lens, single

frame counter, excellent condition, S2S5.00. MRS.
MARY FINN, 28 W. Annapolis, St. Paul, Minn.

USED BARGAINS: Filmo 75 with //3.5 lens,

$32.50; Ensign camera, //2.6 lens, $35.00; Filmo
70A, //3.5 Cooke lens, $25.00; Filmo 70A, //3.5

Cooke lens, $29.50; Filmo Super Speed, no lens,

$20.00; Keystone A7, //2.7 lens, $29.50; Filmo
70 DA, 1" //2.7 Tessar, 2" //3.5 Cinor, 3" //3.5

Cinor, $170.00; Filmo 141, //2.7 lens, $80.00;

Filmo 121, //2.7 lens, $42.50; Simplex CC, //2.8

lens, $29.50; Simplex CC, f/1.9 lens, $49.50;

Filmo projector 57A, 200 watt, $27.50; Filmo
projector, 57A, 200 watt, $32.50; Filmo projector

57A, 250 watt, $37.50; Filmo projector, Model S,

500 watt, $79.50; Keystone A 81, 750 watt, $48.50;

Keystone A 74, 300 watt, $27.50; Kodascope E,

500 watt, $40.00; Kodascope EE, 750 watt, $45.00;

Ampro J, 500 watt, $62.50; Keystone L 8, 500
watt, $38.50; Keystone J 8, 300 watt, $23.50.

WILLOUGHBYS, 110 W. 32nd St., N. Y. C.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

EXCHANGE: Silent pictures, $1.00 reel. Finest

sound film programs, rent reasonable; also sell.

CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY, 1041 Jefferson Ave.,

Brooklyn, N. Y.

CASTLE Films Library. All latest releases

for sale. Smm., 16mm., silent, sound. Free cata-

logue. RIEDEL FILMS, 2221 W. 67th St., Cleve-

land, Ohio.

FILMS WANTED

WANTED to buy or rent—16mm. Jewish sound
films. D. KALMANSON, 1480 Popham Ave.,
Apt. 3 H, Bronx, New York City.

FILMS FOR RENTAL OR SALE

SILENT FILMS EXCHANGED, bought,

rented, sold; plenty bargains. Send for free lists

now. FRANK LANE, 5 Little Bldg., Boston,
Mass.

| FIVE child health, training and character
building films. Prenatal, Child's First Year, One
to Six, Grade School, High School. 16 and 8mm.
silent and sound, sale or rent. Write DAVID B.

HILL, Salem, Oregon, or Bell & Howell Com-
pany, Chicago, Illinois, or local dealers every-

where.

YEARLY Spring Sale of Films. Write today
stating whether vou want sound or silent, Smm.
or 16mm. INSTITUTIONAL CINEMA SER-
VICE, Inc., 1560 Broadway, N. Y. C.

'| FOR SALE; 16mm. Kodachrome movie films

of Hawaii—surfing, hula dancing, coconut tree

climbing, Hawaiian flowers and general scenes.

Original exposed Kodachrome 25c per foot. Dupli-

cate prints $12.50 for 100 feet in following sub-

jects
—"Paradise of the Pacific." "Flowers of

Hawaii," "Hula Dancing," "Surfing," "Fishes of

Hawaii"—add these gorgeous color sequences to

your film library—high in entertainment quality.

35mm. Kodachrome transparencies—75c each,

$7.50 per dozen. KODAK HAWAII, Ltd., 1065

Kapiolani Blvd., Honolulu, Hawaii, U. S. A.

TRADING OFFERS

PUMP SHOTGUNS, target pistols, binoculars

and medical microscopes accepted in trade on
everything photographic, such as Leicas, Contaxes,

Eastman and Bell & Howell motion picture equip-

ment, Da-Lite Screens and Webster sound equip-

ment including public address systems, amplifiers,

etc. Write for catalog. NATIONAL CAMERA
EXCHANGE, established in 1914, 11 S. 5th St.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

OFFER expensive 16-8 inaudible movie cam-
era, projector or cash. Want still camera, per-

forator, lens, Palco, Kinamo, Siemens, Bolex,

Correx or 9.5 equipment. BOX 34, Elmwood, R. I.

MISCELLANEOLTS

TITLES: printed, eight words or less. 8mm.,
15c; 16mm., 20c. Minimum order $1.00. Samples
and complete hand lettered "The End," 10c.

MIDWEST SERVICE, 1024 Quincy, Topeka,
Kans.

MAKE your Cine-Kodak up-to-date. New Uni-

versal Exposure Guide installed any model $1.

Same day service. Complete authorized repair ser-

vice on Kodaks, Bell & Howell. HEBERT
STUDIOS, Inc., 55 Allyn St., Hartford, Conn.

SUNBEAM KODACHROME titles, S and
16mm. Professional, glowing colors. Sample free.

W. C. KANE, 100 Gibbs St., Rochester, N. Y.

HOLLlrWOOD professional titles. Special ef-

fects, colored films, poster art backgrounds, 16mm.
or Smm. Free End and Main titles. Write for

information. ORBIT FILMS, 5437J4 Hollywood,
Hollywood, Calif.

Printed by WNU, N. Y. the U. S. A.



Jfyrawiuomi t/i KODACHROME
KODACHROME, the full-color Cine-Kodak Film, gives

you mastery of all the world's color—brilliant or subtle.

It requires no camera or projector accessories, is as easy to

use as black-and-white him. And its results are beautiful.

Cine-Kodak Kodachrome Film is available for 16 mm. and
8 mm. home movie cameras. Regular Kodachrome is for use

by daylight; Kodachrome Type A is especially balanced for

correct color rendering by Photoflood light. Either can be
used in the other's special held by slipping a corrective filter

over the camera lens. Both types are the same price.

16 mm. Cine-Kodak Kodachrome Film: 100-ft. roll, $8;

50-ft. roll, $4.30; 50-ft. magazine, $4.65.

8 mm. Cine-Kodak Kodachrome Film: 25-ft. roll, $3.40.

Rediscover the color of the world with Kodachrome.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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| Cash required with order. The closing date for

the receipt of copy is the tenth of the month pre-

ceding issue. Remittance to cover goods offered

for sale in this department should be made to the

advertiser and not to Movie Makers. New classi-

fied advertisers are requested to furnish references.

Movie Makers does not always examine the
equipment or films offered for sale in CLASSI-
FIED ADVERTISING and cannot state whether
these are new or used. Prospective purchasers
should ascertain this fact from advertisers before
buying.

10 Cents a Word Minimum Charge, $2

| Words in capitals, except first word and name,
5 cents extra.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

BASS SAYS: Some rare bargains for June and
each with a money back gruarantee. USED CAM-
ERAS: Univex S. f/1.9 lens, focusing; mount,

S22.50; Cine-Kodak 8. Model 25, f/2.7 lens.

$29.50; Paragon, ;73.S lens, S14.50; Keystone
A-3, //3.5 lens, $19.50; Simplex 16mm. Maga-
zine, //3.5 lens, S22.50; Cine B, //3.5 lens,

S24.50; Keystone A-7, f/2.7 lens, S26.50; Cine-
Kodak Model E, //3.S lens, S27.50; Filmo Mod-
el 75, //3.S lens, $32.50; Victor 3, //3.5 lens,

$42.50; Cine Model K, f/1.9 lens, S42.50; Filmo
121 Magazine, Cooke //2.7 lens. S47.50; Cine-
Kodak, f/1.9 lens and case, S59.50; Movikon 16,

//1.4 lens, metric marked, rangefinder coupled,

S245.00; Cine-Kodak Special, f/1.9 lens, carry-

ing case. S3O7.50. USED PROJECTORS: Bell &
Howell Sum. 122-B. 100-240 v., with case, S87.50;
Kodascope Model A. 200 watt, S20.00; Keystone,
300 watt, S24.50; Victor, 500 watt, S37.50; Am-
pro Model A, 400 watt and case, $44.50; Bell &
Howell rebuilt, 400 watt. 16mm.. and case, S46.50.
New Polaroid Fade-O-Scope, fits most cameras,
highly efficient. SIS 75. New Bool four-way Fad-
er, spring driven, complete, fits most cameras,
$17.50. The new Revere Double 8 camera with
//3.5 lens. S29.50; new Revere Double S Turret
camera with //2.5 lens, S65.00; new Revere Dou-
ble 8 Model B projector. 500 watt, $59.50. UP-
TO-THE-MINUTE-TEXT-BOOKS: Home Proc-
essing, all necessary information, by Harris, post-

paid, S2.00; How to Title Home Movies, post-

paid, 50c: Trick Effects with the Cine Camera,
postpaid, SI. 00; Exposing Cine Film, SI.00. post-

paid; Ideas for Short Films, SI. 00, postpaid. Mail
your name for the great new 72-page Bass Cine
Bargaingram No. 245 in preparation. It's free

and no book like it anywhere. Ready soon. BASS
CAMERA COMPANY, Dept. CC, 179 W. Madi-
son St., Chicago, III.

FULL LIST PRICE allowed for your East-
man Model 20 toward new Bell & Howell Sport-
ster. List price allowed for vour Kodascope Mod-
el E or EE toward Bell & Howell Filmo-Master.
List price allowed for Sportster or Companion
toward new Turret 8 camera or Bolex 8mm. cam-
era. List price allowed for your Keystone R-8,
Kodascope 50. Revere or Model 70 Kodascope
toward new Bell & Howell 8mm. projector or new
Ampro Smm. projector. Used: Beil & Howell
Sportster, with Wind-Bak for fades and dissolves,

S75.00; Bell & Howell Companion with Wind-Bak
for fades and dissolves, S49.50; Bell & Howell
Turret S with Wind-Bak for fades and dissolves,
$140.00; 500 watt. 16mm. Ampro projector, ex-

cellent condition, S39.50; \ z/z" telephoto lens for

Keystone 8mm.. S23.50; 30" x 40" beaded screen
with tripod. S8.95: 36" x 48" beaded screen with
tripod. SI I 50; 39" x 52" beaded screen with tri-

pod, S13.50. Hundreds of other bargains. CON-
VENIENT TIME PAYMENTS MAY BE AR-
RANGED ON ANY NEW OR USED ARTICLE.
Your used equipment is worth more in trade at

NATIONAL CAMERA EXCHANGE, estab-
lished 1914. 11 S. 5th St.. Minneapolis, Minn.

GUARANTEED. COMPLETE, OVER-
HAULED BARGAINS. 8, 16, 35mm. cameras,
projectors, sound and silent. Sound projectors:
16mm. Victor Model 25. 750 watt lamp, S145.00;
Bell & Howell Model 120, 750 watt lamp, S185.00;
DeVrv Challenger. 15 watt amplifier, $185.00;
RCA, P.B. 139, 750 watt lamp, $145.00. 35mm.
projectors: Double Universal, 2,000 ft.. S375.00:
DeVrv QRS. 2.000 ft., double, complete. S225.00.
PARTS, RENTALS. FILMS. TRADES. RE-
PAIRS. Write for FREE bargain list. WORLD
FILM ENTERPRISES, 630 Ninth Ave., New
York City.

EXCEPTIONAL USED BARGAINS EQUAL
TO NEW: Simplex Pockette. THC //3.5. case.

S25.00; Filmo 75, THC /73.5. case, $32.50;
Cine-Kodak 8-60. //1.9, case. S49.50: Badgley
Automatic Dissolve for lenses to 1$A", S10.00;
Filmo S projector, 500 watt, case, S80 00;
Filmo 121, UF Cooke //2.7. S45.00; Keystone
8mm., latest. 500 watt, case, $37.50: Kevstone
16mm. Model A81, case, S49.50; Cine-Kodak
Universal Exposure Guide, just out, §1.00 post-
paid. Prompt deliverv on NEW 2" //1.6 Cine-
Kodak lens. COLUMBUS PHOTO SUPPLY',
146 Columbus Ave., New York City.

USED BARGAINS: Filmo 75 with //3.5 lens

and case, S32.50; Filmo 75 with //1.9 Cinor lens

and case, S50.00; Filmo 70A with //3.5 lens and
case, S29.50; Filmo 70A with t/1.9 Cinor lens

and case, S55.00; Filmo 70A with //2.7 lens and
case, S37.50; Keystone A3 with //3.5 lens, S20.00;
Keystone A3 with f/1.9 lens, S44.50; Simplex
CC, f/1.9, S47.50; Ensign Autokinecam, //3.5
lens, S35.00; Victor 3, //2.9 Trioplan and case,

S45.00; Cine-Kodak B, f/1.9 lens, S47.50; Filmo
70 DA, //2.7 lens and case. $120.00; Filmo 70 E,

//2.7 lens and case, $80.00; Keyston» A81, 750
watt, S46.50; Keystone A75, 500 watt, S39.50;
Keystone A74, 300 watt, S27.50; Keystone D64,
200 watt, S19.50; Kodascope B, 200 watt, 50
volt, S35.00; Kodascope EE. 750 watt. S45.00;
Ampro A, 200 watt, $32.50; Ampro K, 750 watt,

S67.50; Filmo 57 C, 250 watt, S37.50: Filmo S.

500 watt, S79.50; 2" //3.5 Cinor telephoto, S22.50;
2" //3.5 Wollensak telephoto, S24.50; 1" //1.9
Cinor, S25.00; 2" //3.5 Kodak telephoto, Cine
Special, S30.00; 3" //4.5 Graff telephoto, S20.00;
1" f/1.8 B. S: L. lens, S20.00; 4" //4 Dallmeyer
telephoto. S20.00 WILLOUGHBYS, 110 W. 32nd
St.. N. Y. C.

A few copies of the

JUNE 1939
Number of

Movie Makers
the 100 page New York

World's Fair issue are

available

at 25c a copy.

This number contains six-

teen pages of four color

illustrations— articles on

filming every phase of the

Fair—day and night. Exact

exposure advice on making
indoor movie shots of the

most spectacular exhibits.

A complete scenario for a

film of the Fair is included,

as well as art title back-

grounds in four color pro-

cess for Kodachrome reels

and black and white.

The largest issue of any

magazine devoted to movie
making ever published.

// you are going to film the

Fair this year, you will

want a copy of the June,

1939, Movie Makers.

25c a copy while they last.

Movie Makers
420 Lexington Avenue

New York, N. Y.

FILMO 70 DA, with 1" //1.5, 1" //2.7,
15mm. //2.7, 4" //4.5; 2 sets filters; Mayfair
case; B & H tripod and case. All in excellent
condition. M. BERSTEN, 34 Old Pond Rd.,
Great Neck, N. Y.

SOUND PROJECTOR, Ampro Model S, 750
watt, reconditioned by manufacturer, complete
with case, £145.00. SPOT FILM PRODUC-
TIONS, Inc., 339 E. 48th St., N. Y. C.

I RENT a camera, projector, lights, lenses,

tripods; for all 8-16-35mm. movie productions;
RCA sound camera, 400 ft. magazine, motor;
Cine-Special, 200 ft. magazine, motor; Bell &
Howell, Victor, Eastman, Eyemos, Debrie. Rent-
als by day, week or long term. Closing out, hun-
dreds of items, cameras, accessories and sup-
plies. Write for free bargain bulletin No. 103A.
CAMERA MART, 70 WEST 45TH STREET,
NEW YORK.

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WANTED: Second hand B-M 16mm. recorder

complete, working perfectly. Write airmail. R. C
VITA, B. Mitre 2248, Buenos Aires, Argentina.

WANTED: 16mm. Bell & Howell sound pro-
jector, 750, 1000, 1200 watts, or Filmoarc, late

model, good condition, priced right. Cash. BOX
261, West Union, Ohio.

I WANTED: 16mm. camera & projector; cash,
describe fully. H. F. BERGSTEDT, 1721 Clover
Lane, Fort Wayne, Ind.

FILMS WANTED

I DESIRE borrow, lend, free: Travel, sports,
foreign, dramatic, etc., films (16mm., 8mm.) or
projectors. INVALIDS ASSISTANCE BU-
REAU, Box 34, Elmwood, R. I.

FILMS FOR RENTAL OR SALE

SILENT FILMS EXCHANGED, bought,
rented, sold; plenty bargains. Send for free lists

now. FRANK LANE, 5 Little Bldg., Boston,
Mass.

FOR SALE: 16mm. Kodachrome movie films

of Hawaii—surfing, hula dancing, coconut tree

climbing, Hawaiian flowers and general scenes.
Original exposed Kodachrome 25c per foot. Du-
plicate prints $12.50 for 100 feet in following
subjects

—"Paradise of the Pacific," "Flowers of

Hawaii," "Hula Dancing," "Surfing," "Fishes of
Hawaii"-—add these gorgeous color sequences to

your film library—high in entertainment quality.

35mm. Kodachrome transparencies—75c each,

$7.50 per dozen. KODAK HAWAII, Ltd., 1065
Kapiolani Blvd., Honolulu, Hawaii, U. S. A.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

EXCHANGE: Silent pictures, $1.00 reel. Fin-
est sound film programs, rent reasonable; also

sell. CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY, 1041 Jefferson

Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

EXCHANGE Film Library. 8mm. - 16mm.
News, Travel, Sports, Cartoons. Free Catalogue.
Keystone cameras, projectors. RIEDEL FILMS,
2221 W. 67th St., Cleveland, Ohio.

TRADING OFFERS

PUMP SHOTGUNS, target pistols, binoculars

and medical microscopes accepted in trade on
everything photographic, such as Leicas, Con-
taxes, Eastman and Bell & Howell motion picture

equipment, Da-Lite Screens and Webster sound
equipment including public address systems, ampli-
fiers, etc. Write for catalog. NATIONAL
CAMERA EXCHANGE, established in 1914, 11

S. 5th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

MISCELLANEOUS

COMPLETE printing outfit for movie titles:

presses, type, ink, paper and supplies. Write for

details. KELSEY PRESSES, D-50, Meriden, Conn.

MODERNIZE your Eastman 20, 25 or 60
with a windbak. Make professional lap dissolves

for S15.00. Send stamps for information. MOVIE
CAMERA SUPPLY CO., 1833 Beechwood, High-
land Park, St. Paul, Minn.

TYPE for professional title setting; modern,
neat, readable; Bernhard Gothic; 3 complete
fonts; new; bargain. ROBERT GOWEN LAB-
ORATORIES, Ossining, N. Y.

SHOW half-hour programs with form-fitting

800 ft. reels, fitting Kodascope projectors EE, G.

$2.25 each. MOVIETTE, 320 W. 42nd St., New
York.

TITLES in Kodachrome. Main titles, art-dis-

play shadow letters 95c. Subtitles 60c. Art-dis-

play "The End" 35c. Write—ORBIT FILMS,
5437J4 Hollywood, Hollywood, Calif.

Printed by WNU, N. Y., in the U. S. A.



How it came about
WHEN there's a sharp improvement

in the quality of someone's home
movies, it's very likely the result of using
finer film.

Many such improvements can be traced
to Agfa 16 mm. Fine-Grain Plenachrome
Reversible. Particularly suited to out-
door work, it combines especially fine

grain with ample speed, brilliant con-
trast, and orthochromatic color sensi-

tivity.

Also sharing the credit is the fast Agfa
16 mm. Panchromatic Reversible Film.

It is adapted to a wide variety of uses,

giving splendid screen brilliance on pro-

jection, and full sensitivity to all colors.

Each of these great 16 mm. films is sup-
plied at a price that offers an exceptional

value. Try them for your next movies.

Both Fine-Grain Plenachrome Reversible

and Panchromatic Reversible are avail-

able in 100 foot rolls at $4.50; and in 50-

foot rolls at $2.75. Prices include process-

ing and return postage. Agfa Ansco,
Binghamton, New York . . . Made in

U. S. A.

Agfa
16 mm. FILM

^



The Last Word in

AtnpAa Qlle>i4, an Eight for the First Time

With All the Features 8mm. Users Have Wanted

Yes, every feature that good 8 mm. films deserve—brilliance

of illumination, reverse pictures, ease of operation, gentle

treatment of precious film, in short a smooth satisfying perform-

ance—is now available through the new Ampro 8 mm. projector.

For years 8 mm. fans have said "give us a projector that does

not penalize us for the economy of 8 mm. film." In this new

model—Ampro now makes it possible to show 8 mm. film under

ideal conditions.

CHECK THESE MANY

SUPERIOR FEATURES

Still Picture Lever . . . Automatic Safety Shutter . . . Reverse

Picture Operation . . . Fast Automatic Rewind . . . Full 400 foot

reel Capacity if Desired . . . 500 Watt Illumination . . . Flicker-

less Pictures at Slow Speed . . . Efficient Cooling for Forward

or Reverse Projection . . . Cool Air Intake Across Aperture In-

sures Longest Film Life . . . Automatic Reel-Locking Device

. . . Micrometric Tilting Knob . . . Automatic Pilot Light . . .

Centralized Controls . . . Complete Range of Film Speeds . . .

Easy Threading . . . Quiet Operation . . . Has 1" F 1.6 Objective

Lens . . . Optical System Corrected for Color Films . . . Operates

on both AC or DC 100-125 Volts

Priced at, complete $98
SEND FOR CATALOG

of Ampro Precision

8mm. and 16mm.

Silent and Sound

Projectors

The latest Ampro
Catalog will give

you full details on
this remarkable
new 8 mm. projec-

tor and the full

story on the com-
plete line of Ampro
'"precision" 16 mm.
silent and sound
projectors.

PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT
Ampro Corp., 2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago, III.

.—-

Ampro Corporation, 2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago, III.

Please send me full details on the new 8 mm. Ampro Projector.
Also the complete Ampro 1940 Catalog of 8 and 16 mm. Projectors.

JName

Address

City State
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MOVIES OF WAR IN EARNEST

FIGHTING ON ALL FRONTS!

IR in all its ruthless fury, caught by scores

lintrepid cameramen who risk their lives

Aer land, sea and sky fire. Europe's holocaust is

light to your own screen. Every projector

mier will treasure this startling camera record

deadlines coming to life. Here is grim history

a sands of 16 mm and 8 mm projector owners throughout the world

pnd upon Castle Films for authentic, exclusive movies of the

11 h of modern history. Again Castle Films provides the picture

u want to own. Despite unprecedented cost if is available for

il to own at Castle Films' regular low prices.

this Handy Order Form to your photographic dealer NOW

CASTLE FILMS
JD Rockefeller Plaza •New York City

recorded for today and for the ages to come.

Own this greatest News Parade. It covers

the whole world-rocking operation from the

invasion in the Arctic to the lightning thrusts

for continental Europe, as the fierce god Mars

goes on the wildest rampage of all times.

Please send Castle Films' BOMBS OVER EUROPE

in the size and edition checked below.

16 mm SIZE 8 mm SIZE

Headline

100 Feet

$3.50

Complete

360 Feet

$8.75

Sound

350 Feet

$17.50

Headline

50 Feet

$1.75

Complete

180 Feet

$5.50

Nam*

Address

City s fate
A-6

r^.-rr.
.
..,.:. : SkS





16mm & 8mm

ALLIES -NAZIS

MOVIES OF WAR IN EARNEST

FIGHTING ON ALL FRONTS!

CASTLE FILMS, FOREMOST HOM
MOVIE PRODUCER, SCORES \WAR in all its ruthless fury, caught by scores

GREATEST WORLD NEWS BEAT!
if intrepid cameramen who risk their lives

NOW YOU CAN OWN ASTOUNDINC inderlan<-i sea 'inciskynre.Europe'sholocaustis

ACTION MOVIES OF THE DARKES rought to your own screen. Every projector

HOURS OF MODERN HISTORY! wner will treasure this startling camera record

^headlines coming to life. Here is grim history

recorded for today and for the ages to come.

Own this greatest News Parade. It covers

the whole world-rocking operation from the

invasion in the Arctic to the lightning thrusts

for continental Europe, as the fierce god Mars

goes on the wildest rampage of all times.

kousands of 16 mm and 8 mm projector owners throughout the world

spend upon Castle Films for authentic, exclusive movies of the

mrch of modern history. Again Castle Films provides the picture

"i want to own. Despite unprecedented cost it is available for

*u to own at Castle Films' regular low prices.

N this Handy Order Form to your photographic dealer NOW

CASTLE FILMS
30 Rockefeller Plaza • New York City

Please send Castle Films' BOMBS OVER EUROPE

in the size and edition checked below.

16 mm SIZE
!i

8 mm SIZE

Headline

100 Feet

$3.50

Complete

360 Feet

$8.75

Sound 1 Headline

350 Feet 1 50 Feet

$17.50 $1.75

Complete

180 Feet

$5.50

|

City Slnle
A-S
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Closeups—What filmers are doing

. . . unless, of course, you're the sort of person

who likes to pay more. Three Dollars for a 100

ft. roll of Kin-O-Lux No. I Film includes most

essential requirements for good outdoor film-

ing. It offers—brilliancy—snap—gradation

—

latitude — fidelity — anti-halation backing —
free Scratch-proofing ... to insure long life

and the makers unequivocal guarantee. Within

limitations that preclude indoor filming and

filter use, its performance resembles that

of more expensive films. Why pay more?

Daylight Emulsion Speeds
SCHEINER 16° WESTON 6

100 ft. ioII $3.00 50 ft $2.00

KIN-O-LUX NO. 2 — Fine-grain, semi-chromatic.
Greater speed and wider latitude than No. I. Day-
light Emulsion Speeds: Scheiner, 18°; Weston. 12.

100 ft S3.SO 50 ft. S2.50
KIN-O-LUX NO. 3—Supersensitive over the entire
range of the visible spectrum, Kin-O-Lux No. 3 has
established a new standard of film performance.
Achieves an ultimate, present-day perfection, ts pre-
ferred by movie makers who discriminate in favor
of the best. Daylight Emulsion Speeds: Scheiner, 24*.
Weston, 50. Tungsten Speeds: Scheiner, 24°, Weston 40.

100 ft S6.0O 50 ft S3. 50
'

All Film Prices include Processing, Scratch-Proofing
and Return Postage.

At Leading Dealers Everywhere

Booklet M-4 on request

Learn about Glare-Free, Reflectionless
Photography. Send for Instruction Folder
on Marks Polarization

Plates.

Movie Makers, of course, is a pretty

cosmopolitan and well traveled journal,

so that not infrequently we receive some
pleasing report of its ambassadorship in

far places. For instance ... it seems
that Frank E. Gunnell, ACL, and Mrs.
Gunnell. both of them teachers in New
York City's school system, recently got

themselves a sabbatical leave, farmed
out Shadow, the family dog, closed up
their home and started off on a leisurely

tour to points south. Arriving in Mexico
City, they dropped into a photographic
store for supplies—and a copy of Movie
Makers. It was the March number, and
there, staring reproachfully from its

pages, was Shadow, in six different

poses! Their post card report on the

matter was rather noncommittal as to

their real feelings.

Three weeks ago. we promised J. R. E.

Wuthrich. ACL. a new member from

Utrecht. The Netherlands, that we
would carry word in Movie Makers of

his generous offer. He had written . . .

"I hope that you will not hesitate to

refer any League visitors to Utrecht to

me. As far as my occupation as an in-

surance broker allows me, I shall be

most happy to try and assist them."

Now. as we write these words, newsboys

on Lexington Avenue are crying the lat-

est holdup by the Nazi gangsters.

Spring, so long dreaded in Europe, has

opened our windows . . . and we can

hear the headlines with a sharp bitter-

ness.

Cofilmers. a small group of ambitious

amateurs, is the latest addition to New
York City's informal production units.

Formed under the leadership of Charles

J. Carbonaro, ACL, present chairman.

Cofilmers already has produced the 500

foot, 16mm. sound on film skit. Wanted,

A Janitor. Annette C. Decker, ACL,
secretary treasurer, scenarized the story

from an original plot, while Kenneth
F. Space, ACL, directed, and Mr. Car-

bonaro was in charge of photography.

Technical assistants were Daniel Lind-

say and Victor H. Carbonaro. Actors

in the small cast were drawn from
among the students of New York's

Theodora Irvine School, through the

cooperation of W. Bown Adams, ACL,
of the school's faculty. Cofilmers looks

forward to further and more elaborate

production in the months to come. With
a few berths still open on the acting

staff, the group will be glad to con-

sider applications addressed to Miss

Decker, 101 Central Park West, in New
York City, but wishes it clearly under-

stood that production costs are funded

on a share alike basis.

Lester F. Shaal, ACL, of Edgewood,
R. I., is the filmer this month who wins

the intense but somewhat intangible

award of our approbation. A couple of

years ago, he sent in his first film for

review. Among the points we made to

him, perhaps the strongest were about

the values of human interest and the

use of a tripod. A year later came an-

other chef d'oeuvre, better now, but still

a bit wobbly. Last month, we saw his

latest. Doivn Mexico Way, and the har-

vest was in. Packed full of human in-

terest, every foot of the film had been

shot from a tripod.

Forty years ago," writes Ben Mead-
ows, ACL, from Tulsequah, British Co-

lumbia, "I took my first still photograph

with a pinhole camera. . . . Since then,

movies have proved so fascinating that

I've sold my latest and umpteenth still

outfit, and now find myself a beginner

all over again!" From the sound of

things, riding his new hobby will be no

easier for Mr. Meadows than was pic-

ture taking in the pinhole days. As an

employee of the Polaris-Taku mine

(wherever that is!), he asks that all

mail be sent to him via Juneau, in

Alaska, and by airplane. Anything sent

otherwise comes in by freight a couple

of months later—and in the wintertime

it may not get there at all.

Cofilmers, infimate production group

C. J. Carbonaro, ACL

New York City



A GALAXY of STARS
IN

TOP RANKING FEATURES
16MM. SOUND

Available for All NON THEATRICAL Showings*

Every Name a Star!
* ROBERT DONAT
* ROBERT YOUNG
* JACK BENNY
* CLAUDETTE COLBERT
* BARBARA STANWYCK

* ELISSA LANDI
* RANDOLPH SCOTT
* JIMMY DURANTE
*LUPE VELEZ
* VIRGINIA BRUCE

RICHARD ARLEN, NANCY CARROLL. JOHN HALLIDAY,
HELEN WESTLEY, BEN LYON. ALICE BRADY. BRUCE CABOT.
GENE RAYMOND. STUART ERWIN, JOSEPHINE HUTCHINSON

Every Picture a Hit!

30 ACTION FEATURES
12 MUSICAL WESTERNS
24 TWO REEL COMEDIES
24 ONE REEL SPECIALS

Write for Catalogue

* Through special arrangements with the producers, these exclusive N. T. P. Features can be
shown non theatrically, without prior approval, provided such exhibition does not compete with

regular theatres. Contractual agreements require all licensed libraries, and their sublicensees, to

maintain the following minimum daily rental booking rates: (Numbers refer to titles listed on
this page) No. 1, $20; Nos. 2, 3 and 4, $17.50; Nos. 5, 6, 7 and 8, $15. All rates $2.50 less for

contract bookings. Offering these pictures at less than these prices constitutes a violation of contract

and exhibition of the pictures can be cancelled by this Corporation. flFor leasing terms, apply to

N. T. P. Corp. For rental arrangements, write your local Library, or N. T. P. for nearest local licensee.

NONTHEATRICAL
PICTURES CORPORATION
165 West 46 St.

I COVER THE WATERFRONT

BRyant 9-2248

7. RED SALUTE

New York

1. COUNT OF MONTE CRISTO

r

2. LAST OF THE MOHICANS

3. THE MELODY LINGERS ON

4. LET 'EM HAVE IT!

5. PALOOKA

6. TRANSATLANTIC MERRY-GO-ROUND
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THIS YEAR Bring Back

Sharper Pictures!

HERE'S FRED ...HE

USED A UNIPOD, TOO

Steady Your Camera With

THE

I

U N I P O D !

(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

Da-Lite No. I

Unipod

For movies free from wobble and stills that are free from
blurs—here is the most convenient camera support you have
ever tried. The Da-Lite Unipod, consisting of two telescoping
tubular members, weighs only 1 lb. When not in use it is a
walking cane or swagger stick. It can be quickly put into
service by turning the Bakelite knob which drops down, re-

vealing the threaded element to which the camera can be
attached. No separate parts to carry or get lost. Two types:
No. 1 which rests upon the ground and No. 2 (shown above)
with neck strap. Get your Unipod today and bring back from
your World's Fair or vacation trip, sharper clearer pictures
that you will be proud to show. And for perfect projection
use a Da-Lite Glass-Beaded Screen. The Challenger Model
shown here can be set up anywhere in 15 seconds. See at
your dealer's! Write for literature!

DA- LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC.
Dept. 6MM, 2723 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, III.

Free films

THESE films are offered on loan, with-

out charge. Some may be available

to individuals, and others are available

only to clubs or groups. In certain

cases, the type of organization to which

the films are lent without charge is

specified. To borrow these films for a

screening, write directly to the distribu-

tor, whose address is given.

Baltimore in Movies, three reel 16mm.
Kodachrome sound film, has just been

released by the Tourist Bureau of the

Baltimore Association of Commerce, 22

Light Street, Baltimore, Md. Made by

Stark Films, also of Baltimore, and with

narration by Lowell Thomas, the film

shows the high lights of Baltimore's

tourist attractions and those of near by

Annapolis, Western Maryland, Anti-

etam and other places. Any group of 100

or more that owns a good 16mm. sound

projector and is seriously interested in

knowing more about Baltimore and

Maryland can borrow a print at no

charge—other than transportation both

ways—by writing to the address of the

Baltimore Association of Commerce.

B A new four reel sound on film motion

picture, in both 16mm. and 35mm.
widths, Touching all Bases, is available

at the cost of expressage to and from

the American League of Professional

Baseball Clubs, 310 South Michigan

Boulevard, c/o Lew Fonseca, Room
2420, Chicago, 111. For loan to high

schools, colleges, fraternal organiza-

tions, boys' clubs and similar groups of

people, the film is intended to teach

baseball to youngsters and, by showing

the American League stars in action, to

give "fans" a better knowledge of the

many inside plays of the game. If you

wish to screen this film on a specific

day, give two possible dates, when you

write to the distributor.

B Packaging Marches On, a new 16mm.
sound on film Kodachrome and black

and white movie made by Spot Film

Productions, Inc., for Modern Packag-

ing magazine, is available for free loan

to advertising clubs, chambers of com-

merce, Rotary and Kiwanis clubs, uni-

versities and similar organizations. The
film studies numerous merchandising

opportunities for business men and
manufacturers and gives practical sug-

gestions for package improvement and

economical mass production. It pre-

sents, in color, the sixty two winners of

the 1939 All-America Package Compe-
tition. An outstanding and beautiful

commercial film. Packaging Marches
On is available from the Film Booking
Department of Modern Packaging, 122

East 42nd Street, New York City. One
way carriage costs are charged.
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The AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

whose voice is Movie Makers, is the international or-

ganization of movie amateurs, founded in 1926 and now

serving filmers over the world. The League's consulting

services advise amateurs on plan and execution of their

films, both as to cinematographic technique and con-

tinuity. It serves the amateur clubs of the world in

organization, conduct and program and provides for

them a film exchange. It issues booklets. It maintains

various special services for members. The League

completely owns and operates Movie Makers. The

directors listed below are a sufficient warrant of the

high type of our association. Your membership is

invited. Five dollars a year.

Hiram Percy Maxim, Founder

DIRECTORS OF THE LEAGUE

STEPHEN F. VOORHEES, President

JOHN V. HANSEN, Vice President

A. A. HEBERT. Treasurer .

C. R. DOOLEY ....
MRS. L. S. GALVIN .

W. E. KIDDER ....
HAROLD E. B. SPEIGHT .

FLOYD L. VANDERPOEL .

T. A. WTLLARD

ROY W. WINTON, Managing Directo

Address all inquiries to

. New York City

Washington, D. C.

• Hartford, Conn.

. New York City

. Lima, Ohio

Kalamazoo, Mich.

. Geneva, N. Y.

Beverly Hills, Calif.

Litchfield, Conn.

. New York City

420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, INC.
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Do you like it?

ANYBODY can write a book!

Maybe he can and maybe he does and maybe
somebody will publish it, but will it be worth read-

ing? This question has bothered the staff of the Amateur
Cinema League since the first of the year, because the League's

Executive Committee decided that a fourth edition of Making
Better Movies, first published in 1932, should not be printed

and that a new book should be offered to League members.

The new publication, The ACL Movie Book, has just been

sent to all members of the Amateur Cinema League, and it

will be given to every new member, when he joins. The staff

members who have written it hope for more roses than brick-

bats, and they base that hope on several things. Since 1932,

when the League's first textbook was offered, the amount of

knowledge about personal movie making has grown very

greatly. The Amateur Cinema League has this knowledge;

the task, in the new book, was to present it simply, practi-

cally and interestingly.

To write simply about technical subjects is not easy. It

was the ideal that the writers of The ACL Movie Book held

in front of them. They refused to get involved with long

scientific discussions of the principles of optics, the "how" of

film processing and chemical formulae. These are all inter-

esting, but they do not meet the real needs of people who
want to know what to film and how to film it. Also, the

League has other aids, such as its booklets, its service sheets

and advice from its consultants, which members can use for

special situations.

The ACL Movie Book was written, to serve practical

people. It does not, like Making Better Movies, start with

beginners and go forward, because that method is no longer

the best, since there are so many filmers today. It gives the

facts about personal and special purpose filming, assembled

in what the League believes is the order in which movie

makers will expect them to be stated.

The interest of a book depends upon how well it gives its

expected readers what they want. The new text that the

League has published is available only to League members.

The experience of the League's staff has been the guiding fac-

tor in determining what those members want in a book of

ready reference. But The ACL Movie Book has provided

additional interest by liberal illustrations. Indeed, the book

grew far past the size of its predecessor, so that it has more

than three hundred pages. It is bound in a cardboard cover,

instead of the paper binding of Making Better Movies.

The League offers The ACL Movie Book—a Guide to

Making Better Movies to its members as the simplest, the

most practical and the most interesting book that the staff

could write. Real labor has gone into it, and it has been

rewritten many times. If you like it, tell your friends about

it and let them know how they can get it. If you find faults

in it, tell the League about them at once, because Headquar-

ters depends upon you to let us know what you don't like.

The authors of The ACL Movie Book hope that they are

modest, but each of them has a sense of having done his best

at a task that is not an easy one. The result is now in your

hands. Do you approve it?



Above are frame enlargements of scenes of Cedar

Breaks, Bryce and Zion canyons, filmed by John V.

Hansen, ACL. Although it does not seem possible,

the central picture, a shot of Bryce Canyon, is also

an enlargement of a 16mm. Kodachrome scene by

Mr. Hansen. Below are frames of shots of park signs

used as titles.
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A report from one who has

discovered their beauties

THE movie maker who films Cedar Breaks, Bryce Canyon

and Zion Canyon this summer will have the luxury of

reveling in a perfect orgy of color. Deep blue skies provide

the set for the rich greens, the dusty greens, the brilliant

yellows, the indescribable shades of red of these regions. So

brilliant are the colors, so subtle are the changes, as the sun

shifts its position in the skies, that nobody can describe to

you what you will see when you visit these National Parks.

But you can film it with a movie camera—in fact, only

with a movie camera loaded with color film can you record

the brilliant, ever changing beauty of these places.

When you see Bryce Canyon, you will want to devote a

week to filming it alone, or I miss my guess! Take plenty of

film and arrange an elastic travel itinerary when you visit

these regions, for you will not be willing to take your finger

off the button!

You may approach the canyons from Cedar City; if so,

warm up by visiting Cedar Breaks National Monument first.

On the winding drive to Cedar Breaks, you can catch spec-

tacular views of the eroded cliffs, colored in earth reds and

pinks. Stop the car and choose the views carefully, for the

road is not smooth enough to permit traveling shots made
from the car when it is in motion.

If possible, frame views with green foliage in the fore-

ground, for that will contrast with the warm colors of the

cliff sides in the background. A polarizing screen will give

you a brilliant, dark blue sky, which will provide your scenes

with a third color plane. Then you will have a scene con-

sisting of green in the foreground, earth reds in the middle

ground and dark blue sky in the background. Wherever you

film in the canyons, you will find that you can give your

scenes greater depth and brilliancy, by including in the

foreground some item that will contrast in color with the

brilliant reds and yellows of cliffs and pinnacles.

Cedar Breaks Canyon must be filmed from its rim, for

there is no way that the movie maker can reach the floor of

the canyon. Hence, if you want close shots of the details of

the erosion, the magnificent free standing monuments of

nature within the canyon, you will want to use a telephoto

lens. A three inch lens is ideal for the purpose. I found that

//8, or between //8 and //ll, gave a good exposure, and I

used //5.6 with the polarizing screen.

The magnificent colors spread before you in

the canyon run from chalk white to deep ma-

roon. There is an abundance of yellow and rain-

bow effects in some places.

To make the beautiful pinnacles stand out,

use side lighting. This will not be difficult; in

fact, you may be limited to this type of lighting.

There is a lodge at Cedar Breaks, and, if you

can spare the time, stay there for two days, for

you can then study the canyon and pick the

periods when the light is best, for, as the direc-

tion of the illumination shifts during the day,

JOHN V. HANSEN, ACL
different color effects are produced. If you are limited to one

day's visit, use the morning light for your movie making.

On the road from Cedar Breaks to Bryce Canyon, you will

have the opportunity of filming the whole gamut of green

—

dusty green, moss green and emerald green, for sage, juniper

and aspen grow along the way. Between the parks, you can

use the car as a continuity link and, in some scenes, you can

conveniently include the friends and acquaintances who travel

with you. Compose your shots with the native wild flowers in

the foreground, people or your car in the middle ground
and various shades of green in the background. You can

paint the scene as if you were working on a canvas.

Bryce, the canyon that the Indians described as "filled

with red rocks standing up like men," is awe inspiring from

the rim, and you can see and film a great deal from there.

You can take a bus trip that leads through miles of the

National Park, that until lately was inaccessible. But it is in

shooting within the canyon itself that the movie maker comes
into his own.

You will be overwhelmed by the magnificence—the majesty

of the coloring and the vast rock formations towering over-

head; but, when you have gotten

your breath and you start estimating

the place in sober movie making
terms, you will discover that part of

the unreal beauty of the place is

produced by the light that

is reflected within the can-

yon by the colored pin-

nacles that rise above its

floor.

[Continued on page 306]

• Above, frame from middle

of a dissolve. Below, scenes

made from same viewpoint

with normal lens and a two

inch lens.
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"TRAVEL AMERICA! 7
' suggests the President. And

I traveling America, which likes the suggestion, has set

about to follow it with a great and thrilling sense of dis-

covery.

New York, of course, is not America. Was it Brisbane or

Mclntyre who first observed this? It doesn*t matter. For,

whatever else Manhattan may be, it is and always will be a

breath taking center of discovery and delight. There is much

to do, too much to see—and a woefully meager bit of time

for movie making. For New York visitors with a movie cam-

era, the following specific filming plan is offered. If you

hurry, you can shoot it in a single day and its evening. If

you tarry—and we hope you will—plan on two days and an

evening session.

Call it:

MECCA FOR A MODERN
Shoot this on the Manhattan background on pages 272

and 304 and dissolve or cut to a foreword on the same scene:

A short study of the world's

greatest city

Manhattan

Give this a slow fade, and you are ready for a brief intro-

ductory sequence before the main body of the film. Here,

A set of sequences that

make a metropolitan reel

JAMES W. MOORE, ACL
you can write your own ticket if you like. But "surefire"

possibilities are the following:

Introduction A
1. A carefully composed study of New York's unequaled

skyline. There are a number of effective viewpoints—from

the Staten Island ferry, the Hotel Bossert Roof, in Brooklyn,

the observation platforms of the Chrysler, Empire State or

RCA buildings—but our money goes for the shot on this

page. Go to South Ferry, at the foot of Broadway; take the

government boat, which is free, to Governor's Island; walk

up the main road a few yards, turn around and there it is,

staring you in the face. You will be southward of the city;

so either morning or afternoon light will do.

If you haven't time for this small jaunt, then try:

This film plan will

give you New York

shots like this one

oci»«s
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Introduction B

1. Long shot, at an angle, up one of the city's great build-

ings, previously mentioned. Follow with a similar long shot

of another of them.

2. A scenic view from the top of this last one, perhaps the

RCA Building, at Rockefeller Center. If you are using black

and white film, a filter is a necessity. Shoot north, get some-

body in the foreground and don't "panoram!" Do the same
toward the south, or looking downtown, for an introduction

to the first sequence.

Sequence I.

The first sequence begins with the title:

Downtown, at a famous corner, began

the American form of government. Here,

too, begins our tour of New York City.

1. A closeup, at an upward angle, of the street signs at the

intersection of Broad and Wall Streets.

2. A full shot of the statue of George Washington, on the

south steps of the Subtreasury Building.

3. A closeup of the inscription beneath this statue, which

points out that, here, Washington took the oath of office as

first President of the United States.

4. A brief closeup, again, of the two street signs.

5-10. A series of scenes, closeups and medium shots, of such

outstanding landmarks as the Stock Exchange and the House
of Morgan, both on this corner, and Trinity Church, at the

head of Wall Street.

Sequence 2.

For contrast, make your next stop at Washington Square,

the scenic heart of Greenwich Village. Besides a taxi (about

a fifty cent tariff), there are three good ways uptown: (1) by

bus up Broadway to Eighth Street, then walk west two

blocks; (2) by East Side, or Lexington Avenue, local sub-

way, to Astor Place, which is at Wanamaker's at Eighth

Street, then walk west two blocks; (3) by West Side local

subway, uptown to Sheridan Square, then walk east two

blocks.

Use the following title as an introduction:

From Big Business to Little Bohemia,

centered about Washington Square in

famed Greenwich Village.

1-5. A series of shots in and around Washington Square,

featuring the Arch in most of them. It makes a splendid

frame. But don"t overlook the vibrant human interest of the

wading fountain, the open air chess games and the mooning
oldsters and youngsters on the benches.

6-8. Face uptown in the square, walk to the far left corner

and stroll up MacDougal Street a half block, till you come
to MacDougal Alley. Here, in a dead end street, which once

served the fine homes of Washington Square as a stable yard,

are some of the most charming artists' studios in the Village.

Try a medium shot and a couple of closeups of attractive

architectural detail.

9-10. Out again to MacDougal Street, turn right on Eighth

and walk a short block to Fifth Avenue. Diagonally across to

your right is the entrance to Washington Mews, a similar

stable yard, now grown into an artists' colony. Have a look

in there for more local color.

Sequence 3.

Along Fifth Avenue, in the few blocks from Eighth Street

to Twelfth, are perhaps the finest flowerings of one of Man-
hattan's peculiar charms—the sidewalk cafe. Here, behind

low hedges of box and spruce, are the flutter of bright table-

cloths and the gleam of cool refreshment. Here are the gay

and the garrulous, the young and old. the lonely lovers

—

each enjoying the warm sunshine and the privilege of being

stared at. Lead off with:

Paris in Neiv York— amid the

gay cafes of loiver Fifth Avenue.

1-10. Call your own shots, but keep in mind that medium
views alone will not tell the story. Begin at Eighth Street

with the Brevoort, as French as Cafe de la Paix. Stroll up
and across to Ninth, for the more formal layout of the Fifth

Avenue Hotel, and end your search and your sequence at

Longchamps, on the opposite corner of Twelfth Street and
the Avenue. Pick the best lighting and sit down at one of

these charming spots yourself. From the quiet of your table

is your chance for those close, candid shots which really

get the feel of the place.

Sequence 4.

Hop on a Fifth Avenue bus (any Tiumber will do, but the

open top ones are more fun) and ride up the great street to

Radio City. Your elevated and moving perch will seem to

be a fine camera truck. Frankly, it isn't! Unless the bus is

stopped in traffic, save your film.

Climb down at Fiftieth Street, and there before you is

New York City's greatest show place. To contrast this sub-

ject with that of the previous sequence, cut in the title:

From peace to pomp, in that true

Mecca for a Modern, Rockejeller

Center.

The subject is too big. too breath taking! No one, not even

the publicity director of the Center, could tell you what to

film first, second, third and so on and on, until your film

runs out. The best that we can do for your guidance is to

jot down a few of the general possibilities of each type of

camera viewpoint.

1. Long shots: Of first importance, obviously, are the build-

ings. Here, in incredible rank, are the terraced and the tall,

the graceful and the Gargantuan, the fabulous setting of this

city within a city. But long shots will serve you as well in

catching the bustling life at the buildings' feet.

Shoot along the walks, across the plazas, about the gar-

dens—and, above all, in the sunken plaza. There, now, is a

roller skating rink, where fluttered once the gay parasols of

a cafe or flicked the bright blades of society Sonjas.

2. Medium shots: In these views, study the shops, the "cops"

and the crowds, which all are a part of the Center's activity.

Have a look at the sculpture, led off by groaning Atlas, in

front of International, and giant Prometheus, hovering with

his precious gift of fire over the sunken plaza.

3. Closeups: Even in this mammoth setting, don't overlook

the closeup. Flowers and fountains line the walks, striking

architectural details beckon from the buildings' sides and,

most intriguing of all, people [Continued on page 287]
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DRAMATIZED FISHINQ
How footage was expanded by neat continuity plan

I fish. Don't look at the camera nor pay the least bit of

attention to me. Take your time, now, and don't get nervous.

... Be just as natural as you can. . . . That's perfect! Now
turn it over and start taking out the steak on the other side.

. . . That's it. . . . Fine . . . and thanks a lot, Paul!"

This is typical of the kind of incessant chatter which I

have found to be an effective aid in obtaining easy, natural

action and freedom from camera consciousness. It seems

to keep the actor's attention on what he is doing and to pre-

vent him from looking at what / am doing. I have found that

he automatically follows whatever instructions I include in

the patter and that he reacts very favorably to little com-

pliments and praise. He will fairly glow with pride if he

feels that he is performing his part satisfactorily.

I think that this is the same psychology that a magician

uses to deceive his audiences and to induce them to see only

what he wants them to see. By a steady flow of carefully

planned monolog, he directs the attention of the audience to

his right hand, while his left hand slips a rabbit out of a

secret pocket of his coat.

This trick of using a continuous flow of chatter, to put your

cine actors at ease, is particularly helpful when one is filming

a group of friends. By means of it, you can keep each of them
occupied at his task and prevent him from becoming self

conscious and from watching another or. worse, from looking

at the camera. So long as you keep talking, nobody will look

at you or the camera. Each actor is busy trying to follow

instructions. If, however, you should stop talking while you
are shooting a scene, the actors will invariably stop whatever

they are doing and will look at you to see what is going on,

thereby spoiling an otherwise good shot.

To obtain natural action pictures, whether they be of the

baby or of Grandpa. I recommend that you try the "chatter

method." Begin your monolog before you start your camera,

keep it up while you are shooting and continue it for a second

or two after you have stopped the camera.

Scenes from "Two

Perfect Weeks," the

film discussed here

Walter F. Hinckle, ACL,

and his movie camera

WALTER F. HINKLE, ACL
When I filmed Two

Perfect IFeeks, a story

of a fishing trip, I was
fortunate in having with

me a group of men who
had accompanied me on

a similar trip to the

same spot, the previous

year. They knew what

was expected of them

whenever I started my
camera, but I took no

chances and always kept

up a running fire of

chatter when I filmed

them. I am convinced

that much of the nat-

ural, sincere action in

the film, with its re-

sultant human interest

appeal, is due directly to the use of this chatter strategy.

In saying this, however, I. am not detracting in the least from

the splendid cooperation which I received from all the fel-

lows who were with me.

When I received my films after development, I found that

they were good photographically. They had correct exposure,

sharp focus, good lighting and all that sort of thing. But,

somehow, they lacked the continuity that I had expected.

First came shots of our group, arriving on an island some-

where up North; in the very next scene, we were shown in

fishing clothes; then we were pictured exhibiting our catch

and preparing a fish dinner. We were next seen shaving off

our two weeks' beards and handling our baggage in chain

gang fashion.

That essentially was all the action in the whole film, and
it certainly did not make much of a story. I realized that this

material was so limited that I should require almost as much
footage in titles, to give the film some semblance of smooth
continuity.

That essentially was all the action in the whole film, and

the transitions from one sequence to another were too abrupt.

It was evident that some sort of cinematic device was needed,

to bridge these gaps. After considering several plans, I selec-

ted a treatment that involved a dream, and I wrote a simple,

short scenario that listed the additional scenes required to

complete my story.

One of the fellows who went on the fishing trip agreed to

play the part of the dreamer, and we spent an enjoyable eve-

ning in his living room, shooting the new sequence.

With these scenes spliced in their proper places, I found

that, by writing carefully the titles to be used between the

different sequences, I could carry the illusion of a dream

throughout the film and successfully bridge the abrupt shifts

in subject matter. Considerable thought was, therefore, de-

voted to the titles.

The lead titles were designed to create an atmosphere of

day dreaming or wishful thinking about a fishing trip into

the North Woods and to introduce the idea of lazy, carefree,

happy days and of freedom, for at least two weeks, from the

neckties and the drudgery of shaving required during the rest

of the year. These titles are connected by means of lap dis-

solves, wipeoffs and fades, and after them comes a shot of

the dreamer, comfortably settled [Continued on page 294]
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CURTAINS FOR

CINE SCENES
Fades and wipeotts can

be made in several ways

ROBERT WOODMAN

Wipeoff Wipeon
Wipes made by dye method

IT
IS the last act of the play. One by one, all the points in suspense

have been cleared up. Finally, all is resolved, and the conclusion is

reached. Hero and heroine are reconciled and embrace tenderly.

Suddenly, the curtain falls with a thud, and all the brilliant house

lights are turned on. The audience is startled back to reality; its mem-
bers blink at each other, in the sudden glare; they have been cheated

of their illusion too soon.

No producer would think of ending a play that way; he values final

impressions too much. So he arranges for a slow curtain to fall and for

the lights to be turned up gradually.

It is within our power to do the same thing with our film presentations.

The last scene in our movie can also have its slow curtain. It need not

flick off into a glare of white light on the screen. We can create our

illusions, too, and we need not confine ourselves only to the end of the-

entire film; we can introduce the same kind of effect at the beginning

or use it to set off a sequence within the film.

The slow, or more rapid, curtain for our cine scenes is, of course, the

fade. This simply is an increasing effect of underexposure, which pro-

gresses from frame to frame until the image is obscured in darkness.

This effect is gained most simply by closing down the lens diaphragm
to its smallest opening. On most lenses, the smallest stop will still admit

some light; hence, to obscure the image completely, one simply places

his hand over the lens. Such a "diaphragm fade" is best made when
the exposure for the scene itself calls for a fairly wide stop, such as

f/2.5 or f/3.5.

A fade of a sort can be improvised by passing an opaque card slowly

in front of the lens, as close to the front element as possible.

A far smoother effect may be had by using a fading glass, a rectangu-

lar sheet of glass which is clear at one end and which gradually merges

to opacity at the other. The entire scene is shot through the clear por-

tion, and, when the fade is to take place, the glass is drawn gradually

across the front of the lens, until the opaque portion obscures the image.

It is possible to make a fading glass of this kind, by exposing and de-

veloping a photographic glass plate. The exposure is easily made on a

"process plate," by drawing an opaque card or dark slide in front of it

in a dim light. Development in a contrast developer gives a satisfactory

result.

Available, also, is the automatic fade, a circular, graduated disc, which

revolves by clockwork before the lens. The casing of the disc is clamped

to the lens barrel, and a trigger release sets the mechanism in motion.

One may use two polarizing filters before the lens, in a handy hous-

ing. When the planes of transmission of the two filters are parallel, the

picture is recorded clearly. When one of the filters is revolved with re-

spect to the other, the light transmission is gradually cut down, producing

the desired allover fade effect.

Strictly interpreted, the word "fade" may be taken to mean a gradual,

uniform darkening of the picture, but, considered as to its function, we

shall see that the purpose of gradually obscuring or revealing the pic-

ture may be served as well by other effects, which are akin to the true

fade.

For instance, there is the iris effect, which, when placed close to the

lens, causes a gradual darkening which starts at the edges of the picture

and travels toward the middle. Or a wipeoff, [Continued on page 285]
Fade in made
by dye method
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1

1 AM interested in animation and want to try it," you say.

I If so. be prepared for a tremendous amount of work

—

but interesting work. When you have finished, you will find

that you have added to your library a totally new subject,

different from anything that you have ever shot before.

Although animation is not easy, the difficulty does not lie

in the need for complicated or expensive equipment. You can

make movies of animated figures with 8mm. or 16mm. cam-

eras; the only piece of equipment that you require in addi-

tion to your camera is a rock steady tripod, for the camera
must not be moved between the exposures of the successive

frames.

Of course, a camera with a single frame release is an

advantage. But it is not a necessity, for almost any movie

camera will expose one frame at a time, if you tap the start-

ing button lightly. My camera, a standard model, shown in

the illustration on this page, has absolutely no special provi-

sion for the exposure of single frames, yet. by tapping the

button lightly, I was able to shoot one frame at a time and

to get entirely even exposure in successive frames, so that my
animation scenes are just as smooth as any other movie

shot.

If one uses, as characters in the film, such simple objects

as pottery pieces, jointed figures or toys, it is possible to

produce several short scenes in an evening. With a little

imagination, you may connect these into a brief but amusing

playlet. Then you can try something more elaborate, which

would require several evenings' shooting. It is when you
undertake these longer stories that the real work commences,
for you must plan the movements of figures carefully, and
you will want to build sets and properties to make the story

more interesting.

It is this sort of thing that requires the time and care

—

not the camera technique. Your picture will be as attrac-

tive and clever in direct proportion to the time and care that

you want to invest in it.

Maker of honor film tells

methods of his achievement

CARL ANDERSON
Of course, if you try animated cartoons, you will require

the ability to draw, but anybody can make an animated film

with the amusing, jointed figures that may be purchased in

toy shops or drug stores.

When I decided to produce a longer animated film, I

sought a subject that would interest audiences of all ages.

It seemed to me that food had a universal appeal and that,

of various foods, Jello would give me the best opportunities

for color effects. The next job was to develop the charac-

ters for the story.

I removed the contents from Jello boxes and filled the

empty paper cartons with wooden blocks, which made the

boxes solid. These formed the torsos of my actors, and sponge

rubber balls were used for their heads. Arms and legs were

cut from wood with a jig saw and were joined to the body

with wires, covered with brightly colored beads.

The first Jello doll that I made was not balanced properly,

and he would not stay put between exposures. The secret of

building a figure to be used in animation is to construct it

so that it will not topple when one foot is raised.

When I had designed a stable figure, I prepared the

scenario. I illustrated each scene with a drawing of the

action, prepared in the proportions of a 16mm. movie frame.

This helped me to determine the best camera viewpoint for

each shot, and it also aided me in planning the miniature

sets and backgrounds.

More important, I found, was that this system enabled me
to keep track of what had been filmed and what remained

to be shot. Filming a frame at a time and moving the charac-

ters between exposures is a process so slow that one is likely

to lose track of the work that has been done, unless he has

a series of rough sketches of successive scenes to guide him.

I made the miniature sets last of all. These were con-

structed of light composition boards on wooden frames. The

boards were painted with poster color, in flat tones, to avoid

undesirable high lights. In building miniature sets, I used a

jig saw.

I timed the movements of the characters by a series of

tests. For example. I wanted to know how many frames to

expose, to depict the dolls walking. For instance, I tried what

I call a "four frame walk"—that is, four frames were ex-

posed from the time one foot of the doll was lifted from the

floor of the set to the time that it was placed on the floor
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again. (The drawings on this page illustrate the method.)

This rate of progress was too fast to give the illusion of a

normal step, so I tried a "six frame walk," which I found to

be much smoother and more realistic. Using this as a guide, I

found just how many frames would be required to show one

of the dolls walking across the set.

I devised another test. I painted several series of dots on

the floor of the miniature set. In one series, the dots were

one eighth of an inch apart; in another, they were one fourth

of an inch apart; in the third, they were one half an inch

apart.

I moved objects from dot to dot, exposing one frame of

film each time the objects were moved. This enabled me to

judge, on the screen, the relative speed and smoothness of

the various rates of action. This is the easiest way for the

beginner to learn timing for animation. One can project the

test over and over again and thus learn just how far to move

a character or object between frame exposures, to obtain the

desired rate of progress on the screen. As I say, it is all fun,

but it does take time.

I learned that there was a great advantage in placing dots

on the floor of the set, to represent the path of movement of

all the characters in a given scene. Thus, after exposing one

frame, one can move each object to the next dot, then expose

the next frame, with confidence that, in the resultant scene,

the figures will be moving to their proper destinations.

In very simple animation—for example, a scene depicting

an ash tray sliding across a table—the system of using dots

will make the job very easy indeed.

If two objects are moving at the same time, one can con-

trol their relative speeds without difficulty. If the dots, to

guide the path of the ash tray, are one half inch apart and

the dots for the path of an ink bottle are one fourth of an

inch apart, the ash tray will certainly travel twice as fast

as the ink bottle. Of course, each object is moved from one

dot to the next between the exposure of each frame. Just try

a simple setup like this, and you may get the lure of anima-

tion!

But, you can imagine the amount of care that is required

if you have six characters in a scene, which must be moved
across a set at the rate of one fourth of an inch between each

exposure of a frame. Add to this other moving items, such as

wheels and '"gadgets," and you have quite a job.

In making Jello Again, I

met some special problems be-

cause of the subject matter,

the chief of which was that

the brilliantly colored Jello,

shaped by fancy molds, tend-

ed to melt under the fierce

glare of the flood bulbs. Often,

I had to stop shooting and re-

turn my Jello properties to the

refrigerator, lest they dissolve

on the set.

In the last scene of the film,

a little "Jello chef" comes into

the camera field and, with his

wand, produces the words,

"The End," in cream cheese

over a brilliant green molded
Jello dessert. Just as the last

frame was exposed, the mold
gave up its resistance to the

flood bulbs and had to go to

the refrigerator.

Several scenes called for

special effects. In one, a Jello

doll was to walk to a switch

and turn it on. Then, three

lights were to flash on in suc-

cession, and this was to be

followed by a series of colored

flashes, which were to illumi-

nate the set with different

hues.

To get the effect of the dif-

ferently colored flashes of

light on the set, I held over

the lens, first, magenta, then

blue green, red and blue

pieces of gelatin. I found that

surprisingly beautiful effects

can be obtained by this

method.

[Continued on page 293]

• Right, the author at work

on various steps in the pro-

duction of Jello Again.

• Left, a series of small dots,

to guide one in moving char-

acters. Below, a "six frame

walk" for a jointed figure.
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1. This beautiful shot of Teotihuacan comes from Down Mex-

ico Way, by Lester F. Shaal, ACL, of Edgewood, R. I. 2.

Among the many well composed shots in New York World's

Fair, 1939-1940, by A. M. Zinner, ACL, of Woodside, N. Y.,

is this attractive view of the Polish Tower, framed through a

decorative window. 3. Rhapsody in Bloom, by David Kirk-

patrick, ACL, of Kansas City, Mo., contains numerous lovely

color shots of flowers, such as this one. 4. This imposing shot

of snow sculpture appears in Dartmouth Winter Carnival,

lively movie of winter sports, by William Goeben, ACL, of

Hartford, Conn. 5. and 6. Two good human interest shots in

Business on Strike, by Waldo Johnson, of Adrian, Mich. It is

scenes like these that make your friends want to see a movie

a second time!

A CLEVER 8MM. MOVIE
The hero of An Anesthetic Fantasy,

filmed by Ernest Kremer, ACL, of

Flushing, N. Y., goes to the dentist

where he takes gas, and the story

tells his fantastic dreams while he is

under the anesthetic. Here, a painting

conies to life and steals a drink.
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TO most movie makers, the choice of unusual camera view-

points is just a means of adding variety to a film. But,

properly employed, it may be much more than that, for the

intelligent selection of angles of view sets the pace and mood

of every scene. Consider, for example, an eye level shot of a

man running toward the camera. Then envision that same

action taken as a follow shot from above the subject. Un-

doubtedly, the second viewpoint would suggest far more of the

man's haste than the first.

Below are listed some of the more important purposes, that

have occurred to me, of shooting with the camera directed

at various angles.

1. To eliminate undesirable scenery or objects.

2. To concentrate attention.

3. To create interest.

4. To build dramatic intensity.

5. To obtain better composition.

Let us look at No. 1. In a recent film. I wanted some pic-

tures of soldiers in 1812 uniforms, firing from the walls of an

authentic old fort. I located the fort, the soldiers and the uni-

forms. But everywhere were people, cars and modern build-

ings, that would give the lie to my 1812 fable. In another in-

stance, I had planned to make pictures of certain tradesmen at

work. I also desired pictures of the same men when they were

apparently watching a street parade. I obtained the pictures

of the men at work, but, obviously, I could not transport the

men to the parade scene. In both cases, a discreet choice of

camera viewpoints eliminated the undesirable surroundings

and completed the illusions which I sought.

In the first instance, I chose close camera positions and

used downward and upward angles that excluded the modern

objects. In the second, I used an upward angle, to obtain a

sky background, with the result that, when the scenes were

spliced in with the parade views, nobody could tell that the

workers were not watching the parade.

In making the sequence of an 1812 battle. I was filming a

group of soldiers in the act of loading and firing an old can-

non. The operation of loading with a powder horn was a unique

sight to one untutored in the ways of former warriors. Inter-

esting, also, was the peculiar method of moving the heavy

cannon, for reloading after each discharge. At my request,

the soldiers repeated their operations. I used downward cam-

era viewpoints, to reveal all the secrets of the action. Eye level

shots would have missed the methods. Thus, shooting from an

angle concentrated attention.

Most people see everything at an eye level of from four to

six feet, and a scene filmed at the

same height contains little of novelty.

As a result, it takes an unusual angle

to supply a fresh or interesting view- ^ ^i

point. In the case of still objects, this

is particularly true. I found it ex-

tremely effective, in filming monu-
ments and highway signs, to tilt the

How and why of

choosing camera

points of view

EARL L. CLARK, ACL

camera sidewise. as well as at an upward angle. The upright

objects then occupied an unusual, oblique position in the

finder. In that manner, a novel point of view put a breath of

life into what was otherwise uninteresting subject matter.

The scenario called for a realistic "fire and blood" battle

scene of recent times. I could not order a battlefield, nor an

army. But I did obtain one modern soldier. A plowed field was

chosen as a substitute for a battlefield. Unusual viewpoints

and imagination did the rest. A low bonfire was built, and the

camera was placed on the ground, so as to point upward

through the flames. I needed a blood smeared hero, so my

hapless victim had to undergo a liberal smearing with tomato

juice.

Then, for three times, my perspiring friend charged, with

fixed bayonet, over the fire and the camera. In a final closeup,

he pretended to smash his rifle, butt first, directly at the cam-

era. I couldn't have blamed him if he hadn't pretended. He

was a fearful sight, when he was seen looking upward from

ground level. At that angle, the scene had all the dramatic

intensity that a whole army could have supplied. At eye

level, the effect would have been spoiled.

Composition is the dragon which many a knight of movie

making finds difficult to slay with [Continued on page 286]

Frames illustrating

effect of choice of

camera viewpoint
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?HAP50DY
ROBERT P. KEHOE, ACL

MAKING Chromatic Rhapsody—although it involved days and months

of work—now seems a lot easier than telling you how I made it.

When, in December, 1939, it was awarded Honorable Mention by Movie
Makers. I was perhaps the happiest man in New York City. For the

Rhapsody had not been planned for competition. As a matter of strict fact,

it had scarcely been planned at all. Like Topsy. it had "just growed"—

a

bit of foliage in the fall, some ice and snow in the winter, cobwebs and
dewdrops in the spring, and a lake in summer, shrouded with early morn-

ing mist.

That's about all there is to it. But, with these scenes, a good amount of

editing and a little amount of titling, the film as it now stands was the

result.

As I say, it is difficult for me to give you an intelligent explanation of

how I take pictures. There is something intangible about it, which words

don't seem to cover. On two or three occasions recently, I have looked at

pictures made by others. Technically (or mechanically) they were perfect,

far better than my own, in camera steadiness, exact exposure and focus

and in the use of advanced effects.

But, to me at least, they lacked any life or soul. Perhaps—since the

words are not my own—you will excuse me if I call in for help a sentence

from Movie Makers review of Chromatic Rhapsody.

They said, in part . . . "One is inclined to suspect that nature puts on a

special show for Mr. Kehoe. The truth is probably that he himself has a

special understanding of nature and an intuitional sensitivity to light and

color."

I hope that is true! But, in any case, if one is to be successful in this

kind of movie making, these things I do know: You must love intensely the

mountains, trees, flowers and clouds—and everything else in nature; you
must be ready to cover all the territory you possibly can, where pictures

are likely to be found; then, when you find these pictures, you must be able

to see them.

This last requirement, of course, is the most difficult of the three to ful-

fill. Often, in amateur movies, one sees a reel in which almost the full four

hundred feet are of doubtful general interest. And yet, here and there in

the film, there are a few bright gems of the purest fire. How much happier

the movie maker would be if he had devoted his full amount of film to

these alone! The difficulty is to know, with an instant recognition, the forms

of genuine and unmistakable beauty. And, knowing them, to stand right

there, working till we have recorded them from every side.

But again, as I have said, one must be just as ready to range over the

countryside, in search of natural beauty. For a bare hundred feet of thrill-

ing pictures, the price often is scaled in miles of running around, most of

it fruitless; in countless mountain climbs through bitter winter weather.

For example, some of my finest footage of gleaming, ice encrusted trees

was taken at Mount Tremblant, in Quebec, almost by accident. I was vis-

iting at St. Marguerite, near by, and went over to Tremblant for a day long

call. There was ice on the trees then (as the result of a freezing rain a few

days before), but the weather was dark and stormy, impossible for any sort

of good pictures. Returning to St. Marguerite late that day, I called McGill

University, in Montreal, and was assured by their experts that the next day

would be clear and cold.

It was, beautifully so. I returned to Mount Tremblant, went up on the

chair lift to the halfway point and then climbed the rest of the way to the

summit of the mountain. The temperature stood at twenty below, the wind

was howling—but the sun was bright!

Trembling with cold and with the excite-

ment of all this gleaming beauty about me. Frame enlargements

I managed to run off two hundred feet of

16mm. color film before beating a retreat. from "Chromatic
My camera was an old one, small and light

in weight, so that [Continued on page 290] Rhapsody" byauthor



16mm. scenes by Spot
Film Productions, Inc.

The title opens
with a plain yellow

background. THE

CLINIC
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The brush paints a

blue swatch but
leaves yellow let-

ters.

The rest of the title

lettering magically

appears under the

brush.

FREDERICK S. BEACH, ACL

Title Stunt A new and handsome

trick title recently was

seen in a Kodachrome film, made by

Sherman Price of Spot Film Produc-

tions. A yellow card was selected, and

the title lettering was drawn on it

with a yellow wax crayon whose color

matched that of the card.

The lettering, done in yellow on a

yellow background, was of course in-

visible, and the title begins with a shot

of the plain yellow background, on one

side of which are three jars of show
card colors, in each of which is a brush.

A hand enters the scene and, from the

first jar, removes the brush, laden with

blue show card color. With the brush,

the hand paints a swath of deep blue

over the first row of letters.

Since the lettering was done in wax,

and the show card color is applied with

water, none of the blue color affects

the yellow letters, but it does cover the

area of the card surrounding the let-

ters and causes the title wording to

stand out in yellow against a deep blue.

The hand quickly picks up the next

brush and paints a swath of green over

the next row of letters and, finally, with

the third brush, it paints a swath of

red over the last row of letters. The ef-

fect is that the title lettering magically

appears under the stroke of the brush.

Various color combinations can be
worked out, as long as the title is let-

tered with a wax crayon whose color

matches that of the title card. As you
will see by examining the frame en-

largements on this page, simple hand
lettering, that anybody could execute,

looks well with this title trick, which
may be filmed in color with any movie
camera. Needed supplies are only show

card color, a matte surfaced title card

of desired color and children's wax
crayons.

Quiet That annoying squeak which

is sometimes heard during

projection may be caused by the edge

of the film rubbing on the side of the

takeup reel. By bending the takeup

reel judiciously, one usually may silence

the squeak. If the squeak seems to come
from the projector mechanism itself,

lose no time in applying oil. as advised

by your instruction book. If this does

not cure the trouble, then the projector

should be sent to the repair service of

the manufacturer for an overhauling.

Light Struck Processing laborato-

ries report that one

of the most common troubles of movie

makers is caused by the fact that they

load and unload their cameras careless-

ly and permit the edge of the film to

become fogged.

Rolls of film are supplied with a gen-

erous amount of extra footage, to serve

as leader to protect the film during the

threading operation, but, if this is al-

lowed to uncoil loosely, some of the

film that is to be exposed in the camera
will become edge fogged. Light seeps

in around the edges of the succeeding

coils, and the result becomes evident on
the screen. One sees a series of flashes

which creep up from the edges of the

picture.

Load the camera in the shade and do

not allow more leader to uncoil than

is required by the threading operation.

Hold the reel firmly, until it is in place

over the feed spindle, then draw out the

required leader for the threading opera-

Technical suggestions and

cine topics for movie makers

tion. It is easy, if you learn to do it

right, but take your time. Most loss of

footage in loading is a result of nervous

haste.

No leSS The consensus of opinion

among experienced filmers

would indicate quite clearly that Koda-
chrome film should not be exposed at

any opening smaller than //ll when the

camera is running at the regular speed

of sixteen frames a second. This is

true whether one is filming on a blaz-

ing desert, the white sands of a tropical

beach or on the brilliantly lighted water

of a tropical ocean.

One movie maker who filmed exten-

sively in the Southwestern part of the

United States, where glaring deserts are

the rule, found that any stop below //ll

gave underexposure, even though his

judgment and his meter might tell him
to use f/22.

Another who has shot thousands of

feet on the bright Florida beaches made
the same report.

High point The task of filming

local celebrations, pa-

rades, pageants and other outdoor af-

fairs is often given to a movie club. If

the enterprise is one of a civic nature,

it may be possible to secure the coop-

eration of a utility company, trucking

concern or, possibly, the fire depart-

ment. These institutions may be able to

furnish trucks with high platforms, or

ladders, which can be parked in de-

sired locations or moved along the line

of march, if the subject is a parade.

From viewpoints provided by such

conveniences, one can secure unusual

angle shots, to augment the more con-

ventional material filmed by other movie

makers on the ground. The top of a

moving van provides a fine spot for

cameramen. The trolley company's re-

pair wagon has a "made to order" ex-

tension platform.

Trucking One of the smoothest

trucking shots obtainable

can be made from a slowly moving
rowboat or canoe. Filming from a row-

boat is particularly effective, if one

wants to follow a person walking along

the shore of a lake or stream. Small

boats can be kept close enough to shore

to enable a good medium shot to be

[Continued on page 300]
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Simple expedients that will make filming easier

KENNETH F. SPACE, ACL

WHEN you make dissolves on

scenes of motionless subjects, es-

pecially in title filming, you will find

it easier to match the overlapping ex-

posure accurately, if the camera is op-

erating at eight frames a second instead

of sixteen frames a second. This reduc-

tion of speed gives more time for exact

manipulation; yet, of course, since the

subject is motionless, it is not detected

on the screen.

Portable reflector

Alert movie makers are becoming in-

creasingly aware of the value of using

reflectors to concentrate light on cer-

tain areas of the subject, in either out-

door or indoor work. The only disad-

vantage in the use of reflectors is their

bulk and weight.

An efficient and light substitute for

the usual type of reflector is the chrome

plated ferrotype tin commonly used by

still photographers for the purpose of

making glossy prints. These tins are in-

expensive and are so light that they may

be carried easily. One may bend them

backward, to spread the reflected light.

or forward, to concentrate it, if desired,

as shown in the illustration.

Cement bottle holder

After one has inadvertently spilled

cement a few times, because of tipping

the bottle over accidentally, he is likely

to want a means of making the bottle

secure, in spite of hasty gestures. Four

methods are shown.

1. A block of plywood, in which a

hole has been cut to fit the bottle snugly.

2. A piece of thin metal is cut in the

shape of a cross, as shown. The center

of the piece is nailed to the editing

board or table, and the ends are bent

over against the sides of the cement

bottle.

3. A length of discarded film is

wound in a tight coil about the base of

the bottle. Moisten the edges of the film

occasionally with cement, as you wind

it about the bottle. The cement will

make the coils stick tightly together.

4. The glass base ordinarily used

under castors and legs of furniture, to

keep them from cutting the carpet, pro-

vides the cement bottle support here.

To make the bottle fit snugly inside the

heavy glass cup, wind coils of discarded

film about it, until you have a tight fit.

Use film cement to glue it together.

Current taster

A handy gadget that will enable you

to determine quickly whether current

is alternating or direct may be made
from a one fourth watt neon glow lamp,

which costs about forty cents at most

electric supply houses. First, buy an in-

expensive night light, designed to be

plugged directly into baseboard sockets,

at the five and ten cent store. Remove
the ordinary bulb and replace it with

a neon lamp.

When the neon lamp is plugged into

an outlet, both halves of its filament

will glow if the current is alternating.

but only one half will glow if the cur-

rent is direct. This is a particularly

useful device to those who use sound

projectors or double turntables and

who give shows at clubs. Amplifiers and

turntable outfits may be seriously dam-

aged if they are inadvertently plugged

into direct current outlets.

Simple screen

A novel screen can be made from a

sheet of wallboard covered with white

blotting paper. This surface is a re-

markably good reflector, and it gives a

good screen image. A new method of

hanging the screen is provided by fast-

ening two wooden cleats to it, as shown

in the drawing. The upper ends of these

cleats are fitted with picture molding

hooks, so that the entire screen can be

hung on the wall.

This eliminates the need for a stand

or tripod and allows the screen to be

placed at the greatest possible distance

from the projector, a desirable arrange-

' '

ment when the room is small. Rubber

buttons or metal "domes of silence"

may be attached to the back of the

screen, to prevent it from marking the

wall.

Footage measure
Many of the inexpensive film reels

are not equipped with the slot and

markings which enable one to deter-

mine, at a glance, the amount of film

that is wound on the reel. If one is will-

ing to sacrifice one reel that does have

(S~^g)

such markings, he may make a handy
guide that he can hold on the side of

any reel, to discover how much film

it contains.

To make this guide, remove the side

of a reel containing a footage scale and

cut out the section indicated in the dia-

gram. Since these reels are generally

made of soft aluminum, they may be cut

with a heavy pair of tin shears. After

the footage scale is cut out, file down
the rough edges.

Jeweler's loupe

A handy substitute for a film viewer,

for use in editing or in selecting frames

for enlargement, is the small magnify-

ing glass set in an eye cup, that is

commonly used by jewelers. The type

marked No. 2 gives ideal magnification

D
when the user places one in his eye and

holds the film a few inches in front of

it. The cost of this type of magnifying

[Continued on page 292]
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Shots in 8mm. film

of domestic drama

produced by author

n
|_ady on June

Street" came

from challenge

IT
all began one evening after dinner. The

"Lady" was glancing through one of her

magazines, while I, deep in reverie, pondered

over some sort of excuse for the purchase of

a roll of Kodachrome. I came back to earth

when she called my attention to a full page

advertisement, featuring a luscious and mag-

nificent strawberry shortcake.

Here was my chance. "I'll bet you can't

make a cake like that," I said.

She fell easily.

"Certainly I can, silly, it's simple." And,

before I could give her a second lead, "I'll

prove it. I'll make one tomorrow."

Then followed my subtle suggestion. If

anybody could make such a beautiful cake,

it certainly should be filmed.

She quickly agreed.

I little realized, at the time, that it was

going to prove much easier for her to bake

the cake than it would be for me to make a

movie of her in the process. Nevertheless, we

started, and the result was The Lady on June

Street.

In the majority of indoor Kodachrome pic-

tures that I had seen, there was almost invar-

iably a tendency to underexpose. The result

was arms and faces that were slightly red

tinted. Some amateurs make a practice of

securing only sufficient light to permit them

to shoot at f/1.9, and this procedure, in my
opinion, is likely to produce slight underex-

posure in the areas less favorably illuminated.

It is better to have more than enough illu-

mination than to have only just sufficient. So

I decided that I would have plenty of light. I

used eight to ten No. 2 flood lamps and shot

the indoor scenes at an average exposure of

/ 5.6. By moving the lamps closer, on near

shots, I could stop down to //8.

Two lamps were placed in the chandelier

for overall lighting, and one or two lamps

were stationed directly behind the main sub-

ject, to provide back lighting. Four lamps,

two on each side of the camera, were used for

flat lighting. The remaining lamps aided in

eliminating shadows in corners.

Type A Kodachrome has a Weston speed

rating of twelve in artificial light, but, in

order to make certain that there would be no

underexposures, a speed rating of eight was

used, which allowed a half stop more expo-

sure. This rating compensated for any de-

ficiency in lighting or errors in meter read-

ings.

For closeups—shots made with the camera

at a distance of three and one half feet, or

less, from the subject—the exposure meter

was held at a point about ten or twelve inches

from the subject. For medium shots, it was

SHE BAKED

A CAKE

LEO CALOIA

held at a point halfway between the camera

and the subject.

The camera used in filming the picture was

a Keystone Model K8, with //2.7 fixed focus

lens. For closeups, two portrait attachments

were used, one designed for a camera distance

of three feet and the other for one of four

feet. Several of the scenes required that the

film be wound backward in the camera. Since

my camera was not equipped with a special

device for the purpose, the job had to be done

with a changing bag and by the good old

fashioned "locked in the clothes closet"

method, which never fails, except, of course,

when you overlook the crack in the door.

Because of the large amount of light used,

I had to devise something, other than the or-

dinary lens shade, that would prevent direct

rays of light from striking the lens. A square

cardboard box, about the size of a large

Brownie still camera, with one end cut out

and a hole cut in the other end, was attached

over the lens of the movie camera. This was

held in place by the tight fit of the hole over

the flange on the lens. Another hole was cut

next to the lens, to provide an opening for the

viewfinder, and the whole box was painted a

dull black, inside and out. Although this de-

vice was somewhat cumbersome, it served its

purpose very well, permitting one to point

the camera almost directly into the light.

It never occurred to me that, in a hundred

foot 8mm. amateur film, I should be called

upon to cope with some of the same produc-

tion problems that usually are associated with

making theatrical pictures. In one scene, the

"Lady" is inserting luscious red strawberries

in thick cream on the top of an equally lus-

cious and magnificent shortcake. One of the

strawberries, being too small, she places on

the table beside the cake. The script called

for this particular undersized strawberry to

fall to the floor, where, later, the "Lady" will

accidentally step on it and slip. In slipping,

she must fall and splatter the wall with

cream, cake and strawberries. After that, of

course, she has a good cry.

Try as we might, the strawberry could not

be persuaded to oblige us by rolling off the

table realistically. Finally, I had to get some-

body to stand, just out of camera range, and

blow on it. This did the trick. So that the

'"Lady" might fall realistically and yet not

injure herself, several pillows, covered by

blankets, were placed on the floor, so that

they were hidden from the camera's view by

the table.

Strange as it seems, the cake and dish did

not break when the "Lady" slipped. The dish

finally had to be [Continued on page 290]



PRACTICAL FILMS

The non theatrical movie as

used for various purposes

LAURENCE S. CR1TCHELL

Salt of the Earth

A new motion picture, Salt of the Earth, which dramatizes

the part that salt has played in the history of mankind, is

now being produced by the motion picture department of

Canadian Industries, Ltd.. for the Windsor Salt Company,

of Windsor, Canada. Directed by J. Alasdair Fraser, ACL,
the movie will trace, on 16mm. sound on film Kodachrome.

the origin of many uses of salt—in folklore, in heraldry and

in health—and then will show modern methods of refine-

ment. The latter part of the film includes the new process,

developed by the Windsor Salt Company, of mixing salt with

cement, to prevent ice from forming on highways during the

wintertime.

Four other films, produced by Mr. Fraser's department in

the past months. Building Modern Highways in Old Quebec,

The Romance of Fertilizer, Precision and Ice Control, have

had large audiences. In particular. The Romance of Ferti-

lizer, a forty minute 16mm. sound on film production, has

been shown to 14,000 Canadian farmers and their families in

the last four months. Recordings of the narration are in

English and in French, the latter version for use in Quebec.

Mexican Silhouette

Clement K. Chase, ACL. of Tucson, Ariz., producer of

Mexican Silhouette, has announced that he himself is now
handling the educational distribution of- that outstanding

monochrome film. A Ten Best award winner for 1939, the

picture is subdivided into three one reel sections: Mexico,

D. F., Mexican Agriculture and Mexican Cities. This dis-

tribution arrangement by Mr. Chase supersedes his previous

placement of the subject with a commercial firm, as an-

nounced earlier in this department.

Augusta Red Cross Filmed

From Augusta Chapter, American Red Cross, the latest

production by Scott Nixon, ACL, of Augusta, Ga., come the

illustrations on this page. On 400 feet of 16mm. Kodachrome,
Mr. Nixon has told the story of the community work main-
tained by his local chapter of the Red Cross and has shown
the dependency of such chapters upon contributions by the

public. Opening with a sequence that shows housewives re-

fusing membership donations, the film then presents the ac-

tivities of health and public welfare in the community, which
are maintained by the Red Cross. Particularly noteworthy
are the sequences of automobile safety, from which these

frame enlargements were taken.

Skis over Skoki

Filmed by John C. Jay, ACL, of Williams College, Skis
over Skoki was shown recently at the Eleventh Annual Show
of Amateur Motion Pictures, sponsored by Duncan MacD.
Little, ACL. Mr. Jay's film, which is 400 feet of 16mm.
Kodachrome, accompanied by sound on disc, was made for

the Canadian Pacific Railway and will be shown by them
to major ski clubs throughout the country. The film outlines

a short story of a girl who. having grown bored with the

l

r ACL

usual mountain

trails, leaves her

guide during one

of the downhill

runs and starts

over treacherous

territory alone.
How she ends
her journey and
what happens en

route are shown

by Mr. Jay in

some of his finest

pictures of skiing,

a field in which

he is an expert. He
has made several

films of skiing in

the past.

Shots from sequence

of auto accident

in Red Cross film

Film at University of Kansas

From the University of Kansas, at Lawrence, Kans.,

comes news that the Bureau of Visual Instruction is pro-

ducing a 16mm. motion picture, as yet unnamed, which will

depict, on 1000 feet of Kodachrome, the life of six or eight

typical students during their attendance at the university.

Professor Allen Craften, who wrote the continuity, is also

director of production, while Raymond Nichols, Fred Mont-

gomery, Art Wolf and Fred Ellsworth form the committee

in charge of the work. Upon completion, the film will be

available to schools and to interested groups.

Filming in Holland

In spite of the war in Europe, David Croll, ACL, of

Amsterdam. Holland, planned to make a motion picture on

16mm.. Kodachrome, of a metallizing process for which his

company, the Technische Handel & Industry, are the sole

representatives in Holland. By this process, developed by the

Metallizing Engineering Company, Inc., of Long Island.

N. Y., molten metal from a hand gun is sprayed on objects.

The treatment of Mr. Croll's film, written by the continuity

department of the League, provides both an explanation and
a demonstration of the properties of metallizing.

Bird Film in Color
How Birds Feed Their Young, the first Eastman Classroom

Film in full color Kodachrome, has been announced from
Rochester by the Eastman Kodak Company. One half reel,

it is available for immediate delivery.

The photographer, Dr. Arthur A. Allen, professor of

Ornithology at Cornell University, shows the indigo bunting

and towhee bringing food to the nest in their bills; a thrush

feeding the hungriest first; a male bluebird, illustrating how
he sometimes stands guard at feeding time; a cedar wax-
wing feeding its young with food carried in its throat: a

goldfinch demonstrating feeding [Continued on page 294] 279





lake Better Movies
UR EQUIPMENT IN PACE WITH YOUR NEW
EW MOVIE-MAKING AMBITIONS

IT'S more than likely you now have your eye on a few accessories which

will help solve definite problems, achieve specific results.

With the outdoor season well under way, don't delay. Get the things

that you need most now.

Cine-Kodak accessories are designed right, made right, and priced

right. And there are many of them, all specifically useful, for both 8 mm.

and 16 mm. work. See them at your dealer's.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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KODAK'S NEW COLOR SHOW— AGAIN

THE HIT OF THE NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR

1

Last year and this, millions of people

have marveled at the beauty and drama oi Koda-

chrome lull-color pictures projected on a 187-foot

screen, longest in the world. And every day

in increasing numbers, they're seeing the newer,

greater show. Also at the Kodak Building—expert

advice on picture taking at the Fair, Don't forget

your Cine-Kodak,



Deutsch & Shea, Inc.

Top, George Murphy, Inc., in 1887;

below, firm's modern 1940 store
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Non Theatrical Pictures A " im "

posing
array of new 16mm. sound on film en-

tertainment subjects is featured as its

primary offering to the trade by Non
Theatrical Pictures Corporation, 165

West 46th Street, New York. Among
the new films are such outstanding fea-

tures as The Count of Monte Crist o,

with Robert Donat and Elissa Landi;

Palooka, with Jimmy Durante; Red
Salute, with Barbara Stanwyck and
Robert ^toung; / Cover the Waterfront,

with Claudette Colbert and Ben Lyon;

The Melody Lingers On, Last of the

Mohicans and others.

Midwest producers Recent advice

from The Cal-

vin Company, 26th & Jefferson Streets,

Kansas City. Mo., indicates an upward
trend in the use of 16mm. sound record-

ing for business films. With increased

facilities for every branch of produc-

tion in this medium, this firm offers its

services to businesses, educational in-

stitutions and individuals who require

high quality sound recording, original

film planning and expert photography.

The firm has facilities for the produc-

tion of original trick and other photo-

graphic effects and is well equipped to

produce color.

In addition. The Calvin Company
will shortly make available a series of

specially produced 16mm. sound on
film short subjects, of which the first,

now to be offered, is titled, Barefoot

Memories.

Photrix Cine A new photoelectric

exposure meter, es-

pecially designed for movie work, is

now offered by the Intercontinental

NEWS OF

THE INDUSTRY

Answers the query "What's

new?" for filmer and dealer

RUSSELL C. HOLSLAS, ACL

Marketing Corporation. 8 West 40th

Street. New York City. The new instru-

ment, called the Photrix Cine, is said

to represent a completely new devel-

opment in special design, to meet the

particular requirements of the movie

cameraman.

Said to possess a sensitivity range

from .75 to 4500 candles a square foot,

the new meter is designed to respond

to all light conditions under which

movies can be taken. The dial reading

indicates / stops directly, and it is in-

stantly convertible to any camera op-

erating speed from six to one hundred

twenty eight frames a second.

The scale may be quickly preset to

work with cine films of any emulsion

speed. A shutter speed scale extends

its usefulness into the field of still cam-

era work. The new instrument, housed

in a one piece bakelite casing, is manu-

factured in the United States, and its

price is $22.75.

Dejur has foot candles The wel]

known
Dejur Critic Model 40 Exposure Meter

now carries a scale which reads directly

in foot candles, in addition to its photo-

graphic uses. This feature enables the

user to determine the intensity of the

light for all general conditions. In this

way, the meter may be used as a handy
indicator, to show whether the illumina-

tion, under any specific condition, is

sufficient for the filmer's purpose. A
foot candle scale, covering application

to all general types of work under arti-

ficial illumination, will be supplied by

the manufacturer, Dejur-Amsco Corpo-

ration, Shelton, Conn.

New DuPont films Movie makers

who use min-

iature cameras, to supplement their

cinematic hobby, will be interested in

the three new DuPont 35mm. emulsions,

the Superior types 1, 2 and 3.

Superior 1 is intended for outdoor

use, has a long scale gradation and

extremely fine grain. Superior 2, twice

as fast as the former, is effective for

indoor, as well as outdoor, work, since

its color response is corrected for use

[Continued on page 300]

From "The Count of Monte Cristo,"

release of Non Theatrical Pictures
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IT
IS a sobering thought that the gen-

erations of tomorrow will be able to

witness the details of our wars of today.

Who knows with what cold, pitying eyes

the audiences of the future world will

gaze, almost unbelieving, on our wanton

destructions of property and of life, on

the bombings and blitzkriegs?

Citizens and historians of the future

will have their chief impression of

today's activities brought to them
through events which are now being

recorded by the movie camera. But, be-

sides the aspect of the matter which

m?kes these records priceless for the

future, there is the present day demand
for immediacy, fulfilled with amazing

speed by organizations which engage

in this work. The clash and strain of

forces in the wars of any previous age

have never been recorded with the com-

pleteness and detail that are provided

by the camera coverage of today's strug-

gle in Europe. Battle scenes of these

wars fly in a day's time to American

shores, braving the perils of capture

by combatants and censorship.

It is a tribute to the real importance

of the home movie field that the pick

of this material, specially edited and

assembled to form a valuable and in-

teresting record, has been made avail-

able for substandard projection, in si-

lent and sound versions.

The latest manifestation of the totali-

tarian march across Europe, together

with the defenses against its advance,

is pictured and described in Bombs
Over Europe, released by Castle Films.

This subject illustrates the ability of

the modern news cameraman to appear
where the action is important, and its

footage includes graphic sequences of

the mortal struggle between empires

and aggressors. It may be termed one
of the most revealing of home movie
war films so far released.

It contains the more vital engage-

ments of the Norwegian campaign by
air, sea and land. Denmark's fall is

recorded. Other important scenes carry

motion picture commentary to tell of

the resistance of Belgium. Holland and
Luxembourg, the intensified action on
the Western front and the agitations

along the Mediterranean and the trou-

bled lands that border it.

Watching our own projectors unreel

this story, we can mark well the lesson

that it teaches.
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AMATEUR CLUBS
What organized cine groups are doing everywhere

Washington host- More than six hundred members

and guests of the National Capital

Cinema Club gathered recently in the West Ballroom of

Washington's Shoreham Hotel, for the club's Annual Guest

Night. Featured on the program was the premier presentation

of The Glory of our National Parks, a 1600 foot color travel

study by John V. Hansen, ACL, vicepresident of the Amateur

Cinema League and a charter officer of the Washington club.

Among the regions covered in this hour long film were

Monument Valley, Vermilion Cliffs. Kaibab National Forest,

the Grand Canyon of Arizona. Zion National Park and Bryce

National Park.

Colden Gate forms New in San Francisco is the

Golden Gate Cine Club, recently

organized with a membership of thirty six. The first officers

are Edward Clark, president; Victor De Valle, vicepresident;

James Harrison, treasurer; Helen Hawkins, secretary. Ama-
teurs interested in the club may get details from Miss Haw-
kins, at 666 Edinburgh Street, in San Francisco. The charter

roll will be closed at fifty members, following which a small

initiation fee will be charged.

Eights exhibit Over three hundred members and guests

of the Minneapolis Octo-Cine Guild at-

tended that group's first annual screening of members' films,

held recently in the main building of the city's Y. W. C. A.

Among the pictures presented on the program were A Movie

Party Is Born, by the club; Trees, by John T. Leffier; Octo

hems, a news compilation; Man Murdered, by Robert

Murphy, ACL, and Ralph Mueller, ACL; Margie, synchro-

nized with sound on disc, by Mr. Leffier; Eastern Honey-

moon, by Russell Wilcox, ACL; East and West Coast Fairs,

by Harry DeVault, ACL, O. A. Johnson and G. M. Champlin,

ACL; One. Time Loser, by Edward Swanell. C. G. Crosby,

club secretary, was general chairman in charge of arrange-

ments for the screening.

Fort Worth forms Amateur filmers in the region of

Fort Worth. Texas, will now be
served by the Movie Makers Club, new group in the South-

west. J. C. Duvall heads the club as first president. At an

early meeting, members of the club heard from the city's

Chamber of Commerce publicity director, in preparation for

a city filming competition with a premier prize of a silver

cup. Individual entries will be limited to two reels of 8mm.

JAMES W.MOORE, ACL
or 16mm. footage, in black and white or Kodachrome.

Brooklyn presents A well handled program of outstand-

ing amateur films packed the three

hundred seats of Brooklyn's St. Felix Street Theatre, at a

late special screening sponsored by the Brooklyn Amateur
Cine Club, ACL, on Long Island. America, The Beautiful

by the group's president. Irving Pollack, ACL. represented

the membership on the program. Guest pictures included

Ski Legs, by Robert M. Coles, ACL, and Charles H. Coles,

ACL; Vile d'Orleans, by Judith and F. Radford Crawley,

ACL; Ruth, by C. Manley DeBevoise, ACL; Roundhouse to

Roadbed, by Frederick G. Beach, ACL, League technical

consultant. Sound effects and music were presented by double

turntable with all the films.

New in Minneapolis Witn fourteen members on the

charter roll, the Suburban Cine

Club is the third amateur movie group to form in Minne-
apolis. Membership will be limited to a total of twenty five,

to maintain the informal nature of the group, which is now
meeting in members' homes on the last Thursday of each

month. First officers include E. E. Samuelson, president;

F. E. Murphy, vicepresident; J. M. Devoy, secretary treas-

urer. Movie makers interested in the club may receive fur-

ther information from the secretary at 309 Blake Road, in

Hopkins. Minn.

First for AllentOWn Western Holiday, the premier

Maxim Award winner, produced
in 1937 by Hamilton H. Jones, ACL, was a feature of the

First Annual Banquet held recently by the Allentown (Pa.)

Y. M. C. A. Cinema Club. More than a hundred and twenty
members and guests gathered for the occasion in the local

Elks Club. Other program items included an introduction by
Charles Grammes, ACL, founder president of the Cinema
Club, and an address on the art of photography, by Dr. John
Shankweiler, of Muhlenberg College. Elmer Serfass was in

charge of arrangements for the banquet.

Fine films in Hartford Members and guests of the

Hartford Cinema Club have

been favored with a series of outstanding amateur films at

late meetings of this veteran group. In order of presentation,

the pictures have been Alaska and the Yukon, by Hamilton

H. Jones, ACL, of Buffalo. N. Y.; The Glory of our National

Parks, by John V.Hansen, ACL. of [Continued on page 296]
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The ACL movie book

The ACL Movie Book—A Guide to

Making Better Movies was published

by the Amateur Cinema League last

month. It takes the place of Making
Better Movies as the authoritative text

on non theatrical filming and film show-

ing. Although it will serve the same
purpose as that which was served by

Making Better Movies, being a practical

collection of essential information about

movie making, it is, in every way, a new
book.

Therefore, it has been sent to every

League member; each new member will

receive it, when he joins the League.

It can be secured only by members,
who are urged to preserve their copies

carefully, because replacements of lost

copies can be made only in rare cir-

cumstances that caused an unavoidable

loss.

Members are especially asked to read

the final chapter. How the League Can
Help, to refresh their minds concerning

the services that are available to them.

Curtains for

cine scenes

[Continued from page 269]

which starts at one edge of the frame

and moves in a straight line across the

picture, will act as a "curtain" to a

scene very effectively.

Special devices are available, which

will produce these effects of introduc-

tion and conclusion in all their forms.

If we shoot according to plan, of

course we shall be able to determine

in advance which scenes shall fade in

and which shall fade out. But, in

editing film subjects which have been

shot without a plan for opening and

closing scenes, one often finds it de-

sirable to add fades. This may be done

conveniently after the film is exposed,

by the use of a dyeing method, which

gives a result known as the "dye fade."

The dye is easily applied to the film

in solution, and it has the property of

darkening the emulsion to a degree

proportionate to the amount of time the

film is immersed in the solution.

The dye is prepared by mixing a

special powder with water. It is then

poured into a test tube, or other long,

narrow container, the length of which

must exceed that of the portion of film

on which the dye fade is to be made. The
film strip portion to be dyed is soaked

in water for a short time; then the end

of the film is weighted, so that it will

not curl, and the strip is lowered grad-

ually into the tube, then withdrawn.

That part of the film which is immersed

in the dye longest will be most opaque,

so that the simple act of lowering the

strip of film slowly into the container

will produce a gradual fade, with the

YOU'D be sure to like a Speed Graphic— you'd like the
feel and appearance of this fine photographic instrument

... its lOOOth-second focal plane shutter, extension bellows,
interchangeable lenses, parallax-corrected tubular finder ... its

ability to take a wide range of plate and film emulsions, includ-

ing sheet Kodachrome. And you'd like the pictures possible

with all this versatility at your command.
The compact 2Vi x 314 Speed Graphic, illustrated, would

make a fine "next" camera. With Kodak Anastigmat //4.5 lens

in 250th-second between-the-lens shutter, it is $111. Internally-

coupled range finder, shown, $27 extra, installed.

Graflex and Graphic Cameras are made by the Folmer Graflex Corporation

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

IfSfilGD© is WORLD'S FAIR

HEADQUARTERS

for CINE -KODAK
Films and Cameras

Three Medo Stores at the New York
World's Fair offer new facilities to

both movie and still camera fans who
visit the Fair this year.

All three Medo stores are well

stocked with Kodak Cine Film for

every type of Movie Camera—both
black and white and Kodachrome.

Medo stores also take care of process-

ing of your Kodachrome films, of

course, at no additional cost over the

original purchase price of the color

films. This relieves you of the nui-

sance of carrying exposed films around
with you.

Processing will be handled in the most
efficient manner by Medo and you will

receive them finished in quick time

—

either at one of our stores on the Fair
Grounds, at our New York City store,

or by mail, as you may desire.

You will enjoy the convenience this

year of securing fresh films right at

the Fair, and being able to leave them
there for processing.

MEDO WORLD'S FAIR STORES
1—Opposite Kodak Building 2—Constitution Mall

3—Communications Building

NEW YORK CITY STORE— 15 WEST 47TH STREET
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2 Du Pont 16m/« Films

For BLACK & WHITE MOVIES
AT THEIR BEST

REGULAR PAN
REVERSAL PROCESSING

The Double Econoiuv Film

SUPERIOR PAN
NEGATIVE-POSITIVE PROCESSING

An Indestructible Record

REGULAR PAN saves money two ways.

Its price is reasonable. And with its

wide exposure latitude, you can make
every foot count. For your next outdoor

movies, try a roll of this double econ-

omy film. Its panchromatic sensitivity

lets you use filters. Its speed in daylight

fits the range of your lens. Bright scenes

take f:16 the smallest opening. Sold by

leading photo supply dealers. List price

four-fifty per 100 ft.

SUPERIOR PAN makes your movie a

permanent record. It's a fast, panchro-

matic film, that is grand to use outdoors

or indoors for pictures of children and

scenes you can never replace or re-

take. Negative-Positive processing gives

Superior Pan its permanence. When you

send a roll to be processed, you get two

films back. One, the original camera

negative, you keep. The other, the posi-

tive print, you project. You can have

extra prints made by returning the nega-

tive to us. Superior Pan is sold by lead-

ing photographic dealers. The list price

— $7.50— includes processing of both

negative and print. For additional prints

the charge is 3'/4 cents per foot (mini-

mum one dollar).

DU PONT FILM MANUFACTURING CORP.. In

9 Rockefeller Pla New York. N. Y.

darkest portion of the film at the end

which went first into the dye.

Fades of almost any length are pro-

duced by regulating the depth of the

solution and the rate of lowering the

film into it. A minimum amount of dye

need be used if a long, narrow contain-

er is at hand. A glass tube, of the type

used to preserve violin strings straight.

will serve the purpose nicely, or one

may procure a bakelite or hard rubber

tube at a radio supply house and make
a container of this by driving a cork

into it tightly at one end. The,dye solu-

tion is best made up just prior to use.

The dye may also be used to render

a portion of a length of film opaque, in

such a way as to produce the effect of

a wipeoff or wipeon. Waterproof tape

is used in the process. First, the strip

of tape is placed on a smooth, hard sur-

face; it is cut diagonally with a razor

blade: then the tape is applied to the

emulsion side of the film.

The tape protects a portion of each

frame, and, when the film is lowered into

the dye, only the unprotected portion is

made opaque. After the dye has dried,

the tape is removed, and there remains

a long, triangular area of black, which,

at one end of the wipe, completely cov-

ers the frame and, at the other end,

diminishes to a point. The effect is

shown on page 269.

Wipes and fades may be added to

your films easily by these methods.

When you next edit a film, look it over

with the idea of trying a post produc-

tion fade.

The art of angles
[Continued from page 274]

his trusty camera. Many books, written

to resolve the problem for the amateur,

actually succeed only in involving it. As
a general rule, if you like a picture, it

probably has good composition, for com-

position is largely instinctive. If you

cannot tell what makes a picture good,

you can usually tell what makes it bad.

With due respect to "S" curves, tri-

angles and foreground silhouettes, 1

humbly offer three simple aids toward

slaying the many headed monster of

composition.

1. Know what you are going to film

beforehand : thus you will have only one

center of interest.

2. Exclude everything that you can

from your picture, except your center of

interest; this simplification process tends

to make your picture more powerful.

3. What you cannot exclude, subordi-

nate; your main action will then be

helped, rather than hindered, by the

complementary figures.

Upward and downward viewpoints re-

duce the number of disturbing elements

in any picture. Thus, thoughtful choice

of camera positions can be a powerful

factor in obtaining good composition.

In exposing several thousand feet of

Kodachrome film, I discovered several

things about color work. For example,

if you are silhouetting a light object

against the sky, the contrast will be

greater if your viewfinder includes the

sky overhead, for that part of the sky

will be recorded much darker than the

part at the horizon. Considerable varia-

tion in color density can also be gained

by using a half stop either way from the

correct exposure. Little, if any, loss of

quality will result.

As important as contrast is color value.

Red, yellow, orange and purple are warm
colors; blue and green are cool colors.

Warm colors are disturbing; cool colors

are restful. Thus, action shots are height-

ened by violent color. Conversely, scenic

or pastoral shots automatically require

blues and greens, and nature supplies

them.

Most effective pictures are mainly cool,

with a warm spot to give them life. To
prove the point, take a look in your local

art gallery. As a result of this observa-

tion, I always made an effort to get a

spot of red into every color picture that

I took. In one instance, I planned a shot

of a white steamer upon the green waters

of the Niagara River. For ten miles, 1

drove along the river, looking for my
spot of red. I finally discovered it in a

box of geraniums. I included this in the

foreground, and the picture turned out

to be one of the finest scenic shots that I

have ever had the pleasure of filming.

I feel that interest in a film is height-

ened, if everything is built toward a cli-

max. Each sequence should be com-
piled with that intent. In turn, the en-

tire production gains acceleration as it

tells its story. I use three steps, to for-

ward this purpose. In the first place,

all scenic shots are placed at the be-

ginning of a sequence, and action

shots are put at the end. Secondly, the

best shots are always saved for the

finale. Thirdly, I cut the film lengths

shorter and shorter as the tempo in-

creases. Often, long action shots are

cut into lengths as short as one foot.

Purpose, rather than position, should

be the guiding factor in determining

a camera viewpoint. First, one should

decide clearly what is to be pictured.

Second, he should know what this pic-

ture is to prove. With these points in

mind, the good composition and the

right angle will suggest themselves.

Just try it sometime.
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Why not film New York?
[Continued from page 267]

from every hamlet and homestead in

the country are your immediate neigh-

bors.

Don't overlook reaction shots of these

people! Sneak shots of them if you can;

stage them if you must—but get them,

somehow. For these Americans, these

neighbors from a thousand Main

Streets, are the real story of America's

greatest small town—Rockefeller Cen-

ter.

Sequence 5.

There remains now only the conclud-

ing sequence of Times Square, at night.

No film is complete without it, yet no

study of this man made heaven ever

seems dull. Don't worry if it rains. Al-

though the conditions may be tough on

you, they are ideal for your pictures,

since the mass of lights gleams with a

doubled brightness on the wet asphalt.

You will use color, of course. For ex-

posure, try your fastest lens at its wid-

est opening for all normal shooting. On
full medium shots of the giant Wrigley

sign, an aperture of //2.8 is none too

small. Title it:

But the brilliance of Broadway still

is Manhattans most potent memory.

For camera positions, among others,

try:

1. Up Broadway for the length of the

Square, from just north of the Times

Building. There will be a temptation to

'"panoram" across, but better results

seem to be gained from selected views

of the Broadway and Seventh Avenue
sides.

2. From No. 1 position, cross Seventh

Avenue directly to the Paramount The-

atre. Here, in the blaze of the marquee,

you can catch crowd shots, at normal

speed, with amazing detail in the faces.

3. Move uptown, now, shooting indi-

vidual signs as you go, till you reach

the island of Longacre Square, at

Father Duffy's statue. A reverse view-

point from spot No. 1 may be had from

here, with some protection for your

camera and tripod.

4.- Even here, where all seems to be

long shot filming, closeups can be used

to good advantage. Keep a weather eye

peeled for bits of human interest, move
in close, and you will have a record of

Times Square that your filming friends

will envy.

No, New York is not America . . .

But it can and should be a grand place

for visitors with a movie camera. Good
shooting!
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Revere Model 88 Double 8 Camera
takes all Double 8 film, full color or black and
white. Eastman standard spindles and spool insure
correct threading. 5 ft. spring motor, helically cut
gears, parallax-corrected optical view finder. 5
speeds, 8, 12, 16, 24, 32 frames per second. Stain-
less steel aperture plate. 160° rotary disc shutter.
Complete with Wollensak 12.5 mm. F 3.5 lens in

removable universal focus mounting . . . $29.50

Revere Turret Mount
Model 99

has all the features of
Model 88, plus Turret
and extra optical view
tinder for use with 1" and
1H" telephoto lenses.
Complete with one Wol-
lensak 12.5 mm. F 2.5
lens $65.00

Retarding Sproc
forms loop automa
Revere feature

Show Brighter Clearer
Movies With The
Revere 8 Projector

Its greater screen illumina-
tion makes every picture
sharper and more brilliant.
F 1.6 lens, high ratio Duplex
shuttle film move-

ment, double blow-
er cooling system,
enclosed gear and
chain rewind. Com-
plete with 500 watt
lamp and F 1.6
lens . $59.50

ket Film Control
tically, an exclusive

. CAMERA
Licensed Under

Eastman Spool and
Spindle Patents

Your vacation trip can be enjoyed
again and again when you take

movies of it, in full color or bril-

liant black and white, with the new
Revere Double 8 Camera.

Special features make the Revere
Double 8 Camera the easiest of all to

use. Its exclusive retarding sprocket
film control makes a film loop auto-

matically if you forget — prevents

film jamming. It also takes all strain

off the film gate and with Revere's
precision-built shuttle movement and
positive speed control, assures stead-

ier, clearer movies. 5 speeds, 8 to 32

frames per second permit taking pic-

tures under difficult light conditions
and make possible surprising effects

in slow motion or ultra fast action.

See this remarkable camera and the
Revere Standard 8 Projector at your
dealer's! Mail coupon now!

Revere Camera Co., Inc.,
Dept. 6MM, 326 E. 21st St.,
Chicago, 111.

Please send latest literature on the
complete line of Revere 8 mm.
motion picture equipment.

^e?r§> lffa<*K Tio^
REVERE CAMERA COMPANY • CH

. KANSAS CtIV

Addr

CAGO |
"«"«

I City
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ATTENTION LEAGUE MEMBERS
Do not worry if you have not re-

ceived your copy. The first 10.000
volumes are just off the press. Natur-
ally a little time is required to dis-

tribute so many books of the size of

this one.

BY SPECIAL MESSENGER TO YOU!
We know that ACL members will

want their copies as soon as pos-

sible and we are rushing delivery.

Most members will receive their

copies of THE ACL MOVIE BOOK
from a Western Union Messenger.
Because the book is valuable, you
or a representative will be asked to

sign a receipt for it!

IT'S the latest book on amateur movie making! . . . It's

the biggest book about the subject written in the past

decade!

311 PAGES—OVER 100 ILLUSTRATIONS—FRAME EN-

LARGEMENTS—PHOTOGRAPHS—DRAWINGS! INTER-

ESTING—NEW IDEAS—SIMPLY WRITTEN—ACCURATE
—COMPLETE—FULL INDEX.

Written by the staff of the Amateur Cinema League—com-
piled from their experiences in serving thousands of movie
makers for over a decade, this book represents the latest

and simplest cine technique. It is based on what ama-
teurs do. It tells you what you want to know because it

comes from the needs and questions of over 21,000 League
members—every one a real movie maker.

NOT A REWRITE OR REVISION

The ACL MOVIE BOOK is a brand new book, written

from an up to date viewpoint. It replaces "Making Better

Movies," the League's earlier movie making guide. It

is completely new from cover to cover!

SENT TO ALL LEAGUE MEMBERS

THE ACL MOVIE BOOK already has been
sent to every League member in the world.

Everybody who is now a League member
will receive a copy free.

SEND ME THE ACL MOVIE BOOK!
1

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

420 Lexington Ave. Date
New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

I wish to become a member of AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc. My
remittance for S made payable to AMATEUR CINEMA
LEAGUE, Inc., is enclosed in payment of dues. Of this amount, I direct
that $2 be. applied to a year's subscription to MOVIE MAKERS. (To
nonmembers. subscription to MOVIE MAKERS is S3 in the United
States and possessions; S3.25 in Canada, S3. 50 in other countries.)

MEMBERSHIP 55

Name

Street

City...
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A NEW BOOK FOR NEW MEMBERS

ACOPY of THE ACL MOVIE BOOK will be mailed to every
new member of the League when he joins. This up to

date, handsome volume is sent in addition to all the regular

League services, the booklets and MOVIE MAKERS, monthly.

THE ACL MOVIE BOOK IS NOT OFFERED FOR SALE. IT

IS AVAILABLE ONLY TO LEAGUE MEMBERS.

IF YOU ARE NOT A LEAGUE MEMBER, JOIN NOW AND
GET THE ACL MOVIE BOOK. IT ALONE IS WORTH THE
PRICE OF MEMBERSHIP.

THE ACL MOVIE BOOK contains new information, new ideas,

precise and simple technical information about every phase
of movie making used by amateur filmers. Illustrations on ex-

posure, focusing, use of exposure meters, exact lighting dia-

grams, tricks, editing, projection, scenarios, and other subjects,

are included.

HERE ARE THE CHAPTERS

Bound in stiff boards with an attractive

gray and red cover, THE ACL MOVIE
BOOK will make a handsome addition

to your library shelves. Attractive

typography, fine book paper, new ar-

rangements and many illustrations give

it a de luxe appearance.

What Is A Movie?
What Makes A Movie?
A Movie's Chief Tools
Basic Camera Technique
Film Plans
Around The Yard Movies
We Need More Movie Tools
The Camera Steps Out
The Camera Sees The World
Filming Public Events
Making The Film Ready To Project

Projection
Filming Indoors
The Camera Deceives
Things Far And Near
Better Methods Of Ex
Movies In Color
Sound On Films
Special Purpose Films
Profits From Your Mo>
The Movie Shopper
How The League Can

The new book is packed with information and it is

simply written in an informal style. You will find

it fascinating, and you may be sure that the in-

formation is correct—IT'S AN ACL PUBLICATION.

r -•.,
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Unique Camera Features

The cinematographer's dream of accuracy

and convenience in picture taking is em-

bodied in the B-M Sound-Pro, a 16mm. cam-

era with eight exclusive features of design.

The external finder, which is one example,

gives an erect image on ground glass,

correctly disposed as to left and right.

Turning a knob on the side of the finder

changes the lens combination inside it,

showing different image sizes to cor-

respond with the fields covered by the

three most frequently used lenses. Accurate

adjustment for parallax is provided.

In the Sound-Pro Camera the picture gate

and film are shifted to one side, within the

camera body, bringing a projector size

focusing aperture, covered with ground
glass, into position on the axis of the tak-

ing lens. The image, viewed through an
eight times microscope, is erect and cor-

rectly disposed as to right and left. There
is no parallax error, and no chance of

disturbing the focus after adjustment.

Other exclusive features of this camera are

described in an illustrated catalog. Write
Berndt-Maurer Corp., 119 East 24th Street,

New York, or E. M. Berndt Corp., 5515
Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Cal.

Annual meeting

of the League

THE fourteenth annual meeting of the

Amateur Cinema League was held at

the League's headquarters in New \ork
City, May 8. Three directors. C. R.

Dooley. ACL, W. E. Kidder, ACL. and

T. A. Willard. ACL, were elected to

succeed themselves for a period of three

years. Reports of officers and staff

members presented at the meeting in-

dicated that the affairs of the League

are in satisfactory condition. Stephen

F. Voorhees, ACL, President, presided

at the meeting.

Following the annual meeting of

members, the annual meeting of the

Board of Directors was held. The Ex-

ecutive Committee of the League, con-

sisting of the officers and Mr. Dooley.

was appointed for an additional year

of service.

She baked a cake
[Continued from page 278]

broken with a hammer, while, to obtain

the desired effect of catastrophe, I

found it necessary to throw the cake

against the kitchen wall. To simulate

reality, strawberries were squeezed

against the wall, so that the juice trick-

led down. The life of a strawberry short-

cake in my film was indeed not a bed
of roses.

The "Lady," after viewing the ruined

results of her labors on the kitchen

floor, begins to cry. We knew what to

do without hesitation. We brought out

the onions.

Ordinarily, just the mere thought of

slicing onions will bring tears to one's

eyes, but, evidently, this was not the

case with the actress in our 8mm. movie.

Not even a trace of a tear presented

itself, and she peeled and sliced, even

mashing two large pails of onions. We
had enough sliced onions for ourselves

and the neighbors for the rest of the

year, and still tears failed to put in an

appearance.

We decided, then, to try some other

method for the production of tears.

White vaseline was rubbed just below

the eyes and very lightly dampened with

water. The water coalesced and formed

drops that ran slowly down her cheeks.

This made a good crying scene that

could not be told from the artistry of

even a Garbo.

Another difficulty we had to contend

with concerned the cream on the cake.

Because of the heat, which resulted

from the large amount of light used,

the cream refused to stay white. It con-

tinually kept turning brown. This ne-

cessitated much scraping and replenish-

ing with fresh cream at frequent inter-

vals.

The "Lady," like thousands of other

women, has always thought highly of

the month of June. She was a June

bride, and June, being linked with ro-

mance, moonlight rides, canoeing on

blue lakes and everything that is dear

to the heart of a romantic girl, she sug-

gested that we call the picture The
Lady on June Street.

Inasmuch as we did not reside on

June Street, it was another case of "if

the mountain won't come to us, we'll

go to the mountain." So we drove out to

June Street. We rode around until we
saw a house which seemed to be ideal

for our story. This house was used for

exterior shots, the interiors being taken

in our own apartment.

In one sequence, the "Lady" is back-

ing a car out of the garage, on her way
to the store. The garage and driveway

scenes were shot where we reside, but,

when the car reaches the curb, it is

seen on June Street, some six or eight

miles from our garage. We simply drove

down June Street to a driveway, where

I got out to film the scene. The "Lady"
turned up the driveway as if to make a

complete turn in the middle of the

block and then, while the camera was
operating, she backed out to the street

again and continued on the way we
came. When the shot of the car backing

to the street was spliced after the scene

of the car backing out of our garage,

all the action seems to have taken place

on one street.

And so, as these difficulties were sur-

mounted, The Lady on June Street

emerged from a dream to a reality. The
mess in the kitchen was easily cleaned;

the onions made good soup. Our only

regret is that we had to dispose of a

beautiful shortcake by the hard, rather

than the easy, way.

Chromatic rhapsody
[Continued from page 275]

it might be packed easily in a knapsack.

But for these virtues I had paid the

price of only fifty foot capacity. Thus,

for four separate times, it was neces-

sary to unthread and stow away an

exposed film, thread up and test a new
one. This is a job which can be done

only with bare hands. It was not, even

then, a new experience, but it certainly

was a cold one.

Some other of my winter scenes were

taken on Mount Marcy, in the Adiron-

dacks; this means a seven mile trip on

skis from the lodge and a final climb

of about 3000 feet to the summit. There,

just below the peak of Marcy on the

west side, is a basin which contains

the biggest area of ice and snowbound
trees in this part of the world. It is

probably about a mile in extent. Ap-
parently, moisture is blown in there

and frozen on the trees at the very

beginning of the winter season. Soon,

ice and snow, in laminated layers, cover
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the entire trunk, limbs and branches

of every tree in the area, leaving each

in a ghostly and fantastic shroud.

Every visit reveals a different picture.

This year, there had been an early

thaw, and dripping water had frozen

in long pendants of gleaming ice. It

was like going into fairyland.

But I was lucky the day that I filmed

there. Storms concentrate in the moun-

tains, and for the next ten days, after

I made my shots of Marcy, the place

was shrouded in snow and murk. Fur-

thermore, it is often impossible for me
to go out, even in fair weather, because

I cannot readily find other skiers to go

with me. It is unsafe to make such a

trip unless there are two, and prefer-

ably three, in the party. Thus, I have

to be ready constantly to embrace each

opportunity.

On a visit to Adirondack Lodge

about a month later, I succeeded in

getting a boy of eighteen to go out with

me for another attack on Marcy. Again,

the thermometer stood below zero, with

the wind at gale force. We kept dog-

gedly on, till we reached timber line,

but here we were forced to turn back.

My nose was frozen, and the fingers of

my right hand ached for months after-

ward from frostbite. I got a few mar-

velous pictures, but not enough.

On these terrifically strenuous trips,

I often find myself in such a concen-

trated state of mind that, oblivious of

surroundings and companions, I start

talking to myself. Sometimes, I fear,

these monologs get rather on the tor-

rid side, so much so, in fact, that on a

recent mountain trip I had to apologize

several times to the lady with me. What
I am trying to tell you is that I give

everything I have when I am looking

for pictures. But I suppose that this is

the only way always, if you want any-

thing good.

In the spring, summer and fall, of

course, climatic conditions are not so

arduous—but the going is still far

from easy. You must be up and out in

the woods and fields by at least 5:00

A. M., if you hope to find nature at her

loveliest. In Chromatic Rhapsody, one

entire sequence (often hailed as the

film's most beautiful) was exposed be-

tween that hour and the next.

Subtitled The Enchanted Lake, this

series opens on scenes of a woodland

lake all but obscured in the drifting

mists of dawn. Light is growing in the

sky, but the sun has not yet reached

into the lake valley. Slowly, through

the sequence, the light strengthens un-

til, with a slanting burst of color, the

sun tops the opposing range of hills and

spills radiantly across the misty water.

From that triumph, the sequence moves
swiftly to an end. Vagrant wisps of fog

thin out and vanish. Sky blue flows

into the water, and the first faint breeze

of morning frets the surface. Quietly,

another dawn is complete.
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iVoir Forever Yours I

'NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR OF 1940
In Home Movies exclusively produced by

the Official Motion Picture Photographers

of the New York World's Fair. 16mm. 8mm.

IITOW you can reserve a front-row seat for the mightiest spec-

|| tacle ever conceived—mankind's Parade of Progress—the N.Y.

World's Fair of 1940! Now you can thrill to the splendor of the

World of Tomorrow as seen by day and by night. Now you can

sit in your own easy chair and let Official ace cameramen take

you on a tour of the colorful International Pavilions, the fascinat-

ing educational Exhibits, the gay, mad Amusement Area—every-
thing that goes to make this World's Fair the most amazing and

complete record of our Civilization! A film you'll enjoy now and

treasure for years to come.

Made in Five Standard Sizes

16 mm. 8 mm.

360 Feet silent film . . . $10.00 180 Feet silent film . . . $6.00
100 Feet silent film ... $ 3.50 50 Feet silent film . . . $1.75

Sound On Film— 16 mm. Only. 350 feet . . . $17.50

Natural Color Film— 16 mm. Only

100 feet . . . $17.50 360 feet . . . $62.50 400 feet on sound . . . $100.00

MOMENTS WHEN THE WORLD GASPS!
Official Films

"NEWS THRILLS OF 1940"-Voi. 1

This year of 1940 is probably the most thrill-packed, chill-packed

year in the world's history. So Official brings you all the impor-

tant headlines from January to June— not in cold type— but in

alive, moving pictures — and brings them right into your own
living room!

16 mm. and 8 mm. in the same Released on or about
five lengths and prices as above. June 10

Ask your dealer for these films!

OFFICIAL FILMS
330 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y.

In Canada: General Films, 1924 Rose St., Regina, Saskatchewan
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• Do you want to add a

quality sound track to

your 16mm. films or to

the 16mm. photography

taken by members of

your own company?

• Are you looking for the

laboratory that special-

izes in better 16mm.
duplicate prints?

• Would you like to add

wipes, dissolves and

other trick effects . . .

after your photography

is taken?

• Do you need profes-

sional editing help in

finishing your own pro-

duction?

• Are you looking for the

direct 16mm. producer

with complete studio
facilities?

• Would you like to

know how much it

would cost you to have

a good, complete Sound

Motion Picture pro-

duced?

ALL SERVICES ARE
AVAILABLE IN

FULL COLOR

ar--from-¥OU?~

KANSAS CITtf, MISSOURI

Another early morning sequence in

the Rhapsody is composed entirely of

closeup studies of dewy cobwebs. These,

again, entail a certain amount of hard-

ship. You must be up with or before

the dawn, for this exquisite handiwork

of nature dries up and disappears with

the first hour of warming sunlight. You
must be ready to search far and wide

for these giant displays of nature's jew-

elry. In one year—through what unseen

magic I know not—they will be flung

with abandon across the fields. In an-

other, you can search for days without

once finding a cobweb worthy of your

work.

Last fall, for instance, was a great

cobweb season. I found it so by experi-

ence, and naturalists assured me that

I was right, from their occult theories

and deductions.

But I did not need their guidance.

There the gloriously threaded gems

were, and I could see them. On early

mornings in October, I have set out

down the west side of the Hudson, to

drive in from Kingston to New York.

In field after field, glowing with the

slanted light of dawn, there were lit-

erally thousands of dew laden cob-

webs. They make exquisite studies—but

be prepared for a soaking right up to

the neck, as you move through them
for new positions.

I have tried, so far, to outline the

basic requirements for taking beauti-

ful pictures of nature. These things I

found out on my own. The require-

ments, however, for making beautiful

pictures of nature are something else

again, and these I learned only through

the guidance of the League's consulting

staff. I had sent in for "duping" the

entire two hundred feet from which the

Enchanted Lake sequence is now
drawn. Officials of the Kodak Com-
pany liked the footage and urged me
to submit it in Movie Makers annual

selection of the Ten Best.

Dubious, but pleased at the implied

compliment. I took the reel to ACL
and asked for an opinion. It was right

there that I began to learn how mo-

tion pictures are made, as well as

taken. We threw on the League's screen

that day the full two hundred feet of

film, just as it came from my camera.

The League's staff raved—but they

ranted, too.

What, no titles? No cutting? No re-

arrangements? Reluctantly, at first, I

began to wonder if they might have

something. I knew my stuff was beauti-

ful. My own perception told me that,

but it also told me with increasing vig-

or that this beauty had little meaning
beyond its own jumbled charm. I

brought in more hunks of footage—ice

on Mount Tremblant and Marcy. reels

of jeweled cobwebs, a mass of fall foli-

age at Placid.

Again, the boys raved, and I purred

quietly with pleasure. But they ranted

too, and I fell to listening as they

talked. One by one, my established

(but rather unthinking) prejudices fell

away. I had claimed there was little

order in nature as we observed it; they

showed me that there must be in the

way we portray it. I disliked titles, save

as identifying labels of the picture's

setting; they insisted that with beauty

the setting doesn't count, but only the

mood. I felt that each scene stood on

its own feet in its emotional effective-

ness; they tore a brief reel of film

apart, rearranged the scenes, and I

scarcely knew it for the same work.

These then were the final labor pains

which went into the birth of Chromatic

Rhapsody as it lives today. I recom-

mend them to you. For a fresh, tre-

mendous thrill, take a new look at na-

ture. Roam far and wide over her

fields, her forests and her wind whipped
summits. But roam with a seeing eye

and affection for what you see. Then, in

the quiet gloom of your winter nights,

don't fear to aid nature to an ordered

interpretation of her glorious beauty.

Cine conveniences
[Continued from page 277]

glass is thirty five cents. A slightly

more expensive variety is equipped with

a flexible band, which may be slipped

over the user's head, to hold the glass

to his eye. Both types are illustrated

on page 277.

Title cartoons

Cartoons for titles or sketches for

title backgrounds can easily be made
by the following method.

Of the scene desired, obtain a photo-

graphic print on double weight, matte

surfaced paper. Then, with Higgins

black waterproof ink, outline, or out-

line and shade, the objects that should

appear on the screen. When the ink is

dry, soak the print in a solution of tinc-

ture of iodine that is one part tincture

of iodine and five parts water. In this

solution, the print will bleach out in

about four minutes, leaving only the

ink lines. The print will be discolored,

but, if it is rinsed for a moment and

then is placed for about five minutes in

"hypo," the discoloration will be elimi-

nated. The print is washed for about

fifteen minutes, then dried and put in

the title frame for filming.

Life to photographs

The use of a 16mm. frame enlarger

greatly facilitates producing the trick

in which a still photograph comes to

life. Make a frame enlargement of the

beginning of the scene to be used for

the trick; then film a few feet of the

print of this frame enlargement, which

is placed just close enough to the lens

to fill the camera field. If your camera
lens cannot be focused close enough to
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permit getting an ultra closeup of a

small print, you can make, or have a

photographic store make for you, a big-

ger enlargement from your negative.

The advantage of using the 16mm. en-

larger for this purpose is that it gives

the full field of the frame in its exact

proportions.

Editing catchall

A small metal box, designed for filing

three by five inch index cards, which

is obtainable at five and ten cent stores,

makes a useful receptacle for various

editing aids. In it, you can put the ce-

ment bottle, film scraper, rubber bands,

a small pencil, viewing glass and a pair

of cotton gloves. The box may be

screwed to the editing board, if de-

sired.

Filter with titles

Business movies are sometimes made
in both color and in black and white.

In such cases, it is convenient to use

but one set of title cards for both films.

If the titles are lettered in white on a

blue background, a pleasant and popu-

lar combination for Kodachrome, they

may not record very well in black and
white film, since the blue may be too

light for good contrast. However, this

may be cured easily by using panchro-

matic film and a red filter. The filter

will darken the blue card, just as it

darkens the blue sky.

How Jello

was animated
[Continued from page 271]

To get the right exposures for these

short scenes, I held the gelatin sheets

in front of the exposure meter and took

the reading through them. It is impos-

sible to judge the exposure by eye, be-

cause, if you look through the gelatin

sheets, you will believe that the illumi-

nation is reduced enormously, while the

meter may indicate the need of an addi-

tional opening of but one half stop, to

compensate for the presence of the col-

ored gelatin in front of the lens.

Jello Again was filmed with a Victor

16mm. camera with an //2.9 lens. Ac-

cessories included a single frame

counter and a viewing tube that enables

one to look through the lens, to deter-

mine the exact size of the field. This

equipment helped greatly in doing ac-

curate work.

Five flood bulb reflectors and one

spotlight comprised the lighting equip-

ment. Incidentally, I lost track of all the

flood bulbs that I used during the nine

months of production.

After trying several types of lighting,

I found that a flat, overall light was

best suited for filming this type of sub-

ject matter in color. One of the most

important things to remember in shoot-

ing animated objects is to have the cam-
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List prices

effective

June 1,1940

G-E No. 1 .

G-E No. 2 .

G-E No.
(refl

R-2
sctor)

G-E No. 4 . now

G-E DAYLIGHT
PHOTOFLOOD5

G-E No. 1-B . . . now 30^
G-E No. 2-B . . . now 60^
G-E No. 4-B . . now *1«75

"STILL" NEWS!
Prices also reduced on

G-E Mazda Photof/ash lamps

No. 5 (the amazing midget) ..13*

G-E No. 7 15^ G-E No. 21 15*

G-E No. 11A 1
3^

G-E No. si 23*

G-E No. 16A 15^ G-E No. 21B 20*

GENERAL ($$ ELECTRIC
MAZDA PHOTO LAMPS

era rigid. The camera must not be

moved between exposures of successive

frames.

Titling is as important in animated

films as it is in all other types of movie

subjects. For the background of the

main titles in Jello Again, white corru-

gated paper was used. Painted figures

were cut out of cardboard and were

grouped around the title word, Jello.

Lights were placed at a low angle, to

accentuate the lines in the corrugated

paper. A dissolve brought on the credit

title; then, with a series of quick wipes.

the words, strawberry, raspberry, cher-

ry, orange, lemon and lime, were
brought on and off the screen. The sub-

titles were hand lettered, with white

poster paint, on black cards; then they

were double exposed over actual scenes

in the picture.

Practical films
[Continued from page 279]

by regurgitation of partially digested

food; a hummingbird squirting food

into the young birds' throats; young
herons pumping food from the parent's

throat: snakebirds helping themselves

to food swallowed by the parent; the

least bittern brooding its young after

feeding; and quail and grouse leaving

the nest in search of food immediately

after hatching. The film is available for

purchase from the Teaching Films Di-

vision of Eastman Kodak Company.

Error

By error, the Practical Films depart-

ment in the April Movie Makers listed

three films made by Dr. David Bennett

Hill. ACL. of Salem, Oregon, as avail-

able in 16mm. silent versions only. This

was a mistake, and we are happy to

correct it. Dr. Hill's three films. Pre-

natal Care, Mother and Child from
Birth to One Year of Age and Child

From One to Six, are available in

16mm. sound and silent films, and also

in an 8mm. silent version.

Dartmouth Movie Survey
In a recent survey of motion picture

uses for the classroom, conducted by
the Audio Visual Department of Dart-

mouth College, under the direction of

Robert Haven Falconer, eighty five per-

cent of the students participating in

the questionnaire revealed, in answer

to the first question, that they had en-

joyed the film previously shown as a

test. The students were divided equally

in their opinion of motion pictures as

a method of teaching compared with a

text book or an illustrated lecture.

Ninety five percent of the students, how-
ever, considered audio visual education

definitely worth while. Mr. Falconer

also reports that his department at

Dartmouth, which, in 1938, showed only

twenty seven sound films during the

first semester, distributed 529 educa-

tional sound films during the same pe-

riod of 1939.

Boy Scout Camp Filmed

In a single week end last summer,
Lewis B. Sebring, jr., ACL, of New
"i ork City, filmed Camp In Paradise, on

400 feet of 16mm. Kodachrome. a film

that he had been wanting to make since,

ten years previous, he had attended that

particular Boy Scout camp at Pilot

Knob at Lake George, N. Y. With a

duplicate contributed to the Schnectady

City Council, and an original shown at

troop and council meetings, the film is

being used as a means of promotion and

of attracting youngsters to the camp. It

shows, first, the setting of Lake George,

with its many historical associations,

and then goes on to recount the daily

activities of the Boy Scout campers,

with some markedly picturesque shots

of Indian dancing and of sundown at

the camp. Mr. Sebring reports that he

gave his final motion picture show of

the season at Schenectady recently,

before an audience of several hundred

persons, who saw, not only the camp
film, but also Streets of Peace, Honor-

able Mention film in Movie Makers
selection of the Ten Best films of 1939.

This was the twenty fifth time during

the season that the latter film had been

shown.

Dramatized fishing

[Continued from page 268]

in his big easy chair, lazily browsing

through assorted folders of fishing re-

sorts. He looks at a map of northern

Minnesota and. with his finger, he se-

lects the spot that shows the location of

the lake where we go fishing.

As he drowsily puffs at his pipe,

thinking of this fisherman's paradise, he

drops slowly off to sleep; the map slips

from his fingers as his arm dangles over

the edge of his easy chair. This scene

fades out, and the next scene, which

shows our arrival at camp, fades in. A
transition title then introduces our fish

dinner on shore.

Here, the sequence pictures all the

steps in preparing this meal and in-

cludes closeups of the technique of

"steaking" a fish.

At the end of this appetizing series,

another transition title suggests the pas-

sage of time and indicates that the day

on which our long whiskers must be

removed has arrived. The shaving se-

quence, which follows, provokes many
laughs and groans from the male mem-
bers of every audience.

The scene showing "chain gang" bag-

gage handling, where everything is

passed along the line from one man to

another, fades out, and the fade in on

the next scene reveals our dreamer, still
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COVERING FIRST TITLE

How title wipeoffs and wipeons were

produced by single frame exposures

asleep in his big easy chair, with his

arms moving hack and forth, as if han-

dling baggage. He is rudely awakened

when he accidentally knocks a book off

the arm of his chair. He sleepily rubs

his eyes and sighs, realizing that it was

just a fisherman's dream of two perfect

weeks.

The titles were lettered, with the aid

of a standard lettering guide, in black,

on clear, transparent celluloid. A back-

ground was provided by trimming to the

required size an appropriate picture of

a log cabin and pine tree, found in a

resort folder. This picture was pasted

on a mottled, light blue title card.

Lettering on celluloid is easily ac-

complished if one first washes the cel-

luloid with a piece of cotton saturated

with vinegar. The same fluid also serves

as an ideal eraser for use when it is

necessary to correct errors in lettering.

Fades and dissolves that were in the

lead title assembly I produced by a

simple fading glass. The dissolves, of

course, required rewinding the film and

making a second exposure. A wipeoff

from one title to another was made by

means of single frame exposures and

the use of a black card. The procedure,

which can be followed with any camera,

was as follows:

After the requisite footage had been

exposed on one title, tlie camera was

stopped and a black card was placed

so that it covered about one sixteenth

of an inch of the title card on one side.

A single frame was exposed, by tapping

the camera's starting button, the card

was moved one sixteenth of an inch

further across the face of the title, and

another frame was exposed. This pro-

cedure was followed until the black

card completely covered the title area.

Then the film was rewound in the

camera, and the second title, the one

AT LAST!
for the first time

IN 16MM. SOUND

Shirley

TEMPLE
Lovable Darling of the Screen

In a Series of Delightful TWO REEL COMEDIES
"PARDON MY PUPS"

"MERRILY YOURS"
"MANAGED MONEY"

"DORA'S DUNKING DOUGHNUTS"

These merry comedies have universal appeal and will add spice

to any program. Casts also include

Andy Clyde, Junior Coughlin, Kenneth Howell

FOR OUTRIGHT SALE

Send for New, Complete Illustrated Catalog

of Outstanding Features & Short Subjects

Exclusive Distributors

COMMONWEALTH %jt
PICTURES
729 Seventh Ave.

CORPORATION
New York

Start that new Camera

on its career of Perfect

Movie Making with

PANCHRO
SUPER REVERSAL

FILM
16mm. 9.5mm. double 8mm.

Plenty of speed for interior shots (Weston 16) as well as out-

door shots (Weston 24) on dull days with heavy overcast sky.

Panchro's high color sensitivity, fine graininess and wide lati-

tude contribute to the production of brilliant pictures of theatre

quality. And for processing — Gevaert laboratories located

throughout the world are organized to give you the fastest and
at the same time the most efficient service — at no additional
cost — purchase price includes this service — films are returned
postage prepaid. For convenience to the user — when 400 ft.

Gevaert Reversal Films are received for processing, Gevaert
laboratories will return your films spliced on a 400 ft. spool
ready for projection. You owe it to yourself and that new
camera to provide this film for perfect movies.

Ask your dealer for Pancbro Super Reversal or write to:

7U GEVAERT COMPANY a/> AMERICA Ihc
423 West 55th Street, New York

Philadelphia . Boston . Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco . Seattle
GEVAERT (CANADA) LIMITED . Toronto • Montreal . Winnipeg • Calgary
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You've Been Waiting

for These!

A Series of Sparkling 2 Reel 16mm

Sound-on-Film

COMEDIES and

MUSICAL COMEDIES

Starring
Robert Benchley

Ruth Fitting

Clark & McCullough

Tom Kennedy

Betty Grable

Tony Martin

Billy Gilbert and Lucille Ball

Walter Catlett

and others.

THEYRE READY NOW
Write for further information.

Exclusive non-theatrical distribution

through

NU-ART FILMS, Inc

145 W. 45 ST.

NEW YORK, N. Y.

tfu-Art

REDUCTIONS
ENLARGEMENTS •
DUPLICATES •

GEO.WCOLBURN
LABORATORY

1197 MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO

Why use anything else when

TITLES BY PARK CINE
cost no more than ordinary titles.

Catalog Free on Request.

PARK CINE LABORATORY
120 West 41st Street, New York City

SAFE SUMMER
STORAGE
v
f
o°u
r
r FILMS

in your own home

VAP O RATE your films NOW—for pro-
tection against summer's sticky humidity.

Better photo finishers offer you
VAP RATE Derman ent Protection
against climate ear sc ratches. oil,

dirt, water and fir qer ma rks on your
still films.

V A PRORATE
VAPORATE CO., INC.

130 W. 46th St.
New York City

BELL Sl HOWELL CO.
1801 Larchmont

Chicago
716 No. Labrea

Hollywood

that was to wipe on. was placed in the

title easel. It was covered with the black

card, except for one sixteenth of an inch

at one side of the title—this being the

same side that was first covered by the

card during the first exposure. A single

frame was exposed, the card was with-

drawn another sixteenth of an inch, and

another frame was exposed. This was
continued until the card was completely

removed; then the camera was operated

in the normal way, to expose sufficient

footage of the title.

At points in the film where I thought

that fades would be helpful, I made
them by chemical means.

In filming Two Perject Weeks. I fol-

lowed my ten commandments for mak-
ing good movies. If carefully observed,

they are almost certain to produce satis-

fying results. Here they are:

1. Get all the actors to behave nat-

urally.

2. Hold the camera steady.

3. Don't '"panoram."

4. Don't make scenes too short.

5. Get plenty of closeups.

6. Each film must tell a complete

story.

7. Develop carefully the continuity of

each sequence.

8. Discard all poor or irrelevant

scenes.

9. Give thought to title wordings.

10. Include a few simple title tricks.

Amateur clubs

[Continued from page 284]

Washington, D. C. the League's vice-

president; Streets of Peace, Honorable
Mention award winner by Lewis B.

Sebring. jr.. ACL. of New York City.

Eights in L. A. Six members of the

Los Angeles 8mm.
Club entered films in that group's re-

cent Fifty Foot contest, with awards
going in order to Leo Caloia. for Death
Valley; Mrs. C. H. Taber, for Wishing
Well; P. M. Niersbach, ACL, for Grand
Canyon. Other entries in the contest

were Baby Days of Kathy, by Mar-
garet McGarry; A Night at Earl Car-

roll's, by William Millar; A Day at

Santa Anita, by Mr. Johnson. New York
City, by Joseph F. Hollywood, ACL,
was presented at the meeting as an

exchange film from the New York 8mm.
Motion Picture Club.

Chicago Edison Two Perfect
Weeks, the Ten

Best award winning film of a fishing

trip, by Walter F. Hinkle, ACL, was
the high light of a late program pre-

sented by the Movie Group of the

Edison Camera Club. ACL. in Chicago.

Mr. Hinkle rounded out his screening

with others of his films, of bowling and
steel making. At a later gathering,

members of the Movie Group saw

+*--*-*+-»--*+-*-*-+--*-+^++*,

G0ERZ
KINO-HYPAR
LENSES
f:2.7 and f:3

For regular and color mov-
ies of surprising qualify, high
chromatic correction . . .

Focal lengths 15mm to 100mm—can be fitted
|

in suitable focusing mounts to Amateur and
Professional Movie Cameras.

GOERZ Reflex FOCUSER— Patented

for I6mm Movie Camera users—voids PARALLAX
J

between finder and lens — provides full-size
(

ground-glass image magnified 10 times. Adapt-
able to lenses 3" and up. Also useful as extension
tube for shorter focus lens for close-ups. Exten-
sively used in shooting surgical operations, small ',

animal life, etc.

i

GOERZ Parallax-Free FOCUSER
and FIELD FINDER CONTROL:
for Filmo 121 and Simplex-Pockette, no more off-
center pictures, magnifies 4 land 8x.

i For Detailed Information Address
} Dept. IUIU-6.

X C. P. Goerz American Optical Co.
* 317 East 34th St., New York

American Lens Makers Since 1899

PerfectTitles with Metal Letters
Ask
for

samplei

ot

the

most

beautiful

Capital

and
Lower

Case

Letters

Made

JttU your Mm..-, u-ttJ,

' METAL Letters

j^.. EASY

Complete sets in wood case (U. S. Price) 222 pes. $7.16;
126 caps only $4.28.

ADD CHARM AND INTEREST TO YOUR FILMS
Specify white or black letters

H. W. KNIGHT & SON. INC.Seneca Falls. N.Y.

Enjoy the finest advantages of "pro-
fessional" cameras—fades, superimpo-
sition, lap dissolves, animation, slow
motion, etc. Get terms to suit you, as
little as $21.41 a month. BOLEX cam-
eras are complete, there are no costly
"extras" to buy. F/1.5 lens and carry-
ing case. With Leitz Hektor Rapid F/1.4
lens, $20.00 additional. Write for de-
tails to Dept. MM6.

Trade In Y<

Libt

ur Old Ca
al Allowa

FORDHAM ELECTRIC CO., INC.
2563 Webster Av
(One-Half Block A'o.

New York City

if Fordham Road)
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Entitled To Success, from the Besbee

Products Corporation, and Floiverland

of Chicago, by Dr. C. Enion Smith,

ACL, of the neighboring Metro Movie

Club.

Ottawa produces Theatrical film

fare and the

European war may be traced in the

title, Confusions of a Nazty Spy, cur-

rent melodrama now in production by

members of the Movie Makers Club of

Ottawa, in Canada. Norman W. Camp-

bell, jr., ACL, is directing the piece,

which has been photographed in 16mm.

by M. J. Sucee, ACL. and Dr. W. C.

Tweedie, and in 8 mm. by Mrs. Camp-

bell. J. Lamb and Roland Garlick. ACL,

have been in charge of lighting. Fea-

tured in the large cast are J. H. Hardy.

Miss F. Kilduff. Lieut. Col. W. A.

Steel, ACL, and C. Brathwaite.

Sound for St. Paul At the late
election of new

officers by members of the St. Paul

Amateur Movie Makers Club, the high

points of the ceremonies were recorded

in sound on film pictures. E. E. Bau-

man, ACL, was elected president, with

Walter Cayman, ACL. returned as sec-

retary. Included on recent programs

have been two 16mm. sound films:

Know Your Money, issued by the

United States Secret Service, and

Alaska and the Yukon, produced by

Hamilton H. Jones, ACL, for Canadian

National Railways.

For Toronto Films from many
sources and on many

subjects have been seen of late by mem-
hers of the Toronto Amateur Movie

Club, in Canada. Among them have

teen Away To The Gaspe, a Koda-

chrome travel study with disc accom-

paniment, by Leslie P. Thatcher, ACL;
Camera Clippings, a topical compila-

tion, by Narcisse Pelletier, ACL; Royal

Visit—Coast to Coast, an 8mm. Koda-

chrome record produced by two mem-

bers of the Canadian Broadcasting Cor-

poration, assigned to the late tour of

the English Royal couple; The Milky

Way and Canadian Cavalcade, sound on

film Kodachrome, produced by Jack

Chisholm for Associated Screen News;

The Call of Nova Scotia, by "Jay
r

\ of

Saturday Night.

Capital Eights An "
on the spot"

demonstration of

disc recording and accompaniment was

the high light of a recent meeting of

the Washington 8mm. Club, according

to Dr. Isadore Rodis, group secretary.

Equipment owned by William L. Cook,

ACL, was used in the demonstration,

which involved the recording on a disc

of the unrehearsed commentary of Fred

Au on his own Christmas film. The rec-

ord thus cut was immediately played

lack in accompaniment with a second

Announcing

Photrix Cine
A real movie exposure meter,

made especially for movie work
' I TIE movie camera owner needs a special
-* exposure meter ... he thinks in terms
of operating speeds, not in exposure time
. . . his main camera setting is the lens
opening . . . his camera angle is small. That
is why universal exposure meters are less
satisfactory for motion-picture use. PHO-
TRIX CINE fills the need of movie camera
owners ... it is not a converted still picture
meter, but has been designed, in every de-
tail, for the special requirements of movie
work.

HERE ARE ITS OUTSTANDING FEATURES:
• Movable scale of operating speeds for pre-

cise adjustment according to specific shut-
ter speed of your camera.

• No setting between shots . . . reads lens
opening directly.

• Sensitivity adapted to full range of light

conditions occurring in cine photography.
• Tapered light chamber giving sharply de-

fined light acceptance angle of 50 degrees.

The ideal exposure meter for every movie
camera.

$22-75Top-grail vhide zipper 31.50

RANGES
Brightness : 0.75 to 4500 cdl./sq. ft.

Lens Opening: F:l to F:32
Light Aeceptance Angle: 50°

Film Speed: 0.75 to 800 W., 8 to
38 SCH.

Operating Speed: 6 fr./sec. to 128
fr./sec.

Shutter speed at 16 fr./sec. adjust-
able from 1/25 to 1/50 sec.

MADE IN U. S. A. by craftsmen with over 25 years experience in electrical precision instruments.

Photrix Cine is reliable, sturdy . . . built for years of service. Your dealer, or write Dept. K-6.
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CRAIG PROJECTO-EDITOR

It takes proper Editing to make modern fast-moving,
interest-sustaining movies. ACTION-EDIT your
films the Hollywood Studio way — transform random
shots into smooth-running sequences that everyone will

enjoy seeing.

The Projecto-Editor provides a unique viewing method
—allows careful inspection, slow motion if desired, of

every movement on its brilliant miniature screen. Films
may be readily removed from the polished guides for

quick cutting and splicing.

At all dealers— Ask for demonstration.
8mm. model, complete . . $27.50
16mm. model, complete . . $49.50

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY COMPANY
1053 S. OLIVE ST. • LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

"MoAed Zddincj, a PletvUrte*
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art.

*18.75
ustom Designed Case, $1.75)

"A! Your Dealer's or Write (or Booklet

SHELTON. CONNECTICUT

'3tj te Mie . . . 6«
ry QeJ//it

''

YOUR MOVIES of the FAIRS
5 SHOULD HAVE THE BEST AVAILABLE

MOVIE TITLES and EDITING
We will give them the artistic
titling they deserve—in tints, black
and white or genuine Kodachrome.
We'll edit them, too, if you wish at
reasonable hourly rates. Our skill-
ful handling of your pictures gives
assurance of results that will give
you exceptional pride in their ex-
hibition.

We will be glad to see you and serve you
when you come to the Fair.

HORNE MOTION
PICTURE SERVICE
9 E. 40th St. (Bet. Mad. & 5th Ave.)

New York City

screening of the picture. To complete

the program, there was a clinical screen-

ing of films made by club members A.

J. Bresnahan, J. H. Kelly, jr., and M.
Hejnal, ACL, as well as of Foot Notes,

a study of the New York World's Fair,

by F. F. Furman, of the New York 8mm.
Motion Picture Club.

Philadelphia votes The Philadel-

phia Cinema
Club, now beginning its fifth year of

activity, has announced an election of

new officers, as follows: Carl A. Finger,

ACL, president; B. N. Levene, ACL,
vicepresident; George A. Pittman, sec-

retary treasurer. Serving with them on
the executive committee are C. Harold
Moock and William Brink. Committee
chairmen are Arthur J. Hurth, techni-

cal; Francis M. Hirst, ACL, programs;

Virgil E. Woodcock, ACL, membership;

Herbert E. Moore, ACL, publicity.

Old and new Country fairs and

color films were il-

lustrated and compared in an unusual

program sponsored recently by the Tri-

City Cinema Club, which serves the

midwestern communities of Davenport,

Rock Island and Moline. In Century of

Progress Exposition—1934, Georgia T.

First. ACL. showed the chromatic quali-

ties of Kodacolor, the Eastman process

which was retired in 1935 with the ad-

vent of Kodachrome. The latter process

was then illustrated in Texas Centennial

Exposition, (1936), by Dr. Albert N.

Mueller; Golden Gate Exposition,

(1939), by Berger Swenson; New York
World's Fair 1939, in two films by Dr.

James Dunn, ACL, and Harry T. Knox,
ACL.

In Mount KisCO Late meetings of

the Mount Kisco

Cinemats. in Westchester County, N. Y.,

have featured a discussion and demon-
stration of dramatic makeup, by Ken-
neth F. Space, ACL, of the Harmon
Foundation; screenings of Exposing for

Better Pictures, a demonstration film of

their meter, issued by the General Elec-

tric Company; The Trotwood Family
Goes To School, a study in Kodachrome
of the training of show horses, by Rob-
ert F. Gowen, ACL; an educational film,

synchronized with disc accompaniment,

produced by Robert Orr, ACL, for the

local telephone company. The group has

in production a record film known tenta-

tively as Spring Comes To Westchester.

Contest for S. F. Members of

the Cinema
Club of San Francisco will compete

this summer in the production of vaca-

tion films, for entry in the club's an-

nual Vacation Pictures contest, to con-

clude at the October meeting. Entries

will be limited to one reel of 8mm. or

16mm. film, but they may be in black

and white or color. Seen on the club's

PACIFIC
LABORATORIES
Complete 16mm. Film Service

Machine Developing
For the professional Photographer.

Densitometry, and Time and Tempera-
ture Control. Specializing in Negative-

Positive Sound Track and Picture

Work. Also Duplicate Negatives,

Composite Prints, 35 mm. Optical

Reductions to 16 mm.

Kodachrome
Duplications
A three-day service on sound or si-

lent prints from Original Kodachrome.

Sound Recording
Direct on 16 mm. film. Dubbing, Nar-

ration, Sound Effects, and absolute

Synchronous Sound on film. Sound
Camera and Sound Truck available

for location.

The most complete 16mm. plant
on the W est Coast.

•

1027 NO. HIGHLAND
HOLLYWOOD HI-0226 CALIFORNIA

LEARN FROM
EXPERTS

The New York Institute offers you an
unusual opportunity to learn photography
under the personal direction of outstanding
photographic experts.

Practical training for pleasure or career.
Commercial, News, Portrait, Advertising,
Motion Picture and Color Photography. You
can start anytime in the Resident courses
conducted in our modern completely equipped
studios, or enroll in our famous Home Study
course. Send for free booklet.

New York Institute of Photography
10 West 33rd Street (Dept. 105) New York City

^hibh Established 1910 ^"^^^^^—

FINE MACHINE WORK
We do precision work on cameras, projectors and
photographic apparatus. We Install backwinds, turrets

and focusers. Make lens adaptations. We make Tillers,
Footage and Frame Counters. Perforating Machines,
Recorders, Printers, 8mm Enlargers and other amateur
equipment. Courtesy to dealers.

MacVAN MANUFACTURING CO.
3829 El Cajon Blvd. San Diego, Calif.

35mm. KODACHROME SLIDES
Tour choice of an excellent selection of desert scenes,

cactus blossoms and other beautiful flowers; also scenes

of beauty spots in Southern California, ana of To-
semite at its best. Per slide, 50c. These scenes are also

available in 16mm. Kodachrome movies.

GUY D. HASELTON
7936 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.

SHIPPING &. STORAGE
CASES for FILMS

In 200, 400, 800, 1200. (600
ft. sizes ... In stock for

immediate delivery. // your
Dealer or Jobber cannot
supply you, write us direct.

FIBERBILT
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screen at late meetings have been
Golden Gate International Exposition,

500 feet of 8mm. Kodachrome, by Rus-

sell Pettingill, and Your Quart of Milk,

a 16mm. color industrial, by Robert

McAllister. Harry Rief has discussed

and demonstrated the technique of title

making.

Eights 011 air An 8mm. film with

sound, depicting the

origin and activities of the Los Angeles
8mm. Club, was a feature of that

group's recent participation in the Stu-

dio Darkroom program, broadcast over

station KECA under the leadership of

Art Brearley. At a late regular meeting,

Frank Judson, of the Art Center School,

addressed the club on composition, and
films were screened by Burton Baldwin,

Leon Sprague and Al Leitch.

8-16 Contest Award winners in a

recent contest spon-

sored by the 8-16 Movie Club, in Phila-

delphia, have been announced by that

group as follows: first prize to Harry
Brautigam, for Evolution of a Cinema;
second prize to Wallace Gifford, for Off
Again, On Again ; third prize to George
Burnwood, for Current News. Harry
Schanes has addressed the club on com-
position, John Oliveras has screened a

color film for clinical comment, and the

club has seen Out To Win, Honorable
Mention winner in 1939, by the Dallas
Cine Club. Edward Mueller is chair-

man of a recently formed program com-
mittee.

Des Moines elects New officers

for the cur-

rent club year have been announced by
the Y.M.C.A. Movie and Camera Club
of Des Moines, ACL, in Iowa, as fol-

lows: Mary Piatt, president; George
Cushman, vicepresident for movies;
George Tovey, vicepresident for "stills";

Charles Bushwell, secretary treasurer.

With them on the board of directors

are P. H. Carr, James Leverett and
Lloyd Ingles. A 100 foot monochrome
skit, Hubby's Revenge, was recently

produced in meeting as a demonstration.

W. S. A. C. elects Officers for the

current year
have been elected and announced by
the Washington Society of Cinematog-

raphers as follows: John T. Chedester,

president; L. B. Olmsted, vicepresi-

dent; Everett Marsh, junior vicepresi-

dent; Wilbur Comings, secretary;

Edouard Lawrence, treasurer; Reed
Haythorne, honorary president. The
Society meets on first and third Mon-
days in the Mount Pleasant Library.

Washington, D. C.

For Yakima Features of a late

meeting of the Ya-
kima (Wash.) Amateur Movie Club
have been the screening of Hawaiian

ADD THRILLING

SOUND
to your movies . .

.

At a fraction of the cost of

sound-on-film. The FIDEL-

ITONE is ideal for adding

music, sound effects, and

speech to amateur films.

TEN DAYS FREE TRIAL.
Licensed under E. R. P. I.

patents.

Write for details, also free

advice on "sound"

GEORGE K.

CULBERTSON
COMPANY

A PERFECTED, PORTABLE,
FLEXIBLE SOUND UNIT,

PRICED FOR THE AMA-
TEUR FIELD ... AS SIMPLE
TO OPERATE ASA RADIO

In addition to

THE ACL MOVIE
BOOK The Ama-

teur Cinema
League offers its

members these

booklets

THAT'S NOT ALL, for each League member receives

MOVIE MAKERS and these services

'Technical Consulting Service

* Continuity and Film Planning Service

*Film Review Service

! Special Services

*Equipment Service

*Club Service

*Member Film Exchange

* Public Relations

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.
420 Lexington Ave. Date
New York, N. Y., U. S. A.
I wish to become a member of AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc. My
remittance for S made payable to AMATEUR CINEMA
LEAGUE, Inc., is enclosed in payment of dues. Of this amount, I

direct that S2 be applied to a year's subscription to MOVIE MAKERS.
(To nonmembers, subscription to MOVIE MAKERS is $3 in the
United States and possessions; $3.25 in Canada, S3.50 in other coun-
tries.)

MEMBERSHIP S5 year

Street

City .

Get the New ACL
MOVIE BOOK JUST
PUBLISHED — the

League Booklets,

MOVIE MAKERS
and ALL THESE
SERVICES for only

$5.00

A YEAR!
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WORLD'S FAIR FILMS NEED

TITLES
Our experience in titling and editing
last year's World's Fair films is at your
service again. The approval of many
patrons, for whom we have already per-
formed this work, convinces us that we
can offer an outstanding service to Fair
filmers this year. Visitors are invited
to our office for heloful consultation.
TITLES IN ATTRACTIVE STYLES.
COLOR—BLACK & WHITE—8mm. and
16mm.

STAHL
EDITING & TITLING SERVICE

33 West 42 Street, New York

SOUND ON FILM
Rent-Exchange-Sale

Modern High Grade Features & Sborti

CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY
1041 Jefferson Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y.

SMASHING VALUES
Am « * " from THE BIG MEW

COfC "FAYETTE
rl%** CAMERA CATALOG

REELS

LAFAYETTE CAMERA
DEFT. MF— 100 SIXTH AVE.. NEW YORK, N. Y.

I ENCLOSE S

RUSH MY ORDER D"RUSH FREE CATALOG

|name |

address I
ICITY <>TATE

Speakers' table at recent annual

dinner of Utah Amateur Movie Club

Islands, a 16mm. color film by Henry
Coffin, and Garden Flowers, an 8mm.
color study by John Sears. Paul Thomp-
son, ACL, has addressed the club on

film story planning and will write the

script for the group's coming produc-

tion. The Yakima club has voted to join

neighboring film units from \\ enatchee,

Walla Walla and Kennewick in a photo-

graphic outing to Palouse Falls.

Peninsula problems Editing,
titling and

continuity in general have been the

problems <! discussion and demonstra-

lion ,il late meetings of the Peninsula

Cine Club, with headquarters at Pacific

Grove, in southern California. Among
the films seen on the club screen have

been Del Monte Hotel, a feature length

publicit) reel in color, filmed by Peter

S. Burk; Army-Navy Maneuvers, 8mm.
color newsreel, by S. S. Parsons; flower

and bird studies, by Dr. Guy V. Rukke.

The clinic

[Continued from page 276]

made. If you frame your views so that

the audience will not know that the sub-

ject is near the water and that you are

filming from a boat, they will believe

that you must have obtained the serv-

ices of a Hollywood camera crane.

Scenic shots made from the bow of

a canoe, as it threads its way along a

stream, will have a smooth, fluid quality

that has none of the objections found

in ordinary scenic "pan" shots.

Diving I' ' s ften difficult to film a

sequence of diving without

making a series of shots that appear

to be very similar on the screen.

Try making some shots from the inner

end of the diving board, by starting

the scene with the diver walking away

from the camera. It may be impossible

to follow him as he cleaves the water,

but this part of the action may be

filmed from a different position during

a second dive, and the two scenes may
be skillfully cut to represent a complete

dive. Film the ladder on the end of the

dock, from a boat close by, to show the

swimmer's hands coming up through
the water as he reaches for the bottom
rung. An attractive pattern will be
formed by the ladder itself.

Closer xt > s not generally realized

that supplementary lenses,

that are sold for use in titling, may be

used with telephoto as well as with nor-

mal lenses. The focal length of the sup-

plementary lens always governs the dis-

tance from it to the subject. For example,
if one has a ten inch supplementary lens,

it may be used with a telephoto, provided

the subject is always placed ten inches

from the lens. Of course, the focusing

scale of the telephoto cannot be followed

in this procedure, and it is necessary to

use some means for visual focusing or to

arrive at the correct focus by tests.

News of the industry
[Continued from page 282]

with incandescent light. Superior 3 is a

high speed film which has a Mazda rat-

ing of 100 Weston. Types 2 and 3, while

not possessing a grain size as fine as

that of type 1, have excellent fine grain

quality. Full information about these

new emulsions may be had from the Du-
Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation,

Inc., 9 Rockefeller Plaza, New York.

New B-M books Two weU illus-

trated brochures

on the subject of 16mm. sound film ap-

paratus are offered by The Berndt-

Maurer Corporation, 117 East 24th

Street. New York City. One, entitled

The Sound-Pro Camera, describes the

requirements and details of single sys-

tem 16mm. recording, where the sound

and picture are produced simultane-

ously on the same film. The second,

called The B-M 16mm. Sound Record-

ing System, describes the art of double

system production of picture and sound.

They will be sent on application to the

address given.

Rise of George Murphy In 1863 -

custom-
ers of the firm of Anthony & Company,
ordering photographic goods to be de-

livered, might have received them at the

hands of an active voung man who was
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TRIAX
Leader in

CINE TRIPODS

ULjm

Here's the truly uni-
versal tripod. It com-
bines the strength and
rigidity necessary for
heavy duty work; yet
its light weight makes
it ideal for table top
use, or work with any
type of camera. Made
from rigid duralumin
"U" sections, rein-
forced with bronze and
steel at all wearing
points. Weighs only 3% lbs. Instantly ex-
tends by pressing thumb locks. Adjustment
range 21 to 60 inches. Panorama and tilt top
locks securely in any position—1S0° vertical,
360° horizontal motion—scaled every 15°
horizontally. Priced at only $17.50
TRIAX heavy duty tilting and panoraming
tripod head, similar to one on Trias Cine
Tripod described above S3 50
Same, but a lightweight model,
slightly smaller $4.50

Regular TRIAX Tripod, 4-section
model $6.50

Regular TRIAX Tripod, 5-section
model $7.50

Revolving and locking Tuemmler head
for Standard TRIAX and other tri-
pods $2.00

At leading dealers everywhere

BURLEIGHPHOTO BROOKSinc.GOODS

»*

"J*"
Hand-letter

ifour
TITLES

©Beautiful hand-lettered

titles can be made in SEV-
ERAL COLORS or black

and white with this easy

tracing method. No loose

letters. Every title different.

Professional results.

AMERICA'S ONLY
SCRIPT TITLE MAKER.
• At your dealer or send S2. 00.

FREE "Try It Yourself Kit"
JACOB STEIN (MFR.)

175 Fifth Ave. Dept. MI4
New York City

16MM. SOUND-ON-FILM

RECORDING
For your 16mm. pictures from $60 per

400 ft. reel including combined print.

BERNDT-MAURER
RECORDING SYSTEM

Professional productions and recording

for industrial and educational purposes.

Spot Film Productions, Inc.

339 East 48th St., N. Y. C. PI. 5-0808

Kodachrome
MAPS-£/iWjl-FINE titles

Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory
Special Motion Picture Printing

I 197 Merchandise Mart, Chicago

Stein Figurettes are interesting

decorative effects for cine titles

later to become the founder of the pres-

ent oldest retail photographic dealer

establishment in New York State. This

young man was George Murphy, and it

was not long before his ambitions im-

pelled him to branch out for himself,

which he did by supplying photographic

enthusiasts with the very latest in col-

lodion sensitizers and dry plates.

As the interest in photography grew,

George Murphy's activities grew with

it, until, in 1902, we find his firm in-

corporated under the now familiar

name. This company had the distinction

of sponsoring the first American photo-

graphic magazine, Snap Shots, and its

present president, Percy Y. Howe, was

editor of the American Annual of

Photography from 1911 to 1926.

The recent culmination of the firm's

activities was the completion of a new,

modern, air conditioned building, in

March of this year, which now houses

its entire sales facilities and offers

amateur movie and still customers all

the special conveniences that, modern
science can provide. Visitors are always

welcome at the firm's address, 57 East

9th Street, New York City.

RaygraiTl-Excel Eastern distributor

for new Excel 8mm.
movie cameras and projectors has been

designated as Raygram Corporation,

425 Fourth Avenue, New York. The
new Excel 8mm. camera is equipped

with //3.5 lens and will take either

single or double 8mm. film. Price of the

camera is $24.50; of the projector,

$44.50.

Portable enlarger A new departure

in enlarger de-

sign, giving maximum convenience and

portability in the projection printing

of miniature negatives, has been devel-

oped by the Eastman Kodak Company,
Rochester, N. Y. The Kodak Portable

Miniature Enlarger is made to pre-

cision standards, although it can be

dismantled quickly and packed in a

smart, airplane luggage type case, only

thirteen and one half inches square and

six and one half inches in depth.

It has a thirteen by thirteen inch base-

board and most of the refinements of

TITLE YOUR
MOVIES OUTDOORS!
Title as you go, right on the spot! You'll

be sure of having the date, time, place

and all surrounding circumstances. Your
titles will be right in place in your film

—appropriate, clear, effective. And it's

lots of fun making movie titles "on loca-

tion." All sorts of suitable backgrounds

are available, and you are provided with

a fascinating outlet to your own ingenu-

ity in finding the right one to give flavor

and meaning to your shots.

BESBEE STICK-ON RUBBER

TITLE LETTER SETS
. . . make titling "as you go" easy. Be-

ing % of an inch or 1-inch high, they

are large enough to stand out on such

backgrounds as rock or sand surfaces,

tree trunks, back of a car, the car's win-

dows or windshield, a wooden fence,

etc. Made with a special backing, Bes-

bee Stick-On Rubber Letters will hold

fast to any surface. Clean-cut, solid let-

ter effects, with sharp outlines. Silver,

black, blue or red. Light in

weight, and contained in a spe-

cial carrier. Try outdoor titling

... no setting up of light, just

give the same exposure you use

for action shots. Complete set

of 150 letters for only £5.25<CENTER ATTENTION

WITH CLOSE-UPS
You can center attention on anything,

no matter how small, b^ means of the

close-up. And you'll bring detail to pic-

tures that will "snap" up their interest

tremendously. Close-up movie-making is

now simplified by the BESBEE CLOSE-

UP ADAPTER. Try it, and see for your-

self.

BESBEE CLOSE-UP

ADAPTER KIT No. 52

Consists of adjustable lens holder, uni-

versally attached to any 8mm or 16mm
camera ... 2 close-up lenses for sharp

pictures at 10" and 30" distances . . .

tripod table for firm support of lens

holder when tripod is used . . . special

handle for all outdoor hand-held camera

shofs $3.75

BESBEE CLOSE-UP

LENS SET No. 53

Six additional auxiliary close-up lenses

for sharp pictures at 7, 12, 15, 18, 24

and 27 inches S4.0O

Ask lor Besbee at your dealer's,

or write to Albert Specialty Co.

for more details.

SPECIALTY CO.
231 S. Green St., Chicago, III.
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FADE-O-SCOPE*

CAMERA DISSOLVE
with

POLAROID"
Lenses

"T. ,\f. Rrg. U.S. Pjl.Off.

for PROFESSIONAL FADES
and LAP DISSOLVES!*

• Gives the smooth, continuous action and
transitions ,.!' fint-t I'Kul I »I<>\ \l.

pictures.

• Operates EASILY by simply /noting

lever up or down.

• Fits APTi camera; performs perfectly on
16 mm. or S mm.

• Attached or removed in n minute; car-

ried like a watch.

WRITE TODAY for full descriptive litera-

ture on this new. amazing aid to better pic-

ture making.

• For Lap Dissolves camera must have back wind.

FADE-O-SCOPE, Inc.
200 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK, N. Y.

8MM FILM SLITTER
Slits 16mm width film to exact 8mm width.
A precision instrument with hardened, ground
steel cutting wheels.

At Your Dealer's

Price S2.50

J. C. Haile & Sons
215 Walnut St. Cincinnati, O.

SUPERB

From 16MM Kodachrome
Quality Guaranteed $CT00

4" x 5" O
Send a frame of your favorite color 61m to us
together with check or moDey order. Print mailed
any place in U. S. or Canada within 10 days.

GOLORITE,inc.
10 WUT 47™ SHUT, NEW YOBK, N. Y.

MIDDLE-WESTMOVIE
HEADQUARTERS

Announcing the opening of our
Mail Order Department,

We carry a complete stock of Movie Cam-
era?. Projectors and accessories, from the
$9.95 Univex through the Cine-Kodak Spe-
cial. Send your mail orders to us for any-
thing you need in the line of Movie Equip-
ment.

Send for Catalog.

DE HAAN CAMERA CO.

The new Kodak Portable Miniature

Enlarger may be quickly packed

heavier machines. These include a jiluss-

less type negative holder for 35mm. or

Kodak Bantam size strip film, ninety

degree rotation of the enlarger lead.

triple lens condensing system, print

paper holder on the baseboard and a

molded lamp house. There is extra

in the carrying case to accom-

modate other -mall photographic ac-

cessoi tes.

The enlarger lens is interchangeable,

and one may employ either the Kodak
Projection Anastigmat / 6.3, the 50mm.
//4.5 or the Projection Ektar //4.5.

Complete with ease and //6.3 lens, the

enlarger sells at $42.50.

C. E. bulbs less P™es of G. E.

Mazda Photo-
flood and Photoflash lamps have been

reduced to figures which compare with

those of ordinary lighting bulbs. The
No. 1 Photoflood is now 15c; the No. 2,

30c; the No. 4, S1.20; the Reflector

Photoflood, 85c. The No. 1-B Daylight

Photoflood is 30c; the No. 2-B. 60c

and the No. 3-B, $1.75. Photoflash

lamps have been reduced in proportion;

for instance, the No. 5 (the '"mighty

midget") now sells for 15c.

Hi-Set For those who want a strong,

light camera support which

has the special feature of extending to

an unusual height. Bell & Howell now
offers the new Hi-Set Tripod, which

will hold the camera sixty four inches

above the floor, or at any intermediate

distance. The new accessory is claimed

to be the tallest lightweight tripod. It

is completely chromium plated and

weighs four pounds, with '"pan" and

tilt head. The latter permits a full

ninety degree tilt and has an extra

16 MM. SOUND

MUSICALS

New series of one reel pictures with

name bands and well-known radio and

screen stars, available for outright sale

and rental. Among those featured are:

Jan Peerce, J. C. Flippen, Cus Van, Roy

Smeck, Dorothy Stone and 60 other

stellar performers.

Titles are:

INTERNATIONAL RHYTHMS
SALT SHAKERS • LATIN RHYTHM

A RADIO HOOK-UP
DEVILED HAM • NO SALE

MAIDS and MUSIC
SWEEET SHOE . PHONEY BOY

RHYTHM IN A NICHT COURT
CARNIVAL SHOW
HOCKSHOP BLUES

SKYLINE REVUE

1500 subjects available far rental or sale
t„ home users. Send for catalog.

WALTER 0. GUTLOHN, Inc.

35 W. 45th St., Dept. M-6. New York

WHEN YOU PLAN

Your Summer Vacation Film

Don'* forget

MOVIE MAKERS 1940 Selection

of the TEN BEST and

THE HIRAM PERCY MAXIM

AWARD

Any amateur movie is eligible for con-

sideration for the I940 Ten Best and

any amateur movie not made for com-

pensation from a client is eligible for

consideration for the Hiram Percy

Maxim Award, with its prize of $100.00

cash.

Plan your films with an eye to sub-

mitting them to MOVIE MAKERS for

1940 honors.

MOVIE MAKERS
420 Lexington Avenue New York, N. Y.

P&VEN^^CREENr]

Provide truly professional screen

performance in Home Movies.

At all leading dealers. Litera-

ture on request.

Raven Screen Corporation, 314 East 35th Street, New York

DRESS UP YOUR MOVIE TITLES

^C ~AlbZ*iigu*ette*- /*
^^ for MOVIE TITLE BACKGROUNDS

A o0 subjects in color . . . Reusable.

j^L Sticks to any surface. All for

-3JR. SI. 00. At your dealer or direct

rjSM JACOB STEIN, Dept. MF
ll»»£g|- 175 5th Ave. New York. N. Y.
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Easy with a WESTON
Possibly you're satisfied just to get an occa-

sional picture as good as this . . . forgetting all

the disappointments, all the wasted film, in

between. Actually, however, you can do it every

time . . . have each and every frame you take

correctly exposed. All you need is a WESTON
Exposure Meter! Then, no matter where or

what you are shooting . . . you have complete

control of your negative results. Why not get

complete information on WESTON Exposure
Meters now; find out how easy it is to have all

your movies correctly exposed. Ask your dealer

for a demonstration, or write for illustrated lit-

erature. Weston Electrical Instrument Corpora-

tion, 626 Frelinghuysen Ave., Newark, N. J.

EXPOSURE
NVE-TEB

INSURES PERFECT PICTURES WITH YOUR CAMERA

Dm
TITLES

Let FILMACK
MAKE YOUR
16 mm TITLES
flnd Announcements

We'll make your titles snappy,
artistic, colorful . . . and put punch
and showmanship in every foot.

PROFESSIONAL WORK
The same fine service FILMACK
supplies to thousands of theatres.

Stnd TfUl Ordt, or VCfft. foi Free C»»l g

FILMACK LABORATORIES
852 So. Wabash Ave. Chicago

FADES, WIPES Can Be Added
to Your Reels

WITH FOTOFADE on black and white or color films.

Price $1.00. Waterproof WipeotT Tape. 60c per roll.

Complete Fotofade Kit $1.60
CINETINTS for coloring your 16mm. or 8mm. film.

Set of six colors $3. Big Dealer Discounts
DYE RESEARCH LABORATORIES

319 Jackson Street Los Angeles, Calif.

MOVIE MAKERS
Sh ! Sh ! There' s heavy -J~V_
cerebral activity in this

department for ye propr

tor is preparing ye new

Cine Bargain-

gram No. 245
A scintillating collection

.

of super-colossal values in

sundry and sereral cam-
eras, projectors, screens,

tripods and other tools

of this fascinating trade. Write us to resei

copy for you . . . out soon.

Bass CAMERA CO.
179 W.MADISON SI
CHICAGO. ILL.

DEPT.

C.

convenience in its gear driven camera

screw, which is operated merely by

turning a knurled knob at the side. The
tripod, only, sells for $8.75; complete

with "pan" and tilt head. $12.50. The
head alone, which mounts on any tripod,

is $4.25.

Closeup assortment Fin e aids to

owners of

cameras with fixed focus lenses are the

new Besbee Closeup Combination Kit

and the six lens auxiliaries offered

by Besbee. The latter consists of an

assortment of special objectives for

closeup work and permits one to take

sharp pictures at distances of seven,

twelve, fifteen, eighteen, twenty four

and twenty seven inches. The Combina-

tion Kit itself consists of a camera

handle, support table and ingenious link

arm clamp, enabling the user to center

any of the auxiliary closeup lenses eas-

ily over the taking lens of any 8mm. or

16mm. camera. The device may be used

with the camera held in the hand or on

a tripod. The kit sells at $3.75; the

auxiliary assortment of six lenses, at

$4.00. The manufacturer is Besbee

Products Corporation, Trenton, N. J.

Vaporate withstands tropics
According to recent advice from Har-

old Fleck, in charge of the Vaporate

process, 130 West 46th Street, New
York City, many unsolicited testimonial

letters have reached the firm from resi-

dents of tropical and semi tropical

countries, whose films have been treated

by this method. One correspondent

wrote to Mr. Fleck from Sabang, Neth-

erlands East Indies, to state that his

Vaporated films are withstanding the

hot, damp climate of that country bet-

ter than other films which were not so

treated.

Brighter 750 Projectionists who
own 750 watt Filmo

projectors and who wish to get the ut-

most in screen illumination from this

machine will be interested in the new
750 watt, ten hour lamp recently an-

nounced by the Bell & Howell Com-
pany, 1801 Larchmont Avenue, Chi-

cago. While admittedly sacrificing a

certain period of the usual lamp life,

this new bulb will, it is claimed, pro-

Two inch // 1 .6 telephoto for Cine-

Kodaks, made by Eastman Kodak Co.

A DeLuxe Quality Slide Chest
at a Popular Price

DECO
SLIDE CHEST

FOR ALL 2x2 SLIDES

Model 145-A for Glass Slides

FEATURES:
if Durability
-* Snap Catch
* Felt Feet
if Compactness
if Slide Cushions
• Light Weight
jfc- Carrying Handle
it Convenient Stacking
A- All Metal Construction
it Angular Slide Positioning
^Replaceable Individual Index
if Capacity 100—2x2 Glass Slides
it Full Width Individual Partitions
it Durable Baked Opalescent Brown

Rich Wrinkle Finish
it Easy Positive Insertion and Removal

of Slides

STURDILY CONSTRUCTED

PIONEER
PAN and TILTING TOP

—Suitable for any cine or hand camera—Easily attached to any tripod—Very light and durable— Beautifully finished

Mail orders filled

Include postage with remittance.

32nd St. Near 6th Ave., N. Y.

World's Largest Camera Store

Built on Square Dealing
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HONEST BARGAINS
SALE

Clin Kodak Model B r i g Lei £42.50
lliion. List S150.00 »+4,w

l'liiiu. 121, Mueuslno Type. T n I

I
Lens, Including Touch. Cowl ~C[\ Oft

S120.00 *au,uu

Simplex, MaRozlnc Type. P 3.5 i en son /\n

Mo lei 1 1 1 1 'Lens, q-oo -re
Condition till S44.50 3>^=.. /=»
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orrunsod, Send for frco

BARGAIN SHEET of many other Item!

Special Constructions
TO HELP YOl MAK1 I \l SI \l. MOVIES

THIS SUMMER
Backwinds — Frame Counters — Magazines

for Greater Film Capacity
Reconditioning &. Repair on All Movie Cameras

and ProjectorsMMO VIE EQUIPMENT REPAIR CO.

PTCUYV " 33 Broadway
'
N

-
v

-
Chel 2 -59G2

,/ Night Phone EVergreen T-t-179

Latest League Leader!

?sow Available

This leader, different from any of

the League's previous leaders.

One Is sent to every League member upon
renewal of his League membership, and
extra leaders are available to League
members at cost prices.

15 feet (7'/2 feet, 8mm.) of handsome
theatrical cine effects to introduce one of
your films!

Leaders are available to League mem-
bers at the following prices:

8mm. 50c
16mm. 60c
35mm. $1.50

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, INC.

420 Lexington Avenue
New York, N. Y., U.S.A.

duce fifty percent more light than the

standard twenty five hour lamp of the

same wattage. This is a very desirable

feature in many cases, where long

throws and extra large pictures are de-

sired. The new lamp is of the black

top type and has the prefocus base and

general characteristics of the standard

Imlli supplied by this firm.

Fair in films Official Films. 330

West 42nd Street,

New York, for two seasons the official

motion picture photographers of the

New 'I oik World'- Fair, ha- |
luced

comprehensive movie versions of the

great spectacle, both by day and by

night. These are available iii 8mm. and

16mm. version-, in silent and sound, as

follows: '.'in feet 16mm. silent. $10;

Kid feet 1dm. n. silent, $3.50; 180 feet

8mm. silent. $6; 50 feet 8mm. silent,

$1.75; 350 feel 16mm. sound on film,

$17.50.

Natural color subjects in [Coda

chrome are available at the following

prices: 100 feet 16mm.. $17.50; 360

feet, $62.50; and 400 feet color sound

on film. $100. Near the end of June,

a special news film will be released

li> tin- linn, called \ .7i s Thrills oj 1940

I nl. I. Ii will be available in 8mm.
silent and 16mm. silent and -omul, in

various lengths. Further information

in,!) be had from the producer.

Medo at Fair Officially appointed

as camera supply

stores for the 1940 Nev. i ork World's

Fair. .Medo Photo Supply Corporation,

with New York City headquarters at 15

W.-i 17th Street, has taken three con-

venient Fair locations. One Medo store

faces the Kodak exhibit, another is next

to the Heinz Building, while a third is

in the Communications Building, all in

accessible spots. Medo Fair stores will

feature Kodak material, as well as

movie and still photographic supplies

for all needs.

Allied meets The second annual

banquet meeting of

the Allied Non Theatrical Film Associa-

tion was recently held in New York.

Important matters affecting the conduct

of the film library field were discussed.

Complete information as to the aims

and purposes of the organization may
be had by addressing Thomas Brandon,

1600 Broadway, New York.

New Polaroid "specs" The Po-
1 a r o i d

Corporation, 730 Main Street, Boston,

Mass., manufacturers of the Polaroid

fading device, now offers the general

public its Polaroid Variable Day Glass.

These are spectacles specially con-

structed with double Polaroid lenses.

By turning a convenient button, the

weanr can control the light transmis-

sion of the glasses to any degree com-

fortable to him.

Still Kodachrome adapters
Owners of Kodak Hccomars, Models

18 or 33. or of other cut film cameras

with similar fittings, may now employ

such cameras to shoot "stills" on Koda-

chrome. using standard 35mm. maga-

zine-. This i- made possible by new
35mm. Kodachrome Adapters, which

may be substituted for the regular film

slide or pack adapters.

The subject is composed and focused

on a fine grained, ground glass panel,

the exact size of the 35mm. film frame,

after which a sliding member is oper-

KUE\H Background for use in small titlers
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5 D ECORD your va-

•* *• cation this sum-
CINE mer with color mov-
VELOSTICMAT* ies. A Wollensak

Cine Velostigmat*
assures gorgeous full-detail shots.

Ultra-fast for best results under
adverse lighting, for those "hard-

to-get" black and white woodland
shots, evening scenes, dim interiors.

Fine optics give films brilliant

sharpness on the screen. In 1" and
2" focus /1.5 for 16 mm, \,'i" focus

/1.9 for 8 mm.
*Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

WRITE FOR LITERATURE!

WOLLENSnK OPTICAL CO.. 524 Hudson (venue. Rochester, N.Y.

w o l l | n htm
SHOOT THE WHOLE FAMILY!

HOME MOVIES-OnfyMKaPay
Nationally Advertised: lu-uay i rial:
Entertain with real movies of children, sportinc
events. trips. etc. Latest model MovieCameras ana
Projectors.!-MM and I6MM sizes. For homes.busi-
ness , churches, schools and clubs. All accessories.
Sati .-.! i'd * -er.t'.r!vlitu-,'W..r'i MONEY BACK
JO-DAY TRIAL, t, ;.:i (am.-r.i- an.J l'r..ject..r~ .

SMALL
1" iV. N i-\\ Mr N"I Hi a X- 1 "V, AS IOC A DAY.
H:ft '.: --'• DON ELDER'S HOME MOVIES,
739 BOYLSTON ST., Oept. R e BOSTON, MASS.

KODACHROME MAIN TITLES
16MM. KODACHROME
8MM. KODACHROME

I .00
.50

Samples—Information—Price List
Upon Request

FRANCIS S. NELSON
737 Micheltorena St. Los Angeles, Cal.

8RITELITE-TRUVISI0N

BRITELITEl motion picture screen
J and ACCESSORIES CO.. INC.

351 West 52nd St..New York City

THE LEUDI
CINEMETER

With scales specially fitted

for all motion picture cam-
eras. Frequencies or 8 to 128
frames per second, film

speeds from 15° to 29°

Scheiner.
. OPTICAL TYPE. AUTO-
MATIC EXPOSURE ME-
TER.

• FEATHER - WEIGHT,
MEASURES l"xl'/2"x%".

• IARS AND SHOCKS 00
NOT AFFECT IT.

• ACCURATE AND SIM-
PLE TO OPERATE.

With Bakelite case.. S2. 1 5

MIMOSA AMERICAN CORPORATION
485 FIFTH AVENUE NEW YORK CITY

Pi 17°: 8

15° U [T

1

— 16 2

12822 3

64 32 4

[1 1 1 32 5 1

ated to bring the Kodachrome sensitized

surface in this identical position. Users

of Kodak Precision Enlargers may also

employ the 25mm. Kodachrome Adapter
(for Recomar 18) with the Enlarger

bellows assembly, for indoor or outdoor

still photography. Retail price of these

adapters is §23.50.

Two new Kodak darkroom sundries

are Kodak Flexol, which minimizes

curling, cracking and twisting, when it

is used to treat papers or films, and
Kodak Concentrated Acid Fixing Pow-
der, an improved acid fixing powder
made with anhydrous hypo.

Laboratory prices A new P rice

list, featuring

standard laboratory services in 16 and
35mm. film, as well as regular and

special Kodachrome prints, with or

without sound track, has recently been

issued by Precision Film Laboratories

(a division of The Berndt-Maurer Cor-

poration). 21 West 46th Street, New
York.

Filmotion -^ new n lm viewing de-

vice, which projects a

brilliant picture on a miniature screen

in full motion, is announced for re-

lease June 15 by Bell & Howell Com-
pany, 1843 Larchmont Avenue, Chi-

cago. Known as the Filmotion Viewer,

the new device is a small metal box,

with rounded top edges, supported by

a base which projects in front. The
miniature screen is inset and hence is

shielded from extraneous light. Models

are available for 8mm. or 16mm.
The film is inserted in the viewer,

merely by raising a hinged cover at the

top and by placing it in a channel. A
thirty watt lamp is used, and it is said

that a sharp, well defined image is pro-

duced. Front controls permit focusing

and framing. The ratio of magnification

for the 16mm. model is 7.8 to 1; for

the 8mm. model, 13 to 1. The base is

adapted to carry the B & H Model 136

film splicer, which may be easily at-

tached. Extension arms enable one to

add rewind heads, so that the whole

forms an integral unit.

Featured, also, are the new, heavy

duty, two speed rewinders with gear

shift lever which provides for low, high

and neutral positions, for editing, high

speed rewinding or "free wheeling."

Substantially built, the new rewinders

will accommodate reels, fifteen inches

in diameter or smaller. A manual brake

permits tight rewinding.

The Filmotion Viewer, alone, sells

for §49.50. both in 8 and 16mm. sizes.

A pair of heavy duty, two speed re-

winders. to couple with the viewer, lists

at $24.50.

The new Filmo Fader and Wipe Disc

is designed to operate with Filmo 8mm.
and 16mm. cameras and provides an

automatic means for producing regular

fades. Wipes may also be produced by

'This Summer..make*

Better URMTiOll
mouiES

with this professional

FADE-IN & FADE-OUT

and these

6 POPULAR

.MASKING EFFECTS

Along a

Complete Unit!

FADETTE
combined with

Above, Fadette
and Fade-O-
Mosk combined

fadE-O-Mask
regular price $8.45

dfiecially. priced i_ — _

7complete with holder and
three double masks

WESCO FADETTE is the only vignetter on the
market made to produce a rectangular fade at
ANY desired speed. Gradual Fading— In or Out-
Fast or Slow at the will of the operator and NO
SUDDEN SHUT OFF at the end. No metal shutters
to rust. Light weight . . . rugged construction ... 5
moving parts. Fits all cameras, 8 or 16 mm, '

s
" to

1!,6
" lens collars. No interference with view finder.

Comes with cable release and a Wesco filter holder
accommodating 25 mm round filters. Available in

models to fit most it C OC
all movie cameras. $0.V3
Special adapter for Eastman lenses . . . 75c

When ordering, give outside diameter of
lens and specify make and model of camera

WESCO FADE-O-MASK holder, which is rug-
gedly constructed of durable tenite, takes the place
of filter holder on the Wesco Fadette. The non-
inflammable and indestructible holder is attached
quickly and easily to the Fadette. The Wesco Fade-
O-Masks are of thin flexible pyralin and are
quickly and easily interchangeable. Smartly de-
signed and perfected by experts . . . the Wesco
Fade-O-Masks give the mo
range of novel effects to

character of the
scene photographed.

Ask Your Dealer for

unlimited

xpress the thought or

$2.50
Demonstration.

WESTERN MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
254 SUTTER STREET SAN FRANCISCO
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means of an auxiliary disc. Lap dis-

solves and other special effects may be

accomplished by "back winding"' the

film in the camera. The new fader will

work with most 8mm. and 16mm. lenses,

including telephotos. Its price is S17.50.

Kodak at Fair Th<J Cavalcade of

Color in the East-

man Kodak Building, at the New York

World'- Fair, i- even better this year

than last. New color pictures arc being

use'd, \% 1 1 1 1 a new commentary and mu-

sical score, and this year's presentation,

in point of beauty, i- the top ranking

show at tin' Fair.

On the great screen, 187 feet long

and twentj two fort high, the largest

ever made, twentj two Kodachrome

transparencies are projected at one

time. Occasionally, tin- twentj two pic-

tures compose a panorama lor the whole

length oi the screen; on other occasions,

each of the twenty two pictures i- of a

different, although related, subject. I n

the whole system, regular 35mm. Koda-

chrome transparencies are used.

Ih. show this year i- better unified

and more dramatic than last year's pres-

entation. An inspiring theme has been

chosen, and the color transparencies

are. if anything, more beautiful than

last year's much praised serie-.

\ddrd to this year'- kodak -how i-

a handsome fashion parade in the exhi-

bition hall. Beautiful models wear -p.oi.

street and evening COStUmeS, made from

acetate products manufactured In East-

man subsidiaries. Oilier pari- of the

exhibition have been improved, and the

Eastman -how. alone, is worth a visit

to the Fair.

Filming American

canyons
[Continued from page 265]

A number of trips through tin- floor

of the canyon are available to you. Best,

perhaps, to the movie maker who i-

limited to a one day stay is the round

trip Comanche-Navajo Trail. Other

trails recommended are those to Bryce

Temple. Cathedral. Fairy Castle and
Silent City. No guides are necessary,

for the trails are plainly marked.

For those movie makers who have

more time, the Sunrise Trail. Queen
Victoria. The Cup. The Queen's Gar-

dens and the spectacular Fairyland

Trail could be added. Your own re-

actions to the w-ealth of natural beauty

will tell you what to film. These trails

also are marked, and you will require

no guides. However, conducted horse-

back trips are also offered, that will

give you even greater opportunities.

A practical continuity motif for visits

to the floor of Bryce Canyon is a horse-

back trip. Show your mounts being pre-

pared in the morning, picture them be-

ing led up to the lodge and catch views

oi your party, turning into a cavalcade.

Then, show long shots of the canyon

from the rim. follow with views of the

party on horseback, descending the

trail: insert views of the scener\ seen

from their point of view and follow with

additional shots of the caravan.

You can then present sequences of

the details that your friends see. but

return to picture them every once in

a while, so that your audience will not

lose sight of the fact that all this gran-

deur and majesty are seen through the

eyes of human beings.

On any filming trip through Bryce

Canyon, you will he grateful for both

telephoto and wide angle lenses. Some-

times, you will In- close to an amazing

formation of brilliantly colored rock.

ami you will waul a- wide a view as you

can g'i. On other occasions, you will

ivanl to bring some strange and unbe-

lievable detail of chromatic iridescence

nearer to you. and you will look for a

telephoto.

A tripod may be a nuisance, Iml all

these rock formations should he rock

stead) on the screen; so, if you must

dispense with a tripod, he sure that you

have some satisfactory camera support,

or that your arms are as solid a- gran-

ite. Nobody can appreciate the majesty

of Bryce Canyon if ii wobbles on the

screen.

There are upward angle shots, to be

filmed from the trails in Bryce Can-

yon, and downward angle shots. Rarely

will you want to point your camera

straight forward, yel a lew eye level

scenes will keep your audience on the

ground. Don't miss taking the framed

window- or tunnel openings in the rock

formation, and. if you have one. use a

polarizing screen, to darken the blue

northern skylight seen through the win-

dow-. These windows will seem like

magnificent, luminous vermilion and

orange sculptures, chiseled against a

curtain of sapphire blue. When you

have -creened a few such scene-, you

will be grateful that the polarizing

screen was invented.

Try other shots of the beautiful and

weird rock formations, using aspen, pine

or juniper for your foregrounds. The
gnarled trunks and twisted branches of

the latter will produce foreground pat-

terns, to give variety to your views of

the painted rocks.

When you have reluctantly left Bryce

Canyon (and I hope that you have been

able to spend several days there, to

study the color effects before you filmed

them I . you will travel to Zion Canyon.

En route to your next cine field day,

you will discover many good scenes of

colored rock erosions. The approach to

Zion itself is filmable. In entering the

east gate, you will drive through the Mt.

Carmel tunnel, and you can stop your

car to film through the windows cut in

its side. These natural frames will give

interest to color views of the depths

below and the towering heights above.

From the mouth of the tunnel, you

will descend a hairpin road to the can-

yon floor, about 800 feet below. Here is

the place to study form, because the

rock pinnacles here, although colorful,

are not so fantastic, in that respect, as

those at Bryce. But, in majesty of size

and formation, they are unequaled.

Do not miss the pictorial opportuni-

ties offered by the stupendous West

Temple and the solemn Watchman pile

dominating the entrance to the Park
from the south.

1 he \ ii\_in Fiver is responsible for

Zion Canyon, more than 3000 feet deep

and a half mile wide. At the junction oi

the two entrance roads, another road

begins and follows the right river bank
for about seven miles to Sinawava Tem-
ple, another monument carved by the

Virgin River. On the road to Sinawava
Temple, you can film the Sentinel, the

East Temple, the Sun Mountain, the

Three Patriarchs, Mt. Majestic. Angel's

Landing, the Great White Throne and

the Great Organ. Of these, the most

outstanding i- the Great White Throne,

a gigantic truncated dome.

On the floor of Zion Canyon, you

will want morning light for one side

and afternoon light for the other, so thai

you will have something to film during

either half of the day. The canyon is

narrow; so. for broad views, you will

find a wide angle lens useful. You can

use your car as a continuity motif, since

a motor road runs through the floor of

the main part of the canyon.

Do not hesitate to tilt upward on the

more imposing rock formations, for that

i- the only way in which you can repre-

sent their grandeur. However, be sure

to select a spot for your tilt that will

enable you to begin with a nice com-

position (boulders in foreground I and

to lead your upward moving camera to

an attractive rock formation, framed

against a brilliant blue sky. A tilt is

futile unless it ends on a breath taking

scene that will convince the audience

that you raised your camera to some
purpose.

If time is available, take some of the

picturesque horseback trails through

the canyon, each of which requires a

day's ride. The effort will bring your

audience breath taking views, and you
always will be glad that you made just

a little more effort to get the best.

In former years, you may have trav-

eled far and wide outside America, but

I can assure you that you have never

brought to your home movie screen any

more imposing and magnificently col-

ored pictures of nature than you can

capture in these canyons of the West.

Watch your exposure, select your

composition; nature will do the rest.

Your audiences will exclaim at your

skill: you may privately thank the in-

ventors of Kodachrome—but it is God's

handiwork that brings the applause.
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-CINE-KODAK FILM,
UNIFORMITY, reliability, brilliant quality—these are the charac-

teristics that have made Cine-Kodak Film, 8 mm. and 16 mm., the

standard film for movie makers. Film cost, of course, includes scientific

processing of the film and its return, ready for projection.

Here are the Cine-Kodak Films; there's a "right" emulsion for every

type of movie making.

KODachrome, the magnificent full-color

film, is available in both 8 mm. and 16

mm. widths, in rolls and in magazines.

16 mm. prices: 100-ft. roll, $8; 50-ft. roll,

$4.30; 50-ft. magazine, $4.65. S mm.,
25-ft. roll, $3.40.

kodachrome, type a, is color balanced for

color movies by Photoflood light. Availa-

ble in the same sizes as regular Koda-
chrome and at the same prices.

SUPER-xx "PAN" is the high-speed black-

and-white film for indoor movies or for

shots wherever daylight is poor. 16 mm.
only. The 100-ft. roll is $6.75, 50-ft. roll,

$3.75, and 50-ft. magazine, $4.

super-x "PAN" is the favorite outdoor film

for general work, accurately responsive

to filters; yet it is fast enough for indoor

work, assuming ample lighting. A 16 mm.
film. The price, per 100-ft. roll, is $6 ; 50-ft.

roll, $3.25; 50-ft. magazine, $3.50.

cine-kodak safety (Panchromatic), an in-

expensive, relatively slow film of good
quality, for use when the special qual-

ities of the other films are not required.

A 16 mm. film, available only in 100-ft.

rolls, at $4.50.

8 mm. super-x "PAN" is the speed film for

8 mm. camera owners, a brilliant, clean-

cut film of ample speed for well lighted

interiors and for the widest variety of

outdoor work. The L25-ft. roll is $2.25.

8 mm. "PAN" is the famous, fine grain film

that made 8 mm. movies not only pos-

sible but popular. A beautiful, wide lati-

tude, daylight film. Price, $2.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.



New FILMOTION VIEWER and Splicer*
(For 8 mm. and 16 mm. film— a model for each)

NOW when editing your movie
scenes, vou may see them as motion

pictures rather than as series of stills.

The new B&H FILMOTION VIEW-
ERS bring this professional method to

8 mm. and 16 mm. film editing. Built

\\ ith typical Bell & Howell attention to

every detail and every phase of the prob-

lems of editing, they provide complete

safety to those priceless scenes that

cannot be replaced.

When the Model 1 36 Splicer and the

proper rewinders for your size film are

attached to the Filmotion Viewer, you
have a complete and highly efficient

editing outfit that makes a pleasant

pastime of what might otherwise be a

difficult and annoying task. Either

Filmotion Viewer may be had complete
with splicer, as pictured, or you may
detach your B&H Splicer Model 136
from its present base and mount it on
the rounded-front viewer base.

See them at your Filmo dealer's after

June 15, or use the coupon to send for

new descriptive circular.

**F4T NEWS
I

1

BELL & HOWELL presents brand-new accessories

that enable you to give the professional touch to

making and editing movies

FILMO TURRET 8 MM. CAMERA
(Pictured left, below)

Combines the economy of8 mm. film

with the instant readiness of a news-
reel man's camera. Mounts three

lenses and their matching viewfinder

objectives on a revolving turret. Just

turn the turret, and the correct lens

and finder are both in position to

use. Select the lenses you need from
seven fine, color-corrected Taylor-

Hobson and B&H lenses available.

The Turret 8 also has positive-type

finder, magnifying critical focuser

which shows the entire frame, four

film speeds including slow motion,

single-frame exposure button, and
automatically reset film footage dial.

With one lens (T-H 12»/2 mm.
F 2.5) $140

With provision for film wind-back
for making lap dissolves (with new
Filmo Fader) and double exposures

$172

NEW Heavy-duty Two-speed REWINDERS
(For 16 mm. film)

Here are new film rewinders that make film

editing easier, faster, more fun. They have a

gear-shift lever which provides three positions:

(1 ) low speed, 1-to- 1 ratio, for editing, (2 ) neu-

tral, to free the spindle from which film is being
unwound, and (3) high speed, 4-to-l ratio, for

fast rewinding. At either speed, the reel turns in

the same direction as the crank is turned. A
manual brake, handily placed, permits tight re-

winding and safe control of even the heaviest

reels. Reels as large as 15-inch diameter are

accommodated. And these new, professional-

type, heavy-duty rewinders fit into combinations
with the present B&H Add-a-Unit line of film

editing equipment, and with the new 16 mm.
Filmotion Viewer, as pictured. See them at your
dealer's soon, or send coupon for new descrip-

s circular.

NEW Filmo FADER and Wipe Disc
(For Filmo 8 mm. and Filmo 70—16 mm.-Cameras)

Usually, changes from one scene to another in

amateur-made motion pictures are abrupt—but
now you can employ various special effects to
soften transitions, as is done in professionally

made films. With the new Filmo Fader and Wipe
Disc you can make fade-ins . . . fade-outs . . .

wipe-offs . . . wipe-ons . . . lap dissolves . . .

double exposures. Lap dissolves and double ex-

posures require a Filmo that provides for wind-
ing the film back—but ifyour Filmo 8 or Filmo 70
is not so equipped, conversion can be made
reasonably.

Filmo Fader with Wipe Disc $17.50
New Descriptive Folder telling what you

can do with the new Fader and Wipe Disc, and
giving details on film wind-back pro- -__-_.
visions for Filmo Cameras, will be
sent upon request. Use the coupon.

Filmo Turret 8 with rewind knob. Fader,
and Wipe Disc, for making fades, wipes,
lap dissolves, and double exposures.

MAIL THIS COUPON for complete information
on the new accessories described in this an-
nouncement. Bell & Howell Company, Chicago;
NewYork;HoUjTvood;London.£5/-2£//SrWi907.

PRECISION-MADE BY

& HOWELL

BELL & HOVC'ELL COMPANY
1843 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Send free descriptive literature on: ( ) new B&H Filmotion
Viewer; ( ) new heavy-duty two-speed 16 mm. Rewinders;

( ) new Fader and Wipe Disc, including film wind-back pro-

visions for Filmo 8's and Filmo 70; ( ) Filmo 8 mm. Cameras.

City. .State.
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EVERY NEW MEMBER GETS**

The ACL Movie Booh
i

T'S the latest book on amateur movie making!
biggest

decade!
book about the subject written in

. . It's the

the past

311 PAGES—OVER 100 ILLUSTRATIONS-FRAME
ENLARGEMENTS—PHOTOGRAPHS—DRAWINGS!
INTERESTING — NEW IDEAS — SIMPLY WRIT-
TEN—ACCURATE—COMPLETE—FULL INDEX.

Written by the staff of the Amateur Cinema League—com-
piled from their experiences in serving thousands of movie
makers for over a decade, this book represents the latest

and simplest cine technique. It is based on what amateurs
do. It tells you what you want to know because it comes
from the needs and questions of over 21,000 League mem-
bers—every one a real movie maker.

The new book is packed with information and it

is simply written in an informal style. You will

find it fascinating, and you may be sure that the
information is correct — IT'S AN ACL PUBLICA-
TION.

GET THIS NEW BOOK IN ADDITION TO THE
SERVICES AND PUBLICATIONS LISTED BELOW

ALL FOR $5.00 A YEAR

* MOVIE MAKERS . . . Membership includes a sub-
scription to Movie Makers monthly, which covers
every phase of amateur and practical filming.
Each month there are articles for the beginner as
well as for the experienced movie maker.

fa Technical consulting service. . . Any League mem-
ber can put his movie making problems up to the
technical consultant, and he will receive prompt,
detailed service.

fa Continuity and film planning service . . . The con-
tinuity consultant will aid you in planning specific

films by offering you continuity and treatment
suggestions, ideas on editing and title wordings.

fa Club service . . . Those who wish to organize a
club—either for the production of films or for the
interchange of ideas between cameramen— will
obtain full aid.

fa Film review service . . . You may send films to the
League for criticism and review.

fa Booklets and service sheets . . . These are available
to all members. Booklets are sent automatically.

as published, to members who request them. Book-
lets now current are:

Color filming—27 pages, illustrated

Titling technique—32 pages

Featuring the family—34 pages

Lighting personal movies—37 pages, illus-

trated

Films and filters—31 pages, illustrated

fa Equipment service . . . The League aids members
in locating new equipment.

fa Film Exchange ... A member may list his films

for temporary loan among other members and will

receive in return a list of films offered by other
members.

fa Special services ... in two important fields are
available. Through the Film Review Chart a mem-
ber can get particularly efficient criticism on his

reels. By means of the Film Treatment Chart, a
member may secure individually prepared film

plans and continuity outlines. These charts are
supplied on request to members only.

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

420 Lexington Ave. Date
New York, N. Y„ U. S. A.

I wish to become a member of AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE. Inc. My remittance for $
made payable to AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE. Inc.. is enclosed in payment of dues. Of this amount.
I direct that $2 be applied to a year's subscription to MOVIE MAKERS. (To nonmembers, subscrip-

tion to MOVIE MAKERS is S3 in the United States and possessions; S3. 25 in Canada, $3.50 in other
countries.)

MEMBERSHIP S5 a year

Name

City State

GET THESE INDISPENSABLE

FILMING AIDS AT ONCE FOR
Five dollars a year

Amateur Cinema League, inc.

420 Lexington Ave. New York, New York, U. S. A,
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YOUR
SUMMER
MOVIES

ON THE
(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.

FOR

Utmost Convenience

USE THE DA-LITE

CHALLENGER!
Years ahead in
design, the Chal-
lenger is the only
screen with square
tubing in tripod
and extension rod
to hold the case
rigid the only
scree?i that can be
adjusted in height
by releasing a
spring latch and
raising the exten-
sion support. No
separate adjust-
ments of the case.
12 sizes from 30"
x 40" to 70" x 94"
inclusive from
$12.50* up.

the same
: h quality
Lite Glass-
ded surface
the Chal-
jer. It may
set up on a
e or hung
a wall. 4

: e s from
)0* up.

GLASS-BEADED SCREEN!

You need the superior light reflective quality of the Da-Lite

Glass-Beaded surface to bring out the true colors, sharp

details and full brilliance of Kodachrome pictures. Because

Kodachrome film is more dense than black and white it

requires a screen that reflects more light. The specially

constructed Da-Lite Glass-Beaded Screen reflects maximum
light without sparkling or glare. It brings out all of the

shades of color pictures and all gradations of black and
white. That is why Da-Lite, though making White and Silver

screens, recommends its glass-6eaded surface for all average

requirements.

Ask your dealer for a demonstration. The Da-Lite Beaded
surface challenges comparison with all other screens, beaded

or otherwise. See also how much easier the "all-in-one"

Da-Lite Challenger is to set-up—how durably it is made!
Look for the exclusive square tubing that keeps the case

aligned! Write for literature now!

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC.
Dept. 7MIA. 2723 N. Crawford Ave., Chicago, III*

Steady Your Camera

With The DA -LITE UNIPOD
Here is a support so light and easy to carry you will be sure
to take it on every movie-making trip. It can be quickly put
into service. And there are no parts to take off, carry and
get lost. Two styles—No. 1 rests on the ground. No. 2

(shown here) rests against the body. Just the thing for your
vacation! Get yours today. Only $6.00*.

slightly kighe Pacific Coast.

>a-Lite Screens AND MOVIE
ACCESSORIES
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of your day al the beach can capture

all of the action that you will want to

record.

lrn 1 1 color, or brilliant black and white

8 iniii movies can be made easily and

economically with the Revere Double 8

Camera. Even a school child can load and

thread the Revere and get beautiful,

steady, theater-quality movies. Its exclusive

sprocket control forms a loop in the film

should the user forget to make one. Take-

up spool does not snub film. Sprocket pre-

vents film jamming. The film can't jam.

Sighting through the large built-in view

finder is simple, too. Just press the button

and your movie is made. Economical—20

or more action scenes from every reel. See

Revere equipment at your dealer's! Mail

coupon now for literature!

CAMERA

Check its features
and you will un-
derstand why Re-
vere has had to

greatly increase
production capac-
ity to catch up
with the demand!
300 foot reels,

double blower
cooling1 system,
enclosed film re-

wind—quiet, pow-
erful AC-DC
motor, large 15-

tooth sprockets.
Complete with 500
watt lamp and 1"

F1.6 lens—
S59.50

Revere Model 88

Double 8 Camera
—precision built to give you the
steadiest and clearest home movies
you have ever seen. It takes all double
8 film—full color or black and white.
Eastman Standard Spindles and
Spools insure correct threading. Five
speeds—8, 12, 16, 24 and 32 frames
per second—and many other advanced
features. Complete with Wollensak
12.5 mm F3.5 lens in removable uni-
versal focus mounting S29.50
With F2.5 lens $39.50

Revere Sprocket

Film Control

forms a loop in the

automatically — pre

film jamming. An exel

Revere feature.

lilWl
film
ents .

' ujflp "4^^^^
isive •VrW^fl

Revere Model 99

Turret Camera
For maximum versatility at

low cost here is a sensa-

tional value! The model 99
has all the features of the

Revere Model 88 plus a
revolving 3-lens turret and
an extra optical view finder

for use with 1" and \Vz"
telephoto lenses. Complete
with one Wollensak 12.5

mm. F2.5 lens . . .$65.00

Revere Camera Company
Dept. 7 M.M., 326 East 21st Street, Chicag
Please send latest literature on Revere 8
equipment.

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY- CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA • KANSAS CITY • MINNEAPOLIS • LOS ANGELES • DALLAS

City Stale

For Canadian -prices, write to Ryerson Film Service,

299 Queen St., West. Toronto.
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WILLO
CINE TRIPOD
A Tripod of Exceptional

Quality at Only

$14 75

CloseUDS—What fil

A strong, durable all-metal tu-

bular tripod—rigid enough to

meet the exacting demands of

press photographers!

Ready for action in a flash. The

tubular sections are instantly

locked at any length by turning

the legs clockwise, and a spe-

cial locking device controlled

by the knobbed handle prevents

legs from spreading.

Universal Pan and Tilt Top al-

lows you to tilt and turn the

camera smoothly to follow the

subject, or lock the camera at

any angle.

Alternating points, for indoor

and outdoor use. Both handles

fit under tripod head for con-

venience in carrying.

Three sections, weight 5 lbs.

24% inches folded, 59% inches

fully extended.

Carrying Case $3.50

Mail orders filled

Write Dept. MMC.

32nd St. Near 6th Ave., N. Y.

World's Largest Camera Store

Built on Square Dealing

ips mers are
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Edward Ranken. ACL. is, as far as we
know, the first hitch hiker ever to at-

tempt to film his own journey. It seems

that a maternal uncle, living in Shreve-

port, La., had never seen Edward at all

and had not even seen his own sister

(Edward's mother) for twenty years or

so. Ranken's idea was to start off a film

at his home in Yonkers, N. Y., carry it

on along the highways to Shreveport

and then climax it with scenes as he

finally greeted his uncle in that city.

Don't ask us how he planned to accom-

plish this last feat and be in the film as

well, but neither the journey nor the

problem seemed to bother this doughty

artist of the upraised thumb.

In California, Pacific House, a unit of

the Golden Gate International Exposi-

tion, has been sponsoring and will con-

tinue to sponsor through this month a

series of weekly film contests for ama-

teur movie makers. Classifications for

the five remaining weeks of the contest

will be: South of the Border, July 1;

Northern Playgrounds, July 8; Califor-

nia Vacation, July 15; Adventure in the

Southwest, July 22; Treasure Island,

July 29. A set of colored maps of the

Fair, designed by Covarrubias, are

awarded to the weekly winner in each

class. Further data may be had on ap-

plication to Pacific House, Treasure

Island. San Francisco.

To Frederick G. Beach, ACL, of the

League's staff, goes the honor of pre-

senting on a television program the first

16mm. amateur motion picture com-

plete with narrative, sound effects and

music via the dual turntable. The film

presented was Mr. Beach's popular rail-

road study. Roundhouse to Roadbed,

with the half hour program being put

on the air through W2XBS, the tele-

vision unit of the National Broadcasting

Company, in New York City.

Officials of the New York Central

Railroad, through whose cooperation

the film was originally produced, were

present at the screening. Unknown to

Mr. Beach, who was thoroughly busy at

the double turntables, a splice—the first

ever to give way in the film's history—
parted during the projection. But, to

the vast relief of all concerned, "the

break did not occur until after the weak
point had passed through the intricate

mechanism of the televisor. Except for

the pale blue cast imparted to the

images by the television screen, little

difference in quality could be observed

between them and the regular results

in cine presentation.

LeRoy SegaD, ACL, of Milwaukee,

worked out an ingenious arrangement

recently, on the occasion of a screening

of his travel films before more than two

hundred persons. The picture showed
a cruise to the West Indies; it was
titled with maps, and the climax of the

voyage came at Haiti, with a visit to

the Citadel of Christophe. First off, be-

fore the movie started, Mr. Segall threw

on his darkened screen an enlarged

map of the Islands, using a reflecting

still projector. In a few prefatory

words, he traced out the course of the

voyage to come. The film then followed

until just before the climactic sequence

of the Citadel. Here, with lights still

down, Mr. Segall switched off the

movie, filled the screen with a colored

"still" of the massive fortress and out-

lined to his audience the historic im-

portance of the subject. With a neat

change back to the motion picture, the

presentation went on to a fine climax.

Movie Makers announces with deep

regret the passing on June 15, at her

home in New York City, of Mrs. J. P.

Winton, mother of Roy W. Winton,

ACL, managing director of the Amateur
Cinema League. Mrs. Winton was eighty

one years old. She had never missed

reading Movie Makers, since its be-

This letter, from a Finnish League
member, speaks for itself.

"I greatly regret to tell you that I

cannot send my membership fee any

more, because of the difficulty with ex-

change. This difficulty will last until the

war ends. As you know, of course, the

Russian bandit army attacked our dear,

beautiful country, destroying our homes
and making it quite impossible to con-

tinue to work regularly and to earn the

bread for our families to eat. Things
have fallen out badly with me. My home
is damaged and my wife's health is bro-

ken. My work has been suspended. I

had reserved the necessary funds to

keep up my League membership and to

buy a new camera, but now the possi-

bility of doing this is past.

"I am glad to tell you that our people

are doing everything they can to set

their lives in order again. They say very

little, but everybody knows his duty and
will do it.

"I thank you for the help I have got

as a League member. I send my best re-

gards. Some day, when this is all over

(if I am still alive) I shall write again

and. hopefully, pay my membership
fee."



'RE-RELEASE NOTICE!

Subject to receipt of complete,

uthentic motion pictures from Europe

IASTLE FILMS

M6&8
MOVIES

Ask your Photo-Dealer
for definite Release Date
When available, "Battle for France" will be released in five sizes

at no increase in regular Castle Films prices!

ACCEPT NO SUBSTITUTE FOR CASTLE FILMS' NEWS PARADE

CASTLE FILMS
1*1 je) HEADL|NE

'
10flft -

ImmI $3so
COMPLETE, 360 ft.

W5

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK

FIELD BUILDING

CHICAGO

RUSS BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO
8
MM

HEADLINE, 50 ft.

]75

SOUND, 350 ft.

1750
COMPLETE, 180 ft.

$550
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FREE FILM REVIEWS
JULY 1940

Movies that you can

borrow without charge

THESE films are offered on loan, with-

out charge. Some may be available

to individuals, and others are available

only to clubs or groups. In certain

cases, the type of organization to which

the films are lent without charge is

specified. To borrow these films for a

screening, write directly to the distribu-

tor, whose address is given. (Note care-

fully the restrictions mentioned in each

case.)

The Book of Books, 400 feet, 16mm.
sound and silent versions, color and

black and white prints.

Offered to: sponsored or recom-

mended individuals and responsible

groups.

Available from: National Bible

Press. 239-245 South American Street,

Philadelphia. Pa.

The Book of Books is a dignified but

uncommonly interesting portrayal of

the manufacture of fine modern Bibles.

Dealing with some of the historical

background of this craft, the film then

traces the various processes of manu-
facture, from the text to the finished

book. Included with the film are brief

introductory remarks on the history of

the Bible, its early use, translation and

transmission to us down through the

ages.

Bicycling With Complete Safety, 400

feet. 16mm. sound on film (cannot be

used on silent projectors).

Offered to: schools, churches and
organized groups only.

Available from: Films of Com-
merce Company. Inc., 21 West 46th

Street, New York City.

Bicycling With Complete Safety

makes a strong appeal for carefulness

in riding bicycles on the streets and
highways. It shows safe and unsafe

ways of riding, calls attention to the

dangers attendant upon failure to keep

eyes and attention on the road, running

up on curbs, riding on sidewalks, rid-

ing out into the street without watching
for traffic and engaging in play while

riding in the street. The picture also

gives the correct techniques for signal-

ing, the use of the horn, riding on the

right side of the street, the importance

of obeying traffic lights, using lights for

riding at night and keeping the ma-
chines in proper repair. Riders are

urged to cooperate with the police and
civic safety authorities in promoting
safe riding practices. The film ends with

a strong plea for carefulness. Give an

alternative booking date, the number
of persons to wham the film will be

shown and the name of the organiza-

tion to which the film will be shown.

A Modern Aladdin's Lamp, 2 reels,

sound on film, 16mm. and 35mm.
Offered to: groups.

Available from: Western Electric

Company, Motion Picture Bureau, 195

Broadway, New York City.

A Modern Aladdin's Lamp traces,

with Lowell Thomas as narrator, the

development of the modern vacuum
tube, how it is made and its many ap-

plications in everyday life. Particular

emphasis is given to its use as a re-

peater tube in telephone circuits. An
interesting animated sequence explains

the theory of operation of a three ele-

ment tube so clearly that even a lay

minded audience will understand it.

Scenes photographed in the Western

Electric Vacuum Tube Shop depict the

delicacy, the care and the precision of

workmanship that go into making these

electronic bottles. The camera moves

from one intricate operation to another,

while skilled craftsmen, using specially

designed machines, transform coils of

wire and cylinders of glass into vacuum
tubes, the magic lamps of today.

A Personal Investment, 1400 feet,

16mm. sound on film, black and white.

Offered to: groups.

Available from: Hart Schaffner &
Marx, 200 Fifth Avenue, New York
City; Hart Schaffner & Marx Distribu-

tors Service, Inc., 754 South Los An-

geles Street, Los Angeles, Calif.

A Personal Investment tells the story

of a young man who, seeking advance-

ment, is told by his employer to take

better care of his personal appearance.

Shown how better suits are made, the

young -man, according to the implica-

tions at the end of the film, wins his

advancement and marries. Between

these events is included a complete

story of the processes in making a suit.

It's The Little Things That Count, 3

reels. 1100 feet, 16mm. sound on film.

Offered to: groups, especially rec-

ommended for business men's clubs,

commercial departments of schools and
colleges.

Available from: The Bates Manu-
facturing Company. 30 Vesey Street.

New York City; National Council

Y.M.C.A. Motion Picture Bureau, New
\ ork City. Chicago. San Francisco.

It's The Little Things That Count is a

dramatized sound picture, devoted to

better selling. With a minimum of ad-

vertising, it tells the story of one sales-

man's success and what lay behind his

efforts. Notable for expert camera work

and professional cinematic technique,

this film should interest and instruct the

groups for which it is intended.

Two Cents Worth of Difference, 3

reels, sound on film, 16mm. black and

white.

Offered to: groups only.

Available from: Eberhard Faber

Pencil Company. 37 Greenpoint Ave-

nue. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Two Cents Worth of Difference be-

gins with a demonstration before a

group of salesmen, that tells the reasons

why Mongol pencils are better and

stronger than many other kinds. The

scene changes to the factory, where the

methods of manufacture and of scien-

tific testing are revealed; then it returns

to the sales room, where various in-

genious methods of sale are displayed

to the assembled group. One of the men
sets out to try these ideas, and what

happens to him constitutes the remain-

der of the subject matter.

Blossom Parade of 1939, 400 feet,

sound on film Kodachrome.
Offered to: interested groups.

Available from: Chamber of Com-
merce. Benton Harbor, Mich.

Blossom Parade of 1939 covers the

seventeenth annual Blossom Festival in

Benton Harbor, Mich. Ranked among
America's leading parade spectacles,

the annual Blossom procession, as

shown in the film, is more than five

miles long.

Drinking Health, 2 reels, 16mm. and

35mm. silent.

Offered to: schools, churches and

organized groups only.

Available from: Films of Com-
merce Company, Inc.. 21 West 46th

Street, New York City.

Based upon a lecture by the United

States Public Health Service, Drinking

Health shows, first, how nature provides

for quenching our thirst, secondly, the

great government enterprises that are

established to supply us with pure

drinking water and. thirdly, the needs

and uses of water by the human body.

The dangers of contamination from un-

clean drinking vessels are then shown,

with suggestions by the United States

Public Health Service and other medi-

cal authorities of how to avoid these

dangers. The film is constructed and

titled in accordance with standard edu-

cational practices and is accompanied

by a teaching guide.

Give alternate dates when requesting

a booking and state the name of your

organization.



Effortless Loading— Loading is so easy that

it can be done while wearing gloves. Simply slide

the pre-threaded film magazine into place. Mid-
reel changes from black-and-white to color film

FOR those who delight in the possession
of finer things, this new Filmo Auto

Load Motion Picture Camera exemplifies

the superb craftsmanship for which Bell

& Howell is world famous. In addition to

workmanship that makes no compromise
with perfection in any detail, Filmo Auto
Load presents a host of exclusive, advanced
features that materially contribute to cam-
era flexibility . . . simplify the making of

finer motion pictures.

An improved viewfinder, enclosed and
protected, gives an exceptionally brilliant

image—and what you see, you get. Loading
is effortless—just slide the pre-threaded

film magazine into place. A new, unmistak-
able exposure chart gives

readings at a single setting

wp Filmo "Companion" 8

life
Makes Movies at
Snapshot Cost

whIN : Press the button

—

what
you see, you get. Black-and-
white or full, natural color;
four speeds including slow
motion; device for animat-
ing cartoons; provision for
adding accessories.

price $4950

may be made, without fogging a single frame.
A new unmistakable exposure chart gives read-

ings at a single setting for both color and black-

and-white film.

for both color and black-and-white film.

With four speeds and single frame expo-

sure, and with a fast, color-corrected lens

instantly interchangeable with a full range

of special-purpose lenses, Filmo Auto Load
is a basic camera that will meet your pres-

ent andfuture needs. It is the personifica-

tion of efficient simplicity, precision-built

by the makers of Hollywood's professional

motion picture equipment. It places no
hurdles in the path of the beginner . . .

imposes no limitations upon the most ad-

vanced skill . . . provides easy mastery of

every picture opportunity.

Filmo Auto Load "Speedster"—identical twin

of Filmo Auto Load except that it provides

speeds of 16, 32, 48, and 64 instead of 8, 16,

24, and 32. Both are priced the same:

With Taylor-Hobson 1-inch F 2.7

universal focus lens SI 15.00

With Bell & Howell 1-inch F 1.9

focusing lens 127.50

With Taylor-Hobson 1-inch F 1.5

focusing lens 160.50

Steady-Strap Handle included with camera

See the premier showing of this fine new
motion picture camera at your dealer's now
—or mail the coupon for complete details.

Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; New York;
Hollywood; London. Established 1907.

Image Brilliance Increased 250%!
An improved viewfinder increases the bril-

liance of the image two and one-half times—
a wonderful aid when filming in poor light.

This enclosed, protected viewfinder, being
of the "positive" type, prevents errors in

composition due to eye parallax. Operator,

below, is holding camera
by the new Steady-
Strap Handle, an ac-

cessory which permits

swinging the camera
into instant action.

PRECISION-MADE BY BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1843 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, 111.

Send complete details of the ( ) new Filmo Auto Load
1 6mm. Motion Picture Camera; ( ) Filmo S mm. Cameras.

Name

Address

City State MM 7-40



All Bull's Eyes?
GETTING perfect movies every time

requires plenty of experience and

ability. But, whether you are an expert

or a beginner, you can always have the

advantage of the dependable quality of

Agfa amateur motion picture films.

We suggest these two fine Agfa 16mm.
films for your use this summer

:

Agfa Fine-Grain Plenachrome Reversible,

an all-around outdoor film that combines

speed, brilliant contrast, and an agree-

ably moderate price. Plenachrome pos-

sesses wide latitude and full anti-halo

protection.

Agfa Panchromatic Reversible, a fast

material, sensitive to all colors, that

projects brilliantly and is also economi-

cal to use. We recommend it highly for

a wide variety of subjects.

Get these two films at your dealer's to-

day. Each is $2.75 for 50-ft. and $4.50

for 100-ft. rolls. Price includes process-

ing and return postage. Agfa Ansco,

Binghamton, N. Y. Made in U. S. A.

Agfa
16mm. FILMS

PLENACHROME
AND

PANCHROMATIC
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What we can do
The AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

whose voice is Movie Makers, is the international or-

ganization of movie amateurs, founded in 1926 and now

serving filmers over the world. The League's consulting

services advise amateurs on plan and execution of their

films, both as to cinematographic technique and con-

tinuity. It serves the amateur clubs of the world in

organization, conduct and program and provides for

them a film exchange. It issues booklets. It maintains

various special services for members. The League

completely owns and operates Movie Makers. The

directors listed below are a sufficient warrant of the

high type of our association. Your membership is

invited. Five dollars a year.

Hiram Percy Maxim, Founder

DIRECTORS OF THE LEAGUE

STEPHEN F. VOORHEES, President

JOHN V. HANSEN, Vice President

A. A. HEBERT, Treasurer

C. R. DOOLEY .

MRS. L. S. GALVIN .

W. E. KIDDER .

HAROLD E. B. SPEIGHT

FLOYD L. VANDERPOEL

T. A. WILLARD

ROY W. WINTON, Managing Directo

. New York City

Washington, D. C.

• Hartford, Conn.

. New York City

• Lima, Ohio

Kalamazoo, Mich.

. Geneva. N. Y.

Litchfield, Conn.

Beverly Hills, Calif.

. New York City

Address all inquiries to

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, INC.

420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK CITY. U.S.A.

MOVIE makers, like millions of other citizens of the

United States, want to do their part in building

a sound national defense. Sometimes it seems to the

average person that there is little for him, as an individual,

in the national armament effort. It appears to be something

remote, something that is to be accomplished by the acts of

men in Washington and in other governmental centers.

National defense will become a reality only when every

citizen discovers what he should do and when he does it.

But it is not necessary to wait for orders, in each instance.

It is clear that movie makers may find a worth while task

in a very obvious effort that is not an easy accomplishment

but that is, on the other hand, not impossible.

We filmers can provide an immediate contribution to the

national effort by making movies that will bring the need of

the country to the attention of our audiences. Of course, the

personal filmer cannot and should not make himself a nuis-

ance by endeavoring to secure footage of existing defense

machinery or personnel. If he tries this, he will quite rightly

be told that this kind of movie making is not to the best inter-

est of the nation. Neither can he discuss statistics or try to

indicate what is lacking. These things are beyond the scope

of his camera.

But the point can be driven home that our national de-

fenses are intended to protect something and that this some-

thing is a way of life to which the United States is committed

by its traditions and its national will. Personal filmers can

look about them to discover what it is that makes up their

country, as they know it. They can turn their specialized

movie making skill to setting these things forth in film. That

they will be telling old tales is just what is important, because

it is these old tales that must be told now, if we are to realize

that our ways are so precious that they must be defended at

all costs.

In this number of Movie Makers is a treatment outline

that may serve to start the thinking of cameramen. It is not

the approved solution; it is only one possible answer among
many. But it does show what can be done by movie makers

who want to take some active part in the arming of the

United States.

This country faces a great task of which it is now only

dimly aware. Sacrifices and readjustments must be made that

will gravely disturb our social and industrial relationships.

When the pinch of these begins to be felt, there will be

objection and criticism. To win through to a safe United

States, the country must be aroused to the value of what we
have in our way of life. What we protect must appear to

us to be of infinitely greater value than what we sacrifice.

Films of movie amateurs that emphasize what the United

States means to its citizens can go far toward setting the key

for national thinking, at this time when we must, as never

before, work together for the common safety. Here is a

challenge to the patriotism of all of us with movie cameras.
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A cine treatment for filming the

eastern exposition this summer

ONCE again, as in 1939, Movie Mak-
ers presents a concise outline for the

hurried filmer of the New York World's

Fair. Forty exact scenes are indicated,

with a single main title and eight sub-

titles. With economy, you should do the

whole job in two hundred finished feet of

16mm. film; with extravagance, the same
treatment could be stretched to double

that limit. Tripods, this year, are not only

permitted, but welcomed—so don't blame

us if these too, too solid buildings wobble.

On your marks? Get set! GO!

Main title:

NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR— 1940

Dissolve or cut to:

A Pageant of Peace Amidst

A World at War

Fade out, cut in your credit titles, if

any, and we are ready for the opening

scenes, as follows:

1. Looking down the length of Constitu-

tion Mall, shoot the Trylon and Perisphere

from in front of the Federal Building.

Frame them through the fountains in the

Lagoon of Nations.

2. A different and closer view of the

Theme Center, looking down the flag lined

Avenue of Patriots from Bowling Green,

in front of the I.R.T.-B.M.T. entrance

gates.

3. A crowd shot from this point as a

trainload of visitors pours into the Fair

from the subway exits. A similar shot may
be had in the next plaza to the west, at

the smooth esplanade of the Long Island

Railroad.

Title:

Industry—the sinews of America's

latent strength.

4. A medium shot of the United States

Steel Building, shooting across the Plaza of

Light fountain, from in front of the Elec-

tric Utilities Building. A low, slightly up-

ward angle would give a handsome shot.

5. A similar view of the General Elec-

tric Building, featuring the stainless steel

bolt of lightning in the center court. Shoot
across the fountain, from in front of the

Consolidated Edison Building.

6. The Petroleum Industry Building,

featuring the outdoor oil well. Get a long

shot from the southwest entrance to the

Plaza of Light and follow this with one or

more close shots of the oil drilling.

7. A full front shot of the Westinghouse
Building, site of the Time Capsule, from

beside the fountain^ in the Plaza of Light.

The east face of this building is all of

glass, suggesting easy interior filming in

the morning light.

8. Another shot of the Theme Center,

this time showing the graceful curve of

the Helicline. Shoot it across the fountain

and through the decorative pylons which

mark the entrance to the Court of Power.

Title:

Transport and Communication—nerve

centers of the nations power.

9. A forty five degree" angle shot of the

General Motors Building, featuring the

Diesel powered train in front. Frame it

through trees, from directly in front of the

Chrysler Building. There is adequate light

on the indoor Futurama for fast lens

shooting in either color or black and white.

10. The main fagade of the Railroads

Building, framed through the flags flank-

ing north Corona gate. A good viewpoint

is at the north end of the Chrysler Build-

ing.

11. A short panorama of the Ford

Building, beginning at the south side and

moving to the north only far enough to

include the Road of Tomorrow, a feature.

Frame it through trees, from a point in

front of north Corona gate.

12. The Aviation Building, shooting

through the flags in front of south Corona

gate beside the south end of the Chrysler

Building. [Continued on page 341]



YOUR SUNDAY
How do you pass seventh

day is answered in film

SUNDAY!
What does it mean to you?

Does it say, "I lie abed until noon, sleeping off Saturday
night's dance steps?"

Does it say, ""Church and prayer and God to carry me
through the week?"

Does it say, "Up at dawn, and oh, for the car loaded with
eats and swim suits?"

Does Sunday mean dressing up proper—you and your
whole family—to visit old Aunt Mary?
No two of you see Sunday through the same telescope.

And what you do with your day is the theme of this pic-

ture.

Sunday.

Does any day of the week hold as much promise?
For those who work, it is a day of rest. For those who play.

it is the one day of

srr\O
ot
\ lne week that marks

a change in tempo.

But. no matter what
you do, the subject

of Sunday is preg-

nant with prom-

ise.

Do you live in

the wicked
city?

Then strap
on your cam-

era and take a

walk up your

own Fifth Ave-

nue at eleven

in the morn-

BETH BROWN, ACL
ing. The church bells are chiming, the churchgoers are both

grave and gay. Dressed in their Sunday best, they make a

colorful parade. Churchgoing in solemn state—that's Fifth

Avenue on a Sunday. \ou may catch a little girl, dressed like

a bride, on her way to communion, but you are much more
likely to do so on some side street that is less pretentious.

Fifth Avenue, of a Sunday, goes to church. Tenth Avenue
pitches horseshoes. Yep, that is what dark haired, dark eyed

laborers love to do on their day off. Their wives, arms full

of babies, sit on the stoops and cheer.

Down by the river of a Sunday means just one thing

—

baseball. You can hear them rooting a block away. Somebody
is making a home run. If you hurry, maybe you can catch

it—and can it!

Over in the park, the cyclists are spinning in circles. The
nurses are knitting away at their yarns, and the children are

feeding the swans. Here you can even insert some of your

leftover shots of the zoo, for on Sunday the bears are at their

best and the monkeys wash behind the ears. The gardens,

too, put forth their choicest blooms for the shopgirl to re-

member all week long.

Sunday down at the docks means that small boys will be

swimming there. Lovers will be standing in line for that

excursion trip up the river. And don't, for heaven's sake,

forget the balloon man and the peanut vendor, the fortune

telling parrot, the hurdy gurdy man. the street carousel, if

you happen upon it, or any other bit of color that makes
Sunday so very bright.

Midtown on Sunday means swarms of out of towners, sight

seeing to their hearts' content. Somehow, on Sunday, even

the skyscrapers look their Sunday best. The midtown buses

are packed with fresh arrivals. Take a shot of the bus signs

that tell you where they come from. Jersey City. Cleveland.

Miami. Los Angeles. Buffalo.

Sunday down at the Battery means a visit to the Aqua-

rium, of course. Fish about for the best of the fish; but, as

you do, don't forget to snap that smiling baby in its proud

papa's arms. Your fish may be beautiful as specimens: but,

for a picture, you can't beat that baby in its little poke bon-

net. And, before you strap your camera back into place, don't

forget to make a shot of the hobo on the bench outside, who
doesn't work all week long—and takes a rest on Sunday.

The city is chock full of Sunday stuff, crying to be snapped.

But the small town offers an equally inviting menu. If any-

thing, Sunday in a small town is much more likely to

be heaven on earth.

How, for instance, do you and yours spend this all

encompassing day?

Church, of course, for some—in the little

white edifice down a shady lane. Maybe you are

lucky enough to have a colored congregation

that you can shoot—from the small children

in the Sunday school class to the buxom
and oratorical preacher. You may be lucky

enough to walk into a christening or a wed-

ding. Even a Sunday church picnic is a lot

of fun for a camera.

Perhaps, to some of you, Sunday means a

day in the garden, pulling out weeds and
planting thoughts r c ° ntir| ued on page 342]



323 Shots in movie of

Hawaiia n Islands

filmed by author

CALLS

YOUR CAMERA

r

America's isles of the Pacific

will enchant the cine traveler

ONE bright spot in the gloom that has fallen on the

world is the Hawaiian Islands, that beautiful archi-

pelago, fringed with palms at the crossroads of the blue Pacific.

Here are the beach at Waikiki, the plantations of sugar

cane, papaia and pineapple, the sea geysers, the realm of the

Fire Goddess Pele. the surfboard riders, the strangest and

most beautiful of volcanic formations, exquisitely colored

seascapes and. above all. flowers, flowers and more flowers.

All these things are good movie material—some of the best

in the world.

When you embark for the Hawaiian Islands, from San

Pedro or San Francisco, you will have a foretaste of some-

thing of the tropical glamour that later will surround you.

You can film the ship's departure much as you would that of

any other, except that you can use the showers of paper

streamers as a foreground for your shots of the receding pier.

Take two or three views, using the gala streamers as a par-

tial curtain for the background action.

Then, to supply a transition to the section of the film deal-

ing with your four and a half days at sea, take a downward
closeup of a broom, sweeping up the confetti on the deck:

then, slowly tilt the camera upward, to reveal passengers

strolling, or simply a handsome composition of the ship's

structure. Follow this with scenes of deck sports, shipboard

life, marine and sunset shots.

As you near Oahu, the island where you will land, you
may be able to film, as your first glimpse of the Territory of

Hawaii, Koko Head and shore lines, which your ship will pass.

Then comes the landing, with opportunities to make a

sequence of Honolulu Harbor, the famed Aloha Tower which

greets you and the welcoming crowds at the pier. As your

ship docks, you can film the Royal Hawaiian band, the color-

ful throng of lei bearers and the -diving boys frolicking in

the water below. All are flowers, confusion and music, and

JOHN V. HANSEN, ACL
your general impression will be that the Islands must have

declared a holiday.

It is not easy to get all the shots of ship landing that you
would like to have when you yourself arrive, but, if you stay

on the island long enough, you will be able to shoot incidents

in the arrival of another ship: and. this time, work from the

pier. Then you can take continuity shots, close views of the

band and closeups of native girls half hidden in armfuls of

lei wreaths.

A number of conducted tours over the island of Oahu are

available, and these probably offer the most efficient and
economical means of familiarizing yourself with movie mak-

ing possibilities. A Circle Island Tour provides you with

numerous opportunities for scenic shots of winding roads,

glimpses of the blue ocean and tropical parks. High lights are

visits to the Pali, Kaneohe, where submarine coral gardens may
be filmed from a glass bottomed boat : the Mormon Temple,

surrounded by subtropical gardens; the Schofield Barracks,

which you may or -may not be allowed to film; pineapple

plantations, which you certainly should film; and the Aiea

Sugar Mill, where you can make a sequence high lighting

the production of sugar, from cane to the finished product.

On this drive, or another, you may visit the Aquarium in

Kapiolani Park, in a few tanks of which the Eastman Kodak
Stores have installed lights, that make it possible to film, in

color, parts of the famed collection of tropical fish there. Use

Kodachrome Type A.

This is the only place of which we know where you can

take movie shots so easily of the bizarre and beautifully col-

ored life of tropical seas.

A shorter conducted tour, to the Waimanalo Blowhole, is

also available. En route, you can film Koko Head Crater.

The Blowhole itself will furnish a magnificent sea geyser

—

if you are lucky. It is not always performing, however.
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The Mt. Tantalus Drive, yet another short tour, requiring

about four hours, takes you through residential districts of

Honolulu, then proceeds through rich tropical undergrowth,

to the top of the mountain. Vistas over land and sea are

offered in profusion, but it is important to remember always

to provide a foreground for such scenes. There are flowers

enough of all varieties to meet this need—hibiscus, roses,

bougainvillia and more exotic subtropical blooms.

Waikiki Beach offers the sequences that any shore pro-

vides, but it also offers many novel types of action in addi-

tion. You can film the sun and surf bathers, using one of

your party going for a swim as the continuity motif. As your

subject lounges in the sand, show him looking off in the

distance. Then cut to a shot of the Canoe Club. Follow with

a sequence of an outrigger canoe being launched in the surf.

Cut back to your hero or heroine, who is looking toward the

surf, then insert a sequence of surfboard riding.

Distant shots of the surfboards you can obtain from the

beach, but, for near shots, it is best to go to a comfortable

spot in the Royal Hawaiian Hotel or Moana Hotel and there

set up your tripod and put a telephoto lens in place. From a

good vantage point and with a four or six inch telephoto, you
can get some of those amazing near shots of the surfboard

riders, topping the waves like birds. The long, low and swift

combers of the beach are like waves nowhere else in the world.

After these shots, return to a view of your subject on the

beach and next insert a short sequence of outrigger canoes,

being brought ashore, and of beach boys singing and playing

on the sand.

Scenes for these sequences of Waikiki Beach can be col-

lected, at your leisure, during several visits there. A good con-

cluding shot to this section of the film would be a silhouette

of your subject, standing by a palm tree on the shore, with

the setting sun as a background.

You may visit the other islands of the Hawaiian Archi-

pelago by boat or by airplane. The boat trips are leisurely

and pleasant.

Scenes of Hula show

given by Kodak Stores

and other good shofs

but the air-

planes offer the

best movie
making oppor-

tunities. On leaving Honolulu by airplane for Hawaii, the

biggest island of the group, your camera is taken away from

you and is not restored until you pass Diamond Head.

However, when your camera is in hand once more, you
can film, from the air, the beautiful shore line of Maui and
Hawaii, and you can capture the various shades of blue and
green of the Pacific, which changes color near the shore of

the islands. On some scenes, use a polarizing filter, if you
have one.

You may pass by clouds that will give you a puffy white

or tenuous wisp like foreground to the distant views of inde-

scribable blues of the water. For a more immediate fore-

ground, include one of the airplane's pontoons in the pic-

ture, for this will add depth to the scene. The airplane's

windows must be clean, if you are to get clear, beautiful

views. However, the airplanes are excellently cared for, and,

in the color shots that we made, the effect of the window
glass cannot be noticed. For filming, a recommended seat is

toward the rear of the airplane.

In addition to shore views and blue ocean shots, en route

by air to Hawaii, you will be able to take shots of craters

on Maui and of the distant giant, Haleakala, one of the larg-

est volcanoes on the islands. Downward angle scenes on the

craters and lava formations are more effective than such air

shots usually are, because of the weird contours and depres-

sion in the land below. Shots of Mauna Loa and Mauna Kea
on Hawaii should not be overlooked.

On Hawaii, the airplane lands at Hilo, and from there one

motors to the Kilauea Crater. One may go to the rim of this

more or less active volcano and film the fire pit. A railed

observation point is provided by the Hawaii National Park.

which includes this area. There and thereabouts one can

shoot as dramatic a spectacle as is available to cameras.

Fumaroles. sulphur banks and, at times, bubbling lava may
be filmed. Gas and vapor rise continually from the volcanic

craters.

You can circle Hawaii leisurely in a two day drive and, if

you follow this procedure, after filming the lava formations

and the crater of Kilauea and others, you can shoot views of

Koa and Ohia Forests, coffee groves, cotton plantations

;

do not forget scenes of the fern jungles.

Then comes the attractive Kona coast, the location of the

ancient City of Refuge of the Polynesians. Here are a big

Hawaiian temple, native fishing activities and the nearest

thing to the ancient native way of life that is available today.

The most interesting possibilities for sequences are the

fishers, setting out in their outrigger canoes, fishers casting

their nets and the girls working with the native straw.

Continuing to circle the island, one comes to ranches and

herds of cattle, and here a Wild West sequence can be pro-

duced before returning to Hilo. (In September, on the island

of Oahu, there is an annual rodeo.)

A shorter drive on Hawaii is a trip to Kalapana, where the

beach is a brilliant black—an interesting subject, especially

in a color film.

An airplane trip takes one from Hilo to the island of Maui,

which is famous for its beautiful motor drives and its fan-

tastic scenery. Waterfalls, bamboo forests and tropic jungles

are all available. In Iao Valley is the tall Iao Needle, a mag-

nificent green sheathed spire that can be filmed with a fore-

ground of tree branches and with a background

of white clouds and blue sky.

A new highway leads to Haleakala Crater, a

National Park section, where one can drive to the

rim of this inactive volcano and film the giant

cinder cones on its floor. If you take the drive

along the coast of this island, you can make a

magnificent sequence of the ocean, in all its

color scale.

If Kauai is the next on your list of islands, you
will return to Hono- [Continued on page 354]
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The re ' s plenty of

scenery and action

to film at ranches
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Second thoughts for a second movie of Western life u
^t

LAURENCE S. CRITCHELL
I

^,

ACL

A SHORT time ago, an acquaintance of mine visited the

American West. He shot eight hundred feet of movies

of the activities of the ranch where he stayed and of the un-

common charm, as it seemed to him, of the surrounding

countryside. He was not so much interested in making a

record, tight and complete, as he was in capturing on film

the aspects of things that he liked—capturing them for a

time in the future, when those things should have passed

beyond his reach.

He failed. He failed, not because of what he had filmed,

but because of what he had not. Those misgivings, which crept

over both of us during the first projection, were borne out as

time passed.

Slowly, we realized that what he had recorded had
been the obvious, which the eye saw; what he had missed had

been the significant, which the mind saw. He had filmed

the ranch, but not the ranch hand, who brought the kindling

wood in the early mornings; he had filmed the desert, but

not the way in which the horses' hoofs threw up the dry

flint underneath.

There was something to be learned from this example.
Those of us who have once visited a place, and who intend

to return with a movie camera, could sit down some evening

at home and list those subjects which come to mind readily,

appealingly. The difference is this; on the spot, so many
things press for attention, so many compositions and chance
incidents intrude themselves, that one's feeling for selection

becomes muddled. Recollection, on the contrary, has a way
of its own and automatically filters out the significant from
the settings.

We tried to remember. The first thing to come to mind

was the leisureliness of a Western morning. There, the morn-
ings did not begin the day; the day grew out of them, yawn-
ing. There was not that early morning bustle characteristic

of a New England farm. So our first sequence, I thought,

would open with a closeup of a pail of kindling wood. A
hand comes into the scene, puts the last handful of splints

on the top, then lifts the whole load. The camera tilts up
slowly, to catch a ranch hand going away from the camera,
toward a cabin door. He pauses; a closeup reveals him yawn-
ing and stretching. Then he enters the cabin, and the next

scene shows blue smoke curling placidly out of the chimney
—an effect secured by throwing grass on a fire already built.

We wanted to continue this theme, so we noted a place

for a series of very short shots of various chimneys about
the ranch, progressively smokier. This sequence would end
with a view of the kitchen. Here, an interior shot would
show the cook, frying flapjacks in the blue haze of break-

fast. This sequence, ending with a closeup of the flapjacks

being turned, would precede even an introductory subtitle.

Through it, we hoped to communicate to our imaginary-

audience a sense of the warm life that was not only the

reality of static scenes—dead hills and groups of cabins

—

but of the human beings living in these surroundings. It was
not what things were that counted in a motion picture; it

was what happened to them.

For a long time, I had it in the back of my mind to

film a search for strayed horses. This was something that

we both remembered of the West—the discovery of the

broken fence; the hasty saddling of the men's horses; and
the hurried ride over country, down through ravines where
prairie chickens hid, up the can- [Continued on page 347]
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HERE is another listing of musical selections that may be

used to accompany your movies. All listed are available

in phonograph records, that may be played either on a dual

turntable or on an ordinary phonograph. This list supple-

ments the selections in A record list fdr film, scores, which

appeared in January, 1940, Movie Makers.

Musical reactions vary with the individual, and Movie
Makers recognizes that such a method of classification as

the one that follows will not seem perfect to everybody. How-
ever, any movie maker compiling a musical score for a pic-

ture at least will find such a list useful as an aid to his own
memory of selections that might fit his purpose.

Musical records for movie accompaniments

I . Peaceful—pastoral

Air for G String Bach

At Sundown - - Donaldson

Beautiful Dreamer - - Foster

Berceuse - - - - - - - - Dickenson

Calm Sea and Prosperous Voyage - - Mendelssohn

Clair de Lune Debussy
Grand Canyon Suite Grofe

Fingal's Cave - Mendelssohn

To a Water Lily MacDowell
To a Wild Rose MacDowell
Midsummetr Night's Dream—Nocturne - - Mendelssohn

The Old Refrain Mattulath

Serenade Moszkowski
Serenade—"Eine kleine Nachtmusik" - - - Mendelssohn
Abendlied Schumann
Adagio Pathetique Godard

326 Berceuse Godard

A second list of records

to be played with movies

Dream Pantomime .... Humperdinck
End of a Perfect Day - - - Jacobs-Bond

May Night—Overture - -Rimsky-Korsakow

Rustle of Spring - Sinding

Sous Bois - Staub

2. Gay—light

Amaryllis Ghys-Seredy

Caprice Viennois Kreisler

The Flatterer Chaminade

Meistersinger—Dance of the Apprentices - - - Wagner
Entrance of the Little Fauns Pierne

Love for Three Oranges—Waltz Scherzo - - - Prokofieff

Shepherds Hey Grainger

Day in Venice Nevin

The Secret of Suzanne—Overture - - - - Wolf-Ferrari

Minuet Boccherini

Country Gardens Grainger

Jeux d'Eau Ravel

Jolly Coppersmith

Molly on the Shore Grainger

Reminiscences of Vienna Strauss

Flight of the Bumble Bee - - - Rimsky-Korsakow

3. Fast—exciting

Prince Igor—Dances of the Polovetzki Maidens - Borodin

Capriccio Italien Tschaikowsky

Eugen Onegin—Polonaise Tschaikowsky

Fair at Sorotchinsk-Gopak Moussorgsky

Irish Washerivoman Sowerby

Perpetual Motion Paganini

La Playera Granados

Flora Staccato .... Dinicu-Heifetz

Slavonic Dance in C Major Dvorak

4. Slow—solemn

The Angelus Massenet

Ave Maria Bach-Gounod

Oh Rest in the L&rd Mendelssohn

Mighty Fortress Bach

Finlandia Sibelius

Grand Paque Russe—Overture - - - Rimski-Korsakow

Xerxes—Largo - - Handel [Continued on page 345]
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TREASURE

ON THE COAST
San Francisco's Fair has

what movie makers want

NESTOR BARRETT, ACL

THE Golden Gate International Exposition, on Treasure Island in San

Francisco Bay, offers 128 days of entirely new filming opportunities in

1940. There are a number of new exhibits, which lend themselves especially

to movie technique, new color and lighting setups for the Kodachrome
filmer.

The 1940 exposition has abandoned the pale, pastel shades of 1939. This

year's fair is a radiant spectacle of bright hues, blending the dazzling tones

of the Orient with the rich golds, blues, purples, oranges and deep reds of

California's varying landscape. Lighting, one of the outstanding features

of the 1939 fair, has been rearranged to fit the new color motif.

Exposition officials say that filming opportunities for movie fans are much
greater than before, because action is the keynote of this year's fair. But,

getting down to cases, let us work out a typical shooting schedule for a day

at San Francisco's great show.

Most visitors will enter the grounds after a ten minute trip by boat from

the famed Ferry Building at the foot of Market Street. There is plenty of

time on the way over to get a shot or two of the Island, gleaming in the

sun above the blue waters of the bay.

You will want to shoot the San Francisco-Oakland Bay Bridge on your

trip across, also, and, when you reach the Island, you will find several

vantage points from which to get striking compositions of the Golden Gate

Bridge. The fair celebrates the completion of these two marvels of engineer-

ing science.

An even more striking opening sequence can be made from the seaplane

which docks at Treasure Island and takes passengers for a twenty minute

ride over the b?y.

If you travel by air to the exposition, you will fly over the grounds, and

you can get your pictures then. On a bright day, an exposure of //8 at the

sixteen frame speed, no haze filter, gives good results for air views on color

film. If you go by automobile, you will find several good opening scenes

from the bridge and on the approaches.

After you land at the ferry terminal, turn right at the end of the ramp,

instead of going straight ahead as most of the crowd will. This will bring

you to the Magic Carpet, a huge expanse of brilliantly colored flowers.

Walk around the garden, until you come to the Sunset Bridge, from which

you will be able to get various types of scenes of the great elephant towers

which guard the entrance. Behind these, the 400 foot Tower of the Sun
rises into the sky.

Now enter the grounds through the Portals of the Pacific, at the base of

the elephant towers, and you will find yourself in the Court of Honor at

the Tower of the Sun, on top of which is the golden Phoenix, symbolic of

San Francisco's recovery from the great fire and earthquake. From three

sides of the base of the tower, there are magnificent views. Toward the

north, you look down the Court of the Seven Seas, with its great hanging

banners and medallioned building fronts made to remind one of the sailing

ships of other days. To the east and south are other courts, but we shall

come to them later.

After getting a long shot of the Court of the Seven Seas, proceed along

the court, to pick up medium shots and close-

ups of the sails, medallions and murals adorn-

ing the buildings. Presently, you will be in Note foregrounds
range of the eighty foot statue of Pacifica, , , . ,

theme of the exposition, which faces this
in +hese shots ot

court from behind [Continued on page 346] San Francisco Fair
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A way in which

movie makers

can aid defense

Vk&ie w&
IN THIS MONTH when the United States celebrates the

birth of its independence, in this year when Americans
look with grave concern toward the defense of their liberty,

it seems fitting to examine what it is that we gird our loins

to defend.

The script which follows is the attempt of one American
to suggest these things in film. It is, necessarily, specific in

its scene design. But the interpretation which each of us

will bring to these suggestions may—and, indeed, should—be
as vast and varied as our country itself. Pastures in New
England, prairies in New Mexico; lakes in the north, rivers

in the south and mountains in the west—all are America,

and all a part of our precious heritage. Let us look at them
with a new vision. For . . .

THESE WE DEFEND
Countless backgrounds suggest themselves for this lead

title. If you are shooting in monochrome, the American eagle

on the facing page may serve your need. If in color, a

double exposed shot over the American flag against a blue

sky suggests itself. From this, we cut or dissolve to:

I. July 4, 1776 . . . and in historic Philadelphia

representatives of the thirteen original American
colonies set their hand to the Declaration of

Independence.

Follow with a slow fade in on a colored facsimile of this

Declaration, a property which can be purchased easily from
many sources. Begin this scene by rolling out the Declaration

on a small, old fashioned table, with only the lower portion

of the document visible in the picture. For atmosphere, a

single candle might be seen burning in the far part of the

scene, while a quill pen rests in its holder at the top of the

JAMES W. MOORE, ACL
shot. In preparation for the shot, erase the famous signature

of John Hancock. Then, following the fade in, at the opening

of the scene, a hand enters the picture, grasps the quill and

traces in Hancock's signature where it had been. There is

a slow fade out at the end of the action. Cut to:

2. America wrote then . . .

"We hold these truths to

be self evident: That All Men
are created Equal . .

."

This might be followed by any number of differing views,

such as crowd shots in cities and towns. We suggest a

montage of closeups of the faces of many differing types and
kinds of Americans. Then, from the preamble of the Decla-

ration, would come:

3. '•'.
. . That they are endowed by their

Creator ivith certain inalienable rights:

This appears first on the screen and then, after sufficient

footage has been allowed for legibility, on the same title

card would appear the single word:

LIFE

Next, insert two or three brief shots from your own family

films, for example, a smiling baby in his mother's arms.

Follow with the single word

:

LIBERTY

Since personal liberty is based on the Constitution and on
free trial by jury before one's [Continued on page 343]
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AT SOME POINT in his career, the progressive cine

amateur is quite likely to discover that, after all, the

most interesting movies are those taken of people. Audiences

are interested in people—how they act and what they do.

Movies are at their best in portraying subjects that

move. It will be found that beautiful mountain scenery,

lovely lakes, attractive buildings, while nice, as records on

movie film, can easily become boring to a movie audience

if the scenes are the least bit prolonged.

Boats, trains, airplanes and cars move, and they are good

movie camera subjects. However, as soon as one has had a

good look at one of these subjects, the natural inclination is

to wonder about the persons in the vehicles, and so we get

right back to people again—the one subject which is appar-

ently inexhaustible in its ability to hold interest, if properly

presented.

Since pictures of people are so important, the technique

of filming them deserves a good deal of study in itself. To
begin with, it should be recognized that long shots should be

rather brief, and these should be followed by near shots and

closeups. The closeup is the means of presenting the most
essential action.

Since closeups of people constitute the greater portion of

any well planned cine presentation, it follows that closeups

also deserve well planned lighting effects.

When taking exterior pictures, the sun is practically

always the primary light source. It is unfortunate that, fre-

quently, it is the only light source used.

The word, ''unfortunate," is applied advisedly, because
pictures taken with only one light source may result in very

contrasty scenes. The range of illumination

values on the subject is too great to be recorded

advantageously by photographic emulsions. Con-

sequently, high lights tend to become chalky

white and shadows to become sooty black. Such
an effect is not pleasing.

An example of the single source of illumina-

tion type of picture is shown herewith. Figure 1

shows a picture in which the good old outmoded
Brownie formula was used—the sunlight came

over the photog-

Fig. 4 • Back lighting plus a re-

flector gives this charming

result. The subject is the

same girl who appears in

the shot in Fig. 1.

o-
k/^y

ft-
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USING

REFLECTORS

Sound advice for amateurs

who would have better shots

CAPTAIN DONALD NORWOOD, U. S. A., Retd., ACL

not to the arrangement of subject in relation to light.

Heavy nose and chin shadows are apparent. The subject

was unable to keep from squinting, since she is looking right

into the sun. Such a type of lighting is best avoided when

quality results are desired.

Other arrangements of lighting work out to much greater

advantage.

Cross lighting, or side lighting, is a well recognized

method of getting good results. In this system, camera and

subject are arranged so that the sun is at the side of the

subject, as shown in Figure 2.

An arrangement, such as this, [Continued on page 348]

Fig. 2

o
^* v/i\

rapher's right
shoulder and hit

the poor subject

right smack in the

face. That the pic-

ture is as good as

it is is a tribute to

modern film and

I'/'/./

• Above, a shot taken

ivith flat lighting; below,

the use of a reflector in

making a cine portrait.

Fig. 3



SUNSHADE

• Plans for mask box designed

by Chester Hooley, ACL. Below

is picture of completed device

(without sunshade) being used

for title trick.
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THE CLINIC
Technical comment and timely topics for the amateur

FREDERICK G. BEACH, ACL
Mask box An enterprising 8mm.

filmer, Chester Hooley,
ACL, whose hobby is working out trick

effects for his movies, designed and
built a very useful little mask box. The
general plan and principal dimensions
of the box are given in the drawing, al-

though these could be adapted to fit

any type of camera. The long hood
serves as a shadow i>ox when the de-

vice is used as an aid for multiple ex-

posure work.

With the lielp of this device, Mr.
Hooley made an unusual 8mm. title

trick. In the title, the word fair is re-

corded in large letters and, through

each letter, one may see a different mov-
ing scene. In order to make this title,

the word COUNTY (see illustration

above) was lettered in white on a sheet

of cardboard. Below this, the word fair

was outlined in white, then cut out so

that one could see through the card.

The first filming step was to shoot

the card after a sheet of black paper
had been placed behind the cutout let-

ters. Then the liood of the mask box
was put in place, and one of the letters

was uncovered from the rear, by remov-

ing the black paper in that area. The
film was rewound and then exposed on

the desired scene, which was registered

only through the letter "F" of the word
fair. Again, the filim was rewound, the

letter "A" was uncovered, and the letter

"F" was recovered. The second scene

was shot through the cutout area of the

letter "A" only. This process was re-

peated until a different scene was re-

corded through each letter. When a

scene was filmed through one letter, all

the other letters were covered with a

black cardboard held at the rear.

For various other split screen shots

made with the aid of this device, it is

simply necessary to make a series of

complementary masks, which would

cover various sections of the scene in

turn.

Projector support The tripod
projection

stand of rigid construction, shown on
this page, can easily be made by any

metal worker. (Usually, the local high

school shop will undertake such a job

at a reasonable figure, in case the movie
maker does not have the ability or the

inclination to do it himself.)

The main support is a piece of three

quarter inch pipe, about three feet,

eight inches long. At the bottom is

placed a collar, with three lugs for at-

taching the leg braces. This collar

should be welded or soldered in place.

The lugs are drilled for one quarter

• A tripod projector support that can be

made at home. Right, the building plans;

below, the finished support.

inch rod braces. The legs are made
from one half inch round stock and are

slotted nearly halfway up, so that the

braces may be fitted into them and riv-

eted as shown.

The other ends of the braces are bent

at right angles and are fitted to the

collar at the bottom of the main stem.

A second collar is provided with a set

screw, so that it may be moved up and

down and fastened at any point. The
[Continued on page 350]
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FOR THE FIRST TIME

MAGAZINE CINE-KODAI

H,LERE, literally, is the 8 mm. "dream camera"

—Eastman's new precision-built home movie

camera that is magazine loading. It offers the

refinements and versatility of the famous 16 mm.
Magazine Cine-Kodak, its senior brother, yet

it retains the basic operating economy of an

"Eight."

Look at it. It is small, scientifically designed

and beautifully built. It feels right in your

hands.

You load it simply by opening the hinged side

and sliding in a film magazine. Close the cam-

era—and start shooting. The standard lens is a

Kodak Anastigmat, 13 mm. / 1.9; any of five ac-

cessory lenses can be fitted in a jiffy.

Magazine Cine-Kodak Eight has four operat-

ing speeds (including one for true "slow mo-

tion"), an unusually powerful, long-running

spring motor, accurate focusing, a finder which

gives you the proper Held for any of the lenses,

standard or accessory, and a "pulse" which

beats reassuringly against your finger to tell you
that the camera is running and exposing film at

the rate of 20 frames per beat. Of course, the

standard Cine-Kodak Universal Guide is in-

corporated in the camera to solve exposure

problems.

It's a superb camera, one that you'll find fas-

cinating to inspect, infinitely satisfying to own
and use. And its price, with the /,1.9 13 mm.
lens, is $97.50.

See it at your Cine-Kodak dealer's.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

When you open the lighttight hinged
side of the camera to insert a him maga-
zine, you can't help noticing the beauti-

ful shipshapeness of the camera's mecha-
nism. Everything about it bespeaks top-

notch design and construction. The
camera is die-cast aluminum, one factor

in its light-weight sturdiness. The ex-

terior is finished in brushed chrome and
handsome pin-seal grain leather.

Load with 25-foot magazines of Koda-
chrome or Super-X Cine-Kodak Eight

Film. As in other Eights, the film is run
through the camera twice; with the Mag-
azine Eight the second run means merely
that you turn over the magazine, and
go ahead. Magazines of Kodachrome
Cine-Kodak Eight Film, Regular or Type
A, are priced at $3.75, Super-X maga-
zines at $2.50; processing cost included.

The exposure lever is properly locate'

for greatest convenience—on the rigi

side at the front. It may be locked in rur

ning position so that you can, yourseL

take part in the filmed action. The tel

tale pulse is the tittle knob or button, se

flush in the camera, back near the wine
ing key for the strong, smooth-runnin<

spring motor, capable of almost a fui

minute's movies at a single winding.
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\ny of five accessory lenses can be
juickly put in use. The 50 mm. f/1.6

ens is shown, above left. At the right,

ibove, the "50 mm." dial reading shows
hat the view finder system is adjusted for

hat lens. The other available accessory

enses are: a 25 mm. Z/1.9, a 38 mm. f/2.5,

i 63 mm. f/2.7, and a 76 mm. f/4.5 lens.

*l simple adapter serves all but the 25
rim. Z/1.9 lens, which requires none.

Any of four operating speeds can be se-

lected by a turn of the speed selector.

Standard speed is 16 frames per second;

the other speeds of 24, 32, and 64 frames

per second give you, in that order, in-

creasing degrees of "slow motion." The
intermediate speeds of 24 and 32 f.p.s.

are generally used for active sports

analyses, with the true slow motion speed
of 64 f.p.s. reserved for specialized work.

At present two carrying cases are avail-

able for the Magazine "Eight"; a smartly

styled, handsomely made, leather pouch
case, with shoulder strap, for the camera,
at $4, and a Combination Case, shown
here, which has room for three extra film

magazines as well as accessory lenses

and filters. Price, $15. In finish and
quality, the cases for Magazine Cine-

Kodak Eight are, like the camera, "tops."
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FILMING a boys' summer camp is a project that should

appeal to all movie makers. The subject matter has a

natural beauty, and the action is plentiful and well suited to

cinematography. In addition, it is essentially a daylight shoot-

ing venture, with few, if any, interiors requiring artificial light.

The only difficult problem the movie maker encounters at a

camp is to get the weather man to give him the right kind of

skies, with enough clouds to provide interesting atmosphere.

If time is not a factor, this problem is easily solved by waiting

for the right conditions.

Making a movie of a camp offers a splendid combination of

a summer job and a vacation, and a young movie maker often

can add to his income by such work.

In the production of such a film, the first question that arises

is "What's to be shown?" Is the film to promote camp enroll-

ment, to record the camp's development or to provide enter-

tainment for the campers at winter reunions?

If the film is to be used by the director or counselors to

stimulate enrollment, it should not be forgotten that color has

a spectacular appeal to parents and is, therefore, a better

selling medium.

The parent is primarily interested in what the camp has to

offer his child. An outstanding consideration is the location

of the camp. Is it on a sunny hillside overlooking a lake, or

on the edge of a forest where life can be more or less primi-

tive? Another point to be emphasized is the camp's principal

attraction. It may be horseback riding, or swimming, super-

vised and made safe by the "buddy system." Throughout the

film, you must emphasize the individuality of the camp. As

the picture progresses, the type of counselors and their in-

fluence on the development of the camper should be shown.

as well as the individual attention that each boy receives.

The record type of film may be produced simply by pictur-

ing the growth and development of the camp each year and by

including any unusual activities or personalities. The enter-

tainment type of film, however, should be of a personal nature,

showing, if possible, all the campers, special events, stunts

and characteristics of those who have become popular.

The question of film footage should be considered carefully,

so that an estimate of the length and number of shots may be

Close shot of face of a boy swimming is effective

*s*\V

Ideas that can be employed

in recording boys' outings

ROBERT F. SOWEN, ACL

worked out. It has been found that a screening time of thirty

minutes is approximately a maximum for the promotional

type of film, while the record and entertainment type may run

longer if desired.

The medium—black and white or color—and whether the

picture should be silent or planned for a post recorded narra-

tive on a sound track should be decided. Possibly a silent film

planned for a lecture accompaniment, given in person, is the

answer. The silent film has the advantage, in that it may be

shown by anybody who has a silent projector and in that it

tells its own story without the assistance of a camp represen-

tative. The sound film is even better, as a story teller, although

it should not be forgotten that sound equipment is not always

available and that, as a rule, the projection requires the ser-

vices of an expert operator.

The lecture type of film is perhaps the most satisfactory for

camp promotional work, if the film is to be shown by a camp
representative. He may amplify the film narrative or lecture

outline with explanatory remarks as they may be required. In

this connection, however, one should remember that the

screening of a film may be ruined by remarks made at the

wrong instant; for this reason, a carefully planned lecture

should be timed to synchronize with the film with as much
care as if it were to be recorded on a sound track. Combine
this with music, obtained by means of a single or double turn-

table, and you have what amounts to a post synchronized film

—but at much smaller cost.

All these points have a bearing on the distribution of the

film, which is an important factor that should be considered at

the very start. As a rule, camp films are shown by counselors

to interested parents in their homes. Sometimes social gather-

ings are arranged by the camp for parents of established

campers, and other parents are invited to see

the picture. Whenever possible, the film is

shown at meetings of former campers or to

any other groups that may be interested.

An organized plan, made well in advance of

the shooting, is not only instrumental in the

production of a clear and concise film record,

but also permits a minimum of interruption

to the camp activities during the period in

which the shooting takes place.

How the film is to be used should be con-

sidered carefully with the camp director, to

determine what phases of camp work shall be

shown. As a rule, the treatment may be of

three types: (1) showing the activities; (2)

the beauty of the location of the camp and
its equipment; (3) the camp's influence on

the boy.

The activity treatment may be a continuity

based on what the boys do during a day or

season at camp and how, through contact with

their counselors, they are trained in athletics,

wood craft and various other fields. This type

of film may be done in black and white.

although Koda- [Continued on page 349]
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Illustrating the use of closeups to

help tell the story, An Evening at

Home, by H. A. Houston, ACL, of

Oklahoma City, Okla.. recounts in-

cidents, from morning to evening,

in the life of a young couple. The

title was made with side lighting

on wooden letters, which were laid

upon an enlarged photograph.

Rose Goldman, of Pitts-

burgh, Pa., used this natu-

ral upward angle in Birth

of a Pearl, to indicate the

viewpoint of the child as

its mother speaks to it.

By photographing the

marquee of a theatre and

then lettering his own title

upon the appropriate part

of that background, E. W.
Beach, ACL. of Muskegon,

Mich., made this unique

ead for his film. A June

Holiday in Jamaica.

A dynamic and logical

composition from New
York World's Fair, 1939

was achieved by the Photo

Patrons Club of Newark,

N. J., in this shot made

with the camera pointed

toward Communications.

A New England country

auction provides good lo-

cal color and human in-

terest in Nantucket, by

Margaret More, ACL, of

Eveleth, Minn.

The first three frames below illustrate

a simple sequence from Patricia Cam-

eron, an excellent 8mm. family film, by

Donald Buchan, ACL, of North And-

over, Mass. The calendar closeup is

used as a title, to indicate a date, while

the last frame shows the use of actual

properties—shoes—in a simple title in-

troducing the baby's wardrobe.
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PRACTICAL

FILMS

The non theatrical movie as

used for various purposes

LAURENCE S. CRITCHELL, jr. ACL
Post Office Picture

Made by Wentworth Productions, of Los Angeles, Calif., for the National

Federation of Post Office Clerks, Men and Mail, on 1200 feet of 16mm.
black and white film, shows present day activities of the United States

Postal Department against a historical background of the post office, dating

from the days of the pony express and the stage coach.

The pioneer work in this motion picture field was done by Howard L.

Hanson, ACL, of St. Paul, Minn., whose first postal film, Here Comes The

Mail, was successful in initiating further films on the same subject. The
latest production includes, after its historical sequences, scenes of mail on

its way from the correspondents to the post office and, thence, through the

various postal departments to the trains and the postmen. The film is

available on a rental basis, in both sound and silent versions, from the

National Federation of Post Office Clerks. A. F. of L. Building. Washington.

D. C.

Hands in the Darkness

In production, by Jack L. Krapp, ACL, of Cleveland, Ohio, is a new 8mm.
movie tentatively titled. Hands That Work in the Darkness. The story tells

the history and everyday activities of the Cleveland Society for the Blind.

Mr. Krapp spent two months^ preparing the scenario and is now doing the

shooting, with the hope of completing the film by September of this year.

The story opens in 1906, when persons who were interested in working

among the blind met at the old Cleveland Library, to read to the sightless.

It follows the history of this group and shows its meeting and the plans for

the organization of the Cleveland Society for the Blind. Other sequences,

dealing with the Society of the present day, will show the educational

department, where reading and writing in Braille are taught, the Society's

shops and concession stands in more than a dozen factories, the training

of Lion Leader dogs at Birmingham, Mich., and, among other unusual

sequences, blind people playing baseball.

Titles will be augmented with narration, and the entire film will have a

suitable background of music, by means of double turntables. When com-

pleted, it will be shown before Greater Cleveland groups.

Third Dimension

A new feature of the Pennsylvania Railroad's exhibit at the San Francisco

Golden Gate International Exposition is a three dimensional film, featuring

The Birth of a Locomotive at the Altoona works of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road in central Pennsylvania. Spectators see the actual assembly of the

engine, from the forging of massive parts out of white hot steel to the point

where it rolls through the shop doors under its own steam and on the

outgoing track. The third dimensional effect is achieved by projecting

double images simultaneously to the screen and viewing these double images

through polaroid spectacles, which are distributed free to the visitors of

the exhibit.

Movie Council Meets
Amateur production work was chosen as the theme for its Fifth Annual

Meeting, by the Metropolitan Motion Picture Council, in New York City.

Donald Eldridge, head of visual education for New Haven schools, talked on

The Production of School Made Films and showed The Sentinel, a movie

about the New Haven High School newspaper, produced by the students

of that school. Following Mr. Eldridge, Duncan MacD. Little, ACL, spoke

on What Amateur Films Have Brought Me and accompanied his talk with

the film, Making of Canadian Homespun. Robert Gowen, ACL, of Ossining,

N. Y., brought the meeting to a close with a talk on Community Filming

and his film. The Birth of St. Mary's, a Ten Best award winner for 1938.

Empire American Produces

Three new productions are in process of completion by the Empire

American Productions, of Boston, Mass., under the supervision of Vernon

Patterson. The first film, as yet untitled, was made for the Brownbilt Boats

and Palboats, Inc., of Marblehead, Mass., and

covers a summer of sailing activities, featur-

Scenic shots used ing the racing at Marblehead and Swamp-
, scott, Mass. The second film, also untitled as

yet, was made for Forty Fathom Fish, a divi-

enliven industrials sion of General [Continued on page 349]

appropriately



• Members of the Sacramento (Calif.)

Movie Forum see demonstration of a motor

drive for 8mm. movie camera designed by

William Dogherty.
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AMATEUR

CLUBS

at organized cine groups are doing everywhere

Texas Contest An attractive and well organized con-

test for amateur movie makers has been

announced by the State Fair of Texas, which will be held

in Dallas from October 5 to October 20 of this year. Cash

and honorary awards will be made in two divisions—8mm.
and 16mm.—and in seven classifications, as follows: Agricul-

ture and Livestock; Historical; Travel and Scenic; Flowers

and Wildlife; Sports and Recreation; Family and Miscel-

laneous; Open Class. Subject matter in all but the last class

—the Open—must be photographed in the State of Texas,

but the contest is open to all amateur filmers whether resi-

dents of Texas or not. Entries will be accepted on either

black and white or color film, within footage limits of 100

to 400 feet of 8mm. or 200 to 800 feet of 16mm. stock. Entry

blanks, which may be had on application to Movie Making
Contest, State Fair of Texas. Dallas, must be in the hands of

contest authorities by September 1. Actual film entries must
reach the contest by midnight of October 1. All films will be

returned following the close of the fair.

N. Y. 8's entertain More than one hundred and fifty

members and guests of the New
York 8mm. Motion Picture Club met recently at the Hotel

Pennsylvania for that group's Second Annual Guest Night.

First on the well arranged program was the screening of

The Eights Step Out, a topical compilation from the work
of Charles A. Ferrie, jr., Joseph F. Hollywood. ACL. John

R. Hefele, ACL, Albert Schafenberg and Archibald Mac-
Gregor; and of Making a Wood Block Print, an instruc-

tional reel by Joseph Cascio. Arthur L. Gale, ACL, editor

of Movie Makers, was then introduced, and he addressed

the gathering on the present scope of 8mm. filming. Con-

cluding the program on the club's screen, there were pre-

sented Mr. Hitler, an animated film by Mr. Hollywood;

Long Locked Lochinvar, by Joseph H. Gawler, ACL, of

the Washington 8mm. Movie Club; Stereoscopics, by Karl

D. Swartzel; Beside the Lake, by Mr. Ferrie; An Anes-

thetic Fantasy, by Ernest Kremer, ACL; Bermuda, by

Brittin Boice.

Stereoscopics was pre-

sented with two synchro-

nous projectors, and each

member of the audience was
provided with spectacles of

polarizing material. When

• Movie Makers Club of Ot-

tawa, Canada, at annual din-

ner at home of Lt. Col. W. A.

Steel, ACL, president of the

club.

JAMES W. MOORE, ACL
it was viewed through the spectacles, the image on the screen

had a full third dimensional effect.

Five in Moline Members of four neighboring still cam-

era clubs met recently with members
and guests of the Tri-City Cinema Club, in Moline, 111., for

their second annual get together. The visiting groups were

the Black Hawk Camera Club, of Davenport. Iowa, the Rock

Island (111.) Camera Club, the Moline Camera Club and

the Moline Turner Camera Club. Featured on the joint pro-

gram, which was presented in the auditorium of the Peoples

Power Company, were a print exhibit, a screening of Koda-

chrome slides and the projection of Chromatic Rhapsody and

Vieille France, both from the Club Film Library of the

League.

Rockford dines Closing their charter membership at

one hundred and ten, the Rockford

Movie Makers, ACL, strong new group in Illinois, met last

month for a banquet marking the completion of the club's

formative period. High light of the dinner program was a

screening of L'He d'Orleans, 1939 Maxim Award winner by

Judith and F. Radford Crawley, ACL. Dr. Charles R. Goff,

a local pastor and experienced personal filmer, spoke infor-

mally, and dinner music was [Continued on page 351]



New Magazine Cine-

Kodak Eight brings

new convenience to

8mm. movie makers
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Magazine Cine-Kodak Eight
To bring to 8mm. users the convenience

of magazine loading, the Eastman
Kodak Company, of Rochester, N. Y.,

has recently introduced the Magazine
Cine-Kodak Eight. One may load the

new instrument in an instant, simply

by inserting the magazine in its com-
partment and closing the camera door.

Super-X black and white film maga-
zines for the new camera are available

at $2.50: Kodachrome regular film at

$3.75; Type A Kodachrome at $3.75.

Each magazine contains the regular

twenty five foot length of double eight

film, and, after shooting one side of the

film, one simply reverses the magazine
and replaces it in the camera, to shoot

the other side. Each magazine has its

individual footage indicator; there is

also an adjustable footage counter

geared to the camera mechanism.
Magazines are interchangeable at any
time, with no loss of unused film.

A permanently attached winding key

is provided, which, with a few turns,

will provide for the continuous filming

of scenes nearly a minute in length.

Speeds of 16, 24, 32 and 64 frames a

second are provided by the adjustment

of an indicator. The exposure lever may
be locked in taking position or operated

momentarily. The standard lens fur-

nished is the 13mm. Kodak Anastigmat

f/1.9 in focusing mount, but a wide
range of accessory lenses is available,

including the Kodak interchangeable

16mm. lenses, which function here as

telephotos of various magnifications.

The finder is of the tubular type and is

incorporated in the camera at the top.

It may be adjusted easily, to indicate

NEWS OF

THE INDUSTRY

Answers the query "What's

new?" for filmer and dealer

RUSSELL C. HOLSLAG, ACL
the field of any lens that is used. The

camera is well made and is easily han-

dled, finished in leather and chrome.

The price, with f/1.9 lens, is $97.50.

New Wollensak A new fast
>
wide

angle lens for

the user, who desires an objective pro-

vided with a means for accurate focus-

ing, is offered by the Wollensak Optical

Company. Rochester, N. Y. This new
lens is a 15mm. //2.7 Cine Velostigmat

wide angle, and it has a micrometer

focusing scale, which can be adjusted

from one foot to infinity. It is designed

for use in 16mm. cameras with thread

lens mounts and does not interfere with

turret operation. The price, in focusing

mount, is $42.50.

New C. E. meter A new model

of the General

Electric Exposure Meter, designated as

Type DW-48. has recently appeared. It

is housed in a sturdy case, styled in

the modern manner, and a complete

reading may be taken with the meter in

one hand. The calculator dial is simple

to operate and may be pre set for film

speeds up to 800 (500 Weston). The
scale of light values reads from to 70,

covering a brightness range from .05 to

1700 candles a square foot. The cal-

culator scale indicates stops from //l to

//44 and shutter speeds from 1/2500 of

a second to 100 seconds. Included, also,

are movie camera settings.

A lock device prevents the dial from

moving accidentally after the film speed

has been set. The photo sensitive cell is

normally protected by a hood, which

remains in place for reading in bright.

average and poor lighting conditions.

For abnormally dim lighting, the hood
may be removed entirely, and a reading

may be taken by the incident light

method. With the hood in place, the ac-

ceptance angle of the meter is forty five

degrees in the horizontal plane and
thirty degrees in the vertical.

The list price is $21. A useful, pocket

sized Photo Data Book accompanies
each instrument. Further information

may be had from the General Electric

Company, Schenectady, N. Y.

New Filmosound details Anew
and in-

genious sprocket guard is the Bell &
Howell Safe-Lock, which is said to

guide, automatically, the film to its

proper position over the sprocket teeth

in a projector. The new construction, it

is claimed, eliminates jamming of the

film at the sprocket because of poor
splices or other defects.

Another mechanical feature, recently

devised for projectors, is the self com-
pensating, constant tension takeup
mechanism now incorporated in the

reel arm of the Filmosound. In this new
mechanical design, the weight of the

film itself controls the traction and. in

this way, keeps the tension constant, no

matter how much film is on the reel.

The new reel arm also is provided with

a faster rewind gear. This new takeup

and rewind assembly is available for

Filmosound machines now in use, and

it may be had at moderate cost, by

turning in the reel arm in present use.

Further details may be had from Bell

& Howell Company. 1801 Larchmont

Avenue. Chicago. 111.
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Triple duty screen A new ver

satile bead
screen for movie projection is offered

by Motion Picture Screen & Accessories

Company, 351 West 52nd Street. New
York City. This screen is provided with

a tripod, extending to six and one half

feet in height, a bracket for hanging

from any convenient support and a sup-

porting rod, which enables the screen

to be placed upright on a table or any

suitable flat surface. The change from

one support to the other may be made
in a few seconds, and the new screen

well deserves its name, Triple Duty.

The crystal bead screen itself has a

black masking border and rolls up for

insertion in a map case when not in

use. Further information may be had

from the manufacturer. 351 West 52nd

Street, New York City.

Shot from "Last of the Mohicans"

offered by Non Theatrical Pictures

S.V.E. slide binders A novel two

by two inch

slide binder, for Kodachrome or other

film slides, has been developed by the

Society for Visual Education, Inc., Chi-

cago. 111. In the new slide binder, glass

and film are of the same size, held in

close contact by a fiber frame. The film

is easy to insert and is clamped tightly

and thus is protected from dust. Fur-

flier details may be had from the manu-

facturer, whose address is 100 East

Ohio Street. Chicago. 111.

Tilt Control A new feature, which

is now incorporated

in all Bell & Howell All-Metal and Tru-

Pan tripods, is the adjustable control

which limits the tripod tilt to an angle

of approximately fifty degrees. This, it

is claimed, eliminates the danger that

the camera might suddenly drop forward

and throw the assembly off balance.

The controlled tilt range provides lee-

way for all normal purposes, but a

ninety degree tilt may be made by re-

leasing the safety control screw. The
regular tilt lock functions in any posi-

tion of the tripod head. Further infor-

mation may be had from the Bell &

Howell Company. 1801 Larchmont Ave-

nue. Chicago. 111.

Albert—Hy-FleCt Sev"al select-

ed models of

the Radiant Hy-Flect glass beaded

movie screen have been acquired for ex-

clusive distribution by the Albert Spe-

c i a 1 1 y Company, 231 South Green

Street, Chicago, 111. These include a

three way tripod model (the "T") in

three sizes, from forty to forty eight

inches wide, and priced from $9.50 to

S14.95 respectively; a box type Model

"S" in four sizes, from §11.95 to §18.50.

and Junior models, from $2.00 up.

These screens are said to possess bril-

liant, long lasting reflecting surfaces

and are made in sizes to suit movie and

still picture projection.

F-R items ^he new F-R Stainless

Steel Thermometer has

a large, clearly visible temperature in-

dex and is especially adaptable to use

in developing tanks and trays. The
glass temperature indicating column is

protected by a steel backing. The price

of the thermometer, made by Fink-

Roselieve Company, Inc.. Ill West 64th

Street, New York City, is §1.00. A re-

c e n t appointment designates Fink-

Roselieve as national distributor for

Eveready dry cells for use in flashlight

synchronizers.

History in film Plans for the

production and
distribution of a series of two reel mo-

tion pictures, covering events in Ameri-

can history, have been announced by

the Academic Film Company. 1650

Broadway, New "York. Specially pro-

New Cine-Kodak Universal Guide for

exposures, made for 8 and I 6 cameras

Attractive box displays points

of Rhamstine Super Electrophot

duced for educational purposes, these

subjects will be available in 16mm.

sound on film and also in 35mm. The
first of the series, now ready, is Out
Constitution, picturizing and explaining

the events leading to the Constitutional

Convention in 1787. An interesting pros-

pectus of the entire series may be had

from the producer, at the address given.

Vaporate for future A vault of

steel and
granite, to contain sealed records of

our present day civilization, has been

built by Oglethorpe University, near

Atlanta, Ga. Among other items of pre-

sumptive interest to future archeologists

will be approximately two hundred
reels of movie film, which will be

sealed in nitrogen filled containers. As
an additional precaution against dete-

rioration, these films have been treated

by the Vaporate Process.

Filmo AutO Load Tlle announce-

ment of a

16mm. magazine camera of new design

is currently made by the Bell & Howell
Company. 1843 Larchmont Avenue, Chi-

cago. The new instrument is housed in

a case of plastic construction and at-

tractive design. The magazine loading

feature has been simplified to a point

at which it is only necessary for the

user to slide the charger into place,

snap the door shut, and the camera is

ready for operation.

A new type of exposure chart, built

into the side of the case, offers a sim-

plified, unmistakable exposure setting.

Standard lens equipment is the one

inch //2.7 universal focus Taylor-Hob-

[Continued on page 353]
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BERNDT
MAURER

MOMS

JULY 1940

AN EASTER BIRTHDAY

If you are one of the many prospec-

tive b-m customers who are contem-

plating the future purchase of new
16mm motion picture and sound re-

cording equipment, here's a conveni-

ent plan that enables you to buy now
and pay your way out of income as

you use the equipment. With an ini-

tial outlay of only

DOWN

you can obtain delivery of your b-m
Sound-Pro Camera, b-m Sound Re-
cording System, or any other major
pieces of b-m Equipment*
The balance may be handled in

twelve convenientmonthlypayments.
You have a full year to pay during

which you can be enjoying all the

benefits to be gained from the opera-

tion of your b-m Equipment. Send
your order in now, or write for fur-

ther details.

*Cine Special Soundrive not

included in this special offer.

The BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
117 EAST 24th STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y.

West Coast Sales Office: E. M. Berndt Corp.

5515 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.

REVIEWED recently, by the service

departments of the League, Birth-

day for Carolyn, a 100 foot, 16mm. Ko-

dachrome record of a young lady's

birthday, made by Dr. James E. Bliss.

ACL, of Cleveland. Ohio, contained

some of the most extraordinary color

renditions of flesh tones that we have

yet seen. This was achieved (1) by

comparatively flat lighting and (2) by

perfect Kodachrome exposure. (Two
No. 2 flood bulbs in reflectors were

used.)

Showed egg dyeing

The birthday of Dr. Bliss's daughter

fell upon Easter Sunday. He combined

the two events within the space of his

film by shooting a splendid sequence

of egg dyeing for the opening of the

picture. Standing back for a medium
shot of the entire setting, he then moved
forward, to show the eggs being dipped,

the expression on little Carolyn's face,

an egg breaking and her expression

again, when the inside of the egg

proved to be hard boiled. After that, a

medium shot brought the sequence to a

close.

For the problem of combining the

two events—birthday and Easter—in a

single title. Dr. Bliss filmed a short

panorama, first over Easter cards, laid

upon a table top, then over birthday

cards addressed to the young lady.

Cutting the cake

The second part of the film is con-

cerned with the momentous event of

cutting the birthday cake. Dr. Bliss en-

larged upon this incident, to show, first,

the little girl blowing out a candle. For

this purpose, he used a single candle

placed against a dark background, rath-

er than candles on the birthday cake.

Then he inserted a scene of the cake

being cut and a reaction shot, in close-

up, of Carolyn, relishing the prospect

just ahead.

In all. Dr. Bliss's film is an unusually

beautiful study of the expressions and

reactions of a small, charming, spirited

young lady.

Camera positions

This excellent short film shows that

it is the closeup that counts—or. more
exactly, the closeup plus the sequence.

In this charming picture, there is no

plot and very little development of

idea. It required no advance planning

and no scenario. But it does contain a

variety of camera positions, and, after

scenes showing what Carolyn is doing,

there are scenes that show the expres-

sions on her face.

And that is what gives this movie its

life and interest.

A film that has

novel idea and

fine execution

16mm. scenes by
Dr. J. E. Bliss, ACL

m /

.

Shots i n " Birthday

for Carolyn," family

film discussed here
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New York World's Fair

[Continued from page 321]

13. Another view of the Theme Cen-

ter. The camera position is at the head

of the Court of Ships, shooting through

the winged standards lining the bridge.

14. The American Telephone and

Telegraph Building in a side view,

made by pointing the camera through

the trees in the Court of Communica-

tions.

15. The RCA Building and its wire-

less tower, filmed from Hamilton Place,

looking across the flag lined Avenue of

Patriots.

16. A full front shot of the Com-

munications Building, framed through

the twin pylons, as seen from the Court

of Communications.
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Title:

Food- -vast resource of America.

17. A general view, as illustrated, of

the Firestone electric farm, followed by

one or more close studies of the farm

animals.

18. A side view of the Swift Build-

ing, from the north side of Lincoln

Square, at the juncture of Rainbow

Avenue.

19. A front view of the Borden

Building, through the flags of Constitu-

tion Mall, from northwest of the Wash-

ington statue. If the light is right, a

follow up shot of the Rotolactor is well

worth extra footage.

20. A full view of the Heinz dome,

framed through trees on the Mall.

FOR YOUR
yyStuli rr

BLACK AND WHITE • FULL COLOR

KODAK BANTAM (f/4.5)

• When you buy a "still" camera with
which to supplement your home movie
making, you want a compact camera of

versatility—at a moderate price.

Kodak Bantam (f/4.5) is just that.

It's palm size, easy to carry, simple to

use. It gets fast-action shots, rainy day
snaps, close-ups, indoor snapshots un-
der Photofloods, and gorgeous Koda-
chrome full-color transparencies— all

with equal ease. Costs but $22.50.

SEE KODAK BANTAM (f/4.5) AT YOUR DEALER'S

Equipped with Kodak Anastigmat Special //4.5

lens and accurate 1/200-second shutter. Has fold-

ing optical eye-level finder and convenient body
shutter release. Modern photofinishing methods

lead to black-and-white prints 2% x 4 inches. Ask
your dealer to show you the Kodak Bantam (//4.5).

Only Eastman Makes the Kodak

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

ADD THRILLING^ SOUND
to your movies . .

.

At a fraction of the cost of

sound-on-film. The FIDEL-

ITONE is ideal for adding

music, sound effects, and

speech to amateur films.

TEN DAYS FREE TRIAL.
Licensed under E. R. P. I.

patents.

Human interest shots you can get

Write for details, also free

advice on "sound"
questions.

GEORGE K.

CULBERTSON
COMPANY

4G LUVERNE AVE. SO.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

A PERFECTED, PORTABLE,
FLEXIBLE SOUND UNIT,

PRICED FOR THE AMA-
TEUR FIELD ... AS SIMPLE

TO OPERATE ASA RADIO

idelitone
DUAL TURNTABLES
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CRITICAL FOCUSING

IN A WIDlANGlt LtNS T_y E R E ' S the

FOR 16MM CAMERAS L~L mov ;e lens
you've longed for

. . . precise micrometer focus from

1 foot to infinity. Wide angle of view

for confined space shots, interior

shots, panoraming. 15 mm focus, /2.7

speed, correction for good color and

black and white movies under mod-

erate lighting. For 16 mm cameras

(including turret). Economical, too.

You'll need one this summer. Get it

now.

WRITE
FOR

LITERATURE

FADES. WIPES

Why use anything else when

TITLES BY PARK CINE
cost no more them ordinary titles.

Catalog Free on Request.

PARK CINE LABORATORY
120 West 41st Street, New York City

SAFE SUMMER
STORAGE
y
f
o°u
r
r FILMS

in your own home

VAP O RATE your films NOW—for pro-
tection against summer's sticky humidity.

Better photo fillishs offer you
VAP RATE 3er mar ent Protection
against climate /ear sc atches oil,

dirt, w ater and fir qer marks on your
still fil ns.

vapOrate
VAPORATE CO.. INC. I BELL & HOWELL CO.

130 W. 46th St. 1801 Larchmont
New York City Chicago

WOLLENSAK OPTICAL CO.. 525'Hudson Aye.. Rochester. New York

WOLLENSAK

Can Be Added
to Your Reels

WITH FOTOFADE on black and white or color fllmi.

Price $1.00. Waterproof Wipeoff Tape. 60c per roll.

Complete Fotofade Kit S I -60
CRVETINTS for coloring your 16mm. or Smm. film.

Set of six colors $3. Big Dealer Discounts
DYE RESEARCH LABORATORIES

319 lackson Street Los Angeles. Calif.

716 No. Labrea
Hollywood

Film people where you find them

Title:

E Pluribus Unui -the Court of States.

21. A full front view of Independence
Hall, exhibit of Pennsylvania, framed
through the flags and across the lagoon

of the Court of States.

22. A reverse angle from in front of

this building, looking through flags to-

ward the Virginia State Building. A
compact unit, the Court of States offers

innumerable fine studies of its other ex-

hibits.

Title:

Without union—victims of conquest.

23 to 29. A series of relatively short,

single shots of the following buildings

in the international area: Czecho-

slovakia. Poland, Finland. Denmark.
Norway and Belgium. Be sure that your

scenes include the identifying names on

the sides of the buildings or some other

marking.

Title:

Democracy on Defense—the Arma-
geddon of our time.

30 to 37. A similar treatment, but al-

lowing at least two shots each of the

following: Great Britain. Canada, Aus-

tralia and France.

Title:

The last stronghold of Peace and Free-

dom — the United States of America.

38 to 40. Three or more scenes

studying the massive and beautiful Fed-

eral Building, which dominates the

Court of Peace. Be sure to get detailed

shots of the striking and symbolic

sculpture adorning the facade.

So much for the fundamental scenes

of the great exhibits.

But there is more to the Fair than

buildings alone. Although these are

the setting of a vast and varied show,

the show itself is to be found among
the people who attend. Here is the life

and color, the human activity and hu-

man interest which alone impart vital-

ity to any such spectacle. Pictured on

these pages are many small examples

of this color. Keep a weather eye

cocked for them at the Fair, and see

how many you can pack into your pic-

ture. No scenario ever written can dis-

cover them for you. It's up to you—and

well worth it.

Your Sund;our Sunday
[Continued from page 322]

and listening to the sermon that the

earth is preaching. A garden and a gar-

dener always make a lovely picture.

And, as for actors, you have all the

bugs and bees and the birds to choose

from.

There are those who love to spend

the day in chores. Carpentry and paint-

ing and tinkering on the old car, or

maybe taking the hunting dogs out on

the fields. Maybe it is the day you give

the kennels and the rabbit hutches and

the barns an extra measure of care.

Maybe it is the day you pluck your dog

and groom your horse before you take

him riding. Yep, maybe that is the way
you spend your day—devoting it to

homey chores.

Your picture need not be one of Sun-

day in the summertime primarily. Sun-

day of a winter's day offers skating and
skiing and sleigh riding. Then there is

Sunday in the first few days of spring

—as well as Sunday during the last,

lush days of autumn.

But my idea of a really fine picture

is the simple story of how you spend
your Sunday. It may be the way you
actually spend it, or it may be the way
you would like to spend it, if you could.

But, no matter which choice you make,

make it your personal story. Take the

world into your confidence, and your

friends, too. Make it human and make
it funny, but be sure that you poke

fun at yourself.

You start off by saying:

"/ get up at eight—but I'd like to

sleep till noon—

"

You can stage this shot, by putting

on those wildly striped pajamas, show-

ing the alarm clock in pieces on the

floor, the telephone draped in socks and
the ''Not To Be Disturbed" sign promi-

nently displayed.

Once that point is firmly established,

go right on with your rebellion.

'*/ have to shave, but I hate it
—

"

Here is your chance to show others
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as you would like to see yourself—away

off in the Maine woods, wearing an inch

of whiskers.

"Sunday breakfast is nice, but oh!

the aftermath—

"

And here you make a shot of your-

self, reluctantly doing the dishes. And
so on throughout the day. But remem-

ber to turn on your sense of humor.

Nobody likes a "beefer."

You will find, if you do, when you

show the picture, that your best friends

will break down. They will tell you how
they, the dear things, spend their Sun-

days and how, if given free rein, they

would like to run away to a Sunday

land of their own creation, where they

could do with the whole, livelong day

as they durn well please.

But, of course, if you don't like com-

edy all mixed up with Sunday, make
yours a straight picture of this one day

of the week that means more to all of

us than any other.

These we defend
[Continued from page 329]

peers, the scenes that follow might be

shots of a court house. Conclude this

section with the title:

".
. . and the Pursuit of

Happiness."

Here, we can use a montage of four

to six short scenes, as follows: children

playing simple games; young people

making love; men playing golf; women
gardening; highways crowded with free

people free to go and come as they

choose in the pursuit of happiness.

There should be a slow fade out on the

closing scene.

4. July 4, 1940 . . . and in every

city and hamlet of the land

this great Declaration is being

honored.

Follow now with shots of your home
town Fourth of July parade, but use

only four to six of the best scenes. (The

purpose of the film is to suggest ideas

and not to record particular events.)

5. A neiv spirit of Independence

is sweeping America . . .

The first shot after this title might

be a brief scene of a bugler against the

sky, as if sounding a call to arms. Dis-

solve or cut to a series of brief shots of

news headlines about Federal defense

measures. Take these shots at different

angles. (Files of back issues of news-

papers may be found at the library or

in local newspaper offices.)

uuik the.

CRAIG PROJECT©-EDITOR
It takes proper Editing to make modern last-moving,
interest-sustaining movies. ACTION-EDIT your
films the Hollywood Studio way — transform random
shots into smooth-running sequences that everyone will

enjoy seeing.

The Projecto-Editor provides a unique viewing method
-—allows careful inspection, slow motion if desired, of

every movement on its brilliant miniature screen. Films
may be readily removed from the polished guides for

quick cutting and splicing.

At all dealers— Ask lor demonstration.
8mm. model, complete . . S27.50
16mm. model, complete . . $49.50

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY COMPANY
1053 S. OLIVE ST. • LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

"AfaJied Zditincj, a PlealuAe"

PHOTRIX CINE
A real movie exposure meter,

made especially for movie work
npHE movie camera owner needs a special
-*- exposure meter ... he thinks in terms
of operating speeds, not in exposure time
. . . his main camera setting is the lens
opening . . . his camera angle is small. That
is why universal exposure meters are less

satisfactory for motion-picture use. PHO-
TRIX CINE fills the need of movie camera
owners ... it is not a converted still picture
meter, but has been designed, in every de-
tail, for the special requirements of movie
work.

HERE ARE ITS OUTSTANDING FEATURES:
• Movable scale of operating speeds for pre-

cise adjustment according to specific shut-
ter speed of your camera.

• No setting between shots . . . reads lens
opening directly.

• Sensitivity adapted to full range of light

conditions occurring in cine photography.
• Tapered light chamber giving sharply de-

fined light acceptance angle of 50 degrees.

The ideal exposure meter for every movie
camera. . _ _

$00.75
Top'grain cowhide zipper case, SI.50 M*^m

RANGES
Rrightness: 0.7S to 4S00 cdl./sq. ft.

Lens Opening: F:l to F:32
Light Acceptance Angle: 50°

Film Speed : 0.T5 to 800 W., 8 to
38 SCH.

Operating Speed: 6 fr./see. to 128
fr./sec.

Shutter speed at 16 fr./sec. adjust-
able from 1/25 to 1/50 sec.

MADE IN U. S. A. by craftsmen with over 25 years fixperienc

Photrix Cine is reliable, sturdy . . . built tor years of servi(

'INTERCONTINENTAL MARKETING CORPORATION, 8 West 40th Street, New York
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Bass proudly displays his

rabid interest in this new
RCA 16 mm
Sound Projector
750 watt lamp—10 watt

output—input jack for

mike or records—life-

like reproduction

—

easily portable—F:1.65

lens—take up and re-

wind for 400-800-1200

& 1600 ft. reels ... A beautiful pre-

cision job . . . for silent and sound
. . . with 1600 ft. reel $300

WRITE FOR FREE LITERATURE

The above is a fit com-
panion to our famous

RCA 16 mm Sound on
Film Camera
Gets professional results

—

hundreds of satisfied

users . . . Newsreel i

model: with 1 in. F:3.5

lens, batteries—ready to use $250
Commercial model—motor drive . . .

3 stage amplifier . . . complete $965
Write for new free

CINE BARCAINCRAM No. 2-15

/l/7CC CAMERA CO. DEPTMMWtf "'> W.MADISON ST .
CHICAGO.ILL. Cl

Special Constructions
TO HELP YOU MAKE UNUSUAL, MOVIES

THIS SUMMER
Backwinds — Frame Counters — Magazines

for Greater Film Capacity
Single Frame Release Attachments
Reconditioning & Repair on All Movie Cameras

Projectors

Mercury MOVIE EQUIPMENT REPAIR CO.
1133 Broadway. N. Y. Chel 2-5962

Kodachrome
MAPS-£/iWjl-FINE titles

Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory
Special Motion Pieturm Printing

I 197 Merchandise Mart, Chicago

16 MM. SOUND-ON-FILM

RECORDING
For your 16mm. pictures from $60 per

400 ft. reel including combined print.

BERNDT-MAURER
RECORDING SYSTEM

Professional productions and recording

for industrial and educational purposes.

Spot Film Productions, Inc.

339 East 48th St., N. Y. C. PI. 5-0808

SHIPPING & STORAGE
CASES for FILMS

In 200, 400. 800, 1200. 1600
ft. sizes ... In stock for
immediate delivery. // your
Dealer or Jobber cannot
supply you, write us direct.

FIBERBILT
SAMPLE CASE CO.

40 W. 17th St. New York

6. The ancient, inalienable rights

are threatened, and once again

Americans turn hands to their

defense.

A wide choice of scenes is offered

here. If you can get them without diffi-

culty, take shots of marching men and

other military matters. If such scenes

are not available, take views of smoking
factory chimneys, close shots of moving

machines and of airplanes in the sky.

In this series, insert two or three brief

shots of marching men from your se-

quences of the Fourth of July parade.

7. These We Defend . . .

A land where the good earth

is used still to support the liv-

ing, rather than to sepulchre

the dead.

(The scenes that follow this title

should be longer than those that pre-

cede it. so that the tempo will decrease.

Then we can gather momentum for a

gradual building up to a new climax.)

Here, use a series of long, peaceful

views of farm land and farming—the

new earth turned up by the advancing

plow, the golden grain or tasseled corn

nodding in the warm sun of deep sum-

mer. Follow at the end with:

8. . . . A land where vast fac-

tories strengthen the arts of

peace, rather than armaments

of war.

There is a wide choice of material

for the scenes to follow this title. You
can use all kinds of factory shots, fea-

turing the manufacture of such peace-

ful products as automobiles and tele-

phones, baby buggies and washing ma-

chines, radios or tennis racquets.

9. . . . A land where hands that

rock the cradle are still those

of a Mother, not those of a

State.

Use child studies here, and the

younger the children the better. Mother
should appear in one or two of the

scenes, which should be planned to

show a general atmosphere of family

happiness and security.

10. . . . A land where youth may
compete for fun, rather than

kill in fury.

We have wide choice again, but the

excellent opportunities for shots to fol-

low this title are found in scenes of

youngsters at play, boys and young men
engaged in competitive sports, such as

baseball, track, crew or golf.

11. . . . A land where pride of

race does not mean the perse-

cution of a people.

Our idea here would be to contrast

in closeups the calm security and hap-

piness enjoyed by all of America's

many racial stocks: the Irish and the

English, the fair haired Scandinavian,

the dark skinned Spanish, the warm
eyed Italian, the Jewish, the Negro,

and so on through the great roster of

peoples, all now Americans.

12. . . . A land where the good life

is a goal, not a target.

Photograph by James W. Moore, ACL
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Here, use peaceful street scenes,

made in the residential section of your

home town. You can include front yards,

homes, porches, play pens, firesides and

the family.

13. These We Defend . . .

And have defended with the

blood of America for mote

than a century and a half.

Follow here with a peaceful, pleas-

ingly composed pattern shot in some

large cemetery, made with the camera

pointing along the lines of graves. If

you have or can get a scene at Arling-

ton, it would be ideal. Next, insert a

few brief closeups of veterans' grave-

stones representing veterans of as many
wars as you can. A good closing shot

would be an upward view of the local

War memorial.

14. In the words of a great Ameri-

can: ".
. . We here highly

resolve that these dead shall

not have died in vain . .
."

Insert a peaceful long shot of the

serried gravestones.

15. "... That this nation, under

God, shall have a new birth of

freedom . .
."

Use a brief and striking shot of the

Fourth of July parade, preferably one

of the colors going by, flanked by the

armed guard.

16. ". . . And that government of

the people . .
."

A short montage of two or three

scenes (each very brief) of the nation's

capitol, your State or city public build-

ings.

17. ". . • By the people . .
."

A similar montage of election scenes,

hands marking ballots, traffic police-

men at work, firemen and their engines

and other evidences of civic government

in operation.

18. ". . And for the people . .
."

Take scenes of plain people here

—

of you and me, our families and

friends, enjoying life and the pursuit

of happiness, much as in sequence

No. 3.

19. "Shall not perish from this

Earth!"

Make a closeup of the Stars and
Stripes, blowing freely against the blue

of a summer sky. the end.

Music with your films
[Continued from page 326]

Ein Heldenleben Strauss

Kamarinskaya Glinka

Kamennoi-Ostrow - - - Rubinstein

Monastery Bells Wely
Prayer of Thanksgiving

Shepherds' Christmas Music - - Bach
Sleepers Awake, a Voice Is Calling

Reger
Solitude Tschaikowsky

5. Majestic—grand marches

Finlandia Sibelius

Meistersinger—Overture - - Wagner
Prophete—Coronation March

Meyerbeer
March Lorraine Ganne
Marche Militaire - - - Schubert

Sigurd Jorsalfar Grieg

6. Wild—tempestuous

Torchlight Dance No. 1 - Meyerbeer
Hopak Moussorgsky
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 - - Liszt

7. Weird—mysterious

Afternoon of a Faun - - - Debussy

La Cathedrale Engloutie - - Debussy

Sadko—Song of India

Rimsky-Korsakow
Cog d'Or—Hymn to the Sun

Rimsky-Korsakow
In the Steppes of Central Asia

Borodin

Lyric Suite—March of the Dwarfs
Grieg

Danse Orientale - - - Glazounow
La Mer Debussy

Night-Ride and Sunrise - Sibelius

8. Sad

Funeral March Chopin

Pavan for a Dead Princess - - Ravel

Swan of Tuonela - . - - - Sibelius

Aloha Oe Lilioukalani

None But the Lonely Heart

Tschaikowsky

Song of the Volga Boatmen
Koenemann

9. Miscellaneous background

An American in Paris - - Gershwin
Grand Canyon Suite - - - - Grofe

Forge in Forest - - - Michaelis

Arlesienne—Intermezzo Suite No. 2

Bizet

Fountains of Rome - - - Respighi

Soviet Iron Foundry - - Mossolow
Pictures at an Exhibition

Moussorgsky-Ravel
Rapsodie Espagnole - - - Ravel

Aloha Hawaii Kuu Aina

Nights in the Gardens of Spain

De Falla

A Hunt in the Black Forest - Voelker

Bolero Ravel

Carmen Suite Bizet

Bali Eicheim

Japanese Nocturne - - Eicheim
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For "PRIZE WINNING" Prints
Study These Outstanding Features

• Of perfect design • Horizontal and
Vertical Projection • Easy to focus •

Double Adjustable Bellows • Inter-

changeable Lens Boards • Dustless
Negative Carriers • For 35mm. to 5x7
films • May be used as a camera •

With or without condenser • Perfect
ventilation.

ENLARGING TREATISE MM740 FREE

Burke & James, Inc. ISM.1"225 W. Midiion tl.

CHICAGO, ILL.

SOUND ON FILM
Rent-Exchange-Sale

Modern High Grade Features & Shorts

CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY
1041 Jefferson Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Perfect Titles with Metal Letters
Ask
for

samples

of

the

most

beautiful

Capital

and
Lower
Case

Letters

Made

U/fiZ-a poo* fi/ma wiiJt

\ METAL Letters

k, EASY

Complete sets in wood case (U. S. Price) 222 pes. $7.16:
126 caps only $4.28.

ADD CHARM AND INTEREST TO YOUR FILMS
Specify white or black letters

H.W.KNIGHT&SON.INC.,SenecaFalls.N.Y.

Espana Rapsodie - - - Chabrier

In a Clock Store Orth

Impromptu for Harp - - - Faure

Chinese Street Serenade - - Siede

The Moldau Vltava

The Planets—Suite - - - Hoist

Carnival of the Animals - Saint-Saens

10. Military marches

American Army
Barnum and Bailey's

Clayton s Grand March
Fairest of the Fair

Gentry's Triumphal

Hands Across the Sea

High School Cadets

Officer of the Day
Sagamore
Sharpshooters

Sesqui-Centennial Exposition

Royal tl elsh Fusiliers

Solid Men to the Front

Tenth Regiment
Entrance and March of the Peers

I I . Humorous

Geese in the Bog
Dream of a Naughty Boy

Ravel-Branga

Mosquito Dance ----- White

Funeral March of a Marionette

Gounod
Parade of the Wooden Soldiers

Jesse!

12. Romantic

Estrellita Ponce

Drowsy Waters Wailana

Hawaiian Waltz

From the Land of Sky-Blue Water

Cadnian

Beautiful Dreamer - - - - Foster

/ Dream of Jeanie with the

Light Broun Hair - - - - Foster

Kiss Me Again ... - Herbert

Last Rose of Summer - - - Moore
Traumerei Schumann
Liebestraum Liszt

Londonderry Air - - - - Grainger

Love Everlasting Friml

Moonlight and Roses - Black-Moret

Sadko—Berceuse - Rimsky-Korsakow
Romance Rubinstein

Melody in F - - - Rubinstein

Salut a"amour Elgar

Souvenir Drdla

Sweetest Story Ever Told - - Stults

La Golondrina Serradell

Treasure on the Coast
[Continued from page 327]

a circular fountain. If you film Pacifica

in color, you will find morning the best

time, since the statue is illuminated

with flat light then. If you work in

black and white, early afternoon is the

best period, since, then, shadows will

be apparent which will model the

statue.

We turn now to the east and enter

the Gayway. Here is the place to get

the human interest shots that you will

want, to add life and action to your

film—the shouting barkers, now forti-

fied with that symbol of modern life,

the microphone, the free acts being pre-

sented to entice you inside and the

crowds presenting all phases of human
emotion from wonderment to boredom.

These are the scenes which will lift

your reel above the commonplace.
The Gayway is completely sold out

this year and includes, among other

unusual concessions, a complete zoo,

ideally arranged for movie making.

There are no bars or cages to obstruct

the camera view, the animals being sep-

arated from the spectators by a deep

moat. Here is an opportunity to get

wild animal pictures free from obstruc-

tions which interfere with composition.

Moving on from the Gayway, you

will come to the Latin American Court,

where the buildings of Ecuador, Chile,

Colombia, Peru and other Central and

South American countries offer oppor-

tunities for interesting footage. Here,

you will find young lady attendants, in

native costume, who will be happy to

pose for you.

The Lake of Nations winds in and

out among the foreign exhibit build-

ings, terminating in a great lagoon fac-

ing the Federal Building. As you leave

the Latin American group, you will

cross over an elevated bridge, from

which you will be able to secure sev-

eral attractive long shots of the sur-

rounding groups of buildings.

Crossing the lagoon bridge and walk-

ing south around the exposition, you

will pass the Federal Building, with its

unique pillar construction, and the

California group, which includes the

Mission Trails Building, made in the

exact replica of an old California mis-

sion. At length, you will come to the

Palace of Fine Arts.

In the art palace will be another

chance for some real human interest

scenes, for you may film the Art in

Action exhibit. Here, you can shoot

various prominent artists and sculptors

actually at work.

From the art palace, go south to the

Esplanade, along the Port of the Trade
Winds, and. if your visit is on the right

day, you will see a Pan-American clip-

per ship leaving for its trip to Hawaii,

Guam and the Orient.

When the fair is over. Treasure

Island will become the permanent base

for the clipper ships, as well as an air-

port, so you will want to have a few

feet of the airplanes in your film. From
here, also, you can add more striking

views of the Bay Bridge if you wish

them.

Now, we walk back along the front

of the Hall of Air Transportation to

the Treasure Gardens, in front of the

Administration Building. In these

beautiful formal gardens, augmented

this year by the exhibits of the Na-

tional Garden Show, every kind of

floral vista can be found. Here is the
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place to make those color film closeups.

A little walking about will also disclose

any number of long and medium shots

of the fair's buildings, pleasingly

framed by foliage, with or without

fountains playing in the foreground.

The Administration Building, with its

circular, modern design, offers some

inviting views.

Now you turn north into the Court

of the Moon, with its spectacular foun-

tains leading to the Tower of the Sun.

You will want this shot and, in order

to get the best view of it, you will have

to take it from the south side of Cali-

fornia Avenue.

We are back at the base of the Tow-
er of the Sun again ; this time, we point

our cameras east, into the Court of Re-

flections and beyond that to the Court

of Flowers. A long shot is indicated

here, also, but you will revel in the op-

portunity to get several medium shots

and closeups of the fountains, doorways
and little decorative nooks which are

plentiful in these two courts. There

seems to be more sheer beauty here

than in all the rest of the fair.

You come out of the Court of Flow-

ers into the Temple Compound. Here
you will find a magnificent vista reach-

ing across the main body of the Lake
of Nations, to the Federal Building.

You will have seen this view before,

but you can record its sweep and color

best from this vantage point. You will

find some stairs that you can climb, to

get an elevated view of the general

scene, as well as of the activity on the

lake.

Turning, now, to the left, you will

reach the model homes area, which this

year features a giant sundial, made
completely of flowers.

A few steps more, and you are back
at the Court of Pacifica, secure in the

knowledge that you have seen the fair

and captured the parts that you want
to keep on your film.

For a closing scene, shoot across the

Magic Carpet, through the lacy cables

of the Bay Bridge, to the San Fran-

cisco skyline, as the sun sinks below

the horizon.

There are two more things that you

will want to know. First, how about

catching the night illumination, foun-

tains, lagoons and other features? The
answer is no for color, yes for black

and white film. There is not enough
light for good color exposure even at

f/1.5 and eight frames a second. Some
passable results were obtained by hy-

persensitizing the films in mercury be-

fore shooting, but that is a problem for

the advanced amateur. Black and white

exposures can be made at night, with

the fastest films and the largest lens

opening.

Second, what about indoor filming?

An opening of //3.5 and the fastest

black and white films will catch scenes

in the General Electric all glass house,

at the broadcasting studio and at the

aquacade, according to the photograph-

ic experts at the fair.

Bring your camera to Treasure

Island. Follow the orderly route out-

lined in this article or one of your own,

made after you take a trip around the

grounds in the little elephant trains

(you ought to have a shot of these,

too).

You may have to give a little more

thought, a little more effort, to your day

at the fair than does the casual stroller.

but your reward will be great. When
the sparkling colors and brilliant forms

of the exposition are vague, dim mem-
ories of the past, you will have a liv-

ing, glowing record which will enrich

many an hour in the future.

Ranch films

[Continued from page 325]

yons to the trail ridges; and, at last,

the discovery of the horses at a place

a great distance from the ranch. Then

there is the maneuver of approaching

the horses and the easy ride back with

them, in the late afternoon, with the

sun turning all the hillock shadows to

pockets, creviced with sage: and, at

sundown, is the welcome at the ranch.

The advantage of some such theme

as this was that it enabled a filmer to

have unity of subject matter without

tiring the attention of his audience.

Constant motion would grow tedious.

But where, in closeups, the slowest

movement gripped the eye, in medium
shots, motion was more subdued, and

in long shots—of which the theme of

cross country riding afforded so many
—motion became an easy thread of

continuity, delightful to follow.

Another theme for a Western movie

is a pack trip. We asked ourselves what

were the incidents that stood out on

such a trip. It was not so much the zig-

zag trail up a mountainside, we real-

ized, as it was the growing expectation

of what scene would be visible over the

ridge at the summit, and everybody's

wry but philosophical resignation when

a second ridge appeared above the

first. A series of angle shots upward

and associated closeups of the "dude

ranchers," as they gazed forward ex-

pectantly, would convey this on the

screen, climaxed by shots of their ex-

pressions when they found themselves

obliged to continue.

In addition to getting shots of the

riders, we planned to catch those in-

significant moments, such as when
somebody dismounts to undo a wire

gatepost, when the horses stop to crop

the grass at the edge of an irrigation

ditch or when a saddle blanket slips

loose.

We noted, further, some incidents of

a Western day. There was the arrival
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of the mail. And there was swimming.

This brought to my mind the idea that,

where it was difficult or impossible to

dramatize an entire film, at least the

sequence, or sometimes individual

scenes, could be dramatized. In pictur-

ing the swimming at the river, for in-

stance, we could show our actors dis-

turbing a fisherman, who would be

obliged to struggle up the river in pro-

fane disgust. This small theme, with its

closeups and medium shots, would ex-

tend the subiect of swimming to the

length -of a sequence.

I felt that it would be unnecessary

to write a scenario. I knew that, if we
made each subject long enough to oc-

cupy the space of a sequence, the effect

of the leisurely progress would convey

a suggestion of form. Thus, at the din-

ner hour, we could show a ranch hand,

who had been busy chopping wood,

straighten up, look at his watch, stretch

and then, striking the axe into the

block, walk leisurely toward the bunk-

house.

This would be followed by a scene of

the cows being brought to the barn for

milking and a medium closeup of a

long shadow cast by a bridle on the

corral fence. Out in the back country,

the horses quicken to a trot. Soon, they

enter the ranch gate, and in the corral

they drink. Boots are pulled off on cab-

in stoops. And then the cook, with a

grin on his face, steps to the door of his

kitchen and beats the triangle, harder

and harder, and the camera moves for-

ward, until the triangle occupies the

entire screen—and the sequence ends.

I do not mean to say that a film

should be composed entirely of such

things. It is the subject itself that real-

ly matters; and the technique used to

portray anything always should be sec-

ondary to the thing portrayed. But that

technique, as in this case, could illumi-

nate, could give perspective, could en-

rich. By adding the significant details,

one could get the feel of ranch life, as

well as the look of it.

Using reflectors

[Continued from page 330]

gives a well modeled rendition of the

subject's features and tends to intro-

duce an effect of depth in the scene.

However, with this type of lighting,

one very important point must be care-

fully watched. The shadows on the

shadow side of the subject's face are

likely to register too dark. To avoid

this, it is well to consider the use of

reflectors.

A reflector will serve as the second-

ary light source mentioned earlier.

When one or more reflectors are used,

it is possible to balance the illumina-

tion on the subject so that the high

lights are not too bright and the shad-

ows are properly luminous. It should be

realized that shadows are not undesir-

able; in fact, they are quite necessary

to give the proper modeling to the sub-

ject.

But, shadows must be transparent or

luminous in order to give the effect de-

sired. They cannot be black blankets

that obscure detail.

Let the primary source of illumina-

tion, the sun, provide the sparkling

high lights. Then use reflectors for sec-

ondary light sources, to provide exactly

the strength of light desired, to raise

the illumination of the shadow areas to

the proper level. The result is quite

likely to be a pleasing picture.

In Figure 3. a different type of setup

is represented. This arrangement, pro-

ducing what is known as back lighting,

allows the primary light source to give

an attractive halo like effect to the hair

of the subject. Particularly effective

with blondes, it also works very well

with brunettes. The reflector, or reflec-

tors, will provide the necessary illumina-

tion on the side of the subject turned

toward the camera.

To note the effectiveness of the re-

flector, compare corresponding flesh

tones of the subject to which the re-

flector is directed with those of the

cameraman, who is not affected by the

reflector.

Innumerable variations of this setup

may be worked out, and they will be

found to yield very attractive results.

This lighting arrangement is one of the

chief stand bys of the theatrical cine-

matographer.

Figure 4 shows a closeup, taken out-

doors, in which back lighting was em-

ployed. The diagram shows where the

two reflectors were placed, to illuminate

the shadows properly. Try an arrange-

ment like this; it is not hard to do, and

the screen results will be found to be

very gratifying. By the way, the photo-

graphs in Figures 1 and 4 are pictures

of the same girl. Does lighting make a

difference? You can answer.

The reflector itself may be made at

home, from plywood coated with alumi-

num paint or tinfoil. A useful size is

about two by three feet. If the reflector

is made in two sections, hinged in the

middle, it may be folded to a size of one

by three feet, so that it may be carried

easily. This piece of equipment is just

a trifle bulky, but it is so useful and

will improve the quality of pictures so

tremendously that you will consider it

very well worth while.

For those who do not care to take the

trouble to construct homemade reflec-

tors, there is now commercially avail-

able an exceptionally useful reflector,

well suited to the amateur's require-

ments. Such a reflector is seen in use

in the photograph in Figure 3.

Theatrical cinematographers use a

whole truckload of reflectors when they

make exterior shots. The results seen

on the screens of theatres speak for
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themselves.

In this practice, amateurs may well

take a leaf from the book of the theatri-

cal workers and turn out pictures which

are beautiful because of the proper

achievement of luminous shadows.

Practical films

[Continued from page 336]

Seafoods; and the third film. Brewer on

Badminton, which stars Jack Brewer,

Eastern State champion, is a two reel

black and white study of badminton.

Training for Tomorrow
Training for Tomorrow, a 300 foot,

16mm. black and white study of the

Young Women's Christian Association,

of Lawrence, Mass., has been made re-

cently by Donald Buchan. ACL, of

North Andover, Mass. Following an

outline suggested by the League, Mr.

Buchan's film shows the various club

meetings, gymnasium classes and facili-

ties offered by dormitories and kitchens

on the premises. The film was delivered

to its sponsors last month and shown

for the first time at the annual meeting

of the Lawrence Y.W.C.A.

Correction

In the April Movie Makers, this de-

partment stated that Miami Beach Is

Calling You, a 1200 foot. 16mm. color

film, was produced by the Miami Beach
Chamber of Commerce and photo-

graphed by Donald Manashaw. Actu-

ally, the film was produced by Mr.
Manashaw in cooperation with the

Miami Beach Chamber of Commerce.
Also, in l\'eivs of the industry for April,

we reported that Mr. Manashaw was the

cameraman for an eight reel, 16mm.
subject in sound and color, for the

Waterman Steamship Line. It should

have been stated that Mr. Manashaw
was the producer of this film.

Three kinds of

camp films
[Continued from page 334]

chrome will naturally produce a more
glamorous and interesting presentation.

On the other hand, if the beauties of

the camp location are to be shown, color

film is essential, and, in this type of

treatment, footage of the surrounding

country, as seen on hikes, boat trips or

canoe trips, should be added. A film

showing the camp's influence could be
made in either monochrome or color,

since the treatment is more of an educa-

tional matter, and the contacts of the

boy with his counselor and with other

boys would be emphasized.

In arriving at a treatment for a script,

I found it exceedingly helpful to attend

counselors' meetings well in advance of

the shooting, to get the feeling of the

situation from the counselors' point of

view. Such meetings bring to mind many-

points that would be missed otherwise.

It will be found that handling boys

of different ages, such as juniors, inter-

mediates and seniors, involves quite dif-

ferent attitudes on the part of those who
take the responsibility; the number of

problems that come up in this work will

produce ideas for filming situations of

interest.

In filming Camp Pinnacle, for in-

stance, I was impressed at each coun-

selors' meeting with the feeling, on the

part of the director and the counselors,

that the boy should always enjoy him-

self regardless of his duties and his en-

deavors to obtain his awards.

The award system, practiced, as a

rule, by all camps, is a subject for film-

ing that can produce a continuity with

a natural climax when the awards are

made. If, as at Pinnacle, the camp is

based on Indian lore and the awards are

made at a High Council, the ceremony
is particularly colorful and one worthy

of detailed cinematic treatment.

Special activities, such as overnight

hikes, canoe trips, inter camp regattas

and swimming meets, are especially at-

tractive on the screen, since water

scenes record well, and the activ-

ities of large groups, well handled, are

dramatic.

Indoor scenes, such as the camp
forum, life in the lodges or tents, group

plays and contests in the gymnasium,
will help to break up the monotony of

a long series of outdoor shots. The re-

ligious ceremonies on Sunday should

not be forgotten.

As to the actual work of production,

it will greatly facilitate matters if the

camp director will appoint a counselor

as a production supervisor, to manage
filming from the camp's point of view.

His duties are to work with the camera-

man on surveys and scripts and to plan

in detail the best way to handle the work
for all concerned.

If interior and artificial light shoot-

ing is to be done, the supervisor should

have the assistance of an electrician

who is acquainted with the location of

the panel boxes and outlets and who
should see to it, in advance, that the

circuits are fused heavily enough to

carry the load of the lights. Otherwise,

troublesome delays in refusing circuits

are bound to occur. The lighting cir-

cuits at camps are not very heavy, and,

since the buildings are spread out over

a considerable area, the feed wires are

long, causing quite a voltage drop under
load. This situation should be studied,

and provision should be made for feed-

ing the lamps from several outlets if

necessary.

After the treatment outline is finished

and broken down into a shooting script,

I have found it invaluable to make up a
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production schedule in which each shot

or series of shots is listed on a card.

This is given to a counselor who is re-

sponsible for the scenes described. The
card contains the counselor's name, a

description of the scenes that are to be

shot, the cast required and, if necessary,

the properties for which he will be re-

sponsible. And, most important, the

card contains the time of day at which

the shooting will take place. In addition,

if it is to be an interior, the lighting

equipment required is noted.

The schedule is worked out after a

careful survey and a study of the day-

light conditions. Then, before it is

adopted, a conference should be held

with the director and counselors to ascer-

tain if it is suited to their convenience.

When each counselor has a carded

schedule and when the work is laid out

in a definite time table arrangement in

this way, the cameraman needs only to

go from location to location to find the

counselor with his group ready for the

next shot; this saves a tremendous
amount of time for everybody con-

cerned.

In shooting, it is wise to include the

insignia, signs and notices about the

camp, many of which may be used in

lieu of titles when the film is edited.

These devices are particularly valuable

when the film is to be of the lecture type.

In picturing overnight hikes, canoe

trips, etc., Kodachrome shooting should

not be delayed until too late in

the day, when the film will be affected

by the red rays of the sun. It is better to

"fake" making camp for the night, by

underexposure earlier in the day.

If it is done intelligently, it is not hard

to show how everything at a private camp
contributes to make a happy summer for

the camper. But don't take "just another

camp picture"—try to give the camp a

personality!

The clinic

[Continued from page 331]

legs are slotted to fit the lugs on this

collar and are riveted in place, as indi-

cated in the drawing.

A wooden top of the proper size for

the projector is fitted with a short

length of rod, which will slip into the

main stem. Another collar with set

screw should be fastened to the top of

the main stem, in order to hold this

rod, which furnishes a short adjustment

for height. The entire unit will fold for

easy carrying, and it makes an ideal

support for the projector, as it takes up

but little space.

—

Frederic Calvert, jr.

Lens effects ^ a smaU amount of

Vaseline is smeared

on the face of the lens, it will produce

a distortion of the picture, which may
be useful if you wish to imply that the

view is seen through the eyes of a

dreamer or a drunkard. Crinkled Cello-

phane that is held before the lens will

also produce weird effects. A sheet of

convenient size should be crumpled into

a ball; then it may be spread out di-

rectly in front of the lens. For a waver-

ing or dizzy effect, place an electric

toaster in front of and below the lens.

The heat waves rising from the hot

wires will cause the picture to waver.

Special turret A specific need for

a three lens turret

on the Cine-Kodak Special led Thomas
H. White, ACL, to design and have

built the turret illustrated here. To in-

crease his range in filming wild life,

A three lens turret for Special

planned by Thomas H. White. ACL

Mr. White wanted some means of using

a one inch, a two and a half inch and a

four inch lens on the camera, and he

wanted to be able to effect a rapid

change from one to the other if nec-

essary. The telephoto causes no optical

or mechanical interference with the

field of the one inch lens, when all are

in place on the turret.

In addition to the turret for three

lenses, a special slot was built into the

equipment, so that gelatin filters could

be used behind the lens. This feature

enables one filter to be used on all

lenses. The filter is mounted in the cam-

era, out of the way of dust and free

from the danger of being knocked off

by accidental contact.

Stone effect Letters cut from
rough wallpaper or

imitation leather will give an appear-

ance of having been cut from stone, if

they are illuminated by a strong side

light. The illusion will be further en-

hanced, if the letters are shaded at one

side, by drawing a shadow in black ink.

This gives the appearance of depth, or

relief, which is ordinarily obtained only

by using letters of a solid material.

Frame enlargements A simple

method of

making frame enlargements, that re-

quires no more equipment than would

be found in the average still photog-

rapher's darkroom, involves the use of

commercial sheet film as a negative ma-

terial. A short length of cine film, con-
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taining the frame to be enlarged, is put

in an ordinary printing frame, with a

small piece of sheet film, and is exposed

to a light. When it is developed, the

sheet film will be a negative of the film

strip. A cine frame in this negative can

then be enlarged in the same manner as

any other photographic negative would

be handled.

Fountains Movie makers at the

New York World's Fair

last year found that it was wise to use

half speed in filming the Lagoon of Na-

tions, with its fountain display at night.

This not only gave them more exposure,

but it speeded up the action of the

water ballet. It gave twice the filming

time for each shot and condensed the

action so that it moved along at a live-

lier dramatic pace.

Shoot plenty When you get back

from the summer's

trip, you will be very sorry if you have

skimped on footage in shooting impor-

tant subjects. Make sure that you give a

subject a wide variety of scenes, with

respect to its general interest and also

with respect to needs that you will meet
in editing.

Amateur clubs
[Continued from page 337]

provided by the Rockford Concert Or-

chestra, under the direction of Joseph

Copeland. First officers include R. L.

Jacobs, president; Arthur G. Lund-
gren, John White and Arnold Lundgren,
ACL, vicepresidents; Betty Knudson,
secretary; Adolph R. Gustafson, treas-

urer. On the board of directors are

Harry Eggert, F. K. Lofgren. Edward
P. McCanna, Folke Engstrom, Milton

Wahlstrom, Lester Crittenden. Gordon
Howard, Dr. T. E. Blomberg, Roger T.

Welsh, ACL, William E. Carpenter and

William Ridgway.

Washington 8'S Jumping from the

small to the large,

the Washington 8mm. Movie Club fea-

tured recently a demonstration of

35mm. Kodachrome slides produced by

members Kenneth Boardman, ACL, and

Milton Pike. At the same meeting, 8mm.

films were screened as follows : Trolling

Along, a study of salmon fishing, in

exchange from the Seattle 8mm. Club;

unedited members' films of assorted

news subjects—the Army Day parade,

the visit of the British rulers to Wash-
ington, the christening of a Pennsyl-

vania Central Airlines airplane by Mrs.
Roosevelt, and other items.

New York 8'S Featuring an ex-

change film from
the Los Angeles 8mm. Club, the New
York 8mm. Motion Picture Club pre-

sented a program of varied interest at

a late meeting. Topics in the News,
produced by Leo Caloia, was the reel

from California. From members' work,

the club saw a test reel of extreme color

closeups, produced by Clark Walter

Mills, ACL, with a combination of a

telephoto lens and a small titler: a

travel film of South America, by Miss
Baker; Vermont Auction, by Victor An-
cona, ACL.

Staten Island sees Meeting in

the home
theatre of Herman Andresen, members
of the Staten Island Cinema Club re-

cently have seen members' films as fol-

lows: Skiing and Ranch Life of the

West, 16mm., by Helen Batz; Love
Finds A Way, 8mm., by the Wolhke
brothers. The operation and effect of

the Fade-O-Scope, in producing fades

and dissolves, was demonstrated in a

one reel black and white film offered

by that company.

Norfolk busy Two contests, one

concluding the first

of this month and the other at the end

of August, have been announced by the

Norfolk Amateur Movie Club in a re-

cent issue of The Editor, club news
bulletin. The first contest, informal in

nature, selected the best unedited roll

of film and limited entries to fifty

feet of 8mm. film or one hundred feet

of 16mm. The second competition will

be annual in occurrence, for a club

trophy recently established by the

group. At late regular meetings, Nor-

folk members have heard from Arthur

Amateur Cinema Club of Buffalo,

ACL, at program of Annual Party

George F. Thomas, ACL
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L. Pollard, local representative of the

Weston Electrical Instrument Corpora-

tion, and have seen on the club screen

The Kidnapped Cyclist, by Milton

Moorecock. ACL; Christmas, by E. J.

Barry; Vacation in Neiv Mexico, by

R. H. Williams; Colonial Williams-

burg, by Owen Campbell.

At Newburgh Nearly sixty mem-
bers and guests of

the Newburgh Amateur Cinema Club

gathered recently at the Hotel Palatine,

in that Hudson River city, for the club's

annual dinner meeting. As guest of hon-

or, Duncan MacD. Little, ACL, of New
\ork City, discussed movies as a hobby

and told something of his experiences

as entrepreneur in the presentation of

his annual International Show of Ama-
teur Motion Pictures. Rounding out the

program were Below Zero, by Mr.

Little; Behind the Bottle, by William

R. Hutchinson. ACL; Parade in Oc-

tober, by Dr. William F. Small, ACL.
Frank Seymour was in charge of sound

accompaniment for the projection,

which was handled by Edwin C. Sea-

man, ACL.

For Schenectady A clinical study

of members'
films was the feature of a late gather-

ing of the Cine Group, Schenectady

Photographic Society, ACL. Cecil Figu-

eroa, chairman of the group, led the

discussion. Seen on the club's screen

were Harbors and Headlands of Maine,

by Leonard Atchison: By Canoe
Through Algonquin Park, by G. H.

Bainbridge; Nova Scotia, New Bruns-

wick and The Gaspe, by W. L. Perrigo;

Rocky Mountain and National Park
Trip, by Larry Lougee. From the Club

Library of the League, the club studied

Chromatic Rhapsody, Honorable Men-
tion award winner bv Robert P. Kehoe.

ACL.

Brooklyn Edison votes New com -

mitteemen

have been announced for the coming
season by the Cinema Club of the

Brooklyn Edison Club. ACL. as fol-

lows: Max G. Mazza, chairman; Ed-

ward Knapp. vicechairman; William

P. Brandegee. technical adviser; Al-

fred Nackshall, contest chairman; Har-
vey E. Newton, ACL, publicity chair-

man. The club has been busy during

the spring on a film story written by
the members, which will conclude with

final scenes taken on location at Bell-

more. L. I.

Zoo shooting Members of the
Philadelphia Cine-

ma Club heard recently from Mark
Mooney, staff photographer of the Phil-

adelphia Zoo. in preparation for a mass
expedition to that spot for a conducted
filming tour. Mr. Mooney illustrated his

points on animal photography with two

reels of 16mm. footage, one in color, the

other in monochrome. Members' films

from John Bessor and Michael Angelo

followed, under the titles. Home Movies

and Our Baby. The Philadelphia club

has announced a contest for films about

the city of Philadelphia, to conclude in

January of next year. Entries will be

limited to two hundred feet of 16mm.
film or one hundred feet of 8mm.

For Buffalo Flagships of the Air, a

16mm. sound on film

publicity picture, was featured on the

screen at a late meeting of the Amateur
Cinema Club of Buffalo. ACL. The reel,

which is recommended by this group to

other cine clubs, may be obtained on
application to local offices of American
Airlines, its sponsor. John DeBus, Buf-

falo professional photographer, round-

ed out the meeting with an instructive

address on Lighting.

Scenes and SOUnd Travel and
talk were

combined in pleasing proportions at a

late meeting of the Cinema Club of San
Francisco, held in the Green Room of

Merchandise Mart. David Redfield sup-

plied the talk with a discussion and

demonstration on the subject. Pola

Screens and their Relation to Photog-

raphy. On the travel side, Milton Dean,

ACL. presented his Kodachrome study,

Alaska, with double turntable accom-

paniment, and the club saw Treasure

Islands of the Pacific and China Seas,

sound on film Kodachrome industrials

sponsored by Pan-American Airways.

Slogan for L. A. 8'S In Southern

California,

the country's first 8mm. movie club re-

cently has selected and announced a

slogan for that fact: Los Angeles

8mm. Club, America's First—Now Its

Foremost! The winning phrase was
chosen in a slogan contest in which
awards were made to Mesdames Bar-

ney. Brandes and Taber, and W. D.

Garlock and Paul Cramer. On the same •

program, the club saw two independent

pictorial interpretations of Debussy's La
Mer—produced by Ovady Julber and
Lewis B. Reed, ACL—as well as mem-
bers' films from A. Smith, Jack Cornell

and Mr. Garlock.

C. A. C. hears Flory At a late

meeting,

members of the Cleveland Amateur
Cinematographers, ACL, heard from

John Flory, once a Cleveland resident

and now returned to that city to direct

the production of an important new
publicity film venture. Mr. Flory was
first known to Movie Makers readers

as the author and director of Mr. Motor-

boat's Last Stand, a Ten Best award
winner in 1933. later as a scenarist in

Hollywood and most recently for his

work on the documentary study, The
City.

Washington 8's Fourteen pictures

were entered in

two divisions in a members' film contest

sponsored recently by the Washington

8mm. Movie Club, with first awards

going to William S. McConnell. ACL,
and Joseph H. Gawler, ACL. Spring-

time in the Nation s Capital was Mr.

McConnell's winner in the cherry blos-

som class, while Long Locked Lochin-

var won for Mr. Gawler in the general

class. Other place winners in order

were M. Hejnal. ACL, for Cherry Blos-

soms; 0. S. Granducci, ACL, for Ice

Follies of 1939; M. Pike, for Cherry

Blossom Time in Washington ; J. Kelly,

for Lucky Teeter Rides Again. The
judges were Marshall Faber, ACL, head
of Business Films. Inc., and Luis Mar-
den, staff photographer for the National

Geographic Society.

4 Star Contest First award in the

annual contest for

school made films, sponsored by the 4
Star Clubs of the National Board of

Review of Motion Pictures, in New
York City, went this year to the Photo-

Rockville Cinema Club on L. I.

rehearsing shot in "Scatterbrain"
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play Club of Greenwich (Conn.) High

School for the civic study. Our Water

Supply. Second and third places were

taken by the Movie Goers Club, Evan-

der Childs High School. New York

City, and the Photo Patrons Club, East

Side High School, Newark, N. J., for

They Went To Evander and World's

Fair, respectively. Helen Cahill was in

charge for the National Board, and the

judges were members of the consulting

staff of the Amateur Cinema League.

News of the industry

[Continued from page 339]

son lens, which is interchangeable with

other fast and telephoto objectives.

A new type of finder, with increased

image brilliance, is built into the cam-

era at the top and shows a field which

may be matched to that of any lens in

use. The regular Filmo Auto Load pro-

vides speeds of 8, 16, 24 and 32 frames

a second, but an exactly similar model,

the Speedster, gives 16, 32, 48 and 64

frames. With standard lens equipment,

both models are priced the same

—

$115.00.

S. F. Fair in film Under the title

of San Francis-

co's World's Fair of 1940, Castle Films,

Inc., has released a new reel covering

the Golden Gate Exposition this year.

Filmed by Castle cameramen, all the

important high lights of the exposition

are depicted, and special emphasis is

laid on the unusual spectacle, Caval-

cade of America. The new subject is

available in 8mm. and 16mm., silent

and sound, at the regular Castle prices.

FedCO tank A versatile develop-

ing tank, for still

camera users, has recently been intro-

duced by Fedco Products, 286 Mercer

Street, New York City. Constructed

throughout of a strong chemical resis-

tant plastic, the new tank will handle

negatives in a wide range of sizes, from

35mm. to No. 116. The loading reel is

of special design, which is said to hold

the film firmly in place, without slip-

ping, no matter what size is used. The
price of the tank is $1.85.

Revere turret 8 A tnree lens turret

mount is featured

in the new Revere Model 99 8mm. cam-

era. The rotating head of the turret

takes three 8mm. lenses with regular-

thread mounts, and correct lens posi-

tioning is said to be assured by a spe-

cial index mechanism. There is also in-

corporated an extra optical viewfinder

for shots taken with the telephoto

(31mm.) lens.

Like the single lens Revere Model 88.

the new camera accepts all standard

spooled twenty five foot, double 8mm.
film, either black and white or color

emulsions. It has, also, the exclusive

Revere retarding sprocket film control,

which makes the film loop automati-

cally when the camera is started.

Five operating speeds are provided,

ranging from eight to thirty two frames

a second. The camera is attractively

finished and fits the hand well for

shooting. Its price, with one 12.5mm.,

//2.5 Wollensak Velostigmat lens, is

$65.00. Other lenses, giving telephoto

magnification, are available, as are also

those of greater speed. Further informa-

tion may be had from the manufacturer,

Revere Camera Company, 320 East 21st

Street, Chicago, 111.

Pict-O-Craph A new and conve-

nient slip in folder,

for displaying or mailing photographs,

is offered by the Benson Camera Com-

pany, 166 Bowery, New York City. Of

neat and attractive design, this new
folder is so constructed that it may be

used as a mailing container, which can

be posted to its destination without an

additional cover. If the user unfolds an

easel arrangement at the back, it also

serves as a display container for the

photographic print and will stand up-

right on a desk or table. It is called the

Pict-O-Graph, it comes in several sizes.

and it would seem to be most con-

venient for use with motion picture

frame enlargements. Its price, for the

two and a quarter by four inch picture

size, or smaller, is five cents each.

Raygram publication Camera
clubs inter-

ested in a monthly news bulletin, pre-

pared especially for them and described

as "a sharp focus on the latest photo-

graphic news, views, and previews,"

should write to Photo Spot News, c/o

Raygram Corporation. 425 Fourth Ave-

nue, New York City, for a copy of this

interesting monthly brochure.

Besbee-Albert Besbee Products

Corporation, well

known to movie makers in the titling

and associated fields, is now affiliated

with the Albert Specialty Company,
231 South Greene Street, Chicago. All

Besbee accessories will be manufactured
in the enlarged Albert Specialty plant,

but will continue to appear under the

same trade name. A. Wertheimer, for-

merly vicepresident of Besbee Products

Corporation, has joined the Albert staff,

in the capacity of sales manager.

Color prints A new instruction
sheet, recently released

by Mansfield Photo Research Labora-

tories, 701 South La Salle Street, Chi-

cago, gives complete directions on mak-
ing color prints through the use of

color toning solutions. These color ton-

ers are said to operate effectively and

to produce excellent results on prints

without special manipulation. They may

F-R

PRECISION
RANGE
FINDE

DON'T GUESS—BE SURE!

GET FINER RESULTS

For as little as $6.00 the combined
price of the F-R Precision Range
Finder and the F-R Exposure Meter
—you can provide yourself with the

essential tools for eliminating the

element of guess work from focusing

and exposure problems. The F-R name
— symbol of photography's truest

value—unequivocally guarantees the

dependability of these instruments.

$1-00
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June, 1939
Number of

Movie Makers
The 100 page, New York World's
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at 25c a copy.

This number contains:
• Sixteen pages of four color illustrations
• Articles on filming every phase of the Fair
• Exact exposure advice on filming most

spectacular exhibits
• Complete scenarios for movies of the Fair
• Art title backgrounds in full color and
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It is the largest issue of any magazine de-
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published.
If you are going to film the Fair this year,
you will want a copy of June, 1939, MOVIE
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25c a copy while they last
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2 in I Speaker Case is Victor's

new contribution to portability

be used, also, for toning transparencies

and will work with black and white

movie film. A sample set of four color

toners may be had by sending thirty

five cents to the firm at the address

New sound models A recent Am-

pro Dealer
Announcement describes a number of

new silent and sound 16mm. pro-

jector models. Among these is the YC.
which is convertible from silent to sound

projection by the addition of extra

parts. The price for the silent model,

with 1600 foot reel arms, is $195. Also

listed are Model XA for alternating cur-

rent and with single speed operation;

Model YA for alternating or direct cur-

rent operation, at silent and sound

speeds, and Model YSA with a two inch,

//1.6 lens and still picture and reverse

attachments. All these have standard

Ampro features, 1600 foot capacity and

750 watt lamps. Amplifier volume has

been increased and is ample for aver-

age audiences. Prices are as follows:

XA. $275; YA. $295; YSA, $320.

Amprosound Models UA and UAB
comprise 16mm. sound projectors with

de luxe features, built to serve audi-

ences up to 2500. Model UA is housed

in a removable case, while UAB is the

same machine in a sound proofed,

"blimp" case. Some of the features in-

corporated are: sound and silent speeds,

reverse and still picture attachments,

forced draft ventilation for amplifier,

twelve inch de luxe speaker and many
others. Price of the UA is $345; of the

UAB, $365.

Agfa fray A new, low priced, stain-

less steel developing tray

is featured by Agfa Ansco. Bingham-
ton, N. Y. Because of its metal con-

struction, the new tray is proof against

chipping or breaking, and it is imper-

vious to the action of photographic

chemicals. It will hold five by seven

inch film or paper sizes and has rein-

forcement ribs at the bottom. Its price

is fifty five cents.

Cutlohn releases Camera High-

lights of 1939,

a one reel 16mm. sound film, is offered

by Walter 0. Gutlohn, Inc., 35 West
45th Street, New York. This interest-

ing film reviews the important news

events of the past year and includes

such interesting items as the coronation

of Pope Pius XII. bombing Helsinki

and others. Another current subject, of

interest to general and educational film

users, is Rice Culture In Japan, two

reels. 16mm. silent.

Hawan calls

your camera
[Continued from page 324]

lulu first, and, if you go by airplane,

here is an opportunity to get shots of

airplanes taking off and landing, which

you can insert in your reel as a travel

link between trips to the various islands.

At Kauai, there are many pineapple

and sugar plantations, but most inter-

esting to the movie maker is the Napali

coast, which is best filmed in the morn-

ing. If you can get a storm at sea from

this spot, you will have a dramatic se-

quence of which you can be proud. On
the way to Napali, you will find oppor-

tunities to make a leisurely sequence of

native fishing, if you neglected it at

Hawaii. Nets and fish dry in the sun,

and you can frame views of the ocean

through the former. You can also frame

views of surf and rock formations

through low hanging arches of stone.

At Koloa on this island is the Spout-

ing Horn, another sea geyser, and there

are beautiful canyons, chief of which

is Waimea. like a minor version, in

green, of the Grand Canyon.

When you return to Honolulu, take

your camera with you as you wander

through the city, with which you will

now be familiar.

You can take, at your leisure, se-

quences of the Iolani Palace, the statue

of King Kamehameha, the Oriental

temples, the Sausage Tree of the

University of Hawaii, the church of

Kawaiahao, built of coral when the

missionaries first came to Hawaii, and,

most important of all, the Hula show
that is staged in Kapiolani Park by the

Eastman Kodak Stores.

Telephone the Kodak Stores for the

date and time of the show, which is free

to all comers. It is planned for photo-

graphic purposes and, naturally, is

ideally arranged for both movies and
"stills."' It takes place on a green park,

with a palm fringed shore of the Pacific

as a background. The dance is beauti-

fully presented, good photographic

viewpoints have been made available,

and the whole show can be filmed in

sequence as fully as you desire. Be sure

to take telephoto or closeup shots of the

hands of the dancers, for the compli-

cated stories told by the dances are

largely interpreted by movements of

the hands and arms.

After the dances are over, it is pos-

sible to film the dancers at closer range,

and perhaps some of them will pose for

closeups for you. In filming the dances

and dancers in Kodachrome, you will

find //8 a good exposure on a clear day.

For side lighted closeups, open the dia-

phragm a half stop or a whole stop

more, if green prevails.

The Kodak Stores will also provide

you with a map of Oahu, which in-

cludes a guide to the best shots on the

island, a full list of which is too long

to be included here. There are also

numerous special events that you may
film, depending on the time you visit

the Islands. For example, in July, you
can film the Annual Luau, or feast, on
Oahu.

When your steamer leaves Honolulu,

go early to get shots of the crowds, the

band and the lei girls. Stage a scene of

somebody throwing leis about the neck

of one of your departing friends and

capture candid camera shots of others

on the pier, as their friends present

them with leis.

Then film the pier from the boat, the

Aloha Tower as a parting symbol and
the pier again as the boat swings away.

As the ship puts out to sea, many of

the passengers, following a present day
custom, will cast their leis on the water,

as an indication of their wish to return.

A good sequence could be made of a

friend, reluctantly taking off his leis

and casting them on the blue Pacific.

Then, if your camera eye is sharp, you
may be able to film the thrifty lei ven-

dors, swimming or paddling out in

boats to pick them up for resale.

For a closing shot of these beautiful

islands, film Diamond Head and the

disappearing coast line, with a part of

the ship's gear in the foreground, then

slowlv fade out. Aloha!
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Cash required with order. The closing date for

the receipt of copy is the tenth of the month pre-

ceding issue. Remittance to cover goods offered

for sale in this department should be made to the

advertiser and not to Movie Makers. New classi-

fied advertisers are requested to furnish references.

| Movie Makers does not always examine the
equipment or films offered for sale in CLASSI-
FIED ADVERTISING and cannot state whether
these are new or used. Prospective purchasers
should ascertain this fact from advertisers before
buying.

10 Cents a Word Minimum Charge, $2

| Words in capitals, except first word and
5 cents extra.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

B BASS SAYS: Independence of worry when you
buy from BASS. Money back guarantee. USED:
CAMERAS—8mm. Bolex, latest model with
Plasmat f/1.5, focusing: mount, case, $195.00;
16mm. Simplex Pockette Magazine, Ilex //3.5
lens, S22.50; 16mm. Cine-Kodak Model B, //3.5
lens, $22.50; 16mm. Cine-Kodak Model M, f/3.5
lens, $24.50; 16mm. Filmo 75, 100 foot, Cooke
f/3.5 lens, $29.50; 16mm. Cine-Kodak Model K,

f/3.5, focusing, $39.50; 16mm. Simplex Pockette,

//1.9 Kodak lens, focusing mount. $55.00; 16mm.
Cine-Kodak Model K, f/1.9, focusing, $60.00;
16mm. Cine-Kodak Magazine, f/1.9 lens, focus-
ing mount, S82.50; 16mm. Movikon 16, Sonnar

f/1.5 lens, $257.50; 16mm. Cine-Kodak Special, lat-

est model, 1" f/1.9 lens, $307.50; LENSES—1"

Bausch & Lomb f/1.9 Tessar, focusing C mount,
$20.00; 1" Berthiot Tele f/1.9, focusing C mount,
$32.50; I"/'" Wollensak //3.5 for Bell St Howell
8, $34.50; 2" Berthiot Tele //3.5, focusing C
mount, $25.00; 3" Berthiot Tele f/3.5. focusing
C mount, $35.00; 3%" Cooke f/3.3. focusing A
mount, and filter, S55.00; 4J4" Carl Zeiss Tele-
Tessar //6.3, focusing C mount, S37.50; 6" Dall-
meyer //4.5 telephoto, A mount, $37.50; PRO-
JECTORS—16mm. DeVry Model C, 250 watt,
motor drive, $18.75; 16mm. Kodascope Model A,
200 watt, $22.50; 16mm. Keystone A-Sl, 750 watt,
$44.50; 16mm. Kodascope EE, 750 watt, $44.50;
16mm. Ampro Model A, 400 watt, complete with
case, $45.00; 16mm. Bell & Howell Model 57G,
250 watt, with case, $45.00; 16mm. Bell & Howell
Showmaster, 1600 foot reels, 750 watt with case,

S135.00. FADE-OUTS AND EFFECTS: Fadette,
fits most lenses, complete, $5.95; Bool-Fader, a big
seller, complete 64 effects, $17.50; Fade-O-
Scope, a new polaroid fader, SI 8.75. SOUND
PROTECTORS: The new RCA 16mm. S.O.F.
Model PG 170, 750 watt, complete, S300.00; the
new Revere Double 8 camera with //3.5 lens,

$29.50; new Revere Double 8 turret camera with
//2.5 lens, $65.00; new Revere Double 8 Model B
projector. 500 watt, $59.50. UP-TO-THE-MIN-
UTE-TEXT-BOOKS: Home Processing, all nec-
essary information, by Harris, postpaid, $2.00;
How to Title Home Movies, postpaid, 50c; Trick
Effects with the Cine Camera, postpaid, $1.00;
Exposing Cine Film, $1.00 postpaid; ideas for
Short Films, $1.00 postpaid. The new 72-page
Bass Cine Bargaingram No. 245 will be ready
soon. Largest Cine catalog in the world. Mail
name for copy. BASS CAMERA COMPANY.
Dept. CC, 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

GUARANTEED, COMPLETE, OVER-
HAULED BARGAINS. S, 16, 35mm. cameras,
projectors, sound and silent. Sound projectors:

16nim. Victor Model 25 AC, 750 watt lamp,
$175.00; Bell & Howell, Model 120, 750 watt lamp,
$1S5.00; DeVry Challenger, 15 watt amplifier,

$185.00; RCA, PB 139, 750 watt lamp, $125.00.
35mm. projectors: Double Universal. 2000 ft.,

$375.00; DeVry QRS, 2000 ft. double, complete,
$225.00; Simplex Acme, 2000 ft. machines, com-
plete with RCA amplifier & speaker, changeover
box and cables, $725.00. PARTS, RENTALS,
FILMS, TRADES, REPAIRS. Write for FREE
bargain list. WORLD FILM ENTERPRISES,
630 Ninth Ave., New York City.

NEW MAGAZINE CINE EIGHT FOR IM-
MEDIATE DELIVERY. Full list price offered
for your Model 20 Eastman, for your Model 25
Eastman, for your Keystone f/3.5, for your Key-
stone f/2.7 or for your Bell & Howell Companion
on this camera. Write for other liberal allowances
for your present camera or equipment. NATIONAL
CAMERA EXCHANGE, established 1914, 11 S.
Fifth St., Minneapolis, Minn.

Are you going to drive through Yel-
lowstone National Park this summer?
Then, don't miss Yellowstone movies,

by Vincent H. Hunter. ACL, in

August MOVIE MAKERS. It's the

best up to date story on filming Yel-
lowstone that we have read.

Who will

win the

Hiram Percy

Maxim

Award for

1940?

Who will place in MOVIE
MAKERS 1940 Ten Best?
(The world's oldest annual selection of
the best amateur movies open to all

The Hiram Percy Maxim Me-
morial Award is given to the

movie maker who has produced
the best picture in the General
Class of the Ten Best, chosen
by MOVIE MAKERS.
The name of the winner of the

Award is inscribed on the
Maxim Memorial at League
headquarters. He receives a
replica in miniature of the
Memorial and a cash prize of

sioo.no
Every movie maker has a chance
at this award and a place in

MOVIE MAKERS selection of
the Ten Best.

It is only necessarv to send vour
entries to MOVIE MAKERS so
that they will arrive before five

o'clock, October 15, and to

accompany them with the entry
form below, properly filled in

and signed.
In the Ten Best selection, there are two
places in the Special Class (films for
which the maker received compensation
from a client) and eight places in the
General Class ( film* lor which the maker
did not receive compensation from a
client).

The Hiram Percy Maxim Award is given
to the producer of the picture that the
staff of MOVIE MAKERS considers as
the best all around film of the eight
that place in the GENERAL CLASS of
the Ten Best.

To classify entries properlv. send the
certificate below with each film that
you submit.

You may submit films for consideration
as early as you wish and vou mav submit
as many subjects as you wish. All ama-
teur movies, 8mm. and 16mm., long and
short, are eligible (except that 35mm.
films are admitted only if they qualify
in the General Class).

Send entries and certificate to

MOVIE MAKERS
420 Lexington Avenue
New York, N. Y.

Place

Date

I (name)
certify that

:

1. I have received compensation from
a client for

2. I have not received compensation
from a client for, and will not re-
ceive compensation, sell or rent prior
to December 1, 1940,

a motion picture made by me entitled :

(name of film)

(signature)

FULL LIST PRICE ALLOWED FOR: East-
man Model 20 toward a new Bell S: Howell Sport-
ster. Kodascope EE toward Bell & Howell Filmo-
master. Filmo-master 16mm. projector toward Bell
& Howell Filmosounds. Eastman 8mm. Models or
Bell & Howell Sportster toward a Bell & Howell
Turret or an 8mm. Bolex. 500 watt Keystone to-

ward a new Bell & Howell 8mm. projector. AS
NEW: Bell & Howell Sportster with Wind-Bak,
$75.00; Bel! & Howell Companion with Wind-Bak.
$49.50; Bell & Howell Turret with Wind-Bak,
$129.50; S369.00 Bell & Howell Filmosound, fac-

tory guarantee, $250.00; Eastman Mode! B, f/1.9
100' 16mm. camera, S42.50; Eastman Magazine
f/1.9. $75.00; Eastman Model 50 Kodascope,
$25.00; $215.00 Eastman Model L, 750 watt lamp
and case, S79.50; 1" //1.3 Laack lens, $39.50;
15mm. f/1.5 Dallmeyer lens, $49.50; 16mm. Bolex,
Hektor" //1.4 lens and case, $175.00; 3" //4 Wol-
lensak. $29.50; 30 x 40 beaded screen with tri-

pod, $7.95; 36 x 48 beaded screen with tripod,

$10.50; 39 x 52 beaded screen with tripod, $12.50.
USED: Victor Model 24-B sound projector, $97.50;
16mm. Ampro, silent, 750 watt Model K, 1600'

arms. $97.50. Hundreds of other bargains. Write
NATIONAL CAMERA EXCHANGE, estab-
lished 1914, 11 So. 5th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

USED BARGAINS: Filmo 70E with 1" f/1.9
Cinor lens, reg. price $160.00, S100.00; Filmo 141
with 1" f/2.7 lens, leg-, price $115.00, $80.00;
Filmo 141 with 1" //1.9 Cinor lens. leg. price
$138.00, S99.50; Filmo 70A, 1" //3.5 lens, reg.

price $125.00, $25.00; Cine-Kodak Mod. B, f/1.9
lens, reg. price $150.00, $47.50; Cine Ensign 16mm.
camera, f/3.5 lens, reg. price $100.00, $35.00;
Filmo 8mm. Companion, f/3.5 lens, reg. price
$49.50, $36.50; Filmo 8mm. Sportster. //2.5 lens,

reg. price S75.00, $53.50; 8mm. Cine-Kodak S/20
Model, //3.5 lens, reg. price $29.50. $19.50: 8mm.
Keystone, f/3.5 lens, reg. price $26.50, $18.50.
WILLOUGHBYS, 110 W. 32nd St., N. Y. C.

FILMS FOR RENTAL OR SALE

M FOR SALE: 16mm. Kodachrome movie films
of Hawaii—surfing, hula dancing, coconut tree

climbing, Hawaiian flowers and general scenes.
Original exposed Kodachrome 25c per foot. Du-
plicate prints $12.50 for 100 feet in following
subjects—"Paradise of the Pacific," "Flowers of
Hawaii," "Hula Dancing," "Surfing," "Fishes of
Hawaii"—add these gorgeous color sequences to
your film library—high in entertainment quality.
35mm. Kodachrome transparencies—75c each,
$7.50 per dozen. KODAK HAWAII, Ltd., 1065
Kapiolani Blvd., Honolulu, Hawaii. U. S. A.

| A REAL opportunity! Closing out a number
of 16mm. sound and silent films at very attractive

rates. Send for list today. INSTITUTIONAL
CINEMA SERVICE, Inc.. 1560 Broadway, New
York City.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

m EXCHANGE: Silent pictures, $1.00 reel. Fin-
est sound film programs, rent reasonable; also
sell. CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY, 1041 Tefferson
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

SOUND and silent films exchanged, bought,
rented, sold. Plenty bargains. New free lists.

FRANK LANE, 5 Little BIdg., Boston, Mass.

| LATEST S-16mm. professional releases. 8mm.
films rented and exchanged. NIAGARA HOME
MOVIE SUPPLY, 360 Auburn Ave., Buffalo,
N. V.

TRADING OFFERS

PUMP SHOTGUNS, target pistols, binoculars
and medical microscopes accepted in trade on
everything photographic, such as Leicas, Con-
taxes, Eastman and Bell & Howell motion picture
equipment, Da-Lite Screens and Webster sound
equipment including public address systems, ampli-
fiers, etc. Write for catalog. NATIONAL
CAMERA EXCHANGE, established in 1914, 11
S. 5th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

MISCELLANEOUS

SMM. TITLES by LaMar. Stock and custom
made titles. Free catalogue. (Dealer's inquiries in-
vited.) RIEDEL FILMS, 2221 W. 67th St.,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Are you going to shoot your vacation

on 8mm. film? Then read Take your

time, by Carl Nerish, ACL. in August

MOVIE MAKERS. Mr. Nerish tells

how he gets his fine candid cine shots

when he travels.



In the line-up of six lenses are, left to right, the 76 mm. (3 inch)

f/4.5, price $38.50; the 50 mm. (2 inch) f/l.6, price $80; the

114 mm. (4\ 2 inch) f/4.5, price $53.50; the 63 mm. (2V2 inch)

f/2.7, price $53.50; the 152 mm. (6 inch) f/4.5, price $78.50; and

the 102 mm. (4 inch) f/2.7 lens, price $68.50. In the row of three

units are the standard 25 mm. (1 inch) f/l.9, the accessory lens

adapter for Magazine Cine-Kodak, price $6.50; and the 15 mm.

f/2.7 focusing wide-angle lens, price $47.50.

J_jEAP over the crowd, over the side lines and into the heart

of the action for thrilling close-ups . . . close in on camera-shy

subjects from afar . . . don't let distance defeat you; make an

asset of it.

W ith a Cine-Kodak telephoto or long-focus accessory lens,

the scope of your movie making is importantly widened. For

you have not only the "seven league boots" of cinematog-

raphy; you have a lens of superb quality and workmanship.

Your telephoto shots are clear, crisp, and beautiful as well as

far-reaching.

For the famous 16 mm. Cine-Kodaks—Magazine Cine-

Kodak and Model K—there are six available long-focus

lenses and a 15 mm. wide-angle lens. For Cine-Kodak Eight,

Model 60, there's a lj^-inch telephoto. And for the Maga-
zine Cine-Kodak Eight, there are five long-focus lenses,

available as accessories.

Select a Cine-Kodak accessory lens and begin your con-

quest of a whole new world of movie-making opportunities.

ASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y
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ft TO STRIVE FOR
J UflL THE HIRAM PERCY MAXIM MEMORIAL AWARD

At the headquarters of the Amateur Cinema League, there stands a tall

pillar, surmounted by a shining silver globe. This is both a monument

to the memory of Hiram Percy Maxim, Founder of the Amateur Cinema

League and its first President, and a living statement of his movie

making ideals. On its surface is inscribed, each year, the name of the

winner of the Hiram Percy Maxim Award, forming a roll of honor of

the world's greatest amateur movie makers.

This Award is bestowed on the maker of the best picture in the

General Class of Movie Makers annual selection of the Ten Best Non
Theatrical Films and it carries with it a replica, in miniature, j- p#%

of the Hiram Percy Maxim Memorial and a cash prize of '

I UU.

Every movie maker has a chance to win this award,

the highest recognition offered to amateur filmers. To
try for it this year, it is only necessary to submit a film

for consideration for

ft-

HIRAM
PERCY
MAXIM
MEMORI AL

THE judges seek only quality, and film width

does not play a part. Each picture is

judged on its own merits, whether it be an

elaborate travel reel or a simple family film.

Quality of workmanship, excellence of con-

tinuity, movie imagination and intelligence

are deciding factors, no matter whether the

picture be long or short, black and white or

color.

Don't miss your chance at the 1940 Ten

Best and the Hiram Percy Maxim Award!

Send your film early; accompany it with

a certificate of entry. Remember that five

o'clock, October 75, is the deadline for

1940/

Send the Certificate Below With Each Film That You Submit

1. I

2.

r :

. ember 1, 1940,

) :

MOVIE MAKERS
Ten Best Non Theatrical

Films of 1940

the oldest annual selection of out-

standing amateur movies in the

world and open to all movie

makers.

The Ten Best are chosen by
the staff of Movie Makers from

all the films seen by them dur-

ing the year. All films sent to the

League for review by its mem-
bers are considered automatically

for the Ten Best. However, the

selection is not limited to League

members, and any movie maker
can send one or more entries for

consideration. League members'
films sent for review earlier in

the year, and subsequently edited,

titled, or otherwise improved.

should be submitted again for

final consideration.

It is only necessary to send

your entries to Movie Makers
so that they will arrive before

five o'clock, October 15, and to

accompany them with the entry

form below, properly filled in and
signed.

In the Ten Best selection, there

are two places in the Special

Class (films for which the maker
received compensation from a

client) and eight places in the

General Class (films for which
the maker did not receive com-
pensation from a client).

The Hiram Percy Maxim
Award is given to the maker of

the picture that the staff of

Movie Makers considers as the

best all around film of the eight

that place in the General Class

of the Ten Best.

Here are a few, simple rules governing the

selection of MOVIE MAKERS Ten Best Non

Theatrical Films and the Hiram Percy Maxim
Award.

1. Five o'clock, October 15, is the deadline. All films to

be considered for 1940 Ten Best and the Maxim Award
must reach Movie Makers office, at 420 Lexington Avenue,
New York, N. Y., before that time.

2. In the Ten Best, .eight places are allotted to the General
Class (films for which the maker did not not receive compensa-
tion from a client) and two places are allotted to the Special
Class (iilms for which the maker did receive compensation
from a client).

3. The winner of the Hiram Percy Maxim Award is chosen
from among the pictures placing in the General Class.

4. To classify entries, the certificate below must be provided
for each film that is to be considered in the final selection.

After October 15, when the Ten Best is closed to new entries,

a tentative selection will be made by the staff of Movie Makers
for Ten Best. Any films that are not already accompanied by
certificates must be provided with these, and this must be
accomplished by November 6, 1940, before five o'clock. Tele-
graph and cable will be used in the case of those persons living
so far away from New York City that an exchange of mail
would be difficult.

However, to save time and correspondence, it is requested
that the certificate accompany the film when it is sent to

Movie Makers for consideration.

5. The General Class of the Ten Best is open to films of
any width, black and white or color, silent or sound, except
that 35mm. inflammable film cannot be received.

6. The Special Class of the Ten Best is open only to films
originally produced on substandard stock (16mm. and smaller
widths).

7. Entries are welcome from movie makers outside the United
States, but these must be on film stock manufactured in the
United States, for, otherwise, there is a customs duty which
Movie Makers will not pay.

8. Phonograph records for musical accompaniments cannot be
received from outside the United States. Phonograph records
can be submitted with films sent from within the United States,
but they must be accompanied by clearly prepared score sheets
that indicate the order of the records and the time at which
the operator is to shift from one record to another. Type-
written narrative may be submitted with a picture that is

planned for presentation with spoken commentary. Musical
and narrative accompaniments will be judged on their own
merits.

9. No Officer or Director of the Amateur Cinema League and
no staff member of the League or its magazine is eligible to

compete in the Ten Best or to receive the Maxim Award.
10. Films will be reviewed and returned promptly, but it

may take a period of two weeks or more to review films sub-
mitted after October 2, because of the last minute rush.

11. Selection of the Ten Best Non Theatrical Films, the
Honorable Mentions and the Hiram Percy Maxim Award
will be made by the editorial staff of Movie Makers, and the
judges will decline to undertake discussion of their decisions,
after they are made.

12. The competition for placement in Movie Makers Ten
Best Non Theatrical Films of 1940 and the receipt of the
Hiram Percy Maxim Memorial Award is open to anybody
anywhere, subject to the provisions of these rules.

MOVIE MAKERS, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.

il



MAKES YOt/R PfCTi/RES REAL -

TAKE ALL OF IT

Revere Model 99 Turret Camera
You can now own a "Turret 8" at a reason-

able price—and take those distant action

scenes—by revolving: turret head instantly.

The Revere Model 99 has all the features

of the Model 88 plus a "precision-built" re-

volving 3-lens turret and an extra optical

view finder for use with 1" and l 1/^" tele-

photo lenses. Complete with one Wollensak
12.5 mm. F2.5 lens $65.00

Revere 8 Projector

Your dealer will demonstrate its brilliance,

steadiness and ease of operation. A scientific

optical system with 500 watt lamp and 1 inch

lens that does wonders for your color and
black and white pictures. 300 foot reels,

double blower cooling system, enclosed film

rewind, powerful, quiet AC-DC motor and
many other features. Complete with 500 watt
lamp and F1.6 lens $59.50

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY- CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA • KANSAS CITY • MINNEAPOLIS • LOS ANGELES • DALLAS

IN COLOR MOVIES J

WITH THE

/

5-SKEB

CAMERA
Why be satisfied with "still" pictures? Take con-

tinuous motion—your children while they are play-

ing—your friends in action on the beach. Record
permanently action scenes you may wish to keep
fresh in your memory. With the Revere Double 8
Camera you can take brilliant life-like movies in

full color or black and white just by pressing a

button. The Revere gives you clear, steady movies
that you can project life size, yet it uses economical
8 mm. film. Even a school child can load and thread
the Revere and get beautiful theatre-quality movies.
Positive re-wind—no snubbing of film—has fast or
slow motion features. See this marvelous instrument
at your dealers today! Mail coupon below for full

details

!

Revere Model 88

Double 8 Camera
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DA-LITE JUNIOR SCREEN
This model is a "junior" in size and type of mount-
ing only. In picture quality it equals the highest
priced screens in the Da-Lite line. Four sizes from
§2.00* up. The 30" x 40" is only $5.00*.

DA-LITE CHALLENGER
This model, shown at the right, consists of a
Da-Lite Glass Beaded surface in a metal case to
which a tripod is pivotally and permanently at-
tached. It is a complete, compact unit, easy to
carry and easy to set up anywhere — the only
screen with square tubing to hold the case in
perfect alignment. Twelve sizes including square
sizes 30" x 40" to 70" x 94" inclusive from $12.50*
up.

YOUR
FRIENDS

SAY. . .

//

let's see it /
again!
*v

When You ShowYourMovies
GLASS-BEADED

SCREEN
ON A

(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

It's a fact! The greater light reflective quality of
the Da-Lite Glass Beaded Screen can make a
marvelous difference in the quality of your home
movie shows. If you are now using a make-shift
screen or if your present screen has become
streaked or yellowed with age, even the most
carefully taken pictures will not look bright or
clear. But don't take our word for it. Make your
own comparison. Send for a free swatch of a
Da-Lite Class Beaded Screen and put it beside
your present screen. The greater brilliance of
the Da-Lite Glass Beaded surface will amaze you.
Also compare Da-Lite Glass Beaded Screens with
other screens, beaded or otherwise. The specially
constructed Da-Lite Beaded surface reflects the
maximum of light, yet without sparkling or

DA-LITE SCREEN
Dept. 8MM. 2723 N.

glare. This is because of Da-Lite's exclusive proc-

esses of treating the fabric, and superimposing

the million- of tiny glass beads so uniformly

over the entire screen area. Your Kodachrome
pictures especially need this brighter light re-

flective surface. Natural color films, being more
dense than black and white film, require more
reflected light. The Da-Lite Glass Beaded surface

not only reflects more light but has excellent

diffusive qualities which make it ideal for gen-

eral use in connection with all types of movie
and slide projectors which have Mazda lamps.

Get your- new Da-Lite Glass Beaded Screen at

your dealer's today and see how much more
pleasure your movie shows bring to family and
friends. Write for descriptive literature.

COMPANY, INC.
Crawford Ave./ Chicago, III.

DA-LITE MODEL B

This popular-priced hanging- screen
has a metal case to protect the
Da-Lite Glass Beaded fabric when
not in use. Twelve sizes including-
square sizes from 22" x 30" to
63" x 84". From $7.50* up.

*Prices slightly higher o?i Pacific Coast,

M. te Screens AND MOVIE
ACCESS ORIE
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NEW
LOW
PRICES!

FOR

OFFICIAL FILMS
HOME MOVIES

I 6 mm 8 mr

FREE!
Write for Complete
New Illustrated Cata-
logue of All Pro-
ductions for 1940-41.

Because the demand for Official Films

has been so great, we have been able

to make slashing price reductions in our

entire list of films! So now It's even eas-

ier to own "The Best in Home Movies"!

For Example:

"Monarchs of the Ring"

Feature Contains Following Fights:

Firpo vs. Willard Dempsey vs. Tunney

Paolino vs. Wills Dempsey vs. Firpo

Dempsey vs. Carpentier Louis vs. Galento

Louis vs. Schmeling (both tights)

NEW LOW PRICES
I 6 mm 8 mm

Feature 360 feet 9.75 180 feet 5.50
Short 100 feet 3.50 50 feet 1 .75
Sound-on-Film 350 feet I 7.50

Insist on

OFFICIAL FILMS
330 West 42nd Street, New York City

In Canada, General Films, 1924 Rose St.,

Regina, Saskatchewan

"The Best In Home Movies"

Closeups—What
I he Last Review, that stirring saga of

the horse drawn artillery, has had its

last review at the hands of George A.

Ward, ACL, its producer. A Ten Best

award winner in 1934, this two reel,

16mm. monochrome film has been a

constant favorite in military and movie

making circles ever since. Mr. Ward, as

good a showman as he was a cinematog-

rapher, presented it with sound effects

and music on the double turntable, and

he lists among his many audiences the

United States War Department, Wash-

ington, D. C; New York National

Guard units, in New York and Brook-

lyn; the 105th Field Artillery Veterans'

Association, New York City; the Met-

ropolitan Motion Picture Club and the

Hartford Cinema Club. Now, like the

veteran artillery horse it glorifies, the

picture has been generously retired

from active service to the historic film

archives of the League. Of it, Hiram

Percy Maxim, the League's Founder

President, wrote to Mr. Ward in 1935:

"It is a tremendously strong film and

marks a high point in amateur cinema-

tography. My congratulations!"

Dr. Numa P. Dunne, ACL, of Oakland,

Calif., has won first honors in the open-

ing week of the series of movie contests

sponsored by the Golden Gate Inter-

national Exposition. His award winning

film, which he made last year, was de-

scribed by Dr. Dunne in the July. 1939.

number of Movie Makers, and it still

offers a fine guide to picture the San

Francisco show. For three days, on an-

other occasion. Dr. Dunne presented his

color scenic, California Trails, in the

Auditorium Theatre of Pacific House.

A part of this feature length subject is

the one reel Colorful Yosemite, with

which he won Honorable Mention from

this magazine in 1938.

Unless you are prepared to back up
your advice to others with the real Mc-
Coy yourself, you had better not write

an advisory article for this magazine.

Seems that no sooner had Robert F.

Gowen. ACL, shot the works in our

July number, with Three Kinds of

Camp Films, than an eager camp direc-

tor pounced on him to make a movie

of his own summer haven. But the trou-

ble was that the director wanted some-

thing "different"—a fourth kind, obvi-

ously. Author and producer Gowen
turned in desperation to the League's

consulting staff for an idea . . . and the

worst of it is that, at the moment of

writing, we're stuck ourselves!

Although pretty well accustomed to

publicity gags themselves, Paramount
Pictures, on the West Coast, thought

they were getting their corporate leg

Paramount Pictures

The Hollywoods at Hollywood meet

Grace McDonald on Paramount set

pulled recently when a friend advised

them that the Hollywood family, of

New York City, would presently visit

Hollywood, Calif. But they took a

chance, only to find that such was in-

deed the case, with the expedition head-

ed by Joseph F. Hollywood, ACL, well

known 8mm. amateur of Manhattan. In

our picture, the Hollywood family

—

father, mother, son and daughter—are

shown in admiring conclave with Grace

McDonald, star of Paramount's Danc-

ing on a Dime.

In The Invisible Builder, running 800

feet of 16mm. Kodachrome, Dr. C.

Enion Smith, ACL, of Chicago, has

compiled as exhaustive a compendium

of trick photography as ever dazzled

the eyes of the League's consultants.

Establishing, at the film's beginning,

the age old interest of mankind in a

fundamental animating principle of life,

Dr. Smith continues with mock serious-

ness to suggest that here, or possibly

there, is discovered the central secret.

In his ingenious series of varied experi-

ments, the producer uses singly and in

combination practically all the facil-

ities of stop motion, reverse motion,

frame by frame animation and split

screen multiple exposure. His subjects

range all the way from flowers to fly-

ing machines, rag dolls to entire toy vil-

lages.

To help sell his services as a movie

maker to the company which already

employed him in another capacity, L. B.

Reed, ACL, of Los Angeles, Calif., re-

cently completed a beautiful and im-

pressive film, tracing water power from

the thunder clouds to the streams and

thence through the generators of the

Los Angeles Department of Water and

Power, where Mr. Reed is employed.

Entitled Reaping the Raindrops, Mr.

Reed's movie is made on 200 feet of

8mm. Kodachrome.

Particularly noteworthy in this film

are the scenes of storm clouds and of

fog creeping into the California valleys,

while one shot of a green willow, re-

flected in a still blue pool, is an unfor-

gettable color study.



CASTLE FILMS
tXCLUSIVE-AUTHENTK

16 AND 8 mm MOVIES

BATTLE
Every projector owner

can now obtain this

amazing record of a

tragic chapter in modern

history-order 'Battle For

France" today at your

photographic dealer.

Daring under-fire motion picture record showing

:

Heroic evacuation of Dunkerque under terrific land

and sky fire!

Nazi air fleet bombs Paris environs.

France's heroic armies retreating over devastated

and flooded countryside.

Thousands of civilians fleeing under terror of Nazi

air and tank stampede.

Famed Maginot line evacuated.

Paris surrendered.

FOR

FRANCE
AND FATAL END

Send this Handy Order Form to your photographic dealer NOW

CASTLE FILMS
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YORK
FIELD BUILDING

CHICAGO

RUSS BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO

Please send Castle Films' BATTLE FOR FRANCE

in the size and edition checked below.

16 mm SIZE 8 mm SIZE

Headline

100 Feet

$3.50

Complete

360 Feet

$8.75

Sound

350 Feet

$17.50

Headline

50 Feet

$1.75

Complete

180 Feet

$5.50

Nome.

Address_

City State.
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FREE FILM REVIEWS
You can borrow these new publicity movies without charge

THESE films, the latest publicity pic-

tures produced, are offered on loan,

without charge. Some may be available

to individuals, and others are available

only to clubs or groups. In certain

cases, the type of organization to which

the films are lent without charge is

specified. To borrow these films for a

screening, write directly to the distribu-

tor, whose address is given. (Note care-

fully the restrictions mentioned in each

case.)

The Story of Palm Beach, 700 feet,

8mm. black and white silent. Produced

by Kendall T. Greenwood, ACL.

Offered to: groups and clubs.

Available from: L. S. Goldsmith,

9 East 51st Street, New York City.

The Story of Palm Beach is the story,

not of the famous resort, but of the

cloth intended for summer wear. In the

picture, which begins with the finished

suit and then explains how it was fab-

ricated from raw mohair, we follow the

processes of transformation through the

factory and the research laboratory to

the point where the cloth is finished

and ready for marketing. Made on

8mm. film, The Story of Palm. Beach

takes one behind the scenes in the

Goodall Mills, tracing every mechanical

process.

This movie was one of the first 8mm.
industrial films.

Washington, Shrine of American
Patriotism, two reels, 16mm. black and

white sound on film.

Offered to: groups, particularly

Parent-Teacher Associations, luncheon

clubs, civic organizations, churches and
industrial groups.

Available from: Y.M.C.A. Motion
Picture Bureau, 347 Madison Avenue,

New York City; also 19 South LaSalk
Street, Chicago, 111. Available only in

the following States: Alabama, Arkan
sas, Connecticut, Delaware (northern)

Georgia, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kan
sas, Kentucky (western), Louisiana

Maine, Maryland (western), Massa
chusetts, Michigan. Minnesota, Missis

sippi, Missouri, Nebraska, New Hamp
shire. New Jersey, New York, Ohio
Oklahoma. Pennsylvania. Rhode Island

Tennessee (western), Texas (Houston
Austin, San Antonio, Dallas and Ft

Worth only), Vermont. West Virginia.

Wisconsin.

W ashington, Shrine of American Pa-

triotism, presented by the Baltimore

and Ohio Railroad, is a thorough and

attractive study of the United States

capital. Distinguished by excellence of

narration, given by Alois Havrilla, and

by an exceptionally high standard of

photography, the film shows Congress

in session; the original Declaration of

Independence and Constitution of the

United States; views of the Capitol,

Congressional Library, Washington

Monument. White House, Lincoln Me-

morial. Arlington Cemetery and Tomb
of the Unknown Soldier, Mount Ver-

non, Department of Commerce and

other buildings in the Federal Triangle

group.

In the National Museum, one sees

The Spirit of St. Louis, Lindbergh's fa-

mous airplane, and the original Star

Spangled Banner that inspired Francis

Scott Key to write our national anthem.

The East Room in the White House
and the President's private office are

shown. How money is printed, how the

F. B. I. agents are instructed and how
fingerprinting is done—all are part of

the film.

Give alternate dates in requesting

a booking, also the name of your or-

ganization and the make of your pro-

jector.

Fashion's Favorite, 16mm. and 35mm.
black and white sound on film, pro-

duced by Caravel Films.

Offered to: organized groups only.

Available from: Rayon Department,

E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Company,
Empire State Building, New York City.

Fashion's Favorite is principally an

explanation of the manufacture of ray-

on yarn, but it also pictures the impor-

tant characteristics of rayon.

America, Yesterday, Today and To-

morrow, 400 feet, 16mm. and 35mm.
sound on film, black and white, pro-

duced by The National Industrial Coun-

cil.

Offered to: organized groups only.

Available from: The National In-

dustrial Council, 14 West 49th Street,

New York City.

America, Yesterday, Today and To-

morroiv is the story of American char-

acter and the part it has played in in-

dustrial progress. Individual initiative

encouraged by guarantees of "Life, Lib-

erty and the Pursuit of Happiness" has

been the reason for America's leader-

ship in new inventions and living stand-

ards. As John S. Young, the commenta-

tor, points out, pessimists and doubters

are not new in the American scene, but

American enterprise has never been
daunted. A historical pageant, as well

as a significant economic study, the film

should appeal both to youngsters and
to older people.

Apply for reservations well in ad-

vance of booking date.

Life Begins Again, two reels, sound on

film. 16mm. and 35mm. black and
white.

Offered to: groups.

Available from: Western Electric

Company, Motion Picture Bureau, 195

Broadway, New York City.

Life Begins Again is an entertaining

presentation, showing how the Audi-

ometer is used, particularly in schools,

to measure hearing ability, both in

groups and for individuals, and how,

by means of the Audiphone. those whose

hearing is found to be defective are

enabled to hear clearly again. Included

in the film is an animated sequence,

which demonstrates how the human au-

ditory system functions.

Life Begins Again portrays a young

girl who has not been doing well in

class and whose poor hearing has been

brought forcibly to her parents' atten-

tion by a near accident. She is tested

with her schoolmates by means of a

group Audiometer. At the end, after

tests and examinations, she is enabled

to hear well.

Frontiers of the Future, one reel,

16mm. and 35mm. sound on film, black

and white.

Offered to: organized groups only.

Available from: The National In-

dustrial Council, 14 West 49th Street,

New York City.

Frontiers of the Future gives us a

glimpse of the research activities in

which great industries are engaged and

demonstrates that the economic future

of America is as promising as the past

has been fruitful. Rubber is created

from coal, limestone, salt and water;

artificial wool from cheese; and a wide

variety of products, ranging from face

creams to paving material, is derived

from petroleum.

This film is an inspiring presentation

for students of chemistry and the physi-

cal sciences, as well as a basic social

study aid. "American ingenuity will not

rest." Lowell Thomas says in this pic-

ture. "The frontiers of the future are in

the test tubes of great industrial labo-



® @ @ Remember Ten Best
The AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

whose voice is Movie Makers, is the international or-

ganization of movie amateurs, founded in 1926 and now

serving filmers over the world. The League's consulting

services advise amateurs on plan and execution of their

films, both as to cinematographic technique and con-

tinuity. It serves the amateur clubs of the world in

organization, conduct and program and provides for

them a film exchange. It issues booklets. It maintains

various special services for members. The League

completely owns and operates Movie Makers. The

directors listed below are a sufficient warrant of the

high type of our association. Your membership is

invited. Five dollars a year.

Hiram Percy Maxim, Founder

DIRECTORS OF THE LEAGUE

STEPHEN F. VOORHEES, President

JOHN V. HANSEN, Vice President

A. A. HEBERT, Treasurer .

C. R. DOOLEY ....
MRS. L. S. GALVIN .

W. E. KIDDER ....
HAROLD E. B. SPEIGHT .

FLOYD L. VANDERPOEL .

T. A. WILLARD

ROY W. WINTON, Managing Director

• New York City

Washington, D. C.

• Hartford, Conn.

. New York City

• Lima, Ohio

Kalamazoo, Mich.

• Geneva, N. Y.

Litchfield, Conn.

Beverly Hills, Calif.

. New York City

Address all inquiries to

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, INC.
420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

OCTOBER 15, the final day for the receipt of entries

for Movie Makers selection of the Ten Best Non
Theatrical Films of 1940, may seem far away, in the

lovely days of midsummer; but, by the calendar, it is near

enough for filmers to make specific plans for their footage.

Each year, the quality of films submitted for this oldest

rating of the work of movie amateurs rises to a level above

that of earlier selections. Competence is now taken for

granted; coherence and intelligibility are obvious; the choice

of subjects has wide variety and interest. Personal movie

makers have something to say and they know how to say it.

The 1940 level will rise to a still greater height.

Following the customary division of entries, there will be

the general class of films and the special class, made up of

those pictures for making which the filmer received compen-

sation from a client prior to the close of the competition.

For the crowning reward of excellence, as the staff of this

magazine determines it, the winner of the Hiram Percy

Maxim Memorial Award will be selected from the films that

are given Ten Best rating in the general class. This award

carries a monetary payment of one hundred dollars and a

replica of the Hiram Percy Maxim Memorial, which is in-

stalled at League headquarters. The name of the winner of

the Award will be placed on the Memorial itself.

The Hiram Percy Maxim Memorial Award is the creation

of Percy Maxim Lee, the daughter of the League's Founder,

the late Hiram Percy Maxim. Three annual awards have been

made in past years. Of these, one was given to a citizen of the

United States, who now works in Canada; one was given to a

United States citizen who lives in Mexico; the third was won

by two filmers who live in Canada and are Canadians.

This year, it is confidently expected that many of the

entries will be of a serious nature, by reason of the tragically

disturbed condition of the entire world. Men's hearts are

wrung and their minds are solemn. These facts will find re-

flection in the filming that is now being done and that will be

done before this contest ends. Perhaps films will make direct

comment on the world as it is today. Perhaps they will try to

record whatever of beauty, of peace and serenity they can

find in life about them.

The anticipations of the staff of Movie Makers are always

high, when Ten Best time comes round each year. Amateurs

have never disappointed our hopes. We know that 1940 will

bring especially fine films and that the selections will be made,

as is usual, only after considering many entries of such high

quality as to make decision a matter of long discussion.

The time is none too long. Do not let it escape you. Make

sure that your Ten Best entry arrives within the limit that has

been set. Good luck and good filming.
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With sand 'n everything

that the shore provides

WERE you ever baffled by "CU's," "LS's," "SCU's" and

"MS's," when you wanted to make a movie and were

reading a prepared scenario? Did the terms, "transition."

"cut," "reaction shot" and others floor you before you even

bought the film?

If so, sit back and read this, then load your camera and

start. It is so simple that it's silly, but it is easy to shoot.

We're off to the beach, and a movie camera will furnish the

fun.

No directions are given regarding where to place the cam-

era. The most suitable positions for the camera will be ob-

vious to you as you read the scenes. Simply make sure to

get close enough to catch the action that is needed to put

the idea across. You can add any shots that you may think

of, for this "scenario" is a free for all.

Title:

Sandy Sandwich
(Use the title on the background on this page.)

1. A mound of sand on the beach. (Actually most of

Daddy is under the sand, but his head is sticking out on the

side away from the camera, and he cannot be seen.)

2. Master Johnny starts to dig the mound with his small

shovel and pail. (Watch for a "pay dirt" strike.)

3. Suddenly, the mound cracks and crumbles, as an en-

raged Daddy jumps up and shakes himself.

4. Johnny's amazement and delight at close range.

5. Little Jean runs up and hands Johnny the pail which

he has dropped. She motions to the water.

6. Johnny gets the idea and runs down to the surf, to fill

the pail with cold water.

7. Daddy sits with his back to Johnny, rubbing the sand

from his body.

8. Johnny creeps up with the pail and dashes the water

on Daddy, to wash off the sand.

9. Daddy shows that he doesn't appreciate the help.

10. He picks up the offender and dashes off to the surf,

carrying him along.

11. Daddy gives Johnny a good ducking.

12. In the meantime, little Jean and Mother start unpack-

ing the lunch.

13. An appetizing array of food is ready for consumption.

14. Daddy comes back, carrying Johnny on his shoulders

in fine fettle.

15. Down jumps Johnny; when he lands, sand is sprayed

on part of the lunch.

16. Johnny's plate, with sand falling on the food. (Throw
the sand from just outside camera range.)

17. More dismay and groans from everybody.

18. Johnny is set to work scraping sand from his part of

the lunch, while the others eat their sand free sandwiches.

19. Johnny tosses his food aside and walks away.

20. The rest of the family proceed to eat with gusto.

21. Johnny wanders back and sits down to munch a "hot

FREDERICK G. BEACH, ACL
dog." It doesn't compare very well with the food that Mother
brought.

22. Jean finally weakens and gives part of her food to

Johnny.

23. Mother and Daddy do the same thing.

24. Johnny sits eating in contented fashion, with a siz-

able pile of food. He makes out better than if there had
been no accident.

25. Everybody helps to clean up and pack away the debris.

26. Johnny can't sit still very long, so he fishes a ball out

of a beach bag.

27. Daddy is lying down for his after lunch nap.

28. There is no peace for him as Johnny drags him off to

play catch.

29. There are a few good throws, with Jean trying to grab

the ball now and then.

30. Suddenly a beach patrolman approaches In the dis-

tance.

31. Johnny sees him but Daddy does not.

32. Johnny tosses the ball to Daddy, and he and Jean
turn and walk away quickly.

33. Daddy is ready to throw the ball back and calls to

Jimmy, but to no avail.

34. The patrolman comes to Daddy and tells him that no
ball playing is allowed.

35. Jean and Johnny are watching the procedure from be-

hind a near by umbrella.

36. Daddy is pretty sheepish.

37. The children snicker and have a good laugh with

Mother.

38. All join hands and run into [Continued on page 387]
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IT WAS too bad that grizzled frontiersman, John Colter,

didn't have a movie camera with him when, in 1807, he

stumbled on the region now called Yellowstone National

Park.

When Colter, still wide eyed, reached civilization, he did

the best he could to describe with the simple words of his

limited vocabulary the amazing sights he had seen. But his

powers of description proved a bit too lurid for his listeners.

Everybody laughed and no one believed him. He was dubbed

a champion liar.

The region was called Colter's Hell, and Colter subsided

in disgust. And, stretching it a point, you might say that he

passed along the job he could not do to the movie makers
of today. It is still quite a job.

"Yellowstone Park offers a list of main features and natural

wonders without which no representative film of this region

would be complete. If you are a prospective Yellowstone

filmer with unlimited time and unlimited film, these words

VINCENT H. HUNTER, ACL
are not for you. But, if your time in the park is limited to

a week or less, you may find that the following simple tips

and suggestions will save you time and enable you to deliver

more telling blows with the amount of film you allot to the

job.

Briefly, let us list the main features of Yellowstone:

Old Faithful Geyser, other geysers, hot

springs and hot pools.

Yellowstone Lake, fishing and boating.

Yellowstone Canyon, Upper Falls and

Lower Falls of Yellowstone River.

Mt. Washburn. (Side trip to mountain

top.)

Terraces at Mammoth Hot Springs.

Bears and other animals.

These main points of interest will serve as a framework



upon which to build your film. Naturally, you will see many
other interesting things to record in the park and of

course you will seize all opportunities to personalize your

film.

But, if you do a good job on the main features, you will

find that your film will fall into line quite naturally and,

by spacing these features at intervals through the film, a

satisfactory tempo should result. Avoid static scenes as much
as possible. Your film must be more than a series of beau-

tiful lantern slides. Use people in your pictures, to lend

scale, motion and interest.

Now, let us look at our list in detail.

In filming Old Faithful Geyser, choose your lighting with

care. A side light or back light is most interesting. The best

time is in the morning until ten o'clock and from three

o'clock in the afternoon until sundown. Watch an eruption

through the camera finder and find the correct distance from

the camera to the geyser, so the geyser will not shoot out of

the top of the picture. Don't tilt the camera. People in the

middle distance will give scale to the geyser, but avoid

having people in the immediate foreground if possible.

If a rather strong wind is blowing, I prefer to forget

about lighting and to shoot directly from windward. Doing

this preserves the symmetry of the geyser, which is pref-

erable, even in a perfectly flat light, to a back lighted shot

of a ragged curtain of wind whipped steam and water.

The best way to obtain a correct meter reading is to take

one of the white sand at your feet. Don't worry too much
about underexposing. When the white column shoots into

the sky, you have a high key subject to handle. Under-

exposure is better than overexposure in this case, because

it is essential that there be detail in the geyser. And, since

the surroundings of Old Faithful do not amount to much,

the darker that the sky and trees reproduce, the more dra-

matic and satisfying your picture will be.

You can accomplish this by using a fairly heavy filter

with black and white film; if you are using Kodachrome,

expose for the geyser, and the trees and sky will be just

right.

Take your camera to meals with you at Old Faithful. It is

perfect etiquette to rush precipitatedly from the dining room,

in the middle of dinner, to photograph an eruption. And
watch for that sunset sky. It provides a perfect backdrop

for the geyser. In this case, expose for the sunset colors.

During midday is an ideal time to record the colorful

hot pools and hot springs near Old Faithful. Since the sun

is overhead, the light penetrates deeper into the pools, thus

increasing the color. There is also less steam arising at this

time of day. Some of the most brilliantly colored pools are

Emerald Pool, Morning Glory Pool, Grand Prismatic Spring,

while two of the "must" pools on your list should be Tur-

quoise Pool and Sunset Lake—the first is a large pool of

purest turquoise, with a good mountain background, while

Sunset Lake, a hot lake, is an ever changing kaleidoscope

of orange, yellow and blue.

Remember, if you are shooting into a pool to record the

colors in the depths, you will need a larger diaphragm open-

ing than if you are shooting across a pool, catching the color

on the surface.

There are plenty of other geysers near Old Faithful. Many
of them erupt irregularly, and it is best to

consult a ranger, in preparing your shooting

schedule. However, among others, are Grotto,

Daisy, Riverside and Castle Geysers, which spout

quite regularly. Grand Geyser is a particularly

good movie geyser. Riverside Geyser is best in

the late afternoon, with a back light.

On your way from Old Faithful to Yellow-

stone Lake, you will see some interesting water
lily ponds near the top of the Continental

Divide. Just before you reach West Thumb is a
sign reading, "osprey nest." Here is the place

to unfurl that telephoto lens, to record the home

A check list of what to film
369

and ways and means to do it

life of the ospreys. (Use a tripod, of course!)

From West Thumb to Lake Lodge, the road runs along

the shore of Yellowstone Lake, presenting many vistas of

curving shoreline, rugged, gnarled trees and the ever chang-

ing panorama of the Absaroka Range across the lake.

If you like to fish, try your luck in Yellowstone Lake.

Boats, tackle and fishing guides are available, and your

guide will cook your catch for a picnic dinner, on near by

Stevenson Island. This is the place to personalize your movie
with fishing action and picnic shots.

Yellowstone Canyon is next on our list and on our route.

It is truly a "picture canyon." Viewpoints of its great depth

are many and varied. And, as if this colorful canyon itself

were not enough, there are the Upper and Lower Falls of

the Yellowstone River, to add action and power as well as

beauty to your film.

Make a long shot of the

Upper Falls from the cab-

ins near the lodge. Supple-

ment this by a closeup of

the brink of the falls from

the opposite side of the

river—the hotel side—just

below Chittendon Bridge.

There is a rock walled ob-

servation point on the very

brink, and, if you wish, you

may shoot people on this

point from the rocks

above.

The Lower Falls will

high light most of your

canyon views, since it

drops into the upper

end of Yellowstone Can-

yon in one mighty col-

umn of water, 308 feet

high. The best long

shots of the canyon and
falls can be made from
Artists' Point on the

lodge side and from
Lookout, Grand View
and Inspiration Point

on the hotel side. Use
[Continued on page 388]
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Good vacation films must be made with real care

Frame enlargements

of 8mm. movie, "St.

Lawrence Sketches"

^mm. scenes by

Carl Nerish, ACL

GOOD vacation films and great swoops

across the country cannot be made on

the same trip. A movie maker has either to

cover less ground or to give up any real hope

of bringing back shots that will build them-

selves into an interesting picture. You must

take your time in vacation filming.

On vacations that cover too much territory,

the actual filming may be of the best quality,

with well exposed and nicely focused scenes

and with shots that are steady and. of them-

selves, interesting. But the weakness of mov-

ies made on the run—where we jump out of

our car, press the button for a few feet, jump
back into the automobile quickly and drive on

at top speed—is that there is almost never

enough thought and planning behind the foot-

age. Like anything that a man does well, such

as creating a beautiful garden, painting with

distinction or composing music with success,

movies cannot be made in a hurry.

What is a vacation worth?
But Mr. and Mrs. Hurryup will say, "We

have only two weeks for our vacation!" They
must keep moving, they will insist, if they are

to cover the ground that was planned and if

Bill is to get back to the office on time. Also,

the Johnsons told them that they simply must
see this or that. The Johnsons covered the

whole West last summer in only two weeks.

But what is a vacation worth? Must it

cover so much ground at once, if it is to suc-

ceed? Must a man with a movie camera
spend most of his time in a motor car? Of
course, he can bring back a scattered assort-

ment of animated shots of mountain peaks,

churches, signposts, Indians, with Cousin Ger-

trude, for a high spot, when she wades in the

ocean. These scenes will have great interest

for the actual travelers, for the first two or

three times they are shown, but nobody else

will find them worth seeing. Whoever has

gone over the same ground will find only the

old and trite commonplaces; no new view-

point will have been given to him in this

scrambled film record.

It will lack all the well knit sequences of

people and places (in any one locality) that

are so necessary to set up a real continuity

and to help those who have never visited the

scenes to feel that they have actually lived in

them. These sequences call for time.

Many of us believe that a vacation is better

spent with some leisure in a limited area than

wasted in piling up mileage. In filming St.

Lawrence Sketches and other travelogs, I

have found that the visit is more pleasurable

and the pictures are more interesting, if I

confine my wanderings to one or two definite

localities on each trip. I think that my audi-

ences, as well as myself, find an intimate

knowledge of a few regions more satisfying

CARL NERISH, ACL
than a hazy recollection of a whole continent.

Three rules

When I planned St. Lawrence Sketches last

summer, I lacked a detailed plan for the film,

but I did work out a definite basic idea of

what a good travelog should contain. This is

expressed in three essentials.

1. A limited amount of purely scenic shots,

to serve only to establish the locale.

2. A generous allotment of footage, to be
devoted to scenes of the inhabitants of the

places I visited, doing the things that they

usually do, and all to be without posing.

3. A definite subordination of the members
of the filmer's party. There may be a good
reason to have a record of the nice young
married couple from Vancouver and the jolly

old clergyman and his wife from Nashville,

but these belong in another reel and not in

an interesting film of a vacation that was
spent in places that have their own charm.

St. Lawrence Sketches, filmed on 8mm., is

in two parts; first, it presents life in rural

Quebec in footage that was taken largely on

the He d'Orleans, that quaint region where
life has changed so little in two centuries;

second, the film records sight seeing tours of

the city of Quebec. To assemble the conti-

nuity of these sequences, I stayed in and near

the city for eleven consecutive days, making
no effort to visit all the Atlantic Seaboard
region of Canada.

What people did

In all the film, I tried never to forget that

people must be shown in action and not star-

ing intently at the camera. After a very few
introductory shots of French Canadian land-

scapes and the architectural features, the

movie goes ahead at once to show a long se-

quence of the inhabitants engaged in their

daily farming. There are closeups of plowing

and harrowing, of chicken feeding, strawberry

picking, dogcart driving and of livestock graz-

ing in green pastures. Here the continuity is

aided by titles.

The sequences in the city of Quebec are

more interesting, in my opinion. First, there

are a few introductory and establishing shots

of the chief landmarks—the Chateau Fronte-

nac, Laval University and the Citadel. Then
we go on a tour of the city in a horse drawn
victoria. We see famous places in individual

sequences. Of these, here is a typical ex-

ample.

1. Long shot of carriage moving down nar-

row street, with Basilica in the background.

2. Closeup of coachman describing the

church.

3. Spoken title in dialect: "Thatsa the

Basilique. Eet is [Continued on page 387]
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16mm. scenes by
Charles H. Coles, ACL
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USING

TELEPHOTOS

CHARLES H. COLES, ACL

Chief Photographer of

American Museum of Natural History

TELESCOPES are made to aid the human eye to see dis-

tant objects more clearly, and telephoto lenses are de-

signed to accomplish the same thing for movie cameras. The

basic purpose of the two instruments is exactly parallel.

Telephoto lenses are available, like telescopes, in various

powers. A low powered telescope is light, small, compact and

easy to handle. A high powered glass is larger, and it may

require a special stand. The best of conditions are necessary.

if one is to make best use of its power of magnification. So

it is with telephoto lenses.

The least powerful of the lenses we call telephoto is the

two power lens. Its length or capacity is best explained by

comparing it with the normal lens. For example, if we re-

cord, with a normal lens, a man at a distance of twenty feet

from the camera, and then film the same man with a two

power telephoto lens, but at a distance of forty feet from the

camera, we shall find that the subject is just the same size

on the screen in both cases, in spite of the greater distance

between him and the camera in the second shot.

But if. instead of moving the camera back to a distance of

forty feet for the second shot with the two power lens, we
had kept it at a distance of twenty feet, we should have

found that the image of the man on the screen would have

been twice as tall.

This is an interesting point, because a two power telephoto

lens can be considered as either doubling the apparent size

of an object on the screen or as halving the distance between

the camera and the subject. This fact leads to a consideration

of one of the most useful functions of a less powerful tele-

photo lens—that of enabling the movie maker to obtain close

views from distances that would give only medium or semi

long shots, if a regular camera lens were used.

For example, one can make a medium shot of a given sub-

ject by using a normal lens; then he can put a two power

lens in place and make a close view of the same subject, in

order to show some detail of it more clearly. This procedure

is especially helpful if you are filming in crowded quarters,

in markets, streets and similar places, where it would be awk-

ward to bring the camera as close to the subject as you
would like. The telephoto lens will bridge distance for you.

The two power lens (a two inch lens for 16mm. cameras

and a one inch lens for 8mm. cameras) is one of the most

useful facilities offered

What such lenses

can accomplish

for your films

to a movie maker. With
it. you can film candid

close shots of people,

who, if they were aware
that they were being
filmed, would be camera
shy or self conscious. It

^1 tab. .

• Calf roping at a ro-

deo, taken with a two

inch lens, which gave

enough room in the

frame for action, but

which brings the audi-

ence close enough to

enable them to see

what is happening.

• The same lens as

above. The horse was

centered in the finder.

and the camera was

"'panned," to follow the

action.

• The calf is roped

and the horse is put-

ting on the brakes.

Since action had shift-

ed to far end of corral,

a four inch lens was

used for this shot.

• Cowboy dismount-

ing, to finish "hog ty-

ing" the calf. The four

inch lens was used.

• Calf riding at a ro-

deo. Since there was

only one animal in the

scene, a four inch lens

was used for the whole

action.

is with this lens that you can capture unposed shots of chil-

dren or entirely natural shots of such subjects as people

cheering at a football game or eating candy or "hot dogs."

There are numerous more powerful lenses than the two

power telephoto we have been discussing. There are lenses

with powers of two and a half, three, four and a half and six

for 16mm. cameras. These lenses are commonly known as

two, three and four inch lenses, etc.

They may be used with some 8mm. cameras; when these

lenses are applied to 8mm. machines, their power is exactly

doubled. Thus, a three inch 16mm. lens would, if used

with an 8mm. camera, have the effect of a six power lens.

Telephotos are especially made for 8mm. cameras also,

and such 8 mm. lenses as the one inch (having a two power

value), one and a half inch (having a three power value)

and two inch (having a four power value) are to be had.



• Fire on an outboard

motor racer during a

race, taken with a four

inch lens. Most shots

of action on water re-

quire a telephoto, be-

cause of the distance

from camera to subject.

• A candid closeup,

made at Coney Island

with a two inch lens.

If a one inch lens had

been used, the subject

would have been aware

that she was being

filmed.

• A closeup of a Hopi

Indian, taken during a

dance. A wide angle

lens was used, to show

the whole action; a

two inch lens singled

out one dancer, and a

four inch lens made
this closeup of him.

• Navajo mother and

baby, filmed with a one

inch lens.

• Navajo baby taken

from the same camera

position, with a two

inch lens.

• This rabbit was
filmed with a two inch

lens, which allowed the

cameraman to stand far

enough away so that

he did not disturb it.

• Rocky Mountain
squirrel, filmed with a

two inch lens. A four

inch lens would have

been better, but there

was not time enough

to get it in place and

to focus it accurately.

• Woodpecker 6n a

bird feeder, filmed with

a four inch lens. Film

birds with the longest

lens that you have

available, for they are

timid; the further away

the camera is placed,

the better.

• Closeup of a gan-

net, taken with a two

inch lens, by Robert

Coles, ACL. Gannets

may be approached

more closely than most

birds.

• Here's a real tele-

photo shot — the full

moon, filmed with the

twenty five inch lens

of a telescope!

Since telephotos for 16mm. cameras and the telephotos espe-

cially made for the purpose can both be used with 8mm.
cameras, in this case the 8mm. movie maker has a consider-

able advantage in flexibility.

Lenses stronger than the two power telephoto are definitely

in the class of special purpose accessories. They require a

tripod, if the results on the screen are to be steady; and. in

the case of black and white movies, filters are required, if the

pictures are to be crisp and clear. Further, their use neces-

sitates close attention to the viewfinder, to make certain

that the subject is properly centered.

When you are using a powerful telephoto with color film,

you will obtain best results by employing a polarizing screen.

This device, however, is helpful only when one is shooting at

right angles to the direction of the sun's rays. For that rea-

son, don't film a distant object in color with a telephoto

when you are shooting against the light. The scenes made
in this way are never attractive. However, one rarely finds it

desirable to make such a telephoto shot, anyway.

The viewfinders of most movie cameras indicate the field

of a telephoto lens by a reduced area in the finder's window.

When you are working fast, you will find even the full view-

finder window not too large for comfort; so, when you are

shooting with a telephoto. you must concentrate carefully on

the finder, to ascertain exactly what you are taking.

Composition is just as important in long distance movie

making as it is in filming closer subjects. One must overcome

the handicap of a smaller viewfinder area by taking greater

pains.

But don't let this discourage you from using the more
powerful telephotos. One must take care in making any good

shot, telephoto or no telephoto, [Continued on page 398] 373
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IF

YOU want to film a World's Fair, get a definite idea

and stick to it. Don"t allow yourself to be diverted for a

moment by the thousand and one other attractions outside

the scope of the original plan, unless for some reason one of

these happens to fit into the theme decided upon.

My idea for the New York World's Fair in 1939 was to

obtain a complete record of foreign participation, inasmuch

as, before the Fair opened, I had been most impressed by

the fact that here would be the largest number of foreign

nations ever assembled for such a show. I thought then, and

I still think, that that represented the greatest single achieve-

ment of the New York exposition. It was literally a "World's

Fair."

At first, I planned simply to make a single reel of foreign

flags and pavilions, but, when I had compiled the list of

nations which were to have pavilions, I found that it would

be impossible even to get a couple of shots of each in one

reel, to say nothing of the very necessary human interest and

action. The picture was then expanded, on paper, to two

reels; but, by the end of the first two months of the Fair,

when film actually had begun flowing through the camera,

I found that the only feasible thing was to make it a four

reeler, roughly divided as follows: Reel 1—the British Em-

pire; Reel 2—Western Europe; Reel 3—Eastern Europe,

Asia Minor and Asia; Reel 4—South America and the

United States.

One rainy day, while looking through the Medicine and

Public Health Building, I

found a large revolving

globe, well enough

lighted so that it

might be filmed on

Type A Kodachrome.

Instantly, there
flashed through my
mind the subtitle.

World—Pass in Re-

view, and I had it:

Film of New York World's

Fair had one central idea

LEWIS B. SEBRINS, jr., ACL
the countries would simply follow one another in order, and

they would all be led off by a scene of the Coldstream Guards

band, marching along with a lilting swing.

But, to obtain even this comparatively simple continuity

required considerable planning before the Fair opened, and

all was based on that business of getting an idea and stick-

ing to it. In the first place, it meant becoming familiar

with the Fair grounds. And, secondly, it called for a thor-

ough advance knowledge of the foreign exhibits. And,

lastly, it meant disregarding the entreaties of friends, to

take this and that—always full of color, hut not suited to

the film.

The first was possible through maps available in New
York, although even the best of maps cannot indicate many
of the little things that are helpful when one actually enters

such a vast area as was the New York Fair. Miles of walking

were necessary after the Fair opened, in order to get actual

knowledge of the layout.

The second item, the knowledge of what the pavilions

were to be and what they were to show, was obtained partly

from advance news stories in the papers, but mostly from
the very excellent file of information gotten out by the Fair

Corporation before the opening day.

There were slips, however, for the Fair said that there

were sixty nations taking part, and I could find only about

forty with actual pavilions and sections in the Hall of

Nations. The discrepancy came from the fact that the Fair

counted every nation represented in the League of Nations

and the Pan-American Union, while, of course, I wanted
only those with separate exhibits. It took a good week to

straighten this out.

When my check list was completed and the Fair had
opened, I started making the rounds, to determine what
things could be photographed and what could not, the proper
time of day to take various scenes and so forth. Naturally,

I could not set up lights in the buildings; so, for the most
part, I was limited to taking exteriors, but these eventually

presented such a variety of possibilities that I was quite

swamped in the end. [Continued on page 392]

Frames from "Streets

of Peace," Fair film

produced by author



Handsome shots in

recent productions

filmed by author

H it ejtdtma?
WHENEVER I look through the finder of my camera

or view the finished result on the screen, I always ask

myself, "Is it exciting?" By '"exciting" I mean the quality

of arousing any kind of emotional response on the part of

the audience.

Every foot of film that you shoot can be exciting, if you
are able to resist the temptation to press the trigger on the

spur of the moment and if you will pause before shooting,

to ask yourself the same question.

But you have got to be honest with yourself. You must

be able to say "No!" when that is the truthful answer to

the question, or the whole procedure will be a waste of

time.

Of course, when the answer is "No!" you have to know
what to do about it. and that is what we are going to dis-

cuss—a few ways to add what Hollywood calls '"Oomph!" to

everyday movie shots.

Take a chair, for instance. Let us say that it is quite a

sturdy chair, built for years of service, and let us say that,

for a very good reason, you want to take a picture of it.

All right, let us look through the finder. Forget every-

thing else—even the mental image that you would have of

the chair, if you were to close your eyes. Consider only

what you see through the finder. Now, does it look sturdy

and serviceable—or does it look like '"just a chair?"

Let us lower the camera and look up at the chair (an

upward angle always makes things look impressive). That's

better! But, even a thin, spindly legged chair would look

impressive from this angle, and we want this particular

chair to symbolize strength, solidity.

How about pulling the chair out from the wall and point-

ing a separate flood or spotlight at the wallpaper behind

the chair. Ah! The thick legs and sturdy construction of

the chair stand out quite clearly in silhouette.

Now add an overhead light, to emphasize, in sharp relief,

the heavy carving on the legs and back. They look almost

Ways to provide interest

for almost any scene

SHERMAN PRICE
like muscles now. We know that the chair is sturdy!

Only one more thing—the light on the background is

spread out too widely and flatly, so that the wallpaper is a

little too prominent a feature of the scene.

Well, that's simple. Close down the size of your spotlight,

or move your flood light in closer to the wall, so that there

is a round or oval area of light behind the chair, which
shades off into a dark gray or black around the edges of

the picture image.

Now see what has happened! One's attention is centered

on the chair in the foreground—it practically pops out and
hits you in the eye—and there doesn't seem to be any

danger that this chair would collapse under the heaviest

load! 0. K. Shoot!

I have used the chair as the roost prosaic example I could

call to mind, to illustrate my belief that every subject under

the sun (or your lights!) can be given the proper kind of

'"Oomph!" to sustain interest in a movie scene.

The problem boils down to:

1. Focusing attention on the subject of the scene

and making it seem important enough to be worthy

of one's interest.

2. Emphasizing some aspect of the subject that

will appeal to the natural emotions of the average

person in your audience.

The capacity to focus interest [Continued on page 389]



16mm. scenes by Dr.
Adolph Nichtenhauser

Shots in "Eating

Out," new health

department movie

New Health Department Film

Working in Flint, Mich., with the cooperation of the Na-

tional Tuberculosis Association, ACL, Dr. Adolf Nichten-

hauser has recently completed Eating Out, a 600 foot, 16mm.

black and white study of conditions dangerous to health, that

may develop in restaurants. Produced for, and with the co-

operation of, the Health Department of the City of Flint,

Eating Out is being shown, at the present time, twice a week
in the city auditorium, and it will continue on that schedule

for the next six months, until every food handler in Flint has

seen the picture and has heard its accompanying lectures.

Several points distinguish the production of Eating Out.

First, in spite of the necessity of studying and mastering

United States Food Regulations as a preliminary step, Dr.

Nichtenhauser wrote the scenario and completed both filming

and editing within a period of six weeks. Second, the cost,

including salaries of paid employees of the Health Depart-

ment, who acted in the film, was only $257.00. And, lastly, a

unique continuity conveys the entire story, up to the final

stage, without benefit of titles; then recapitulation, with edi-

torial comment, drives the lessons home. An achievement of

almost pure visual instruction, this treatment—which permits

the student to recognize the teaching points before they are

identified—is stimulating and effective.

The film takes the audience behind the scenes of a mis-

managed restaurant, to show what may happen to a particu-

lar order, between the time the waitress sets the silver

wrongly to the point when the cook coughs into the meat. A
later sequence shows parallel conditions in a clean restau-

rant; then the commentary, in subtitles, discusses the super-

visory work of the Health Department of Flint.

Copies of Eating Out, available for sale to other health de-

partments, may be obtained from the National Tuberculosis

Association, 50 West 50th Street, New York City.

Visual Education News
From the Bureau of Educational Research at the Ohio

State University, Columbus, Ohio, comes a summary of bene-

fits gained from a traffic safety

film project, sponsored during

the semesters of 1939 and "Sons of Eph" is a

1940. . r i.r
„ , ,. review ot lite at
Lonterences, according to

the report, heightened the un- Williams College

The non theatrical

movie as used for

various purposes
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PRACTICAL

FILMS

LAURENCE S. CRITCHELL, jr., ACL
derstanding of those persons concerned, not only of traffic

safety problems, but also of the ways in which motion pic-

tures could be used to solve those problems. Secondly, every-

body learned something about the cooperative production of

motion pictures, a cooperation which extended from the

Bureau of Educational Research to the schools themselves

and to the pupils within the schools. Thirdly, the bureau

feels that it has produced a series of films—thirteen in all

—

which illustrate a method of solving traffic safety problems

and other community problems as well, whether they be

problems of home safety, of recreation, of housing or of

community planning.

How significantly the project has im-

proved the safety behavior—the atti-

tudes, information and skills—of the

participating children and young peo-

ple, the Bureau of Educational Re-

search is trying to determine.

"But certainly." their report con-

cludes, "we have used basically sound

educational techniques. We have as-

sumed that, by setting up direct partici-

pation with [Continued on page 396]

16mm. scenes by
John C. Jay, ACL



Tom Hudgins

• Officers of Norfolk (Va.) Amateur Movie

Club greet A. T. Hull, jr., Asiatic editor of

Pathe News, at screening of his films spon-

sored by the club. Left to right, C. D. Mc-

Millan, jr., William Robinson, A. T. Hull,

jr., J. P. Snyder, ACL, Fred Wilson.

AMATEUR
CLUBS

377

What organized cine groups are doing everywhere

Clubs aid Red CrOSS Within the past month, two ama-

teur movie clubs, in two different

countries, have offered highly successful benefit screenings of

their films for local chapters of their country's Red Cross.

These groups are the Winnipeg Cine Club, in Canada, and

the Newburgh (N. Y.) Amateur Cinema Club, in the United

States. In each instance, the admission charge was a nominal

one of twenty five cents, the attendance just over 500 and the

return to the Red Cross the neat and much needed sum of

$125:00 from each club.

Movie Makers is pleased to report these excellent and

independent moves in the cause of war relief and to recom-

mend the same practice to all other movie clubs in a posi-

tion to follow it. The many outstanding films in the League's

Club Library will be available without charge to any groups

wishing to round out their own offerings.

In Winnipeg ^he program of films screened by the Win-

nipeg Cine Club, for the benefit of the

Canadian Red Cross, included all prize winners in the

group's annual Best Film contest. These were Pioneer Daze,

a comedy melodrama, by John Phillips; Neiv York and

World's Fair, a vacation record, by Roy Jacobite, ACL;
Western Tour, a travel study of the Canadian Rockies, by

Dr. C. H. Goulden, ACL. To Pioneer Daze went the first

award of the Eaton Trophy, a handsome cup recently do-

nated to the Winnipeg club by the camera department of the

T. Eaton Company, Ltd. Members of the Toronto Amateur

Movie Club were the judges.

At Newburgh Meeting in the auditorium of the Broad-

way School, the Newburgh Amateur
Cinema Club offered the following on their benefit program:

Parade of Flowers, by Dr. C. S. McWilliam, ACL; Caribou

Hunt in Neivfoundland, by John P. Davenport, ACL; Behind

The Bottle, by William R. Hutchinson, ACL; Parade In

October, by Dr. William F. Small, ACL; Friendly Invasion,

a film produced by the club for the Orange-Sullivan Council

of the Boy Scouts of America. Polish Wedding, a war orphan

itself in the field of amateur movies, was presented as the

feature film of the evening and was described by Duncan
MacD. Little, ACL, of New York City, its sponsor in this

country.

Agencies cooperating with the movie club in arranging

the benefit screening were the Board of Education, the Moore

Printing Company, the Neivburgh News and radio station

wgny?

Torrington dines Nearly forty members and guests of

the Torrington (Conn.) Cinema
Club, ACL, attended the first annual dinner of that group.

JAMES W. MOORE, ACL
held recently in the city's Conley Inn. In a brief business

session preceding the film program, officers for the coming
club year were elected as follows: Raymond B. Bennett, ACL,
returned as president; Pasquale D'Amato, vicepresident;

Grace Heffernan, corresponding secretary; Eileen Fitzgerald,

recording secretary; Arthur Wootton, treasurer.

James W. Moore, ACL, club consultant of the Amateur
Cinema League, announced the winners of the club's annual

contest, which had been judged by the service staff of the

League, and explained to the membership the standards on

which these reels had been judged.

First award, a handsome trophy donated by Margaret

Graham, ACL, founder and [Continued on page 399]

• At right, members of

Los Angeles 8mm. Club

broadcasting a meeting

over station KECA. Left to

right, Leo Caloia, William

Wade and Paul Cramer.

• Below, shooting By

Rocket to the Moon, pro-

duction of the Triangle

Cinema League of Chicago.

Triangle Cinema Photo
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THE

CLINIC
Technical comment and timely topics for the amateur

FREDERICK G. BEACH, ACL
Handy Switch When L.T. Bruhnke

is ready to start his

projector, he need not call to one of

his guests to turn out the room lights,

for he simply snaps a switch that is

placed close to the machine, and a

bridge lamp located some distance away
goes out.

He replaced the two wire cord on the

projector with one of three wires and in-

stalled a switch at the projector and a

special outlet near the other end of the

cord. When it is wired, as shown in the

diagram above, it will serve to turn on a

bridge lamp plugged into the special

receptacle, as shown. Such an arrange-

ment does not interfere with the normal

operation of the projector, for it simply

controls the outlet.

The bridge lamp may be switched on

and oS at any time by the operator of

the projector, whether the projector is

running or is still.

Total darkness In order t0 re-

wind modern, fast

panchromatic films or color films, for

double exposure or similar tricks, it is

imperative that one have either an effi-

cient changing bag or a darkroom
which has been specially prepared. It is

very seldom that a closet or similar

room will be completely darkened by
closing the door. Although it may seem
quite dark at first, one will find that,

after he has been in such a room for a

few minutes, faint streaks of light will

appear under the door. Such light

would instantly fog film. Even if it

seems very dark outdoors, there will

still be more than enough light to ruin

film. Take no chances with light leaks,

and use either a tested darkroom or a

changing bag for rewinding with these

films.

Under water Novel and instructive

scenes of swimming
can be made with a movie camera
placed just below the surface of the

water. A small, sturdy tropical fish

aquarium may serve as a means of

hringing the camera a few inches be-

neath the surface of the water. If a suit-

able aquarium is not available, one can

make, from wood or metal, a small

water tight box in one end of which a

glass pane is cemented. Cameras with

a waist level finder are most suited for

use with such a device.

Lettering Here is another titling

aid for the movie maker
whose hand lettering is none too good.

Secure a rubber stamp outfit (the No.

3 size is about right) and, with it, care-

Easy method of making underwater shots
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A homemade film viewer

designed by Art Winters

fully set up the title that you wish to

print. Make a light, but clean cut, im-

pression and, when the ink is thorough-

ly dry, outline the letters with a fine

pen and India ink. Fill in the outline

with India ink, to get solid black let-

ters. The job is surprisingly easy. Take
a good deal of care in lining up the

rubber letters in the holder, so that

the title will be printed in straight

lines.

If you wish to make titles on reversal

film, do the lettering on tracing paper;

tnen make a contact print on ordinary

photographic printing paper. In case

you would like a color background, use

blueprint paper instead of photographic

paper. In both cases, you will find that

you have white letters against a dark

background.

—

Carlyle F. Trevelyan.

Have you worked out any new
and clever ideas to aid in your

movie making? Have you built

any new gadgets or improved on

some old ones? If you have and

if they have not appeared in print,

send them along to The Clinic. A
usable item with pictures or sketch

will bring you four dollars. Send
in your ideas!

Park hints ^he League's vicepresi-

dent, John V. Hansen,

ACL, who recently completed an exten-

sive tour of the great Western National

Parks, reports that a good deal of help-

ful information can be obtained from

the lectures given by Park men. These

talks, often illustrated with movies, are

usually given in the evening at hotels

and other lodging spots. Movie makers
contemplating filming the Parks are ad-

vised to write to the National Park Ser-

vice, Department of the Interior, Wash-
ington, D. C, for pamphlets describing

the Parks that they intend to visit. A
knowledge of what lies before them will

aid greatly in planning a complete

picture.

Viewer A magnifying glass, a

small electric light bulb,

with base, and a few pieces of plywood
supplied the material for an editing

aid, designed by Art Winters. The
drawing shows the arrangement of the

parts. The only critical measurement is

the distance from the film slot to the

magnifying glass. This can readily be
determined by trial. The slot should be
smoothly cut and well sanded, so that

no sharp edges will be presented to the

film as it is inserted. If desired, one
may add a side to the bottom compart-

ment, to shield the light from the eyes

of the user, although this is not essen-

tial by any means. A cord and snap
switch would complete the viewer.

Elllarger support If a considera-

ble number of

frame enlargements are to be made, it

is convenient to have some sort of per-

manent setup for lamp and camera.
The drawing below shows a plan for a

stand designed to hold a Kodak 16mm.
Enlarger. The stand holds the lamp at

a set distance from the film, and a

shield or mask is provided to keep the

heat from curling the film during ex-

SMALL POT
LID HANDLE

379

posure. The top of the upright board is

hinged, so that the lamp can be swung
back out of the way when the camera

is removed for loading or turning the

film winding knob. A push button

switch may be placed as shown, in

order to provide a convenient means for

turning the light on and off.

—

Kenneth

F. Space, ACL.

"Pan" heads II is a §ood Plan to

take your tripod

''panning" head apart occasionally and

to clean it carefully. Dust is bound to

accumulate in the working parts of the

head, and it causes wear and sticking,

so that smooth movement is impossible.

While some movie makers grease the

bearing surfaces, it will generally be

found that graphite makes a smoother

lubricant. It has less tendency to stick

at the start of a "pan" or tilt.

Seouence it ^he most prominent

fault with most ama-

teur travel films is the sad lack of se-

quencing. In traveling, one has a

tendency to make snapshot scenes, and,

as a result, one soon compiles a collec-

tion of subjects represented by single

scenes. It is impossible to edit such ma-

terial satisfactorily. If a subject is

worth filming, it is worth several shots

from different distances and viewpoints.

Such scenes can always be edited with

interesting results.

Program

providing

Those who are charged

with the responsibility of

interesting programs for
[Continued on page 394]

LAMP AND REFLECTOR
TIP BACK OUT

OF WAY

MASK

Su pport for an

enlarging camera

for movie frames
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with CINE-KODAK FILM

T1ITITH Cine-Kodak Film in your
camera you have the confidence

that is essential to really good movie
making. You can concentrate, with-

out film worry, on the fascinating

business of getting the kind of mov-
ies you are proud to show as your own.
You know that Cine-Kodak Film,

in any type, is uniform. You know
that it has the clear, clean brilliance

that distinguishes a really superior

film. And it's a comfort to know that

the processing it will get at an East-

man processing station (without ad-

ditional charge) will make the most
of every frame.

Panchromatic Cine-Kodak Films
are the world's standard of excel-

lence. Cine-Kodak Kodachrome Film
is truly unique—the full-color film

of unapproached excellence.

Whatever your filming need,
there's a Cine-Kodak Film to meet
it. Insist on the film you can rely on.

\
For glorious sunsets,

Kodachrome, of course

KODAK'S NEW
COLOR SHOW

—

AGAIN THE HIT OF
THE NEW YORK
WORLD'S FAIR

Last year and this, mil-

lions of people have
marveled at the beauty
and drama of Koda-
chrome full-color pic
tures projected on a 187- S
foot screen, longest in the

"

world. And every day now,
in increasing numbers,
they're seeing the newer,

greater show. Also
at the Kodak Build-

ing— expert advice
on picture taking at

the Fair. Don't forget

your Cine-Kodak.

For delicacy, Super-X; for color, Kodachrome

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.



Sunny beaches—any film except

Super-XX, which is much too fast

For stage work, use 16 mm. Super-XX or 8 mm. Super-X

(If your camera lens is an f/l.9, Kodachrome Type A can be used)

8 MM. FILM

SUPER-X (8 mm.) is the speed film for 8 mm. movie
enthusiasts. It has put the once impossible shots easily

within the range of most 8 mm. cameras. Price, per
25 foot roll, $2.25; 25 foot magazine, $2.50.

8 MM. *XPAN" is the famous, fine grain, wide lati-

tude film that popularized 8 mm. movie making.
It has a very wide utility which, together with its low
price of $2 per 25 foot roll, accounts for its popularity.

16 MM. FILM

SUPER-X Cine-Kodak Film (16 mm.) is the favorite

outdoor film for general work, yet it is fast enough for

indoor movie making with ample light. Super-X is a
beautifully clean-cut film, with very fine grain, con-
siderable latitude, and full panchromatic response to

filters. Prices: 100 foot roll, $6; 50 foot roll, $3.25;
50 foot magazine, $3.50.

SUPER-XX Cine-Kodak Film (16 mm.) is the speed
film, for it is not merely fast— it's good and fast.

Super-XX is the film for movies indoors, at nighttime
sports events, or for daylight shots when the light is

poor. In bright sunlight, a Neutral Density Filter is

necessary to prevent overexposure at //16. Prices: 100
foot roll, $6.75; 50 foot roll, $3.75; 50 foot magazine, $4.

CINE-KODAK SAFETY FILM (16 mm.) is an inex-
pensive film of remarkably good quality, usually re-

served for use when the special capacities of the other
films are not required. In 100 foot rolls only, at $4.50.

KODACHROME — 8 MM. AND 16 MM.
This is the superb, full-color film that has given the

home movie world color mastery. It is made in two
types, Regular for use by daylight, and Type A which is

color-balanced for use by Photoflood light.

Prices (either type): 100 foot 16 mm. roll, $8; 50 foot

16 mm. roll, $4.30; 50 foot 16 mm. magazine, $4.65;
25 foot 8 mm. roll, $3.40; 25 foot 8 mm. magazine,
$3.75.
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Wlth CINE-KODAK FILN

WITH Cine-Kodak Film in your

camera you have the confidence

that is essential to really good movie

making. You can concentrate, with-

out film worry, on the fascinating

business of getting the kind of mov-

ies you are proud to show as your own.

You know that Cine-Kodak Film,

in any type, is uniform. You know

that it has the clear, clean brilliance

that distinguishes a really superior

film. And it's a comfort to know that

the processing it will get at an East-

man processing station (without ad-

ditional charge) will make the most

of every frame.

Panchromatic Cine-Kodak Films

are the world's standard of excel-

lence. Cine-Kodak Kodachrome Film

is truly unique—the full-color film

of unapproached excellence.

Whatever your filming need,

there's a Cine-Kodak Film to meet

it. Insist on the film you can rely on.

KODAK'S NEW
COLOR SHOW-
AGAIN THE HIT OF
THE NEW YORK
WORLD'S FAIR

LaBt year and this,

lions of people ha
marveled al Hie bea
and drama of Kc
chrome full-color

lures projected on a

foot screen, longest i

world. And every da)

in increasing nu'

they're seeing the

greater sh

at the Kod.
1 ing — expe
I "" on pictureU the Fair. Do
E.^y*i your Cine

For delicacy, Super-X; for color, Kodachrome

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. *•

8 MM. FILM

SUPER-X (8 mm.) is the speed film for 8 mm. movie

enthusiasts. It has put the once impossible shots easily

within the range of most 8 mm. cameras. Price, per

23 foot roll, $2.25; 25 foot magazine, $2.50.

8 MM. "PAN" is the famous, fine grain, wide lati-

tude film that popularized 8 mm. movie making.

It has a very wide utility which, together with its low

price of $2 per 25 foot roll, accounts for its popularity.

KODACHROME -8
This is the superb, full-color film that has given the

home movie world color mastery. It is made ui two

types, Regular for use by daylight, and Type A which is

color-balanced for use by Photoflood light.

16 MM. FILM

SUPER-X Cine-Kodak Film (16 mm.) is the favorite

outdoor film for general work, yet it is fast enough for

indoor movie making with ample light. Super-X is a

beautifully clean-cut film, with very fine grain, con-

siderable latitude, and full panchromatic response to

filters. Prices: 100 foot roll, $6; 50 foot roll, $3.25;

50 foot magazine, $3.50.

SUPER-XX Cine-Kodak Film (16 mm.) is the speed

film for it is not merely fast— it's good and fast.

Sup'er-XX is the him for movies indoors, at nighttime

sports events, or for daylight shots when the light is

poor. In bright sunlight, a Neutral Density Filter is

noressarv to prevent overexposure at //lb. Prices: 1UU

foot roll, $6.75; 50 foot roll, $3.75; 50 foot magazine, $4.

CINE-KODAK SAFETY FILM (16 mm.) is an inex-

pensive film of remarkably good quality, usually re-

served for use when the special capacities of the other

ttZTare not required. In 100 foot roUs only, at $4.50.

MM. AND 16 MM.
Prices (either type): 100 foot 16 mm. roll, $8; 50 foot

lfi mm roll $4.30; 50 foot 16 mm. magazine, $4.65;

25 foot 8 mm. roll, $3.40; 25 foot 8 mm. magazine,

$3.75.



" S h o wm a s t e r,"

16mm. silent pro-

jector, Bell 8C

Howell Co.
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Ani ma top hone,

complete outfit for

showing sound

on film, or silent

film, with disc or

voice accompani-

ment, Victor Ani-

matograph Corp.

Filmo Auto Load

16mm. magazine

camera, Bell &
Howell Co.

"Battle For
France," film sub-

ject by Castle

Films, Inc.

PHOTOGRAPHIC

TRADE SHOW

THE shape and form of things to come
in the photographic industry, as well

as the products and services of the pres-

ent, will be revealed in the Combined
Photographic Industry Conventions and
Trade Show, sponsored by the Photog-
raphers Association of America and the

National Photographic Dealers Associ-

ation. In all the history of the industry's

conventions, this is, perhaps, the most
unusual, because of the very wide cov-

erage of the interests of the field, given

by both associations together.

This year's Trade Show will be held
in Chicago, at the Hotel Stevens, from
August 19 to August 23. As its title

indicates, the meetings and exhibits will

be held primarily for the trade; al-

though there will be "open nights" for

the public on Monday and Tuesday,
August 19 and 20, from 7:30 to 9:30
P.M. The public's attendance will be
limited to those receiving tickets of in-

vitation and, of course, to those whose
travelling facilities are within range of

Chicago. Tickets may be procured from
dealers in the Greater Chicago area.

Members of the Amateur Cinema
League are invited to attend the show
on the two "open nights," and a League
member can gain admittance simply by
showing his ACL card to the door guard
at the exhibition hall. Remember that

the show is open to the public only on
the evenings of August 19 and 20.

Otherwise it is restricted to the industry.

Since the movie field will be so well

represented by exhibitors at the show,

movie makers will be interested in the

highlights of some of the products to be

presented there. The show is a mam-
moth trade meeting, but everything ex-

hibited, said and done is directed to-

wards the ultimate approval of the con-

sumer.

We present here, with the cooperation

of Trade Show exhibitors, a representa-

tive selection of some items of interest

to the cine and associated fields. It is

impossible to cover everything of this

nature that will appear at the show.

The scope of the exhibition is so large

that space does not allow it, nor is all

the information available at this writ-

ing. However, one may gain an excel-

lent idea of the nature and importance

of the cine representation from what is

here presented.

A convenient foot switch and other

light control devices are to be shown
by Irvin I. Aaron & Associates, Milwau-

kee. Wisconsin, as well as lighting units

by the Acme-Lite Manufacturing Co.,

of Chicago.

Agfa Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y.,

claims an entire wing of the second

floor exhibit hall and features its many
forms of photo sensitive materials, of

course including its cine film emulsions,

in 8 and 16mm. The new cameras in-

Cine offerings fo be seen

at movie dealer gathering

Victor Cine cam-

era, turret model,

Victor Animato-

graph Corp.

Willo Cine Tri-

pod, Willoughbys

Magazine Cine-

Kodak Eight with

new 50mm. Ko-

dak Anastigmat

f/1.6, Eastman
Kodak Company
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troduced by this firm for miniature and

related still photography, including self

synchronizing flashlamp models, are al-

so to be displayed.

Then, there will be Albert Specialty

Co., of Chicago, featuring the famous

Besbee Products, recently taken under

this company's wing. Display of a new
cine tripod of great interest is also

promised and demonstrations of the Al-

bert Radiant Hi-Flect screens will be

given. Too, there is shown the interest-

ing line of still photographic accessories

which this firm has made popular.

The Ampro Corporation, of Chicago,

whose product has so long been famil-

iar to Movie Makers readers, will

demonstrate its complete range of pro-

jection equipment, the 16mm. silent

Ampro and the 16mm. Amprosound, as

well as the latest A-8 Ampro 8 mm.
projector and accessories.

Bausch & Lomb Optical Company, of

Rochester, N. Y., will have optical ap-

paratus and fine lenses for taking and

projection.

Bell & Howell Company, of Chicago,

will present a complete line of movie
requisites for shooting and screening.

Here, we shall be able to inspect the

details of the new Auto-Load magazine
turret camera, the first on the market.

There also will be representative models
of all the other B & H 16mm. and 8mm.
apparatus, the Filmosound 16mm. pro-

jectors, including beautiful new models
for the home in walnut cases, and,

among accessories, the interesting new
Filmotion Viewer and Editor.

Burke & James, Inc., of Chicago, will

have a comprehensive exhibit which in-

cludes the new Solar Enlarger with its

many accessories.

Castle Films, of New York City,

claims constant interest in the showing

of its outstanding film subjects which
cover the very latest news developments,

particularly of the European situation.

The unusual film, Battle for France, will

be featured here.

Chess-United Company, Inc., of New
York City, will offer the Omag sun-

shade filter kits for practically every

cine camera on the market. Commercial
Metal Products Co., of New York
City, will display an interesting line

of still and movie accessories under the

"Compco" name, including lighting

equipment and reflectors and film stor-

age cases.

Da-Lite Screen Co., of Chicago, will

present six types of portable projector

screens, and the popular, electrically

operated Da - Lite Electrol hanging
screen. There also will be the self erect-

ing Challenger, which provides its own
tripod support, and the Da-Lite Unipod
for convenient steadiness in picture tak-

ing.

Defender Photo Supply, of Rochester,

N. Y., will have a large allotment of

space for photo sensitized products and

Critic Exposure

Meter, Dejur-
Amsco Corp.

will exhibit DuPont film.

Dejur-Amsco Corp., of Shelton, Conn.,

will demonstrate their well known photo

cell exposure meters and the brand new
Dejur enlarger. DeVry Corp., of Chi-

cago, a pioneer in the field of portable

motion picture apparatus, features

16mm. and 35mm. equipment.

Eastman Kodak Co., the largest single

exhibitor in the Show, really needs all

the space taken, to exhibit even a repre-

sentative selection of its photographic

products. Naturally, foremost among
the movie exhibits will be the new
Magazine Cine-Kodak 8, which has al-

ready attained a commanding position

in the field by reason of its loading ease

and other features. The lower priced

Model E Cine-Kodak, proud of its new,

//1.9 lens, also will be prominent. Out-

standing results in Kodachrome will be

in evidence, as also will be a multitude

of the photographic and movie aids

which this great pioneer has brought to

the service of picture makers.

Effen Products, of Brooklyn, N. Y..

will show 8mm. and 16mm. reels and

cans, also tripods and other accessories.

Excel Movie Products, of Chicago, will

have a new 8mm. camera and projector,

also an 8mm. titler and Federal Stamp-

ing & Engineering Corp., of Brooklyn,

N. Y., will exhibit new enlargers.

Fink-Roselieve Co., Inc., of New York

City, will have the complete, interesting

line of F-R photo accessories, including

the F-R Hi-Spot, a convenient spot

lighting aid for movies as well as stills.

Folmer Graflex, of Rochester, N. Y.,

will present new equipment.

The General Electric Lamp Depart-

ment, of Nela Park, Cleveland, Ohio,

has an illuminating display which will

feature the "Mighty Midget" photoflash

bulb, as well as Photoflood lamps for

movies and stills.

C. P. Goerz American Optical Com-

pany, of New York City, will show

movie and still taking lenses and

Gevaert Company of America, of New
York City, will exhibit sensitized prod-

ucts, including movie film.

Hornstein Photo Sales, of Chicago,

will have the Precise Synchrolite, and

the Faultless reel and projector cases.

Intercontinental Marketing Corp., of

New York City, will show its compact

and efficient photo cell exposure meters,

the Photrix Cine, designed especially for

cine work, and the Lutrix, with inter-

changeable dials, which serves a uni-

versal purpose. Novel and useful is this

firm's new "small spot photometer"

which enables one to make selective ex-

posure readings on parts of the ground

glass or enlarger image.

International Research Corp., of Ann
Arbor, Mich., will display the well

known "Argus" cameras and accesso-

ries.

The Keystone Co., of Boston, Mass.,

[Continued on page 396]

Master Cine Ex-

posure Meter,
Weston Electrical

Instrument Corp.

Amprosound Pro-

jector, for show-

ing sound or silent

film, Ampro Corp.

Magazine Cine-
Kodak Eight,

Eastman Kodak
Co.

Cine-Kodak E,

il 1.9 Model, East-

man Kodak Co.

Photrix Small
Spot Photometer,

Intercontinental

Marketing Corp.



• Top, new Filmo Auto Master

combines magazine loading with

turret. Below, Filmotion Editor

with viewer, splicer and heavy

duty rewinds.
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NEWS OF

THE INDUSTRY

Answers the query, "What's

new7 " for filmer and dealer

RUSSELL C. HOLSLAG, ACL
Turret magazine To the conve -

nience of the

magazine loading type of 16mm. cam-
era now comes, for the first time, the

added advantage of the turret head.

The pioneer in this field is the Bell &
Howell Company, which has just an-

nounced its new turret Filmo Auto Mas-
ter.

Incorporating the 141 mechanism,

the new instrument is housed in a

newly designed modern case. The tur-

ret is of the three lens type and will

accommodate wide angle, fast or tele-

photo objectives, in fact, all the lenses

now made for use with the Filmo.

Mounted directly on the turret, be-

side each lens, is the corresponding

viewfinder unit. By this arrangement.

• Revere Model 99 is an 8mm.. camera with

three lens turret and extra optical view-

finder.

as the turret is rotated, the correct field

is automatically indicated for which-

ever lens assumes the taking position.

The finder provides a full sized image

in each case.

A "Steady Strap" handle is provided,

which screws into the tripod socket of

the camera. A new, built in exposure

calculator is also a feature, giving cor-

rect exposures for all normal purposes

in black and white and color.

The new instrument is provided with

four speeds, from sixteen to sixty four

frames a second, and it also has a single

frame release and operating lock.

Equipped with Taylor-Hobson f/2.1

lens, the Auto Master lists at $195.00.

Complete information may be had from

Bell & Howell Company, 1801 Larch-

mont Avenue, Chicago.

Rabsons for records To sup-

plement
its services to movie makers. RabSons.

Ill West 52nd Street, New York City^

now brings its music and record de-

partment into the picture. Experts in

this department will advise filmers on

the appropriate selection of records to

accompany movies, an important serv-

ice in view of the increasing number of

amateurs who use single and double

turntables. RabSons has an unusually

large stock of records. Excellent facili-

ties are available for record auditions,

and a recording studio is maintained

for those who wish to provide their own
voice or music. A library of sound ef-

fect records is also featured. The de-

partment is in charge of Sophe Rabson.

Weston Master Cine Recently
introduced

is the new Weston Master Cine ex-

posure meter, which, in addition to

features that characterize the Weston
Master exposure meter, also incorpo-

rates two important advantages: (1)

a viewing angle of twenty five de-

grees, which is approximately the in-

cluded field of the normal one inch

movie lens; (2) a "preset" type of

exposure dial, in which the film speed,

frames a second and other factors may
be set in advance, so that the correct

lens aperture for the light conditions

which obtain may be read at a glance.

The exposure dial provides for film

speed readings from .3 to 800 Weston.

The sensitivity of the meter is said to

provide an easily readable pointer

movement for any light condition under

which a movie camera can be used with

the fastest lens and film available. In

addition, a special "lowlight" scale is

provided, which operates in a manner
similar to that of the Weston Master.

The new instrument, designed to fit

comfortably in the hand, is provided

with a silk ribbon cord for convenience

in carrying. Its price is $24.00. Com-
plete details may be had from the

manufacturer, Weston Electrical In-

strument Corporation, Newark, N. J.

Murphy book An unusually com-

plete photographic

supply catalog has recently been issued

by George Murphy, Inc.. 57 East 9th

Street, New York City. Movie and still

equipments are covered. The catalog

has 272 pages and may be had for

twenty five cents, which sum will be

refunded on the first purchase of one

dollar or more in value.

Dual amplifier Twin Victor Ani -

matophone projec-

tors may be used, to give a continuous

sound picture show as long as desired,

by employing the new Model R am-

plifier. This has connections for two

Victor sound projectors, and a single

changeover switch stops one projector

and puts the other in operation. Pub-

[Continued on page 401]
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THE MEN

BEHIND THE COUNTERS

Dealers association meets

in convention in Chicago Charles Bass, President of N.P.D.A.
Bass Camera Company, Inc.

Chicago, III.

"THE man behind the counter"—he who deals with you

' so affably; who patiently explains the good points of

movie equipment and film; who shows you everything in the

store, so that you may compare and decide—what are his

problems? His job is far more complicated than simply

standing behind the counter and filling out a sales slip. He
must be alert to every new development; he must know

trends; he must be intimately in touch with public demands

in order to keep his stock fluid.

To help keep him abreast of these details which unite to

give better service to the customer, the mutually helpful

National Photographic Dealers Association was formed.

Its history and personnel are of especial interest this

month, in view of the coming trade show in Chicago which

it is sponsoring.

In 1933, a number of representative photographic dealers

were brought together to formulate an NRA code, and this

group later organized a Photographic Dealer Association.

Its first meeting was held in New York City on August 8.

Percy Y. Howe, president of George Murphy, Inc., a figure of

experience in the field, was chosen to represent this first

dealer body, and was elected president.

Joseph Dombroff, of Willoughbys, New York City, was first

treasurer and Henry Herbert (of the firm in New York City

which bears his name) was secretary. These men, with their

associates, established the foundation of the present ideals

of the National Photographic Dealers Association, whose

enunciated principles are "to improve standards of labor

and maintain a high standard of quality; to improve and

encourage fair trade and good business practice."

By the second year of its existence, under the leadership

of Mr. Dombroff as president and of Mr. Howe as treasurer

fa position which he holds to this day), the association was
well established and thriving.

The existence of the N.P.D.A. advantages consumers,

manufacturers and dealers. By helping to stabilize services,

prices and practices in this branch of the industry, which

establishes front line contact with the public, the N.P.D.A.

has done much to bring the photographic industry to its

present active state. [Continued on page 392]

Anderson Studio

Execufive secretary

and a group of

N. P. D. A. officials

H. O. Bodine, ACL
Executive Secretary

Louis C. Greiner
Dodd Company
Cleveland, Ohio

Regional Chairman

Ralph Harris •

Ralph Harris & Company
Boston, Mass.

Regional Chairman

Peter Hauenstein
Northern Photo Supply Co.

Minneapolis, Minn.
Regional Chairman

Percy Y. Howe
George Murphy, Inc.

New York City

Treasurer

Benjamin Klein H. W. Lawrence Herbert Luhn Laurin P. Marlowe
Klein SC Goodman Lawrence Photo Supply Co. San Francisco Camera Exchange E. G. Marlowe Company
Philadelphia, Pa. Wichita, Kansas San Francisco, Cal. Dallas, Texas
Regional Chairman Recording Secretary Regional Chairman Vice President
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HIS THIRD BIRTHDAY

Get G-E Photofloods

and get busy
• There will be hundreds cf precious

indoor scenes you'll want to film this

summer. Take them on dull days . . .

with G-E Mazda photoflood lamps and
enjoy new fun. For these are the lamps
that help you get clear, sparkling pic-

tures indoors and at night. They are

made by the folks who make the lamps
that Hollywood uses. And they are

made to fit your needs. Get some today

at new low prices. Two sizes fit most
requirements: No. 1, 15c; No. 2, 30c.
And for extra light try G-E photoflood

No.R-2, 85c.

New G-E Photo flush No. S, the mighty Midget
that brings you extra safety, extra convenience
and an amazing punch of light now only 13c.

GENERAL ($1) ELECTRIC
MAZDA PHOTO LAMPS

THESE frame enlargements from The
Three O'Clock Club, by Dr. John S.

Papa, of Bristol. Conn., illustrate how one
movie maker achieved natural expressions

and unconscious acting on the home
screen, by giving his subjects something
to do.

On 200 feet of 16mm. Kodachrome. Dr.

Papa filmed three episodes from the third

birthday of one of his two children, and.
although the episodes are connected with
each other only by titles, they are so full

of good sequencing and vitality that the

film was awarded third place in a recent

contest held by the Bristol (Conn.) Cin-

ema Club.

A clean hero

The first three frames were taken from
the initial episode in the film. Here, fol-

lowing a title. Cleanliness is next to . . .,

Dr. Papa showed the young lady of the

house helping her younger brother, whose
birthday it was, to get ready for the bath.

The illumination was simple and direct,

with ample light upon the background,

and the camera was close enough to the

subjects to catch their expressions as they

tussled with the buttons. Dr. Papa was
naturally restricted in camera movement
by the narrow confines of the bathroom,

but he overcame this problem by varying

the subject of his closeups. sometimes

showing the boy and sometimes the girl.

A little soap in the eyes of her brother

created the quizzical amusement in the

one frame of the girl.

He was musical

The next episode showed the children

dressing. This sequence was comparative-

ly short and it was followed by the title

shown in the illustration, Music hath

charms ... In each case, Dr. Papa's titles,

although simple and short, served to

arouse curiosity about the forthcoming

scenes. The words were made with metal

letters, laid upon a colored cardboard

background, and the letters were side

lighted to accentuate their depth. Also

side lighted was the scene that followed

the title, showing the young lad in another

tussle, this time with birthday tunes. The
low viewpoint served to give importance to

his figure in its relationship to the consid-

erably larger piano.

The third, and closing, episode of the

film showed the birthday party itself. In

the frame enlargement of the little girl is

an example of the charm added to a scene

by the choice of a harmonious and en-

gaging background—in this case, the wall

of the nursery. But. throughout the film.

Dr. Papa achieved his best effects by giv-

ing his subjects something to occupy their

attention.

Music hath

charms

Enlargements from "The

Three O'Clock Club"

by Dr. John S. Papa

m*
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A "free for al
it

scenario

[Continued from page 367]

the surf for a swim.

39. Several shots of swimming and

the surf.

40. One by one, the family comes

out and lies on the sand to dry. Mother

comes first, then Daddy next.

41. By the time the children arrive,

Mother and Daddy are lying with tow-

els over their faces, to protect them

from the sun.

42. Jean gets an idea and explains

it to Johnny.

43. She goes to her mother and he

to his father.

44. They kneel beside their parents

and quietly start to dig holes in the

sand beside them.

45. When good sized holes have been

dug, they undermine Mother and Daddy
simultaneously, who roll into the shal-

low holes.

46. Both parents shake their heads,

as if there could be no rest.

47. Each one runs after a child and
chases him over a dune and out of

sight.

Take your time
[Continued from page 370]

the church of our Archbiship. Wasa
beelt in 1744."

4. Medium shot of Basilica.

5. Closeup of an architectural fea-

ture of the Basilica.

6. Long shot of carriage moving along

street.

All the landmarks are visited in this

informal way, and we see also the

quaint old houses, the fortifications

with their guns, the bilingual traffic

signs and other interesting incidentals.

The angles from which the victoria and

the coachman are filmed are varied

constantly, so that monotony is avoid-

ed; these connecting shots are very

short, generally less than six seconds,

so that they merely suggest progress.

I paid for this continuity scheme, be-

cause the coachman charged me extra

for a tour that was so often interrupted

by filming. I also made some of the

shots of the landmarks on later trips

taken on foot. This gave me time to

study adequate composition and light-

ing.

The titles in dialect—a chancy ex-

pedient—have universally pleased those

who have seen the film. I believe that

they have made it easier for the audi-

ence to make themselves a part of the

trip.

Always people

Following the tour in the victoria, the

film shows a leisurely series of scenes

of the citizens of Quebec, going about

"Into the Corral"

By H. R. Crandall,

using Kodak

Panatomic-X Fill

Good Work Is a Graflex Habit

CONSISTENTLY good work becomes
habitual, with a Graflex. Its instant

adaptability is one of the reasons. For ex-

ample, on most models you have your
choice of twenty-five focal plane shutter

speeds and "time."
And because you see your picture in the

hooded ground glass up to the instant of

exposure, your compositions are readily

and easily determined, your picture sense
becomes keener.
The Series B revolving back Graflex

shown above is available in three sizes,

2K*3M, 3^x434, and 4x5. With f/4. 5
Kodak Anastigmat lens and Film Pack
Adapter, the prices are, respectively, $91,

$107, and $128. Accessory telephoto lenses

are instantly interchangeable.

Graflex and Speed Graphic Cameras are made by the Folmer Graflex Corp.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

AND m^.^_MGue^df
WESTON ^

Here's the news cine fans have been wait-
ing for . . .newswhich means better exposures
for both black and white and color movies!
» » » It's the new Master Cine Exposure
Meter . . . incorporating all the advantages,
all the advanced design features, of the
famous Master Universal Model . . . but
especially adapted for utmost convenience
and simplicity in movie making.

It has the Master's legible and automatic
"High Light — Low Light" scales . . . for

easier, quicker reading! It has far more
sensitivity than is needed, even when the
highest speed film, slowest shutter speed,

and the fastest lens equipment are used. It

has a highly selective, sharp-cutting view-
ing angle . . . essential for correct cine expo-
sures outdoors, and especially for color

work. In addition, it has Weston's exclu-

sive "pre-set" exposure dial. This elimi-

nates any manipulation while taking a
picture; for film speed, shutter speed, and
camera type, all are set in advance! » » »

You will want the complete facts on this

aid to better movie making. Visit your
dealer's today for a demonstration; or write
direct for illustrated bulletin . . . Weston
Electrical Instrument Corporation, 626
Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, N. J.

-WE STON £xj>osi»vMeters'
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'LITTLE
FEATURES"

announce

A NEW RELEASE
••

A ONE-REEL SUBJECT ON
HAWAII, IN BEAUTIFUL NA-
TURAL COLOR AND SOUND,
OR BLACK AND WHITE
This interesting picture is a pano-
rama of Hawaii—Waikiki Beach

—

Exciting Surf Board Riding—Dia-
mond Head-—Iao Pass—native life

along the Kona Coast—the cus-

toms, occupations and habits of the <

old Polynesians—weaving—fishing
,

with the throw net and spear—the

Hula—etc.

Narrated with a background of au-
thentic native music.

This subject was made especially

for "Little Features" and has not
been taken from material used else-

where. Every movie fan who is

building a library will want a copy
of this excellent picture.

396' 16mm.

16mm. Sound Kodachrome S59.40

16mm. Black and White Sound 19.25

16mm. Sepia Sound

16mm. Black and White Silent

8mm. Black and White Silent

21.75

14.40

9.60

OTHER

LITTLE FEATURES"
NOW AVAILABLE:

> "LITTLE BROWN GIRL"

"BAREFOOT MEMORIES"

"MEXICANA"

"GUILTY"—(A Safety Film)

"BICYCLING WITH COM-
PLETE SAFETY"

—

(A Safety Film)

Purchase from your own
Photo Dealer or ivrite direct,

giving dealers name.

The CALVIN Co.
Producers of 16nun. Films

in Sound & Color

26th & Jefferson, Kansas City, Mo.

their customary activities. These were

filmed while I wandered here and there

on foot, hunting for anything that I be-

lieved would present the particular

quality of Quebec life. In making these

shots, a telephoto lens was invaluable.

I often stood thirty feet away from in-

teresting street groups, nearly covered

by the enormous umbrella which almost

every street vendor uses to protect his

wares. The results in closeups are con-

vincing to the audience. To get the ten

shots that I finally used required three

hours of umbrella hiding, but not a sin-

gle one shows any evidence that the

subjects were aware of me or of my
camera.

Another series of sequences that

arouses interest shows a group of dock

hands loading cargo into one of the

small schooners that ply between Que-

bec and Labrador.

No royal light

I had intended to end St. Lawrence

Sketches with scenes of the visit of

King George and Queen Elizabeth. I

managed to get an excellent vantage

point from which I had hoped to get

closeups of Their Majesties, but, un-

happily, the light was inadequate and

the results were not usable.

St. Lawrence Sketches was neither an

offhand nor an easy task. There were

long hours spent in walking about Que-

bec in nasty weather, hunting for good

subject matter, finding it and then hav-

ing to let it go unfilmed, because of

impossible light conditions; I had, of

course, to come back again and repeat

the whole procedure. But these appar-

ently wasted hours, so far as movie

making was concerned, were not wasted

at all, from the point of view of my
vacation, because I got from them what

is, to me. the best part of my holiday

—

the little, unexpected and very real in-

cidents of the life of a city, which can

be understood and enjoyed only by get-

ting away from the beaten track.

Yellowstone movies
[Continued from page 369]

your telephoto lenses as well as your

standard lens from all of these points.

If you don't have a telephoto lens, try

to get a good semi closeup of the Lower
Falls from the end of the trail at Red
Rock. This is an easy walk.

By all means, if you feel physically

ambitious, take the hike down Uncle

Tom's Trail, to the foot of the Lower
Falls. Here, also, you can capture the

rainbow which lurks in the spray, and
here you can film the wild Yellowstone

River as it tumbles through the canyon.

A trip to the summit of Mt. Wash-
burn will provide some striking pano-

ramas. Here is distance with a ven-

geance. There are the striking moun-
tain ranges—the Absarokas, the Galla-

tins and the Snowy Range—and, far be-

low, the slash of color that is Yellow-

stone Canyon cutting the plateau. If

you travel by bus, you can make ar-

rangements for this trip at Canyon

Hotel or the lodge.

If the hot springs and terraces at

Mammoth are quite active, you will be

amazed at the riot of color. A flat light-

ing is best for color film. Since the ac-

tion of the terraces varies considerably,

it is advisable to inquire at the Mam-
moth ranger station, to find out which

terraces are most colorful at the time

you are there.

Pictures of Yellowstone animals will

do a great deal to brighten your film.

Squirrels, chipmunks and marmots are

quite tame around the lodges, and they

are good actors if properly rewarded.

Deer are not too common during the

height of the season, as they retire to

the more remote sections of the park,

but herds of elk are often seen from

the road. If you are very fortunate, you
might get a telephoto shot of a moose
in the meadows near Norris Geyser

Basin. The ranger naturalists will be

glad to give you some tips about the

places where you are most likely to find

these year round residents of the park.

You will not have to search for bears,

but use discretion in filming them.

They are quite tame, but they are eas-

ily irritated. You will have plenty of

opportunities to record brown and
black bears along the highway without

getting out of your car or bus. The best

procedure is to stop the car about twen-

ty feet from the bear, and, as he ap-

proaches, looking for a "handout," you
can grind away. But don't give him
any food. Just drive away when he gets

too close. The National Park Service

warns: "don't feed the bears."

Brown or cinnamon colored bears are

naturally better subjects for color films.

A good picture of a mother bear with

cubs will always win enthusiastic ac-

claim from your audience. Last sum-

mer, during a five day trip through

Yellowstone, I recorded two happy
bear families along the road between

Mammoth and Madison Junction. But

be careful! A mother bear is an ugly

customer, if she thinks that her cubs are

in danger. And never, under any cir-

cumstances, get between the mother and

her cubs.

Every point of interest in Yellowstone

is identified by a neat sign. You will

find that a few frames of each sign,

identifying the subject that you film,

will simplify editing and prevent errors.

But don't be tempted to use shots of

signs for subtitles, except in a very few

cases.

You can, of course, "slant" your film

in any way you wish. If you are

adept at recording animals, give it a

theme based on a wildlife sanctuary. Or
you can feature the park service, by
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shooting the rangers, the conducted

hikes, the museums, and so forth.

Give it a Western touch by film-

ing the cowboy guides. And don't

overlook the fact that there is a lot of

"color" among the "savages"—the col-

lege boys and girls who work in the

park. Make some shots of the signs on

the cabins behind Old Faithful, where

the "packrats" (porters) live. There

is a lot of material for laughs for your

film.

Yellowstone has all types of accom-

modations. Cafeterias, housekeeping

cabins, lodges and hotels are available

at the principal points in the park. All

standard brands and sizes of film are

obtainable. There is excellent photo fin-

ishing service. Take some warm clothes

with you. The days are usually warm,

but the nights are always nippy.

When you go to Yellowstone, be pre-

pared for a friendly welcome. Remem-
ber, it is your national park. And film-

ers are doubly welcome because they

spread the story of Yellowstone and

make it "stick"—something John Col-

ter could not do.

Is it exciting?
[Continued from page 375]

on a subject and the capacity to make it

seem important enough to warrant the

attention of your audience are the im-

portant facilities of the motion picture

medium. The camera jumps from long

shot to medium shot and, from there, to

closeup—and bang! the subject in the

closeup becomes the only important

thing in the world at that moment!
Movie Makers has repeatedly ad-

vised more use of closeups in amateur

films, and the more advanced profes-

sional films are employing the device

with even greater frequency than ever

in the past.

But, let us examine a list of all the

more important methods of presentation

(composition and lighting), which con-

trol audience attention and interest.

Size in the frame
Closeups obviously focus attention on

the subject, by eliminating unessential

details from the picture. They also

show the audience more clearly what-

ever detail there is, to be seen in the

subject, and they satisfy the natural

curiosity of your audience.

Contrast
Contrast of size. Obviously, the

biggest object in a scene will attract

one's attention first. Yet, on the other

hand, making your subject extremely

small, in comparison to its surround-

ings, may achieve an even more potent

effect, if there is a logical reason for this

treatment.

One of the most dramatic sequences

in a recent Hollywood feature was a

VICTOR "SILENT 16"

PROJECTOR

Quietness In operation — disappearing

reel arms and automatic "rewind-as-you-

show" are a few of its many fine features.

ASK ANY QUALIFIED PHOTOGRAPHIC DEALER OR WRITE

n, V I C T R

DEPT.

ANIMATOGRAPH
CORPORATION

Al DAVENPORT, IOWA
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IT'S HERE!
O-o-o-oh!"
A-a-a-ah!"
'Beautiful!"

Now you can

screen such

scenes
Gives 2X^H B^kW ^k —easy!magmnca- ™
tion on 8mm
film; doubles

size of image

without great

sacrifice of field.

Graduated mi-

crometer mounting

focuses from one

foot to infinity. Fine

for huge close-ups

(macro - photography).

Color-corrected. Proba

bly the ideal telephoto lens

for general cine work. Fast

for rainy days, dim wood-

lands, interiors. At dealers

or direct postpaid (or

C.O.D.). Money-back

guarantee.

Write for free literature,

WOLLENSAK OPTICAL CO., 526 Hudson Ave., Rochester, N Y.

UFWEtTE

C&TM-0G Real vatuesl Made of

heavy aluminum. Patent-

ed shaft opening accom-
modates every type reel

arm. Humidors of heavy

gauge aluminum.

Reel 16 i Reel

m, 39e
..

t for 1.69 6 for 2.27

FILM CEMENT
1 oz. bottle Vj oi. bottle

l«e.=. »e.,.
4 for 69c 4 for 2?c

%H
L̂AFAYETTE CAMERA

DEPT. 64-H 1 00 Sixth Ave., New York, N. Y.

I ENCLOSE $

RUSH MY ORDER.
RUSH FREE
CATALOG No. 81

ADDRESS

CITY

series of shots of a man being chased by
two others along the horizon of a lone-

some, uninhabited, hilly countryside.

The figures, silhouetted against the set-

ting sun, were so small that you could

barely see them—but the scene held a

tremendous dramatic "punch," and the

small, insignificant figures against that

wide expanse gave one the exhausting

feeling of the long, wearisome chase

that it was.

Contrast of color. Color film offers

exciting possibilities in controlling

audience interest. Naturally, a subject

and background of the same color will

tend to neutralize each other and to

lessen the impact of the scene. The use

of directly complementary colors (red

against green, blue against yellow, and
so forth) produces the greatest color

contrasts; but, if each color is of equal

intensity, the attention of your audience

will be divided equally between them.

This division may be avoided by using

a background color, complementary to

the color of the subject, but slightly

darker, or by using a background color

that is not quite the complementary
color for the subject. In either case, the

subject and background will be clearly

separated, but the subject will dominate

the scene.

For black and white photography,

the problem is simpler, but none the

less important. Here, again, the reverse

of the obvious is very effective.

For instance, against a brightly light-

ed exterior background, you can make
a closeup of a face in shadow, protected

from the beating rays of the sun by a

shielding hand or hat brim. If you have

managed to expose properly for both

the bright background and the dark

face, you will have an exciting picture;

perhaps you have used a soft reflector

on one side, to high light the features

of the face.

Contrast in texture between your

subject and its background will often

give just the right emphasis you wish.

That is why, when plain, flat letters in

titles are superimposed over a rough

cloth or textured background, the dif-

ference of texture seems to make the

letters stand out.

Two other methods are helpful in ob-

taining texture contrast. First, and par-

ticularly well suited to closeups, is the

use of wide apertures on your lens, so

that, when it is focused on the subject,

the camera sees the background as a

blurred. indistinct pattern. which

"feels" entirely different from the crisp

rendition of textures in the foreground

subject. Second, you may light your

background very flatly and "edge light"

your subject, to bring out all its detail

in modeled relief. The reverse of this

last device is equally effective on occa-

sion.

Contrast of motion. Imagine a

view through the window of a home at

night. Inside, seated in repose before

the fireside, is a man. But snow falls

in front of the scene, from our view-

point outside the window. The falling

movement of the snow calls attention to

itself, but also throws into immediate
relief the quiet, static composure of the

man inside the room; despite the fact

that we know the snow is cold, we get

a warm, glowing feeling of comfort and
security.

Inside, we come to a closeup of the

man's face, as he looks into the fire.

All we see of the fire is the flickering

shadow that its dancing flames cast

upon the man's face; but that contrast

of motion between the still, composed
face and the flitting shadows running

over it produces a tremendously dra-

matic effect.

Unusual presentation

Uniqueness of viewpoint. An en-

tirely fresh and exciting appearance

can be given to the most commonplace
object, by shooting it from an unusual

viewpoint—one from which we are not

accustomed to view it in everyday life.

Perching on a tree limb may be pre-

carious, but worth the trouble (provid-

ed your camera does not jiggle) when
shooting scenes of a croquet game in

progress in the back yard, while plac-

ing the camera on the ground behind

one of the wickets and gently tapping

a ball through, toward the camera lens,

will keep the audience awake and give

an amusing emphasis to the action of

the game.

Uniqueness of motion is often as

useful as an unusual angle, in adding

interest to your films. Increasing the

speed of normally slow action always

gets a laugh. And higher than normal

camera speeds, used to produce slow

motion effects on the screen, always

bring forth the "Oh's!" and the "Ah's!"

when you use as a subject such action

as a horse jumping or a person diving.

In a recent industrial film, I had

occasion to show a closeup of a special

package of Cellophane wrapped golf

balls being opened by hand. Considera-

ble pressure was needed to break the

package; when it broke, the sudden

release of tension on the Cellophane

caused one of the balls to pop out every

time, all of which seemed awkward when

it was filmed at normal speed. But, when

the shot was taken in slow motion, at

sixty four frames a second, the hands

seemed to break the package easily,

and the ball floated out and up into

the air, in a graceful arc, as if lifted

by invisible strings.

Now that you have gained the atten-

tion of your audience, you will want to

put the finishing touch on your scene

—

the emotional appeal. For any single

shot, this usually consists of exciting in

your audience one or more of the senses

of taste, touch or sight.
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Did you ever hear somebody exclaim

at the sight of food in a picture, "Why
it looks so good, I could eat it!" There

must have been something in the tech-

nical construction of that picture that

made the food particularly appetizing,

because I can well imagine a poorly

taken picture of perfectly edible food

that would excite no such response.

Perhaps oil was rubbed on some ap-

ples in the scene, to give them a fresh,

appetizing glisten that will make the

spectator's mouth water. Or a strong

back light was used on a shot of a cup

of coffee, which made the steam rising

from its surface stand out in clear visi-

bility against something darker in the

background. When you look at such a

picture, you can feel all the warmth and

stimulation that a good hot cup of cof-

fee can impart to the drinker on a cold

winter morning. And just think how
cold and lifeless the coffee would look

without those wisps of steam curling up

from the cup. In food shots, therefore,

emphasize any elements which will

appeal to the sense of taste.

The sense of touch is very important

to the movie maker, because, when ob-

jects are lighted, to emphasize their

form and texture, we can almost "feel"

them, even if we are looking at a flat

picture on a flat screen.

A view of the old homestead, taken

when the sun is almost overhead, will

bring out the rough texture of the shin-

gles, brick or other exterior surfacing.

The chances are that such a shot will

have much more "Oomph!" than one

taken with the sun lower in the sky and

without shadows cast by the projections

and texture of the wall surfaces.

Always look for significant texture in

your scenes—the soft round cheeks of

a baby; the rich, rough texture of a

Harris tweed garment; the smooth

satiny surface of the silver loving cup
trophy that Junior won in the golf

tournament at the club.

The tricks of bringing out textures

will come to you by simple experimen-

tation, but first yon must remember to

look for them.

Or maybe you will simply settle for

eye appeal, striving for visual beauty

(or, for effect, ugliness). All the books

and articles written about composition,

color and lighting are crammed full of

helpful suggestions on this subject.

The methods of achieving these ef-

fects are not half so important (or so

difficult) as remembering to stop and

ask yourself, "Is it exciting?"—and
giving yourself an honest answer.

)^i£P>^

uuilt the
CRAIG PROJECTO-EDITOR

It takes proper Editing to make modern fast-moving,
interest-sustaining movies. ACTION-EDIT your
films the Hollywood Studio way — transform random
shots into smooth-running sequences that everyone will

enjoy seeing.

The Projecto-Editor provides a unique viewing method
—allows careful inspection, slow motion if desired, of

every movement on its brilliant miniature screen. Films
may be readily removed from the polished guides for

quick cutting and splicing.

Rt all dealers— Ask lor demonstration.
8mm. model, complete . . $27.50
16mm. model, complete . . $49.50

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY COMPANY
1053 S. OLIVE ST. • LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

"MoAed ZJldUuj, a PleaUtteF

P.redentin$

KINO-LUX

(no outdoor ratings)

RATINGS

WESTON TUNGSTEN 100

SCHEINER TUNGSTEN 29°

#3
GOLD

SEAL
Created for indoor use, KIN-O-LUX No. 3 Gold Seal is a new, finer film for every

occasion (except bright sunlight) where speed and quality are the first essentials.

Compare the finer results attained with KIN-O-LUX No. 3 Sold Seal with those of

any other make. Let that test prove to you why its superiority is unquestioned, its

moderate price reflects true value and why you can buy it at leading dealers everywhere.

100 ft. $6.00 50 ft. S3.50

For real movie fi

KIN-O-LUX NO. I

(Green Box)

Weston 8

Scheiner 18=

100 ft. S3.OO
50 ft 2.00

asure always—ash for these other KIN-O-LUX films too

2KIN-O-LUX NO.
(Red Box)

Weston 12

Scheiner 20°

100 ft S3.50
50 ft 2.50

KIN-O-LUX NO. 3

(Lavender Box)

Weston 50
Scheiner 26°

Weston Tun. 40
Scheiner Tun. 24°

100 ft S6.00
50 ft 3.50

All ratings made on the basis of our cortservative Laboratory Tests

Write for booklet M8

ECONOMY • RELIABILITY • FINER RESULTS

KIN-O-LUX, INC. 105 WEST 40 STREET NEW YORK
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— AT HABER & FINK

BUY WITH
CONFIDENCE •'

The "Right at Home Feeling"
that makes Haber & Fink the
popular rendezvous of Cam-
era Enthusiasts.

Make your choice from a large
and completely varied and guaran-
teed stock of new and used. Ampro,
Bell & Howell, Bolex, Eastman,
Victor and other Movie Equipment.

Authorized Dealer for all leading
Cine Equipment.

Representative Bargains
8mm. Cine Kodak Model 60, F.I.

9

Anastigmat Exc $39.50
16mm. Zeiss Movilcon, Sonnar F.1.4,

like new $275.00
8mm. Bolex, Kino Plasmat, F.I. 5, 36mm.
& 25mm. lenses, like new. $237.50
16mm. Ampro Model KD, Projector,
750 waft, Exc $99.50

SOUND ON FILM
Rent-Exchange-Sale

Modern High Grade Features & Shorts

CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY
1041 Jefferson Av Brooklyn, N. Y.

GENUINE TITB EC
KODACHROME I LCD
also Black and White and Tinted Titles

from 25 c

HORNE MOTION PICTURE SERVICE
Producers of Industrial -Educational Films
9 East 40th Street New York City

DOUBLE the FUN of

Making HOME MOVIES
Enjoy a NEW thrill by filming your family
and friends in a novelty reel from a standard
"shooting" script, prepared for 8mm and

Written Especially for Amateur
Cinematographers by a Pro-

fessional Hollywood Scenarist.

Send SI for script of "WHAT A PICNIC!"
Film it at your next picnic and WHAT a

picnic you'll have! Filmed titles FREE. Send
for our catalogue of 15 other novel scripts,

one for any family occasion.

HOME-MOVIES
SCRIPT SERVICE
P. O. BOX 1218

San Francisco, Cal.

The men

behind the counters
[Continued from page 385]

One of the earliest tenets of the Asso-
ciation was that a yearly trade show,
or convention, would prove of benefit

to all concerned, by collecting in one
place and at one time, for convenient
inspection, the goods and services that

the industry could offer. In addition, it

was thought that the opportunity for

the field to meet in fellowship, on this

occasion, would be a desirable factor.

So it turned out. From the first con-
vention, held in Chicago in 1934, these

gatherings have been successful, and
now culminate in the huge trade show,
to be held in Chicago again this year.

from Vugust 19 to August 23rd.

This year, for the first time, the en-

tire photographic industry will be over-

whelmingly represented by a combined
gathering of the N.P.D.A. ->nd of the

Photographers Association of America.
This is a particularly happy combina-

tion, because the one brings to the show
an unusually complete exhibition of

equipment ami services for the vast

bod) ol photographic and movie ama-
teur-, while the other, to round out the

picture, brings to the show the profes-

sional interests, accompanied by ex-

hibits ol the best in commercial pho-

tography, including lecture programs,

clinics and demonstrations.

Congratulations are to be accorded to

officers and members of both associa-

tions for bringing this definitive exposi-

tion to pass. In this connection, efforts

of the Executive Secretary of the

N.P.D.A., H. 0. Bodine. and of the Ex-

ecutive Manager of the P.A.A.. Charles

\]>el. are especially noteworthy.

Reviewing the world
[Continued from page 374]

The day before the Fair opened, I

visited the grounds, to make what I

thought were airtight arrangements for

the scenes I wanted of the opening

ceremonies—a shot of the Coldstream

Guards band, marching down Constitu-

tion Mall, and a general view of the

Court of Peace from the Belgian Pa-

vilion. The picture of the Guards band

was to be made from the roof of one

of the industrial exhibits along the

Mall; but, when I tried to find the

friend who was to get me up there on

the opening day, he was nowhere

around. The parade was going by—the

peoples of all nations in their colorful

costumes, and bands and bands—but I

still was on the ground, behind huge

crowds.

Finally, the friend showed up, and

we got on the edge of the roof, but,

checking with my parade list, I found

that the Coldstream Guards had gone
by. However, I learned later that they

had marched down the opposite side of

the Mall, so I wouldn't have gotten them
anyway. But, from the roof, I did get

one "pan" down on the Trylon and
Perisphere, which eventually became
the opening scene in the film.

Then, through the crowds, we went
to the Belgian Pavilion, for the Court
of Peace ceremonies. Of the guard at

a rear door, I asked for the man with
whom I had made the advance arrange-

ments, and all the chap would say was
"in restaurant." That was on the other

side of the building. We were getting

nowhere fast—I knew from my time

schedule that President Roosevelt was
about to speak, and I had wanted a

crowd reaction shot.

So, with the friend who was accom-
panying me. I went around to the res-

taurant side of the building and tried

to get through the police lines. But the

police were on their authoritative be-

havior that day, and it was "no go."

Finally, way up on the balcony, where
I wanted to be. I saw Leland Stowe, of

the Herald Tribune staff, and I shouted

to him.

The crowd in the vicinity thought I

was crazy, and so did the police, but he

finally heard me. I motioned to the rear

door. I knew that he could speak
French fluently and would make the im-

ported guard understand what I want-

ed. He did, and I took my place on the

balcony just in time for a grand shot

of the foreign area and other scenes,

which made up the rest of the begin-

ning of the film.

Then came the heat and the humid-

ity, and for days I sweated over the

foreign displays, particularly the dem-
onstrations in the Court of Peace that

had to be taken then or never. On
Sweden Day, June 25, which netted me
some of the best Court of Peace pic-

tures, I thought that the film would melt

in the camera as I was melting beside

the camera.

The big event early in the Fair, of

course, was the visit of King George
and Queen Elizabeth of Great Britain,

on June 10, and to this I gave all sorts

of thought for proper coverage. Finally,

I decided that, since I had to be at

work that night, it would be best not to

attempt to get them in the Court of

Peace, which would have made the best

shot, but from a window of the Press

Building, overlooking a part of the

route which they were to take through

the Fair.

For days before, almost as carefully

as the Secret Service men and the po-

lice, I looked over locations, and finally

decided upon a window looking right

down on the roadway. Two hours be-

fore they were to pass, I had my camera

in position, the window open, the ex-

posure checked and the range deter-
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mined, for a good "pan" along with

their car, as it proceeded up a slight

grade—and, then, half an hour before

they were due, a city police captain,

riding along the road, ordered that all

windows be closed!

A friendly patrolman, who had been

in front of our window, gave us a few

minutes to clean it with our handker-

chiefs; but, just as we were rubbing

away, another captain stuck his head

in the door and yelled that, if we didn't

have it down at once, he'd throw us all

out of the building.

There was no arguing, for these men
were protecting the lives of the royal

visitors, and the window came down, as

I thought, on all my well laid plans for

this picture. There was a hurried in-

spection of the window for reflections,

a chalk mark was drawn on the floor

beyond which no one should pass, lest

they be reflected in the partly cleaned

glass, and then came the procession,

under overcast skies and at a greater

speed than I had expected. I gave up
at once any idea that this picture would

turn out; but, when it came back from

Rochester, it was a beauty.

Another outstanding section of the

British Empire part of the film was to

be the Musical Ride of the Royal Cana-

dian Mounted Police, in the Court of

Peace on Dominion Day, July 1. I had
seen it several times at the Horse Show
in Madison Square Garden, and I felt

that I must record it in detail. The best

spot for a general view of the formation

was from the top of the north section

of the Hall of Nations, but I could find

no passageway, inasmuch as the Fair

buildings were built to be seen from
the ground, and not from above.

I finally appealed to the manager of

one of the exhibits, and he pointed out

a ladder which ran up through one of

the fifty foot towers. Up I started, in

the blackness of night, on a small iron

ladder that hardly supported my two
feet.

Half way up, I was feeling my way
along and was just about ready to de-

scend again—more afraid that my cam-
era case would fall than I would. But
this was to be a very special part of my
picture, and so I went on, cautiously

edging my way at the top, over a single

plank on the beams, and finally out to

the tar papered roof. The resultant

shots were worth the trouble—once

—

but, next time, Til take the Canadian
Mounties from the ground. That I did

two days later, and the result, spliced

together in long shots and closeups, I

consider one of the best jobs in the film.

To edit this sequence, I worked out

on paper the entire course of the Mu-
sical Ride, as I had it in pictures; then

I revised it to my own version in a con-

densed form, but so that it would form

a logical sequence, in long shots. Then
the ground shots were fitted in their

NOW J J&USS enables you to

"take 'em and show 'em" with

RCA 16mm SOUND equipment
Bass as a distributor offers you

this remarkable . . . (NEW)

RCA 16mm SOUND Projector
An engineering triumph. This Model P.G. 170 . . .

for silent or SOUND . . . brilliant, large F:1.65
lens . . . 750 watt lamp . . . RCA Photophone
Sound with 10 watts push-pull amplification . . .

theatrical framing . . . stabilized sound . . .

electro-dynamic speaker . . . input jack for
microphone or records . . . variable tone con-
trol. Bass recommends this as an fl* *5/^^
exceptional value at ^> «3 \J\J
Microphone and stand $22.50
Turntable 5.95

RCA 16mm Sound on Film Camera

Bass has sold them the world
over . . . take professional quality
SOUND pictures with this re-
markable camera . . . another
RCA triumph.
Newsreel model: with 1 inch
F:3.5 lens . . . batteries, and
microphone $250

Commercial model: with 3 stage
amplifier $965

Dealers: Write for in-

formation concerning ex-

tra profits! Free literature

—on request.

Dept. C
179 W. Madison St.

Chicago, 111.

Write for my new CINE BARGAINGRAM NO. 245 FREE

PHOTRIX CINE
A real movie exposure meter,

made especially for movie work
'TPHE movie camera owner needs a special
*- exposure meter ... he thinks in terms
of operating speeds, not in exposure time
. . . his main camera setting is the lens
opening . . . his camera angle is small. That
is why universal exposure meters are less

satisfactory for motion-picture use. PHO-
TRIX CINE fills the need of movie camera
owners ... it is not a converted still picture
meter, but has been designed, in every de-
tail, for the special requirements of movie
work.

HERE ARE ITS OUTSTANDING FEATURES:
• Movable scale of operating speeds for pre-

cise adjustment according to specific shut-
ter speed of your camera.

• No setting between shots . . . reads lens
opening directly.

• Sensitivity adapted to full range of light
conditions occurring in cine photography.

• Tapered light chamber giving sharply de-
fined light acceptance angle of 50 degrees.

The ideal exposure meter for every movie
camera.

$22-75Top-gr

RANGES
Brightness: 0.75 to 4500 cdl./sq. ft.

Lens Opening: F:l to F:32
Light Acceptance Angle: 50°

Film Speed: 0.75 to 800 W., 8 to
38 SCH.

Operating Speed : 6 fr./sec. to 128
fr./sec.

Shutter speed at 16 fr./sec. adjust*
able from 1/25 to 1/50 sec.cowhide zipper case, $1.50

MADE in U. S. A. bv craftsmen with over 25 years experience in electrical precision instruments.

Photrix Cine is reliable, sturdy . . . built for years of service. Your dealer, or write Dept. K-8.

HQ //INTERCONTINENTAL MARKETING CORPORATION, 8 West 40th Street, New York
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FOR PROJECTION
BRILLIANCE

PROJECTION

Write for free illustrated

brochure and price list

RADIANT LAMP CORP.
Dept Ml — 260 Sherman Ave.

Newark, N. 1.

ThorouKh. practical training. For
pleasure or career. All ph;

of photography. Commercial.
I News. Portrait. Advertisino. Mo-
Itiort Picture, Color. Teaching staff

I of noted authorities. 30th year.
lend fur free booklet.

RAPHY
from

Experts
.NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
' 10 West 33 Street (Dept. 105) New York City

8MTEUTE- TRU VISION

—, spotlights, reflectors, paper safes, etc.

mplete details.

\ MOTION PICTURE SCREEN
J and ACCESSORIES CO.. INC.
' 351 West 52nd St.. New York City

Handletteredlllustrated

TITLES
0.11 work executed
by professionalmen

} HiHOUJTmD\nr, Jilii'l TfS track-sound effects 1
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•«SNLi ,m CAMERAMEN.

PROMPTaW EFFICIENT SERVICE

TITLE SERVICE
1600 BROADWAY

NEW YORK CITY

proper places; finally, the whole thing

was trimmed to screen time, with the

result that nearly half of the shots for

which I had labored so hard were dis-

carded.

This policy was followed with heart-

breaking thoroughness throughout the

film, with the result that, of some 2100

feet taken, just under 1400 were used

in the final version, plus titles amount-

ing to some 200 feet. With a few excep-

tions, where retakes could not be made,

every bit of film that was not up to

standard was discarded, and it meant
throwing out some of the scenes that I

most prized sentimentally, including

foot after foot of the Coldstream Guards
band, and also some scenes over which

I had worked the longest.

This suggestion I had seen in Mak-
ing Belter Movies, of the Amateur Cin-

ema League, and in other places, but I

had never conscientiously followed it

until then, and I say without hesitation

to my fellow amateurs that the result

is most -atisfying.

For timing the film, I used the the-

atrical newsreels as a basis, since they

most nearly approached this type of

movie. A friend of mine, who is a news-

reel cameraman, once told me that his

first assignment was to sit through a

dozen shows at a newsreel theatre and

to see just what pictures were used and

how. That seemed good advice even for

an amateur; so, for weeks, I haunted a

newsreel theatre, sitting through sev-

eral complete shows—just watching the

first time, noting angles and approaches

the second, and timing every foot of

film—every scene—the third.

Applied to my own film, always with

the thought in mind that people would
have to sit through fifty minutes of

amateur effort, it worked wonders; so

far, I have found no one who would ad-

mit to being fatigued as a result of

watching it, even if. otherwise, some
boredom might result from the steady

procession of scenes of various coun-

tries, all in the same general order.

The title of the film came as a happy
thought early one morning when I was
riding home on the subway with a

friend, discussing various possibilities.

Nations on Parade had occurred to

me as a title, but it was one which
anybody else doing the same thing

would naturally select. Parliament of

Nations had been used in a subtitle of

the Official Motion Picture—and then I

thought of the imminence of war in

Europe, and of the President's remarks
about peace at the opening of the Fair,

and of the miles I had walked around
the grounds. And there it was

—

Streets

of Peace.

To carry out this theme, it was neces-

sary to use the President's remarks as

a subtitle at the start, but what for an
ending? The Federal Building, with

peace inscribed on its fagade, of course.

About this time, I got word of a gath-

ering of children of many nations in

the Children's World, and here was the

tie in.

So, as the last scene of Mexico fades

out—the last foreign country in the re-

view—there comes the subtitle, The
World of Tomorrow—ivhat ivill it bring

these citizens of tomorrow, and the en-

suing happy scenes give point to the

quotation of President Roosevelt, which
follows: "The world is disturbed by
armed strife, but the continuing ideal

of all nations must be a World of

Peace." Then comes a quotation from
Pope Pius XII, "Nothing is lost through

peace; all may be lost through war."

A Nation at Peace; the Host at the

New York World's Fair then introduces

scenes of the United States Federal

Building. The film closes with a scene

of red, white and blue, furnished by
three fountains in that order in the

Lagoon of Nations one night.

The fountain control room thought

a friend of mine was crazy when he

telephoned to ask in what order the

colors would appear—whether the red
would be to the north, etc.—but I got

what I wanted.

And that I can say of the entire film;

it is a priceless record of foreign par-

ticipation at the New York World's

Fair, a record similar to none other in

existence and which never can be ob-

tained again, for not all these nations

have returned to the Fair in 1940.

The clinic

[Continued from page 379]

movie clubs may plan a reel which will

not only entertain, but which will in-

struct as well. Make a movie with a

certain number of deliberate errors in

technique, the more subtle, the better.

Then screen the film at a club meeting
and offer a prize to the member who
finds the most errors. Usually, it will be
necessary to run the film at least twice,

to enable people to jot down their notes.

Another good "dodge" for meetings is

to compile a true or false cine quiz and
to offer a prize for the winner.

Trial title Movie makers who use

miniature cameras and
who have a small slide projector can
make some interesting experiments with
double exposure effects, that are pro-

duced right on the screen as they wish.

The procedure is very simple. A title

is lettered in black on a white card and
is photographed with a miniature cam-
era, using positive film. When it is de-

veloped, this title is bound in glass, to

make a slide. It is then put in the slide

projector and focused on the movie
screen. The slide projector is then

turned off and the movie is started.

When it is desired to have the title

appear against the moving background,
simply turn on the switch of the slide

projector. It will show the white letters
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against the moving background, and

the effect will be the same as if the

title had been double exposed on the

scene. By using this method, one can

experiment with various combinations of

titles and backgrounds without in any-

way changing the original 16mm. or

8mm. film. The idea will work equally

well with black and white and Koda-

chrome.

Remote control Dudley E
-
Porter'

ACL, and his
brother, Leonard M. Porter, have built

a new kind of remote control device for

their still and movie cameras. They dis-

Remote control made by Dudley E.

Porter, ACL, and Leonard M. Porter

covered that the rapid movement of the

ordinary solenoid control had a ten-

dency to jar a still camera, so they

worked out a special clockwork release,

which is put in operation by a push

button. A touch of the button pushes

the camera release down, and it stays

down until the button is touched again.

The pushing action is slow and gentle,

so that even a time exposure can be

made with the still camera without dan-

ger of movement. The energy for the

actual tripping is furnished by a twen-

ty two and a half volt radio "G" bat-

tery, and a cord of any length can

easily be added. The entire outfit with

battery is carried in a small leather

case with a shoulder strap.

Quality Although industrial and ad-

vertising motion pictures

have served business for over two dec-

ades, the field has expanded great-

ly in recent years. It follows that many
business men are now making use of the

motion picture who are not familiar

with the standards of good technical

work. A practical approach is to con-

sider technical motion picture quality

in the same way that typographical ex-

cellence and artistry in layout are con-

sidered in printed advertising matter.

The technical execution of a film re-

TIMELY!

AS MIGHTY AS HUMANITY!
AS TRUE AS ETERNITY!

RASPIN PRODUCTIONS, Inc. present

CAVALCADE
OF

CIVILIZATION
(Are We Civilized?)

A Thundering

Dramatic Triumph!

Here's a picture that will appeal to every thoughtful American.
Tracing the rise and fall of dictatorships throughout history, this powerful story

culminates in a vivid drama of modern times which is a plea for defended peace,

and an indictment of war. This drama of today's problems has been endorsed by leading

public figures and national organizations. CAVALCADE OF CIVILIZATION is an

ideal subject for presentation to civic, institutional, church and school audiences,

as well as in the home.

76mm. sound on film—running time 50 minutes.

CAVALCADE OF CIVILIZATION is an Edwin Carewe Production and has a great

cast. Stars include William Farnum, Anita Louise, Frank McGlynn, Stuart Holmes
and others. Thousands of soldiers and peasants support the epic theme.

Write for terms, including state and territorial franchises for
showing.

A Real Big Hollywood Production

PRODUCTIONS 580 5th Avenue
INCORPORATED New York. N. Y.RASPIN

Vacation
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BESBEE "Stick-On" Letter Set

• Record Every Shot on the Spot

• Avoid Splicing In Extra Titles

This year be ready to show your vacation shots
completely titled the minute your film is pro-
cessed—and save yourself a lot of work besides.
Take along a Besbee STICK-ON Letter Set.
Compose your titles while sequences are fresh
in your mind with handy Besbee Letters (they
stick anywhere') and shoot your titles as you
go, easily and quickly. Elminate the mess, fuss
and expense of splicing in extra titles. Ask
your dealer to show you a Besbee Set. Or send
coupon for free samples.

OTHER BESBEE TITLING AIDS
BESBEE UNIVERSAL TITLE M A K ER—Unique
device for making professional titles with ease.
Complete with 10 accessories and instruction
book $ I 2.50
BESBEE IMPROVED ILLU M IN ATOR — Prac-
tical device for illuminating titles $ 5 .50
BESBEE TRICK EFFECT EASEL — For scroll
titles, flop-up and flop-down titles, turn-over
and turn-around, and many other effects $8.50
ALSO Besbee Editing Sets, Trick Title Frames,
Close-up Lens Adapters, Reel Clips, etc.

BESBEE TITLE LETTER SET NO. 59 (illustrated)
includes 150 94 -in. Rubber Capital Letters SC.25
and Numerals. Complete, only J
BESBEE TITLE LETTER SET NO. 58 includes
225 3A-in. Capital and V2-in. Lower Case Let-
ters S 6 .50
Both Sets in Choice of Silver, Black, Blue, or Red

MAIL COUPON FOR FULL DETAILS

ALBERT SPECIALTY CO.
1 231 S. Green St., Dept. H23
. Chicago, 111.

1 Please send
Home Movie

me full details on the Besbee 1

Titling Aids checked below. |

I fj (Samples
1 and data on

Besbee
Title Let-
ter Sets

Q Information
on Besbee
Universal
Title
Maker

Details
Besbee
Trick
Effect
Easel

on 1

I

I

I

I Name .... I

I

I City State I

SPECIALTY CO.
NEW YORK . CHICAGO . LOS ANGELES

Main Office and Factory: 23! S. Green Street, Chicago
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GOERZ
KINO-HYPAR
LENSES
f:2.7 and f:3

For regular and color mov-
ies of surprising quality, high
chromatic correction . . .

]' Focal lengths I5mm to 100mm—can be fitted i

<| in suitable focusing mounts to Amateur and '

Professional Movie Cameras.

GOERZ Reflex FOCUSER
Patented

for 16mm Movie Camera users—voids PARALLAX
,

between finder and lens — provides full-size >

ground-glass image magnified 10 times. Adapt- '

able to lenses 3" and up. Also useful as extension

tube for shorter focus lens for close-ups. Exten-
]

sively used in shooting surgical operations, small <

animal life, etc. '

X GOERZ Parallax-Free FOCUSER \

\and FIELD FINDER CONTROL *

4 for Filmo 121 and Simplex-Pockette, no more off- 4
7 center pictures, magnifies 4 and 8x. 4

For OmlaUed In/ormallon Addrm
\ l)rpt. MM.H

4 C. P. Goerz American Optical Co
* 317 East 34th St., New York

American Lens Makers Since 1899

[4AVErVyJCREENT]

Carefully constructed of tested

fabrics. Raven Screens enjoy an
Increasing and well - deserved
popularity. At all leadlnR deal-

Lite at

Raven Screen Corporation, 314 East 35th Street, New York

16mm KODACHROME
• • • Reduced /.-•••
8mm KODACHROME

Th«» CALVIN Co.
26th & Jefferson Kansas City, Mo.

Exhibition Prints

—WITH A SOLAR
A Solar Enlarger will bring

out the full pictorial quality
of every negative. Cover neg- *

ative sizes from 35mm. to 5x7
inches. Priced from $39.50 to
SI 12.50. Write today for valuable
Enlarging Treatise MM840 Free.

BURKE & JAMES, Inc.

fleets the quality of the product, just as

do good paper and printing, yet not in-

frequently, a firm that would insist on

the best engraving and typography in

national magazine advertising will ac-

cept and pay for a motion picture of ex-

ceedingly poor technical quality. How
effective a sales medium a given film

treatment may be is a debatable point,

but good exposure, accurate focus, ade-

quate interior lighting, neat, well let-

tered titles are matters that should not

require discussion. All advertising films

should have these qualities.

Transition ,le °f lne favorite shots

in travel films is a scene

of a rapidly spinning automobile wheel.

This -ifni- usually is '"faked." The cam-

eraman jacks up the rear wheel of the

car and allows it to spin while he films

it. This works out well sometimes, but.

often, it is apparent to the audience

that the car itself i« not moving. Why
not try filming a close shot of a rear

wheel of a car in motion? Ride in a

second car. which is driven alongside

the first, and train the camera on the

rear wheel. This is not so difficult as

it -"iimls. and the results are more

realistic than those obtained by "fak-

Acoustics ^ 'len vou are using a

sound projector, you may
nie.t difficult acoustic conditions in halls

and auditoriums. However, the trouble

often can be corrected by the use of a

proper type of baffle for the speaker. The
manufacturers of sound projectors would
be glad to advise, in such cases, and sug-

gest the proper treatment. Tests should

be made when the hall is more than half

filled with people, since, in an empty
hall, sound usually reverberates badly.

Photographic

trade show
[Continued from page 383]

will feature 16mm. and 8mm. cameras

and projectors, as well as accessories.

Among the important photo dealers

who will appear with their own prod-

ucts or services are Marks & Fuller,

Inc., of Rochester, N. Y., Klein & Good-

man of Philadelphia, Norman Willets

Co. of Chicago, Medo, Inc. and George

Murphy of New York City, the latter

featuring the Master Zoom Titler for

movies. Willoughbys, of New York City,

will emphasize the new Willo Cine Tri-

pod for movies and the DeCo Ejector

Case for 8mm. and 16mm. films, which

pops out the selected reel at you, as you

push a burton.

Motion Picture Screen and Accesso-

ries Co., of New York City, will have

its new Britelite Triple Duty movie

screen which stands alone, sits or hangs.

Other new Britelite products include

the Movieflood Universal Reflector Set

and the Filter View Meter.

Edwin M. Phillips Co., of New York
City, will show its handy new Salon

Brochure and Radiant Lamp Corp., of

Newark, N. J., will have a new line of

flood and flash lamps. Raygram Corp.,

of New York City, will show its many
representative products, both for movie

and still work.

Revere Camera Co., of Chicago, will

have its new 8mm. Turret Camera, as

well as its regular, Model 88. non tur-

ret, five speed model and its excellent

8mm. projector.

James H. Smith & Sons Corp., of

Griffith, Ind., will demonstrate their

complete line of Victor Lighting Spe-

cialties for movie and still interiors.

The Society for Visual Education, of

Chicago, will show its new slide arid

film projectors, also slide hinders.

Universal Camera Corp., of New
York, will present the well known Uni-

vex -ingle 8mm. camera and projector

and accessories, including the clever,

movable letter titling board.

Vaporate Company of New York will

give actual demonstrations of the effec-

tiveness of the Vaporate product in the

protection of movie and still film. The
Victor Animatograph Corp., of Daven-

port, Iowa, pioneer suppliers of appara-

tus in the 16mm. field, will demonstate

the Animatophone line of 16mm. sound

projectors, as well as the famous Victor

silent 16mm. cameras and projectors.

Weston Electrical Instrument Co., of

Newark, N. J., will exhibit the new
Weston Master Cine photronic exposure

meter, which has the same fine con-

struction and dependability as the reg-

ular Master Meter. Westinghouse Elec-

tric & Manufacturing Co. Lamp Divi-

sion will feature Mazda Photoflood and

Flash lamps, including the new Mazda
R-2 Reflector Photoflood with opaque

neck coating, which prevents the rear-

ward "spilling" of light in use.

Practical films

[Continued from page 376]

responsibility we could do most to im-

prove safety behavior. If this principle

of participation is sound, we can expect

worth while residues in safety behavior

from all of those who participated in

the planning and production of these

films."

"Sons of Eph"
An unusually beautiful movie, Sons

of Eph, on 1600 feet of 16mm. Koda-

chrome, by John G. Jay, ACL, is a

study of the school year at Williams

College, Williamstown, Mass. Sons of

Eph, imbued with a quality not unlike

that of the English school where Mr.

Chips taught, shows Williams College

as the changing seasons affect its life.

From the opening sequences, where
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MUSIC FOR MOVIES
Give your Hints the
right musical back-
ground and note
their improvement.

Movie makers everywhere are now showing
their 8mm and 16mm. films with disc record
accompaniment. From the wealth of recorded
music available, there are selections which
will just fit your film. Let us help you find

them. Our record shop is one of the most
complete in New York. We have special

sound effect records and a recording studio to

make your own discs. Let us advise you. We
have the records on Movie Makers lists.

RECORDS
RECORD-PLAYERS

RADIOS—MUSIC
In association with our movie department
RabSons can give you COMPLETE service.

Visit us or write for free Sound effect record
catalogs.

Rabsons Music & Camera Co., Inc.
Ill W. 52 St., New York, N. Y. Circle 7-0070

Titles

that Complete
your Films

Actions speak louder than words

—

but sometimes just a few words will

make a whole action clear. It's that

way with movie titles. Let us advise

you on the best way to make your
films complete. Color or black &
white; 8 or 16mm.

Editing & Titling
33 W. 42 St., New YorkStahl

FACTORY OUTLET SALE
ON BEADED SCREENS

Custom built de luxe box screens Beaded with auto-
matic arms S7.50
30 x 40 Beaded screens, tripod model S3.90
Beaded screens size 30 x 40 complete with carrying
case $2.75

All shipments F.O.B. N. T.
WHOLESALE CAMERA SUPPLY CO.
29 W. 34 St. Dept. M. N. Y. C.

35mm. KODACHROME SLIDES
of YOSEMITE and the DESERT
These are originals. Price 50e each. Send for free
booklet of 16mm. movies. Beautiful new "Tosemite"
Kodaehrome reels now ready. California scenes in
Kodaehrome, originals @ 18c per foot. "THE END",
3 for $1.00.

GUY D. HASELTON'S TRAVELETTES
7936 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood

16MM. SOUND-ON-FILM

RECORDING
For your 16mm. pictures from $60 per

400 ft reel including combined print.

BERNDT-MAURER
RECORDING SYSTEM

Professional productions and recording
for industrial and educational purposes.

Spot Film Productions, Inc.

339 East 48th St., N. Y. C. PI. 5-0808

the campus and the red brick buildings

are shown through the drifting leaves

of autumn, with students on their way
to their first classes, the film proceeds

to sequences of wintertime. Snow blan-

keting the campus, skiing on the near

by hills, ice hockey, midwinter classes

and late sleepers on cold mornings—all

are there. Sons of Eph will be shown
primarily to alumni groups. John F.

Place, ACL, also of Williams College,

was associated with Mr. Jay in the pro-

duction.

Civic Cooperation
Within the last two months, Billy

Knox, ACL, of Youngstown, Ohio, has

completed three 400 foot Kodaehrome
pictures for the Mahoning County Nat-

ural Resources Council, each reel being

complete in itself. One shows banding

and releasing pheasants, the second

shows trapping rabbits and the third

picture, which took about a year to

make, follows the life cycle of a single

crop, left standing at harvest time to

serve as food for small game and wild

life. A fourth picture, made for the lo-

cal police department, also untitled,

presents, on 400 feet of 16mm. black

and white film, a demonstration of the

danger from drunken drivers.

Announcement of Convention

The tenth annual convention of the

Biological Photographic Association

will be held at the Hotel Schroeder,

Milwaukee, Wise, September 12, 13

and 14. This society is interested in the

study of photography, as applied to the

biological sciences, and the improve-

ment of such photographic technique.

Scientific photographers from all parts of

the country will meet, to exchange ideas

and information on still photography

and motion picture making, and commer-

cial firms specializing in the manufac-

ture of scientific apparatus and mate-

rials will exhibit and explain the use of

their products. During the past year,

the B. P. A. has offered its cooperation

to the United States War Department

in connection with a plan to organize

clinical illustration units in the medical

division in time of war. A questionnaire

formulated by the War Department has

already been distributed, and a com-

plete discussion of this topic will be

held at the September meeting.

Young Lads Learn

At the Fourth Grade Elementary

School, in Columbus, Ohio, a new film

is under production, that deals with the

work and organization of the Safety

Patrol and tells the story of a care-

less boy who becomes safety minded

through an injury to his chum, for

which he is responsible. He finally

achieves the honor of being elected to

the school patrol. The Columbus Police

Department is assisting in several of

the sequences, in which a street is

HAVE1 A COPY?

How and why to use

B-M
SOUND RECORDING

SYSTEM
described in new, illustrated

twenty-four page catalog

Recently published and ready for you

... a new, complete description of

16 mm. sound recording. It sets forth

new uses to which the sound film can

be applied. It sums up the many ad-

vantages of using 16 mm. It empha-

sizes the economy of producing sound

films with equipment that is simple

and easy to operate. It also shows why

the finest quality of results is obtain-

able. It even includes helpful infor-

mation on scoring, lip-synchronizing

and the advantages of double system.

A copy is yours for the asking.

The BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
117 EAST 24th STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

Wesr Coast Sales Office: E. M. Berndt Corp.

5515 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
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CI a ss i f ied a d ve rt i s i ng
Cash required with order. The closing date for

the receipt of copy is the tenth of the month pre-

ceding issue. Remittance to cover goods offered

for sale in this department should be made to the

advertiser and not to Movie Makers. New classi-

fied advertisers are requested to furnish references.

I Movie Makers does not always examine the
equipment or films offered for sale in CLASSI-
FIED ADVERTISING and cannot state whether
these are new or used. Prospective purchasers
should ascertain this fact from advertisers before
buying.

10 Cents a Word Minimum Charge, 52

I Words in capitals, except first word and name,
5 cents extra.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

BASS SAYS: August is a good trading month.
Here are some splendid values sold on a money
back guarantee. USED: CAMERAS—Filmo 70-

DA, brown, Cooke f/3. 5, Wollcnsak f/l.S, Zeiss
telephoto, like new, with case, 5215.00; Cine-Kodak
Special, latest model, 1" f/1.9, 3" tele • 4.5,

5332.50; Filmo 75, 16mm., Cooke //3.5 lens,

539.50; Simplex Pockettc 16mm., ;/3.5 lens,

522.50; Filmo Magazine Model 141, 1'' Wollcnsak
//1.5 lens, 1104.50. LENSES—1" Berthiot Cinor
//1.9, focusing "C" mount, including Hyper-Cinor
attachment lor wide angle, Ampli-Cinor for tele-

photo, all fits on same lens, unusually efficient,

587.50. FADE-OUTS AND EFFECTS: Fadettc.
fits most lenses, complete, 55.95; Bool-Fader, a big
seller, complete 64 effects, S17.50; Fadc-O-Scope,
a new Polaroid fader. SIS 75. NEW I "I IP-
MI X I : The new RCA 16mm. S.O.F. Model PC
170, 750 watt, complete, S300.00; the new Revere
Double 8 camera with y/3.5 lens, 529.50; new
Revere Double 8 turret camera with f/Z.5 lens,

S65.00; new Revere Double 8 Model B projector.
500 watt, 559.50. Mail your name for t::

coming new S0-page greatest of all Cine Bargain-
grams. BASS CAMERA COMPANY, Dept. CC.
179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

FILMO SPORTSTER EIGHT, //1.4 lens, neu-

tral density K 2 Kodachrome filters, '

adapter, eight Super X films, case. All for 5100.00
cash. N. W. SIEBER, Norristown. Penna

TELEPHOTO for Keystone or Filmo Smm

:

Berthiot 1" //1.9, 534.50; 154" //3.5, 526.50;
1" 1/3.5, S32.50; '/," f/1.9. >29.95. CUSTOM-
BUILT CAMERA ACCESSORIES CO., 4124
Rawlins, Dallas. Texas.

FULL LIST PRICE ALLOWED FOR: East-
man Model 20 toward a new Bell & Howell Sport-

ster; Kodascope EE toward Bell & Howell Filrao-

master; Eastman Smm. Model 25 or Bell S: Howell
Sportster toward a Bell & Howell Turret or an
Sram. Bolex; 300 watt Keystone toward a new Bell

6 Howell Smm. projector. NEW MAGAZINE
CINE EIGHT FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Full list price for your Model 20 or 25 Eastman,
for your Keystone //3.5 or f/2.7, or for Bell &
Howell Companion toward this camera. AS NEW:
Bell & Howell Sportster with Wind-Bak, 575.00;
Bell S: Howell Companion with Wind-Bak, 549.50;
Bell & Howell Turret with Wind-Bak. 5129.50:
Eastman 16mm. Magazine, //1.9, S75.00; 1" f/1.3
Laack lens, S39.50; 15mm. //1.5 Dallmeyer lens.

S49.50; 3" f/4 Wollensak, 529.50; 30 x 40 beaded
screen with triood, S7.95: 36 x 48, $10.50; 39 x 52,

S12.50. USED: Victor Model 24-B sound projec-
tor, S97.50; 16mm. Ampro, silent, 750 watt Model
K, 1600' arms, S97.50. Hundreds of other bar-

gains. Write NATIONAL CAMERA EX-
CHANGE, established 1914, 11 So. 5th St..

Minneapolis, Minn.

VICTOR Deluxe No. 5 Model, with case; tur-

ret front with 3 lenses—Taylor Cooke 1 inch

//3.5, Wollensak 1 inch f/l.S, Dallmeyer 4 inch

f/4; Victor titler; Roval tripod with pan head.
All like new. Complete S150.CO cash. FRANK
ROSE, D.D.S., 89-41 215th St., Queens Village,
N. Y.

USED BARGAINS: Cine-Kodak S-60. f/1.9
lens and case, S52.50; Filmo Companion, //3.5
lens. S36.50; Filmo Sportster, f/2.5 lens, S53.50;
Filmo Aristocrat, //2.5 lens. 599.50; Kevstone
KS, //2.7 lens. S23.50; Stewart-Warner, //3.5
lens. Smm.. 514.00; Keystone A7. //3.5 lens,

$21.00; Kevstone A7, //1.9 Cinor lens. S49.50;
Kodak BB, //1.9 lens and case, S37.50; Kodak E.
//3.5 lens. S28.50; Filmo 70E, //3.5 lens. S65.00:
Filmo 70A, f/3.5 lens, 525.00; Filmo 121A, //3.5
lens, 546.00; Kevstone R8 projector, 500 watt
lamp, S36.50; Filmo 122A projector, 400 watt
lamp, S79.50; Keystone A75 projector, 500 watt
lamp, 539.50; Keystone A81 projector. 750 watt
lamp, S46.50; Ampro JS projector 500 watt
lamp. 572.50; Filmo S projector, 500 watt lamp,
579.50; Filmo Diplomat projector, 750 watt lamp.
5138.50; Kodascope EE projector, 750 watt lamp,
545.00; Kodascope G projector, 750 watt lamp.
S85.00; Besbee titler, S5.95. WILLOUGHBYS. 110
West 32nd St., New York City.

FOR SALE: Twenty utility carrying cases;

heavy duty, rugged, reinforced construction; black
leatherette over wood; nickel trim; blue velvet
lined interior. Interior dimensions: height, 1 2 J4 "

;

width, 7H"; depth, 9W (closed); weight, 5 lbs.

(empty). Sell individual cases or lot. THE
HERNDT-MAURER CORP., 117 E. 24th St.,

New York, N. Y.

B BELL & HOWELL 16mm. sound projector,
Model 13S-F, with microphone, good condition,
5200.00. MRS. J. T. RUD1E, St. James, Minn.

FILMS WANTED
CASH for your silent features, comedies, car-

toons, serials and educationals. Submit list and
prices todav. INSTITUTIONAL CINEMA SER-
VICE. Inc., 1560 Broadway, N. Y. C.

FILMS FOR RENTAL OR SALE

FOR SALE: 16mm. Kodachrome movie films of
Hawaii—surfing, hula dancing, coconut tree climb-
ing, Hawaiian flowers and general scenes. Original
exposed Kodachrome 25c per foot. Duplicate
prints 512.50 for 100 feet in following subjects

—

"Paradise of the Pacific," "Flowers of Hawaii,"
"Hula Dancing," "Surfing," "Fishes of Hawaii"
—add these gorgeous color sequences to your film
library—high in entertainment quality. 35mm.
Kodachrome transparencies—75c each, 57.50 per
dozen. KODAK HAWAII. Ltd.. 1065 Kapiolani
Blvd., Honolulu, Hawaii, U. S. A.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

EXCHANGE: Silent pictures, SI.00 reel. Fin-
est, sound film programs, rent reasonable: also
sell. CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY, 1041 Jefferson
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

\'D and silent films exchanged, bought,
rented, sold. Plenty bargains. New free lists.

FRANK LANE, 5 Little Bldg., Boston. Mass.

LATEST S-16mm. professional releases. Smm.
nted and exchanged. NIAGARA HOME

MOVIE SUPPLY. 360 Auburn Ave., Buffalo,
N. V

TRADING OFFERS

PUMP SHOTGUNS, target pistols, binoculars
and medical microscopes accepted in trade on
everything photographic, such as Leicas, Con-
taxes, Eastman and Bell & Howell motion picture
equipment, Da-Lite Screens and Webster sound
equipment including public address systems, ampli-
fiers, etc. Write for catalog. NATIONAL
CAMERA EXCHANGE, established in 1914, 11

S. 5th St.. Minneapolis, Minn.

MISCELLANEOUS

COMPLETE printing outfit for movie titles:

tvne, ink, paper and supplies. Write for
details. KELSEY PRESSES. D-50. Meriden, Conn.

S>DI Titles by LaMar. Stock and Custom-Made
Titles. Free catalogue. (Dealer's inquiries in-

vited.) RIEDF.L FILMS. 2221 W. 67th St.,

Cleveland, Ohio.

A jew copies of

June, 1939
Number of

Movie Makers
The 100 page, New York World's

Fair issue are available

at 25c a copy.

This number contains:

• Sixteen pages of four color illustrations
_

• Articles on filming every phase of the Fair
• Exact exposure advice on filming most

spectacular exhibits
• Complete scenarios for movies of the Fair
• Art title backgrounds in full color and

black and white

It is the largest issue of any magazine de-
voted to movie making that has ever been
published.

If you are going to film the Fair this

vear, vou will want a copv of June.

1939. MOVIE MAKERS.
25c a copy while they last

Movie Makers
420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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blocked off, to eliminate hazard from

passing cars, and a local hospital is

providing the facilities for the scenes

following the staged accident. The
school hopes that, by participation in

this film, the young students will learn

the safety rules that they enact.

Queen of the Peas

Edgar M. Thornton, ACL, and Frank
Maddux, both of Walla Walla, Wash.,

are making a film, on 400 feet of 16mm.
Kodachrome, to advertise the Milton

community and the pea industry. Its

subject matter centers around the Pea
Festival, which is held in Milton, Ore-

gon, once a year. Opening with a survey

of the farming country in the valley of

Walla Walla, the film goes on to show
the reasons for the pea festival, the

arrival of farmers and local dignitaries

and, finally, the parade and the corona-

tion of the Pea Queen.

Using telephotos
[Continued from page 373]

and these more powerful lenses will

capture subjects that you would miss

entirely, if you did not have their aid.

The close shot tells the story, it has

long been recognized, but close shots

are impossible under many conditions,

unless you use a telephoto. Subjects,

such as sporting events, rodeos, wild

life, birds, children, call for the advan-

tages of the longer lenses.

Telephoto lenses have saved the pic-

ture for me several times. There was
the occasion when I began to film a

Western rodeo, and I viewed the huge,

distant field with dismay. The obvious

solution was to get on the field of action

and to take close shots.

I did, but the close shots were too

close for comfort, so I returned to the

edge of the arena, where I nailed a few

boards together, to serve as a camera

stand. There I stationed my camera,

fitted with a telephoto lens, and took

close views and closeups of "bull dog-

ging" and calf roping "with comfort and

safety.

At another time, I was shooting an

eclipse of the sun. For this occasion, I

arranged a telescope in front of the

camera, to serve as a twenty five power

telephoto.

The pictures of Baily's Beads just be-

fore totality, made with this arrange-

ment, were beautifully large and clear,

but oh! what a headache it was to keep

the image centered during the shooting.

The sun just filled the frame.

Wild animals and birds, unsuspect-

ing natives, as well as unsuspecting

home folks, have all fallen prey to my
telephoto lens.

Here is a stunt that works wonders.

Set the camera, with the telephoto lens,

on a tripod and face it in the direction

from which you expect the victim will
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*%*
NEW EDITION!
Mammoth Photographic

Catalog No. 400
272 Pages

Send 25c for copy which will

be refunded on first pur-
chase amounting to $1.00 or
more.

NEW GOODS
NEW PRICES

Write for free copy of our
monthly magazine

"SNAP SHOTS"

MURPHY*
57 East 9th St., New York City

Established 1S7S

16mm Sound on Film
• "BORDER MENACE"
• "PHANTOM COWBOY"
• "WESTERN RACKETEER"
•"BORDER GUNS"
Western Features 6 Reels each

BILL CODY TED WELLS
JIMMY AUBREY FRANKLIN FARNUM
WILLIAM DESMOND WALLY WALES

PARK CINE LABORATORY
120 West 41st St. New York City

DEDUCTIONS
ENLARGEMENTS •
DUPLICATES •

GEO.WCOLBURN
LABORATORY

1I97 MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO

PertectTitles with Metal Letters
Ask
for

samples

of

the

most

beautiful

Capital

and
Lower
Case
Letters

Made

t7/t/^ yow- ft(m~i witfi

\ METAL Letters

<ffc s
EASY

Complete sets in wood case (U. S. Price) 222 pes. $7.16:
126 caps only $4.28.

ADD CHARM AND INTEREST TO YOUR FILMS
Specify white or black letters

H.W.KNIGHT&SON,INC.,SenecaFalls,N.Y.

come. Keeping your finger on the trig-

ger, turn your back to the direction in

which the camera is pointing. With a

small mirror, watch for your prey and
shoot when you see him.

He will never know that he has been

shot.

There are two points about telephoto

lenses that I should like to leave with

you. Both are the result of experience.

The first is, always keep your tele-

photo with your camera; you never

know when you will need it.

The second is more technical; if the

long shot has been taken through a

filter, use the same or a slightly stronger

filter on the telephoto, so that the qual-

ity of the closeup will match that of the

long shot.

Use a telephoto lens with care, un-

derstanding and respect. Your pictures

will take on a new interest and flavor

that only the telephoto closeups will

provide.

Amateur clubs
[Continued from page 377]

retiring vicepresident of the Torrington

group, went to Mr. Bennett for Spring

Vacation. Second and third places were

taken by Harry R. Lange, ACL, for

Our Christmas, and by Gerard Kincaid,

for Spring. In recognition of Miss Gra-

ham's services to the club, the member-

ship presented her with a full set of

title making equipment.

New in California Directors
have been

chosen and officers elected by the re-

cently formed Peninsula Home Movie

Club, with headquarters at Burlingame,

Calif. Comprising the new board are

Harry Lehrfeld, president; W. W. Cook,

ACL, vicepresident; Thomas J. Bran-

son, secretary; R. C. Theurer, treasur-

er; Carl V. Johnson, program chairman.

Meetings are being held on first and

third Tuesdays of the month, at Bur-

lingame's Gunst Park Recreation Cen-

ter, to which interested amateurs of the

region are invited. Further details may
be had from the secretary, at 125 Lor-

ton Avenue, in Burlingame.

Toledo tunes up Announcing the

election of a

new board of officers, the Toledo Cine

Club, ACL, has launched a drive for

increased membership and activities.

The recently chosen leaders are C.

Pross, president; R. Kinney, first vice-

president; J. J. Martin, second vice-

president; R. Flora, treasurer; H.

Kline, secretary. The club has pur-

chased a double turntable outfit, which

will be used, with microphone, in the

presentation of members' films at meet-

ings. An added feature of current pro-

grams is the initiation of a novel con-

test, called "Guess What in Toledo," in

DUPONT

REGULAR

a

a

PAN

tn

fS.^

Pu ts

Su n s h i n

i n Yo u r

Movies
Outdoor Speed
The speed of Regular Pan is just right for

Summertime use. Bright scenes take £16,

the smallest opening on your lens.

Wide Latitude

You get a whole roll of good shots with

this versatile film. Its wide latitude cor-

rects for common exposure errors.

Panchromatic
Sensitive to all colors of light, Regular

Pan produces beautiful cloud effects when
used with a filter.

Brilliant Projection

Complete removal of the non-halation

coating in processing gives your pictures

plenty of sparkle and brilliancy.

Economical
Priced to fita budget,RegularPan stretches

your dollar over more feet of film. Sold

by all leading camera stores.

IOO ft.
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SAFE SUMMER
STORAGE
y
f
o°u
r
r FILMS

in your own home

VAP ORATE your Alms NOW—for pro-
tection against summer's sticky humidity.

Better photo finishers offer you
VAP O RATE Permanent Protection
against climate, wear, scratches, oil,

dirt, water and finger marks on your
still films.

VAPX1RATE
VAPORATE CO.. INC.

130 W. 46th St.
New York City

BELL & HOWELL CO.
1801 Larehmont

Chicago
716 No. Labrca

Hollywood

^RDER ALL YOUR

MOVIE EQUIPMENT

"om Washington °nd

SAVE MONEY

We Carry a Full Line ot Nati(

ally Advertised Movie Cameras.
Film. Projectors. Lenses and
Gadoets at LOWEST PRICES.

Write for our nrices!

625 I5TH ST. WASHINGTON. D. C.

ABSOLUTELY FREE!
"A to Z" Movie Titling

Try - It - Yourself Kits

also sample "Figurette" FREE
Send to-day—Keep the Kit— It's Yours

innn nT riii air '75 Fi(th Avt Drt,t M ' 6

JACOB STEIN Mfr. New Y ork city

5,000

In 200, 400. 800, 1200. I6u0
ft. sizes ... in stock for

immediate delivery. // your
Dealer or Jobber cannot
tupplv vou t write us direct.

FIBERBILT

which ten. fifteen second shots of ob-

jects or places in the city will be

screened each month. The member iden-

tifying the greatest number of shots cor-

rectly will receive an award of a roll

of film.

Fourth for St. Louis Members
and guests of

the Amateur Motion Picture Club of St.

Louis, ACL. founded in 1936. gathered

recently in the city's Forest Park Hotel

for the group's Fourth Annual Banquet.

Featured on a well planned program
was Djuka. by Bernard Von Hoffmann.
ACL. a 16mm. color study of native

Life in Dutch Guiana, in which there are

presented, fur the first time, pictures of

l.»al burial ceremonies. Also presented
w.r.- Out To Win, by the Dallas Cine
Club: Royal Visit—Halifax, by T. J.

Courtney. ACL. from the League's Club
library, and Alibi, a film story pro-

duced by numbers of the St. Louis

club. All in attendance at the dinner
wen- permitted to vote on the club's an-

nual contest films, which were screened
for judging at that time.

New in New Jersey Closing its

charter mem-
bership at thirty, the Linden Cinema
Club. ACL. in Union County. N. J., has

announced the election of the following

lir-t officers: Joseph Bender, president;

Frank Johnson, vicepresident; Mrs.

Alan Cohen, secretary; Mrs. Marsh,

treasurer. The club is already engaged

in a filming project known as Spring-

time, with regular meetings held on

second and fourth Thursdays in the

Linden Public Library. Interested ama-
teurs in the county are invited to attend.

Color for Queens Tw0 reels of

16mm. color on
Mexico, filmed by Dr. Duhaime, were
the feature of a recent meeting of the

brisk new Queens Cine Club, on Long
Island. A Ferdinand the Bull se-

quence, in which the bull refused to

fight, was reported as the high light of

the picture. Current meetings are being

held in Charles Studio, Richmond Hill,

but the club hopes to announce soon a

gathering place more centrally located

in the Queens borough.

Two for Tri-City Rounding out

their second
year of activity, members of the Tri-

City Cinema Club met recently in Rock
Island. 111., for an election of officers

for the coming season and for the

group's first annual movie contest. Re-

turned on the ballot were Dr. Albert N.

Mueller, of Rock Island, president; Ray
Schmidt, of Davenport, Iowa, first vice-

president; John Hoffman, of Moline.

HI., second vicepresident; Dr. Paul A.

\vhite. ACL, of Davenport, secretary

treasurer. Serving with them on the

board of directors are Georgia T. First.

ACL. C. R. Crakes and Dr. J. D. Mc-
Pike. The contest was judged in two

divisions, with awards going in order to

the following: Harry T. Knox, ACL, for

Wintertime 1940; Miss First, for Sun-

sets; Birger Swenson, for Colonial Wil-

liamsburg, all 16mm. color; and to Tom
Griberg. ACL, for Virginia, 8mm. color.

A screening of Highlights and Shadows,

the Eastman movie that deals with pho-

tography, rounded out the program.

Chicago Edison Beyond The Blue

Horizon, a feature

length 8mm. color study by Ted Phil-

lips, was the high light at a late gather-

ing of the Cinema Group of the Edison

Camera Club, ACL, in Chicago. Rocky
Mountain National Park, the Black

Hills. Yellowstone National Park and
the Grand Tetons were among the re-

gions covered. At a later date, twenty

three members of the club enjoyed a

thoroughgoing tour of the Bell & How-
ell plant, under the guidance of O. N.

Wilton.

Peninsula pilots Members of the

Peninsula Cine
Club, in California, served informally

a- hosts on two occasions recently, as

the famed Monterey Peninsula was in-

vaded by other movie and still groups.

First and least fearsome was the visit

by thirty five members of the Hayward
Cine Club, followed in turn by the

descent from a Southern Pacific special

train (out of San Francisco) of 1362

camera enthusiasts! "Suckers" for pun-

ishment, the Peninsula group still cries,

"Come on, we can take it."

Binghamton dines More than
two hundred

members and guests attended the Sec-

ond Annual Guest Night dinner held by

the Cinema Club of the Triple Cities,

in the Hotel Arlington, Binghamton,

N. Y. As honor guests, Judith and F.

Radford Crawley, ACL, presented Vile

d'Orleans, 1939 Maxim Award winner,

as well as their Apple A Day and Cana-

dian Power. Members' films by Albert

Schmidt, ACL, and Howard Thomas
completed the program, with the presi-

dent, Edwin H. Moody presiding.

New in N. Y. State Seventy
three mem-

bers have signed the books of the Peeks-

kill Cinema Club, ACL, newly formed

unit in New York's Westchester County.

First officers are Gordon Norman, presi-

dent; Harold Hughes, vicepresident;

Raymond Ogden, treasurer; James J.

Billings, secretary. At the first general

gathering of the group, Robert C. Orr,

ACL, president of the neighboring

Mount Kisco Cinemats, spoke on the

formation and activities of his club and

followed with a screening of Behind

The Dial and a film of the Katonah Fire

Department, both his own productions.
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Kodachrome
MAPS-£/un&-FINE TITLES

Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory
Special Motion Picture frintinf

1197 Merchandise Mart, Chicago

FADES, WIPES Can Be Added
to Your Reels

WITH FOTOFADE on black and white or color fllma.

Price $1.00. Waterproof Wipeoff Tape, 60c per roll.

Complete Fotofade Kit $ 1 .60

CINETINTS for coloring your 16mm. or 8mra. film.

Set of six colors $3. Big Dealer Discounts
DYE RESEARCH LABORATORIES

319 Jackson Street Los Angeles. Calif.

Special Constructions
TO HELP YOU MAKE UNUSUAL MOVIES

THIS SUMMER
Back winds — Frame Counters — Magazines

for Greater Film Capacity
Single Frame Release Attachments
Reconditioning & Repair on All Movie Cameras

and Projectors

MOVIE COMPANY
1133 Broadway. N. Y. Chel 2-5962

ncuunuiiiuiiiny &

Mercury

"It's one of the Ten Best"
There's an honor that means something to
movie makers ! A film that has been rated
by MOVIE MAKERS as one of the year's
Ten Best commands respect. Everybody
knows that it represents the best in cine
filming.

Don't hide your work. Let the world hear
of your own cine successes. Submit a film
for consideration for MOVIE MAKERS
1940 selection of the Ten Best!

Five o'clock, October 15, is the
deadline for 1940

MOVIE MAKERS
420 Lexington Avenue New York, N. Y.

Meetings of the Peekskill club are be-

ing held on third Mondays, in the Park

Street Fire House.

News of the industry

[Continued from page 384]

lie address equipment, record player or

microphone can also be used with this

new amplifier, either separately or in

conjunction with the projector opera-

tion.

Model E has//1.9 Cine -Kodak
Model E, the

popular priced 16mm. movie camera

with many special features, formerly

to be had only with the //3.5 objective,

is now available equipped with an f/1.9

lens, which greatly extends its filming

range under varying light conditions.

This camera has three filming speeds,

from normal to slow motion, a footage

indicator in the viewfinder field and a

long running spring motor. The f/1.9

model allows for interchange with other

Cine-Kodak lenses. The price is $67.50.

Little Features A new series of

interesting subject

films has been introduced by The Cal-

vin Company, 26th and Jefferson, Kan-

sas City, Mo. Produced both in black

and white and color, these new subjects

are unique, in that they are all directly

photographed and recorded in the

16mm. medium.

An outstanding

Aloha, a 400 foot.

recent release is

16mm. subject in

Kodachrome sound, also available in

MARCH OF THE NEWS

In News of the Industry

Ten Years Ago

(Editor's note: Our readers will be

greatly interested in the advance of

the industry during the last decade.

No better means of demonstrating

this, we think, can be found than by

comparing present offerings with

typical items which were "spot

news" in this department exactly

ten years ago.)

Movie Makers, August 1930. The
Eastman Kodak Company introduces

two new Cine-Kodaks, Models K
and M. The K has a special front

finder objective which is a part of

each interchangeable lens . . . The

number of entries in Pathe's 9.5mm.

Amateur Movie Contest has been ex-

ceeding expectations . . . Herbert

& Huesgen's new passport photo de-

partment is inaugurated in New
York.

Sale I

Vnirvrstil Electrie

EXPOSURE METER

For Still and
Motion l'ivturfPhotography

The Mini is direct reading and

pre-set to film and shutter speed.

It is very small and light and

slips easily into your vest pocket.

Measures 1% x 2% x % inches

and weighs but 3*4 ounces. In-

clined cell and protecting cover

eliminate top and bottom light

influence. No carrying case neces-

sary.

REGULARLY $12.50

$0 95

8
complete with neck cord, ex-

posure meter manual and list of

practical film speeds.

Orders Filled. Postage Prepaid

If it's photographic

you'll find it at

32nd St. Near 6th Ave.. N. Y.

World's Largest Camera Store

Built on Square Dealing
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black and white, sepia and 8mm. ver-

sions. Excellent color photography

characterizes this release about Hawaii,

which shows many interesting phases

of Island life, including surf riding,

pineapple growing, scenic features and.

of course, the hula.

A companion film is Little Broun
Girl, which illustrates the poetry of the

native dance. Prices of these subjects

range from $59.40, for the 16mm.
Kodachrome sound version, to S9.60

for the 8mm. black and white silent

subject. Other subjects in the series

include Mexicana, Guilty and Bicycling

with Complete Safety. Other subjects

are now in preparation. This enterpris-

ing firm also produces business films

and has recently announced its facili-

ties for the reduction of 16mm. to 8mm.
Kodachrome.

Kin-O-Steel ""' development of

a new design in flex-

ible steel flange construction has

resulted in two new film reels for pro-

jector use, which are offered by Kin-

O-Lux, Inc.. 105 West 40th Street, New
\ <irk City. Known as the kin-O-Steel

reels, the new product is made in 200

foot, 8mm. size and 400 foot. 16mm. size.

The open design of the flanges provides

easy threading of the film, and a new
type hub insures dependable attach-

ment of the film end. These reels will

stand rough handling and still retain

their shape. The 8mm. reel lists at

forty cents; the 16mm. reel is fifty

cents. Larger sizes of specially con-

structed steel reels are available.

Also announced is this firm's new
Kin-O-Lux No. 3 Gold Seal Camera
film. Said to be exceptionally fast under

tungsten light, the new emulsion is not

recommended for daylight use. because

of the danger of overexposure.

Invitation Visitors to the New
York World's Fair are

invited to call at the studios of Jacob
Stein, manufacturer of the "A to Z"
Home Movie Titling Outfits and Figur-

ettes. The Jacob Stein staff will dis-

cuss with movie amateurs all their ti-

tling problems and will demonstrate

products featured by this manufacturer.

All purchases made under such cir-

cumstances will be sent, postage pre-

paid, to the home of the purchaser. The
studio i- located at the top of the Flat-

iron Building, 175 Fifth Avenue, at

23rd Street, New York City.

Enlarging photometer The ad-

vantage
of a sensitive exploring unit, of small

area, which may be used to give se-

lective exposure readings on individual

sections of a projected image, as in en-

larging, is featured in the new Photrix

Small-Spot Photometer, offered by In-

tercontinental Marketing Corporation,

,'! \\,-i null Street, New York City.

The instrument comprises a portable

unit, which contains the reference dial

and a fiat search unit, flexibly con-

nected thereto. The search unit is

placed directly in the path of the fo-

cused picture and will, it is said, dif-

ferentiate between areas as small as

Correction

An item concerning the new Filmo

Auto Load Camera, product of the

Bell & Howell Company, 1801 Larch-

mont Ave.. Chicago, last month,

characterized the instrument as

'"housed in a case of plastic con-

struction." This was incorrect, as the

case is actually made of rugged, die

cast aluminum alloy.

one thirty second of an inch in diame-

ter. The instrument will operate on al-

ternating or direct current power lines.

Another model is available for taking

selective readings on a ground glass

image or for reading contact printing

densities. Complete information may be

had from the manufacturer.

FilmoSOUnd Recent interesting ad-

ditions to the Filmo-

sound Library keep pace with the in-

creasing demand for 16mm. sound pro-

jector fodder. The new titles include

That Certain Age, with Deanna Durbin
and Melvyn Douglas, Freshman Year,

Carnival in Flanders, Concert in Tyrol

and others in this important entertain-

ment class. There is also a series of

'"symphonic featurettes" for music

lovers, with the National Philharmonic

Symphony and chorus, in such subjects

as Aula. Rosamunde, Capriccio Espagnol

and Stephen Foster Songs. Filmosound

catalogs may be had from the Bell &
Howell Company, 1801 Larchmont Ave-

nue, Chicago.

Stick to the truth



Open the hinged side of the camera

Insert a magazine of Cine-Kodak Eight

Film . .

.

Close the camera, and you're ready to

make movies.

You have a choice of accessory lenses;

view finder adapts accurately for each.

Any of four useful operating speeds,

including "slow motion," may be used.

9tr
A. A/eut . . . 9t% fynuyue . . .

MAGAZINE CINE-KODAK EIGHT

Here's the biggest 8 mm. home movie news since the "Eight''

itself— a camera that loads with magazines of film, thereby

eliminating all film threading.

It is not merely a convenient, easy-to-use camera; it is an im-

mensely capable and versatile movie maker, incorporating features

which make it unique among 8 mm. cameras.

Its standard lens is a remarkably fine Kodak Anastigmat 13 mm.
f/1.9; and it takes five accessory lenses which can make close-ups of

long shots and otherwise extend the scope of your movie making.

The enclosed view finder adjusts accurately to show the correct field

for each lens.

You have your choice of four operating speeds— 16, 24, 32, and
64 frames per second.

Cine-Kodak Super-X Panchromatic Film and both types of

Kodachrome are available in 25-foot magazines (which are run

through twice, in the usual "Eight" fashion) at $2.50 and $3.75,

respectively, processing included. Each gives you the movie equiv-

alent of 100 feet of 16 mm. film.

See this superb new camera at your dealer's. It's a fascinating-

piece of work. It is priced at $97.50.

To own it means 8 mm. movie making on a wholly new scale.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Jf . . . the Ultimate in 16 mm. Motion
™ Picture Cameras for Personal Use

... BY BELL & HOWELL

DO you thrill to the perfect balance of a custom-

made trap gun? . . . To the rhythmic glide of a

superbly engineered car with a ball of fire under its

hood? . . . To the split-second accuracy of a super-fine

watch? Yes?—Then there is something in store for

you when you see the new Filmo Auto Master. It is

the newest member of a new and aristocratic family

of magazine-loading motion picture cameras.

Richly endowed with character that instantly sets

it apart from the rank and file, Filmo Auto Master
stands head and shoulders above anything you have

ever seen in a 16 mm. motion picture camera for

personal use. Here is uncompromising craftsman-

ship. Here is simplicity that smooths the path of the

beginner. Here is flexible versatility that delights ad-

vanced skill and provides instant mastery over any

and all picture opportunities.

Loading is so simple that it can be done while

wearing gloves! The pre-threaded film magazine
slides into place. A turret head mounts three lenses.

When the desired lens is rotated into photographic
position, its matching viewfinder element is posi-

tioned automatically.

A positive-type viewfinder, enclosed and protected,

provides an exceptionally brilliant image—and what
you see, you get. A new, built-in exposure chart gives

readings at a single setting for both black-and-white
and color film.

With four speeds and single frame exposure . . .

witn fast, color-corrected lens and a turret that mounts
a full range of special-purpose lenses, with Steady-

Strap Handle that swings the camera into instant

action, and every other advanced feature, Filmo Auto

Master is precision-built by the makers of Holly-

wood^ professional motion picture equipment to

bring professional results to a vast army of skilled

amateurs who delight in the possession of finer

things. See it at your camera dealer's, where it

will be on display for the first time soon—or mail
the coupon for details. Bell & Howell Com-
pany, Chicago; New York; Hollywood; London.
Established 1<)07.

Filmo Auto Master, with film speeds of

16, 32, 48, and 64 (slow motion), Steady-Strap

Handle (in foreground), and Toylor-Hobson
1"F 2.7 universal focus lens, $195.

Available on special order with speed range
of 8, 16, 24, 32 at slight additional cost.

New FILMOTION VIEWER
(for 8 mm. and 16 mm. film, a model for each)

CEE your movie films as brilliant motion pictures when
•^ editing—rather than as a series of stills. That is what
the new B&H FILMOTION VIEWER enables you to do.
In addition, you can do a far more "professional" job of
editing. This outfit provides complete protection to films
that cannot be replaced. When Model 136 Splicer and
proper rewinders for your size films are attached to the
Filmotion Viewer, you have a complete editing outfit.

Filmotion Viewer may be had complete with splicer as
shown here— or you may detach your B&H Model 136
Splicer from its present base and mount it on the rounded-
front viewer base shown here.

Filmo "Companion" 8
—makes movies at snapshot cost

Press the button—what you see, you
get, in black-and-white or full, nat-
ural color. Four speeds including
slow motion. Device for animating
cartoons. Provision for special lenses
and accessories. pR ,CE $49.50

Filmo Auto Load
and Auto Load "Speedster"

Identical twins except that Filmo Auto
Load provides speeds of 8, 16, 24, 32
while Auto Load "Speedster" has
speeds of 16, 32, 48, 64. Both are the
same price. Both incorporate new-
effortless loading; improved view-
finder; unmistakable exposure chart;

single frame exposure; and fast, color-
corrected lens interchangeable with
full range of special-purpose lenses.

Priced from $1 IS to $160-50,
depending upon lens selection.

Steady-Strap Handle included.

It HOWELL COMPANY
hmoat As*., Chicago, III.

Send freedescrlptlvellteratureon .
I
iFllrrto

AutoMmcr; I Pllmo Autoload and Auto
Load "Speedster" : < > Filmo" (iompanloa '

8; ( I Filmotion Viewer and Splicer.

Name
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TO STRIVE FOR
L THE HIRAM PERCY MAXIM MEMORIAL AWARD

At the headquarters of the Amateur Cinema League, there stands a tall

pillar, surmounted by a shining silver globe. This is both a monument
to the memory of Hiram Percy Maxim, Founder of the Amateur Cinema

League and its first President, and a living statement of his movie

making ideals. On its surface is inscribed, each year, the name of the

winner of the Hiram Percy Maxim Award, forming a roll of honor of

the world's greatest amateur movie makers.

This Award is bestowed on the maker of the best picture in the

General Class of Movie Makers annual selection of the Ten Best Non
Theatrical Films and it carries with it a replica, in miniature,

of the Hiram Percy Maxim Memorial and a cash prize of

Every movie maker has a chance to win this award,

the highest recognition offered to amateur filmers. To
try for it this year, it is only necessarv to submit a him
for consideration for __

|w|[ MflK£RS
Ten Best Non Theatrical

Films of 1940

HIRAM
PERCY
MAXIM
MEMOR IAL

MOO.

THE judges seek only quality, and film width

does not play a part. Each picture is

judged on its own merits, whether it be an

elaborate travel reel or a simple family film.

Quality of workmanship, excellence of con-

tinuity, movie imagination and intelligence

are deciding factors, no matter whether the

picture be long or short, black and white or

color.

Don't miss your chance at the 1 940 Ten

Best and the Hiram Percy Maxim Award!

Send your film early; accompany it with

a certificate of entry. Remember that live

o'clock, October 75, is the deadline tor

1940!

Send the Certificate Below With Each Film That You Submit

the oldest annual selection of out-

standing amateur movies in the

world and open to all movie
makers.

The Ten Best are chosen by
the staff of Movie Makers from

all the films seen by them dur-

ing the year. All films sent to the

League for review by its mem-
bers are considered automatically

for the Ten Best. However, the

selection is not limited to League
members, and any movie maker
can send one or more entries for

consideration. League members'
films sent for review earlier in

the year, and subsequently edited,

titled, or otherwise improved,
should be submitted again for

final consideration.

It is only necessary to send
your entries to Movie Makers
so that they will arrive before

five o'clock, October 15, and to

accompany them with the entry
form below, properly filled in and
signed.

In the Ten Best selection, there
are two places in the Special

Class (films for which the maker
received compensation from a
client) and eight places in the
General Class (films for which
the maker did not receive com-
pensation from a client).

The Hiram Percy Maxim
Award is given to the maker of
the picture that the staff of
Movie Makers considers as the
best all around film of the eight
that place in the General Class
of the Ten Best.

Here are a few, simple rules governing the

selection of MOVIE MAKERS Ten Best Non
Theatrical Films and the Hiram Percy Maxim
Award.

1. Five o'clock, October 15, is the deadline. All films to

be considered for 1940 Ten Best and the Maxim Award
must reach Movie Makers office, at 420 Lexington Avenue,
New York, N. Y., before that time.

2. In the Ten Best, .eight places are allotted to the General
Class (films for which the maker did Ttot not receive compensa-
tion from a client) and two places are allotted to the Special
Class (films for which the maker did receive compensation
from a client).

3. The winner of the Hiram Percy Maxim Award is chosen
from among- the pictures placing in the General Class.

4. To classify entries, the certificate below must be provided
for each film that is to be considered in the final selection.

After October 15, when the Ten Best is closed to new entries,

a tentative selection will be made by the staff of Movie Makers
for Ten Best. Any films that are not already accompanied by
certificates must be provided with these, and this must be
accomplished by November 6, 1940, before five o'clock. Tele-
graph and cable will be used in the case of those persons living
so far away from New York City that an exchange of mail
would be difficult.

However, to save time and correspondence, it is requested
that the certificate accompany the film when it is sent to

Movie Makers for consideration.

5. The General Class of the Ten Best is open to films of
any width, black and white or color, silent or sound, except
that 35mm. inflammable film cannot be received.

6. The Special Class of the Ten Best is open only to films
originally produced on substandard stock (16mm. and smaller
widths).

7. Entries are welcome from movie makers outside the United
States, but these must be on film stock manufactured in the
United States, for, otherwise, there is a customs duty which
Movie Makers will not pay.

8. Phonograph records for musical accompaniments cannot be
received from outside the United States. Phonograph records
can be submitted with films sent from within the United States,

but they must be accompanied by clearly prepared score sheets
that indicate the order of the records and the time at which
the operator is to shift from one record to another. Type-
written narrative may be submitted with a picture that is

planned for presentation with spoken commentary. Musical
and narrative accompaniments will be judged on their own
merits.

9. No Officer or Director of the Amateur Cinema League and
no staff member of the League or its magazine is eligible to

compete in the Ten Best or to receive the Maxim Award.

10. Films will be reviewed and returned promptly, but it

may take a period of two weeks or more to review films sub-
mitted after October 2, because of the last minute rush.

11. Selection of the Ten Best Non Theatrical Films, the
Honorable Mentions and the Hiram Percy Maxim Award
will be made by the editorial staff of Movie Makers, and the
judges will decline to undertake discussion of their decisions,
after they are made.

12. The competition for placement in Movie Makers Ten
Best Non Theatrical Films of 1940 and the receipt of the
Hiram Percy Maxim Memorial Award is open to anybody
anywhere, subject to the provisions of these rules.

MOVIE MAKERS, 420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.



FILMO TURRET 8
7>i Quick, easy hading ... no sprockets to thread ... no loops to form

The only 8 mm. motion picture camera that has all of the features you are sure to want as your skill increases

BEFORE you choose an 8 mm. motion picture

camera, remember that only the Filmo Turret 8

provides allof the features you are sure to want now
or later. Good judgment suggests, therefore, choos-

ing the camera your advancing skill will not outgrow.

Step into your camera dealer's store and give the

FilmoTurret 8 the most critical inspection you ever

gave any important purchase. Compare its work-
manship and features with any other 8 mm. camera.

You'll see why Filmo Turret 8 is the "aristocrat

of the 8's." It combines the economy of 8 mm. film

with the instant readiness and amazing versatility

of a newsreel man's camera. Three lenses and their

matching viewfmders are mounted on the turret,
i

The correct lens and its viewfinder are both placed

in position by simply revolving the turret. Seven

fine color-corrected Taylor-Hobson and Bell &
Howell lenses are available for this camera. Its

positive-type viewfinder eliminates errors in com-
position. Its magnifying critical focuser shows
the entire frame through the lens. Four speeds, in-

cluding slow motion . . . single frame exposure . . .

automatic reset film footage dial . . . built-in

exposure calculator . . . and other features.

With one lens — Taylor-Hobson 12V2 mm.
F 2.5 $140

With provision for film wind-back for making
lap dissolves and double exposures $172

^fe( You Can Trade Your

Camera In on a New

Filmo Auto Master
WITH TURRET HEAD

— the only 18 mm. magazine-loading motion picture camera with a Turret Head

IF YOU want the "ace" of 16 mm. motion picture

cameras—now is the time to get it. Trade your
old camera in on the new Filmo Auto Master. Then
you'll own a camera that you'll never outgrow.
Then you'll be master of every movie opportunity.

Loading can be done in three seconds—even

while wearing gloves. The pre-threaded film

magazine slides into place. A turret head mounts
three lenses and their matching viewfinders. When
the desired lens is placed into position by rotating

the turret, its viewfinder is also positioned.

A positive- type viewfinder, enclosed and pro-

tected, provides exceedingly brilliant image—and
what you see, you get. A built-in exposure chart

gives readings at a single setting for both color

and black-and-white film. Four speeds, including

slow motion . . . single frame exposure . . . full

range of special-purpose lenses . . . steady-strap

handle that swings camera into instant action

—

and every other advanced feature you find only in

a camera precision-built by the makers of Holly-

wood's professional equipment. See it at your
dealer's—or mail coupon for information. Bell &
Howell Company, Chicago; New York; Holly-

wood; London. Established 1907.

Filmo Auto Master, with film speeds of 16, 32, 48,

and 64, steady-strap handle, and Taylor-Hobson
1" F 2.7 universal focus lens $195

Available on special order with speed range of 8,

16, 24, 32 at slight additional cost.

B&H FILM CLEANER. For use with both FilmotionViewers (8 mm. and 16 mm. sizes). This film cleaner is

equipped with a special bracket which fits on the Filmotion Viewer for cleaning films while rewinding.

PRECISION-MADE BY

New FILMOTION Viewer
for 8 mm. and 16 mm. Film (a Model for Each)

When you edit your films with this new Bell

& Howell Filmotion Viewer, you see them
as motion pictures rather than as a series of
stills. Obviously, then, you can do a much
more professional job of editing. And
don't forget that this viewer provides com-
plete protection to those priceless films that

you could not replace in case of damage.
By attaching B&H 136 Splicer and proper
rewinders for your size film, you have a

complete editing outfit. Viewer and splicer

may be purchased complete as shown here
— or you may detach your B&H 136 Splicer

from its present base and mount it on the

new base.

HEAVY-DUTY 2-SPEED REWINDERS
(for 16 mm. Film)

Gear shift lever provides three positions—low
speed, 1-to-l ratio, for editing; neutral, to free

the spindle; high speed, 4-to-l ratio, for fast

rewinding. Manual brake, conveniently placed,

permits tight rewinding and safe control of

even the heaviest reels. This new equipment
fits into combinations with the present B&H
line of film editing equipment. Mail coupon
for circular.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY mm 9-4o

1343 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III.

Send me detailed information about ( )

Filmo Turret 8; ( ) Filmo Auto Master;

( ) New Filmotion Viewer and Splicer;

( ) B&H Film Cleaner: < ) Heavy-duty Re-
winders.

Name

Address

City State



PETE'S probably pretty worried

for he certainly isn't getting his

cracker the easy way.

Are you sure that you're not getting

your movies the hard way too? Are you
always certain of the best possible

results? . . . You'll get better movies and
get them more easily if you use the
right film. Choose from Agfa's many
fine amateur movie films:

FOR 16 mm. CAMERAS:
Triple S Pan Reversible, for indoor use
and slow-motion work under light con-
ditions requiring extreme speed.

Hypan Reversible, especially designed for

outdoor work where brilliant contrasts
are desired.

Think you'll get it, Pete?
Panchromatic Reversible, an exceptionally

good value as a fast, brilliant film.

Fine-Grain Plenachrome Reversible, an
excellent outdoor medium of ample speed
at a moderate price.

FOR DOUBLE-8 mm. CAMERAS:
"Twin Eight" Hypan Reversible, pro-

vides exceptional speed, fine grain and
brilliant gradation—ideal for either in-

door or outdoor use.
" Twin Eight" Panchromatic Reversible,

nearly as fast as "Twin Eight'' Hypan

—

giving brilliance, fine grain and high re-

solving power at low cost.

See these films at your dealer's. They'll

help you get your movies the easy way!
Agfa Ansco, Binghamton, New York.

Agfa
16 mm. and 8 mm.

Film

MADE IN U. S. A.
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" r>r/LL LIFE" by Dr. C. G. Morsheimer, Rochester, N. Y.,

<-f amateur whose superb photography has won him national

fame. Dr. Morsheimer, a regular contributor to photographic

magazines and recognized judge of amateur prize contests, has

himself won many enviable awards. Doesn't this illustration ex-

hibit the detail that you'd like in your own enlargements? All of

Dr. Morsheimer's enlarging lenses are Wollensak Velostigmats.

Improve your photography with a Wollensak.

For Movies, Candid, Enlarging, Action, Stills
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THE "STAR"

OF YOUR MOVIES

of//it ffiufA&At-

USE A
GLASS-BEADED SCREEN!

Can be set up anywhere in

1 5 seconds; yetfolds com-
pactly for easy carrying.

The Challenger is different from any other

tripod screen. It alone has square tubing

in the tripod and extension support to

hold the screen rigid and perfectly aligned.

It alone has the handle mounted on a

sturdy bracket encompassing the case.

Fully adjustable in height. Twelve sizes

(including square and rectangular shapes)

from 30" x 40" to 70" x 94". From $12.50*

up.

Da-Lite Model B (not shown here) is

spring - roller - mounted in a metal case,

with hooks for hanging. 12 sizes, 22" x 30"

to 30" x 84". From $7.50* up.

"Prices slightly higher on Pacific Coast.

Da-Lite Junior serves as a table model

or hanging screen. From $2.00* up.

Da-Lite Model D is housed in a leather-

ette-covered carrying case. 10 sizes, 22" x

30" to 72" x 96". From S14.00* up.

DA-LITE MODEL D

YOU need the superior light re-

flective qualities of Da - Lite's

specially constructed glass-

beaded surface to bring out the full

brilliance, depth, and gradation of

tone in black and white film.

The extra light reflection, which

this surface gives is even more im-

portant when you show Kodachrome
pictures. Kodachrome being more
dense requires greater screen bril-

liance to bring out the true colors.

Where the utmost in convenience is

desired, choose the Challenger. It can

be set up anywhere in 15 seconds. It

is the only screen with square tubing

in the tripod to keep the surface in

perfect alignment. Ask your dealer

for a demonstration. Write today for

free literature

!

DA-LITE SCREEN CO., INC.
Manufacturers of Theatrical and Non-Professional
Screens with All Types of Surfaces and Mountings.

Dept. 9MM, 2723 N. Crawford Av., Chicago

Da-Lite Screens and movie
ACCESSORIE
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8mm CAMERA OWNERS
A fortunate purchase enables

us to offer these

HIGH GRADE
TELEPHOTO LENSES
to owners of 8mm movie cameras

They are

ATTRACTIVELY PRICED
at a time when precision

equipment of this type is

harder than ever to get. A rare

opportunity to obtain an ex-

cellent lens at a tremendous
saving.

Special Mounts to Fit the Following
Cameras

:

BELL & HOWELL FILMO KEYSTONE

REVERE BOLEX
Specify style of mount when ordering.

Quantity limited.

l'/z-in. Britar F2.7 S29.50
1%-in. Hugo Meyer F1.5 59.50
1%-in. Hugo Meyer F1.5 62.50

Mail orders filled. Postage Prepaid.
Write Dept. M.M.T.

If it's photographic

you'll find it at

32nd St. near 6th Ave., N. Y.

World's Largest Camera Store
^~ Built on Square Dealing ™

Closeups—What filmers are

Although his home town of \ ineland,

X. J., is more than 125 miles from New
York City. Leon M. Bardfehl. ACL. has

driven the distance some nineteen times

last year and this, to film the New York

World's Fair. The present result is 3000

feet of well edited 16mm. Kodachrome.

in which he has recorded every impor-

tant feature of the great show. Of this

amount, some TOO feet are devoted ex-

clusively to Railroads on Parade, which

Mr. Bardfeld visited ten different times

and filmed from every angle. In fact,

so familiar was his appearance in and

around this pageant that the cast finally

asked him for a special screening of the

film. 'I'll i - Mr. Bardfeld agreed to eager-

ly, and he reports the occasion as one

of the most enjoyable in his experience.

W II IT with tile spy and bomb scares, it

doesn't paj even to leave your equip-

ment lying around in public, as Judge

Joseph I . Smith, of the New Jersey

Circuit Court, found out to his sorrow.

\\ it li the judge iw i\ from Ins \twark

home at a wedding, a local patrolman

happened by, spotted a small suitcase

wrapped in brown paper on the judi-

cial porch and soon, with the aid of an

all seeing Hinuo-cope. had it diagnosed

,i- an infernal machine.

Electric wiring and several sets ol

gear wheels showed plainly in outline

on the -hadowgraph. After soaking the

package in heavy oil for some six hours,

the police proceeded to an empty lot,

to give it the final coup de grace—sub

machine gun fire from a safe distance.

The stream of bullets soon ripped the

suitcase to shreds, the once deadly in-

-ides spilled slowly forth—and the

police were staring at the battered

remains of a 16mm. movie projector.

doing

From Gene Brandon. ACL, head of the

Jacksonville Movie Makers, in Florida,

comes our second report of a clash be-

tween fifth column hysteria and ama-

teur movies. "A blond German . . .

secret meetings . . . mysterious machin-

ery." these were the phrases used as

some overzealous citizen reported his

suspicions to the Jacksonville office of

the United States Immigration Service.

Well. Mr. Brandon admits to being

blond, there had been a number of

meetings at his home, and perhaps

lighting units, tripods and some of the

other impedimenta of our hobby look

mysterious to non movie makers—but

that's absolutely all there was to it. It

seems the club had been busy on a

group production and was using Bran-

don'- home as a studio. As a matter of

fact, when the Immigration man
dropped around to investigate, he soon

got SO intrigued at what really was go-

ing on that the boys think they have a

new member.

Tut: League's staff, in the course of

some fifteen years of cinematic consult-

ing, has had occasion to answer a num-

ber of strange and esoteric queries un-

related to our hobby. But Ruth Stuart.

ACL. of Manchester, England, would

seem recently to have unearthed the

strangest. Rather casually, in a late

letter, she mentioned that her other

hobby (besides filming I was reading

Latin, especially in letters and current

publications. Did we happen to know,

she asked, of any sources of such ma-

terial? We did, indeed, and promptly

advised Miss Stuart of one source in

America and one right in her own Eng-

land. . . . Any odd information you'd

like this month?

'Eighteen feet of color film—and you pull up that!'



NOTHING finer than these new movies has ever resulted from the skilled efforts of Castle

Films' professional camera staff and experienced editors ! Each one marks a new, high

achievement in the production of home-movies ! Because of their extra excellence, each deserves

a special niche in all 16 and 8 MM. movie collectors' libraries! New thrills and delights await

all owners of Castle's 1940 Fall productions; and our great volume allows your ownership of

these newest movies at surprisingly low cost

!

Highlightsfrom our new Fall Films

include these four unusual pictures

"WINGS OVER WORLD WONDERS"
The experience of a life-time ! A sky-tour over the world

!

Swooping westward from New York, dipping down to

fly the narrow airlanes of the Grand Canyon, soaring

above the Pacific's clouds to New Zealand's peaks and Japan's Fujiyama! You'If

get a breath-taking planes-eye view of Europe's majestic Alps and great cities,

you'll thunder over Niagara and see Egypt as it looks from the air ! A picture

that makes the flying carpet of legendry come to life for you in the intimacy of

your own living room. Every shot is a photographic gem.

"COME BACK TO IRELAND"
Enchanting Erin, island of the beautiful lakes of Kil-

larney and the picturesque low-backed car! Visit, via

this thrilling film, little thatch-roofed cottages and
simple fisherfolk, stop in at Galway on market-day and

enjoy the fun at Blarney Castle ! Marvef at the beautifui Shannon and the

dramatic contrasts between the storied Ireland of song and verse and the alert

and progressive Ireland of today!

All Castle films are available in five lengths at these lowest prices:

8 MM: 50- $1.75 180- $5.50
16MM: 100- $2.75 360- $8.75

Sound-on -Film: 350 — $17.50

"A THRILL A SECOND"
A pulse-beating, hair-raising action movie unlike any

other ever produced! Men and women with nerves of

steel tempt fate in about every way ever devised in the

quest for new sensations! Always with danger around the corner, these dare-

devils generally emerge winners. Chills, excitement, spills and risks, sixty to

a minute, in the fastest-moving of all home-movies

!

"MEXICO"
Monumental reminders of native Indian and foreign

conqueror's civilizations share honors with the Mexico
of the Twentieth Century ! Picturesque natives and awe-

some scenery flash before your entranced eyes. You'll

see the capital city's great cathedral and market place
;
you'll see Popocatepetl

and the "place of the flowers", famed Xochimilco! You'll know intimately

the pulse-beat and heart-throb of this land and people below our borders!

Gel the new 1940-1941 Castle catalogue, illustrating and describing

a hundred Castle films of world news, sports, travel, oddities and

fun cartoons! Just off the press! It's free! Send for your copy now!

CASTLE FILMS
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA FIELD BUILDING RUSS BUILDING

NEW YORK CHICAGO SAN FRANCISCO

I

I

I

II

CASTLE FILMS, INC.
30 Rockefeller Plaza, New York City

Please send without cost your new
1940-41 Castle Films' catalogue.

Nome.

I

I—
I

r
City and State _

Address_
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Show Treasured Movies Brighter
Revere Model 80

Series B 8mm. Projector

Complete with 300 watt la

jlete $59. SO.

You're Ready for "Anything"

With The Revere Turret Camera

Model 99 has all features of Model 88 plus revolving

3 lens turret, and extra optical view finder for telephoto
lenses. Special lenses

available — 1" F2.7 —
iy2" F3.5 — 12.5mm F1.9 focusing

: A mount. Complete with one Wollensak
."'

• 12.5mm F2.5 lens S65.00.

Revere Double 8 C
Under Eastman Spool
Patents.

Take Better Color or Black

White Movies With the Revere

Model 88!

This palm-size double 8 camera has 5

speeds, large eye piece in no-glare
built-in view finder, exclusive Revere
Sprocket control and many other ad-

vanced features. Complete with Wollen-
sak 12.5mm. F3.5 lens in removable
universal focus mounting $29.50
With F2.5 lens, S39.50

Revere Sprocket

Film Control

forms a loop in the
film automatically—prevents film
jamming. An ex-
clusive Revere fea-
ture.

Your 8 mm. color or black and white movies of

important events—picnics, outings, parties,

etc.—will bring you greater pleasure than ever
when shown with the Revere Eight Projector.

This powerful instrument, with its 500 watt lamp
and FT.6 lens, makes every shot brighter and
clearer. Pictures are steadier too, thanks to

Revere's duplex shuttle film movement with its

10 l/o to 1 ratio.

Treasured films of your children, parents or
friends—pictures that could never be replaced—are carefully handled by the Revere. Its large

15-tooth sprockets have roller guides to prolong
film life. Cool air is blown not only against the
lamp but against the film. Easily threaded and
simple to operate. Rheostat speed control. Clutch
control for projection of still pictures. Auto-
matic rewind—all enclosed—motor driven—no
belts. 300-foot reels. See the Revere Projector
and Revere Motion Picture Cameras at your
dealer's. Mail coupon below for complete facts

now

!

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY- CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA • KANSAS CITY • MINNEAPOLIS • LOS ANGELES • DALLAS

Revere Camera Company
Dept. 9 M.M., 328 East 21st Street, Chicago, 111.

Please send latest literature of Revere 8nun. m
equipment.

Name

'an -prices, write to Ryerson Film Ser-

299 Queen St., West, Toronto.
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@ @ @ Dreams live

The AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc

whose voice is Movie Makers, is the international or-

ganization of movie amateurs, founded in 1926 and now

serving filmers over the world. The League's consulting

services advise amateurs on plan and execution of their

films, both as to cinematographic technique and con-

tinuity. It serves the amateur clubs of the world in

organization, conduct and program and provides for

them a film exchange. It issues booklets. It maintains

various special services for members. The League

completely owns and operates Movie Makers. The

directors listed below are a sufficient warrant of the

high type of our association. Your membership is

invited. Five dollars a year.

Hiram Percy Maxim, Founder

DIRECTORS OF THE LEAGUE

STEPHEN F. VOORHEES, President

JOHN V. HANSEN, Vice President

A. A. HEBERT, Treasurer .

C. R. DOOLEY .

MRS. L. S. GALVIN .

W. E. KIDDER .

HAROLD E. B. SPEIGHT .

FLOYD L. VANDERPOEL .

T. A. WILLARD

ROY W. WINTON, Managing Director

. New York City

Washington, D. C.

• Hartford. Conn.

. New York City

Lima, Ohio

Kalamazoo, Mich.

. Geneva. N. Y'.

Litchfield, Conn.

Beverly Hills, Calif.

• New Y'ork City

Address all inquiries to

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, INC.
420 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK CITY, U.S.A.

HI OW beautiful are the messengers" might almost have

been written prophetically of personal movies, because

they have established themselves, in their short and

vigorous life, as bringers of glad tidings of peace. They have

carried convincing reports of the way of life in one country to

those who live in other lands, and these reports have been pic-

tures of peace, of the little, inconsequential, but so real, inci-

dents that make up the days after days of men who are free.

It is possible that no group of people in the world resents the

brutal intrusion of war more than do personal filmers, because

war commands them to take their fingers from their camera

buttons. Lenses make no distinctions between that which mili-

tary necessity forbids and that which it permits, and lenses are

suspect, if not actually proscribed, in the conduct of war, unless

they are directed by military authority.

Although movie makers are, in general, poor haters, since

they see so much that is delightful and good in the world that

they film, they are building up a rising tide of anger against

those leaders and those nations that have thrown down a chal-

lenge to civilization, as the world has known it. Filmers are

convinced that there is a reasonable basis upon which men may
live and work together and that, with greater understanding

by one people of the ways of life of another, it can, and must,

be possible for national differences to be adjusted without the

appeal to brute force.

To movie makers, those who take up the sword of conquest

are barbarians and savages, no matter how much the invaders

try to justify their actions. These savages deny the peaceful

values that filmers and other artists believe to be the flowers of

civilization and not the weeds of decadence, as the barbarians

assert. These savages hold that force, and only force, has any

rights.

For every armed barbarian who tries to ride over the justice

of decent men, three or four of these same decent men must

be mobilized to protect what they hold dear. The end of all this

is a complete militarization, an entire abandonment of the gains

that peace has won in the course of painful years of aspiration

and effort. No other action is open to civilized human beings,

when these gains are attacked.

But to what avail is the anger of the artists at the brutality

of the savages? Have they anything but impotence, but cries

of despair? Are movie makers, are painters, musicians and poets,

are civilized men and women anything more than targets for

the bombs of hordes of brutes?

Unless history offers no guide in these dark times, we can

find reason for hope. Always artists have worked best in ad-

versity. They are killed, but they take a terrible revenge, be-

cause their scheme of life is accepted by the sons of the killers.

They are slow to anger but, once roused, they are greater than

death.

There is danger ahead for the conquerors of today, who say

to the peaceful movie makers, the poets and the artists of all

kinds, "Your day is done. This is the time of the sword." Until

the vision of a peaceful world of free men has been forgotten

by every son and daughter of free men, there will remain a

dream that brutes cannot blot out. That dream will one day
strike down Hitler, Stalin and Mussolini, as it struck down At-
tila, Genghis Khan and Tamerlane.
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WE HAD it all figured out. When the baby came, we
must economize. Of course, we shouldn't mind that,

because a baby like ours is worth giving up anything for.

Even giving up movies? It's a question I asked myself

solemnly in the still of the night—and decided to the con-

trary. For the baby's movies, recording his growth and de-

picting his first cute reactions to a new world, are at least as

invaluable, are at least as essential as the sterling silver

drinking cup (Uncle George) or the neat little juice spoon

(Aunt Mary).

So we decided that movies had to be one of the attributes

of the infant's early welfare, and, because economy was a

factor, we chose 8mm. It has worked out beautifully. Marge
had no trouble at all in mastering the camera, and she can

snatch it up. practically at any time, ready to take advan-

tage, without complicated adjustments, of those chances for

shooting, which His Miniature Majesty sees fit to create

according to the mysterious workings of his own small will.

Then, too. 8mm. is ideal for babies—agrees with their

whims, you might say. The minimum of adjustment is neces-

sary, because 8mm. cameras are noted for their extreme

tolerance in focus. We didn't go into the whys and where-

fores of this, but we realize that it is because of the size of the

8mm. image which makes possible the use of a short focus lens.

Whatever the reason, the results are excellent, and Marge
can set the diaphragm in just a second and blaze away on

the infant's immemorial interest in putting his toes in his

mouth, being practically certain that the picture will appear

later on our screen.

Of course, she learned from me to hold the camera steady

and with the image in the finder, just as weaveless as it could

be. For I may as well admit that I have a "big" 16mm.
camera, with gadgets, in the background, although it has had

less use since the Small Stranger arrived.

In short, we are convinced that, both for convenience and

results, 8mm. is a good medium for baby filming. But 16mm.

is all right, too. so don't deny the infant his right to kick

and wave for posterity if you happen to have only a 16mm.

camera. But "Eight" has the palm ifor size, together with

results, or should I say it "fits the palm"?

In filming our baby, we found

that we had to let a little camera

heresy sneak up on us. to

set the results we wanted.

v"

Volatile infants demand

quick thought and action

ROBERT WOODMAN
A tripod is always recommended for best results. Well and

good; we are prepared to admit that a good, solid tripod

shot of the Washington Monument is the only way to do it

justice.

But our baby is more volatile than the Washington Monu-
ment, if you get what I mean. He regards his immediate

surroundings with large, interested eyes, and he is always

more than ready to allow his attention to wander from the

obligation in hand to the more attractive aspect of some fresh

novelty.

So does the behavior of the very infant in the bassinet

presage the adult tendency. But, minus the moralizing, our

infant becomes immediately hypnotized when he is confronted

with a tripod. Ours is one with a shiny top, and, when the

camera is perched on this and the infant is faced with

the whole, he will immediately leave off doing whatever cute

and picturable act he may be engaged in and stare, popeyed

and immovably, at the shiny tripod. Very nice for a time expo-

sure, but not for a movie! So we had to give up the tripod.

Our pictures don't suffer too much in lack of steadiness,

because we are firm in our minds about what we are doing.

We need not tell this to parents who have a working

knowledge of the situation but, to prospective parents and

to others who would plan the logical scenario of the baby"s

day, and end with the infant peacefully going to sleep, we

should advise that there is a special technique involved.

Every parent knows the blessed peace which descends at the

end of the period devoted [Continued on page439]

Frames from 8mm.

baby scenes made

by author's method



IT HAPPENS

AT NIGHT

Many an event is

waiting for fast

films and you

Hobart Photo Features
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DON'T go to bed.

This is the time to wake up to the fact that what takes

place at midnight is swell takings for a picture.

Midnight. It offers a hundred bright facets. If you like,

you can make a straight scenic. There's the midnight sky

—

with its moon, its clouds. There's the earth—the grass—the

woods—the fields—the hills—and the valleys. There's the sea

—the lakes—the rivers—the dams—and the brooks.

Of course, you don't actually film these things at midnight,

even though your titles may imply that you did. You shoot

them at dusk, when there is still enough light in the sky

to get a picture, and you use the new ultra fast black and

white film and a red filter.

There's the farm. It's not only the farmhouse that's fast

asleep, its silhouette a fascinating study of black and white;

but out in the barn are the cows and the horses, dreaming

of feasts of grass and oats. How do hens go to sleep? And
what about the ducks? (They go off to bed at dusk, early

enough for a fast lens and a fast film to catch a "night"'

shot of them.)

There's a mystic softness about the farm world fast asleep.

Only the wind is awake, high in the apple tree.

Everybody has taken pictures of the farm, but taking

them at dusk makes them different. Dusk on a hot summer
night—dusk in the dead white of winter—dusk in the

pregnant springtime—and dusk in the lush fall—will turn

the most prosaic farm into a fantastic fairyland.

The faraway farm may be locked in sleep, but in the city

there is no sleep. It is just as wide awake at twelve midnight

as it is at twelve noon.

The lights on Broadway are very bright—no problem
in getting scenes with fast film here. The streets are packed

BETH BROWN, ACL
with people coming out of the theatre. Others are going in

to see the midnight show. Newsboys and hawkers cry their

wares in hoarse voices. The clang of fire engines cuts through

the night air and, in less than a minute, the streamlined hook

and ladder comes tearing up the street.

If it's not the fire company, then maybe it's an ambulance,

and if it's not an ambulance, then it's a police radio car.

No matter what—it's exciting.

In the suburbs, the folks are sound asleep in their beds;

but, down on the water front or at the edge of town, a steady

stream of giant produce trucks is pouring into the fruit and

vegetable markets. And sometime between midnight and

dawn the fruit auctioneers will climb into place and go into

their song and dance. The boxes and bales of food for a

city, the colorful characters and hangers on, the farmers

come to sell and the storekeepers come to buy—all these

make of midnight a memorable sequence for that camera

of yours.

The markets may be illuminated by the new sodium lamps,

they may be lighted with strings of bulbs; but, ten to one,

you'll find enough light for a movie scene on fast film.

On another street, the wholesale butchers are at work,

in a flood of sharp, white lights. Hotels and restaurants,

factories and power plants—to all these, midnight does not

mean riding the sheets in the land of sleep. Instead, it means

getting up and going to work. You can almost hear the

words: "Lights! Sound! Action!"

Cattle trains and tugboats—newspaper presses and Grey-

hound buses—streetcars and subways—all are going at top

speed, wrapped in that magic aura which only midnight

can paint.

Somehow, odd, exciting, delighting things always seem to

happen at midnight, and the people who make them happen

make a picture in themselves.

So, if it's difficult for you to shoot a factory or the saga

of a night spent in a police car, make yours a picture of

people instead. All sorts of people work at night—actors

and writers and chefs and street cleaners, coppers and rob-

bers and cab drivers. Oh, so you like that idea? All right.

Let's go.

We'll start with a shot of your favorite clock, fixed at

the fatal hour. If you happen to own a cuckoo clock and

can shoot the bird in action, fine! A clock in a tower is not

to be sneezed at. And something [Continued on page 440]
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How to film them, to secure natural shots

IF
YOU have ever tried to get your pet

dog or cat to act in your movies, you

will just begin to have some idea of the

problem facing a professional nature cine-

matographer. But, if you have been re-

warded with even one perfect, heart warm-
ing sequence of natural action, you will

know, as well, the almost inescapable pull

that this kind of work can have for any

imaginative and patient cameraman.

There are, in general, two ways of going

about it, two methods of approach. The
first, and most desirable, way is to manage
to record on film the natural actions of

Pets plus patience

equal interesting

shots like these

NORMAN A. CONVERSE, ACL
your subject, as they take place in a nor-

mal and uncontrolled environment. Some-

times, this is not only the best method,

but, to your surprise, the easiest as well.

There was that sequence in Robin Red
Breast, for instance. The script called for

a connected series of scenes of the raising

and feeding of baby birds in the nest.

Apprehensive of worrying the parents dur-

ing this critical period, we decided on a

camouflaged camera, reasonably near to

the nest, but controlled through a long

extension cord from the electric motor on

the camera to our battery box and switch,

some distance away. And just such was

our setup for the first full day of shooting.

As we prepared for the second day, how-

ever, I noticed that both of the parent

birds returned to the nest unafraid, even

before I had arranged the camera's screen-

ing. Taking this as our cue, we did away

with the clumsy camouflage and worked

throughout the second day without it—but

still through our remote control.

On the third morning, while connecting

the extension cord to the camera's motor, I

was genuinely surprised to see the mother

robin fly in, within a very few feet of me,

alight on the edge of the nest and proceed

calmly to feed her babies a fine fat worm.

Okay, I thought, if that's the way you feel

about it! Promptly we did away with the

long cord, and, from then on, the rest of

our filming was done from directly behind

the camera and but a few feet from the

busy nest. Day after day, the parent birds

came and went, feeding their babies and

brooding them as if we were not there.

All our original precautions had proved

needless, and here we were, getting com-

pletely natural action under normal and

uncontrolled conditions of environment. It

was a swell sequence.

But one is not [Continued on page 435]



GUATEMALAN SEQUENCES
1 6mm. scenes in "Guatemala, the

Glorious" by Ralph E. Gray, ACL
RALPH E. GRAY, ACL

AS THE northern visitor steps down from an airplane at

k
Guatemala City's immaculate airport, a bright mass

of wild orchids is pressed into his hands. Lovely senoritas

murmur a friendly greeting, and you are guided into the

modern, mission style administration building. A cup of

fragrant native coffee completes your welcome.

Here, in miniature, is the warm welcome of the entire

country. From His Excellency Gral. Jorge Ubico down to the

lowliest peon, the people of this beautiful state extend a gen-

uinely friendly greeting to the northern "gringo." And, from

your first, aerial glimpse of smoking Santa Maria, to your

last glance at blue Lake Atitlan. the country itself will bid

you welcome. For the movie maker "seeking new worlds to

conquer," Guatemala is an exciting challenge.

RUINS
1) Antigua, the ancient capital of Guatemala, was estab-

lished by the Spaniards in 1541, following the destruction

by flood of a slightly earlier city. For centuries, it was called

Santiago de los Caballeros de Guatemala la Antigua.

(2) But, in 1773, earthquake struck and destroyed even

this massive and beautiful masonry. The capital moved on

to its present site at Guatemala City, while Antigua remained

in ghostly ruin. Green grass settled amid the brown adobe

bricks, age yellowed the gaping plaster—and Antigua be-

came the locale of placid markets.

(3) Striking angles and effective compositions are on every

hand. Try half speed on the slowly drifting clouds.

TEXTILES

(4) Near Antigua, in the village of Santa Maria, the visiting filmer may record

one of Guatemala's finest crafts, hand spinning and weaving. Here, the cotton

yarn has been dyed in large, open air vats. It was then washed, to set the color,

and is now being hung out to dry in the sun.

(5) Even the simple process of winding the dried yarn on spindles may be a

symphony of color. The large wheel is a weathered brown, the yarn a bright

yellow and the dress is blue.

(6) The warp is prepared, by winding se-

lected colored yarns from spindles (seen in

background) on the large revolving rack at

^s ._„
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(8) The hand woven textiles com- S3ttCIXaD:'3D;<l):<i;XCa3IlCI)-'

mand a high price in world markets

because of their striking colors and SBCOD"CK>"CID;CSttlCK)IGDIlCSD-

LAKE ATITLAN
(9) The Three Brothers, extinct volcanoes, mark the shores

of blue Lake Atitlan, hailed as Guatemala's premier beauty

spot. Twelve villages surround the lake.

(10) With majestic San Pedro in the background, the In-

dians of Solola swing down the hillsides to market.
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TYPES
(18) Although predominantly Indian, the people of Guate-

mala are of many types, marked by distinctive features and

characteristic village dress. The dark beauty here attends

her market stall in the ruined grandeur of Antigua.

(19) At San Geronimo, the town's most noted maker of hand

embroidered huipillis spreads the full sleeves of her "Sun-

day best."

(20) In San Francisco el Alto—named for its 9,000 foot

elevation—a market woman is seen in an embroidered but

far warmer garment. The design of the necklace is different,

as well.

(21) Again the "halo" headdress of the Santiaguan seno-

ritas, offering slight protection from the sun, but making a

fine frame for the face.

(22) Boys are friendly and curious, whether in Guatemala,
Gotham or Greenville. Patience and a ready smile aid in

overcoming their fear of the camera.
[Continued on next page]

Suggestions for a film

of an American paradise

(11) Solola Indians, distinguished by their flat folding head-

dress, are undoubtedly the country's most active tradesmen,

appearing in every market, large or small.

(12) The brown thatched huts of Santiago, another lake-

side village, suggest a scene in Africa. But the women, stately

in their long red skirts and bright with their halo head-

/6 dresses, are Guatemala's most lovely sights.

(13) Here, a Santiaguan weaves the cloth of her village,

again using the simple "saddle type" loom. The serious

chiquita sits by, absorbing the ancestral lore.

(14) Father and son are busy on hand looms, as they turn

out endless yards of bright tape now used in America as the

straps on popular beach sandals. So fast do their fingers fly

that normal camera speed cannot stop the action.

POTTERY 4

(15) Attractive earthenware abounds in Guatemala, provid-

ing charming patterns of warm tone in every market place.

Here, again, the designs are individual with the artist.

In Tononicapan. the skilled craftsman kicks the wheel

deftly with his foot and molds the moist clay smoothly with

his hands.

(17) Fine points require rapt attention, and there is no

danger that the worker will stop to stare at the camera.
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PROCESSIONS
(23) Parades are plentiful in Guatemala, marked invariably

by religious drama, which is received with deep seriousness

by a reverent people.

(24) Christ's image and the Cross of Calvary are borne
forth from the church, as the procession gets under way.

(25-26) The bonds of capture, a crown of thorns and even
a blood stained body impart to the wooden image a power
which stirs deep in the native breast.

(27) Dusk brings the drama to an end, as the familiar sym-
bols return once again to sanctuary in the church.

(28) A last rite beside the still waters of Lake Atitlan.

where the church bells are housed at street level, instead of

in the customary bell tower.

CHICHICASTENANGO

(29) For sheer drama and beauty, no spot in Guatemala
can equal the cathedral steps of Chichicastenango. Here,

hundreds of Quiche Mayan Indians, in their deep ruby red

garments, gather for religious observances, which blend stark

pagan ritual with quiet Christian ceremony.

(30) A swirling fire of frankincense burns continually at

street level, so that arriving worshipers may kindle without

delay their individual censers.

(31) Friend greets friend on the packed esplanade, as one

kneels before his bundle of offerings and the other swings

his censer in courtly gesture.

(32) A proud and well born race, the Quiche Mayans do

not like to be photographed and often will swing their

censers before an intruding camera, to ward off evil. Father

Ildefonso Rossback is the shepherd of this strange flock and.

graciously, offers assistance on occasion to those movie mak-
ers whose interest in the church he finds sincere and serious.
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IN PRAISE OF

THE COUNTRY

RICHARD LOCKWOOD
THE amateur movie maker, once over the first flurry stage,

is forever haunted by the puzzling problem of making his

film footage interesting. Even the homeliest of subjects can

be welded into an interesting movie, if one goes about the

assignment with enthusiasm and enterprise.

This was my problem, when I set about to take my first

full length feature. Briefly, this film was planned to picture

the exodus of the Lockwood family—my wife, my three year

old daughter and myself—from the city to the country. I

thought, at the time, that this would make an interesting

short movie, but, when it was finally finished, I found that

I had filmed an 800 foot Kodachrome feature, entitled Coun-

try Life.

This subject matter may seem too thin to have served for

so long a picture. Yet, in spite of limited material, I used

no titles in the film, because I was convinced that the

thread of the story could be maintained by pictures alone.

Further, I decided deliberately against any form of plot, be-

cause I believed that "acting" would be too obvious and that

a forced plot would destroy the simplicity of this little movie

pastoral.

Several rolls of film had been exposed before I decided

to try to make a unified story out of this picture. On several

trips to the village to which we were to move, I had captured

a few pleasant scenes of country serenity, of the little stone

house we coveted and of the rural life surrounding it.

Obviously, this was a poor beginning for the picture, how-

ever useful this footage might be later on. The theme seemed

to present an inescapable demand for a change in tempo

from city life to country life, and this is how it was ac-

complished.

I made one concession to my decision against titles. Fol-

lowing the lead and credit titles, I inserted a prolog, which

introduced the characters and set the stage. Then the ob-

server was plunged into the hurly burly of New York's Fifth

Avenue traffic, with its streams of cars and buses and crowds

of pedestrians.

This sequence was identified by a closeup of the street

sign, then the camera was tilted slowly up the side of

a tall building. The view shifted to a scene in one of its

offices. Here, I was shown in the grip of spring fever.

I retook that scene three times before it satisfied me, but

the result was an interesting superimposed shot, in which

the day dreamer visioned babbling brooks, lush fields and

his small daughter, romping in the rural out of doors.

Recruit for rural life

filmed his point of view

ere

When this movie dream faded out, and the dreamer came
to life, he picked up a newspaper, scanned the real estate

advertisements and encircled one of them in pencil. This

shot was followed by a closeup, taken with my small titler,

of the actual advertisement that had "sold" us, and it is

inviting enough to do a sales job on most of the audience.

The expression on the face of the discoverer of the adver-

tisement and the alacrity with which he turns and dials a

telephone number set the stage for the shots to come.

The tempo of the picture is maintained and accelerated

in the next sequence. Spinning car wheels are interspaced

with scenic shots taken from the car. These become more
and more rural in aspect as the sequence progresses. Then,

one sees the signpost at the edge of the village, followed by

a shot of the car, coming over the bridge and into the ham-
let itself. Here, the tempo abruptly changes to one in keeping

with the peace and tranquillity of the surroundings. Cows are

chewing their cud in green fields, a brook bubbles beneath

the lacy shadow pattern of trees, the little stone house is dis-

covered, and the story proper begins.

Since we had, in reality, moved to the country several

months before the picture began taking form, the "moving
in" sequences had to be "faked." Rather than show full view

shots of this activity, I made close shots of a lease being

signed, furniture being moved into the house, dishes being

unpacked and my daughter industriously polishing a win-

dow.

Now the picture, because of the unadorned elasticity of the

scenario, takes a leisurely course through nearly a year of

rural living. Most of the footage is of the outdoor activities

of us three, with an undercurrent of our enthusiasm for the

work and pleasure that the new surroundings afforded. In

reality, the bulk of Country Life is a picture diary that takes

the audience on a trip through the four seasons, with the

subsequent changes in scenery and activity that this trip of-

fers. It was not a matter of shooting from script, but a pro-

cedure that called for filming practically everything amus-
ing that was done, plus a long, drawn out session of cutting,

discarding and editing, so that the finished product would
flow smoothly. I did not try to force the action, but I let

nature take its course, although, of course, a few things had
to be set up for the camera.

After the picture shows that we have moved into the house,

we are seen trying our city hands at gardening. Ground is

spaded, seed and seedlings are planted, with everybody very
much absorbed in this new undertaking. Summer comes, the

flowers grow and the vegetable garden burns up, to the dis-

gust of the one male farmer.

It was necessary, at times, to resort to the old calendar
leaf trick, to show the passage of a few months, but, in most
cases, the scenery itself did a good job of denoting the

elapsed time. I used a dissolve [Continued on page 440]



THEY'RE DONE OUT IN FRON1

AT SOME time in his career, every movie maker wants

to produce some of the special effects that he sees in

theatrical movies. Most of these, unfortunately, are made in

the laboratory, by means of trick printers which are not

available to the 8mni. or 16mm. amateur.

Yet a number of these effects may be produced, either by

special cameras having the required built in features or by

various devices that may be placed "before the lens" of any

camera. You can make fades, wipes, mask shots and other

tricks, by means of accessories that are supported in front

of the camera lens.

The most fundamental effect is the fade out, which, in its

usual form, appears as a gradual, overall darkening of the

scene, until the picture that continues is obliterated and the

screen is entirely black. The fade in is just the reverse of

this process.

A fade out indicates the end of a section of the picture,

while a fade in indicates the beginning of a new section or

topic. A fade in is often used at the beginning of a movie

and a fade out, at the end.

A fade—either in or out—can be produced by means of a

variable shutter, which can be closed or opened while the

camera is in operation. However, such a shutter must be

built into the camera, and only one machine that is available,

the Cine-Kodak Special, offers this special feature.

Another method of making fades employs a rotating disc,

which is graduated from transparency to opacity. The disc

is revolved in front of the lens when the fade is desired,

and it gradually cuts down the light, in the case of a fade

out, or increases it, in the case of a fade in. The disc is

operated by a clockwork mechanism. (See Figs. 2, 3 and 6.)

A third method of making fades is offered by a device that

is essentially two polarizing filters, one of which remains

stationary and the other of which is rotated. As the axes of

the crystal structures in the polarizing screens approach

right angles, they cut out all effective light. In using this aid

to make a fade, one simply turns the movable filter, by push-

ing a small handle. (See Fig. 1.)

Fades can be made by the dye method, and they also may
be created by using a homemade fading glass—a small sheet

of glass that has been smoked in graduated intensities, from

clear glass at one end to complete opacity at the other end.

This is held before the lens by hand and is moved from one

side to the other, depending upon whether a fade out

or a fade in is desired.

One disadvantage of this homemade substitute for a regu-

lar fading glass is that, in using it for a fade in, one

must hold the clear portion of the glass before the lens for

the duration of the scene, because, if the glass is lifted com-

pletely away from the lens, one can notice the effect on the

screen.

No fading device of any type should be removed from in

front of the lens while the camera is running; so, after a

fade in, one must continue filming the scene through the

clear portion of the fading device until the end of the shot.

This procedure causes no trouble with commercial accesso-

ries that can be attached to the camera.
A variation of the overall darkening of the scene is pro-

duced by the square closing iris vignetter. This device makes
the scene darken progressively, from the edges of the frame
to its center. The growing dark area leaves a square hole in

the center, which diminishes in size until it closes entirely.

"Before the lens" effects

and how to accomplish them

Since these diaphragm devices are placed close to the lens,

the outline of the square hole is indistinct, and a soft, over

all darkening effect is obtained. Examples of this type of fad-

ing device are seen in Figs. 2 and 5.

A wide variety of wipeoffs can be found on the theatrical

screen. In these effects, one scene displaces another bodily.

The new scene may appear as a point in the middle of the

first scene and expand to fill the whole frame. The second

scene may slide in from one side and give the effect of

shoving the first scene off the screen.

In theatrical movie making, these effects are produced by

trick printing. Such trick printing is available on 16mm.

film, but the cost is quite high, and this method is largely

limited to industrial and publicity pictures.

A modified form of wipe can be made with devices placed

in front of the camera lens. A fan shaped blade is passed in

front of the lens, to block out the scene gradually. Variously

shaped blades may be used to create different forms; how-

ever, the resultant effect is different from that of the stand-

ard theatrical wipe, because a new scene is not introduced

by the moving blade that blocks out the first scene. Instead,

at the end of the wipe, the screen is dark, as in the case of

a fade out.

This type of wipe can be made with the devices pictured

in Figs. 4, 5, 6 and 7. In the accessories shown in Figs. 4

and 6, the blade is operated by a spring motor. In the device

shown in Fig. 5, the leaves are operated by hand. In the case

of the more elaborate instrument in Fig. 7, the blade is mo-

tivated by the camera motor itself.

A true wipe, in which one scene displaces another, can be

made with the accessory shown in Fig. 7. For this purpose,

the film must be wound backward for a double exposure and

the fan blade must be geared to the camera mechanism. This

device may be used only with cameras that have a hand crank

and reverse takeup, so that the film can be wound backward

for the distance necessary for a double exposure.

Some advanced cameras will produce a type of wipe in

which one scene displaces another, without the addition of

an accessory, but this wipe is limited to titles and similar

static closeups.

Masks placed in front of the lens will give the resultant

picture on the screen a special shape, such as a circle, an

oval or a keyhole. Scenes may thus be made to appear to

have been taken through a pair of binoculars or to be seen

through a keyhole. In Figs. 2, 4 and 5 are shown devices

which permit the use of such masks, in addition to their

other functions.

Many "before the lens" devices also permit the use of

special, homemade effect filters, such as diffusion screens

that give a shot a soft, delicate appearance and which make
closeups of people more attractive. Distortion and other spe-

cial effects can be obtained by mounting pieces of imperfect

glass in a "before the lens" accessory.
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Fig. 1. Fade-O-Scope, made by Fade-O-Scope. Inc., 200

Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Fig. 2. Wesco Fadette, made by Western Movie Supply

Company. 254 Sutter Street, San Francisco, Calif.

Fig. 3. Badgley Automatic Dissolve, sold by Burleigh

Brooks, 126 West 42nd Street, New York City.

Fig. 4. Cine Transito Jr., made by Baia Motion Picture

Engineering, 8044 Hardyke Street, Detroit, Mich.

Fig. 5. Besbee Effectograph, made by Albert Specialty

Company, 231 South Greene Street, Chicago, 111.

Fig. 6. Fihno Fader and Wipe Disc, made by Bell & How-
ell Company, 1843 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Fig. 7. DuMott Radial Wipe, made by J. D. Cochrane, jr.,

734 Brooks Avenue, Wyoming, Ohio.

Devices which aid one

in producing fades,

wipes and mask shots
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THE

CLINIC

Arrangement for a mystifying cine trick

"Faked" fall A thrilling shot

which will mystify

your audiences is one which has appar-

ently been taken by a camera falling

from the top of a tall building. The
first step in producing such an illusion

is to get a sharp enlargement of a well

exposed still picture of the side of a

building. This picture should be taken

from another building across the street,

and the camera must be held perfectly

level.

Hold the enlargement in your hand,

as shown in the illustration above, and,

while the camera is running, draw it

upward past the lens. This will give

the illusion of a falling camera, and the

rushing, blurred side of the building

will fool the most wary.

To build a little sequence about this

"stunt," get a shot of somebody stand-

ing in the window of a tall building,

with a camera in his hands. The actor

winds the camera and looks out of the

window, as if he were getting ready to

throw the camera from it. Next, show a

closeup of the hands dropping the cam-

era. This scene is "faked," for the sub-

ject, standing close to the window,

merely drops the camera into the hands

of somebody, also close to the window,

but squatting below him just outside of

camera range.

Next, film your actor running away
from the window, as if he were going

to rush down and catch the camera. At

this point, splice in the scene of the

closeup of the enlargement. Follow it

with a scene of the subject running out

of the building to the sidewalk and
looking up as if he were expecting the

camera to fall any minute. To "fake"

a shot of him as he catches the cam-
era, it is necessary to use reverse mo-

tion. Hold your camera upside down
and ask your actor to go through the

motions of reaching overhead and catch-

ing the falling camera. Do this by hav-

Technical suggestions and

cine topics for movie makers

FREDERICK G. BEACH, ACL

ing him bend down, with the camera

in his hands, then suddenly straighten

up and toss the camera into the air a

foot or less and catch it safely. When
this shot is turned around end for end

and it is trimmed so that the camera

will be seen just before it reaches his

hands, splice it in the film.

The finished sequence will show the

camera being tossed out of the window,

the side of the building whizzing past

the lens, the man running down to the

street and catching the camera. Appro-

priate grimaces and other details may

be added to suit the taste.

Deep blue The clear, cool atmos-

phere of autumn is ideal

for color filming. The sunlight com-

bined with the clear air gives a spar-

kling color that is the goal of every

movie maker. One effect of this clear

atmosphere is to give very blue skies.

In fact, one may be inclined to feel

that they are sometimes unnatural. Do
not worry about that reaction from your

audience, however, for the film will

record only what the camera sees.

There is no way to tone down the sky,

although you can make it a deeper blue

than is natural, in many cases, by using

a polarizing filter.

Down in front Football filmers

who plan to record

the games this fall need not worry about

the danger of getting unsteady pic-

tures, even if they cannot take a tripod

into the stands. A special type of uni-

pod, such as that shown in the illus-

tration, will hold the camera surpris-

ingly steady, and it will not bring cries

of protest from "fans" sitting behind

the movie maker. An old broom handle

will serve for the main part of the de-

vice. A short brass tube, which is

drilled for a one quarter twenty bolt,

as shown in the drawing, is placed on

one end of the stick. The bolt is sol-

dered in place.

The crosspiece is placed at a height

that will conveniently allow the user to

hook his knees over it when he is sit-

ting in the stand with the unipod be-

fore him. In case the camera is not

pointing in the right direction after it

is screwed on the stick, remove it and

place a thin cardboard washer on the

bolt. With the camera in place again,

it will be found to be somewhat adjust-

able, as to direction, even when it is fair-

ly tightly screwed in place. Some filmers

A homemade unipod for use

in filming from a grandstand
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may prefer to add a small "pan" and
tilt head to the unipod. This would
make it more flexible.

Spinning background If you
want a

title to have a background of a pattern

in motion, you can achieve almost any
effect that you desire, by using double

exposure and by filming the background

shot with the setup shown in the draw-

ing here. The design for the back-

ground, which is stationary during

shooting, can be almost anything. It is

painted in color or in black and white

on a sheet of cardboard, and the card-

board is then placed on the floor.

The camera is hung from the under-

side of the tripod head by means of a

cord, and it is balanced, so that, when
it revolves, the lens will be the center

of motion. The string is twisted until

there is enough tension to revolve the

camera when it is released. Press the

starting button, so that it will be locked

down: then free the camera so that it

THIN
STRONG
STRING

BOX-TYPE
MOVIE
CAMERA

CHECKERBOARD-^
OR OTHER DESIGN

By this method, you can make

a spinning title background

will revolve over the background pat-

tern. If the camera moves in an eccen-

tric manner, it will not do great harm,

for this variation will simply produce a

different pattern of motion on the

screen.

After taking the shot of the back-

ground in this manner, rewind the film

to the starting point and expose the title

card, which has been made with white

letters on a black background. It is

easier to suspend a box type of camera,

so that it will be centered properly over

the background, but a camera of any
shape may be used, if the string cradle,

to hold it, is properly made.

Pseudo fire Perhaps you have

never filmed a forest

or brush fire or a blazing dwelling: but,

How to make closeups of flames for fire movies

if you have managed to get some dis-

tant shots of fires, you can supplement

them with some pretty realistic shots,

using the technique illustrated by the

accompanying drawing. A simple torch

of frayed rope on an ordinary stick will

serve the purpose, and, if it is held a

short distance in front of the lens, any

suitable view can be filmed through the

flames, to produce a really alarming

scene. This is the way in which Holly-

wood actors are filmed in the midst of

a fire. One must be careful that too

much heat or smoke does not reach the

lens of the camera.

Reel rack Editing jobs sometimes

require that a film be

separated into several major portions,

each containing several scenes. In that

event, the board shown in the sketch

here will be found to be ideal, for it will

hold long film clips wound on fifty or

one hundred foot reels. To build this

device, get a substantial board and
make a simple support, to hold it in a

semi vertical position. Fit the board

with short wooden pegs, made to receive

the reels. A number placed below each

peg will aid in keeping the editing pro-

cedure straight and in locating shots.

When you are about to put the num-

bers on the board, first place a one hun-

dred foot reel on a peg, in order to

make sure that you are not lettering the

number so close to the peg that it will

be covered by the reel. This same kind

of board will serve also for holding

coiled film strips, which are kept from

unwinding by the use of small rubber

bands.

Steady The popularity of the two

inch lens appears to be in-

creasing. Many movie makers use it for

general work in place of the normal

one inch lens. However, this practice

is attended by one disadvantage, in that

the effect of camera unsteadiness is

doubled on the screen. Few can hold a

camera really steady, and, when the

longer focal length lens is used, a tri-

pod is needed more than ever.

Editing kink Users of the Fibno

Viewer, which shows

one frame at a time, may sometimes

wish to examine a strip of film without

being restricted to observing one frame.

[Continued on page 441]
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MAGAZINE

Both cube it

• The Compartment Case for the 16 mm. Magazine Cine-

Kodak is the de luxe case for this camera. It provides room
for accessory lenses, magazines. Focusing Finder, and a

complement of filters. Price, $27.50.

\<:** >'*k W/0&
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1 1 "HE 16 mm. Magazine Cine-Kodak is the camera for the 16 mm.
* movie maker who wants the utmost in quality, plus compactness,
plus great versatility.

It loads with 50-foot magazines of Cine-Kodak Film, Kodachrome
or black-and-white. No film threading; no "thumbs." You can shift

from one type of film to another without wasting a single frame—and
a meter on each magazine indicates unexposed film footage.

The regular lens is the famous 25 mm. / 1.9 Kodak Anastigmat; to

supplement the standard lens you have your choice of seven acces-
sory lenses, ranging from a 15 mm. wide-angle to a 152 mm. tele-

photo.

It offers three useful operating speeds—16, 32, and 64 (slow

motion). The view finder is easily and accurately adjusted to show
the correct field for any of the lenses. It is a handsome camera.

Its price is $117.50. Several carrying cases are available.

EASTMAN KODAK COJ!
• The Focusing Finder fits into the camera as does a

magazine and gives you the accurate field for any of the

usable lenses. The center of the field can be considerably

enlarged to permit of critical focusing.

• Here are the seven accessory lenses for the 16 mm. Mag-
azine Cine-Kodak, with their adapter. From left to right:

63 mm. f/2.7, 1 52 mm. f/4.5, 114 mm. f/4.5, 102 mm. f/2.7,

15 mm. f/2.7, 76 mm. f/4.5, and the 50 mm. f/l.6 lens.

* The Cine-Kodak Films available in magazine form h

the 16 mm. Magazine Cine-Kodak are: Cine-Kodak Kod'

chrome, either regular or Type A, $4.65; Super-X Panchi

matic Film at $3.50; and Super-XX Panchromatic, at $
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Magazine Cine-Kodak Eight, Model 90, recently introduced, is in

every respect a worthy junior partner of the 16 mm. camera. It has
the same high quality of mechanism and finish; it gives the 8 mm.
movie enthusiast the same swift magazine-loading convenience.
The standard lens is a 13 mm. / 1.9 Kodak Anastigmat, which may

be replaced by any of six accessory lenses. This feature alone dis-

tinguishes Model 90 among 8 mm. cameras.
The film magazines hold 25 feet of film. Because each loading is

run through the camera twice, you obtain 50 feet of 8 mm. movies,
equivalent to 100 feet of 16 mm. movies.

With Model 90 you have your choice of four operating speeds;

the enclosed view finder accurately adjusts for any of the usable
lenses. The price of the standard camera is $97.50. Carrying cases,

affording room for camera and various accessories, are now ready.

See this Magazine Eight at your Cine-Kodak dealer's.

NY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

* Of the cases at present available for Magazine Cine-

Kodak Eight, the Combination Case, shown here, is the

most commodious. It has room for camera, three film mag-
azines, two accessory lenses and filters. Price, $15.

lagazine loadings of Cine-Kodak Eight Film retain the

ic economy of all "Eight" equipment. Both types of

achrome—regular and Type A—are available at $3.75
i; Super-X Panchromatic Film Magazines are $2.50.

• Here are the six accessory lenses now available for the

Magazine Cine-Kodak Eight: (left to right) 76 mm. f/4.5,

9 mm. f/2.7, 63 mm. f/2.7, 25 mm. f/l.9, 50 mm. f/l.6,

and the 38 mm. f/2.5. Lens adapter in right foreground.

* Both Magazine Cine-Kodaks are equipped with the Uni-

versal Guide, by means of which the correct exposure is

easily determined for either indoor or outdoor scenes. A
silvered card to fit into the Guide comes with the film.
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for accessory lonsos, magazines, Focusing Finder, and i

complement ol fillers. Price, $27.50.

THE 16 mm. Magazine Cine-Kodak is the camera for the 16 mm.

movie maker who wants the utmost in quality, plus compactness,

plus great versatility.

It loads with 50-foot magazines of Cine-Kodak Film, Kodachrome

or black-and-white. No film threading; no "thumbs." You can shift

from one type of film to another without wasting a single frame—and

a meter on each magazine indicates unexposed film footage.

The regular lens is the famous 25 mm. f/1.9 Kodak Anastigmat; to

supplement the standard lens you have your choice of seven acces-

sory lenses, ranging from a 15 mm. wide-angle to a 152 mm. tele-

photo.

It offers three useful operating speeds—16, 32, and 64 (slow

motion). The view hnder is easily and accurately adjusted to show
the correct field for any of the lenses. It is a handsome camera.

Its price is $117.50. Several carrying cases are available.
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tinguishes Model 90 among 8 mm. cameras.
The film magazines hold 25 feet of film. Because each loading is

run through the camera twice, you obtain 50 feet of 8 mm. movies,
equivalent to 100 feet of 16 mm. movies.
With Model 90 you have your choice of four operating speeds;

the enclosed view finder accurately adjusts for any of the usable
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PRACTICAL FILMS

The non rheat ncal movie as

Educators Make Films

Granite—A Saga in Stone, one reel,

16mm. silent film made in Barre, Vt.,

by Mr. and Mrs. Simon Moselsio, of the

Art Division of Bennington College, re-

cently has been edited and released for

distribution by the Harmon Foundation

of New York City. The film tells the

story of granite, from the time it is

taken out of the earth, through its

processing, to its use in modern life.

Two other one reel, 16mm. silent films,

recorded in England by the Moselsios

and available from the Harmon Founda-

tion, are Hoiv Stained Glass Windows
Are Made and Let's Go To the Zoo. The
first, filmed in the Studios of Messrs.

Lawndes and Drury in London, shows

the steps involved in producing stained

glass windows by means of color shots

of famous examples from medieval

Tu e
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background

used for various purposes

LAURENCE S. CRITCHELL, jr.

JJ

times. The second, photographed in the

London Zoo and Whipsnade Park, has

been edited for children with titles in

simple verse.

Also among new releases by the Har-

mon Foundation is a 16mm. silent film.

The Netherlands — A Country Claimed

irom the Sea. Recorded by William L.

Rogers, the film material has been ed-

ited as a unit of study of the Nether-

lands and her people for the fourth and

seventh grades. Assistance, in adapting

titles to an elementary school vocabu-

lary, was given by Louise Condit. edu-

cational supervisor of the Brooklyn

Children's Museum.
Art in the Negro Schools, a two reel,

16mm. silent film, made for the Harmon
Foundation by Kenneth F. Space, ACL,
is another recent release, dealing with

art education for negroes. The first reel

covers the fine arts of painting and
sculpture. All these subjects were made
on black and white film.

New Course in Visual Aids
From the Stephen F. Austin Teachers

College of Nacogdoches, Texas, comes a

report by A. L. Long, associate profes-

sor of education, that the college has

organized a visual aid laboratory as part

of its course in visual instruction. From
work in this laboratory, student teachers

can learn how to develop negatives, op-

erate motion picture machines and copy

and organize material for their own
needs in their rural schools. Professor

Long hopes to enlarge upon this branch

of the work as much as future success

warrants.

New Civic Movie
Showing how a title to land is ac-

quired, The Story of Record Making
has just been completed by Donald F.

Lybarger, county recorder of Cuyahoga
County, Cleveland, Ohio. On 1200 feet

of 16mm. Kodachrome, Mr. Lybarger

has made an educational film which is

historical in nature and which shows, in

an interesting manner, exactly how his

particular department of county gov-

ernment functions.

The film begins as the bronze doors

of the Cuyahoga County Court House
slowly open and two young ladies

emerge, bearing a large record book

containing the title of the film. The set-

ting changes to medieval days, and the

method of transferring land in the Mid-

dle Ages is illustrated. The settlement

of Ohio eventually follows, depicted by

sequences of covered wagons; then the

role of the first recorder of Cuyahoga
County is enacted as he is shown at

work on the County's actual record

book of 1810.

The story then shifts to the modern
method of recording documents. When
a customer presents a deed for record,

the film follows that deed to the record

room, where it is prepared, paged, pho-

tostated, indexed and then returned to

the customer. Likewise, the handling of

chattel mortgages, Torrens papers, sol-

diers' discharges and numerous other

documents is shown.

Mr. Lybarger used daylight Koda-
chrome film and blue flood bulbs to

film his interior settings out of doors.

The problem of representing the dark-

room in the photostat department was

met by the use of red tinted base film

with white flood bulbs for lighting. As-

sisting in this work were two of Mr.

Lybarger's deputies, John Borza and
Edward A. Orlie, while a number of

the historical scenes were presented

with the help of Lloyd Taylor and a

group of players from the Lakewood
Little Theatre. The film is accompanied

by sound on disc, and it will be made
available to all civic groups in the

Greater Cleveland area.

Scouting Films

For the Local Boy Scouts of America

Council in Shreveport, La., B. B. Eiland,

jr., ACL, is making three, one reel

studies of phases in Scouting. The three

reels will cover Cubbing, Scouting and

Senior Scouting. For Cubbing, a young-

ster is followed, as achievements in-

crease his skill and add to his resources,

while all the time he has fun in the out

of doors with the companionship of

other boys of his own age. For Scouting,

the treatment lays greater emphasis

upon responsibilities and values incul-

cated in the growing lad by Scout

principles, but the film ends upon

the same important note of fun. For

Senior Scouting, the various horizons

[Continued on page 436]
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• Top, officers of the Bell Movie Club of Denver,

Colorado. Middle, members of the Bell Movie Club

filming amateur radio display at Denver Hobby Show.

Bottom, exhibit of movie accessories at Denver Hobby

Show.

• Officers of Amateur Cameramen League, a still

and cine club in New Albany, Indiana.

What organized groups

are doing everywhere

AMATEUR CLUBS
JAMES W. MOORE, ACL

Denver club exhibits More than six thousand invited guests at-

tended the late Handicraft and Hobby Fair

sponsored in Denver, Colo., by the Bell Movie Club. Running for eight days,

the fair presented 575 separate exhibits in over 11,000 square feet of space

in the Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Company building. A
special feature of the movie club's own participation was the production of

a comprehensive pictorial record, both still and cine, of the fair's activities.

The finished job will consist of ten reels of movies and more than two

hundred still pictures. The officers in charge for the Bell Movie Club were
E. E. Wyland. president; G. H. Rowe, vicepresident; H. M. Price, secretary

and treasurer: T. H. Sears, program chairman.

Racine forms New m Wisconsin is the Ra-Cine Club, formed last

May in Racine and closing its charter roll the end of

this month. Thirty five members joined at once, but there are places still

open for interested amateurs of the community. The September meeting,

which will be held on the first Tuesday of the month in the Wisconsin Gas
and Light Building, will be devoted to editing and titling. John R. Kibar
is first secretary.

For Brooklyn Edison Double Trouble, the original melodrama of a

playwright inadvertently involved in crime,

which has been in production during the summer by the Cinema Club of

the Brooklyn Edison Club, ACL, will have its premiere in October. Included

in the cast are James R. Lowell. Iola McGibbons, Frank Legge, George
Terry, Mary Hayden, John Thill and Patrick Mills. Behind the camera, on

the technical staff, the club lists William P. Brandegee, Harvey E. Newton,

ACL. Edward A. Knapp, Alfred A. Rinke, Max C. Mazza, Orar Wahlgren,

Benjamin T. Russell, Evelyn McNally, John Diamante, Thomas Burke and

Wayne Kuikko.

In San FrancisCO ^d to San Francisco's numerous cinema groups

the Westwood Movie Club, recently formed in the

Ocean Avenue region of the Golden Gate city. The first officers are Jesse

Richardson, president; Ernest Peterson, vicepresident; Mrs. Lena Bellinger,

treasurer; Eric M. Unmack, secretary. Meetings are scheduled for last

Fridays of the month, in the Community Building on Ocean Avenue at

Granada, to which interested amateurs are invited. Further information may
be had on application to the secretary, at 1944 Ocean Avenue, in San

Francisco.

New in ChicaSO Announced as an organization of advanced ama-

teurs, the Chicago Cinematographers, a small and

congenial group in the Windy City, will complete its first year of activity

this fall. The monthly programs are comprised of a dinner meeting, a

selected speaker and the screening of outstanding films from members and

other sources. Officers for this season include Carl Berquist, jr., president;

E. P. Knowel, vicepresident; Arthur Josephson, secretary treasurer; S. F.

Warner, publicity chairman.

Eights entertain Meeting in the Palisades Field House, overlooking

the Potomac River, thirty members and guests of

the Washington 8mm. Movie Club gathered recently for that group's first

annual Ladies' Night. Springtime in Washington and Snoiv White and the

Seven Dwarfs, 16mm. color films presented by George T. Merriken, were

featured on the program. Other pictures screened were Hooked, an exchange

film from the New York 8mm. Motion Picture Club; Knights Templar Con-

vention, by Byron Roudabush; Vanishing Cream, by Joseph Gawler, ACL;
Cherry Blossom Time and Tall Cedars Parade, by M. Hejnal, ACL.

Los Angeles dines Dinner meetings have enlivened the summer
months for members of the Los Angeles Cinema

Club, with a number of outstanding films screened at each gathering.

Included on these programs have been China Carries On, a 1000 foot,

16mm. Kodachrome study accompanied by [Continued on page 446]
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Our GIGANTIC
TWENTY- FIRST ANNIVERSARY CATALOG

is NOW ready!
Robert Donat

in

"COUNT OF
MONTE
CRISTO"

one of our
many all-star

features.

It lists one thousand I (mini sound features and
thousands of shorts, also a large library of

I (nn in and 8mm silent subjects.

Never has such a library of non-theatrical sub-

jects been gathered together under one roof.

Every kind of entertainment subject available.

Following are a few of our 16mm sound features suitable for schools i

Abraham Lincoln
African Holiday
Barefoot Boy
Battle of Greed
Before the White Man
Came

Beyond Bengal
Boy of the Streets

Brides of Sulu
Bring 'Em Back Alive

Cavalcade of Civilization

Come on Tarzan
County Fair

Count of Monte Cristo

Crime of Dr. Crespi

Dead Men Tell No Tales

Diamond Jim
Don Quixote
Drake the Pirate

Eat 'Em Alive

Europe At War
Explorers of the World
Girl of the Limberlost
Harmony Lane
Healer
Hitler—Beast of Berlin

Hoosier Schoolboy
Hoosier Schoolmaster
Imitation of Life

Island Captives
Jane Eyre

Jaws of the Jungle
Juvenile Court
Kathleen
Keeper of the Bees
Killers of the Sea
King of the Sierras

Lady of the Lake
Last of the Mohicans
Law Commands
Life and Loves of Bee-

thoven
Life Returns
Magnificent Obsession
Mercy Plane
My Old Kentucky Home

Newsboy's Home
Old Curiosity Shop
Old Homestead
Old Louisiana
Paradise Isle

Romance of the Limber-
lost

Secret of Stamboul
Sudan
Sutter's Gold
Tundra
Wandering Jew
Wedding of Palo
William Tell

With Williamson Be-
neath the Sea

A FEW OF OUR FOREIGN LANGUAGE FILMS NOW AVAILABLE:
FRENCH

Carnival in Flanders
The Pearls of the Crown
The Miracle of Faith

Life and Loves of Bee-
thoven

Mayerling
Volga Boatman
Life of Pasteur
Marseillaise

Grand Illusion

GERMAN
Concert in Tyrol
An Orphan Boy of Vienna
Cobbler Captain of

Koepenek
Making of a King

ALSO SPANISH,
ITALIAN,

SCANDINAVIAN,
POLISH, YIDDISH AND
ORIENTAL LANGUAGES

EXAMPLES OF OUR TWO, THREE AND FOUR REEL SUBJECTS FOR SCHOOL USE
The Voice of India

France (In Color)
Robinson Crusoe
Itchy-Scratchy

The Devil's Play Ground
Evolution
History of Aviation
Louis Pasteur

Washington
Theodore Roosevelt
Manchukuo
Land of Shalimar

Study in Infant Behavior
Rembrandt
Our Constitution

WHAT STARS THEY INCLUDE:
JOHN BARRYMORE, PAT O'BRIEN, EDWARD ARNOLD, JEAN
ARTHUR, HERBERT MARSHALL, ADOLPHE MENJOU, JAMES CAG-
NEY, CLAUDETTE COLBERT. CHARLIE McCARTHY, EDGAR BER-
GEN, VICTOR McLAGLEN, WILLIAM POWELL, CAROLE LOMBARD,
ROBERT TAYLOR, IRENE DUNNE, MICKEY ROONEY, DEANNA
DURBIN, CONSTANCE BENNETT, VIRGINIA BRUCE, MARGARET
SULLAVAN.

*
*

SMASH GO RENTAL PRICES! We will not be undersold, thus we have made drastic slashes

in many rental prices. You can now rent a complete nine-reel program of 16mm sound film

as low as 85.00 per day and $10.00 per week on contract.

YOUR BIG CATALOG IS NOW READY. SEND FOR IT.

IDEAL PICTURES CORPORATION
Pacific Coast Office HOME OFFICE

2402 West Seventh Street 28 East Eighth Street

Los Angeles, California Chicago, Illinois



• Below, scene in Coney Is-

land, cavalcade of action and

fun offered by Castle Films.

• Left, Quick-set Convertible Sportpod of-

fered by Whitehall Specialty Company.

Right, the Phototrix Chief Tripod made by

Intercontinental Marketing Corporation.

Official Films ln an
inter-

esting new catalog, which

lists its film program for

the fall season, 1940, Offi-

cial Films, Inc., features a

number of important new
subjects. Among these are

the Sport beams, a series

of one reel subjects, in

sound and silent versions,

covering the most interest-

ing phases of sport, such as

Monarchs of the Ring, an

exciting film showing eight championship fights that have

made fistic history; Blue Bloods, produced in Kentucky;

Folloiv Thru, a golf reel, showing experts in action, and

others.

In addition, there is an interesting and timely new subject,

Mr. President, which shows outstanding events in the country

during the administration of all the White House incumbents,

from McKinley until the present. In this film, special emphasis

is given to the problems confronting the nation and their

methods of solution.

Color and sound films of the New York 1940 World's Fair

are also offered. Basic prices for Official Films output are:

360 feet, 16mm. silent, $10; 350 feet, 16mm. sound, $17.50;

100 feet, 16mm. silent, $3.50; 180 feet, 8mm., $6.00; 50 feet,

8mm., $1.75. Special prices for Kodachrome subjects may
be had on request to Official Films, Inc., 330 West 42nd

Street, New York.

Recording film From the Binghamton headquarters of

Agfa Ansco comes news of a new film,

developed especially for 16mm. sound recording. Coated on

a safety base, this new emulsion is said to have extremely

high resolving power and is called High Resolving Sound
Recording Film. It may be handled under the normal safe-

light for positive film and may be developed by the same
technique that is used for positive film. With blue filtered

light, the new film is said to give optimum results.

New Kodak 35 -^ coupled range finder and the Anas-

tigmat Special //3.5 lens are features

of the new Kodak 35, with Range Finder. The new camera,

like the other Kodak 35's, uses 35mm. film and gives regular

double frame sized pictures. The range finder is of the split

field type and is effective throughout the focus range of the

lens—from four feet to infinity. The shutter is the Koda-
matic, with speeds of one tenth to 1/200 of a second.

Advancement of the film automatically winds the shutter and

shows a small red signal, indicating that the next exposure

may be made. An exposure counter shows the shots taken.

NEWS OF
THE INDUSTRY

Answers the query, "What's

new7 " for filmer and dealer

RUSSELL C. HOLSLAG, ACL
The view finder is of the optical eye level type, and it is

built into the range finder housing, so that shifting from

one to the other is easy. The price is $47.50; the manufac-

turer, Eastman Kodak Company, Rochester, N. Y.

Films aid health ^ series of five valuable and informa-

tive films whose purpose is to aid child

health, from prenatal to high school age, has been pro-

duced by Dr. David Bennett Hill, of Salem, Oregon, and

they are available in silent and sound versions from the Filmo-

sound Library of the Bell & Howell Company or from Dr. Hill.

The titles in this series are Before the Baby Comes, The First

Year, The Child Grows Up, Life of A Healthy Child and Road
to Health and Happiness. The text of the narrative in sound

versions is supplied on request. The prices for outright pur-

chase are $36 a reel in 16mm. sound; $24 a reel, 16mm. silent;

and $16 a reel in 8mm.

Orchestricotl A new high fidelity loud speaker, de-

signed for auditorium and other installa-

tions, where the best possible reproduction is essential, is

offered by the Bell & Howell Company, 1801 Larchmont

Avenue, Chicago. The new speaker, designed for permanent

installation, is known as the Or- [Continued on page 448]
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• Various forms of ivipes that The Calvin Company can

add to films by means of trick printing.
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Birds and beasts

[Continued from page 419]

always so fortunate. All too often, the

natural action you wish to record looks

thoroughly unnatural when you intrude

a camera and lights into its normal set-

ting. Like a self conscious human be-

ing, your animal subject will bridle and

simper with embarrassment or simply

curl up into inactivity. Then it is that

all your patience, ingenuity and knowl-

edge of animal life must be called into

play. You must study your subject, both

in books and in the flesh, until you are

so familiar with its normal actions and

reactions that you can trick it in to

them, under arranged conditions which

seem natural, but which are in reality

controlled to a high degree.

I recall vividly a scene required in

Poultry on the Farm, one of our pro-

ductions of a few years ago. There had

been little difficulty in this easy going

subject until we came to that point in

the script which demanded a single

shot of a rooster, proud on his perch

in the hen house, sending out his usual

morning reveille.

To realize the difficulties encountered

in this shot, you must remember that

the rooster, although a domestic bird,

is far from being a tame one. The pres-

ence of any strange person or object in

his usually dim abode is quite likely to

send him into a frenzy of excitement

and activity. We soon discovered this

fact—as well as the fact that Pathe News
had worked for months, to get a similar

satisfactory shot for their well known
trademark.

Our chances looked slim, and we
withdrew temporarily from the scene of

conflict, to study our reluctant subject

quietly and from a distance. It was not

long before we had noted two interest-

ing and important habits of the barn-

yard bugler. Invariably, when he was
allowed to run with the hens, his crow-

ing was infrequent and quite ineffective.

But. when he was alone, and his harem
would appear suddenly from behind the

barn or house, he would then preen his

feathers, strut, stick out his chest and
let go a clarion call that you could hear

in the next county.

This was the tipoff we were looking

for. We went back to the poultry house

and erected a temporary wire partition

between the perch, where our actor was
to perform, and the door which led into

a second room, adjacent to the main
hen house. We then had the hired man
round up the hens and drive them into

this connecting room, while we set up
our camera and adjusted the lights.

When everything was in readiness,

the rooster was brought in and placed

on his perch in front of the camera. He
did not, naturally, wish to stay there.

But, after we had installed him, gently

but firmly, on his aerial stage at least

Movie Maker's Fine "<££#" Camera

. . . gives you

color shots, too

KEEPING in mind its price . . . only
$14.50 . . . look what you get when

you choose a Kodak 35, //5.6:
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You get fingertip focusing, from 4

feet to infinity; folding optical eye-level
finder; automatic exposure counter; de-
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exposure; one-piece bottom and back
that slides off for easy loading . . .

And finally, though your black-and-
white negatives are regular 35-mm. size

(about 1 x l
1
2 inches), modern photo-

finishing methods lead to big 2% x 4-

inch prints. At your dealer's.

ONLY EASTMAN

MAKES THE KODAK

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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OR WRITE DIRECT
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COMPLETE

AURICON
16 MM. SOUND ON F/LM RECORDER
• You can record fully synchro-
nized sound tracks directly on film,

with the Auricon Recorder and
any synchronous-motor-driven
camera, creating Talking Pictures
which will reproduce on any
16 mm. sound on film projector.

• The Auricon variable-area
Recorder takes 200-foot daylight-
loading spools (5V2 minutes of

recording) and is housed in a
sound proofed "blimp" case.

• The Auricon Recording Ampli-

fier has mixers for professional
effects, with inputs for two micro-

phones or phono-pickups—is con-
tained in a case which also holds
the dynamic microphone with
portable stand and 50-foot cable.

• Complete Recorder and Ampli-
fier with instructions for making
16 mm. Talking Pictures, $560. To
be used with any synchronous-
motor-driven camera.

• Ask your Dealer, or write today
for free descriptive literature
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W. JEAN ROMAIN

Fills Your Screen

with

Sparkling Movies

Brilliance— Regular Pan "puts sunshine

in your movies". Removal of the non-

halation backing in processing clears

the film so the maximum amount of light

passes through when projecting.

Speed— For outdoor movies, the speed of

Regular Pan fits the "f" range of your

lens. Rright scenes take your smallest

opening.

Pan Sensitivity— Regular Pan is sensi-

tive to light of all colors. You can use

it with filters, or to take pictures in the

reddish light of early morning and late

afternoon.

Double Economy— The budget price of

Regular Pan stretches a dollar over

more feet of film. The wide exposure

latitude gives you more good scenes per

roll.

DU PONT FILM MANUFACTURING CORP., INC.

9 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA NEW YORK, N. Y.

a dozen times, he finally gave up and

stayed put. Settling back, he sank his

head into his feathers and his eyes

drooped sleepily under the lights. Now
was the time to spring our bit of

"roosterian" psychology.

At a signal, the hired man opened

the door into the connecting room, and

the camera was started. With clucks of

happiness, the hens flocked in before

his majesty. Slowly, at first, he opened

one eye with interest, then he straight-

ened up, took a deep breath and gave

forth a series of the most beautiful

crows you could ask for. When he finally

stopped, we had them all in the prover-

bial can. The shot was a "natural." yet

it had been made under far from na-

tural conditions.

A still more elaborate subterfuge was

employed in a single sequence of Shep,

The Farm Dog, one of our recent pro-

ductions. In this film, we had planned

to picture old Shep at the immemorial

canine custom of burying a bone. But

Shep is no simple mutt, and the idea

of burying a bone (instinctively a secret

operation) in the full publicity of a

movie making setup did not appeal to

him. Here is the way we worked it out

—after careful thought on what Shep

would be interested in doing.

To begin with, an old bone was found

completely devoid of any further epicu-

rean interest to the waiting dog. With

the camera set and ready, this bone was

given casually to Shep; he was called

into full shot range before the lens and

then ordered to drop his burden. This

he gladly and obediently did. Then we
stopped the camera and dug a hole in

the ground near the bone. In the hole

we placed a quantity of dog food. Then,

with a hoe handle erected centrally in

the waiting crater, the hole was filled

in compactly, and the hoe handle was

withdrawn. Where it had stood, there

was now a splendid vent for the enticing

odors of the buried dog food. Shep was

led to the waiting trap, and the camera

was started once again.

Figure it out for yourself. Although

the dog was actually digging with

marked vigor for his waiting reward,

it looked, later on the screen, as if he

were excavating a hideaway for the

near by bone. In jig time, he had fin-

ished this part of the job and we

stopped the camera while he enjoyed

his just desserts. Then we moved the

camera closer and, once more, gave

Shep the battered old bone. He was

ordered sharply to drop it, directly into

the hole. Although a few retakes of this

action were necessary, we finally ob-

tained the desired result.

For the final shot of the sequence,

that of covering up the bone, we simply

reversed the method used in the second

scene. Dog food was placed under the

pile of loose earth taken from the hole,

Shep was turned loose, and in no time

at all he had obligingly pawed most of

the dirt right back where it belonged.

After a careful editing of these several

scenes, the resultant sequence was as

true to life as if our modest hero had
sneaked off behind the barn, to secrete

his ancient treasure.

Experience, in this work as in all

other, is of course a help. But, in gen-

eral, each new scene or sequence in

nature filming presents a new and dif-

ferent problem—and no two solutions

are arrived at in quite the same way.

The ideal cinematographer of nature is

primarily an experienced and well in-

formed naturalist, secondarily a person

of infinite patience, and finally a com-
bination of mechanic, psychologist, ar-

tist and movie maker. That's a big

order for any one man. Which leads me
to one closing suggestion. If you are

going to film animals, domestic or wild,

get a friend to work with you. It is

more fun, and the results are almost

invariably better.

Practical films

[Continued from page 430]

open to young boys of ambition and
diligence are surveyed through the

medium of Sea Scouts, Explorer Scouts

and Rover Scouts, and the film ends

with a brief epilog, summing up what

has gone before in all three reels.

Masonic Home Filmed

An outstanding job of filming that

difficult subject, an aged persons' home,

has just been achieved by Jess Lev-

erich, ACL, of Olympia, Wash., whose

film of the Masonic Home of the State

of Washington runs to 400 feet of silent

16mm. Kodachrome. Distinguished by

an air of cheerfulness and beauty un-

common to this type of subject, Mr.

Leverich's picture shows the attractive

surroundings of the Masonic Home, the

numerous activities of the guests and

the care that is taken for their comfort.

Particularly remarkable are his interior

shots, showing the structural features

of the home, among them being the

sloping ramps that serve as alternatives

to stairs for the infirm.

Movie Contest

An amateur movie contest, open to any

movie maker in Texas, will be held at

the 1940 State Fair of Texas, opening

October 4 of this year. Harry L. Seay,

president of the State Fair, has an-

nounced that C. R. Reagan, head of the

Texas Visual Education Company, ACL,
and Arthur Maberry, deputy State super-

intendent at Tyler, will direct the con-

test. Cash prizes will be awarded to con-

test winners in both 8mm. and 16mm.
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widths, and grand prizes will be offered

to the winners over all. There are six

film classifications: agricultural and

livestock; historical; Texas travelogs;

flowers and wild life; educational ac-

tivities; miscellaneous. The various

classifications will be shown in the di-

rectors' room of the Educational Build-

ing at the State Fair of Texas, and the

judging will be open to the public.

Business School Films

Career Building, an 800 foot, 16mm.
black and white silent film, has just been

completed by Herbert E. Moore, ACL,
vice principal of the Taylor School, in

Philadelphia, Pa. Designed to be shown

to graduating classes of local high

schools, the film pictures the various

classes and teaching methods of the

Taylor School and ends with se-

quences of the excursions and sports

events that form part of the extracurri-

cular activities. Particularly distin-

guished by its closeups, Career Build-

ing is also noteworthy for its black-

board titles, the last of which is seen

being completed by Mr. Moore before

the camera. A new edition of the same

film, in Kodachrome, is planned for the

near future.

Red Butterfly Filmed

What is a red butterfly? That ques-

tion, which may or may not have oc-

curred to you, is answered by William

A. Probst, ACL, of St. Albans, N. Y.,

in his film, The Red Butterfly. On 600

feet of 16mm., silent black and white

film, Mr. Probst has shown the inner

construction of the Red Butterfly, which
is the trade name of an automatic de-

vice called The Kane Detonation Sup-

pressor, intended to keep vacuums in

the manifold of an automobile at the

right degree for maximum economy and
performance.

Mr. Probst's film takes its audiences

behind the scenes at the factory where

Red Butterflies are manufactured and

tested, showing both bench and road

tests. The film is being used by road

salesmen, for showings to the automo-

bile trade at specially arranged meet-

ings, the first of which will take place

in Detroit.

Visual Education in Texas

The University of Texas conducts a

laboratory work in visual education, in

which students are taught the technique

of visual aids, including silent motion

pictures. This course, one of three main-

tained by the department of educational

psychology for instruction in visual edu-

cation, encompasses a graduate research

class, in which students are encouraged

and trained to investigate definite prob-

lems in the field, and also an introduc-

tory class in which students study the

literature and witness demonstrations of

the use of various types of visual aids.

Perfect for Homes,

Schools and Churches

• REVERSE PICTURES • COVERED REEL ARMS

• 750 WATT LAMP • STILL PICTURES

• AUTOMATIC LEVER RE-WIND

• SILENT FINGER MOTION * COOL LAMP HOUSE WHEN RUNNING REVERSE

• 1.1.6 WOLLENSAK LENS • CENTRALIZED CONTROLS

• SLOW SPEED FLICKERLESS PICTURES * PILOT LIGHT

and many other features listed in our literature
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A TOPNOTCH

HOW one can make a travel movie

interesting is ably demonstrated

by Glenn Ardis, ACL, of Los Angeles,

Calif., in his uncommonly fine color

study of a pack trip through the Mon-
terey Peninsula. Entitled Monterey
Memories, Mr. Ardis's film traces the

preparations for departure from a ranch,

and from this section come the first

three frame enlargements shown after

the title frame on this page. Then the

movie accompanies the pack trip through

forest country to a base camp, where

the other two enlargements were made.

In the end. the film returns again to the

point of departure, closing on scenes at

a corral.

Used wooden letters

The title, Monterey Memories, was

made with wooden block letters laid

upon a background of wood, which had

been carved and stained, to form the

appropriate picture; then the whole

was lighted from below, not only to

throw the shadows of the letters up-

ward, but to simulate the melancholy

light of evening. It is the appropriate-

ness of all these contributing factors

that makes the title so effective.

The frame shown following the lead

title is an example of a substitute for a

subtitle. The sign on the station wagon
identifies the locality. In this same
category are shots of signposts, door-

plates, street markers and so forth, but

Mr. Ardis's choice is particularly note-

worthy because it conveys atmosphere

at the same time that it places the lo-

cale of the film. This feat is also

achieved in the frame that shows a

closeup of a ranch hand, side lighted,

to accentuate the character of his face,

and that includes a portion of Western

landscape. If the landscape in the back-

ground had not been subdued, however,

the closeup would have been less suc-

cessful, for the eye would then have

strayed between the two subjects.

Excellent camera work
In the next frame, we have an exam-

ple of satisfactory posing. The young
lady's attentions are occupied by the

horse; she is not obliged to laugh self

consciously into the camera lens, nor

to wave at somebody out of sight. The
composition is good, and the surround-

ings make an attractive frame for the

portrait. More unusual, however, is the

next illustration. This picture is a re-

markable and outstanding example that

shows how composition can be used to

enhance the sense of movement. Climb-

ing across the picture's field, the hunter

follows a direction repeated many times

by the pattern of branches in the fore-

SEPTEMBER 1940

TRAVEL FILM

Lead title and frames

from "Monterey Memories"
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ground. Everything in the picture—even

the slant of the hill—is pointed in the

same way. This is a distinguished ex-

ample that shows how choice of view-

point can add significance to a picture.

Choice of background
Finally, and no less noteworthy, is

the near shot of the hunter. If Mr.

Ardis had filmed his subject from a

higher camera angle, giving him a mud-

dled background of pines and earth,

or from a lower viewpoint, isolating

the hunter on his rock, he would have

spoiled the effect. Instead. Mr. Ardis

carefully composed his scene so that

enough earth would be shown, to sug-

gest an actual target, and enough sky

would be included, to make the figure

stand out against his background. Such

evidence of care throughout the picture

lifts Monterey Memories well above the

average amateur film fare.

Using 8mm. for

active babies
[Continued from page 417]

to putting the baby to sleep.

For every well scheduled, modern
infant (and ours is!), there should be

a fixed time when the child seeks re-

pose, and it is beautiful to see sweet

sleep close his eyelids, just as the

tropical day passes suddenly from

light to darkness.

But don't seek to record this effect

with a movie camera. No better method
of keeping the baby alertly awake is

known than by pointing a movie camera.

So, make your going to sleep shot in

reverse. Get the infant sleeping soundly,

preferably in the daytime, then start to

take the picture, with the camera up-

side down.

Now, still the hubbub. Don't say that

8mm. can't be reversed in this way. It

can—and we have done it. Of course,

the film will have to be turned end for

end. and the image will be reversed,

left for right. But you'll find that the

baby still looks quite familiar though

so cavalierly treated. As to the fact that

this reversed strip may run slightly out

of focus in the projector, this will prob-

ably be the last scene in the film any-

way, and it will be worth a little special

adjustment o>f the projector lens.

There seems to have been a lot of

nonsense extant about the baby's reac-

tion to artificial lighting units. Maybe
the flood bulbs are so bright as to hurt

the baby's eyes, and so on. We didn't

find it so.

In fact, the infant positively basked

in them, especially when recorded

lying on his tummy in the altogether,

a pose which is much favored by movie

making parents, but which will cause

the young sprout acute embarrassment
when it is shown on the screen in later

CRAIG PROJECTO-EDITOR
It takes proper Editing to make modern fast-moving,

interest-sustaining movies. ACTION-EDIT your
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enjoy seeing.
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PUT YOUR MOVIES
ON A SOUND BASIS!

Now-a-days it's the audible com-
ponent of the movie that makes it

complete. Why let your films be seen
and not heard, when we can add
sound accompaniment to your silent

subjects so easily? Our years of ex-

perience in planning, producing and
releasing 16mm. sound movies con-
stitute your guarantee. 'Why not
consult us? We handle large or
small orders.

HARTLEY PRODUCTIONS
230 West 79th Street New York. N. Y.

FADES. WIPES Can Be Added
to Your Reels

WITH F0T0FADE on black and white or color films.

Price SI. 00. Waterproof Wipeoff Tape, 60c per roll.

Complete Fotofade Kit $1.60
CINETINTS for coloring your 16mm, or 8mm. film.

Set of sis colors S3. Big T>ealer Discounts

DYE RESEARCH LABORATORIES
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MOVE
TITLE

MAKE YOUR

OWN TITLES
Letters adhere firmly

in any position to metal
backgrounds through
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phane.

letters. 10
metal panel, complete
Kodachrome set S12.00

HAMILTON DWIGHT'COMPANY
155 East 44th Street New York City

years. However, the present is sufficient

for us in our movie making.

Naturally, we do not turn on flood

lamps within a foot of the baby's face.

Our favorite lighting, in fact, proved to

be the most effective and the most con-

venient. We have a double flood unit on
a stand, in which each No. 1 flood bulb
is backed by a highly efficient reflector.

We tilt up both reflectors so that the

light shines on the white ceiling. From
there it is reflected evenly to all parts

of the room, and we have no trouble in

getting good black and white movies

at //3.5.

Color, of course, is a different mat-

ter, and it calls for a faster lens and
more direct illumination. But. even so,

we can get the smooth, even lighting

that gives us good results. We just

drape a piece of cheesecloth over each

of the reflectors before we take the pic-

ture. This fills in the shadows very nice-

ly, especially when the two lights are

used and are placed as far apart as

possible.

We found that we didn't get the best

results when we used bare lights, to

make our baby pictures. The shadows

were hard and didn't seem to be ap-

propriate to a baby's traditional soft-

ness. But, don't worry about the flood

lights hurting your baby's eyes. Your
baby basks in the sunlight, doesn't he?

Take a flood bulb out into the sunlight

and light it up. for comparison. That

tells the story.

In praise of

the country

[Continued from page 423]

from green trees to those tinted with

the brilliance of autumn, to bring on

that season.

Winter was heralded with a cold, dull

scene of naked tree branches, whipped
in the wind, with closeups of weather

reports and of a newspaper that told

of a blizzard which had struck the night

before. My good fortune in getting these

scenes made, as you can see, titles ab-

solutely unnecessary at these points.

The high point of the autumn foot-

age, if not of the whole picture, was a

sequence showing my wife and daughter

strolling in the woods and through the

fields. In monochrome, this would have

been very ordinary film. In the rich

color of Kodachrome, it became the

gem of the feature.

I shot my subjects from every con-

ceivable viewpoint, as they walked
along the banks of lakes and streams,

through golden cornfields and brilliant

woods. The scene was ever changing,

but the little girl and her mother were

always in it. This treatment was so suc-

cessful that I dared to repeat it in the

winter sequence.

The cavalcade of seasons was com-

pleted with the coming of spring. I

filmed the dripping snow and ice, as it

melted from the roof, made closeups
of buds bursting and sprouts emerging
from the damp ground and caught the
brook, as it thawed and began to flow,

from a trickle to a rushing torrent.

From this swirl of water, I "panned"
up to the edge of the brook, where my
wife and daughter were again disclosed,

peering into the water. The final scene,
one of "we three," with garden tools in

hand, walking up the crest of a hill and
out of sight, was as simple as the pic-

ture itself.

Country Life required a lot of pains-
taking editing and the elimination of
some footage that I hated to see on the
cutting room floor. But I believe that it

was worth the effort. At any rate, it

proved to my satisfaction that a home
movie can be made interesting, to fam-
ily and acquaintances alike.

It happens at night

[Continued from page 418]

different can even be done with a lady's

wrist watch on a pretty wrist.

Perhaps your first title reads:

While you and I are fast asleep—

Insert a night shot here—of sky or of

the dark silhouette of a city, filmed at

dusk. Then follow along with your next
title:

Long Island Joe (or whatever the

name of your cab driver) checks in on
the fob—

First, a long shot, then a closeup of
your cab driver. The cab may be new
and streamlined, or old and wobbly.
It may even be (if you're sufficiently

romantic) a hansom cab, horse driven,

with the cabby a weatherbeaten in-

dividual with a seamy face. Don't forget

to make the horse pose, too.

Maybe the best your town affords is

a hack at the station. But even this

may be grist for your mill, for there

are hacks that deserve a place in a

museum.

And now, if you like, you can use

your hack to take you from place to

place and from people to people. Other-

wise, make it a straight portrait col-

lection, just the way I did.

My next title read:

Yes, some sleep while others watch—

Here I was lucky enough to get a

sixty eight year old night watchman
down at the gas works, who, with a

swinging lantern in his hand and a

mongrel dog at his heels, makes his

rounds three times during the night.

The way is dark and lonely, so he car-
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ries his lunch with him, along with a

song.

My next title paid tribute to the

medical profession:

Asleep did you say?

A long shot of a peaceful suburban

street followed.

Not when your job means life or

death—
A closeup of a doctor's shingle,

swinging in the wind, was inserted here.

Then a medium shot of the windows of

the house lighting up, one by one; the

street door opening; the doctor hurry-

ing out, dressing as he races, bag in

hand, toward the car at the curb. With

tongue in cheek, I slipped in the next

title:

Wouldn't you think the stork could

read?

And I followed with a closeup of the

doctor's window sign, which, black on

white, said, ''Office hours from 2 to 6,

daily." I faded out on this. If you like,

you can fade out on the receding car.

But. since that is the usual thing to do.

don't do it!

Who else is awake at midnight? Why
not see for yourself? You are sure to

bump into adventure, willy nilly.

Perhaps the visiting milkman is your

bosom friend. In that case, you may be

able to sell him the idea of taking you

along on his nocturnal wanderings. He
will be glad to have somebody to talk

to and. besides, he will know who is up

at that hour of the night, in your neck

of the woods, and where is enough light

for your purpose. Bet you. before the

dawn breaks, you will have a peach of

a picture.

If you know a newspaper man, he

may be glad to take you in tow. He
knows all the night spots, which is

something, and he will probably run

you straight into some exciting shots.

If you know an ambulance driver,

make the rounds of the night with him.

The hospital world is always wide

awake. There is always somebody try-

ing to commit suicide, some child sud-

denly taken sick, some old man or

woman walking the last mile. Things

that take place at midnight somehow

take on a peculiarly sharp sense of

drama.

Then, if you like, you can always

go, camera in hand, to night clubs, res-

taurants and theatres, where you can

shoot glamorous action in black and

white or in Type A Kodachrome.

But, if you hate excitement, if what

you and your camera love best is peace

—make your picture of midnight a

study of mood in the world about you,

and make it a sleeping world for man.

but a world that is wide awake for the

stars.

The clinic

[Continued from page 427]

They will find that, if the top of the

viewer is tipped back and a sheet of

tissue paper is placed in front of the

bare lamp, it will be possible to look at

short lengths of film against the lighted

tissue. To obtain a more permanent ar-

rangement, one might use a piece of

frosted sheet acetate in place of the

tissue. It will be found that, when the

diffuser is in place, there still will be

enough light for the proper operation

of the viewer.

Night light Oscar 0. Bean, ACL,
is a movie maker who

likes to try things for himself. Although

he read, in Movie Makers, the opinion

of another League member, that night

shots at the San Francisco Fair were

out of the question in color, he set out

to see what he could do. Two of the

scenes that resulted are shown in the

accompanying frame enlargements. He
reports that his //1.8 lens was wide

open and that he ran the camera, load-

Color scenes filmed at night, of

S. F. Fair, by Oscar O. Bean, ACL

ed with Type A Kodachrome, at eight

frames a second. Visitors to the West

Coast spectacle this fall can take heart

from Mr. Bean's report and try their

luck at the brighter spots on the Fair

grounds.

Mask Caution Users of cameras
which are fitted

with mask slots must bear in mind that,

if they wish to make the line between

the halves or quarters of their multiple

exposure shots invisible, they must work

at diaphragm openings larger than

f/5.6. Split screen shots made with

small diaphragm openings result in a

picture which is divided into sections

FILM
PROTECTION

The result of over 24 years

experience in supplying the

Motion Picture Industry.

DC-416

FIREPROOF STORAGE
MMI02 (100 reels)

INNOVATION

IHM20 . 400 ft. reels

MM II, . larger reels

OVER 50

MODELS AND
SIZES TO
CHOOSE

AUTOMATIC FILM CLEANER

Send for Catalog No. 16

vmnnm .

PRODUCTS
4-27 WEST 42"STREET .

CORP.
NEW YORK..N.Y.
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Classified a d v e r t i s i £§
H Cash required with order. The closing date for

the receipt of copy is the tenth of the month pre-
ceding issue. Remittance to cover goods offered

for sale in this department should be made to the
advertiser and not to Movie Makers. New classi-

fied advertisers are requested to furnish references.

Movie Makers does not always examine the
equipment or films offered for sale in CLASSI-
FIED ADVERTISING and cannot state whether
these are new or used. Prospective purchasers
should ascertain this fact from advertisers before
buying.

10 Cents a Word Minimum Charge, $2

Words in capitals, except first word and name,
5 cents extra.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

BASS SAYS: September—Autumn Colors. Get
ready! USED CAMERAS: DeVry 57, f/3.5 lens,

£19.50; 100 foot Cine B, f/3.5 lens, 5^4.50; Filmo
Magazine 121, Cooke f/2.7 lens, 547.50; Super
Speed Filmo 70, f/1.5 lens, $75. 00; 8mm. Movi-
kon, //2 lens and case, $137.50; 16mm. Movikon,
Sonnar f/1.5 and case, £295.00; latest Cine Special,

f/1.9 lens, S307.50; Filmo 70-DA with 12 volt

motor drive, two 200 foot, one 400 foot maga-
zines, three lenses, masks and mask slot, carrying
case, £1043.00 value, price £600.00. FADE-OUTS
AND EFFECTS: Fadette, fits most lenses, com-
plete, £5.95; Transito, the great new device for
wipes, £9.95; Bool-Fader, a big seller, complete
64 effects, £17.50; Fade-O-Scope, a new Polaroid
Fader, $18.75. NEW EQUIPMENT: the new
RCA 16mm. S.O.F. Model PG 170, 750 watt pro-
jector, complete, £300.00; the new Revere Double
S camera with //3.5 lens, £29.50; new Revere
Double 8 Turret camera with //2.5, £65.00; new
Revere Double S Model B projector, 500 watt,

£59.50. Ready in September, the great new 84-

page BASS CINE BARGAINGRAM, most com-
plete book ever published. Write for vour copy.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY, Dept. CC, 179 W.
Madison St., Chicago, 111.

| BOLEX (new model) G-816 projector. Takes
both S & 16mm. film, list £265 complete, will sacri-

fice for £185, fully guaranteed like new. Make offer

as is. CHAMBERS, Forrest Rd., Merion, Penn-
sylvania.

GOOD USED SOUND PROJECTORS: Am-
prosound Model "N," formerly £435.00, now
£250.00 complete; Amprosound Model "UB," for-
merly £365.00, now S235.00 complete: Filmosound
Model 13S-C, formerly S362.00, now £225.00 com-
plete. All machines guaranteed. METROPOLI-
TAN MOTION PICTURE CO., Fisher Building,
Detroit, Mich.

Latest League Leader!

Now Available

This leader, different from any of

the League's previous leaders.

One is sent to every League member upon
renewal of his League membership, and
extra leaders are available to League
members at cost prices.

15 feet (7y2 feet, 8mm.) of handsome
theatrical cine effects to introduce one of
your films!

Leaders are available to League mem-
bers at the following prices:

8mm. 50c
16mm. 60c
35mm. $1.50

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, INC.

420 Lexington Avenue
New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

FULL LIST PRICE ALLOWED FOR: East-
man Model 20 toward a new Bell St Howell Sport-
ster; Kodascope EE toward Bell & Howell Filmo-
master; Eastman Smm. Model 25 or Bell & Howell
Sportster toward a Bell & Howell Turret or an
8mm. Bolex; 500 watt Kevstone toward a new Bell
& Howell Smm. projector. NEW MAGAZINE
CINE EIGHT FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY.
Full list price for your Model 20 or 25 Eastman,
for your Keystone f/3.5 or f/2.7, or for Bell St

Howell Companion toward this camera. AS NEW

:

Bell & Howell Sportster with Wind-Bak, £75.00;
Bell & Howell Companion with Wind-Bak, S49.50;
Bell St Howell Turret with Wind-Bak, $129.50;
Eastman 16mm. Magazine, f/1.9, $75.00; 1" f/1.3
Laack lens, $39.50; 15mm. f/1.5 Dallmeyer lens,

S49.50; 3" r/4 Wollensak, S29.50; 30 x 40 beaded
screen with tripod, $7.95; 36 x 48, $10.50; 39 x 52,

$12.50. Hundreds of other bargains. Write NA-
TIONAL CAMERA EXCHANGE, established
1914, 11 So. 5th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

CINE-KODAK SPECIAL CAMERA with tri-

pod, 5 lenses, and carrying: cases. DEBRIF.
SOUND-SILENT PROJECTOR with amplifier,
carrying- cases, etc. Write for details. NATIi >\A]
CINE LABORATORIES. 20 W. 22nd St., New-
York City.

| VICTOR sound projector, 12" speaker, guar-
anteed to be like new, $250. DON DRUG CO.,
7420 West Seyen Mile, Detroit, Mich.

I FOR SALE: 35mm. Acme sound projector,
Webber sound head, and amplifier, 3000 ft. film
magazines, excellent condition and tone quality,
volume sufficient for large audience, easy to

set up, compact and portable. Price S175.00.
FRED BRYANT, Union Station Viaduct, Lex-
ington, Kentucky.

| NEW heavy duty metal freehead tripods,
list S27.50, now SIS. 50. Like new: 1" Biotav

f/1.4, F.M., S55.00; 2", $75.00; 2" 1/1$ F.M .

$24.50; 3" /, 3.5, S26.50; Craig Editor 16mm..
$25.00; Keystone Editor complete. $27.50. We
buv S-16-35mm. cameras & equipment CAMERA
MART, 70 WEST 45TH STREET. NEW YORK.

USED BARGAINS: Filmo Companion, //3.5,
S36.50; Filmo Sportster, //2.5. S53.50; Cine-
Kodak 8-60, f/1.9 and case, S52.50; Filmo 122A
projector and case, S79.50; Keystone R 8 pro-
jector, 500 watt, S36.50; Filmo Diplomat pro-
jector and case, $135.00; Filmo Filmaster and
case, $98.50; 1J£" f/1.5 Plasmat for 8mm. B St H,
S59.S0; 2" f/3.5 Cinor. 16mm., $27.50; V/2 "
f/2.9 Britar for 8mm. B & H, S29.50; Filmo
122 D projector and case, $85.00. WILLOUGH-
BYS. 110 W. 32nd St., New York City.

FILMS FOR RENTAL OR SALE

FOR SALE: 16mm. Kodachrome movie films of
Hawaii—surfing, hula dancing, coconut tree climb-
ing, Hawaiian flowers and general scenes. Original
exposed Kodachrome 25c per foot. Duplicate
prints $12.50 for 100 feet in following subjects

—

"Paradise of the Pacific," "Flowers of Hawaii."
"Hula Dancing," "Surfing," "Fishes of Hawaii"—add these gorgeous color sequences to your film

library—high in entertainment quality. 35mm.
Kodachrome transparencies—75c each. $7.50 per
dozen. KODAK HAWAII. Ltd.. 1065 Kapiolani
Elvd., Honolulu. Hawaii, U. S. A.

40 ADDITIONAL features in new free cata-
log. 16mm.; silent rentals, 7 reels. S2.25; shorts.
ASHA FILMS, 785 St. Johns. Brooklyn. N. Y.

MONEY MAKER! "The_ World's Greatest
Passion Play," 16mm. and 35mm. Specify sound
or silent, purchase or rent; superior to OBER-
AMMERGAU plav. Write HEMENWAY FILM
CO., 37-B Church St., Boston, Mass.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

EXCHANGE: Silent pictures, $1.00 reel. Fin-
est, sound film programs, rent reasonable; also
sell. CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY, 1041 Jefferson
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

SMM. FILM exchange library; sales—ex-
changes; latest releases; complete selection: qual-
ity prints; free catalogue. RIEDEL FILMS, 2221
W. 67th St., Cleveland, Ohio.

TRADING OFFERS

PUMP SHOTGUNS, target pistols, binoculars
and medical microscopes accepted in trade on
everything photographic, such as Leicas, Con-
taxes, Eastman and Bell St Howell motion picture
equipment, Da-Lite Screens and Webster sound
equipment including public address systems, ampli-
fiers, etc. Write for catalog. NATIONAL
CAMERA EXCHANGE, established in 1914, 11
S. 5th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

MISCELLANEOUS

CLIVEDEN TITLES, professional quality and
effects. Send for literature. HEININGER
STUDIOS, 2030 West Tioga St., Philadelphia, Pa.

by definite black lines. For some types

of work, where two different pictures

or operations are to be shown, the black

line would be desirable, but, for most
trick effects, it is best to have no sign

of a dividing line.

Mirror shooting I" Sweet Ade-

line, his delight-

ful study -of one kitten grown magically

into five, Lloyd G. Miller, ACL, of Chi-

cago, presents as pleasing an example
of the possibilities of mirror shooting as

we've seen in a dog's age—or perhaps

a cats nine lives.

Amazing mirror shot, by Lloyd S.

Miller, ACL, and diagram to show

how it could be done in movies

In this instance, the reflecting sur-

faces were two chromium plated ferro-

type tins, wedged at an angle of about

eighty degrees between the coils of a

steam radiator. Mirrors, or other sharp-

ly reflecting media, would do as well.

Both camera and light source were

placed slightly off the center line, with

the former just above the level of the

kitten and the latter high enough to

avoid reflections. Sufficient light was

used so that the diaphragm of the still

camera could be closed down to //ll,
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MAXIMUM VALUES

MINIMUM COST!

Guaranteed Used Bargains
I6mm. Bolex H-16 with Leitz Hektor F.1.4,

3" Meyer Makro Plasmat F.2., 15mm.
Eastman F.2.7 5299.50

16mm. Victor 3, Wollensak F.2.7 64.50

16mm. Kodak Model B. F.I. 9 37.50

16mm. Kodak Cine Special, F.I. 9 Anast.... 269.50

16mm. Zeiss Movikon. Sonnar F.1.4 249.50

8mm. Kodak Model 60. F. 1.9 Anast 39.50

8mm. Eastman Model 25, F.2.7 Anast 27.50

8mm. Keystone K8. Wollensak F.I.

9

37.50

8mm. Bolex H-8 Meyer Plasmat F.I.9 175.00

16mm. Bell & Howell Model 75, F.3.5 29.50

16mm. Magazine Cine-Kodak. F.I. 9 79.50

16mm. Keystone A-7 speeds, Wollensak.
F.I.S 44.50

I" Meyer Kino Plasmat F.I. 5 lens 49.50

3%" Wollensak F.3.3 24.50

I" Schneider Xenon F.2 39.50
16mm. Keystone A-7 speeds, Wollensak F.1.5 44.50

16mm. B&.H S. T. projector, 750 watt, F.1.6 79.50

16mm. Kodascope G. 750 watt, F.1.6 89.50

16mm. Ampro Model K. D. projector, 750
watt. F.1.6 94.50

16mm. B&H 129 C. 1600 Ft. arms. 750 watt. 125.00

16mm. Keystone A8I. 750. F.1.6 44.50

8mm. Kodascope Model 70, 500 watt 44.50

8mm. Keystone Model R.8. 500 watt 34.50

16mm. B&H Filmosound 138 Projector,
1600 ft. capacity 189.50

16mm. Victor 40 Sound Projector, 15"
Speaker, latest 249.50

16mm. Amprosound N Projector. 1600 ft... 195.00

Trade in Your Present Equipment
10 day trial on used equipment

EASY TERMS ARRANGED
Write for Neu> Bargain List

Dept. MM9

li- 1

I6WARREN ST..NEW YORK- HtKSSS

Complete Titles on
appropriate back-
grounds to profes-
sionalize your home
movies. Compose
your own TITLES...
we hand-set them
on backgrounds you
select from our cat-
alogue, sent you
FREE on request.

Yet these artistically photographed Titles

cost no more than typewritten Titles.

Priced at 25c for genuine hand-set printed

Titles and only 35c for Art Background
Titles.

TITLES BY

PA1W

i

PARK CINE LABORATORY j

New York I120 "West 41st St.

HOT OFF THE PRESS ! !

New seasonal catalog of the

"NATIONAL" I6MM. RENTAL LIBRARY

Large selection — shipped anywhere — enclose
postage.

Also Complete line of New Screens for sale.

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 Dey Street New York City

16MM. SOUND-ON-FILM

RECORDING
Professional productions and recording

for industrial and educational purposes.

Send for price list.

Spot Film Productions, Inc.

339 East 48th St., N. Y. C. PI 5-0808

BERNDT-MAURER
RECORDING SYSTEM

thus solving the problem of differing

planes of focus between the real kitten

and its four reflections, through in-

creased depth of field. A diaphragm

opening of //8 would give enough
depth of field with a movie camera.

A feature of this setup, of particular

interest to movie makers, is that, as the

angle between the mirrors is widened,

the number of reflections decrease; as

the angle is made more acute, the re-

flections increase. For a hilarious hun-

dred foot portrait of your favorite baby,

try turning him loose in front of these

dual deceivers.

Filter for color In s P ite of ai1 that

has been written

about not using color filters with Koda-
chrome, a surprisingly large number of

reports of such actions reach the

League. Although the yellow, red and
green filters ordinarily used for black

and white filming are called "color fil-

ters," they must not be used with Koda-
chrome, for they will destroy the color

balance and make the entire scene ap-

pear to be tinted with the color of the

filter used. The only filter suitable for

use with ordinary Kodachrome in sun-

light is the haze filter. It will, in some
instances, eliminate the bluish haze re-

sulting from an excess of ultra violet

light.

Cross motion When y°u are usm§
a telephoto lens, to

make closeups of distant objects, do

not forget that action across the field may
appear to be just as "jittery" as it does

in closeups with the regular lens. Many
a fine telephoto shot has been found to

be useless because the movement was
across the field of view. The only rem-

edy is to get the action at an angle,

either coming toward the camera or

going away from it. If that is out of the

question, try a high camera speed. Sixty

four frames a second will retard rea-

sonably fast action, so that it will not

appear to be greatly blurred.

Right answers when y°n are mak -

ing a travel or vaca-

tion film, try to put yourself in the

position of the people who will see the

finished film. Imagine the questions that

they will ask about each subject and
take a shot which will answer each

question. Picture in your mind the way
in which they would walk about, look-

ing at a subject, and use this as a guide

to camera positions. Remember that

you are taking a stranger on a tour,

and that you must show him the things

that he wants to see. It may all be very

familiar to you, but he must get his

entire idea of the subject from the pic-

tures that you show him. A little thought

about this matter will do wonders, to im-

prove the sequencing and general inter-

est in any film.

BERNDT
MAURER

If you are one of the many prospec-

tive B-M customers who are contem-

plating the future purchase of new
16mm motion picture and sound re-

cording equipment, here's a conveni-

ent plan that enables you to buy now
and pay your way out of income as

you use the equipment. With an ini-

tial outlay of only

DOWN

you can obtain delivery of your B-M
Sound-Pro Camera, b-m Sound Re-
cording System, or any other major
pieces of b-m Equipment.*

The balance may be handled in

twelve convenient monthlypayments.
You have a full year to pay during

which you can be enjoying all the

benefits to be gained from the opera-

tion of your b-m Equipment. Send
your order in now, or write for fur-

ther details.

*Cine Special Soundrive not

included in this special offer.

The BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
117 EAST 24th STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y.

West Coast Sales Office: E. M. Berndt Corp.

5515 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
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ORDER NOWl
ONLY A FEW MORE LEFT

HYPER CINOR 8MM
^ WIDE ANGLE LENS
4 ATTACHMENT
•Money Back Guar. 8Q||7>'>

Money Order or Check f>J J_P

Focus from 2'/2 feet fo Infinity.

Double the angle without loss of lens speed.

Get a field twice as high, twice as wide with your

Fits the following 8 m/m cameras:
Bolex, Keystone. Univex, Revere,
Ei-el Eastman BO & 90. Filmn S's.

POLARIZED STEREOSCOPY

if
CAPITAL
CAMERA
WXCHAHCS

Washington^ Original Camera Exchange Store

1003 Pennsylvania Ave., N.W. Wash.,0.C.
It rile for Free Catalogue of Camera Bargains

Kodachrome
MAPS- efmxt^ FINE TITLES

Geo. W. Colburn Laboratory
Special Motion Picture Printing

1197 Merchandise Mart, Chicago

PHOTOGRAPHY
[£W

Successful photography as a career, hobby, or for

sparelime earnings—made easy through N.Y.I. Training!
Personal coaching by leading photographers. Fascinating
field, splendid opportunities. Black & White. Motion Pic-
ture, and Color Photography. Personal attendance and
Home Study Courses. Booklet FREE! N. Y. Institute of

Photography, Oept. 105. 10 W. 33rd St.. New York, N. V.

CHILD HEALTH
TRAINING, and CHARAC-
TER BUILDING FILMS

Silent and Sound 16 or 8 m.m.

BEFORE THE BABY
COMES

BABY'S FIRST YEAR
GROWING UP (Child care
and training from one to six)

Useful to adults, young adults, doctors, dentists,
nurses, public health workers, high school, normal

school and colleges.

THE LIFE OF A
HEALTHY CHILD

THE ROAD TO HEALTH
AND HAPPINESS

For elementary schools, junior and senior high school
and lay groups.

Educational, Entertaining and Reliable.
Prepared in close collaboration with leading health
authorities, practitioners, and educators in various

parts of the country.
Complete guide and text of spoken narrative of sound

version supplied with all orders.
Sale or Rent . . .for information

David B. Hill, Salem, Oregon

16mm&fW TITLES

FILmtUK

RUSSELL C. HOLSLAG, ACL
STEREOSCOPIC photography has

been looking up of late. Although

the principle of merging together two

pictures, each taken from the viewpoint

of the eye of the beholder, was enunci-

ated in the time of Oliver Wendell

Holmes and earlier, new methods have

made possible wider and wider pho-

tographic applications of the stereo

principle.

When we look at a scene, we perceive

two separate aspects of that scene, one

with each eye. The brain merges these

two impressions, and the final result

is the perception of depth. The average

distance between the eye centers is

about two and one half inches. If

two photographic lenses are separated

by this distance, and if they take two

pictures in this relationship, the resul-

tant two views will duplicate what each

eye sees. By a number of different

methods, already well known, each of

these two stereo components may be

viewed by each eye of the observer,

whereupon the brain will combine the

two, just as in actuality, and the effect

of depth will be produced. But there is

one absolute necessity: each eye must

see only the picture intended for it.

The most modern method of bringing

this condition to pass has already be-

come familiar to photographic work-

ers. The working out of this principle

depends on the use of polarized light.

If a picture is projected on a screen,

it is easy to polarize it, by placing a

polarizing filter in front of the pro-

jector lens. If another polarizing filter

is placed before the eye and rotated,

Left, viewing filter in "A" po-

rtion: right, viewing filter in

"B"' position.

'

i ,,.
B

while one is looking at the polarized

picture, a point will be found at which

the picture on the screen disappears.

This fact is true because the projected

beam is polarized in a certain direction;

if the viewing filter is revolved to a posi-

tion in which it polarizes in a direction

at right angles to that of the projected

beam, the two will cancel each other.

This method is used to sort out the

two pictures of a stereo pair. The ob-

server wears spectacles of polarizing

material, which is so oriented that each

eye sees only the picture intended for

it on the screen. The pictures are pro-

jected, one directly over the other, but

each one. of course, through a separate

polarizing filter. Looked at without the

viewing spectacles, the picture appears

to be blurred and gives one the effect of

"seeing double." But. with each eye see-

ing its proper component, the screen

image appears in a startling effect of re-

lief. A hard surfaced, metallic type of

screen must be used, as a diffusive type

will destroy the polarizing effect. The
polarized movies shown in the Chrysler

Building, at the New York World's

Fair, give an excellent opportunity to

observe the effectiveness of such a sys-

tem.

Heretofore, stereo projection of this

kind has been possible only by project-

ing two separate pictures through two

separate polarizing filters, a procedure

which complicates matters somewhat.

Now. however, a new method has

been developed which, in effect, pro-

duces the picture itself in polarized

material. In a paper recently appearing

FILMACK ,

LABORATORIES

Fig. 1

Two superimposed Vecto-

graphs; no viewing filter.

Fig. 2

Fig. 1 as seen through view-

ing filter in "A" position.

Fig. 3

Fig. 1 as seen through view-

ing filter in "B" position.
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HONEST USED BARGAINS
Cine-Kotlak S. f/3.5 $19.50
Cine-Kodak K, f/1.9 49.50
Filmo 70-DA. brown finish, 105 OO

f/3.5 lens
»w.*.ww

Filmo 75, f/l.S Cooke 55.00
Filmo 70A. f/l.S Cooke 55.00
Keystone A-7, f/2.7 Lens, ^_ _

like new 27.SO
Keystone Bl, f/3.5 lens, , ,, __

like new 18.75
IMPORTANT—Above items are offered (subject
to prior sale) on 10 days free trial. Uncondition-
ally guaranteed for 90 days. Trades welcomed.
Time payments readily arranged. Send for free
BARGAIN SHEET of many other items. For per-
sonal attention, address Dave Rabson. Dept. "M."

The latest in 16 mm. s-o-f rentals:

ALOHA, in full natural color, 1 reel

LITTLE BROWN MAID, sepia tone, 1 reel

MEXICANA, sepia tone, 1 reel

Send for list and rental rates

LEWIS FILM SERVICE, 105 East First St.

WICHITA, KANSAS

c
fl/t*l

at***

8MM FILM SLITTER
Slits 16mm width film to exact 8mm width.
A precision instrument with hardened, ground
steel cutting wheels.

At Your Dealer's

Price $2.50

J. C. Haile & Sons
215 Walnut St. Cincinnati, O.

ABSOLUTELY FREE!

5{\f\f\ "A to Z" Movie Titling;UVV Try - It - Yourself Kits

also sample "Figurette" FREE
Send to-day—Keep the Kit— it's Yours

JACOB STEIN Mfr.'™^/" 7

Bass in Darkest Africa

Bass

knows the right exposure
with or without a meter.
Why not expose yourself
to his

Bass

Bargaingram
Just write and say . . .

SEND aiE NO. 245 .. .

you'll get a real surprise

. . . the swellest CINE
catalog ever came off our
presses. FREE for the
askin'.

CAMERA CO. dept.
179 W.MADISON ST. C
CHICAGO. ILL.

in the Journal of the Optical Society of

America. Edwin H. Land, inventor of

the Polaroid light controls, describes

the development and working of this

new method which makes possible the

production of polarized pictures, called

Vectographs.

Any scene or object that can be re-

produced by standard two dimensional

methods may also be reproduced by the

Vectographic process. The fundamental

distinction between it and the familiar

photographic process lies in the fact

that, while the photographic process

renders the image in terms of concen-

tration of silver deposit, the Vecto-

graphic process renders the image in

terms of degree of polarization. In a

Vectograph. high lights are reproduced

as areas of low degree of polarization,

and blacks are reproduced as areas of

high degree of polarization.

If a single Vectographic print or

transparency is viewed through a polar-

izing filter, it will appear invisible

when the filter's direction of polariza-

tion is parallel to that of the picture.

The Vectograph becomes perfectly vis-

ible in all its details, however, when the

viewing filter is rotated ninety degrees

to the "crossed" position.

Three dimensional Vectographic

prints and transparencies are com-

prised of a right eye and left eye image,

superposed with polarizing directions at

right angles to each other. In this way,

two stereoscopic components are over-

lapped, and. if the observer wears a

pair of viewing spectacles in which

each filter is properly disposed, each

eye will see only the picture intended

for it, and the full stereoscopic effect

of depth will be produced.

This effect will be clear with refer-

ence to the diagram, using two different

geometrical figures. The square is on

polarizing material with polarizing di-

rection at right angles to the material

on which the circle is seen. They are

superposed. If a viewing filter is held

before the eye, as shown at "A" in a

"crossed" position to the square, the

circle becomes invisible, and only the

square is apparent. At "B," the filter

has been rotated ninety degrees; the

square disappears, and the circle is

seen. Although different geometric fig-

ures have been chosen for purposes of

illustration, they might just as well

have been the two necessary stereo-

scopic components—a left and right

eye image of the same scene or object.

The new polarized stereoscopic pic-

tures have been named Polaroid Three

Dimensional Vectographs. and they may
be viewed as paper prints or as trans-

parencies. They may be mounted in al-

bums, hung on the walls as pictures or

exhibited in any similar manner. There

is no limit to the size, and original

stereoscopic negatives may be enlarged

as desired, without losing the effect.

BICYCLING
WITH

COMPLETE
SAFETY

I6mm. Sound-on-Film

One of the most popular safety
films ever produced—more than
four hundred prints now in cir-

culation. Excellent for school use.
Produced especially to be used in
connection with safely drives and
safety meetings of children of all

ages—-especially good for boy and
girl scout troops and messenger
groups. Order your copy now!

ONE REEL
SOUND OR
SILENT . . .

5
17

50

LITTLE FEATURES"
Can Be Purchased From
Your Favorite Photo Dealer

"LITTLE BROWN GIRL"

"BAREFOOTMEMORIES"
"MEXICANA"
"GUILTY"—(A Safety

Film)

"ALOHA"

Producers of 16mm. Films
in Sound and Color

26th & Jefferson, Kansas City, Mo.
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TR6N°The
calls

for

COLOR F1LN»SI
in 16 M.M.

Sound and Silent

The expanding Gutlohn color film library

has recently added the following subjects:

EAST COAST OF SOUTH AMERICA,
WEST OF THE ANDES, THE LESSER AN-
TILLES, one reel each—silent. SINGAPORE
and JAVANESE ENCHANTMENT, two

reels each—silent. BALINESE RHAPSODY,
I reel— silent. Other new releases are:

WALTZ OF THE FLOWERS, and JEFFER-

SON AND MONROE, one reel each-
sound.

Just Off the Press!
A comprehensive folder in color,

descriptive of our library of
16 M.M. color films, sound and
silent. Yours for the asking.

500 subjects available for
to home users. Send for

ntal or
atalon.

sale

WALTER 0. GUTLOHN, Inc.

35 W. 45th St., Dept. M-9, New York

S HtlTOH. (ONH1CI1CU1 ^ "AW.

FACTORY OUTLET SALE
ON BEADED SCREENS

Custom built de luxe bos screens Beaded with auto-
matic arms S7.50
30 x 40 Beaded screens, tripod model S3. 9

8

Beaded screens size 30 x 40 complete with carrving
case S2.75

All shipments F.O.B. N. T.
WHOLESALE CAMERA SUPPLY CO.
29 W. 34 St. Dept. Ml N. Y. C.

35mm. K0DACHR0ME SLIDES of Y0SEMITE,
the DESERT and SAN FRANCISCO EXPOSITION

These are originals. Price 50c each. Send for free booklet
of 16mm. movies. Beautiful new "Tosemite" Koda-
chrome reels now ready. California scenes in Kodachrome.
originals @ 18c per foot. "THE END", 3 for SI 00
(end titles for use with your own 16mm. mones in
Kodachrome).

GUY D. HASELTON TRAVELETTES
7936 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood

=TITLES=
are necessary for every picture you film.

Send us your copy and we will gladly
send title samples and an estimate. Join our
growing list of satisfied clientele.

GENUINE KODACHROME TITLES
Black and White and Tinted titles.

SPECIAL !

Beautiful hand-lettered main title New
York World's Fair, in 16mm. Kodachrome

$1.00. The End. 50c
(including Fade-in and Fade-out)

HORNE MOTION PICTURE SERVICE
9 East 40th St. New York City-

Transparencies may be projected on
the screen without double projectors or

filter paraphernalia; standard monocu-
lar projectors do the trick. This fact

opens up fascinating possibilities for

stereoscopic movies, in which the images
on the film itself are polarized, and all

one needs is a pair of viewing spec-

tacles, to see the full effect of living

depth and roundness, without any spe-

cial attachments whatsoever for the pro-

jector.

Too, there appear to be many, spe-

cialized scientific uses of this new, pro-

portionately polarized medium which
can be developed. The Polaroid Corpo-

ration, of Cambridge, Mass., announces
that the process is not as yet available

for amateur use. But movie makers and
still photographers are not prevented

from speculating on its possibilities.

Amateur clubs

[Continued from page 432]

Chinese records, by R. Cewelson; Big
Game Fishing, by George Ring; Ra-
mona Pageant, by Fred Champion;
Song of the Soil, by E. C. Denny, of

Buffalo; Personalities of the Past, by
J. C. Milligan; Flowers and Mountains.

by Ed Winterer; Animals and Birds, by
Guy Nelli, ACL.

Color for Cleveland Members of

the Cleve-

land Amateur Cinematogranhers. ACL,
studied the finer points of Kodachrome
technique recently, in a demonstration

and discussion presented by Ralph
Meyerhein. formerly of the Eastman
Kodak Company, in Rochester, N. Y.

The talk was illustrated with selected

color slides. Another late feature has

been the screening of members' films of

the New York World's Fair, in a study

of the problems of Fair filming.

Toronto Sees Outstanding 16mm.
industrial studies

were seen by members of the Toronto

Amateur Movie Club at a late meeting

held under the sponsorship of Associat-

ed Screen News, of that city. Screened

in order were How Movies Move and
Talk, through the cooperation of the

Bell & Howell Company; The Milky
Way and A Canadian Cavalcade, pro-

ductions of Associated Screen News.
The latter film, directed by Jack Chis-

holm and recorded by a club mem-
ber, James McCormick, presents the

coming Canadian National Exhibition,

scheduled for opening this autumn.

Des Moines develops Members
of the Y.

M. C. A. Movie and Camera Club of

Des Moines, ACL, in Iowa, studied re-

cently every step of the reversal devel-

oping process in a demonstration put

on in meeting by Glen Case, proprietor

SEPTEMBER 1940

of the West End Camera Store and
local representative of Dufaycolor, Inc.

An added feature of the program was a

premier screening of Hubby's Revenge,

a recently completed club skit.

Distaff in St. Paul Eighteen films

were entered

in the recent annual contest conducted

by the St. Paul Amateur Movie Makers
Club, with first place and the Harmon
Trophy going to Mrs. O. N. Olson, for

her 16mm. Kodachrome picture, Vaca-

tion 1939. Lloyd Oliver, ACL, took sec-

ond for the men, with an 1100 foot,

16mm. study of the problems of a rural

mail carrier, while L. L. Harmon, the

donor of the trophy, placed third. Hon-

orable mention was given to the films

of John Stees and Kenneth Hezzelwood,

ACL. Fifteen of the entries were on

8mm., with three on 16mm. film.

New in Indiana Starting early
this year as a

still camera club, the New Albany
(Ind.) Amateur Cameramen League,

ACL, has now expanded with a cine

section and serves a membership of

thirty two. Current officers include

George Lasch, president; George
Kreutzer, vicepresident for movies;

Wayne Fess, vicepresident for "stills";

William Hedden, treasurer; Mrs. Stan-

ley Hanen, secretary. Two Sunday out-

ings have already been held, with reg-

ular meetings on third Mondays in the

Public Library auditorium.

Oakland active A benefit pro-

gram for the

East Bay Children's Hospital and
screenings for shut ins at the Livermore

Veterans' Memorial Hospital have been

recent activities of the Greater Oakland
Motion Picture Club, in California.

Comprising the film program were Gar-

den Life, by Eugene Ritzmann, ACL;
Treasure Island, by Dr. Numa P. Dunne,

ACL; Salinas Rodeo 1939, by Dr. L. A.

Stuck, ACL; Ice Follies of 1939, by

Raymond O'Connell; Hands Across The

Day, by Clyde Diddle. All pictures were

presented with double turntable musi-

cal accompaniment. Features of late

regular meetings have been talks on

title making, time lapse photography,

surgical photography and Kodachrome
projection. Fred Thompson, ACL, of

the city's Department of Recreation, has

screened his color film, Recreation

Camps.

Lunar express Man's immemorial

dream of traveling

into space by rocket ship was pinned

down, at least partially, on celluloid in

By Rocket To The Moon, recently com-
pleted production of the Triangle Cin-

ema League of Chicago. The film was
five years in the making. Samuel H.

Gould, president of the club, was in

charge of this marathon effort, assisted

by Martin Winn, Al Irwin, Frank Tam-
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COLOR
TITLES

This summer, your crop of color
films is more beautiful than ever
. . . priceless memories which you
will re-live again and again. Of
course, you will want titles for
the whens and wheres. And you
will want these to be COLOR
titles; nothing else would be
appropriate. Investigate our new
selection of Kodachrome titles;

they're beautiful. You'll probably
find just what you want in stock;
if not, we can make them up for
you. Of course, we have titles for
your black and white films, too.

STAHL
EDITING & TITLING SERVICE

33 West 42 Street, New York

A few copies of

June, 1939
Number of

Movie Makers
The 100 page, New York World's

Fair issue are available

at 25c a copy.

This number contains:
• Sixteen pages of four color illustrations
• Articles on filming every phase of the Fair
• Exact exposure advice on filming most

spectacular exhibits
• Complete scenarios for movies of the Fair

Art title backgrounds in full color and
black and white

It is the largest issue of any magazine de-
voted to movie making that has ever been
published.

If you are going to film the Fair this

year, vou will want a copv of June,
1939. MOVIE MAKERS.

25c a copy while they last

Movie Makers
420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.

FILM LIBRARY
SEND NOW FOR ZENITH'S

NEW 1941 CATALOG—

containing scores of comedies, travelogues,

and current event pictures— in 8, 16mm silent

and 16mm sound. For rental and outright sale.

Write now for your copy. OUR STUDIO is

completely equipped for editing, titling, clean-

ing and Vaporating your films.

COMMERCIAL MOTION PICTURES

With over 16 years' experience in filming

16mm professional pictures, our staff is able

to solve your picture problem at either fac-

tory, wedding, or social function.

Get on Zenith's Mailing List by Writing
Now for Zenifh's New 1941 Catalog

(Available — End of September)

ZENITH CINEMA SERVICE
5011 N. Sawyer Ave., Chicago, III.

"Fine Movies Since 1924"

pone, Leo Brooks and Jack Kovitz. Spe-

cial indoor sets were built, to simulate

the interior of the rocket ship, while

desolate sand dunes a hundred miles

from Chicago served as the lunar waste-

lands. The production was given its

premiere before 300 persons at a recent

screening held in Esther Hall of the

Jewish Peoples' Institute.

Atlanta elects New officers have

been elected and
announced by the Atlanta Movie Club,

in Georgia, as follows: Samuel Candler,

ACL, president; Albert Duke, vicepresi-

dent; G. T. Sparks, treasurer; Douglas

Cone, secretary. The officers were in-

stalled at the club's third annual din-

ner, held recently in the Henry Grady

Hotel.

Baffled in Buffalo With a dozen

excellent en-

tries in the sixth annual contest, held

by the Amateur Cinema Club of Buf-

falo, ACL. the board of judges were so

baffled that they were forced to reserve

their decision beyond the evening of the

competition. The meeting, which was

attended by a record crowd of members
and guests in the city's Hotel Statler,

was addressed by N. Stewart Love.

newspaper photographer, on Composi-

tion.

Orange County, Calif. With head

quarters in

Santa Ana, the 8-16 Movie Makers of

Orange County, in California, have com-

pleted more than a year of activity and

now list thirty eight members. Biweekly

meetings are apportioned, one to busi-

ness and the other to social affairs, with

Thelma Heath listed as secretary, at

1028 Hickory Street, in Santa Ana.

New in Washington Meeting al-

most within

the shadow of snow capped Mount St.

Helens, a new group of movie makers

in Kelso. Wash., has taken the name,

St. Helens Cine Club, ACL. Herbert E.

Nelson, ACL, is listed as first president.

The club has already cooperated with

its community in the production of a

short film, publicizing annual Clean Up
Week, and receives in return the sup-

port of the city in the provision of a

meeting place. Meetings have been set

for the first and third Thursdays of

each month.

New York recesses Members of

the Metro-
politan Motion Picture Club, at their

last meeting before the summer recess,

heard from Norris Harkness, ACL, on

Vacation Filming. Mr. Harkness now
conducts the weekly amateur movie col-

umn carried in Saturday's New York

Sun. Supplementing his remarks, there

were presented on the club's screen Be-

side The Lake, by Charles Ferrie, jr.,

YOUR CAR NEEDS
ALL 4 WHEELS

• And your motion picture

films need all 4 FEATURES
of ADEQUATE FILM PRO-
TECTION.

1
INTERNAL
SOFTNESS.
To resist heat and
dry air.

EXTERNAL
TOUGHNESS.
To resist scratches

and stains.

SURFACE
. LUBRICATION.
To resist wear and
sprocket-strain.

4 PERMANENT
. IMPREGNATION.
To resist loss of
protection in clean-

Any three features without all 4 are no better

than three wheels on your car. Genuine im-

pregnations, with SEPARATE chemical vapors,

each doing its SEPARATE job, give you effec-

tive A FEATURE FILM PROTECTION against

CLIMATE WEAR, SCRATCHES, OIL, DIRT,

WATER and FINGER MARKS.

Better Photo Finishers Offer
YapOrate protection for still

negatives.

<£&'
VAPJQlRATE
VAPORATE CO.. INC.

130 W. 46th St.
New York City

BELL i. HOWELL CO.
1801 Larchmont

Chicago
716 No. La Brea

Hollywood

REDUCTIONS
ENLARGEMENTS •
DUPLICATES •

GEO.WCOLBURN
LABORATORY

1197 MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO

SOUND ON FILM
Rent-Exchange-Sale

Modern High Grade Features & Shorts

CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY
1041 Jefferson Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y.

PerfectTitles with Metal Letters

samples

of

the

most

beautiful

Capital

and
Lower
Case
Letters

Made

\ METAL Letters

Complete sets in wood case (U. S. Price) 222 pes. $7.16:
126 caps only $4.28.

ADD CHARM AND INTEREST TO YOUR FILMS
Specify white or black letters

H. W. KNIGHT & SON, INC., Seneca Falls, N.Y.
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and Gipsy Trails Abroad, by Leo Hef-

fernan. An Anesthetic Fantasy, a guest

film by Ernest Kremer, ACL. of the

New York 8mm. Motion Picture Club,

rounded out the program. At an earlier

business meeting, the club elected offi-

cers for the coming season as follows:

Sidney Moritz, ACL. president; George

A. Ward, ACL, first vicepresident; Mr.

Ferrie, second vicepresident: Robert M.
Coles, ACL, secretary; Annette C.

Decker. ACL, treasurer. Murray Tuck-

er, ACL, has been appointed by the

president as membership chairman.

News of the industry

[Continued from page 434]

chejtricon. It has a divider network

which provides reproductions for both

low and high frequencies: it also has

a built in tone compensator, which is

said to provide adjustment for the

acoustic conditions in any room. The
volume range is such that one of these

instruments will serve even a large

auditorium. The new speaker may be

used with amplifying equipment other

tlian Filmosound.

Title Card service Amateurs who
wish to film

their own titles, but who lack facilities

for the preparation of title cards, may
secure these, ready printed with their

own title texts, from the Bell & Howell
Company. 1801 Larchmont Avenue. Chi-

cago. The cards bear the lettering in

white upon a black, non reflecting back-

ground, so that thev are suitable for

A traveling camera shot
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use with reversal film and for double

exposure upon action scenes. They may
be had in sizes to fit Filmo 8 and 16mm.
titlers and in other sizes up to five by
seven inches. The text may be printed

or hand lettered.

Castle Released this month by
Castle Films are four new

one reel library subjects, available in

16mm. sound and silent and in 8mm.
silent film. Wings Over World Wonders
is a dynamic study of aviation in beauti-

ful and startling places of the earth,

keyed to background music that is as

stirring as the scenes which the film

presents. By contrast, Come Back to

Ireland is as nostalgic and charming a

bundle of the Old Country as anybody

could buy for as little money anywhere,

with sober gray skies and sturdy houses

and the good people of Ireland pictured

with an accompaniment of Irish mel-

odies. Mexico is also as calm and peace-

ful, reflecting the sunny land south of

the border, while A Thrill A Second is

one of the most spine chilling and
epochal pictures that Castle Films has

yet produced. These subjects are sold

at regular Castle prices: 360 feet,

16mm. silent, S8.75; 100 feet, 16mm.,

S2.75: 180 feet. 8mm.. S5.50; 50 feet,

8mm.. SI.75: 350 feet, 16mm. sound,

S17.50.

Auricon A new 16mm. sound on
film recorder has been

developed by the E. M. Berndt Corpo-

ration, 5515 Sunset Boulevard, Holly-

wood, Calif. Built to give good quality

results at the comparatively low price

,\
1& ll %^£-—-*—
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of $560. the new recorder takes a 200
foot daylight loading spool of regular,

single perforated sound recording stock.

This fact makes possible a continuous

performance of five and one half min-
utes, or the equivalent of four to ten

average scenes.

The instrument operates inside a
sound proofed "blimp," provided with a

glass window through which the film

footage indicator and pilot lamp are vis-

ible. At the rear of the case is an out-

let which connects with the sound re-

cording amplifier. This is contained in

a fitted case and has mixers for special

effects, with inputs for two microphones

or phono pickups. Monitoring head-

phone and dynamic microphone are

furnished. Compact radio type batteries

and low current drain tubes supply the

power. This current will also drive the

special Auricon motor for such a 16mm.
camera as the Cine-Kodak Special.

Thus, the entire double system equip-

ment can be operated, independently of

any outside current source. Auricon
16mm. equipment is manufactured by
the Auricon Division, E. M. Berndt

Corporation, 5515 Sunset Boulevard,

Hollywood. Calif., and will be sold

either direct, or through dealers.

Cutlohn features A collection of

outstanding
16mm. sound features, selected from

theatrical releases which have attracted

wide attention in the recent past, is of-

fered by Walter O. Gutlohn. Inc., 35

West 45th Street, New York. These in-

clude The Private Life of Henry VIII,

Catherine the Great, The Scarlet Pirn-
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MEXICAN
SILHOUETTE
A Ten Best Winner

for your film library.

Mexico City, Mexican towns, life,

customs and scenery make this an
outstanding film.

Three reels, I6111111. black &
white, $75.

Clement K. Chase
Box 742, Tucson, Arizona

• TECHNIQUE •

of the Silk Screen Process

an Art Instructional Film
I REEL I6MM SILENT RENTAL-SALE

/- a nnicnu rn lie '
" " " BROADWAYGARRISON FILMS new york city

16 MM."

Rentals

Extensive silent library.

Complete programs $2, shorts 50c.

Outstanding selection sound programs
complete $7, shorts 75c.

("Exceptional bargains sound features,

r |
shorts—$7, $9 per reel.

SaiPC S Victor Projectors guaranteed ; (used)
«*OltJ

SI25, $175.
[universal K, 2 speakers $245.

HARRIS HOME MOVIE LIBRARY 3" y'c
^

Buy your titles this NEW way
Pay by the word and save!

—

Neat, carefully arranged and printed titles, hand set on

special mottle backgrounds. 4 cents per word. 16 mm only.

Minimum title 20c Minimum order $ I .OO
STUDIOS—P.O. Box 5354

Mt. Washington Sta.

Baltimore, Md.

Minimum title ZOC

ALPHA

Keep pace with your

hobby by

subscribing to

MOVIE MAKERS
The authoritative monthly publica-

tion of the Amateur Cinema League,

the world wide organization of ama-

teur movie makers.

MOVIE MAKERS contains practical,

helpful articles on every phase of

filming of interest to amateurs.

•

Its editorial contents, its news and

its advertising are dependable.

MOVIE MAKERS
subscriptions are

$3.00 a year
($3.50 in Canada; $3.50 in other countries)

at your dealer's or write direct to

MOVIE MAKERS
420 Lexington Ave. New York, N. Y.

pernel, Elephant Boy, The Ghost Goes

West, Things to Come and others. A
special study guide is available for

Things to Come. The pictures are avail-

able for rental or long term lease. This

firm also has a new list of special 16mm.

color films, which is available on re-

quest.

Cine action A very recent an -

nouncement from
Fink-Roselieve Company, Inc., de-

scribes a new, low priced 16mm. editing

device which allows one to observe the

magnified picture in full motion, as

well as to examine it frame by frame.

It is called the F-R Cine Action Editor.

The film passes over but one sprocket

roller, and the film channel has pres-

sure pads. The picture is viewed

through a magnifier, by transmitted

light, and one sees it four times the

original frame size. The machine is

very compact, and it may be used with

silent or sound 16mm. film. The price

is $7.95.

Movie trailer An interesting new
idea, to bring di-

rectly to school systems, institutions

and similar groups a first hand dem-
onstration of important apparatus in

the audio visual field, has been de-

vised by the Distributor's Group, At-

lanta, Ga. This is the Audio-Visual

Trailer exhibit, which carries demon-
strating examples of such well known
products in this field as the Neumade
Products Company, Ampro Corporation

and others. This traveling exhibit cov-

ers six Southern States, and its sponsor

is the Distributor's Group, 119 Luckie

Street. N. W.. Atlanta, Ga.

Repairs Camera and projector re-

pairs of all kinds are of-

fered by the Hebert Studios, Inc., 55

Allyn Street, Hartford, Conn. Complete
facilities are maintained, and parts are

stocked, for speedy service on the prin-

cipal makes of equipment.

Agfa items Darkroom workers who
desire an inexpensive

safelight, which will enable them to

handle orthochromatic materials, will

be interested in the new Agfa Red
Plastic Safelight. which sells for sixty

cents. It is a plastic shell which con-

tains a low wattage bulb that screws in-

to your lighting socket. The Agfa Stain-

less Steel Developing Tray now comes

in two additional sizes: an eight by ten

inch at $2.15 and an eleven by fourteen

inch at $4.95.

Exhibit A comprehensive print dis-

play of the work of Helene

Sanders. F.R.P.S.. and Thomas O.

Scheckel will be held in the galleries of

the New York Institute of Photography,

10 West 33rd Street, New York, during

the month of September.

G0ERZ
KINO-HYPAR
LENSES
f:2.7 and f:3

For regular and color mov-
ies of surprising quality.high

chromatic correction . . .

S Focal lengths 15mm "to 100mm—can be

? in suitable focusing mounts to Amateui
\ Professional Movie Cameras.

fitted
i

and •

GOERZ Reflex FOCUSER
— Patented

.
_.' 16mm Movie Camera users—voids PARALLAX

!

between finder and lens — provides full-size

ground-glass image magnified 10 times. Adapt-
\

', able to lenses 3" and up. Also useful as extension
1 tube for shorter focus lens for close-ups. Exten-
' sively used in shooting surgical operations, small

imal life. etc.

; GOERZ Parallax-tree FOCUSER!
and FIELD FINDER CONTROL;
for Filmo 121 and Simplex-Pockette, no more off-

,

center pictures, magnifies A and 8x.

For Detailed Information Address
Dept. MM-9

; C. P. Goerz American Optical Co.
317 East 34th St., New York

American Lens Makers Since 1899

We Carry a Full Line of Natu
ally Advertised Movie Cameras,

Film, Projectors, Lenses and

Gadgets at Sensationally LOW PRICES. Write us

— d we'll quote prices.

625 I5TH ST.

WASHINGTON. D.C

8MTEUTE-TRUVIS10N
H -ierica's foremost line of motion picture

tens, spotlights, reflectors, paper safes, etc.

rditeiiteN MOTION PICTURE SCREEN
m and ACCESSORIES CO.. INC.
"

( 351 West 52nd St., New York City
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TITLE SERVICE
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FREE FILM REVIEWS
You can borrow these new publicity movies without charge

THESE films, the latest publicity pic-

tures produced, are offered on loan,

without charge. Some may be available

to individuals, and others are available

only to clubs or groups. In certain

cases, the type of organization to which

the films are lent without charge is

specified. To borrow these films for a

screening, write directly to the distribu-

tor, whose address is given. (Note care-

fully the restrictions mentioned in each

case.)

The Making and Shaping of Steel,

7 reels, sound and silent. 16mm. and

35mm. black and white, produced by

Roland Reed Productions.

Offered to: groups, for educational

purposes only.

Available from: office nearest to

you, as follows: C. R. Moffatt, United

States Steel Corporation of Delaware,

436 Seventh Avenue, Pittsburgh, Pa.;

A. C. Wilby, United States Steel Cor-

poration of Delaware, 208 South La
Salle Street, Chicago, 111.; George J.

Dorman, United States Steel Corpora-

tion, 71 Broadway, New York City;

LeRoy Holt, Tennessee Coal, Iron &

Railroad Company, Brown-Marx Build-

ing, Birmingham, Ala.; W. H. Cordes,

American Steel & Wire Company,

Rockefeller Building. Cleveland, Ohio;

J. B. Du Prau. Columbia Steel Com-

pany. Russ Building. San Francisco.

Calif.

The Making and Shaping of Steel is

a new and important film, made in

seven separate reels, to cover the entire

field of steel manufacture. Although

each reel is an entity in itself, use of

the first two reels is recommended in

combination with any of the other reels.

Reel 1, Raw Materials, begins with

open pit and underground mining of

iron ore, its transportation and delivery.

In addition to the iron ore, the quarry-

ing and crushing of limestone, coal

mining and coke manufacture and,

finally, the production of iron in the

blast furnace are shown in detail.

Reel 2, The Making of Steel, shows

open hearth, electric furnace and Besse-

mer converter processes as they convert

iron into steel. Scenes of all operations

—charging the materials, test samples,

tapping, filling ingot molds and soak-

ing the steel ingots preparatory to roll-

ing—are shown and described.

Reel 3, Flat Rolled Products, shows

modern mills of all types rolling steel,

hot and cold, into a variety of products

—plates, strip, sheets, galvanized sheets

and tin plate — through progressive

steps that are easily understandable.

Reel 4, Bars and Structural Shapes,

shows that, from the billet, steel through

rolling becomes reinforcing bars in a

continuous mill or I beams, angles or

Z shaped piling in other structural

shape rolling mills. Finally, the uses to

which these products are put flash

across the screen.

Reel 5, Rails, Wheels and Axles,

shows a rail mill and its products, heat

treating and end hardening by Brunor-

izing and the spectacular drop test. We
see also how axles are hand forged and

machined before service and how wheels

are wrought, machine finished and in-

spected.

Reel 6, Wire and Wire Products, de-

picts steel wire for nails, fences, cables.

watch springs, bridges and thousands

of other uses from a red hot billet,

processed by modern continuous rod

mills and cold drawn to final size. Steps

in the manufacture, by rolling and cold

drawing, also show pickling, liming and
drying. Slow motion of barbed wire

manufacture allows detailed study.

Reel 7, Pipe and Tube Manufacture,

vividly shows and clearly explains seam-

less tubes, made by piercing a solid

round steel billet, butt welded pipe and
by cold drawing processes. Piercing,

rolling, reeling, sizing and testing, all

are shown.

More Than Meefs the Eye, 1200 feet,

16mm. Kodachrome sound on film. Pro-

duced by Willard Pictures.

Offered to: manufacturers, associa-

tions and interested groups.

Available from: Motion Picture De-

partment, Interchemical Corporation,

75 Varick Street, New York City.

More Than Meets the Eye, released

this month by the Interchemical Corpo-

ration, tells why chemical coatings are

vital considerations in modern industry

and why they are important to everyday
living. Chemical coatings—inks, indus-

trial finishes and enamels, textile colors

and other protective and decorative ma-
terials—are shown to be important

sales influences.

The film describes the processes and
research behind the manufacture of

these coating materials and shows how
the requirements of the ultimate con-

sumer must be taken into account in

the manufacturing operations. Func-

tions of the various divisions and sub-

sidiaries of Interchemical Corporation

are outlined in the movie.

Since much of the picture is con-

cerned with the production and appli-

cation of industrial colors, there are

many spectacular chromatic effects.

Voices in Paper, 1 reel. 16mm. and
35mm. sound on film.

Offered to: groups.

Available from: Western Electric

Company, Motion Picture Bureau, 195

Broadway, New York City.

Voices in Paper deals with the manu-
facture and use of the most modern
telephone cable. It portrays how, when
faced by a growing shortage of raw
materials for the Manila paper wrap-
ping used for insulation, Western Elec-

tric engineers developed an entirely new
process, in which paper pulp insulation

is manufactured directly on the wires.

In addition, there is shown the develop-

ment of the unit type of cable structure,

which, combined with pulp insulation,

added fifty percent to the wire carrying

capacity of the cable sheath. This

proved a solution to the increasingly

important problem of limited space in

a city's underground conduits. Effec-

tive contrasts are drawn between the

old method of stringing city telephone

wires on poles, to the detriment of the

skyline, and the modern manner in

which the lead covered speech carriers

are now run underground.

The Jewels of Industry, 2 and 3 reel

versions, silent, 3200 feet sound on film

version, 16mm. black and white.

Offered to: industrial organizations,

foremen's clubs, service clubs, techni-

cal schools and colleges.

Available from: Motion Picture
Bureau, Y.M.C.A., 347 Madison Ave-
nue, New York City, and the Bureau of

Mines, 4800 Forbes Street, Pittsburgh,

Pa.

The Jeivels of Industry opens at Ni-

agara Falls, where, after scenic shots,

we are taken inside the plant of the

Carborundum Company, to follow in

detail the process of creating the gor-

geously colored, diamondlike Carborun-
dum Brand Silicon Carbide crystals in

the electric furnaces.

The process of crushing the abrasive
crystal masses to the grain form, the
grading of the grains into various sizes,

then the instructive story of grinding
wheels of various shapes and types are
all shown in detail.

From the Carborundum plant at Ni-
agara Falls, we are taken on a trip

through industrial America, to learn, by
scenes filmed under actual working
conditions, just how important abrasive
products are to industry.



EVERY NEW MEMBER GETS,

The ACL Movie Book
IT'S

the latest book on amateur movie making! . . . It's the

biggest book about the subject written in the past
decade!

311 PAGES—OVER 100 I LLUSTRATIONS—FRAM E

ENLARGEMENTS—PHOTOGRAPHS—DRAWINGS!
INTERESTING — NEW IDEAS — SIMPLY WRIT-
TEN—ACCURATE—COMPLETE—FULL INDEX.

Written by the staff of the Amateur Cinema League—com-
piled from their experiences in serving thousands of movie
makers for over a decade, this book represents the latest

and simplest cine technique. It is based on what amateurs
do. It tells you what you want to know because it comes
from the needs and questions of over 21,000 League mem-
bers—every one a real movie maker.

The new book is packed with information and it

is simply written in an informal style. You will

find it fascinating, and you may be sure that the
information is correct— IT'S AN ACL PUBLICA-
TION.

GET THIS NEW BOOK IN ADDITION TO THE
SERVICES AND PUBLICATIONS LISTED BELOW

ALL FOR $5.00 A YEAR

if MOVIE MAKERS . . . Membership includes a sub-
scription to Movie Makers monthly, which covers
every phase of amateur and practical filming.

Each month there are articles for the beginner as

well as for the experienced movie maker.

if Technical consulting service . . . Any League mem-
ber can put his movie making problems up to the
technical consultant, and he will receive prompt,
detailed service.

if Continuity and film planning service . . . The con-

tinuity consultant will aid you in planning specific

films by offering you continuity and treatment
suggestions, ideas on editing and title wordings.

if Club service . . . Those who wish to organize a

club—either for the production of films or for the

interchange of ideas between cameramen— will

obtain full aid.

if Film review service . . . You may send films to the

League for criticism and review.

if Booklets and service sheets . . . These are available

to all members. Booklets are sent automatically,

as published, to members who request them. Book-
lets now current are:

Color filming—27 pages, illustrated

Titling technique—32 pages

Featuring the family—34 pages

Lighting personal movies—37 pages, illus-

trated

Films and filters—31 pages, illustrated

if Equipment service . . . The League aids members
in locating new equipment.

if Film Exchange ... A member may list his films

for temporary loan among other members and will

receive in return a list of films offered by other
members.

if Special services ... in two important fields are
available. Through the Film Review Chart a mem-
ber can get particularly efficient criticism on his

reels. By means of the Film Treatment Chart, a
member may secure individually prepared film

plans and continuity outlines. These charts are
supplied on request to members only.

CET THESE INDISPENSABLE

FILMINC AIDS AT ONCE FOR
Five dollars a year

Amateur Cinema League, inc.

420 Lexington Ave. New York, New York, U. S. A.

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

420 Lexington Ave. Date

New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

I wish to become a member of AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc. My remittance for $5.00,

made payable to AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc., is enclosed in payment of dues. Of this amount,

I direct that $2 be applied to a year's subscription to MOVIE MAKERS. (To nonmembers, subscrip-

tion to MOVIE MAKERS is S3 in the United States and possessions; $3.25 in Canada, $3.50 in other

countries.)

MEMBERSHIP $5 a year

Name

Street •

City Sta,e

September 40
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COLOR
KOOACHROME

r I "'HERE'S color ahead—color in the countryside and color in

-*- all the high-spirited goings-on of the autumn season.

It's a time for Kodachrome Film. For, in home movies, color

means Kodachrome. Kodachrome is unique in its mastery of

subtle as well as brilliant coloring, just as it is unique in its

clarity and ease of use.

Plan now to be ready for the fall's color. Load up with Koda-
chrome, and keep a roll or two in reserve.

For daylight shots, use regular Kodachrome; for work by
artificial light (Photoflood), use Type A. (Either type, of course,

can be used in the other's special field with the aid of a corrective

filter.) Both types are the same price—and the price includes

processing and return of the film, ready for showing.

8 MM. KODACHROME
25-ft. rolls, $3.40; 25-ft. magazines, $3.75.

16 MM. KODACHROME
200-ft. rolls (from Rochester only), $16; 100-ft. rolls, $8; 50-ft.

magazines, $4.65; 50-ft. rolls. $4.30.

ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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Cash required with order. The closing date for

the receipt of copy is llm tenth of the month pre-

ceding issue. Remittance to cover goods offered

for sale in this department should be made to the

advertiser and not to Movie Makers. New classi-

fied advertisers are requested to furnish references.

| Movie MakkKS does not always examine the

equipment or films oilered (or sale in CLASSI-
FIED ADVEU I 1S1NG anj cannot state whether
these are new or used. Prospective purchasers
should ascertain this fact from advertisers before

buying.

10 Cents a Word Minimum Charge, $2

Words in capitals, except first word and name,
5 cents extra.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

BASS SAYS: Our annual fall house-cleaning

now in progress. USED CAMERAS: UeVry 57,

f/3.5 lens. $19.50; Cine Atlsco, iu.l ft., 1" 3.5

iens, $22.50; Cine B, 100 ft.. i/J.5 lens. -

Cine B, 100 ft.. 1" 1/1.9, S47.50; IVilmo Mag izine

121, Cooke /V2.7 fens, $47.50; Victor 3, > u ike

1" //3.5, five speeds, latest model. $47.50; Supjr
Speed Filmo 70, f/1.5 lens, $75.00; V.ctor -Model

5, latest model, five speeds, reflex locuser, turret,
1" f/2.9 lens, $105.00; 8mm. Movikon, 1/2 lens

and case, S137.50; Filmo 70DA, like n w, 1" f/3.5,
1" f/1.5, 3" 7/3.3 telephoto, $225.00; Filmo 70DA
with 12 volt motor drive, two 200 ft., one 400 ft.

magazines, three lenses, masks and mask slot.

carrying case, $1,043.00 value, price $'>0U U0
PROFESSIONALS ATTENTION: Unusual val-

ues in Evemo equipment; write for full details

\TEW EQUIPMENT: The new RCA 16mm. SO I

Model PG170, 750 watt projector, complete
$300.00; new Revere Double 8 camera with f/3.5
lens, $29.50; new Revere Double 8 turret camera
with f/2.5, $65.00; new Revere Double 8 Model I:

projector, 500 watt, $59.50; send for new Revere
literature. Send for the new S4 page BAS$ CINE
BARGAINGRAM—most complete book ever pub-
lished. EASS CAMERA COMPANY. Dept CC,
179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

l'A" i/3.5 TELEPHOTO for Bell & Howell,
S33.50; for Keystone, $27.50; Dallmeyer //0.99
lens, standard mount. $39.50; 1'/," f/2.S Hugo
Meyer telephoto for Bolex, $45.00; 4" f/4.5 C.mke
telephoto lens, $45.00; 3" 1/4 telephoto, Cooke.
$39.50; 2" f/1.9 Dallmeyer lens, $49.50; these
lenses as new. Eastman Model 60, //1.9 lens, list

$67.50. as new, $39.50. Bell & Howell Turret S
with Wind-Bak. new condition, $99.50. 16mm.
Bolex //1.4 lens, with special $35 slot for filters

and masks, carrying case, total list $365.00, brand
new condition, $235.00. Full list price
lor Eastman Model 20 toward a new Bell ,\

Howell Sportster; for a Keystone //3.5 or East-
man Model 20 on a Revere Turret; for a Model
50 Eastman toward an Ampro Smm. or Bell &
Howell Smm. projector. NEW MAGAZINE CINE
EIGHT FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY. Full
list price for your Model 20 or 25 Eastman, for
your Keystone f/3.5 or //2.7, or for Bell S.-

Howell Companion toward this camera. AS NEW:
Bell St Howell Sportster with Wind-Bak. $75 00;
Bell S: Howell Companion with Wind-Bak, $49.50;
Bell & Howell Turret with Wind-Bak. §129.50:
Eastman 16mm. Magazine, f/1.9, S75.00; 1" (71.3
Laack lens, $39.50: 15mm. f/1.5 Dallmever lens.
S49.50; 3" f/4 Wollensak, $29.50; 30 x 40 beaded
screen with tripod, $7.95; 36 x 4S, S10.50; 39 x 52,
S12.50. Hundreds of other bargains. Write N A-
TIONAL CAMERA EXCHANGE, established
1914, 11 So. 5th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

KEYSTONE A-81 projector with case. $45.00:
Stewart-Warner camera, Hollywood Model, with
case and high speed lens mount. $25.00; Koda-
scope C, S10.00. Will sell this 16mm. movie
equipment with guarantee of good condition
Write ALAN NILES, 59 Sunset Ave., Provi-
dence, R. I.

BERNDT-MAURER B-3 Recorder, guaran-
teed, less amplifier, a steal at $600.00. FILM
ASSOCIATES, 429 Ridgewood Dr., Dayton, Ohio.

FILMO 16mm. geared projector, 70D camera.
Mayfair case, complete film library; equal to new;
S250.00. WERNER. 1717 Avenue N, Brooklyn.
N. Y.

LIKE new: Eastman 16mm. magazine camera.
$85.00; 4J<" telephoto lens. $40.00; wide angle
lens, 535.00; focusing finder, $15.00; Pola screen
filter, $5.00; lens adapter, $5.00. JACK MOORE,
4529 Fairway, Dallas, Texas.

USED BARGAINS: Victor Model 22 projector
with 750 watt lamp for 1.600 ft. reels. S97.50;
Seemanns Smm. & 16mm. Editeer, $7.50; 16mm.
Stewart-Warner camera, f/3.5 lens. S17.50; 16mm.
Cine Ansco camera with f/3.5 lens. $25.00: 16mm.
Kinamo SIO with r/2.7 lens. $22.50; Kodascooe
G with 750 watt lamp, $85.00; Kevstone MS. 300
watt lamp. $23.50; Kevstone CS, 200 watt lamp,
$16.50; 30 x 40 Willo table model bead screen,
S3. 50; metal case, holds six 400 ft. 16mm. reels,
SI. 75; metal case, holds six 200 ft. Smm. reels,
SI. 50. WILLOUGHBYS, HOW. 32nd St., N. Y. C.

MAKE your own titles without hand-lettering.
Large variety of backgrounds, including scenic
and action, in color or monochrome. Adhesive-
backed letters make professional results easy.

Equipment $2.50 up. Write for details. WIL-
LARD ERICKSON. 3451 S. Clarkson, Engle-
wood, Colo.

OCTOBER 15
Is the

Deadline
for Films Submitted to

Movie Makers
Selection of the

1940 Ten Best
and the Hiram Percy

Maxim Award
Don't miss your chance at the

honor of a place in the Ten Best
or at winning the Hiram Percy
Maxim Award. Send your best

film at once!

MOVIE MAKERS
Ten Best Noti Theatrical

Films of 1940
the oldest annual selection of out-

standing amateur movies in the

world and open to all movie makers.

The Ten Best are chosen by the

Movie Makers from all the

films seen by them during the year.

All films sent to the League for re-

\ ie\\ by its members are considered

automatically f r the Ten Best.

However, the selection is not limited

to League members, and any movie
maker can send cue or more entries

for consider.ui n. League members*
films sent for review earlier in the

year, and subsequently edited, titled,

or otherwise improved, should be sub-
mitted again for final consideration.

It is only neecssaiy 10 send your
entries to Movie Makeks so that

they will arrive bclovc five o'clock,

October 15. and to accompany them
with the entry form below, properly
filled in and signed.

In the Ten Best selection, there

are two places in the Special Class

(films for which the maker received

compensation from a client) and
eight places in the General Class

(films for which the maker did not
receive compensation from a client).

The Hiram Percy Maxim Award
is given to the maker of the picture

that the staff of Movie Makers
considers as the best all around film

of the eight that place in the General
Class of the Ten Best.

MOVIE MAKERS
420 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.

Send the Certificate Below With Each
Film That Yon Submit

Place

Date

I (name)
certify that:
1. I have received compensation from a

client for

2. I have not received compensation from
a client for, and will not receive com-
pensation, sell or rent prior to Decem-
ber 1, 1940.

a motion picture made by me entitled:

ne of film)

(signature)

USED: Victor sound projector. Model 25,
for AC & DC, 120 v.. $165.00; 2413, 750 watt,
$210.00. NAVILIO, 1757 Broadway, Brooklyn
N. Y.

TELEPHOTO for Keystone or Filmo 8mm.
New Wollensak 1" f/3.5, $19.95; 1" f/2.7, S29.95;
1" //1.5, $45.00; ly," f/3.5, $34.50. CUSTOM-
BUILT CAMERA ACCESSORIES, 4124 Raw-
lins, Dallas. Texas.

USED bargains: 70DA, black, 1-2-3" //3.5
lenses, focusing mounts, Mayfair case, $145.00;
70A. f/3.5, $29.50; Cine-Kodak, 16mm., 50 ft.,
1" f/1.9, 3" f/4.5, case, S62.50; Standard Deluxe
projector, //1.6 lens, 500 w., L.N., S37.50; Craig
Editor only, 16mm., $25.00; Griswold 16mm. pro-
fessional splicer, $12.50; Dallmeyer 1" f/0.99 mt.,
$50.00. Many other bargains; write for bargain
bulletin No. 103. CAMERA MART. DEPT 4,
70 WEST 45TH STREET, NEW YORK

EQUIPMENT WANTED
WANTED—Cine Special or 70DA with crank,

etc., or RCA Newsreel SOF camera; also Smm.
projector and late model 16mm. sound projector.
Must be perfect working condition and extremely
cheap lor cash. THP, Box 2109, Tucson, Arizona.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

EXCHANGE: Silent pictures, $1.00 reel. Finest,
sound film programs, rent reasonable; also sell.

CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY, 1041 Jefferson Ave.,
Brooklyn, N. Y.

I SOUND and silent films exchanged, bought,
rented, sold. Plenty bargains. New free lists.

FRANK LANE, 5 Little Bldg., Boston, Mass.

SMM. FILM Exchange Library. Sales—ex-
changes; latest releases; complete selection: qual-
ity prints; free catalogue. R1EDEL FILMS. 2221
W. 67th St., Cleveland, Ohio.

FILMS FOR RENTAL OR SALE

| FOR SALE: 16mm. Kodachrome movie films of
Hawaii—surfing, hula dancing, coconut tree climb-
ing, Hawaiian (lowers and general scenes. Original
exposed Kodachrome 25c per foot. Duplicate
prints $12.50 for 100 feet in following subjects

—

"Paradise of the Pacific," "Flowers of Hawaii,"
"Hula Dancing," "Surfing," "Fishes of Hawaii"
—add these gorgeous color sequences to your film

library—high in entertainment quality. 35mm.
Kodachrome transparencies—75c each. $7.50 per
dozen. KODAK HAWAII, Ltd.. 1065 Kapiolani
Blvd., Honolulu, Hawaii, U. S. A.

MONEY MAKER "The World's Greatest
Passion Play," 16mm. and 35mm. Specify sound
or silent, purchase or rent; superior to OBER-
AMMERGAU plav. Write HEMENWAY FILM
CO., 37-B Church St., Boston, Mass.

16MM. SOUND. Such outstanding FILM bar-
gains as Adopted Mother, $59.50; Now or Never,
$59.50; Two Heads on Pillow, $64.00; complete
catalog includes fine variety shorts, $7.50, $8.50.
Exceptional PROJECTOR bargains—used: Vic-
tors No. 25, $125.00; Victors No. 24c, $155.00;
Universal No. K demonstrator, like new, 2 speak-
ers. $245.00. HARRIS HOME MOVIE LI-
BRARY, 322 W. 42nd St., N. Y. C.

I 30 NEW features, many shorts; free catalog;
16mm. silent programs, 7 reels, $2.25. ASHA
FILMS, 785 St. Johns, Brooklyn, N. Y.

H PURCHASE your Smm. or 16mm. brand new
perfectly printed subjects, Chas. Chaplin. Chas.
Chase, Snub Pollard, Paul Parrott; Smm., 200
loot. $4.50; 16mm., 400 foot, $8.00. Dealers
please write for special discounts. THE ABBE
FILMS, 1265 Broadway, New York.

TRADING OFFERS

PUMP SHOTGUNS, target pistols, binoculars
and medical microscopes accepted in trade on
everything photographic, such as Leicas. Con-
taxes, Eastman and Bell & Howell motion picture
equipment, Da-Lite Screens and Webster sound
equipment including public address systems, ampli-
fiers, etc. Write for catalog. NATIONAL
CAMERA EXCHANGE, established in 1914, 11

S. 5th St.', Minneapolis, Minn.

PERSONAL OPPORTUNITIES

NEW TYPE OF RECORDING SOUND ON
FILM IN PROJECTORS. Simple, efficient and eco-
nomical system for manufacturing. Desire con-
nection with person having facilities and interest

in the distribution or manufacture. I also possess
various other moving picture systems and have
full knowledge of this line. For further details,

communicate with M. LOPEZ-HENRIQUEZ, 562
W. 144th St., New Y'ork City.

MISCELLANEOUS

COMPLETE printing' outfit for movie titles:

presses, tvne. ink. paper and supplies. Write for
details. KELSEY PRESSES. D-50, Meriden, Conn.
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The new CRAIG 16MM JUNIOR editor
now brings professional - like editing

within the reach of all! Its famous
ROTARY PROJECTION principle, unique
design and POPULAR PRICE combine to

give you fop value at small investment.

Proper editing cannot be effected by magnified
viewing alone— it requires careful study of

actual movement . . . cutting, splicing and the in-

sertion of titles must be accomplished with due
regard to an interest-sustaining continuity
THROUGH EACH ENTIRE SCENE.

The JUNIOR EDITOR affords the simplest yet most
efficient means of attaining these ends— its

"Action-Editing" principle permits careful inspec-

tion, slow motion if desired, of every movement on
its brilliant miniature screen. The conveniently

placed Craig Senior Splicer assures quick, pro-

fessional-like splices. Complete unit lists at only

S27.50.

Junior Editor alone (with mounting plate for

splicer) lists at S1S.50.

NOW BEING DEMONSTRATED BY LEADING DEALERS
Craig Editing Equipment is now being featured by leading photographic stores everywhere.

Stop in at your favorite dealer today for full details. Ask for a free copy of the new

Craig Folder.

THE CRAIG PROJECTO-EDITOR
Through a new, revolutionary principle in design, the CRAIG PROJECTO-
EDITOR permits true Action Editing—a smoothly animated viewing method
allowing carelul inspection, at regular speed or slow motion, of actual move-
ment on a brilliant miniature screen. The PROJECTO-EDITOR has no shutter-
therefore has no flicker.

The 8 mm. model, illustrated at left, complete with 8 mm. Junior Splicer and
Rewind combination . . . mounted on a hardwood base with a bottle of Craig
Safety Film Cement, $27.50.

8 mm. Projecio-Editor alone $22.50

16 mm. Model complete 49.50

16 mm. Model alone 35.00

"Make* ZdrfUtf a PleoLuAe,"

MfffSBT^A jf

lFv\ Jmk
' m£

To operate, merely place reels on re-

wind spindl >, thread film, plug in cord

and wind. Motion is projected from

wilhin on a brilliant miniature screen

which is set at a comfortable viewing

angle.

>A. / *_,<3

2mt*A
j^pr —v

j I .^-/^jf?^L

—^Vv
'^^^^l^r -^

When a sec ion to be edited is found,

film maybe vound ot slow motion until

exatt frame to be cut is determined—
then slipped from the polished guide

to the convt niently placed splicer for

quick cuttinc and splicing.

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY COMPANY
1053 SOUTH OLIVE STREET, LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 149 NEW MONTGOMERY STREET, SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA



FOR COLOR
PICTURES
You Especially Need
DA-LITE'S BRIGHTER
GLASS - BEADED SURFACE
The greater density of the emulsion on Kodachrome

and Dufaycolor film requires the brighter light re-

flective quality of a glass-headed screen in order to

bring out all of the colors as brilliantly as they appear

in the original scene. The specially constructed shatter-

proof Da-Lite Glass-Beaded surface reflects the maxi-

mum of light without sparkling or glare. It reproduces

all of the shades of colors faithfully. Ask your dealer

for a comparison. You, too, will choose the Da-Lite

Glass-Beaded Surface for your pictures.

For CONVENIENCE You Will Prefer

Quickly Sct-Up

To set up the Da-Lite Challenger here
is all that you have to do. 1- Open
the legs of the tripod. 2. Swing the

case to horizontal. 3. Lift the Glass-
Beaded Fabric from the case and

hook it over the exten-
sion rod. 4. Raise the
extension rod to operat-

ing position and start
your show.

THE hERdI CHALLENGER

Sq uare sizes

If you want to show Ko-
dachrome double frame
still pictures, ask for a
Challenger in the square
size. It can be adjusted
to rectangular shape for

showing movies. 12 sizes

(including square sizes)

from 30" x 40" to 70"

x 94" inclusive, from
S12.50 up. Prices slight-

ly higher on 'Pacific

Coast.

-qaaBC«JIBBKj&HjBB

(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off

To simplify the showing of movies and still pictures, thousands of

experienced photographers use the Da-Lite Challenger model. This

complete unit consisting of the Da-Lite Glass-Beaded Surface,

spring-roller-mounted in a metal case, to which a tripod is perma-

nently and pivotally attached—can be set up anywhere in 15

seconds.

The Challenger is the only screeen which can be adjusted in height

merely by releasing a spring latch and raising the extension rod.

No separate adjustments of the case. The screen can be quickly

adjusted in height to meet the projection requirements of any
sized audience. The Challenger is the only screen with square tubing

in both the center rod of the tripod, and the extension support to

keep the case aligned and the entire picture in perfect focus. The
Challenger is durably built. The handle is mounted on a special

bracket encompassing the case (as shown at lower left). It is not

attached to the thin metal of the case.

Ask your dealer to show you this modern tripod screen. It is one of

many styles in the Da-Lite line—a line famous for quality for 31
years. Write for literature now!

DA-LITE SCREEN CO., Inc.
Dept. 10MM, 2723 No. Crawford Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

REC U.S.PAT. OFF.
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* OFFICIAL FILMS *

HOME MOVIES
1 6mm.—8mm.

FOOTBALLS HERE!

HERE'S THE INSIDE
OF MODERN FOOTBALL

KNOW
YOUR

FOOTBALL
n

Featuring

NEW YORK FOOTBALL GIANTS
and

DR. MARVIN ("MAL") STEVENS
Head Football Coach of New York University

The real inside of modern football. These
plays are executed by the New York Giants

and explained by Mai Stevens.

This film will help you follow the ball

—

show you football strategy and the men that

make the plays work.

*OFFICIAL FILMS*
are produced in five standard sizes and
can be obtained ai the following low

prices:

16mm.
Feature 360 ft. $9.75
Short 100 ft. 2.50
Sound De Luxe 350 ft. 17.50

8mm.
Feature 180 ft. 5.50
Short 50 ft. 1.75

Write for our FREE CATALOGUE describ-

ing and illustrating new releases in *OFFI-
ClAL FILMS* "Sportbeams," "Newsthrills"

and special subjects.

*The Best in Home Movies

OFFICIAL FILMS

CloseUDS—What filmers are doing

So many nice things have been said

about the new ACL Movie Book that

we have lost all track, but surely the

most exciting and unusual is the com-

ment of Denys Davis, ex ACL of Lon-

don, England. He wrote in part: "More
power to you for the new book. I read

my copy in an air raid shelter during a

recent alarm, so that raid passed off

very nicely, thank you." Mr. Davis, like

so many of the League's good friends in

the British Isles, is ex ACL only be-

cause defense regulations prohibit the

dispatch of money out of the country.

He promises, however, to be with us

again after the war.

Stephen F. Voorhees, ACL, President

of the Amateur Cinema League, and

C. R. Dooley, ACL, a member of the

League's executive committee, have

been announced as recent additions to

the group of "dollar a year" men now
serving the Knudsen Committee of the

Council of National Defense. Mr. Voor-

hees has been named as consultant to

the construction division of the com-

mittee, with Mr. Dooley serving as di-

rector of training in industry. Both men
are especially qualified by similar work

in the First World War and by a life-

time of effort from the bottom to the

top of their respective fields.

Morton H. Read, ACL, of Springfield,

Mass., was advised recently of a sad

and serious fact of which the League's

service staff has long been aware

—

namely, that the wiring diagram for

double turntables given out by the

Technical Department simply will not

work! ... At least not theoretically.

Our Mr. Beach, who is a firm believer

in the occasional superiority of results

over textbook teachings, worked out the

hookup, following, as he says modestly,

simply what he thought to be a logical

procedure. When the results of this

highly satisfying method worked as re-

quired, he promptly forgot the whole

matter. But not for long! No sooner had

our first radio minded member got hold

of this design than the fun began and

the fur flew: "Impossible! Outrageous!

Will induce loss of volume, interaction

between the controls, etc., etc." About

every ailment but your aunt's hay fever

has been attributed to our poor, prag-

matic hookup, by a long line of experts

which includes two such friends of Mr.

Read. But the distressing part of the

whole problem is that, practically, the

darn diagram continues to work!

One of his secrets of success that

Robert P. Kehoe, ACL, didn't tell you,

in his charming article about Chromatic

Rhapsody (in June, 1940, Movie Mak-
ers), was that an aspiring photographer

of nature's beauty must give up all

thought of personal dignity. It; seems

that, this summer, Mr. Kehoe was

tracking down some wildflower shots

and found one bloom hidden away in

the tall grass and weeds which he

wanted in a full frame closeup. Without

a second thought, our hero sat down
at once beside the desired flower,

squashing away some of the offending

weeds with his body and decapitating

others with wild swoops of his arms

and legs. All might have been well if

a curious hiker had not at that moment
passed along the near by roadway. Not

unreasonably, he stopped, amazed.

About two minutes of unrequited star-

ing was all his curiosity could stand, be-

fore he vaulted the fence and hurried to

our hero's side. "Are you," he queried

helpfully, "quite all right?"

If you don't think that amateur movies

can be amusing, just take a look at the

downright documentary evidence sub-

mitted for the defense by Archie Bowen,

ACL, of Denver, Colo. During a show

in his cellar theatre, producer and ex-

hibitor Bowen caught the audience un-

awares with a flash bulb shot that tells

its own story.

A surprise flashlight shot of a

home movie audience proves that

amateur films are really enjoyed
A. R. Bowen, ACL

330 West 42 St. New York

In Canada, General Films, 1924 Rose Street
Regina, Saskatchewan
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ARevelation in
8mm.Projection

Yes, every feature that good 8mm. films deserve

—brillianee of illumination, reverse pictures, ease

of operation, gentle treatment of precious film,

in short, a smooth satisfying performance is now
available through the new Ampro 8mm. projector.

For years 8mm. fans have said "give us a pro-

jector that does not penalize us for the economy
of 8mm. film."' In this new model—Ampro now
makes it possible to show 8mm. film under ideal

conditions.

Many Special Features
ProvideSmoothSatisfying

8mm. Projection ...
Still Picture Lever . . . Automatic Safety Shutter

. . . Reverse Picture Operation . . . Fast Automatic
Rewind . . . Full 400 foot reel capacity if desired

. . . 500 Watt Illumination . . . Flickerless Pictures

at Slow Speed . . . Efficient Cooling for Forward
or Reverse Projection . . . Cool Air Intake Across
Aperture Insures Longest Film Life . . . Automatic
Reel-Locking Device . . . Micrometric Tilting

Knob . . . Automatic Pilot Light . . . Centralized

Controls . . . Complete Range of Film Speeds . . .

Easy Threading . . . Quiet Operation ... Has 1"

Fl.o Objective Lens . . . Optical System Corrected
for Color Films . . . Operates on both AC or DC
100-125 Volts.

Also a Complete

Line of AMPRO
Precision Quality

16mm. Silent and
m Sound Projectors

Ampro projectors both silent and
sound are standard equipment in many thousands of

schools, universities, government departments, U. S.

Army and Navy, churches, clubs and homes. These
precision projectors incorporate numerous features

that insure brilliant, high quality silent and sound
projection.

Ampro
PRECISION CINE EQUIPMENT
Ampro Corp., 2839 N. Western Avenue, Chicago, III.

$9800
complete



RENT YOU GLAD WE
GOT OUR NEW PROJECTOR?"

k
n

'YES, AND I'M GLAD
WE CHOSE THE REM

will

Revere Model 80 Series B

8mm. Projector
Thousands of movie makers have re-
placed their old equipment with this
modern, powerful projector. Complete
with 500 watt lamp and 1" F1.6
iens $59.50

You Will Like the Versatility

of Revere Cameras
Among the eights, Revere alone offers

you all of these features—five speeds,
built-in, parallax-corrected view find-

er, die cast aluminum, one-piece case,
and exclusive sprocket film control *

W «Q jBJ

Revere Model 99 Turret Camera
Has extra optical view finder for telephoto lenses.

Complete with one Wollensak 12.5 mm. F2.5
lens . . S65.00

Revere Model 88 Camera
Complete with Wollensak 12.5 mm. F3.5 lens in

removable universal focus mounting. S29.50.
With F2 5 lens S39.50

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY- CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA • KANSAS CITY • MINNEAPOLIS • LOS ANGELES • DALLAS

YOU,TOO, CAN IMPROVE
YOUR MOVIES WITH THE

tfyxfiUcb*
The greater screen illumination of the Revere 8
Projector, with its 500 watt lamp and F1.6 lens, will

make every reel of film you own more enjoyable.

The dependable performance of the Revere 8 Pro-

jector and the ease with which it can be threaded will

eliminate embarrassing delays. 300 foot reels and a

fast automatic motor driven rewind minimize time

spent changing reels. There are no belts to bother with

in the fully enclosed Revere rewind. A precision-

built duplex shuttle film movement, with 10^4 to 1

ratio, assures life-like pictures of theater-quality

steadiness. Other features include clutch control for

showing still pictures, with automatic fire shutter to

protect III in: double blower cooling system for lamp
and film; 15 tooth sprockets with roller guides for

full protection of film; and heavy duty AC-DC motor.
Ask your dealer for a demonstration. Compare the

Revere with the finest and you will agree that for

S59.50 the Revere 8 is top value. Mail coupon for

literature

!

re Double 8 Cameras are lu

Spool and Spindle Patents

*REVERE SPROCKET FILM CONTROL
forms a loop in the film automatically

—

prevents film jamming. An exclusive Revere

feature.

™ Revere Camera Company
|

Dept. 10 M.M., 328 East 21st Street, Chicago, III.

Send complete facts on Revere 8 Projectors and other Re\

motion picture equipment.
ere |

For Canadian -prices, write to Ryerson Film Service,

299 Queen St., West, Toronto. |



® ® ® Well done!
The AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

whose voice is Movie Makers, is the international or-

ganization of movie amateurs, founded in 1926 and now

serving filmers over the world. The League's consulting

services advise amateurs on plan and execution of their

films, both as to cinematographic technique and con-

tinuity. It serves the amateur clubs of the world in

organization, conduct and program and provides for

them a film exchange. It issues booklets. It maintains

various special services for members. The League

completely owns and operates Movte Makers. The

directors listed below are a sufficient warrant of the

high type of our association. Your membership is

invited. Five dollars a year.

Hiram Percy Maxim, Founder

DIRECTORS OF THE LEAGUE

STEPHEN F. VOORHEES. President

JOHN V. HANSEN. Vice President

A. A. HEBERT, Treasurer .

C. R. DOOLEY .

MRS. L. S. GALVIN

W. E. KIDDER

HAROLD E. B. SPEIGHT

FLOYD L. VANDERPOEL

T. A. WILLARD

ROY W. WINTON, Managing Director

Addn

. New York City

Washington, D. C.

. Hartford, Conn.

. New York City

. Lima, Ohio

Kalamazoo, Mich.

Geneva, N. Y.

Litchfield, Conn.

Beverly Hills, Calif.

. New York City

all inquiries to

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, INC.
420 LEXINGTON AVE.. NEW YORK CITY. U.S.A.

Jl S THE second, and final, year of the New York World's

M^L Fair enters its last month, it is fitting to record the fact

• * that, on its grounds, for two seasons, the Eastman

Kodak Company has presented the most important photo-

graphic show that the world has ever seen.

Because of the preoccupation of a large part of humanity

with war, it seems probable that Eastman will hold the record

for many years to come. It is certain that whoever challenges

it, in future, will have to rise to a very high level of dignified

and effective showmanship.

The design of the Eastman Kodak building at the New
York World's Fair is practical. It permits a constant flow of

visitors to pause, on entering, for the amazing spectacle in

the Hall of Color, yet it creates no bottleneck that impedes

the smooth traffic. So successful is this design that eight mil-

lion persons will have seen the Eastman exhibit comfortably

and leisurely by the end of this month.

The Cavalcade of Color is, of course, remarkable for the

size of the pictures shown and for the mechanical perfection

of the projection with eleven specially designed machines; but

this magnificent demonstration of Kodachrome will be remem-

bered longest for its sheer beauty and for its power of trans-

porting the beholder, by an enveloping dome of many hued

magic, into a new world that is made up of the familiar things

of life, but that is more than they are.

The rest of the Eastman show, which tells the story of this

company's contributions to the fine art of gracious living in

the modern world, is as well planned as is the Cavalcade of

Color, even if it is less breath taking. Especially notable is

the cordial informality of the explanations that are given by

the staff. The fashion show of Eastman fabrics is in good taste.

The garden invites the snap shooter with its special back-

grounds and arrangements for interesting pictures.

Kodak's amateur movie equipment is not only shown and

explained in detail, but it is also seen in action, with the pro-

jection of Kodachrome reels. Specially chosen still print ex-

hibits of high quality have been maintained, with frequent

changes.

Not the least of the admirable features of this great show

has been the attitude of the staff that has manned it. If there

ever was a doubt of the human and simple and friendly char-

acter of the world's largest amateur movie and photographic

concern, the New York World's Fair display has removed it

forever. Millions of visitors have learned the essential character

of the Eastman Kodak Company from personal contact with

its genuinely helpful representatives.

All of us whose happiness comes in great part from the

miracles worked by lenses and film emulsions can say enthusi-

astically to its president, Frank W. Lovejoy, and to the

personnel of this fine American industrial organization, "Well

done!"
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New and interesting way to make backgrounds

VICTOR ANCONA, ACL, AND EMANUEL BARON

IF
YOU are a movie maker in search of new techniques in

producing backgrounds for your titles, you may well con-

sider the photogram. Introduced and furthered through ex-

periments by two outstanding photographers, Moholy-Nagy

and Man Ray, the photogram has already gained wide in-

terest and acceptance by the photographic fraternity. It is

now ready to serve your needs as a filmer. Since it is definite-

ly a photographic medium, it lends itself admirably to title

backgrounds, blending well with the rest of your films, yet

0r Designs

photogi

created by

ram method

suited to titling

adding a touch of imagination so necessary to a successful

movie.

Little skill is required to produce the possible infinite va-

riety of semiabstract. decorative patterns. You will have fun

making them, and your friends will applaud your efforts.

A photogram, in case the term is new to you, is an image
produced on sensitized paper, by means of objects placed

between the paper and the light source. The result is a pho-

tographic image obtained without a camera.

As an example, let us take the photogram reproduced on

the cover of Movie Makers that you are now reading. To
make a similar photogram, you go about it in this way.

First, you will have to have the "objects" to place on the

sensitized paper. Since the subject of the photogram you
are about to make is movie making, get together most of the

equipment that you use in your cine work, such as camera,

tripod, reels, film, lenses and so forth. The best objects to

use are those possessing a characteristic shape that is easily

recognizable. If it is not practical to use the actual objects,

because of their size (for example, a tripod or large camera),
cut out of ordinary paper simple silhouette outlines of the

objects. Cut the same object in different sizes, to secure an
interesting composition.

Silhouettes can also be cut out of materials having a vary-

ing degree of transparency and texture, such as celluloid,

cellophane and cloth, which provide the most unusual effects.

The second step takes place in the darkroom, where you
have prepared the necessary equipment for ordinary printing

and developing. Take a piece of sensitized contact printing

paper, the size you wish your photogram to be, and arrange,

in a good composition, the objects and the silhouettes on the

paper.

You are now ready to expose your composi-

tion to light. Be sure that the light you use

is flexible, so that you can move it from side

to side, near or far from the paper. In the

case of the cover design, an ordinary flash-

light was used, [Continued on page 479]
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The story of bread was

told in detailed movie

PHlfl

THIS is the way it

happened ... I had

agreed to a Fourth of July

week end with my wife's

folks in a down State Ohio

village. Perhaps. I planned,

we might get a few good shots for

that film of flowers then in pro-

duction. And so we started.

Then, as we rolled along the sum-

mer highways. I began to see some-

thing which sent an idea for a movie

flashing through my mind. It was an in-

delible impression of beauty, the golden

beauty of nodding grain, ripe in the summer

sun.

Scenes, even whole sequences, grew in my
mind's eye. Once, I just missed the ditch, so deep

was my concentration on that vision. Right there

was the beginning of The Staff of Life, a 700 foot,

8mm. monochrome film awarded Honorable Mention by

this magazine in its 1939 selections of the Ten Best.

When I first thought of the film, it was obvious that,

were I to do this picture at all, I must return to the

country the very next day for the harvesting shots.

Business duties were deferred, and the next morning found

me on my way to the wheat fields. After a brief explanation

of my filming desires, farmers everywhere were eager to co-

operate. After giving them simple instructions, which consisted

mainly of a request that they go about their tasks as if I were not

there, I soon discovered that they were all natural actors—despite

the fact that scarcely a one had ever seen a movie camera before.

In this section of The Staff of Life, a 2x yellow filter was used con-

sistently, to add "'snap" to clouds and sky. Later, when this first footage

was returned, we found it full of natural action and human interest.

After harvesting, the wheat was bundled and left in shocks in the fields, to

mature for two weeks. Then it was that the farmer telephoned that threshing

would take place on the following day.

In the meantime, a very comprehensive script had been written for The Staff

of Life, which was to be followed religiously to the conclusion of the picture. Two
children, a little boy and girl, were injected into the continuity near the beginning,

and they were used again in the very end, to provide a climax for the story.

I had decided to follow through the entire story of wheat—from plowshare to

palate. So, when the call came from the farmer, to be on hand for the thresh-

ing, it meant another day away from business. Arriving early, 1 found friends and

JACK L. KRAPP, ACL
neighbors in abundance, to assist my chosen farmer with a

big day's work. Everybody seemed to have a particular job
to do—from loading shocks of wheat on the wagons to the
actual threshing or separation of the wheat from the straw.

Again, instructions were given to forget about the camera-
man, and a wide array of shots was taken, not overlooking
plenty of closeups of men and horses and of turning thresh-

ing wheels.

The sky was brilliant, and I attached a red filter to my
camera lens and forgot about it for the day, except to include
automatically an allowance for it in computing exposure.
The results were amazing and sufficient to gratify the desires

of the most critical amateur firmer. Naturally, the blue
sky was materially darkened, with contrasting clouds

billowing over the barn in the background.
But most pleasing of all was an unlooked for effect,

apparent in many scenes, in which the red filter

gave emphasis to men's backs and brows, dripping
with perspiration.

Another scene improved by the use of the red
filter, is a shot, taken against the sun at mid-
day, of horses drawing a loaded wagon

toward the camera. The high lighted har-

ness of the horses fairly sparkles in the
sunlight.

I filmed the wheat shocks which were
being fed continually into the thresh-

ing machine, and I shot the clean

golden grain flowing down a

chute to be bagged. In taking

these scenes, cooperation was
[Continued on page 480]

Shots in

of Life,

The Staff

beautiful

8mm. achievement
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1. Background picture cut out of a

magazine. 2. Title is double exposed

over action in the background. 3. An-

other double exposed title—background

is scene of necklace. 4. A curtain was

used as a background scene here. 5.

The title is double exposed over scene

of the pudding.

Pleasing captions

can be produced

with simplicity

AN Old Timer in the club was speaking.

. "I like my titles straight, but let me
add a background to make them more palat-

able. I've gone through the cycle of making
all kinds of titles, from plain typewritten

ones to single frame animations, and I've

come to the conclusion that, while a back-

ground is spice to the title, too much season-

ing will detract from the text.

"However, a beautiful titling job helps to

'put across' a picture. The movie industry

recognizes that fact. Back in the old silent

days, and that's where we amateurs are now,

the title maker was given screen credit in

the opening titles. Because of sound, titles

are less important now, but the movies still

make elaborate introductory titles. For ex-

ample, have you seen Gone With the Wind?"
I told him that I had.

"That's a beautiful titling job in color.

They even varied the background scenes as

the wording changed. However, the title I

enjoyed most, lately, was the introduction

to the picture, Siviss Family Robinson. In-

stead of distracting the audiences' attention

with a moving background, it subtly sup-

plied the information that the picture was

based on the book of that name."

I told Old Timer that making background

titles was a little too tedious for me, because

I did not have a wind back feature on my
camera.

"I've got that problem licked," he said.

"It doesn't make any difference what kind

of titler or what make of camera you have;

it's very simple to include a suitable back-

ground in a title. Come into the dining room.

I'm going to make some titles now."

On the dining room table, he had a

small metal titler, a movie camera, a

No. 2 flood bulb and reflector, a carton

containing 100 feet of 16mm. reversal film, a

stack of black cards, with white lettering on

them, a number of small snapshots and pic-

tures that had been cut out of magazines

and newspapers and a conductor's transfer

punch. The source of light for the room was

a canopy hung from the ceiling directly over

the table, and the lighting fixture had a

cluster of three sockets. In one socket, there

was a regular 100 watt incandescent bulb,

which illuminated the room. In the second

socket, there was a red bulb, while to the

third socket was attached the cord of the

flood lamp.

"For black and white titles, the secret of

my procedure is to use orthochromatic or

a color blind film, because you can expose

it to a red light without spoiling it," said

Old Timer. He then threaded his camera

with the orthochromatic film.

"I print my lettered titles in white ink,

with the aid of a Wrico lettering guide, on

black cardboard, size three and a half by

four and a half inches. You can buy a ten

WALTER BERGMANN, ACL
cent black show card board, at your sta-

tioner, that can be cut into forty small cards

of that size, to fit the titler. You can use both

sides of the card, thereby getting eighty title

cards from one sheet.

"I usually wait until I have a number of

titles to letter, then I spend a whole evening

lettering them. Meanwhile, I am on the look-

out for any small pictures in magazines or

rotogravure sections, which might be suitable

as backgrounds for my titles. When my let-

tered title cards are completed and the back-

ground is chosen, I am ready to make titles."

He placed the first of the lettered title

cards in the holder, or easel, of his titler

and centered it with a guide frame that came
with his titler. He then removed the guide

frame. Next, he held the flood bulb lamp
above the titler lens, so that the light shone

directly on the lettered title card. Then he

took an exposure meter reading of the card.

"Using film with an emulsion speed equal

to Weston 8, I usually shoot the lettered

titles at an opening of //8. Because of the

presence of the supplementary lens on the

titler, the camera lens focus is set at twenty

five feet, even though the titler lens is only

six inches away from the easel," he ex-

plained.

"Now, I'm ready to shoot the title," he

continued.

He clicked on the flood bulb, started his

camera and read the title twice, rather

quickly.

"Do you want the lettering of the titler

to fade out?" he asked. And, before I could

answer, he exclaimed, "Simple! When you

are taking the title, slowly turn the light

away from the lettering for a fade out and

slowly turn the light back for a fade in."

After he had made a shot of the title, he

noted the reading of the camera's footage

indicator.

"Here's the way I wind back the film for

the background exposure," he said, as he

turned off the room light and turned on the

red light. "Bemember." he cautioned me,

"you can do this only with orthochromatic

film."

He then opened the camera, took the film

right out of the camera and wound it back

to the beginning. After rethreading the cam-

era, he replaced the cover and turned on the

white light.

Next, he inserted the background picture

in the titler easel, turned on the flood bulb

and took an exposure meter reading of the

picture. "I usually set the diaphragm so that

the background picture will be a trifle under-

exposed and darker than the lettering, in

order to make the title easier to read. The /

stop for this picture," Old Timer continued,

"would normally be f/5.6, but I have set the

camera lens opening between //5.6 and //8."

I asked him how [Continued on page 486]
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ON each 31st of October, Hallowe'en, that mystical and

jolly holiday, descends on the world like a witch riding

a broomstick.

Nobody knows exactly when Hallowe'en came into being.

Historians differ as to its origin. Some claim that it goes

back fifteen or more centuries ago. At that time, it was

known as All Spirits' Day and was celebrated as a religious

holiday in very solemn fashion. Good folk sat up all through

the night, for they firmly believed that, on this one night of

the year, ghosts and witches descended to earth, to mingle

with mortals.

Dissenting historians claim that the All Spirits' Day had

no hand whatsoever in the origin of Hallowe'en. According

to them, it had its birth in Scotland, and it was celebrated

strictly as a feast day.

Still other historians say that Hallowe'en originated with

the Druids in Brittany. Still others credit it to the Romans.

There is some substance to this last claim, for it seems that

the Romans set aside the 1st of November as a day of festival

and celebrated the occasion by lighting huge bonfires, at

which nuts and apples were roasted as tokens of the winter

fruits.

Then paganism gave way to Christianity, and according

to all accounts—still very vague on the subject—All Spirits'

became All Saints' Day. This time, it was the saints who
came to earth, along with the spirits of the dear departed.

Somehow, a few of the witches and goblins must have slipped

through the pearly gates. And. somehow, some of the pagan

Hollo-"
e" (
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NANCY LANE
customs clung, like filings to a magnet, to the calm Christian

observance of the day.

But, as time went on. the two merged into one; the date

was fixed as October 31st, and the day was given over to

gayety.

Anyway, that's the way the story goes. Some of it may
be true or none of it may be true, for the records, such as

they are. are all too vague, which is a pity. It would be even

more of a pity if the day disappeared altogether, without

some record of its ever having been.

The day of the Druid is over, a forgotten thing. And mod-

ern day civilization, at airplane speed, is upon us. And, may-

be a century from now, somebody like myself will be thumb-

ing through books and records, in search of facts and fiction

about Hallowe'en and not find them anywhere—unless a few

brave souls who are not ashamed of being sentimental make
it their business to capture Hallowe'en—that very jolly holi-

day— which, more than any other, deserves a place in the

annals of film history.

You seldom think of your childhood without recalling the

fun you had back home. And the day of days that stood out

from all the others on the calendar, except Christmas, was
always Hallowe'en. What pranks you played on your neigh-

bors! What nocturnal excursions you made, bound on deeds

that were dark! How often, even now, you race back over

the years and escape to the deep recesses of your mind,

where you are still in your 'teens and having the time of

your life!

I remember, as a child, the festive air that announced the

coming of Hallowe'en. The whole town would be dressing

up in yellow and black. Lighted pumpkins and black hats

were in every window. Pumpkins hung from posts and from

trees. The village shops were gay with bunting. And even

the weather wore a crisp, new note.

This was the one night that grownups became children

and dressed as ghosts, witches, kings and queens and raga-

muffins and went parading up and down the streets, on their

way to gay Hallowe'en parties.

We children used to go around, ringing doorbells. They
were the old fashioned variety that pulled out, and we'd

pull so vigorously that one would think that a tray of dishes

was being broken. As a matter of fact, there was no end to

the pranks we used to play.

The farmer who failed to fasten his gate would find it

miles away—his barn empty—his horse hitched to the porch

of the town grocery—his cow in the schoolhouse. Once, we
even planted a rooster in the chapel of the church. He was
a fine actor and seemed to have learned all his cues, for,

when the preacher began to preach, he began to crow. We
don't know how he did it. All we know is that he did it

exactly on time!

But nobody got too angry about anything, for everybody
knew that it was all done in fun. We'd move the woodpile
out into the middle of the road. We'd take the stoop away
from its house. We'd mark up windows with soap and wax.
We'd let the air out of tires. And. of course, all of it was
blamed on the witches and ghosts!

Yes, the subject of Hallowe'en is a challenge to the movie
maker. It is the answer to those who are forever bemoaning
the fact that they happen to live [Continued on page 490]
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Catch the fruits

of fall as well as

scenic sequences

RECORDING AUTUMN
HAVE you ever seen, on your own movie screen, one of

those top notch fall color scenes, filled with the bril-

liant reds and yellows of autumn against bright blue sky?

If you have ever seen that crystal clear and gemlike color

effect of a fall scene, that was correctly exposed on a sunny

day, you will want to make an autumn scenic reel. It is

the most popular seasonal scenic subject, and every movie

maker who lives in country where the leaves turn with the

first frost should try his skill on it.

Even fall scenics must have continuity, and, therefore, a

preliminary idea will be necessary. Perhaps it is as simple

as a theme based on a stroll in the woods; perhaps it is a

plan of shots, to fit -musical selections; perhaps it is nothing

more than a comparison of fall in the city and fall in the

country.

Maybe you are closing a farm or a country place, prepara-

tory to spending winter in the city—then make a reel of

your farewell to the country—take scenes of turning off

the water, putting up storm shutters, packing the car and
then show what you are leaving—the colors of fall.

A prime consideration in making a fall scenic is color

emphasis. People have varying tastes in color, and you will

notice that some like bold, strong hues, while others prefer

softer pastel shades. Neither type of person should be given

a full dose of his favorite material. Include both for variety.

In so far as possible, plan a variation of color emphasis

when you plan the movie.

You can select subjects with strong colors, and you can
find others with pastel shades; in addition, there are tech-

nical methods of securing color variation. First and simplest

of these is exposure control. In general, the old rule holds

true—slight underexposure produces strong, vivid colors,

and slight overexposure makes them soft. Use this exposure

manipulation, to help with your scheme.

Be careful, for a half stop either way from correct ex-

Rich colors of fall scenes

yield brilliant dividend

FREDERICK G. BEACH, ACL
posure is pretty nearly all that the film will stand without

giving unpleasant results. Above all, avoid making the shots

look as if they were underexposed or overexposed.

Another method of varying the color is the use of a pol-

arizing filter. The polarizer is best known for its ability to

darken the blue sky under certain light conditions. It is most

effective when the sun is directly to the right or left of the

camera, but its usable range is wider, for, if the sun is some-

what to the front of the direct side position, you will still get

an effect.

Properly used, the polarizer will darken the blue sky with-

out affecting, in either exposure or color rendition, the rest

of the scene. It has another function, which is not fully

appreciated. It will darken the color of leaves in many in-

stances, because it cuts out the reflected high lights on the

leaves and, as a result, it decreases the exposure or amount
of light reaching the film from their surfaces. This method
of deepening the color of fall foliage works best in the case

of trees or bushes which have rather shiny leaves.

By examining the scene through the polarizer, while slow-

ly rotating the filter, one may see the effect as it will appear
on the finished film. Very often, this procedure will enable

you to cut down a bright patch of leaves without affecting

the exposure on the surrounding parts of the scene.

Blue sky will be lightest in color when you are shooting

toward the horizon. As you move the camera upward, it will

appear as a deeper blue. This is es- [Continued on page 485]
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• Out to Win is in-

troduced with an at-

tractive and exceed-

ingly legible lead

title.

• The hero goes for

a walk in a park and

sees amateur movie

makers all about him.

Here is a friend of

his, using a movie

camera.

• The hero gets in-

terested, and another

friend shows him how
a projector operates.

• He gets the "bug"

and dreams of movie

cameras.

• He starts to save

money for a movie

camera, in spite of

the mild lack of in-

terest on the part of

his wife.

• Finally comes the

day when he sneaks

a movie camera into

the house.

• And after the

movie camera come

all the accessories.

His wife tries to

understand, but she

views each addition

with suspicion. She

would like to spend

the money on other

things.
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16mm. scenes by
Dallas Cine Club

• She means no harm,

for she doesn't know
that these are pre-

cious film clips in the

process of editing,

but there is almost a

"blow up."

•Then Hubby
catches an airplane

crash by chance,

when he is out trying

a new cine gadget.

• He captures the

whole thing, includ-

ing the airplane fall-

ing through the sky

and the crash itself.

(These scenes were

done in miniature.)

• When he reads of

the disaster in the

paper, he realizes

that he has obtained

valuable footage. So

he sends it to a news-

reel company.

• He had obtained

an exclusive "scoop"

and receives three

thousand dollars for

the film. (Rather un-

likely, but things like

this have happened.)

• They get a new

car, and Mrs. Movie

Maker gets a new fur

coat, and now she is

a "fan" herself.



WHEN, slightly more than a year ago, the Dallas

Cine Club announced to its members the idea of

a group contest between the 8mm. and the 16mm. filmers,

the latter group promptly (and pretty pompously) dubbed
its production Out To Win! I know, because I was in it.

We thought then that our cocky little title had quite a

bit to do with what modest success came to the film later.

But I'm beginning to feel now that its subject matter was
the selection of real importance. For, you see, after hours

and nights of discussion and counter discussion, we de-

cided, desperately, to make a film of filming—not just a

teaching film, but a simple story in which we should try

to catch some of the heartaches and the happiness of the

beginning movie maker.

Working out the plot of the film seemed to be the

hardest job we did in the whole production. A young fel-

low goes out for a week end stroll; he sees cine fans all

around him and he talks to one and gets interested.

What then? Well, let's have his wife object—she wants

a new coat, not a new camera. But, quietly, he '"hocks"

his trombone and saves money on the side, till, at last,

he has the funds for the outfit his heart is set on. . . . But,

so what? So he shoots a film of the baby, and his wife is

won over? Nix! This couple didn't have a baby—and we

didn't want one in the cast anyway.

For a time, it looked as if we were stuck right there,

with no climax and no happy ending. Then, like the flash

of the accident itself, there came back to me the true

story of an amateur who had been filming a

stunting airplane, which suddenly
crashed—and an eager news-

reel company

STAN EVERMAN, ACL
the other width workers as we could drag in.

Thus, where our hero goes shopping for his long sought
camera, the clerk in the camera store was first to show him
an 8mm. model; immediately, our script said, the prospec-
tive movie maker was to recoil with displeasure, hold his
nose and generally to indicate that he wanted no part of
8mm. filming. The clerk, of course, then turns to the show-
case, pulls out a fine 16mm. outfit, and our hero hails it

with delight. Well, our difficulty lay in getting our kind-
hearted hero to act out these insults to Eight, since he
rather disliked hurting the feelings of his many friends on
that side of the club.

Another amusing sequence, in which the difficulties were
more on the technical side, was that in which we executed,
and our hero filmed, the crash of the airplane. First off,

we had to have a model airplane and, since it was going
to be destroyed, it had to be one that didn't cost too much.
We solved the problem with an airplane model kit, pur-
chased at the five and ten cent store. After some of the boys
had worked away at the matter, finally to produce a
fine big ship with four motors, we discovered,

to our dismay, that there were no
such ships flying into Dallas.

After all, you just h^

469

grabbed his
unique twenty feet of

film for four hundred dollars.

We decided then and there to use a

similar ending for Out To Win.

From there on, things moved more swiftly. At our next

meeting, we broke this plot down into a scene by scene

scenario, worked out the exact sets to be used and the cast-

ing, and we noted along the margins of the script the places

for such effects as fades and dissolves.

In casting the two main roles, we decided to look outside

of our filming group, for a young man and woman to play

the parts; we felt that persons genuinely unfamiliar with

amateur movies would do a better job of seeming to get

acquainted with them. All other important roles in the story

—the pawnbroker, the car salesman, the newsboy and the

camera store clerk—were played by volunteers who took

direction like old timers.

But. by and large, directing the film was one of the easiest

jobs in shooting Out To Win. We had one rehearsal on each

set and then went right at the shooting, since we found that,

in this way, our players tended less toward self consciousness

or overacting. Since the script called for no subtitles, there

were no lines for the cast to learn, except a few noncommit-

tal remarks which they would mouth over where the action

obviously called for moving lips.

The sequence that was perhaps the most difficult to direct

was the one in the camera shop. The young man playing the

lead, although not a member of the club, had visited with

us at a few meetings and thus came to know all of us—both

Eights and Sixteens. But, in our film, he was playing for the

latter group, and our script called for as much "razzing" of

can't cut from an

air shot of a real air-

plane with two motors right into

a crash shot of a model airplane

with four, and expect anybody to believe it!

Off came two of the engines, the tail structure was re-

designed to conform to the Dallas transports, and we were
ready for shooting. The finished model was about twenty

four inches from wing tip to wing tip, and it was filmed

with a six inch telephoto, to aid the perspective.

For our location, we needed a view with little, if any,

sky and a terrain so indistinguishable that it might be any-

where. We found such a spot along the river levee in the

negro district and set to work on a number of different

angle shots of the descending and crashing airplane. In no
time at all, we were surrounded by eager and curious little

negro boys, intent on this new and thrilling game. Satisfied

at last with a good crash shot, we planted a small powder
bomb under the broken ship, took up a closer position for

the fatal explosion— and let 'er go. In less than no time

after that, there wasn't a colored boy in sight!

No shooting was done under adverse conditions. Working
outdoors, we waited purposely until three o'clock or later,

in the afternoon, to avoid the harsh light of midday and to

benefit by the interesting shadows of side lighting. When
it was cloudy, we turned indoors to our few interiors, where

we used never more than three flood bulbs in reflectors and

sometimes two. In the brief pawnshop scene, we supple-

mented these with an unshaded 200 watt lamp, burning di-

rectly over the showcase, which added not only dressing to

the set, but a slight "pawnshop [Continued on page 483]

The outcome was a really

humorous club production
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Striking close shots heighten the

human interest of Topics in the

News, a two reel, 8ram. movie of

local current events, by Leo Caloia,

of Los Angeles, Calif.
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What organized cine groups are doing everywhere

Two for Wisconsin Home movie makers in two Wis-

consin communities have met and
organized during the summer months, with the resultant for-

mation of the Oshkosh Cinema Club and the Manitowoc
Movie Makers, ACL. Newly elected officers for the first group
are the Reverend William A. Reul, ACL, president; Clar-

ence Spanbauer, vicepresident; Edward L. Friedrich. secre-

tary; William H. Stewart, treasurer. Committee heads al-

ready announced include Dr. M. C. Zentner, membership:
William S. Hansen, entertainment; Carl Schmidt, finance.

Ten members of the Amateur Movie Society of Milwaukee,
led by their president. Eugene H. Millmann. ACL. attended

the organization meeting. In Manitowoc, the Honorable
Francis A. Yindra, ACL, has been announced as program
chairman of the Movie Makers, which has a charter mem-
bership of twenty, meeting monthly, save in July and August.

New York clubs have loss Movie Makers records

with sympathy the an-

nouncement by three New York movie clubs of the death late

this summer of David S. Hull. ACL. of Brooklyn, N. Y. Mr.
Hull was an active member of the New York 8mm. Motion
Picture Club, a director of the Metropolitan Motion Picture

Club and founder president of the recently formed Queens

• Guests at annual dinner of St. Paul

Amateur Movie Makers Club

JAMES W. MOORE, AC1
Cine Club, with headquarters in Brooklyn. N. Y.

Minneapolis elects Officers for the coming club sea-

son have been announced by the

Minneapolis Cine Club as follows: Carroll Davidson. ACL,
president; Russell C. Duncan, first vicepresident; Falconer

Thomas, second vicepresident; W. A. Weber, secretary;

Jerome Peterson, treasurer. Serving with them on the execu-

tive committee are Dr. Leonard Martin. ACL. Harold Bron-

son, Ray Rieschl and W. R. Everett, ACL. Edward Johnson

will be in charge of the club's annual film contest, announced

each year in conjunction with the Spring Show. Award win-

ners in 1940 were Ormal I. Sprungman, ACL, with Black

Hills Brochure; Dan Billman, jr., ACL, with Black Cousins;

Mr. Duncan, with Bermuda.

Steaks for Milwaukee Members and guests of the

Amateur Movie Society of Mil-

waukee gathered during the summer at the country home of

Robert Lees for a steak fry. outdoor games and dancing.

Eugene H. Millmann, ACL, president of the society, reported

the affair as well attended and enjoyed by all. All shooting

has been completed on Oh, Elmer!, the club's 8mm. Koda-

chrome production, which will be given its premier screening

sometime this month.

For Baltimore New in Baltimore. Md.. is the Parkville

Amateur Cinema Club, formed late in the

summer. The first officers are W. Martin Settler, president;

A. E. Nickels, vicepresident; F. G. Vockel, treasurer; G. E.

Aro, jr., secretary. Meetings are being held on third Tues-

days of each month, in the club's basement theatre, at 6219

Harford Road, in Baltimore.

Elect in Ontario The Toronto Amateur Movie Club,

through its news bulletin, Shots and

Angles, has announced the election of officers for the coming

club season as follows: R. 0. Campbell, president; Thomas

Bowen, ACL, vicepresident; J. R. Beale, ACL, secretary

treasurer. Serving with them on the executive committee are

R. J. Britton. J. Burt Helling. ACL, Hugh McGoveran,

S. F. D. Sampson, Dr. A. I. Willinsky, ACL, R. Williamson,

jr., ACL, Narcisse Pelletier, ACL, and H. W. Jaffray, ACL.
[Continued on page 489]
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TRANSPARENCY
HELD ON BY
SCOTCH TAPE

A setup that makes

it simple to copy

any transpa re ncy
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THE

CLINIC
Technical comment and timely topics for the amateur

Color backgrounds Tlu idea of

using Koda-

chrome slides for title backgrounds has

been suggested several times in the past.

Another use for slides is found in ob-

taining color movie shots under difficult

lighting conditions, as. for example, in-

side a church. Shoot the scene on still

Kodachrome with a time exposure, then

copy it on movie film.

In order to use either of these meth-

ods, it is necessary to have a setup by
which the copying can be done easily

and quickly. A light box. with a pane
of opal glass in one end, is the most
convenient accessory for the purpose.

The arrangement shown in the illustra-

tion is ideal, although the size of the

box may be altered to fit particular

requirements. By using two small bulbs

instead of one large lamp, it is possible

to secure a more even distribution of

illumination. A sheet of ground glass,

placed a short distance behind the opal

glass, will serve further as a diffuser.

Correct exposure for filming these

rear illuminated transparencies can be

found by placing a meter directly on
the slide, so that all light falling on
the cell will come through the color

film itself. Take the reading, using the

proper meter setting for the film in your
movie camera. Centering the slide in

the movie camera field and focusing

may present something of a problem, al-

though the solution is the same as that

for any other type of ultra closeup

work. A resume of methods and equip-

ment for such work was given in the

February. 1940, Movie Makers. In

general, it may be said that some sort

of reflex focusing device is quite neces-

sary.

If a slide is filmed carefully, properly

exposed and well focused, the resultant

scene may be indistinguishable from
an ordinary movie shot, provided there

is no "frozen" action in the picture.

Blue toner From H. S. Wurtele,

ACL. comes the for-

mula for an excellent blue toner. It

can be used with any black and white

film, and it is suitable for titles which

are to be spliced into a Kodachrome
reel, or for black and white shots that

are intended to depict moonlight or

nighttime. The formula is as follows:

Iron and ammonium citrate

(ferric brown scales) 9 grains

Glacial acetic acid 2 ounces

Potassium ferricyanide 9 grains

Water 20 ounces

This solution does not keep well, and

it should be used as soon as it is mixed.

It cannot be saved for another toning.

Immerse the film in the solution and
agitate it constantly for a period of

three to five minutes, depending on the

depth of color desired. Rinse the film

quickly in fresh water, wipe it with a

soft chamois or viscose sponge, to re-

move drops of water, and dry it in a

dust free place. Toning should never be

attempted when the water is warmer
than seventy degrees F.

Screen Surface Stretch ordinary,

shiny oilcloth

tightly on a piece of wallboard. then

cover it with a clean piece of bed

sheeting, also stretched taut, and you
will have a usable homemade screen.

The board can be embellished with a

molding, painted black, and it may be

hung on the wall by means of picture

hooks. The author of this idea. Robert

Hume, suggests that the sheeting be of

good quality, but as thin as it is pos-

sible to secure.

Records When you are in need of

some rather stirring music
that is neither a grand march nor a

military march, try Coates's London
Suite. The first part and the third are

excellent pieces for use with movies
when you want music that is out of the

ordinary. The second part is of a dif-

ferent nature, as it is more peaceful
and almost religious in character.

Another unusual bit of music that is

made to order for a gay carnival scene,

or a circus acrobatic act, is the finale

of Ibert's Divertissement. It is fast and
furious, with occasional shrill whistles

FREDERICK G. BEACH, ACL
which add to the excitement. Another

good fast passage is found in the second

part of Offenbach's overture, Orpheus

in Hades. The first part contains some

beautiful passages that would be ideal

for an early morning or sunrise se-

quence. As is not the case with most

overtures, these sections are fairly

lengthy and offer plenty of time for a

long sequence.

StringV ^ou may never need to pro-

duce an artificial spider

web, but if you want one, for either

natural scenic or mystery effects, you

will find it a rather simple task to pro-

duce the web. Two blocks of wood,

some glue or rubber cement and a little

ingenuity will turn the trick. The glue

is placed on the blocks, which are then

rubbed together several times to spread

the adhesive. Next, the blocks are

drawn slowly apart, so that the glue

will make long, thin strings. The imita-

tion web is then ready to be strung

You can make a spider web this

way for mystery or scenic effect



STAKE
DRIVEN INTO
GROUND

This provides an unchanged camera

position for shots of construction

carefully on a windowpane, an arm of

a chair or a branch of a tree. A light

sprinkling of powder will give a dusty

look, and a gentle spraying of water,

in the case of rubber cement, will pro-

duce realistic dew. Do not use water on

glue, for it will soften and destroy the

strings.

Alterations Before spending a con-

siderable sum for spe-

cial alterations of your present camera,

investigate their possibilities carefully.

The cost of alterations, made in order

to obtain certain advantages, may be

almost as high as the price of a new or

used camera with the same features

built in. It is difficult for many movie

makers to understand the capabilities

of standard and special equipment.

League members can always write to

headquarters for aid with this problem.

In doing so, they should state in de-

tail just what they desire, in the way
of increased versatility, in order that

their problem may be given full atten-

tion. In many cases, it is possible to

save money by using this consulting

service.

Record film A highly interesting

and valuable record

of a construction job, or other activity

which takes place over a considerable

period of time, can be taken by single

frame work. First, it is necessary to

have a solid camera support, which will

remain unchanged throughout the ac-

tion. Such a device is shown in the

sketch above. Its main requirement is

that it provide a means for putting the

camera in the same place, day after day,

so that one or more frames can be ex-

posed each day from exactly the same

viewpoint. For example, a builder

might wish to make a record of the con-

struction of a house. By setting up a

firm camera holder and by taking one

or two frames each day, an animated

record of the building would be secured.

The effect on the screen would be that

of a house seeming to rise magically

from the ground. In order to heighten

the effect, it is well to have all workmen
out of sight when each frame is exposed.

The number of frames exposed each

day would depend on the length of

time the whole job would take, and

on the speed with which the house is

to appear to be erected in the movie.

Since forty frames a foot for 16mm.,

and eighty frames for 8mm. are stand-

ard, it would be easy to determine the

rate of exposing the frames.

Nonskid When you are faced with

the problem of taking pic-

tures on a perfectly smooth floor, it is

sometimes difficult to make a tripod

stand properly. If you can get a coat

hanger and bend it, as shown in the

drawing, it will save vou considerable

BEND wire
WITH PLIERS
FOR SNUG FIT
ON EACH LES

You can lock your tripod's legs

in place with a wire coat hanger

trouble. While it may keep the tripod

legs rather close together, this will not

be a drawback, if you use ordinary

caution in moving about the camera.

Projection record One clever
movie maker,

Abe M. Carrier, ACL, writes us about

a "stunt", which is calculated to protect

friends of the movie maker, as well as

the filmer himself. Mr. Carrier found,

as many of us have, that he was show-

ing some of his films to the same guests

more than once. While his friends were
very polite about it, he got the idea that

perhaps he ought not to repeat too

often. As a result, he made a neat list

of his films, and, when he had a group
of friends for a show, their names were

recorded under the film name. In fact,

he has a page in his notebook for each
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film, and he records the titles of his

color films in red and the black and

white ones in black. This whole idea

has a good deal of merit. Perhaps the

more daring of our friends may clip

this item and send it to us through the

mail, as a reminder to ourselves. At
least, we shall know where we stand

in that event.

Camera "cave" Certain kinds of

double exposure
work call for a completely black back-

ground. If the object to be filmed is

relatively small, one can secure the

dark background, by making a cam-

era "cave," such as that which is shown
below. It is a box painted in flat black

on the inside and large enough so that

the object can be placed within the

open end. Lighting must be arranged

so that it will not penetrate the dark

recess of the box. An example of the

proper lighting setup is shown. In the

case of the arrangement shown in the

illustration, the globe would appear

on film to be floating in black space.

A camera "cave" makes possible all

sorts of title tricks.

Spoken titles Thomas J. Farkas,

ACL. writes inter-

estingly from Sao Paulo. Brazil, to call

our attention to an ingenious titling

technique for the amateur, which he has

culled from Brazilian theatrical screen

fare. Since the bulk of theatrical films

presented there comes from the English

speaking studios of the United States,

the transition into Brazil's Portuguese

is accomplished, not by recording a new
sound track, but simply by double ex-

[Continued on page 490]

A camera "cave," easy to build,

makes possible many cine tricks
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KODACHROME^

^^OLOR knows no season.

^* Sometimes it is sensational

—

vivid and brilliant. Sometimes

the color of the world is soft and

subtle. But the color is always

there.

Load up with Kodachrome and

learn the satisfaction of making

your own color movies—movies

in colors as soft or as brilliant as

those of the scenes you shoot.

Kodachrome Film is easy to

use successfully. It requires no

gadgets, either during exposure

or during projection. The color is

in the film.

Two types of Kodachrome are

available, in both 8 mm. and 16

mm. film widths. Regular Koda-

chrome is color-balanced for day-

light; Type A is color-balanced

for Photoflood light. Either type

can be used in the other's special

field through the use of inexpen-

sive corrective filters.

Discover the full capacity of

your camera for movies in mag-

nificent color—in Kodachrome.

8 MM. CINE-KODAK KODACHROME FILM

25-foot rolls, $3.40; 25-foot

magazines, $3.75.

16 MM. CINE-KODAK KODACHROME FILM

100-foot rolls, $8; 50-foot rolls,

$4.30.

50-foot magazines, $4.65.

Prices for Regular and Type A Koda-
chrome are the same for any given

length or loading.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY • ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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New Britelite items A new fo-

cusing spot-

light, compact in design and easy to

manipulate, has been developed by Mo-
tion Picture Screen & Accessories Com-
pany, Inc., 351 West 52nd Street, New
York City. Said to be particularly well

adapted to use by movie amateurs, the

new unit, called the Britelite Sunspot,
uses a lamp of the No. 1 flood type in

a cylindrical housing mounted on a steel

yoke. This construction permits wide
tilting range.

The optical system employs a four

and one half inch diameter Fresnel
lens. The unit is designed to operate
from a flat table base, or to attach

easily to an ordinary tripod. The price,

complete with bulb, is $10.95.

The "great big brother" of this ef-

fective little lamp is the Britelite 2000

• Above, Presto disc syn-

chronizer in place on projec-

tor; center, disc with various

"takes"; below, recorder with

synchronizer attached.

NEWS OF

THE INDUSTRY
Answers the query, "What's

new'?'" for filmer and dealer

RUSSELL C. HOLSLAG, ACL
watt Fresnel Spotlight for studio work,

which incorporates a Mogul base and

bipost lamp and which sells for $85.

There is also the Britelite movie flood

Universal Reflector Set, which incorpo-

rates three interchangeable reflectors

for controlling the light beam. This out-

fit lists at $57.50 complete. The Brite-

lite 750 watt Fresnel Lens Spotlight

has a construction of advanced design

and lists at $50.

The Britelite Filter View Meter intro-

duces a new idea. The user of this in-

strument views the screen through an

eyepiece, and, by rotating a filter disc,

he can determine visually the effect that

will be given on panchromatic film by

filters of different types. When the effect

desired is noted, the dial indicates the

necessary type of filter, to produce this

effect with panchromatic film, and the

necessary factor. The price is $4.50.

Eastman Editor Completely assem-

bled in a handy,

compact form, the Kodascope Editor

Outfit is a new aid to editing, splicing

and arranging films, offered by the

Eastman Kodak Company. A neat car-

rying case opens up in such a way as

to present the Kodak editing and

splicing aids in "straight line" form,

including the Movie Viewer, Univer-

sal Splicer, feed and takeup spindles.

An editing bracket, also part of the

outfit, may be put into place, if sev-

eral small scenes are to be assembled.

The outfit may be had either in 8mm.
or 16mm. models. In the latter, space is

provided for the storage of two 400 foot

reels in cans. Three 400 foot reels and

three 200 foot reels can be stored in the

8mm. outfit. Both outfits sell for $48.50

complete.

Royal DeLuxe A new 1;ght tripod.

well adapted to con-

venient use for movie and still cameras,

is offered by the Albert Specialty Com-
pany, 231 South Green Street. Chicago.

Complete with tilt top, the new Royal
DeLuxe Tripod weighs only four and
one half pounds, yet it provides a rigid

camera support at any height up to

sixty inches. A special, patented con-

struction enables the user to extend the

legs quickly to the desired length and
to lock them securely by a turn of the

"automatic clutch." Reversible leg tips

are provided, which give brass points

for outdoor use or rubber feet for

smooth floors. A novel fastening de-

vice permits the camera to be mounted
or removed quickly by a locking lever.

Handsomely finished, the complete

tripod sells for $19.75. The "pan" and
tilt top alone may be had for $7.50, the

tripod alone for $15.00.

Repeater Kodascope A new mod-
el of the

popular Kodascope G, the versatile

Eastman 16mm. projector, makes of

this machine an efficient "repeater" for

[Continued on page 492]

• General Electric exposure meter user

demonstrates method of taking selective

reading.



Scenes in publicity

picture filmed by

J. E. Hagan, ACL
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Ducks Unlimited

Ducks. Unlimited, Inc., a

national organization for the

preservation of wild ducks,

both in the United States and

Canada, is making a 16mm.
silent movie, to show the work

that it is doing in conservation

and restoration. To be entitled

Seven Out of Ten and to be

made on 1200 feet of 16mm.
Kodachrome, the picture will

show that, because of dried

marshes, predators, disease

and other factors, seven out of

every ten young ducks die be-

fore reaching maturity.

What Ducks Unlimited, Inc.,

is doing to reduce these losses

—constructing dams, to pro-

vide permanent water in

drought districts, and con-

trolling predatory birds and

animals—will be shown in de-

tail. The camera will also ac-

company experts on an aerial

survey of duck breeding
marshes of Canada. Ormal I.

Sprungman, ACL, has been

assigned to make the film,

which will be shown during

the fall and winter at meetings

of sportsmen who are mem-
bers of Ducks Unlimited, Inc.

Hi-Y Congress Filmed

Hi-Y, an offshoot of the Y. M. C. A., which consists of

individual clubs for boys of high school age, was filmed

during the Third National Hi-Y Congress held at Oberlin,

Ohio, from June 20 to 24 of this year. Supervised by Walter

H. Ehlers. ACL, assistant boys' work secretary of the

Y. M. C. A., and filmed and edited by Dr. James E. Bliss,

ACL, of Cleveland, Ohio, the movie will be used as educa-

tion and propaganda, to create interest in Hi-Y generally.

The film is 800 feet of 16mm. silent Kodachrome, on two

reels, as yet unnamed.
Opening with a distinguished se-

quence, that pictures the arrival of

young people to the congress head-

quarters at Oberlin, the film shows
sports and other recreations, fol-

lowed by more serious group dis-

cussions and lectures. Distinguished

by Dr. Bliss's luminous color work
and thorough coaching of the young

The non theatrical

movie as used for

various purposes

PRACTICAL

FILMS
LAURENCE S. CRITCHELL, jr.

actors, as well as by Mr. Ehlers's continuity, the picture is

excellent evidence that order can be made out of that chaos

which inevitably attends any large gathering of young

people.

County Film for Texas

Already half completed is a new film. San Saba County,

being made on 16mm. Kodachrome by J. E. Hagan, ACL.
secretary and treasurer of the San Saba National Farm Loan
Association. This 800 foot movie will show the rich farming

lands and high standards of living common to this Texas

county, as well as attractions calculated to bring more
tourists and more trade. The titles are double exposed

against photographic backgrounds, as shown in the frame

enlargements on this page, and the subject matter of the

sequences centers chiefly around the livestock and crops.

The picture will be used by the Junior Chamber of Com-
merce of San Saba.

Library Produces

Advocated as the best possible means of encouraging

library gifts and bequests, as well as increased tax support.

The Newcomes Visit the Library, a one reel, 400 foot 16mm.
Kodachrome production, accompanied by sound on disc, has

recently been completed for the Wichita City Library of

Wichita, Kansas. Filmed by L. H. Caldwell, a Wichita school

principal, and supervised generally by Ruth E. Hammond,
librarian, the movie depicts the discoveries made about the

library by a couple, named Newcome, and their five children,

new arrivals to the city of Wichita.

The roles were played by friends and patrons of the

library, and the idea for the story came from the Seattle

Public Library, which produces a weekly radio program,

entitled The Newcomes Use Their Library. The narration is

informal; it introduces the characters to the audience as

they appear and discusses them [Continued on page 482]

Walter H. Ehlers, ACL, and Dr. James E.

Bliss, ACL, discuss script for Hi-Y film

Stofan Studio
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FILMING WENDELL WILLKIE
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Gef G-E PH0T0FL00DS
and film priceless shots . .

.

• Some of the most priceless pictures

you'll ever shoot are sequences of

your children at play. Make sure of

crisper, clearer pictures . . . IN-
DOORS. Use G-E MAZDA Photo-

flood lamps to light the scene. These
are the same high-efficiency type

lamps that the big movie studios use

. . . made to fit your needs. They are

grand for color or black-and-white.

Get some today and get better shots.

NEW LOW PRICES

G-E No i . 15* G-E No. 4 . 1.20

G-E No 2 . 30< G-E No. R2 . 85<
{a bandy extra light}

GENERALWELECTRIC
MAZDA PHOTO LAMPS

POLITICAL candidates are not easy

to film—you can't control their ac-

tivities or those of their admirers and

supporters. They have many other

things to think of besides the matter

of whether or not they are posing to

best advantage for the 16mm. camera

of an amateur movie maker.

This is especially true of a Presiden-

tial candidate, and. when we were in-

vited to film Wendell L. Willkie's ap-

pearance at the Manhattan Willkie

Headquarters in New York City, we ac-

cepted the honor that was paid to ama-

teur movie making with considerable

misgiving.

An ideal subject

Mr. Willkie himself is an ideal movie

subject, who has an uninhibited and

sincere manner, coupled with clean cut

features and natural gestures. But the

conditions under which he usually can

be filmed by an amateur movie maker
may be far from ideal.

Tricky light

The campaign headquarters where

Mr. W illkie was to appear are large

and open and well enough lighted for

office use. But, unfortunately, the day

on which we filmed him was dark and

the sky was overcast. No special illumi-

nation, not so much as a flood bulb, had

been provided for movie making, but,

with luck, we thought, Mr. Willkie

might speak from the best lighted sec-

tion of the room.

That idea was a mistake, for. when
Mr. Willkie did appear, attended by a

dozen press photographers, these ty-

rants of photography, armed with

flash bulbs, suggested that he speak
from the darkest corner of the room,

cut off from the windows by a parti-

tion.

Won by film and lens

Our camera was loaded with Super-

XX. but it was with a feeling of resig-

nation and general insecurity that we
set the lens at //1.4, while standing on

our perch of telephone books atop a

folding camp chair. It seemed highly

doubtful that any lens combined with

any film could make a discernible movie
under such conditions, and it seemed
rather probable that our telephone

book tower would topple and that we
should fall on the audience while we
were setting the focus.

The scenes that resulted, well enough
exposed to our amazement, represent

the astonishing accomplishment of ul-

tra fast film and a good lens. Even
though lighting conditions appear to

make filming impossible, it pays to take

a chance.

Frame enlargements of scenes

taken of Presidential candidate
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Photograms for

movie titles

[Continued from page 463]

both for its easy handling and low

wattage, but anything from a lighted

match to a regular lamp bulb may be

used. Remember that the nearer the

light is held to the paper, the less ex-

posure you give it.

Provision of a spotlight effect in your
light will help you to concentrate on a

portion of the paper, while leaving the

rest unharmed. Images that have round-

ness and form can be made from the

flat silhouette cutouts, by first exposing

the paper from one side, holding the

light at the same level as the paper,

and then repeating the same exposure
from the other side. By slightly moving
the objects on the paper after each ex-

posure, you can make a fascinating re-

peat pattern.

After exposing the paper to light for

the right amount of time, depending
upon the strength of the light and the

grade of paper used, you go about de-

veloping the print in the same manner
as any photograph. Since you cannot
see the effect of the light that has
passed around or through the objects.

to reach the sensitized paper, until after

you have developed the photogram, you
may need to experiment several times
before you arrive at the desired effect.

Since no two conditions are ever the
same, no two photograms will be alike,

but the result you get should approxi-
mate the cover.

Of course, once your photogram is

made, you can copy it, enlarge or re-

duce it, to fit your titling equipment.
After you have finished using one as a

title background, the photogram may
be mounted and framed, to provide an
ideal wall decoration for your home
theatre or den.

For lettering on photogram titles,

several methods are recommended. You
can treat the photogram as you would
a regular photograph and letter right

on the print, or you can double expose
hand lettering or print, making sure
that you have good contrast between
your lettering and the background. A
more interesting way is to plan your
lettering before making the photogram
and to incorporate the letters in the

design of objects that you place on the
sensitized paper.

Alphabet soup letters, type proofs or
hand lettering on cellophane, letters

made of toothpicks, rice, salt and so

forth are ideal. Other types of letters

will suggest themselves to you as you
work, depending on the subject you are

titling. If you are using positive film for

your titles, you will find hidden beauty
in photograms when they are reversed.

Ideas for photograms are limited only

by your imagination. An endless num-
ber of designs, patterns and textures

Made by Ralph Forney, A.R.P.S., with RB Series D
Graflex, on Eastman Tri-X Panchromatic Film

Get the peak of the picture

with a GRAFLEX
THIS striking football scene was a pic-

ture for just a fraction of a second. An
instant before, a routine running play— an

instant later, an ordinary pile-up. As with

most subjects, the difference between an

outstanding picture and an ordinary shot

is simply timing.

Graflex is made to order for opportune
picture making. You look into the hood . . .

focus on the ground glass . . . watch your

Graflex and Graphic Cameras are made

subject— right side up and full picture size

. . . and when the composition, situation,

and expression are just what you want, you
click the lOOOth-second shutter. The pic-

ture's yours— at its best.

See the Graflexes at your Kodak deal-

er's. The 4x5 Revolving Back Series D
Graflex, illustrated, with which this fine

football picture was made, with 7y2-inch
Kodak Anastigmat //4.5 lens, is $157.

by the Fohner Graflex Corporation

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

THE UTMOST IN A SOUND
MOTION PICTURE PROJECTOR
Assured Film Protection— Patented Safety-

Trip immediately stops machine. To be
found only on this equipment. With Offset

Film Loop that eliminates damaging film

pressure and side sway.

Stationary Sound Drum — Unequalled
sound quality — no moving parts — No
adjustment necessary for color or black
and white.

"Spira-Draft" Forced Cooling — insures

greatest lamp economy and safety.

it FHckerless Shutter — unsurpassed clarity

of pictures. Safety shutter for stills.

"A" Film Reverse— Pressing one lever reverses

film for reviewing. No rethreading necessary.

"A" Eosy Accessibility — to spotlessly clean

all working parts. No special tools re-

quired.

if Multiple Use—For classroom, auditorium,
dances, outdoor events—with interchange-
able units that mean Greater Economy
and Widest Utility.

In no other equipment regardless of price can all of

these advance features be found. Write today for

complete description of these and other features.

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH CORPORATION
Dept. A-l Davenport, lo
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PROVE IT

TO
YOURSELF!

DELUXE A MODEL
30x40—515.00
Other sizes

J 1 3.00 to '$57.50

NU-MATIC SCREEN
30 x 40—$17.50

Other sizes

$19.75 to $28.50

TRIPOD SCREEN
30x40—$15.00
Other sizes .

$18.50 to $35.00

*

«

1 '

-
a

Write for your free

5" x 7" sample of

the BRITELITE-
TRUVISION WIDE
ANGLE SCREEN
FABRIC and Re-

flection Test Chart.

Whether you like

a Box or Tripod
Model, we chal-

lenge you to find

any other SCREEN
which will give
equal projection

quality at all

angles . . . sharper

definition, no glare,

halation or distor-

tion. Best for black-

and-white or color.

NO GREATER
COST!
See the Brit elite

Line of Screens, fie-

fleefors, Spotlights,

Utility Coses, etc,

at your dealer, or

write tor Catalog

and Test Package.

MOTION PICTURE SCREEN
and ACCESSORIES CO., INC.
351 We»t 52nd St., New York City

BRITELITE

Advanced optical system, designed to take ad-
vantage of the high actinic value and lumen
output of the NO. I PHOTO-FLOOD. Versatile
push-pull focusing from table-top, portraiture
to full length and group photography. For color
or black-and-white. Lamp housing of aeronau-
tical aluminum alloy—amply ventilated.

May also be mounted on BRITELITE Junior
Tripod— («i/

2 feet)— PRICE $4.00.

See the SUNSPOT at your dealers or
write jor complete specifications and
tor the BRITELITE CATALOG.

Dept. MM-10 _^
MOTION PICTURE SCREEN

/.BRITELITE
and ACCESSORIES CO., INC. ['

351 West 52nd St., New York City

can be produced with materials ordi-

narily found at home. Suitable objects

can be purchased at the five and ten

cent store, at the miniature, novelty and

toy counters.

Here are a few photogram title back-

grounds suggested to start you off—the

rest is up to you!

For a reel of Mother, sewing, reach

for the sewing basket and try, for your

objects, a pair of partly opened scis-

sors, a thimble, needle and thread, pins

and a few buttons. Arrange the buttons

in a pattern for a modern effect.

St. Valentine's Day films will be en-

hanced with a photogram title back-

ground made of a doily cut out in the

shape of a heart and a cupid with bow
and arrow in silhouette, which you can

cut from a magazine illustration.

For the movie of the children at the

beach, a miniature starfish and a toy

shovel, along with a handful of sand,

will do the trick. Place a few dabs of

cotton in the form of clouds in the sky

—you will be surprised at the result.

For that precious reel of Grandma,

knitting, use the needles and yarn, to

compose your title. It is a swell chance

to use the yarn to letter your title.

Since Christmas is not far off, you

will want an unusual title for the fes-

tive season. Try tying a small twig of

holly with printed cellophane ribbon.

Get a ribbon with appropriate pictures

and a message printed on it. Being on

transparent material, the words and de-

signs on the ribbon will show through

and will form part of your title. Place

a star here and a star there, sprinkle a

little salt on the paper for snow, and

watch the result. It will come out so

well that you will want to make copies

of it for your Christmas cards!

Since it is not practical to make pho-

tograms in color, for a Kodachrome
reel, try filming the background with

a piece of colored gelatin in front of

the lens, using blue to suggest evening,

yellow for bright, sunny subjects and so

forth. Another way is to tone the black

and white titles after they have been

processed.

Once you have made your first photo-

gram, your eyes will be opened to the

many possibilities that this modern
method of making title backgrounds

has for you.

The Staff of Life

[Continued from page 464]

a great help. The operator of the ma-

chine allowed me to climb on top of it,

to take closeups of the mechanical

features, and this also gave me a rare

opportunity for excellent downward an-

gle shots of the men working on the

ground.

My intense interest in this rural con-

tinuity soon was broken by the ringing

of a dinner bell, and I realized at once

that I had overlooked in my script one

of the finest opportunities for human
interest in the picture. Here I was, miles

from home, and no lighting equipment

with which to take indoor dinner table

shots! I could only make hasty plans

for the next best thing—a shot filmed

near the pump, of dusty men washing

up at two big tubs. To this a scene was

added, of the men reposing, after din-

ner, under a tree in the dooryard.

A few more shots at the threshing

machine concludes Part One of The

Staff of Lije. As the strawstack grows

to enormous proportions, the wheat is
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loaded on trucks, and they disappear

down the road in the distant twilight.

Part Two shows the production of

flour in a large mill, where practically

all scenes were filmed with artificial

light. No arrangements had been made
to get this material prior to the time I

had filmed the shots of threshing; but,

when I introduced myself to the general

manager and superintendent of a large

milling company, I found to my sur-

prise that they were more than pleased

to give me any cooperation necessary.

The superintendent informed me that

a wheat laden boat was due the next

morning from Duluth, so I caught it

entering Cleveland harbor and unload-

ing into the elevator at the mill. These

scenes proved to be a very fitting intro-

duction to this second section.

The mill officials assisted me in my
work, to the extent of assigning the as-

sistant superintendent to aid me, with

instructions to remain with me as long

as I required. Needless to say, his aid

was indispensable in helping me to

understand the routine of production

methods.

Naturally, considerable lighting equip-

ment was necessary, to provide ade-

quate illumination, especially when
larger areas were filmed. As many as

eighteen No. 2 flood bulbs were used

for some of the scenes, which required

heavy duty lines and heavy duty fuses.

But, in spite of this, fuses were occa-

sionally blown, which meant that some

of these shots had to be retaken. The
plant engineer was my constant aid in

this work, but even he took these re-

peated misfortunes good naturedly.

After filming the entire flour mill pro-

cedure, including laboratory and pack-

aging departments, we ended with a

scene of trucks being loaded with half

barrel bags, to be taken to a bakery.

By this time, the executives of the

giant flour mill were so impressed with

my venture that they offered to make
arrangements for me to film in one of

Cleveland's largest bakeries, where

more than 800 persons are employed.

Here, again, two young men from their

organization (who were still camera
"fans") were placed at my disposal;

with their able assistance, the progres-

sive sequences of bread baking were
taken. It certainly was gratifying to

find the executives of these large cor-

porations so eager to help make my
picture a success.

Because the inspiration for The Staff

of Life came to me at the most romantic

part of the story, the harvest and
threshing shots were necessarily the

first to be filmed. September found me
picking up shots of plowing, fitting the

soil and planting the wheat with seed

drill. With the arrival of spring, further

sequences were added, as the wheat
grew to maturity. Here, again, the red

filter was indispensable in supplying the

UJ Perfect for Homes,

gj|^^ Schools and Churches

• REVERSE PICTURES • COVERED REEL ARMS
• 750 WATT LAMP • STILL PICTURES

• AUTOMATIC LEVER RE-WIND

• SILENT FINGER MOTION * COOL LAMP HOUSE WHEN RUNNING REVERSE

• (.1.6 WOLLENSAK LENS + CENTRALIZED CONTROLS

• SLOW SPEED FLICKERLESS PICTURES * PILOT LIGHT

ana many other features listed in our literature
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You'll find it the master of every photographic

exposure situation you'll meet!

Shooting on dull afternoons, or indoors

under artificial light . . . the Master's high sensi-

tivity and easily read scale assure quick, de-

pendable measurements . . . correctly exposed

pictures every shot.

Shooting Autumn's coloring with Kodachrome

. . . the Master's highly restricted and correct

viewing angle will enable you to get your colors

true . . . correctly exposed every time.

And elsewhere, throughout all seasons of the

year, you'll find all your movies correctly ex-

posed when based on Master measurements. Be
sure to see the Master Cine at your dealer's

today, or, write direct for illustrated literature.

Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 626

Frelinghuysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey.

WiSTON

8MM FILM SLITTER
Slits 16mm width film to exact 8mm width
A precision instrument with hardened, ground
steel cutting wheels.

At Your Dealer's

Price S2.50

J. C. Haile & Sons
215 Walnut St. Cincinnati, O.

I Presenting IPresenting I 8mm-16nim

A MOVIE A MONTH
For 8 and I6mm Fans

A new plan entitling members to an

extremely low cost viewing service.

Complete Edition Castle Films

8mm for as low as 35c
1 6mm for 70c

AND THAT'S NOT ALL
You receive one headline edition

free. You select it and own it.

IT'S A GREAT SERVICE
Write Now for Further Details

Movie a Month Association
Box 524 Reynoldsville, Pa.

The Service That Saves

extra snap, which is bound to accentuate

an abundance of greens when you are

shooting with panchromatic film.

Adequate titles of a descriptive na-

ture were made and placed throughout

the film, to help carry the continuity.

Although The Staff of Life developed

into a man sized project, requiring

many months of intermittent filming, it

proved to be very educational, and my
interest increased as the filming went

along. My personal satisfaction in doing

a thing like this was consummated with

the entry of my finished film in Movie
Maker's Ten Best contest, and the

eventual recognition which comes to an

amateur film that is the result of real

enthusiasm.

Practical films

|
Continued from page 477]

as they enact their parts. The books,

the magazines, the information services

and special features of the library, the

repair departments and portable libra-

ries on wheels are all shown during the

course of the film.

"High School Daze"

High School. Daze is a new picture,

800 feet in length, made on 16mm.
Kodachrome at sound on film speed by

the Motion Picture Division of the Mil-

ler Studio, Tulsa. Okla. This movie is

based upon an annual theatrical event,

staged by the Tulsa High School stu-

dents, which is said to be one of the

most efficiently produced shows of its

kind in the West. The lyrics and skits

were written by the pupils themselves.

The picture will eventually be scored

for sound, and it will then be available

on loan to other schools that want a

representative high school musical

show, to serve as a pattern for their

own efforts in that field.

Film for Paper Mill

On 1000 feet of 16mm. Kodachrome,

Howard Smith, ACL, of Westmount,

Quebec. Canada, hopes to present not

only the history of paper as a writing

material, but every significant process

of its modern manufacture. With the

help of McGill University Museum, Mr.

Smith is beginning his picture with ex-

amples of prehistoric cave drawings.

From there, he illustrates the gradual

change in man's writing materials,

through stone, papyrus and parchment,

up to modern rag paper. The film will

have a sound on film narration, and it

will be used both for schools and for

sales meetings of the Howard Smith

Paper Mills, Ltd.

Glider Movie
More than 2500 people in Ithaca,

Corning, Auburn and Rochester, N. Y.,

have seen The National Soaring Contest,

16mm. Kodachrome film made by the

Reverend Raymond G. Heisel, ACL, as-

sistant pastor of St. John the Baptist

Church, of Elmira, N. Y. The picture,

which is accompanied by vocal descrip-

tion and music from a double turntable

designed by Mr. Heisel, shows motor-

less craft in flight, pilots and assistants

and sidelights of the great throngs who
attended the contest. Mr. Heisel. who
has pursued his hobby for four years,

uses two projectors, to avoid any lapse

between reels.

Movie Thesis Accepted
The first film ever made specifically

for a Master of Science thesis, to the

knowledge of this department, has just

been completed by Dr. James E. Bliss,

ACL, of Western Reserve University,

Cleveland. Ohio. Produced and directed

by Phyllis Van Vleet, the film is 800

feet in length, 16mm. silent Koda-

chrome. and has been titled An Instruc-

tional Film Based On Approved Funda-

mental Techniques of Horsemanship.

Accompanying this thesis in movies

were complete filming data — lenses

used, apertures and frames a second

—

as well as a complete bibliography of

all known films about riding.

Miss Van Vleet and Dr. Bliss worked

against adverse weather conditions;

but, in spite of this difficulty, the thesis

was accepted by the University of Wis-

consin, and Miss Van Vleet received

her degree. In detail, the film traces

every step of basic riding instruction,

sometimes at normal speed and some-

times at slow motion, while, in some of

the sequences, white figures fixed to the

horses' hoofs illustrate graphically the

numerical order in which the horse sets

them down at the canter, the trot and

the gallop. Numerous titles explain the

action and teaching points.

Cine Course at N. Y. U.

For the second successive year, the

S c h o ol of Education, Washington

Square Branch of New York University,

in New York City, will present Elemen-

tary Film Making for Educational Pur-

poses, a two term course in practical

film production. Kenneth F. Space,

ACL, cinematographer with the Har-

mon Foundation, will again be the in-

structor. Class meetings, which will

commence the first Thursday of this

month, will continue weekly on that

evening, from 6:15 to 8:00 P.M.,

through both terms. The course pro-

vides a full coverage of basic technique

and film planning.

Police Make Safety Film

How much movie talent there is in

the Grand Rapids police department

will be revealed by a film now being

produced by the Special Traffic Squad

of the Grand Rapids Safety Council.

Expected to run thirty to forty five
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minutes and made on 16mm. black and

white silent film, by Elmer F. Way.

ACL, the picture is intended to pro-

mote pedestrian safety. Chief Frank J.

O'Malley, Captain E. H. McConnell of

the traffic bureau and Lieutenant A. A.

Kirchner, radio chief, are the amateur

actors in the movie, while the one ex-

perienced actor, Ross M. MacPherson,

was borrowed from the local Civic

Players.

Film Education

Courses in the use of motion pic-

tures in the classroom now are being

given regularly in 114 universities and

colleges in twenty seven States, accord-

ing to the United States Office of Edu-

cation at Washington, in a report from

the Motion Picture Herald. Other insti-

tutions include instruction in the use of

films for educational purposes in other

courses. Some indication of the educa-

tional effect of motion pictures is given

in the statement of the Louisiana Poly-

technic Institute that "the student learns

from five to fifty percent more when the

use of visual aids has been added to the

usual verbal instruction."

How we set out to win
[Continued from page 469]

haze" as well, because of the slight lens

flare caused by rays from the unshaded

lamp that struck the lens.

We were about six weeks in shooting

the scenes called for in the script and

the few retakes which seemed desirable.

During this time, editing went forward

roughly, as each roll returned from

processing, so that, when the last foot-

age was returned, the film was ready

for its final polishing. This seemed to

be an easy task, until we came to the

airplane crash. Trying to match scenes

of the real ship, serene in the air, with

shots of the model airplane, staggering

into a crash, was bad enough. But it

was as nothing compared to the job of

cutting from footage of the model reel-

ing along the ground to a scene of the

sudden and climactic explosion. We cut

and took a look, cut again and took

another look, until we finally decided

that, in view of the slip in matching

action accurately, our best bet was to

reshoot the entire sequence. But the

closing date was drawing near, and but

one Sunday remained for the retakes.

Then it rained!

In desperation, we entered the film

with the original crash sequences still

in it. Well, the club's Eight versus

Sixteen contest was judged by our local

cinema critics; not only did they give

us the winning nod, but in their com-

ments they spoke especially of the excel-

lent crash sequence. As a matter of fact,

so did this very magazine in awarding

its Honorable Mention! The moral, I

guess, is "don't give up the slip."

Here's EVERYTHING
You Ever Hoped to See in a Tripod

NtW Koual djecJ-uxe

ALUMINUM TRIPOD
"Everything You Ever Hoped To See in a Tripod" is saying

a lot. But you movie makers who can appreciate the finer

points in quality tripod construction will agree that the Royal

DeLuxe "has everything." Rifle Steadiness without a quiver

. . . Sturdiness that's characteristic of Albert precision

construction ... the Light Weight of duraluminum legs and

aluminum head . . . New Instantaneous Leg Adjustment . . .

Silk-smooth panning action . . . beautiful appearance . . .

and a price that marks the Royal DeLuxe as a real super-value.

The Tripod, with pan and tilt top sells for $19.75; without

tilt top, $15.00; Tilt Top only, $7.50.

. Have Your Dealer Show You

These Extra Value Features

LIGHT WEIGHT, aluminum con-

struction.

RIFLE STEADY without jiggle.

QUICK ADJUSTMENT—new "auto-
matic clutch" device locks legs instantly

at any length.

SMOOTH PAX ACTIOX -

jerking.

Silk Smcotli

^ Action Pan

^ >
Adjustment on
Handle Permits
Operator to Vary
Friction of Tilt

Action.

&IL©31
SPECIALTY CO.

NIW YORK * CHICA&ft • IDS ANGSEB
Moin Office qttdf fotlfity: 23| S. Green Slreet/ Chicago

ADD THRILLING

SOUND
to your movies . .

.

At a fraction of the cost of

sound-on-film. The FIDEL-

ITONE is ideal for adding

music, sound effects, and

speech to amateur films.

TEN DAYS FREE TRIAL.
Licensed under E. R. P. I.

patents.

Write for details, also free

advice on "sound"
questions.

GEORGE K.

CULBERTSON
COMPANY

5133 JUANITA AVE.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

A PERFECTED, PORTABLE,
FLEXIBLE SOUND UNIT,

PRICED FOR THE AMA-
TEUR FIELD ... AS SIMPLE

TO OPERATE ASA RADIO

idelitone
DUAL TURNTABLES
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GOERZ
KINO-HYPAR
LENSES
f:2.7 and f:3

For regular and color mov-
ies of surprising quality, high
chromatic correction . . .

Focal lengths 15mm +o 100mm—can be fitted

in suitable focusing mounts to Amateur and
Professional Movie Cameras.

OCTOBER 1940

GOERZ Reflex FOCUSER
— Patented—

!
for 16mm Movie Camera users—voids PARALLAX
between finder and lens — provides full-size

j

ground-glass image magnified (0 times. Adapt-
! able to lenses 3" and up. Also useful as extension
tube for shorter focus lens for close-ups. Exten- ',

\
sively used in shooting surgical operations, small
animal life, etc.

GOERZ Parallax-Free FOCUSER
\

and FIELD FINDER CONTROL;
for Filmo 121 and Simplex-Pockette, no mo'e off- 1
center pictures, magnifies A and 8x. y

For Detailed Information Address S
Depl. MM-10 \

\ C.P.Goerz American Optical Co. \

S 317 East 34th St., New York $

American Lens Makers Since 1899

James Dunn in a new 16 mm
s-o-f thrill feature

MERCY PLANE
Send for new 1940-41 s-o-f rental catalogue

LEWIS FILM SERVICE. 105 East First St.

WICHITA, KANSAS

8 ENLARGED <( ^* REDUCEDQ
to IOto O

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Special Motion Picture Printing
1197 MERCHANDISE MART

CHICAGO

TITLES
16mm 8mm

Lovely Kodachrome, tinted stock or

black and white titles for the dis-

criminating amateur.

Editing services available at our

convenient midtown offices.

Instruction sheet for editing without

a personal visit will be sent on re-

quest.

Let us enhance the beauty and add

to the interest of your summer films

with our expert editing and titling.

STAHL
EDITING & TITLING SERVICE. Inc.

33 West 42 St. New York

Pageant of the Sacred Tooth

EVEN in these stormy days, films still

come to the League from far corners

of the earth, and sometimes they bear wit-

ness, as in this case, that all gods of the

human race have not yet been toppled over.

On 800 feet of 16mm. Kodachrome, A. E.

Ephraums. ACL, of Anuradhapura, Ceylon,

has recorded the celebrated yearly pageant

of the Sacred Tooth of the Buddha, held

at Kandy. the last capital of the kings of

Ceylon. During the fourteen days of the

August moon, thousands of the faithful

gather from all parts of the East, and the

little hill town witnesses, for nearly the

two thousandth year, this spectacle of

myriad lights, of picturesque dancing, of

the rhythm of a thousand drums, of feudal

pomp and the swaying gait of the elephant.

The inconstant sun

Working with a Cine-Kodak and an

//1.9 lens. Mr. Ephraums captured the

aspects of the procession that we see on

this page. He was hampered by cloudy

weather and the extreme heat of the hill

country in Ceylon, not to mention the fact

—as he comments to us ruefully— that,

every time he set the exposure, the sun

peeped out. But. nonetheless, he managed
to take advantage of the special privileges

that had been granted to him. and his re-

sults, although delayed for three months
between the processing station and his

home, because of the war, were chosen by
the Government of Ceylon to be shown at

Ceylon House in London.

Opened by cannon

"At the auspicious hour," writes Mr.
Ephraums. ""the firing of an old cannon, a

relic of comparatively recent times, started

the procession. The whip crackers and
acrobats, hurling golden balls of fire, led

the way: and on a lone elephant rode the

officer who. in times gone by, used to carry

in his hand the royal warrant for the

procession." The pomp and glory that fol-

lowed were in the oldest Eastern tradition,

finding the secret of life, not in austerity,

but in decorative complexity—jewels and
pearls, robes and mosaics. Thankful that

extra Ceylonese police kept back the surg-

ing crowds of natives. Mr. Ephraums
changed viewpoints and lens openings as

fast as he could, to keep time with the

moving pageant. His lens openings, be-

cause of the dim. but changing, light,

ranged between //2.5 and //3.5 to a mini-

mum of //8 for long shots.

Borne by an elephant

The Sacred Tooth of Buddha, around
which the procession centered, was within

a casket studded with jewels, which was
borne on a huge caparisoned elephant. Fol-

lowing it came numerous small proces-

sions, which honored separate Hindu dei-

ties, whose presence was evidence of a

'
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common fidelity to the Buddha, and the

pageant came to an end with the passing

of a covered basket containing the offer-

ings of the devout. At that point, the

sacred relic was returned to its shrine

of the Dalada Maligawa, where it is

guarded until the arrival of the next

August moon. Tired but happy, Mr.

Ephraums returned to his home in

Anuradhapura. many miles distant,

carrying with him these modern records

of an ancient Eastern ceremony in a

part of the world as yet untouched by

harsher sounds and fury.

Recording autumn
[Continued from page 467]

pecially true on very clear days, in lo-

calities free from smoke or haze. For

this reason, it is often possible to se-

cure a deep hued sky background for

a piece of foliage, by placing the cam-

era in a very low position and pointing

it upward. If, in doing this, you find

that the subject is too dark, a reflector

can be used, to throw light on the

shadow side of the subject. In other

cases, a reflector may be used, to in-

crease the illumination on a certain

flower or other subject, which you wish

to emphasize or lighten without increas-

ing the exposure on the whole scene.

Aluminum covered composition board

will serve effectively as a reflector, and

there are efficient, light, outdoor reflec-

tors available, especially designed for

the purpose.

Variation in the tone of the sky color

gives you a pleasant method of adding

interest to a fall scenic. Study the sky

from day to day, and you will see that

it offers an amazing variety of shades

of blue, as well as a variety of design

in cloud formations. Although the bril-

liant coloring of those clear, snappy

fall days brings the Ohs! and Alls!

from your audience, don't neglect the

softer effects of fall haze—nor even the

gray coloring on a foggy day.

Vary the emphasis of colors, in

choosing different subject matter as

well as by controlling the intensity of

the colors. For example, avoid getting

a continuous parade of brightly colored

leaves which are all dark red. Vary

such material occasionally, by includ-

ing shots of general scenes, in which

the browns of the tree trunks, the soft

colors of the earth or the greens of the

firs and pines predominate.

The only filter suitable for use with

regular Kodachrome in daylight is the

haze filter, and the question often arises

as to just what benefit can be had from

this accessory. To most people, a nat-

ural faint blue haze has a charm all

its own, and eliminating it detracts

from the picture for them. This is a

matter of personal opinion, however,

and you may want to cut out haze as

much as possible. Although the haze

AURICON
16 M.M. SOUND -ON -FILM RECORDER

You can make lip-synchronized

talking pictures with the Auricon

Recorder and any synchronous-
motor-driven 16 mm. camera, creat-

ing sparkling, true-to-life movies

which will run on any 16 mm sound
film projector

Music, dialogue, narration, sound
effects—all can be recorded directly

on film by photographic means
identical in principle to professional

AURICON %«****, E. M.

Hollywood productions, but with
Auricon 16 mm. equipment which is

designed and built in Hollywood
for use by the 16 mm. movie maker.

Complete Recorder and Amplifier

with instructions for making 16 mm
talking pictures— $560. To be used
with any synchronous-motor-driven

camera.

Ask your Dealer, or write today

for free descriptive literature.

BERNDT CORP. £&S«:

EVERY NEW MEMBER GETS—

The ACL Movie Book
IT'S the latest book on amateur movie making! . . . It's the

biggest book about the subject written in the past decade!
311 PAGES—OVER 100 ILLUSTRATIONS-FRAME
ENLARGEMENTS—PHOTOGRAPHS—DRAWINGS!
INTERESTING — NEW IDEAS — SIMPLY WRIT-
TEN—ACCURATE—COMPLETE—FULL INDEX.

GET THIS NEW BOOK IN ADDITION TO THE SERVICES
AND PUBLICATIONS LISTED BELOW ALL FOR $5.00 A YEAR
+ MOVIE MAKERS . . . Membership in-
cludes a subscription to MOVIE MAKERS
monthly, which covers every phase of ama-
teur and practical filming. Each month there
are articles for the beginner as well as for
the experienced movie maker.
-$• Technical consulting service . . . Any
League member can put his movie making
problems up to the technical consultant, and
he will receive prompt, detailed service.

+ Continuity and film planning service . . .

The continuity consultant will aid you in
planning specific films by offering you con-
tinuity and treatment suggestions, ideas on
editing and title wordings.
+ Club service . . . Those who wish to or-
ganize a club—either for the production of
films or for the interchange of ideas between
cameramen—will obtain full aid.

-A- Film review service . . . You may send
films to the League for criticism and review.
•£- Booklets and service sheets . . . These are
available to all members. Booklets are sent

automatically, as published, to members who
request them. Booklets now current are:

Color filming—27 pages, illustrated
Titling technique—32 pages
Featuring the family—34 pages
Lighting personal movies—37 pages,

illustrated
Films and filters—31 pages, illustrated

^ Equipment service . . . The League aids
members in locating new equipment.

•k Film Exchange ... A member may list
his films for temporary loan among other
members and will receive in return a list of
films offered by other members.
•fa Special services ... in two important
fields are available. Through the Film Re-
view Chart a member can get particularly
efficient criticism on his reels. By means of
the Film Treatment Chart, a member may
secure individually prepared film plans and
continuity outlines. These charts are sup-
plied on request to members only.

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

420 Lexington Ave. Date

New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

I wish to become a member of AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc. My remittance for $5.00,

made payable to AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE. Inc., is enclosed in payment of dues. Of this

amount, I direct that $2 be applied to a year's subscription to MOVIE MAKERS. (To non-

members, subscription to MOVIE MAKERS is $3 in the United States and possessions; $3.50

in other countries.)

MEMBERSHIP $5 a year

Name
Street

City State
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FEATURES of

FILM PROTECTION

INTERNAL SOFTNESS.

To resist heat and dry air.

EXTERNAL TOUGHNESS.
To resist scratches and stains.

SURFACE LUBRICATION.
To resist wear and sprockel-strain.

PERMANENT IMPREGNATION
To resist loss of protection in cleaning.

Impregnations, with SEPARATE chemical

vapors, each doing its SEPARATE job, give

you effective A FEATURE FILM PROTECTION
against CLIMATE, WEAR, SCRATCHES. OIL,

DIRT, WATER and FINGER MARKS.

Better Photo Finishers Offer
VapOrate protection for still

negatives.

<2m£t*

VAPXlRATE
VAPORATE CO.. INC. BELL 4 HOWELL CO.

1801 Larchmont
130 W. 46th St. Chlcaso

716 No. La Brea
New York City Hollywood

YOUR CHOICE OF"

WESTON
Master or Master Cine I

'-10 Model i

EXPOSURE
METER $14

and j out old uicki W <u.(od

exposiirt meter (if in good order.)

Send check for $1-1 and old melcr

gf CAPITAL
AST CAMS*

A

M FXCHAMGB
1003 PENNA. AVE. N.W.—WASH., D. C

MR. 16mm
PRODUCER
Tf e offer you complete
facilities for adding

SOUND
BLACK & WHITE • KODACHROME
SPECIAL EFFECTS • ART TITLES

GEO. W. COLBURN
LABORATORY

1197 Merchandise Mart CHICAGO

PerfectTitles with Metal Letters

samples

of

the

most

beautiful

Capital

and
Lower
Case
Letters

Made

DitU y*w> Mme w£tf>

\ METAL Letters

jfc.
EASV

Complete sets in wood case (U. S Price) 222 pes. $7.16:
126 caps only S4.28.

ADD CHARM AND INTEREST TO YOUR FILMS
Specify white or black letters

H.W.KNIGHT&SON,INC.,SenecaFalls,N.Y.

filter does eliminate the blue veil to

some extent, it will not always do so

completely. It is really an ultraviolet

filter, and it is valuable only when the

haze is caused by an excess of ultra-

violet light.

There is another factor which enters

the picture when you plan a seasonal

movie. It is variety in motion. Just as

it is helpful to vary the color emphasis,

so it is important to avoid a monotony

in the motion of the subjects. Too many
shots of calm, tranquil scenery will give

the picture a slow, unvaried pace. So,

try to get action, as well as quiet,

shots. Film trees, blown by wind, and

fast running streams, as wavelets break

on the shore of a lake or river. A fall

windstorm might be the high light of

an autumn movie.

The quality of fall light in the late

afternoon presents a special problem,

since, at that time during the autumn

season, there is a considerable quantity

of red in the sunlight. Shots taken late

in the day may seem overly red. Since

the low position of the sun and the

resultant long shadows also make this

time an undesirable one for filming, it

is best to plan to shoot during the mid-

dle part of the day in the fall. Because

sun is low. even at midday, it is better

suited for making pictures of people

than is the summer sun. which is often

directly overhead. The lower the sun,

the less shadow there is likely to be on

the faces of your subjects. However,

because of the red quality in the late

afternoon, if pictures are made of peo-

ple at that time, your actors are likely

to have quite unnatural flesh tones. The

effect of late afternoon color shooting

in the fall has only to be seen on the

screen to be recognized.

Black and white filmers will find the

clear fall air ideal for making sharp

and clear pictures. While filters will

help for special purposes, they are not

so important as they are when the at-

mosphere is hazy and full of quivering

heat waves. Telephoto shots made in

this clear air are especially effective,

whether they be filmed in color or

monochrome.

The yellow and red filters with pan-

chromatic film will produce dramatic

skies behind white clouds. A yellow

filter is suitable for ordinary shots, and

a red one for those scenes that are

meant to be especially striking. The
abilities of the polarizing filter, to

darken the sky or to minimize reflec-

tions are as potent with black and white

as they are w7 ith color.

Some movie makers may feel that,

unless they can use color to depict the

hues of autumn, the results may seem

a bit drab on the screen. That is scarce-

ly true, for a well made black and

white fall film, that takes advantage of

the proper play of sunlight, can be a

beautiful thing. Side lighting and back

lighting can be used, and exciting em-

phasis may be given to scenes by the

lighting alone.

After the trees have begun to shed

their leaves, there is a period in which

they are most attractive in black and
white movie shots. The leaves are sparce

enough to make interesting patterns,

instead of being so numerous that they

register only as a solid mass.

Panchromatic film is best suited to

filming fall foliage on black and white,

because it is sensitive to red and
orange. Orthochromatic and color blind

films will render the reds too dark for

pleasant results and will give little dif-

ferentiation between the shades. It may
be possible that certain kinds of pan-

chromatic film will render the reds a

little too light. In such event, use a

green filter, to darken the red shades

and to lighten the greens. This is sel-

dom a problem, however, but it is well

to keep in mind the usefulness of the

green filter, in case one is particular.

The fall is an ideal time for movie

making. The weather is at its best, and
the temperature is exhilarating enough

to make you want to take extra care in

filming.

:as> tille ways
[Continued from page 465]

he knew how many feet of the back-

ground picture he must take.

"Easy," he replied. "I made a note of

the footage reading before I wound
back, remember? Now all I need do is

to shoot the picture for the same length

of film."

He then took the picture background,

actually double exposing it on the title

lettering. I had to admit that it was

easy.

However, I asked him. '"What about

the next title? When you wind back,

how will you know where to stop, so

that you will not get a triple expos-

ure?'"

'"I'll show you," he replied.

Turning out the room light and again

turning on the red light, he opened the

camera and. using the conductor's

transfer punch (it cost him ten cents in

a five and ten cent store) , he punched

a hole right in the film in the center of

the first visible frame that had passed

the gate on its way to the takeup spool.

He then replaced the camera cover.

"That hole shows me where the old

title ends," he explained.

He then recorded the next lettered

title card and listed the footage indi-

cator reading. Turning out the room

light and turning on the red light,

he rewound the film back to the hole.

He was then ready to take the back-

ground picture in the same way that

he did it in the case of the first title.

He repeated the same operations for

a number of successive titles, always

rewinding back to the last point
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HARD TO GET?
not with a CINE TELEPHOTO lens

The toughest shots become easy with

a Wollensak Cine Telephoto Lens. No
wonder—the timid deer never knew a

picture was taken—the camera was 200
yards away. Take "close-ups" from a

distance for humor, variety, thrills . . .

use a Wollensak Cine Telephoto Lens.

WRITE FOR

FREE BOOK!

WOLLENSAK OPTICAL CO., 52" Hudson Avenue, Rochester, N. Y.

'W@.ILILilM8^K.

Sound Saves your Film!

DON'T BE WITHOUT
THIS MODERN AID IN

THIS MODERN AGE
We'll add sound to your silent Films,

record sound and picture in the studio

or on location or dub in effects from disc

or film.

Prices are surprisingly low. Let us quote.

UARTI FY PRODUCTIONS
llHIllUtl 230 w. 79 St., N. Y.

"REDWOOD SAGA"
A Complete Lumbering Picture.
400 ft., black & white, 16mm, $24.00

35mm KODACHROME SLIDES (50c each) of The Desert;
Yosemite (including Big Trees, wildtiowers, etc.); San
Francisco and its two bridges; the World's Fair on
Treasure Island; also Mono Lake and Devil's Post Pile
(California). (These also available in 16mm Kodachrome
movies).

GUY D. HASELTON
7936 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.

S5SS35-

We Carry a Full Line of Nation-
ally Advertised Movie Cameras.
Film. Projectors. Lenses and
Gadgets at Sensationally tOW PRICES. Write us

l we'll quote prices.

625 I5TH ST.

WASHINGTON. D.C

where a hole was punched in the film.

"If you don't expect to use the back-

ground picture again, you can print

your title directly on the picture. Us-

ually, I do not do that, because you

can't underexpose the background pic-

ture the way you want it, or fade in or

out the letters while leaving the back-

ground in the scene."

"How about using the same back-

ground for a number of titles?" I

asked.

"If you desire to use the same back-

ground picture for a number of titles,

your job is much easier. In that case,

record all your lettered title cards,

one after another, and note the footage

at the end of the shooting. Just rewind

the film and shoot your background

for the entire length of the title foot-

age. Ordinarily, I use an interesting

and appropriate background for my
main titles and a very simple back-

ground for my subtitles. I have a pic-

ture of a theatre curtain, which I use

for my secondary titles, that is usually

appropriate.

"Do you make lap dissolve titles,

too?" I asked.

"Yes, quite often, because they are

also very easy to make. I record the

first lettered title and, just before

I stop the camera, I raise the flood

light from the lettering, so that the

light becomes gradually dimmer on the

card. I then rewind about a foot of the

film in the same way as I showed you
before. Next, I insert in the easel the

title which is to be lapped over the

dissolve on the first title and start the

camera. At the same time, I gradually

bring down the flood light, to illuminate

the new title. This results in two con-

necting titles, in which the first one

dissolves to the second. It is simple,

but very effective, and gives you just

as good a result as you could achieve

with a camera that has a wind back

feature."

"How about colored titles?" I in-

quired.

"Well, color titles are a little more

difficult to make," Old Timer admitted,

"but the principles are the same. I use

the regular black cards with white let-

ters for the title lettering, but, when
I wind back, I must work entirely in

the dark. The red light cannot be used.

Therefore, I must punch the hole in

the film in the dark, and later feel

for it. However, outside of that minor

difficulty, the procedure is similar to

that for black and white film.

"Want to make titles with a moving

background? I'll tell you a simple

way to do it. Just film the lettered

titles as I showed you and wind back

the film. Then slip a dull surfaced

white card in your titler easel. Next,

take your projector and project the

scenes you want for the moving back-

ground on the white card. After von

have sharply focused the scene on the

Push the button!

Out comes the film

from the neic

DECO
EJECTOR
FILM

LIBRARY
l for 8 and 16mm movie reels and cans)

Compact, convenient, safe storage

for your movie films. In use, select

the film you want, push the but-

ton, and the selected film is auto-
matically ejected.

All steel welded construction makes
this Film Library strong and dust-

proof; safety catch and key lock
protect films.

For greater filing convenience,
there is an outside and an inside
removable index ; uniform recesses
for stacking; and a full length
hinge.

The Deco Film Library is hand-
somely finished in a durable brown
wrinkle finish, has a recessed
carrying handle and felt feet.

Himai CHEST
Capacity:

12-200 foot reels

$3.95

lOnini CHEST
Capacity:

12400 foot reels

.75

110 West 32ntl Street, N. Y.

World's Largest Camera Store

Built on Square Dealing
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Professiona I

FADES
DISSOLVES
WIPES

now made
possible by

Wind-Bak
for 8mm

Bell & Howell

Movie
Cameras

No More Choppy Scene
Changes

With the sensational new Wind-Bak attachment

for your Filmo- Eight, you can make smooth scene

changes and put yourself right up in the profes-

sional class.

Just a Twist of "Wind-Bak"
and Hollywood theatre-technique is right at your

fingertips. Wind-Bak is so simple to operate!

You can easily superimpose scenes, make cut-

aways, ghost titles and artistic fades. You can

wind back any portion of the film, one foot or

the entire foil.

Your Camera Still Carries
our unqualified guarantee with the Wind-Bak in-

stalled. Simply ship your camera to us. and our

trained technicians will make the necessary in-

stallations and return your camera promptly ready
for professional filming. All work guaranteed.

Write for Further Literature
$19.95 COMPLETELY INSTALLED

National Camera Exchange
11 South 5th Street Minneapolis, Minn.

OPTIAX VIEWER
For centering and fram-
ing close-ups, titles, in-

serts, etc. No title board
required. Shows actual
image ]0X magnified, di-

rect along the optical axis

of the camera lens.

For I6mm. cameras.

$10.50
postpaid

Illustrated folder on request.

ART. WOLFF
1315 E. 53 Street Chicago, III.

ABSOLUTELY FREE!
5^Af| "A to Z" Movie Titling

yUvU Try - It - Yourself Kits

also sample "Figurette" for movie title backgrounds

Send to-day—Keep the Kit— It's Yours

JACOB STEIN Mfr.
I7:

Ne York City

CHILD HEALTH
TRAINING, and CHARACTER BUILDING

FILMS
Silent and Sound 16 or 8 m.m.
BEFORE THE BABY COMES

BABY'S FIRST YEAR
GROWING UP

(Child care and training from one to six')

Useful to adults, young adults, doctors, dentists,
nurses, public health workers, high school, normal

school and colleges.

THE LIFE OF A HEALTHY CHILD
THE ROAD TO HEALTH AND HAPPINESS
For elementary schools, junior and senior high school
and lay groups. Educational. Entertaining and Re-
liable. Prepared in close collaboration with leading
health authorities, practitioners, and educators in
various parts of the country. Complete guide and text
of spoken narrative of sound version supplied with all

orders. Sale or Rent ... for information.

HEALTH FILM SERVICE

white card, take a reading with your

exposure meter. Your reading will

probably call for an opening of //1.9

or j/1.1. Now, project the scene on

the white card and record it over your

lettered titles."

I asked Old Timer if he ever made
any trick titles, such as "zooms," "flop-

overs," moving letters and the like.

"There are a number of tricks that

can be done with titles, which are ef-

fective and interesting to the audience,

but they usually detract from the pic-

ture itself, so that I am not going to

tell you how they are made now. How-
ever, you should know how to make
scroll or running titles, without the

necessity of using all those trick title

gadgets. Remember how the title words

of Gone With The Wind moved across

the screen, from the right to the left,

across the background? I obtained that

same effect with my titler.

"I made a vertical slit on the left

side and another on the right side of

a blank black card, both slits being

near the edge of the cards outside the

title field. Then I obtained a strip of

black photographic paper, which was

more than three times as long as the

distance between the two slits. I print-

ed my title in white ink in the center

of the strip.

"Next, I inserted the strip from the

back to the front in the right hand

~lit. ran the strip across the front of

the black card and inserted the end

in the left hand slit, from the front to

the back. Then I started the camera

and pulled the strip across the titler

field, from slit to slit, which exposed

the white letters to the camera as they

came out of the right hand slit. After

I had recorded the wording. I wound
back the film and took my background

picture.

"Scroll titles can be made in

same way, except that the slits

horizontal instead of vertical on

black card. Of course, you must use

precaution in pulling the strips through

evenly, so that you get a smooth re-

sult."

As cost is usually a big factor with

the amateur, I asked Old Timer how
much an average title costs him.

"The cards for the fifty titles we
made tonight cost me less than ten

cents, and I paid only twenty cents

for the bottle of white ink, which will

make a thousand titles. Taking into

consideration the amortization of the

cost of the lettering guides and pen and

wear and tear on the titler and camera,

in addition to the price of the film. I

figure that the titles cost me a little

over five cents apiece; and you'll admit

that we had an interesting evening."

the
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Dept. G4K-100 Sixth Ave., New York. N. Y.

Buy your titles this NEW way
—Pay by the word and save!

—

Neat, carefully arranged and printed titles, hand set on
special mottle backgrounds. 4 cents per word. 16 mm only.

Minimum title 20c
Send for Sample

ALPHA STUDIOS—P.O. Box 5354
Mt. Washington Sta.
Baltimore. Md.

of theatre titles & trailers for 20 years

HOT OFF THE PRESS 1 V

New seasonal catalog of the

"NATIONAL" I6MM. RENTAL LIBRARY
Large selection -— shipped anywhere — en

postage.
close

Also Complete tine of New Screens for sale.

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 Dey Street New York City

l.iisi 4 hanee
for the

JUNE. 1939
New York World's Fair number of

MOVIE MAKERS
Available at 25c a copy

It makes a fine souvenir if you have been
to the Fair, and it has helpful suggestions
if you plan to film the Fair during this, its

last, month.

This special 100 page number contains:

• Sixteen pages of four color illustrations
• Articles on filming every phase of the

Fair
• Exact exposure advice on filming most

spectacular exhibits
• Complete scenarios for movies of the

Fair
• Art title backgrounds in full color and

black and white
It is the largest issue of any magazine de-
voted to movie making that has ever been
published.

Get this beautiful magazine for 25c a copv
while they last

Movie Makers
420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.

OUR TITLES IN YOUR FILMS
will add definitely to their impor-
tance. Our editing service, too, is an
equally important factor. Make your
movies better with both!

GENUINE KODACHROME TITLES
Black and White and Tinted titles .

SPECIAL !

Beautiful hand-lettered main title New
York World's Fair, in 16mm. Kodachrome

$1.00. The End, 50c

(including Fade-in and Fade-out)

HORNE MOTION PICTURE SERVICE
9 East 40th St. New York City
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Book

Guaranteed Used Bargains

Eastman Cine Special F.1.9 Anast..

Zeiss Movikon, Sonnar F.1.4, case. ..

8mm. Kodak Model 60, F.1.9

16mm. Victor 3, Wollensak F.2.7

16mm. B & H Model 75, Cooke F.3.5..

16mm. Bolex H-16, Leitz Hektor F.1.4,
3" Meyer F.2.9, 15mm. Eastman
F.2.7

8mm. Bolex H-8 Meyer Plasmat F.1.5,

V/z" Meyer F.2.7

16mm. Ampro Model K. D. proj. 750
watt

8mm. Kodascope Model 70, 500 watt. .

16mm. B & H Filmosound 138, 1600 ft.

Bolex proj.. extra lens and8 &. 16mn
case ..

8mm. Revere, 500 watt

16mm. Amprosound Model N, 1600 ft.

Perfex Vu-Or Slide Projector

16mm. Kodascope G, F.1.6, 750 watt..

16mm. Magazine Kodak F.1.9

16mm. Kodak Model K, F.1.9

S269.50

249.50

39.50

52.50

29.50

299.50

224.50

99.50

47.50

189.50

179.50

44.50

194.50

27.00

89.50

79.50

52.50

Trade in Your Present Equipment
10 day trial on used equipment

EASY TERMS ARRANGED

MEXICAN
SILHOUETTE
A Ten Best Winner

for your film library.

Mexico City, Mexican towns, life,

customs and scenery make this an
outstanding film.

Three reels, 16mm. black &
white, $75.

Clement K. Chase
Box 742, Tucson, Arizona

.6 . rOf^-^

16MWI. SOUND-ON-FILM

RECORDING
Professional productions and recording
for industrial and educational purposes.

Send for price list.

Spot Film Productions, Inc.
339 East 48th St., N. Y. C. PI 5-0808

BERNDT-MAURER
RECORDING SYSTEM

ook reviews
B International Motion Picture Alma-

nac, 1940-41, edited by Terry Ramsaye;
1064 p., cloth, leather back, $3.00 plus

25 cents mailing charge; Quigley Pub-

lishing Company, New York City.

This hardy and dependable annual

blossoms again with its wealth of ac-

curate information about what practi-

cal members of one of the great indus-

tries of the United States still call "the

motion picture business." The experi-

ence of this reviewer through years of

using the Motion Picture Almanac has

proved to him that not only can he find

any desired information in these annual

editions, but that he can find it readily,

thanks to the various classifications of

facts, which are separated by conven-

ient yellow stiff paper dividers.

Formerly concerned entirely with

theatrical movies, the Almanac now has

abundant facts about non theatrical mo-

tion pictures of the commercial kind.

This reflects the increasing use of sub-

standard film for practical purposes.

One looks in vain this year, and hopes

not to be disappointed in the next an-

nual edition, for Terry Ramsaye's al-

ways pertinent and piquant—and, most

decidedly, well written—comment upon

things in general in the "picture busi-

ness." Notwithstanding the editor's sign

manual on the task of collecting and

presenting facts in usable style, we
have grown accustomed to his more per-

sonal part in creating the compendium,

by his own piece about the movies.

Brief though it was, there are those

that like it and want it to return.

—

R. W. W.

B Photographic Facts and Formulas,

by E. J. Wall, revised by Franklin I.

Jordan; 384 p., cloth, $3.00; Ameri-

can Photographic Publishing Company,
Boston, Mass.

Here are all the things which you
do not find in other photographic books,

and a good deal more besides. Revision

has brought this old stand by up to

date, and it is now in step with the

latest photographic practice and ma-

terials.

One who wants to practice photog-

raphy in a serious way would do well

to have this work within reach at all

times. Sound theory and hundreds of

practical suggestions make it a gen-

uinely usable reference book.

Amateur clubs
[Continued from page 471]

Rockford competes The Rock-
ford Movie

Makers, ACL, formed in Illinois last

spring and already boasting more than

one hundred and forty paid members,

has announced its first contest for mem-

HERE'S THE CAMERA

YOU'LL FINALLY BUY

for 16 mm silent or sound
If you are an advanced cinematographer
whose productions require the finest avail-

able equipment, the B-M Sound-Pro Camera
offers you many special and exclusive refine-

ments of design that contribute to accuracy,
that simplify operation and add to the pleas-

ure of your movie making. Examine the spe-
cial features listed below and consider what
they would contribute to your present films.

And remember . . . the Sound-Pro
is a two purpose camera. You may
purchase it now for use as a silent

camera. At a later date a sound re-

cording unit may he added to equip
you for "single system" sound work.

EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
1 . Unique focusing system shows scene in a

projector-size aperture on the ground
glass.

2. Erect image finder adjustable lo show
three image sizes corresponding to the
fields covered by the most frequently
used lenses.

3. Finder accurately adjustable for parallax.

4. Four lens turret.

5. Registration pin located precisely at the

picture aperture to avoid frame line

shifts and assure steady pictures.

O. All essential controls conveniently lo-

cated at the rear of the camera in full

view and within easy reach.

7. Automatic fades and dissolves.

8. Motor drive; interchangeable motors.

Examine your ultimate camera now. These
and other features which distinguish the

B-M Sound-Pro Camera from all other

16 mm equipment are

described in a new cata-

log. Write for your copy
today.

Wxlta for catalog

The BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
117 EAST 24th STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y.

West Coast Sales Office: E. M. Berndt Corp.

5515 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood, Calif.
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NEW! DeJUR
"CRITIC" CINE

EXPOSURE

METER
FOR

MOVIES

s 15.50
(Custom Designed

Case, §1.50)

Incorporating all

the advantages of
the famous "Critic",
but with a new,
simplified scale,
this masterpiece in

CINE exposure meters is made expressly for
Ihe discriminating amateur movie maker.

The "Critic" CINE is equipped with the
"Louvre" which enables the meter to shut
out unwanted light and assures perfect ex-
posures . . . whether for black-and-white or
full color pictures.

Sensitivity range from .I to 4000 ft. candles.
Speeds from .3 to 800 WESTON. May be used
in either the right or left hand. Compacr, one-
piece plastic case.

Examine the DeJur "Critic"
ClISE at your dealer's, or

write for complete information.

SHELTON, CONNECTICUT

MAKE YOUR OWN TITLES
New magnetic, third-dimen-
sion, plastic letters adhere
firmly in any position to
metal backgrounds through
paper, cloth, cellophane.

91 White Magnetic letters.
9 s 12. or 10 x 14 black
metal panel, rompleU* Sy,:,fi

Color Letter Set S12.00

OU1XET

MOVE
TITLE

at your dealer or order from

HAMILTON DWIGHT COMPANY
155 East 44th Street York City

gRT PHOTOGRAPHY

Successful photography as a career, hobby, or for
sparetime earnings—made easy through N.T.I. Training!
Personal coaching by leading photographers. Fascinating
field, splendid opportunities. Black & White. Motion Pic-
ture, and Color Photography. Personal attendance and
Home Study Courses, Booklet FREE ! N. Y. Institute of
Photography. Dept. 105. 10 W. 33rd St.. New York. N. Y.

Bass

Bass says:
I always stretch a poinl

to give you real long values
. . . the kind I've included
in my

New Cine

Bargaingram
The best yet—lists thousands
of S-16 and 35 mm cam-
eras and equipment for

SOUND and Still. . . . Send
for your FREE copy.

CAMERA CO.
179 W.MADISON ST.

CHICAGO. I LU.

bers' films, to conclude in December.

Seventy five dollars worth of cinematic

merchandise will be offered in six

prizes, with specially designed film

leaders promised to winners of honor-

able mention. The club's contest rulings

are designed to give the beginning

movie maker as much opportunity for

recognition as the more experienced

filmer. Following a preliminary elimi-

nation by a local committee of judges,

the high ranking films will be sent to

the Amateur Cinema League for a final

judging by members of the League's

staff. With the successful launching of

an attractive club bulletin, the Rock-

ford group is interested in establishing

an editorial exchange with other clubs

sponsoring a publication. Application

should be made to R. L. Jacobs, at 1915

Brunei" Street, Rockford. 111.

New in Mass. Eighteen members
signed the charter

roll at the late organization meeting of

the Waltham Amateur Cinema Club,

new group in Massachusetts. First offi-

cers include Alphonse A. Lalime, ACL,
president; Vincent Fopiano, secretary;

Charles Lamont. treasurer. Serving with

them on the board of directors are

Adolf Bubert, Dr. Harry Richelson and

Thomas Hennessey. Speakers at the

opening meeting were Frederick L.

Bray, producer of Waltham Marches

On, and Paul Clifford.

Produce in Yonkers A small
group inter-

ested in film story production is now
active in Yonkers. N. Y., under the

name. Yonkers Cinamateur Club. ACL.
Harvey Travers is the leader, and those

interested in joining with the club in

its activities may reach him at 15 Rad-

ford Street, in Yonkers.

Ballot in Boston New officers have

been elected and

announced by the Boston Cinamateur

Club as follows: Miller Robb, ACL,
president; Benjamin Davies, vicepresi-

dent; Jennie Kuwaski, ACL. treasurer;

Fannie Tinkham. secretary. Recent films

seen on the club screen have included

Carol Anns Dream, by Mrs. Grace

Desrosiers, and Show Queen Revue, by

Harold Willoughby. The club has held

an outing at Gloucester, famous fishing

port on Boston's north shore.

Eights in L. A. A varied Pro-

gram of activi-

ties has kept members of the Los

Angeles 8mm. Club busy during the

summer months. Claude Cadarette, a

founder member of the club, has an-

nounced a series of technical instruc-

tion meetings to be carried on under

his direction. Esther Funk took first

award in a fifty foot contest for ladies,

with See America First, followed by

OCTOBER 1940

Louise Arbogast, with Monterey. Mem-
bers of the Long Beach Cinema Club,

led by their president, H. A. Hilliger,

ACL, have visited in Los Angeles and
have presented on the club screen Cat

Tales, by Miss Caldwell, and Susanna,

a group production. New members of

the local group have presented films

as follows: Seven Days, by A. W. Apel;

Fire Department Drill, by Capt. F. J.

Kirschner; Summer Holiday, by Eliza-

beth E. Earl; New York Fair—West
Point, by Frances Szalay.

The clinic

[Continued from page 473]

posing significant dialog titles over the

lower portions of the scenes concerned.

Mr. Farkas recommends the same tech-

Means used in theatrical films to

translate dialog on sound track

nique for use in substandard silent pic-

tures, where the interjection of an ac-

tual title card might seriously impede
the dramatic flow of the film's story.

Recreating Hallowe'en

[Continued from page 466]

in a small town rather than in a metro-

politan city, with its golden harvest of

skyscrapers, bridges and crowds.

But the city, at best, can make but a

futile stab at Hallowe'en. You see the

children dress up as beggars, carrying

stockings full of flour with which they

cudgel each other. As for the grownups,

most of them have never been to a real

old fashioned Hallowe'en party.

So it's up to the folks in the country

to make this movie of Hallowe'en. And,

when you make it, make it with the

heart of the child that you used to be,

for the children in your audience and

for the grownups that will never grow

up.

Since this is the day the witch rides

over the moon, keep your lighting low

and spooky. (Spotlights will pick out

the subject, and the rest of the scene

may be left in darkness. Light hob-

goblins and witches from below, to give

them a diabolical effect.) Use your in-

genuity in shooting silhouettes, for they

will help immeasurably to carry out the

eerie mood of your picture. Now that
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R
EAL BARGAINS

ABSONS
The Personal Attention Store

36 YEARS IN BUSINESS

I I I West 52nd Street
(New York's Famous "Swinfl Street")

New York (Near Radio City)

New f ilm.i 141 A Camera List Net
f/1.9 Lens (discontinued
model) 5138.00 889.50

Filmo 8 Sportster E.N 75.00 55.OO
Cine 8.60 f/1.9 Lens. Good

condition 67.50
16mm Magazine Cine. Kodak

f/1.9 Lens. Good condi-
tion

16 mm Filmo 70 A f/3.5

Lens and case. Fair con-
dition 127.50

16 mm Cine. Kodak B f/1.9
Lens. Good condition ....

16 mm Filmo 121 (Magazine
Type) f/3.5 Lens. Good
condition

15 mm f 2.7 Universal Focus
Lens for Cine Special.
Good condition 45.00

I inch f/1.4 Carl Zeiss Bio-
tar E.N 96.00

3 inch f '4.5 Tele Lens for

Cine - Kodak Model K.
Good condition 45.00

IMPORTANT—Above items are offered (sub-

ject to prior sale) on 10 days' free trial. Un-
conditionally guaranteed for 90 days. Trades
welcome. Time payments readily arranged. Send
for free BAKGAIN SHEET of any other items.

For personal attention, address Dave Kabson,
Dept. 10-M.

39.50

117.50 77.50

150.00

27.50
39.50

67.50 34.50

29.50

64.50

24.50

Complete

16MM LABORATORY
SAVE your Kodachrome originals, we

Duplicate direct lo you 8V£c foot.

IMPROVE your movies with film sound
Recorded from your script S40 per
400 foot including combined print.

"Negative developing "Dupe Negatives

"Printing "Titles "Disc Recording

Berndt Maurer Sound System

FILM ASSOCIATES CO.
429 Ridgewood Dr. Dayton, Ohio

A DIME A DAY
BEINGS FUN TO STAY

DECORATED-ILLUSTRATED

16TITLES25
m m . MINIMUM ORDER 1°S .

EACH.

BEAUTIFULLY ,

ANIMATED '

,
THE END"

Sznd $1- for four titles

TITLE SERVICE
1600 BROADWM.N.Y.C. CIRCLE 6-0865

ultra fast film is available, it is no

longer difficult to get indoor scenes

of Hallowe'en parties. Ordinary room
lighting will do the trick, and a few

flood bulbs screwed into standard fix-

tures will permit you to film anything

indoors that you desire. So once you get

your outdoor shots—some of them at

night and some the following morning
—you might carry on by taking your

audience to a real old fashioned Hal-

lowe'en party, with all the nostalgia

that the occasion implies.

We used to arrive in costumes. We
were dressed as spooks, pirates, pil-

grims, as well as famous figures of his-

tory. Some of us came swathed in

sheets and disguised in masks, as well.

These were no ordinary masks, mind

you, but false faces that were hideous,

incongruous and terrifying. But all were

geared for fun and laughter. Remem-
ber, fun is the keynote of your film.

You might try your hand at special

effects. The witch, for instance, can be

shown flying to a table on her broom.

(The witch jumps off the table back-

ward, and the scene is filmed in slow

motion, with the camera held upside

down. The footage, after being proc-

essed, is cut out, reversed end for end

and spliced back into the picture.) For

those who have always had a yen to do

a mystery picture, here is the chance of

a lifetime. Try your magic on your

friends, ending each episode with a

black out. Hallowe'en is the time to

make a witch dance, and, with the

clever use of stop motion, you can make
her broomstick dance too. You can get

your pumpkin head to move its eyes,

stick out its tongue, and even go walk-

ing. Remember, always, that this pic-

ture is for the children that we were

once upon a time—and still are!

No Hallowe'en party is any sort of

party without some spooky games.

You all know the one of walking

backward, down the cellar stairs, with

a mirror in your hand, in which you

are supposed to see the image of your

future wife or husband.

Another favorite is the string game.

The guests are blindfolded, and. one by

one, they follow a string, upstairs and

down, indoors and out. A prize waits

at the end of the trail.

If these are too hard to shoot, then

stick to the perennials—Spin the Bottle

or the Donkey Game, in which each

guest is given a tail which he must

fasten in the proper place. There's a

first prize to the one closest to the mark

and a booby prize for the one farthest

away.

Another favorite on Hallowe'en night

is ducking for apples and bobbing for

an apple (hands behind your back)

that is swinging from a string. Then
there's a taffy pulling in the kitchen,

in which everybody joins. Of course,

there's always the big feed to finish off

Zette* MOVIES
BEGIN WITH

LIGHTING

F-R HI-SPOT
the bette/i

HOLLYWOOD TYPE SPOTLIGHT

Experienced photographers know that lighting

is the first requisite for finer picture making.

Having studied Hollywood lighting technique

they know that the F-R Hi-Spot, miniature of

the giant and baby Hollywood spotlights, with

its soft but punchy beam "picks up" details

ordinary lighting never discovers. It embodies

all the fine points necessary for superior home

movie making.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES:

• Fresnel Lens.

• 200 Watt Special Hi-Spot Protection Lamp.

• Finger-tip focusing from a large to a small spot.

• Complete directional control—tripod mounted

or adapted to standard light stands.

• Alade of Die-Cast Aluminum.

• Compact, sturdy—yet light-in-we'tght.

• Anyone can manipulate it.

• Complete with 10 ft. cord.

$Q95

At leading dealers everywhere.

Buy it today.

fINK-RO/fLlfV* COX.
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the big night. All of these can be filmed.

For important shots, use your tripod

and, for other scenes, caught on the

spur of the moment, place your camera

on chairs or tables.

Yes, the day of the Druid is gone,

and Hallowe'en belongs to the country

fair era, to the day when there were

chicken suppers given by the church

—

when, somehow, the hobgoblins would

get the buggy and hoist it to the church

roof. Well, this is a plea, a challenge

and a command, to those of you outside

the big cities. Don't let Hallowe'en van-

ish from the face of the earth without

first capturing its spirit with your cam-

era, so that, like an old museum piece,

a hundred years from now, it can take

its place beside the mummy, the stuffed

buffalo and the cigar store Indian.

News of the industry

[Continued from page 476]

a film reel of any length up to 400 feet.

In using the projector, the operator

threads the film through the machine

in the normal way. At the beginning

and end of the film, rubber "tripping

pads" are attached. These are self ad-

hesive, and they may be removed with-

out damage to the film. As the film

passes through the mechanism, the

tripping pad engages a contact roller

at any predetermined place in the pic-

ture, whereupon the projector stops,

turns off the light, rewinds the film,

then starts showing again.

Thus, the machine is a true "repeat-

er," not a continuous projector. The

The ghost went west

interval of rewinding after a showing

allows time for an audience change. The
operation is entirely automatic and will

continue as long as desired. Should the

film lose its loop, the mechanism will

stop itself before any film damage can

occur.

The projector may be used for nor-

mal projection at any time. The com-
plete price of the Repeater Kodascope
G is $150, minus lens and lamp, which

are selected individually to meet re-

quirements.

Dejur Critic cine Dejur -Amsco
Corporation

,

Shelton, Conn., announces that the

price of the Dejur Critic exposure

meter has been reduced to $15.50. The
new Critic cine exposure meter, for

movie '"fans," is offered at the same
price.

Presto The development of a new
synchronizing system, for

producing 8mm. or 16mm. talkies with

sound on disc, has now been completed

by the Presto Recording Corporation,

242 West 55th Street, New York City.

The new equipment, offered under the

name of the Syncrosound System, con-

sists of three units, one each for the

recorder and camera and a third for the

projector. These units embody an elec-

trical synchronizing system, they are

easy to attach and they maintain abso-

lute agreement in relative speed between
camera and disc recorder and also be-

tween reproducing turntable and pro-

jector. Syncrosound units are now avail-

able for Ampro projectors, Bell &

Howell. Keystone and Victor cameras
and projectors and Bolex cameras.

Units can be supplied for other makes
on special order. The advantages of

the system are that the sound "take"

can be played back immediately after

recording; that sound may be added
to any black and white or color film

without laboratory operations; that disc

recording media can be purchased at

low cost; that sound on disc editing

may be done, to match the scenes of an
edited film. It is said that the cost of

the complete equipment for making and
projecting a synchronized talking pic-

ture of fifteen minutes' duration is

roughly one tenth of the cost of equip-

ment required to produce the same re-

sults with sound on film. A free book-

let, giving instructions for making talk-

ing pictures at home, together with

complete description of the Syncro-

sound apparatus, will be sent on re-

quest to the address given.

Official football A film ° f ex-

ceptional value,

to those interested in football, is Know
Your Football, featured this month.

This timely subject, released by Official

Films, 330 West 42nd Street, New York
City, is one of the Sportbeams series.

The film features the New York Foot-

ball Giants and Dr. Marvin ("Mai")
Stevens, head coach of New York Uni-

versity, and demonstrates football strat-

egy from the inside. This subject may be

purchased at the regular Official Films

prices, which have been revised down-
ward. The new prices are: 360 feet,

16mm., $9.75; 100 feet, 16mm., $2.50;
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SPECIAL!
FOR OCTOBER ONLY!

NEUMADE

HEAVY

DUTY

16mm

REWINDS

ONLY

$7-65
Sturdy, well made rewinds, built to last

a lifetime. Professional design, for labora-

tory, library institutional, industrial or

individual use. For all 16mm. reels up to

1600 ft. capacity. Set consists of I geared

and I plain spindle. (Two geared heads

may also be had under this special Octo-

ber offer at $9.65; regularly $12.00)

Accurately geared, sturdy cast housings, full grip

wooden handles, counter balanced crank, disen-

gaging clutch, patented spindle construction;

reels cannot fly off while in motion.

FOR THIS MONTH ONLY! Offer expires Oct.
31st! Clip this ad and send to us to get this

unusual bargain.

Per Set
(Regularly $9.50)

'ffflViit'ftf'

PRODUCTS
/EST +2--STP.EET .

In 200, 400, 800, 1200, Ibuu
fi sizes ... in stock for

immediate delivery. If your
Dealer or Jobber cannot
supply youy write us direct.

FIBERBILT

SOUND ON FILM
Rent-Exchange-Sale

Modern High Grade Features & Shorts

CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY
1041 Jefferson Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y.

HOME TITLE MAKERS

No more fuss with clogged pens and
messy liquids.

Write your titles the modern way with

RITE- A-TITLE

Easy as writing with pencil.
Works with any titler.

Introductory kit by mail— I Oc.

ALL PURPOSE GOLD CORP.
Post Office Box 81

.'Brooklyn, New York

350 feet, 16mm. sound (DeLuxe ver-

sion), $17.50; 180 feet, 8mm., $5.50;

50 feet, 8mm., 11.75.

Radiant projection lamps For
pro-

jectors regularly using 750 or 1000

watt, twenty five hour, biplane filament

lamps, the Radiant Lamp Corporation,

Newark, N. J., has produced two new
lamps of the biplane type, which are

said to provide increased screen illu-

mination. Both lamps are designed to

burn ten hours and are supplied in

medium prefocus or screw base (T12

size). Each features the "blacktop"

coating, which lessens the amount of

stray light that may come through the

top of the lamp house. The new Ra-

diant 750 watt lamp lists at $4.10; the

1000 watt lamp at $6.00. Contrary to a

statement which appeared recently in

these columns, the Radiant Lamp Cor-

poration has no immediate plans for a

new line of flood or flash type bulbs.

Ideal catalog 0ne ot tlle most ex>

tensive and complete

catalogs ever to be offered, covering the

rental of sound and silent 16mm. and

8mm. library film subjects, has recently

been issued by Ideal Pictures Corpora-

tion, 28 East Eighth Street, Chicago,

111. Completely cross indexed, illus-

trated and annotated, the new Ideal

catalog lists several thousand features

and shorts, from which selections may
be made to fit any kind of program.

Those interested may apply to Ideal

Pictures Corporation, specifying its

Twenty First Anniversary Catalogue in

their request.

Junior Editor A fuI1 motion
16mm. movie edi-

tor of entirely new design is now added

to the well known line of editing aids

offered by the Craig Movie Supply Com-
pany, 1053 South Olive Street, Los An-

geles, Calif. The new machine is called

the Craig Junior Editor. Feed and take-

up spools are placed, side by side, at

the top of the machine. The film is

threaded over open rollers and through

the viewing unit, which presents a min-

iature screen at the end of a rectangular

tube. This allows for convenience in

viewing and provides room at the front,

to make splices. A regular Craig Senior

Splicer and retaining sockets for film

cement bottles are incorporated. The
complete unit is $27.50; the Junior

Editor alone, with mounting plate for

splicer, is $19.50.

Winning film offered Clement
K. Chase,

ACL, whose three reel, 16mm. film,

Mexican Silhouette, achieved Movie
Makers Ten Best placing in 1939, now
offers this interesting and informative

subject for sale. Its price, complete,

is $75.

Permanent Protection

and Convenience
FOR PROTECTION—All steel construction

—good looking and built to last.

FOR CONVENIENCE — Films indexed and
filed in one place—easy accessibility and
arrangement.

OVER 50

MODELS TO
CHOOSE
FROM!

For example: This

handsome sturdy

cabinet stores

each reel in a

separate com-
partment. Smaller

units also avail-

able.

Send for Our Special 16mm Catalogue

f^mmtih
PRODUCTS CORP.

JIST 42-STREET . NEW YORK.. N.'

Why use anything else when

TITLES BY PARK CINE
cost no more than ordinary titles.

Catalog Free on Request.

PARK CINE LABORATORY
120 West 41st Street, New York City

*ty>
NEW EDITION!
Mammoth Photographic

Catalog No. 400
272 Pages

Send 25c for copy which will

be refunded on first pur-
chase amounting to $1.00 or
more.

NEW GOODS
NEW PRICES

Write for free copy of our
monthly magazine

"SNAP SHOTS"

MUXPfW
57 East 9th St., New York City

Established 1S78
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FREE FILM REVIEWS
You can borrow these new publicity movies without charge

THESE films are offered on loan,

without charge. Some may be avail-

able to individuals, and others are avail-

able only to clubs or groups. In certain

cases, the type of organization to which

the films are lent without charge is

specified. To borrow these films for a

screening, write directly to the distribu-

tor, whose address is given. (Note care-

fully the restrictions mentioned in each

case.)

Imprisoned Freshness, 1200 feet, 16mm.
black and white silent: produced by

Pathescope.

Offered to: individuals and groups.

Available from: C. R. Kolb. Frosted

Foods Sales Corporation. 250 Park

Avenue. New York City.

Imprisoned Freshness tells the story

of Birds Eye Frosted Foods. You visit

the modern packing plant located on

the docks of the Boston Fish Pier,

where Birds Eye Fish is received daily.

You see how meats are handled, from

huge sides of beef down to steaks and

chops, how Birds Eye vegetables are

grown on the farmlands of New Jersey;

you see the handling, packaging and

quick freezing of strawberries in Vir-

ginia. Interesting and educational. Im-

prisoned Freshness reveals one new and

important aspect of modern commerce.

America Marching On, 1 reel. 16mm.

and 35mm. sound on film; 16mm. si-

lent ; black and white.

Offered to: organized groups only.

Available from: The National In-

dustrial Council. 14 West 49th Street.

New York City.

By presenting the story of a country

miller, whose neighbors invested their

savings to build a bigger mill and to

bring prosperity to the entire commu-
nity, this movie depicts dramatically the

pattern of American progress—how, by

cooperation of workers, management

and investors, jobs have been made,

hours of work have decreased and

standards of living have risen. In the

sound version of the film. Lowell

Thomas is the narrator.

Apply for reservations w~ell in ad-

vance of the booking date desired.

Alaska's Silver Millions, 3 reels. 16mm.
sound and silent, black and white.

Offered to: schools and large

groups.

Available from: Home Economics
Department. American Can Company.

230 Park Avenue. New York City.

Alaska's Silver Millions is a story of

salmon taken from the sea around the

coasts of Alaska. It presents the intri-

cate processes of modern salmon can-

ning.

Safeguarding the Speechways, 2 reels,

16mm. and 35mm. sound on film, black

and white.

Offered to: groups.

Available from : Western Electric

Company, Motion Picture Bureau. 195

Broadway. New York City.

Safeguarding the Speechways shows

in detail the manufacture of various

types of rubber covered wire, used in

the telephone system, and starts with

the collection of raw materials, follow-

ing them through to the uses of the fin-

ished product. Scenes in the great rod

and wire mill show how a 230 pound

billet of copper is drawn out to a fine

thread. 2400 miles long. Raw rubber

is followed through the mixing, strain-

ing and rolling operations, which con-

vert it into the insulating compound
that is squeezed around the copper

wire and then vulcanized in minutes

instead of hours. The finished rubber

insulated wire is then subjected to a

series of rigid inspections and tests.

Many of the processes shown in this

film, such as high speed wire draw-

ing and continuous vulcanizing, have

brought about revolutionary changes in

wire making.

Men and Machines, 1 reel. 16mm. and
35mm. sound on film; 16mm. silent;

black and white.

Offered to: organized groups only.

Available from: The National In-

dustrial Council. 14 West 49th Street,

New York City.

Men and Machines poses the inter-

esting question, ''Has the machine cre-

ated jobs?" It then analyzes and con-

vincingly answers the problem in this

highly informative picture. Doubts are

met with incontrovertible facts demon-

strating not only that the machine has

yielded employment undreamed of in

the era of home industry, but is con-

tinuing to create new jobs today. Lowell

Thomas tells the story in the sound ver-

sion.

Land of the Free, 3 reels. 16mm. and

35mm. sound on film, black and white:

produced by Wilding Picture Produc-

tions. Inc.

Offered to: groups and individuals.

Available from: Wilding Picture

Productions, Inc., 7635 Grand River

Avenue. Detroit, Mich.

Land of the Free is broadly descrip-

tive of the effects in practice of those

principles on which our government

and country are founded. It pictures the

vast resources of America and the in-

genuity of Americans in developing

these resources. Also, it emphasizes,

with splendid scenes and musical ac-

companiment, the freedom of opportu-

nity which is the birthright of every

American, and it should impress any

audience with an appreciation of the

good things which have made this coun-

try of ours strong and which will help

to preserve it in the future.

The Story of Anthracite, 800 feet.

16mm. sound on film, black and white.

Offered to: schools, business clubs

and interested groups.

Available from: Anthracite Indus-

tries. Inc.. 3207 Chrysler Building, New
York, N. Y.

The Story of Anthracite is a com-

plete pictorialization of the story of

coal, tracing its development from pre-

historic days, when coal beds were for-

ests of ferns, to the present time, when

modern machinery, 1000 feet below the

earth, brings up the fuel that has not

seen the light of day since the ages of

the dinosaur. The user may obtain,

with the movie, copies of a printed sum-

mary of this story, for distribution at

the showing; narrative material for

teaching is also available. State the type

of equipment you have and the num-

ber of people that you expect to attend

your showing.

Flagships of the Air, 3 reels, 16mm.

and 35mm. sound on film, black and

white; produced by Wilding Picture

Productions, Inc.. for American Air-

lines.

Offered to: individuals and group;.

Available from: Wilding Picture

Productions, Inc.. 7635 Grand River

Avenue. Detroit, Mich.

Flagships of the Air is an aerial pic-

turization of our newest transportation

service, showing how easy it is to fly,

how aerial safety is maintained and why

this modern method of travel has be-

come so popular in so short a time. The

comfort, the pleasure and the economy

of travel by air are all stressed, in

many striking pictorial sequences.



WHEN YOU BUY THEM SEPARATELY

l/i/i 000 when you buy

them as a complete

outfit, the total cost is

exactly $137.50

IT'S PROBABLE that you'd acquire this

outfit, piece by piece, before very long.

Probable . . . and natural, for every movie

maker knows how really good every bit of

it is.

Now there's an added reason for getting

the whole business at once—a money-saving price

of $137.50 for all four.

Ivodascope Model G is the new ruling favorite

among 16 mm. projectors. It's so easy to use, so

"professional" in its quiet efficiency. At its regular

price of $100, without lens or lamp, it is an excel-

lent value. Under this combination offer, the value

is even higher.

Of the six lenses available for Model G, the

2-inch //1.6 is undoubtedly the favorite average-

use lens. It gives you a screen image 26" by 34" at

15 feet, 42" by 56" at 25 feet.

And the 750-watt lamp is, of course, rich in bril-

liance. You need never fear that your screened

movies will have that anemic, washed-out look;

they'll be full-bodied, vivid.

And the Projecto Case is a hit. It becomes a

three-legged projection stand, sturdy and thor-

oughly convenient. All closed up it is simply a

handsome, compact carrying case.

Get all four . . . and save money. Your dealer is

authorized to extend this savino- to his customers.

EASTMAN KODAK
COMPANY

ROCHESTER, N. Y.



Now the new Bell & Howell SAFE-LOCK, threading film easier and quicker than
SPROCKETS and guards are built into you ever dreamed it could be. Anyone
all Filmo Silent Projectors as well as can do it—and incorrect threading is

all Filmosound Projectors. They make practically impossible.

HOW/&W SILENT PROJECTOR
Are Equipped with

B&H
SAFE-LOCK

Sprockets

for Easy Threading

H2

Put film approximately in place Press tab th
on now SAFE-LOCK Sprocket, guard. Slight move
Guiding sheath directs film to in either direction
proper position. into place on teeth

Rele
shut,
edge

For 8 mm. Economy, Choose

FILMO "ARISTOCRAT" TURRET 8
Easy, fast loading; no film to thread; no loops to form

Film end is inserted in hub slot C
ol empty spool. Then drop the d
both spools over spindles,and..

Filmo Turret 8 mounts three lenses and matching
viewfinder objectives on turret; press the button

—

what you see, you get. Positive-type viewfinder,
magnifying critical focuser, and single frame ex-
posure button. With speeds of 16, 32, 48, and 64
and Taylor-Hobson color-corrected l2 l/2 mm. F 2.5
lens, SI 40.

wBiH Film Editing Aids

PRECISION-
MADE BY

TALK about a small, compact, lightweight,

fast-loading, easy-to-carry motion picture

camera that equals the newsreel camera for

versatility—here it is. The three lenses that

mav be mounted on its turret make you master

ofANY picture opportunity. By revolving the

turret—an instantaneous action—you bring

the desired lens and its matching viewfinder

into photographic position . . . telephoto lens

for distant objects . . . super-fast lens for poor

light . . . and still another lens for average

conditions . . . these and others, all at your

finger tips instantly. A new, improved view-

FILMOTION VIEWER and SPLICER
(For 8 mm. one/ 16 mm. film, a model for each)

Binns as motion pictures when editing.
3f stills. Provides complete protection to film.
)f 16 mm. model is3i2K inches ; on 8 mm.
s. You can easily improve your present edit-
lg your B&H 136 Splicer from its base and

ither the 8 mm. or 16 mm. Filmotion Viewer.
When B&H 136 Splicer and propel

are attached to Filmotion Viewer (st
plete editing outfit.

The new Two-speed 16 mm. REWINDERS have a gear shift lever
which provides three positions: (li Low speed, 1-to-l ratio, for
editing; (2) neutral, to free the spindle: (3) high speed, 4-to-l ratio,
for fast rewinding. Reels turn same direction as crank is turned at
either speed. Manual brake permits tight winding. Reels as large
as 2000-foot capacity are accommodated. Unit fits into present
B&H add.a-unit line of equipment. Mail coupon for complete
details.

finder provides amazingly clear, brilliant

image—and what you see, you get.

You can change from black-and-white to

color film even in mid-reel without fogging a

single frame. You can load in three seconds

with gloves on. There are four speeds, includ-

ing slow motion, and control for animation

work. A new built-in exposure chart gives

readings in a single setting for both black-

and-white and color film. Fast, color-corrected

F 2.7 universal focus lens is standard equip-

ment; Auto Master may be purchased with or

without two other lenses for its turret. Priced

from $195 with Steady-strap Handle.

Precision-built by makers of Holly-

wood's professional equipment. Bell &
Howell Company, Chicago; New York;

Hollywood; London. Established 1907.

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1843 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, III.

Send detailed information about: ( ) Filmo
Silent Projectors: ( ) Filmosound Projectors;

( ) Filmo Auto Master Camera; ( ) Filmo
Turret 8 Camera; ( ) new film editing aids.
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EVERY NEW MEMBER GETS,

The ACL Movie Book
IT'S the latest book on amateur movie making! . . . It's the

biggest book about the subject written in the past
decade!

311 PAGES—OVER 100 ILLUSTRATIONS-FRAME
ENLARGEMENTS—PHOTOGRAPHS—DRAWINGS!
INTERESTING — NEW IDEAS — SIMPLY WRIT-
TEN—ACCURATE—COMPLETE—FULL INDEX.

Written by the staff of the Amateur Cinema League—com-
piled from their experiences in serving thousands of movie
makers for over a decade, this book represents the latest

and simplest cine technigue. It is based on what amateurs
do. It tells you what you want to know because it comes
from the needs and guestions of over 21,000 League mem-
bers—every one a real movie maker.

The new book is packed with information and it

is simply written in an informal style. You will

find it fascinating, and you may be sure that the
information is correct— IT'S AN ACL PUBLICA-
TION.

GET THIS NEW BOOK IN ADDITION TO THE
SERVICES AND PUBLICATIONS LISTED BELOW

ALL FOR $5.00 A YEAR

ir MOVIE MAKERS . . . Membership includes a sub-
scription to Movie Makers monthly, which covers
every phase of amateur and practical filming.
Each month there are articles for the beginner as
well as for the experienced movie maker.

if Technical consulting service. . . Any League mem-
ber can put his movie making problems up to the
technical consultant, and he will receive prompt,
detailed service.

if Continuity and film planning service . . . The con-
tinuity consultant will aid you in planning specific

films by offering you continuity and treatment
suggestions, ideas on editing and title wordings.

if Club service . . . Those who wish to organize a

club—either for the production of films or for the
interchange of ideas between cameramen — will

obtain full aid.

if Film review service . . . You may send films to the
League for criticism and review.

if Booklets and service sheets . . . These are available

to all members. Booklets are sent automatically,

as published, to members who request them. Book-
lets now current are:

Color filming—27 pages, illustrated

Titling technique—32 pages

Featuring the family—34 pages

Lighting personal movies—37 pages, illus-

trated

Films and filters—31 pages, illustrated

if Equipment service . . . The League aids members
in locating new equipment.

if Film Exchange ... A member may list his films

for temporary loan among other members and will

receive in return a list of films offered by other
members.

if Special services ... in two important fields are
available. Through the Film Review Chart a mem-
ber can get particularly efficient criticism on his

reels. By means of the Film Treatment Chart, a
member may secure individually prepared film

plans and continuity outlines. These charts are
supplied on request to members only.

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

420 Lexington Ave. Date
New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

I wish to become a member of AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc. My remittance for $5.00,

made payable to AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE. Inc.. is enclosed in payment of dues. Of this amount.
I direct that $2 be applied to a year's subscription tn MOVTE MAKERS. 'To nnnmembers. subscrip-

tion to MOVIE MAKERS is $3- in the United States and possessions; $3.50 in Canada, $3.50 in other
countries.)

MEMBERSHIP S5

(Jity

a a year

November 40

GET THESE INDISPENSABL

FILMING AIDS AT ONCE FOR
* Five dollars a year

Amateur Cinema League, inc.

420 Lexington Ave. New York, New York, U. S. A.



It Takes a 'Jlvf*** Movie Camera
to Match Advanced Skill! W^

AUTO
MASTER

...fhe only 16 mm*
magazine -loading

motion picture camera

with a turret head

A masterpiece of precision by the
makers of Hollywood's professional
equipment. You can load it in three
seconds and change from black-and-
white to color film in mid-reel without
fogging a single frame. Its positive-

type viewfinder, enclosed and pro-
tected, provides sharp, brilliant image
even in poor light

—

and what you see,

you get.

The three lenses that mount on its

turret head enable you to get those
"now or never" pictures. A quick turn

of the turret places the desired lens

and its matching viewfinder in photo-
graphing position.

A built-in exposure chart gives read-

ings in a single setting for both black-

and-white and color film. It has four

speeds, including slow motion pro-
vision for making single frame ex-

posures . . . starting button lock . . .

Steady-strap Handle that swings it in-

stantly into action. It is durable, light,

compact, and versatile.

• •

With film speeds of 16, 32, 48, and
64, Taylor-Hobson 1" F 2.7 universal

focus lens $195
Available on special order with

speed range of 8, 16, 24, and 32 at

slight additional cost.

ACCESSORIES FOR FILMO AUTO MASTER

DIRECT FOCUSER-

Slips into the cam-
era in place of the
film magazine and
permits you to look
through the cam-
era lens while you
adjust focus and
determine exact
field. Eliminates
parallax entirely.

Any lens may be focused with
this accessory. The image on
the ground glass is upright and
magnified ten times. Price,

$17.50.

FILMO FADER
May be used with either color

or black-and-white film to
"dress up" your pictures with
many professional transitions.

It makes fade-ins, fade-outs,

wipe-ons, wipe-offs. Complete
booklet telling how it works
and how to use it sent free on
request. Price, $17.50.

CHARACTER TITLER
Produces fine titles on any 16 mm. film, with ease and
assurance of accuracy: printed; hand-written, with
fingers and pen shown in act of writing; animated let-
ters; maps ; graphs ; diagrams; cartoons; miniature sets ;

small scientific subjects ; etc. Visual centering. Camera
is attached as shown, and adjusted to test card. Once
adjustment is made, all following cards will be cor-
rectly centered. May be used horizontally or vertically.
Price. $21.

EXTRA LENSES
Shown here are some of the extra lenses available for
Filmo Auto Master.

Price
15 mm. F 2.5 T-H universal focus $46.00
15 mm. F 2.5 T-H focusing 57.00
1" F 2.7 T-H focusing 46.00
1" F 1.9 B&H Lumax focusing 43.50
1" F 1.5 B&H Extol focusing 70.00
1" F 1.5 T-H focusing 76.50
2" F 3.5 T-H focusing 57.00
3" F 4 T-H focusing 74.00
4" F 4.5 T-H focusing 76.50
4" F 2.8 B&H Acura focusing 73.50
6" F 5.5 T-H focusing : 76.50
6" F 4.5 T-H focusing 105.00

Two Fine, Low-priced Projectors
FILMO 8 mm. PROJECTOR—Entir
— no belts, no chains. Gears fully enci

vl\ Hon povi
either 400-
-n lens interc
focal length U

500-
hangeable

ad. Brilli;

ip. Fa
it illu

TURRET 8
keeps pace with your skill

no matter how far you go.'

If you use an 8 mm. motion picture

camera, Filmo Turret S is the only 8
that provides all the features and
does the precision work your skill

will eventually demand. Neverthe-
less—it is amazingly easy to oper-
ate. Press the button

—

what you see,

you get. You focus attention on the

picture—not on the camera.

Three lenses and their matching
viewfinders mounted on the turret

make you master of every movie
opportunity. A quick turn of the

turret and you have switched from
a lens for average conditions to a

telephoto lens ... or to a wide-angle

Quick, easy loading— film drops

info place, no loops to form

lens . . . or to a speed lens for shots in

the shade. You can make pictures in

black-and-white or full, natural color,

indoors or out. It has four speeds, in*

eluding slow motion, automatically re-

set film footage dial, built-in exposure
calculator, critical focuser—every ad-

vanced feature built in, and every worth-
while accessory available.

With one lens—Taylor-Hobson 12V2 mm. F 2.5 $140

With provision for film wind-back for making lap-dissolves and
double exposures $172

ACCESSORIES FOR FILMO TURRET 8

QUICK SHIFT ZOOM
ATTACHMENT
hh ag i

iffect bv
ofess

rapid shift from
one lens to another with-
out stopping the camera.
In the finished movie, one
scene slips off the bottom
of the screen while another
drops down from above.
Zoom effects are achieved
by filming the first scene
with a standard lens, the
second with a telephoto.
Also produces wipe-offs and
wipe-ons. Price, installed
on your camera at factory,
$16.50.

FILMO FADER and WIPE DISC
Permits making fade-ins
and fade-outs, wipe-ons and
wipe-offs, from any direc-

equipped with film rewind,
lap-dissolves as well. Spring
driven, fully automatic, Ad-
justable arrow indicator,
showing when special effect

starts and ends, is visible in
vfinde elir

need for tripod in such filn

ing. Price, with wipe dis
$17.50.

REWINDING ATTACHMENT
This device may be added
to any Filmo 8. It permits
lap-dissolves and double
exposures. It may be pur-
chased as original equip-
ment—or added to your
Filmo 8. When added at the
factory to your single-lens
Filmo 8, the price is $34.50.

When added to your Tur-
ret 8, the price is $37.

When ordered as original
equipment, prices are $5
less.

1.6
longer

ratch film,
a. Precision-built throughout

with Bell & Howell attention to detail. Price with
carrying case, $118.

FILMO-MASTER 16 mm. PROJECTOR—Finest moderately p
ever produced bv Bell & Howell. Entirely gear driven—no belts o
Power film rewind. 750-watt illumination. Fast 2-inch F 1.6 Ie

others from 5/8" to 4" for special purposes. Safe-lock sprockets p
ing. Magnilite condenser. Capacity, 400 feet of 16 mm. film. C
and accessories. Complete with lens, lamp, and case . . . $139.

For detailed information about any of the cameras, projectors, or accessories men
tioned here, use the coupon. Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; New York; Hollywood
Washington, D. C; London. Established 1907.

8 mm. TITLER— Consists of a pedestal, which has a
card holder adjustably mounted upon its base, and
provision for holding Filmo 8 Camera at the top. A
cross-arm supports two sockets fitted with reflectors.
The highly corrected copying lens mounted in the
top of the pedestal is focused sharply on the title
card. The card holder takes title cards approximately
3 1 /i" x 2 9/16"and one dozen each of black and white
cards are included. Price, for single lens 8, $25. For
Turret 8, $27.50.

EXTRA LENSES
Two makes of lenses are offered for Filmo Turret 8
Cameras—Taylor-Hobson and Bell & Howell.

Price
1" F 2.7 T-H focusing S46.00
1" F 1.5 T-H focusing 76.50
1' 2

" F 3.5 B&H Telate focusing 46.00
l'-" F 3.5 T-H focusing 57.00
2" F 3.5 T-H focusing 57.00
Hyper-Cinor Lens attachments for ' /' F 2.5 T-H
lenson Filmo 8's—alters focal length to Si" . . 21.00

ced 16 mm. projector
:hains. Enclosed gears.
; interchangeable with
vent incorrect thread-
rrying case holds films

PRECISION-
MADE BY

1 BELL &
I 1S43 Lar

HOWELL
chmont Al

COMPANY
e., Chicago, 111.
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TRADE MARK

•777777777 mm £-.G.ulpment

SAFE CABINET—Holds 50 reels, each in sepa-
rate double wall compartment with door, han-
dle, index card.

MM-16—For SOO. 1200 and 1600 ft. reels, in-
dexed, humidified; stack like sectional book-
cases.

MM-102—Holds 100-400 ft. reels, humidified,
key lock, large space in base for movie equip-
ment.
Mil-55—For fifty 800. 1200 or 1600 ft reels;
humidor drawer, double doors, kev lock.

DC-415—Facilities for 92-400 ft. and 18 large
reels; indexed; key locks.

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF ABOVE ITEMS
No.
6. "ST"—Individual double wall compartments for

one or two reels. Available in 5, 6, 8, 10 and
12 compartment units for all size reels.

7. PD-1—Motor driven rewind assembly operates
at any speed easily controlled by foot pedal.

S. PRECISION MEASURING MACHINES—Com-
plete line of single and multiple hub models for

every need—frame or footage.
-9. NEUVATOR—A ''MUST" for every Library.

Automatic film renovator; cleans, conditions, pol-

ishes and rewinds in one motor driven operation.

10. INNOVATION—They stack like sectional book-
cases: each unit complete cabinet for 20-400 ft.

reels; add as your library grows.

Only a represe
Write for

itati

427 WEST 42nd ST.

iroup of the many Xeumade products are shown he
ue No. 16 mentioning items of particular interest.

SPECIAL—Typical example of special design
cabinets for specific needs. Model shown holds
180 reels and over 700 filmstrips.

!. FILM RACKS—Assembled on order for any de-

sired facilities for any size reels. Films held
erect in place at all times, index card for each.

T-134—Projector tilt table, adjustable up to

10" rise; 2 sturdy shelves.

REWINDER BOARD — For 1600 ft. reels: 2

geared arms, Griswold Splicer, cement appli-

cator, weighted porcelain panel—also JUNIOR
MODEL for 400 ft. reels.

DC-200 — Combination storage and work unit:
holds 120 reels, filled drop door shelf makes
ideal work surface; 2 utility drawers.

COMBINATION—Example of specially devel-

oped units for specific needs. As shown, holds

100-Smm and 100-16mm reels with three shelf

surfaces. Can be increased to 150-Smm and 160-

NEW YORK CITY

*
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lN excellent example of a creative photographer's work is this shot,

"Going Home," by Walter S. Meyers, associate of the Royal Photographic

Society and a member of the Photographic Society of America. Exposed

in a Guatemala street, the whole 35mm negative shows background which

detracts from the picture. Artistic cropping produced this atmospheric

masterpiece. The lens—an f4.5
2" Wollensak Enlarging Velostigmat.

Mr. Meyers has used Wollensak lenses for still and cine work for over a quarter of a century.

Improve your photography with a Wollensak.

For Movies, Candid, Enlarging, Action, Stills

W@[LILllH]i>^K (Q>[?YQ<G^H <£<8>o,fl^eiHBinrii^raoV.
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READY NOW!
\\ \\YOU CAN OWN

1940's BIGGEST HEADLINES FO

YOUR HOME-MOVIE PROJECTOR

A w°rld aflame .
.

•
a world

all to see in.-

a" S twelve months .

shattering
change^

-•i *' "News Paraae 01

Films New

Year preset

.i_« counting P°ce OT
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nth by month, WPf
month oy

,rna ;c year
1
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the world's most tragic Y
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•PANORAMA EUROPE'S TOTAL WAR!
BRITAIN'S STAND!

• U.S. ELECTS PRESIDENT!

• AMERICAN DEFENSE STARTS!

• BRITAIN GETS U.S. DESTROYERS!

• AMERICA'S YOUTH PREPARES FOR WAR!

• MEN OF THE YEAR!

Other Historic Events That Made 1940 History!

Castle Films' 16 mm. prints are VapOrated for

protection. 8 mm. prints are also processed.

CASTLE FILMS

Ul,

m

»P

E>

jS^ftl
6M

At less than the cost of unexposed movie film, you can own this

living, moving record of momentous world history, filmed as it

happened ... a priceless chronicle for the years to come!
• • •

Get your copy now. Send this handy order form to your Photo,

Dealer today!

Please send Castle Films' NEWS PARADE

OF THE YEAR in the size and edition

checked below.

|
Nome,

CASTLE FILMS Address.

30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA
NEW YORK

FIELD BUILDING

CHICAGO
RUSS BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO

City_

I State.
(A-ll)

16 mm SIZE

Headline tt\ ^r
100 Feet *.Z./ D
Complete *Q "V E
360 Feet O./ D

350leet 17.50
8 mm SIZE

Headline #^ ^ £
50 Feet *l./D
Complete %C SZf\
180 Feet J.3U
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A NEW CAMERA
closeuPs—what filmers are doins

EFFECT FRONT
is provided for
and permits use
of same filters

for all three
lenses.

Continuing to anticipate the needs of

those cinematographers whose work
requires a 16 mm. camera that's profes-

sional both in appearance and perform-
ance, b-m introduces a new camera with
the extra advantages described above.

In addition to these extras, the new
camera possesses all the other features
which have previously placed the b-m
16 mm. motion picture camera in a class

by itself, such as:

l.Claw and registration pin move-
ment — pin located precisely at pic-
ture aperture.

2. Automatic fades and dissolves.

3. Instant focusing with automatic
aperture shift over.

4. Gear-driven 400 ft. film magazines.

The new camera is available in mod-
els for both sound and silent filming.
Write for additional information.

The BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
117 EAST 24th STREET • NEW YORK, N. Y.

Benjamin F. Farber, jr., ACL, who
presents the cinematic case for the

church, knows in a varied number of

ways whereof he speaks. As the son of

Dr. Benjamin F. Farber, pastor of New
York's Fourth Presbyterian Church and

one time Moderator of the entire New
York presbytery, Benjamin, jr., has

seen the church solve its problems of

pictures and projection from the inti-

mate inside viewpoint of the family

circle. As associate for two years in the

League's continuity consulting service,

he has expert experience in the im-

portant problems of religious film plan-

ning. As cameraman and head of film

production for the Board of Home Mis-

sions of the Methodist Episcopal

Church, in Philadelphia, he has car-

ried these plans through to practical

fruition in thousands of feet of 16mm.

film.

In the school field, we could scarcely

bring you. for this number of Movie

Makers, two better equipped authors

than Dr. E. DeAlton Partridge, who
tells of an actual film making experi-

ment in the classroom, and Eleanor D.

Child, who gives you a guide for film

evaluation—'both in and outside the

schoolroom. Dr. Partridge keeps the

wolf from the door as assistant pro-

fessor of education, at New Jersey

State Teachers College, in Montclair,

and in his spare time serves as national

director of research for the Boy Scouts

of America. He is coauthor of Time
Out For Living and editor of the Living

II iih Leisure series. Miss Child, as

head of audio visual education in the

schools of Greenwich. Conn., has made
a national reputation with her use of

movies in teaching and experimental

productions with the Greenwich High
School Photoplay Club. Much of their

work has been described in detail in

this magazine.

Arther Wolff. ACL. well known in

Chicago's cinematic circles, sends in a

late report on his current chef d'oeuvre

—an ambitious film story based on the

life of Abraham Lincoln. Historic in-

cidents in Springfield. 111., will be re-

created against their natural settings,

and the film will present in some detail

the annual pageant, New Salem Years

of Abraham Lincoln, just staged in New
Salem Park. Mr. Wolff reports that he

has received the finest kind of coopera-

tion in this venture from the producers

of the drama and from the officers of

the Abraham Lincoln Association, in

Springfield.

What seems to us a record in long dis-

tance movie making missionary work
comes to light recently in a letter from

L. B. P. Armit, ACL, who applied for

membership in the League from his

address in Port Moresby, Territory of

Papua, 1800 miles north of Sydney,

Australia. About a year ago, you may
remember, the editor of this magazine

was so bursting with an excess of ideas

on his favorite subject that he up and

wrote himself a book

—

Make Your Own
Movies. Although this fine, fat volume

was published commercially, author

Gale managed to slip in some pretty

fair plugs for the old Home Team,
here at 420 Lexington Avenue. It was,

reports Mr. Armit, from this bread cast

upon the waters (the Atlantic, Pacific

and South Seas, no doubt) that he first

heard of the ACL.

More than two hundred invited guests

attended a special screening of The

Glory of our National Parks, presented

recently by John V. Hansen, ACL,
League vicepresident, in the California

Building of the Golden Gate Interna-

tional Exposition. The presentation was

arranged at the invitation of the Cali-

fornia Commission of the Fair.

In the course of looking at ten thou-

sands of feet of film monthly, we see

some pretty strange things, but there

has been nothing lately to beat the odd

angularity of the baby moose in

Voyageurs, an 8mm. picture by Eugene

S. Freeman. ACL, of Halifax, N. S.

Since we're not the outdoor type, this

fishing and hunting stuff was news to

us anyway. But these bumbling babies

really had us stopped. There was a

pathetic look about them, like the tot-

tering little calf we saw once on a farm

and, since they were in the woods, we

took a big guess and called them moose.

Luckily, we were right!

C larence J. Berkemeier, ACL, a be-

ginning movie maker and a recent mem-
ber of the League, writes in to say that

he'd be glad to hear from other broth-

ers in our chosen clan. He's at 1137

Washington Avenue, in Evansville, Ind.,

if you want to write or call.

I f you are going to have, or already

have, a baby in your household, you're

probably familiar with Bet It's A Boy,

the charming book by Betty Bacon

Blunt. We can't report accurately on

the familial expectations of Dudley E.

Porter, ACL, of Los Angeles, but we do

know that he sent in for checking as

attractive a script of that volume, for

production in 8mm. Kodachrome, as

we have seen in a dog's age. Just to

get the right flavor, the entire thing

was illustrated with pencil sketches

based on the amusing and graphic

drawings which Miss Blunt presents.



End of the hunt
WHETHER you're an 8 or 16 mm.

enthusiast, you need look no longer

for the film that has everything you want.

It's Agfa Hypan Reversible!

You'll find 16 mm. Hypan Reversible the

ideal medium for outdoor work. It is a high-

speed film, fine-grained and fully panchro-

matic. When projected, you'll like its

brilliant gradation that adds a snap and
sparkle to all your scenes.

And for use with all Double-8 cameras,

there is the extremely. fast and fine-grained

"Twin Eighf'Hypan Reversible. For either

indoor or outdoor use, it has a well-balanced

panchromatic emulsion with excellent re-

solving power and effective anti-halation

coating.

For better movies, try either of these better

films. Soon. Agfa 16 mm. Hypan Revers-

ible in 100 ft. rolls is $6.00; in 50 ft. rolls:

$3.25. Agfa "Twin Eight" Hypan Revers-

ible in 25 ft. (double width) rolls is $2.25.

Prices include processing and return postage.

Agfa Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y.

Agfa
8 mm. and 16 mm.

HYPAN FILM
MADE IN U.S.A.
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FREE FILM REVIEWS
You can borrow these new publicity movies without charg<

THESE films, the latest publicity pic-

tures produced, are offered on loan,

without charge. Some may be available

to individuals, and others are available

only to clubs or groups. In certain

cases, the type of organization to which

the films are lent without charge is

specified. To borrow these films for a

screening, write directly to the distribu-

tor, whose address is given. (Note care-

fully the restrictions mentioned in each

case.)

The Chance to Lose, 1 reel. 35mm.
and 16mm. sound on film, black and
white; produced by Wilding Picture

Productions, Inc.

Offered to: schools, churches, movie

clubs, club showings and other large

groups.

Available from: Wilding Picture

Productions, Inc., 7635 Grand River

Avenue. Detroit, Mich.

The Chance to Lose is a new and
important safety movie, produced for

the Plymouth Division of the Chrysler

Corporation. It covers all phases of safe

driving and shows the results of care-

lessly handling a car.

Educator's comment: Not suitable

below high school level. The film should

be followed by a discussion of the

causes of highway disasters and how
drivers can be made more cautious.

—

E. D. C.

Precious Land, 1 reel. 16mm. sound on

film, black and white.

Offered to: only organized groups;

churches, schools, clubs, colleges, in-

dustries, etc.

Available from: The Y.M.C.A. Mo-
tion Picture Bureau. 347 Madison Ave-

nue, New York City; 19 South La Salle

Street. Chicago, 111.: 351 Turk Street.

San Francisco, Calif.

Precious Land, filmed by a noted

American cameraman, presents a high-

ly informative study of the Japanese
farmer's never ending fight to feed the

nation on the tiny patches of land that

nature has given him. The whole cycle

of rice culture is shown, from the first

plowing of the muddy fields to the

threshing by hand. There is a glimpse

of the silk industry, as farm women
unreel the gossamer threads from the

cocoon and start them on the long jour-

ney to American stocking mills. In ask-

ing for this film, name the institution

you represent and give three alternative

booking dates.

Educator's comment: Excellent for

units on Japan, particularly units on

food and clothing. An outstanding film

for almost any grade.

—

E.D.C.

First Century of Baseball, 4 reels,

16mm. and 35mm. sound on film, black

and white.

Offered to: schools, churches, movie

clubs, club showings and other large

groups.

Available from: Wilding Picture

Productions, Inc., 7635 Grand River

Avenue, Detroit, Mich.

First Century oj Baseball gives the

history of baseball, since its inception

to the present day, and shows how7 the

game has evolved from a simple boys'

game to a highly involved form of en-

tertainment. Scenes of baseball games

100 years ago give good ideas of the

history of this sport and of the costumes

of that period. Slow motion shots of

how to hold the ball, throw it. hold the

bat, catch the ball and slide to bases

are very instructive for teams. Umpir-

ing rules and closeups of famous play-

ers add interest.

Educator's comment: Can be used

advantageously in school assemblies,

from 6th grade through high school.

Best shown in early spring, to create an

interest in school baseball season. Ex-

cellent for men's clubs.

—

E.D.C.

Tree of Life, 1% reels, 16mm. and

35mm. sound on film, black and white.

Offered to: civic, farm, school, club

and other groups.

Available from : Office of Motion

Pictures. U. S. Department of Agricul-

ture. Washington. D. C.

Tree oj Life deals with the sustained

yield management of forests. The part

that forests play in community pros-

perity and improved standards of liv-

ing, when they are managed for sus-

tained yield of their products, is force-

fully depicted.

Educator's comment: Excellent for

units on conservation of natural re-

sources, lumbering and the big timber

States. Grades 4 to 10 approximately.

A free teacher's guide is available for

this film, upon request.

—

E.D.C.

Let's So Fishing, 2 reels. 16mm. and

35mm. sound on film, black and white:

produced for the General Motors Cor-

poration.

Offered to: schools, churches, movie

clubs, club showings and other large

groups.

Available from: Wilding Picture

Productions. Inc., 7635 Grand River

Avenue. Detroit. Mich.

Let's Go Fishing shows in a most in-

formative, yet humorous, manner the

correct and incorrect methods of choos-

ing rods and bait, putting the bait on

the hook, casting, pulling the fish in,

disregarding small fish, etc. It stresses

good sportsmanship.

Educator's comment: An excellent

film for men's groups. Has no place in

schools, unless for some club interested

in this sport.

—

E.D.C.

4,000 Gifts of the Forest, 2 reels,

16mm. and 35mm. sound on film, color.

Offered to: farm, school, civic, club

and other groups.

Available from: Office of Motion

Pictures, U. S. Department of Agricul-

ture, Washington, D. C.

4,000 Gifts of the Forest is a pageant

in color, with the Douglas Fir presiding.

This film shows the multitude of prod-

ucts derived from trees and wood cel-

lulose, including various forms of lum-

ber, rayon, movie films, newspapers,

plastics, lacquers, dyestuffs. naval stores

and the like.

Quimby Pumps, 1 reel, 16mm. Koda-

chrome silent; produced by Fred Glen

Small.

Offered to: industrial and educa-

tional groups.

Available from: W. T. Quimby,

Quimby Pump Company, 340 Thomas
Street, Newark, N. J.

Quimby Pumps gives general infor-

mation on centrifugal and rotary pumps
and particular information about the

Quimby Pump Company products. The
various types of pumps are taken apart,

to show how they work.

This is Japan, 1 reel, 16mm. sound on

film, black and white.

Offered to: only organized groups;

churches, schools, clubs, colleges, in-

dustries, etc.

Available from: The Y.M.C.A. Mo-
tion Picture Bureau, 347 Madison Ave-

nue, New York City; 19 South La Salle

Street, Chicago, 111.; 351 Turk Street,

San Francisco, Calif.

This is Japan is a movie portrait of

the island empire, comprising a rapid

armchair survey of natural and man
made beauty— the pounding surf, the

Imperial Palace, the shrines, steaming

hot springs, tame deer and picturesque

fishing villages, as well as graceful

Mount Fuji and the famous cherry

blossoms. The whole is woven into an

excellent picture of modern and color-

ful Nippon.



TRIPLE-DUTY

SCREEN
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Used Table Model Used as a Tripod Scrt

3 SCREENS IN ONE- 30 x 40 only $7.50
$200.00 FOR A NAME! That's what you will

receive if the name you suggest for Da-Lite's

sensational new screen is considered best by
the judges. There are 139 prizes, totaling

$1,050.00. You can send in as many entries as

you wish! All you have to do is suggest a

name for this screen and give in 25 words or

less your reason why you think the name is

best.

FACTS ABOUT THE SCREEN: It is a triple-

duty screen that can be used as (1) a tripod
screen, (2) a map-type hanging screen, or (3)

a table screen, quickly set-up on a desk or
table. The surface is Da-Lite's famous Glass-

Beaded surface—ideal for color or black and
white pictures. Our tests show that it provides
maximum illumination to wider angles than

ordinary beaded screens and stays white
longer than any other white surface. The
screen (a 30" x 40" size), case, folding tripod
and special Da-Lite two-ply spring support
for setting up on a table are all offered at the

amazingly low price of $7.50.*

See this new Da-Lite Screen at your dealer's!

Compare its features—you'll agree it is top
value in the low-price class—just as the Chal-
lenger, Model B, Electrol and other Da-Lite
Screens are leaders in their respective fields.

NOW FOR A NAME! Send your first entry
today—on the entry blank below. You can get
other blanks from your dealer. But mail your
first suggestion now! It may WIN 8200.00.

* Price slightly higher on Pacific Coast.

Follow These Easy Rules!
Suggest a name for DA-LITE'S NEW GLASS
BEADED Combination Tripod-Hanging-Table
screen and give in 25 words or less your

why you think this name is best.

Send in as many entries as you wish. Mail to

DA-LITE Screen Contest Editor, 215 N.
Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois.

The contest closes December 31st, 1940. Your
entries must be post-marked not later than
midnight, December 31st and must be received
by us within ten days.

An independent, experienced contest organiza-
tion will have complete charge of the contest.

They will judge all entries from the stand-
point of originality, uniqueness and applica-
bility of the name suggested in conjunction
with the sender's reason for recommending it.

Decision of judges will be final. In case of
ties, duplicate prizes will be awarded. All
entries become the property of DA-LITE
Screen Company, Inc., Chicago, 111. No entry
will be returned.

Any one living in continental United States
may compete, except employees of DA-LITE
Screen Company, Inc., and its advertising
agency or their families. The contest is subject
to Federal, State and Local regulations.

Prizes with a total value of SI, 050. 00 will be
awarded. First prize is £200.00 casn . See com-
plete list of prizes at upper right.

All winners will be notified by mail. A com-
plete list of the winners will be sent on request
of any contestant enclosing stamped, addressed
envelope.

$1,050.00
IN 139 PRIZES

Contest Closes December 31, 1940

First Prize-Cash $200 00

3 Second Prizes-Cash, each $40°°

10 Third Prizes of
Da-Lite Projector Stands, .

Retail Price each $18'00 *

These stands are adjustable in height

and have tilting rotating platform.

They are ideal for showing movies,
for use as a camera tripod or a sup-

port for clamp—on type light reflec-

tors.

Fourth Prizes of
Da-Lite No. 2 Unipods,
Retail Price each

This popular camera support has a

neck strap and is adjustable in height

from 11" to 17". For movie or still

camera. Weighs only 12 ounces.

$6-00*

100 Fifth Prizes of
Da-Lite 22" x 30" Junior j. _
Screens, Retail Price each q>4-°°

This has Da-Lite's Glass-Beaded
screen surface and special two-ply

spring wire support for setting up
on a desk or table.

1 39 Prizes Total Value $1 ,050 00

ENTRY BLANK Mail Now!
CONTEST CLOSES DECEMBER 31, 1940

DATE.
DA-LITE SCREEN CONTEST EDITOR

Dept. II M.M.
215 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago. III.

i For the new Da-Lite Glass-Beaded Triple Duty Screen I suggest

the name :

' My reasons* are :

I

I

* Limit statement to 25 words or less.

NAME
|

ADDRESS

|

CITY STATE
NAME OF DEALER

_1_
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CRAIG EDITING EQUIPMENT
A GIFT FOR THE Zlitite fyaMulu, K^>*\S^Ja

ENJOYED THE OtUMe, YEAR ft-;§W¥

8mm. PROJECTO-EDITOR — FOR ACTION EDITING

THE HOLLYWOOD STUDIO WAY;

a smoothly animated viewing device allowing

careful inspection, slow motion if desired, of

actual movement on its brilliant miniature

screen.

The 8mm model, as illustrated at left, complete

with 8mm Junior Splicer and Rewind combina-

tion . . . mounted on a hardwood base with a

bottle of Craig Safety Film Cement $27.50

8mm Projecto-Editor alone $22.50

CRAIG 16mm. SENIOR SPLICER

A professional type dry splicer—for sound or silent

film. Its unique design, combined with precision ma-

chining and sturdy construction, has made this the

outstanding splicer for the amateur. Only 4 easy

operations to make perfect, straight splices . . . quickly

. . . accurately . . . and without wetting the film.

For Sound or Silent Film $10.00

CRAIG 16mm. PROJECTO-EDITOR
Incorporates the same famous "Action-Editing" prin-

ciple as the 8mm model. Complete with Senior Splicer

and Rewind Combination, Salety Film Cement and

Hardwood Base $49.50
Projector-Editor unit alone $35.00

It takes proper Editing to make modem
fast-moving, interest - sustaining movies.
Through the eareful selection of desired
scenes, their rearrangement into proper
sequence and the insertion of titles—many
random shots can be transformed into
smooth-running sequences that everyone
will enjoy seeing.

Your entire family will derive increased
enjoyment from your home movies when
they are edited with Craig Editing Equip-
ment. For utmost satisfaction, insist on
CRAIG—there is no finer gift.

Ask Your Dealer or Write for New, Free
folder

"Maku Cdltuuf, a PLalute"

CRAIG MOVIE SUPPLY CO.
1053 S. OLIVE ST. • LOS ANGELES, CALIF.

Castle Films have

recorded vital year

NO year, within the memory of mov-

ies, has been so weighted with por-

tentous occurrences as has the one now
drawing to its eventful close. This, in-

deed, has been a history making year,

above all others. In a greater measure

than before, it has fallen to the lot of

the substandard film medium to bring

these events to all who use 8mm. or

16mm. projectors.

Throughout the year, newsreel cam-

eramen have recorded world events on

every front—on the sea, in the air, in

cities where the civilian population is

bearing the brunt of war's horrors, in

nations where war may strike at any

moment and in far flung outposts where

the conflict is echoed.

Wide World

• In the Castle Neivs Parade of 1940—top,

patrolling the Sussex Downs in England;

bottom, freight transport on the Burma

Road.

Castle Films, Inc.. has prepared an

outstanding edition of its News Parade

of 1940, which, it is said, will cover the

key events of the past year. It will in-

clude scenes of such important happen-

ings as Britain's stalwart stand, the ar-

rival of royal refugees in England, the

exchange of American destroyers for

strategic bases in the Atlantic. It shows

those who are working for America's

defense, the millions registering for

America's first peacetime conscription,

the Presidential election this month, the

strife in the Orient and what has hap-

pened in Indo-China.

Not only have these movie records

a direct bearing on the course of pres-

ent history, but they will constitute ab-

sorbing material for study in times to

come.



You Will Like the Quick Loading

of Revere Cameras

Changing: from colored film to black and
white after each 25 feet is a simple matter
for the Revere owner. The exclusive Revere
Sprocket Film Control forms a loop in the

film automatically and prevents film jamming.

Revere Double S Ca
under Eastman Spool nd Spindle Patents

Revere Model 99 Turret Camera
Offers all the conveniences of the professional
type Cameras at a remarkably low price.

Complete with two optical view finders and
one Wollensak 12.5 mm. F2.5 lens. Complete

$65.00

Revere Model 88 Camera
Complete with Wollensak 12.5 mm. F3.5 lens

in removable universal focus mounting $29.50
With F2.5 lens. Complete S39.50

Revere offers you a complete Projector at this low price;
made possible only because of its modern manufactur-
ing facilities and its scientific production methods . . .

has every mechanical and optical feature to insure bril-

liant, steady projection of your 8 mm. movies.

• Brighter Black & White and Color
500 Watt lamp. Powerful F 1.6 lens.

• Sharper, Steadier Pictures

Duplex shuttle film mechanism, 10^2 to 1 ratio.

Self-adjusting film guide in gate assembly eliminates un-
steadiness, usually caused by variations in film width and
splices.

• Greater Film Protection

Double blower cooling system for lamp and film.

Larger 15 tooth sprockets with "Safety-roller" film guides.
Recessed aperture shoe and film track (prevents film
damage)
Automatic "Quick-Action" safety shutter.

• Easier Operation and Maintenance
Simple "Three-point" threading system.
Manual clutch control for still projection.
Fully enclosed Rewind mechanism (Sprocket Drive)
300 foot reels (for longer shows)
Removable Aperture shoe for quick cleaning.
Variable motor speed control.

• Longer Life

Heavy-Duty Ball Bearing AC-DC motor.
Revere has no belts—positive gear-drive.
Superior cooling system—prolongs lamp life.

Precision-built-quality construction, fully guaranteed.

These are only a few of the features. Ask your dealer
for a demonstration. Like thousands of other users you,
too, will agree the Revere 8 mm. Projector is the greatest
value in the home movie field. Write for literature now!

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY- CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA • KANSAS CITY • MINNEAPOLIS • LOS ANGELES • DALLAS

1 Revere Camera Company
Dept. 11 M.M., 328 East 21st Street, Chicago, 111. *
Send complete facts on Revere 8 mm. Projectors and other jQ

Revere motion picture equipment. n

For Canadian -prices, write to Ryerson Film Service,

299 Queen St., West, Toronto.



WHY YOU GET
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FROM THIS NEW
8mm. PROJECTOR
Here are a few of the reasons why this

new Ampro "8" gives you full 16mm.
quality projection—why it enables you,

at last, to show your 8mm. pictures

under ideal conditions.

SEND FOR CATALOG
giving all the features and specifications of
this new Ampro "8"—and full information
on the complete Ampro line of 16mm. silent

and sound-on-film projectors. Ampro pro-
jectors are standard equipment in many
thousands of schools, universities, govern-
ment departments, U. S. Army and Navy,
churches, clubs and homes.
AmproCorp., 2839 N. Western Ave.,Chicago,IH.

Ampro Corp., 2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago, III.

Please send me full details on the new 8mn
Ampro Projector. D Also the complete Ampro
1940 Catalog of 16mm Projectors.

Address .

City. . .

.

AMPRO
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® ® ® A social value

The AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

whose voice is Movie Makers, is the international or-

ganization of movie amateurs, founded in 1926 and now

serving filmers over the world. The League's consulting

services advise amateurs on plan and execution of their

films, both as to cinematographic technique and con-

tinuity. It serves the amateur clubs of the world in

organization, conduct and program and provides for

them a film exchange. It issues booklets. It maintains

various special services for members. The League

completely owns and operates Movte Makers. The

directors listed below are a sufficient warrant of the

high type of our association. Your membership is

invited. Five dollars a year.

Hiram Percy Maxim, Founder

DIRECTORS OF THE LEAGUE

STEPHEN F. VOORHEES, President

JOHN V. HANSEN, Vice President

A. A. HEBERT, Treasurer .

C. R. DOOLEY .

MRS. L. S. GALVIN

W. E. KIDDER

HAROLD E. B. SPEIGHT

FLOYD L. VANDERPOEL

T. A. WILLARD

ROY W. W1NTON. Managing Director

. New York Cily

Washington, D. C.

. Hartford, Conn.

. New York City

Lima, Ohio

Kalamazoo, Mich.

• Geneva, N. Y.

Litchfield, Conn.

Beverly Hills, Calif.

. New York City

Address all inquiries to

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, INC.

420 LEXINGTON AVE.. NEW YORK CITY. U.S.A.

IN
THIS number of Movie Makers there has been assem-

bled a group of discussions about the wide use and genu-

ine service of what we have come to call "library films."

How teachers can best use films and how churches are mak-

ing films work for the advancement of religion are the sub-

jects of articles to be found later in these pages. Currently

available films are reviewed. Two practical discussions about

the care of frequently used movies and about a convenient

portable projection cabinet also bear upon the matter of

library films.

The library film is usually one that has served previously

in theatrical entertainment or for some special purpose. It

has been produced on 3 5 mm. stock and has been reduced to

8mm. and 16mm. widths for use in the home, the church,

the club and the school. Because of the ephemeral nature of

theatrical motion picture products and because the theatri-

cal movie business lays emphasis continually on that which

is new and startling, there has been some tendency to charac-

terize non theatrical films as leftovers.

As a matter of fact, this characterization is wide of the

mark, whatever the theatrical movie people may say or think.

In cold truth, the substandard libraries are doing something

that has long and badly needed doing.

They are making available to a world of film lovers the

good pictures that otherwise would pass through the theatrical

movie hopper and find a quick resting place in film vaults

or in ashcans. They are choosing from the Hollywood product

those films that are capable of social and educational use by

the ever widening motion picture fields outside of commercial

theatres. They are also, reasonably enough, choosing many
films that have no purpose except that of entertainment,

because they are not limited ideologists, but practical business

men who are proud of their jobs and who feel that their jobs

are of enough value to the world, so that they may include

both social significance and social recreation.

Moreover, the substandard film libraries, by prolonging the

life of pictures and by rescuing them from oblivion after

ephemeral showing in the theatre, are encouraging the pro-

duction, both on standard and substandard film widths, of

movies that are not necessarily shaped to the task of pleasing

millions of casual theatre goers. They are making it possible

to distribute movies that are planned to serve special au-

diences. Thus they are widening the social usefulness of the

movie and expanding its development as the art of the people.

The substandard film libraries have, through their Allied

Non Theatrical Film Association, made a definite bid for the

respect and the support of the non theatrical users of good

movies, in the home, the school, the church and the club.

The members of the Association are business men but, they

declare, they are also men who have enough vision to see that

what they are doing is socially important.

Movie Makers believes that film libraries should be given

belated thanks by the educators, the churchmen and the home
movie showers who have so deep an interest in movies that

they should be grateful to organizations that are increasingly

preserving good pictures for continued and daily use. The
future will record their contribution.
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THERE is no case on record of a film—8mm. or 16mm..

reversal or positive print—which has mutilated or dam-
aged itself in any manner whatsoever!

Much as we hate to admit it, practically all damage to

film is caused by ourselves alone. Neither 16mm. nor 8mm.
movie film deteriorates or scratches or tears itself, if it is

properly handled and properly stored. As a matter of fact,

we cannot even blame faulty equipment for damage that

films may suffer in use, for but a fraction of one percent

of all accidents to film may be laid to cine equipment

—

camera, projector or editing device.

Further, no appreciable amount of damage is caused by
bad storage, if one eliminates carelessness and the human
element. One really must go out of his way to store film

under bad conditions. The bottom shelf of a cool closet that

contains neither radiator nor steam riser is ideal. For the

large stocks of film in schools and other institutions, neat

metal containers and racks are available.

Exhaustive tests by United States Government bureaus

have shown that acetate film, which is used for all 16mm.
and 8mm. films, originals or prints, is a remarkably stable

medium. It is far more stable than the nitrate motion picture

film used for 35mm. theatrical purposes. We can dismiss film

deterioration or film shrinkage as of no importance, when
we discuss the damage that might be done to 16mm. or 8mm.
film.

The truth is that we have no alibi, if film is damaged in

our hands. It is a reasonably tough product, and hard treat-

ment or carelessness is required to harm it. Carelessness is

the chief enemy of motion picture film.

First, let us consider the harm that may come to a film

when it is not in the projector. It may be torn by rough

operation of the rewind, although ordinary care would pre-

vent this. It may be damaged by abrasions on its soft emul-

sion surface, or liquids may be accidentally poured on it.

The remedy for both of these possible difficulties is to keep

the film, when it is not in use, in one of the metal containers

designed for the purpose. The container will keep out dust,

and it will protect the film from the casual physical acci-

dents that might happen to any similar object—a book, for

instance.

The damage that dust can do to a film is greater than one

would think. Dust settles on a film that is exposed to air for

any length of time. The dust settles between the coils of a

loosely wound reel, and there it is, ready to scratch the

emulsion surface when one coil slips in relation to another,

during rewinding or projecting.

The answer to this problem, in so far as storage is con-

cerned, is easy—keep all your reels in film cans. Do not

allow reels of film to lie uncovered on shelves or on work

FREDERICK G. BEACH, ACL
benches. Make a practice of returning each reel to its can

when you are through with it. Simple? Yes. but this pre-

caution, that many take for granted, would save a lot of

footage from unsightly scratches and minor abrasions.

Before you start to rewind, splice or inspect a film, dust

the equipment that you are going to use and. also, the top of

the table on which loose coils of film may fall. If you are

editing a film, clean each splice carefully and, when you
have completed the work, run the whole reel between the

folds of a soft cloth, held in the hands.

Inspect your own films on a rewind, from time to time,

and particularly before you begin to project them. Most
advanced amateur movie makers carefully inspect each reel

before a showing, and all school, church or club libraries

of films should have arrangements for automatic inspection

of their own reels after projection. '"A stitch in time saves

nine," but the discovery of one broken sprocket hole in time

may save nineteen or ninety sprocket holes.

After you have finished inspecting a film, if it is your own.

run it through the folds of a soft cloth, as you rewind it. If

you have detected considerable dust or finger prints, use an

approved film cleaning solution or carbon tetrachloride. (Be

cautious in cleaning Kodachrome and, for that purpose, use

only the film cleaner recommended by the manufacturer of

the film.)

If the film which you have finished projecting is a rented

subject from a film library, a school or other exchange, do

not rewind it. Leave the cleaning and inspection of the print

to the organization from which you obtained the picture.

Film rental services and distributors of free films make a

practice of inspecting films as they rewind them. If you

rewind the film, they are compelled to go through an extra

operation; they must wind the film on an empty reel, then

rewind it again, to get it back, ready for projection.

But, whether you are dealing with film belonging to your-

self or to somebody else, be sure that your equipment and

work table are free from dust. Remember that unused film

cans, containers and reels can collect dust, just as any other

object; so. before you use them, wipe them off with a brush

or cloth.

Even if one does take reasonable care of a film, some dust

is likely to collect on its surface during the course of projec-

tion and handling. This fine dust would do little or no harm,

were it not for the inclination of the average person to rewind

film at first fast, then more slowly, then faster again, vary-

ing his speed of operating the hand driven, geared rewind,

from a dawdle to a hurricane.

What happens? As the speed varies, the film slackens and

tightens; as it does so, one coil of film rubs against another,

and with considerable pressure. [Continued on page 534]
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EDWARD W. BEACH, ACL, and

EDITH T. BEACH, ACL
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Edihelp and other

equipment described

here by the author

oi-raphs by E. W. Beach, ACL

IF
\ OU have a filming workroom, you can spread out your editing equip-

ment to your heart's content, and, if you are interrupted in the midst of

a partially completed job. you can close the door, turn the key and leave,

with the happy thought that you can pick up the work, undisturbed, at the

point where you left off.

Wonderful! But, if you live in an apartment hotel, as we do, this luxurious

arrangement is impossible. We cannot give up the space required by a

cleverly designed table, a Canton flannel lined barrel, a "clothesline plus

clothespin"' arrangement or any of the other excellent devices that have

been described and pictured in Movie Makers.

For most of us cliff dwellers, the folding card table constitutes our work

bench, and, when the doorbell warns us of an unexpected Sunday afternoon

caller, it must be possible instantly to restore the living room to normalcy.

That was the basis on which we invented our own editing device, which

we call the "Edihelp." But there was more behind our need of a special

editing aid than the circumstances of our home.

We had been to Jamaica and we had filmed our trip there carefully,

following a predetermined plan. After we had returned from our six weeks'

trip, we had 1200 feet of film.

Then, one evening, we sat down in our apartment, to consider the final

editing of the picture. We found that, when we cut the film into individual

scenes, we should have about 335 clips, to store during the editing process,

and so it was thus that we came to' consideration of the matter of an editing

aid. to be used for the job.

I voted for the table that had been described in a previous number of

Movie Makers. Mrs. B voted "no." Then I solicited the use (for the dura-

tion l of one end of the living room for the "clothespin, clothesline" method

of storing film clips during editing. Again the lady said thumbs down, with

an added "out of the question!" for emphasis. I suggested the use of a

printer's type case, egg cases, pill boxes and even the temporary loan of one

of her dresser drawers, without getting a favorable nod.

One way to solve a problem is to experiment. So, as a starter, I cut up

an old film into five foot lengths, which I coiled and secured with rubber

bands. While I was contemplating how difficult it would be to keep 300

odd of these in proper order. I indolently slipped them, one after another,

on the pencil that I held in my hand.

Eureka! Why not store these coiled film clips on a long rod? If one rod,

why not three or more shorter ones, hinged in a support that could lock

them in place between editing sessions?

I made a drawing, took it to a pattern making friend, and the result was
our Edihelp. as you see it in Figs. 3 and 5 and, in use, in Fig. 2. It consists

of three rods which hold, in all, 150 film clips. For my own convenience,

I made three such units, rather than one large unit with nine arms.

Opposite (Fig. 6) is a working drawing for the construction of a three arm
Edihelp, which you can build easily yourself, if you have a workshop, or

which you can give to any carpenter or cabinet maker, to follow in con-

structing one for you.

This is the device that makes it possible to transform our living room into

a cutting room, then back to a living room in a few seconds. Even though

we are interrupted in the midst of a heavy editing session, it is only neces-

sary for us to place our rewind and film viewer unit on a shelf in the coat

closet and to fold up the card tables and slip them back of the door. As
soon as this is done, our living room is ready for the entrance of the rector

and his wife.

Before I started to cut our film of the trip to Jamaica into its respective

scenes, I purchased a conventional, wire bound stenographic notebook,

which is ruled with a vertical line about an inch from the left hand of the

page. At the head of the column, formed by the rule, I wrote the words

Take Number and, at the top of the larger section of the page, I wrote the

words, Description and Notes.

The rest of my stationery supply for the job consisted of a stack of slips

of paper, cut to the width of 16mm. film and about three inches long, and a

box of No. 2 rubber bands. With these in hand, I was ready to begin work.

The setup for work is illustrated in Fig. 2. Two rugged card tables are

placed about eight inches apart, and they are covered with a soft cotton

bedspread, which is draped to form a generous pocket between them. The
rewind viewer is placed on the right hand table, and the Edihelp is placed

on the left hand table. The Edihelp is turned at a convenient angle, to
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present the elevated ends of the arms within easy reach if

one is working single handed.

To facilitate coiling the cuttings, I fashioned a miniature

spool (see Fig. 1) from the hub of a film reel. I tapered the

hub slightly, so that it would be easy to release the coil of

film. (I have since learned that these miniature spools may
be purchased.)

My procedure was simple. I ran the film through the

viewer, past the left hand winder of the rewind and into the

pocket formed by the table cover, as shown in Fig. 2. When
I reached the end of a scene, I cut the film and inserted the

cut end in the slot in the small spool. (See Fig. 4.) On this

spool, I wound the film length into a coil, which was finally

secured with a rubber band.

Before I cut the film, I wrote the "take number" of the

scene underneath the Take Number column in my steno-

graphic notebook; opposite this number, on the other side

of the rule, I wrote a brief description of the shot. The first

shot was No. 1, the second No. 2—just as I clipped them off

the parent reel. The result in the stenographer's notebook

looked like this:

Take
Number Description and Notes

1 Goodbye's at the hotel—taxi

2 Receding docks—NY—Pan to South—the Bay
3 Deck pool—ETB—white suit—Swimming
4 Deck tennis—The mystery gal—Lunch
5 "Tanning" on the sun hatch

6 Pool—EWB diving—Stunts by Baldy

7 Mr. & Mrs. Harvey—in deck chairs

8 Ring toss—The Spanish bath robe

9 Watching deck sports—from above

10 View forward from bridge

11 Shot from boat deck of afterdeck—wake

After a scene was numbered and listed in the notebook, I

cut it off the film and rewound it on the smaller spool, as I

have described. Then, on one of the small, film wide pieces

of paper. I wrote the number of the scene and wrapped this

around the film coil. The coil and the piece of paper over

it were secured with a rubber band and were placed on an

arm of the Edihelp, in the order in which the film clip was

removed. Thus each scene was numbered and described in

our notebook, and each film clip containing that scene was

identified with a corresponding number and was placed in

the proper order on an arm of the Edihelp, where it would

remain undisturbed.

My wife and I do the editing together. I operate the re-

wind and call out the scene descriptions. She enters them

in the notebook and, after I have given her the coiled cut-

ting, she marks the slip, secures the coil with a rubber band

and puts it on the arm of our editing aid.

When the cutting was completed and the whole film was

separated into its scenes on the arms of the Edihelp, our

next step was to do some paper work. We looked over the

scenes that we had listed and we rearranged them into a

better order, by making a new list.

"What !

" you say, "another list to be made—that's unneces-

sary and it takes time."

"Sure it takes time," we answer in chorus, "but it is neces-

sary—just try it and see."

When you make that new list, all sorts of improvements in

the order and relationship of the scenes will occur to you.

You will see why some shots can be dispensed with, and you

will see how you can make a real sequence of shots that

actually were more or less unrelated.

If you have a general scheme for the film in mind, as we
did. you will find that the new arrangement gives you a

chance to polish your ideas and to improve on them. It is fun

to see the scene in a new order on paper, and it really teaches

you the basic method of constructing an entertaining movie.

When you make the new list, you [Continued on page 536]
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SOME day I'm going to sit down and write a complete
scenario. I'm going to work out a fast moving continuity,

plan every scene, select effective camera angles, include suffi-

cient closeups, measure my distances, test my lighting effects,

meter my exposures, shoot from a tripod and film a perfect

movie. Then, from sheer exhaustion and disbelief, I am going

to pass to a better land, not meaning Hollywood.

But, having no present desire to leave this land of double
lumps of ice cream, double World Fairs and double features,

I am postponing my Utopian plan until such time as I stop

enjoying hit and run movies. And when that time will be is

as uncertain as your Aunt Tillie's age.

I like hit and run movies. You know, the kind where you
just point your camera, shoot and hurry along! I like to

plan just enough to decide that I'm going somewhere and
that I'm going to take some pictures on the way.

So, instead of being a good little ACL-er and telling you
all about how to do this and how I do that, let me throw an
empty reel into the works of planned movies and give you
the low down on how the other half films.

Last spring, the family purse having put on weight, we
decided to motor West. While the other members of the

family were checking over their lists of gowns for evening
wear and the addresses of the Hollywood stars, I sat down
and tried to concentrate on the problem of a swell idea for

a travel film. The best I could get out of five minutes of

intensive thought was that I had better get an exposure meter.

So we started off with an exposure meter, four hundred
feet of color, eight hundred feet of black and white, the

camera— but no treatment or film plan. Crossing George
Washington Bridge, I raised an idea.

"How about." I asked the assembled tourists, "making the

National Parks in black and white and a general resume of

the trip in color?"

"How much more film will that take?" my wife inquired

with sweet poignancy.

"Gosh, Dad," piped up my son, "you could get a swell

shot of the Empire State tower from here!"

Thus it was that our scenario was completed, and shooting

commenced the following minute.

In the next forty four days, we traveled 12.000 miles.

which, if you will spend a little time figuring it out, gave

me a hundred feet of film for every thousand miles. The

J. O. M. VAN TASSEL, ACL
problem, therefore, was to spread it out so that the Grand
Canyon would not consume four fifths of the footage and the

remainder of the trip not be a sort of round the world flight.

^ e decided that the sequences we took must be the high

lights of what we saw. We should not just make shots of

every beautiful vista, of every monument or snow capped
peak, of every new animal that we spotted. But. rather, we
could film sequences of the things that impressed us most.

And the scheme worked splendidly.

Not that I did not itch, ache and bleed over some of the

views we passed up. Not that we had no arguments over

funny shaped rocks, an Indian with real pants on and the

cutest lamb you ever saw. But, inasmuch as. under our hastily

adopted constitution and bylaws, unanimity was required

before any scene could be shot, we managed to avoid the

pitfalls of individual tastes, bursts of sentimentality and
plain dumbness, and we came through with a happy com-
bination of scenes which were edited into two entertaining

travel pictures.

In that manner, we completed one more of our hit and run
movies. I am sure, if we had sat down ahead of time to work
up some classy idea, we should have had many miserable

times, trying to get the shots called for by our script, or

perhaps we should have missed the real atmosphere of the

trip entirely.

After all, with any series of well taken movies, editing

goes a long way toward making a good film, and especially

is this true of travelogs. Audiences want high lights, not run

of the mill stuff.

Tv hat does a New Yorker care about a shot of the Los
Angeles Biltmore. where Cousin Fanny stayed on her wed-

ding trip? Or of what interest is the Whitestone Bridge to

a San Franciscan? But show a New Yorker a desert ablaze

with spring flowers, and his eyes will pop right out of his

head with unbelief. Show him a fall twelve times higher

than Niagara, and he will rise right up in his seat and call

you a liar. Show him Jenny Lake, with the towering Tetons

for a backdrop, and he'll declare by all the subways that

there ain't no such scenery except in Radio City.

Pictures like these are not planned. You hit them as you
run.

Fm an advocate of hit and run movies—and, if this be

treason, the ACL will just have to make the most of it.
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D R E. DeALTON PARTRIDGE, New Jersey State Teachers College

An educational project

was built around a movie

Seventh graders making

film, and school paper

reports of progress

Courtesy
Newark

THOSE who have made movies, from script to final screen-

ing, will agree that, during the filming process, one learns

a great deal about the subject being filmed. This fact has led

some movie makers to believe that there is educational value

in having students plan and make movies of the subjects

that they study. Obviously, there are certain limitations to

this method of teaching; but, as a whole, it has unusual

possibilities if one can employ it. Consider, for example,

some of the following educational values that may be had.

Integration of Subject Matter. The newer psychology

suggests that the greatest educational values are derived

from activities that are organized around meaningful wholes.

The student will learn more, and learn it in a more mean-
ingful way. if the material is related to something in his own
experience and if it is not chopped up into small segments,

no matter how logical they may seem. Life is not divided

into watertight subject matter compartments, such as are

found in many school curricula.

The best way to learn history, or mathematics or English

is to learn them as related to each other and to immediate

ife problems. In a properly organized movie making project,

students have an opportunity to learn these subjects as re-

lated to a greater whole—as an integrated life experience.

It is surprising how many different subjects can be included

in a movie project.

Motivation. I have found that students grow tremendously

interested in the whole process of movie making. From the

original planning, to the time when the scenes are first

screened, the students look forward eagerly to seeing the

results of their work moving before them. Their interest

begins to grow when they first discuss the possibilities of

their production in their committee groups. They learn to

visualize the effect that they wish to produce, and they are

eager to see how it finally looks.

Careful Research Needed. In order to produce a movie

that is authentic, it is necessary for the students to do a great

deal of careful research. If it is a historical movie, such as

the one described later on, it is necessary to make certain

that costumes and action are correct and to get scenes in

their proper chronological order. This work is carried on

in such a way as to relate the research to the life of the pupil

and thus to insure a more permanent impression. If scale

models are used in some scenes, it is necessary to make cer-

tain that they are properly designed and made. Costumes

must be correct, according to the best authorities available,

and the titles or narration must contain accurate information.

A Long Time Project. Making a movie can motivate a

whole school year. It offers enough diversion of activity and

a sufficient amount of work to keep a class busy for many
weeks. Smaller units of teaching can be worked into a long

range program for the year, climaxed by the final showing.

Reasonable Expense. At first thought, one is likely to

feel that movie making is too expensive for the ordinary

school. This need not be so. As a matter of fact, students

can raise money for their class treasury if they are properly

directed.

An actual case
In order to see how the production of a motion picture

can be used to teach history, an actual example will be

described in some detail. Early in our school year, the

teacher of the seventh grade social studies class suggested

to the group that they think about the possibility of pro-

ducing a movie of some phase of their study of history. The
idea caught on immediately, and. [Continued on page 546]
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Scene
10.

Photographs by
W. A. Chapman

1
Close shot. A calendar—the day

is November 20 or 27, the day be-

fore Thanksgiving. (For this shot, use

a desk type of calendar, in which indi-

vidual sheets may be turned over each

day.)

2. Long shot. In front of a house.

Father walks through the scene and
turns from the sidewalk to the walk
leading to the house; he has a large live

turkey in his arms.

3. Medium shot. Father comes up the

front walk, holding the turkey which is

napping its wings as it tries to escape.

4. Long shot. The front or back of

the house by the doorsteps. The wife

and young daughter (or young son)

open the door and rush down the steps,

to meet Father with the turkey.

5. Medium shot. The wife and daugh-

ter admire the turkey. Father is hav-

ing a hard time holding the turkey;

he stands in front of his daughter with

Cold t^4/meu
In this scenario it turns out to be the feast

asking her to stroke itsthe turkey,

wings, etc.

6. Closeup. Of Daughter. She finally

reaches toward the turkey.

7. Closeup. The turkey's head. Daugh-
ter's hand strokes the turkey.

8. Medium shot. Father rises and
walks with the turkey toward the back

yard, followed by his wife and daugh-

ter.

9. Medium shot. The back yard.

Father places the turkey under a box
with a lath top, and the turkey sticks

his head out of the top.

10. Closeup. The turkey's head pro-

trudes from the top of the box. Dissolve

to next scene.

(Note: If you can't make a dis-

solve, produce a wipe, by sliding

a black card in front of the lens

at the end of Scene 10 and by be-

ginning Scene 11 with the black

card in front of the lens, then with-

drawing it to reveal the action.

Move the black card from left to

right in each case.)

11. Closeup. An axe being sharpened

on a revolving grindstone. (If no grind-

stone is available, an oilstone may be

used.)

12. Medium shot. Father turns the

grindstone, sharpening the axe; Daugh-

ter is watching.

13. Closeup. Daughter looks at axe

being sharpened; she looks up to

Father, as she says:

Title. "Daddy, what are you doing

that for?"

14. Closeup. Of Father. He stops the

grindstone and says to Daughter:

Title. "Why, Betty, that's so we can

celebrate Thanksgiving tomorroiv."

15. Closeup. Of Daughter. She looks

perplexed and disappointed; she final-

ly bites her lip as she gets an idea.

16. Medium shot. Father continues

sharpening the axe ; Daughter looks on.

Fade out.

(Note: You can use your wipe

effect here, and in succeeding

places where fades are indicated.)

17. Medium shot. Fade in. Interior

[Continued on page 544]

LEO CALOIA
Dissolve

from
Scene
10 to 11.

Scene
11.

Scene
12.

Scene
19.
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Camp Film Remade
Encouraged by the success of last year's motion picture,

Paul Pearse. owner and director of Camp Ha-wa-ya, near

Harrison, Maine, again this past summer commissioned the

production of a feature length color film, bearing the camp's

name. While, in 1939, the continuity followed a simple

reportorial dawn to dusk theme, the subject matter treat-

ment of this year's film is a suave blend of contemplation

and comment. In a series of striking introductory images,

the picture suggests the eagerness and activity of boyhood.

From this general approach, the treatment goes on to more
specific sequences, which illustrate a way of life by which

Camp Ha-wa-ya ministers to this eagerness. Although neces-

sarily a record of the camp's physical background, the film is

above all a stirring salute to the spirit behind the canoes and
campfires.

The premier public screening of Camp Ha-wa-ya, which

is 1400 feet of 16mm. Kodachrome accompanied by a well

chosen musical score, will be given at the annual Reunion
Dinner of the camp counselors, boys and their parents, to

be held next month in New York's Hotel McAlpin. Laurence
S. Critchell. jr., producer of both years' pictures, will be
in charge of the presentation.—/. W . M.

New Film for Brooklyn

The Tripod Club of the Brooklyn Central Y.M.C.A.. under
the supervision of Frank A. Miller, ACL. has begun produc-
tion of a 400 foot, 16mm. Kodachrome silent motion picture

of the Brooklyn Y.M.C.A. The film, as yet untitled, follows

a simple continuity treatment written by the League. It deals

initially with the services of the Y.M.C.A.. traces the back-
ground of the many types of Y.M.C.A. members, then pre-

sents Y.M.C.A. sports and recreation at greater length.

PRACTICAL

FILMS
LAURENCE S. CRITCHELL, jr.

A problem commonly encountered in this type of filming

is the somewhat kaleidoscopic grouping of many different

activities, until the audience is wearied of jumping from

sequence to sequence. This difficulty was overcome in the

theme treatment, by dealing at some length with individual

members. They were shown receiving their mail, engaging

in conversation, as they went up in the building elevators,

or discussing controversial subjects in the clubrooms. Such

sequences slowed down the tempo of the film and gave the

audience something on which to concentrate their attention.

The film will be used for publicity within the Brooklyn area.

Tree Planting in Idaho

T. H. Gathe. jr.. ACL, of Pocatello, Idaho, assisted by

Philip Ferer, recently completed a 200 foot, 16mm. Koda-

chrome silent film. Reforestation, for the annual reforesta-

tion project of the Kiwanis Club of Pocatello. The film opens

with a sequence, in montage tempo, of the many areas in

the town that have already been beautified by tree planting.

It then shows the ceremonies inaugurating the annual project

and next presents shots, taken from odd angles, of the actual

work of planting. Mr. Gathe and Mr. Ferer used two cameras

for this work. The finished film, which was edited and titled

by the two men, is being distrib- [Continued on page 543]
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WHEN 16mm. films appeared years ago. no adult groups

benefited more than those in churches throughout this

country.

It is true that some churches previously had used the

larger size film for a few screenings, but its expense and pro-

jection difficulties placed it beyond the reach of most congre-

gations. Now the demand for suitable 16mm. films in churches

exceeds the supply. For instance, during the Christmas sea-

son, films appropriate for that period are booked by libra-

ries months in advance. Most religious institutions that use

films regularly soon find that they must repeat subjects to

maintain even a weekly schedule.

Three types of films are shown in churches—educational,

devotional and entertainment. The first outnumbers the other

two by a large margin. This is because such a great variety

of subjects is included in this class, and their general nature

admits their use on almost any occasion.

Church denominations also are producing many of their

own educational films. For the most part, these subjects con-

cern mission work at home and abroad. For example, not

long ago, several different denominations cooperated through

a central agency, to produce story films illustrating their

missionary activities in Africa. These films are now available

in both sound and silent versions.

In addition, the publicity departments of various religious

organizations regularly are issuing reels, to show what is

being done for the underprivileged in the United States,

through church contributions. Naturally, such films are of

immense interest to congregations, for they give visual proof

of how much good their Sunday collections are doing.

During the past few years, the call for these subjects has

obliged several Protestant groups to establish three or more
distributing stations, to facilitate bookings in every section

of this country. Some denominations lend their films free to

their own churches, but ask for a modest rental fee when
they are borrowed by outside groups: others rent their films

on the same rental basis to every church requesting them.

In any case, these fees never provide a profit, barely helping

to cover the distributing expense.

Next in line come the non denominational producers or

distributors of educational subjects suitable for church use.

A pioneer in this group is the Harmon Foundation, in New

Movies are fine tools

of religious instruction

BENJAMIN F. FARBER, jr., ACL
York City. Other firms specialize in films originally pro-

duced theatrically, such as the King of Kings or travelogs

filmed in Biblical countries. All these subjects, of course.

are now available in 16mm. size. Further afield are those

subjects primarily produced for schools, but which prove

of interest to church gatherings as well. These are available

from any commercial dealer at regular rental prices.

Such educational religious subjects are screened before

church groups at various meetings of the congregation's

clubs; some are shown before the entire church at Sunday

night or midweek services, and others are exhibited in the

Sunday School rooms. Clubs within the church choose those

subjects under current study; for example, the ladies' for-

eign missionary society may see a program of films of mis-

sions in India. These groups can consult film catalogs or

lists issued by their own or other church mission boards,

for subjects specifically treating the subject in which they

are interested. Often, it is possible to obtain, from a local

photographic dealer, a travelog depicting the country under

consideration.

Devotional film subjects, which are most vital to the work

of the church, are strangely few and hard to find. This,

perhaps, is because of the different concepts of religion held

by various denominations. Some films, however, such as

those illustrating books of the [Continued on page 535]

• Ancient and modern methods

of religious education— a Thir-

teenth Century manuscript of the

Bible and frames from current

religious films.
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FREDERICK G. BEACH, ACL

Feed mechanism 0ne of the

problems en-

countered by those who process film

at home by the drum method is that

of feeding the film from the camera
spool to the drum, without overlapping

the coils or winding them unevenly. The
device shown in the drawing is a slid-

ing carriage which carries the spool

along the length of the drum as the

film unwinds. It is fitted with two small

uprights, with an axle for the spool,

and springs to keep a slight tension,

to prevent the film from unwinding too

fast. The carriage is moved along the

slide rod by means of a cord which
winds on the main axle of the develop-

ing drum. The rate of travel for the

carriage is determined by the size of

the dowel rod, placed in one end of the

axle, as shown. This travel should be

just enough to allow the film to wind
on the drum in a spiral, with about a

one eighth inch spacing between

turns.

—

Paul Gross. ACL.

Tripod sling C*ne of the handiest

ways of carrying a

tripod is to sling it over one shoulder.

It is a simple matter to attach a strap

to most tripods for this purpose. If the

legs are wooden, you can insert a stout

screw eye near the top and another one

at the bottom of one leg, and into these

may be fastened an ordinary leather

or web strap, which is fitted with a

snap hook on each end. A small strap

to hold the three legs together is also

necessary. In the event that the legs are

made of metal, it may be somewhat more
difficult to find a way to fasten the

hooks. One of the best methods is to

make a loop of strong wire around the

leg and to bend an eye in it, so that the

hook will fit it. Generally, it will be

found convenient to leave the strap on

the tripod at all times.

Cine vest If y°u nave trouble in

carrying accessory

equipment when you are out on a movie
making expedition, try a vest, such as

that shown in the illustration. Any
tailor can make it for you, by using

cheap canvas or other strong cloth.

Plan the pockets to hold your assort-

ment of lenses, filters, meter, notebooks
and other items which are indispensable

to you. Perhaps you will want an extra

refinement, in the shape of pocket

flaps which can be buttoned down, to

prevent the contents from falling out

when you lean over.

Continuity comment If you have

ever wanted
to put your friends, your relatives or

your children into settings where it was

impossible for them to be at the time

you were filming, here is a foolproof

continuity dodge. Let us take, for an

example, the Magnolia Gardens at

Charleston, S. C. You filmed them in

1939. It is now 1940, and you feel that,

if you could only put your children into

the Gardens, this would considerably

enliven your footage. Simply find some

place near your home where there are

Cine vest, helpful on a movie outing

EXPOSURE
METER FILTERS
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flowers, or budding trees — and film

this setting without the children. \v hen

the entire little locale has been made
familiar to the audience, then, and only

then, allow your children to enter the

scene. So subtly and cleverly will the

idea of the Magnolia Gardens have

been sustained, that no one will be

able to believe your children were

not really there themselves.

—

Morton

Read. ACL.

Projection room 0ne of the most

complete home
theatres one is likely to find is that

made by Hugh E. Geyer. The series

of pictures shows the theatre, with its

modern lighting devices, the simple

but effective curtain, closed and open.

Views of neat home theatre
planned by Hugh E. Geyer
Hugh E. Geyer

SHEET MAY BE
HUNG FROM CEILING
OR IN DOORWAY
BETWEEN ROOMS

An arrangement for making silhouette shots

the real theatre seats and two views

of the projection room. This interesting

part of the theatre contains a recorder,

as well as dual turntables for musical

accompaniment. A microphone provides

Mr. Geyer with means of addressing the

audience while the pictures are being

shown.

This professional appearing theatre

leaves nothing to be desired in the way
of spotlights, footlights and other inter-

esting electrical gadgets. It was largely

a homemade job and was built in the

attic.

Listen Learn to know the sound of

your camera when it is run-

ning properly. You will then be able to

tell instantly when it loses the loop or

when the film breaks. If you are inter-

ested to learn what it sounds like when
it is running without a loop, take an

old piece of film and thread it without

a lower or upper loop. Put the cover on

the camera and hold it as if you were

taking a picture. You will find that the

sound is quite different from that of

your machine when it is running prop-

erly.

Moving shadows Making silhou-

ette shots is

fun, and these scenes are easy to pro-

duce. The main requirement is a white

sheet, stretched taut and hung in a

doorway, so that there will be room to

place lighting units behind it. The light

should illuminate the sheet as evenly

as possible. The subject is placed be-

tween the camera and the lighted sheet,

and the camera is focused on the sub-

ject. There should be little or no light

in the room in which the subject is

seated, except that which comes

through the sheet. Then the subject

will be fully silhouetted against the

light background. A small lens open-

ing should be used, so that there will

be no danger of showing detail in the

subject, or evidences of halation from

overexposure of the background. Since

it is often hard to recognize some peo-

ple by their silhouettes, one can make

an amusing game, by filming the

family and friends and then holding a

guessing contest when the film is shown

later on. One advantage of this idea

is that it does not require fast film;

it therefore provides an inexpensive bit

of entertainment.

Larger 8mm. reel l use an 8mm -

Kodascope
Model 70 projector, which is not de-

signed to take a projection reel larger

than the 200 foot 8mm. size. A picture

that I recently completed runs about 300

feet, and I wanted to be able to project

it continuously without changing reels.

To solve my problem, I purchased a

300 foot 8mm. reel and, from the outer

edge of its inside flange, I filed off

about a thirty second of an inch of the

metal. This did not interfere with the

utility of the reel, and it made the in-

side flange small enough so that it

cleared the projector housing. I used

a heavy file for the first part of the

work, and I finished the job with a fine

one, so that there would be no rough

places on the edge of the reel that

might catch the film. — Charles C.

Messner.

Viewing light" Wben you are mak-

ing frame enlarge-

ments or screening a number of hun-

dred foot spools, preliminary to editing,

you will often want to examine a scene

or individual frames without putting

the film in a regular editor or film view-

ing device. In such cases, it is conve-

nient to have a handy means of illumi-

nating the film for viewing. A good

device for the purpose is a flashlight

with diffused illumination. Unscrew the

flashlight lens, place a disc of thin

white paper over the bulb and replace

the lens. Keep this special flashlight

handy on your editing or projection

table, and you will find it very useful.

Backgrounds Pictures that are to

be used for title

backgrounds look best if they are dif-

[Continued on page 540]
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New sound projector made by Movie

Mite Co. has plastic construction

Wide angle for C-K Eight A new

9mm.
//2.7 Kodak Anastigmat accessory lens

for the Magazine Cine-Kodak Eight is

announced by the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany, Rochester. N. Y. Because of its

short focal length, the new lens has

great depth of field and a wide angle of

view, which is considerably greater than

that provided by the regular 13mm.
lens ordinarily used on 8mm. cameras.

The new 9mm. lens requires no sepa-

rate adapter. Its retail price is $27.50.

Bell & Howell disc recorder
New facilities for home or school disc

recording and playback are provided

by the Filmosound Recorder and Rec-

ord Player, announced by Bell & How-
ell Company. 1801 Larchmont Avenue.

Chicago, 111. The special feature of this

new instrument is that it may be played

directly into the Filmosound projector

and so may make use of this machine's

Filmosound Recorder and Player

amplifier. This method is said to pro-

duce excellent quality at low cost.

The new recorder is provided with a

crystal cutting head, and it is adjust-

able to various types of recording

blanks. It has a convenient volume lev-

el indicator. The phonograph pickup.

NEWS OF

THE INDUSTRY

Answers the query, "What's

new?" for filmer and dealer

RUSSELL C. HOLSLAS, ACL
with which the instrument is equipped.

may be used for immediate playback of

the records as soon as they are made,

and it also functions as a record player

of high quality. Users of the machine

may also employ it with an indepen-

dent amplifier, or in connection with

any standard radio having two or more
stages of audio amplification.

Plastics in projector The recent

announce-
ment of a top award in the scientific

group of the Fifth Annual Modern
Plastics Competition, sponsored by

Modern Plastics Magazine, is chiefly in-

teresting to this field because it was
made to the manufacturer of a new,

low priced 16mm. sound movie projec-

tor. The machine so designated is made
by the Movie Mite Company, and, al-

though not yet on the market, it is said

to provide excellent results in sound

and picture reproduction. It will be of-

fered, complete, at a price of $149.50.

It weighs but twenty four pounds, and
it is extremely compact and portable.

It is claimed that this machine is light

in weight, compact in design and quiet

in operation and that these features are

made possible by the plastic construc-

tion.

Fiberbilt A new. heavy duty film

shipping and storage case

is offered by Fiberbilt Case Company.
40 West 17th Street, New York City.

Constructed of reinforced vulcanized

fiber, this case will hold two 1600 foot

reels in cans, or three separate steel

reels. This special container is built to

meet the same high standards of the

other film shipping equipment made by
Fiberbilt.

Musical art films A new series of

sound movies,

released in 16mm. by Walter 0. Gut-

lohn. Inc., 35 West 45th Street, New
York City, is offered to lovers of fine

The new F-R Cine Action Editor

shows film in continuous motion

music. Each subject consists of a ten

minute reel, in which a single artist or

group of artists presents a concert per-

formance, introduced by an informed

commentator.

These productions, said to be techni-

cally excellent, are directed by experts.

Produced with the cooperation of Dr.

John Erskine, they include perform-

ances of such musicians as Jose Iturbi,

the Coolidge Quartet and Mildred Dil-

ling, harpist.

Film Catalog An illustrated, well

arranged catalog of

its latest list of 16mm. sound films has

recently been issued by Post Pictures

Corporation, 733 Seventh Avenue, New
York City. It contains a subject index

and descriptions of each offering.

Castle Catalog A new '
attractive-

ly printed and il-

lustrated catalog has recently been is-

sued by Castle Films, Inc., 30 Rocke-

feller Plaza, New York City. Featured

in this catalog, with full page illustra-

tions, are vivid descriptions of the latest

Castle releases for home movie projec-

[Continued on page 551]



525 Awards—Left, original and rep-

lica of Eaton Trophy recently

established by Winnipeg (Can-

ada) Cine Club. Right, trophy

presented annually by Minneapo-

lis Cine Club.

AMATEUR
CLUBS

What organized cine groups are doing everywhere

Compc)ete in Australia Thirty four films were en-

tered in the late First Inter-

national Competition, sponsored by the Australian Amateur

Cine Society, in Sydney, N.S.W., with entries from America.

Japan, New Zealand and all the States of Australia. First

award, the James A. Sherlock Gold Cup, and ten pounds

worth of photographic goods presented by J. H. Couch, went

to H. Roy Booth and Rex Cox, both of the Society, for

Sunshine Over Sydney.

R. Bowie, of New Zealand, took second award, the F. W.
Pratt Silver Trophy and five pounds worth of merchandise

donated by Charles Kerr, ACL, with his 8mm. entry. All's

Fair. Other winners, in order, were: Mr. Kato, with Tye

Dyeing; The South Australian Amateur Cine Society, with

The Operation; Mr. Tsukamoto, with Mystery in the Forest

and Autumn in Fuji; Fred C. Ells, ACL, with In The Begin-

nitig; Mr. Agino, with Dexterous Hands; Mr. Yamamoto.

with Parallelism; Mr. Takemura, with Lord and Spider.

More than a thousand persons attended the premier screen-

ing of the award winners, held in Sydney's State Conserva-

JAMES W. MOORE, ACL
torium and later repeated by popular request.

New in north Iowa Movie makers in the north Iowa

region are now being served

by the Hawk Eye Movie Makers. ACL, recently formed group

with headquarters at Mason City. First officers include Ken-
neth Wagner, president; L. A. Paulson, first vicepresident

and program chairman; Donald Dye, second vicepresident:

Mrs. Roy Bailey, secretary; Harley Wood, treasurer. Serving

with them on the board of directors are Chris Leffler and
Eugene Cheney. Dummy Walks Out and Vieille France, 8mm.
films from the League's Club Library, were screened at an

early meeting.

Seventh for Long Beach Members of the Long Beach
Cinema Club, in California,

are busy on their seventh straight scenario production, as yet

unnamed. LaNelle Fosholdt and Pat Rafferty are responsible

for direction. Production methods of this group differ from

the standard setup, since each individual member is his own
cameraman, chooses his own angles and edits his own
production—all from one standard script prepared by the

club. More than twenty cameras were reported on the settings

of Susanna, the group's recently completed sixth production.

Following the conclusion of each effort, an award is given to

the producer whose version of the story best pleases the club.

Mrs. Mildred J. Caldwell. ACL. is acting president, because

of the temporary absence, through illness, of Harold Hilliger,

ACL, regular prexy.

Philadelphia active Tne Philadelphia Cinema Club,

meeting in the Hotel Adelphi,

opened its new season with a four star program, which pre-

sented as its feature a cinematic quiz contest between selected

teams of 8mm. and 16mm. members. Francis Hirst, ACL,
program chairman, staged the battle of wits and wisdom,

with thirty two problems

drawn from a study of past

• Leo Caloia (with cine numbers of Movie Makers.
camera), secretary of Los At the final query, the quartet

Angeles 8mm. Club, films f 8mm. experts took the

Art Brearly. ["Continued on page 548]



Get What You Want, the Way You Want It, with a

CINE-KODAK TELEPHOTO
Eight Lenses Glimpse the Same Scene

Here's a sequence of shots, enlarged from ac.ua. movie

frames, showing exac.ly .he re.a.ive coverages of .he

,6 mm. s.andard and accessory lenses. The camera, of

course, kept a single position .hroughou. .he ser.es.

The 15 mm. f/2.7 wide-angle lens

covers nearly three times the area of

the 25 mm. f/l .9 lens; reduces image

size to nearly one-half a. the same

camera-.o-subjec. distance.

The standard 25 mm. f/l.9 lens cov-

ers about one-third the area of the

15 mm. wide-angle lens; makes the

image nearly twice as large.

NO ONE lens can possibly meet every requirement of the

modern movie maker. So Eastman, out of long experience
with movie makers, has produced a series of accessory Cine-
Kodak lenses capable of a vast range of usefulness.

There are wide-angle lenses, to include maximum fields at

close range; and there is a series of long focus and telephoto

lenses which serve to bring distant subjects close, or to

magnify a detail.

These Eastman-made accessory lenses share a common
distinction . . . superior, unquestioned quality. In design,

materials, and finish they are definitely of the highest type.

For users of cameras with which direct, through-the-lens

focusing is possible (cameras such as Cine-Kodak Special or

the Magazine Cine-Kodaks equipped with Focusing Finders)

the long-focus Cine-Kodak accessory lenses offer adaptability

for close-up work beyond the distance limits engraved on
their focusing rings. Attention to such details is but one evi-

dence of the care with which these superb lenses have been
"tailored" to meet the needs of exacting movie makers.
Add an accessory lens or two to your Cine outfit. Discover

their ability to give you close-ups of otherwise camera-shy
subjects, or to leap over crowds for vivid, close-in shots of

sports, or—at the other extreme—to give you screen-filling

magnifications of tiny objects.

Extend your movie-making horizons with Cine-Kodak acces-

sory lenses. Ask your dealer to show them to you.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,

The 50 mm. f/l .6 lens covers one-

fourth the area of the 25 mm. lens;

doubles the image size at the same

camera-to-subject distance.



<] HERE are the lenses available for the Magazine Cine-

Kodak Eight:

9 mm. f/2.7 wide-angle lens $27.50

25 mm. (1 inch) f/l.9 lens 60.00

38 mm. (lVo inch) f/2.5 lens 40.00

50 mm. (2 inch) f/l.6 lens 80.00

63 mm. (2V2 inch) f/2.7 lens 53.50

76 mm. (3 inch) f/4.5 lens 38.50

Cine-Kodak Eight, Model 60, may be fitted with a 38 mm.

(lV2 inch) f/4.5 lens, priced at $37.50.

IE 16 MM. CINE-KODAKS— Model E (with f/l.

9

ns), Model K, Magazine, and Special—may be

ted with these accessory lenses:

15 mm. f/2.7 wide-angle lens . . . $47.50

50 mm. (2 inch) f/l .6 lens 80.00

63 mm. (2V2 inch) f/2.7 lens .... 53.50

76 mm. (3 inch) f/4.5 lens 38.50

102 mm. (4 inch) f/2.7 lens 68.50

114 mm. (4'/2 inch) f/4.5 lens .... 53.50

'152 mm. (6 inch) f/4.5 lens 78.50

'Not available for the f/l .9 Model E.

A single lens adapter ($6.50) for each camera af-

rds instant interchangeability of all the long-focus

nses; Model K and Cine-Kodak Special require a

cond adapter for the wide-angle lens.

HESTER, N. Y.

102 mm. f/2.7 lens covers one-

=enth the area of the 25 mm.

9 lens; quadruples image size at

same camera-to-subject distance.

The 114 mm. f/4.5 lens covers one-

twentieth the area of the 25 mnv

f/l 9 lens; forms an image four and

one-half times as large at the same

camera-to-subject distance

The 152 mm. f/4.5 lens covers one

thirty-sixth the area of the 25 mm.

f/l 9 lens; magnifies image size six

. . _t m» same camera-to-subject
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Get What You Want, the Way You Want It, with a

CINE-KODAK TELEPHOT0.fi

Eight Lenses Glimpse the Some Scene
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NO ONE lens can possibly meet every requirement of the

modern movie maker. So Eastman, out of long experience

with movie makers, has produced a series of accessory Cine-

Kodak lenses capable of a vast range of usefulness.

There are wide-angle lenses, to include maximum fields at

close range; and there is a series of long focus and telephoto

lenses which serve to bring distant subjects close, or to

magnify a detail.

These Eastman-made accessory lenses share a common
distinction . . . superior, unquestioned quality. In design,

materials, and finish they are definitely of the highest type.

For users of cameras with which direct, through-the-lens

focusing is possible (cameras such as Cine-Kodak Special or

the Magazine Cine-Kodaks equipped with Focusing Finders)

the long-focus Cine-Kodak accessory lenses offer adaptability

for close-up work beyond the distance limits engraved on

their focusing rings. Attention to such details is but one evi-

dence of the care with which these superb lenses have been

"tailored" to meet the needs of exacting movie makers.

Add an accessory lens or two to your Cine outfit. Discover

their ability to give you close-ups of otherwise camera-shy

subjects, or to leap over crowds for vivid, close-in shots of

sports, or—at the other extreme—to give you screen-filling

magnifications of tiny objects.

Extend your movie-making horizons with Cine-Kodak acces-

sory lenses. Ask your dealer to show them to you.
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• The mobile projection

cabinet as built by

author for home use.

YOUR
MOVIES

ON
WHEELS

A MOBILE projection cabinet is a very useful device

for schools. It provides storage space for projector,

films and accessories, when these are not in use, and it

offers a projector stand of convenient height, on which to

place the machine when a screening is to be given. It can

be wheeled from classroom to classroom, as desired, and it

offers a safe storage place for equipment.

Captain Don Norwood, ACL

How to construct mobile

cabinet for projection

CAPTAIN DON NORWOOD, ACL
Such a cabinet is equally useful in churches, clubs and

even the home, for it may be wheeled into a closet when it is

not in use, and it can be brought out readily whenever a

movie program is to be given. As a matter of fact, I

originally designed the cabinet pictured on this page for

use in my own home, but I changed the original design

somewhat, to fit better the needs of the classroom. The im-

proved design is shown in the drawing on this page, while

the first cabinet constructed, for use in my home, is shown
in the photographs above.

The cabinet as shown in the drawing makes an excellent

construction project for a manual training class. The
schematic diagram on this page could be given to a mechan-

ical drawing class, for detailing—an interesting project in

itself.

While the principal dimensions are given, these may be

changed to suit the needs of the school, church or home.

For example, it may be found advisable to place the handles

in a lower position, if the outfit is to be handled by children.

The special wiring, which consists of a flush male re-

ceptacle, placed in the rear at the bottom of the cabinet,

and a duplex outlet in the top, is designed to make an acci-

dent proof hookup.

The projector is connected to the duplex outlet, by means
of a short cord, for this arrangement is far safer than one

in which a long cord runs from the projector to a wall outlet.

If the cord is connected directly to the projector, the ma-
chine might be pulled off the cabinet if anybody tripped on

the cord. The separate cord from the bottom of the cabinet

to the wall outlet would simply pull away if anybody should

kick it. The short cord which plugs into the projector can
easily be made up from a length of heavy rubber covered

wire, a standard plug and the special fitting that is to be

attached to the machine. Such a fitting can be purchased

from the projector manufacturer. The long cord can be made
up in any length that is necessary, and it may be made in

more than one section for use in schools, where distances

from outlet to cabinet may vary considerably.

Generally, it will be found that one inch lumber will be

suitable for the construction of the main part of the cabinet,

while half inch lumber, or less, will do for the doors. As a

precaution against damage while the cabinet is being moved
about from one room to another, it is wise to put angle strips

on its corners. These may be of brass or iron, and they may
be painted to suit the maker.

The height of the cabinet, shown in the drawing, will

bring the projector well above

the heads of people seated be-

tween it and the screen. Here,

• Design for mobile again, this dimension may be

projection cabinet for varied to suit local conditions.

schools and clubs. [Continued on page 542]



529 HOW TEACHERS USE MOVIES
A report of service from those who employ films

ELEANOR D. CHILD AND HARDY R. FINCH

AT lea«t 30.000 educational films are available for teach-

ing purposes. Over forty States have subsidized film

libraries, which furnish schools with motion pictures.

One catalog (Directory of 16mm. Film Sources, Victor

Animatograph Corporation, Davenport, Iowa) names 230
national commercial distributors, who are renting films to

educational institutions: this does not include the countless

local libraries. The same catalog lists seventy two companies

as producers of 16mm. films for sale to schools.

Thousands of instructive films are offered by industrial

firms and business groups. They are used as advertising

media and are secured by schools free of charge. Other films,

available gratis or for a small rental charge, have been pro-

duced by charitable, social and religious organizations. The
National Tuberculosis Association, for example, has made
several educational films. The Wild Flower Preservation So-

ciety has produced films about the cultivation and conser-

vation of wild flowers. The United States Government has

a long list of films for school use. These may be borrowed
free of charge, purchased at printing cost or obtained on a

long term loan basis at a minimum fee.

In addition to all this, some schools have made their own
films.

What could be better evidence that the film is playing an

important role in education today? Parents and teachers

should be aware of this fact and consider how the motion

picture may be used to the best advantage in their com-
munity.

Research studies have shown again and again that pupils

of the same intelligence, with the same books and teacher,

learn up to forty percent more when they have the added
advantage of films. The Payne Fund Studies attest to the

effectiveness of films in the learning situation. Research
workers for the Fund have found that a person's social and
mental attitudes are influenced by films and
that a person remembers what he learns from

a film much longer than that which he has

read in a book.

By means of films, students are being taken

to every country in the world, into coal mines,

to study production methods, and below the

surface of the ocean, to observe marine
life. They see history in the making. Great

events of the past and present are brought

into their classroom. Science, in all its

phases, is pictured for them in terms that

they can understand. Character building

and other personal subjects are drama-
tically presented on the screen. No
longer will Johnny complain that school

is dull and uninteresting — if his

teacher has used educational films to

the greatest advantage.

The use of films in schools entails

problems, especially for a community
which is just beginning its visual

education program. Money must be
secured for the project. The most
efficient equipment must be pur-

chased. Films best suited to the class-

room needs must be procured. A
distribution system must be estab-

St
fc

Uaiv^

lished. Teachers must be taught to use these films most effec-

tively. In a considerable number of communities, this work

is done by a special department of the school system. State

and national agencies cooperate.

At the outset, one of the first questions asked of the film

minded parent or educator is "What will your film program

cost?"

Some schools have managed a successful visual aid pro-

gram for only a few cents a pupil. A recent survey of Con-

necticut schools, by Edward Wheeler, of Bristol, showed

that, in sixty eight schools, the cost varied from two cents to

a dollar and fourteen cents a pupil. Remember that the total

average cost of education in Connecticut is approximately

§100.00 a pupil.

The choice of projection equipment must be carefully con-

sidered. Most visual aid directors agree that a school should

try to purchase both a silent and sound projector or a

machine that will run sound as well as silent films, for many
of the best films are made with sound. Only 16mm. films are

used in most schools, because 8mm. is not efficient for audi-

toriums or partly darkened classrooms, while 35mm. equip-

ment is too expensive for most school systems. Consulta-

tion with people active in film work, in three or four neigh-

boring school systems, will help a school system to determine

what projector is best suited to their needs. (Movie Makers.

a non commercial publication, investigates all advertising

that it carries, to guard against false claims. I

Whether to rent films, use free films or buy one's own films

is a question discussed frequently. Every system will want to

use the best free films and some rented ones. If the size of

the system permits, it should buy films about the most popu-

lar topics. In one school system, containing about 5500

pupils (Greenwich. Conn.), it was found that the cost a

showing for free movies was ap- [Continued on page 538]
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Suggestions to teachers

who use this fine medium

ARTHUR A. HEBERT, jr., ACL
EDUCATION of today is much different from that of ten or

fifteen years ago. Extensive study of pupils' psychology

has brought out many ways of increasing a teacher's effi-

ciency, and educators have learned that graphic presentation

puts a point clearly in the pupil's mind in seconds. Present

day textbooks are filled with pictures.

But textbook pictures are still. Nothing in life is still, and

it is "life experiences" that we want to give to our pupils

in the classroom, so that they may learn more in a shorter

period of time.

One of the most efficient methods of giving life experi-

ences is a graphic presentation which utilizes both sight

and sound, which means, of course, the talking motion

picture. The effectiveness of this teaching aid has already

been demonstrated and proved by eminent authorities.

Many sound films are now being produced especially

for classroom use, and an ever increasing number of

theatrical films of literary, historical, social and scien-

tific value are being made available on 16mm. sound

film for school use.

Special study guides are available for many of

these feature films, to aid the teachers to integrate

film showings with their various courses.

Sound on film is here as a teaching aid. Let us

now consider the utilization of this tool.

First, we must have a 16mm. sound projector.

A number of standard reputable makes are

available for selection, and all are competitively

priced. Some models cost but little more than

silent machines of leading makes a few years

ago. Manufacturers' representatives or agents

will gladly demonstrate their wares.

Prime points to consider in the selection

if a machine are ease of threading and con-

venient access to controls, protection

against film damage and scratching, quiet-

ness in operation, portability and com-

pactness, fidelity of sound reproduction,

ease of cleaning and oiling and efficacy of

the agent's service facilities.

For critical choice on certain points,

such as quietness in running and fidel-

ity of sound, a side by side demon-
stration is necessary. Then, for sound

quality, the same test film may be
run in the various makes for di-

rect comparison. Such demonstra-

tions should always be carried out

under conditions which will be en-

countered in actual practice.

The point of service facilities

should also be borne in mind. A
salesman may state that his ma-
chine does not need service; it

may not need much. but. ma-
chines being machines, they

can "act up." They have mov-
ing parts that wear and that

need adjustment or replace-

ment from time to time in the

same way as do the parts of

an automobile.

A sound projector amplifier

is also subject to ailments,

even as radio sets. Therefore, if

something should go wrong with

your projector, you will want to

get it serviced properly and as

promptly as possible. Further-

more, by the same token that we

have our automobiles serviced pe-

riodically, a sound projector should

have a complete overhauling and

checkup every year.

Another point that should be con-

sidered in selecting a machine is the

use to which it is to be put. Is the ma-

chine to be used principally in the

school auditorium, or is it intended

primarily for classrooms? According to its

size, the auditorium may need a much
larger and more expensive machine than

does the classroom—possibly even a pro-

jector with an arc lamp. On the other

hand, if a picture size of eight by ten feet

or nine by twelve feet is large enough for an

auditorium, the classroom model machine can

be used for assembly programs. Adequate
illumination will be had by changing the

standard 750 watt lamp to a 1000 watt bulb or

to a ten hour 750 watt lamp, which approximates

a 1000 watt light but which has a shorter life.

This lighting plan assumes that the auditorium

can be completely darkened.

Many auditoriums and classrooms are very poor

acoustically, and this may be more evident with

sound projectors than with the human voice, be-

cause of the greater volume of the projector. Cer-

tain cases may require special treatment of the hall

by acoustical engineers, who apply sound absorbing plaster

and boards, as well as draperies, to eliminate reverberation.

( Theatres spend thousands of dollars for such treatment, to

give perfect sound.) However, the classroom projector can be

made to serve in most cases, by the addition of a properly

designed baffle to its single speaker.

Sound quality should never be judged in an empty room,

either classroom or auditorium, as reverberation is then high-

est, and it could garble reproduction of the most perfect

amplifier ever built.

When the machine has been chosen, the next step is to

prepare selected classrooms for projection. Some educators

favor the idea of having one room fitted and used as an

audio visual classroom exclusively. This can be arranged to

give optimum results for both picture and sound. However,
it involves the factor of shifting a class from its regular

room, which may or may not be desirable.

The audio visual room may be provided with complete
darkening and acoustical treatment. It can also serve as a

/;
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central library for all school films, lan-

tern slides or other visual aid materials.

Also, it could be adapted for use as a

meeting and club room for the school

camera or photoplay club.

Should space not be available or

should it be decided that classroom

projection is preferable, certain changes

are usually necessary, to make the aver-

age classroom suitable. First, a set of

window shades is required, in addition

to the usual light yellow ones. The sec-

ond set should be cut to fit the window
frames as closely as possible, to exclude

any direct light. The material should be

either very dark, heavy yellow or of a

green and yellow combination. It is not

absolutely necessary to darken the room
completely during projection. Some
hold that there should be just enough

light in the room to permit students to

make notes.

The answer as to whether or not the

room is sufficiently dark may be most

readily had by a trial projection of a

typical film. The screen brilliance from

a 750 watt lamp in the usual classroom

length is quite high, and it is amazing

how much room light can be tolerated

and yet allow7 satisfactory results.

The screen size for the average class-

room will be either thirty nine by fifty

two inches or forty five by sixty inches.

These are standard sizes, and screens

are available with either self support-

ing tripod stands or in the roller type

with map cases for wall hanging. The
choice between the tripod stand or map
case screen is largely a matter of per-

sonal preference. The tripod type can

be erected anywhere, whereas the map
case type requires the installation of

hooks in the wall.

Placement of the loud speaker de-

pends largely upon individual room
acoustical conditions. As a general rule,

it should be placed as high as possible

and it should be directed downward, so

that a projected axis of its cone would
fall about in the middle of the room.

Experimental placements with at least

half the seats occupied will show quick-

ly the best location. In rooms with poor

acoustics, it may be necessary to erect

a small shelf, on the wall or in a cor-

ner, on which to place the speaker.

If the school is already equipped with

a silent projector, the teachers are

familiar with the projection problems.

However, do not trade in the silent ma-

chine when you buy a sound projector.

Many good silent teaching films are

available, and. if you retain the silent

projector, you will have an opportunity

to use films in two classes at the same
time. With the wealth of films available

today, there is an increasing use of

movies, and there are a great many-

schools that are making use of films in

two or more classes simultaneously. Ul-

timately, it may be desirable to have a

projector for every room, while present

[Continued on page 539]

M ORE
GREAT

PICTURES
WITH

GREAT STARS!
Ask Your Library for ...

30 MAJOR PICTURES
16 mm Sound

No approval required for non-
theatrieal showings

1. Count of Monte Cristo
Robert Donat and Elissa Landi

2. Last of the Mohicans
Randolph Seott and Binnie Barnes DANIEL BOONE

3. Daniel Boone
George O'Brien and Heather
Angel

4. The Melody Lingers On
Josephine Hutchinson and
George Huston

5. Chu Chin Chow
Anna May Wong and Fritz

Ivortner_ COL NT OF MONTE CRISTO

6. Peck's Bad Boy at the Circus

Tommy Kelly and Anne Gillis

7. Secret Agent
Madeleine Carroll and Robert Young

8. Iron Duke
George Arliss and Ellaline Terriss

9. Rhodes
Walter Huston and Oscar Homolka

10. Evergreen
Jessie Matthews and Barry Maekay

LAST OF THE
MOHICANS

— a it ti

20
more!

NAPOLEON-ELBA TO ST. HELENA
An authentic presentation
Waterloo and final banislm
to school accounts).

of the esca]

nt to St. Hele
n Elba, battle
els (sales apprt

If your local library canDot supply you with these pictures write

us for the address of the nearest library licensed to rent our releases.

Contractual obligations require the maintenance of the following

daily rental rates: No. 1—S20.00; Nos. 2, 3, A—$17.50; Nos. 5, 6,

7, S, 9, 10—§15 ($2.50 off for contract bookings). Quotation

of unauthorized rates may lead to cancellation of exhibition

without notice.

Write for Complete Catalogue Listing 100 Feature Releases.

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS

NON THEATRICAL PICTURES CORP.
165 WEST 46 T-^St. NEW YORK, N.Y.
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FILMS YOU'LL WANT TO SHOW
Non theatrical movie offerings for substandard projection

The King and the Scullery Maid,

two reels, 16mm. silent or sound, re-

leased through the Filmosound Library.

Bell & Howell Company. 1801 Larch-

mont Avenue, Chicago, is an amusing
movie which tells its story entirely with

puppet characters. Described as a de-

lightful, whimsical fairy tale, the sub-

ject has distinct moral overtones, con-

trasting hard labor with opulent ease.

The subject is said to be a fine example
of puppet technique and effective pho-

tography.

Tarzan's Revenge, seven reel. 16mm.
sound, distributed by Nu-Art Films, 145

West 45th Street, New York City, is an

entertaining action film of the Tarzan

series, with Glenn Morris and Eleanor

Holm in the title roles. The character

of Tarzan and his jungle exploits are

well set forth in this thrilling movie

account.

B Daniel Boone, eight reels, 16mm.
sound, distributed exclusively by Non
Theatrical Pictures Corporation, 165

West 46th Street, New York City, is an

epic of early frontier days, when Ken-

tucky was the Far West. This movie,

packed with action, features George

O'Brien as Daniel Boone, with Heather

Angel as the chief romantic support.

The story is woven around Boone's pio-

neer journey into the unexplored terri-

tory of the Cumberland Gap. where he

conducts a party of Carolina colonists.

Struggles with mountain streams and

forests, with hostile Indians and with

traitors in his own camp make this film

absorbing. Authentic costuming and

careful production make this movie use-

ful as an aid to the study of American
history.

B Mexican Silhouette, three reels,

16mm. silent, produced by Clement K.

Chase, Tucson, Arizona, was filmed

originally on 16mm.. in 1938. This in-

teresting, cinematic account of Mexican
life, customs and scenery was made
primarily for educational purposes, and

it is accompanied by an explanatory

Teacher's Guide. The sequences on ag-

riculture are most carefully planned

and show customs originally brought to

Mexico from Spain.

B Jose Iturbi, one reel, 16mm. sound,

released by Walter 0. Gutlohn, Inc., 35

West 45th Street. New York City, is

one of the new series of Artists Films,

produced for the purpose of recreating

performances of great musical artists.

The series has received favorable inter-

est anions music lovers, and Gutlohn is

to be commended for bringing these

subjects to 16mm. sound projector

users. In this picture, Jose Iturbi, fa-

mous pianist and conductor, plays the

Sevilla, by Albeniz, and Fantaisie Im-

promptu, by Chopin, and announces his

own selections from the screen.

Ice Carnival, one reel, 16 or 8mm.,
released by Castle Films, Inc., 30

Rockefeller Plaza, New York City, is

one of the outstanding subjects in the

Castle Sport Parade series. It presents

a complete collection of skating events,

in solo, duo and en masse. Skating

stunts of all sorts, comedy turns and
thrill performances give this film enter-

tainment value. Skaters plunge through

flaming hoops and clear tremendous

obstacles in broad jumps; in fact, all

the excitement, as well as the grace and

beauty of the sport, is shown.

Auld Lang Syne, 16mm. sound, with

a running time of sixty seven minutes,

produced by James A. Fitzpatrick, is

distributed by Post Pictures Corpora-

tion, 723 Seventh Avenue, New York

City. Here is a sincere and forthright

presentation of the life of Robert

Burns, made in England and Scotland,

where the events of his life actually

took place. The story is told of the

poet's uncertain existence, his love of

freedom and homeland, his apprecia-

tion of beauty, his brief rise to fame in

the literary circles of Edinburgh and,
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finally, his decline and its unfortunate

outcome. The subject is recommended

by the Motion Picture Committee of

the Department of Secondary Teachers

of the N.E.A. Many of Burns's poems

are heard in the film.

Tex Rides with the Boy Scouts,

seven reels, 16mm. sound, is featured

in the latest catalog of Lewis Film Ser-

vice, 105 East First Street, Wichita,

Kansas, by arrangement with the dis-

tributors, Post Pictures, of New York

City. With Tex Ritter as the star, this

musical Western includes sequences

which demonstrate aspects of Scouting

during the thrilling adventures of Cow-

boy Tex and a troop of Boy Scouts on

the Western Plains. A prolog shows

scenes from the International Scout

Jamboree at Washington.

The Gentleman from Arizona, eight

reels, 16mm. sound and color, distrib-

uted exclusively by Ideal Pictures Cor-

poration, 28 East 8th Street, Chicago,

is the first feature of its kind to be re-

leased in 16mm. It was produced in

Cinecolor, and it brings to the sub-

standard screen a brilliant story of the

golden West. The stars are John King,

Joan Barclay and Craig Reynolds.

B The Great Light, with a running

time of eighty eight minutes, 16mm.
sound, in Italian dialog with English

titles, is released by Garrison Films,

For Clearer, Sharper

"STILLS"

THE NEW KODAK 35 (f/3.5)
WITH

COUPLED RANGE FINDER . . .

$47—

~VT 7"ITH this new miniature

' ' Kodak you can focus sim-

ply, swiftly, surely for your

home movie "stills." As you

look through the range finder

window, a turn of the focusing

knob gives you exact focus for

a beautifully sharp picture.

The lens is a Kodak Anastig-

mat Special f/3.5; the shutter,

a 1/200-second Kodamatic. Im-

portant features include dou-

• Loo/< through the tittle

and you know your picture

'nc/ow, turn the knob—

ble-exposure prevention . . . au-

tomatic shutter setting . . . film

centering . . . exposure counter

. . . and, of course, Eastman pre-

cision construction.

Kodak 35 //3.5, with range

finder, costs $47.50 with neck

strap. At your Kodak dealer's.

Only Eastman Makes the Kodak

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

) U4£ ~tn£4£

Victor
t/Z//tt£irsfn/fiKWi!7?fA

FOR-BRILLI ANT-COLOR-FILMING

YOU'LL get more effective light for indoor

filming when you use VICTOR clamp-on or

stand lighting units. Correct reflector shapes, with the

most effective reflecting surfaces, spun from sub-

stantial gauge aluminum, and mounts that provide

unlimited directional control, make VICTOR Photo-

graphic Lights the choice of experts everywhere.

We publish a 24-panel folder which illustrate

and describes more than 35 VICTOR Units,

priced from $1.00 up. It also gives you
suggestions for lighting arrangements

and provides an exposure guide. The
coupon, below, pasted on a penny post-

card will bring it to you without cost.

Mail it TODAY.

The VICTOR Units shown
here are recommended
for lighting subjects for
color filming. At the
prices quoted, we are
sure you can find noth-

ing better in Photo-
graphic Lights.

See These at your Dealer's

OR MAIL THE COUPON •

James H. Smith & Sons Corp.

1102 Lake Street, Griffith, Indiana
E

Send me your 66th Year Folder describing the
£

VICTOR Photographic Lights suitable for indoor _

movie making.

tNAM E r
I

ADDRESS -

CITY STATE r

ll
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KIN-O-LUX
No. 3

Gold Seal
writes an enthuiastic camera user

after having tried this new FINER
movie film for indoor use (and
other occasions except bright sun-

light).

GOLD
SEAL

RATINGS

WESTON TUNGSTEN 100

SCHEINER TUNGSTEN 29°No Outdoor
Rating

And from movie fans everywhere

come cries of approval for this new

film whose Super Pan Emulsion and

speed offer wide latitude, exceptional-

ly fine grain and all around finer

film performance. \el this uniformly

reliable film is priced lower than any

other of comparable quality. But who

could be a better judge than you,

yourself. Buy KIN-O-LUX No. 3 Gold

Seal today. Try it—you"ll see why

more and more experienced camera

users insist on KIN-O-LUX. Accept

no other. If your dealer cannot sup-

ply you write direct to Dept. CIO.

100 ft. S6.00, 50 ft. S3.50. (Prices in-

clude processing, scratchproofing and

return postage.)

Other Kin-O-Lux Movie Films

are:

KIN-O-LUX No. 1 (Weston 8,

Scheiner 18
C

J 100 foot S3.00; KIN-O-
LUX No. 2 (Weston 12, Scheiner 20°

)

100 foot S3.50; KIN-O-LUX No. 3

(Weston 50 Tung. 40, Scheiner 26°

Tung. 24°) 100 foot S6.00.

ECONOMY • RELIABILITY • FINER RESULTS

KIN-O-LUX, INC.
105 West 40th Street New York City

Inc., 1600 Broadway, New York City.

This movie is a powerful and dramatic

subject, produced in Italy; besides its

religious significance, it is of general

interest because of its excellent acting

and fine photography. The film was
awarded first prize as the best Italian

movie of 1939. at the International Mo-
tion Picture Exposition in Venice. It

tells the story of a simple blacksmith,

who is falsely accused of murder. He
plots revenge, but he is saved from a

violent act by a miracle at the Shrine

of Montevergine.

Keeping films in order
[Continued from page 513]

too. What dust or particles of emulsion

that may be on the film will produce

fine abrasions. They may not be notice-

able at first: but. after much of this

treatment, the movie soon looks dirty

and scratched on the screen.

Remedy? Operate the rewind at an

even, steady speed.

Rewind films with light pressure and.

if the coils slip on the supply reel, re-

move all braking effort. By turning the

handle slowly, it is possible to transfer

the film from a loosely wound reel to

one that is snugly wound. If the film is

being cleaned or wiped, as it is re-

wound, the light pressure of the clean-

ing pad will serve to give the tension

necessary for firm winding.

This cause of film wear and its sim-

ple cure make it plain why it is the

worst possible insult to your movie to

tighten a reel by "cinching," that is, by

pulling the loose end of film so that the

coils will wind more tightly on the reel.

All the coils in the loosely wound part

of the reel will rub against each other;

and, if there is any dust at all on the

film, you will have given it full oppor-

tunity to do its worst.

Oil spots may appear on a film.

While this difficulty is generally the re-

sult of excess lubrication in projectors,

it is sometimes caused by oil that spat-

ters from a rewind that has been too

generously oiled. Gears revolving at

high speed may throw a spray which

reaches the film. Oil will spread on the

surface of the film and collect dirt. Oil

can easily be removed by the use of a

damp pad moistened with an approved

film cleaner or pure carbon tetrachlo-

ride.

Nearly every case of actual physical

injury to film is caused by carelessness

in threading or in operating the projec-

tor, in spite of the fact that modern
movie projectors are easy to use, and
some of them are foolproof to threading

errors. Amateur movie makers are much
more careful of films than are users of

library prints. The commonest report

of film damage from libraries is that

caused by the marks of sprocket teeth.,

on the picture area, or by torn sprocket

holes in the film. In rare cases, these

might be blamed on a projector which

is in need of repair, but they nearly

always should be laid to the door of

the person operating the projector.

The perforations are made for the

purpose of enabling the sprocket teeth

and pull down claw to grip the film and
to advance it through the mechanism.
When a film is put on the projector, it

is imperative that the parts which are

meant to engage these holes be placed

in the holes and not on the unperforated

film surfaces. It is an easy matter to

test the threading as the film is placed

on the sprockets. If it slips over, as it

is pulled from side to side, the teeth

are not engaged in the perforations.

Under no circumstances should one at-

tempt to close the sprocket clamps

until the teeth are in the holes. To do

so is to make certain that the teeth will

punch holes in the film. The same gen-

eral precautions apply to placing the

film in the gate. Most operating instruc-

tions issued by manufacturers stipulate

that the machine should be turned by

hand for a few frames, to make sure

that the claw has found the perfora-

tions. Once this is done, there is little

chance of damage during projection,

provided the film itself has not been

previously mutilated.

Damage to film may be caused by

the very fact that a torn section has not

been removed. If perforations are torn

or punched out, they may cause the

machine to lose the loop, and, in some
cases, this may produce further trouble.

Most modern machines will run film

without damaging it, even if the loop is

lost, but it is not wise to rely on this

factor. At least one make of projector

has an automatic trip, which stops all

movement as soon as a loop is lost.

A clean projector gate is one of the

most valuable insurances of long life

to your films. Make it an automatic

habit to clean the projector gate before

you begin to use the machine. Clean the

gate before you screen your own movies,

or a reel belonging to somebody else.

Clean the gate, whether you think it

needs cleaning or not. Clean the gate!

You will be surprised at the amount of

dirt that you will remove.

Libraries which rent films to the pub-

lic report great loss because of film

damage. In some cases, it is difficult to

conceive just how the damage was done,

for it is so bad that entire sections of

film must be scrapped. There is no ex-

cuse for the mutilation which is some-

times reported. For example, it is not

rare to see a film that has been run,

for its entire length, incorrectly placed

on the sprocket. The result of this care-

lessness is shown by a row of dents, or

holes punched in the picture area, for

the entire length of the reel.

Users of library films must take the

responsibility, in such cases, although

it may be extremely difficult and un-
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pleasant to secure compensation from

users. The result simply is an increase

in the cost of the prints to the con-

sumer and the reduction of the number
of films in circulation, in the case of

free films.

It is highly important for schools and

other organizations to make all those

who handle films realize the responsi-

bility of film care. It should be made
clear to them that the damage is caused

by carelessness alone, in ninety nine

cases out of a hundred. A film does not

damage itself.

There are cases on record in which

movie films, both black and white and

Kodachrome, have been screened over

seven hundred times, in some instances

by different people, in different parts of

the country and on different projectors.

The films are still in excellent condi-

tion, and, so far as one can tell from

examination, they can be screened an-

other seven hundred times. That is

what ordinary care will do for a movie.

Films serve the church

[Contiuned from page 521]

Bible, are acceptable to all. An excel-

lent new series of sound films has been

issued about St. Paul, while the life of

Christ is depicted in detail in several

different film sets, most of which are

long enough to provide a full evening's

program. Parables, the Sermon on the

Mount and other outstanding incidents

expounded in the Bible have been illus-

trated in film. These are all of such a

devotional character that they may be

used in the regular services of some
churches, at prayer meetings and on

special religious holidays.

Entertainment subjects, for young

and old, can be picked from commer-

cial catalogs if the person responsible

for the program has any ordinary

knowledge of what the titles represent.

For the most part, those in charge of

children's church parties choose ani-

mated cartoons, or legendary stories for

holiday occasions. Ministers pick light,

one reel comedies or newsreels, either

to relieve a serious program of mission

subjects or to fill out an evening's en-

tertainment. Despite the care one may
exercise in choosing these subjects from

a film list or catalog, mistakes are

sometimes made. So it is wise, if pos-

sible, to preview the film before pre-

senting it.

In addition to these types of movies,

there are a few other important films

made or used in churches. The first is

the historical, depicting the life and
growth either of an entire denomina-

tion or of a single outstanding church.

Many parishes have amateur filmers in

their congregations, who not only take

scenes of church outings or pageants,

but collaborate with dramatic clubs to

present on film the story of their

NON THEATRICAL PICTURES CORPORATION

invites your participation

in

A 16mm. FILM CONTEST
in which the entries submitted

are to be based on the subject

55

MY AMERICA
TO PROMOTE a more complete realization of the natural and

man-made advantages of our Country; its characteristics and its

opportunities, both great and small, Non Theatrical Pictures Cor-

poration has conceived the idea of offering prizes for 16mm. amateur

interpretations of this idea in film. This will take the form of a

contest, the unifying idea of all films submitted being the theme,

" MY AMERICA."

There are no restrictions to the working out of this theme, as we

believe that amateur movie makers everywhere are well qualified

to give their own interpretations to this subject. Look at the life

about you . . . the ways of living you know and love. That is YOUR
America. It may be the bustling streets of a city, or the hills of

New England, or the plains of Iowa, or the mountains of the Far

West ... it may be illustrated by living beings or by scenic shots

... by anything that typifies the theme to you.

Film interpretations of Democracy in action; its freedoms; its

opportunities; its heritage—these will form the best subjects.

CONTEST RULES
.1. The contest will be open to all amateur S. Entries will be returned prepaid and in-

movie makers residing in the United States, sured by Non Theatrical Pictures Corp.,
its Territories or its Possessions, but not from either by express or parcel post, as soon as
the Philippine Islands. possible following the judging of the con-

test, and the award winning entries in the
2. The contest will extend from November 1, contest will be announced Dubliclv on Mav 1

1940, to 12:00 noon, March 15, 1941. 1941

3. Entries may be made on 16mm. film only, 9, The contest awards will be:
black and white or color, sound or silent, and

First Prize S100 00
filmed at either 16 or 24 frames per second. Seamd pnze ; ; ; 50 ; 0Q

4. Entries may contain new material filmed Third Prize 25.00

for the contest, original (not duplicate) Besides these formal awards, Non Theatrical
material filmed prior to the contest, or both. pictures offers to all contestants, whether

5. Entries should have a minimum length of award winners or not, the opportunity of

not less than 100 feet and a maximum length having their pictures considered for com-

of not more than 800 feet.
mercial distribution on a basis of mutual
benefit to the contestant and to the distnbu-

6. Entries should be clearly labeled, both on tor, and Non Theatrical Pictures hereby re-

the film cans and on the reels, with the name serves the right so to distribute at its discre-

and address of the sender. Note: No written tion any or all entries in the My "America
matter should be enclosed with films but, if Contest.
sent, should be enclosed in an envelope to .

,
...

which is affixed first class postage and mailed ™-
J**

J
0a

^
d °* J ud- es

'
whose decisions

seDa telv shall be final, will be composed of the fol-

lowing three distinguished figures in Ameri-
7. Entries should be shipped prepaid, and can education and civic welfare:
preferably insured, to: Miss Mary Beattie Brady, Harmon

My America Contest Foundation
Non Theatrical Pictures Corp. Miss Rita Hochheimer, Ass't Director of
165 West 46th Street Visual Instruction in Charge, Board
New York City of Education, City of New York,

and must be in the offices of the corporation Dr. E. DeAlton Partridge, New Jersey
by 12:00 noon, March 15, 1941. State Teachers College.

NON THEATRICAL PICTURES CORP.
H. Threlkeld-Edivards, President

165 West 46 St. New York. N. Y.
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FINER

INDOOR

MOVIES.

CINE
VELOSTIGMAT

*WRITE
FOR

FREE BOOK

USE THIS LENS

DON'T let poor light-

ing hamper your

movie taking. Equip with

an ultra -fast Wollensak

Cine Velostigmat* —
ideal for indoor and

color work. Fine optical

corrections give rich,

brilliant details. Econo-

mical, too! In 1" and 2"

focus /1.5 for 16 mm;

and Vz" focus /1.9 for

8 mm. "Reg. u. s. Psi. Office.

WOLLENSAK OPTICAL CO.
530 Hudson Av Rochester, N. Y.

WO L L I N $ A K

DOSS Says: "I'm mighty proud to announce
that they're going like hot cakes."

New Filmo Auto Master
with Turret Head

Magazine loading . . . with Taylcr Hobson I" F :2.7

universal focus lens, speeds

16, 32, 48 and 64 . . .

with steady strap handle &\

\

SI95.00

Same less lens $ 1 64.00

Case for above SI 1.75

Send for free Cine Bargaing

Bass CAMERA CO.
179 W.MADISON ST.

CH1CAG0.ILL.

fourOwn

t from factory only. Write for

free catalog and all details. Kelsey
Presses. W-48. Mender,. Conn.

»R«ft*»4«n!i«ftftiKi«*******

«
:•

--

if

it

NEW PICTURES
Outstanding Stars
Now Available—
New subjects

-a
-ft

-5t

-is

-is
-:-

-5!

HS
-R
-H

% 723 7th Ave

great variety on jj.

16mm. s^und fi

DRAMAS — COMEDIES — MUSI-
CALS—WESTERNS—CARTOONS
—NOVELTIES—TRAVELOGUES
NEW CATALOGUE (Vol. 3)

Will be sent on request

POST PICTURES CORP.
New York

3} Vtfjf.

church. Carrying this collaboration

further, some have produced illustra-

tions of parables in modern life, or

have taken a community social problem
and explained it to their congregations

visually. Local missionary projects also

offer a fertile field for the amateur and
church member.
The problem that hampers many

small churches in the use of movies is

the matter of obtaining a projector. To
solve this question, many churches bor-

row a machine from one of their mem-
bers or rent one for very occasional

use from a dealer.

If neither possibility presents itself,

a church can commence to buy its own
equipment, by giving a dinner or en-

tertainment profitable enough to take

care of a down payment on a projector.

Once obtained, it is entirely ethical to

hold screenings and to take up collec-

tions to cover the remaining expense.

If the church finds new equipment too

costly, the pastor may look for second

hand machines at much lower figures.

Any dealer in a fair sized city will have

a few. The mission boards of some de-

nominations take it upon themselves to

purchase these machines for resale at

the same price to their poorer churches.

In that way, they can increase the circu-

lation of their films. Once a church has

been treated to movies, it will not soon

forego the opportunity to use more
films.

To make the most of these church
screenings, a suitable program must
be shaped carefully in advance. Knowl-
edge of the film subjects in detail usual-

ly helps those in charge of this work.

If the program is of the mission

type, the minister may open it with a

short devotional service. Then he may
screen one or two films of related sub-

jects and follow this by presenting a

speaker (either from the mission board
or from his own congregation) who has

traveled in the areas that were pic-

tured. Then a newsreel of the present

deplorable conditions might be shown,

and this could be followed by a mission

subject which tells that the work is

going on despite conflicts abroad. Four
reels, separated and presented in this

way. will not prove too long and will

cover considerable territory in one
night.

Many films of a religious education-

al nature are provided with short in-

troductory messages or lectures in

mimeograph form. The person in

charge of a screening should note these

carefully and should present them
either as they are written or in a di-

gest. This brief address should imme-
diately precede the reel for which it

was intended. If this method is fol-

lowed, the audience does not begin

to view the subject "cold." Some agen-

cies even make up appropriate devo-

tional service suggestions, to accom-
pany each film that they release, since

they feel that a proper appreciation of

them demands the proper setting.

Finally, a word should be said about

care of films shown in churches. The
projectionist should be thoroughly fa-

miliar with his machine and he should

make every effort to insure a proper

showing. He must clean the lens and
the gate of the projector, thread the

the film and center the picture on the

screen before the meeting opens.

After the screening, the films should

not be rewound, since it is customary
for libraries to inspect all films when
they are returned, and their work can

be done most effectively in rewinding

the reels.

Churches everywhere are using the

new medium of the screen to teach

their Sunday Schools and to enlighten

their congregations. So heavy is the de-

mand at present that the supply of

good films cannot take care of all who
request them. Consequently, some
churches accept pictures of inferior

quality, to fill their programs. In so

doing, they are harming the future of

this medium of education, for their

congregations will not be attracted long

by poorer films.

Churches should insist upon high

standards in prints from their own de-

nominational distributors, or in those

from commercial dealers. It is better

to postpone a screening than to dimin-

ish your audience's enthusiasm for this

type of entertainment and education,

by using a poor picture. More and bet-

ter films are on their way to churches.

Make ready for them!

A compact

editing device

[Continued from page 515]

can decide where titles are necessary

and you can enter the wordings in the

notebook.

For our second list, in which the

scenes are rearranged, we again used

a stenographic notebook, but we ruled

each page with a second vertical line,

opposite the one that is printed in the

book. This gave us two columns for

numbers on each page, one on the left

and one on the right. In the left hand

column, we entered the take number;

in the center, we copied the brief de-

scription of the shot; and. in the right

hand column, we entered the scene's

new number, representing its order of

appearance in the new arrangement.

A part of our rearranged scene list-

ina looked like this:

Take Description of Shots,
Number Memoranda and Title Text

New
Number

Hi Oh!—and a bottle of Title

rum ; we're off for the

Spanish Main.

1 Goodbye's at hotel en- 7

trance—entering taxi
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Up the gangway we go. Title

319 EWB and ETB passing 8

up gangway boarding ship

(Made in NY on return.

Last 100 ft.)

Out into North River and Title

our prow points to Para-

dise.

2 Backing out of slip— 9

turning—Pan to South,

looking down bay—Lib-

erty shows faintly

Fair skies and a fairer Title

sea made the swimming
pool and deck games
popular.

3 In the pool—Todd in 10

white

4 Deck tennis 11

5 "Tanning" on the sun 12

hatch

6 Pool—EWB diving and 13

stunts

7 Mr. & Mrs. Harvey— in

deck chairs 14

8 Ring toss 15

9 Watching games from 16

shade of boat deck

10 View forward from the 17

bridge (*)

11 Shot from upper deck— 18

Pan to get wake
12 The Skipper stops for a 19

chat at tea time

On the third day, late Title

in the afternoon, we sight

Watlings Island or "San
Salvadore"; the bit of

land that looked so good
to Columbus in 1492.

13 Shot to Southwest—ap- 20

proaching

14 Shot to West in passing 21

abeam
(*) Correct later—have
17 and 18 precede 10

When we had completed the new
scene listing, we filmed our titles and
coiled these with identifying slips of

paper, as we did the scenes. Next, we
removed all the coiled clips from the

arms of the Edihelp and rearranged

them in a new order, to correspond

with the new arrangement in our sec-

ond scene list. We placed the last fade

out of the film at the bottom of the last

arm of the Edihelp and worked for-

ward, so that the first scene of the film

would be at the top of the first arm.

Then it would be possible to remove
the scenes in succession, to splice them
together in the order that we removed
them.

As we arranged the scenes on the

arms, we placed the coils of film con-

taining the titles at the proper spots;

accordingly, when the Edihelp arms
were filled, we were completely ready

for the final job of splicing the scenes

together.

It was a thrill to watch the first 400

foot assembly grow and to know that
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JOSE ITURBI

Fi
COOLIDGE STRING
QUARTET playing An-
dante from String Quar-
tet in E Flat Major by
Carl Von Dittersdorf

;

Fugue from Quartet in

C Major— Opus 59 —
No. 3 by Beethoven.

World Famed Artists

MAKE MUSIC FILMS
Concert Programs in 16 mm. Sound
Great news for sound film enthusiasts

—

music lovers— clubs and organizations

!

Hollywood produced music films under the
direction of Rudolph Polk^ Vice-President
Columbia Broadcasting Artists Bureau,
with cooperation of Dr. John Erskine. Each
program contains 3 one reel subjects. 7
programs to be released during 1940-41.

rst Program Features:
JOSE ITURBI, Pianist, MILDRED DILLING,
playing Sevilla by Al- Harpist, playing The
beniz; Fantaisie Im- Fountain bv Albert Za-
promptu by Chopin. bel ; Fireflies by A. Has-

selmans; The Forest Pool
by Marcel Tournier.

These Musicians Featured

Albert Spalding Vronsky and Babin
Emanuel Feuerman Helen Jepson
Gregor Piatigorsky Richard Bonelli

in Later Releases

Gladys Swarthout Katherine Meisle
Frederick Jaegel Frank Chapman
Charles Kullman Nino Martini

Projector Service Available. Send for complete information.

Free Catalog of 2000 Entertainment and Educational Subjects.

WALTER O. GUTLOHN, Inc.
35 West 45th Street Dept. M-ll New York, N. Y.

Weston Master Cine
(Model 720) . . . made
expressly for movie
makers . . . providing
maximum sensitivity,

Weston's legible
"High-Light, Low-
Light" scales, plus the
added convenience of

a "pre-set" exposure
dial.

ON CHRISTMAS MORN!

Here's an early, and an easy an-
swer to your gift problem. Make
it the Weston Master . . . avail-

able this season in a new, attrac-

tive Christmas wrapping. For
the cine fan, make it the Master
Cine model ... or for the begin-
ner, the simplified Weston
Junior. With a Weston Expo-
sure Meter, you're sure to please
even the most exacting photo-
graphic worker . . . sure to thrill

the beginner or occasional pho-
tographer. For your own needs,
however, no need wasting the
time between now and Christ-

mas. Order your Weston at your
dealer's today, or, write imme-
diately for complete literature.

Weston Electrical Instrument
Corporation, 626 Frelinghuysert

Avenue, Newark, New Jersey.

P.S. It you're hoping /or a WESTON
in your own stocking this
Xmas, why not use this adver-
tisement to "drop the hint"?

WESTON £*J>osureMeters
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Guaranteed Used Bargains
NEW Contax III, like new Sonnar F2
Leica G, Summar F2
NEW Leica lllb, like new Summar F2
Chrome 4x4 Rolleiflex, ZTessar F2.8,

ev. case
Mational Graflex 1 1, B & L Tessar F3.5

B & L Telephoto Lens for National
Graflex

LOW-PRICED Contax III, excellent,
Sonnar F1.5

Automatic Rolleiflex, ZTessar F3.5...

Super Ikonta B, ZTessar F2.8, latest..

Zeiss COLOR ADAPTER for Super
Ikonta B, New

Robot I, ZTessar F2.8, ev. case
16mm. KODAK CINE SPECIAL, F1.9

16mm. Cine Kodak Magazine, F1.9...

Bolex H-16, 1" Meyer F1.5 and new
3" F3.5

Filmo 141 A Magazine, F2.7

Filmo 70DA, F1.5

2" Meyer F1.5 and newBolex H-8,
1/2" F2.7

Filmo 8 Sportster, F2.5

SALE, NEW Sunray Mastercraft "A"
Enlargers (disc, mod.) F4.5

5187.50

109.50

157.50

84.50

49.50

154.50

109.50

105.00

9.00

67.50

275.00

79.50

223.50

79.50

147.50

223.50

49.50

Trade in Your Present Equipn
10 day trial on used equipn

Inquiries and orders handled
carefully

EASY TERMS ARRANGED
ain List MM-11 note available

16 to 8
Reductions on Kodachrome

OPTICAL DUPLICATES
ENLARGEMENTS

BRUNO PARTH LABORATORY
MT. POCONO. PENNA.

RENT &-J*.
CAMERAS — LENSES — LIGHTS

PROJECTORS AND ACCESSORIES
SOUND AND SILENT

RENTALS for NEW YORK and VICINITY ONLY
We Buy—Sell and Trade New and Used

Motion Picture Equipment.
Come In and Ask for Rental Schedule.

CAMERA MART INC. Dept A, 70 West 45 Street, N. Y.

"REDWOOD SAGA"
A Complete Lumbering Picture.
400 ft., black & white, 16mm, $24.00

35mm KODACHROME SLIDES (50c each) of The Desert;
Yosemite ( including Big Trees, wildflowers, etc.) ; San
Francisco and its two bridges; the World's Fair on
Treasure Island; also Mono Lake and Devil's Post Pile
(California). (These also available in 16mm Kodachrome
movies).

GUY D. HASELTON
7936 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood, Calif.

MR. 16mm
PRODUCER
We offer you complete
facilities for adding

SOUND
BLACK & WHITE 4

SPECIAL EFFECTS
KODACHROME

• ART TITLES

GEO. W. COLBURN
LABORATORY

1197 Merchandise Mart CHIC/

it was all in correct sequence, right

side up and right end to. We are not

boasting, but, as a matter of fact, when
we projected the completed 1200 feet

of takes and added titles, we had just

one title wrong side up—and that's the

truth.

We shall spare you the account of

the satisfaction we enjoyed in follow-

ing a planned routine in editing, but

we must note the fact that, for the first

time, we experienced the full pleasure

of movie making.

It may be your thought that our

routine is cumbersome; we assure you
that it is not, and it is certainly much
faster than fighting your way through

an impenetrable jungle, filled with

nameless coiled, flat, black serpents

that rise and strike at you when you

least expect it.

How teachers

use movies
[Continued from page 529]

proximately five cents (express charges

being the only expense) and approxi-

mately fifteen cents for the films that

were owned.

Naturally, the size of the system and

the extent of the use of the films will

cause these amounts to vary. However,

it is certain that pupils usually obtain

more from a film that is owned. It is

more accessible. The teachers may keep

it for a longer time. They are more

familiar with its contents.

To select the best films is no small

chore. One general source of informa-

tion is the H. W. Wilson Educational

Film Catalogue (950 University Ave-

nue. New York City) , which evaluates

films, summarizes their contents and

states release date, distributor and cost.

The Thousand and One Catalogue (64

East Lake Street, Chicago, 111.) is issu-

ing a similar volume this year. Movie
Makers is listing new free films that

may not yet be in most catalogs. This

feature, when it is fully established, will

tell the approximate grade level for

all films and will give suggestions on

ways that they may be used most effec-

tively. Besides, for each field, it will

list some of the films that, although not

new, are outstanding.

After the film has been obtained, it

should be judged by the visual depart-

ment and the individual teachers. Many
mistakes in film selection will certainly

be avoided, if this is done with care.

Here are ten evaluation questions:

1. Is the subject matter of the film

clearly and coherently presented?

2. Will other aids (such as books,

still pictures or demonstrations) do the

job more efficiently?

3. Is the film of such photographic

quality that the images are clearly vis-

ible even in a room that is not com-

pletely dark?

4. Is the sound easily understand-

able, the music or incidental sound ef-

fects not too loud?

5. If the subject is a free film, is

there so much advertising that the pu-

pil's attention will be distracted? The

best free films made by industrial com-

panies have only credit titles at the be-

ginning and end, with the trade names

on some products visible in the film.

6. Does the subject matter fit the

school's course of study?

7. Does each minute of the film pre-

sent to pupils significant material with

which they are not already familiar?

8. Will the film encourage the stu-

dents to do original thinking, discuss-

ing, writing, drawing, reading, etc?

9. Is the film short enough to fit into

the class period and to allow time for

discussion? A fifteen to thirty minute

film is usually the best.

10. How does the cost of the film

compare with others on the same sub-

ject?

Although the place of the entertain-

ment film in the school program may
be considered a moot question, many
systems have successfully used it. Some
schools present worth while features

during their long lunch periods. These

films are often related by individual

teachers to the course of study. Other

schools present entertainment films for

assembly programs. Such a classic as

Great Expectations may be discussed

later by English classes. The Maid of

Salem, may be timed so that history

teachers can utilize it with their course

of study. The Life of Louis Pasteur

may benefit science students.

A foreign film with English subtitles

will be of general interest to all and

of special value to foreign language

students. Sometimes, school clubs run

entertainment movies to raise money
for special activities.

The appreciation of the motion pic-

ture (as a social, artistic and economic

force) is another problem with which

the visual department must concern it-

self. With the average child going to

the movie theatre once a week, the in-

fluence of a hundred feature films and

numerous short subjects is a force with

which parents and schools should

reckon.

Pupils should be taught discrimina-

tion, so that they will see the better

pictures, obtain the maximum educa-

tional values from these, understand

their social significance and discount

the false notions presented by some
pictures.

The motion picture is a form of ex-

pression that combines story telling,

art and music. Study guides for the

outstanding films are issued under the

guidance of the Department of Second-

ary Teachers of the National Educa-

tion Association, through Educational

and Recreation Guides, 1501 Broad-
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way, New York City.

In the last analysis, the success of

the program depends upon how well

each teacher uses the film. It is gen-

erally agreed that the following proce-

dure is essential for efficient instruc-

tion with films:

a. Preview the film and study any

guides that go with it, so that the pre-

liminary work, the presentation of the

film and subsequent instruction may be

efficient.

b. Plan to use the film for those pur-

poses for which it will be most effec-

tive; i. e., to introduce the unit, to clar-

ify specific items, to review or to stim-

ulate allied work.

c. Prepare the student for the film,

by raising questions that the film may
answer, or by specifying points for the

student to note.

d. Provide as perfect projection as

possible, through attention to darkening

the room, clear focusing, correctly ad-

justing sound, properly placing the

screen, cleaning the lens and gate, etc.

e. Follow the film with pertinent dis-

cussion and allied activities.

f. Show the film several times, if all

the points are not observed during the

first presentation. At a second or third

showing of a sound film, the sound may
be turned off and the students may be

asked to do the commentating.

When you project sound

[Continued from page 531]

day conditions make it essential that

there should be at least a sufficient num-
ber of machines in a building to permit

each class to use one for at least one

period a day.

The typical classroom setup for pro-

jection places the screen above the

teacher's desk and the projector in the

rear center. If there is no electric out-

let on the rear wall, one should be in-

stalled, to eliminate the need for run-

ning extra extension cord around the

room.

The speaker cable may run down the

center aisle or around the window side.

Do not run cables or wires on the floor

in front of classroom doors. In the event

of a fire drill or actual fire, they pre-

sent a tripping hazard.

When the new sound projector is in

the building, the principal should desig-

nate one person to be responsible for

it. He, or she, should see that it is prop-

erly oiled and cleaned and should main-

tain a regular schedule for this work.

He should be thoroughly familiar with

the instruction manual supplied with

the projector, and he should also take

care of training others, both teachers

and pupils, in the operation of the ma-
chine. In all but the lower elementary

grades, it is perfectly practicable and
in fact desirable to have at least one

boy in each class or room trained in the

r-IT'S HERE AT LAST! -,
WHAT EVERY MOVIEMAKER WANTS

PERFECTLY SYNCHRONIZED SOUND

AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD

B & H 8mm. camera with
electric motor drive.

B & H l6mm. projector with

syncro-sound unit.

Presto recorder with syncro-

sound unit.

PRESTO
RECORDERS
make and reproduce high

fidelity synchronized
recordings. The model K
(illustrated) makes rec-

ords that play 5 minutes.

The Presto model Y 16"

recorder makes records

that play 1 5 minutes con-

tinuously, sound for a com-
plete 400' reel of 16mm.
film.

WITH the new PRESTO SYNCRO-
SOUND SYSTEM you can make

8mm. or 16mm. talking pictures of your

familv or friends singing, playing, acting

dramatic sketches. You'll see and hear

them on the screen, their voices syn-

chronized perfectly with every lip motion.

You can bring your silent pictures to

life with narrative comment, musical

backgrounds, sound effects. Your sound

will match each action on the screen

with split-second accuracy.

The PRESTO SYNCRO-SOUND SYS-

TEM gives you theatre quality, syn-

chronized sound on disc at l-10th the

cost of sound on film. It's simple to

operate, no intricate adjustments, no
fumbling with speed controls; the syn-

chronization is completely automatic

from start to finish. Ideal for home, in-

dustrial or educational movies.

To make and show talking pictures

vou need a Presto recorder and 3

SYNCRO-SOUND attachments, one for

the recorder, one for your silent pro-

jector and the electric drive for your

camera. To show silent pictures with

post-recorded narrative you need only

the projector attachment and the turn-

table attachment which can be used on
anv home phonograph or record player.

Numerous photographic dealers and
recording studios are being equipped to

make synchronized records for you.

Write today for prices and our FREE
BOOKLET entitled "How to Make Talk-
ing Pictures at Home."

Presto Model K— inexpensive— portable— easy-to-

use. Makes professional 6", 8", 10" or 12" phonograph
records that you can play back instantly, on the

same turntable.

PRESTO RECORDING CORPORATION
242 West 55th Street, New York, N. Y.
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| 3 SUGGESTIONS |

§ for a §

|
Merrier Christmas I

§
iS, "ALICE IN WONDERLAND" I reel §
^ 1 ] With lovely Joan Bennett as Alice. Music by r
\ Irving Berlin. A fantasy more delightful than V
•J the famous book itself! r

§ "ZOO IN MANHATTAN" I reel V
§2) A 10-minute stroll through New York's fa- &

mous Ce"tral Park 2oo. Facts you never knew J
f about our animal friends. Especially swell £
^ for the kids! >
& "TIGER HUNT IN BENGAL" 1 reel §y 5) Completely authentic. You'll grow hot and c
\ "" then cold—and you'll thrill to every second! V
? Each of these may be had in £
\ I6mm with sound $17.50 V>

J 16mm silent 12.00 c
& 8mm 7.50 ^i

& FREE with each purchase— the NU- &
? ART NEWS: over 160 pages of news r

y about the cinema world and informa- ^
& tion about our extensive list of 8mm. v
£ and 16mm. sound and silent films. £

) DEALERS! Write for our special £
y dealer terms. Cash in on our hun- s?

4 dreds ot exclusive, desirable films. §
? Write NOW. £

| NU-ART FILMS, INC. §
| 145 W. 45th St., N. Y., N. Y„ §

PerfectTitles with Metal Letters
Ask

for

samples

of

the

most

beautiful

Capital

and
Lower
Case
Letters

Made

Dttia your ftfm* tr/jjt

I METAL Letters

J/jfc. EASY

Complete sets in wood case (U. S. Price) 222 pes. $7-16:
126 caps only S4.28.

ADD CHARM AND INTEREST TO YOUR FILMS
Specify white or black letters

H.W.KNIGHT&SON INC.SenecaFalls.N.Y.

8 ENLARGED
<f ^* REDUCEDQ

to IOtoo
GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY

Special Motion Picture Printing
1197 MERCHANDISE MART

CHICAGO

MEXICAN
SILHOUETTE

A Ten Best Winner
for your film library.

Mexico City, Mexican towns, life,

customs and scenery make this an
outstanding film.

Three reels, 16mm. black &
white, $75.

Clement K. Chase
Box 742, Tucson, Arizona

operation of the machine. This relieves

the teacher of the details of handling

the machine and permits her to give

full attention to her job at the front of

the room. Some schools make it a spe-

cial privilege to operate the machine

and even have special little buttons for

the boys who are qualified to do the

work.

All those who are to operate the ma-

chine should be instructed in how to

change the projector lamp and to clean

the lenses and film channel. Spare pro-

jector and exciter lamps should always

be kept with the machine, so that a

quick replacement may be made in the

event that a bulb burns out.

Should any trouble develop that is

not covered by instruction book notes,

do not try to effect a repair yourself.

You may cause more trouble. Call upon

the dealer who sold the machine, the

factory or its nearest branch. Some
manufacturers have appointed selected

dealers as qualified service and repair

men. These dealers have properly

equipped repair departments, and they

are experienced in the work: often,

they have had factory training. Find out

who is best equipped to do your work

in your territory.

Remember that your projector is a

precision machine and treat it accord-

ingly. Maintenance of a regular clean-

ing and oiling schedule pays dividends

in trouble free sound projection.

The clinic

[Continued from page 523]

fused sufficiently so that fine detail in

them is obliterated. Since the purpose

of a background is to suggest, rather

than to emphasize, a definite scene, the

diffusion will help to concentrate the

interest in the title matter itself.

Quick Change Dual turntable users

are confronted with

the problem of making fast changes in

records. I have found that, by putting

two and sometimes three records on a

turntable at one time, I can make the

change very swiftly, simply by lifting

off one record and then playing the

next. This avoids the somewhat delicate

job of putting a new record on the

spindle in great haste.

—

George Kir-

stein.

Longer lens Movie makers who
are lucky enough to

have a home theatre, in which to show

their movies, may meet the problem of

placing the audience far enough from

the screen or of making the screen size

small enough to give a pleasant effect.

In order to solve this problem, one

may use a projection lens that has a

focal length somewhat greater than

average. The lens normally supplied

with projectors is a two inch for 16mm.

and a one inch for 8mm. A good sub-

stitute would be found in the two and

one half or three inch for 16mm. and

the one and one half or two inch lens

for 8mm. The use of these lenses will

make the matter of focusing more deli-

cate, for the image that they produce

is smaller than that given by the normal

lens. A pair of opera glasses or an in-

expensive monocular glass will enable

the projectionist to check the focus.

Film type ^r you are making double

exposed titles, in which

you plan to have the white letters appear

over an outdoor scene, you must bear in

mind that, if you use the outdoor Koda-
chrome for filming the background, and
then shoot white letters under artificial

light, the letters will appear to be

slightly red. While the result may be

attractive in some cases, it is best to

plan to avoid it by using Type A film

with the sunlight filter for the outdoor

scenes, and then to remove the filter

for the second exposure when you shoot

the white letters.

The camera deceives n you have

one scene
in which a frog hops out of the camera

field, you can make him seem to dive

into a pool or a river, by dropping a

stone into the water. The stone will fall

fast enough to be invisible, leaving only

the apparent splash, which your audi-

ence at once connects with the frog.

In the same way, cats or dogs, or any

kind of animals, that dash out of a

picture in one scene may be made to

vanish into the bushes in the next

scene, by having somebody, concealed

among the leaves, agitate them strenu-

ously for a moment. This trick admits

of indefinite variations; you can even

have a full grown man disappear into

a deep pool, by showing him in one

scene as he dives downward (on grass

or pillows) and in the next scene show-

ing the splash caused by a huge rock

that some friend has tossed into the wa-

ter. If you leave the camera running

while the bubbles trickle up to the sur-

face, the effect will be particularly

realistic.

Special color effect A K o d a -

chrome film

made recently, to picture still photo-

graphic darkroom procedures, posed an

interesting problem. It was desired to

make a scene of the darkroom appear

as if it weTe illuminated only by a safe-

light. The problem was effectively and
simply solved by placing a light red

filter in front of the lens, while illumi-

nating the scene with the same amount
of light that one ordinarily would use

for an indoor Kodachrome shot.
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Non Theatrical offers

patriotic film contest

WHAT does America mean to

you?
That is the subject of a film con-

Test announced in this number of

Movie Makers, by Non Theatrical

Pictures Corporation, 165 West 46th

Street, New York, N. Y.

Does America mean your home, your

city, your State? Does it mean your

own way of life? Or does it mean the

great national parks, the scenic beauty

of the coasts or the methods by which

your own community earns its living?

Here is a film contest that embraces

any subject that touches you deeply.

The material for your film may be any-

thing, from industry to a fishing trip.

It is stated by H. Threlkeld-Edwards,

ACL, head of Non Theatrical Pictures

and originator of the contest idea, that

the purpose is to stimulate production

of movies in a field in which amateurs

can do their best work.

First prize in the contest is $100.00;

second prize, $50.00; third prize, $25.00.

The contest, which opens November 1,

1940, will close at 12:00 noon, March
15, 1941. Prize winners will be an-

nounced May 1, 1941.

The period at which the contest is

announced, as well as the nature of

the subject, makes it clear that the con-

testant will be expected to draw on

material that he has filmed previously.

Your film may be made up entirely of

shots or sections of movies that you
have filmed at any time previously. This

material may be combined with new
footage, or you may shoot an entirely

new picture. This offers such great flex-

ibility that any movie maker, any-

where, can compete. All he need do is

to re edit material on hand and to make
new titles to fit the new theme.

In any case, however, whether a con-

testant submits a picture in black and
white or color, all footage should be

on original film—not a duplicate. (This

does not refer to subject matter or

scenes, but simply to film stock.)

Film submitted to this contest may
be from 100 to 800 feet in length, black

and white or color, 16mm. The contest

is limited to 16mm. because it is hoped
that material will be discovered that

may be used as library films. Non
Theatrical Pictures Corporation is

planning to distribute the best subjects

through education and rental libraries.

Producers of reels so distributed will

participate in the income derived there-

from.

This opportunity is offered in addi-

tion to the contest prizes and is not

limited to prize winners. Non Theatri-

cal Pictures will discuss arrangements

with those contestants whose footage

seems desirable for this purpose.

PATTERNED AFTER Hotfymcd STANDARDS

F-R CINE AcUm EDITOR
for 16mm Movie Film

7
Hollywood sets movie stand-

ards— and F-R has gone

straight to screenland's capital

to bring to eager cine photog-

raphers an action editor pat-

terned after those used in the

motion picture industry. Fea-

tures which heretofore had

proved troublesome to the amateur were

eliminated and many new advantageous

special features were added. Those you

would expect to find only in much larger

Editor is simple to operate,

^^ ff? gives a professional job and

^W fcj costs so little. Learn what real

^_____ fun more efficient editing can

be
—

"the F-RWay". "Foreword"

to "Finis" be proud of your

pictures. Leading dealers every-

where will be glad to demon-

strate the F-R Cine Action Editor to you

—

for it represents one of photography's

truest values. Look for the F-R symbol,

"the little man", before you buy—it's your

and more costly equipment — yet the F-R guaranteeofphotographicexcellencealways.

Outstanding Features of the F-R Cine Action Editor are:

Permits films to be edited showing the actual motion picture — or stopped for pro-

longed inspection of "stills" • Smooth continuous viewing of films magnified four times

the original size • Easy to operate— the Editor is simply placed between two rewinds •

Highly efficient though using low wattage lamp which gives all the essential illumina-

tion without excessive heat.

fINK-RO/f LI€V£ GO , inc
109 WEST 64th STREET • NEW YORK
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AT LAST!

THE

DeJUR

CINE
EXPOSURE
METER!

ONLY $15.50
rc

"ca"?si?so;
• SENSITIVITY: .1 to 4000 fool candles
• ONE SCALE: for all light intensities

• VIEWING ANGLE: adapted for movies
• FILM SPEEDS : .3 to 800 Weston
• SHUTTER SPEEDS: 6 to 128 frames second

• ONE HAND OPERATION
• SPECIAL ALNICO MAGNET
• JEWELED Galvanometer Movement
• SPECIAL LOCKING DEVICE: easy reading

Plus the Modern "LOUVRE"
sees 'eye to eye' with camera, assures perfect

pictures

—

always!

Made in U.S.A.

At Your dealer's, or write for FREE folder!

Why use anything else when

TITLES BY PARK CINE
cost no more than ordinary titles.

Catalog Free on Request.

PARK CINE LABORATORY
120 West 41st Street, New York City

SOUND ON FILM
Rent-Exchange-Sale

Modern Hi«h Grade Features & Shorts

CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY
1(141 Jefferson Ave. Brooklyn, N. Y.

Protect Your Films
16MM

Insist on
Cases that

bear this

trade-mark

For carrying,

Shipping,

Express, or

Parcel Post.

Fori

In 200, 400. 800, 1200, 1600 ft. sizes. Stocked for
immediate delivery. If your dealer or jobber
cannot supply you, write us direct.

FIBERBILT CASE CO.
40 WEST 17th ST. NEW YORK CITY

Judges will select the prize winning

films, first upon the basis of how well

the maker has interpreted the idea of

the theme, "My America," and second

upon the basis of the general continuity

and technical qualities of the picture.

Good exposures, a steady camera, ac-

curate focus and the like are of course

essential.

The board of judges, whose decision

is final, is composed of Mary Beattie

Brady, director of the Harmon Foun-

dation; Rita Hochheimer. assistant di-

rector of Visual Instruction in Charge.

Board of Education. City of New York;

Dr. E. DeAlton Partridge, assistant

professor. New Jersey State Teachers

College.

Your movies on wheels

[Continued from page 528]

It would be found that this height may
be too great for home use. since, in the

case of the home, it is nearly always

possible to avoid having people sit di-

rectly in line with the projector and

screen.

The idea of having a self contained

outfit of this kind will appeal to teach-

ers, for it may be moved from room to

room with the least possible disturb-

ance. If the necessity of moving the out-

fit from floor to floor is to be consider-

ed also, it may be well to put a second

set of handles on the front of the box,

so that it may be carried easily by two

persons. In that event, the handles on

the front should be much lower than

those on the rear, so that it will be pos-

sible to keep the cabinet level in going

down stairs. For some purposes, it may
also be better to have four wheels in-

stead of two; but. if this is done, some

special method of locking the wheels

must be worked out. to prevent the cab-

inet from moving during use.

Many amateurs will find the cabinet

design represented in the drawing to be

entirely suitable for their purposes, es-

pecially if they are not interested in us-

ing a musical accompaniment to their

films. My original outfit, made as shown

in the photographs, incorporated two

record players, so that a continuous

musical background could be used with

my films. Because I had a "blimp" from

an old sound projector on hand. I used

that to enclose the machine and thus to

cut out the sound of the projector in

operation. Had this not been the case,

I should have been tempted to enlarge

my cabinet, to house the machine com-

pletely.

If one desires to build a somewhat

more elaborate outfit for home show-

ings, I should suggest several changes.

Of course, the general appearance might

be made more "dressy." by using expen-

sive wood and by applying a hand
rubbed finish. Better hardware would
also add to the scheme.

NOVEMBER 1940

In my particular case, the addition

of two record players was important.

They were built into the front of the

compartment, as shown in the photo-

graphs. Of course, both players were

connected to the main current supply.

Since one of them was of the wireless

type, no cords were needed to connect

them to the radio. The standard type

of player was connected to the wire-

less model, so that the two could be

operated together.

While I chose to hook them together

with a fader, which allowed a smooth
change from one to the other, you

may prefer to handle each record play-

er by means of separate volume con-

trols. The latter arrangement is some-

what more flexible, since it permits both

records to be played at the same time,

when that is useful. A changeover is

made by turning down one control and

turning up the other, a function which

is ordinarily performed by a fader.

In order to make the wireless idea

more efficient, I found it a good plan to

add a small antenna, of the type com-

monly used on automobiles. It is col-

lapsible and takes up very little room
on the side of the cabinet. If one does

not use the wireless type of record

player, it will be necessary to install a

phone jack, so that a line can be run

to the radio or to another type of ampli-

fier.

Movie makers who already own dual

turntable outfits may want to enlarge

the cabinet, so that their turntables can

be placed on the upper shelf. If this is

done, it is a good plan to put in a sec-

ond shelf, several inches below the shelf

supporting the turntable case. The sec-

ond shelf will make a good place to lay

the records while the outfit is being

used.

Many ramifications will occur to any

movie maker who attempts to build

such an outfit, but the basic funda-

mentals are to be found in the drawing

and in the photographs. I found that I

was constantly thinking up new changes.

One of these was to line the inside of

the record player compartments with

cotton batting layers, covered with

monk's cloth. This served to deaden

the sound of the pickups, which, to-

gether with the "blimp," made the en-

tire outfit perfectly silent.

If the idea of enclosing the projector

entirely by an enlarged cabinet is car-

ried out, it will be necessary to make
special provisions for ventilation. The
great amount of heat given off by the

machine must be allowed to escape, and

provision must be made for cool air to

enter at the bottom of the projector

compartment. For the latter purpose, it

will suffice if a number of inch and a

half holes are bored in the back panel

of the cabinet. A good sized hole should

be cut in the top, directly over the lamp

house, and this should be covered with

a metal screen of some sort, to prevent
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CORRECT LIGHTING
with

inexpensive

LIGHTING

EQUIPMENT

Bee Bee PHOTO-FLOOD-SPOT
(Illustrated)—provides correct, concentrated lighting for

attractive highlights and special effects. Has precision-

ground condenser lens . . . sturdy, die-drawn steel housing

. . . crackle finish . . . chrome fittings. Tripod extends

to 7% ft. Complete with 10-ft. rubber cord, switch and

plug SI 8.50
Interchangeable open flood focusing aluminum reflector, 10"

in diameter S2.50

Bee Bee FOCO-FLOOD LIGHTS
Provide unique focusing, tilting and locking features.

Equipped with aluminum reflectors with bright silver color

inside; black crackle outside. 4-section chromium tripods.

Complete with 10-ft. cords, plugs and switches in 2 sizes:

Ko. 1—10" reflector, for No. 1 photo-flood bulb .
. S I 2.50

No. 4— 19" reflector, mogul-size socket $22.50

Bee Bee FLEX-A-LITE
Consists of two Foco-Flood reflectors on an adjustable arc

36" long. Each reflector slides and may be aimed and fo-

cused independently. Arm can be raised to 10 ft. or low-

ered to floor—and rotated to any angle. Complete with two

reflector units $22.50
Additional reflector units with 10 ft. cord, switch and plug,

each S7.50

At leading dealers or write:

BURLEIGHPHOTO
BROOKSmc.GOODS

OPTIAX VIEWER
For centering and -fram-

ing close-ups, titles, in-

serts, etc. No title board
required. Shows actual

image I OX magnified, di-

rect along the optical axis

of the camera lens.

For 16mm. cameras.

$10.50
postpaid

Illustrated folder on request.

WOLK CAMERA CO.
33 W. Jackson Blvd. Chicago, III.

THE GREAT LIGHT
EXCELLENT NEW CATHOLIC
FEATURE. 88 Min. 16mm SOUND

RENT — LEASE— FOR DETAILS
— WRITE —

GARRISON FILMS XZfX

"SOUND
SUGGESTIONS"

Here's a new Brochure thai will interest

YOU. 1+ contains down-to-earth, non-

technical information on adding sound

to your 16mm. films. Send for it. No
obligation is involved.

"Our Experience Is at Your Service"

HARTLEY PRODUCTIONS
230 W. 79 ST. NEW YORK, N. Y.

small objects from dropping on the ma-

chine. A sheet of asbestos wallboard

should be placed around the hole, to

avoid heating the wood excessively.

If the outfit is to be used in visual

education work, it may be found de-

sirable to add a splicer and a pair of

light rewinds to the equipment that is

carried in the cabinet. These will make
it possible to repair breaks in the film

without delay. Rewinds of the ''clamp

on" variety may be fastened quickly to

the top of the cabinet when the doors

are open.

No matter where the outfit is to be

used, it will be found helpful, because

it makes the arrangement to show
movies less disturbing to the audience,

be it in a classroom, club, church or

home. Such a feature will appeal strong-

ly to teachers, for classroom periods of

instruction are none too long.

Practical films

[Continued from page 520]

uted to various Kiwanis groups through-

out the Northwest.

16mm. in Television

As much of Seattle as could be con-

densed into ten minutes of 16mm. black

and white silent movies was shown,

with a spoken commentary, over the

NBC television broadcast in New York
City recently. Filmed by Paul Thomp-
son, ACL, of Northwest Films, Yakima,

Wash., for the Gray Line Tours, Inc.,

the picture, which had no specific

name, was selected from among many
others submitted by various cities.

News from Mexico
With the aid of Harry Wright, ACL,

of Mexico, D. F., a young ethnologist,

Edward Meyers, has, for some years,

been making what has proved to be an

extraordinary and unique series of

16mm. Kodachrome motion pictures of

little known tribes in the interior of

Mexico. Risking his life on more than

one occasion, according to Mr. Wright,

Mr. Meyers has succeeded in filming

even such hostile tribes as those in-

habiting the southwestern coastal coun-

try, where many of the people, though

native Mexicans, are negroes.

Of the fifty eight little known Indian

tribes in Mexico, Mr. Meyers has vis-

ited seventeen during three long ex-

ploratory trips, gathering articles of

clothing, learning customs, studying

languages and, above all. taking Koda-
chrome motion pictures. So far, he has

exposed more than 20,000 feet, two

reels of which were shown recently at

a dinner given in his honor at the Uni-

versity Club in Mexico City. On a re-

cent visit to the States, his films were
shown at the Smithsonian Institution,

the National Geographic Society, the

Museum of Natural History, in New

^Jrn IrodiAucina

A new line of

Telephoto Lenses for 8mm. and 16mm.

Cameras known as

Teletar Lenses

With one of these lenses you can
explore hew fields that are educa-
tional in scope, fascinating and at

times even mysterious.

Rare and exciting "shots" of sports

events, candid pictures of children,
travel scenes, and close-ups of wild
life, flowers, insects, etc.

Teletar Lenses are constructed so
as to give a flat field of exception-
al definition and sharpness. The
general corrections for anastigma-
tism, color and special aberration
have been fully carried out. The
image is brilliant and clean-cut and
when projected on the screen gives
exceptional results.

PRICES ARE AMAZINGLY LOW!
TELETAR LENSES IN FOCUSING

MOUNTS

For 8 MM Cameras
1 inch P 3.5 $ I 8 OO
IY2 inch F 3.5 24.OO

In Mounts to Fit
Keystone, Revere, Revere Turret, Bolex

For 16 MM Cameras
3 inch F 3.5 35.OO

In Mounts to Fit
Keystone, Victor, Bolex, Filmo

Ptease Specify the Type of Mount when
Ordering. Delivery November 12th, 1940.

Mail Orders Filled

Write Dept. MM.T

If it's photographic

you'll find it at

32nd St. near 6th Ave., N. Y,

World's Largest Camera Store— Built on Square Dealing—
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THE IDEAL XMAS GIFT.
These unusual titlers will provide as much pleasure

as movie malting.

Make unique, professional titles for your movies
with the Quixet Magnetic Movie Titler. Quixet Mag-
netic Letters are made of attractive plastic, with
built-in magnets powerful enough to adhere to any
iron or steel background through magazine illustra-

tions, cloth, photographic prints, etc. Beautiful re-
sults can be achieved by simply placing the letters

on the background in the desired positions—circles,

curves, angles, straight lines, etc. and the magnets
do the rest. .*-—-.--«.-.«ACCESSORIES

Additional
characters 10c each

Set consists of 10" by Rosette magnets... 25c each
14" metal background panels $1.00 each
with easel attached
and 91 Quixet Mag-
netic Letters packaged
in an attractive box.
Numerals are extra.

$0.50
Consisting of 122 let-

,

2S
.

nu
: $15

If Your Dealer Cannot Supply These Write to

QUIXET, INC., Dayton, Ohio

33mm.

IOiiiiii.

Ullllll.

Expert
Camera
Repairing
By Master Cine Craftsmen
Special Equipment to Order.
Cine Kodak 3 Lens Turrets.
Standard, Hi-Speed and Animation Motors.
Lens Testing and Resetting.
Precision Lens Mounts and Adaptors.
Precision Title and Animation Stands.

National Cine Laboratories
20 West 33d St. NT . T. C.

16MM. S0UND-0N-FILM

RECORDING
Professional productions and recording
for industrial and educational purposes.

Send for price list.

Spot Film Productions, Inc.
339 East 48th St., N. Y. C. PI 5-0808

BERNDT-MAURER
RECORDING SYSTEM

York, and the United States Depart-

ment of Indian Affairs.

Expansion of Studio

Emerson Yorke, head of Emerson
Yorke Studio, producer of theatrical

and informative films, announces the

broadening of his activities, by the ad-

dition of an Industrial Film Division.

To manage this division, Mitchell I.

Koppel, formerly special Headquarters

Representative of Alexander Film Com-
pany in the East and Southwest, has

been appointed.

New Oregon Range Film

At Squaw Butte Range Station, lo-

cated on 16.000 acres of Oregon's range

land forty miles west of Burns, Oregon,

George Oliver Smith, young photog-

rapher under contract with the Depart-

ment of Interior, recorded the story of

the work carried on at the range station

in a film, entitled The Range Man's
Laboratory.

Kenneth Piatt, manager of the Squaw
Butte Station, which works in coopera-

tion with the Oregon State College,

planned and directed the 600 foot,

16mm. Kodachrome silent film, and he

intends to use it in his educational pro-

grams. These bring to the attention of

stockmen and those in control of graz-

ing on the public domain the necessity

of saving grass, of reseeding it where

it is needed, of proper types of grass

to use and the best methods of utilizing

the water available.

The picture was filmed in six days on

the station property; after the film was
developed, three days were spent in

editing, titling and planning a narra-

tive, to be timed and told by the pro-

jectionist. The entire cost of the pro-

duction came to $100.00. A print of the

film will be placed in the film library

of the Oregon State College, and it will

be shown at a meeting of range man-
agers at Washington, D. C. and at

stockmen's meetings.

Cold turkey
[Continued from page 519]

of Betty"s bedroom; it is night, and

Betty is supposed to be sleeping; she

gets out of bed and tiptoes to a table

on which there is a lamp.

18. Medium close shot. Betty takes

paper and pencil from a drawer and

starts to write a note.

19. Closeup. Of Betty. She has the

end of a pencil in her mouth, unde-

cided as to what to write; she finally

decides and starts to write.

20. Medium shot. She finishes writing

the note; she gets up from her chair,

looks about, listens and then tiptoes out

of the room.

21. Medium shot. The back yard.

Betty, with note in hand, is slowly

walking toward the turkey in the box;

she looks behind her, to see if she has

been seen; she starts to lift the box
so that the turkey can escape.

(Note: to obtain a night effect, use

a dark red filter if you are shoot-

ing black and white, or Type A
Kodachrome for the outdoor scenes

if you are shooting color. Type A
Kodachrome exposed out of doors

with a slight underexposure will

provide a blue moonlight effect.)

22. Closeup. The box being raised

and the turkey walking away. (So that

the turkey will not really escape, a

dark string can be tied to one leg and
held by somebody out of camera range.)

23. Medium shot. Betty shoos the

turkey away, places the note on the

box and turns and walks toward the

house.

24. Closeup. The note on the top of

the box. Fade out.

25. Close shot. Fade in. The calen-

dar. It is Thanksgiving Day, Novem-
ber 21 or 28.

26. Long shot. The back yard. Father

is walking toward the camera with the

axe.

27. Medium shot. The back yard.

Father is walking toward the empty

box, axe in hand; he stops at the box

and sees the note; he sees that the box
is empty and that the turkey is gone;

he picks up the note.

28. Close shot. Father opening the

note; he reads the following:

29. Titler shot. Of the note: "Dear

Mr. Johnson: I am sorry I cannot help

you celebrate Thanksgiving. That axe

you sharpened yesterday gave me an

idea that maybe I shouldn't hang
around."

. . . Thomas P. Turkey.

P.S. Cranberry sauce without turkey

isn't bad.

30. Closeup. Of Father. He finishes

reading, looks puzzled and slowly smiles

when he realizes who wrote the note.

Dissolve or wipe to the next scene.

31. Long shot. A "drive in" sandwich

stand. (Many of these stands have

three or four tables on the outside, for

people who do not wish to eat in their

cars.) Husband, wife and Betty are

seated at one of these tables; each is

eating a sandwich.

32. Medium close shot. All three are

eating sandwiches. The camera slowly

"pans" to a sign a short distance from

the table. It reads: "COLD TURKEY
SANDWICHES TODAY, 25c." Fade

out.
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HINTS FOR TRAIN MOVIES
inrrrriiniTTniTTi

ALTHOUGH not every movie maker

i will desire to take such detailed

railroad shots as those shown on this

page, nearly every filmer has, at some
time, wanted to secure shots of railroad

atmosphere for a travel reel.

A telephoto lens is extremely valu-

able in this kind of filming, because

there are many circumstances which

prevent the camera from being placed

in a position near enough to the sub-

ject to allow good closeups to be, made
with a normal lens. The first and sec-

ond pictures in the column illustrate

what can be done with a four inch tele-

photo on a 16mm. camera. (The same

scenes could be obtained with a two

inch lens on 8mm.) The camera was

set up ahead of the locomotive in both

cases. It would have been impossible

to secure the scene of the man on top of

the boiler without using a telephoto.

Closeups are used

Closeups of timetables, charts and

other railroad forms may be called for,

in filming a movie of trains, and, for

this purpose, a small titler comes in

handy. A popular make of small metal

titler was used for the scene shown in

the third picture.

A four inch lens gave a breath taking

result in the scene illustrated by the

frame at the bottom of the page. The
train approaches the audience with a

terrifying perspective and appears to

be running right into the camera. Ac-

tually, the camera was at a perfectly

safe distance from the track, but the

shot never fails to carry a "punch."

Foreshortening helps

The foreshortening effect of the tele-

photo will also make curves seem to be
sharper than they really are. Although
the use of the telephoto decreases the

apparent distance from the camera to

the subject, it increases the time needed
for the subject to approach the camera.

In some cases, this is desirable, in or-

der to show the train in motion for a

longer period before it passes out of the

scene. If this retardation is not wanted,
one can cut the camera speed to eight

frames a second, thereby doubling the

speed of the moving object in the scene.

From moving train

Movies taken from a moving train

can be interesting and pleasant, pro-

vided one follows the infallible rules

in making them. First and most impor-
tant, place the camera on a solid tri-

pod. Lacking a tripod, you may rest

the camera against the side of the car;

but, in any case, the camera must not

16mm. scenes by Frederick G. Beach, ACL

V yORK cfel
MotYvVDrENTRAL <

Frames of shots of trains that

you can make as travel links

S

MACVS
HERALD SQUARE

RARE VALUES IN USED

EQUIPMENT

Holmes De Luxe Sound Projector,

1600 Foot, 750 Watt 279.00

Ampro UA Model Sound, 1600 ft.

750 Watt 274.00

Victor #40 Sound, 1600 Foot, 750

Watt. Complete with case_239.00

Filmo 129, 1600 Foot, 750 Watt,
with case 109.00

Eastman Kodak Model L Projec-

tor, 750 Watt, with case 89.50

Filmo 57 Projector, 250 Watt, with
Case 35.50

Filmo 141 Magazine Camera, F1.5

Lens 109.00

Filmo 141 Magazine, F1.9 Lens

98.50

Filmo 141 Magazine F2.7 Lens

69.50

B&H 70 DA Turret 16mm Camera,
F2.7 lens 1 14.00

E. K. Magazine Fl.9 lens 69.50

Keystone K8 Camera F3.5 lens

14.49

{Subject to Prior Sale)

SPECIAL

LIMITED

PURCHASE!

QUANTITY!

Bell & Howell Sound Projector

120J 750 Watt, 1600 foot, complete
with case 12" speaker. Factory Re-
built Models. Unconditionally
guaranteed. Like New. Manufac-
tures list price 595.00. Now 294.00

Mail Inquiries Promptly Answered

MACY'S CAMERA SHOP
FIFTH FLOOR

*JEAX'JL'M'XR'M'M']tir*vi£wvmv\
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why you'll find no
in Rabson ads.

'used bargains'*

bif we listed our used
Pf*J111SG camera and used equip-CLaU3V ment items (manv it^ms

only 1 of a kind) chances are THE ITEM
YOU WANTED would be SOLD by the
time you read about it here. (There's
twentv days between advertising closing
date and date you get "Movie Makers").

• i we gladly send our up-to-
lllSt^ati date bargain list FREE. Ev-

ery item is a "hot buy"

—

and in stock READY FOR DELIVERY
when the bargain list is mailed to you!

£ Send postcard for latest issue and
trCC if not in market right now, send

anyway for future issues. You'll
save p-1-e-n-t-y !

EXTRA SPECIALS
Metal Film Chest 8mm 6 reel capacity S I .65
Metal Film Chest 16mm 6 reel capacity S I .75

Address Dept. M-2 Attention Mr. Lenz

335,
We Carry a Full Line of Nation-
ally Advertised Movie Cameras,
Film. Projectors, Lenses and
Gadgets at Sensationally LOW PRICES. Write us

mi we'll quote prices.

625 I5TH ST.

WASHINGTON. D.C.

16 MM.-
Extensive silent libr; ry.

D__l_|- Complete programs $2. shorts 50c.

rVcll Kali Outstanding selection sound programs
complete $7, shorts 75e.

f Exceptional bargains sound features
- a and shorts—S7 to $9 per reel.

SfH£$ "i
Victor Animatophone Sound Projectors
guaranteed; (used) $125 to $175.

[ Universal K, 2 speakers S245.

HARRIS HOME MOVIE LIBRARY N y. c

Hurry! Hurry! Last Chance!
Accept this "Ge* Acquainted" Offer

FREE'AtoZ'-ZTvoSf-'KIT'
Make Your MovieTitles Sensationally Different

Act Quickly Offer Limited \'o Obligation

JACOB STEIN (Mfr.) 175-5 Av., Dept. MI9. N.Y.C.

16MM LABORATORY
AGFA SUPREME NEGATIVE
5.75 per 100 Ft. Daylight

Loading including developing
and printing.

You save 1.00 per roll

24 HOUR SERVICE
Kodachrome Duplicates S'ic per ft.

Film Sound Recording 40.00 per
400 ft. up

FILM ASSOCIATES CO., 429 Rldgewood Dr
DAYTON, OHIO

be held loosely in the unaided hands of

the user. Filming from the car win-

dow is successful if the window is clean

and if the subject matter is at some

distance from the track. When the train

is in motion, one cannot hope to get

such near by subjects as stations, but

he can secure smooth and interesting

action views of distant scenery.

A shot which never fails to bring ex-

clamations of approval from the audi-

ence is one filmed from the rear plat-

form of a train, with the camera upside

down. When this scene is inverted, after

processing, and is spliced in with foot-

age taken normally, it will appear as if

it had been taken from the locomotive

pilot.

It would be hard to find a more dra-

matic subject than railroad trains, and

they offer movie material available to

all, for everybody lives within a rea-

sonable distance of some railroad. Try

to make a film of some phase of the

operation of trains, and you will find

that you have a subject which will in-

terest every audience that you can

reach.

Learning by filming

[Continued from page 518]

without further delay, preliminary plans

were set in motion.

In the beginning, the children found

several things to be considered before

actual work on the production started.

They must decide the general content

of the picture: funds would be needed

to purchase the film, and some equip-

ment would be needed for lighting, tak-

ing and editing. The teacher had an

8mm. camera and a projector for use

in this first experiment. Later, on the

strength of this demonstration, the prin-

cipal of the school arranged for the pur-

chase of school equipment for 8mm.
movie making.

Since the class was studying the his-

tory of man up to the age of steam, it

was generally agreed that the produc-

tion should include some part of man's

struggle upward from barbarism. Tak-

ing into account the limitations under

which they would have to operate, yet

accepting the magnitude of their im-

agination as to what could be done, the

students, after several days of considera-

tion, decided that they would like to

treat the struggle that man has made to

achieve some of the wonders that now
surround him.

With the general theme of the movie

agreed upon, the time was ripe to or-

ganize the class for the job. It was gen-

erally agreed that the thing to do was

to work out a general outline first and
then to develop the specific scenes as

the class's study of history moved across

the centuries and from one part of the

world to another. After listing the vari-

ous tasks that confronted them, the

Frames from 8mm. movie of history

filmed by seventh grade students

students thought that the following or-

ganization seemed necessary:

Production manager and assistant.

Director and assistant.

Business manager and assistant.

Cameraman and assistants.

Committees for titles, costumes, maps

and scenery, properties, publicity, sce-

nario and models.

While the students' whole study of

history would focus on the film's pro-

duction, it seemed wise to set aside one

period a week for the actual physical

work on models, titles, costumes and,

finally, filming various scenes.

From the beginning, it was recog-

nized that other departments of the

school would contribute if they could

be interested in the project. The first

place that help was needed was in the

library. Sympathetic aid was almost es-

sential for the research needed on each

scene. Assistance also was welcomed in

the production of titles. A conference

with the librarian and the art teacher

was sufficient to start this ball rolling

in the right direction.

Once the project was moving, the

business manager felt sure enough of

it to release a story to the school paper,

telling of the general plans and prom-

ising a showing to the whole school,

later in the year. Plans were also made
to publish periodic stories that would

find their way back to the parents,

through the columns of the school pub-

lication. This was important, because,

in the scheme of things, the parents and
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—TITLES—
16mm 8mm

Lovely Kodachrome, tinted stock or

black and white titles for the dis-

criminating amateur.

Editing services available at our

convenient midtown offices.

Instruction sheet for editing without

a personal visit will be sent on re-

quest.

Let us enhance the beauty and add

to the interest of your summer films

with our expert editing and titling.

STAHL
EDITING & TITLING SERVICE, Inc.

33 West 42 St. New York

Rent this new 16mm. S-O-F feature

Tex Ritter

TEX RIDES with the BOY SCOUTS
Send for Free 1940-41 S-O-F Rental Catalogue

Lewis Film Service
105 E. First St. Wichita, Kansas

' Our staff of noted experts will

teach you Commercial, News,
Portrait, Advertising, Na>

I tural Color or Motion Picture
I photography. For pleasure or ca-
I reer. Personal Attendance and

I
Home Study courses. Free booklet.

NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
10 West 33 Street (Dept. 105) New York City

from
Experts

DECORATED- ILLUSTRATED

mAJ— minimum order*!-' PLUS POSTAGE fat/E«.

KODACHROME- T/TUSMAPSXHARTS. PRICES-REQUEST

TITLE SERVICE •!£££-
1600 BROADWAY • NEW YORK.N.Y.

A Big Christmas Package for

MOVIE MAKERS
the December number of Movie Makers the ama-
teurs own magazine. It's a big, deluxe number, full

of frame enlargements from actual amateur movies

—

full of practical information. DON'T MISS IT!

Out December 1

MOVIE MAKERS
420 Lexington Avenue New York, N. Y.

I—16 MM Sound - on - Film-

RENTAL SERVICE
From

MAINE TO FLORIDA

Make Your Selection

from Stock of 5000 Reels

FEATURES

SHORTS

SERIALS

EDUCATIONALS

KUNZ MOTION PICTURE SERVICE, INC

1319 Vine Street, Philadelphia, Penna.

friends were to finance the project, by

paying a modest fee to attend the grand

opening.

When it came time for the filming,

the class began to recognize the mag-

nitude of the task which they had set

for themselves. After the nature of each

scene had been determined, there was

a long process involved in getting it

ready for the final take. For example,

the sequence showing the development

of transportation evolved around the

discovery and use of the principle of

the wheel. According to the library ref-

erences, early man may have invented

the wheel as a result of watching a

rolling log or even a round stone tum-

bling down a mountain.

The rolling stone scene was not very

difficult, since the school was located

near some rocky slopes. The log pre-

sented some difficulty. The students felt

that it should be a good sized one and

that it should roll with some speed

down an inclined plane. The solution

was achieved by constructing a model

on a table top and by using sand and

gravel, small branches from cedar trees

and a light blue cloth for a background.

A one inch "log" looked formidable in

this set and, with a little urging,

plunged down the "hill." The results

were so satisfactory that the producers

decided to use the table top for many
of their scenes.

From the rolling stone and log, the

next step was the solid wheel, cut from

a large log and fastened on a crude

cart. Here, again, by constructing a

small model and by building a back-

ground, the students were able to pre-

sent a colorful interpretation of early

forms of carts.

And so it was that the sequence deal-

ing with transportation carried the audi-

ence from the crude wheels of ancient

man along Grecian and Roman roads in

chariots, over the rough roads of the

Middle Ages in carriages, across the

plains in prairie schooners and finally

over steel rails behind a modern loco-

motive. Each scene needed careful plan-

ning and arrangement, to tell its proper

story, and it is a fair guess that, when
this sequence was finished, all members
of the class knew the history of the

wheel.

The actual production of the one reel

historical film took most of the winter.

By March, it was far enough along to

assure the business manager that he

could start thinking of definite dates.

This meant the preparation of posters

and printing tickets. Up to that date,

the total expenditures had been around

eighteen dollars, including the color

film which was the largest single item.

The money for this purpose had been

advanced by the school office, with the

understanding that it would be repaid

after the grand showing in the spring.

The school had helped, also, by pur-

chasing a battery of four floodlights for

£ette* MOVIES
BEGIN WITH

LIGHTING

F-R HI-SPOT
the hett&i

HOLLYWOOD TYPE SPOTLIGHT

Experienced photographers know that lighting

is the first requisite for finer picture making.

Having studied Hollywood lighting technique

they know that the F-R Hi-Spot, miniature of

the giant and baby Hollywood spotlights, with

its soft but punchy beam "picks up" details

ordinary lighting never discovers. It embodies

all the One pctnts necessary for superior home

movie making.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES:

• Fresnel Lens.

• 200 Watt Special Hi-Spot Projection lamp.

• Finger-tip focusing from a large to a small spot.

• Complete directional control—tripod mounted

or adapted to standard light stands.

• Made of Die-Cast Aluminum.

• Compact, sturdy—yet tight-in-weight.

• Anyone can manipulate it.

• Complete with TO ft. cord.

$Q95

At leading dealers everywhere.

Buy it today.

flNK-RO/€lltVt CO.A.
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MOVIE
METER
Unique in its sim-

plicity of reading

. . . needle indi-
cates F:stops di-

rectly ... no resetting between shots.

The ideal movie meter for amateurs and
professionals, for color

and black-and-white. $00.75
Also usable for stills. £m^m

Made in

U.S.A. TOPGRAIN COWHIDE
ZIPPER CASE . . $1.25

nSsEp.
INTERCONTINENTAL MARKETING CORP.

t WEST 40th ST.. NEW YORK

THANKSGIVING TIME
means movies to take and show.

Be fully prepared
with good titles and editing

Genuine Kodachrome, block and
white or tinted titles

WRITE NOW RIGHT NOW!

HORNE MOTION PICTURE SERVICE
9 East 40 St. New York, N. Y.

HOT OFF THE PRESS ! !

New seasonal catalog of the

"NATIONAL" I6MM. RENTAL LIBRARY
Large selection — shipped anywhere — enclose

postage.

Also Complete line of New Screens for sale.

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 Dey Street New York City

KUt |H
»b *

**

HOME TITLE MAKERS

No more fuss with clogged pens and
messy liquids.

Write your titles the modern way with

RITE -A -TITLE

•iting with penc
i any titler.

Introductory kit bv mail— I Oc.

ALL PURPOSE GOLD CORP.
Post Office Box 81
Brooklyn, New York

interior shooting.

In the main, the final production had
followed the general theme at first

agreed upon. However, one or two op-

portunities arose during the year that

could not be overlooked. The music

teacher, for example, had borrowed a

set of ancient instruments from a near

by museum, to show to his classes. This,

the students felt, offered a good way in

which to bring in the development of

musical instruments. So, with the as-

sistance of the music instructor, they

learned how to hold and to use the in-

struments, and they built a sequence

around them, which ended with a scene

of a modern high school orchestra.

Another opportunity presented itself

when one of the members of the class

fell heir to a stalk of papyrus from the

Nile Valley. A relative, coming back

from a trip to that part of the world,

had brought it along as a souvenir. This,

too, found its way into the film, to show
how early man made paper.

Tickets to the grand opening sold

fast. The members of the class had been

interesting their parents all winter, and

many friends were enthusiastic, too.

Some members of the student body
bought tickets, but the rumor got around

somehow that the film was to be shown

in assembly, a week later, so this mar-

ket faded. In the final result, this was
just as well, because the small audi-

torium was filled to capacity the night

of the first showing.

For the big performance, the hall

was decorated with hand lettered titles

and with some of the small models that

were still intact. One of the students

acted as chairman of the evening—but

let's read what the school paper said

about it.

Seventh Grade Film Is Declared
Success

""The seventh grade movie was ac-

claimed a big success by the audience

at its World's Premiere, Friday, May
13, which was attended by over a hun-

dred and fifty people.

"About $32.00 were collected, and
when all expenses had been paid $15.00

remained for the class treasury.

"Before the movie, speeches were

made by John Shubert, Elizabeth Silver,

Elizabeth King, and Claire Robinson,

explaining how the picture was made.

"Carol Wollen and Jane Wallace

ushered; Scott Smith and Chilton

Sheele had charge of the check room;

and Elliot Middelton ran the pro-

jector . .
."

The income from the movie did not

cease after the first showing. To its

surprise, the class received two or three

requests from near by schools from

which they realized three dollars each.

As a movie, the film left much to be

desired. It hung on the kind of con-

tinuity one would expect from young-

sters about twelve years old. In some

cases, the lighting was not strong

enough for the interior scenes, but the

use of a light meter helped to hold
down this waste footage. There were
too many titles, even for an educational

movie.

By and large, however, it was sig-

nificantly successful in motivating the

group in their study of history. Not only
did they learn how to do research and
to see the relation of events to each
other, but they also learned how to

produce a movie from beginning to end
—and they enjoyed it.

Movie making has since become a

regular part of this school's program.
Movies have been made of original art

work, leisure time activities carried on
by the school, the construction of

models by French students and of

other activities. These films are forming
the nucleus of a student made library

of films.

Amateur clubs

[Continued from page 525]

award by the slim margin of one point.

Other items on the same program were
the screening of L'lle d'Orleans, 1939

Maxim Award winner from the League's

Club Library; Pennsylvania Travel-

cade, a State publicity film, in which
much of the footage had been contrib-

uted by club members; Everybody Skis,

a one reel study of this dramatic sport.

Rockford Studies Early fal1 Pro-

grams of the

Rockford Movie Makers, ACL, in Illi-

nois, have been rich with effective study

films and outstanding examples of ama-
teur work. How To Use Your Camera,
from the Harmon Foundation, in New
York City, and Out To Win, award
winning production of the Dallas Cine

Club, have been first in this order. On
the same program, Carl Miller, Chicago

representative of the Weston Electrical

Instrument Corporation, addressed the

membership on the problem of expo-

sure.

Later film offerings included a half

hour selection of Kodachrome travel

reels by Dr. Rudolph J. Mroz, of Rock-

port; Common Mistakes and Their Cor-

rection, second film lesson from the

Harmon Foundation; Riches From The
Sea and Chromatic Rhapsody, Ten Best

award winners from the League's Club

Library.

New York Eights Four new mem"

bers were wel-

comed to membership by the New York
8mm. Motion Picture Club, at its first

meeting of the new season. They were

J. C. Casco, E. H. Kremer, ACL, H. R.

Treat and D. Franks. Film offerings

from two of them—Mr. Casco and Mr.
Kremer—were seen on the program, the

first presenting interior Kodachrome of
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his daughter and the latter giving a

repeat screening of his popular Anaes-

thetic Fantasy. The Fable of the Finicky-

Photographer, a guest film by Mr.

Kohler, was voted excellent, as was
Angels are Made of Wood, an award
winning production by Herman Bartel.

Toronto busy War fails t0 dimin-

ish the activities of

the veteran Toronto Amateur Movie

Club, according to recent issues of

Shots and Angles, club news bulletin.

On late programs. J. R. Beale. jr., ACL,
has given a discussion and demonstra-

tion of Titling Technique, while R. O.

Campbell has instructed the club on

Estimating Exposures. Members' films

seen on the club screen have included

Garden Scenes, by William Jennings;

Winning the B. A. Trophy and Sales-

man Jimmy Allen, by Mr. Campbell;

Shots From a Bomber, by Cam Warren

;

A Christmas Epilogue, by R. W. Wil-

liamson, ACL.

New Bedford ballots Mew officers

have been
elected and announced by the Greater

New Bedford Movie Club, ACL, in Mas-

sachusetts, as follows: Jack Knight,

president; Louis Boulet, ACL, vicepresi-

dent; Roland McGee, treasurer; Owen
Mellody, secretary; Anthony Perry,

press secretary. The group has just

launched a scenarized production known

as Night Life in New Bedford, which

will present its plot action against the

background of the city's night clubs.

For Long Beach Late summer
meetings of the

Long Beach Cinema Club, in Califor-

nia, have featured an address on com-

position, by Julian Hiatt, art instructor

in the local schools; a demonstration

of the Cine-Kodak Magazine Eight, with

adapters and carrying case; a discus-

sion by Henry Ward, jr., of his visit to

the Walt Disney Studios. The club par-

ticipated with marked success in the an-

nual Hobby Show, staged by Long
Beach civic interests, with more than

three thousand visitors to its exhibit.

Racine elects Organized only last

May and already
listing thirty five active members, the

Ra-Cine Club, in Wisconsin, has elected

the following officers for the coming

season: H. C. Hoffert, ACL, president;

Gordon A. J. Petersen, vicepresident;

Ralph Voight, ACL, treasurer; John
Kibar. secretary; Burt Klockner, direc-

tor. The secretary will welcome corres-

pondence from other movie clubs.

St. Louis Sees Resuming their
monthly meetings at

the Downtown Y.M.C.A., members of

the Amateur Motion Picture Club of St.

Louis, ACL, saw recently a varied pro-

gram of vacation films: The Cauldron,

AURICON V
16 M.M. SOUND -ON -FILM RECORDER

You can make lip-synchronized

talking pictures with the Auricon
Recorder and any synchronous-
motor-driven 16 mm. camera, creat-

ing sparkling, true-to-life movies
which will run on any 16 mm sound
film projector

Music, dialogue, narration, sound
effects—all can be recorded directly

on film by photographic means
identical in principle to professional

AURICON *buu***t, E. M

Hollywood productions, but with
Auricon 16 mm. equipment which is

designed and built in Hollywood
for use by the 16 mm. movie maker.

Complete Recorder and Amplifier

with instructions for making 16 mm.
talking pictures— $560. To be used
with any synchronous-motor-driven

camera.

Ask your Dealer, or write today

for free descriptive literature.

DEDUCT PfiDD 5515 Sunset Blvd.
DE/KIiL1

! LUKl. Hollywood, Calif.

GOERZ
KINO-HYPAR
LENSES
f:2.7 and f:3

For regular and color mov-
ies of surprising quality, high
chromatic correction . . .

$ Focal lengths 15mm to 100mm—can be fitted i

7 in suitable focusing mounts to Amateur and
\

t Professional Movie Cameras.
\

FROM THE

UFMETTE
CMAERA

GOERZ Reflex FOCUSER
- Patented—

!
for 16mm Movie Camera users—voids PARALLAX
between finder and lens — provides full-size

|

ground-glass image magnified 10 times. Adapt-
, able to lenses 3" and up. Also useful as extension
1 tube for shorter focus lens for close-ups. Exten-

!

|
sively used in shooting surgical operations, small '

: animal life, etc.

REELS

& CANS

Real values! Made of
heavy aluminum. Patent-

ed shaft opening accom-
modates every type reel

arm. Humidors of heavy
gauge aluminum.

39;,
6 for 1.69 t for 2.27

FILM CEMENT
1 oz. bottle Vi oz. bottle

I8Ceo. 9Ce=.
4 for 69c 4 for 29c

;
GOERZ Parallax-Free FOCUSER I

and FIELD FINDER CONTROL;
for Filmo 121 and Simplex-Pockefte, no more off-

center pictures, magnifies 4 and 8x.

S For Detailed Information Address

} Dept. IUM-11

\ C. P. GoerzAmerican Optical Co. '<

* 317 East 34th St., New York

American Lens Makers Since 1899

i/rfj*^
LAFAYETTE CAMERA

DEPT. 64L 100 Sixth Ave., New York, N. Y.

1 ENCLOSE $

RUSH MY ORDER.
RUSH FREE
CATALOG No. 81

CITY STATE..
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Cash required with order. The closing date for

the receipt of copy is the tenth of the month pre-
ceding issue. Remittance to cover goods offered
for sale in this department should be made to the
advertiser and not to Movie Makers. New classi-

fied advertisers are requested to furnish references.

Movie Makers does not always examine the
equipment or films offered for sale in CLASSI-
FIED ADVERTISING and cannot state whether
these are new or used. Prospective purchasers
should ascertain this fact from advertisers before
buying.

10 Cents a Word Minimum Charge, $2

Words in capitals, except first word and name,
5 cents extra.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

| BASS SAYS: Heavy trading means many
trade-ins. Get yours at these low prices. USED
CAMERAS: 8mm. Cine-Kodak Model 20, //3.5
lens, $19.75; 8mm. Cine-Kodak Model 20, f/2.7
lens, £27.75; 8mm. Cine-Kodak Model 60, f/1.9
lens, £49.50; 8mm. Bell & Howell Sportster,
Cooke f/2.5 lens, £52.50; 8mm. Movikon f/2
lens, case, $137.50; 16mm. Stewart-Warner, //3.5
lens, £12.75; 16mm. Cine-Kodak B, //3.5 lens,

£22.50; 16mm. Cine-Kodak K, f/1.9 lens, S54.50;
16mm. Cine-Kodak Magazine, f/1.9 lens, £82.50;
16mm. Bell & Howell Model 141 Magazine,
Cooke //2.7, £84.50; 16mm. Bell & Howell Model
141 Magazine, Wollensak f/1.5 in focusing
mount, £97.50; 16mm. Victor Model 5, 1" //3.5,
2" //3.5, 3" f/4 lenses, £107.50; 16mm. Bolex
16 with Hektor f/1.4 and case, £225.00; 16mm.
Zeiss Movikon, Sonnar // 1.4 lens and case,
$297.50; 16mm. Filmo 70DA, with 12 volt motor
drive, two 200 ft., one 400 ft. magazines, three
lenses, masks and mask slot, carrying case,
£1,043.00 value, price £600.00; 35mm. Bell &
Howell Eyemo, reconditioned, 12, 24, 32 speed,
sound aperture, Cooke f/2.5 lens, case, £175.00.
USED PROJECTOR BARGAINS: 16mm. Ampro
Model J, 500 watt, with case, £67.50; 16mm.
Ampro Model NC, 750 watt, with case, £97.50;
16mm. Bell & Howell Diplomat, gear driven,
with case, £127.50; Victor Sound on Film Model
12, with amplifier, £124.50. IN STOCK: new
Filmo Auto Master; new Revere Double 8 camera
with //3.5 lens, £29.50; new Revere Double 8
Turret camera with //2.5 lens, £65.00; new Revere
Double 8 Model B projector, 500 watt, £59.50.
Send for new Revere literature. Free on request—84-page Bass Cine Bargaingram. Most complete
ever published. BASS CAMERA COMPANY,
Dept. CC, 179 W. Madison St., Chicago, 111.

Latest League Leader!

Now Available

This leader, different from any of

the League's previous leaders.
One is sent to every League member upon
RENEWAL of his League membership.
Leaders are also available to League
members at cost prices.

Renew your ACL membership and get a
free Leader.

15 feet [T/2 feet, 8mm.) of handsome
theatrical cine effects to introduce one of
your films!

If you wish a leader in advance of re-

newing your membership, you may buy it

at the following prices:

8mm. 50c

16mm. 60c

35mm. $1.50

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, INC.
420 Lexington Avenue

New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

FULL LIST PRICE ALLOWED for your
Eastman Model 20 or Keystone //3.5 toward the
purchase of a Bell & Howell Sportster, an East-
man 8mm. Magazine, or a Revere Turret. Full
list price allowed for Eastman Model 25, Key-
stone f/2.7, Revere f/3.5, or Bell & Howell Com-
panion, toward the new Smm. Eastman Magazine.
Full list price allowed for a Model 50 projector
toward new Ampro Smm. or Bell & Howell 8mm.
projector. AS NEW: Bell & Howell Sportster
with Wind-Bak, $75.00; Bell & Howell Com-
panion with Wind-Bak, $49.50; Bell & Howell
Turret with Wind-Bak, $129.50; Model 60 East-
man //1.9, list $67.50, priced at $39.50; 1J4"
//3.5 telephoto for Bell & Howell, $33.50; for
Keystone, $27.50; 2" f/1.9 Dallmeyer lens, $49.50;
1" f/1.3 Laack lens, §39.50; 15mm. //1.5 Dall-
meyer lens, $49.50; 30 x 40 beaded screen with
tripod, $7.95; 36 x 48, $10.50; 39 x 52, $12.50.
Hundreds of other bargains. Most liberal traders
in the country. Write NATIONAL CAMERA EX-
CHANGE, established 1914, 11 So. 5th St.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

16MM. Sound Recorder and Amplifier, pro-

fessional equipment at a bargain. BOX 233,
MOVIE MAKERS.

BOLEX (new model) G-816 projector, pro-

jects both 8 & 16mm., list §265.00; will take

$150.00; extra 750 watt lamp included. CHAM-
BERS, Forrest Rd., Merion, Pennsylvania.

BURKE & JAMES, Inc., 223 W. Madison St.,

Chicago, photographic headquarters for
t

new,
used and reconditioned cine lenses and equipment

—amateur and professional still equipment and
darkroom supplies. New bargain list now ready.

Don't buy until you check this fall harvest of

bargains. Ask for catalog MM 1140. 223 W. Madi-
son St., Chicago, 111.

USED BARGAINS: 15mm. f/2.7 fixed focus

Kodak for Cine K, $20.00; 3" //4.5 Kodak tele-

photo for Cine Special, $20.00; 1" //2.7 Carl
Zeiss Tessar in standard mount, S15.00; 1" f/1.9
Xenon, S37.50; Filmo Companion, //3.5, $36.50;
Filmo Sportster, //2.5, $53.50; Cine-Kodak 8—25,

//2.7, S29.50; Cine-Kodak 8—60. //1.9. S49.50;
Filmo 70 A, //3.5, $35.00; Cine-Kodak K, f/1.9,
$54.50; Filmo 70 DA, //2.7, $135.00; Filmo
Model S projector, 500 watt. $79.50; Filmo Model
57 projector, 250 watt, $37.50; Standard Deluxe,
750 watt, $32.50; 8mm. Keystone Model M, 300
watt, $23.50; 8mm. Keystone Model R, 500 watt,

S36.50; 8mm. Filmo 122 A, 400 watt. $79.50;
Kodascope G projector, 750 watt, $85.00: Filmo
Filmaster, 750 watt, $98.50. WILLOUGHBYS,
110 W. 32nd St., N. Y. C.

EQUIPMENT WANTED

WANTED: Some old style Bell & Howell 400
foot reels with square hole both sides. Good con-

dition. DAVID R. RUTTER, 702 W. 24th, Wil-
mington, Del.

FILMS FOR RENTAL OR SALE

MONEY MAKER "The World's Greatest
Passion Play," 16mm. and 35mm. Specify sound
or silent, purchase or rent; superior to OBER-
AMMERGAU play. Write HEMENWAY FILM
CO., 37-B Church St., Boston, Mass.

DANCE BAND: 16mm. S.O.F. 7-reel musical
starring Buddy Rogers; perfect sound and photog-
raphy; like new print; $100.00; private owner.
BARD, 1480 Meridian PI., Washington, D. C.

I FOR sale: Used 8 and 16mm. silent library
films. Priced low. Large list. D. CRAWFORD,
P. O. Box 2284, Sarasota, Fla.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

EXCHANGE: Silent pictures, $1.00 reel.

Finest, sound film programs, rent reasonable; also
sell. CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY, 1041 Jefferson
Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

I SOUND and silent films exchanged, bought,
rented, sold. Plenty bargains. New free lists.

FRANK LANE, 5 Little Bldg., Boston, Mass.

| SMM. FILM Exchange Library. Sales-— ex-
changes. Latest releases. Complete selection. Qual-
ity prints. Free Catalogue. RIEDEL FILMS, 2221
W. 67th St., Cleveland, Ohio.

TRADING OFFERS

PUMP SHOTGUNS, target pistols, binoculars
and medical microscopes accepted in trade on
everything photographic, such as Leicas. Con-
taxes, Eastman and Bell & Howell motion picture
equipment, Da-Lite Screens and Webster sound
equipment including public address systems, am-
plifiers, etc. Write for catalog. NATIONAL
CAMERA EXCHANGE, established in 1914, 11
S. 5th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

an award winning reel from the West
Coast; a color study made for the local

Optimist's Club, by Russell Williams
and W. C. Conley. Officers for the cur-

rent season are Dr. George C. Williams,

ACL, president; M. Napper, first vice-

president; M. Kramer, second vicepres-

ident; Mr. Conley, treasurer. Serving

with them as directors are W. Henze
and Edward Miller, ACL.

Queens chooses Following the
death of David S.

Hull, ACL, founder president of the

Queens Cine Club, members of that

group elected new officers as follows:

Murray Tucker, ACL, president; Hans
J. Kuhnert, ACL, vicepresident. Jack
Jacoby will carry on as secretary. Fea-

tured on the program of the election

meeting was a screening of Anaesthetic

Fantasy, by E. H. Kremer, ACL, and a

talk by Joseph F. Hollywood, ACL, of

the New York 8mm. Motion Picture

Club.

In San Francisco At their first

meeting follow-

ing the summer recess, members of the

Cinema Club of San Francisco heard
from Guy F. Street, a popular artist of

the Bay area, on the principles of com-
position. Featured on the club's screen

were Vacationing in California and
Oregon, by John Smurr, ACL; Brown
Derby Beer, an industrial film, in Koda-
chrome, for Safeway Stores, Inc.; Rain
For The Earth, a recent 16mm. sound

on film release from the United States

Department of Agriculture.

Results in Buffalo The delayed
verdict of the

judges in the annual film contest, held

by the Amateur Cinema Club of Buf-

falo, ACL, has now been announced,

with first award going to Britannia, an

8mm. Kodachrome film by Howard E.

Evert, ACL. Emerson Aldrich took sec-

ond place with his 8mm. color record of

the New York World's Fair, with third

award going to William Ferguson for

an 8mm. color study of water.

Screened in Norfolk Members'
films occu-

pied the attention of the Norfolk Ama-
teur Movie Club during a summer meet-

ing, held in the Museum of Art and
Science. Among the films seen were
The Abducted Cyclist, by Milton More-
cock; Floral Symphony and Colonial

Williamsburg, by J. Owen Campbell,

ACL; A Christmas Picture, by E. J.

Barry; New Mexican Travelog, by

R. H. Williams.

Second for 8-16's With P^nic
Daze, their

first group production, completed and
ready for its premiere, members of the

8-16 Movie Club of Philadelphia have

already embarked on a second film
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story, known simply as Production Two.

The technical staff for the first film

listed George Burnwood. director: Ray
Seib. assistant director; Irving Brick-

man, cameraman: P. E. Oetzel, prop-

erties. Included in the cast were Frank
Heininger. Bonnie Brickman. William

Bornman and members of the club as

picnickers. For Production Two, the

technical staff will be William Abrams,

8mm. cameraman: John Burke. 16mm.
cameraman; Milton Blum berg, in

charge of continuity; Mr. Heininger.

director; L. Chaflin and Mr. Oetzel, as-

sistant directors. The cast is not yet

announced.

For Peninsula Members of the Pe-

ninsula Cine Club,

with headquarters in Pacific Grove.

Calif., studied the important matter of

composition in a summer meeting which

featured an Eastman illustrated lecture

on the subject by Dr. E. P. Wightman.
At the same meeting, the club screened

The Spider and the Fly, by Dr. Rukke.
and Wild Flowers of California, by
H. H. Daugherty.

Jacksonville shows The Meeting

Will Please
Come To Order, a one reel, 8mm. com-
edy drama, has been completed by the

Jacksonville (Fla.) Movie Makers, and
it was given its premier screening re-

cently in the city's Berwood Inn. Gene
Brandon, ACL, club president, was in

charge of production, with Milo Jones

and Frank Linville aiding him on the

technical staff. Included in the large

cast were Maurice Taylor, Ray 0. Ed-

wards, C. R. Dust. Sidney Smith, Rob-

ert Garden, Dr. Thomas H. Lipscomb.

Robert Holland, ACL, Forrest Wood.
ACL, Myron Brown, Fred Wagoner.

Kenneth Harris. Harrison Reed, jr., and

J. N. Crevasse, ACL.

For Wichita Members of the

Wichita Amateur
Movie Club closed the summer season

with a well rounded program, which

featured a talk bv Robert Gaskins.

technical advisor of the group, on the

construction and use of different lenses.

Films on 8mm. were screened by Ju-

anita Priboth. Carl Devore and Russell

Terrill. ACL, as well as a group pic-

ture of the club's late outing, held at

the farm of J. H. Downing, ACL. Lee

Cummins followed with a hundred foot

roll of 16mm. color of his camp in Can-

ada, and the meeting was climaxed by

a presentation of Royal Visit—Halijax,

a Ten Best award winner by T. J.

Courtney. ACL. from the League's Club

Library.

News of the industry

[Continued from page 524]

tionists. These include such interesting

subjects as Wings Over World Won-
ders, air vistas of the scenic marvels of

the world ; Come Back to Ireland, an

informative travelog of the Emerald

Isle; Gay Nineties Live Again, a col-

lection of genuine motion picture rec-

ords of the times and customs of Amer-

ica in the past; Boy Meets Dog, a new
movie cartoon; Ice Carnival, Santa

Claus Story and many others. All these

subjects are sold in 16mm. and 8mm.
at regular Castle prices—in 16mm., 350

feet de luxe sound, 117.50; 360 feet

silent. S8.75: 100 feet silent, $2.75. In

8mm., the prices are: 180 feet. §5.50:

50 feet, $1.75. All 16mm. Castle films

are now Vaporated; all 8mm. subjects

are treated with the Cinelac process.

Da-Lite Contest Readers of
Movie Makers

will certainly wish to try their wits in

the interesting task of naming a new
screen, especially since there are one

hundred and thirty nine prizes offered

in the contest. The screen in question is

the new Da-Lite triple duty, low priced,

glass beaded screen, and winners in the

contest are offered prizes totaling

$1050.00 in value, both in cash and mer-

chandise. The new screen has the regu-

lar Da-Lite glass beaded surface, and it

may be used in three ways—on a tri-
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BRITELITE-

TRUVISION .

'O

SEE THESE AT YOUR
DEALERS OR WRITE
FOR COMPLETE SPECI-
FICATIONS AND THE
BRITELITE CATALOG.
DEPT. M.M. II.

TRIPOD MODEL
SCREEN

For those who prefer a tri-

pod model, here it is. with
the BRITELITE WIDEANGLE CRYSTAL
BEADED SURFACE that
reflects more light to all

viewing angles. Black
masking border. Black
rrackle tube and Cadmium
finished tripod. Easy to set
and easy to carry.

EIGHT SIZES for movie
and slide projection from

30 x 40 to 54 x 72
$15.00 and up.

TRIPLE DUTY
SCREEN

America's most versatile
screen. Sensational for its
low price and utility.

BRITELITE CRYSTAL
,

BEADED SCREEN in
black crackle tube that
hangs on wall—stands en
table or on its own tripod.

Sizes from 30x40 to 36x48.
Prices SI0.00 to S13.50.
IO° higher west of the
Rockies.

BRITELITE

SUNSPOT
V/2 inch diameter heat re-
sistant FRESNEL LENS
—uses No. 1 Photo Flood.
Focusing from table top
and portraiture to full

length — color or black-
and-white. Amply ventilat-

ed aeronautical aluminum
housing. Complete with
bulb and table base.

PRICE $10.95

No. 519 SPOT
LIGHT

The pioneering 500 Watt
FRESNEL LENS model-
ing Spotlight that out-per-
forms the conventional 2000
Watt Spotlight.

PRICE $19.75

No. 20 SUPER-
FLECTOR

The outstanding all pur-

pose reflector designed for

all types of photography.

Properly centering for max-
imum performance either

No 1 No. 2 Photoflood A
25 or 500 Watt T20 bulb.

PRICE $3.50

DE LUXE A
SCREEN

-Vmerica's No. 1 screen

with the BRITELITE
WIDE ANGLE CRYSTAL
BEADED FABRIC, re-

flecting more light to all

viewing points. Pull up to

use. pull ring to close.

Fine leatherette covered a'l

wood case with attractive

nickle trimmings. Com-
plete range of movie and

slide sizes.

PRICES FROM SI3.00 to

S57.50 SIZES FROM
22 X 30 to 54 X 72

MOTION PICTURE SCREEN / 3DITF1ITF
end ACCESSORIES CO.. INC.
351 West 52nd St.. New York City
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FEATURES of

FILM PROTECTION

INTERNAL SOFTNESS.
I • To resist heat end dry air.

EXTERNAL TOUGHNESS.
<• To resist scratches and stains.

SURFACE LUBRICATION.
To resist wear and sprocket-strain.

PERMANENT IMPREGNATION
• To resist loss of protection in cleaning.

pregnations, with SEPARATE chemical

each doing its SEPARATE job. give

,.... ...ective 4 FEATURE FILM PROTECTION
against CLIMATE. WEAR, SCRATCHES, OIL,

DIRT, WATER and FINGER MARKS.

Better Photo Finishers Offer
VapOrate protection for still

negatives.

tt»jf.f

vap.Olrate
VAPORATE CO.. INC. BELL & HOWELL CO.

130 W. 46th St. '""clii
""

716 No. __
New York City Hollywi

MAKE YOUR OWN TITLES
New magnetic, third-dimen-
sion, plastic tetters adhere
firmly in any position to

metal backgrounds through
paper, cloth, cellophane.

91 White Magnetic letters,

9 x 12. or 10 x 14 black
metal panel . complete S9.50
Color Letter Set $12.00.

OUIXET

TlTl*
at your dealer or order from

HAMILTON DWIGHT COMPANY
155 East 44th Street New York City

You Can Make Good Movies
A series of one reel teaching films to improve
your movie making: HOW TO USE YOUR
CAMERA, LENSES, EXPOSURE AND EX-
POSURE METERS, FILTERS. COMMON MIS-
TAKES AND THEIR CORRECTION. FILM
EDITING. Write for descriptive information to

KENNETH F. SPACE
Room 608, 140 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y".

ADHESIVE TITLE
LETTERS

Removable & Reusable
13/16" Gothic

(240 Letters) $2.50
I" Exotic (240 Letters). . .$3.50

Write for Bulk Film Prices

ACCURATE CINEMA SERVICE
& LAB.

2609 Morse Ave. Chicago, III.

SERVICE & REPAIR
for all

CAMERAS-PROJECTORS-ACCESSORIES

PARTS for ALL MACHINES
Reasonable Rental Terms
on Movie Equipment

WRITE FOR OUR
BARGAIN LIST

Of Used Equipment — I Year Guarantee

WORLD FILM ENTERPRISES
630 Ninth Av. (Circle 6-0445)>iew York, N.Y.

pod, giving independent support; hang-

ing on the wall like a map; or as a

table screen. The beaded surface is

thirty by forty inches in size, which is

mounted on a spring roller in a black,

crystal finished metal case. Complete

with case, folding tripod and spring

support, the screen sells for $7.50. Con-

testants who wish to submit names for

the screen should also give, in twenty

five words or less, the reasons why
they think such names are appropriate.

Entries should be sent to Da-Lite

Screen Contest Editor, 215 North Mich-

igan Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Twin-Eight "pan" Recently in-

troduced by

Agfa Ansco, Binghamton, N. Y., as its

latest contribution to the economy of

8mm., the new Agfa Twin-Eight Pan-

chromatic Reversible, double width

8mm. film has proved to be very popu-

lar. It is characterized as slightly slow-

er than the Agfa Twin-Eight Hypan.

but is said to have the same high qual-

ity panchromatic emulsion, brilliant

gradation and fine grain. Its list price

is $2.00 for the twenty five foot roll,

which includes processing and return.

Infra-Red roll film Because of

the wide in-

terest in the possibilities of infrared

film for special types of photography

in the amateur still field, Agfa Ansco,

Binghamton, N. Y., has now made avail-

able the new Agfa Infra-Red roll film

in three popular sizes. These are the A8
at 40c and the PB20 and the B2 at 45c

each.

Prints wanted Photographic
workers who pro-

duce prints of outstanding quality will

be interested in a call for this material

made by Ed. Wolff & Associates, 428

Taylor Building. Rochester, N. Y., ad-

vertising agency for Wollensak Optical

Company. Such prints should have been

made or enlarged through a Wollensak

lens, and submissions should measure

eight by ten inches or larger. Prints

which have won recognition or awards

are preferred. Unpurchased submis-

sions will be returned.

Handy Storage Sturdy steel and

wire construction

is featured in the new Film Separator

Racks, offered by Neumade Products

Corporation, 427 West 42nd Street, New
York City. These racks offer a most

convenient, inexpensive means of keep-

ing films in order, whether they are in

cans or simply wound on reels. They
are of skeleton construction and will

fit into existing cabinets, bookcases,

drawers or closets. The rack is manu-

factured as a continuous unit, and it

may be had in any specified length. It

is made in sizes to hold 100, 400, 800.

1200 or 1600 foot reels. There are com-

plete wall units, for large library film

storage facilities. The Neuvator, an au-

tomatic 16mm. film cleaner and condi-

tioner, has been redesigned in certain

details, to make its operation even

more convenient and efficient. Complete
descriptions of this and other film stor-

age and editing facilities may be found

in the Neumade 16mm. catalog.

C-E movie meter Tlle outstand-

ing qualities of

the General Electric exposure meter for

still photographic use, recently an-

nounced as the G-E DW-48, have been

brought to a new model, the G-E DW-
49, intended particularly for use by
movie makers. Although the new meter

may be used for "stills" as well, it car-

ries a preset type of calculator, to set

the movie camera lens most convenient-

ly. Some of the advantages featured are

the special calculator arrangement,

with new locking device; spring ac-

tuated, hinged cover; streamlined case,

for convenient handling: a double

scale, covering a wide range of sensi-

tivity and calibration for measuring
light in standard foot candles. A copy
of Photo Data Book, 110 pages, will

accompany each meter, the price of

which is $21.00.

Y.M.C.A. Catalog Selected Mo-
tion Pictures

is the title of the new film catalog, re-

cently issued by the Motion Picture

Bureau, a division of the National

Council. Y.M.C.A., with headquarters

at 347 Madison Avenue, New York City.

The new brochure lists over 1000 films,

both free and rental, and will be sent

on application to the address given.

Equipment rental Filmers, both

in 16mm. and
35mm., who find themselves in need of

more extensive equipment than they

have at hand, may rent such items from

The Camera Mart, Inc., 70 West 45th

Street, New York City. Material avail-

able for this purpose includes sound

and silent cameras and equipment for

editing, as well as projection. Technical

advice on the use of this material is also

offered.

Sound bargains Many used,
guaranteed

16mm. sound on film projectors are of-

fered by the camera department of

R. H. Macy & Company, 34th Street

and Broadway, New York, N. Y. Each
is a real bargain for shoppers in this

well known store's amateur movie

headquarters.

Magnetic titles Xeat - molded
letters of plastic

construction, with magnetized insets at

the rear, are offered by the Hamilton
Dwight Company, 155 East 44th Street,

New York, N. Y. The letters, five
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BE PREPARED
lo dress up your holiday movies.

DU MORR RADIAL WIPE will give

your -films that professional touch by
producing transitions synchronized with

the camera.

FOUR MODELS
Cine Kodak Special-Rlmo 70DA, D & E

Victor Rve-Bolex 16

Write lor lull particulars — Specily Camera

J. D. COCHRANE, JR.
734 Brooks Ave. Wyoming, Ohio

Give a

League Membership

as a

Christmas <^tft!

Any movie maker will appre-

ciate your thoughtfulness, for

your gift will serve him the

year round. Immediately he
will receive THE ACL MOVIE
BOOK and he can apply for

the booklets.

Each month throughout the

year he will receive MOVIE
MAKERS

—

in addition to all

the League services.

There is no problem in know-
ing what to give a movie
maker, for an ACL member-
ship will always be appreci-

ated.

If the recipient of your gift of

a League membership is al-

ready a League member, your
remittance will be applied as

a renewal of his membership,
and he will be notified accord-

ingly.

Here Is A Special Gift Appli-

cation Blank for Your
Convenience

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Ine.

420 Lexington Avenue Date
New York. N. Y.

Enclosed is my remittance for S5.00 made pay-
able to Amateur Cinema League, Inc., for one
year's membership dues. Of this amount, I

direct that S2.00 be applied to a year's sub-
scription to MOVIE MAKERS. (To nonmem-
bers, subscription to MOVIE MAKERS is S3 in
the United States and possessions; S3.50 in
Canada; S3.50 in other countries.)

The League membership is for:

Nam.

City.

My n

Street

.

Str

City State Country
If you wish the League to send to the recipient
of your gift a special card, notifying him that
you have taken out a membership for him as
a Christmas greeting, check here
The card is sent to arrive a few days before
Christmas. Nov. 40

eighths of an inch in height, will ad-

here to any ferrous metal background
and will hold to such backgrounds
through paper, cloth, cellophane and
the like. A set of ninety one white mag-
netic letters, sold under the trade name
of Quixet. together with a nine by
twelve inch metallic background, sells

for 19.50. The colored letter Quixet
outfit is S12.00. An attractive folder

about the product is available.

Color reels Kodascope projector

owners, who need a bit

of extra capacity for special 16mm. sub-

jects, may procure Moviette reels,

which will hold 750 feet of film. These
are nationally distributed by the East-

man Kodak Stores, Inc.. 356 Madison
Avenue, New York City. They fit Koda-
scope projectors EE. G and L and also

other machines with 1600 foot arms.

Moviette reels have now made their ap-

pearance, enameled in vivid colors of

red. white or blue, which will be use-

ful in identifying the films they contain.

The list price is S2.25 each.

Rite-a-Title -^ new Iorm 0I offset

paper, which enables
the user to produce opaque, white let-

ters against black or other paper back-

grounds for title making purposes, is

offered by the All Purpose Gold Cor-

poration, P. 0. Box 81, Brooklyn, N. Y.

The user simply traces the lettering or

design with a lead pencil, through the

back of the paper, and the design im-

mediately appears in white upon the

surface desired. The Rite-a-Title kit

contains a supply of offset sheets, back-

grounds and an assortment of designs

for adding ornamental effects. It sells

for the low price of ten cents.

National Cine Specializing in all

kinds of mechani-

cal and conversion work on motion pic-

ture mechanisms. National Cine Lab-

oratories, 20 West 22nd Street, New
York City, offer to perform such work
as the construction of an additional tur-

ret, "wind backs," behind the lens fil-

ter facilities and all other special de-

vices. One may consult with them on

any particular problem.

Oversize tripod For a11 movie
camera work

which requires an extra solid and sub-

stantial camera foundation, Camera
Equipment Company, 1600 Broadway.

New York City, offers the Professional

Ir. tripod. This has all the features gen-

erally found in large sized, profession-

al tripods, yet it is conveniently port-

able. It has a smooth action "'pan" and

tilt head, operated by a removable han-

dle. All mechanical parts are of gener-

ous proportions. The legs are of wood,

and they can be locked by a quick re-

lease, knurled knob. The height is ad-

justable, from forty six to eighty six '

Demo«*a*
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tAmericans!

HAVE YOU EVER
SEEN THE HEARTBEAT

OF DEMOCRACY?

You Should

—

And You Can
in this stirring

Official Home Movie

"Mr. President"
16nim. 8mm.

Not the story of 1 President—but
the story of the last 43 years and
our last 8 Presidents! Carrying you
through prosperity and depression,

peace and war . . . years that have
tested "The American Way." Woven
around a central setting of the Cradle
of Democracy, the White House!

See 8 famous Presidents in action!

McKinley, Theodore Roosevelt, Taft,

Wilson, Harding, Coolidge, Hoover,
Franklin D. Roosevelt! • Follow
their historic careers! • See how
they handled problems like those

facing us today! • See how we
were guided through two of our
greatest wars!

Order This Official Film Today
From Your Photographic Dealer!

16mm.
Feature 360 feet S9.75
Short 100 feet 2.50
Sound-or -filn, 350 feet

8mm.
17.50

Feature 180 feet S5.50
Short 50 feet 1.73

FREE: Write for New Illustrated

Catalogue of Official Film's Produc-
tions for 1940-41.

Insist on

OFFICIALFILMS
330 West 42nd St., New York City

In Canada:

General Films. 1924 Rose Street
Regina. Saskatchewan
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and one half inches. A wide top plate

will hold heavy cameras, with electric

motor drive or other auxiliary equip-

ment. The price of the tripod is $150.00.

Title kit parts A low Priced as-

sembly, ready to

be put together, is the "Make Your
Own" Titler Kit, offered by Hollywood

Movie Supply Company, North Holly-

wood. Calif. The kit has an auxiliary

lens for closeup filming, a "The End''

title card and an assortment of title

backgrounds of various designs and
colors. Assembled, this device provides

camera support alignment, titling easel

and rubber leg tips. The complete price

is SI. 95. The buyer should specify the

kind of camera he uses.

Hartley booklet Succinct infor-

mation on the

preparation, production and other de-

tails of creating a 16mm. sound film, or

of adding sound to existing silent

16mm. subjects, is contained in a new
booklet. Sound Suggestions, prepared

by Hartley Productions. 230 West 79th

Street. New York City. A particularly

informative section of this booklet is

devoted to the details of preparing a

sound film cue sheet. Copies may be

had by addressing Hartley Productions.

400' in Steel Completing its line

of all steel reels for

16mm., in sizes to hold 1600, 1200 and

800 feet of film, the Bell & Howell Com-
pany, 1801 Larchmont Avenue. Chicago,

now announces a new 400 foot steel reel,

which is similar in design to its larger

And the guests due at eight!

counterparts. The flanges of the new reel

have a wear resistant finish, and the

hub is provided with the "touch thread-

ing'" feature. The new reel will fit the

regular 400 foot aluminum film cans.

No sharp edges are presented to en-

danger film or fingers. A footage gauge

is engraved on the side. The price is

sixty five cents.

Stock titles Ready to use titles,

already made on

16mm. or 8mm. film, black and white,

toned or in color, are offered by Frank

A. Emmet Company, 2707 West Pico

Street, Los Angeles, Calif. The regular

16mm. titles are thirty five cents each,

and a very comprehensive list of word-

ings has already been issued.

Kodachrome in television Tlie

first

public demonstration of a new system

of television in full color, sponsored by

the Columbia Broadcasting System, was

held on Wednesday. September 4. at the

CBS studios in New York. N. Y. The
material used exclusively in this his-

tory making demonstration was 16mm.
Kodachrome film. The showing was at-

tended by press representatives and

important executives of the company-

Cabinet de luxe A convenient stor-

age place for all

projector accessories, home movie equip-

ment and films, as well as for the pro-

jector itself, has been provided in a new
walnut projector cabinet offered by the

Bell & Howell Company. 1801 Larch-

mont Avenue. Chicago. 111. It features

an elevating projector stand, which
comprises a walnut panel at the top of

the cabinet. This is raised by a steel

column normally concealed within the

cabinet. Turning a crank will elevate

the column, with the projector attached,

to any height up to fifty six inches, and
the cabinet may be rolled about easily

on concealed wheels.

New Wollensak A new one inch

lens, made espe-

cially to give a 2x telephoto magnifica-

tion for 8mm. cameras, has been an-

nounced by the Wollensak Optical Com-
pany, Rochester, N. Y. The new objec-

tive has a speed of //2.7, and it is said

to be fully corrected to provide sharp
detail in black and white and color

shots. It has a micrometer focusing

mount and will fit 8mm. Keystone, Re-
vere. Bolex and Emel cameras. Its price

is $37.50.

Whitehall A new catalog, issued

by the Whitehall Spe-

cialty Company, 1735 Diversey Park-

way. Chicago, lists items of interest to

movie makers. Chief of these is the

collection of Whitehall Quick-Set tri-

pods, which are all metal and light in

weight.

Among those available are the Junior

Tripod at $15.00. complete with "pan"
and tilt head, and the Senior Tripod
at $22.50, complete.

A new item of interest is the special

Hi-Boy. which can be extended to a

height of eighty two inches. The new
catalog will be sent on application to

the manufacturer.

Kinogrin



tf> With its announcement of the winners of the
Hiram Percy Maxim Award—the TEN BEST
AND HONORABLE MENTIONS—
December Movie Makers will present the tri-

umphs of the year's amateur filming—the movies
that have placed in Movie Makers Ten Best
Non Theatrical Films of 1940. December Movie
Makers will tell you who won the Maxim Award.

Movie Makers Ten Best is the oldest annual
contest of amateur movies in the world. All
year long, ACL consultants review films sub-
mitted for consideration for the Ten Best. The
winning films are selected from the largest col-

lection of completed amateur movies viewed by
any organization.

There are surprising features in December Movie Makers,
but the biggest surprise is the selection of the Ten Best.
Never before have the judges received better material.

Besides the full, illustrated description of the Ten Best
films of 1940, December Movie Makers will contain a
Christmas scenario, ready to film ; simple technical arti-

cles on indoor filming; stories of amateur accomplishment
in many fields; picture articles that tell you, step by step,

how amateurs planned and filmed clever movies that you
too could make; advanced technical discussions; easy film-

ing rules and the latest news of amateur movie making
and of movie equipment

;
pages of frame enlargements,

with brief descriptions of good shots; many new and
clever things you can build yourself—and Movie Makers
regular departments and features.

In addition, December Movie Makers will contain new
articles for users of educational and teaching films, a
scenario ready for a high school to film and reports of

new non theatrical releases, for the school, home and club.

*K$$>

^ ^ *$

Who will win the Hiram
Percy Maxim Award and

the Ten Best? December
Movie Makers will tell you.

A*

OUT DECEMBER 1
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MOVIE MAKERS 420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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M<lOST movie makers have discovered that the surest assurance of

good movies is to use really good film—Cine-Kodak Film. With Cine-

Kodak Film in their cameras they go about their movie making confi-

dently, free to concentrate on the character of their shots.

Cine-Kodak Film is the accepted standard of reliability, uniformity,

brilliance, and clean-cut quality. When it is processed and made ready

for projection (at no added cost) it receives exactly the same precise,

scientific handling as that which governed its manufacture.

Cine-Kodak Film is made in several types, black-and-white and full-

color Kodachrome. Among the black-and-white films, Super-X Pan-

chromatic (16 mm.) is the new popular favorite. It's fast enough for

most movie making, and beautifully brilliant and clean cut. Fine grain,

too. In 100-foot rolls at $6; 50-foot rolls, $3.25; 50-foot magazines, $3.50.

If it's worth shooting, it's worth Cine-Kodak Film.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N.Yl



MOVIE
Ma&jaiine off tiie Amateur Cinema League, Inc.
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Cash required with order. The closing date for

the receipt of copy is the tenth of the month pre-

ceding issue. Remittance to cover goods offered

for sale in this department should be made to the

advertiser and not to Movie Makers. New classi-

fied advertisers are requested to furnish references.

| MOVIE Makers does not always examine the

equipment or films offered for sale in CLASSI-
FfED ADVERTISING and cannot state whether
these are new or used. Prospective purchasers
should ascertain this fact from advertisers before

buying.

10 Cents a Word Minimum Charge, $2

Q Words in capitals, except first word and name,
5 cents extra.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

BASS SAYS: Merry Christmas! Here are gifts
for vou with money left over because of low
prices. USED CAMERAS: Smm. Cine-Kodak
Model 20, l/i.S lens, S19.75; Smm. Cine-Kodak
Model 20, (72.7 lens, S27.75; Smm. Cine-Kodak
Model 60, f/1.9 lens, S49.50; Smm. Movikon,
lens, case, $137.50: lomm. Cine BIS. f/1.9 lens,

with case, S37.50: 16mm. Filmo 70-A, f/3.5 Cooke
lens and case, S57.50; Bell St Howell 16mm. Model
141 Magazine, Cooke ill.', S75.00; Bell & Howell
16mm. Model 141 Magazine, Yv'ollensak //l.S in

focusing mount. S92.50; Victor 16mm. Model 5.
1" //3.5, 2" //3.5, 3" //4 lenses, $107.50; Bolex
16, Hektor f/1.4 lens with carrying case. $225.00
USED PROJECTOR BARGAINS: 16mm. Koda-
scope B, automatic threading, with case. ?

16mm. Keystone A-Sl, 750 watt, $45.00; lfimm.
Bell & Howell Diplomat, 750 watt, w.lli case.

$135.00; 16mm. Bell & Howell Shnwmaster, 1600
foot reels, with case, $142.50. For trades that
are fair and for everything in Cine apparatus,
Smm . 16mm. or sound, you must send for our
S4-page Bass Cine Iiargaingram, most complete-
exposition of Cine equipment. Free on request.
BASS CAMERA COMPANY, Dept. CC. 179 W
Madison St., Chicago. 111.

BOLEX (new model) G-816 projector, pro-
oth S & 16mm., list S265.00; will take

S150.00; extra 750 watt lamp included. CHAM-
1:1 RS. Forrest Re! . Merion, Pennsylvania.

LIST PRICE ALLOWED for your Eastman
Model 20 or Keystone //3.5 toward purchase of
Bell & Howell Sportster, Eastman Smm. Maga-
zine, or Revere Turret. List price allowed lor
Eastman Model 25. Keystone .'72.7, Revere //3.5,
or Bell & Howell Companion, toward new 8mm
Eastman Magazine. List price allowed for Model
50 projector toward new Ampro Smm. or Bell &
Howell Smm. projector. Bell & Howell Master
Filmosound, factory new guarantee, $27?. 00. Bell
St Howell Academy, factory new guarantee,
$219.50. Bell & Howell Utility, factory new guar-
antee. $24« 50. AS NEW: Bell & Howell Sportster
with Wind-Bak. $75.00; Bell St Howell Com-
panion with Wind-Bak, $49.50; Bell & Howell
Turret with Wind-Bak, S129.50; Model 60 East-
man //1.9. list S67.50. priced at S39 50: 1',"
//3.5 telephoto for Bell St Howell. S33.50; for
Keystone, $27.50; 2" f/1.9 Dallmeyer lens. S49.50;
1" //1.3 Laack lens, $39.50: 15mm. f/1.5 Dall-
meyer lens. S49.50; 30 x 40 beaded screen with
tripod. $5 05: 50 x 4S, $10.50: 39 x 52. S12 5M
Hundreds of other bargains. Most liberal traders
in the country. Write NATIONAL CAMER A EX-
CHANGE, established 1914, 11 So. 5th St.. Minne-
apolis. Minn.

LIKE new: CINE-KODAK Special Film
Chamber. $65.00; Eastman, 15mm. f/2.7 foe. lens
with any adapter. $35.00; 15mm. f/2.7 Univ. foe.
for Cine SPECIAL, $25.00; Cine-Kodak B, 16mm.
i/3.3. reconditioned bv E.K., S17.50; Keystone
B-l, f/3.5. S20.00; Simplex Pockette, f/3.5 &
case, $20.00: T. H. Cooke 4" //4.5 lens, C mount.
$40.00; T. H. Cooke 1" f/3.5. foe. mount. SS.50:
B & H Character Title Writer, complete. $20.00.
Immediate delivery on Cine S Magazine Model 90
and all lenses. Trades accepted. COLUMBUS
PHOTO SUPPLY, 146 Columbus Ave., New York
City.

AS NEW7 items: Bolex H-S, Meyer f/1.5, Dall-
mever 1" f/2.9, l'A" f/1.9, case, list S410.00,
priced S295.00; RCA- Victor studio 16" disc re-

corder, velocity microphone, inside-out and out-

side-in cutting gears, 33 1/3, 78 speeds, list

S500.00, priced $295.00; Eell St Howell 130-C
Auditorium projector, 1200 watt lamp, separate
motor take-up, 30 watt amplifier with changeover
for two projectors, factory reconditioned, new
guarantee, list $745.00, priced S495.00; Portable
16" turntable 33 1/3 and 7S, Audax 16" microdyne
pick-up, list SS5.00, priced $50.00; Cine-Kodak
Special, f/1.9, 100 magazine, optical finder, masks,
list S4S5.00, priced S412.50; Turner dynamic
microphone and stand, list $37.50, priced $22.50
IN STOCK — Bell St Howell, Victor, Bolex.
Revere etc. Write for literature. Trade-ins ac-

cepted. MOVIE MAKERS MART, 1771 East 12th

St.. Cleveland, Ohio.
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Give a

League Membershij

as a

Christmas #tit!

Any movie maker will appre-
ciate your thoughtfulness, for

your gift will serve him the

vear round. Immediatelv he
will receive THE ACL MOVIE
BOOK and he can apply for

the booklets.

Each month throughout the

year he will receive MOVIE
MAKERS

—

in addition to all

the League services.

There is no problem in know-
ing what to give a movie
maker, for an ACL member-
ship will always be appreci-

ated.

If the recipient of your gift of

a League membership is al-

ready a League member, your
remittance will be applied as

a renewal of his membership,
and he will be notified accord-

in glv.

Here Is A Special Gift Appli-

cation Blank for Your

Convenience

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

420 Lexington Avenue Date

New York, N. Y.

Enclosed is ray remittance for -55.00 made pay-

able to Amateur Cinema League, Inc., for one

year's membership dues. Of this amount, I

direct that S2.00 be applied to a year's sub-

scription to MOVIE MAKERS. (To nonmem-
bers, subscription to MOVIE MAKERS is S3 in

the United States and possessions; S3.50 in

Canada; S3.50 in other countries.)

The League membership is for:

Name Street . . .

City State Countr

My name and address are:

Name Street . . .

City- State

If you wish the League to send to the recipient

of your gift a special card, notifying him that

you have taken out a membership for him as

a Christmas greeting, check here

The card is sent to arrive a few days before
Christmas. Dec. 40

FOR sale: Cine-Kodak Special, like new, with
f/1.9 lens and 4 filters, S250.00. S. LAKE BASS.
1961 Gov. St., Baton Rouge, La.

| RECENTLY purchased new Bolex H-S camera
and case; three lenses, Hugo Mever f/1.5, Dall-
meyer 1" f/2.9, Dallmeyer 1'//' f/i. Excellent
condition. Cost S400.00. Will take S200.00. CECIL
HUTCHENS, SOS Hulman Building, Evansville,
Indiana.

16MM. Cine-Kodak Model K, used only 300
feet, //1.9 lens, deluxe Stanrite tripod; items
brand new cost S100.00; sell $75.00. STEPHEN
POLLACK, 4842 North Tripp Ave., Chicago, 111.

BURKE St JAMES, Inc., 223 W. Madison St.,
Chicago, photographic headquarters for new.
used and reconditioned cine lenses and equipment

—

amateur and professional still equipment and
darkroom supplies. New bargain list now ready.
Don't buy until you check this fall harvest of
bargains. Ask for catalog MM1240, 223 W. Madi-
son St., Chicago, III.

USED BARGAINS: Filmo 121, //3.5 lens and
case, S37.50; Filmo 70A, //3.5 lens and case,
$35.00; Filmo 70E, f/1.9 Cinor lens and case,
S97.50; Filmo 141, //2.7 Cooke lens, no case,

S72.50; Cine-Kodak K, f/1.9 lens and case.
S59.50; Cine-Kodak S-60, f/1.9 lens and case.
S49.50; Cine 8-20, //3.5 lens, $19.50; Cine 8-25,
//2.7 lens. S28.50; Filmo Companion, f/3.5 lens,

S36.50; Filmo Aristocrat, //2.5 lens, S99.50; Vic-
tor 3 camera, f/2.9 Dallmeyer and case, S45.00;
Victor 3 camera, //2.9 Dallmeyer and case,

S75.00; Keystone A74. 300 watt projector, $24.50;
Keystone A75. 500 watt projector, S39.50; Key-
stone AS1, 750 watt projector, S4S.50; Filmo
57C. 250 watt projector with case. S37.50; Film..

J projector, 400 watt with case, S9S.50; Kodascope
E projector, 500 watt, S40.00; Ampro J. S. pro-
jector, 500 watt with case, S59.50: l'/i" f/2.7

Britar lens, standard ml., S29.50: 2" f/3.5 Cinor
lens, standard ml., $22.50; 1" f/1.9 Cinor lens,

standard int.. $25.00; 2" f/3.5 Wollensak lens.

standard nil., S30.00; 6" f/4.5 Wollensak lens,

standard mt., S34.50; 1" f/1.5 Schneider Xenon,
standard mt., S45.00; 15mm. f/2.7 Kodak lens for
Cine Special, $20.00; 2" //3.5 Kodak lens for
Cine Special. S20.00; 3" //4.5 Kodak lens for
Cine K. S25.00. Write for n-w Bargain List No.
1040. WILLOUGHBYS, 110 W. 3:n-l St., X. Y. C.

FILMS FOR RENTAL OR SALE

MONEY MAKER "The World's Greatest
Passion Play," 16mm. and 35mm. Specify sound
or silent, purchase or rent; superior to OBER-
AMMERGAU play. Write HEMENWAY FILM
CO.. 37-B Church St., Boston, Mass.

| LARGE variety of 16mm. silent and sound for
sale. We rent silent to all parts of the country.
No charge for time consumed in transit. ABBE
FILMS. 1265 Broadway, N. Y. C.

SOLrND films, 16mm. One reel subjects, Travel,
Musicals, Sports. S7.50 each, used; some features;
s-nd for list. EVANSTON BOX 115, Cincinnati,
Ohio.

FILMS FOR EXCHANGE

EXCHANGE: Silent pictures, SI. 00 reel.

Finest, sound film programs, rent reasonable: also
sell. CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY, 1041 Jefferson
Ave.. Erooklyn. N. Y.

SOUND and silent films exchanged, bought,
rented, sold. Plenty bargains. New free lists.

FRANK LANE, 5 Little Bldg., Boston. Mass.

SMM FILM Bargains! New 180 ft.. S5.50;
used ISO ft.. S3. 85. Liberal allowance for vour
films. RIEDEL FILMS, 2221 W. 67th St., Cleve-
land. Ohio.

TRADING OFFERS

PUMP SHOTGUNS, target pistols, binoculars
and medical microscopes accepted in trade on
everything photographic, such as Leicas. Con-
taxes. Eastman and Bell St Howell motion picture
equipment, Da-Lite Screens and Wrebster sound
equipment including public address systems, am-
plifiers, etc. Write for catalog. NATIONAL
CAMERA EXCHANGE, established in 1914, 11

S. 5th St., Minneapolis, Minn.

MISCELLANEOUS

COMPLETE printing outfit for movie titles:

presses, tvpe, ink, paper and supplies. Write for
details. KELSEY PRESSES, D-50. Meriden, Conn.

CLIVEDEN TITLES, professional quality and
effects. Send for literature. HEININGER
STUDIOS, 2030 West Tioga St., Philadelphia. Pa.

SALON enlargements on artist's canvas. 5"

x 7", S.75; 8" x 10", 81.25; 11" x 14", S2.00;
16" x 20" S3. 25. Personal check or COD. JACK-
SON HART, 405 Lodge Drive, Detroit, Mich.

Printed by WNU. N. Y.. in the U. S. A



DO IT TODAY
!

SEND IN YOUR ENTRY FOR THE

CONTEST!DOT
(Reg. U. S. Pat. Off.)

\

Used as a Table Model Used as a Tripod Screen

THREE SCREENS IN
SIZE 30" x 40"

ONE $7.50*

Contest closes December 31st, 7940. So, if you want to

win that $200.00 first prize or any of the 138 other valuable

prizes, send in your entry today! Nothing to buy! All you
do is suggest a name for Da-Lite's new low-priced triple

duty screen.

These facts about the screen will help you select an ap-

propriate name. It is a triple duty screen that can be used
as (1) a tripod screen, (2) a map-type hanging screen, or

(3) a table screen. The surface is Da-Lite's famous Glass-

Beaded surface, which reflects more light and stays white
longer than any other white surface. This screen (a 30" x
40" size) with case, folding tripod, and special Da-Lite

two-ply spring support for setting up on a table sells for only
$7.50*. This is the first time that a screen of this size, style

and quality, has ever been offered for so low a price.

See this new Da-Lite Triple Duty Screen at your dealer's!

Send your first entry today to Da-Lite Screen Contest Editor,

215 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, III.

*Prices slightly higher on Pacific Coast.

DA-LITE SCREEN COMPANY, INC.
Dept. 12MM, 2723 N. Crawford Ave. Chicago, III.

IN 139
PRIZES

$1,050.00
Contest Closes December 31st. 1940

FIRST PRIZE—Cash $200.00
3 Second Prizes—Cash, each $40.00

$18.00

10 Third Prizes of Da-Lite

Projector Stands, Retail Price

each

These stands are adjustable in height and have a tilting

rotating platform. They are ideal for' showing
movies, for use as a camera tripod or a support for
clamp-on type light reflectors.

25 Fourth Prizes of Da-Lite

No. 2 Unipods, Retail Price -»« ftA
each 00. 00
This popular camera support has a neck strap and
is adjustable in height from 11" to 17". For movie or
still camera. Weigns only 12 ounces.

100 Fifth Prizes of Da-Lite

22" x 30" Junior Screens, ^ « fkf^j
Retail Price each _ «j>4.UU
This has Da-Lite's Glass-Beaded screen surface and
special two-ply spring wire support for setting up
on a desk or table.

139 Prizes Total Value $1,050.00

Follow These Easy Rules!

| Suggest a name for DA-LITE'S
• NEW GLASS-BEADED Combina-

tion Tripod-Hanging-Table screen and
give in 25 words or less your reason why
you think this name is best.

2 Send in as many entries as you
* wish. Mail to DA-LITE Screen

Contest Editor. 215 N. Michigan Ave.,

Chicago, Illinois.

5 The contest closes December 31st.

1940. Your entries must be post-

marked not later than midnight. De-
cember 31st and must be received by
us within ten days.

A An independent, experienced contest
" organization will have complete

charge of the contest. They will judge
all entries from the standpoint of orig-
inality, uniqueness and applicability of

the name suggested in conjunction with

the sender's reason for recommending it.

Decision of judges will be final. In case

of ties, duplicate prizes will be awarded.
All entries become the property of DA-
LITE Screen Company, Inc.. Chicago,
111. No entry will be returned.

C Any one living in continental United
* States mav compete, except employ-

ees of DA-LITE Screen Company, Inc.,

and its advertising agency or their fam-
ilies. The contest is subject to Federal,
State and Local regulations.

i Prizes with a total value of

$1,050.00 will be awarded. First
prize is §200.00 cash. See complete list

of prizes above.

J All winners will be notified by
mail. A complete list of the winners

will be sent on request of any contestant
enclosing stamped, addressed envelope.

ENTRY BLANK Mail Now!
CONTEST CLOSES DECEMBER 31, 1940

DATE
DA-LITE SCREEN CONTEST EDITOR
Dept. 12 MM.
215 N. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III.

For the new Da-Lite Glass-Beaded Triple Duty Screen I suggest the

name :

My reasons* are :

* Limit statement to 25 words or less.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY STATE
NAME OF DEALER



Bathing Beauty
CONSIDERING the poor light,

' never expected to capture her

they

smile

but

. . . they used Agfa 16 mm. Triple S
Pan Reversible! The extreme speed of

this fully panchromatic film makes it your

best choice for indoor movies or for slow-

motion work under poor light conditions.

Wide latitude, fine-grain size and a grada-

tion that is balanced for brilliant results

under either natural or artificial light are

your additional assurances of fine pictures.

And, thanks to the highly effective Agfa

anti-halation coating, your projected pic-

tures retain all the sharpness of detail

recorded on the film.

Ask your dealer for Agfa 16 mm. Triple

S Pan Reversible Film today. It comes in

100-foot rolls (at $6.00) and 50-foot rolls

(at $3.25). These prices include processing

and return postage. Agfa Ansco, Bing-
hamton. New York.
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MAKE YOUR GIFT SELECTION FROM THESI

Films to delight everybody! Scores of subjects to choose from! /

superbly produced! Wonderful films to own . . . wonderful films

give—in confidence that your gift will be used and cherished throu;

the years. Every Castle film bears our name . . . your guarantee

home movie excellence!

SANTA CLAUS STORY
Santa speaks to the youngsters and the young in heart

in the loveliest Christmas fantasy ever filmed! Get

this Castle exclusive for that child who has "every-

thing"! He'll remember your gift always. It's message

is unforgettable!

*

A world aflame ... a world torn asunder is recorded for all

to see in this only authentic and complete movie review of

twelve months of shattering change. Castle Films' "News

Parade of the Year"preserves for all time the mounting pace of

events, month by month, through the world's most tragic year

!

CASTLE FILMS
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YORK
FIELD BUILDING

CHICAGO
RUSS BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO
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EL6-MM-8 CASTLE HOME MOVIE TRIUMPHS!

BOY MEETS DOG
An up-to-the-minute fun cartoon that every-

body will roar over! Taken from the famed

comic strip "Reg'lar Fellers", it's one long,

loud laugh from start to finish ! Of course the

kids will love it! Here's one Christmas gift

which will bring fun throughout the year!

DR MAKE YOUR CHOICE FROM ANY OF THE GALAXY
DF OTHER CASTLE HOME MOVIE HITS Including:

ICE CARNIVAL
'lashing blades in graceful solos and daz-

ling, spectacular ensembles!

WINGS OVER WORLD WONDERS
Famed spots of many continents

—

viewed from the air! The most novel

world tour ever put on film!

GAY NINETIES LIVE AGAIN
The most colorful period in our history

brought to breathing life! Authentic pic-

tures of America's golden age!

—and many more.
Write today for the complete

and fascinating 32-page illus-

trated Castle Catalogue.

Send this convenientorderform
to your photo dealer NOW

!

1 Please send the Castle Films' motion 16mm SIZE 8mm SIZE

1 pictures in the size and edition checked
Headline

100 Feet

$2.75

Complete

360 Feet

$8.75

Sound

350 Feet

s17.50

Headline

SO Feet

$1.75

Complete

ISO Feet

$5.50s

Santa Clous Story

A

News Parade of the Year

Boy Meets Dog

NAME.

CITY

.ADDRESS.

.STATE
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MAKE YOUR GIFT SELECTION FROM THESE16-MM-8 CASTLE HOME MOVIE TRIUMPHS!
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En -
Films to delight everybody! Scores of subjects to choose from! At

superbly produced! Wonderful films to own . . . wonderful films J

give—in confidence that your gift will be used and cherished througl

the years. Every Castle film bears our name

home movie excellence

!

your guarantee c

SANTA CLAUS STORY
Santa speaks to the youngsters and the young in heart

in the loveliest Christmas fantasy ever filmed! Get

this Castle exclusive for that child who has "every-

thing"! He'll remember your gift always. It's message

is unforgettable!

BOY MEETS DOG
An up-to-the-minute fun cartoon that every-

body will roar over! Taken from the famed

comic strip "Reg'lar Fellers", it's one long,

loud laugh from start to finish ! Of course the

kids will love it! Here's one Christmas gift

which will bring fun throughout the year!

OR MAKE YOUR CHOICE FROM ANY OF THE GALAXY
OF OTHER CASTLE HOME MOVIE HITS Including:

A world aflame ... a world torn asunder is recorded for all

to see in this only authentic and complete movie review of

twelve months of shattering change. Castle Films' "News

Parade of the Year"preserves for all time the mounting pace of

events, month by month, through the world's most tragic year!

NEWS

ICE CARNIVAL
flashing blades in graceful solos and daz-

zling, spectacular ensembles!

WINGS OVER WORLD WONDERS
Famed spots of many continents

—

viewed from the air! The most novel

world tour ever put on film!

GAY NINETIES LIVE AGAIN
The most colorful period in our history

brought to breathing life! Authentic pic-

tures of America's golden ogc!

CASTLE FILMS
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YORK
FIELD BUILDING

CHICAGO

RUSS BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO

-and many more.
Write today for the complete

and fascinating 32-page illus-

trated Castle Catalogue.

Send this convenient order form
to your photo dealer NOW I

1 Please send the Casfle Films* motion

pictures in the size and edition checked
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Boy Meets Dog
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.STATE



New Filmotion Viewer and Splicer
(for 8 mm. and 16 mm. film)

Permits the editor to see his pic-
tures in motion on a miniature
screen, rather than as a series of
stills. It brings the professional
touch to 8 mm. and 16 mm. film
editing. The exact frame that
marks the beginning or end of a
scene is quickly spotted. Then
press a lever—and click! A neat
slit is cut in the film edge opposite
that frame. The film is cut there
and spliced with Model 136 B&H
Splicer, shown hereon the rounded
base of the viewer. The viewer may
be purchased with or without the
splicer. Viewer onlv, §49.50. Viewer
with splicer, $59.50.

Direct Focuser

(for Filmo Auto Load, Filmo Auto Master,

and Filmo 141 Cameras)

VThen slipped into these cameras in place of the

film magazine, this Direct Focuser permits the oper-

ator to look through any lens for precise focusing

and accurate framing of any subject.

The image is upright and is jnagnified ten times.

Eliminates all parallax errors. Price, $17.50.

B&H Filmotion Editor (Viewer, Rewind, and 136 Splicer)

Available for both 8 mm. and 16 mm. film. Makes it easy to do

a really professional job of editing. 16 mm. heavy-duty size

(shown here) takes reels up to 2000 feet; operates at two speeds

—low (1-to-l ratio) for editing, and high (4-to-l ratio) for fast

rewind. May also be set in "free wheeling" for free rotation of

spindle. Reel turns same direction as crank.

Filmotion 16 mm. Editor, complete with Viewer, Splicer,

Heavy-duty Rewinds, and extension rods $84.00

Complete 8 mm. Filmotion Editor $71.00

Heavy-duty Rewind only—including extension rods for at-

taching to Filmotion 16 mm. Viewer or to B&H 136 or 131

Splicer, pair $24.50

Other complete 8 mm. and 16 mm. editors, from $33.00

B&H 8 mm. Titler

This precision-built Titler and a

Filmo 8 Camera assure excellent

results. Titler is pre-aligned for

perfect focusing. Out-of-focus and
off-center titles are impossible

—

and the lamps included furnish

correct illumination. Enlarges
small subjects to great size. Highly
corrected copying lens is included
and mounted at top of pedestal.

Price, complete, for single-lens

8, $25. For Turret 8, $27.50.

Filmo Fader w,t
SiS

,p8

Makes professional tr
sitions from one scene
another easily and aut
matically . . . fade-ins .

fade-outs . . . wipe-ons .

wipe-offs . . . and. if can
era is equipped wit
back-wind, lap dissolv
as well. Fits any

"

ripe dis

Camera Cases for ALL Filmos
A new case to replace the one
that is "battle scarred" is one
of the nicest gifts. And cer-
tainly a Filmo Camera de-
serves a fine-quality , fine-look-
ing case. The selection is all-
inclusive for all Filmo 8 mm.

h other fine leathers, ha
ely made and appoim

vhide

B&H 16 mm. Titler
For Filmo Auto Load. Auto Mas-
ter, 141, 70, and 121 Cameras.
Easy to use. No centering prob-
lem. * 'Visual centering" permits
accurate title alignment through
viewfinder. Adjustable reflectors
take No. 1 photoflood bulbs. May
be used in horizontal position to
film cards of any style—or verti-
cally for three-dimensional ob-
jects, animated titles, etc.
Complete with 12 cards and

two reflectors, but without
bulbs, $21.

B&H REELS AND CANS
Reels are made of rustproof steel . . . will not
bend out of shape. New 400-foot 16 mm.
steel reel, 65c.

Aluminum can, 60c
200-foot 8 mm. steel reel, 40c

Can, 40c

Bell & Howell Splicer

Model 136

(for both 8 mm. and 16 mm. film)

Basic unit of the B&H Add-a-Unit

Editing Equipment. Professional

type. Each film is positioned but

once. This splicer makes the ex-

clusive B&H diagonal splice

—

stronger and quieter in sound

projectors. Metal base has re-

cesses where dry scraper and film

cement bottle are held by springs.

Splicer Unit, with dry scraper

and cement—$12.50.

PRECISION-MADE BY



If he owns a Filmo— or any other camera—you

can rest assured that he wants one or more of

the Filmo Accessories shown here. If you are

not sure just which one— talk it over with your

camera dealer. He will know how to advise you.

BELL & HOWELL TRIPODS

Filmo Tru-Pan Tripod
Provides maximum rigidity
for larger cameras. Two-sec-
tion legs, of selected straight-
grained birch, with reversible
tips (steel spikes and rubber
tips). The head permits
either independent or com-
bined panoraming and tilt-

ing, guided by a handle that
folds against the legs when
not in use. A spirit level
facilitates correct setup.
Price, $18.75.

All-metal Tripod
Two-section metal legs
telescope and lock at any
desired length from 39 to 53
inches. Leg chains prevent
falls. The pam and tilt head
and handle are the same as
on the Tru-Pan Tripod.
Feet arc designed to prevent
admission of dirt and have
rubber tips to cover spurs
when tripod is set on hard,
smooth surfaces. Price,
brownorblackfinish,$27.50.

Hi-Set Tripod
Extraordinary height for a
lightweight, compact, mod-
erately priced tripod. No
stooping to find the view-
finder of the camera. No
stooping to adjust leg length.
To extend legs—simply pull
them out to desired length.
To telescope them, push slid-
ing collars toward head.

Hi-Set Tripod only, $8.75.
Hi-Set Tripod with Pam

and Tilt Head, $12.50.
Hi-Set Pam and Tilt Head

only, $4.25.

Filmolite Photoflood Reflectors
These reflectors make the inex-
pensive No. 1 or No. 2 photoflood
bulbs several times as effective as
when used without reflectors. They
provide uniform illumination free
from any suggestion of a "hot
spot." Can be attached to chairs,
tables, etc. as well as to the cross-
arm on the tripod stand.
Price, complete with hand

clamp, socket, switch, and 9-foot
cord, as illustrated—$2.

Filmolite Tripod Set with cross-
arm and two reflector units (not
illustrated)—$6.

FREE—B&H Indoor Exposure Guide
with Each Filmolite Reflector

B&H Film Cleaner
Makes easy the heretofore diffi-

cult problem of cleaning film,
because it cleans Mm during
projection. Is easily attached to
upper reel arm hub of any Filmo
Projector. Film passes through
pair of tapes moistened auto-
matically with B&H Filmoleen
Cleaning Fluid. Off come finger
spots, dirt, grease, etc.
Models for each Filmo 8 mm.

and 16 mm. Silent and Sound
Projector, $10.

Filmoleen, 6-oz. can, 30c.

Instocine Exposure Meter
Calibrated in both Weston and
Scheiner ratings; covers lens
stops from F 1 to F 45 and will

compensate for filter factors of
2x, 4x, and 8x. Adjustable to
camera speeds of from 8 to 96 f.p.s.

weighs only 1% ounces. Price with

New Weston Master Cine Meter
Has high sensitivity and an
included angle corresponding
closely to that of movie camera (

lenses.
Separate, automatically

changing high and low light
scales. Set the meter for your
camera and your film—and take
adjustment.

Telephoto lenses for bringing distant scenes close up; wide-
angle lenses for close quarters; speed lenses for shots in

the shade or indoors. Bell & Howell offers a complete
selection of the world's finest lenses for Filmo Motion
Picture Cameras.

For 16 mm. Filmos Price

15 ram. F 2.5 T-H uni-
versal focus $46.00

15 mm. F 2.5 T-H focusing 57.00
(15 mm. lenses include
finder unit for 70-A, E, or
D, as ordered.

)

I" F 2.7 T-H focusing, for
Filmo 70, 141, or Auto
Load 46.00

1" F 1.9 B&H Lumax
focusing 43.50

1"F 1.5 B&H Extol
focusing 70.00

1" F 1.5 T-H focusing 76.50
2" F 3.5 T-H focusing 57.00
3" F 4 T-H focusing 74.00
4" F 4.5 T-H focusing 76.50
6" F 5.5 T-H focusing 76.50
6" F 4.5 T-H focusing 105.00

Meter is only l" x 2%"
case, S2.25.

IT*
~

j

For 8 mm. Filmos price

*y2"F 1.4 T-H focusing. ..$76.50
1" F 2.7 T-H focusing 46.00
1" F 1.5 T-H focusing 76.50
iy2"F 3.5 B&H Telate
focusing 46.00

IV2" F 3.5 T-H focusing.. 57.00
2" F 3.5 T-H focusing 57.00
Hyper-Cinor Lens Attach-
ment for W F 2.5 T-H
lens on Filmo 8's—alters

focal length to y4" 21.00
*For single-lens Filmo 8's only; not
for Turret 8.

Color Filters

Bell & Howell Color Filters

are made by dyeing the optical

glass, not by cementing a
sheet of colored gelatin be-
tween thin pieces of glass.

Color filters bring out
white clouds, exaggerate
contrasts, film "moonlight"
scenes in daylight. They are
quickly and easily affixed to
the lens.

Amber, red, and green.
Haze filter for Kodachrome.
Price—from $2.50, de

pending on lens to be fitted. 1I1&

MAIL COUPON for Literature on Any Filmo Accessory

Bell & Howell Company, Chicago; New York;
Hollywood; Washington, D.C.; London. Est. 1907.

HOWELL

BELL & HOWELL COMPANY
1843 Larchmont Ave., Chicago, Illinois

Please send: New Filmo Accessory Catalog. I am especially in-

terested in these accessories:

Name .

Address

.

State.

——
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CloseUDS—What filmers are doing

Once again, the big battle of the Ten

Best is over. Once again, the news of

the results goes forth to the winners

and to the many fine filmers who failed

to place. To the latter, traditionally,

this column sends a salute of honor,

for. in the superb competition which

this oldest of selections arouses, a grow-

ing number of eminently worthy efforts

are doomed to disappointment.

We salute them with deep sincerity.

Without their invaluable aid. the stand-

ards of judgment could not. each year,

climb to new heights of excellence.

In tune with the times, there were a

number of promising pictures concerned

with the past, present and future of

America. J. P. Schaefer, ACL. of

Bethesda. Md., produced an attractive

interpretation of the scenario. These II e

Defend, published in the July number
of Movie Makers. Glenn Mitchell.

ACL. from Joplin, Mo., took the farm

life of the Ozark Mountains for his spe-

cial study, presenting it ambitiously

with recorded music and narrative in

Within These Hills. Kenneth F. Space.

ACL, not content with his two award

winning entries, rushed through IT c

Live in America, a testament of simple

patriotism centered around his Brook-

lyn home.

Other producers, not concerned with

comment on our country, saw the

strange and varied beauty of her face

—and recorded it well. For Henry E.

Hird. ACL. of Ridgewood. N. J., the

Desert and Canyon of Arizona was a

place of rare and exotic charm, where
he found countless closeups of snakes.

lizards and horned toads. William .1.

Lucas, ACL. of Sacramento. Calif..

tackled the tough topography of Pic-

turesque Death Valley and came out of

its sunbaked wastelands with an able

educational study of the region. Around
Newburgh. on the banks of the historic

Hudson. William F. Small. ACL. saw

the quieter, domestic charm of raked

brown leaves smoldering in the autumn
sunlight, of apples and pumpkins and

gleaming jugs of cider—and recorded

them all in Parade in October.

Interpretation of nature claimed the

attention of many. Following in the

footsteps of Fred Ells"s great In The

Beginning, Harry A. Downard. jr.. in

Sacramento. Calif., essayed a more

modest but still imaginative story of

Creation, which he called Genesis,

Chapter I. The immutable mystery of

the sea lured Joseph Tillbeck. ACL, of

San Francisco, to attempt an interest-

ing interpretation in musical terms,

known, sensibly, as Variations on a

Theme of the Sea. For L. B. Reed. ACL,
of Los Angeles, it was water in another

form which stimulated his imagination,

to produce Reaping The Raindrops, a

sensitive study of flowing water, from

cloudburst to hydroelectric generators.

A more general theme appealed to Vir-

gil E. Woodcock. ACL, of Marion Sta-

tion, Pa., who saw the grandeur of the

Canadian Rockies, in lines of selected

poetry bound together to make Elo-

quence of Beauty.

With a surprising number of practical

purpose films placing in the honors,

there were still others which just missed

the charmed circle. Albert L. Anderson.

DECEMBER 1940

ACL, of Minneapolis, had two, both re-

lating to his profession of optometry:

Molded Contact Lens Technique and
The Art and Science of Making Glasses.

Paul C. Reed, famous in Rochester,

N. Y., for his gleaming goodies, tempt-

ed the judges sorely with a straight-

forward study, Reed's Hard Candies,

while Helen Rees Clifford, ACL. who
teaches in Long Beach, Calif., under-

took a sugar coated lesson in childhood

manners in the piquant A Party For

Pets.

Pictures of lighter portent more than

offset these serious studies. Father's

Time, by Raymond Fosholdt, of the

Long Beach Cinema Club, paralleled,

with striking similarity, the basic theme

of harried home life presented in the

award winner. His Off Day, while mem-
bers of the 8-16 Movie Club, in Phila-

delphia, turned to straight farce in the

dilemmas of Picnic Daze. Both William

Wade, of Los Angeles, and Bruce W.
Johnston, from Rockford, 111., had va-

cation finance troubles in, respectively,

It May Happen To You and Checking

Off The Budget. Paul W. Cramer, on

the other hand, stayed put in Los An-
geles, to involve his honest young man
in the worries of passing "phony"
money, as exemplified in Conscience.

Eleven out of fifteen two hour lessons

in movie making are still available to

you, if you act before the thirteenth of

this month. Charles H. Coles, ACL,
chief photographer for the American
Museum of Natural History, is the in-

structor, with the course being spon-

sored by the Brooklyn Institute of Arts

and Sciences, 30 Lafayette Avenue, in

Brooklyn, N. Y. Additional information

may be had from the registrar, at that

address, or by telephone at STerling

3-6700.

1 GHPMRVV

"It may be a bit jerky. Bill—but my kids'll love it!"

Within the past six months, three

League members resident in war torn

Europe have tried, with regret, to re-

sign their memberships—unable longer

to send even five dollars for the pay-

ment of dues. Within the same period,

three members of the League in the

United States have arisen at once to say

"No!"—and to pay these fees for their

stricken fellows. The most recent ac-

tion in this series was taken shortly

after we wrote about Denys Davis, ACL.
reading his copy of the League's hand-

book in a London air raid shelter. From
a doctor in Massachusetts (whom we
shall not name) came the following

comment: "Yes, sir, that gave me a

heartache. I know what he is going

through, having spent twenty one

months over there, in three major bat-

tles. . . . What I propose to do is to

have you reinstate that member, and
you can bill me for the cost. I want
that chap to get a little happiness from

his hobby." . . . Not a bad hobby, either.
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BRIGHT

has 5 speeds, built-in parallax-corrected view-
finder, film footage counter, exclusive Revere
Sprocket Film Control (to form loop in film
automatically and prevent film jamming:) and
many other advanced features. With Wollensak
12.5 mm. F3.5 lens in removable universal focus
mounting COMPLETE S29.50
With F2.5 lens COMPLETE S39.50

Revere Model 80 Series B Projector

has everything—500 watt lamp, F1.6 lens; duplex
shuttle film movement 10J4 to 1 ratio; double

blower cooling system for lamp and film, automatic

"quick-action" safety shutter; enclosed rewind

mechanism, etc. COMPLETE only $59.50

omen I

No other gift can keep the memory of your Christmas so

hright. With a Revere 8mm. Camera you can capture, in

hrilliant color or beautiful black and white movies, all

of the thrilling events of that happy season. With the

powerful Revere 8mm. Projector, you can show your

movies with theatre-quality steadiness and enjoy again

and again fleeting expressions of your children, the gay

coloring of decorations and other details that you might

otherwise forget. Revere equipment is precision-built to

insure perfect home movies. Modern manufacturing

facilities and scientific production methods costs bring

you these remarkable instruments at popular prices. See

your dealer today and select your Revere outfit before the

Christmas rush. Write for literature.

Revere Model 99 Turret Camera
offers all the conveniences of the professional
type cameras at a remarkably low price. Like
the SS it has Revere's exclusive Sprocket Film
Control and is easy to load and to use. With
two optical view finders and one Wollensak
12.5mm. F2.5 lens COMPLETE S65.O0

Re uble 8 Car
tan Spool i

eras are Licen,
rd Spindle Pat

ed > tder

REVERE CAMERA COMPANY- CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA • KANSAS CITY • MINNEAPOLIS • LOS ANGELES • DALLAS

Dept. 12 M.M., 328 East 21st Stree

Send complete facts on Revere 8 m
Name

t, Chi

m. Cai

ago, 111.

neras and Projector. 1

|

For Canadian prices, write to
299 Queen St., WestrZ"onto

- B

1
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17S, 230, 2S4, 337,

ACL annual meeting: 290.
ACL Movie Book, The: 2S5.
ACL services: 119.
Africa, filming in: 64.

Amateur clubs: 20, 72, 120,
377, 432. 471, 525, 583.

America, filming: 329.
Angles, camera: 108, 274.
Animation: 270.
Antarctic, filming in: 115.

Automobile as camera support: 12.

B
Eabies, filming: 417.
Beach filming: 367.
Bible stories, filming: 171.

Birds, filming: 218, 386.
Birthday, filming a: 340.
Book reviews: 4S9.
Bryce Canyon, filming: 265.
Business, filming a: 110.

Byrd Expedition, filming the: 115.

Camera "cave": 473.
Camp filming: 334.

Castle Films: 508.
Cedar Breaks, filming: 265.
Ceiling projection: 589.
I . in, ni bottle holder: 277.
Christmas film titles: 584.

Christmas filming: 578, 580.
Chromatic Rhapsody, filming: 275.
Church use of movies: 521.
City, filming a: 16S.
The Clinic: 25. 69, 125, 173, 228, 276, 331, 37S,

426, 472, 522, 588.

Closeufs: 8, 60, 102, 156, 208, 260, 314, 362, 412,
458, 504, 566.

Closeups, making ultra: 66.

Color filming: 214, 276, 426.

Color titles: 472.
Continuity: 163, 517.
Country, filming in the: 423.

Defense scenario: 329.
Depth of field tables: 126.

Developing: 28, 522.
Developing drum: 25, 28.

Dirt in aperture: S6.

Dissolves: 111, 424.
Dog, filming a: 114.

Dolly, making a: 69.

Double exposures, making: 220, 229, 37

Dual turntable use: 15, 229, 326, 472.
Dye fades and wipeoffs: 269.

Edge fog: 276.
Editing: 16. 514.

Editing aid": 229, 293, 379.
Editing device, homemade: 514,

Editorials: 11. 61, 107, 159, 211, 263,

415, 461, 511, 573.

Educational films: 518, 521, 529.

8mm. enlargements: 25, 617.
8mm. projector large reel arms: 84.

8mm. reel : 523.
8mm. ultra closeups: 84.

Extension unit for 8mm. projector: 84.

Factors of filters: 161.

Fades, making: 244, 269, 424.
Fading aid: 125.

Fall filming: 467.
Family filming: 162, 163, 215, 27S, 322, 340. 367,

417, 580, 581.
Film preservation: 21, 531.

Films vou'll want to show: 532, 59S.

Filter use: 161, 229.
Finder gadget: 125.

Fire, illusion of: 427.
Fires, filming: 23.

Fishing, filming: 268.
Fluorescent light for movies: 594. '

Focus: 70, 5S8.
Footage measure: 277.
Football filming: 426.
Frame counter, building a: 5S2.

Frame enlargements: 71, 121, 170, 221, 273. 335,

371, 416, 470, 516, 5S5.

Frame enlargements, making: 25, 350. 379.

Free film reviews: 262, 316, 364. 450, 494, 506, 622.

Frost, artificial: 43.

Gardens, filming: 219.

Gimbal tripod: 228.
Guatemala, filming in: 420.

H
Hallowe'en filming: 466.
Hawaii, filming: 623.
Health film, making a: 165.
Home theatres: 229, 523.

India, filming in: 484.
Industrial films: 110.

Jungle Jim, filming: 164.

Kodachrome filming: 214, 276, 426.

Library films: 532.
Lighting, interior: 14, 112, 375, 47S, 581, 594.

Lighting tricks: 112.

L'lie d' Orleans, making: 63.

Loupe, use of: 277.

M
Magnetized title letters: 173.

Mask box, making a: 331.
Masks, using: 424, 441.
Maxim Memorial Award: 575.
Mexico, filming in: 213.

Mirror shots: 126, 442.
Music with films: 15, 326, 472.

N
National Parks, filming in: 379,

National Photographic Dealers Association offi-

cers: 385.
National Photographic Dealers Association show:

382.
Nature filming: 275.
New York City, filming: 266.

New York State Health Dept : L65

New York World's Fair filming: 321. 374.

News of the industry: 29, 73. 124, ISO. 232, 282,

338. 384, 434, 476. 524, 596.

Night, filming at: 418, 441.

Nun Theatrical Pictures contest: 541.

Oil the Road to Jericho, filming: 610.

Out to Win, filming: 468.
Overexposure: 70.

Panoramas: S6, 126.

Pets, filming: 114, 419.

Photograms for titles: 463.

Pilot lamp, making a: 588. .

Polarized stereoscopy: 444.

Polarizing fades: 5S9.
Polarizing filter, using a: 69, 173.

Portable projection booth: 177.

Post recording: 68.

Practical films: 22. 76, 118, 167, 224, 279, 336,

376, 430, 477, 520, 593.

Did you know that you cannot

double expose dark letters on a

white background? Since the

letters are black, they will not

register on film which has been

previously exposed to a white

surface.

Strangely enough, when you

close down your lens diaphragm

one stop, the exposure is les-

sened fifty percent, but when

you open your diaphragm one

stop, exposure is increased one

hundred percent. This is not

one of the mysteries of photog-

raphy, but the inevitable result

of mathematical laws.

Printer, building a: 2S.
Printing: 28.
Programs: 379.
Projection: 166, 177, 19S, 228, 276, 378, 530,
Projection accessories, making: 588.
Projection rooms: 229, 523.
Projector cabinet on wheels: 528.
Projector, cleaning a: 166.
Projector speed: 126.
Projector support: 331.
Projector switch: 378.

R
Race track filming: 222.
Ranch filming: 325.
Reel rack, homemade: 427.
Reflector, making a: 277.
Reflectors, using: 330.
Religious film making: 171.
Rewind brake: 198.

St. Lawrence Sketches, filming: 370.
San Francisco World's Fair filming: 327.
Scenarios: 578, 579, 592.
Scenic filming: 265, 275, 467.
School filming: 592.
School made movies: 518.
Scoring films: 15, 84.
Scratches on film: 86.

Screen, making a: 277, 472.
Shore, filming at the : 367.
Silhouettes: 523.
Single 8mm. spool, making a: 588.
Snow filming: 18.

Sound on film: 116.
Sound on film planning: 68.
Sound on film projection: 530.
Splicing: 198, 228.
Sports, filming: 222, 268.
The Staff of Life, filming: 464.
Stereoscopy: 444.
Streets of Peace, filming: 374.
Sunday filming: 322.
Sunshade, making a: 173.

Tampa, Fla., filming: 168.

Teachers using films: 529.
Telephoto lens, using a: 69, 372, 443.
Ten Best, the: 575.
Thanksgiving scenario: 519.
Theatrical filming: 587.
Then Came the King, filming: 216.
Title backgrounds: 125, 225, 246, 272, 304, 329,

334, 367, 431, 462, 463, 480, 513.

Title developing drum: 25, 522.
Title letters: 173, 378.
Title making: 24, 65, 126, 170, 173, 197, 292, 463,

465, 472, 523, 584, 586.
Title tricks: 24, 172, 198, 244, 276, 292, 350, 427,

473.

Titler, homemade: 125, 176.

Titles, writing: 13, 125.

Titling in Kodachrome: 65, 172, 293.
Toning: 197, 472.
Trailers, making: 586.

Trains, filming: 545.
Transition devices: 111.

Travel filming: 213, 223, 323, 43S.
Tricks, camera: 109, 292, 350, 426, 427, 472.

Tripod aid: 473, 522.
Tripod level: 582.
Tripod, making a: 25, 228, 582.
Tripod substitute: 473.
Tripod use: 379.
Trucking shot: 276, 589.

Turret for Special: 350.

U
Ultra closeups, making: 66, 84.

Underexposure: 70.

Underwater filming: 378.

L'nipod, homemade: 426.

Vacation filming: 370.

Vest for cameraman: 522.
Viewer, homemade: 379, 523, 589.

Viewer use: 427.
Virginia, filming in: 223.

w
War movies: 283.
West, filming in the: 265, 325, 368, 379. 438
Willkie, filming Wendell L. : 478.
Winter sports: 18.

Wipeoffs: 111, 269, 295, 424, 434.

Yellowstone Park, filming: 368.

Zion Canyon, filming: 265.

Zoo, filming a: 169.
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Title index

13.

14.

15.

16.

IS.

21.
23.

24.

28.

63.

64.
65.
66.

68.
70.

109.

110.

111.
112.

114.
115.

116.

119.
161.
162.

163.

164.
165.
166.

168.
169.

170.
171.
172.
176.
177.
181.
213.
214.
215.
216.
218.
219.
220.
222.
223.
265.
266.
268.
269.
270.
274.
275.
277.
278.
283.
321.
322.
323.
325.
326.
327.
329.
330.
334.
340.
367.
368.
370.
372.
374.
375.
382.
385.
386.
417.
418.
419.
420.
423.
424.
438.
444.
463.
464.
465.
466.
467.
469.
478.
484.
508.
513.
514.
517.
518.
519
521
528
529
530
541
545
575
578
5S0
581
582

5S7
592
594
610

. . Title rhetoric

. . Why vie need shadows

. .A record list for film scores

. .Easy film tailoring

. .Snowy film ways

. .Film in the nation s attic

. .Am I burned u-p!

. . Tricking titles out

. .Multi-pie prints at home
. . Three days of sequences

. .African expedients

. . Titling in Kodachrome

. .Filming ultra closeups

. . When you want post recording

. . The unlucky 13

. .Nothing new?

. .Make them human

. .Scene shifters

. . Purposeful lighting

. .Filming a dog's life

. .In Little America

. .Why not film your sound on sixteen?

. .He wrote to the ACL

. .Filters and factors

. .Following Grandma

. . Continuity begins at home

. .Heroes ride again

. .Films serve health

. .Better projection

. . Telling Tampa's tale

. . The call of tlte zoo

. .How they made titles

. .Interpreting Bible stories

. .Kodachrome subtitles

..Give me my titles straight I

. .A portable projection booth

. .Gangway!

. . We'11 film Mexico, this time

. .Kodachrome adventures

..How young is Grandpa?

. . Then came the King

. .Don't scare the birds'.

. . When we recorded gardens

. .How to film double exposures

. .Film them—they're off!

. .Bound for the Old Dominion

. .Filming American canyons

. . Why not film New York?

. .Dramatized fishing

. . Curtains for cine scenes

. .How Jello was animated
. . The art of angles
. . Chromatic rha-psody
. . Cine conveniences
. .She baked a cake
. .Blitzkriegs for home screens

. .New York World's Fair

. . Your Sunday

. .Hawaii calls your camera

. . Ranch films

. .Music with your films

. . Treasure on the Coast

. . These we defend

. . Using reflectors

. . Three kinds of camp films

. .An Easter birthday

. .A "free for all" scenario

. . Yellowstone movies

. . Take your time

. . Using telephotos

. .Reviewing the world

. .Is it exciting?
. .Photographic trade show
. . The men behind the counters
. .His third birthday
. . Using 8?nm. for active babies
. .It happens at night
. .Birds and beasts
. .Guatemalan sequences
. .In praise of the country
. . They're done out in front
. .A topnotch travel film
. .Polarized stereoscopy
. . Photograms for movie titles

..The Staff of Life

. .Easy title ways

. .Recreating Hallowe'en
. .Recording autumn
. . How we set out to win
. .Filming Wendell Willkie
. .Pageant of the Sacred Tooth
. . Castle Films have recorded vital year
. .Keeping films in order
. .A compact editing device
. .Sequences on the fly

. .Learning by filming

. . Cold turkey
. .Films serve the church
. . Your movies on wheels
. . Hozt' teachers use movies
. . When you project sound
. .Non Theatrical offers patriotic film contest

. . Hints for train movies

. . TJie Ten Best and tlieMaxim Memorial Award

. . Two Christmas film tales

. .Babies and Christmas

. .Cine lighting at home

. . Special cine conveniences

. . Christinas titles

..Amateur trailers

. .He was Jack of all trades

. .Filming your own school

. .Fluorescent light for movies
. ."On the Road to Jericho"

Perfect for Homes,

Schools and Churches

* REVERSE PICTURES • COVERED REEL ARMS

* 750 WATT LAMP • STILL PICTURES

• AUTOMATIC LEVER RE-WIND

* SILENT FINGER MOTION •* COOL LAMP HOUSE WHEN RUNNING REVERSE

* f.1.6 WOLLENSAK LENS * CENTRALIZED CONTROLS

* SLOW SPEED FLICKERLESS PICTURES • PILOT LIGHT

and many other features listed in our literature
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OFFICIAL FILMS

in a k e

Ideal Xmas Gifts for Any Home Movie Fan

ORDER THESE TITLES FROM

YOUR NEAREST DEALER TODAY

OFFICIAL FILMS brings you these

exciting subjects in five standard

sizes at low cost:

16MM
-SHORT, 100 ft. ... .. ... . $2.50

-FEATURE, 360 ft. S. 9.75

FEATURE S.O.F.. 360 ft 17.50

**Newsthrill Features, $8.75

8MM
SHORT, 50 ft 1.75

FEATURE, 180 ft 5.50

•Shorts are condensed versions of the
Features

NEW YORK
WORLD'S FAIR

Beautiful scenes by day and night of the
greatest fair of all times
Also available in 16mm Kodachrome.

MONARCHS
OF THE RING

A reel of punch-packed action. Eight
championship fights from Firpo vs. Willard
to Louis vs. Galento

BLUE BLOODS
Thorobreds, bred for stamina and speed.
Pimlico; Grand National; Hambletonian;
Man-o'-War & his great son War Admiral

AWAY WITH
THE WIND

From sleek hulls and white sails to the roar
of thousand horsepower motors — a story
of the sea

FOLLOW THRU Jimmy Thompson, Dick Metz and Horton
Smith show you how to play golf

CHAMPIONSHIP
BASKETBALL

Analyzed by Nat Holman. See basketball
as it is played today—through the eyes of
its greatest coach

KNOW YOUR
FOOTBALL

New York Football Giants and Dr. Mai
Stevens. The inside of modern football

MR. PRESIDENT
Inside Wash ington from McKinley to
F.D.R.

—

their inaugurations and the high-
lights of each administration

TOUCHDOWN
THRILLS OF 1940

This reel is your seat on the 50-yard line
to the leading college football games of
1940

SKY RIDERS
Out of the sky ride these knights of
romance, daring and adventure. A saga of
the air

AQUA SPORTS
Thrills, over and under the water. Aqua-
planing—swimming—fish spearing—and a
submarine circus

NEWS THRILLS
OF 1940

VOL. 1 & II

Two films packed with the world news
of 1940—order each separately.

-NOTICE TO DEALERS-

Because of the great increase in demand for our product, we have appointed the following
REGIONAL DISTRIBUTORS:

East Middle West Far West

RAYGRAM CORP. HORNSTEIN PHOTO WESTERN PHOTO
SUPPLIES SUPPLY

320 West Ohio St.
Chicago, III.

Canada
GENERAL FILMS

1924 Rose St.
Regina, Saskatchewan

The Seal

of the Best

in Home Movies

OFFICIAL FILMSWRITE FOR
OLR r*EW FREE
ILLUSTRATED
CAT

imo
G« °R 330 West 42nd St., New York. X. Y.

m



"Brings a JVeiv Thrill
to 8 in in • Projection

// certainly was
worth white to pay a

little extra foryour

AMPRO 8MM PROJfCTOR

wasn't it ?

AND HOW! for the

first time I'm qettinq

16mm qualityprojection

formy8mm Films

All your labors in producing 8 mm. films

L — planning, shooting, lighting, titling,

editing—culminate in the actual projection on

the screen. The quality of that projection

determines how much real pleasure you derive

from your 8 mm. film. Now, for the first time

— you can assure yourself deluxe 8 mm. pro-

jection— with new standards of brilliance of

illumination and convenience of operation—
with the new Ampro "8." This remarkable

precision machine actually gives you 16 mm.
quality projection— for 8 mm. films. It offers

many added features including:

1. Still Pictures for Detailed Study
2. 400 Fool Capacity if Desired
3. Reverse Picture Operation for Hu-

morous Effects

4. One Hand Precision Tilting Control
5. Fast Automatic Rewinding
6. Automatic Pilot Light for Threading
7. Removable Optics for Quick Clean-

ing
Easy Threading over Large

Sprockets
and numerous oilier advantages such
as: Automatic Reel Locking Device
. . . Rheostat Control, Varying Film
Speeds ... Film Aperture Shoe Easily
removed . . . Flickerless Pictures at
Slow Speed . . . Automatic Safety
Shutter . -•- Quiet Operation . . . Op-
tical System Engineered for Maxi-
mum Brilliance . . . Standard 1 inch
Lens Replaceable by %, 1, or IV2 inch
Focal Length Standard Lenses.

Illllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllli

SEND FOR CATALOG
giving all the features and speciBcations of this

new Ampro "8"— and full information on the

complete Ampro line of 16 mm. silent and sound-

on-film projectors. Ampro projectors are standard

equipment in many thousands of schools, uni-

versities, government departments, U. S. Army
and Navy, churches, clubs and homes.

Ampro Corp., 2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago. 111.

"anil 2 -40

Ampro Corp., 2839 N. Western Ave., Chicago, III.

Please send me full details on the new 8 mm.
Ampro Projector. Also the complete Ampro
1940 Catalog of 16 mm. Projectors.

Name

Address

City State
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Let this Christmas bring permanent protection for your valuable films.

Neumade equipment, made with the knowledge of 25 years' experience
in the professional and substandard fields, assures you of the best. No
matter what your requirement in film handling, Neumade can meet it. For
large or small installations in schools, institutions, film libraries, or for
individuals.

PERMANENT PROTECTION
ALL STEEL CONSTRUCTION
BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED

SAFE MODELS
Sectional cabinets (see below) en-

closed in outer steel unit with door

and key lock. Available on order

for any capacity. 50-reel unit il-

lustrated.

DC—200
Combines handy storage and con-
venient desk work surface, on
which rewind and splicer may be
mounted. Sect lonal units added
as desired.

ST SECTIONAL
Individual compartments for one or two

reels; double wall construction through-

out: separate doors and label cards;

available in units of 5. 6. 8. 10 or 12

compartments.
Single Compartments

IVi C I-

ST-4-S (400 ft.) S2.O0
ST-I6-S (1200-16(10 ft i 3.50

Double Compartments

ST-4-D (400 ft.) 2.75
ST-16-D (1200-1600 ft.) 4.50

Smm. Sectional

ST-S-S (10—200 ft.) I 7.50
REWINDS

Sturdy, precision rewinds built
to professional standards for

16mm. RW-1 and RW-2 take
reels up to 2000 ft. 2-point base
for attachment to work surface.
RW-1. S9.50 per set; RW-2.
with clamp - on base. S I 2.50
per set. RW-3. takes up to 1000
ft. reels. SO OO per set.

INSPECTION AND EDITING UNITS
No. 1 Assembly—Professional type, designed for heavy
duty; 2 geared end. 1G00 ft. rewinds (RW-1); Griswold
Splicer; cement and applicator set; mounted on weighted
white porcelain panel 40" x 13" S 35.00
Jr. Assembly—For 400 ft. reels. Same as above, but with
smaller rewinds; panel 34" x 6" S32.50

POWER REWIND
Motor driven; operates at any speed: smooth footpedal con-
trol, leaving both hands free; geared left-hand unit equipped
with arm brake. White porcelain panel 40" x 13".

PD-1 S75.00
(Complete assembly)

PD-2 S6O.00
(For use with present rewind, without

left unit and porcelain panel)

INSTANT SELECTION
DUSTPROOF—FIREPROOF
KEY LOCKS—INDEXES

MM— 102 SI25.00
Holds 100—400 ft. reels

dividual divisions and index
cards: liumiditied; utility stor-

ace in base Is" high; key locks.

Similar cabinets for 400 ft.

reels without utility space.

MM-100 (lOOrecls)S IOO.00
M.M-50 (30 reels) 60.00
MJI-40 (40 reels) 50.00

SEPARATOR RACKS
Assembled on order for any desired
facilities, for any size reels. Separate
lengths available, cut as specified, or

complete assemblies with end uprights.

FILM CLEANER
Clean your films for perfect reproduc-
tion of sound and picture. In one motor-
driven operation your film is RENO-
VATED. CONDITIONED, POLISHED
AND REWOUND.

MODELS

DC—416
Deluxe cabinet with individ-

ual, dustproof and fireproof

storage for each reel, with han-
dle and index card holder.

Upper section holds 30—400 ft.

reels; lower section holds 9

—

1200 or 1000 ft. reels. Com-
plete S225.00
DC-415 ; same outer cabinet,
with Interior fitted with sepa-
rator racks in place of sections.

Holds 92—400 ft. and 17—800
to 1000 ft. reels.. $ I 75.00

INNOVATION
Compact storage at low cost. MM-20
holds 20—400 ft. reels with or with-
out cans. Drop door provides con-
venient shelf when lowered. Index-
card holders for each reel. MM-16
holds 17 reels in 800 to 1600 ft.

sizes. MM-8 holds 25—200 ft. reels
of 8mm. with or without cans.

MM-20 S27.50
MM-16 S42.50
MM-S S20.00

Four MM-20 Innova-
tion cabinets, showing
how units can be add-
ed as needed and
stacked like sectional
bookcases.

FS—40
For flat storage of 40—400 ft.

reels, each on its own individual
shelf with index card and holder.
Rigid retainers for quick removal
of reels S55.0O

MM—55
Accommodates 50—800 to 1600 ft.

reels, each held erect in proper place;
index cards, humidified; double, doors;
key lock SI 20.OO

PROJECTION TILT
TABLE

Sturdily built of heavy gauge steel, top

tilts up to 10" rise evenly and smoothly

by turning hand wheel. Two rigid shelves

for reels, projector case. etc. Adjustable
bar for projector positioning.

T— 134 $49.50
With ball bearing, rubber coveredcast;

(2 brake type) add.

SEND FOR FREE CATALOGUE
The onlv catalogue which lists exclusively 16mm. film

«<«!•"* ind conditioning equipment. 38 pages
Send for it!

_., _, editin„
illustrations and descriptions. ™u

Specify Catalogue No. 16.

427 WEST 42nd ST.
irvniAT-niiu.n

NEW YORK CITY
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® @ ® From the President
The AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, Inc.

whose voice is Movie Makers, is the international or-

ganization of movie amateurs, founded in 1926 and now

serving filmers over the world. The League's consulting

services advise amateurs on plan and execution of their

films, both as to cinematographic technique and con-

tinuity. It serves the amateur clubs of the world in

organization, conduct and program and provides for

them a film exchange. It issues booklets. It maintains

various special services for members. The League

completely owns and operates Movie Makers. The

directors listed below are a sufficient warrant of the

high type of our association. Your membership is in-

vited. Five dollars a year.

Hiram Percy Maxim, Founder

DIRECTORS OF THE LEAGUE

STEPHEN F. VOORHEES, President

JOHN V. HANSEN, Vice President

A. A. HEBERT. Treasurer . .

C. R. DOOLEY .

MRS. L. S. GALVIN .

W. E. KIDDER , . • :

HAROLD E. B. SPEIGHT

FLOYD L. VANDERPOEL .

T. A. WILLARD .

ROY W. WINTON, Managing Directo

Address all inquiries to

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, INC.

420 LEXINGTON AVE.. NEW YORK CITY. U.S.A.

Amateur Cinema League offices are open from

9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M., Mondays through Fridays.

. New York City

Washington, D. C.

. Hartford, Conn.

. New York City

. Lima, Ohio

Kalamazoo, Mich.

Ithaca, N. Y.

Litchfield, Conn.

Beverly Hills. Calif.

. New York City

FOLLOWING the custom begun by the League's Founder,

this page is reserved in each December number of Movie
Makers for the President's greetings to the members.

The present year brings us to the fourteenth in this well

established series.

If our disturbed world manages to capture any of the joy

that belongs to the holiday season this midwinter, with its

two ancient feasts of Christmas and the New Year, it must

do so by making a special effort. In many countries that effort

will become a deep determination that the old things, the

trusted things, the good things of life shall be brought back,

if only in memory, for the two great days.

There are lands in which the traditional phrase, "Merry

Christmas," still has its customary meaning and where men
and women can yet greet the New Year in peace and security.

Those of us who are so fortunate as to live in those lands can

be especially grateful for our circumstances and can send a

silent message of good will to our fellow League members in

other parts of the world, to whom Christmas and the New
Year will bring little of their old joy.

We can say to the many loyal members of the Amateur

Cinema League who have kept their memberships alive in the

most difficult situations that we are deeply grateful. We can

give to those equally loyal members who have been prevented

by circumstances beyond their control from keeping their

memberships intact our comradely greetings and our assurance

that we understand the necessities that have taken them from

us temporarily.

In a world that is facing great tests, personal films have not

been thrust aside. On the contrary, they have served real

purposes everywhere. In cities that are bombed, movies have

been shown in shelters and the publications of the League have

been taken to those shelters because they have enough interest

to keep strained nerves normal. Films have been made for

training purposes in home defense units. In the United States,

amateurs have told in pictures what their country means to

them and what it is that the Americas are arming to defend.

The record is one of which we may all be proud.

So, in 1940, let us again keep the ancient feasts and let

us, as movie makers, keep them confidently and with the

knowledge that our craft has not been found wanting in

these stern days.

To all League members and to filmers everywhere, it is

my happy privilege to wish you, in this as in previous years,

a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

:W*
':--' !'\mmmm^--



Hiram Percy Maxim Award for

1940—"The Will and the Way"
by Chester Glassley

Before the Wind'

by James H.

McCarthy, ACL

"Diary"

by Harold E.

Remier

'Fluffy, the Kitten'

by Kenneth F.

Space, ACL, and

Grayce Space

"Holiday in Dixie"

by Morton H. Read,

ACL

"Hummingbirds"

by E. R. Hoff, ACL

"Three Wishes"

by Earl L. Cochran

"Wildflower"

by Robert P. Kehoe,

ACL

"On the Farm"

by the Harmon

Foundation, filmed

by Mr. and Mrs.

Ray Garner

"Young America

Paints"

by Willard Pictures
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• Top left, Chester

Glassley directing scene

in The Will and the

; top right, Garth

McMasters, hero of The

Will and the Way; be-

low, Billie McMasters,

who plays role of hero-

ine, in story conference

with Mr. Glassley and

Mr. McMasters.

IN Movie Makers Ten Best and Honorable Mentions for
I 1940, 8mm. more than doubles its places over last year

and an 8mm. film wins the Hiram Percy Maxim Memorial
Award. Films accompanied by music or narration or both

also are more than double the number of those that were
chosen in 1939. The photoplay, as a form of filming, captures

eight of the Ten Best and Honorable Mentions combined,
reestablishing itself as an important factor in amateur effort.

War has evidently forced Canadians out of the prominence
that they won in last year's selections.

The Ten Best places are divided, as is usual, between films

of the general class and those of the special class, for the

making of which the cameraman received compensation prior

to the final moment for entry, which was, this year, at five

o'clock, October 15. Two places were allotted this year to the

special class.

The Maxim Award carries with it a check for one hundred
dollars, as well as a replica of the memorial, which is in-

stalled at League headquarters. The name of the winner is

inscribed on the memorial itself. This greatly sought after

Award was instituted in 1937 by Percy Maxim Lee, ACL,
daughter of the League's founder.

Movie Makers presents to the amateur movie world the

winner of

The Hiram Percy Maxim Memorial Award for

1940

The Will and the Way, 200 feet. 8mm. Kodachrome, with

music on disc, by Chester Glassley, of Dallas, Texas.

Next are offered the Ten Best Non Theatrical Films of

1940, as chosen by the staff of this magazine, listed alpha-

betically, by subjects, in the two classes:

Ten Best—General Class

Before the Wind, 900 feet, 16mm. Kodachrome, with music

on disc, by James H. McCarthy, ACL, of Los Angeles, Calif.

Diary, 275 feet, 8mm. Kodachrome, with music on disc, by

Harold E. Remier, of Los Angeles, Calif.

Films selected for 1940 by the

editorial staff of MOVIE MAKERS

Fluffy, the Kitten, 400 feet, 16mm. black and white,

by Kenneth F. Space, ACL, and Grayce Space, of Brook-

lyn, N. Y.

Holiday in Dixie, 1200 feet, 8mm. Kodachrome, with music,

sound and narrative on disc and narrative to be read in

projection, by Morton H. Read, ACL, of Springfield, Mass.

Hummingbirds, 400 feet, 16mm. Kodachrome, by E. R.

Hoff, ACL, of Freeport, 111.

The Will and the Way, previously particularized.

Three Wishes, 125 feet, 8mm. Kodachrome, by Earl L.

Cochran, of Colorado Springs, Colo.

Wildflomers, 250 feet, 16mm. Kodachrome, with music on

disc, by Robert P. Kehoe, ACL, of New York City.

Ten Best—Special Class

On the Farm, 800 feet, 16mm. black and white, by the

Harmon Foundation, of New York City, filmed by Mr. and

Mrs. Ray Garner.

Young America Paints, 400 feet, 16mm. sound on film

Kodachrome, by Willard Pictures, of New York City.

The Honorable Mentions follow, also listed alphabetically,

in the two classes:

Honorable Mention—General Class

Albert and the Lion, 100 feet, 16mm. black and white, with

a narrative to be read in projection, by A. Scott Moorhouse,

ACL, of Montreal, Canada.

An Anaesthetic Fantasy, 275 feet, 8mm. Kodachrome. with

music on disc, by Ernest Kremer, ACL, of Flushing, N. Y.
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"Albert and the

Lion"

by A. Scott

Moorhouse, ACL

"An Anaesthetic

Fantasy"

by Ernest Kremer,

ACL

Boomerang

by Chester Glassley

"Cavalcade of

America"

by Harley H. Bixler,

ACL

"Charlie, the Zulu

Same Guard"

by Dr. Vincent

Vermooten, ACL,

and Esther

Vermooten

"Footloose"

by the Rockville

Cinema Club

Boomerang, 400 feet, 8mm. black and white, by Chester Glassley,

of Dallas, Texas.

Cavalcade of America, 1600 feet, 16mm. Kodachrome, with music and
narrative on disc, by Harley H. Bixler, ACL, of Schenectady, N. Y.

Charlie, the Zulu Game Guard, 400 feet, 16mm. Kodachrome, by Dr.

Vincent Vermooten, ACL, and Esther Vermooten, of Johannesburg, South
Africa.

Footloose, 1600 feet, 16mm. Kodachrome, by the Rockville Cinema
Club, of Rockville Centre, N. Y.

Hands that Work in the Darkness, 800 feet, 8mm. Kodachrome, with

music on disc and narrative to be read during projection, by Jack L.

Krapp, ACL, of Cleveland, Ohio.

His Off Da v. 150 feet, 8mm. Kodachrome, by J. Owen Campbell. ACL,
of Norfolk. Va.

Lake Mohawk, Preferred, 1600 feet, 16mm. Kodachrome, with music

on disc, by Leo J. Heffernan, ACL, of New York City.

On the Farm, 400 feet, 8mm. Kodachrome, by Marjean Headapohl,

ACL. and Mary Elizabeth Headapohl, of Wapakoneta, Ohio.

Sahuaro Land, 250 feet, 16mm. Kodachrome, by Frank E. Gunnell,

ACL, of West New Brighton, Staten Island, N. Y.

Honorable Mention—Special Class

How to Use Filters, 400 feet, 16mm. black and white, by the Harmon
Foundation, of New York City, filmed by Kenneth F. Space, ACL.

The Poiver Behind the Nation, 1400 feet, 16mm. sound on film Koda-
chrome. by Waldo E. Austin, ACL, for the Advertising Department of

the Norfolk and Western Railway Company, of Roanoke, Va.

Amateur Cinema League members have again won more of the honors.

Of the twenty three persons who did the filming on the twenty three place

winners, fifteen are League members. Eight individuals are not League
members. Of the three organizations, none is a member, although all

have League members on their staffs.

The international character of this year's selection is reduced by the

war, yet both Canada and South Africa are represented. In the United

States, New York leads with ten places, followed by California, Ohio

and Virginia with two each, while Texas achieves two places through

the same person, Mr. Glassley. Colorado, Illinois and Massachusetts have

one each. New York City, as in previous years, has the largest number
of place winners, if all its boroughs are included.

There are familiar names among the winners. Messrs. Austin, Gunnell,

Kehoe. Krapp. Moorhouse and Space have won earlier honors, as has

the Harmon Foundation, the Rockville Cinema Club and Willard

Pictures.

Photoplays take the numerical lead easily with eight place winners.

There are six human records, three films of natural life, three teaching

films and three travel movies. No family pictures placed, this year. Two
of the human records could also be classified as industrial films, because

they are designed to serve industrial purposes, although indirectly.

The Hiram Percy Maxim Award comes firmly to rest in the United

States in 1940, after its international adventures up to this time. In

selecting this year's winner, the judges have hunted for, and have found,

that "something else" which must be added to technical competence and

a sound knowledge of continuity, to secure the coveted Award. The
"something else" is a sincerity of plan, direction and action that makes

Mr. Glassley's film a very moving experience to those who see it.

Detailed reviews are presented of the honored films, in the following

paragraphs:

"The Will and the Way"
The Will and the Way is a simple story of '"little people"—but it

looms large in its appeal to the human heart. There are, in its tender ad-

ventures, the laughter of sympathy and the tears of pathos. From these,

as from any great expression of beauty, there comes the genuine and en-

nobling uplift of the spirit which is so rare in a workaday world. Chester

Glassley has been equal to his task. His photography, both indoors and

out, is as nearly flawless as skill and patience will permit.

His camera treatment is marked by a wise concentration on close

views, a dramatic selection of angles and a fine sense of matching and

contrasting color values. Good cutting, paired with a brilliantly executed

montage sequence, rounds out the technical achievements. But his great-

est production triumph lies in the casting and direction of the two lead

players, who bring to the amateur screen its most genuine and sensitive

acting to date.
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"Hands that

Work in the

Darkness"

by Jack L. Krapp,

ACL

"His Off Day"

by J. Owen

Campbell. ACL

"Lake Mohawk,

Preferred"

by Leo J.

Heffernan, ACL

"On the Farm"

by Marjean

Headapohl, ACL,

and Mary Eliza-

beth Headapohl

"Sahuaro Land

by Frank E.

Gunnell, ACL

"How to Use Fil-

ters"

by the Harmon

Foundation,

filmed by

Kenneth F.

Space, ACL

"The Power Be-

hind the Nation"

by Waldo E.

Austin, ACL, for

the Norfolk and

Western Railway
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A young wife is to have a baby. Because of a harsh experience with

a rum sodden doctor, she turns blindly toward the thought of going only

to a specialist, a great obstetrician, famed both for his fine care and his

$1000 fees. Her young husband's reaction as he learns of this feeling is

the simple theme of the entire story: "/ don't know where we'll get the

money, but if that's the doctor you want, then that's the doctor you're

going to get!"

From then on. life for the young couple is a race against time, punctu-

ated for the husband by a frantic search for cash, which leads him
through the indignities of a pie eating contest, the insults of '"amateur

night" and the bruises and battering of a vastly unequal prize fight. But

the baby wins in the end. The harried father collects only three hundred

dollars of the specialist's fee, a sum he begs the great doctor to accept

as a down payment. This the physician does, only to return the entire

amount later—with a receipted bill—as his tribute to the boy's courage.

The Will and the Way is a short, unassuming film, made technically

with the simplest tools provided by the craft. But, in its unfailing imag-

ination, its moving tenderness and. above all. in its deep understanding

of the human heart, this film is a proud peer among its colleagues of the

Hiram Percy Maxim Award.

"Before the Wind"
When the schooner yacht Enchantress put out from San Pedro for a

five weeks' marlin fishing cruise in the Gulf of Lower California, fortu-

nately James H. McCarthy was on board with camera, Kodachrome and

a filming plan. The result was Before the Wind, as happy a movie yarn

of a pleasure cruise as we have ever seen.

A spirit of jollity and a general good time pervade this chronicle,

which is adequately strung on the thread of a series of entries in the

ship's log of the Enchantress. This casual continuity is entirely sufficient,

for each episode is beautifully sequenced, and the whole film reflects a

consistent happy go lucky holiday spirit. Exquisite shots of the schooner

in translucent California Gulf waters, numerous studies of ship life,

handsomely lighted interior views in cabins and engine room are all

technical accomplishments in this picture. The sequences of marlin fish-

ing and of clam digging on the Mexican shore are gems of good film

planning and good cutting. The movie is presented with an intelligently

planned musical accompaniment that really fits the film, but it is the

natural handling of sequences of people on a carefree sea vacation that

makes this picture superb entertainment.

"Diary"

Whatever that intangible thing called atmosphere may be. Harold E.

Remier has created it—out of airy nothings, to judge by what he says

—

in his astounding photoplay, Diary. Here, in all its hues, in all its beauty,

in all its tradition of courtesy and profound courage is the America of

the late Nineteenth Century, told through the medium of a woman's devo-

tion. A Southern mansion is the first setting, then the frontier. Fortunes

rise and fall as the war flames. Costumes and settings of the 1890's are

recreated with fidelity. Wagons collapse in the wilderness; stone houses

are built; a silver mine is uncovered. And the cost, for this epic achieve-

ment, exclusive of the 8mm. film, was the staggering sum of ten dollars!

Diary is particularly noteworthy for naturalness of its lighting. How-
ever he managed it, Mr. Remier. with two large flood bulbs, somehow
succeeded in making each scene appear to be illuminated by the hand
lamps and chandeliers visible within it. The moonlight elopement is

glamorously effective; and even candlelight is simulated with success.

So, in all, the picture is a distinguished achievement—a portrayal, not

only of a past century, but of a part of our American heritage.

"Fluffy, the Kitten"

In Fluffy, the Kitten, a kitten tells her own story about herself—the

things that she likes to do, the way she spends her day, the things she

eats and the way in which her mistress takes care of her, to make her a

happy companion.

In designing and filming this continuity, Grayce and Kenneth Space

have created the most natural and expressive movie of a pet that we have

yet seen. Interpreted with titles, written in the first person, as if the

kitten were speaking, this film presents interior lighting and camera work
without blemish. The cutting is masterly, and the whole unit is as smooth

as Fluffy's silky fur.

The intention of the filmer was to create a new, direct and simple type

of teaching film that would convey its message [Continued on page 599]
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IF THERE is such a thing as too perfect an occasion for

filming, Christmas must be it. It's so good that everybody

knows that a series of record scenes, picturing the big mo-

ments, will not make an extraordinary picture. So here are

two scenarios, to tell the story in an unusual way; one is a

bit more detailed than the other.

But neither takes much film nor much time to shoot. They

won't clutter up the house with lights and they won't spoil

Mother's dinner preparations. What they will do is to give

you a Christmas story that you can screen in spring, fall

and winter—with an emphasis on laughter.

Although the first little story requires several different

scenes, the shooting can be simplified, by filming a number

of shots in one place at the same time; although, naturally,

these scenes will have to be rearranged in their proper places

in the finished picture.

As an aid in following this system, letters have been

o^»VS-
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printed before each scene number, in the first scenario; all

the scenes with the same letter can be shot conveniently at

the same time.

Furthermore, many of the scenes do not require a Christ-

mas setting, so that they can be filmed days in advance or

weeks after the holiday season.

If Santa Stayed

A 1. Closeup. A hand arranging a gaily wrapped present

against a background of other presents.

A 2. Medium shot. Santa Claus, straightening up to view

his work.

A 3. Closeup. Santa's face, as, with a tired expression, he

looks up past the camera.

B 4. Closeup. A clock face; the hands point to 5:30.

A 5. Closeup. Santa again, as he sighs and moves his head

sidewise; suddenly his eyes light up.

A 6. Medium shot. Over Santa's shoulder, toward a couch

at the side of the room.

A 7. Closeup. Santa, smiling.

A 8. Medium shot. Santa moves over and stretches out

luxuriously on the couch.

A 9. Closeup. Santa, with a smile on his face, closes his

eyes.

B 10. Closeup. The clock face; the hands have moved
around to 7:30.

C 11. Closeup. Little feet in slippers, coming down the

stairs.

A 12. Semi closeup. Santa awakes, as he hears footsteps.

A 13. Medium shot. Santa arises quickly and, after glanc-

ing around the room, spies a window curtain and hides

behind it. (Any convenient hiding place, such as a closet,

may be used.)

C 14. Medium shot. From a corner of the room toward

the door, as the children enter and stand transfixed with

the beauty of the scene; the tree and presents are in the

side foreground.

A 15. Closeup. Santa peeps from his hiding place; as he

sees the children's faces, he smiles happily.

C 16. Closeup. The children's faces aglow with excitement.

C 17. Medium shot. The children come forward and

quickly discover which presents belong to them. (Perhaps

some are unwrapped, such as a tricycle or a doll house.)

C 18-21. Four near shots, showing the children happily

at play.

A 22. Medium shot. Santa peeping out and watching the

children with extreme pleasure. Suddenly, however, he lifts

his head in an attitude of listening, then ducks quickly out

of sight.

C 23. Medium, shot. The doorway, as Mother arrives on

the scene; the children immediately run toward her, each

carrying a present to show what Santa has brought.

C 24. Closeup. Mother, as she listens to their excited

cries of joy; then she interrupts them with a short phrase,

smiles and beckons them to come along.

D 25. Medium shot. The breakfast table, as the children

and Mother arrive on the scene. It is already set, and eggs

and bacon are ready on a big platter.

D 26. Closeup. The platter of [Continued on page 606]
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• Art titles ready for use as lead

captions jor the two scenarios

here. They jit the small metal

tillers. Hand lettering was done

by Stahl Editing and Titling Ser-

vice.

Whose Christmas Is This?

H Two pairs of little feet coming downstairs, followed by
" two pairs of big feet.

2. Medium shot. Across the living room, with a Christmas

tree in the foreground, showing two children and Mother

and Dad entering and standing in the doorway, admiring

the scene.

3. Closeup. The children's faces, eyes wide and mouths

pursed in a soft whistle.

4. Closeup. Mother and Dad watching the children and

smiling.

5. Medium shot. From behind them, as children race to

find their presents.

6. Closeup. Of little hands picking up presents and put-

ting them down until they come across their own.

7. Closeup. The youngsters' faces as they find their

presents.

8. Medium shot. The parents right behind them, watching

their reactions and smiling.

9. Closeup. Little hands starting to unwrap presents; they

have a little trouble with the strings and knots, and into the

scene come the fingers of Mother and Dad, helping them

with the unwrapping.

10. Medium shot. From in front of the group, as the chil-

dren lean back to let their parents have room to unwrap the

presents for them. As they are nearly unwrapped, Dad and

Mother move away to let the children do the rest. Dad and

Mother move over toward the side and pick up two presents

marked for them.

11. Closeup. Mother's fingers starting to unwrap her pack-

age. She gets the ribbon off, but then her fingers seem to

become uninterested and cease to move.

12. Closeup. Dad's fingers commencing to unwrap his

package. They, too, slowly become uninterested in their job.

13. Medium shot. Mother and Dad, their hands still on

their own packages, but looking with smiling interest toward

the children.

14. Medium shot. The children have completely unwrapped
their toys and, after admiring them, come over to kiss their

parents in high glee over what Santa has brought them.

15. Medium shot. Dad and his boy going over toward the

toy train locomotive; Dad explains some of the intricacies of

the engine.

16. Medium shot. Mother moves across the room toward

her little girl's present—perhaps a doll house or a set of

doll's clothes—to show her just how she used to play with

such things.

17. Closeup. Dad's fingers pointing out this and that on

the train engine, as the boy holds it in his hand.

18. Closeup. Mother's fingers holding the doll clothes and

smoothing out some creases.

19. Medium shot. Mother and Dad run out of explanations

and regretfully put down the children's presents and move

off toward their own, leaving the youngsters to their own

devices.

20. Closeup. Mother's hands picking up her present again

and doing some more unwrapping. However, she seems to

lose interest in it again, as her fingers come to a stop.

21. Closeup. Mother, as she turns her head, to see how her

daughter is making out with the doll outfit.

22. Medium shot. The little girl apparently knows how to

dress her dolls, for Mother can think of no way to help and

turns back to her own present, although she doesn't actually

finish getting it out of the box.

23. Medium shot. Dad is having the same difficulty in con-

centrating on his present while he watches the boy hitch the

engine to a string of cars. He opens his mouth to call a word
of advice, then thinks better of it and keeps silent, although

he still watches his son.

24. Closeup. The little girl's hands dressing a doll. They
come to the socks and seem to have trouble. Immediately.

Mother's hands come into the scene to help out.

25. Closeup. Mother and daughter looking up and smiling

at each other.

26. Closeup. The boy's fingers have a little trouble with

the coupling of the engine and the coal car. Immediately.

Dad's hands appear and take over the job.

27. Medium shot. The group, showing Mother and Dad
becoming engrossed in their work with the children's

presents.

28. Semi closeup. The little girl, as she leans back and
lets her mother take over. She smiles, but is a little put out
by it all. Suddenly she looks up.

29. Medium shot. The boy has come over to his little sis-

ter and beckons her to one side. [Continued on page 607]

• Christmas title

background that may
be lettered as you

please.



• A No. 2 flood bulb in an indirect lighting fixture makes

it possible to film the baby wherever he may crawl or toddle.

I

THINK that Christmas was made for children and that

grownups enjoy Christmas to the fullest only when chil-

dren take part in it. It is the children's festival. Was not the

first Christmas in honor of a Child?

To the parents who possess both bouncing babes and movie

cameras, the approach of the holiday season brings new
opportunities to record the delighted reaction of the young

ones to the colorful activities of this season.

Christmas is primarily an indoor festival, for. while apple

cheeks and frosty noses are the outdoor accompaniments to

the season, the tree is brought home and is triumphantly

trimmed, and the stockings are hung up indoors. Not so

many of us bask in the ruddy glow of the Yule log, while

the cold silver of the winter moon glints properly on the

snow outside, but at least there is warmth and cheer in our

homes, all the more so where children are.

Of course, the Christmas festival is a "natural" for color

filming, but. remembering that the shapes and forms of

things are their primary visual attributes, we shall reflect

that black and white shots, if well made, are pretty satis-

factory, too. And there is this problem—if you have an

active child to deal with, it is not so easy to make him stay

put within the more concentrated area of light that you need

for indoor color shots. Whereas, in black and white work, it

is no trick at all to light up the whole of a medium sized

room so that, wherever the baby may toddle, you can be

right on hand with the superspeed panchromatic film, the

camera and the correct exposure.

We have worked out good, practical schemes for both

color and black and white shooting, and we are going to

employ both for various phases of the holiday festival. The

580 black and white film will be the medium for mobility, where-

and
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as the color will be used when it is reasonably certain

that the toddler will remain within a certain area.

The nature of the subject, too, will be the determin-

ing factor, because some subjects are outstanding in

color. We are going to use a magazine camera, in order

to be able to switch from one to the other easily, but,

although convenient, such an arrangement is not by

any means essential. It is perfectly possible to plan in

advance when you are going to shoot color and when
you will use monochrome.

For black and white, we have what seems to us prac-

tically a foolproof arrangement. We succeed in getting

light to every part of a medium sized room, by the

simple expedient of directing a flood of light on the

white ceiling. The idea, of course, is not new, but it

is so effective that it is worth while emphasizing again.

We have an indirect lighting fixture, the kind that

carries a bowl shaped reflector at the top of a tall

pedestal. In this, we put a No. 2 flood bulb, which,

when lit. illuminates the white ceiling brightly. This

sheds a soft, even light over the entire room, which,

with superspeed film and a fast lens, gives entirely

sufficient exposure for black and white shots. When the

main source of light comes from above, there are other ad-

vantages as well. In interior lighting as in exterior, the

top light always seems to be the most natural; also, it is

the best all around modeling light.

Babies and youngsters, too, will accept this kind of light

as most normal, whereas, when special lighting units are

set up. children may show, in their reactions, that this form

of illumination is strange to them.

The light gained by this scheme, although spread over a

considerable area of the ceiling, is naturally strongest at a

point directly above the bowl reflector. This fact means that

a subject in any part of the room will (unless directly be-

neath this "hot spot" on the ceiling) be illuminated from a

desirable downward angle. At the same time, the shadow por-

tions of the subject will be illuminated, because of the large

area of ceiling which reflects light to all parts of the room.

Light colored walls are very helpful in this plan, and we

are fortunate in having them in our home. The general idea

is so useful that, in making black and white shots in other

rooms, where we cannot carry the big indirect lighting fix-

ture, we simply hold a hand reflector, pointed at the ceiling,

to get the effect.

This type of general illumination, too, is excellent when

you want to get the homelike, natural effect which comes

from using a lighted table or floor [Continued on page 606]
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Simple methods of illuminating domestic interiors

i^LMOST every cine worker one day rolls up his sleeves

*» to tackle the problems of well planned interior lighting.

Grandma knitting. Gramps looking over his bifocals at

Junior, or something really ambitious, such as a photoplay,

will furnish the incentive and, bing! off he will go to a realm
of light and shade under fingertip control or, perhaps, com-
pletely out of control.

Be what it may, this healthy stimulation should be encour-

aged by the entire household entourage, and so we come
rather suddenly to the subject of folks who dislike having

homes cluttered up with such brie a brae as flood lights,

clamp on brackets, diffusing screens, spotlights, reflectors,

camera and light tripods—and gosh, look at that ugly tangle

of extension wires underfoot! Well, all right! But there is a

way of setting up lamps and equipment, to get scenes of the-

atrical quality without breaking up the family ties.

Of course, one can always put flood bulbs in household

fixtures or turn a No. 2 or 4 bulb on the ceiling, and let it

go at that. But we are talking about those more elaborate

setups that produce the studio like results, and we hope to

show how they can be achieved quite simply.

Taking the dilemma by its well known horns, a cameraman
first decides how much equipment may safely be brought into

the living room, the kitchen or wherever the subject hap-
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% 1. A simple lighting setup that

(Flood bulbs are in the lamps.)

%ives adequate results.
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pens to be. The simplest unit is a clamp on unit, with that

new type of flood lamp which incorporates a reflector. These

lights are inexpensive, and they can be attached to the back or

the rung of a chair, the stem of a floor lamp and to other narrow

objects. The clamps, although strong, leave no marks on fur-

niture. A single lamp will give satisfactory results if the

background is fairly close, but better balance will be ob-

tained with the help of a No. 1 or No. 2 flood bulb, placed

in a regular household lamp having a shade which will pre-

vent direct rays of light from striking the lens. This lamp,

which may be of the floor or table variety, is placed so as

to illuminate the shadow side of the subject. A striking effect

is assured if the lamp or a good part of it is included in

the picture area. This, then, is the simplest of our lighting

arrangements—a clamp on unit to the side of, and a foot or

so higher than, the camera, together with the household lamp,

bolstering up the shadows.

It is- banal to advise that you make sure that there is air

space between the lampshade and the hot flood bulb, but

we do so anyway—and strongly. Remember, we are here on

sufferance only, and nothing would make watchful eyes flash

witheringly in our direction more quickly than the sight of

a favorite lampshade getting browned or scorched.

The simple setup gives a rather low key effect, as the back-

ground will be weakly lighted. It is a fact that light strength

diminishes sharply with distance, so that backgrounds of a

scene should be independently lighted. As a substitute for

LEO J. HEFFERNAN, ACL
actual illumination of the background, one could include in

the picture area a second household lamp, with a flood bulb.

This should be placed to the rear of the subject against a

• 2. Concealed flood bulb has been added, to separate subject

from the wall.

wall or near a large object which would furnish a reflecting

surface for the light from the lamp.

This arrangement will brighten up the background pleas-

ingly and will suggest modeling and depth, because the back-

ground light sources will obviously be in a plane different

from that of the foreground lights. The feeling of depth will

be quite strong if a large stop is used—for example, f/1.5,

f/1.9 or even f/2.8—as the subject also will stand out clear

and sharp against a blurred background. It is a simple matter

to move lights further away, to permit use of wider apertures.

Up to now, we have brought but one "movie light" into

action, and if "them thar" watchful eyes will turn away for

a moment or so, we'll set up a second light behind the sub-

ject, to illuminate the background fully, without the source

of the light being visible in the screen picture.

This will be easy if Granny is seated in a chair with a

high back. But, if Gramps is pictured in medium closeup

and has made things difficult for us by sitting on a stool,

we shall place the light near the floor and use his body as a

lens shield.

On the other hand, the scene may call for considerable

action on the part of the subject, and there may be no pos-

sibility of hiding the light behind a chair or the subject itself.

This would make it necessary to set up the second light just

outside the lens range, in a position from which as much of

© 3. A spotlight is introduced, to increase illumination on

the dark dress.

its illumination as possible will reach the background.

There is great satisfaction in solving these problems of

interior lighting, when one understands the fundamentals. To
obtain normal effects, it is essential only to keep in mind the

following points.

1. Light the subject with balanced illumination and test

for the most pleasing arrange- [Continued on page 608]
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What organized groups

are doing everywhere

group o1 > shows an
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AMATEUR CLUBS
M.M.P.'C. busy Beginning the current club season

with a brief board of directors meet-

ing, the Metropolitan Motion Picture Club, in New York
City, has continued activities with a series of interesting

screen programs. Elected to fill the directorate were John

Hefele, ACL, and Murray Tucker, ACL, with the latter

named as second vicepresident in charge of membership.

Among the many program items presented thus far have

been an address, The Camera and the Courts, by Asa Her-

zog, the author of Camera, Take the Stand, and a discussion

of city filming by Charles H. Coles, ACL, illustrated by his

film. London Carries On.

Films seen on the club screen have included Too Much
Ado About Nothing At All and A Letter from Mary, by Leo

J. Heffernan, ACL; The House on the Hill, by Robert M.
Coles, ACL; Along Maine Shores, by Frank E.Gunnell, ACL;
Flashes of New York, on 16mm. sound on film, by Charles

J. Carbonaro, ACL; The Harvest, by Ralph R. Eno, ACL;
New York Fire and Police Rookies, by George A. Ward,
ACL; Mr, Hitler Never Loses, by Joseph E. Hollywood, ACL.

Fine films in Rockford Edward R. Hoff, ACL, pro-

ducer of Hummingbirds, a

Ten Best winner described in this number of Movie Makers,
was a guest of honor at the November meeting of the Rock-

ford Movie Makers, in Illinois. Mr. Hoff presented his latest

nature study film, 1200 feet of 16mm. Kodachrome exposed

this past summer in the Colorado Rockies. Other outstand-

ing films seen recently by this club include Exposure and
Exposure Meters, third lesson in the educational film series

offered by the Harmon Foundation, of New York City; High-

lights and Shadows, the documentary film of photography

offered by the Eastman Kodak Company; In From the Sea

and Mr. Motorboafs Last Stand, each a Ten Best award win-

ner from past years, from the League's Club Film Library.

Metro news ^ n 'm review committee, appointed by the

board of directors for members' film re-

view, both in and out of meetings, is the latest addition to

the activities of the Metro Movie Club, in Chicago. Heading

this new unit is Dr. C. Enion Smith, ACL, assisted by Wil-

liam Thumann, ACL, T. D. Shaw, ACL, Fred Beilman, ACL,
and K. L. Harbour, ACL. Features of recent meeting pro-

grams have been a talk on filters by George Mendro ; a dis-

cussion, Artificial Lighting for Interior Photography, by

JAMES W.MOORE, ACL
Harris Tuttle, of the Eastman Kodak Company; and screen-

ings of their films by Arthur A. Void, Otto Hangartner, Lieut.

C. M. Howard, U.S.N.R., and Fred Korth.

Eights See winner Members of the New York 8mm.
Motion Picture Club, gathered re-

cently in regular meeting, saw two films of that width now
honored by this magazine in its annual selection of the Ten
Best Non Theatrical Films. They are The Will and the Way,
the Maxim Award winner for 1940, filmed by Chester Glass-

ley, of Dallas, Texas, and Diary, [Continued on page 617]
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A picture of Baby

and Christmas tree

is good background

584

Novel devices that will

give interesting effects

Mario" •

.u.'SES
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A translucent Christmas tree title may be made for a sea-

sonal color film with little trouble. This title trick involves a

simple cutout, which is illuminated successively from the

front and from the rear, in order to produce a magical effect

on the screen.

First, take a piece of reasonably stiff black paper, of a

size to fit in your titling easel. Fold it down the middle ver-

tically and. with pencil or crayon, trace the outline of one

half of a stylized Christmas tree, as shown in the drawings

below. Keeping the paper folded, cut out both halves at one

time with a pair of scissors, unfold the paper, and you will

have a symmetrical design that will fit in the titler frame.

In front of this, place a surface of bond or India paper

of a light color. This paper should be thick enough to conceal

the black background immediately behind it, when you view

it by reflected light, produced by throwing light on it from

the front.

Behind the cutout black background, fasten a piece of

green gelatin, which can be held in place by a couple of tabs

of adhesive tape. Now, when the light is placed in front of

this surface, the outline of the tree will not be seen; but, if

it is placed in the rear, directly behind the title, the tree

will show up in green when it is viewed from the front. Black

or colored title letters may now be affixed to the bond paper

front surface of this combination.

First, the title is filmed from the front, which will show
the wording on a plain background. Then, the light can be

moved around to the rear, while the camera is running, at

which time the green Christmas tree will appear and the

letters will show in silhouette. Or, the front light can be

kept on all the time, and the design can be made to appear
gradually, by turning on a second light at the rear and mov-
ing it nearer to the back of the card while the camera is

running. As the light approaches the card, the green tree will

»row brighter and more distinct.

An appropriate Christmas lead title could be spelled out
in pieces of gaily colored hard candy. The letters of the title

might appear to form themselves on the screen, and this

could be done either by animation or by reverse motion. Re-
verse motion is simpler, since it does not require the lengthy
job of moving the pieces of candy a trifle, exposing a frame
and moving them again, in succession.

For reverse motion, arrange the candies, to spell out the
letters on a horizontal board. Film this title with the camera
upside down, and, after sufficient footage has been taken, tilt

the board slightly, so that the pieces of candy slide off. Film
the title in slow motion—thirty two or sixty four frames a
second—if possible, and then the letters will appear to

arrange themselves more mysteri- [Continued on page 608]
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Qardinals, a 400 foot,

16mm. color film by

Mrs. Warner Seely,

ACL, of Cleveland,

Ohio, deals expertly

with the intimate family

life of those beautiful

American birds, in such

fine closeups as this one.

The Pacific Ocean is

studied by Joseph Till-

beck, ACL, in his 150

foot. 16mm. Koda-
chrome film, Variations

on a Theme of the Sea,

made near San Fran-

cisco, Calif. Here, slow

motion adds weight and

power to the surf.

|.n this opening scene of

Jingle Bells of 1939, 200

foot, 16mm. color film

of Christmas, by Fred

Beilman, ACL, of Chi-

cago, 111., Christmas
wrapping paper is torn

aside, to reveal the ac-

tion— a good introduc-

tory device.

Dr. William F. Small,

ACL, of Newburgh.
N. Y., shows many as-

pects of autumn, in his

movie, Parade in Octo-

ber, 400 foot, 16mm.
color. These cider jugs

are back lighted by the

setting sun.

|-jow to make a small

boy look important on a

big horse is illustrated

in this frame by Mrs.

Erma Niedermeyer.
ACL, of Milwaukee,

Wis., in Go West Young

Man, 800 foot, 16mm.

color story of the ram-

bles of a runaway.

yictor K. Overman, ACL, of Cor-

vallis, Ore., presents, in By the Blue

Pacific, a 400 foot, 16mm. color

study of the Oregon coast. The rock

formations and surf, sea fishing,

crab markets, lighthouses and sun

bathing on the sand dunes are

shown. The lead title is double ex-

posed—white letters over a Koda-

chrome scene.

FINE

FRAMED

—

<



AMATEUR TRAILERS
586

"YV/E can just about catch the last show

VV at the Bijou," said Jack, "and if we
time it right we'll miss the trailers and

shorts."

Unfortunately, the dislike for film adver-

tising displayed by my friend seems to be

quite general. I say '"unfortunately" because

it is my opinion that amateur movie makers

can get a lot of interesting tips and tricks

from trailers and, moreover, plenty of fun

from making them.

Film companies have, I grant you, put out

some dull "'ballyhoo" footage, but a good num-

ber of trailers are excellent examples of

motion picture art, from both advertising and

technical viewpoints. They run the gamut of

filming tricks, they move crisply and swiftly

and they provide a new field for the Simon
pure film filbert to scamper in.

Actually, of course, a trailer is composed
largely of advertising copy, with pictorial

matter illustrating the high lights of the dia-

log and providing short, snappy action inter-

ludes. Cock your analytical eye at the next

one you see and observe how cleverly the ac-

tion and the "sell" have been blended.

My admiration for the art of the profes-

sional trailer was one of the motives behind

my first attempt at amateur trailer making.

But that was not the prime motive. I had,

as has every movie maker, a surprisingly

large amount of leftover footage from films

which I had shot and assembled during the

past few years. These segments of film varied

from short clips which had been culled from
completed reels, as a sacrifice to swifter

tempo and clarity, to longer sequences which
had been reshot for reasons of improper ex-

posure or composition. In most cases, how-

ever, these "clips from the cutting room floor"

were every bit as good

as those which had found

their way into my reels.

I valued them too

much to throw them
away, and they were do-

ing me no good, stuffed

away in the corner of a

drawer. The desire to

Title cards used

in clever trailer

made by the author

New field for cine effort

offers interest and fun

RICHARD LOCKWOOD
utilize these film ravelings, plus a "yen" to

emulate the tricky title cinematography of

the theatre, tempted me to make my first

trailer. It is a lot of fun!

A professional trailer runs its course

smoothly and swiftly, because the "sell" is

provided largely through sound track dialog.

It dissolves, wipes and uses other effects, to

blend the sequences together. In most cases,

titles are printed over the action scenes. Ama-
teur trailer makers, except in the case of the

favored few, cannot do this, certainly not if

they are creating their trailers from film clips

that are on hand. If the trailer is planned and

filmed coincidentally with the feature picture

you are shooting, double exposed titles will

be possible and very effective. On the other

hand, for your first attempt, you will probably

do as I did—that is, resort to titling tricks

and film clips taken from the picture which

you are "ballyhooing."

Since these amateur trailers are more or

less a burlesque of the real article, you can

have a lot of hilarious fun in planning them
and writing the titles for them.

In the creation of these titles, you can have

a field day. If you use block or cutout let-

ters, you can have them flying dizzily into

place or building up. character by character.

If you type, typeset or letter your titles, every

conceivable variety of fade, dissolve or wipe

can be utilized.

If your titling equipment permits, you can

zoom up to the title, until its message fills the

frame, or draw back until it disappears. There

are so many ingenious titling devices avail-

able today that your repertoire of tricks is un-

limited. Scroll effects, pop ups, flip overs,

odd fades can be obtained. In a trailer, you
can "go to town."

As a prelude to my first trailer, I lettered

two title cards by hand—the two at the top

on this page. These were done in white on a

pink card, so that this standard leading card

could be filmed in either color or mono-

chrome. Then I faded in my first title, Tired

of Town? I then wiped in another caption.

Sick of Subways?, over the previous one and

followed this with the flash. Come get some
COUNTRY LIFE (the name of the

picture that I was "publicizing").

Then I cut to several of my scrap

clips—a closeup of whirling car wheels;

a shot of my wife, my little daughter

and myself, walking through the fields,

silhouetted against the sky; a peaceful

country barnyard scene.

Then, with a horizontal wipe, the next

title was re- [Continued on page 604]



HE WAS JACK OF ALL TRADES

I

HAVE just returned from Hollywood, where I have been

visiting a friend of many years standing—one of the few

old time directors who are still active.

When I saw his palatial home in Beverly Hills, I thought

of the hall room that he occupied when I first knew him, of

the larger front room to which he moved when he was en-

gaged as a regular stock actor by one of the picture pro-

ducers and of the room with bath to which he moved when
he got his first directorial assignment—at the munificent

salary of fifty dollars a week.

Musing on this transformation, I thought of all the changes

which have taken place in the picture business. For example,

consider the working conditions of the director of twenty five

years ago and compare them with those of the director of

today, or even with those of the amateur of today.

In the happy go lucky days of the past, the director had

the sole responsibility for his picture. He wrote his own story

(and continuity, if he used one) ; he engaged his actors

—

not always those he wanted, but those he could get; he de-

signed his own sets and fought with the studio carpenter and

scenic artist over his ideas; he made out his property plot

and often had to tell his property man where certain articles

could be obtained; he hunted up his own locations and, if

costumes were required, he had to pick them out and rent

them.

If any research was done, he was the one who did it. At

one time, when I was directing early photoplays, I spent

three days looking up costumes and settings for a colonial

picture that I was going to make. This care to get historical

details right was so unusual that one of the New York news-

papers commented on it. I have the clipping in my scrap-

book now, and I often show it to my friends as proof that we

did have an interest in authenticity, however feeble!

The time that we gave to production was limited, for each

company had its specified days on which pictures must be

released, and each director had his quota; at one time, mine

was five reels every month, consisting of one, two reel pic-

ture and one, three reel film.

Quite often, the trade papers would carry ad-

vertising of a picture before it was started, and,

when this happened, the director sat up nights,

cutting and titling his film, for, in addition to

other duties, he was his own cutter and title

writer.

He arranged for all transportation and made
all cash disbursements; if police permits were

required, for work in the city streets or parks,

it was up to him to secure them. And all this,

without the aid of an assistant!

Today, every studio of any importance has

its research, scenario and technical depart-

ments, casting director, transportation man-

ager, location man, costume department,

makeup men and even hair dressers.

While I was on the Coast, I visited several

of the major studios, and I was shown through

every department, thanks to my many old

friends who are still in the game. The marked
contrasts between today and yesteryear made
me think of the old Edison studio at 41 East

21st Street, in New York City, where I was
employed at one time.

This studio had been constructed on the

roof of an office building. The carpenter

shop, dressing rooms and office were three

The old time

artist ofan

director wa

many part

WILLIAM F. HADDOCK
floors below, and all scenery had to be hauled up to the roof

by hand. On rainy days, we could not work, as it would be

impossible to take the scenery to the roof without ruining it.

My staff consisted of one stenographer, one carpenter, one
property man, who was later to become a well known star,

and one scenic artist who boasted that he could turn out one

set each day.

At three o'clock each afternoon, we were obliged to stop

work, for a large building to the west cut off our daylight

on which we largely depended. Our lighting units consisted

only of old arc lamps, which did [Continued on page 613]
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Projector base Since his projec-

tor lacked a pilot

light. Wesley E. Tymeson made a spe-

cial metal platform which incorporates

a two way switch and lamp, to give

sufficient illumination for threading the

machine. The base was made of a sheet

of metal, one sixteenth of an inch in

thickness. It was cut, as shown in the

drawing above, and was bent to shape,

after the four holes, indicated in the

diagram, had been drilled.

The corners may be soldered or held

together with small angle strips, riveted

in place. A rubber covered cord for the

main current supply was run through

the hole at the rear of the base. (It is

sound practice to put a rubber grom-

met in this hole, to prevent wear on

the cord's insulation.) Next, a double

throw, single pole toggle switch was
placed in position, as shown in the

diagram. A small candelabra keyless

socket was used for the pilot light, and

this was fastened to the base by means
of two nipples and an elbow. The lower

nipple was. in turn, held in the base

by lock nuts, so that the entire light

assembly can be swung down out of the

way if necessary.

The 110 volt receptacle was placed

in a convenient position on the side

of the base, so that the projector may
be plugged in by means of a short cord.

The wiring was completed, as shown,

by incorporating a fuse block in the

circuit. The fuse is not necessary, but

it is simply an extra safeguard against

the possibility of blowing a house cir-

cuit fuse.

When the projector is in position on

the base, its own switch should be put

in the "on" position and left there.

Throwing the toggle switch turns off

the pilot light and turns on the supply

to the projector. If it is desirable to

turn off the pilot light without discon-

necting the main supply cord, one can
simply throw the switch, to turn on the

projector; then one may stop the ma-

chine by means of its own switch. Some
persons may prefer to use a snap switch

socket on the pilot lamp, to take care

of this situation.

Belt slippage On certain makes of

projectors, a compo-

sition belt is used, to transmit power

from the motor to the mechanism. Occa-

sionally, a belt will become stretched,

so that it slips. While replacement is

the only permanent cure, one may
bridge an emergency situation by rub-

bing a little powdered resin on the belt.

This will produce enough friction to

transmit the power for an indefinite

period.

Action aid When you are filming

people, it may be dif-

ficult to get natural scenes of them, be-

cause they are ill at ease unless they

have something definite to do. Lighting

a cigarette is a bit of action used fre-

quently, to occupy a camera subject

who, otherwise, might appear awkward.

Not long ago, one amateur made a film

in a light vein, and in one charming

sequence he had his heroine eat an ap-

ple. This gave her something to do and,

while other action in the scene was con-

tinuing, she did not pose in a self con-

scious manner.

Distance aid One of the problems

that I encounter while

making movies with my 8mm. camera is

that of getting proper focus at relative-

ly short distances. I can judge the focus

on any subject at a distance of over ten

feet with reasonable accuracy; but, in

the case of subjects nearer to the cam-
era than this, I sometimes need some
means of checking my estimate.

After experiment. I found that, by
using a knotted string attached to the

tripod. I was able to measure distances

very quickly. My string is made with a

FREDERICK G. BEACH, ACL
loop in one end, which can be hooked

over the handle of my tripod. It was

knotted at each foot, starting with a

point that is a distance of one foot from

the lens when the string is stretched

away from the camera.

The total length of the string, from

the camera lens to its end, is fifteen

feet, and, at the five and ten foot marks,

I have tied in a little piece of cloth, to

aid in quick calculation. Now, when I

set up my tripod, I hook the string in

place and then simply stretch it to near

by subjects, to find the right distance

settings.

—

Jack Krapp, ACL.

Single eight Sometimes, I make
short strips of titles

on single 8mm. positive film, and, since

I use a double eight camera, I have

found it necessary to work out special

takeup and supply spools. I bought two

extra double eight takeup spools from

my dealer and then proceded to put a

plywood spacer in each one, so that the

single eight film would wind up evenly.

Although I used plywood, any sort of

material would do the trick, provided it

could be cut to the proper dimensions.

Ordinary household cement or "liquid

solder" will hold the spacer in place.

While spools altered in this fashion

cannot be used for double eight film,

Making a single eight spool of a double eight

EASTMAN
DOUBLE-EIGHT
TAKE UP SPOOL

TWO HALVES OF
DISK CEMENTED

tO SPOOL
-7

SMALL WOOD
DOWEL PINS
INSERTED



Technical comment

and timely topics

for the amateur

they are inexpensive. By using them.

I have no difficulty in running single

eight film through my camera, even

though it is made for double eight.

—

Anthony Sodaro.

Invalid shows An increasing num-
ber of movie mak-

ers have been giving their time gener-

ously to shut ins, by showing movies to

them. If an invalid is confined in bed

and is required to lie flat on his back,

it becomes a problem to show him a

movie. Projection on the ceiling is the

only solution.

The device shown in the illustration

is a great help in this procedure. The
stand is made easily from two pieces

of wood and a dowel rod. The mirror

is held to the rod by means of a metal

Mirror arranqement which makes it

possible to show movies on a ceiling

clip, made from a short strip of spring

brass, bent in a hook shape at both

ends and fastened to the rod by a wood
screw.

The rod should fit snugly in the up-

right, so that it can be pulled out and

so that the gadget may be packed in

the projector case. Of course, when you

project through a mirror, the film must

be threaded in the projector with a half

twist, in order to reverse the image

produced, for the mirror will reverse

the image again, and. if this is not done,

the titles cast on the ceiling will be

unreadable.

Trucking Some really novel "follow

shots" can be made on the

skating rink. Secure a hand sleigh, to

use as a camera dolly and, after mount-

ing the camera on a tripod, bound firm-

ly to the sleigh, ask a skater to push

you around the rink. Not only can you

get good shots following the action of

skaters from behind them, but you can

also have your sleigh pulled ahead of

the subject. With reasonably smooth

ice, the motion will be even and with-

out distracting unsteadiness.

Pola fades •" have made a satisfac-

tory fading device, by

using the lenses from a pair of Polaroid

spectacles. This aid consists of two

sleeves, one of which will fit snugly over

my lens hood and the second of which

will fit over the first sleeve. In each

sleeve, I have mounted a lens from the

spectacles. The larger sleeve can be

rotated, and, as this is done, the light

passing through the polarizing material

will be lessened, until it is cut out en-

tirely for all practical photographic

purposes.

After such a fader is built, it is nec-

essary to make index marks on the

sleeves, to show the relative positions of

the lenses, when the light is entirely

cut off and when the light is admitted

to the fullest extent. These marks on

the sleeve will be ninety degrees apart.

If the gadget is constructed as shown

in the drawing, it will be necessary to

get an optician to reduce one lens in

diameter. However, if one does not mind

adding bulk to the device, he may make
the outer sleeve large enough so that

the same sized discs can be used for

both sleeves.

—

Dr. D. Morrison, ACL.

Slow ^ y°u feel 'hat you must

make a "pan" or tilt, try film-

ing it at thirty two or sixty four frames

a second. It will help to make the cam-

era movement slower and smoother.

You will also discover that a slow

"pan," properly made, uses a great deal

of valuable film.

Thrifty eight With a view to cut-

ting down the costs

of editing equipment, as well as discov-

ering the extent of his mechanical in-

genuity, C. W. Ferry, ACL. built him-

self an 8mm. editing outfit. The base
is a wooden box made from plywood,

INSIDE DIA. "INSIDE DIA.

TO FIT CAMERA TO FIT OVER
LENS HOOD FIRST HOLDER

•^COUNTERSUNK
TO CEMENT
POLAROID
LENS

CROSS SECTION

Fader built of Polaroid spectacle lenses

as shown in the drawing below.

At each end is an upright, on which

a reel spindle is mounted. The spindle

is made from a bolt and is fastened

firmly in place with a nut.

A short length of thin brass tubing

is slipped over the bolt, in order to give

the reels a smooth bearing surface, so

that they will not bind on the threads.

This collar is slightly longer than the

thickness of the reels.

A crank is made from a light brass

rod, bent to shape as shown in the

drawing. A piece of tubing just large

enough to slip over the spindle bolt is

soldered to the rod, also as shown. A
short bit of the rod extends beyond the

tubing, and this is filed to fit into the

slot in the reel hole. In use, the crank

simply is slipped on the spindle and

is then engaged with the reel.

The viewer part of the apparatus is

made from a tapering box of light tin.

The upper end is fitted with ground

glass and the lower end with a block

of wood, having a hole which will

just take the projector lens with a snug

fit. This box is mounted on an upright

support.

Below the lens, a small hole is cut,

and this is fitted with a piece of clear

glass about one half inch square. On
either side of the hole, strips of card-

board are cemented, far enough apart

so that they may serve as guides for

8mm. film as it is passed over the hole.

In the box below the hole, a lamp is

placed so that its light will shine up
[Continued on page 617]
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"HOW TO MAKE GOOD MOVIES" Here's the
story of amateur movies from A to Z without a
puzzler in any paragraph. Written in lively
fashion, illustrated with enlargements from the
reels of other cinamateurs, it's a welcome "must"
for every movie maker who has yet to read it. Re-
cently revised . . . more than 230 pages . . . only $2.

. . . AND IT FREQUENTLY LIES IN THE
ACCESSORIES USED. All good movie cameras

will take good movies. But the reels which are better than

good quite often share their applause with one or more of

the items shown on these pages. Varying in price from

one to eighty dollars, they are ideal gifts for the camera

owner seeking greater range and greater enjoyment from

his home movie fun.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

The finest gift of all—and only you can give
it. A duplicate of your most precious films.

Send Grandmother and Grandfather a duplicate

of the assembled movies of the family made during

the year. Send friends a "dupe" of the film you made
on that trip with them last summer. Surely there can

be no more welcome gifts.

And for your own "archives," have a duplicate made
of your most prized films. Use the "dupes" and store the originals safely away.

All 16 mm. film, black-and-white or Kodachrome, can be duplicated. Prices

range from 5 to about 10 cents a foot, depending upon the footage. Duplicates, in

black-and-white, of any 8 mm. film can be made for about 8 cents a foot. Talk it

over with your dealer.

KODASCOPE EDITOR OUTFIT A com-
plete editing outfit in a portable and
sturdy case, the Editor Outfit, for 8 mm.
or 16 mm. film, contains winding spin-
dles. Movie Viewer, Universal Splicer,
Editing Bracket for holding up to four
extra supply reels, scene tray, and stor-

age space for film cans and reels. Com-
plete, S48.S0. Without Splicer and
Viewer, S17.50.



CARRYING CASES Every good camera
and projector deserves the protection of a
carrying case. For each Cine-Kodak and
Kodascope there is at least one case—and
sometimes two or more models. They
range from soft leather pouch cases for

cameras, alone, to richly finished de luxe
compartment cases for camera and acces-
sories . . . from standard cases for pro-

jectors and incidental accessories, to the
dual-purpose Kodascope case for projec-

tors, such as the one at the right- They
vary, too, from S3. 50 to $22.50 in price.

PROJECTO CASE FOR KODASCOPES G,
E, AND EE Although the standard carry-
ing cases for the "G," "E," and "EE"
are so designed that their tops can be used
as a projection stand, the Projecto Case
goes two steps farther. Essentially a
standard case, this unique accessory con-
tains an extra compartment which swings
open to form a projection stand and also
a shelf for film cans and reels. Projecto
Case, complete—$22.50. Adding the tripod
compartment to previously purchased
standard cases—$15.

ACCESSORY LENSES For the "Eights" there is the 38-mm.
(lVz-inch) 1/4.5 telephoto for Cine-Kodak Eight, Model 60;
for the "Magazine Eight" there are 9-mm. f/2.7 wide-
angle, 25-mm. (1-inch) ff 1.9, 38-mm. (I 1 .-inch) f/2.S,
50-mm. (2-inch) f/1.6, 63-mm. (2Vz-inch) f/2.7, and 76-mm.
(3-inch) f/4.5 lenses. For the 16 mm. Cine-Kodak E f/1.9
there are the 15-mm. f/2.7 wide-angle lens, 50-mm. f/1.6,

63-mm. f/2.7, 76-mm. f/4.5, 102-mm. (4-inch) f/2.7, and
114-mm. (4V2-inch) f/4.5 lenses. For the 16 mm. "K,"
"Magazine Sixteen," and "Special" there are these same
six accessory lenses and, in addition, a 152-mm. (6-inch)
f/4.5 lens. Their prices range from $27.50 to $80—and, for
some, a $6.50 adapter is required.

1LTERS Wratten filters for all black-and-white films,

nd Kodachrome filters for special use in color filming,
ire available for all lenses supplied for all Cine-Kodaks.
tome filters are in single mounts for individual lenses,

.tarting at $1. Other filters are in Combination Mounts
or use with two or more lenses, starting at $2.20. Almost
essential for black-and-white "Pan" film, filters are
requently helpful for color filming—and always wel-
comed by cinamateurs for either.

CINE-KODAK TITLER This handy device, for use with
all Cine-Kodaks except the "Special," permits the use
of ordinary typewritten characters by magnifying them
into legible screen titles. Sketches, hand lettering, still

picture prints, postcards, advertising illustrations,

movie enlargements and other similar material, can all

be used with equal ease. The Titler, complete with 100

title cards and alignment mask, $6.50. Titler Base for

"Magazine Eight"—$1; for "Magazine Sixteen"—$1.50.

EDITING EQUIPMENT For any serious editing effort,
the Universal Splicer, with its two-bladed shearing
knife and positive scraping and cementing features,
is ideal. $12.50. The Kodascope Rapid Rewind and Uni-
versal Splicer, with two-speed winding spindles, $22.50
complete. Kodascope Movie Viewer, for scanning and
identifying film, $20. The de luxe Master Rewind, taking
reels up to 1600-foot capacity, $30. All but this last item
are available for either 8 mm. or 16 mm. film.

INE-KODAK TRIPOD For use with all

mateui movie cameras and most still

teras, Cine-Kodak Tripod weighs
nly 6^., pounds, supplies rock-steady
upport, permits velvet-smooth tilts and
anorams. Its black alumilite legs tele-

cope, are adjustable for camera use at
ny height from 2 feet, 9V2 inches to

feet, 10 inches, lock with a simple
wist of the wrist. $32.50.

KODAFLECTORS The easy, certain
way to uniformly excellent indoor mov-
ies when used with 15- or 30-cent Photo-
floods. The standard Kodaflector, com-
plete with twin reflectors, telescoping
stand, two 12-foot connecting cords,
etc.—$5. The new Senior Kodaflector
(shown below) with extra-sturdy stand-
ard, dual-purpose reflectors, convenient
reflector hand grips, adapters—$12.

CINE-KODAK FILM For the "Eights":
regular "Pan"—$2; "Super-X Pan"

—

$2.25; in magazines—$2.50; regular or
Type A Kodachrome—$3.40; in maga-
zines— $3.75. For the "Sixteens":
"Safety Pan"—$4.50 per 100 feet.
"Super-X Pan": 100 feet—$6; maga-
zines—$3.50. "Super-XX Pan": 100 feet
— $6.75; magazines— $4. Kodachrome:
100 feet—$8; magazines—$4.65.

KODAK 16 MM. ENLARGER The
Enlarger makes eight 23/8 x 3'

t
-inch

enlarged negatives, on a single roll of

inexpensive 616 Kodak Film, from your
favorite 16 mm. movie scenes, without
in any way harming the movie film.

Prints from these negatives, ordered
from any photofinisher, cost but a few
cents each. The easy way of acquiring
an individual "Good Shots" album. $15.
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CARRYING CASES Every good camera
and projector deserves the protection of a
carrying case. For each Cine-Kodak and
Kodascope there is at least one case—and
sometimes two or more models. They
range from soft leather pouch cases for

alone, to richly finished de luxe
compartment cases for camera and acces-

from standard cases for pro-
jectors and incidental accessories, to the
dual-purpose Kodascope case for projec-
tors, such as the one at the right. They
vary, too, from $3.50 to $22.50 in price.

PROJECTO CASE TOR KODASCOPES C
E, AND EE Although the standard carry-
ing cases for the "C," "E," and "EE"
are so designed that their tops can be used
as a projection stand, the Projecto Case
goes two steps farther. Essentially a
standard case, this unique accessory con-
tains an extra compartment which swings
open to form a projection stand and also
a shelf for film cans and reels. Projecto
Case, complete—$22.50. Adding the tripod
compartment to previously purchased
standard cases— SIS.
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. . . AND IT FREQUENTLY LIES IN THE
ACCESSORIES USED. All good movie cameras

will take good movies. But the reels which are better than
good quite often share their applause with one or more of
the items shown on these pages. Varying in price from
one to eighty dollars, they are ideal gifts for the camera
owner seeking greater range and greater enjoyment from
his home movie fun.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

FILTERS Wratten filters for all black-and-white films,
jnd Kodachrome filters for special use in color filming,
in available for all lenses supplied far all Cine-Kodaks.
Some filters are in single mounts for individual lenses,
itarting at $1. Other filters axe in Combination Mounts
lor use with two or more lenses, starting at $2.20. Almost
essential for black-and-white "Pan" film, filters
frequently helpful for color filming—and always
corned by cinamateurs for either.

CINE-KODAK TITLER This handy device, for use with
all Cine-Kodaks except the "Special," permits the use
of ordinary typewritten characters by magnifying them
into legible screen titles. Sketches, hand lettering, still

picture prints, postcards, advertising illustrations,
movie enlargements and other similar material, can all
be used with equal case. The Title*, complete with 100
title cards and alignment mask, $6.50. Tiller Base for
"Magazine Eight"—$1; for "Magazine Sixteen"—$1.50.

EDITING EQUIPMENT Tor any serious editing effort,
the Universal Splicer, with Its two-bladed shearing
knife and positive scraping and cementing features,
is ideal. $12.50. The Kodascope Rapid Rewind and U...
versal Splicer, with two-speed winding spindles, $22.50
complete. Kodascope Movie Viewer, for scanning and
identifying film, $20. The de luxe Master Rewind, taking
reels up to IGOO-feot capacity, $30. All but this last Item
are available for either 8 mm. or 16 mm. film.

The finest gift of all-and only you can give
it. A duplicate of your most precious films.
Send Grandmother and Grandfather a duplicate

of the assembled movies of the family made during
the year. Send friends a "dupe" of the film you made
on that trip with them last summer. Surely there can
be no more welcome gifts.

And for your own "archives," have a duplicate made
of your most prized films. Use the "dupes" and «,„«, «. . ,

All 16 mm. film, black-and-white orTodachrome c"n blTr 1¥ ar-
range from 5 to about 10 cents a foot, depending u™'n the . ,^^ Prices

black-and-white, of any 8 mm. film can be m de for about 8 ^T T^T' *
over with your dealer.

OUt 8 oents a fo°'- Talk it

KODASCOPE EDITOR OUTFIT A com-
plete editing outfit in a portable and

sturdy case, the Editor Outfit, for 8 mm.
or 16 mm. film, contains winding spin-

dles, Movie Viewer, Universal Splicer,

Editing Bracket for holding up to taut

extra supply reels, scene tray, and stor-

age space for film cans and reels. Com-

plete, $48.50. Without Splicer and

Viewer, $17.50.

with all

ost still"meraS/ Cine-Kodak Tripod weighs
•My 6*4 pounds, supplies rock-steady
'"Pport, permits velvet-smooth tilts and
Puorami. Its black alumilite legs tele-
C0Pe, are adjustable for camera use at
*«y height from 2 feet, 9% inches to
?J««t, 10 inches, lock with a simple*ul •* the wrist. $32.50.

ies when used with 15- or 30-cent Photo-
floods. The standard Kodaflector, com-
plete with twin reflectors, telescoping
stand, two 12-foot connecting cords,

etc.—$5. The new Senior Kodaflector
(shown below) with extra-sturdy stand-
ard, dual-purpose reflectors, convenient
reflector hand grips, adapters—$12.

CINE-KODAK FILM Tor the "Eights":
regular "Pan"—$2; "Super-X Pan"

—

$2.25; in magazines—$2.50; regular or
Type A Kodachrome—$3.40; in maga-
zines—$3.75. For the "Sixteen*":
"Safety Pan"— $4.50 per 100 feet.
"Supi-i-X Pan": 100 feet—$6; .<•.-<,

xines—$3.50. "Super-XX Pan": 100 feet
— $6.75; magazines— $4. Kodachrome:
100 feet—$8; magazines—$4.65.

KODAK 16 MM. ENLAROER The
Enlarger makes eight Z% x 3V.-lnch
enlarged negatives, on a single roll of

inezpenslve 616 Kodak Tllm, from your
favorito 16 mm. movie scenes, without
In any way harming the movie film.

Prints from these negatives, orderod
from any pholofinisher, cost but a few
cents each. The easy way ol acquiring
an individual "Good Shots" album. $15.
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FILMING YOUR

OWN SCHOOL

An outline to serve as

guide for first movie

FOR the teacher or school movie club that has never actu-

ally attempted to make a movie, the whole project may
at once seem altogether too difficult and too expensive to

tackle. Neither- is the case, and the popularity of the results

among pupils, teachers and parents—and that includes al-

most everybody—justifies both. Furthermore, the financial

problems usually have a way of solving themselves, once some
results have been shown.

To the teacher or school movie club

that plans to enter movie making for

the first time, we suggest a simple be-

ginning, with a film about the school

itself. The production of such a film

will avoid the many technical difficulties

involved in making more elaborate pho-

toplays or comedies and will assure suc-

cess that will encourage tackling more
advanced filming later on.

A flexible scenario for such

a beginning film is given here.

The scenario is planned to sug-

gest filming material, rather

than to limit it. If the outline

is followed quite closely, it

should require not more than

200 to 250 feet of 16mm. film,

or half that in 8mm. film; in

either case, it would run from
eight to ten minutes on the

screen when it is projected.

On the other hand, the film

• Above and below are frames

from 16mm. school movies filmed

by the author.

V

***.*&

FRANK E. GUNNELL, ACL
could readily be expanded into a 400 foot, 16mm. film (or

200 foot. 8mm.), lasting sixteen minutes on the screen.

Black and white film is suggested for the first production,

as it is considerably cheaper than color film, and. in black

and white filming, mistakes in lighting and exposure are

much less evident. However, let your ingenuity and your

pocketbook be your guide!

Scenario

Title. The Movie Club of — Jr. High presents

Title. Days at Jr. High
Title. (Any credit title or titles that seem necessary. How-

ever, make them short and don't use too many.) Fade out

this title.

(Note: If your camera does not have a fading device, a

dye fade is suggested. Here is an opportunity for some
interesting research by the pupils. Let them hunt

through back copies of Movie Makers or other reference

materials, until they find several ways of making fades,

as well as various methods of lettering and photograph-

ing titles. If title making seems unduly difficult, the

work can readily be turned over to a commercial title

maker, who will produce titles, including the special

effects, at a nominal cost.)

Scene 1. Fade in. A closeup of a clock, showing that the

time is about 8:40. (If the school has a clock tower, use

that.)

Scene 2. A general shot of the school and street, showing
groups of pupils straggling to school. The pupils should be

approaching the camera.

Scene 3. Medium shot. Three or four pupils approach the

school corner. They are talking and have their arms well

filled with books.

Scene 4. Nearer shot. At the corner. The safety monitor,

in the foreground with his back to the camera, halts a group
of pupils while an automobile passes.

Scene 5. Semi closeup. The safety monitor and the halted

pupils. One. a "regular feller," is about to bite deeply into

an apple. However, he pauses, thinks and decides to save

it. ("An apple for the teacher!")

Scene 6. Closeup. The boy. as he shines the apple on his

trousers. The others move on.

Scene 7. Semi closeup. Continuing Scene 6. The safety

monitor and the boy are still at the corner, the latter

still busily shining the ap- [Continued on page 611]
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PRACTICAL FILMS

Montclair Library Film

The community public library is an almost indispensable

service to inhabitants of small towns throughout the United

States. To dramatize this public service to people of foreign

countries, especially South America, the Agnes Wilson Os-

borne World Friendship Fund, of Montclair. N. J., recently

sponsored an 800 foot, 16mm. black and white motion pic-

ture, Portrait of a Library. The film is available in both sound

on film and silent versions, and the distribution is to be ar-

ranged chiefly through libraries and library associations.

Directed and produced by Hans Burger, who was codireetor

of the Czechoslovakian film, The Crisis, this new movie de-

picts the services of a typical small library in giving recrea-

tion, information and inspiration to its patrons, as well as aid

in promoting business and neighborliness within the com-

munity it serves.

Selling Livestock

Cattle, calves, hogs and sheep are the heroes of a new mo-

tion picture. The Lancaster Livestock Daily Market, made by

William S. Bixler. ACL, of Ephrata, Pa., for his employer. J. M.

Hoober, Inc. Mr. Bixler is making his film available on a free

loan basis to interested groups, so that a more detailed de-

scription can be found in the Free Films Department of this

number of Movie Makers. This picture, 1000 feet of 16mm.

silent Kodachrome, depicts, as the illustrations on this page

show, one important aspect of America's home industries.

Fire! Fire!

The horse drawn fire engines that thundered down the

streets of American towns a quarter of a century ago have

given way to less picturesque motors today, but Glenn

Mitchell, ACL, of Joplin, Mo., has found enough glamour in

modern fire fighting to dramatize it on 400 feet of 16mm.

black and white silent film.

His story, which is now in process of being filmed, treats

mainly of fire prevention and is intended for school

use in Joplin. After showing some of the com-

moner causes of fire, Mr. Mitchell then takes the

audience behind the scenes of the fire department,

showing how the firemen live and what happens

when the alarm bell sends them sliding down the

brass poles, half dressed, to the waiting engines.

The conclusion underlines the destruction wrought

by carelessness, both to property and to human

lives.

Behind the Beyond
Behind the Beyond, which sounds like a song by

Cole Porter, is the title of a novel film of the British

Columbia Travel Bureau, now being made by C. R.

D. Ferris. ACL. of Victoria, Canada. Mr. Ferris in-

tends to show some of the natural beauties and at-

tractions of British Columbia, in terms of their

interest to travelers, and then to illustrate the serv-

LAURENCE S. CRITCHELL, jr.

ices of the British Columbia Government Travel Bureau in

helping people to get where they want to go. The film will

run 400 feet of 16mm. Kodachrome. in a silent version.

American Films So South

At the Second Dental Congress in Rio de Janeiro this past

October, four films sent by Western Reserve University, of

Cleveland, Ohio, represented American dentistry to the South

American delegates. Three of them. Moulage for Masks, 400

feet, 16mm. black and white silent, Fundamental Prepara-

tions in Crown & Bridge Technology, 400 feet, 16mm. black

and white silent, and Surgical Preparation of the Mouth for

Immediate Dentures, 400 feet, 16mm. Kodachrome silent,

were filmed by Dr. James E. Bliss, ACL, and received awards

in Ten Best and Honorable Mention classes in previous Ten
Best judgings of the League. The films were sent by Dr.

W. L. Wylie. Dean of the School of Dentistry, at the request

of Charles A. Thomsen, chief of the Division of Cultural

Relations. Department of State. Washington. D. C.

Taxi Services Filmed

Two League members, J. H. Levine, ACL, of Canton, Ohio,

and Edward Wolfe. ACL, of Oak Park. 111., have undertaken,

unknown to each other, similar tasks at almost the very same

time. Both are making motion pictures of taxicab services in

their respective cities. Mr. Levine is emphasizing the service

of the cabs to the community, during routine work and

emergency calls, while Mr. Wolfe intends his film to be a

visualized plea to the taxi drivers themselves, to drive more

carefully and to avoid accidents. His movie emphasizes new
equipment, recently purchased by the company, and it will

be 400 feet of 16mm. silent black and white film; Mr.

Levine's picture will run the same length in 16mm. color.

[Contnued on page 616]
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594 Experimental setup

for movie tryout of

fluorescent lighting

Dr. James E. Bliss, ACL

FLUORESCENT LIGHT

FOR MOVIES

Results of important test

are offered to amateurs

R. E. FARNHAM, ACL, and DR. JAMES E. BLISS, ACL
SINCE the New York World's Fair of 1939, where it was

first introduced on a large scale, the public has been

greatly interested in fluorescent lighting. Successive months

have seen the rapidly increasing use of these units for

a wide variety of lighting applications. Wherever a soft, even

glareless light is desired, the fluorescent certainly fills the

bill. As might be expected, its first general use occurred, for

the most part, in public buildings—restaurants, lobbies and

the like. But, of late, fluorescent lighting has been finding its

way into the home, where, in many places, its soft, even

effect is particularly appropriate.

There is little doubt that, as time goes on, more and more
home lighting units will be designed to make use of this new
light source, and homes of the future will have such light

sources built in as part of the incorporated illumination

facilities. Movie makers who dwell in these homes will cer-

tainly take pictures by artificial light on their ultra fast

panchromatic films; in fact, movie makers of today have al-

ready begun to investigate the possibilities of the fluorescent

source as a movie lighting unit.

The fluorescent lamp of the present takes the form of a

glass tube, varying from one inch to two and one eighth

inches in diameter, and from eighteen to sixty inches long.

It emits a soft, even light along the entire length of the

tube, with no filament or point source of light visible

—

the whole tube is uniformly bright on all sides.

This effect is achieved through the phenomenon of fluores-

cence. There are chemical substances which, when light of a

certain wave length falls on them, will glow brightly of them-

selves; that is, they are said to fluoresce. The new lamp
is of the electric discharge type, employing mercury vapor

as the medium for maintaining the arc.

The lamp converts invisible ultraviolet energy, produced

by the arc, into visible light through the medium of the

fluorescent powders with which the inner surface of the bulb

is coated.

These lamps are designed primarily to operate on fifty and
sixty cycle alternating current circuits, and they possess spe-

cial electrical characteristics. Each lamp, or pair of lamps,

must employ an electrical "auxiliary," to alter the line volt-

age before it is fed to the lamp. The lamps are supported by

special contact brackets, one at each end of the tube. They
can be burned in any position.

By coating the inside of the tubes with different fluorescing

chemicals, a variety of colors may be produced. However,

most widely used for straight lighting purposes are the colors

White and Daylight.

Because of the fact that these lamps are cool to operate

and do not heat up, even after many hours of use, and also

because their illumination efficiency is high, with respect to

wattage rating, photographers immediately became interested

in their actinic possibilities. In other words, would the new-

fluorescent be good for picture taking?

Portrait photographers have already found these lamps
valuable. In banks, they present a broad source of light that

is well nigh shadowless and, better still, they have no dis-

turbing glare to affect the poise of the sitter. In addition, the

studio is always comfortable, and more time can be spent

under the lights, in arranging details.

These favorable factors, plus a natural curiosity regarding

the performance of a new light source, have prompted no
small number of movie makers to seek information on the

possible results that may be had with fluorescent tube light-

ing, both in black and white and in color. Since, heretofore,

no systematic effort has been made to collect these data for

amateur filmers, at the request of Movie Makers, it was de-

cided to make a test setup, which would cover the average

type of indoor subject that the amateur would ordinarily

take. Dr. James E. Bliss, of Western Reserve University, had
charge of the photography, while R. E. Farnham, of the

General Electric Company, supervised the lighting.

First, it was desired to ascertain just how much light was
needed, in terms of fluorescent tubes, to give workable movie

exposures on closeups, semi closeups and medium shots. The
closeups included just the faces of the models; the semi

closeups, head and shoulders; and the medium shots were
of the kind showing several people seated around a bridge

table.

The meter readings speedily showed that about 750 watts

total rating in fluorescent tubes was needed. These were
collected in the form of banks, with distribution as follows:

[Continued on page 614]



OF 1940
Y6ucs Tto Own On Castle Films!

TJiLASHING runs . . . Smashing tackles . . .

A Thrill - packed moments of breathless

suspense ! Own them ! Share them with your

family and friends right in your own living

room with this sensational Castle Film ! See

for yourself the most amazing plays of the

year— those heart-breaking bursts of skill

and daring that will make football history

!

Be there when Army and Navy clash

— Have a seat on the fifty yard line when

Harvard meets Yale— See Ohio State and

Michigan churning up the turf! And those

are just a few of the games that go into mak-

ing this the greatest home movie buy of the

year ! If you like action— if you like thrills

I — if you like football—buy this picture!

«S'W '- TeV'IKt/c/ck//

DON'T LET A DAY GO BY

SEND THIS COUPON TO

YOUR PHOTO DEALER NOW!

|
Please send Castle Films' "FOOTBALL
THRILLS

checked.

Nome.

m, THRILLS of 1940" in the size and edition
i

CASTLE FILMS
30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA

NEW YORK
FIELD BUILDING

CHICAGO

RUSS BUILDING

SAN FRANCISCO

Address^

City

I Sfo/e_ A-l?

16 mm SIZE

Headline *^ ^ J"
100 Feet *X./ D
Complete jQ •W JT
360 Feet O./ D

sTotet '17.50
8 mm SIZE

Headline $1 T C
50 Feet *I./D
Complete « JF Cf\
180 Feet J.JU
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New 16mm. speed film Superi-

or Pan
( Reversal I . a new product of the Du
Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation.

9 Rockefeller Plaza. New York City,

brings to the 16mm. movie field a fast

emulsion of excellent characteristics.

Present speed ratings assigned to the

film are 100 to daylight and 80 to Maz-

da, according to the Weston system.

Although possessing this high speed,

the film is said to be very fine grained

and to have a wide range of tonal reg-

istration. It has a non halation coating,

which is completely removed during

processing. The list price of §6.00 for

a 100 foot roll includes processing and
return.

KodafleCtor Sr. The convenient de-

sign of the East-

man Kodaflectors. in which the reflect-

ing surface is produced simply by
"buttoning" into conical shape a semi-

circular piece of sheet aluminum, has

been followed in the new Kodaflector

Senior unit, similar in principle, but

more adaptable to the varying demands
of both movies and "stills." The reflec-

tors themselves are reversible, so that

the user may produce a concentrated,

brilliant illumination or, by using the

matte surface side, create a wider beam
of greater diffusion. Two reflectors are

provided, and with these may be used
adapters for No. 1 or No. 2 Photoflood

lamps.

The reflector stand consists of two
thirty inch telescoping tubes, which

clamp at various heights. At the base

NEWS OF

THE INDUSTRY

Answers the query, "What's

new'?" for filmer and dealer

RUSSELL C. HOLSLAG, ACL

• New Model 312 Fidel-

itone Recording Dual

Turntable offered by

George K. Culbertson

Co.

of the outer tube is a member which

holds four demountable, eleven inch

steel base rods. The outfit comes in a

suitcase type of packing box. which is

easily carried and which has extra space

for lamps and accessories. The Koda-

flector Senior unit, complete with two

reflectors, sells for §12.00; if additional

light is desired, this unit may be aug-

mented by the Kodaflector Senior Extra

Assembly, which provides a third reflec-

tor and which sells for $3.75.

New Revere lens A new lens - es-

pecially de-

signed for use with Revere cameras by

the Bausch & Lomb Optical Company,

of Rochester. N. Y., has recently been

made available. It is a ^V^mm. //3

universal focus type and comes fitted to

the regular Revere Model 88 camera,

at a price of 834.50 for the combination.

This popular 8mm. camera, therefore,

may now be had with this new lens,

which is said to have exceptionally fine

color correction and definition, or with

the regular Revere Wollensak line of

cine lenses, which also give results of

high quality.

Weston Junior Cine A new
-
mod -

e r a t e 1 y
priced photocell exposure meter, de-

signed especially for convenience in

making movies, is announced by Wes-

ton Electrical Instrument Corporation.

Newark, N. J. The new instrument, the

Weston Junior Cine. Model 850, is de-

signed along the same lines as is the

well known Weston Junior. It provides

excellent scale visibility and quick ad-

justment for film of any Weston speed,

from 2 to 250. This meter classifies cam-
eras into "A" and "B" categories, so

that the user, by referring to the classi-

fication which fits his own camera, may
secure readings which always take into

account the proper shutter opening. A
"frames a second" scale also gives cor-

rect readings for altered camera speeds.

The new meter is very compact, sim-

ple to manipulate and well fits all movie

making usage. Its price is $15.50.

FilmoSOUnd news Among recent-

ly released
short subjects, with both educational

and entertainment value offered by Bell

& Howell Filmosound Library, are

Gray's Elegy and U ordsworth and the

Lakes, showing the country scenes

which inspired the poets' words; Teddy
Bears at Play, with real koala bears.

Mexican Album and Gateway North, all

silent travel films in color. Sun and

Moon and other films of astronomy are

announced. An extensive catalog of sim-

ilar subjects may be secured by writing

to Filmosound headquarters, at 1801

Larchmont Avenue, Chicago, 111.

Gift films As m Past years - the new
Castle films offered for

this season have been produced espe-

cially with a view to their desirability

as gifts. The selection of 16mm. and

8mm. movie subjects for gift purposes

has grown greatly during past years

and now is a major item in a movie

maker's Christmas list.

Among Castle offerings, considered

especially suitable as gifts, is a Christ-

mas fantasy. Santa Claus' Story. In this

photoplay. Santa Claus tells two chil-

dren about Christmas in monkeyland

and also gives the answer to all who
may doubt that he really exists.

Boy Meets Dog is another Castle re-

lease, an especially appropriate movie

for gift time. A modern animated car-

[Continued on page 619]



RECORDING
DUAL TURNTABLE

YOU REALLY
CAN AFFORD

The World's Finest RECORDING DUAL
TURNTABLE, perfected especially for Movie
Makers, enables you to record and repro-

duce easily and economically music, sound
effects, and narrative for all your silent films

at a small fraction of the cost of sound-on-

film. Special model available for sound pro-

jector owners.

fc As easy to operate as your radio.

-^ Precision Overhead type recording mechanism (should not be confused with swinging
arm type home recorder).

•fc
Three featherweight pickups, each with a permanent sapphire stylus. No needles to

change! No wear on records! No gadgets to get out of order!

~fc Powerful high fidelity recording and reproducing amplifier and speaker suitable for

auditorium use.

-fa Furnished complete in a single compact carrying case.

-£ Completely licensed under E.R.P.I., Western Electric, and A.T. & T. Patents.

Fidelitone
DUAL TURNTABLES

GEORGE K. CULBERTSON COMPANY
Specialized Sound ibqmpment

5133 JUANITA AVE. MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

'rite for FREE

lustrated Folder
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FILMS YOU'LL WANT TO SHOW
Non theatrical movie offerings for substandard projection

The Ghost Goes West, 16mm. sound

on film, eighty five minutes' running

time, features Robert Donat, Jean Parker

and Eugene Pallette and is distributed

by Walter 0. Gutlohn, Inc., 35 West
45th Street, New York City. It is a

hilarious satire on the ways of ghosts,

particularly those who haunt old Scot-

tish castles. When an American mil-

lionaire transports the castle to Florida

in toto, the ghost, of course, has to go
too.

^ The Life of Verdi, 16mm. sound on
film, running time, 112 minutes, is

released by Garrison Films, Inc., 1600
Broadway, New York City. This is a

romantic drama, covering the life and
times of the great composer and fea-

tures more than a dozen famous arias

from the operas of Guiseppi Verdi.

B Our Monroe Doctrine, two reels,

16mm. sound on film, is released by
the Academic Film Company, Inc., 1650
Broadway, New York City. This film,

prepared for use in visual education, is

one of a series of eight about Ameri-

can history. The movie is laid in the

period when the political chaos of Eu-

rope influenced James Monroe, fifth

President of the United States, to

enunciate, in his message to Congress

in 1823, what is now known as the

Monroe Doctrine. Men important in

American history, such as John Quin-

cy Adams, Henry Clay and John Cal-

houn, are represented in the film. A
study guide is available.

' Santa Clans' Story, one reel, 16mm.
sound on film, produced by Castle

Films, Inc., 30 Rockefeller Plaza, New
York City, is a delightful and whimsi-

cal Christmas fantasy which stars Santa
himself. He tells his own story to two
wide eyed youngsters. Involved in the

movie are the antics of some of the fun-

niest monkeys ever to be pictured—but
the exact way in which the monkeys
enter the story must be seen to be ap-

preciated.

B The Terror of Tinytown, seven reels,

16mm. sound on film, offered by Nu-Art
Films, Inc., 145 West 45th Street, New
York City, depicts a delightful bur-

lesque on western "horse opera," with
a cast of more than sixty midget actors.

These range in height from three feet,

two inches, to four feet, one inch, but
the rough ridin', straight shootin' action

suffers not in the least thereby. Thus,
this is a movie saga of the West which
is like no other ever made.

B A Waltz by Strauss, 16mm. sound on

film, eighty five minutes' running time,

offered by Lewis Film Service, 105

East First Street, Wichita, Kansas, is

a musical film in German, with super-

imposed English titles. In an authen-

tically set and costumed atmosphere of

old Vienna, we meet and hear Johann
Strauss, the elder, and his talented son,

who later becomes the "Waltz King."

Logically worked into the action are

the musical compositions of both the

Strausses.
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B Peck's Bad Boy with the Circus,

eight reels, 16mm. sound on film, dis-

tributed by Non Theatrical Pictures

Corporation, 165 West 46th Street, New
York City, is a subject which brings

the universal appeal of the circus to

the screen. Two delightful child actors,

Anne Gillis and Tommy Kelly, have

the principal roles and are ably sup-

ported by an adult cast.

The Edge of the World, 16mm.
sound on film—running time, seventy

minutes—is released by Commonwealth
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Pictures Corporation, 729 Seventh Ave-

nue, New York City. This is a powerful

story of the defeat of a strong, hardy

people who pit their endurance against

the forces of nature, on a lonely island

in the Shetland group, off the northern

tip of Scotland. This picture partakes

somewhat of the human record flavor

because of its stark realism, yet it is a

strong, absorbing photoplay. A group

discussion guide, covering this film, is

available.

B Mr. President, one reel, 16mm. silent

or sound on film, is released in 8mm.
and 16mm. by Official Films, 330 West
42nd Street, New York City. This in-

teresting subject has an important his-

torical value, for it shows outstanding

events during the tenures of office of

the Presidents of the United States.

from McKinley to F. D. Roosevelt. Au-
thentic shots, actually taken during the

periods depicted, have study and en-

tertainment value. Events featured are

chosen with the purpose of showing

how each President faced the national

problems of his administration.

The Ten Best and the

Maxim Memorial Award
[Continued from page 577]

efficiently and entertainingly to chil-

dren. This purpose was completely

achieved; you cannot look at Fluffy,

the Kitten without learning important

things about cats and you cannot look

at it without being delighted.

Most amazing of all qualities in this

film is the uncanny success of the pro-

ducers in controlling the kitten actor.

Fluffy appears to play each scene like

a trouper. Unlimited patience and ex-

traordinary skill were involved in mak-

ing this picture.

"Holiday in Dixie"

In Holiday in Dixie, Morton H Read,

a Yankee from Massachusetts, has so

well understood the essence of the Old

South that he has called back from its

storied urns a breath which inspires the

whole film so intimately that Southern

hats should come off to him. His re-

markable sympathy with the remains

of the Cavalier era has made it possible

GIVE YOURSELF A GRAPHIC

Ur' NLESS you are already the proud possessor of a Speed Graphic,

you have certainly wanted one. You've wanted to give your picture-making

ability full scope by having at your command the performance of this

camera's lOOOth-second focal plane shutter; its 400th-second Kodak Super-

matic, the world's finest between-the-lens shutter; both capitalizing on its

superb //3. 7 Kodak Ektar lens. And you've wanted to be able to work with

the many emulsions available in sheet film, roll film, film packs, and plates.

This brilliant new 2*4 x 3^4 model, for $132, makes all this possible . . .

See your dealer now— then give yourself a Graphic.

Graphic and Graftex cameras are made by

the Folmer Graflex Corporation

Eastman Kodak Company

Rochester, N. Y.

^VICTOR
'{(J)) No.250..$2.65 ~

>>-^^'
-iri-/ for No. 2 Floodlamns TO

nV^LAMP these excellent reflectors to any con- %
venient support and you're ready to film Christmas '

events in your home—in black and white or color.

No. 250 has an 11-inch parabolic reflector spun
from substantial gauge aluminum. It has a fine I J^m
oxide interior, polished exterior, heatproof push-
tip socket switch and 10-ft rubber cord and plug.

No. 300 has a more effective 12-inch reflector, de-
tachable from hood by less than a turn, 15-ft. heavily
insulated rubber cord and easy acting feed-thru switch. ^.- illJ ;

Both are most highly recommended by professional and
amateur movie makers. They make most excellent gifts,

too! See your dealer or mail the coupon, at once. No. 300 . . $3.95
Detachable Neck Model
Reflectors nest compactly
for storage and carrrying.

And DON'T FOR- | 1

GET The <\lLtlfiertnr James H. Smith & Sons Corp. I

UrCl 1 lie OUIlJieClOr |202 uke street G riffith, Indiana.

Replaces cumbersome reflect- . . .... „ _ .. . ... , . I

ing panels indoors as well ?ush ™"\ B ^ rar FaW" do<ml,,ns >'<?ur complete

as out when filming single llne ot IUMim equipment for indoor movies,

figures. It'3 a 9-inch convex I I

mirror supported in a swivel I

mount. Also available with I NAME I

stand mounting, if desired. I

Price $4.75.
~^^^—™™^-^^^^^^—

1 ADDRESS I

Mail The Coupon

'

I CITY STATE I
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SuperiorPan
(REVERSAL)

N<A I \SW High Speed

Ail-Purpose Film

T7IGHT times faster than
*-* Du Pont Regular Pan and

three times faster than the old

Superior Pan, this new 16mm film

is a "natural" for making home
movies at this time of year.

Outdoors

In Winter, the extra speed of

Superior Pan (reversal) makes up

for the suns diminished intensity.

Scenes in slow motion, shadowed

subjects, and shots with side or

back lighting can be fully exposed.

Indoors

Bright interiors require no addi-

tional lighting. Where photoiloods

are used, their effective range is

greatly increased.

Superior Pan (reversal) projects a
sharp, bright image on your screen.

Shadows are well filled with detail.

Intermediate tones have a pleasing

gradation. Removal of the non-hala-

tion backing in processing permits

themaximumamou.nl of light topass
through the film when projecting.

$622 IOO feet including processing

Du Pont Film Manufacturing Corporation

9 Rockefeller Plaza New York, N. Y.

BETTER FILMS for BETTER PICTURES

for him to present them with conviction

and fire.

Mr. Read first shows us Washington

with its dignity and spaciousness, by

carefully chosen shots. He pauses for

an inspection of the caverns at Luray,

and then he goes on to study the lovely

cities of Lexington and Williamsburg.

We reach the deep South at Charleston

and the Ashley River; it is in this part

of the film that its maker establishes

his vivid emotional identity with a past

epoch. A sequence of Negro rural life

is brilliantly handled, and the film

comes to an amazing climax with scenes

of the trees and flowers in the gardens

of ancient estates.

With music and with a narrative that

sets a new standard in this newer phase

of personal movies, the mood of the film

is not only sustained, but amplified, so

that, after the projection, one wonders

which of the three—film, music or

words—one will longest remember.

"Hummingbirds"

Shakespeare tells us that Owen Glen-

dower said that he could summon spir-

its from the vasty deep ; Archimedes

boasted that, with the right kind of

lever and fulcrum, he could move the

Earth. But, did either of them ever

tackle hummingbirds?

E. R. Hoff. in Hummingbirds, not

only tackled them but. apparently, he

so charmed them that they flew where

and when he wanted. As a result, who-

ever sees his film will know more about

the ways of the almost invisible aerial

dynamo than he has ever believed that

anybody could know, short of being a

hummingbird himself. This film is not

only a revelation of incredible pa-

tience and determination, but it is cine-

matographically an accomplishment of

genuine intelligence.

Mr. Hoff has called our attention to

the control of composition, sequence

and background quality, evidently be-

cause he feared that they might be

taken for granted. It is precisely be-

cause of these factors that Humming-
birds placed in the Ten Best. It is be-

yond the limits of this rating of Movie
Makers to attempt to find an adequate

laurel for the superb achievement of

the naturalist which Mr. Hoff is.

At any rate, the next time we see a

flash of color on a summer afternoon,

we can say, "What now, little bird? We
know what makes you go round."

"Three Wishes"

Three Wishes is a fantasy, done by

Earl L. Cochran with a delightful touch

of originality. The story is told in foot-

age that is relatively brief, yet clever

editing and planning make it thorough-

ly complete. Here we have the familiar

legend of the fortunate mortal who is

given exactly three wishes by a super-

natural power—and what happens when
these three wishes are granted.

The feat that Mr. Cochran accom-

plished was to tell such a story humor-

ously and effectively, but without resort

to complicated camera trickery. Except

for one double exposed scene of the

inevitable jinni which is evoked by

rubbing a silver teapot (and this is a

very good shot, too!) the film tells its

story with straight cinematography.

While the interior and exterior tech-

nique of scene recording, including a

shot of an auction, was completely ade-

quate, the outstanding feature of this

film is its story telling quality, accom-

plished by careful cutting. An excel-

lent performance was given by the sin-

gle lead character of the photoplay,

while the brief appearance of the jinni

was very expertly handled.

"Wildflowers"

Robert P. Kehoe, who won Honor-

able Mention last year with Chromatic

Rhapsody, has "done it again"—only

more so. In Wildflowers, with his own
inimitable magic, he has gathered into

light and color all the lazy loveliness of

high summer.

Here, as if he talked their secret

language, bees drone and butterflies

dance before his lens. Daisies and but-

tercups, the wild geranium and "butter

and eggs"—a dozen flowers you do

know and a score you have forgotten

—

nod in the warm sun with simple and
unassuming beauty. Often, six blades of

grass and a single bloom will comprise

a moment of ineffable gaiety and song.

The rough wood of a slanting black

post gives accent to a field of daisies, or

the delicate tracery of a "four o'clock"

is a breath taking frame for a summer
sunset.

In W'ildfloivers, Mr. Kehoe has writ-

ten once again a lyric testament to

nature's incomparable loveliness.

"On the Farm"

On the Farm, made by Mr. and Mrs.

Ray Garner for the Harmon Founda-
tion, is an example of visual education

at its best. By the use of two charming,

healthy little American children as the

chief characters, it enlists sympathy be-

fore it attempts to instruct. And it never

strays from the fundamental concept

which, to all evidence, was in the minds

of its makers: namely that, to teach

children by visual aids, one must ap-

peal to their sense of fun. Charm, here,

is not outlawed simply because it is not

informative.

Divided into two parts, Morning and

Afternoon, and illustrated with unpre-

tentious titles, such as This is how the

animals help, which are chalked in

white letters on a blackboard, On the

Farm tells of a common workday, in

terms of what two farm children can

do to assist their parents. From the

sequence in which the tousled farm

lad puts his head out of the window to

see what kind of a daybreak it is. to the
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time when the sun goes down behind

the silo, almost every kind of farm ac-

tivity is shown.

Other children in city classrooms are

going to see themselves in the scenes

and will want to learn more about a

way of life in which they can feel so

much at home.

"Young America Paints"

To the fascinating subject of finger

painting. Willard Pictures has added its

flawless color photography, and the re-

sult is Young America Paints. Finger

painting is a subject highly suited to

movies, in so far as the actual painting

is concerned; but, when it comes to

showing the results on such an exten-

sive scale as was necessary in this film,

a good deal of cinematic ingenuity is

needed.

Clear, direct presentation marks the

entire picture, and the excellent narra-

tive is powerful although unobtrusive.

Fresh and interesting angles, together

with unconventional lighting methods,

serve to give the picture a pace and
verve that the subject requires.

This movie accomplishes its purpose

in a most satisfactory manner, for no-

body could see the film without feeling

a strong urge to start finger painting

for himself. That in itself is the great-

est tribute that can be paid to a per-

suasive type of motion picture.

"Albert and the Lion"

Devotees of the hilarious poem about

the Lancashire couple and their son

Albert would not fail to delight in

Albert and the Lion, filmed by A. Scott

Moorhouse. It portrays the misadven-

tures of young Albert and his parents

on their holiday at Blackpool, an Eng-

lish seaside resort. The story of how the

objectionable young Albert, who carried

a stick with a " 'orse's 'ead 'andle.'' was
eaten by the lion is told in a highly

satisfying manner.

The scenes of the outlandishly cos-

tumed trio and their tribulations are

timed to accompany a recitation of the

poem. The characters are perfectly

chosen and also outfitted to perfection.

Although filmed at a Toronto zoo, the

movie might well have been taken at

the famous English resort of the poem.

Mr. Moorhouse's handling of the play-

ers was masterly, and he made the best

of his filming opportunities.

"An Anaesthetic Fantasy"

When Ernest Kremer wanted to make
a film which would include his family

and, at the same time, be entertaining

to outsiders, he devised An Anaesthetic

Fantasy, an ingenious tale of the night-

mare of a dental patient under laughing

gas. The patient imagines that he re-

turns home, and there things begin to

happen that confound him and the au-

dience, too. Clever trick work, dissolves

and stop motion are used to create this

r- IT'S HERE AT LAST! -,
WHAT EVERY MOVIEMAKER WANTS

PERFECTLY SYNCHRONIZED SOUND

AT A PRICE YOU CAN AFFORD

B & H 8mm. camera with
electric motor drive.

B & H 16mm. projector with

syncro-sound unit.

Presto recorder with syncro-

sound unit.

PRESTO
RECORDERS
make and reproduce high

fidelity synchronizei
recordings. The model K
(illustrated) makes rec-

ords that play 5 minutes.

The Presto model Y 16"

recorder makes records

that play 15 minutes con-

tinuously, sound for a com-
plete 400' reel of 16mm.
film.

WITH the new PRESTO SYNCRO-
SOUND SYSTEM you can make

8mm. or 16mm. talking pictures of your

family or friends singing, playing, acting

dramatic sketches. You'll see and hear

them on the screen, their voices syn-

chronized perfectly with every lip motion.

You can bring your silent pictures to

life with narrative comment, musical

backgrounds, sound effects. Your sound

will match each action on the screen

with split-second accuracy.

The PRESTO SYNCRO-SOUND SYS-

TEM gives you theatre quality, syn-

chronized sound on disc at l-10th the

cost of sound on film. It's simple to

operate, no intricate adjustments, no

fumbling with speed controls; the syn-

chronization is completely automatic

from start to finish. Ideal for home, in-

dustrial or educational movies.

To make and show talking pictures

vou need a Presto recorder and 3

SYNCRO-SOUND attachments, one for

the recorder, one for your silent pro-

jector and the electric drive for your

camera. To show silent pictures with

post-recorded narrative you need only

the projector attachment and the turn-

table attachment which can be used on
any home phonograph or record player.

Numerous photographic dealers and
recording studios are being equipped to

make synchronized records for you.

Write today for prices and our FREE
BOOKLET entitled "How to Make Talk-

ing Pictures at Home."

Presto Model K— inexpensive— portable— easy-to-

use. Makes professional 6", 8", 10" or 12" phonograph
records that you can play back instantly, on the

same turntable.

PRESTO
World's Largest Manufacture: _

RECORDING CORPORATION
242 West 55th Street, New York, N. Y.
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4
VAPjfjLRATE

FOR MOTION
PICTURE

and

STILL FILMS

STEPS

I VapO-
I • rate

first substi-

tutes lasting

inner resili-

ency for the
easily lost
water c o n-

tent of each
gelatin particle, to pro-

tect your films against

heat and brittleness.

2VapOrate then, sep-

- arately, toughens
the surface of each gel-

atin particle AFTER the

inner lubrication is in-

side, to seal in the re-

siliency, to seal out wa-
ter, oil, dirt and fingermarks, and
to provide protection against
scratches and abrasions.

3VapOrate then, separately,

• lubricates the outer surface
of each gelatin particle, AFTER
that surface is sealed to keep the

lubrication outside where it eases
passage through the projector and
relieves perforation strain.

TO

SAFETY

4VapOrate then, separately, admits air

• pressure AFTER the vaporized lubricant, in

a vacuum, has reached all the surface of every
gelatin particle. Ever-present normal air pres-
sure keeps the lubrication impregnated so that
cleaning fluid will not destroy its effectiveness.

4 SEPARATE STEPS, taken one AFTER the other.

in proper sequence, are the WAY TO SAFETY.

VAPORATE CO.

INC.

130 W. 46th St.

New York City

BELL &
HOWELL CO.

1801 Larchmont

Chicago

716 No. La Brea

Hollywood

Winter ZMaoic

The magic of color movies—or of

black and white shots indoors or

out, can be properly presented

for Christmas showings only by

good titling and editing. Give

your films this gift of fine pre-

sentation! Titles in color — 8 or

16mm — or in black and white.

STAHL
EDITING & TITLING SERVICE

33 West 42 Street, New York

section of the film. Mr. Kremer has

proved that the 8mm. worker need not

bow to his 16mm. brothers when it

comes to producing cine illusions.

The film was presented with a de-

lightfully appropriate selection of musi-

cal records played on a dual turntable

outfit.

"Boomerang"

Boomerang is a simple, direct and

hard hitting drama with a moral.

Caught in lean times, a young man is

laid off from his factory job. Lusting

blindly for revenge, he kidnaps his

boss's little daughter and sets off down
the long, lonely road of the hunted

fugitive.

Days stretch into weeks, but still he

eludes capture, as his patient little pris-

oner slowly melts his resentment with

kindness and childish trust. At last,

won over by the warmth of her love, he

goes recklessly forth to get a doll that

she wanted, only to meet death in a

blaze of gunfire. The boomerang of re-

venge has come full circle.

In this rather specialized drama,

Chester Glassley has done a good job

with a difficult story. The buildup is

slow but relentless. The long series of

outdoor hideouts is convincingly haunt-

ed with fear and menace, and the movie

maker has done much to enhance their

mood with an adroit use of his camera.

Perhaps most outstanding, however, is

the genuine portrayal of the little girl.

"Cavalcade of America"

Harley H. Bixler, a technician, has

been inspired with the might of Amer-

ica, and he has interpreted it accord-

ing to his lights. In Cavalcade of Amer-
ica, taking our entire country as his

canvas, he has painted in, with striking

chromatic images, the physical and in-

dustrial high lights of our heritage.

Here are the sinews of strength, await-

ing only the activating force of human
endeavor to turn them to the path of

power. Here are the mills and the

mines, the oil and the electricity, the

farms and the factories without equal

in our modern world. Mr. Bixler in-

terprets his fine pictorial document with

a narrative that is usually vivid but

sometimes matter of fact and accom-

panies the whole with recorded music.

Cavalcade of America is a striking

study of a tremendous subject.

"Charlie, the Zulu Game Guard"

In the tradition of Carl Akeley and
the late Martin Johnson is the humor-

ously titled but essentially serious film,

Charlie, the Zulu Game Guard, by Es-

ther and Vincent Vermooten. Stalking

rhinos, both black and white, in the

Hluhluwe Reserve of British South

Africa, Dr. and Mrs. Vermooten, ac-

companied by the game guard Charlie,

managed to capture on film a series of

incomparable studies of the beasts in

their native habitat. The circumstances

must have been difficult, the pursuit un-

doubtedly dangerous, but Dr. Ver-

mooten used a tripod throughout and

succeeded, despite obvious trials of

climate and heat, in getting perfect

color rendition. This fact, added to the

well planned continuity of the film,

makes it an outstanding accomplish-

ment of its kind.

"Footloose"

Boy meets girl and color meets a cine

club in Footloose, the latest production

of the Rockville Cinema Club; the re-

sult is an able and entertaining farce

comedy. In moving from black and
white to Kodachrome, the members of

this veteran group have taken the hur-

dle in their stride. If anything, the chro-

matic medium may be said to have

added sparkle and brilliance to their

plot complications and to the angles,

editing and cutting with which they in-

terpret them.

Definitely keyed to the Hollywood
'"screwball" school of roughhouse com-

edy, Footloose opens with a dynamic
and delightful introduction of the play-

ers and carries on to involve a boy and

a girl, an artist, his model and assorted

comedy and character actors, in random
but romantic complications. The pace

is fast, the color pleasing and the cut-

ting crisp and well integrated with the

action.

"Hands that Work in the Darkness"

It is a striking gesture to employ the

one medium which depends upon the

sense of sight to aid the cause of the

blind. This is what Jack L. Krapp has

done in his comprehensive movie, Hands
that Work in the Darkness, a thorough-

going presentation of the unusual work
being done for the sightless by the

Cleveland Society for the Blind.

The film is of generous length, yet,

because of Mr. Krapp's special skill in

maintaining interest through choice of

viewpoint and because of the absorbing

subject matter, it holds the attention

throughout. Appropriate musical back-

ground, together with the delivery of a

well composed spoken narrative, fur-

ther enhances the presentation of the

subject.

Mr. Krapp's interior lighting work

is very well done, and he seems to be

able to take large or small interiors in

his stride. A notable section of the film

includes the recording of a play, per-

formed by blind actors on a full sized

stage.

This is an excellent record film and

a splendid achievement in its field.

"His Off Day"

A clever little domestic story, unpre-

tentious but told in a good cinematic

style, comes from the camera of J. Owen
Campbell, in His Off Day. Here are
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recounted the difficulties experienced

by the father of a family in his en-

deavor to relax on his day off.

Constantly frustrated in his attempts,

he finally seeks refuge in the family

car. with results which provide an

amusing surprise ending, notably clever

in treatment. Technically, the outstand-

ing feature of this film is the handling

and lighting of the interior shots, which

are uniformly good, with the exception

•of one or two of them.

Mr. Campbell has demonstrated in

this film that a simple story, enacted in

familiar settings by members of one's

own family, offers the most usable ma-

terial for the average movie maker's

indoor efforts. It is for such an out-

standing embodiment of this principle

that the producer of His Off Day is

especially to be commended.

"Lake Mohawk, Preferred"

Lake Mohaivk, Preferred, made by

Leo J. Heffernan, is a picture of the

attractions, residences, entertainments,

dog shows, yachting regattas and water

sports of Lake Mohawk in New Jersey.

But Lake Mohaivk, Preferred is also a

film with a continuity idea utterly new
to amateur movies, for the not unusual

subject matter of the picture is held

together with a "screwball" theme and

"gags" that keep you wondering what

is going to happen next and entertained

in the meantime.

A handsome couple have a movie

camera. "Concentrate to make good

movies," says their instruction book.

This they do in a very pleasant way
(see the frame enlargement on page

577), and the results are surprising.

Their mental efforts transport them and

the camera bodily about the lake, at

just the right time and place to film

whatever is going on. They have some
astonishing experiences, too. Sometimes
they can't seem to materialize, and they

pick up odd characters in their voyages

through ether. But their method works
and they get beautiful and lively se-

quences of life at Lake Mohawk.

"On the Farm"

Sunlight and morning noises, the

rich, sweet smell of clover, the hot grain

fields at midday and windmills drawing

water from the deep earth—these are

part of the common life of an Ohio
farm that two young girls. Marjean and
Mary Elizabeth Headapohl, have put

into their film, On the Farm.

It is a record as American in feeling

as Walderts Pond, even though uncon-

sciously so. Innumerable closeups show
the generousness of the earth in Ohio,

whether in flowers around the house or

in the grain and vegetables of the

fields. Day after day, the imponderable

clouds drift by. Peas are shelled for

dinner: the cows are brought in from

the pasture by the collie dog; the farm
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CRITICAL FOCUSING

IN A WIDE ANGLE LENS XT E R E ' S the

FOR 16MM CAMERAS JLT mov i e lens
you've longed for

. . . precise micrometer focus from

1 foot to infinity. Wide angle of view

for confined space shots, interior

shots, panoraming. 15 mm focus, /2.7

speed, correction for good color and

black and white movies under mod-

erate lighting. For 16 mm cameras

(including turret). Economical, too.

You'll need one this winter. Get it

now.
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LITERATURE
WOUENSAK OPTICAL CO.. 531 Hudson Ave.. Rochester. New York
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LEWIS FILM SERVICE
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ADHESIVE TITLE
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Write for Bulk Film Prices

ACCURATE CINEMA SERVICE
& LAB.

2609 Morse Ave. Chicago. III.

• SPECIAI
3 Reel Professional

Films for Home Use

only 75c

To enable you to enjoy the fun of profes-

sional movie shows in your own home.
Gillette offers Library Coupon Books—

5

complete 3 reel Programs — your own
choice—for only 75c per show—$3.75 per

book. For personal use—or as an original

and thrilling gift—this is tops in film

enjoyment. Choose from the pick of our
extensive I6mm Library—Theatrical Re-
leases; Comedies; Cartoons; Features;

Shorts.

Gillette Camera Stores

FILM RENTAL LIBRARY

II7 Park Ave. (cor. 41 St.) New York, N. Y.

hands return to the barn after a day of

harvesting wheat.

There is little more shown, in sub-
stance, and presently the film ends. But
it leaves one with a conviction that this

simple way of life in America cannot
easily be changed, and that, as long as

people of good hearts make records
such as this, we cannot wholly forget

that the Republic was founded on the

plough.

"Sahuaro Land"

Sahuaro Land, by Frank E. Gunnel],

is as clever and painless a teaching film

as one may find in many a classroom

screening.

Here, in a colorful Arizona cactus

desert, we find the surefire ingredients

of a boy and his dog. The boy is an
enthusiastic nature student who, in the

course of his explorations of the region,

contrives to make sundry entries in his

notebook, which find their way to the

screen. These data are all so natural a

part of the story, however, that the in-

formation conveyed does not assume the

rather forbidding status of an instruc-

tional title in any case.

The outdoor color work is excellent,

and the viewpoints are well chosen.

Mr. GunnelFs use of telephoto tech-

nique for making closeup studies of

distant, inaccessible objects (such as

the bloom atop a tall cactus) was par-

ticularly effective. We learned a lot

from this film.

"How to Use Filters"

Simplicity and directness mark How
to Use Filters, made by Kenneth F.

Space for the Harmon Foundation. A
teaching film must be free from over-

burdening theory. Mr. Space knows
when to forget the deep dark secrets of

theory and when to speak out about the

actual, practical facts.

His film was well filmed, and the

subject matter was chosen to present

the case clearly and in an interesting

fashion. The user of a movie camera
will learn more about filters from

seeing this film than he can gain from

reading many pages on the subject. It

tells just what to expect from various

filters and stresses the results obtained

from their use more than it does the

reasons why they work.

Mr. Space's movie is one of the few

educational films which are simple

enough to be effective.

"The Power Behind the Nation"

Bituminous coal is the major actor

in The Power Behind the Nation. This

sound on film color movie, made by

Waldo E. Austin for the Norfolk and
Western Railway Company, shows effec-

tively the tremendous part played by

soft coal in the development of the na-

tion. The picture is well filmed and
thoroughly integrated by an excellent

narrative, while lead and end titles

are appropriately double exposed on

shots of moving trains, which serve tc

drive home the point that the railroad

is the important link between the mine
and the consumer. Exceedingly fine se-

quences of coal mining and well han-

dled shots of the railroad equipment

are high points.

This film is a fine example of an in-

dustrial motion picture produced with-

out the excessive equipment and appro-

priations sometimes thought to be neces-

sary for such an effort.

In the 1940 Ten Best and Honorable

Mentions, color maintains the numeri-

cal status that it gained last year, al-

though the ratio is larger—eighteen

color to five black and white. This year,

8mm. films win nine of the places, with

fourteen of them going to 16mm. Nine

of this year's honored films have accom-

paniment on disc, two are sound on

film, one has a narrative to be read and

eleven are silent. Of those with accom-

paniment of music on disc, one has a

narrative entirely on disc, one has some

narrative on disc and other narrative

to be spoken, and one has narrative to

be spoken in addition to music, while

the others have music only.

None of the films selected is the work

of any officer, director or staff member
of the Amateur Cinema League or of

Movie Makers. Only one possible en-

try class is excluded, which comprises

those pictures made on 35mm. width.

for which makers received compensa-

tion from clients. These are not in-

cluded, because of the difficulty of re-

viewing them and because their makers

generally have studio facilities which

give them a real advantage over less

favored filmers.

This year, as previously, the selection

of the Ten Best and the Honorable

Mentions was a very exciting task for

the staff of Movie Makers. There is

always the question of what width will

gain most places, what country will

win the bulk of the honors and what

trends of filming the Ten Best will re-

veal. Then, there is the great excite-

ment of determining which film will

receive the famous Maxim Award. To

those of us who labor through the year

to serve movie amateurs, the annual se-

lection brings the reward that makes

us feel that we have worked to real pur-

pose. In 1940, we have found this re-

ward to a very rich degree.

Amateur trailers

[Continued from page 586]

vealed

—

Trade Broadway for a Brook!

—to be followed by a short sequence

picturing the mountain stream that

bubbles past our house. The next title

which flashed

—

Trade hi-de-do for a

hoe!—was a prelude to several garden-

ing shots, a closeup of hands pulling on

work gloves, seeds being sown, the three
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recruit farmers intent in their agricul-

tural exploits.

Now another title popped up . .
.

—

dont miss—and this was followed by the

Country Life title as it appears in the

original picture itself. One more shot of

the home in the country, followed by

another short flash of the title of the

picture, and the final title card, Coming

Soon, ended the trailer. Complete, this

trailer runs less than fifty feet, because,

above all else, a film of this type must

be brief and breezy.

Now, to show the interesting possi-

bilities of this trailer business, let us

suppose that you collect, as do most

of us, a lot of film footage of your young
daughter and that you assemble these

films into yearly movie albums. Not

wanting just to throw the different se-

quences together in one large reel, cap-

tioned Judy—three years old, you edit

the reel carefully, title it Little Lady
and make a feature picture of Judy's

exploits, with titles setting off each se-

quence.

After the picture is edited, why not

steal a few good scenes from it and give

Little Lady the prestige of a trailer?

First, you find that, in editing the

reel, your trimmings included some sur-

plus footage of Judy, popping out from

behind a door and giving you her best

smile, and a gem of a closeup in which

she winked wickedly. You had also

edited out part of an amusing sequence

setup, over your wife's protests, of Judy

besmearing herself with lipstick at her

mother's dressing table, and a short

shot of the young mischief squeezing

the daylights out of her pet kitten.

The rediscovery of these priceless

pieces of film prompt you to go over

the large reel again and to snip out sev-

eral other short shots; one of Judy pad-

dling in the lake; another in which she

is devouring, and is being covered by, a

slice of bread and jelly; still another

of our heroine, taking a corner on two

wheels of her tricycle ; finally, a foot or

so of a closeup shot.

Now, for a short scenario, which you

jot down in a few minutes with the in-

spiration of the assembled clips. It

might read something like this:

1. Flash title: Hold your hats, boys!

2. Shot of Judy popping in the door.

3. Wipe in title: Here she comes!

4. Shot of Judy on her tricycle.

5. Flop up title: She might have

been a beautiful baby—
6. Wipe in title:

—

but she's a LIT-

TLE LADY now!

7. Shot of Judy and lipstick at dress-

ing table.

8. Flash title: More Mischief!

9. Shots of Judy eating jam, squeez-

ing the cat.

10. Flash title: More Fun!
11. Beach scene.

12. Title: Wait until you see this—
13. Title: LITTLE LADY.

AURICON
16 M.M. SOUND -ON- FILM RECORDER

You can make lip-synchronized

talking pictures with the Auricon
Recorder and any synchronous-
motor-driven 16 mm. camera, creat-

ing sparkling, true-to-life movies

which will run on any 16 mm sound
film projector

Music, dialogue, narration, sound
effects—all can be recorded directly

on film by photographic means
identical in principle to professional

Hollywood productions, but with
Auricon 16 mm. equipment which is

designed and built in Hollywood
for use by the 16 mm. movie maker.

Complete Recorder and Amplifier

with instructions for making 16 mm.
talking pictures — $560. To be used
with any synchronous-motor-driven

camera.
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for free descriptive literature.
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THE UTMOST IN A SOUND
MOTION PICTURE PROJECTOR
Assured Film Protection— Patented Safety-

Trip immediately stops machine. To be
found only on this equipment. With Offset
Film Loop that eliminates damaging film

pressure and side sway.

Stationary Sound Drum — Unequalled
sound quality — no moving parts — No
adjustment necessary for color or black
and white.

"Spira-Draff
greatest lamp

Flickerless Shutter — unsurpassed clarity

of pictures. Safety shutter for stills.

Film Reverse—Pressing one lever reverses

film for reviewing. No rethreading necessary.

Easy Accessibility — to spotlessly ciean
all working parts. No special tools re-

quired.

Multiple Use— For classroom, auditorium,
dances, outdoor events—with interchange-
able units that mean Greater Economy
and Widest Utility.

In no other equipment regardless of price can all of

these advance features be found. Write today for

complete description of these and other features.

VICTOR ANIMATOGRAPH CORPORATION

Forced Cooling —
economy and safety

Dept. A-l Davenport, Iowa
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GOERZ
KINO-HYPAR
LENSES
f:2.7 and f:3

For regular and color mov-
ies of surprising quality, high
chromatic correction . . .

J Focal lengths 15mm to 100mm-
4 in suitable focusing mounts to

y Professional Movie Cameras.

GOERZ Reflex FOCUSER
— Patented— 4

• for 16mm Movie Camera users—voids PARALLAX Z
|

between finder and lens — provides full-size J
i
ground-glass image magnified 10 times. Adapt- ?

1 able to lenses 3" and up. Also useful as extension -

\

tube for shorter focus lens for close-ups. Exten- j
i
sively used in shooting surgical operations, small \
animal life, etc. J

: GOERZ Parallax-Free FOCUSER
and FIELD FINDER CONTROL

!

for Filmo 121 and Simplex-Pockette, no more off-

center pictures, magnifies 4 and 8x.

For Detailed Information Address
Dept. IUM.1Z

! C.P.Goerz AmericanOptical Co.
317 East 34th St., New York

American Lens Makers Since 1899

16MM. SOUND-ON-FILM

RECORDING
Professional productions and recording
for industrial and educational purposes.

Send for price list.

Spot Film Productions, Inc.

339 East 48th St., N. Y. C. PI 5-0808

BERNDT-MAURER
RECORDING SYSTEM

SCHOOLS
DOCUMENTARY FEATURES
Now available for rental 16 m/m S.O.F.

EDGE OF THE WORLD
CALL OF THE WILDERNESS

OUR DAILY BREAD

SCARLET LETTER

TUNDRA

All unanimously recommended
by the Department of Secondary
Teachers of the N. E. A. Teach-

ers guides available.

Send for our new free catalogue of additional
subjects.

COMMONWEALTH PICTURES CORP.
729—7th AVE. NEW YORK CITY

14. Closeup of Judy, smiling.

15. Title: Coming to this theatre

soon. Fade out.

Your clips are assembled, your sce-

nario is written. Now you can let your-

self go in the creation and filming of

the titles. When you have assembled the

processed titles and the pictorial bits

and are viewing the finished product,

you will realize how much fun this ad-

dition to your program gives your audi-

ence and yourself.

Babies and Christmas
[Continued from page 580]

lamp within the picture. In such a case,

you do not have to depend upon the

light from this lamp to illuminate the

subject, as the general ceiling light will

do that. If the lampshade is a dense

one, you can use a flood bulb in place

of the globe ordinarily used in the

lamp; if the shade is light, an ordinary

100 watt bulb will do.

Fur color shots, however, the ceiling

illumination scheme, we found, is not

quite adequate, so that we make use of

a single No. 2 bulb in a good, efficient

reflector, placed fairly close to the baby
when he is in his crib, play pen or high

chair, or when he is playing with a

favorite toy and not likely to range
about. This unit, which serves as the

main source of light, is placed rather

more to the front and about eight feet

away from the subject. The baby nat-

urally turns his head away from this

bright light source and. in doing so, en-

counters the light reflected from a large

piece of white cardboard, which we
place just outside the picture range,

on the side opposite the light. A movie

screen, of the type which stands on a

tripod by itself, is also a most efficient

and valuable reflector for this purpose.

One of the nice color shots that we
plan to take will show the baby going to

bed on the night before Christmas. The
little scene will start with the baby in

his mother's arms, looking out of the

window for Santa Claus. The color ef-

fect will show that the room is ruddy
and cozy, while the blue moonlight

streams in at the window.
The right way to film this action is to

plan to shoot the scene rather late in the

afternoon, while there is yet daylight

outside, but not too brilliant daylight.

Then, use Type A Kodachrome and
illuminate the room by artificial light.

The daylight which shows through the

window will be very definitely bluish in

color, because interior Kodachrome is

balanced in color for the warmer light

of the flood lamps. If snow is on the

ground, a shot taken directly out of

doors on Type A at this time will show
a cold blue landscape, and this can be

cut into the sequence in which the

mother and child are looking out of

the window.

Of course, we shall take shots of the

Christmas tree, with all its glittering

ornaments, and we shall have cut in

shots showing the surprise and delight

of the baby, as each of his presents is

opened. Santa Claus may even bring a

toy or two with jointed limbs, that we
can animate, by using the single frame

release on our camera and by moving
the toy a little bit between each picture.

Underneath our tree, every year, we al-

ways have a creche; toy animals and

and the three wise men surround a

straw cradle.

The Christmas tree is lit with blue

lights, and we fix up our small photo-

graphic spotlight, to concentrate its

beam through a green gelatin filter on

the little cradle. The result is most
effective, and we are going to try a

Kodachrome "still" of it, using a one

second exposure.

Tradition says that, at midnight on

Christmas Eve, all the animals kneel

to honor the Babe. Perhaps, this year,

we shall have the camera and lights

all set up on this scene and, at twelve

o'clock, well tiptoe in, hoping that we
may catch and record our little menag-

erie in its act of devotion.

if Santa stayed
|
Continued from page 5781

eggs and bacon.

A 27. Closeup. Santa's face, as he

peeps out and sniffs the breakfast;

then he grimaces, as he realizes that he

is hungry and can't have any.

B 28. Closeup. The clock face ; it is

now 11:30.

A or C 29. Semi long shot. From the

corner opposite that in which Santa is

still hiding. One child is playing con-

tentedly on the floor. Santa is still cor-

nered, but perhaps he is placed near a

window, so that he can look out without

attracting the child's attention.

A or E 30. Long shot. With Santa's

head in the foreground, get a shot out

through the window, to show the other

child playing outside with one of his

new presents—perhaps a tricycle.

E 31. Medium shot. The child, out-

side, playing happily.

E 32. Closeup. The outside door, as

it is opened, and Mother beckons the

child to come in.

C 33. Medium shot. The child in the

living room, putting toys away and go-

ing out of the room.

A 34. Medium shot. Santa, as he

comes warily out of his hiding place

and tiptoes toward the chimney. Just

as he reaches it and is prepared to dis-

appear, cut to:

E 35. Closeup. A hand pressing the

doorbell.

A 36. Medium shot. Santa listening,

then suddenly turning and running

back to his hiding place.

F 37. Medium shot. Guests coming

into the living room with Mother.

F 38. Medium, shot. The group
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around the piano; the children appear

and all start to sing Christmas carols.

F 39. Closeup. A Christmas carol on

the music holder of the piano.

A 40. Closeup. Santa peeping out of

his hiding place, smiling and starting

to hum the tune, moving his head from

side to side. Suddenly, however, he

looks scared and pops his head out of

sight again.

F 41. Medium shot. The group, as

Mother is just turning around as if she

had heard something. Seeing nothing.

however, she turns, smiles and then

beckons them all to follow her.

D 42. Medium, shot. Again the din-

ing room, with places set and a turkey

just being brought into view.

D 43. Closeup. The children's faces,

close together; both lick their lips in

keen anticipation.

D 44. Closeup. The turkey.

A 45. Closeup. Santa's face, as he

sniffs the turkey and shakes his head
as in despair.

D 46. Closeup. An empty chair at

the head of the table.

G 47. Long shot. Across the table,

toward the dining room door. The
guests are seated, but all turn to greet

the man who suddenly appears in the

doorway. Evidently it is Dad.

D or G 48. Closeup. A child grin-

ning and yelling. "Dad!"
G 49. Closeup. Dad smiling as he

enters.

A 50. Closeup. Of the curtain behind

which Santa has hidden. Tilt down from

where his head has been seen hereto-

fore; when the camera reaches the

floor, there it pictures a heap of red

clothing, with white trimmings and
topped by a long white beard. Santa

has disapeared. but his clothing re-

mains. The End.

Whose Christmas is this?
[Continued from page 579]

30. Closeup. The boy and girl whis-

pering together. They stop and look

down.

31. Medium shot. Mother and Dad.

completely wrapped up in their fun.

32. Closeup. Little hands slowly and

carefully picking up the presents that

Mother and Dad have abandoned, un-

opened.

33. Closeup. Little feet tiptoeing out

of the room.

34. Medium shot. From behind
Mother and Dad, seated on the floor,

to get a general scene of the Christmas

tree and to show their concentration.

35. Closeup. Of the backs of Mother's

and Dad's heads. They turn about sud-

denly, facing the camera, as if some-

body had called to them.

36. Medium shot. Tilted down at the

floor, showing the boy's feet shuffling

along in Dad's new slippers and the

girl's feet completely covered by

Mother's long lounging robe. Tilt up as

lMmMwwap
THE NEW, INEXPENSIVE

POSURE METER FOR MOVIE MAKERS

Just in time for gift giving! A compact, extremely simple ex-

posure meter that will enable the cine fan to get every frame
exposed with "on-the-dot" accuracy . . . every time! It is quickly

pre-set for the type of camera, emulsion speed and frames-per-

second . . . and can be left that way unless a different camera
speed or film speed is used. Thus it is virtually instantaneous

in use . . . with no adjustments or calculations to make while

shooting. Priced at only $ 15.50.

And it's Weston built . . . assuring

dependability and long life. See it

at dealers today, or write for litera-

ture. Weston Electrical Instrument
Corporation, 626 Frelinghuysen
venue, Newark, New Jersey.

WESTON
JUNIOR CINE
Exposure Meter

READ WHAT CUSTOMERS SAY
ABOUT

C ase of operation, utmost reliability,

professional performance, rugged con-
struction, and theatre-quality 16 mm
results are thoroughly familiar to people
who use the B-M Sound-Pro Camera
and B-M Sound Recording System.
Write for complete information.

The BERNDT-MAURER Corp.
117 EAST 24th STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
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Say
663§etty Christmas"

With The

1 00 Watt

Model RK

PROJECTOR
and Special HOLIDAY PACKAGE
of Gorgeous 2"x2" COLOR SLIDES

The S.V.E. Model RK Miniature Projector, by
showing miniatures life size brings new thrills

to the candid camera fan
-
s hobby. The Holiday

Package of 10 beautiful color slides of National
Parks, the two World's Fairs, Art Masterpieces,
and other interesting scenes makes a grand ad-
dition to anyone's film library. The 10 slides in

Eastman card-board Readv-Mounts arc only
SS.00 a splendid gift for friends ulho already
have projectors. The 100 Watt RK Projector
complete with lamp, lens, slide carrier and
carrying case, is S27.S0. Other S.V.E. Projec-
tors from 100 to 300 watts. See these and other
S.V.E. gift items at your dealer's today! Write
for literature !

SOCIETY FOR VISUAL EDUCATION, INC.
Dept. 12 MM. 10 Street. Clni'.iqn

DOSS Says: such popularity must be
deserved . . . the

New Filmo Auto Master
with Turret Head

Magazine loading . . . with Taylor Hobson I" F:2.7
universal focus lens, speeds

16, 32, 48 and 64 . . .

with steady strap handle

S 195.00

Case for above $ I I .75

Send for free Cine Bargaingram No. 245

Bass CAMERA CO. dept.
IV) W.MADISON ST. C
CHICAGO. ILL.

Protect Your FiSms
16MM

Insist on
Cases that
bear this

trade-mark

For carrying, £
Shipping, M
Express, or jta

Parcel Post, m

For 16MM Reels

In 200, 400, 800, 1200, 1600 ft. sizes. Stocked for (

immediate delivery. If your dealer or jobber
;

cannot supply you, write us direct.
j

FIBERBILT CASE CO.
j

40 WEST 17th ST. NEW YORK CITY
'

the boy and girl come into the scene;

they are giggling in high glee. The boy

wears Dad's new smoking jacket; the

girl has on Mother's lounging robe and,

perhaps, a new hat or fur piece.

37. Medium shot. Mother and Dad
as they appear startled, puzzled and
then, catching the point, genuinely

amused.

38. Medium shot. From behind the

children as they run or stumble over

their long clothes as best they can

toward their parents.

39. Closeup. The children's faces,

glowing with pleasure at having "put

across" their game and proved their

point. The End.

Christmas titles

[Continued from page 584]

ously. Of course, after the footage is

processed, this title length is cut out.

reversed end for end and spliced back

in the 16mm. film.

If you shoot your Christmas film on

black and white, take a still picture of

your Christmas tree and include the

baby or one of the children in the com-

position. Have an enlarged print made
to fit your titler and order the lettering

done in white on the print. If you are

good at lettering, you can do this job

yourself; if you are not, send the print

with the title wording to a title serv-

ice. These concerns will do lettering

jobs at reasonable rates, as well as

make complete titles.

This is a simple title, but, in years

to come, it will have as much senti-

mental and personal value as the rest

of the film.

jbecosuUiue. JlettenA.

Christmas decorations, wrappings and

ribbons supply an endless source of

title lettering possibilities. You can

spell the title wording in letters formed

of tinsel and synthetic snow, or you can

form the characters in the ribbon and

gaily colored tape supplied for gift

wrapping.

Even larger is the variety of Christ-

mas cards that may be used for title

backgrounds. If you are working in

color, however, be sure that the color

of the material used for letters and

that of the background contrast suf-

ficiently to make the titles stand out.

A simple and legible Christmas title

can be produced by using a normal

title card with white lettering on a dark

background and by introducing a small

branch of fir or a stem of holly in the

composition. If the title is in Koda-
chrome, a dark red or green back-

ground can be used. The title may be

spelled with movable letters or it may
be printed.

Cine lighting at home
[Continued from page 581]

ment, by moving lights about until the

best position is found. Avoid the harsh

contrasts of excessive side lighting and

don't "burn up" the subject.

2. See that the background is cor-

rectly illuminated and use more or less

light for this purpose, depending upon
whether the background objects are

light or dark and whether a high key

or a low key effect is desired.

3. Make certain that the lighting

scheme provides sufficient range, to per-

mit the subject to go through all actions

called for in the script and yet not to

come too close to any of the lamps;

coming too close would betray the loca-

tion of the light. This betrayal is almost

as bad as having the light itself in the

picture. (Of course, the foregoing does

not refer to any shaded household

lamps purposely included in the screen

picture.)

Up to now, only the simplest lighting

setups have been discussed, but if some-

body will take the mistress of the house

for a walk, we'll "go to town" with spot-

lights, reflectors, diffusing screens and

the like.

Recently, there have appeared highly

efficient, although inexpensive, spot-

lights, some with Fresnel lenses; and

these, in my opinion, represent the

greatest advance in lighting equipment

for the amateur since Photofloods were

introduced. Their use reduces lens flare

troubles to a minimum, since the beam
of light may be confined to a very nar-

row angle. One or more of the spot-

lights will enable a cameraman to film

objects with back lighting, or to pro-

ject light to distant parts of a scene,

while another use for them is in aiming

strong beams of light on dark objects

which would not otherwise be recorded

in detail.

Reflectors are not usually very help-

ful indoors, except for extreme close-

ups, when the reflector is held very

close to the subject and is used as a

substitute for an auxiliary light on the

shadow side. Special effects may be ob-

tained by directing the full light of a

flood bulb on the reflector and by turn-

ing that reflector so as to illuminate,

with diffused light, the features of a

subject in a closeup.

A somewhat similar effect is obtained

by pointing the light at the subject and

by hanging a piece of tracing cloth or

some other translucent material in front

of the lamp. This particular method was

used extensively by old time photog-

raphers in studios equipped with huge
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We guarantee their
pe rf o rmance to be
equal to nationally fa-

mous lights listed at

approximately twice
the price. Sturdy ad-
justable tripod, com-
plete with 10 ft. plug
and cord, 9 in. diam-
eter reflectors. Fluores-
cent etched inside to
give the desirable dif-

fused light so neces-
sary for portraits with-
out loss of efficiency.

Reflector holds No. I

or No. 2 photo floods.

A Iso sensationally
low prices on all

Nationally famous
movie equipment.
For prices write to

Dept. M.

BYRON'S, Inc.
625 15th STREET

Washington, D. C.

SERVICE & REPAIR
for all

CAMERAS-PROJECTORS-ACCESSORIES

PARTS for ALL MACHINES
Reasonable Rental Terms
on Movie Equipment

AMAZING BARGAINS
IN

USED EQUIPMENT
1 Year Guarantee

WRITE FOR LIST

WORLD FILM ENTERPRISES
630 Ninth Av. (Circle 6-0445) New York, N.Y.

A DIME-A-DAY
BRINGS FUN TO STAY

Enjoy home movies on Don's
Dime-a-Day pay plan — $2.50
down on nationally advertised
cameras, projectors, etc. — no
interest, no carrying charges.

Send 10c for illustrated cata-

log. Write Dept. MM3.

don elder's home movies
739 BOYLSTOM ST., BOSTON, MASS.

LAP DISSOLVES AND WIPES j

can now be put

INTO YOUR OWN ORIGINALS j

in our Laboratory-

35 to 16 to 8 REDUCTIONS
j

on KODACHROME
or BL. & W.

j

Enlargements

Bruno Parth Laboratory
Mount Pocono Penna. I

"north light" windows. All these meth-

ods might be termed advanced interior

lighting, but they are readily available

to anybody willing to devote time and

care in getting that extra something into

movie shots.

Regarding Kodachrome, there are

two schools of thought. One would have

you believe that the best possible effects

are obtained with extremely flat light-

ing, which allows color, and color alone,

to furnish all the contrast necessary to

picture excellence. The second school

contends that all the lighting principles

and effects applied in black and white

movie making may be used to advan-

tage in color work, except that deep

shadows must be avoided. Ernest Haller,

of Gone With the Wind fame, is a mem-
ber of the latter school and. admittedly,

he knows what he is about!

Boiled down, the idea is that the "flat

lighting" school would dispense with

light and shade in color work, while the

others want to retain the high lights

and shadows so necessary in ordinary

filming.

One can decide this question for him-

self, by a few experiments in interior

lighting; and it is nice to know that any

type of lighting may be used for Koda-
chrome. provided harsh contrasts and

deep shadows are avoided.

Last minute observations:

Flowers in Kodachrome look best un-

der fairly flat lighting; but, in black

and white work, side lighting brings out

texture and roundness.

Be sure to have lights far enough
away from the subject when you are

working with a wide angle lens, or only

the center of the scene will be illumi-

nated properly, because of the limited

angle of light reflectors.

Before shooting, check for reflections

of the lights in mirrors, windows, glass

doors, pictures, highly polished furni-

ture, etc., as they can usually be

"killed" in one way or another.

When you are making a long shot of

a room, direct most of the light floor-

ward, to correct the lack of balance

which usually exists between the colors

of the walls and those of the rug. This

rule also applies to semi closeups of

people in dark clothing.

Last of all, avoid ugly appearing

shadows, as the eye is involuntarily

drawn to them.

Well, let's get all camera equipment

back on the shelf, lighting gadgets

stacked away in closets and extension

wires rolled up and stowed in the high-

boy, after which we can face Mrs. Movie

Maker with a clear conscience.

Timing a title

When you start to film a title, keep
the camera running for the time re-

quired for you to read the title aloud
twice. This will provide footage suffi-

cient to enable anybody to read the

title comfortably on the screen.

'0sl'H

timejbrMovies/

GetG-EPHOTOFLOODS
for clear, crisp scenes

Precious shots like this may come but
once in a lifetime. Get a supply of G-E
MAZDA Photoflood lamps now so you'll

be ready to catch them this Christmas.

Whether you're shooting color or black
and white, G-E Photofloods give you
grand results. They are the same high-
efficiency type lamps that Hollywood
uses . . . built to fit your needs. Two
popular sizes fit most requirements;
No. 1, ISc; No. 2, 30c. And for an
extra light for special effects, try G-E
MAZDA Photoflood No. R-2, 85c.

GENERAL^pELECTRIC
MAZDA PHOTO LAMPS
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jgi jiacA World or-

S*Bf awaits
(¥p^' your selection

Guaranteed Used Bargains
Bolex H-16 Camera, Dallmeyer

FI.5 _$I79.50

16mm. Zeiss Movikon Camera,

Zeiss Sonnar Fl.4__ ._ 275.00

16mm. Kodak Cine Special. Anas.

FI.9 __„ 275.00

Cine-Kodak 8 Model 25, Anas.

F2.7 27.50

8mm. Bell & Howell 1 34A, Taylor

Hobson F2.5, exc. .. 39.50

16mm. Victor Model 3, F2.7 . . 49.50

16mm. Filmo 70DA, brown model,

Taylor Hobson FI.5 .. - 147.50

16mm. Ampro Model KD Projector

750W, FI.6, case— . 89.50

16mm. Amprosound Model UB,

750W, I 600' arms __ .- 239.50

16mm. Filmosound Model I38P,

Academy 210.00

8mm. Eastman Model 70A 500W,
400' arms, case 54.50

AH used Bargain offerings arc sold under our

10-day money back guarantee.
Many other bargains in new and
used photographic equipment of

every description.

EASY TERMS ARRANGED
Trade In Your Present Equipment

Write for Bargain List MM12 NOW !

I6WARREN ST..NEWY0RK-ffi¥ES!

"OUR MONROE DOCTRINE"
2 REELS i .mm SOUND

Succeeding "OITR CONSTITUTION" in a series of

S historical talking pictures for educational and en-
tertainment distribution.

A vital document of an unwritten law of the United
States, as active today as when proclaimed in 1823.
For information: write your local library or to:

ACADEMIC FILM CO., Inc.. 1650 Broadway. N. Y. C.

THE GIFT THAT BRINGS
LIFE TO YOUR FILMS!

SOUND
Let your Christmas showings

"speak" for themselves! We can

add sound to your silent films, in

black and white or color, improv-

ing them with musical back-

ground, vocal commentary or

with sound effects. The price is

moderate. Send for our new book,

"Sound Suggestions." It's free!

HARTLEY ™° DUCTION s

230 W. 79 Sf.. N. Y.

"On the Road

to Jericho"

IT
WAS raining. What was more, it

was thundering. The actors of On the

Road to Jericho were huddled within

the protection of Twentieth Century

automobiles, watching an inn of the

First Century of Christ waver and flap

in the wind. The cameras were covered.

The properties were inside the cars.

C. Manly DeBevoise, ACL, in charge of

production, looked through the wind-

shield and groaned. If that inn blew

away, the whole company might as well

go home.

But the inn did not blow away, and,

when the skies cleared and the sun

came out, the actors found that the

canvas walls had been mottled with

water, giving the entire makeshift set an

appearance of permanence and great

age. The Good Samaritan stretched.

"Let's get back to work." he said.

Through storms

Thus, little by little, Mr. DeBevoise's

latest production. On the Road to

Jericho, 400 feet of 16mm. Kodachrome
silent film, came into being. Storms

made the skies gray most of the time,

but this condition added a certain at-

tractive quality to the background of

the Biblical settings. The story of the

Good Samaritan and the man at the

wayside who had fallen among thieves

must be familiar to everybody, and Mr.

DeBevoise has been faithful to the let-

ter of the original. His film opens and

closes with Christ preaching on a coun-

try hillside, containing, between those

two sequences, a complete visualization

of the moral lessons of humanity and
love for one's neighbor.

Finding old roads

Mr. DeBevoise's titles are superim-

posed upon the action that they are

meant to explain. He did this by trans-

porting his title board to the outdoor

sets, where the filming took place. Thus
he was able to double expose the titles

then and there, before further footage

made it difficult to find the position of

the scene.

But a problem greater than that pre-

sented hy the titles was to find a road

in the Metropolitan area that was not

lined with houses, or paved, or too

bumpy, or that contained even so much
as a signpost hinting of the present day.

The dolly shot of the walking feet

was made, after several trials, from two

At right, shots in "On the Road to

Jericho" with superimposed titles

THOU LIKLWI
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planks slung between the bumper and

axle of a motor car. The costumes are,

for the most part, faithful replicas of

those to be found in old paintings por-

traying the period. A makeup man, bor-

rowed from a local dramatic society,

added a professional realism that even

the closeups did not betray. And an or-

dinary garden hose was the obliging in-

strument with which the canvas inn was

"wet down." at each filming session, to

match the first appearance of age which

the thunderstorm had given it!

Special cine

conveniences
[Continued from page 582]

many frames have been exposed on a

particular effect, so that he may stop

the camera at any given frame. Such

an extra frame counter, especially help-

ful when you are working at a sound

picture speed of twenty four frames a

second, can be made from the top of a

one hundred foot. 16mm. film can. The

scales are made from paper, and they

are glued in place, as shown in the

picture on page 582.

One scale may be seen only from the

side, while the other, on the rim of the

can, enables the operator to see the

frame count from the rear of the cam-

era.

The can is pierced in the center, and

a rubber cork is cemented halfway

through the hole. This cork is one of a

type used on carbonated drink bottles.

It has a hole in the small end, and this

fits over the winding shaft of the Spe-

cial.

Since this shaft revolves once for

each foot of film that passes the gate,

the scale is made up of forty divisions.

each representing a frame. A small

mark, to serve as a reference point for

the revolving scale, may be made on

the winding handle. A one quarter inch

triangle of black cellulose tape will

make a good indicator for this purpose.

The counter is easily slipped into

place, and it may be set to tally with

the normal frame and footage counters.

It must be removed when the camera

is wound.

Filming your own school

[Continued from page 592]

pie. The monitor impatiently interrupts

the boy and starts him across the street.

Fade out.

Scene 8. Fade in. A general shot of

the school yard, well filled with pupils.

This shot probably can be taken best

from a high angle, such as one from a

second story classroom window.

Scene 9. Closeup. The school bell

ringing or the teacher in the school

doorway blowing a whistle.

Be sure to see the Weston Master in this new. attractive Christ-

mas gift package ... as well as other Weston models ... at

your dealer's today; or write immediately for complete litera-

ture. Weston Electrical Instrument Corporation, 626 Freling-

huysen Avenue, Newark, New Jersey.

IN A CAR ITS THE MOTOR
IN THE CAMERA ITS THE LENS
IN PROJECTION IT'S THE SCREEN

Write for your FREE 5" x 7" SAMPLE of this amaz-
ing" screen fabric and test chart. Test it in your
own home as a projection engineer would. We
challenge any other screen to give you the pro-
jection qualities of the BRITELITE TRUV1SION
Wide Angle Crystal Beaded Screen Fabric.
This unique surface spreads and reflects light in a perfect fan shaped
area. It provides better overall definition—NO GLABE—NO DISTORTION
—NO HALATION. The BRITELITE Wide Angle Beaded Fabric is your
best buy for black and white or color.

3 Wide Angle Screens

TRIPOD SCREEN
30x40—SI 5.00

Other sizes SI8.50 to S35.00

NU-MATIC SCREEN
30x40—SI7. 50

Other sizes SI9.75 to S28.50

See the BRITELITE Line of Sc
Spotlights. Utility Cases, etc..

or write for Catalog and
Dept. M-M-12.

DeLUXE A MODEL
30x40—SI 5.00

Other sizes SI3.00 to S57.50

eens. Reflectors,

at your dealer.
Test Package.

MOTION PICTURE SCREEN & ACCESSORIES CO.. Inc.OW8**^?
351 West 52nd Street. New fork City
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HERE IS A 1

THOUGHTFUL
PRACTICAL

DEPENDABLE GIFT
FOR EVERY MOVIE FAN!

DeJUR

CINE
EXPOSURE
METER 40-C

>

ONLY $15.50'£se , SI .5O,
• SENSITIVITY: .1 to 4000 foot candles
• ONE SCALE: for all light intensities

• VIEWING ANGLE : adapted for movies
• FILM SPEEDS: .3 to 800 Weston
• SHUTTER SPEEDS: 6 to 128 frames second
• ONE HAND OPERATION
• SPECIAL ALNICO MAGNET
• JEWELED Galvanometer Movement
• SPECIAL LOCKING DEVICE : easy reading

Plus the NEW "Camera Angle"
Construction sees 'eye' with camera, assures

pertect pictures—always!
Made in U.S.A.

At Your dealer's, or write for FREE fold

Why use anything else when

TITLES BY PARK CINE
cost no more than ordinary titles.

Catalog Free on Request.

PARK CINE LABORATORY
120 West 41st Street, New York City

8 ENLARGED «i ^* REDUCEDQ
to IOtoo

GEO. W. COLBURN LABORATORY
Special Motion Picture Printing

11»7 MERCHANDISE MART
CHICAGO

Buy your 16mm titles our NEW
way-Pay by the word and save!
Neat, carefully arranged, printed titles, hand set on
special mottle backgrounds. Send for sample.

STUDIOS—P.O. Box 5354
Mt. Washington Sta.
Baltimore, Md.

Makers of theatre titles & trailers for 20 years

-35mm

ALPHA

MEXICAN
SILHOUETTE

A Ten Best Winner
for your film library.

Mexico City, Mexican towns, life,

customs and scenery make this an
outstanding lilin.

Three reels, 16mm. black &
ivhite, $75.

Clement K. Chase
Box 742, Tucson, Arizona

Scene 10. Medium shot. Lines of

pupils entering the school.

Scene 11. Semi closeup. The lines of

pupils entering the school. This shot,

however, is to be taken from inside the

school doorway. The camera, set on a

low box or chair, is aimed at the pupils

as they enter the door and pass the

camera. Fade out.

Title. And all day long, it's "readin,

'ritin and 'rithmetic" and other things

too.

(Note: Here follows a series of

short scenes in different classrooms

and using different pupils. The
scenes need not all be taken in any
one filming session, but they may
be spread out over a period of

time. By using different pupils in

each classroom, we add considera-

bly to the number of people who
will have a special interest in see-

ing the finished picture — a good

point in a first film. This part of

our movie is also one place in which
a deal of expansion of the sce-

nario is easily possible. Some
movie clubs may desire to show
certain school activities in greater

detail.)

Scene 12. Medium shot. In the school

library. Several pupils are seated

around a library table, reading. Shelves

of books show in the background. A
globe or vase of flowers is on the table.

Scene 13. Closeup. A pupil seated at

another library table. The pupil is busily

writing in a notebook. A reference book
is close by. on the table.

Scene 14. Closeup. A pupil at the

blackboard in a classroom. On the board

is a partially completed arithmetic prob-

lem. The pupil, chalk in hand, starts

to write, hesitates and then scratches

his head in bewilderment.

Scene 15. Semi closeup. Several

pupils gathered around the science

table, watching an experiment in dis-

tillation or some other work, requiring

an impressive amount of apparatus.

Scene 16. Closeup. A boy in the

school woodworking class is shown put-

ting the finishing touches on his four

foot model sailboat.

Scene 17. Medium shot. The girls' do-

mestic science class. Several girls are

shown as they are preparing appetizing

salads.

Scene 18. Semi closeup. In the school

sewing room, one girl is seen standing

on a low stool, as two or three other

girls check the length and evenness of

the hem of her dress. The dress may
be the one she is making for gradua-

tion.

Title. The lessons may have changed

somewhat—but the pupils are "chips

off the old block."

Scene 19. Closeup. A low angle shot

from in front of, and at the level of,

a school desk top. The scene shows just

a big geography book, open and being

held upright.
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Scene 20. Semi closeup. A higher

angle shot from in front of, and some-

what to one side of, the pupil's desk.

The same boy who had the apple for

the teacher is intently reading.

Scene 21. Semi closeup. The teacher

at her desk. The apple is prominently

in the foreground. The apple will loom
larger if this shot is taken from about

the desk level and if the apple is some-

what nearer to the camera than is the

teacher.

Scene 22. Semi closeup. Another shot

of the boy reading, this time a side

view.

Scene 23. Closeup. From slightly be-

hind the boy. This scene must clearly

show the opened geography book, with

one of the modern ten cent comic books
neatly concealed from the teacher's

view. A portion of the boy's head and
shoulders and his hands should show
in the scene.

Scene 24. Closeup. Just the boy's hand
and the books, showing clearly the par-

ticular heroic ""comic" that he is read-

ing. His hand begins to turn a page but,

just then, the teacher's hand reaches into

the scene, gently pushes his hand aside

and reaches for the comic book.

Scene 25. Closeup. From above. The
boy's startled expression, as he looks

up at the unexpected source of the

interruption.

Scene 26. Closeup. Continue Scene 24.

The geography and comic book, as the

teacher's hand takes away the latter.

Scene 27. Closeup. The teacher's desk

top. with the apple prominently dis-

played. The teacher's hands reach in,

lift the apple and place the comic book
under it.

Scene 28. Closeup. The boy, dis-

gruntled, in his seat, with an "Aw,
what's the use" expression on his face.

Fade out.

Title. It's the "extras" that add much
to Jr. High's school life.

The Annual Model Boat Races

Scene 29. Medium shot. In the school

woodworking shop, as several boys lift

their finished model boats from the

benches and start out of the room.

Scene 30. Medium shot. Several boys,

their boats under their arms, and boats

being towed behind them in wagons, as

they approach the local pond.

Scenes 31 to 40. Here follows a series

of scenes of the boat races, from different

angles. Show the boats being lined up for

the start, the official starter in action, the

racing boats, the excited group of spec-

tators, the finish of the race, the winner

with his boat and the officials pinning a

medal on his chest. This sequence of

shots may be made considerably longer

if the occasion warrants it or if your

film supply permits it. However, don't

forget to vary the shots of the racing

boats with shots showing the reactions

of the boys and the spectators.

Title. The Girls' Dance Fete.

Scenes 41 to 50. This might be a very
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Cfjristmas (greetings

1 MADISON MART
INC.

GIFT HEADQUARTERS
W FOR NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT
§1 STILL AND MOVIE

W * Filmo 70A, f/1.8 Cooke & Case, Recon-
M ditioned Guarantee 79. 50
Sj ^Model B Cine-Kodak, with 2 lenses: f/1.9

fit and 3" f/4.5 telephoto Outfit complete
W with case, E.N 79.50
S ftf/1.5 Cooke lens, (list $76) E.N.. .42.50

j)C *B & H Filmo JL projector, all gear drive,
S 750 watt, f/1.6 lens, voltmeter,
§? E.N 135.00

Expert P/iofofinishing

done on premises

MADISON MART
403 Madison Ave.
bet. 47 & 48 Sts. New York, N. Y.
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MOVIE MAKERS

Lypf-erd

An attractive, black fabrikoid,

gold lettered binder for your

copies of this magazine. A wire

device enables you to insert and

remove copies easily.

Price $1.50

Send your order accompanied by

remittance to

MOVIE MAKERS
420 Lexington Ave., New York, N. Y.

You Can Make Good Movies
one reel teaching films to improve

o making: HOW TO USE YOUR
CAMERA, LENSES. EXPOSURE AND EX-
POSURE METERS, FILTERS, COMMON MIS-
TAKES AND THEIR CORRECTION, FILM
EDITING. Write for descriptive information to

KENNETH F. SPACE
Room 608, 140 Nassau Street, New York, N. Y.

essful photo as a career hobbv. or for

-made easy throush N.Y.I. Training!

Personal coaching by leading photographers. Fascinating

field splendi.l opportunities. Black ,v White. Motion pic-

ture, anil Color Photography. Personal attendance and

Home Study Courses Booklet FKKK: N Y. Institute of

Photography, Dept. 105. 10 W. 33rd St.. New York, N. Y.

YOU VE BEEN WAITING
FOR IT—-

Here it is/

AtoZ Title Frame
Given 4u'Oy With the Purchase OS our

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS PACKAGE
Everything /or making beautiful professional titles

I—"A to Z" S2.00 MOVIE TITLING OUTFIT
Famous trace-a-title method used by thousands for

making titles in black and white or colors. Anyone can

z-Vt. r" $T.oo ^r'ettes for backgrounds
36 subjects in brilliant colors. Re-usable, no moistening.

3—FREE—"A to Z" TITLE FRAME
nesi»nerl especially to take titles up to 7" x 9". Always

ALL 3 FOR ONLY J3.00 P0STPA I D— RDER DIRECT
"A to Z" MOVIE ACCESSORIES CO.

175 Fifth Ave. Dept. M20 New York. N. Y.

pretty series of scenes of the Maypole

or folk dance festivals usually given

in some local park or in the school ath-

letic grounds. Use closeups of the girls'

costumes, the Maypoles, the dancing

feet, etc., and longer shots of some of

the pretty formations. Vary the shots as

much as possible and try to get effec-

tive camera angles, by lowering the

camera close to the ground for some
shots and raising it high for others.

Well, by now, our 200 to 250 feet of

film, including titles, is certainly about

gone, so we may well close the film on

a patriotic note, with scenes of the flag

salute at the end of the girls' dances.

Of course, a big closeup of the Stars

and Stripes waving in the breeze will

be an appropriate ending shot.

This film plan is purposely very flex-

ible, and the last two sequences have

been made especially so, in order to

allow for as much expansion as might

be desired.

Some of the scenes are indoor shots,

which are quite natural when we re-

member that most school activities take

place indoors. However, all the indoor

scenes suggested are reasonably close

shots, requiring a minimum of lighting.

Buy one roll of fast film just for the

indoor scenes. By using this film in the

average well lighted classroom, you will

require the additional light of only one

or two flood bulbs in handy cardboard

reflectors. If you should decide to make
the film in color, more light will be

necessary. Then it will also be neces-

sary to use the special "daylight" flood

bulbs and regular Kodachrome film for

the interior shots, as a mixture of day-

light and the ordinary flood light, or

room lights, will not work either with

regular Kodachrome or Type A Koda-

chrome.

And, last but not least, don't forget

that the success of your first school

film, from the viewpoint of the pupils,

is to see themselves and as many of

their friends in the picture as possible.

That is one reason for frequent changes

of locale and personnel in our scenario.

And don't forget, more parents will like

it too!

He was Jack of

all trades
[Continued from page 587]

not give the illumination of modern
flood bulbs.

Quite often in those days, the director

and the entire company were arrested

for obstructing traffic, when they were
making exterior shots. At one time, my
company was arrested, and the property

man was the only one in the outfit who
had money enough to supply bail. The
rest of us had to wait until a represen-

tative of the company arrived.

At another time, a kidnapping was
being photographed (there were no cen-

A TELETAR LENS
FOR TELEPHOTO SHOTS

Is A Gem Of A

CHRISTMAS GIFT

Made in mounts

to fit 8 and 16mm cameras

IDEAL FOR LONG DISTANCE SHOTS

Unrivalled as a gift for your

camera-fan friends— and your-

self ! The new Teletar Lenses per-

form with amazing brilliance

from start to finish. Perfected

for anastigmatism, color and spe-

cial aberration, it brings sharp-

ness to every shot you take . . .

gives a new brilliance and clarity

when projected on the screen.

PRICED UNBELIEVABLY LOW!

Teletar Lenses in Focusing Mounts

FOR 8MM CAMERAS
1 inch F 3.5 $18.00

VA inch F 3.5 24.00

In Mounts to Fit

Keystone, Revere, Revere Turret, Bolex

FOR 16MM CAMERAS
3 inch F 3.5 35.00

In Mounts to Fit

Keystone, Victor, Bolex, Filmo

Please Specify the Type of Mount
when ordering.

Mail Orders Filled

Write Dept. M.M.T.

// it's photographic you'll

find it at

32nd St. near 6th Ave., New York

World's Largest Camera Store

Built on Square Dealing

»»JpH.¥¥¥¥ ¥¥¥¥¥ ¥¥ ¥¥¥ ¥ ¥¥¥ ¥¥
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SPEND CHRISTMAS
in

Wo n d e r I a n d!
NIB

Give yourself—your family—your friends—a swell

Christmas treat! Take them with Alice to Wonder-
land. Or join a tiger hunt in Bengal. Or show the
kids the zoo—without taking a step!

"ALICE IN WONDERLAND" 1 reel
Gorgeous fantasy. In all her blonde loveliness,

Joan Bennett plays Alice. Music by Irving Berlin.
More delightful to see than it ever was to read!

"TIGER HUNT IN BENGAL" 1 reel
Completely authentic. Fascinating picture of an
actual tiger hunt in India. You'll thrill to every
second!

"ZOO IN MANHATTAN" 1 reel
A 10-minute stroll through New York's famous
Central Park Zoo. Lions, tigers, monkeys, ele-

phants—the whole animal kingdom. An education
for the kids and an absorbing ten minutes for you!

Each of these may be had in

16mm with sound SI7.50
16mm silent 12.00
8mm 7.50
Sold by dealers everywhere. If your dealer cannot
supply you, write to

NU-ART FILMS, INC.
145 W. 45th St. New York, N. Y.

MR. 16mm
PRODUCER
We offer you complete
facilities for adding

SOUND
BLACK & WHITE I

SPECIAL EFFECTS
KODACHROME

• ART TITLES

GEO. W. COLBURN
LABORATORY

1197 Merchandise Mart CHICAGO

SOUND ON FILM
Rent-Exchange-Sale

Modern High Grade Features & Shorts

CINE CLASSIC LIBRARY
1041 Jefferson Av Brooklyn, N. Y.

HOME TITLE MAKERS

No more fuss with clogged pens and
messy liquids.

Write your titles the modern way with

RITE- A-TITLE

Easy as writing with pencil.
Works with any titler.
Assortment of cartoons for tracing

included.

Introductory kit bv mail— I Oe.

ALL PURPOSE GOLD CORP.
Post Office Box . 81
Brooklyn, New York

sors in those days) and, just as the

actor playing the role of kidnapper was
about to hand the child into a waiting

cab. he felt a heavy touch on his shoul-

der, and he turned to look into the busi-

ness end of a revolver held by a husky
Irish "cop."

The real joke in this incident was the

fact that, while the policeman was res-

cuing the kidnapped child, a drunk he

had previously taken in tow seized the

opportunity to escape. We had an angry

officer on our hands when all was ex-

plained.

Locations, as a rule, were not difficult

to obtain, probably because we were

not overly particular. Frequently, we
were invited to use private estates, and

we were often entertained by the own-

ers. This led to carelessness on the part

of some of us, and we sometimes moved
in without permission. We got away
with it occasionally, while, in other

cases, we were ordered out, and not too

politely.

I was working once just outside of

Whitestone, on Long Island, and the

owner of the property, in front of which

we were filming, disliked the idea so

much that he got out his car and drove

back and forth, trying to see how close

to the camera he could come without

hitting it—not conducive to good work

by a nervous cameraman.

For our Westerns, we went to Coytes-

ville. N. J., or to Staten Island; for the

South Sea Islands or for any part of the

tropics. Long Island was the choice.

With about two dozen artificial palm

trees, I once transformed Montauk
Point, out near the Light, into one of

the Hawaiian Islands and got away with

it.

One of our problems on these trips

was not to overlook any needed article

when we started out, for substitutes

were not always easily obtained.

On the Montauk Point trip, my prop-

erty plot called for a double barreled

shotgun and blank ammunition. They
were there, all right, but the shells were

loaded with smokeless powder and, with

no smoke coming out of the gun, it

didn't make any difference whether the

gun was fired or not. We got around

that difficulty by removing part of the

wadding and packing the shells with

small pieces of film. But we forgot to

take along mosquito lotion on that trip,

and there was no substitute for that!

With our mediocre lighting equip-

ment, our effects were, of course, lim-

ited. One favorite device was to have

the scene lighted by the glow from an

open fireplace. In order to do this, our

sets had to be so arranged that, with

the aid of a large mirror, the sun could

be reflected through the fireplace open-

ing. The entire set was enclosed so that

no other light could creep in.

Another old favorite effect was one in

which it appeared that all the light

came from an overhead chandelier. This

result was obtained by placing, in front

of the camera, a wire window screen

the center of which was cut out in the

s'hape of an inverted "V." By shooting

through this, we got a scene in which

the center of the set was brightly light-

ed and the edges were shaded.

Most of the producers sent companies

South for the winter and. wherever

headquarters were established there, an

open air studio was built, which con-

sisted of a platform raised a foot or two
off the ground for a stage. A large

white curtain, supported overhead, dif-

fused the light.

The iris and the automatic shutter

were unknown, and, if any fade outs or

double exposures were attempted, the

director and all the actors not in that

particular scene were pressed into ser-

vice as timekeepers. The cameraman
counted, in a loud voice, each turn of

the crank, and somebody made a note

of the number on which each important

piece of business was performed; by
winding back to the number desired,

double exposures could be made with a

fair amount of accuracy, but they were

not to be compared with those of today.

It is surprising that the cameraman
of twenty five years ago got as good re-

sults as he did. The average amateur
equipment today is far better than that

of the old time professionals.

Fluorescent light

for movies
[Continued from page 594]

1—8 lamp bank, 48"—40 watt Day-

light lamps—320 watts

1—6 lamp bank, 36"—30 watt Day-

light lamps—180 watts

1—4 lamp bank, 18"—15 watt Day-

light lamps—60 watts

1—10 lamp bank, 18"—15 watt Day-

light lamps—150 watts (with flat

polished aluminum reflector).

The physical size and space occupa-

tion of these lighting units are well in-

dicated by the illustration on page 594.

Not all the lamp banks are shown in

the photograph, however, since they

would have obscured the view of the

subject and the placing. However, the

lamp banks were arranged in semi-

circular formation around the subject,

leaving just enough room for the cam-

era to include the view.

This brings out the first point in-

volved in the use of fluorescent lamps

for this purpose. They take up consid-

erable space. This is because there is

a physical limit to the closeness with

which they may be placed together and

also because of the extended tube

length. It is interesting to note, how-

ever, that the usual principle observed

in placing lights—that the light inten-

sity decreases in direct proportion to
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RABSONS
CAMERA SHOP

The Personal Attention Store

Christmas Specialties
SPECIALLY PRICED

Metal Film Chest, 8mm SI. 65
6 reel capacity

Metal Film Chest, I6mm.-V 1.75
6 reel capacity

All leather Carryall Bag, brown 4.75
Value SB. 50

TIME PAYMENTS ARRANGED

TRADES ACCEPTED

90 Day Budgetized Plan

at No Extra Cost

111 WEST 52 STREET
NEAR RADIO CITY

NEW YORK
CIRCLE 7-0070

Expert 35mm.

Camera ™mm.

Repairing «»....

By Master Cine Craftsmen
Special Equipment to Order.
Cine Kodak 3 Lens Turrets.
Standard, Hi-Speed and Animation Motors.
Lens Testing and Resetting.
Precision Lens Mounts and Adaptors.
Precision Title and Animation Stands.

National Cine Laboratories
20 West 22d St. N. T. C.

EXPOSURE METER REPAIRS
Our repair department is well equipped to repair any
make of photo-electric meter, foreign or domestic.

Restore your expensive meter to service.

For prompt service at reasonable charges send by
parcel post direct tu

J. THOS. RHAMSTINE* Meter Service Dept.

303 BEAUBIEN ST.. DETROIT. MICH.

SKIING IN YANKEELAND
400 feet of silent 16 mm Kodaehrome showing thrills

and spills in the White and Green Mountains. Gor-
geous scenery.

1940 AMERICAN LEGION Convention Parade in

Boston. 360 feet Kodaehrome. For sale or rental
information write

PATHESCOPE CO., 438 Stuart St., Boston. Mass.

i?>eagcin'£ (greeting*
from

HORNE MOTION PICTURE SERVICE
9 East 40 St., New York City

Fine

TITLES
Expert

EDITING
Genuine Kodaehrome Titles a Specialty

Special
Beautiful World's Fair Main Title

in color $1.00

"The End" to match 50c

Both with fadein and fadeout

the square of the distance from lamp to

subject — does not obtain when we use

the larger sources of fluorescent light-

ing. This is a fact because the light source

is distributed over so wide an area and
does not approach a point source, as

in the case of incandescent units.

In shooting Super XX Panchromatic

Film on the three types of scenes al-

ready mentioned, a meter reading was

used which was slightly under that

which is normal for daylight. The
fluorescent lamps used in each case, it

will be noticed, were of the Daylight

designation. To the eye, this light seems

to be more than a little on the blue side,

especially when it is viewed at night, in

comparison with incandescent lighting.

But. if one has an opportunity to com-

pare it directly with daylight, he will

see that it is a very good match indeed.

Judging by the best results of a series

of test exposures on this reversal film, it

was found that closeups could be suc-

cessfully taken at //5.6, semi closeups

at //4 to /V3.5 and medium shots at

//3.5. In considering this range, we
must remember the fact that, because

of the wide light source, medium shots

and semi closeups need practically the

same exposure. From these figures, it is

apparent that the use of speed panchro-

matic reversal film produces successful

results with fluorescent lighting. The

renditions were excellent and directly

comparable to those given by daylight

of corresponding intensity.

Since lighting of this type is so very

uniform, it was felt that it would be de-

sirable to introduce a concentrated di-

rective light source into the scene, for

emphasis. As there was a 750 watt spot-

light with daylight correcting filter

available, some further experimental

shots were made, adding this concen-

trated beam for back and rim lighting,

in addition to the '"smooth" lighting

given by the fluorescent banks. This

gave the subject an emphasized high

light that was very pleasing. It was
found, also, that the spotlight beam,

when used to boost the illumination of

any considerable portion of the subject,

enabled the lens to be stopped down
somewhat.

Tests were also made with Koda-

ehrome. for which it would seem that

the Daylight fluorescent light is natural-

ly suited. We based our experiments

on the use of regular Kodaehrome with

the Daylight fluorescent lamps, and we
found that the color results were quite

as satisfactory with this as with any

other light source. We shot color test

charts to prove this fact, as well as

scenes of actual people on a set. With
the exception of one isolated case, in

which a blue dress worn by one of the

models appears to be a little darker

than normal, all the colors were well

rendered. We found that, with our light-

ing banks, we could shoot closeups at

E EXPOSURE METER

Here's a sure, easy way to get

better movies . . . sparkling

"stills" . . . beautiful colorl-A

way to avoid wasted film . . .

or loss of precious scenes be-

cause you guessed wrong! The
new G-E exposure meter gives

you correct exposure every

time.

3 METERS IN ONE
• an exposure meter that helps

you take shots you're proud
of

• a darkroom meter that makes
printing, enlarging, dupli-

cating easier

• a light meter that makes it

easier to balance indoor light-

ing for better pictures . . .

better color

NOTE THESE FEATURES

Rap/J one-hand operation with
positive finger-tip control of

exposure calculator. Extreme
sensitivity . . . measures three

ranges of light (bright, me-
dium, dim) . . . lets you use

exclusive new "incident light"
method used in Hollywood.
Amazing acacracy ... so impor-
tant to color. Sharply direction-

al measurement in ultra-bril-

liant snow or sunlight . . .your
meter sees what the camera sees.

Exceptional sturdiness . . .

won't be thrown off by rough
handling or tropic humidity.
And most important of all, it's

made by General Electric. Price

$21, at good photographic
dealers everywhere. General
Electric, Schenectady, N. Y.

GENERAL Mb ELECTRIC
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Say "Mttvv Xmas"
:ith a

RAVEN SCREEN
Raven was chosen by Eastman Kodak for the Caval-

cade of Color at the World's Fair. Now, more than

ever before, Raven should be your choice, too—be-

cause new reduced prices mean even greater values.

For yourself and those you want to please.

DE LUXE AUTOMATIC COLLAPSIBLE
MODEL

WITEL1TE—a smooth "flat-white" surface (now

costing- no more than an ordinary beaded screen),

HAFTONE—an exceptionally fine quality and three

other fabrics in six sizes, 22" x 30" to 54" x 72", serve

every purpose. See these and other line Raven Screens

at leading dealers everywhere or write

RAVEN SCREEN CORP.
314 East 35 Street New York City

lii^ 1 35 mm.
CAMERAS — LENSES — LIGHTS

PROJECTORS AND ACCESSORIES
SOUND AND SILENT

RENTALS for NEW YORK and VICINITY ONLY
We Buy—Sell and Trade New and Used

Motion Picture Equipment.
Come In and Ask for Rental Schedule.

CAMERA MART INC. Dept A, 70 West 45 Street. N. Y.

"The Challenge"
I6MM SOUND

The story of the conquest of the mighty Matterhorn
peak. In a setting of splendor laid in the year of

1S65. Pictorially beautiful—Far more exciting than

a studio thriller—Yivid and awesome—A stunning
Picture.

PICTORIAL FILMS. Inc.. 1650 Broadway N.Y.C.

16MM LABORATORY
AGFA SUPREME NEGATIVE
5.75 per 100 Ft. Daylight

Loading including developing
and printing.

You save 1.00 per roll

24 HOUR SERVICE
Kodachrome Duplicates 8 1 sc per ft.

Film Sound Recording 40.00 per
400 ft. up

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE

FILM ASSOCIATES CO., 429 Ridgewood Dr
DAYTON, OHIO

f/1.9 and medium and semi long shots

at f/1.9 to f/2.8.

With the aid of our spotlight, to give

light emphasis, we could shoot the same

kind of scenes at f/2.8 to //3.5. Since

the spotlight derived its illumination

from an incandescent source, we
matched its color as nearly as possible

to that of daylight, by the use of a spe-

cial filter placed in the path of the

beam.

An interesting application of the

Daylight fluorescent sources was found

by placing the unit so as to illuminate

the shadows in a scene, the principal

source light for which was daylight. For

example, the shadow side of a subject

seated near a window may be illuminat-

ed by Daylight fluorescent lighting,

with excellent results, and all the scene

will give a true color effect when it is

filmed on ordinary outdoor Kodachrome.

One doubt lurked in the minds of the

authors at the outset. The fluorescent

light is basically different from the in-

candescent, inasmuch as it has no fila-

ment. It is used on alternating current,

which provides sixty cycles, or one hun-

dred and twenty current fluctuations, a

second. The fluorescent tube derives its

light from an electrical discharge, which

is interrupted at this frequency. One
might expect, therefore, that this regu-

lar rate of interruption frequency might,

accidentally, "gear in" with the opera-

tion of the shutter of the motion pic-

ture camera, producing what is known
as a stroboscopic effect.

In practice, however, we found that

this effect was not serious : in fact, it was

scarcely noticeable. In order to put this

effect to its severest test, the camera was

pointed directly at a bank of fluorescent

lamps and it was run at various speeds.

At normal speeds, the effect is not

objectionable: however, as the cam-

era speed is increased, it grows more

pronounced and becomes a definite

flicker at sixty four frames a second.

High camera speeds on indoor lighting

shots are a rarity, however. The use of

the auxiliary spotlight, as described,

still further minimized the effect.

There is now available a so called
' ;Tulamp Auxiliary," which causes a

pair of lamps to operate ninety degrees

out of phase: that is, one lamp is in

full brilliancy, while the other is at low

brightness. Lamps so controlled provide

excellent results in lighting uniformity

with movies.

To sum up the results of this experi-

ment, we may state the following facts:

(1) the quality of the light is satisfac-

tory for correct reproduction in us-

ing either black and white film or color

film: (2) the light is cool and, even

though the units are placed very close

to the subject, no annoying heat can

be felt; (3) at the present time, the

large number of units needed to give

a workable exposure is far more than

would be practical for home use. As a

matter of fact, the quantity of light

produced by the units used for the tests

could have been supplied by two No. 2

flood bulbs in efficient reflectors; (4)

while the first cost of the lighting units

is high when their output is compared
with that of incandescent flood bulbs,

one must also consider the phenomenal-

ly long life of the fluorescent lamp as

compared to that of high efficiency in-

candescent bulbs; (5) the stroboscopic

effect may be present, but it is negligible

when fluorescent bulbs are used in pairs

with the auxiliaries now furnished.

Practical films

[Continued from page 593]

New Films in Minneapolis

Three new films have been an-

nounced by the Visual Education Serv-

ice of the University of Minnesota, at

Minneapolis, all concerned with horse-

back riding. Ground Technique, two

reels, 16mm. black and white silent film,

deals, in Reel 1, with saddling and

bridling: in Reel 2, with mounting, the

correct position on the horse, turning,

backing, dismounting and leading. Rid-

ing Technique, 400 feet, 16mm. black

and white silent film, deals with horses

of show type and their gaits. Helen M.
Starr was in charge of the production

of these movies, and Marie Eibner su-

pervised the techniques. The films are

available on a purchase or rental basis,

directly from the University of Minne-

sota.

New Teaching Films

Three new 16mm. black and white

silent films are announced by the

Teaching Films Division of the Eastman
Kodak Company, Rochester. N. Y.

Yugoslavia tells the story of peasant

life on a small Yugoslavian farm, plus

numerous sequences dealing with the

country at large and the capital, Bel-

grade. In the same way, Bulgaria treats

exhaustively of that neighboring Balkan

state, showing urban and rural life.

Household handicrafts and the manu-

facture of cheese from sheep's milk, in

a typical Bulgarian cheese factory, are

picturized. The third film, entitled

Glimpses of the Near East, contains im-

pressions of the countries along the

ancient trade routes between Europe

and Asia, with studies of the compara-

tive contrasts between East and West in

the larger cities—modern buildings, de-

partment stores showing Western goods,

motion picture houses, modern schools

and a university. Each of the three films

is 400 feet in length.

Civic Film Undertaken

To advertise the commercial life of

Alexandria to its neighbors in Virginia

and the District of Columbia, the Alex-

andria Chamber of Commerce commis-

sioned Bedford F. Penn, ACL, of that

city, to make an 800 foot Kodachrome
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The Ideal Xmas Gift!
These unusual titlers will provide as much pleasure
as movie making.
Make unique, professional titles for your movies
with the Quixet Magnetic Movie Titler. Quixet Mag-
netic Letters are made of attractive plastic, with
built-in magnets powerful enough to adhere to any
iron or steel background through magazine illustra-

tions, cloth, photographic prints, etc. Beautiful re-
sults can be achieved by simply placing the letters

on the background in the desired positions—circles.

curves, angles, straight lines, etc. and the magnets
do the rest.

ACCESSORIES
Additional

characters 10c each
Rosette magnets... 25c each
Panels SI. 00 each

Set consists of 10" by
14" metal background
with easel attached
and 91 Quixet Mag-
netic Letters packaged
in an attractive bos.
Numerals are estra.

SO

Consisting of 122
ters and 28 nu- dft

merals ^P15

At your Dealer's or

HAMILTON DWIGHT CO.
155 E. 44 St. New York City

'T^yyyoy y T^ V W V T

Latest League Leader!

This leader, different from

any of the League's pre-

vious leaders.

One is sent to every League member
upon RENEWAL of his League mem-
bership. Leaders are also available

to League members at cost prices.

Renew your ACL membership and get

a free Leader.

I 5 feet { 7'/2 feet, 8mm.) of handsome
theatrical cine effects to introduce

one of your films!

If you wish a leader in advance of

renewing your membership, you may
buy it at the following prices:

8mm. 50c

!6mm. 60c

35mm. $1.50

AMATEUR CINEMA LEAGUE, INC.

420 Lexington Avenue

New York, N. Y., U. S. A.

motion picture, to be accompanied by

a sound commentary on disc. Those cul-

tural heritages which remain here and

there in Alexandria, linking the city so

closely with American history, are to

be the background of the film, with

industry occupying the major place in

the foreground.

Correction

In Practical Films for October, this

department stated that the title of the

film made by Phyllis Van Vleet, for

her Master of Science thesis, was An
Instructional Film Based On Approved

Fundamental Techniques of Horseman-

ship. This, we are now informed, is the

title of the thesis itself, and the title

for the film is simply Saddle Sense.

The clinic

[Continued from page 589]

through the lens to the ground glass.

Thus, when the film is placed over the

opening, its image will be projected on

the ground glass above.

A trap door in the side of the tin

box is provided, so that the projector

lens may be put in place easily, each

time the editor is used. If desired, a

small snap switch can be hooked into

the line supplying current for the

twenty five watt lamp. A splicer of any

make can be placed on the device in a

convenient position.

Enlarge eight A popular frame en-

larger which is

made primarily for 16mm. film can be

made to yield very satisfactory "stills"

from 8mm. The narrow film is placed

in the gate, together with another piece

of scrap 8mm. film, so that the entire

16mm. aperture is covered. On one half

of the resultant negative, there will be

two frames of the 8mm. pictures, each

one approximately one quarter the size

of the 16mm. frame. Contact prints

from these negatives show good quality,

and. if the picture is sharp, the negative

may be enlarged further.

Amateur clubs

[Continued from page 583]

a Ten Best award winner, produced by
Harold E. Remier, of Los Angeles,

Calif. Both were accompanied with

music on disc. On the same program,

Victor Ancona, ACL, a Movie Makers
artist and member of the New York 8's.

gave a talk on composition, while mem-
bers' films were screened by Joseph E.

Hollywood, ACL, Ben Spanier, ACL.
and the Messrs. Pollack and Silverman.

Los Angeles dines Gathering at

the Chapman
Park Hotel on the night of Election

Day, members of the Los Angeles

IDEAL PICTURES

CORPORATION

ucilu . . .p.

.An

y
nnounceS

The opening of a New York

office, viz:

Ideal Pictures Corporation

R. H. Macy & Co. Branch,

Camera Dept. 96

34th & Broadway
New York City.

GEORGE LANGLEY, Mgr.

Send to any of our three of-

fices for our big catalogue

and monthly supplements.

A few new releases:

The Challenge

Our Daily Bread

Tarzan s Revenge

Daniel Boone

Auld Lang Syne

The Gentleman

From Arizona
(in color)

Hawaii Calls

Our Constitution

Our Monroe Doctrine

Several thousand addition-

al features and shorts for all

occasions.

We serve the entire nation.

IDEAL PICTURES

CORPORATION
2402 W. 7th St.

Los Angeles, Calif.

28 E. 8th St.

Chicago, HI.

R. H. Macy & Co. Branch

34th & Broadway

New York, N. Y.
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HEADLINERS
IN I6MM. SOUND FILM

MUSICAL SHORTS
A series of 23 top-flight entertain-

ment pictures with

BIG NAME BANDS
and

RADIO and SCREEN STARS
Among those featured are: George Jessel,

Merry Macs, Lillian Roth, Frazee Sisters,

Irene Beasley, Moscow Choir, Eaton Boys,

Jan Peerce, J. C. Ftippen, Gus Van, Roy
Smeck, Dorothy Stone, as well as over 100

other stellar performers.

BING CROSBY
in

I SURRENDER DEAR
ONE MORE CHANCE

16mm. Sound Film, 2 Reels Each

Special Low Rate

Available for Rental and Sale
2000 subjects available for rental or sale

to home users. Send for catalog.

WALTER 0. GUTLOHN, Inc.

35 W. 45th St., Dept. M-1 2, New York

HOT OFF THE PRESS ! !

New seasonal catalog of the
"NATONAL" I6MM. & 8MM. RENTAL LIBRARY
Large selection — shipped anywhere — enclose

postage.

Also Complete line of New Screens for sale.

NATIONAL CINEMA SERVICE
71 Dey Street New York City

KODACHROME MAIN TITLES
16MM. KODACHROME I .00
8MM. KODACHROME .50

Samples—Information—Price List
Upon Request

FRANCIS S. NELSON
737 Micheltorena St. Los Angeles, Cal.

8MM FILM SLITTER
Slits 16rnm width film to exact 8mm width.
A precision instrument with hardened, ground
steel cutting wheels.

At Your Dealer's

Price S2.50

J. C. Haile & Sons
215 Walnut St. Cincinnati, O-

i Color Jftlms for Christmas

T California scenes; Kodachronie originals
ISc per ft. Send for list.

f
35mm. KODACHBOME SLIDES of Tosemite

and the Desert. 50c each.

I "THE EXD" color titles. 3 for SI. 00
GUY D. HASELTON'S TRAVELETTES

I 7936 Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood

SIMPLEX FILM CLEANING DEVICE

The Simplex Film Cleaner has been designed to fill the
want of an inexpensive cleaner. The general construction of
it allows the film to be cleaned on both sides in one opera-
tion. The cleaning fluid is of high evaporative qualities
which allows the maximum of effective speed in the clean-
ing process.

Clean your films as you rewind. Remove dust, grit, oil
& finger marks. For 16mm. and 8mm. film. Outfit consists
of:— Film Cleaning Device with cleaning pads, extra pads
and 8 oz. can of cleaning fluid. Price $3.50 Postpaid in
U. S. A.

ERNEST M. REYNOLDS
165 E. 191 ST. CLEVELAND. OHIO

Cinema Club dined together, saw a pro-

gram of selected films and heard elec-

tion returns. Among the films projected

were Yosemite, Ideal Vacation Spot and

Lompoc Seed Farms in Bloom, by Ray
Hope; Pre War Europe, by Mildred

Zimmerman; Vermeja, an Empire in

the Rockies, by Harrison Chandler. The
club has announced the well planned

rules of its annual contest, which will

conclude late this month.

Talks for Tri-City Atlatemonth-

ly meetings
held in Moline and in Rock Island. Ill-

members of the Tri-City Cinema Club

heard from Tom Griberg. ACL. on Com-
mon Amateur Errors, and from R. Fawn
Mitchell, of the Victor Animatograph
Corporation, on Lenses. Mr. Griberg

illustrated his points with fifty feet

of 8mm. monochrome film. Pictures

screened at these same gatherings have

included Colorful California, by Dr.

James Dunn, ACL; Shadow's Bones

and Dummy Walks Out, from the

League's Club Library; Autumn and
Hickory Lake, members' films submitted

for clinical comment.

Banquet in Norfolk Members
and guests

of the Norfolk Amateur Movie Club

gathered recently in the city's Albany

Restaurant for the group's annual meet-

ing, combined for the first time this

year with a banquet. Leading items on

the program were the installation of

new officers and the announcement of

winners in the club's late film contest.

J. Paul Snyder, ACL, founder president,

was returned to office at the head of a

slate which included W. O. Robinson,

vicepresident; C. E. McConnehey, sec-

retary treasurer; C. D. McMillan, jr..

and J. B. Fishburne. ACL. members at

large.

In the contest, J. Owen Campbell,
ACL. led a group of five entries with

his 8mm. film. His Off Day, just

awarded Honorable Mention by Movie
Makers in its 1940 selection of the Ten
Best. Other competitors, in order, were
W. M. Casper, ACL, with A Day With
Ann: Claude McMillan. Mr. Snyder
and Mrs. E. C. Carter. Preceding these

first and second place contest winners

on the screen program, the club also

presented Richmond Under Three

Flags, by Waldo Austin, ACL; Royal
Visit, Halifax, by T. J. Courtney, ACL;
and L'He d'Orleans, by Judith and
F. Radford Crawley, ACL, all Ten Best

award winners of past years.

Ottawa elects Accepting with ex-

pressions of re-

gret the resignation of Lt. Col. W. A.

Steel, ACL. founder president of the

Movie Makers Club of Ottawa, in Can-

ada, that group has elected a new board

of directors, as follows: M. J. Sucee,

ACL. president; Dr. W. P. E. Paterson.

ACL, vicepresident; W. K. Bauer, treas-

urer; J. H. Hardy, secretary. Colonel

Steel remains as a member of the board,

where he is joined by Roland Garlick

and James Lamb.

Milestone for 8-16 Entering its

third year of

activity, the 8-16 Movie Club of Phila-

delphia has marked the event with an

attractive anniversary number of Close-

ups, the club's news bulletin. Among
the programs mentioned in its pages

have been screenings of Winter Wonder-

land, by Edward White; The Legend of

Lost Cove and The Phantom of Crag-

mont, by the Silver Screen Players, of

San Francisco; Maid in the Darkroom,

by the Cinema Club of the Ohio Valley;

New England Holiday, by Albert Watts,

of Buffalo. N. Y.

Chicago visits Victor Members of

the Chicago

Cinema Club, ACL, were guests of the

Victor Animatograph Corporation at a

late gathering in that company's offices,

over which D. B. Oliver presided.

George W. Colburn, of Colburn Lab-

oratories, discussed the problems of

making Kodachrome titles, while E. J.

Hamraae, president of the Chicago club,

presented the award winning color pic-

tures in their recent contest.

In Washington Members of the

Washington Socie-

ty of Amateur Cinematographers, at a

late meeting held in the Mount Pleasant

Library, heard from Roy Stryker, chief

of the Picture Division of the Farm Se-

curity Administration, on the present

and future uses of pictures in recording

and studying the social problems of the

world today. On the same program, the

local Eastman Kodak Stores demon-
strated the Kodascope Sound Special

with a screening of Beautiful Guate-

mala, the General Electric Company
demonstrated its new meter and the

club held an informal contest for a

prize of a roll of film.

Chicago moves The Chicago
Cinema Club,

ACL, after meeting for years in the

city's Engineers' Club, has announced
the removal of its headquarters to the

Chicago Lighting Institute, at 20 North

Wacker Drive. Here the members will

be privileged to use the Institute's the-

atre and to employ the latest lighting

units in their studio shooting. Erwin J.

Hammae is present president.

Vancouver Eights The Vancouver

Cine-8 Club be-

gins the current season with a new
board of officers, elected at the group's

late annual meeting. They are James S.

Hudson, ACL, president; Willardie

Stearman. ACL, vicepresident; Hugh
Piggott. secretary treasurer. Don Mun-
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day will serve as editor of the club's

news letter, The Filter. Other items on

the annual meeting program were a dis-

cussion of a benefit for the Canadian

Red Cross, a matter left in the hands

of a committee composed of Miss Stear-

man. Robert Rolston and Stuart Wilder;

the consideration of a competition and

club film of Vancouver; the screening

of travel studies in color, by the Messrs.

Hudson, Munday and Rolston.

Los Angeles looks Members '

films and late

commercial releases produced by the

March of Time were seen by members
of the Los Angeles Cinema Club, at an

early fall meeting held in the Bell &
Howell auditorium. Featured among
the former were Alaskan Ports, by Les-

ter Turley; High Sierras, by Rutherford

Lake. From March of Time came the

sound on film productions. Tobacco-

land, a "plug" for Chesterfields, and
Pleasure Time, a study of Fred War-
ing's orchestra.

In San Francisco Meeting again

in the Green
Room of Merchandise Mart, the Cine-

ma Club of San Francisco opened its

new season with a discussion and dem-

onstration of film editing and a screen-

ing of outstanding films by a guest pro-

ducer. Robert MacCollister and Dr.

Donald Fish, of the club, gave the edit-

ing show, with Clyde F. Diddle, vice-

president of the Greater Oakland Mo-
tion Picture Club, coming across the

Bay for the screen program. His offer-

ings were The Sea, Permanents and A
Day with a Pair of Hands, all in Koda-
chrome.

News of the industry

[Continued from page 596]

toon, it relates the experiences of a lad

whose father would not allow him to be

a '"reg'lar feller" until the pixie friends

of boys and dogs enter the picture and
hilariously convert the parent.

One of the most dynamic movies ever

offered in the 16mm. field is now also

ready for distribution. This is Castle

Films annual News Parade of the Year

1940, summarizing Europe's total war.

This picture shows events that led to

the heroic stand of Britain and depicts,

for the first time in any film, the sign-

ing of the German-French armistice in

the historic railroad car at Compiegne.

Other important, subsequent events are

also shown.

In the field of sports, the Castle Foot-

ball Thrills of 1940 presents the pick of

the plays from the season's great games,

including Army vs. Navy. Harvard vs.

Yale and Cornell vs. Columbia.

All these subjects may be had in 8mm.
and 16mm. versions, the latter in silent

and sound, at regular Castle prices.

These are: 350 feet, 16mm. de luxe

sound, 117.50; 360 feet, 16mm. silent,

$8.75; 100 feet, 16mm. silent, $2.75;

180 feet, 8mm., $5.50; 50 feet, 8mm.,

$1.75.

Presto has film A demonstration
film, produced in

16mm. by the Presto Recording Corpo-

ration, 242 West 55th Street, New York
City, is available for showings to movie

clubs and to other groups. The film is

completely synchronized with disc sound

accompaniment and speaks for itself in

describing and illustrating typical ap-

plications of the new Presto Syncro-

sound system.

Applications for showings of the new
film should be made to Ralph C. Powell,

Presto Recording Corporation, 242 West
55th Street, New York City.

A new. illustrated and detailed in-

struction book on this new disc record-

ing and synchronizing system, which

works equally well with 8 or 16mm.,

has been prepared for distribution.

Mood records A stimulating list of

records which might

provide good musical "'atmosphere" for

disc accompaniment to movies is pro-

vided by the makers of Victor records.

This list, well cataloged, may be had by
addressing Victor Record Review. Cam-
den, N. J.

Official distributors Because of

the demand
for immediate availability of its film

subjects in all parts of the country. Of-

ficial Films, Inc., 330 West 42nd Street,

New York City, has announced four

regional distributors in the United

States, as well as one in Canada. They
are as follows: for the East, Raygram
Corporation, 425 Fourth Avenue. New
York City; for the Middle West, Horn-

stein Photo Supplies, 320 West Ohio
Street. Chicago. III.; for the West Coast,

Western Photo Supply. 1010y2 South

Olive Street. Los Angeles. Calif.; for

Canada. General Films Ltd., 1924 Rose
Street, Regina, Saskatchewan.

Fidelitone Recorder Following
logically the

developments created by the Fidelitone

Dual Turntable, well known to movie

projectionists as an efficient means for

bringing continuous disc sound accom-

paniment to their films, George K. Cul-

bertson Company, 5133 Juanita Avenue,

Minneapolis. Minn., now announces the

new Model 312 Fidelitone Recording

Dual Turntable. This latest instrument

brings improved facilities for disc re-

production and also provides an effi-

cient, high quality recorder. The re-

cording assembly, it is claimed, fea-

tures extreme ease in operation, with

ability for "cueing in" any portion of

the cut.
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KIN-O-LUX
No. 3

Gold Seal
writes still another new user of this

FINER movie film for indoor use

(and other occasions except bright

sunlight).

NO
OUTDOOR
RATINGS

"Now," he continues, "I get

even finer results than ever be-

fore—yet it costs me less. At
last I'm satisfied." And he'll

continue to he so—for KIN-O-
LUX #3 with its Super Pan
Emulsion and speed offers

wide latitude and exceptional-

ly fine grain. For outdoor use
or for anv movie making

—

there is a KIN-O-LUX film to

give you better results— and
save you money. Ask for KIN-
O-LUX by name. Insist on it.

If your dealer is out of stock
—write directlv to Dept. C-ll.

100 ft. $6.00, 50 ft. $3.50.
(All prices include processing,

scratchproofing and return
postage. )

Other Kin-O-Lux Movie Films

are:

KIN-O-LUX No. 1 (Weston 8,

Scheiiier 18°) 100 foot $3.00;
KIN-O-LUX No. 2 (Weston 12,

Scheiner 20°) 100 foot $3.50;
KIN-O-LUX No. 3 (Weston 50
Tung. 40, Scheiner 26° Tung. 24°)
100 foot $6.00.

ECONOMY • RELIABILITY • FINER RESULTS

KIN-O-LUX, INC.
105 West 40+h Street New York City
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The new recording amplifier has suf-

ficient gain to provide good reproduc-

tion even from records made at a low
level, and a calibrated volume indicator

is provided for accurate recording. A
monitor circuit permits '"listening in"

during recording, with earphones or

monitor speaker. A twelve inch record-

ing and ten inch reproducing turntables

are provided: playback, of course, can
be had from both. Three pickups pro-

vide complete flexibility, and these are

of modern, extremely light weight de-

sign, giving long record life. The micro-

phone furnished is of the directional

type and is said to possess uniform
frequency response.

Other models are the 300. for use

with external amplifier, and the 78. a

single recording turntable outfit. Com-
plete illustrated literature is available.

Ideal—Macy's To extend its ser-

vice actively into

Eastern territory, Ideal Pictures Corpo-
ration, with headquarters at 28 East
8th Street. Chicago. 111., has opened
a branch of its 16mm. sound library at

R. H. Macy & Company. 34th Street

and Broadway. New York City. Here,
at the camera department on the fifth

floor, a complete selection of sound sub-

jects will be handled, in charge of the

library manager, George Langley.

Radiant -^ s a convenient solution to

the problem of setting up a
projection surface anywhere, anytime in

a jiffy, Radiant Manufacturing Corpo-
ration. 4111 Irving Park Road. Chicago.

111., offers the new Invincible Model D.

This outfit consists of a folding tripod

and screen incorporated in one assem-

bly. The height of the screen above the

floor may be varied. Prices range from

§11.95. for the thirty by forty inch size,

to $31.95. for the six foot wide surface.

A brochure, describing the complete

line of screens made by this company,

is available.

Demonstrate in Philly One of
the big-

gest photographic demonstrations and

mass meetings ever held under the aus-

pices of a single photographic dealer

took place in Philadelphia on the eve-

ning of October 17. Over 2,000 persons

filled a large auditorium, to help Klein

& Goodman, enterprising dealers of that

city, to celebrate the tenth anniversary

of the flash bulb.

In a four hour program. Willard D.

Morgan presented flash bulb facts and

Norman Salmons demonstrated the new
Kodatron Speedlamp, which stops action

at 1/30,000 of a second. An unexpected

but greatly acclaimed event took place

when O. F. Haas, on behalf of the Gen-

eral Electric Company, presented a

plaque to Ben Klein and Louis Good-

man in honor of their achievement in

making this celebration such a success.

Ready made scripts A. new series

of unique
shooting scripts, called Wesco Home
Movie Scenarios, has been prepared by

Home-Movies Script Service, 331 Turk
Street. San Francisco. Calif. These

scripts are "tailor made" to fit amateur

needs expressly and are written to en-

able the producer to use to best advan-

tage the material he may have at hand.

Not only are the script and directions

provided, but the purchaser also gets

filmed main titles, ready to splice in,

complete sets of subtitle cards, ready

for filming, and clever film "props" to

aid in the action. A descriptive catalog

is available on request.

B & H Conversions Owners of

older model
Bell & Howell cameras and projectors

will now be able to ascertain exactly

what may be done to bring their equip-

ment up to date by the addition of

new attachments, refinishing, changing

speed ranges, adaptation of hand
cranks to cameras, conversion to high

wattage lamps in projectors and the

like. All these are described and priced

in the new Conversion Booklets, avail-

able from the Bell & Howell Company,

1801 Larchmont Avenue, Chicago. The

serial numbers of one's camera and

projector should be given.

Slinflector A compact, efficient re-

flector, designed for out-

door use and effective in lighting the

shadow side of the subject under almost

any conditions, is offered by James H.

Smith & Sons Corporation, Griffith, Ind.

The Victor Sunflector is a nine inch con-

vex mirror, mounted in an aluminum

frame and so pivoted that it may be

swung in any direction. By means of

its rubber tipped feet and supporting
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handle, it may be placed in any po-

sition that the user finds convenient, to

catch the sun's rays and to direct them

to the shadow areas of the subject.

Although relatively small in size, the

curvature of the mirror spreads the

reflected light in such a way as to pro-

duce an evenly illuminated area of re-

flected light, which may be controlled

in extent by moving the reflector toward

or away from the subject. It is priced

at $4.75. Amateurs will also be inter-

ested in Victor products for interior

lighting. A copy of the firm's new
catalog may be had by addressing the

company.

"A to Z" frame As a special in-

ducement to

Christmas gift purchasers, the "A to Z"
Movie Accessories Company (formerly

Jacob Stein. Mfg.) offers an attractive

Christmas home title making package,

composed of the ''A to Z" movie title

tracing outfit and the Stein decorative

Figurettes. Included, also, is the newly

designed "A to Z" title frame, which

will hold seven by nine inch title back-

grounds in an upright position, in a

manner convenient for filming. These

three items comprise a specially

wrapped Christmas package, which sells

for $3.00 and which can be obtained

only from the manufacturer, at 175

Fifth Avenue, New York City.

Gutlohn musicals Continuing the

release of fur-

ther subjects in its notable 16mm.
sound series of Music of the Masters,

featuring virtuoso performances of fa-

mous musicians, Walter 0. Gutlohn,

Inc., announces its second program,

which features the piano duo, Vronsky
and Babin; Emanual Feuermann, 'cel-

list; and Igor Gorin. baritone. A de-

scriptive catalog of these and other sound

films may be obtained from the firm, at

35 West 45th Street, New York City.

Varigam Makers of movie frame

enlargements, and others

who engage in projection printing, may
employ a new paper which provides a

wide contract range in a single emul-
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. Britelite Sunspot uses No. I flood

bulb for effective light emphasis

Weston Junior Cine Model 850 is

a new, moderately priced meter

sion. When used with a yellow filter,

the new paper, called Varigam, gives

a soft result; with a blue printing light,

it gives crisp, contrasty prints. Com-

binations of the two may be used, to

give intermediate effects. A descriptive

booklet may be had from the manufac-

turer. Defender Photo Supply Company,

Rochester, N. Y., or from photographic

dealers.

Photrix washer A new print

washer of com-

pact dimensions, made of bakelite, is

offered by Intercontinental Marketing

Corporation, 8 West 40th Street, New
York City. Called the Photrix Rapid
Print Washer, the new appliance is said

to accommodate batches of prints up to

eight by ten inches in size. It is priced

at $2.95.

Besbee lowered Besbee movie
titling outfits,

now sponsored by Albert Specialty Com-
pany, 231 South Green Street, Chicago,

have recently been lowered in price.

The 1941 Model Besbee Universal Title

Maker now lists at $8.75 and includes

a 150 piece Title Letter Set, Title Illu-

minator with two reflectors, accessories

and instructive booklet, Tell It With

Titles. Besbee Stick-on Letter Sets now
sell for $3.95 and $4.95.

Fifth Column film An absorb-

ing sound

subject in 16mm., centered in the sub-

versive activities of the type of espion-

age which has already wrought havoc

in European nations, has been released

by Non Theatrical Pictures Corporation,

165 West 46th Street, New York City. It

is The Secret Column, described as a

thrilling mystery drama of the Fifth

Column agents and based on the novel

by Edgar Wallace. Complete exploita-

tional material on this subject may be

had from Non Theatrical Pictures.

A BRAND-NEW KIND
OF A Christmas GIFT

Wesco HOME-MOVIE
SCENARIOS

Professional Hollywood "Shooting" Scripts, Written
Exclusively For Amateur Cinematographers PLTJS
Filmed Main Title, Ready to Splice in; Standard
Sub-title Cards, Ready For Home Filming; Clever
Film "Props," Including Intriguing Miniatures.

Fascinating! Exciting! Unique!
YOU Be the Director! YOUR Home Folks Can Easily
Play the Parts! AND YOU WILL DOUBLE YOUR
FILM FUN!

Christmas SPECIALS
PICKLE PARTY
PRANKS—Ideal as a

Christmas Gift; Ideal to

Film at That New Year's
Party. Features a Clever
Action "Prop" That
Might Steal the Pic-
ture". .Price: <ffi"| 7C

TOYS IN STRANGE
INTERLUDES-A Novel
Revue of the Kiddies in
Toyland. With Bossboy
Junior Directing the Pic-
ture and a Wee Miss as

Leading Lady. Perfect
for Yuletide Film- (CO
ing Price:

*^

WE TOUR EGYPT!—Here IS something novel—
an Adventure in Filming Masterly Miniatures and
"Glass Shots." We supply all the "props" to bring
the scenic wonders of Egypt to your backyard, where
you can film your folks in highly entertaining sight-
seeing action among Egyptian pyramids and around
The Sphinx. You can have lots of fun "proving" to
friends by this picture that you were actually <D»ff

in Egypt. Complete with all "props" at only. . .

^
IT'S A PIPE FOR WHEN HOME'S NO

PLACE TO BE!
Unusual Adventure. Both
in Amusing Situation
and Fascinating Cine-
matography, With a

Miniature You'll Get a

Real "Kick" ffi"! CA
Outof.-Price:*

1 " 3"

BUBBLES — A Playlet
the Kiddies and Grown-
ups Can Enact, Gaily in

The Holiday Spirit. A
Little Story of How a

Sweet Way Can Win,
in a Big Way. Over
Human Sourness. No
previous acting expe-

rience necessary. ffi*>

Price: n? "-

Write for Catalogue of Other
Scenarios

SPECIAL OFFER — Your name, as producer or

cinematographer on a Screen-Credit Card, and

which you can film for use in any of your reels. \Qq
for only

Satisfaction Guaranteed

At Your Dealer

Or Order Direct From

HOME-MOVIES SCRIPT SERVICE
Pathe Bldg., 331 Turk St.

SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

CharlesfCliapliii
^LAUGHING GAS

16MM SOUND—ONE REEL
for rental—for sale

THE IDEAL
\

GIFT SUGGESTION ;

Cktle your flJms wttfi

\ METAL Letters

*$&. EASY

The most beautiful capital and
lower case letters made. Com-
plete sets (222 pes) as low as

$7.16; 126 caps only $4.28.

Specify white or black letters.

H. W. Knight & Son, Inc., Seneca Falls, N. Y.
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FREE FILM REVIEWS
You can borrow these new publicity movies without charge

THESE films, the latest publicity pic-

tures produced, are offered on loan,

without charge. Some may be available

to individuals, and others are available

only to clubs or groups. In certain

cases, the type of organization to which

the films are lent without charge is

specified. To borrow these films for a

screening, write directly to the distribu-

tor, whose address is given. (Note care-

fully the restrictions mentioned in each

case.)

The Power Behind the Nation, 1 reel,

1400 feet. 16mm. sound on film Koda-

chrome.

Offered to: groups.

Available from: Advertising Depart-

ment, Norfolk and Western Railway

Company. Roanoke. Va.

The Power Behind the Nation begins

with a beautiful and colorful panorama
of America, showing its great cities, it-

farms and timberlands and its great in-

dustries. Linking these with the vital

importance of American railroads, tin-

picture then proceeds to deal with the

greatest single source of heat and pow-

er—coal, the power behind the nation.

Electric and gas utilities are shown,

converting the power of coal into heat

and light. Coke, produced from coal, is

demonstrated to be vital to the manu-
ture of steel. The railroads are shown
as the greatest single users of coal. And.
finally, after dealing in detail with the

almost miraculous by products of this

mineral, the picture ends with a survey

of the coal industry in its relation to

American business, well being and

prosperity.

Educator's comment: Although long

for the average class period and cover-

ing a very broad field, this film has an

excellent section on coal — the main
part of the picture—comprising one of

the best treatments of this subject avail-

able. Pupils will enjoy the beauty of

many of its shots. Suitable approximate-

ly for 4th to 10th grades.—E. D. C.

The Lancaster Livestock Daily Market,
3 reels, 16mm. Kodachrome silent film.

Offered to: groups, particularly

agricultural organizations and clubs.

Available from: J. M. Hoober. Inc..

Union Stock Yards, Lancaster. Pa.

The Lancaster Livestock Daily Mar-
ket tells the story behind sales made by

the J. M. Hoober Corporation. Live-

stock Commission Merchants at the

Lancaster Stock Yards, the largest cat-

tle market east of Chicago. In Koda-

chrome. a typical farmer is followed

through the complicated but wholly

verbal procedure of buying and. selling.

Sources of livestock are shown, as well

as the benefits of a central market and

the exhibit and sale of baby beeves at

an annual show.

Educator's comment: First reel

might be used for elementary school

classes studying cattle.

—

E. D. C.

Batter up, 4 reels. 16mm. and 35mm.
sound on film, black and white.

Offered to: schools, churches, movie

clubs, club showings and other large

groups.

Available from: Wilding Picture

Productions. Inc.. 7635 Grand River

Avenue. Detroit. Mich.

Batter Up is both a history and an

explanation of modern baseball. An of-

ficial American League picture, it shows

how great stars play their positions.

Educator"s comment: Useful thirty

five minute film for grades 6 to 12 in

the early spring, to stimulate interest

in the school's baseball season. For

baseball teams studying techniques of

the game, it should be shown several

times

—

E. D. C.

The House of Dreams, 1 reel. 16mm.
black and white silent.

Offered to: responsible organiza-

tions, groups only.

Available from: American Brass

Company. 414 Meadow Street. Water-

bury. Conn.

The House of Dreams depicts the ex-

perience of a young couple, searching

for a home. Close examination of the

first house which they visit reveals

troublesome defects, such as rusted

screens and gutters, plaster cracked be-

cause of leaky flashing and plumbing

pipes clogged with rust. In the next se-

quence, a house of sound construction is

shown, and the film concludes with a

careful examination of the necessary in-

stallations being fitted properly in a

house under construction.

Educator's comment: Helpful to

classes in a trade school interested in

housing, also to high school or night

school classes in consumer education.

—

E. D. C.

Young America Paints, 1 reel. 16mm.
sound and silent Kodachrome: pro-

duced by Willard Pictures, under the

supervision of Marie Falco.

Offered to: only organized groups:

churches, schools, clubs, colleges, in-

dustries, etc.

Available from: The Y.M.C.A. Mo-
tion Picture Bureau. 347 Madison Ave-

nue, New York City; 19 South La Salle

Street. Chicago, 111.; 351 Turk Street,

San Francisco, Calif.

Young America Paints is a striking-

ly beautiful Kodachrome study of the

Fourth Annual Young America Paints

exhibition, held at the American Mu-
seum of Natural History in New York
City. Views of the exhibition itself are

successfully incorporated in action stud-

ies, demonstrating different media and

their practical application to handi-

crafts. It is a film that should prove to

be a valuable contribution to the work
of the teachers who are attempting to

give young people a chance to express

themselves in terms of beauty. Give

three alternative booking dates and

name the organization you represent.

Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow, 3

reels, 16mm. and 35mm. sound on film,

black and white.

Offered to: schools, churches, movie

clubs, club showings and other large

groups.

Available from: Wilding Picture

Productions. Inc.. 7635 Grand River

Avenue. Detroit. Mich.

Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow
portrays the evolution of modern can-

ning. The film starts as far back as the

Napoleonic wars and traces, in a high-

ly dramatic manner, the growth of the

industry that, today, can preserve al-

most any kind of food indefinitely.

Industry Rides the Highway, 400 feet,

16mm. sound on film, black and white;

produced by Willard Pictures.

Offered to: groups and individuals.

Available from: H. R. Duffy. P. O.

Box 1270. Paterson. N. J. Distribution

restricted to States immediately around

New Jersey.

Industry Rides the Highway surveys,

at the outset, all types of river and wa-

ter traffic, with comments upon the use-

fulness of the methods shown. It then

deals with rail traffic and its limitations

and next presents motor traffic of twen-

ty years ago. With this historical and

industrial background established, the

film then shows modern motor equip-

ment, modern terminal facilities and

methods used in transporting merchan-

dise over long distances by motor

trucks. This movie was made for the

Arrow Carrier Corporation.
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Tops a Movie Maker's List..

CINE-KODAK FILM

•

\

^OMETIMES friends and family overlook the simple,

obvious thing. The one gift a movie maker can always

use is movie film—Cine-Kodak Film.

And Cine-Kodak Film is a gift the pleasures of which

are shared by the movie maker's whole circle of friends

and family. For with it, he makes clear, sparkling,

memorable movies not only of Christmas but of other

days and delights.

Cine-Kodak Film is top quality film, available in a

variety of types for both 8 mm. and 16 mm. cameras.

There's speed film for indoor shots, superb extra-fine-

grain film for general movie making, and magnificent

full-color Kodachrome Film. "Too much film" is a

phrase that simply doesn't make sense to a movie maker

—provided, of course, it's Cine-Kodak Film.

Here are the Cine-Kodak Films. The price of each includes the

cost of expert processing and return, ready for projection.

16 MM. CINE-KODAK FILMS

SUPER-X, a panchromatic film perfectly adapted for most outdoor

work. Fine in grain, brilliant in quality. 100-ft. roll, $6; 50-ft. roll,

$3. "25; 50-ft. magazine, $3.50.

SUPER-XX, the brilliant, high-speed film for indoor movies or out-

doors under adverse light conditions. 100-ft. roll, $6.75; 50-ft. roll,

$3.75; 50-ft. magazine, $4.

KODACHROME, the beautiful full-color film. Regular for daylight.

Type A for indoor shots by Photoflood light. 100-ft. roll, $8; 50-ft.

roll, $4.30; 50-ft. magazine, $4.65.

SAFETY "PAN," a general utility panchromatic film of good qual-

ity, available only in 100-ft. rolls at $4.50.

8 MM. ONE-KODAK FILMS

SUPER-X is the 8 mm. speed film. 25-ft. roll (equal to 100-ft. 16 mm.
roll in projection time), $2.25; 25-ft. magazine, $2.50.

8 MM. "PAN," the fine-grain film that made S mm. movies pos-

sible and popular. 25-ft. roll, $2.

8 MM. KODACHROME. The full-color film. In two types, Regular

and Type A. 25-ft. roll, $3.40; 25-ft. magazine, $3.75.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY, ROCHESTER, N. Y.



GOING TO GIVE MYSELF

Jl&ne- MOVIE CAMERA!

PERHAPS you feel the same way about it. You have

wanted a new Filmo Motion Picture Camera for a

long time. You know that any Filmo Camera you choose

is a fine-quality precision instrument standing head and

shoulders above anything else of its type. You know that

sooner or later your skill will demand the ability and

versatility that only a Filmo can give you. So why not give

yourself that Filmo you've been wanting? . . . Yes

—

now!

-and Three Great "Eights

Filmo "Companion" 8

Filmo "Sportster" 8

Filmo Turret 8
If it is an "eight" you want—step ioto

your camera dealer's and give the Filmo
Turret 8 your most critical inspection.

Compare the workmanship . . . the finish

. . . the features it provides . . . the work
it is capable of doing. You'll see why it

is miles ahead!
The turret mounts three lenses and

their matching viewfinders. Both are

placed in position by rotating the turret.

Five fine, color-corrected lenses are
available for it. Its positive-type view-
finder eliminates errors in composition.
Its magnifying, critical focuser shows
you the entire frame through the lens.

Four speeds, including slow motion . . .

single frame exposure . . . built-in ex-

posure calculator . . . automatically reset

film footage dial . . . and other desirable
features.

With one 1

mm. F2.5
With provi:

is—Taylor-Hobson 124
$140

m for film wind-back for
dissolves and double ex-

posures S172
Filmo "Companion" 8, with film speeds
of 8, 16, 24, 32 and B&H 12'. mm.
F 3.5 universal focus lens $49.50
Filmo "Sportster" 8, with speeds of 16,
32, 48, and 64 and Taylor-Hobson I2 L -

mm. F 2.5 universal focus lens $75

FILMO Auto Master is the only 16 mm.
magazine-loading motion picture

camera with a turret head. Precision-built
by the makers ofHollywood's professional
motion picture equipment, it provides
features that will match your skill no
matter how far you go.
Loading is a three-second operation.

The pre-threaded film magazine drops
into place. You can change from black-
and-white to color film in mid-reel with-
out fogging a single frame. Any three of
a wide range of lenses and their matching
vieuiinders may be mounted on the turret

head. When the desired lens is rotated
into photographing position by a quick
turn of the turret— its view-finder is also

TWO MASTER PROJECTORS-BOTH SUPER-VALUES!
Both Have All-gear Drive . . . Both Are Built to Protect Your Film

w»
FILM0-MASTER 16 MM. PROJECTOR
Built with true B&H precision.
Embodies features heretofore found
only on higher-priced Filmos: all-

gear drive, no belts inside or out;
speedy power rewind; 750-wattlamp;
new Magnilite condenser for 32 %
brighter pictures; fast 2-inch F 1.6

lens in two-speed focusing mount,
with lens lock; instant lens inter-
changeability; Safe-lock Sprocket
guards to prevent incorrect thread-
ing; two-way tilt; reverse; still pic-
ture clutch; "floating film" protec-
tion; metered lubrication. Capacity,
400-foot 16 mm. reels- Greatest Bell
& Howell projector value ever
offered. Price, complete with case,
only S139.

FILMO-MASTER 8 MM. PROJECTOR
Screen pictures are rock steady be-
cause of camera-matched film regis-
tering mechanism. Brilliant illumi-
nation by the 4U0- or 50U-watt lamp
and efficient direct optical system.
Flicker is banished by 11-to-l shut-
ter movement. All-gear drive; power
film rewind; clutch for "still" picture
projection; fast F 1.6 lens, inter-
changeable with special lenses for
longer or shorter throws; lens lock;
tripod socket in base makes any
tripod a projector stand; "floating
film" protection; metered lubrica-
tion; line and lamp switches central-
ized on one panel; two-way tilt.

With case, $118.

automatically positioned. You get those
now-or-never shots. The lens you need is

always at your finger tips. The positive-
type viewfinder, enclosed and protected,
provides brilliant image—and what you
see, you get. A built-in exposure chart gives
readings at a single setting for both rolor
and black-and-white film.

Slow-motion scenes and animated ra>
toons can be filmed without extra attacr-

ments . . . the fast, color-corrected lens of
the Auto Load is interchangeable with
a full range of special-purpose lenses.

Steady-strap handle; light weight; com-
pact; pocket-fitting smooth contours; du-
rable and beautifully finished. Guaranteed
for a lijetime!

FILMO AUTO MASTER, with film speeds of 16,
32, 48, and 64, Taylor-Hobson 1" F 2.7 uni-
versal focus lens $195

FILMO AUTO LOAD mounts one fast, color-
corrected Taylor-Hobson l" F 2.7 universal
focusing lens, provides film speeds of 8, 16,
24, 32 $115

FILMO AUTO LOAD "SPEEDSTER," identical
twin of the Auto Load except that it provides
film speeds of 16, 32, 48, and 64; with Taylor-
Hobson 1" F 1.5 focusing lens $160.5 )

FILMO ACCESSORIES make the ideal gifts for
the movie makers in your family and among
your friends. Your dealer can show you the
complete line—or mail the coupon for any
desired information.

BELL &
1843 Lar<
Chicago,
Send me

1 Auto Ma
1 Auto Lo

Cameras

HOWELL COMPANY
hmont Ave.
111.

detailed information on
5ter; ( ) Filmo Auto Load
id "Speedster"; ( ) Fill

( ) Filmo-Master8mm.

( ) Filmo .

; ( , Filmo [

Projector; '
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